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The Agriculture Committee is appointed under SO No. 130 to examine the expenditure,
administration and policy of the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and associated
public bodies, and similar matters within the responsibilities of the Secretary of State for
Northern Ireland.
The Committee consists of a maximum of 11 members, of whom the quorum is three. Unless
the House otherwise orders, all Membere nominated to the Committee continue to be
members of it for the remainder of the Parliairient.
The Committee has power:
(a)

to send for persons, papers and records, to sit notwithstanding any adjournment of the
House, to adjourn from place to place, and to report from time to time;

(b)

to appoint persons with technical knowledge either to supply information which is not
readily available or to elucidate matters of complexity within the Committee’s order of
reference;

The Committee was nominated on 2 December 1987:
The following were members of the Committee during the inquiry:
Mr Jerry Wiggin (Chairman)
Mr Richard Alexander
Mr Alan Amos
Mr Keith Bradley
Mr Christopher Gill
Mr Martyn Jones

Mr Calum MacDonald
Mr Seamus Mallon
Mr Paul Marland
Mr Eric Martlew
Mrs Ann Winterton
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FOURTH REPORT
The Agncultiire Committee has agre^ to the following Report:
FISH FARMING IN THE UK
r INTRODUCTION

1. We began our inquiry into fish farming in October 19891 It seemed in many respects an
ideal subject for investigation for a parliamentary committee: it had not been the focus of great
political controversy, yet there was a need, acknowledged on all sides, for the regulatory
firamework within which the industry operated to be re-examined.
2. No major form of food production in the United Kingdom expanded as rapidly during the
1980s as fish farming. Some 45,000 tonnes of farmed fish were produced in 1989 (compared
with 7,000 in 1980) and Scotland is now the world’s biggest salmon producer after Norway. As
this expansion has taken place at a time when conventional fishing has been in decline and
North Sea stocks are severely depleted, it is particularly welcome for the consumer. But
progress has come at a price. A collapse in the market in the late 1980s saw some producers put
out of business, and there have been a number of environmental concerns: about the genetic
effect of farmed fish on the wild stock; about water pollufion by effluents associated with the
farms; and about the visual impact of fish-cages on some of Britain’s best-loved landscapes. We
shall address all these issues.
3. As well as taking oral evidence from interested bodies, we visited fish farms in both
England and Scotland and made a special visit to the Shetland Islands^ where the licensing
arrangement for fish farming differ ft’om mainland Scotland. We also visited Norway and
learned a great deal from its impressiye ‘state of the art’ industry. The oral and written evidence
is listed on pages iv-ix below and printed as a separate volume.
n PLANNING

4v Our evidence was dominated by arguments about the adequacy of the present planning
arrangements for fish farming and most of the other issues involved with the industry—Such as
its environmental impact—can be regarded as deriving from this one. We shall therefore begin
with an analysis of the present planning position, distinguishing between marine and freshwater
sites to which separate arrangements apply.
(i) Planning Position of Marine Fish Farms
{a) The role of the Crown Estate

5. The present system for authorising marine developments derives from the legal position
of the Grown Estate Commissioners (CEC) as managers of the territorial seabed around the
United Kingdom and most of the foreshore between high and low water mark. Anyone wishing
to attach farm cages to the seabed must obtain :a lease from the CEC; local authority planning
controls do not apply.
6. This pivotal role of the CEC in controlling marine farm developments has long been a
source of contention. In 1983, the then Treasury Minister, Mr John Wakeham, MP, admitted
that ‘this should not, ideally, be a matter for the Commissioners’! and the Chairman of the
Commissioners at that time, the Earl of Crawford and Balcanres, voiced similar doubts.^ The
Montgomery Committee of Inquiry into the Function of the Islands Councils of Scotland^,
reporting in 1984, observed that development control was limited to the CEC’s discretion
whether or not to grant a lease: this did not enable the merits of other developments to be
considered nor did it facilitate longer term plantiing for coastal areas. Noting the existence of a
Government study into seabed planning issues, primarily concerned with the mooring of
tankers and transhipment of dangerous cargoes, the Committee concluded:
* Official Report, 12 April 1983, col.725.
2 Official Report, 12 December 1983, col.790.
3 Cmnd 9216.
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“It is our opinion that a more structured form of control is needed to deal with
increasing development activity in the sea, and we recommend that the Government’s
[present study be carried through as a matter of urgency with the object of introducing a
form of control which should at the very least involve consultation with the local
authmities cmicerned. In view of the responsibilities of the local authority for
land-based developments it seems to us appropriate to give control to the planning
authority, but we have not conducted a detailed investigation of the issues, and we
therefore stop short of a positive recommendation on this point, although we think it
must be given serious consideration”
In response to Montgomery the Secretary of State for Scotland and the CEC agreed a
consultation procedure to enable interested parties to make their views on applications for fish
farm leases known to the Commissioners. The Scottish Office, in effect, asked the CEC to take
on a voluntary brief, acting as planning authority for marine fish farming. Details of this
procedure are in the CEC’s evidence to the Committee.^
7. In 1988 the Scottish Office undertook a review of these consultation procedures and
re-examined the case for extending planning controls to seawards. The Secretary of State
concluded that the consultation arrangements were working well and that a convincing case for
the extension of planning controls had not been made: i ’^is would require primary legislation
and raised difficult questions about what other offshore developments should be covered by the
controls. He accepted, however, that provision should be made for contentious cases to be
discussed more fiilly and for an independent element to be introduced into the decision-making
process in such cases; and he duly announced the establishment of a non-statutory Advisory
Committee.
8. This Committee would sit under an independent Chairman and Vice-Chairman with
members drawn from statutory authorities in central and local Govemnient; the CEC would
provide its secretariat but not be represented on it. The intention was that applications over a
certain size would be referred to the Committee where one or more of its representative bodies
had objected to a proposal during the consultation process and agreement had not been
reached between them and the CEC: the Committee would then recommend to the CEC
whether or not the contested lease should be granted. Such recommendations would not be
binding, but the Secretary of State gave assurances that the Commissioners would take full
account of them in making their decisions. It was further provided that, if the Committee
decided that any case raised particularly difficult or wide-ranging issues, its Chairman could
advise the CEC to refer the case to the Secretary of State for his advice. The CEC agreed to
adopt this procedure and to take particular account of the Secretary of State’s advice in
reaching their decision'.^
9. Two other statutory bodies have specific powers which affect the development of marine
farms: the Department of Transport and the Scottish River Purification Authorities. ITie
Secretary of State for Transport has a general responsibility under the Coast Protection Act
1949^ to ensure the safety of navigation and to safeguard the public right to navigation: his
consent has to be obtained for the permanent mooring of fish farm cages in tidal waters,
although these powers only allow him to veto developments which pose a danger to navigation.
Similarly, under the Water Act 1989^, effluent from caged farms is classified as trade waste and
farms are required to obtain discharge consents from the Scottish River Purification
Authorities. Again, these are specific powers relating to pollution control: neither the Water
Authorities nor the Transport Secretary have the discretionary powers of the CEC, as
landlords of the seabed, to authorise or not authorise marine leases.
10. That a single landlord should be in a de facto position to control the development of
marine farming is obviously controversial. Most of our witnesses clearly felt that the CEC is an
inappropriate body to bd acting as a planning authority. Its neutrality, accountability and
competence have been questioned: we recognise the strength of feeling behind these criticisms.
Support for the CEC has come from larger producer interests, who consider the Commissioners have acted positively and encouraged the development of the industry.
* Ev., ppl51-3.
^Scottish Office News Release 2130/88,19 December 1988.
^ Part II Coast Protection Act 1949.
* Schedule 23, section 56{3) Water Act 1989.
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11. In terms of its constitutional position, the Crown Estate is primarily a landed estate
which includes more than 250,000 acres of agricultural land and substantial blocks of property,
mainly in London. Until the reign of George III, the Sovereign received the rents and profits
from this estate but, since 1760, the Sovereign has surrendered the surplus, after deducting
management expenses, to Parliament in return for the provision of a Civil List. The Estate is
now managed under the Provisions of the Crown Estate Act 1961 by the Crown Estate
Commissioners who are appointed by the Sovereign.
12. Under Section 1(3) of this Act, ‘it is the general duty of the Commissioner to maintain
and enhance the value of the Crown Estate and the return obtained from it, but with due regard
to the requirements of good management’. It is this statutory duty, many witnesses have
argued, which is incompatible with the CEC’s voluntary role as quasi-planning authority. How
can the Commissioners be regarded as independent arbiters if they have a commercial interest
in the outcome of their decisions? It is as if .they were not just judge and jury, but pocketed the
fines imposed by the court.
13. We questioned the Chairman and First Conunissioner, Lord Mansfield, on the revenue
that the CEC receives from fish farming^. Their estimated income for the year 1989-1990 is
£830,000, from which must be deducted administrative costs of £358,847 and a further £100,000
which the CEC is providing for research and development: this leaves a net surplus of£372,000:
Although small in comparison with the CEC’s total surplus, these profits do nevertheless
represent a growth area. We are satisfied that commercial profit is not one of the main factors
motivating the Crown Estate in judging lease applications and that they have tried to tailor
their rents to reflect the buoyancy of the market.^ At the same time, the Crown enjoys a
monopoly and there are no alternative suppliers. It is a further oddity that money should accrue
to the Exchequer in rental income from regions of the United Kingdom which generally qualify
for spedal economic support, both from the British Government and the European
Community. Most larger fish farmers can afford the rents the Crown Estate levies, but those
operating at the margins, notably shellfish producers, resent the imposition of such charges.
Tliis strength of feeling is borne out by the Shetland Islanders’ well-publicised refusal to pay the
Crown Estate’s rents.
14. Criticisms of the Crown Estate’s competence in the day to day running of its affairs, and
oi levels of expertise within the organisation are contained in our evidence.^
15. It is apparent, tooj that amongst consultees and other organisations, there is a lack of
confidence, not only in the CEC’s independence, but also in its accountability. Unlike local
authorities the Crown Estate is not answerable to a local electorate and there are no equivalent
rights of appeal to the Secretary of State against decisions reached by the Commissioners.
Under the Crown Estate Act, the Secretary of State for Scotland may give direction to the CEC
regarding the management of the Scottish Estates only where this is consistent with the
Commissioners’ statutory duty. This provision does not appear to have been exercised and
Lord Sanderson of Bowden, Minister of State at the Scottish Office, doubted that it would
allow the Secretary of State to intervene in individual le^e applications.'* Neither can the
Secretary of State force the CEC to implement Government initiatives such as the
establishment of the Advisory Committee: he is dependent upon the consent and the
co-operation of the Commissioners.
16. It is the Advisory Committee, in fact, which has highlighted the CEC’s lack of
accountability most starkly. It was announced in December 1988, its Chairman and
Vice-Chairman were appointed in May 1989—but it did not actually meet to discuss procedures
until 20 March 1990.^ TTiis is despite the fact that the Nature Conservancy Council and the
Highland Regional Council had raised objections to applications which, if the Advisory
Committee had been functioning as intended, should have been referred to it.^ Lord Mansfield
argued that these objections were not made in sufficiently explicit terms and there are a number
‘ Q299.
2 See Ev., pl48.
3 Eg., Ev., pl26,127, 385.
Q757.
5 Q782.
6 Q192 and Q.501.
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of contested points in the evidence.^ But the CEC’s delay in convening the Committee was
clearly unsatisfactory and Lord Sanderson acknowledged as much. He wrote to them urging
action—but had to wait some six months before any was taken.^
17. The fiasco over the Advisory Committee illustrates that central Government lacks the
authority at the present time to oversee the C£C in its voluntary role as a planning authority.
Development control lies with a largely autonomous body and there are no effective checks and
balances. The Government’s reviews of CEC procedure in the 1980s failed to address these
concerns. In our view, greater accoimtaUlity should be introduced into the decision-making
process.
18. It is only natural for a body taking decisions to draw flalcfi'oni disapfiointed parties and
we are satisfied, in general, that the CEC has tried to strike a reasonable balance between fish
farming and other interests. It is the Grown Estate’s position which needs to be seen to be
irreproachable.
(b) Possible changes to the present system
19. Models for regulating the industry on alternative lines are available in two regions of the
UK, where the CEC does not act as a quasi-planning authority, but simply fulfils its statutory
duty as a landlord: Northern Ireland, where development is controlled by the Department of
Agriculture, and Orkney arid Shetland, where the function is perforriied by the Islands
Councils. We examlried the merits of both these systems.
(i) The Northern Ireland model
20. Under the Fisheries Act (Northern Ireland) 1966, the Department of Agriculture for
Northern hreland (DANI) has powers to license fish farms subject to consents being given for
discharge and navigation. This eriables DANI to control husbandry and irianagement practices
on farms. In 1968 amendments to the Fisheries Act required the Department to take into
account the preservation and conservation of amenity and the environment when issuing
licences. The original Act enables DANI to convene a public inquiry over the issue of a licence
if substantial objections are lodged and since July 19^ there has been a requirement to
advertise all licence applications.^
21. From the husbandry aspect, the licensing system has helped to create a high fish health
status in the Province and was well respected by the fish farming branch of the Ulster Farmers’
Union.^ It must be remembered, however, that marine fish farmingin Northern Ireland is on a
very much smaller scale than Scotland—only about 300 tonnes are anticipated in 1990-1991,
compared with sonie 40,000 tonnes in Scotland.^ If the nuiriber of farms were to expand as
happened in Scotland, a substantial planning bureaucracy would be needed within DANI. Lord
Sanderson of Bowden indicated Aat the Scottish Office were unwilling to take on this
additional role.^
(ii) The Shetland Islands model
22. In the Shetland Islands, which we visited in the course of our inquiry, marine
development controls are operated by the local authority. Under a private Act of Parliariient,
the Zetland County Council Act 1974, the Islands Council, as harbour authority for the area,
has unique powers to regulate all developments in its coastal waters. Anyone wishing to
undertake offshore developments must obtain a works licence from the Council and comply
with the conditions attached to it. All applications for works licences must be advertised and
the Council consults widely. Decisions are taken in public and appeals can be made to the
Scottish Secretaiy against the Council’s decision, which contrasts with CEC procedures."^
23. In our opinion the Shetlanders have utilized these powers effectively and developed
what is very much their own industry. Not surprisingly, the Convention of Scottish lU)cal
J Q3I2ff.
2 0781.
3 Ev., ppI2,324,
* Ev., p^.
^ Ev., pp38, 60.

^cxiei.

7Q767ff,
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Authorities (CoSLA) and the Association of County Councils have argued forcibly that they
too should be able to control developments in their coastal waters.^ This view was shared by the
majority of other bodies who gave evidence.
24. Local authority planning powers do apply to the land-based servicing facilities and in
their evidence CoSLA stressed the need for marine lease applications and associated on-shore
planning consents to be considered in tandem.^ However grating seabed planning powers to
other locM authorities in Scotland would not be a simple solution to this problem of
co-ordination. Although such a change would meet the concerns we have expressed about the
neutrality and accountability of the CEC,.the Government has twice reviewed and rejected the
case for extension of planning controls, largely for practical reasons.^ The Orkney and Shetland
systems are special cases, depending upon the Local Authority acting as Harbour Authority for
the Islands. Problems could arise in replicating this system around the coast of mainland
Scotland where there are many existing harbour authorities. The extension of plann^g controls
beyond low water mark would also raise the question, of which other offshore developments
should be covered by the controls; we note the concerns of the British Ports Federation that
seabed planning controls could adversely affect the operation and management of h^bours.'^
25. Four particular con^derations lead us to recommend an evolutionary rather than
revolutionary solution to the problems which now exist.
(1) Failing a major review of the status, rights and powers of the CEC, which is beyond our
remit, ownership of the sea-bed will remain vested in the Crown Estate: they will
therefore retain a major interest in the fish farming industry, as landlords and granters
of leases.
(2) Regional planning authorities cannot, by their very nature, take a strategic national
view of the industry.
(3) From the evidence given by Ministers, it is clear that the Government do not intend to
take on the detailed work of planning the industry within the Scottish Office.
(4) For both commercial and environmental reasons, nobody expects new fish farms to
proliferate as quickly in the 19^ as they did in the 1980s. A major upheaveal would
not therefore be warranted by the likely scale of the task.
26. We are concerned, however, about the constant controversies surrounding the
development of this industry and by the fact that the CEC has not yet been able to gain the
confidence Of either environmental bodies or local conununities as represented by their local
authorities. Although we propose limited reforms at this stage, we do so with the proviso that,
if these controversies and antagonisms persist, then it will be necessary to consider a more
radical solution to the problems, despite the administrative and even constitutional upheavals
this may entail.
27. It will be clear from our analysis of the issues that we do not regard the Crown Estate
Commissioners as the ideal body to superintend fish farming. There are, as we.have outlined,
considerable difficulties in simply handing over planning control to local authorities; but.they
must have a more significant role than at present. Three broad principles, we believe, should
underpin the planning process:
(i) the CEC’s de facto right as landlord to veto applications;
(ii) a similar right of veto to be exercised by the local authority in token of its overiiding
interest;
(iii) consultation rights (though not rights of veto) for other interested bodies like the
Nature Conservancy Council, etc.
It may be an objection that giving two bodies rights of veto is a recipe for mischief; but we are
hopeful that both the CEC and local authorities have enough.experience and commonsense to
exercise such powers responsibly.
1
2
3
4

Ev., p214.
Ev., p216.
Scottish Office News Release 2130/88,19 December 1988.
Ev., p399.
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28. The natural forum for these rights to be exercised would seem to be the Advisory
Gommittee—although we must enter the caveat that this Committee has only just met to
discuss procedures, so its likely effectiveness is hard to judge. To implement the principles we
enunciated in the last paragraph, we recommend that the local authority member of the
Committee be empoweitd to refer cases to the S^retary of State where he thinks the issues are
suffidently complex. This would give local authorities a dominant role in the Committee arid
should ensure that the Comriiittee’s advice is not just balanced: and independent, but likely to
be accepted by the CEC.
29. The Advisory Coinmittee’s role Can also be strengthened in other ways. It is a
non-statutory body and the written answer to a Parliamentary Question in which its
establishirient was announced concentrated more on its procedures thari Oil the particular
TOrisideirations which should guide its deliberations. To ensure greater accountability^ we
believe there would be rrierit in spelling out its terms of reference far more specifically, in
particular by imposing on it a duty to take into siccount the likely effect on coni^rvation and the
envinuunent controversial developments. This, while not givirig consultees like the Nature
Conservancy Council (NCC) a veto, would provide a benchmark against which they could insist
that their objections be judged. We therefore recommend that the Goveniment improve the
AdviscHry Committee’s accountability by itemising the factors which its deliberations must take
into iKcount.
30. There is currently a size limit on the applications which can be referred to the Advisory
Committee, with smaller projects falling outside the procedures. We r^ommend that in the
case of objections by local aufoorities, this limit should not apply.
31. If the Advisory Conunittee cannot function satisfactorily, more fundamental reforms
may be necessary; but we are hopeful that such a system can be made to work. Not the least
attraction of our recommendation is that it requires no legislation, only the voluntary consent
of the parties concerned. The arrangement Could be impleriiented quickly and refined in the
light of experience.
(c) Planning guidelines;
32. Most of the CEC’s consultees have called for national planning guidelines to be
established for marine fish farming ft’om which local strategies could be developed. The
Scottish Salmon Growers’ Association have also called for central direction.^ All these
su^estions relate directly to the plannirig regime for, without a coherent basis for
decision-taking, proposals are harder to draw up and rejections harder to comprehend.
33. The nature of the complaints we have received suggests that an accepted and integrated
strategy has so far been lacking. CoSLA, for example, have complained that certain lease
approvals had involved local authorities in substantial, unplanned expenditure on infrastructure.2 Similarly, in areas of particular conservation interest to the NCC and the
Couritryside Commission for Scotland, CEC decisions have been at variance with the
conservation objectives of these bodies.^ The Scottish Fishermen’s Federation described CEC
decisions as, “utterly incomprehensible and totally inconsistent”.'*
34. Some progress has been made towards ironing out these difficulties. In October 1989, at
the outset of our inquiry, the CEC published its ‘Development Strategy and Area Guidelines’
for marine fish farming in Scotland, building upon an earlier 1987 document which offered
guidance on siting and design of farms. This strategy has been welcomed as a step in the right
direction, although doubts about its independence and competence were expressed in our
evidence.^ While we welcome the iriitiative, in our view it is unlikely to command the
confidence of national guidelines.
35^ In a parallel development, the Highland Regional Council has produced a more detailed
local Framework Plan for marine fish farming in its area.^ Again we applaud this initiative, but
have grave doubts whether the two strategies can co-exist harmoniously. It is for the Scottish
2 0455ff

3 Ev„ p91; Q203.
Ev„ p385.
*Eg,Ev., p91,120,231.
6 0504,
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Office to take the lead and, while remaining the last court of appeal in individual planning
applications, develop an overall framework in which the applications can be set. In earlier
years, disputes could be avoided by developers selecting the less controversial sites: as sites are
taken up, lease applications will become increasingly contested. We therefore recommend that
the Scottish Office draw up national planning guidelines to facilitate the decision-making
process.
36. At a regional level, the CEG has a valuable databank of information on existing farms
and should be encouraged to collaborate with local authorities to produce local fish farming
strategies.
(ii) Planning Position of Freshwater Fish Farms
37. The planning issues affecting freshwater fish farms are largely distinct from those
governing marine sites, jpor one thing leases for such farms are issued not by the Crown Estate,
but by the landowner. For another, the fish being farmed are different—principally trout and
salmon smolts.
38. In England and Wales, freshwater fish farms enjoy broadly the same permitted
development rights under the General Development Order as agriculture: and, provided the
area involved is less than 0.4 hectares, planning permission is not required for their
construction or extension; additional rights are available for fish farming businesses registered
with MAFF under the Diseases of Fish Act 1983.^
39. In Scotland, the legal position has been less clear-cut. Guidelines issued to the local
authorities by the Scottish Development Department in 1977 indicated that fish farming.did not
enjoy permitted development rights but came within normal planning controls; but it remained
ambiguous in law whether fish farming counted as agriculture and different local authorities
followed different practices. A court ruling in 1989 appeared to contradict the Scottish
Development Department’s advice and opened the way to a rush of new developments in
potentially damaging locations. At this stage the Scottish Office acted.^
40. A consultation paper was issued in December 1989 proposing an amendment to the
General Development Order which would clarify the position and expressly remove permitted
development rights froih fish farms. Following the consultation process, an amending Order
came into force on 31 March 1990.^ The Pariiamentary Under-Secretary of State, Lord Janies
Douglas-Hamiiton, MP, emphasised that this was an interim measure and was without
prejudice to the more wide-ranging review of the General Development Order which he was
conducting.'^
41. A curious anomaly has now been created, however, which cannot be remedied without
creating further anomalies. There is a quite different planning regime in Scotland from England
and Wales. There is no obvious logic in this. If the Scottish system were relaxed, and permitted
developments rights restored, cages could be sited in freshwater lochs yvithout any of the
consultation procedures deemed appropriate for marine sites. There is no logic in this either.
If, on the other hand, planning controls were tightened south of the border, it would mean a
farmer could construct a poultry shed on his land without let or hindrance, but not a trout farm.
TTiis would be even less consistent.
42. The question of permitted development rights for agriculture as a whole falls outside the
scope of this inquiry. Our feeling is that the case for such rights will become harder and harder
to justify and that there is a movement towards more stringent, planning controls for all
developments which affect the countryside. If the Government elected to remove all permitted
development rights for agriculture, they might well have our support. But to impose special
restrictions on fish farming—one of the few areas of food production which appears capable of
sustained growth in the 1990s—seems illogical. Our detailed proposals for Scotland and
England and Wales follow.
1 The Town and Country Planning General Development Order 1988, S.1.1988 No.1813, Schedule 2, Piirt 6.
2 QQ796-807.
2 The Town and Country Planning (General Development) (Scotland) Amendment Order 1990.
** Letter to the Chairman of the Committee dated 28 February 1990.
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Scotland

43* As Scotland has so far borne the brunt of the rapid expansion of fish farming, we can
appreciate why the Scottish Office felt obliged to introduce tighter controls. There has been,
for example, a soaring increase in salmon smolt production in Scotland during the last
decade r-some of it in contentious locations. But we would hope that the manner in which the
General Development Order was recently amended so as to remove permitted development
rights is not a foretaste of how they will approach the task. The Minister justified the
amendment by pointing out that, of those bodies consulted, 45 were in favour and 3 against.^
This sort of exercise is notoriously unreliable: ask anyone if they want to have a say about
something and they will say yes. The 45-3 scoreline is not therefore the resounding victory it
appears—the three are the Nation^ Fanners’ Union of Scotland, the Scottish Salmon Growers’
A&sodation and the Shetland Salmon Farmers’ Association, all key groups—and we hope that
tighter controls will not lead to the over-regulation of a potentially thriving industry.
44. Our philosophy throughout this Report is that fish farming should be given every
encouragement to expand within reasonable limits and subject to reasonable safeguards; and
that an evolutionary development of the industry’s present structure rather than revolutionary
change offers the best prospect of sustained growth.
45. For Scotland it is hard to mount a convincing case for granting freshwater farms
permitted development rights ^ such. They have never expressly enjoyed them in the past and,
in view of concerns about the rate at which the industry has expanded, it would be retrograde
and undesirable to confer such rights now. The local authorities should continue to handle
devd(^[Hnent applications, but within a framework appropriate to fish farming and tailored
qpedfically to fish farming. Ministers should take the opportunity of the review of the General
Developnient Order to achieve this.
46. It is important to distinguish between the cages and ponds which contain the fish and the
buildings ancillary to the operation in which fish-food, fuel and supplies are stored, records
kept and so on. There is no difference that we can see between a shed storing fish-food and a
shed storing sheep-food: to make one subject to planning controls and not the other would be
inviting trouble. We therefore see no case for making the buildings associated ^th fish-farins
subject to special controls—unless and until such controls are extended to agricultural building
generally. The Gene^ Development Order should be amended to remove this anomaly.
47. Among the most vociferous critics of the growth of fish farms have been the District
Salmon Fishery Boards who are concerned at the potential genetic impact of farmed salmon
upon the wild stock.^ Under the new amendment to the General Development Order, planning
authorities are advised to consult with the area Board before determining an application: this is
obviously sensible. They are also advised to consult the River Purification Authority for the
area for advice on discharge and effluent levels: this too seems sensible. Who else they consult
is at their discretion, although a range of local factors will need to be taken into account in the
case of each application.^ These provisions seem to us to strike the right balance between the
different interests involved and they eiyoy our support.
48. One particular concern remains. In our recent inquiry into Land Use and Forestry,'^ we
identified a trend in Scottish forestry which is equally apparent in fish farming. A period of
relatively uncontrolled expansion has been followed by a backlash in which the wider interests
of the environment have assumed much greater importance. While we accept the legitimate
claims of the various conservation bodies, we are concerned that their objections to
development proposals may, in some circumstances, threaten-the economic survival of rural
communities.
49. Regional councils will, of course, take economic factors into account in vetting fish
farming applications. But we believe that they and central Government also have a role to play
in holding the ring between the developers and the conservationists. With forestry, much
progress has been made towards encouraging acceptable forms of afforestation by ‘indicative
strategies’—plans prepared by regional councils identifying areas suitable for woodlands. The
same kind of strategic approach is needed in fish farming—as we argued in our earlier review of
Ubid,

2Ev.,pm
^ Scottish Development Department Circular No.8/1990.
*■ Second Report, Session 1989-90 (HC16),
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marine developments. New sites which are uncoiitroversial are in short supply in Scotland, yet
the demand for farmed fish seems likely to increase: someone needs to evaluate where growth
is most feasible and acceptable. One framework plan for fish fanning has already been drawn
up by the Highland Regional Council. The Government should encourage other regional
councils to draw up similar plans for freshwater farms and provide guidance on how to prepare
them.
England and Wales

50. In England and Wales, as we outlined earlier, inland freshwater farms enjoy permitted
development rights under the General Development Order, subject to a number of conditions.
Whether they should continue to do so is disputed. Particular concern has been expressed
about the lack of effective controls in National Parks, notably Exmoor. This was a topic on
which the Department of Environment invited comment in a consultation paper entitled
‘Permitted Use Rights in the Countryside’ issued in May 1989: the Department has deferred
taking any decisions about it until we have made our Report to the Hoiise;^ ITie consultation
process revealed considerable opposition in general terms to the relaxation of existing planning
controls in the countryside and this needs to be taken into account.
51. Controls fall into two broad categories: those exercised by the new National Rivers
Authority (NRA) established by the Water Act 1989; and those exercised, or potentially
exercised, by planning authorities. The NRA’s exact role in the future development of fish
farming is not yet clear; but as one witness put it, “its advent does seem to provide the
opportunity for there to be a single regulatory body and focal point, at least for England and
Wales” .2 It issues both abstraction licences and discharge consents and can control the effect of
fish farms on the aquatic environment by the attachment of appropriate conditions. It cannot,
however, exercise planning controls as such—nor, except in specific circumstances, can the
planning authorities.
52. The present state of the law is set out in the Departnaent of the Environment’s
memorandum to the Committee:
Tart 6 of Schedule 2 to the Town and Country Planning General Development Order
1988 grants permitted development rights for agriculture. Class A of Part 6 grants
permitted developments rights for the carrying but, on agricultural land not less than
0.4 hectares in area, of building works or excavation or engineering operations
reasonably necessary for the purposes of agriculture, subject to conditions on the area,
height and locatiori of the development. Provided these conditions are met. Glass A
enables both established and other fish farmers to erect fish tanks and other structures
associated with fish farming, and to excavate ponds provided the extracted materials
are retained on the site, without the need to apply for specific planning permission. In
National Parks and some small adjacent areas the local planning authority has
discretionary control over the siting design and external appearance of buildings and
the siting and design of private roads that are to be constructed with the^benefit of Part
6 rights.’^
Some additional permitted development rights are enjoyed by ‘established’'fish farmers—for
these;purposes, those registered with MAFF under the Diseases of Fish Act 1983. These rights
were introduced in 1986 in order not to hamper the expansion of established fish farm
operations.'^
53. While these provisions might in themselves enable fish farms to proliferate too easily for
some people’s liking, there is an important ‘long stop’.^ On appeal to the Secretary of State,
who must be satisfied that there is a genuine threat to the amenity of an area, planning
authorities can require planning permission to be sought for a development which would
otherwise be a permitted development by serving a Direction under Article 4 of the General
Development Order to remove some or all permitted development rights in a particular
locatiori. A number of such Directions have been served in respect of fish farms, one in
Exmoor National Park. If planning permission is refused, however, where a Direction is in
1
2
3
■*

Sec DoE press notice No,529,11 October 1989.
Ev., p364.
Ev., pl73.
Ev., pl74.

5 Ibid.
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force, the planning authority must compensate the applicant for any resulting loss or damage;
nor isian Article 4 Direction available where the development has already started. Imthe eyes
of the local authorities, this tips the scales too far back in the developers’ favour.^
54. Almost all controversial fish farm developments in England and Wales have taken place
m National Parks, and it is to these we address ourselves first. We believe that an important
safeguard against unsuitable developments already exists in Article 4 Directions, but that these
procedures are too cumbersome to be invoked with the frequency with which they are likely to
be used. A simpler, clearer system is needed—and we are inclined to err on the side of caution
in our attitude to new developments, particularly since there are already controls on
agricultural buildings in National Parks which are more stringent than those in operation
elsewhere. As the Association of County Councils argued:^
‘It is important that operations such as fish farming, which can have a major impact on
sensitive landscapes, are subject to control by bodies which are competent and
accountable; not just in order that unacceptable proposals can be stopped, but so that
proposals which are acceptable in principle can be fully influenced in their detail, to
avoid harmful consequences’.
We share these sentiments; and we recommend that, in National Parks, all fish farm
pnqmsals, land-baSed or using floating structures, whether on existing or new sites, should need
specific planning permission.
55. Outside National Parks, the arguments for greater regulation of the industry are less
persuasive. There has been little controversial development and we see difficulties, as we
outlined earlier, in removing permitted development rights from fish farms but not from
agricultural enterprises on a similar scale. The Water Act 1989 gave the NRA new powers to
license water abstraction by all fish farms which will enable the authority to better manage this
use of water resources—and we believe no further controls are warranted at this stage.
56. An early example of the ways in which the NRA could use its powers to benefit the
industry came with its decision to impose an upper limit of 20p per megalitre on the abstraction
charge a water authority could levy from a fish farmer.^ A 20p charge would be the equivalent
of £200 to £300 a year per 10 tonnes of fish produced—“significant but not crippling”, in the
Minister’s words.'^ We welcome this decision. It goes some way to meet the justifiable concerns
of the British Trout Association and others that under the old water authorities, abstraction
charges varied dramatically from one part of the country to another—from £8,000 to £8 a year
per 100 tonnes of production in adjacent water authorities.^ We accept that a number of
variables affect the impact of particular abstractions on the local aquatic environment and
therefore the appropriate level of charge, but believe a measure of consistency is essential. The
NRA is to introduce a coniimon scheme for England and Wales from 1 April 1992 (the capping
is an interim measure)^: it should consult extensively with producers before finalising the scheme
and take particular care in defining the criteria it is to adopt in setting charges.
(iii) Environmental Assessments
57. As an adjunct to national planning controls, European Community (EC) Law requires
that certain development applications likely to have significant effects on the environment must
be accompanied by an Environmental Statement.*^ For fish farms in the UK, this requirement
only applies to salmon, but the Department of the Environment confirmed that an error was
made in the translation of this EC Directive into English: the English text refers only to salmon
whereas it should embrace all salmonids and therefore apply to trout as well. The existing
English text is nevertheless legal and such an apparently straightforward error requires the
agreement of member states before it can be corrected.® We ask Ministers and officials to
ensure that this mistake is rectified.
f Ev., p249ff.
^Ev.,p251.
3 Q814.
^ Ibid.
5Ev.,p396.
^ Q446, footnot*;.
^ EC Directive 85/337.
«Q382ff.
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58. For marine salmon farms, the CEC is the competent authority responsible for
implementing this directive. Several witnesses were critical of the CEC’s performance arguing
that the threshold level set by them is so extreme that only the largest developments would
require a Statement and citing the fact that only one Statement has been submitted since the
Regulation came into force in July 1988.^ We believe these assessments are a valuable planning
tool and have noted the criticisms levelled at the CEC. A formal complaint has however been
lodged with the European Commission and we consider it is the appropriate body to investigate
these concerns.^
(iv) Summary
59. The following table illustrates existing planning controls or quasi-controls over fish
farming in the United Kingdom and where we believe they should be reinforced or
supplemented.
Type of Fish Farming

Existing Controls

Recommended Additional
Controls

Marine farms, England,
Wales and Scotland (except
Shetland Islands)

Licences granted by Crown
Estate Commissioners. Applications objected to by statutory consultees are referred to
the Advisory Committee.

Role of Advisory Committee should be strengthened, with local authorities
given greater influence.

Marine farms. Northern
Ireland

Licences granted by DANI,
who act as planning authority.

Marine farms, Shetland
Islands

Shetland Islands Council is the
planning authority.

Freshwater farms, Scotland

All permitted development
rights removed by interim
amendment of General DeveL
opment Order, March 1990.
Applications vetted by planning authorities.

Some easing of the restrictions necessary. Buildings
should enjoy the same
exemptions as agriculture
buildings.

Freshwater farms, England
and Wales (except National
Parks)

Farms enjoy permitted development rights subject to various restrictions. Planning
authorities may appeal to the
Secretary of State for Article
IV Directions removing these
rights.

No change recommended.

Freshwater farms, England
and Wales (National Parks)

These systems seem to be
locally accepted.

All developments should
require planning permission.

ni THE ECONOMIC FUTURE OF THE INDUSTRY
60. As we have already indicated, fish farming is one of the major growth areas in British
agriculture. In Scotland alone, the tonnage of Atlantic salmon produced per year has risen
from less than 2,000 in 1980 to nearly 30,000 in 1989. Trout and shellfish farming have
expanded almost as rapidly. Tables in the evidence illustrate the remarkable growth in
production.^ Jobs, too, have boomed. The Scottish Fisheries Department estimates that 5,000
have been created in direct, employment in fish farming and as many more in downstream
activities such as processing, transportation and supplies.'*
61. Expanding production iias generally been matched by a growth in consumption, as the
fish farmer’s ability to produce fish economically, combined with sophisticated marketing, has
increased the demand for farmed fish. Between 1980 and 1985 total fish consumption in the UK
> Ev., pl22,127.
2 Q267.
3 Ev„ pp38, 56, 74-76,150.
Ev., pi.
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rose by only 10 percent—yet consumption of salmon rose by over 250 per cent and trout by
over 280 per cent.^ With the decline in traditional fisheries and the popularity of meat, these
trends should be capable of being maintained, if not necessarily at present rates of increase.
62. Perhaps not surprisingly with such a booming industry, the salmon market to some
extent overheated in 1988 and 1989 and many producers have been reporting josses. Increases
in feed prices have, caused difficulties, as well as more general economic factors such as high
interest rates.^ But undoubtedly the source of greater concern to British salmon.producers has
been the activities of their Norwegian livds.
63. Norway is by some distance the world’s largest producer of Atlantic salmon, producing
au estimated 150,000 tonnes in 1989 to Scotland’s 29,000.^ Her industry expanded even faster
than Scotland’s in the 1980s arid, with production far exceeding domestic consumption, she is
the world’s largest exporter. But she has also run into problenis of over-productiori. In May and
June 1989, heavy ^scounting of normal export prices was observed in EC markets, with salmon
apparently being sold at below production cost. The EC has since acceded to complaints from
Sottish and Irish producers and is examinirig the possibility of instituting an anti-dumping
action. A similar action is pending in the United States.'^
64. As there is only a 2 per cent levy on salmon imported into the Comniunity, compared
with 13 per cent on salmon products and 12 per cent on trout^, we view the sitiiatioh with
concern and ui^ Ministers to keep it under very close review. The dangers to our industry of a
major competitor adjoining the Community and able to penetrate Community markets with
ease are self-evident.
65. We raised the issue with the Norwegian Fisheries Minister, Mr Svein Munkejord, in
October 1989. He accepted that there had been serious over-production and told us that his
Government was trying to redress the situation by stopping issuing fish farming licences (except
in the poorer far nortii of the country). The maximum capacity allowed at existing fish farriis
had recently been increased by 50 per cent, however, so it seems inevitable that overall
Norwegian production will continue to rise sharply.
66. The Scottish Salirion Growers’ Association argued that the best way to protect UK
interests against this threat was either to raise the 2 per cent import levy of impose a quota on
Norway. But they acknowledged that tjiere would be “quite immense” difficulties in getting
such proposals through GATT® and we concur with this analysis. Scotland is herself a major
player in the world market and has more to lose than gain by protectionist measures. The
Community market for farmed salmon is already in excess of 115,000 tonnes and rising^: there
should be ample so)pe for both Norway and Scotland to explpit that market, as well as selling
their produce further afield. We certainly support anti-dumping actions if there is evidence to
just^ th«n, but see no need for further protective measures.
67. The trout sector has also enrountered problems of oversupply during the late 70’s and
early 80’s. This situation has now been reversed and with successful marketing, UK producers
are enjoying a generally undersupplied market and stable returns. Further ^pwth in
consumption is ariticipated though the number of new freshwater production sites is likely to be
limited.^
68. We believe there are substantial opportunities for the shellfish sector to develop,
particulariy in Scotland. Consumption iri the UK is substantially lower than in other European
OTtiritries and Scotland has the natural advantage of clean waters^ and sheltered lochs. Typically
tihe industry conaprises small-scale producers and shellfish growing, with its relative ease of
entry, offers employment prospects for local entrepreneurs. Scottish output is poised for
substimtial growth oyer the next few years^ and we believe this young industry should be given
every assistance from bodies such as the Highlands and Island Development Board, the Sea Fish
Industry Authority, CEC and the Department of Agriculture and Fisheii^ for Scotland (DAFS)
to devdop marketi^ strategies and undertake essential research and development.
* Ev., p57.
^Ey.,p39.
5 Ev o38
<Ev!lp39jOQ10&-lD.
^00111,132.
6^0113.
7QI09.
*Ev., p55.
» Ev., p74ff.
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IV FISH FARMING AND THE ENVIRONMENT
69. The impact of marine and freshwater fish farming on the landscape and on the
environment has been the subject of considerable media attention and controversy in recent
years. We took evidence from statutory and voluntaiy conservation groups, regulatory
authorities and researchers, and also visited a variety of farms in order to assess the concerns
which have been raised and the effectiveness of the Government’s countermeasures.
70. Fish farming can interact with the environment in a variety of ways which we shall
consider under three headings: scenic inipact; the effects of fish farm effluents; and the impact
of fish farming on wild fish populations and predatory species.
(a) Scenic Impact
71. Salmon and shellfish farming require unpolluted waters in relatively sheltered locations.
Inevitably, devdopment has been-centred on the sea lochs of North West Scotland, which are
also areas of outstanding scenery. Any new activity in such locations is likely to encounter
opposition on the grounds that it detracts from the natural beauty of the landscape and fish
farming is no exception. We appreciate that some may find cages, rafts and associated
structures unattractive but are persuaded thd fish farming plays an important role in sustaining
remote communities; with sensitive planning, developments can be accommodated without
spoiling enjoyment of the landscape and amenity for others.
72. We have outlined a possible planning framework in paragraphs 30-34 above but also
consider that much can be done to make individual developments less visually intrusive. The
CEC’s document, ‘Guidelines on the Siting and Design of Marine Fish Farms in Scotland’^
contains much helpful advice to farmers and we hope that the Advisory Committee will fulfil
the new mandate which we propose, to promote sensitive design and siting.
(b) Fish Farm Effluent
73. The regulatory framework for controlUng effluent discharge from fish farms is provided
by the Water Act 1989 and previously the Control of Pollution Act 1974. It is, wth a few
exceptions, an offence to allow the entry of poisonous, nojqous and polluting matter, and any
solid waste matter into inland, ground, estuarial and coastal waiters, uidess the entry is
authorised by discharge consent issued by the appropriate authority^ (The National Rivers
Authority in England and Wales arid the River Purification Boards or Islands Councils in
Scotland). When granting discharge consients, the authorities haVe a duty to ensure that any
quality objectives set for the receiving waters are achieved.^ Assessments have to be made of
the effect of the discharge on the receiving watere, taking into account factors such as the
compiosition of the discharge, the quality of the receiving waters arid the dilution provided by
these waters. For fish farm effluerits of organic origin, limits are commonly imposed on the
biochemical oxygen demand (BOD)—a measure of, the oxygen required for the biological
breakdown of the effluent—suspended solids and ammonia. Limits can and are imposed on the
discharge of chemicals from fish farms.
74. The Water Act 1989 has ensured that discharge cdnsents are also applied to caged fams,
rectifying the unsatisfactory situation which had applied before 1989 with some authorities
consenting caged farms and others doubting that they had the legal authority to do so. We
recognise that monitoring caged farms, particularly in remote locations, does present special
problems and that the methodology is not fully developed: the Scottish Office arid the
Purification Boards should undertake a review of procedures to ensure that water quality is
properly protected. Clearly, too, the legislative framework can only be effective if the
authorities have the resources to monitor compliance: we welcome the provision of the Water
Act enabling the authorities to j-ecover their costs by levying those who discharge into
controlled waters.
75. Some witnesses have called for legislative controls to regulate husbandry and practice on
fish farms. In our view such irieasures are not warranted. The industry is well aware pf the
damage adverse publicity can cause and its representatives have responded positively,
developing codes of practice in conjunction with regulatory authorities and conservation
bodies. We believe this is the right way forward but would stress that there is no cause for
complacency on the part of farmers. The CEC also attaches a number of conditions to its
J CEC December 1987.
2 Section 107 Water Act 1989.
3 Section 106 Water Act 1989.
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marine leases requiring sound management practices to be. observed and a firm of consultants is
employed to monitor compliance. This is clearly an important function and the Commissioners
must be prepared to terminate leases if repeated abuse is discovered.
7^. We now consider in detail the particular problems which may be caused by fish farm
waste.
(i) Solid and nutrient wastes
77. Solid waste from fish farms comprises faeces and uneaten food. If water currents are
low, dispersion of this effluent is poor and sedimentation can occur, underneath caged systems
or downstream firom land-based discharges affecting sea and riverbed organisms and reducing
surrounding oxygen levels.
78. In land-based systems solid wastes Can and are removed by using sedimentation tanks.
Similarly, research is being carried out on removing these wastes from underneath caged
systems. Improvements in the composition of fish feed and in the stability and buoyancy of feed
pellets have also resulted in better ingestion and conversion of feed which reduces the amount
of organic effluent from fanns.
79. Critics of fish farming should recognise that it is not in the farmer’s interest to allow
severe ‘site souring’ to occur beneath his cages since noxious gases can be released which have
harmful effects on the fish. We were impressed by the visual monitoring of the seabed beneath
the cases carried out in the Shetlands and believe that farmers and water authorities could
make more use of such monitoring. Other practical steps can also prevent souring: selecting
sites with adequate flushing rates; allowing sites to recover by fallowing them; or attaching the
cages by a sin^e mooring enabling them to rotate spreading the effluent over a wider area.
(ii) Nutrient content offish farm effluent
80. Nutrient enrichment, or eutrophication, of lakes, rivers or coastal waters can lead to
increased and often underirable growth of aquatic vegetation. Fish farming is just one Of many
activities releasing nutrients into the aquatic environment and its contribution must be
ransidered in this context.
81. In fi-eshwater systems, eutrophication is of more concern in slow moving waters which
are naturally low in nutrients. In fireshwater lochs, for instance, the limiting nutrient is
cominoniy phosphorus and increasing its ^ncentration can stimulate vegetative growth. To
prevent excessive eutrophication the ^ver Purification Boards have set Environmental Quality
Standards (EQS), or maximum concentrations of phosphorus, for freshwater lochs: through
their discharge consents the Boards can restrict fish farming developments where this is
necessary to keep the loch within its EQS.^ It should not be assumed, either, that fish farmers
are the only ‘villains’. In some locations fertilizers leaching from forestry land are more
im{x)rtant sources of phosphorus, yet the water authorities have no control over their
application. We agree with the Scottish River Purification Boards’ Association that this is an
unsatisfactory situation both for the fish farmers, who may have restrictions imposed as a result
of forestry operations, and for the environment.^
82. In the marine environment, nitrogen is usually the limiting nutrient and enrichment can
stimulate the growth of algal blooms which can be toxic to fish. Witnesses from the Natural
Environment Research Council (NERC) and firom Stirling University could find no direct
evidence linking fish farins to the occurence of algal blooms,^ Coastal waters can absorb a given
level of added nutrients without adverse effect and we received no evidence to suggest that
aquaculture was approaching these limits. If marine farming is to develop further, however, the
industry, its planners and regulators should know what these parameters are.
83. During our visit to Norway we were briefed on the Lenka Project which aims to underpin
the expansion of the Norwegian industry by assessing the suitability of their coastal waters for
aquaculture. Environmental factors are a major consideration in this assessment and marine
scientists have been involved in estimating acceptable levels of nutrient loading in their coastal
waters. I.enka is a major survey, involving three Ministries and a total budget of £4million.
Although we applaud the Norwegians’ initiative we do not believe a similar-scale project would
now be justified in Scotland. Scottish aquaculture has developed beyond the point of a ‘baseline
»Ev., pI89.
2//»«/.
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survey’. Witnesses from NERC and vStirling University agreed that resources would be better
employed by enhancing the physical hydrographic data already contained in the NCC’s
catalogue of Scottish Sea Lochs, enabling acceptable nutrient levels and the potential for
further development to be assessed.^ Much of this theoretical data and predictive modelling is
either available or is being researched by various groups. DAFS’ own research programme has
similar objectives. We recommend that DAFS co-ordinate the completion of this work and its
presentation in a form which can be used by planners and regulators of the industry ^ike.
(iii) Chemicals and medicines used in fish farming
84. The use of chemicals arid veterinary medicines in aquaculture has Mtracted much critical
attention from environmental interests and the media. In addressing this issue, we had both to
recognise that the industry does need to use certain treatments and consider whether existing
controls governing their use provided the appropriate safeguards for consumers and the
environment. The legal framework governing the use of such compounds is summarised in a
supplementary memorandum by MAFF and the Scottish Office
85. Medicinal products used in fish farming are regulated under the provisions of EC
Directive 81/851 and the Medicines Act 1968. These lay down that Veterinary medicinal
products must be licensed before they may be marketed. In the UK Ministers are advised by
the Veterinary Products Comniittee (VPG), a statutory body of independent experts in
pharmacology and animal health and a licence is granted only if the product is safe to use, of
good and consistent quality, and effective. Considerations of safety include that of the treated
animals, persons administering the product, the consumer and the environment generally. In
some cases, veterinary medicines are required to carry instructions oh the label.^
86. If there is no licensed product available to treat a particular condition in fish, a
veterinarian may prescribe other products, if appropriate, for stock under his care. Any such
treatment is subject to a standard withdrawal period designed to ensure the safety to consumers
of food eventually produced from treated fish.
87. In addition, certain common compounds such as salt and formalin which are freely
available for non-medicinal purposes are used on fish farms to control parasites. Where
appropriate, the water authorities can attach conditions to their discharge consents to ensure
that concentrations of these chemicals do not exceed certain levels. Paints used to prevent the
fouling of nets, floats of other apparatus used on fish farms are regulated under the Control of
Pesticides Regulations 1986, made under Part III of the Food and'Environment Protection Act
1985.
88. Pigments are also added to some farmed fish feed to impart a pink colour to the flesh.
Their use is regulated under the Feedingstuffs Regulations 1988 and the Additives in Animal
Feedingstuffs Directive EEC/70/524. The UK’s Food Advisory Committee has recently
undertaken a major review of the colourings which may be added to food, whether directly or
indirectly: this Committee is stiil considering its advice on the fish feed additive canthaxanthih
following new data on its use in chicken feed to colour egg yolks.'* The Government’s Working
Party on Veterinary Residues in Animal Products continues to monitor residues of various
veterinary medicines in farmed fish.^
89. This array of legislative provisions, though complex, does enable the regulatory
authorities to apply controls which are commensurate with the toxicity of the treatments
concerned. To be effective, however, these measures do require vigilance on the part of the
regulatory authorities, supported by sound scientific research and the resources to carry out
effective monitoring. When a treatment for sea lice was introduced in the late 1970’s, their
effectiveness was very questionable.
90. Sea lice are ectoparasites which commonly infect wild and farmed salmon with
distressing and often fatal results. The only treatment with proven commercial success involves
the addition of dichlorvos, an organophosphate particularly toxic to aquatic invertebrates, to
marine cages. Nuvan 500 EC, a proprietary pesticide containing dichlorvos, was initially used
to treat sea lice: applied in this way, it was classified as an animal medicine and,, though not
'• Q738ff.
2 Ev., p324.

3 Ibid.
*» Ibid.
5 Ev., p329.
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licensed for the purpose, could be used to treat sea lice under a veterinary prescription. In the
absence of alternative treatments, such prescriptions were freely forthcoming—with the result
that a product became regulation issue without really having been submitted to an appropriate
level of scrutiny. It was not until 1989 that a temporary product licence was granted, on the
recommendation of the VPC, for Aquagard, a reformulated product also containing
dichlorvos: as a condition of this licence, labels must carry detailed instructions on the
product’s application.^
91. The VPC is to review the licence later this year pending further research on the
environmental effects of dichlorvos.- Given this measured approach, and the concerns
expressed in our own evidence about the toxicity of dichlorvos to marine invertebrates, we
believe that Nuvan/Aquagard should have been subject to expert scrutiny well before 1989.

92.
^ As the scientific evidence on dichlorvos is incomplete and the re
laboratory tests and field trials are still awaited, we are not in a position to make specific
recommendations. It is clear from our evidence, however, that, as things presently stand, if this
licence were not renewed, the salmon farming industry would collapse. Only if dichlorvos could
be deoKHistnited to have v^ serious effects <m the marine «avironment—and we received no
oNnpdling evidence to this effect—could this be warranted. At the same time, the search for a
^er alternative must intensify. The Department of the Environment has placed dichlorvos on
a ‘'Redlist* of hazmdous substances whose input to the aquatic environment should be reduced
and die recent Conference on the Protection of the North Sea also included dichlorvos on a
priority list of hazardous substances whose aquatic discharge should be substantially reduced by
1995.^ When the VPC has cmn^ted its review of the licence, the Government should come
forward with hniger-term proposals for the dimination of dichlorvos as a routine part of fish
farming.
93. Witnesses from the water authorities voiced a more general concern that chemicals and
medicines should not be routinely introduced into the environment until their environmental
impact has been assessed:'* the best way to achieve this would be to apply Environmental
Quality Standards from the outset (rather than, as with dichlorvos, wait until the use of a
chemical had ^come established before considering appropriate standards for it to meet). We
i^ree with this precautumary prindide and believe this objective can be met within existing
l^jdatHMi: to fulfil it will require vigilance and effective liaison between MAFF, the water
anfiMMities and veterinarians.
(c) Impact of Fish Farming on Predatory Species and Wild Fish Populations
(i) Predatory species
94. Fish farms attract a number of natural predators—birds and mammals—which can cause
considerable losses of fish. Equally conservationists are concerned that farmers avoid
destructive methods of predator control and we welcome the recent initiative by the Scottish
Salmon Growers’ Association in collaborating with the NCC and other bodies to produce a
code olpractice for farmers.^ This makes it clear that destructive control, shooting etc., must
only be considered as a last resort. Fish farmers are encouraged to consult the NCC regarding
the proposed siting of farms so that locations likely to attract large numbers of predators can be
avoided. Anti-pr^ator nets will generally alleviate problems with birds and careful waste
management and feed storage are also advised. We wish to see this code widely adopted by
salmon farmers and used as a model for other producers.
95. Many of the common predators are legally protected under the Wildlife and Countryside
Act 1981 (and also the Conservation of Seals Act 1970) which makes it an offence to kill or
injure them, although a defence may be provided if it can be demonstrated that the action was
necessary to prevent serious damage to fisheries. The Agriculture Departments also have
discretionary powers to license the shooting of predators at farms and DAFS is prepared to
review its policy as circumstances dictate. Predator control has received particular attention in
Scotland and we are satisfied that with continued co-operation between industry, conservationists and DAFS this issue can be resolved satisfactorily.
* Ev,, p7.
^Ev,, p330^ Sec Department of the Environment News Release 194 of 10 April 1989 and Final Declaration, Third International Conference on the Protection of the North Sea.
'^Q434:Ev.,p20L
^ Scottish Salmon Growers’ Association: Salmon Farming and Predatory Wildlife. A Code of Practice.
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(ii) Wild fish populations
96. During this inquiry a number of concerns were raised regarding the possible effects of
fish farming on wild fish populations. Several issues are involved here and hard evidence is
often lacking. There is clearly scope for further research and monitoring, but we are
encouraged that two major studies on the Hampshire Avon revealed no serious effects.^
97. The Department of the Environment, Wessex Water and the Freshwater Biological
Association undertook comprehensive research to investigate allegations that a decline in the
Avon’s coarse fishery might be due to the development of fish farms on the river. This study
concluded that the Avon remained a high quality river and wild fish populations were generally
healthy; there was no evidence to suggest the predation of fish farm escapees or that farm
effluents were adversely affecting resident fish populations. Practical steps have, however,
been taken by Wessex Water, in co-operation witti farmers, to prevent the entrapment of fish
in jnlet channels.
98. In oral evidence the NCC raised two specific issues: first, the genetic impact of farmed
Atlantic salmon on wild populations and, secondly, the risk of introducing disease into the UK
through imported farm stock. Research has shown that there are significant genetic differences
between wild and farmed salmon and the NCC is concerned that the genetic diversity existing
in wild populations would be jeopardised by large numbers of fish escaped or released from fish
farms. DAFS has undertaken a joint project with The Atlantic Salmon Trust to examine the
impact of some 200,000 farmed salmon which escaped in Loch EriboU during storms in
February 1989.^ This is an issue receiving international attention and MAFF/DAFS will suggest
management remedies where their research shows this to be necessary.
99. The NCC considers that there is now very strong circumstantial evidence linking
outbreaks of crayfish plague in the UK’s wild species of crayfish with the importation of a
non-native species for farming purposes which is known to carry the disease.^ According to the
NCC, Ministers do have the legislative powers to control imports of crayfish, though these have
not been used. We share the CounciPs concerns that this plague is now threatening to wipe out
our native species and urge MAFF to take remedial measures and ensure that future exotic
introductions of fish and shellfish do not pose similar threats to our wildlife. We shall return to
the subject of fish diseases in section V when we consider measures to prevent the introduction
and spread of disease amongst species of commercial interest.
Conclusion
100. The overall impact of fish farming on the aquatic environment was summed up by one
expert witness as follows'^:
“I have to say that there is very little evidence that serious damage has occurred, but
the fact is that very little research has been done to show whether or not these are
having serious impacts ’.
This seemed to us to strike the right balance between realism and caution and accorded with
the impression we had formed from other evidence. There are some Intimate grounds for
concern, about the impact of fish farming on the environment, but we are satisfied that there are
bodies empowered to monitor possible adverse developments and that, if these bodies are
adequately resourced, they will be able to protect the public interest. Research in key areas
should continue, but we found no evidence of environmental pollution on a scale which would
warrant a brake being applied to the industry.
V FARMED FISH AND THE SINGLE MARKET
101. With the abolition of border controls in 1992, Community-wide measures are necessary
to prevent the introduction and spread of diseases of farmed fish within the Community.
Statutory controls have existed in Great Britain for more than 50 years to protect stocks of
salmon and trout and an import ban on live and ungutted salmonids has prevented the
introduction of two of the most serious diseases — VHS and IHN^. These diseases are however
prevalent in Continental Europe and British salmon and trout farmers are naturally concerned
* The Hampshire Avon: A Status Report: Wessex Water (December 1987). The Fish Populations of the River Avon, Hampshire, downstream of Salisbury, in 1987 Freshwater Biological Association, December 1987.
2 QQ247 and 248.
3 QQ244 and 245.
Q732.
3 Viral Hacmorrhagie Septicaemia and Infectious Hematopoetic Necrosis.
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that hannonised health controls might jeopardise their unique disease-free status.^ The
EC-Commission’s formal proposals^ on fish health do acknowledge the need to protect
disease-free zones by controlling fish movements; but as the National Farmers’ Union of
Scotland makes clear in a supplementary memorandum, there are a number of concerns
regarding the detailed implementation and enforcement of these measures.^ The Agriculture
Departments have undertaken a consultation exercise and we are certain that the industry will
make its views well known to Government. We have encountered deep and widespread concern
amongst individual farmers over this issue and the priority of British Ministers must be to
safeguard the country’s high fbh health ^tus.
102. Common measures are also to be introduced governing the marketing of aquacultural
produce and this has been of some concern to the shellfish growers. These measures aim to
safeguard consumers by establishing common hygiene standards for shellfish: shellfish
har\'ested in clean waters of the Community will meet the proposed bacteriological standard
whereas produce harvested in other areas would require purification before being placed on the
market.'* The health risks associated with shellfish stem largely from sewage pollution of coastal
waters—something over which the industry has no control. Whilst welcoming measure to
^tdect c(M*sumers we believe the European Community must tackle this long-term problem at
source and intensify their efforts to improve and protect the quality of shellfish growing waters.
103. In Great Britain the clean waters are generally north of the border and Scottish growers
are anxious that their status is recognised in order to avoid costly investment in purification
plant.^ In the forthcoming negotiations we hope that British Ministers and officials wBl be able to
secure appit^riate arrangements for each sector of the industry which both protect the
cmisunier-but do not friace undue financial constraints on producers.
VI RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
104. On our visit to Norway, probably the most impressive element in the Norwegian fishing
industry compared vdth our own was the extensive research and development being
undertaken. We visited the Austevoll Marine Research Station near Bergen and, on a later
occasion, the Sea Fish Industry Authority’s research station at Ardtoe in Scotland where
similar work is being carried out. The difference in scale was dramatic and is reinforced by
statistics. Norway devotes some £21 million a year to research and development in fish farming
and Great Britain only some £4 million.^ Unless this deficit is reduced, we shall continue to run a
very poor second to Norway, with all the implications this has for our industry.
105. We have already identified a number of areas where research is needed to monitor the
environmental effects of fishfaraing and find alternatives to toxic treatments like dichlorvos.
To these we would add the need to diversify production by farming new species like halibut. If
anything, the second form of research is more important than the first: the adverse
environmental effects of fish farming appear to be modest and containable, while the
livelihoods of the thousands now working in the industry may depend on matching oiir
competitors’ efforts in new markets. An idea of some of the research now being done, and
areas where experts would like to see research projects supplemented, can be found in the
evidence given by the Natural Environment Research Council and the Institute of Aquaculture
at the University of Stirling^
106. Two themes emerge ffom this evidence. The first is the need for more spending in
absolute terms. This is the perennial cry of scientists, but we believe it is particularly warranted
in^this situation.
107. The second, and no less important, theme is the need for co-ordination. Much of the
research we have identified in paragraph 105 above falls within the Government’s present
definition of ‘near-market’. We do not propose to discuss the merits of that doctrine or how it
might be applied to the fish farming sector, but we see a clear need for central Government,
^ Ev„ pp34,44 and 58.
^ Com (89) 655.
3 Ev., ^27.
'‘ Com (89) 648.
5Q177.

^Q7S4,
’Ev.,p306ff.
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while remaining at arm’s length from planning issues, to take a decisive lead in identifying research
priorities and proposing an orderly framework within which they can be achieved.
108. The Institute of Aquaculture’s memorandum contains a list of current programme sponsors which
is eloquent testimony to how badly research is dispersed: ‘the University Funding Council, ODA, HIDE,
MAFF, EC, FAO, Wellcome Foundation, Royal Society of Edinburgh, SSGA, Crown Estate
Commissioner, SERG, NERC, British Council, Falklands Development and: many comniercial
companies’.^ We accept that it is easier to get into this soft of .alphabet soup than out of it, but do
not accept that this level of fragmentation—with the inevitable neglect of ongoing prbgramihes
of strategic research in favour of more parochial projects—is necessary. Witnesses from the
Natural Environment Research Council felt that the R&D group under the Controller of
Fisheries in DAFS might be strengthened to provide a co-ordinating forum.^ Whether or not
this is the best way forward, we urge the Government to treat this as a priority and bring
forward proposals for enhancing the research base of the industry.
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
109. Our main conclusions and recommendations can be summarised as follows:
(i) Planning
The Crown Estate Commissioners currently exercise quasi-planning control over
marine fish farming developments and aspects of their performance have been rightly
criticised. Greater accountability must be introduced into the process of vetting lease
applications (paragraphs 5 to 17).
Many witnesses felt that planning control should simply pass to the local planning
authorities. We do not endorse this solution at this stage (paragraphs 23 to 26).
Instead, we favour an evolutionary rather than a revolutionary approach. The present
Advisory Committee should be strengthened, with its local authority member exercising
an effective right of veto: this would give the planning authorities and the Crown Estate
a broadly equal locus in the planning process, lliis Committee should also have a
specific remit to take environmental factors into account (paragraphs 27 to 31).
The Scottish Office should draw up national planning guideline to bring additional
consistency to these procedures (paragraphs 32 to 36).
The Scottish Office has recently removed permitted development rights fi*om
freshwater farms in Scotland. This provision should remain in force, although the
buildings associated with fish farms should be exempt from planning procedures on the
same basis as agricultural buildings (paragraphs 43 to 46).
In England and Wales, all plans to create or extend fish farms in National Parks should
require planning permission; outside National Parks, no further controls are required
at this stage (paragraphs 54 to 56).
(ii) The Economic Future of the Industry
We are confident that fish farming can continue to expand. Allegations of ‘dumping’ by
Norway should be treated seriously and, if necessary, anti-dumping actions brought;
but we see no case for introducing other protectionist measures (paragraphs 63 to 66).
(iii) Fish Farming and the Environment
DAFS should co-ordinate the completion of research assessing acceptable levels of
nutrient loading in coastal waters (paragraph 83). The banning of dichlorvos in the
treatment of sea lice would haye a disastrous effect on the salmon farming industry and
would only be warranted in extreme circumstances; but the Government should bring
forward proposals for eliminating its use in the medium to longer term (paragraphs 90
to 93).
There are some legitimate grounds for concern about the impact of fish farming in the
environment, but we are satisfied that there are bodies empowered to monitor possible
‘ Ev., p313.
2 QQ755, 756.
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adverse developments and that, if these bodies are adequately resourced, they will be
able to protect the public interest. Research in key areas should continue, but we found
110 evidence of environmental pollution on a scale which would warrant a brake being
applied to the industry (paragraph 100).
(iv) Tanned Fish and the Single Market
Existing legislation controlling the import of salmohids has maintained a high fish
health status in the UK. In the forthcoming negotiations on harmonised disease
controls within the Single Market, Ministers must ensure that this status is not
jeopardised paragraph 101).
Proposals to harmonize shellfish hygiene are welcomed but these must not place undue
financial constraints on producers and in the longer-term the European Gommunity
must intensify its efforts to improve and protect the quality of shellfish growing waters
(paragraphs 102 to 103).
(v) Research
Development
More funds should be committed to research and development, especially in species
diversification. Great Britain currently spends less than a ^h of its main competitor
Norway on R&D (paragraphs 104 to 106).
Current re^arch projects are too dispersed. The Goveniment should accept a
co-ordinating role (paragraphs 107 to 108).
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RELATING TO THE REPORT
WEDNESDAY 23 MAY 1990
MORNING SESSION
Members present:
Mr Jerry Wiggin, in the Chair
Mr Richard Alexander
Mr Keith Bradley
Mr Christopher Gill

Mr Martyn Jones
Mr Calum MacDonald
Mr Eric Martlew

The Committee deliberated.
Draft Report, proposed by the Chairman, brought up and read.
Ordered, That the draft Report be read a second time, paragraph by paragraph.
Paragraphs 1 to 107 read and agreed to.
Resolved, That the Report, as amended, be the Fourth Report of the Committee to the
House.
Ordered, That the Chairman do make the Report to the House.
Ordered, That the provisions of Standing Order No. 116 (Select Committee (reports)) be
applied to the Report.
[Adjourned to this day at a
quarter past Three o’clock
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The Agriculture Committee is appointed under SO No. 130 to examine the expenditure,
administration and policy of the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and associated
public bodies, and similar matters within the responsibilities of the Secretary of State for
Northern Ireland.
The Committee consists of a maximum of 11 members, of whom the quorum is three. Unless
the House otherwise orders, all Members nominated to the Committee continue to be
members of it for the remainder of the Parliament.
The Committee has power:
(a)

to send for persons, papers and records, to sit notwithstanding any adjournment of the
House, to adjourn from place to place, and to report from time to time;

(b)

to appoint persons with technical knowledge either to supply information which is not
readily available or to elucidate matters of complexity within the Committee’s order of
reference;

The Committee was nominated on 2 December 1987:
The following were members of the Committee during the inquiry:
Mr Jerry Wiggin (Chairman)
Mr Richard Alexander
Mr Alan Amos
Mr Keith Bradley
Mr Christopher Gill
Mr Martyn Jones

Mr Calum MacDonald
Mr Seamus Mallon
Mr Paul Marland
Mr Eric Martlew
Mrs Ann Winterton
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TAKEN BEFORE THE AGRICULTURE COMMITTEE
WEDNESDAY 1 NOVEMBER 1989
Members present:
Mr Jerry Wiggiii, in the Chair
Mr Richard Alexander
Mr Martyii Jones
Mr Calum MacDonald

Mr Paul Marland
Mr Eric Martiew
Mr Elliot Morley

Memorandum submitted by the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (MAFF) and the Department
of Agriculture for Scotland (DAFS)
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. This Memorandum provides an overview of aquaculture in the United Kingdom. It covers
the structure of the industry, legislative controls, financial assistance, research and development,
environmental considerations, marketing and future prospects.
1.2. Responsibility for aquaculture within Government primarily rests with MAFF and the other
territorial Fisheries Departments—the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland.(DAFS)^
the Welsh Office Agriculture Department (WOAD),.ahd the Department of Agriculture for Northern
Ireland (DANI). The main focus of the Fisheries Departments is on disease and cultivation, through
the operation of controls to prevent the introduction and spread of serious diseases of fish and
shellfish; undertaking research and development; and the provision of financial assistance.
1.3. The main species farmed in the UK are salmori, trout, and molluscan shellfish (oysters,
mussels, clams, and scallops), with the rearing of salmon largely confined to Scottish waters.

UK INDUSTRY
2.1. The fanning of fish and shellfish has a long history in the UK. It is known that oyster
cultivation has occurred since Roman times and exclusive rights to harvest shellfish have existed for
many centuries. Carp ponds were often a feature of monastic arid other institutions in the Middje
Ages. The rearing oFsalmon and trout for the restocking of angling waters dates back to the mid
nineteenth century.

2. THE STRUCTURE OF THE

2.2. The development of intensive aquaculture has been industry and investmerit-led and has
takeri place within the last 20 years. Cultivation centres ori rainbow trout and Atlantic salmon,
species whose growth is particularly well suited to our climate and waters. Production of salmon
and trout has grown from less than 1,000 tonnes in The early 1970s to over 16,000 tonnes of trout
and 18,000 .tonnes of salmon in 1988. TTie.combined wholesale value of this output was of the order
of £100 M. This compares with the total value of all fish and shellfish landings by UK vessels of
some £400 M in thatyear. The indurtry is making a significant contribution to the social and economic
fabric of the niore remote parts of the UK. It curreritly provides employment for an estimated 5,000
people and at least a similar riumber in downstream activities. Fish farming is of particular importance
in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland, where it offers eriiployment in small and often isolated
cominunities and fits well with the.general pattern of economic activity in such areas which is largely
orientated to the pririiary sector. The industry also helps to diversify the economic base and retairi
population in areas where there are few alternative opportunities.
Salmon

2.3.
The UK’s salmon farming.industry is almost entirely located in Scotland where th
and the environment of the west coast and of the islands is ideal for the rearing of salmon. Virtually
no salmon farming takes place on the more exposed and less indented mainland coast facing the
North Sea. There are currently 244 registered salmon farming businesses in Scotland operating on
459 sites. Parallel with production in marine waters, production of smolts in'freshwater has also had
to achieve a rapid rate of growth from home-grown sources because imports of live salmonid fish
have not been permitted under UK disease control legislation. In 19884here were 197 sites in Scotland
Which produced a total of some 22.5 riiillion smolts: a further 2 million smolts were produced from
some 60 sites in England arid Wales. The Scottish industry is also geared to broodstock production
with approximately 82 million ova produced in the winter of 1988-89 frorii farmed sources.
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2,4.
In 1988 about 97 percent of salmon production was from
from pump-ashore sites. Cage design has undergone considerable development in recent years and
this has contributed greatly to the growth of the industry. The principal development has been in
larger cages, with sizes having increased from 200-500 m^ to 1,000-2,000 m^. The older woodenframed cages have also been replaced by a variety of other materials, including steel, plastic and
rubber. This has allowed fish farms to develop in the more exposed marine environments. With this
changing technology the majority of salmon farming sites now produce between 100 and 300 tonnes
of fish per year, but some sites are already producing in excess of 500 tonnes.

Trout
2.5.
Trout farming occurs throughout the UK, with the ma
chalk stream regions of southern and eastern England, and in central and southern Scotland. More
than. 90 per cent of our production comes from freshwater farms and. is concentrated on portion-sized
fish between 300 and 500 grams, raised from trout fryj rnainly bought in from specialist hatcheries.
Some production of larger fish takes place in sea cages, chiefly off the west coast of Scotland and
Wales. There is also a significant trade in both rainbow and brown trout for restocking purposes.
Farms vary considerably in size: of the 400 or so sites actively rearing trout in the UK it is estimated
that more than half produce less than 25 tonnes a year, servicing local demand and often forming
part of a wider range of farming activities. Relatively few sites produce more than 100 tonnes a year.

Other Jin fish
2.6.
Production of other fin fish species is limited, either
because hatchery and cultivation techniques are not sufficiently developed. A very small .amount of
carp is reared for human consumption. Some farms specialise in supplying coarse and ornamental
fish for stocking purposes. Several attempts have been made at establishing eel farms but with limited
success to date. On the marine side, there are some experimental hatcheries concerned with the
cultivation of high-value species such as turbot, halibut, Dover sole, bass and bream. Some juvenile
turbot are exported. However, pn-growing to marketable size is confined to supplies of warm water
and in 1988 the only significant farmed output was approximately 8.0 tpnnes of turbot.

Shellfish
2.7. The cultivation of shellfish in the UK is almost exclusively concerned with molluscs. The
industry is widely dispersed, reflecting the UK’s extensive coastline. The main species grown are
native oysters {Ostrea edulis). Pacific oysters {Crassostrea gigas), and mussels {Mytilus edulis). The
cultivation of native oysters and mussels is based oh the on-growing in suitable conditions of juvenile
stock taken from natural sources. Pacific oyster cultivation on the other hand is entirely from seed
stock produced in hatcheries since this species does not breed at ambient water temperatures around
the UK. There is increasing interest in farming scallops and queens.in Scottish waters, again based
on the on-growing of natural supplies of young stock. Also there is emerging interest in the cultivation
of clams, in particular the Manila clam {Tapes philippinarum) from hatchery produced seed.
2.8. It is estimated that UK production of farmed molluscan shellfish in 1988 was of the order of:
Species
Native oysters
Pacific oysters
Mussels
Scallops
Queens
Clams

Tonnes
120
450
3,600
10
170
25

This combined production represents an estimated wholesale value of about £3 million.

2.9.
The farming of marine Crustacea in the UK is very lim
lobsters from the larval stage have however been developed and the Fisheries Departments are
currently involved in a trial programme of local stock enhancements. Recoveries of tagged lobsters
reared in hatcheries and released into the wild are shpwing some early promise for this ranching
activity. There are some 60 freshwater sites registered as holding crayfish but their overall production
currently amounts to no more than 5-10 tonnes a year.
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Registered businesses and sites
2.10. The number of fish farming businesses and sites registered with the Fisheries Departments
is currently as follows;-^

Businesses
Sites

England

Scotland

Wales

Northern
Ireland

Total

409
557

295
569

42
55

23
30

769
1,211

2.11. The corresponding figures for shellfish farming businesses are:

Businesses
Sites

England

Scotland

Wales

Northern
Ireland

Total

159
220.

217
299

16
16

12
13

404
548

3. LEGISLATIVE CONTROLS

3.1. Aquaculture is subject to a framework of controls governing the establishment and operation
of fish and shellfish farms, including disease and movement controls, planning, water abstraction
and discharge, and navigation.
3.2. The primary role of the Fisheries Departments is concerned with statutory measures under
the Diseases of Fish Acts 1937 and 1983 and the Sea Fisheries (Shellfish) Act 1967 to prevent the
introduction and spread of serious pests and diseases of fish and shellfish which may affect farmed
and wild ;stocks. All fish and shellfish farms in Great Britain are required to register with the
appropriate Fisheries Department and maintain records of fish movements. These measures and
moves to introduce harmonised Community controls on fish health are described at Annex A. The
Sea Fisheries (Shellfish) Act 1967 also provides for the granting of several orders, the exclusive right
to cultivate oysters, mussels, cockles, clams, scallops and queens in designated waters. There are
currently 24 several orders operating in Great Britain. Before siich orders are granted they must be
advertised in draft and, if appropriate, a public inquiry held. Other controls which apply inter alia
to aquaculture include the licensing of releases of non-native fish and shellfish into the wild under
the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981; the approval of the supply and use of pesticides under the
Control of Pesticides Regulations 1986; and the licensing of medicines under the Medicines Act 1968.
3.3. A number of controls are also exercised by other bodies, including local-planning authorities
and the National Rivers Authority (River Purification Authorities in Scotland). Fish farms have to
comply with the provisions of the Town and Country Planning Act 1971 arid the Town and Country
Planning (Scotland) Act 1972, although those fanhs engaged in food production benefit from certain
exeniptions which apply to agricultural operations. Also, in accordance with EC Directive
85/337/EEC, environmental assessments must be undertaken for salrnon rearing developments which
are judged likely to have significant environmental effects. Under the Water Act 1989 (and previously
under the Control of Pollution Act 1974) fish fanns must obtain consent to discharge their effluent
and are required to observe the standards set by the appropriate authority (now the NRA). For
Scotland, the Act confirmed that discharge of effluent from fish farms,,including fish cages in coastal
waters, requires the consent of RPAs who may impose conditions and carry out rnonitoring and
sampling to check compliance, the Act also extends in England and Wales the need to obtain a
water abstraction licence from farms producing fish for restocking purposes to those farms producing
fish for the table. In Scotland, water abstraction for fish farming is principally based oh a common
law right of riparian owners to use water in rivers and streams. Marine-based fish farms are almost
invariably outwith formal planning control procedures but their operations normally require the
consent of, and a lease from, the Crown Estate Commissioners. Before any lease is granted the
Crown Estate Commissioners advertise all marine fish farm applications and copies of the application
are passed for comment to an extensive list of consultees, such as national and local conservation
bodies, the National Park Authorities, and the National Rivers Authority. Marine fish farms must
also obtain navigational consents from the Department of Transport to ensure that cages and other
anchored equipment do not interfere with the free movement of vessels.
3.4. Under the Zetland County Council Act 1974, and the Orkney Council Act 1974, the Shetland
and Orkney Islands Councils have jurisdiction over the water surrounding the islands. They are
responsible for issuing works licences which are necessary for establishing fish farms. Where,, on
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appeal, objections on environmental grounds to the issue of the works licences are maintained, the
case is referred to the Secretary of State for Scotland for decision.
3.5. Comparable legislation applicable to aquaculture in Northern Ireland is listed at Annex B.

4. FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

4.1. There are no specific national schemes for assisting the development of fish farming in the
UK but aid may be available from a number of sources including:
(a) regional selective assistance schemes operated by the Industry Departments (Section 7 of the
Industrial Development Act 1982);
(b) government agencies such as the Highlands and Islands Development Board, the Scottish
Development Agency, the Welsh Development Agency, and the Council for Small Industries
in Rural Areas;
(c) in Northern Ireland, the Assistance to Fish Farming Scheme (Northern Ireland) 1973.
The Highlands and Islands Devdopment Board has been prominent in encouraging the development
of salmon and shellfish farming in Scottish waters, having assisted 511 projects since 1975 at a total
cost of almost £20 million.
4.2. Community aid has also been available for the establishment, extension and modernisation
of fish farms. Since 1978 the Commission has undertaken to assist 125 projects in the UK at a total
cost of some £10 million, again mostly concerned with salmon farming. The present arrangements
for Community assistance are contained within Council Regulation (EEC) No. 4028/86 concerning
measures to improve and adapt structures in the fisheries and aquaculture sector. The basic rate of
grant is up to 25 per cent, with up to-40 per cent payable in disadvantaged areas such as Northern
Ireland and the West Coast and Islands of Scotland. To qualify for EC assistance a project must
also be in receipt of national assistance of at least 10 per cent of the eligible costs. Where national
assistance is unavailable from other sources, the Fisheries Departments will provide funding, in
Great Britain under the Fish Farming (Financial Assistance) Scheme 1987.
4.3. Current financial assistance for fish farming operations, whether from national or Community
sources, has to be consistent with the -terms of the UK's multi-annual guidance programme for the
development of aquaculture 1987-1991, approved by the European Commission in December 1987.
The summary of the programme, as submitted to the Commission, is attached at Annex C.
4.4; The EC has also given assistance under Council Regulation (EEC) No. 355/77 towards capital
investments concerned with the processing and marketing of farmed fish. Eligible projects have
normally included a combination of processing, packing, freezing, chilling and storage facilities.
Since 1982, 11 projects have been selected for aid. All have included salmon or trout as the main
species to be processed and marketed. The Regulation will be terminated (in so far as new applications
are concerned) at the end of 1990; the last awards will be made in 1991. The Commission has put
forward a draft replacement Regulation within the scope of the Community’s wider Structural
Reform; this will ensure that aid will continue to be available for investments concerning the
processing and marketing of fisheries and aquacultural products. This draft Regulation is currently
under consideration within the Council of Ministers.
4.5. National assistance has been made available for promotional and marketing initiatives, directly
by contributions to bodies such, as the Scottish Salmon Farmers’ Marketing Board and the British
Trout Association, and indirectly through Food from Britain and the Sea Fish Industry Authority.

5. RESEARCH.AND DEVELOPMENT

5.1. The Fisheries Departments (MAFF and DAFS) jointly plan to spend some £2.9 million on
a co-ordinated programme of scientific work on fish cultivation during 1989-90, broadly in line with
spending in previous years, About £2.6 million will be spent in-house by MAFF’s Directorate of
Fisheries Research, and by DAFS’ Marine Laboratory at Aberdeen. Priorities under this programme
are assessed annually. Jhcreased emphasis is now placed on the control of disease for which the
Fisheries Departments have statutory responsibility, and on providing advice on environmental and
other issues arising from the rapid development of aquaculture. In line with Government policy,
spending on near market research is being phased out. This is having a very limited impact on the
programme as such research was significantly reduced in the early 1980s once the techniques for
farming salmon and trout had been established. Strategic and long term research into areas such as
the feasibility of stock enhancement and ranching continue.
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5.2. More than half of the programme (56 per cent) is devoted to work on fish and shellfish
diseases. Almost £1.4 million is due to be spent on fish disease including £0.6 million on,the inspection
of fish for notifiable and other diseases, certification for export, and the provision of advice. The
balance largely funds investigations into the causes of disease and its treatment, including the
development of rapid and improved diagnostic techniques. Particular attention is paid to those
diseases affecting salmon and trout, such as pancreas disease (£195,000), furunculosis (£156,000),
infectious pancreatic necrosis (£80,000), bacterial kidney disease (£72,000) and sea lice infestation
(£70,000). Comparable expenditure on shellfish disease will be £0.25 million.
5.3. The remainder of the programme, £1.25 million, is concerned with wide-ranging research and
development work on aspects of production. Some £0.7 million, in almost equal proportions, will
be spent on projects relating to salmohid and freshwater cultivation on the one hand and shellfish
cultivation on the other. Issues under investigation include the control of sexual maturation in
Atlantic salmon, the importance of fish hormones to growth rates, and the impact of cultivation of
non-native shellfish species on the inter-tidal ecosystem. A further £0.5 million is to be spent on
coastal management of fish and shellfish, in particular investigations into the feasibility of stock
enhancement and ranching for high value species such as lobsters. King scallops (P^cren maximUs)
and sole, Assistance is also given to the Sea Fish Industry Authority for the development-.of cultivation
techniques for rearing halibut,
5.4. Research commissioned under other joint programmes, whether concerning marine: or salmonid and freshwater fisheries,, may also indirectly benefit the development of aquaculture. In
addition, important financial contributions to research and development are made by bodies such
as the Grown Estate Commissioners, the Scottish Salmon Growers’ Association and the Sea Fish
Industry Authority, as well as by all sectors of the industry through the provision of stock and
facilities for on-farm research. The Nature Conservancy Council has also contributed to research
on the environmental aspects of aquaculture;
5.5. Aquaculture research may be funded by the European Community under the Fisheries
Research and Coordination Programme (Decision 87/534/EEC). Fisheries research projects are
carried out by centres and institutes under cost sharing contracts involving at least two member
states and the EC contribution is usually 50 per cent of allowable costs. The European Commission
is also seeking to gather and disseminate information in respect of research undertaken by individual
member states.
6. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

6.1.
The rapid growth of the fish farming industry over the last l5 years has been ac
by increasing Concerns about its environmental impact. These concerns include the siting and unusual
appearance of farms, water abstraction, effluent discharge, disease, use of medicines, the cultivation
of non-native species, predator control and escapes of fish.
Siting
6.2. In the last three to four years the major expansion in aquaculture has occurred with the
farming of salmon and molliiscan shellfish in Scottish waters. Extensive consultation procedures
were introduced by the Crown Estate Commissioners in 1986. During 1988, the Scottish Development
Department undertook a review of the consultative procedures operated by the Crown Estate
Commissioners for the granting of seabed leases for marine fish farms. The review considered the
case for the introduction of planning controls over marine fish farms but concluded that this was
not necessary. The review recommended that an advisory committee should be established to consider
lease applications referred to-it, where the application had encountered objectibns from a statutory
body which could not otherwise be resolved. A copy of the Secretary of State for Scotland’s statement
announcing the outcome of the review is at Annex D.*
6.3. New regulations have recently been introduced to implement the EC Directive on Environmental Assessment (85/337/EEC) and these require environrnental assessnients (EAs).to be undertaken for those freshwater and marine salmon breeding projects which are likely to have significant
effects on the environment. The Town and Country Planning (Assessment of Environmental Effects)
Regulations 1988 deal with the application of EA to land-based farms: further guidance is contained
in DOE Circular 15/88, Welsh Office Circular 23/88, and Scottish Development Department Circular
13/88. Control over the establishment of marine-based farms is mainly exercised by the Crown
Estate and the Environmental Assessment (Salmon Farming in Marine Waters) Regulations 1988
—

.

....I

■

.. .11

■

■

I.

..I.— . I

* Not printed. Available from the Scottish office
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require the Commissioners, before granting consent in circumstances where a salmon farming
development may have significant effects on the environment, to consider environmental information
about the proposed development. Guidance on thresholds above which a developer is required to
supply information has been issued by the Crown Estate Commissioners.
6.4. The development of trout farming has been less rapid. For the most part it is a freshwater
enterprise and the majority of units are on a small scale. The limited availability of suitable water
supplies, particularly in England and Wales, will constrain the scope for further growth, especially
of new developments.
6.5. In May this year the Department of the Environment issued a consultation paper on permitted
development rights in the countryside which recognised that some concern had been expressed about
the operation of existing permitted development rights relating to fish farming in National Parks.
Consultees were invited to submit evidence on the inadequacy of existing controls and suggestions
for their modification. The Secretary of State for the Environment announced on 11 October that
the Government would wait to see the report of the Select Committee on Agriculture’s enquiry into
fish farming before deciding whether there is any need to change the extent of planning control over
fish farming in England and Wales. The position in Scotland is also under review.
6.6. Shellfish farming in England and Wales is largely undertaken in areas with a history of
shellfish production. In Scotland almost all the development has been on new coastal sites or in the
islands using artificial structures such as rafts or long-line ropes. Most farms are sited between the
high and low water mark and their operations are subject to the controls on Potentially Damaging
Operations applicable in Sites of Special Scientific Interest where these have been notified by the
Nature Conservancy Council. As with caged fish farms all applications to lease sea bed from the
Crown Estate are advertised in the local press and copies of the application, with plans, are placed
at suitable locations (eg local council offices) for public scrutiny. At least 28 days is allowed for
comment before any decision is taken about the lease.
Fish farm effluent and water abstraction
6.7. The fish farming industry is dependent on an adequate supply of good quality water, especially
for the rearing of trout in freshwater. Both fish farmers and the water industry have been concerned
to ensure that fish farming operations, which inevitably involve the abstraction of water and the
discharge of effluent, are compatible with the wider requirements of water management. A joint
MAFF/Department of Environmeht/National Farmers’ Union/Water Authorities Association/Water Research Council Working Party on Avoidance of Pollution from Fish Farms was set
up in 1982. This culminated in 1984 with the formulation of model consents for the control of fish
farm discharges and the publication of the NFU’s “Code of Good Husbandry for Farmers Rearing
Fish for the Table and Restocking Markets’’ and “Guidelines for the Safe Use of Chemicals on Fish
Farms”. The model discharge consents cover a range of factors, including levels of suspended solids,
dissolved oxygen, ammonia and nitrogen. Over recent years significant improvements to the quality
of discharges have been made possible through the installation of settlement ponds and aeration
facilities which reduce levels of suspended solids and restore oxygen. Improved formulations of
fishfeed can substantially reduce the loading on water used by fish farmers as well as improve food
conversion ratios.
6.8. The Water Act 1989 extends abstraction licensing to all fish farms in England and Wales.
This, taken with the existing requirement for discharge consent, provides an additional means to
exercise control over river flow and thus water management. Decisions have yet to be reached on
the detailed scheme of charges for abstraction licences and discharge consents. A consultation
document on charges for discharge consents was issued by the Department of Environment in
February 1989, In Scotland, proposals to recover the monitoring and enforcement costs of River
Purification Authorities in respect of discharges of trade effluent are also under consideration.

Fish disease
6.9.
The fish disease controls operated by the Fisheries Departments—w
and wild stocks—are described at Annex A. The diseases of most serious concern are those specific
to salmonids reared under intensive conditions. The impact of naturally occuring diseases of
salmonids may be more marked and observed sooner in fish farms because of the larger number of
fish in close proximity and the closer, more frequent observation of their condition and health. There
is no evidence to date that wild salmon stocks in the UK have suffered loss from diseases and
parasites spread from fish farms, although some outbreaks of diseases in cultured populations are
thought to have resulted from pathogens picked up from the wild.
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6.10. Our fish disease controls, together with our island status, have so far ensured that our fish
stocks have remained free from the two most serious diseases, infectious haematopoietic necrosis
and viral haemorrhagic septicaemia, both of which are now present in mainland Europe. Last year
the Fisheries Departments took precautionary action to extend their controls over notifiable disease
to gyrodactyliasis (caused by Gyrodactylus salaris), because this parasite—though not present in the
UK—had been linked to severe mortalities in certain Norwegian salmon rivers.
6.11. Concern has been raised about the disease risks which might be posed to our salmon and
trout stocks through the import of cold water ornamental fish for stocking ornamental ponds and
aquaria. There is no evidence to substantiate this but the Fisheries Departments are keeping the
matter under review.
Use of medicines
6.12. There is often a need to use medicinal products in fish farming to control pests and diseases,
as in other areas of livestock husbandry. Such products must be licensed under the Medicines Act
1968 and licences are only granted where the Ministry, on advice from the Veterinary Products
Committee (VPC), a statutory body of independent experts on human and animal health, is satisfied
that the product is safe to use, of good and consistent quality, and effective. Consideration of safety
includes that of the treated animals, persons administering the product, the consumer and the
environment generally.
6.13. The use of a recently licensed product, Aquagard (often referred to as “Nuvan”), to treat
sea lice infestation of farmed salmon, has attracted publicity. The product is extremely effective but
its active ingredient, the organophosphate dichlorvos, is known to be toxic to certain forms of marine
life. The VPC paid particular attention to this and, after having taken advice from marine scientists
and from officials in the Department of the Environment, concluded that Aquagard met the criteria
of the safety, quality and efficacy set down in the Medicines Act, and that a product licence could
be issued subject to certain strict conditions. These conditions included the requirement that labels
carry detailed instructions on use, and make it clear that users need to obtain discharge consents
from the National Rivers Authority or relevant River Purification Authority. They recommended
that the licence should be limited to one year in order to allow for a review in the light of one
season’s experience of use. Ministers accepted these recommendations and issued a licence in June
1989. When the licence is reviewed in 1990, the VPC will be asked to take account of reports, if
any, of adverse reaction to the use of Aquagard, and the result of studies into dichlorvos toxicity
and alternative methods of treatment, in coming to its conclusion.
6.14. Dichlorvos has been included in a “Red List” of dangerous substances whose discharge to
water should be controlled and ideally reduced in conformity with agreements reached at the second
North Sea Conference in 1987. DOE has commissioned the Water Research Centre to carry out
further investigations in association with DAFS and MAFF scientists into the effects of dichlorvos
with a view to developing an appropriate environmental quality standard.
Cultivation of non-native species
6.15. In the main the risks posed by the cultivation of non-native species of fish and shellfish are
likely to arise through incidental import of disease or competition with native stocks. Section 14 of
the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 makes it an offence to release or allow the escape into the
wild of animals of a kind not normally resident in Great Britain in a wild state. Releases of non-native
fish and shellfish may be licensed by the Fisheries Departments after consultation with the Nature
Conservancy Council.
6.16. The principal non-native species farmed in the UK are rainbow trout and Pacific oysters
{Crassostrea gigas). Rainbow trout were first introduced in the nineteenth century from North
America for stocking angling waters. Though well suited to modern cultivation techniques the rainbow
trout has not established itself in the wild. Moreover, those farmed are usually all female stock and
all imports of ova are subject to the stringent health certification. Similarly, there is no evidence that
the Pacific oyster is capable of breeding successfully in UK coastal waters. In addition all cultivated
stock have been derived from an original imported broodstock quarantined and disease screened
by MAFF before release to the industry. General licences have been granted for the release of both
species in our waters. A general licence also exists for Portuguese oysters (Crassostrea angulata),
though at present this species is not commercially cultivated. The release of other non-native species
into the wild currently requires a specific licence in respect of each release.
6.17. The Fisheries Departments continue to assess the potential for the culitvation of other
non-native species. At the present time particular attention is being paid to Manila clams (Tapes
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philippinarum) and American oysters {Crassostrea virginica). Trial cultivations of both these species
are in hand under contained conditions and the ecological considerations are being carefully assessed.

Predator control
6.18.
Marine fish farms are subject to attacks from seals and predator
to concern about the scale of shooting of seals and birds by fish farmers. In Scotland there has been
some work by DAFS on non-destructive methods of scaring or inhibiting predators and voluntary
guidelines for predator control are now under discussion between the industry and wildlife interests.

Fish Farm Escapes
6.19.
The growing number and scale of fish farm facilities in or adjo
(freshwater rivers, lakes or lochs, estuaries and coastal waters) has led to concern about the potential
impact on aquatic wildlife and birds which feed in water. For fin fish, salmon in particular, there is
concern about escapes of large numbers of farm fish following accidents, storms or predator damage
and the effect the released fish could have on wild stocks. The problem of possible genetic impact
of escaped farmed fish on wild salmon is of international concern. There has been scientific and
other discussion under the auspices of the International Council for Exploration of the Sea (ICES)
and the North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organisation (NASCO) this year. DAFS and MAFF
are carrying out studies of various aspects of the genetic relationship between salmon populations
to identify any problems which may arise and to suggest management remedies if this proves necessary.
Shellfish growing waters
6.20. Water quality is an important factor in the cultivation of molluscan bivalve shellfish. These
species—oysters, mussels, clams, cockles, queens and scallops—feed by filtering particulate matter
from seawater and are prone to bacterial and viral contamination where sewage is discharged into
coastal and estuarine waters. Many of the productive shellfish growing areas in England and Wales
(but not Scotland) are affected to some extent by sewage contamination. As a safeguard against
food poisoning, shellfish taken from areas contaminated by sewage must usually be treated to reduce
any bacteria and viruses present to safe levels. This can be achieved through heat treatment or
thorough cooking as in the case with cockles. Alternatively shellfish may be relaid in cleaner waters
or held in a depuration (purification) system in order that harmful organisms may be expelled. In
extreme cases of pollution local authorities may prohibit the harvesting or lifting of shellfish from
designated areas (Section 13 of the Food Act 1984 and the Public Health (Shellfish) Regulations 1934).
6.21. Since the outbreak of paralytic shellfish poisoning (PSP) arising from a dinoflagellate bloom
off the east coast of England and Scotland in 1968, monitoring of shellfish taken from east coast
waters is carried out each spring and summer. As a result no further outbreaks of PSP have occurred.
However, given the expansion of mollusc farming in Scotland, monitoring has recently been extended
to farm sites on the west coast as a precaution.
6.22. The need to heat treat, relay or purify bivalves prior to consumption inevitably adds to the
costs of the molluscan shellfish industry, whether the shellfish are farmed or taken directly from
natural sources. Such problems rarely occur in Scotland where extensive stretches of clean water exist.
6.23. As part of its programme for the realisation of the free internal market for trade in live
animals and animal products, the EC Commission is currently drafting specific measures on the
public health conditions governing the handling and trade in live molluscs. It is expected that formal
proposals will be presented to the Council of Ministers later this Autumn and that uniform
requirements for the treatment of bivalves will apply throughout the Community linked to the
classification of the originating waters.
6.24. Twenty-nine shellfish growing waters in the UK have been specifically designated in response
to Council Directive No. 79/923/EEC setting out the conditions to be met by waters suitable for
shellfish cultivation. Designation is optional and does not remove the need for shellfish to be relaid
or cleansed prior to consumption. But once designated there is an obligation on member states to
ensure that the quality of such areas is maintained. Measures to regulate discharges into coastal and
estuarine waters and action to raise water quality standards will be of general benefit to the shellfish
industry. For example the scale and extent of shellfisheries are factors taken into account when
proposals for sewage outfalls and discharge consents are considered.
6.25. An important advance to improve the prospects of the molluscan shellfish industry has been
achieved through a ban in 1987 on the retail sale of anti-fouling paints containing tributyltin (TBT)
for use on vessels under 25 metres in size. Action was also taken to ban the use of TBT on fish farm
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nets and cages. This compound had been shown to cause deformities and stunted growth in certain
shellfish (notably Pacific oysters) and poor reproduction in other shellfish species (including the
European flat oyster). Since the ban there has been a marked reduction in TBT concentrations in
our estuaries and over the last year encouraging reports of a significant improvement in the condition
and growth rates of Pacific oysters and reproductive success with flat oysters.
7. MARKETING AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

7.1. The UK is the second largest producer of Atlantic salmon in Western Europe, behind Norway,
and the fourth largest producer of trout, behind Denmark, Italy and France. In 1988 we accounted
for about 15 per cent of European salmon production (18,000 tonnes out of an estimated 116,000
tonnes) and 10 per cent of European trout production (16,000 tonnes out of an Estimated 166,000
tonnes). Imports and exports of Atlantic salmon in 1988 are estimated to have been of the order of
3,000 and 8,000 tonnes respectively. Trout imports totalled 1,600 tonnes and exports 400 tonnes.
Despite the rapid growth of trout and Atlantic salmon farming, the per capita consumption of each
species within the UK remains at a very low level, less than 1 lb per annum or one gram per day.
12. Increased consumption, and hence further expansion of production, cannot be achieved
without attention to product promotion and orderly marketing, factors recognised by both the trout
and salmon industries at an early stage in their development. Following several years of veiy rapid
growth and falling prices, leading trout producers in the UK, with the encouragementoFthe National
Farmers’ Union, set up the British Trout Association in 1982 to promote the consumption of trout
and to assist its marketing. The Association is largely funded by a voluntary levy on trout feed and
its membership currently accounts for 75 per cent of UK production. Since the formation of the
Association the UK’s output of farmed trout has more than doubled whilst prices have remained
stable.
7.3. Similarly, salmon.producers in Scotland established the Scottish Salmon Growers’ Association
(SSGA) in 1982 to promote Scottish salmon and to maintain and improve its quality both in the
home market and overseas. The Association is funded on a voluntary basis by an annual subscription
from salmon farmers and by a levy on smolt production. The Association has encouraged the
acceptance of quality standards for Scottish salmon. Together with the other Scottish producer
organisation, the Shetland Salmon Farmers’ Association (SSFA), the SSGA set up a Quality Assurance
Scheme in 1983 which incorporated common standards and comprehensive product specifications
for salmon farms and packing stations. The scheme then became a member of Food from Britain’s
Quality Certification Scheme in 1986. In 1988 the SSGA and SSFA, with assistance from the Highlands
and Islands Development Board, funded a joint marketing board—the Scottish Salmon Farmers’
Marketing Board (SSFMB)—to help generate demand for Scottish salmon in major markets, to
maintain price levels, and to provide a positive market position for salmon farmers.
7.4. The Scottish salmon farming industry has experienced considerable difficulty over the last
year because of a large volume of low-priced Norwegian farmed salmon which has been traded on
world markets. For some sizes of fish the market price has been below the cost of production for
Scottish farmers. The industry in Scotland is concerned that a prolonged period of low prices could
have a serious effect with a substantial number of companies being forced out of business. The
matter has been raised formally with the European Commission. A separate note on the issue is at
Annex E.
1.5. Government proposals aimed at combating the poaching of wild salmon also have implications
for the salmon farming industry. Fisheries Ministers have invited views on proposals for salmon
dealer licensing schemes in England, Wales and Scotland, drawing on powers under the Salmon
Act 1986 and the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982. The proposals seek to reduce the trade in
unlawfully taken salmon with as little disruption and control of the lawful trade as practicable.
Nevertheless, given the problems of distinguishing between wild and farmed salmon, the proposals
envisage that farmed salmon should be included in the schemes (except in circumstances where
farmers sell direct to licensed dealers) and that farmers, like other dealers under the schemes, would
pay licence fees and keep trading records. The consultation period for these proposals ended in
September. Fisheries Ministers are currently considering the comments received and have yet to
reach a view on the final shape of any licensing schemes.
7.6. The promotion of shellfish is a matter for the Sea Fish Industry Authority (SFIA) as pait of
its responsibilities for promoting the marketing, consumption, and export of seafish and seafish
products. The SFIA is funded by a statutory levy on the first-time sale of landings of wetfish and
shellfish. The Fisheries Act 1981 specifically excludes salmon and trout from the Authority’s remit
although its efforts to encourage fish consumption will indirectly benefit these industries. Present
consumption of shellfish, and in particular molluscan shellfish, is also at a low level in the UK.
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4.4 Moreover all fish farms (including cage farms) need a discharge consent. These consents regulate
the quality and quantity of the effluent discharged from the fish farm and are set by the NRA according to
the assimilative capacity of the receiving water. The NRA now intend to charge fish farmers for their
discharges. If the charge is set at too high a level it would adversely affect the competitive position of the
industry and could cripple its future growth.
4.5 The NFU fish farming branch recognises the need for certain controls but feels that further
planning restrictions are both unnecessary and potentially harmful to the industry’s growth prospects.
Developments which have a significant effect on the landscape are already subject to control.
5. Fish Health and Draft EC Regulation
5.1 The movement of live trout and salmon and their eggs into this country has been carefully
controlled since the passing of the Disease of Fish Act of 1937. This has enabled the UK to remain free of
some of the worst fish diseases such as Viral Haemorrhagic Septicaemia (VMS) and Infections
Haematopoietic Necrosis (IHN). In common with Irish aquaculturists, the UK fish farming industry
seeks to ensure that the harmonisation of the European fish health controls does not prejudice or reduce
present levels of protection against importing diseases.
5.2 Regrettably the current Draft Proposal for an EC Fish Health Regulation (document VI/2512/89)
falls far short of meeting that objective. We believe that the British Isles’ unique disease free status must
be recognised and maintained. Non endemic disease, once introduced, could spread rapidly through a
fish farm causing suffering in the fish stock and financial disaster to the business. Since many fish diseases
can be water borne there is an obvious danger to downstream fish farms and the wild fish stocks from the
introduction of non-indigenous pathogens and parasites. Their introduction would have deleterious
economic and ecological impacts and because they are water-borne they could be costly and difficult, if
not impossible, to eradicate.
5.3 Moreover there is obvious value to the aquaculture industry throughout the rest of Europe to be
able to have access to disease free stocks from the UK. For all these reasons we must emphasise that the
only workable and effective means of preventing the introduction of such diseases is to retain a complete
ban on the importation of live salmonids (trout, salmon and other fish of related species) and
uneviscerated carcasses. The NFU is pressing the UK Government to pursue the recognition of our
special island status as a separate zone and the maintenance of our current disease controls in the
forthcoming EC negotiations. Furthermore we believe that similar controls should be extended to all
aquatic creatures, particularly cold water ornamentals, because the diseases we fear are not necessarily
restricted to salmonids.
6. Environmental Issues
6.1 The NFU encourages all fish farmers to be environmentally responsible. The Fish Farmers’
Specialist Branch issues all its members with a Code of Good Husbandry. Last revised in 1985, it is
currently being up-dated and discussions are proceeding with MAFF, the NRA and other interested
parties.
6.2 Within fish farming, trout farming in particular is dependent on substantial volumes of clean water.
For example, a trout farm producing 100 tonnes per year requires approximately 10 million gallons of
water a day (45,450 cubic metres). The water is used to provide a natural environment for the fish in
which they can thrive and grow. Fish farmers have welcomed the creation of the NRA, which they hope
will lead to an improvement in river water quality.
6.3 In recent years there has been growing (though often ill-informed) concern about the possible
effects of fish farming on water quality. It is, of course, in the fish farmers’ own interest to preserve water
quality. Moreover, as the Wessex Water Authority report on the River Avon in Hampshire in 1988
concluded, summarising 13 years of investigative work, “there was no evidence to suggest that discharges
of fish farm effluent had any significant effect on water quality”. In the last decade trout farmers have not
only increased their efficiency in growing their fish, but also the quality of the food has improved greatly
thereby significantly improving the quality of the effluent produced.
6.4 The water industry has long recognised that trout are the most sensitive indicators of water
pollution and frequently use them to illustrate this in its advertisements. Fish farmers are often the first to
notice, and their fish to suffer from, any pollution of the river. The quality of water a fish farm puts back
into the river is the same as that in the pond in which the fish live.
6.5 Nonetheless the NFU is aware of the need for monitoring of the industry’s performance so as to
reassure other river and water users that discharge standards are high. In this regard, the current 50 per
cent grant aid for schemes for effluent improvement available under the Farm and Conservation Grant
Scheme, should be extended to cover fish farming which is excluded presently from the scheme.
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7. Research and Development
7.1 In the past the major sources of R & D funds have been MAFF and DAFS and the work has
mainly been carried out in Government laboratories. The industry has had only limited influence on
direction of that research.
7.2 However the British Trout Association, Scottish Salmon Grower’s Association, fish food
manufacturers, and the Farmer’s Unions have on occasion allocated otherwise much needed funds to
specific and immediate projects. The industry also currently carries out a limited number of projects in
collaboration with the few universities and polytechnics with skills and interests in fish farming.
7.3 The current level of R & D funding is inadequate to meet the industry’s longer term needs which
are for basic work to be conducted on fish health, reproduction, nutrition and growth, stress, strain
evaluation, selection and genetics, as well as on product development, fish processing, safe handling and,
not least, the interaction of fish farming with the environment. The industry looks to the Government to
fund this research. Yet the amount of public funds allocated to fish farming projects has been reduced on
the grounds that some of the projects were judged to be “near market”.
7.4 The NFU believes that the fish farming industry requires a co-ordinating body to focus both
Government and industry support. The Government has been unwilling to set up a Trout Industry
Development Council. Nonetheless the NFU believes that some mechanism must be found to enable
private sector finance and public funds to be bought together to maintain and expand worthwhile R & D
projects. This is vital if the industry is to keep pace with its counterparts in Europe, especially with the
approach of the single European market.

8. Summary and Recommendations
8.1
The fish farming industry has grown rapidly in the past 15 years and is a source of good value
healthy food. It has the potential for further growth, but positive steps are needed to realise that
potential.
8.2 The industry has a good record as far as environmental factors are concerned and will continue to
be responsive to the needs of other water users. The NFU’s Code of Good Husbandry is being revised to
strengthen those provisions which deal with this issue.
8.3 We welcome the advent of the HRA with the promise of an improvement in the water quality
standards of the rivers from which fish farmers extract their supplies.
8.4 The level of abstraction charges and discharge licences must be fair and reasonable. Water charges
must not put English and Welsh fish farmers at a competitive disadvantage with the rest of the EC
(including Scotland and Northern Ireland) where fish farmers are not charged in this way for their water
supplies.
8.5 Any abstraction charge should be low, in recognition that the quantity of water returned to rivers
and streams is virtually the same as that abstracted. The discharge licenses should be related to the
quality of water returned to the environment.
8.6 The EC and UK fish health regulations must be such as to maintain the high standards of UK fish
health and continue to protect both farmed and wild fish stocks against non endemic pests and diseases.
The draft EC Fish Health Regulation does not meet these objectives.
8.7 The NFU seeks the inclusion of fish farming amongst the activities which qualify for 50 per cent
capital grants for improvement of effluent controls.
8.8 There is need for better co-ordination between the industry and the public sector over the
provision of funds for and the direction of aquacultural R & D.
October 1989

Memorandum submitted by the Ulster Farmers’ Union
BACKGROUND

Legislation introduced in 1966 in the form of the Fisheries Act requires fish farming units in Northern
Ireland to have a Fish Culture Licence. Northern Ireland is the only country in Europe where a licence is
required to keep fish.
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The licence takes into account:
(i) species Of fish;

(ii) conditions under under which they are kept;
(iii) type of feed;

(iv) water usage;
(v) migratory fish;
(vi) other legitimate interests on the water-course.
The fish farming industry started in 1967 and grew to about 350 tonnes of trout produced by
mid-1970’s, growth was slow thereafter until the 1980’s when production reached 450-500 tonnes.
Presently between 300 and 1,000 tonnes of trout is produced per year.
Hie first salmon farm was established in Northern Ireland in 1988 and anticipates a production of about
300 tonnes in 1990-91.
There are about 16 commercial fish farms in Northern Ireland and the majority of fish produced is for
the table although a small quantity is supplied for angling.
Quite a large proportion is exported to Rol and GB markets which are very important to the Northern
Ireland industry.
With the high health status created by the licensing system it has been possible to develop two major
hatcheries which supply large quantities of juveniles to the GB and European market and beyond.
HEALTH

The industry, in conjunction with the Department of Agriculture in Northern Ireland, has encouraged
the development of the highest health status which exist in Europe on a farm basis. We see this as being
important, to the industry not only in the export of disease-free juveniles but also as a very important
marketing point for the sale of trout for consumption.
The industry in Northern Ireland because of its high health status and low incidence of disease has a
minimal requirement for chemicals and antibiotics. This is a significant bonus in our marketing
programme.
The proposed changes in Health Regulations—emanating from Brussels, require a careful scrutiny. It
is important that any changes proposed must not threaten the high health status which is vital to the
survival of the industry. Where geographically distinct regions have the ability to maintain a higher health
status, legislation should provide it which continued protection.
We are in consultation with the industry on a broader front particularly with Scotland, England and
Wales and Rol to address these problems.
ENVIRONMENT

Fish farming depends on having the highest standards of water quality available and this means that we
are not only concerned with water coming into farms but also with water leaving farms. This has to be of a
similarly high standard as any farmed salmonids demand the highest environmental standards of any fish
in the UK.
Fish farms in Northern Ireland have operated with Discharge Consents for over 15 years. The water
quality standards required under Discharge Consents achieve the European requirements for Class lA
rivers. This requirement does not present any major difficulties for the industry in Northern Ireland and
Department monitoring of the farms has shown that standards have stayed consistently within Discharge
limits.
The licensing system in Northern Ireland has prevented the proliferation of fish farms in any one river.
This situation provides obvious benefits in relation to water quality and disease control.
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Fish farms in Northern Ireland cannot be operated without a Discharge Consent. Anyone who requires
river water or makes a discharge to a river course should not be allowed to operate without a Discharge
Consent. Water quality in rivers will depend more upon the control of industry and general agriculture
because of their relative size rather than aquaculture even with the large volumes of water used in
aquaculture.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN NORTHERN IRELAND

The fish farming industry in Northern Ireland recognises the need for ongoing research and
development to provide basic information on both fish stocks and the operation of farms in relation to the
environment. There would appear to be a surprising lack of knowledge within the UK on both of these
subjects. In recognition of this the industry has initiated with the help of DANI, a number of projects
which will be of benefit to the industry on a UK basis.
(1) There are certain key health problems that the industry is facing eg pancreatitis and fiy anaemia.
The Veterinary Research Laboratories in Northern Ireland are providing a valuable input to the
treatment of both conditions.
(2) Feed quality is critical to the environmental impact of fish farms. Advances in food technology
and formulations in recent years have shown tremendous benefits in discharge water quality
from fish farms. The industry in Northern Ireland is undertaking a major field trial to monitor
the effect of diet on water quality and growth of fish.
There are a number of other subjects which require research and development on an ongoing basis, in
particular, further knowledge on the effects of fish farming on the environment, not only in fresh water
but in sea water. The use of trout and salmon as a high value-added food has-not benefitted fi-om much
real work in relation to processing, packaging and hygiene control. There is a lot of work needed by the
industry in these fields to provide the basic knowledge necessary to deal with any “health scare” problems
that may attract public attention in the future.
LAND-BASED/CAGE FARMS

In administering fish farms under the terms of Fish, Culture Licence and Discharge Consent there are
significant differences between land-based ie river sites and cage production systems ie lake and sea sites.
The degree of management; control, technical innovation achieveable in land-based systems is much
higher than is achieveable in cage systems. For this reason the environmental impact from land-based
farms can be controlled. In addition we must recognise that there is a significant difference between the
assimilative capability of a river and the open sea.
Therefore the controls operated under both licensing systems should take these factors into account.
CONCLUSIONS

The industry in Northern Ireland is conscious of the tremendous pressure from environmental groups
which may have a limiting affect on the development of the industry. We believe that the industry in
Northern Ireland has exhibited responsibility and constraint and does not in fact, constitute any threat to
the environment. Government should consider how best to redress the imbalance on the PR and the
image of the industry.
The operational controls in Northern Ireland have helped to achieve a balanced and healthy fish
farming industry. The introduction of further controls should be considered carefully for two reasons:
(1) Forthcoming EC Regulations will have to be implemented and the structure of the National
legislation should take this into account.
(2) Knowledge from within the industry should be utilised in developing sensible controls for its
future expansion. To this end it may be necessary to consider setting up an agreed Code of
Practice that would be adopted by the industry and recognised by Government.
The system for administering current legislation should be well laid out and understood by both
Government and industry so that entrepreneurial enterprise and job creation will not be affected by
bureaucratic delay. Resources for research and development should be reviewed on an on-going basis
and to this end the setting up of a consultative committee of industry and DANI should be considered.
Aquaculture should be encouraged to expand in a controlled manner not only for the benefit it brings
to remote and Less Favoured Areas but to supply the processing industi-y with the raw material shortfall
caused by depleted wild fish stocks.
7 December 1989
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Examination of witnesses

Chainnan, and SIR GEORGE PIGOT, Council Member, British Trout Association; MR
HUGH MAUND, Chairman, Fish farming Branch and MR PETER FANE, Secretary, Fish farming
Branch, National Farmers’ Union; MR HARRY JOHNSTONE, Vice Chairman, Fish farming Branch and
MR TREVOR WADSWORTH, Secretary, Fish farming Branch, Ulster Farmers’ Union, examined.

MR RAYMOND MAIRS,

Ciuurman

110. Good morning, gentlemen. Mr Mairs, you
are sitting in the middle so do you think you might
introduce your colleagues?
(Mr Mairs) Thank you very much indeed. On
my extreme right we have Mr Peter Fane who is
Secretary to the National Farmers’ Union Fish
farmmg Committee. We have Mr Hugh Maund
who is Chairman of that committee. I am Chairman of the British Trout Association and Sir
George Pigot is a Council Member of that Association. We have Mr Trevor Wadsworth who is
Chairman of the Ulster Farmers’ Union Fish
farming Committee and Mr Harry Johnstone who
is Vice Chairman of that committee.

farmers producing for sport, for instance, for
restocking purposes, have been charged for some
time. If we look at the charges that are currently
used by the old water authorities there is a
substantial variation to illustrate that. For
instance, if you take what might be regarded as an
average size fish farm—in fact it is substantially
above the average technically—a 100-tonne-perannum unit then the amount of water that would
require could result in a charge at the bottom end
of the scale of £16 per annum in the South West
Region and a charge of £8,000 per annum in the
next-door Wessex Region. We do not yet know
quite where the charges are going to come between
those two levels. It is very difficult to say what
effect it will have on the competitive position of
England and Wales fish farming and whether it will
actually result in some businesses being put out of
operation.

120. We shall probably proceed along quite
similar lines to those we have been talking to the
salmon industry about. The first thing we should
like you to enlarge on is the question and water
122. Do you see the NRA charging you the
supply, the interface that you have with the
same
nationally?
authorities on this and problems that either have
(Mr Fane) They have indicated that eventually
developed, are developing or will develop in the
they
would like to move to a single national basis
future. I believe it is quite difficult to establish a
new trout farm nowadays but I suspect there are but it is clearly going to take them some time to get
already quite enough in existence. I should be there. We are a little concerned about charges
being introduced on what may be an inconsistent
grateful for your views.
(Mr Mairs) Necessarily the views will have to be basis until that point is reached.
(Mr Mairs) The inference of the question is:
in several different sections because, unlike the
salmon industry, in fact we are talking about a what are the controls on fish farming rather than
national industry here which encompasses England just planning. We have to look at all these aspects
and Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland, which which encompass water quality, planning and
each has its own individual controls on planning health controls and so on. The detailed legislation
and the development of agriculture. Because of in each of three areas of the UK is essentially
that I should like to ask each of the unions to deal different but the overall control is trying to be
dealing with things on an equal basis. If we have to
with that.
(Mr Fane) As far as the planning controls are look at the Northern Ireland situation we will find
concerned, there is of course a requirement for that there is a requirement for planning, there is a
planning consent. The question is the degree to requirement for discharge consent and on top of
which specific exemptions are granted for that. that there is also a requirement for a pisciculture
Fish farms will all require abstraction licences as licence. This is not an “instead of’ situation, it is
well as discharge consent. So to some degree new “on top of’. What we would also have to say is that
controls have been introduced to deal with some of looking at the current moves to harmonisation of
the concerns about proliferation which is one of the European Community there would appear to
be a number of other controls which may be
the issues that you raised.
imposed from that quarter as well. So the industry
is concerned that we should have a balance of
121. Has this had the effect of putting people control, that certainly there should be controls, but
out of business or of adding extra cost to individual that they should be sensible and that they should
farms?
be well directed to encourage the industry to
(Mr Fane) We do not yet know what the costs address the market demands which are currently
will be because the NRA will have power to charge there.
both for discharge consents and for abstraction
licences. We have been in discussions with the
Mr MacDonald
NRA about the possible costs of those but they are
123. On that Northern Ireland example, could I
not yet in a position to give us any indication of the
level of costs which mi^t be introduced quite soon ask the representatives of the Ulster Farmers’
so as to enable our farmers to budget accordingly. Union whether they think that the control system,
We have to go on the basis of existing charges the “on top of’, the extra controls that occur *n
which are charged to some abstractors. Fish Northern Ireland, should perhaps be downgraded.
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perhaps be minimised or rationalised in some kind
of way, or do you think that that level of control
has actually given your industry something of an
advantage in ensuring that you have healthier fish
stocks and you require fewer chemicals, fewer
antibiotics and so on? Has it been an advantage or
disadvantage for your industry do you think?
(Mr Wadsworth) It has been an advantage for
our industry but remember it started off in a
slightly different way in that we had that legislation
before we had any fish farms. Those controls were
in at the beginning. We also had at that time a
Ministry of Agriculture that was very pro aquaculture and helped us greatly with advice on what to
do. How that could relate to imposing a licence on
the present systems in GBI would not really like to
say. I would not be competent to comment on that.
124. But the set of the level of controls that you
have in Northern Ireland has not hindered the
development of the industry.
(Mr Wadsworth) No.
125. And if anything you would say it has
perhaps helped you in the sense that it has helped
to have better fish in Northern Ireland.
(Mr Wadsworth) Yes; one short answer to that is
yes.
(Mr Mairs) You have to take a look at why the
legislation was imposed to begin with and for that
reason you have to look at Northern Ireland being
very reliant on its agricultural industry for the
economy. The Department of Agriculture, before
fish farming really started in the province, took the
precautions to make sure that the normal healthy
status of all stocks was not going to be affected by
the introduction of a new farming technique on
fish. It is primarily for that reason that the controls
were brought in. To go on from that, in relation to
the pure health stocks, yes, obviously it was the
intention of Northern Ireland to create a high
health status and they have been successful in
doing that. Because of that it has put Northern
Ireland in a unique situation where we can look at
developing the hatchery side of the industry to
supply on an outward basis, not just on table
production but on juvenile stock as well.
126. Do you not think therefore that there must
be something that the rest of the United Kingdom
would learn from those procedures which, as you
say, have been so successful?
(Mr Mairs) If you want a simple answer you
could probably say yes but of course nothing in life
is that simple and you have to take a look at the
existing legislation. You also have to take a look at
the current situation in Northern Ireland where we
are now subject to new primary legislation, particularly the requirement under planning for
environmental impact assessments. That is not
something in fact that can be dealt with under the
licensing authority at all and has thrown a spanner
in the works of the smooth running of the
operation because you are introducing a new
Government department which has to have control
along that line.
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127. Is that coming from the EEC?
(Mr Mairs) Yes; through national government.
Chairman
128. In general trout farming is exempt from
planning permission as such.
(Mr Mairs) No, that is not true. You have to
take a look at the same controls that exist on
agriculture where it depends on the relationship of
the precise proposal, whether buildings, proximity
to other conurbations, roads, etcetera, it is no
different.
129. It is exactly the same as agnculture, in
other words it is exempted under certain controls
and certain sizes.
(Mr Mairs) Under certain controls. I would have
to say that the impact of this new EIA requirement
is such that local planning authorities in Northern
Ireland are taking it upon themselves to suggest
that all fish farming should become subject to
planning controls.
130. Is that the same in England?
(Mr Fane) The position in England is that all fish
farming is subject to planning controls; the question is the degree of the exemptions.
131. So it is not exempt in the way that
agriculture is.
(Mr Fane) The exemptions under the General
Development Order are of two sorts. Some fish
farming operations and developments are subject
to the General Development Order as it applies to
agriculture in general. There is also a specific
exemption designed for fish farms. That exemption
is under separate constraints. By and large it
applies to existing businesses because they must
already be registered with MAFF for disease
control purposes in order to benefit from those
exemptions.
132. So you do not see this as a great impediment to your businesses.
(Mr Fane) No, we do not see it as a great
impediment.
Chairman: The argument is going to be about
water really is it not? That is going to be your
problem.
Mr Alexander
133. If I wanted to start a fish farm in England
and no buildings were involved, there would be no
planning constraints on me doing that as such.
(Mr Fane) If we accept that fish farming is
agriculture and the use a land for agriculture is not
development, it does not require planning permission, that is correct. It is only when you do get
involved in developments, building or engineering
operations, that you come into the question of
planning permission and whether you are covered
by the GDO.
Mr Amos
134. Could I ask about the supply and demand
position? Looking to the future the British Trout
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Association expects the market to continue growing by about 10-15 per cent a year over the next
five years, yet both the BTA and the NFU point to
a lack of new sites which does seem to suggest that
only limited expansion of production is likely to
take place. Could I ask two questions in particular.
First of all, could you comment further on this
outlook for the supply of trout and the demand for
trout and how the UK’s self-sufficiency level might
be affected? Secondly, how concerned is the
industry that a greater availability of farm salmon
may adversely affect trout consumption?
(Mr Mairs) Could I deal with the last question
first because it is the easiest one to deal with. The
short answer is that there should be no effect
whatsoever. The British Trout Association foresaw
a potential problem here several years ago and we
carried out a survey to see if there was any market
competitiveness between the species of salmon and
trout and we found that w s not the case. They
were perceived by the general public and by the
multiples as being separate species. If you were to
take a look at the production of large trout then
you would probably say yes, there could
potentially be an area of conflict. As the salmon
industry said earlier this morning, it is a question of
production costs. The production costs of salmon
are higher than they are for trout, therefore we do
not see any area of conflict on the species
whatsoever. In relation to the supply and demand
situation and the threat of imports into the UK, if
we take a look at what has happened in the past ten
years, you will see that the trout industry in the UK
has grown approximately three-fold, which is
directly in line with the growth in consumer
demand. From the figures released by the Customs
and Excise we see that over the past ten years the
levels of imports and exports of trout products to
the UK have remained almost exactly the same in
quantity terms. We do not see any immediate
problem there. What has been highlighted in the
earlier question is that there are difficulties in
where the trout farmers see their future expansion
because there has been a degree of uncertainty on
how the NRA would operate or would charge fish
farmers for the privilege of using water. For that
reason fish farmers have been hesitant to go on and
continue with further investment. Within Scotland
and Northern Ireland the expansion has stayed
fairly much the same and will continue to go along
those lines. We would expect that once the NRA
charges are properly sorted out and as long as they
are not punitive, the industry in England and
Wales will pick itself up end will continue to
expand to meet the market demand which we
suggest is between 10 and 15 per cent per annum.

[Continued

long way. There are something like 130,000 tonnes
of trout produced within the Community. The
British Trout Association and the UK trout industry perse has been very active in the past three or
four years within the European Federation to
make sure that the historic situation of bad
marketing in some of the European countries was
addressed, in the same way as we addressed our
own problem several years earlier. Recently we are
heartened to see that the European internal
consumption has in fact been stimulated quite
considerably and internal prices and internal consumption in most European countries has gone up.
We do not fear imports from within Europe.
Obviously if we have a buoyant market we will
attract imports but we are not particularly worried
about it at the moment.
136. Who would be the big competitors? The
French, Spanish?
(Mr Mairs) If you were to look at it in terms of
pure tonnage, France and Italy produce about
30,000 tonnes each, then you come down to
Denmark with about 20,000 tonnes, the UK,
16,000, Spain 16,000, Germany 16,000 tonnes.
Again essentially they are looking towards their
own markets because they are better priced markets. It is more economic for them to sell locally.
What we would have to look at is the current
situation in Eastern Europe and beyond where
there is potential but unfortunately that is an area
unknown to everyone. However it is something we
do have to be aware of.
MrGiU
137. With many agricultural products allegations are made of unfair trading. Is there any
evidence within the European Community of
unfair trading in your product?
(Mr Mairs) No, not that I am aware of.
138. You do not suffer any adverse effects fi-om
unfair competition from outside the Community.
(Mr Mairs) If you were to put it purely in terms
of unfair trading the answer would be no. If you
were to put it in terms of people not doing a proper
marketing job with their product and therefore not
being competitive or selling at a realistic price,
then yes, there have been problems. Most of the
countries have tried to address that problem
because it is not economic to produce this and sell
it at a cheap price because the costs are high.
139. There is no specific evidence of dumping
for example.
(Mr Mairs) No, not of trout.

Chairman
Mr Martlew
135.
So in a way you140.
are A
protected
reallyconcerns
by the me is the abstracmatter that
difficulties of expanding farms and your business tion of water for human consumption. Very often
looks well set for the future.
this is downstream from the farm itself. There is
(Mr Mairs) We are not protected in regards to some worry that some of the treatments that you
imports to the country in any way. If you were to give, especially antibiotics, to the trout have a
take a look at the industry on a European basis you detrimental effect an the quality of the water. Is
would see that the trout industry in Europe in fact your industry concerned about that and are they
is the largest aquaculture industry in Europe by a doing anything about it?
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(Mr Mairs) We are concerned about it on two any effort being put into alternative food sources
counts. I will deal with the marketing side first of ether than feeding fishmeal to fish?
(Mr Mairs) Yes. The answer to that is again a
all. We have been successful in creating a healthy
demand for our product in the past five or six. two part answer. Yes, efforts have been put in and
years, partly because there has been a general are being put in because we have to look at the
consumer trend to eat fish to eat healthily. There economics of the industry; if there is such a huge
has also been a general conception that fish demand for fishmeal on the world market then the
farming and trout production is environmentally cost of feeding our stock will inevitably rise. As
sensitive. Anything that would affect that position well as that we also have the requirement of our
obviously would ^ect our ability to supply the industry to be environmentally sensitive again. It is
market and make sure we have a healthy market. only by the use of the very best quality feed for the
As an industry we are very concerned that that stock that we can address that problem.
(Mr Maund) I echo what the salmon farmers
perception should not become the normal situation. Also as an industry we are reasonably say, which is precisely our position, that the
satisfied that in practice we do not have anything to amount of fishmeal protein that is used in fish food
fear from that. As far as the details are concerned is tiny compared with other parts of agriculture.
on the discharge, perhaps Mr Fane could address We are obviously very aware of the dangers to
natural fish stocks in the ocean. I am a&aid that it
that.
(Mr Maund) As far as potable water being taken is still a need, that there is no alternative to
off below fish farms is concerned, certainly a new fishmeal protein. We should like to see an alternatfish farm would not be allowed to be established ive being developed but clearly it is quite a long
close to an intake for potable water. The NRA way off at the moment.
(M.r Mairs) It would also be true to say that the
certainly would not allow that. As to antibotics,
there is concern because the industry, as with casts of production of fishmeal do not encourage
Nuvan, would have difficulty in surviving without the use of normally eaten species for the productheir use at the moment. What is required I suspect tion of fishmeal. You would have to go into a
is the development of vaccines. In a very small radical re-education process, particularly for the
industry such as ours with a very small overall westernised world to eat these other species. That
turnover such R & D would be extremely expen- is a major problem. If you want to do it, fine, but
sive and quite beyond the capability of the industry you have a large problem.
to develop. We are very concerned that this could
Mrs Winterton
be a course of action that we would like to see
taken up.
144.
development? A common theme running through
141. The point you were making about the the evidence which we have received from both
NRA not giving permission now begs the question salmon and trout farmers is that public funding of
whether permission should have been given in the aquaculture research and development is uncopast. In fact some of the trout farms are now ordinated with inadequate basic and strate^c
wrongly sited and therefore there must be a research and work. What changes would the
problem there.
industry like to see introduced regarding the
(Mr Mairs) The assumption that they are organisation of research and development?
wrongly sited is one that would need to be studied.
(Mr Mairs) The trout industry in the UK is
In relation to the actual situation on the use of essentially a very young industry and the ability for
antibiotics, these can only be prescribed under any industry to address R&D obviously comes
veterinary instruction. They are very expensive better as the industry matures. We are very
and therefore it is not economic for trout farmers unfortunate that the timing of Government cutto look at producing fish with the normal use of backs in R&D comes at a time when we were just
antibiotics. These should only be perceived as getting round to being aware of the real
being used when there is no alternative. It is not requirements of R&D. There is a CFRD comnormal practice actually to feed antibiotics to fish; mittee which is really the interface between the
there are other treatments.
industry and Government work which meets on a
(Mr Maund) As a practising fish farmer I am bi-annual basis 'to look at Government research.
very loathe to use them at all because of the The need for the industry to have research funded
expense.
by Government is essential. We do have to find
ways of making sure that the basic research
142. So a ban on antibiotics would not have a requirements of the industry are not in fact
dramatic effect on-fiie industry.
hampered. What we would perhaps like to see in
(Mr Mairs) In certain instances it could have an ideal world is for the unscientific fish farmer to
because it would remove a method of control of be put in the privileged position of having scientific
disease which obviously is a problem to any projects explained to them in the proper manner
husbandry industry.
and perhaps that Government would consider how
that should properly be addressed. Perhaps there
143. Could I quickly come to the fish feeds. should be a person who would be able to liaise
There is concern that we are taking too many fish between the industry requirements and the ability
out of the oceans and seas to provide fishmeal. of Government to provide the R&D requirements
Obviously yours is a fairly small industry. Is there for the industry.
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Chairman
145. What research is being done now?
(Mr Mairs) There is fairly wide research being
done. It differs throughout the three regions of the
UK. Within Northern Ireland the industry has set
up some fairly specific projects in consultation with
the Department of Agriculture, to look at very
g>ecific things on the environment and on the feed
problem that we were talking about earlier: how
feed can be utilised, indeed substituted. Other
work has bean done by food manufacturers and
industry in other areas. On the detailed work that
Government is doing, perhaps Mr Fane could
comment.
(Mr Fane) I know that you took evidence earlier
on this from MAEF. There is little work that is
being done in the trout field because it is an
industry mainly of small producers who have not
been able to raise funds. The contribution from
industry has mainly been in terms of the provision
of fadlities. It is difficult for us to adjust to the
current cutbacks because it comes at a time when
we are only starting really to look at this.
146. Are you a tight enough co-operative to levy
your members or is there no cohesion?
(Mr Mairs) That is a very sensitive question,
coming nine months after Government decided to
take that power away from us by turning down a
Development Council application. The industry
has always been responsible and what we are
currently doing is reviewing the whole organisation
of the industry within the UK. We see R&D as
being a major requirement of that reorganisational structure. We hope that whenever
we have carried out our deliberations we will be
able to address the R&D side more fully, hopefully
with the co-operation of Government.
147. Presumably some of your marketing is
done co-operatively through your own organisation.
(Mr Mairs) I would draw the distinction between
marketing and sales. The British Trout Association
is a co-operative which looks at the generic
promotion of trout within the UK. It is down to the
individual farmers, either individually or collectively, actually to sell within the market.
148. How do you fund your organisation?
(Mr Mairs) By voluntary levy.
149. Could you not do some research the same
way.
(Mr Mairs) We would have to say that the cost of
research is by definition comparatively expensive.
We would say that as an industry we could afford
to have money available to co-ordinate, to investigate what research is being done, but actually to
institute a levy to cover any or all rescurcli 'vvould
be an impossible burden for the industry.
150. V/hat percentage of producers or of production belong to the British Trout Association?
(Mr Mairs) Somewhere between 60 and 70 per
cent of the total UK production.
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151. Does that include Northern Ireland?
(Mr Mairs) Yes, it does.
Mr Alexander
152. Except that your evidence indicates 75 per
cent in paragraph 1.
(Mr Mairs) Yes. There is always the question of
whether we are talking about individual members
or actual tonnage. The percentage difference is
always difficult to define in detail but we are
talking about somewhere around two thirds to
three quarters. Whether it is 60 to 70 per cent I
would not like to put decimal points behind it.
Mr MacDonald
153. So what you are saying is that given the
size of your industry and its financial position there
is no way you can replace the kind of R&D the
Government were doing before but have now cut
back on.
(Mr Mairs) No, there is no way that we can or
indeed should be asked to do that because we are a
young industry, still trying to expand. If we divert
our resources away from the marketing effort
towards R&D that inevitably will impinge on our
ability to supply the market.
Chairman
154. Where would you expect research on trout
to be done?
(Mr Maund) The two priorities as I see it are
firstly environmental impact of fish farms, particularly the ones in England in the case of England
and Wales, and how to reduce that. Technology is
certainly uncertain at the moment as to how one
can really improve on the system. The second one
is vaccines. Vaccines are vital in the development
of trout farming if we are to get away from
antibiotics and other forms of treatment.
155. At which laboratories or establishments
would you seek to find the intellectuals who are
experts at these things?
(Mr Maund) Stirling University is the first place
we would turn to and then we would have to seek
advice after that; they would be the first port of
call.
(Mr Mairs) You would have to widen the field a
little bit and look at where the experts in aquaculture are actually employed. Obviously Government departments do have experts on aquaculture
whom we should like to see working to the benefit
of the industry. We are looking at Lowestoft, we
are looking at Torrey, we are looking at the
universities. We are also looking at the departments in Northern Ireland as well. To address the
need fully we have to be looking at a fairly
comprehensive R&D plan which not only looks at
pure scientific research, which Government establishments are much better suited to, but field trials,
to make sure the application of that research has
meaning to the industry at large. We are looking at
a fairly comprehensive R&D subject.
, 156. If you were to take the Norwegian figures
of course the farmed fish element of the total
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Norwegian fish production is really quite a substantial percentage.
(Mr Mairs) Yes.
157. It may be that trout will not ever contribute
quite that sort of measurable quantity. I think
there is a very good case, particularly when new
species become farmed, for saying that in relation
to wild fish farmed fish are going to be increasingly
more important and maybe the level of research
should be anticipating such change.
(Mr Mairs) It is miserable at the moment. If we
were to add together all of the farmed fish within
the UK we would see that perhaps we are talking
about more than 20 per cent, perhaps even more
than 30 per cent of v£due of the total fishery sector.
It is interesting that we are not only looking at a
UK situation here, we are looking at Europe and
the world saying to us as an industry that fish
farming is going to be looked upon as the means to
provide the fish protein requirements for the
markets in the future. The ability for the fisheries
sectors around the world to supply that market is
reducing. Aquaculture will be asked and is being
asked expand to meet that shortfall. Inevitably
R&D is required on that. The European Com-
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munity has set aside a budget for aquaculture
research and development within the industry.
Perhaps that is something that national governments might take note of and see whether
additional funds could be provided along similar
lines.
Mr MacDonald
158. In general would you say, taking the whole
farmed fish sector into account, whether UK R&D
is keeping pace with our main competitors, for
example Norway or France? Are we keeping pace?
(Mr Mairs) I would say that the simple answer is
no, we are not keeping pace. The industry is at a
different stage of development in the UK than in
some of the other countries. If we were to take
Denmark as an example we would say that there is
a fairly comprehensive R&D ability within that
country. In fact there are specific research stations
established, fish farms, where practical research is
carried out to make sure that pure science has an
application on the farm. In an ideal situation the
industry would like to see similar developments
here.
Chairman: Thank you very much. That has been
most helpful.

Memorandum submitted by the Shellfish Association of Great Britain
INTRODUCTION

Background
Many of Britain’s traditionally fished marine species are now harvested at or near their maximum
sustainable yield. Aquaculture is seen as a method of increasing production of selected species and also as
an alternative employment opportunity for displaced inshore fishermen or others without work.
Shellfish offer particular scope for farming and a useful scientific background is already available on
molluscan species such as oysters, mu.ssels, clams and scallops. However, even for oysters and mussels
which have been raised for many years, the application of new culture systems or attempts to grow them
in new areas requires a period of testing and evaluation before success can be assured. In addition, large
increases in the production of any species can create questions concerning markets for the product. There
is, however, considerable interest in farming molluscan shellfish in England and Wales; Scotland seems
particularly suited for shellfish production and throughout the UK a number of new ventures have been
started or proposed.
Molluscan shellfish have long-term commercial potential because they satisfy many of the
requirements listed below:
A. BIOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS
Reproduction
Molluscan shellfish have a capability for reproduction under controlled conditions. Hatchery
techniques have been developed and certain species (eg Pacific oysters, Manila clams) are available as a
reliable source of seed for large-j^jale culture purposes. Mussels and scallops can be collected in the wild
and the use of natural seed production techniques have economic promise with these species.
Food and growth
The ability of molluscan shellfish to utilise available food in the sea and to achieve rapid growth is a
desirable characteristic and helps the economics of large-scale cultivation. Growth of several species his
fast ih our waters and there are many areas around our coasts particularly suited for mollusc production,
some of which are not yet utilised.
Adaptability
Farmed species must be able to adapt to living under controlled conditions and, more particularly,
under high population densities—which are an invariable part of any culture system. Oysters, mussels.
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clams and scallops will live and grow at high concentrations if the environmental conditions are suitable,
and they can be produced using relatively low, cost technology.
B.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC REQUIREMENTS

This heading covers a range of specific requirements—some of which frequently act as constraints. In
general they fit into three main categories:
Marketability
A ready market for the farmed product is an obvious advantage in any aquaculture venture. The
market need not necessarily be in the country of origin but an acceptable price for the crop is important.
Farmed species must have the quality to sell in high-value markets and to compete with their wild,
fished counterparts (eg cultured mussels).
There is every evidence that market trends for shellfish in the UK are improving and that oysters,
mussels, clams, etc. are becoming much more acceptable foods. The demand from the Continent for
these species exceeds the available supply and can be expected to rise in the future.
Acceptability
This covers the “alternate use potential” of areas of our coasts. In Britain this can include commercial
fishing, navigation, and recreation or industrial uses which compete in various ways with shellfish farming
operations. Restrictions placed by the Nature Conservancy Council on growers operating at Sites of
Special Scientific Interest are also a problem.
This aspect is a growing constraint on our industry and limits the amount of ground available for
mollusc cultivation.
Legality
Traditionally mollusc production in Britain has relied on the exploitation of wild stocks. Now
aquaculture has been expanded to oyster farming, which involves the growing-on of hatchery produced
seed, or mussel growing—using bottom “lays” or hanging culture from rafts. Clams and cultured scallops
are also beginning to be farmed on a commercial basis. It is in the public interest to utilise the coastal
aquatic environment for the production of food by aquaculture—with due regard for other uses of the
area.
This paper, prepared by the Shellfish Association of Great Britain, briefly considers the future
potential of certain mollusc species and outlines problem areas where either extra R&D or Government
controls are needed to aid expansion in the future.
2. MOLLUSCAN SHELLHSH

Molluscan shellfish such as oysters, mussels, clams, etc, are shellfish which offer the best potential for
increased production either by known methods of cultivation or by hatchery culture techniques.
It is difficult to quantify the present value of current production since Government records are
incomplete, generally underestimated and combine cultivated and catches taken from the wild.
The recorded production of selected shellfish is shown in Table 1. As previously stated the official
landings are under-represented and the Shellfish Association estimates the total value of “farmed”
mollusc production to be around £1.8 million in 1989 and this figure is expected to rise the 1990s.
If we consider certain species:
Oysters
Native oysters (Ostrea edulis) and the Pacific oyster {Crassostrea gigas) are grown in the UK.
Native oyster stocks are low at present due to a combination of problems which include:
overfishing and poor natural spatfall levels in the main public fisheries (Solent & Fal);
lack of investment in the private fisheries which also suffer a shortage of seed to replenish their
stocks;
the introduction of the parasite Bonamia in 1982, which has caused heavy losses on both public
and private native oyster beds in Cornwall, Essex and parts of the south coast of England. The
parasite still persists on these grounds, despite a programme of clearance, etc, and it is slowly
spreading to new areas in the country.
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The future expansion of our native oyster fisheries rests on large supplies of seed to replenish grounds
not infected with Bonamia (eg Scotland). Unfortunately, supplies from hatcheries in the UK are not
available due to production problems.
Excellent markets are available at home and on the Continent for flat oysters, but many growers see
poor prospects for this native species due to the disease situation and the capital costs needed to rear this
slow-growing oyster.
In contrast, the Pacific oyster, which is not affected by Bonamia, can be reared easily in the hatchery
and caa be grown to saleable size in 18-36 months, offers considerable potential to UK growers.
This species was introduced by MAFF under strict quarantine conditions in the 1960s. Commercial
hatcheries in the UK can now produce robust seed at prices of £8-£20 per thousand, depending on their
size.
In the past, expansion in production has been affected by poor shell growth (now known to have been
caused by IBT yacht paint pollution) and low market acceptance when compared to our native oyster.
Nowadays, because of the scarcity and high costs of native oysters (£20+ a dozen in London
restaurants). Pacific oysters are growing in popularity.
Figures collected by the Shellfish Association show a 30 per cent rise in sales for this oyster which
usually sells at below £5 per dozen.
Because of its comparative cheapness the Pacific oyster can also be used to produce frozen-readyprepared dishes. This trend towards a processed oyster helps sales and may becoipe more important in
the future.
According to SAGB production in 1989 (including N.Ireland) will be about 600 tonnes. This figure is
expected to rise to 3,000 tonnes by the mid-1990s.
Mussels
UK mussel landings are, low and have averaged about 8,000 tonnes per year. This compares with
100,000 tonnes produced by cultivation techniques in Holland. Dare (1980) in “Mussel Cultivation in
England and Wales”, MAFF Lab. Leaflet No. 50, concludes that given adequate seed supplies and
efficient husbandry potential mussel grounds could yield 17,000-25,000 tonnes per year—worth over
£4.6m at 1982 prices.
Mould (1984) gave a paper at our Annual Shellfish Conference and spelt out the huge potential in
mussel cultivation. Home markets are available and we could also copy the Irish by exporting processed
mussels to the USA and other countries.
The Association is pressing for a move firom simply exploiting wild mussel stocks to cultivation.
Markets can only develop if there is a consistent supply of good quality mussels which are fit for human
consumption.
Myti Mussels, N.Wales, have demonstrated that by relaying seed mussels on lays in the Menai Straits
supplies of good quality mussels can be sold in competition with Dutch imports. TTiis practice is growing
in the Wash, where the production of farmed mussels is increasing each year.
In Scotland, mussels are grown in the sheltered sea lochs along the west coast by hanging culture
methods. Mussels grown in “stockings” or on ropes hung firom buoys or rafts have high meat yields and a
nice clean appearance. Water quality in these areas is usually good.
Production in Scotland is growing, but there is a need for a unified selling strategy and this is being
taken up by the Association of Scottish Shellfish Growers.
In some parts of the UK mussels need purification before sale to prevent illnesses caused by $ewage
contamination. Various methods are used—based on u/v sterilisation—and the Sea Fish Industry
Authority has recently developed a bulk stacking system for mussels which will heap the industry.
Other species
Venerupis (Palourdes)
The native Venerupis has always been highly valued on the Continent but natural stocks are small
around Britain. Efforts are now being made to cultivate the faster-growing Manila clam (Tapes
semi-decussata).
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The seed can easily be raised in the hatchery but when about 3cm in size they need to be planted out
onto foreshores. Here predation by crabs can be a problem unless they are covered with protective
netting.
Markets are excellent on the Continent and reported prices can reach over £3,000 per tonne. The use
of the Manila palourde for cultivation at suitable sites makes culture of this highly-valued species an
attractive proposition to UK growers.
One factor working against the development of this non-indigenous clam as a commercial shellfish is
the opposition from the NCC regarding its use in UK waters on the basis that it will compete with native
species. This Association disputes this claim and accepts the licencing requirement to grow clams under
netting. This prevents both escape and crab predation.
Scallops
The SFIA and DAFS have conducted trials on the collection of scallop {Pecten and Chalmys) spat from
the wild. This involves the use of collector bags set at selected sites in the early summer. Results are
encouraging with sometimes 2,000-3,000 seed taken on each collector. The commercial potential means
on-growing the spat to saleable size—either in hanging cages or by bottom culture methods. There are
new commercial ventures in Scotland producing scallops by this method.
The French are already using Pecten seed, collected in this way, to restock natural beds in Bay St.
Brieuc. The small scallops are purchased firom available sources at around £10 per 1,000 seed. The west
of Scotland could develop this into a profitable shellfish industry.
Ormers
It is possible that ormers may be cultivated in the UK. The Californian ormer grows well and trials are
being undertaken at various Institutions. The demand for this species in France is high and good prices
are paid.
Lobsters
While filter-feeding moUuscan shellfish are most suitable for cultivation trials to boost coastal stocks of
lobsters by enhancement have been strongly supported by the Shellfish Association.
Trials by MAFF and others, using marked hatchery-reared lobsters released at selected sites, have had
encouraging results and these could lead to pilot scale release prograihmes funded by industry or based
on licence revenue.
4. FACTORS WORKING AGAINST EXPANSION

A. SAGB mollusc growers have identified a problem in relation to rights of tenure of seabed areas
Proper develcn/uent of our shellfish culture industry will not be achieved unless the definition and
reservation of coastal areas suitable for aquaculture is considered a priority. Seabed rights—including
Several Orders and leases from the Crown Estates Commissioners—are difficult to obtain.
More and more coastal areas are being designated by the NCC as SSSIs without proper consultation.
Once designated the NCC discourages mollusc cultivation or restricts the species or techniques which can
be used.
B. The growing level of pollution of our estuaries is a factor working against mollusc culture
EEC Directive (79/923/EEC)—which involves the designation of appropriate stretches of coastal and
brackish waters for shellfish growing is not being properly implemented and Government efforts to
maintain water quality standards must be kept up. The setting up of The National Rivers Authority is
seen as a step forward.
Work by research staff at the MAFF Fisheries Laboratory, Burnham-on-Crouch, has demonstrated the
drastic effect TBT compounds have on Pacific oyster growth and larval survival.
The Shellfish Association pressed for a ban on the use of this compound in antifouling paints and this
was introduced in 1987. Subsequent improvements in water quality have been of considerable benefit to
oyster producers and have resulted in improved growth of Pacific oysters and, possibly, better natural
settlements of O.edulis spat.
Sewage pollution, which causes both viral and bacterial contamination of molluscan shellfish is a major
problem to SAGB members. The present methods of u/v purification advised by MAFF copes with
bacteria but not with heavy viral contamination—which can result in health problems if the molluscs are
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eaten raw. Further study is needed to improve molluscan purification and the work on viral
contamination being carried out at the MAFF Fish Disease Laboratory, Weymouth, must be expanded.
C. Government support
The industry gets little support from the present Government. Despite the potential there are virtually
no UK grants to growers in England and Wales. In Scotland, the HIDB grants and other regional funding
have helped many shellfish projects to get started.
EC fundings through the FEOGA scheme is sometimes used but the bureaucracy involved is
considerable and the smaller grower is not always eligible for the grant.
Cuts in Government funding for the Fisheries Laboratories—including a reduction in staffing
levels—has held back the support needed on various research projects, including viral studies, disease
controls and other work.
Severe cuts in Central Government funding to the Sea Fish Industry Authority means that this body
relies on industry funding (via a levy) for its budget, or charges for any R&D.
This deficit limits the amount of support available to our sector of the industry.
D. Marketing and Promotion
Mollusc growers often work at isolated sites and place all their energies into production. The need to
market their crop is often left as a low priority until they are forced to act.
The Sea Fish Industry Authority now collects a levy on molluscs (£7 per tonne on oysters and scallops
and £3.50 for mussels and clams). While representative trade associations do have a part to play in
promotions market opportunities, etc, the SFIA must be much more active in this sector to balance their
excellent R & D on harvesting and production methods, which have helped the industry considerably.
5. SUMMARY

(i) The shellfish sector is basically still a cottage industry but there has been a promising increase in
investment in recent years and more growth is taking place.
(ii) Pacific oysters and mussels offer the best potential for large-scale cultivation at present but more
scallops, clams and lobsters will be farmed in the future
(iii) The UK industry has benefitted by sound technical back-up firom the Fisheries Departments, the
SFIA, HIDB and the trade associations over a period of years. This factor alone has encouraged
investment and given confidence. Recent cuts Government spending on R & D have now reduced this
support and are a cause for concern.
(iv) As production expands, standards of handling shellfish, hygiene in the processing plants and the
use of purification and freezing facilities, must all be improved. New EC regulations, planned for the
1990s, will help raise these standards but costs to the Industry could be considerable. Government
support may be necessary if we are to remain competitive with European producers.
(v) Tighter controls on the use of our estuaries and coastal areas as dumping grounds for sewage and
other toxic wastes must be introduced. Water quality and shellfish contamination must be monitored by a
competent authority, and there is a need to designate more shellfish growing areas under EC Directive
No. (79/923/EEC). Harvesting from polluted areas must be strictly controlled to protect the consumer.
The development of improved purification systems for molluscs is an important step forward.
(vi) There is a need to continue to promote a better image for certain shellfish. Packaging,
presentation, quality and promotion needs tc be improved if these farmed products are to compete with
other foodstuff or imported shellfish.
(vii) Trade Associations such as the Shellfish Association of Great Britain and the Association of
Scottish Shellfish Growers have a growing role to play in the expansion of the UK shellfish farming
industry. But Government must continue to provide adequate funding for R & D at the Fisheries
Laboratories in England, Wales and Scotland and for the Sea Fish Industry Authority’s development and
training programmes.
10 October 1989
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Table 1
WEIGHT & VALUE OF SELECTED MOLLUSCS PRODUCED IN THE

Species

Wt. (tonnes)

Oysters
Mussels
Clams
Scallops (farmed)

137
4,913

Totals

UK, 1987

Value (£s)

£241,000
£543,000
Not recorded
Not recorded

5,050t

£784,000

Source: Sea Fisheries Statistical Tables. HMSO 1987.
Note: The above figures are underestimated.
SAGB estimate a first sale value of £1.8m for the above species in
1989.
Appendix 1
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
1. Of all possible stock-raising enterprises, farming moUuscan shellfish must be the most environmentally benign. No artificial fertilisers, no pesticides or medicaments are used and, since the stock graze
upon the natiirally occurring plankton, no enriching nutrients are added to the waters. Finally the fish
lock up carbon in their shells and so make some small contribution to combat the Greenhouse Effect.
FOOD SUPPLY

2. MoUuscan shellfish are filter feeders. Over-stocking may lead to depletion of the plankton eg mussel
strings hung from the centre of a large raft may grow more slowly than those towards the outside.
However this phenomenon is rare and, in general, food supply is not a limiting factor in shellfish farming
nor is it thou^t that these activities detract in any significant way from the marine ecosystem.
3. Toxic blooms (“red tides”) occur naturaUy from time to time which although not poisotious to the
shellfish themselves render their meat unsafe for human consumption for a few weeks. It seems likely
that enrichment of coastal waters from land run-ofr, sewage, etc is resulting in an increased frequency of
such blooms. Recently some salmon farmers have integrated shellfish into their fin-fish enterprise in the
hope that, through their grazing, the sheUfish will decrease the risk of the blooms which have devastated
salmon stocks in the past.
PREDATOR CONTROL

4. Pests are normally kept at bay by non-destructive exclusion techniques eg crab fences, keeping
stock in trays or bags, etc. ExceptionaUy mussel predation by eider is a problem in soitie areas of Scotland
where resort is made to scaring, shooting or protective netting.
SEWAGE POLLUTION

5. By nature moUuscan shellfish are creatures of the shaUow, sheltered seas into which man discards
his wastes. Past lack of investment in sewage treatment, disposal and control is now, probably, the
biggest single factor limiting the confidence of sheUfish growers throughout the UK excepting the north
and western sea-coasts of Scotland. The formation of the National Rivers Authority is welcomed
wholeheartedly as an independant authority to whom the industry may appeal for information and
action.
6. Proposed EEC Regulations governing, among other matters, the microbiological conditions
applicable to sheUfish harvesting areas are due to be laid before Ministers this Autumn. Such regulations
are needed and are welcome. A concern is that, at the moment in the UK, it is uncertain which
government department or agency will have responsibility to take the lead in implementing these
regulations. This lack of an administrative framework that can only come from central government
creates uncertainty, discourages investment, and is delaying the introduction of the improved husbandry
and hygiene practices within the industry which we all wish to see.
r

TOXIC CHEMICALS

7. On land it is sometimes possible to confine unwanted chemicals within specified bounds or, at least,
to predict their dispersion and degradation. Wind and tide at sea usually render such control and
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prediction impracticable. The release of a toxic chemical or medicament into the sea has been likened to
aerial crop-spraying in a perpetual gale. Hence the use of potentially dangerous compounds in the marine
environment should be licenced only after the most thorough research and after consultation with other
users of the neighbouring waters.
8. Tributyltin (TBT) used as an anti-foulant on yachts and salmon cages destroyed many shellfish
ent^rises including, for example, the only two hatcheries in Scotland. The TBT catastrophe brought
home to shellfishermen how vulnerable their industry is to damage from toxic chemicals released in
minute quantities many kilometers from the fishery. Government legislation to ban the use of TBT on
small boats and fish-farms has resulted in the recovery of many UK shellfish growing areas, but
commercial confidence is slower to return.
9. Concern has been expressed about the use of Aquagard (originally Nuvan) to control sea-lice on
salmon farms. Some 14,000 litres of this compound are released into the sea each year. Dichlorvos, the
active ingredient comprising 50 per cent of Aquagard, is on the government’s “Red List” of toxic
chemicals. The manufacturer’s claim that it is non-persistant and does not bio-accumulate. In other
countries a number of papers have been published on the subject, but virtually nothing in UK. There
have been no consultations with the other industries which may be affected by the use of Aquagard and
shellfishermen, particularly in Scotland, remain suspicious. The “Precautionary Principle”, to which this
Government is committed, has not been perceived to have been applied in this instance.

Memorandum submitted by the Association of Scottish Shellfish Growers
SUMMARY

Although shellfish farming on a conmmercial basis is only in its infancy in Scotland, it is poised for
rapid growth. However, for the promise of growth to be transformed into economy reality there is a need
for practical support from the various public agencies which affect our industry. This could range from
more rapid responses to requests for alterations in Crown leases or for HIDB loans, improved levels of
grant aid for the establishment of farms, an increase in marine research activities, to continuing assistance
in promoting premium quality Scottish shellfish in both the UK and overseas.
In the context of maintaining a thriving rural economy in the highlands and islands we believe that
encouragement of the expansion of shellfish farming should have a central role in any strate^c policy.
This reflects the many positive socio-economic benefits associated with shellfish farming, including wide
geographical dispersion across the region, significant creation of employment opportunities, a relative
ease of entry for local entrepreneurs and an environment-^friendly nature.
The ASSG believes that the investigation of the Agriculture Committee into fish farming will highlight
these positive aspects of the often ignored shellfish ^ctor and that, as a result, the Committee
recommend an expansion of support in the crucial years ahead as the industry develops from typically
small-scale, part-time operations to a more substantial, financially successful example of aquaculture,
making a significant contribution to the economic health of the highlands and islands through the
sympathetic utilisation of our natural resource, ie clean, unpolluted waters.
INTRODUCTION

Shellfish farming is particularly well suited to the western seaboard and the island groups of Scotland
both in aquacultural terms (sheltered waters, pollution free, high rate of exchange of water, proven
supply of planktonic foodstuff, etc. I as well as the socio-economic aspects of maintaining the rural
population, creating appropriate economic added value and minimising damage to the environment.
There are three main species of shellfish currently being commercially farmed in Scotland:
— Mussels, which are grown on ropes suspended from longlines or rafts;
— Oysters, mainly the Pacific Oyster (Gigas) which are cultivated either in bags laid across
inter-tidal trestles or in seabed stacks, of trays;
- Scallops, including king (Pecten), queen and princess varieties, which are grown in lantern nets
suspended from longlines.
Shellfish farms can be found throughout the highlands and islands, with 44 per cent of the current total
of Crown Estate shellfish leases located in the Highland Region, 24 per cent in Argyll and a further 24 per
cent in the Western Isles. An indication of the recent growth of interest in shellfish farming can ^ gauged
from the increase in Crown leases from 171 in October 1986 to 365 in March 1989. Indeed, in view of the
109 withdrawn or rejected applications during the same period, there is some evidence to support the
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perception that, at least in some areas, there is already a shortage of suitable sites, within the limits
imposed by the Crown Area Guidelines.
EMPLOYMENT

Detailed statistics on employment levels are inevitably limited; however, a survey by DAFS in 1986
estimated a total of 322 employees in Scottish shellfish farming, around 21 per cent of total fish farming
employment. The degree to which shellfish farming is a part-time occupation is indicated by the fact that
only 34 per cent (108) of the employees were full-time. In view of the expansion of shellfish fanning
activities since 1986, eg the doubling in the number of leases, aggregate employment is currently
estimated to total around 475, although virtually all of the increase is expected to have been in the form of
part-time employment. Compared with the very much larger finfish sector (larger in tonnage and product
value) shellfeh farming has created a disproportionately large number of employment opportunities,
reflecting the relative labour intensity.
PRODUCTION

Current and projected production levels of farmed shellfish, by species, have been assessed by the
ASSG on the basis of a recent survey of our members. The following section has been abstracted from an
analysis of the survey results.
Bearing in mind that much of the data for projected output has been submitted by new growers who do
not yet have practical experience of farming shellfish and who may had based their figures on the
theoretically attainable, the projections should be viewed with caution. On the other hand, profit
potential has been proven and growing techniques are becoming more established, and large companies
(with corresponding investment capacities) are already buying into existing and establishing new shelfiish
farms. Experience with farmed salmon output has shown that projected output figures had to be revised
upwards as actual output exceeded projected.

MUSSELS

This chart shows the actual and projected annual
output of rope-grown mussels. One major new
grower accounts for almost half of the projected
output for 1991.

TOM

The conclusion that can be drawn is of rapid
expansion—even if only half the projected output
is achieved we may expect five times as many
farmed mussels on the market in 1991 as in 1988.

|j|Acttul
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OYSTERS

AMMMI

Oyum(OcM)

Almost all oyster farming in Scotland is of Gigas
which have a faster growth rate than Native oysters
and are less prone to disease. Since Gigas do not
spawn in our normal water temperatures they can
be.eaten throughout the year.
The projected growth rate is more controlled
than for the newer farmed species but is still
substantial, with 3.5 times as many Gigas on the
market in 1991 as in 1988.

Yur
^ 3Utu4l

AMMMI

SCALLOPS

King Scallops
The data submitted by growers show a very large
increase in the projected output of king scallops in
1991. The cycle from spat to market size is 3-4
years, hence the 1991 figure is based on spat
collection in 1988 and 1989. So far the projected
out-put of king scallops is entirely dependent on
the quantity of natural spat collected as Pecten spat
is not yet produced in hatcheries.

n*V)k<t«d

Output

KLifSodioft
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1988 was an unusually poor year for scallop
collection. Collector bags had fewer Chlamys
(Princess/Queen) than normal and Pecten spat was
around 90 per cent down on average years.
mi
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Queen Scallops
An increase in the output of queen scallops is
projected. This could be a rather dangerous
development as so far the stocks of wild queen
scallops have not been depleted, and farmed queen
scallops suffer from not being noticeably better
than wild queens with regard to meat yield and
shell fouling. Queens are imported in bulk, individual quick frozen, and the market price on
national fish markets is far below the price at which
farming of queens is economically viable.

[Continued

AMMI Oiilf«i
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Princess Scallops
Princesses are young queens (12-18 months).
They are a “new” product and are not harvested
from the wild at this size. Princesses are potentially
a better farmed product than queens as the whole
animal can be eaten so there is less labour and less
waste, and the shells are part of the dish’s appeal.
So far, sales have only been successful on a local
level. The dramatic projected rise in output highlights the need to develop a wider market.

Q Proj<«lcd
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MARKET OUTLOOK

To date, supply and demand for premium quality Scottish farmed shellfish have maintained a broad
stability, with farmers adopting a more aggressive marketing policy as supplies expanded beyond the
absorptive capacity of their established market(s). However, in view of the projected increases in output,
it will be necessary to expand the marketing effort to a similar extent if a price collapse similar to that
which has afflicted farmed salmon in the past two years is to be avoided. A wide ranging review of the
possible marketing strategies for the nineties is currently in progress, under the auspices of the HIDE.
Although all shellfish farmers would accept the need for a marketing levy, many are financially
constrained, with their operations finely balanced in terms of current economic viability. Therefore we
believe there is a strong case for above average support for our industry during these sensitive
development years, as the attempt is made to expand away from economic fragility to a larger scale of
operation characterised by financial success.
Market development may well include exporting, in particular to fellow members of the European
Community. Discussions are underway on a variety of harmonisation issues, with the single market of
1992 uppermost in all minds. Harmonisation of health regulations, including both harvesting and
marketing, could well have a major impact on the Scottish shellfish sector. On the one hand, strict
microbiological conditions could boost the Scottish industry in view of our unpolluted waters and positive
“clean” image in this increasingly environment conscious world. However, as a result of these
advantages, many of the proposed regulations are unnecessarily restrictive and the costs associated with
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complying with the requirements could well prove economically fatal for many Scottish shellfish growers.
Our fears have been communicated to the UK negotiators (in this case DAFS/MAFF), and we hope and
expect that they will vigerously press our case in Brussels. In this regard, we hope that the investigation
by the Agriculture Committee will lead to a further strengthening of representations in our favour at the
Brussels negotiations.
The priceless marketing asset of unpolluted waters cannot be taken for granted; it must be actively
safeguarded through enforcement of anti-pollution regulations, the monitoring of effluent discharges and
further research into the environmental impact of all releases of chemicals into the sea lochs and bays
where shellfish farms operate.
CONCLUSIONS

Shellfish farming represents a significant economic asset to the highlands and islands of Scotland, an
asset that is projected to increase in importance over the next few years. This positive outlook could
evaporate if the industry lost the support of the public agencies which it has enjoyed during the past
decade or so, or the scale if assistance failed to keep pace with the expansion of this sector of fish farming.
The future growth of the sector would also be threatened if there were to be a decline, or even a
perceived decline, in water quality; in our view, it is essential to retain high standards for discharges to
the marine environment.
In addition to creating employment opportunities in rural areas, shellfish cultivation, because of the
relatively low front-end capital investment and assistance from public agencies, has allowed local
ownership of aquacultural enterprises to spread throughout the western seaboard and the islands. This
must be seen as a positive aspect.
All in all, in our opinion, shellfish farming is characterised overwhelmingly as beneficial, and, in
essence, is free of drawbacks. We hope that the report of the Committee will endorse the efforts of
shellfish farmers to expand their industry across the threshold of self-sustaining economic development.

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Association of Scottish Shellfish Growers
On the occasion of the visit to Glenelg by several members of the Committee in mid-October, I was
asked to translate the projected 1991 estimates for farmed shellfish production into rental income for the
Crown Estate. There are several difficulties associated with such an exercise, including the continued lack
of agreed rental scales, the wide variation in site productivity, different husbandry methods and the rapid
expansion in the industry expected during the next few years,
Nevertheless, an effort to assess the aggregate “in situ” capacity needed to support the projected 1991
output levels has been made and converted to Crown Estate revenue on the basis of the most recent
proposal of rent rates, as summarised below:
— Mussels: Projected output of 2,000 Tons in 1991; on the basis of 10 Tons/Yr. requiring three
longlines of 200m, there is an overall need for some 120,000m of longline. At a rent of 17p/m this
translates to a gross rental payment to the Crown Estate of around £20,000.
— Oysters: Projected output of around four million; assuming each trestle metre carries two bags
with 150 marketable shells per bag on a four year growth cycle there is a total requirement for
around 55,000m. An estimated 25 per cent of this total is located on foreshore subject to barony
rights, therefore rent at the rate of 34p/m would only be charged on some 40,000m, generating a
revenue to the Crown Estate of some £15,000.
— Scallops: Projected output levels of 275,000 Kings, 175,000 Queens and two million Princess
scallops; on the basis of growth cycles of four, three and two years respectively, and the use of
lantern or pocket nets (plus earhanging for Kings), longline requirements are calculated at
approximately 7,000m, 5,000m and 10,C^m for these species. Assuming a rent scale of lOp/m
these operations would generate total rents for the Crown Estate of, say, £2,500. However it
should be -noted that scallop production is expected to increase rapidly during the early nineties,
with Kings alone projected to reach in excess of five million.
As mentioned earlier, these calculated equipment requirements need to be adjusted to take account of
below average output levels and to reflect the dynamic expansion of the industry at this time. On a
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judgemental basis this upward adjustment should, in our view, be of the order of some 50-75 per cent.
This would result in aggregate estimated rental income to the Crown Estate, in 1991, of some £55,000 to
£65,000.
6 November 1989

Examinatioa of witnesses

Director and CAPTAIN P H GIBBON RN (r’td). Council Member, SheUfish Association of
Great Britain; MR D A MCLEOD, Chairman and Ms J CHURCH, Treasurer, Association of Scottish
SheUfish Growers, examined.

DR E EDWARDS,

Chairman
161. In your chivvying are you represented on
the
SFIA? you are sitting in the
159.
Captain Gibbon
middle, would you like to introduce your col(Dr Edwards) Yes. They have a Shellfish
leagues?
(Cpt Gibbon) I am Captain Gibbon, Council Advisory Committee which Captain Gibbon and I
Member of the Shellfish Association of Great belong to. We meet twice a year and we can put
Britain. Dr Edwards is a director of that forward ideas on anything from R&D to marketing.
association.
(Ms Church) I am Janet Church and I am
162. So it is not a burning issue. You are content
Treasurer of the Association of Scottish Shellfish
Growers and this is our Chairman Douglas to pay the levy and you believe you get reasonable
value for money.
McLeod.
(Ms Church) This is one point I should like to
make. There is a certain weakness in this in that
Sea Fish have such a large remit, which includes
160.
Who wiU be permanently imprinted on my
fish as well, that during their marketing they
memory as the only supplier of an oyster for
cannot be seen to favour one product over
breakfast on our visit to Scotland. We had a happy
another. So sometimes it loses a bit of its value. If
visit to his place. Can we start with the Sea Rsh
we are in fact trying to get the message across that
Industry Authority? Unlike the other two sectors
farmed shellfish has certain advantages. Sea Fish
we have been talking to this morning, shellfish faUs
cannot participate in this to the disadvantage of
within the remit of the Sea Fish Industry Authority
other folk paying the levy.
and you pay them a levy. Do you believe that you
(Dr Edwards)NJ& thought that the levy brought
get any benefit in return?
in for the lower priced molluscs, cockles, mussels
(Dr Edwards) The levy on farmed shellfish has
and whelks, was rather high. Our association put a
only been increased since last April. We do get a
suggestion to the SFIA that they reduce this and in
variety of benefits from the Sea Fish Industry
fact they have done so by giving us a rebate. In a
Authority. They run the marine fish and shellfish
way we are benefitting from this as well.
fanning station at Ardtoe in Scotland. They carry
out a considerable amount of work at Ardtoe on
163. Do they collect the levy from everybody do
SheUfish cultivation. It benefits Scotland in particular. I am on their planning committee and some you think?
(Dr. Edwards) No. I say that very quietly.
of the ideas I pick up there are brought south of the
border. The work of SFIA does on R&D is very
164. We have it on record. Generally you are
good. We also benefit on the marketing sector
because as an association we do not levy our quite content to allow the present arrangements to
members. They pay to belong to the association persist.
(Mr McLeod) As far as Scotland is concerned we
but we do not levy charges on their production.
Because the Sea Fish Industry Authority now are very happy with the assistance and the support
makes a levy we can go to them and ask them to wc get from Ardtoe, from the research and
promote shellfish, and they have done some development end. We are less happy about the
reasonable work in the time they have been taking marketing side, the Edinburgh based operation.
the levy from us. I should say if if we look at at the The consultative committee that Dr Edwards
whole industry—we just are considering today mentioned does have a Scottish member but it
shellfish cultivation, but our association represents does not for example have the association; we are
the whole industry—this is worth about £100 not institutionally represented on that committee.
million. We have crab fishermen, lobster fisher- Wc feel, particularly now we are paying a levy,
men, people catching nephrops off Scotland. They that we should be more involved with the people in
pay a hi^er levy than we do for some of the Edinburgh in determining what marketing efforts
shellfish we are discussing today. In all the Sea Fish they should put forward.
Industry Authority does give the industry a good
Mr MacDonald
service, R&D advice and marketing support. We
never say it is enough and we chivvy them up. In
165. What kinds of support do you receive?
general we benefit by having the SFIA,
Basically, what kind of financial support do you
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receive from the Government or from quasiGovernment bodies when it comes to shellfish
cultivation?
(Mr McLeod) In Scotland we receive support in
a variety of ways, a variety of guises. "We have
research support funded by DAFS, by the Sea Fish
Industry Authority, into new species. Sea Fish also
carries out work and development of ongoing
equipment. HIDB offers very useful Snancial aid
for setting up and operating farms and they are in
fact at this point considering that level of aid they
should be offering us for the future years on the
marketing side. This may be the point at which to
raise what I feel is a major issue for Scotland, for
farmed shellfish in Scotland, which is that fundamentally we have cracked a lot of the growing
problems- As you have seen from the projections,
we expect output to rise significantly in future
years. The issue for us for the 1990s is going to be
marketing and that is why it is a very positive move
by the Board to come to us and ask what they
should do on the marketing side, what structures
they should put in place. The Shellfish Association
should be playing a major role in this in the future.
166. Would you be hoping for improved financial support from the Government in the future,
particularly on the marketing side? Do you see a
need for enhanced support?
(Mr McLeod) Indeed yes, and particularly for
example on the ground, if these new European
regulations come in and it involves significant
capital expenditure. We cannot in all honesty
expect the small crofter/fisherman, who is growing
mussels or oysters on the West Coast of Scotland
to be able to invest in his own purification plant. If
the regulations insist on that then we feel that
additional funding should be set aside for that. Of
course we do not want that to occur, we have other
ideas on the standard of shellfish purity for
Scotland.
167. You are also paying a rent to the Crown
Estate Commissioners, or you will be. On projections of the growth of the industry you were saying
that you could by 1991 be paying some £55-65,000
to the Crown Estate Commissioners which seems
to me quite a handy sum of money. Would you
expect some of that to be coming back into the
industry to help you develop marketing or other
aspects of the industry?
(Mr McLeod) The Crown has been of assistance
to us in the past in financing some of our minor
efforts, some research. The progress report that we
sent down as part of our submission was partly
funded by the Crown. With the increase in rents
from a trickling of the cash being taken out of the
shellfish farming sector in the Crown Estate, we
would expect, and they have indicated a positive
response, that they would look to increase the
re-investment into our sector along the lines, I
hope, that they have re-invested in the salmon
sector some of the rents they have received from
that group.
168. Some but not all. Would you agree with
what was being said earlier this morning by the
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salmon growers that really there was a need to
rationalise the whole planning system in Scotland
to set up a single authority to oversee planning on
marine development in Scotland, perhaps also with
greater leeway for local authorities to participate
on a local level?
(Mr McLeod) There is certainly a case for local
authorities and local communities having more of a
say in the planning process. In the experience of
the shellfish sector we would say that in general we
have felt that the Crown have done a good job,
that they have been fairly rapid in their response
and they have in general been fairly sympathetic
towards us because we are very much the minnow
compared to the salmon growers in Scotland. I feel
they have done us quite a good job. If there was
going to be a cent^isation procedure, 1 would
agree with the salmon growers that it would have
to be a replacement of the current process rather
than another tier on top.
169. The obvious way to go would be to move it
into the Scottish Office.
(Mr McLeod) Which might have some advantages but also some disadvantages.
170. Which are?
(Mr McLeod) I would not like to get involved
with the bureaucrats at St Andrew’s House more
than I am already; let us put it that way.
Chairman
171. Do you find yourself under constraint? We
saw mussel lines and so on, presumably there is a
fairly substantial inquiry before they are put out,
but do you have any difficulty in putting your trays
of oysters out for example?
(Mr McLeod) Oysters have the least environmental effect, as you noticed, or failed to notice, or
were unable to notice, on your visit. The tide
comes in and they disappear. With mussels it is
slightly different as they are visible on the surface;
the buoys are visible on the surface all the time.
Janet Church is a mussel farmer and perhaps she
could speak from her personal experience.
(Ms Church) Quite frankly the only comment we
have had is the visual amenity. We know that we
are a conservation friendly type of industry and so
does everybody. There has been no conflict in that
respect. It is purely the visual amenity in delightful
scenic areas.
172. So there is no great limitation on expansion. You can presumably put down as many lines
as you have time to handle.
(Ms Church) You apply for a certain amount
and it is limited in that respect.
173. They do constrain you.
(Ms Church) When necessary.
174. What about the oysters?
(Mr McLeod) At the moment it has largely been
a question of applying for the amount of trestle
space that you wish and normally that has gone
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through. To date on the mainland there has not
been much of a problem in terms of site availability. It could become a problem in the future.
The coastline is definitely filling up.
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Mr Alexander

177.
proposed EC requirements on harmonising
hygience controls, particularly after harvesting, in
order to ensure microbiological safety. Could I
first ask the Association of Scottish Shellfish
Mr Maitkw
growers, because their memorandum-on the
175.
Staying withpenultimate
the Scottish situation,
page-doesis there
indicate some concern
any conflict or competition between yourselves about this? I wondered to what extent you feel that
and the salmon farmers?
the proposed regulations would be unnecessary in
(Mr McLeod) There is, I guess inevitably, some the cleaner waters which we do have in that part of
degree of conflict because we are both looking for the UK and whether you feel generally it would be
sheltered bays, both looking for areas in general unnecessarily restrictive.
where we can have safe access and use boats
(Mr McLeod) In our view the proposed regulawithout having to have huge mooring systems. So tion, which is still a draft and proposed
fin: the conflicts have been fairly minor and within regulation—I am assured by DAFS, two days ago,
the Crown Estate regulations they have stipulated that its presentation to the Council of Ministers is
broad guidelines of separation distances. Even imminent; it was imminent in September so who
then there are farms that are in closer proximity. knows when it will actually go forward—is a
Certainly with regard to oysters there was initially challenge and an opportunity. In terms of costs, if
a very great conflict because of TBT, which was an we are forced to go the route of following this
anti-fouling application put on the nets. That was directive, specifically and precisely in every detail,
devastating the oyster industry. Since TBT has it could be very costly, we consider unnecessarily
been banned, more or less, effectively in inshore costly for us in our northern climate with our
waters, then that problem is receding and has unpolluted waters. This is the issue that we have
virtually disappeared.
put forward to DAFS and hope that they are
putting foward to Brussels on our behalf. It is also
an opportunity because we do have clean shellfish
176.
No problemswhich
with the
Nuvan?
do use
notofneed
to go through purification
(Mr McLeod) Nuvan is another can of worms, so tanks. As long as we have that status recognised
to speak. It is an issue that could run and run then it is a wonderful marketing opportunity. In
because at the moment there is no proof that it is a order for this opportunity to arise though we have
bad thing. There is additional research which we to prove that our shellfish are clean. That means
believe should be done on the dispersion char- that we have to have a competent authority
acteristics of Aquagard, Nuvan, Dichlorvos. There identified by the Government that we can talk to,
is also work that should be done on the long-term establish a sampling and testing system and get the
effects on the marine environment in certain areas. proof officially shown that we are a category A
I am thinking here of inner lochs where the water producing area and that our shellfish scan go
exchange process is very slow. Okay Aquagard straight onto the table and that everybody can eat
may disperse, it may not build up, but who knows them and there are no microbiological problems.
after ten years of throwing it in, we are talking As you know from your first-hand experience, we
about multiples of litres of this stuff over a season, do not want to have to go through the same
ten years of it may impose an impact on the problems. What salmonella did to eggs could very
benthos of an inner loch.
easily happen to shellfish and we want to avoid that
(Cpt Gibbon) Certainly we welcome the Scottish situation by having a testing system set up now well
Salmon Growers Association work to try to find in advance of 1992.
alternatives in their methods to control it, setting
up training courses. This has made a very big
difference. Our biggest worry as an industry is that
178.
the precautionary principle which the Government proposed regulations as both necessary and approhas embraced would today probably preclude the priate?
use of Aquagard or Nuvan if it was coming up ab
(Mr McLeod) The English situation is different
initio. They would certainly require a great deal of from the Scottish.
research before it was granted a licence. The other
(Dr Edwards) South of the border I am afraid
thing that is clearly missing and that has been we do not have such clean water as they do in
promised over and over again both by the manu- Scotland. We have lived with the situation now for
facturers Ciba-Geigy and the industry is a real any many many years. In England and Wales there
study on its dispersion and degradation, as Mr are about 40 approved purification plants. These
Method has pointed out. We have been promised plants are approved by MAFF and the Department
that over and over again; it has not yet come. of Health. For many years they have produced safe
Therefore many people are still suspicious of the shellfish if the water quality is reasonable. It is
chemical.
encouraging to report that last year the Public
Chairman: Yes. We did visit a salmon farm Health Services have reported only one incident of
which was producing very substantial tonnage of poisonings from shellfish. In general these purifimussels not very far away and I wanted to talk cation systems, if they are worked properly by the
about that as a separate subject.
operators, do provide the consumer with really safe
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shellfish. We can also heat treat shellfish and in
many parts of the Thames or other parts of the
country things like cockles and mussels are
cooked. Even a low level of cooking, about a
minute and a half and 90-C, does make the
shellfish
safe
to
eat.
There
are
occasional out-breaks and it is in our industry’s
interests to reduce these because we must have
safe shellfish for the public. In general we have
been looking at these EC proposals, when they
first came out our members put their hands up in
horror as they always do: something new, something fi:om the other side. Gradually we have
worked with MAFF very closely on this, we have
had meetings with MAFF and the members have
begun to accept that this standardisation in the
long run will benefit them. There is a question of
costs. We are generally a cottage industry which is
growing but people worry about costs of these new
plants. The other thing we are worried about is
that the standards set for harvesting, the number of
E. coli at certain levels, may exclude some of our
more important areas like the Wash. What we are
trying to say to Brussels is that we are, through
SFIA, improving our purification systems. The
SFIA has done some very good work for us on a
new purification system for mussels and we can
take mussels firom very dirty areas and produce a
very safe product. Really what we are saying to
Brussels is “Don’t hinder us with a low level of E.
coli because we think in the future we can take the
dirtiest of mussels and, using new technology,
produce a safe product”. It is all in the melting pot
and when it comes to the Council of Ministers we
have more to say. In general we look forward to
the future and working with Brussels on this one.
179. That is very interesting. You did touch on
the question of costs. To what extent will the costs
involved be a burden particularly to the smaller
producer?
(Dr Edwards) For example this newly developed
system in Kings Lynn costs a medium-sized operator £200,000 to instal and that is apart from the
operating costs. We have written a paper in
relation to improved treatment of coastal waters
and we think it can be anything between £2,000£30,000 for these improvements. At the moment it
is all in the melting pot but there will be costs.
(Ms Church) That excludes the scenic aspect of
it, if you have to have a building and purification
plant, which is very relevant in Scotland.
Chairman
180. As a traveller round the shores of France I
think most of the fishermen’s co-operatives there
have a purification plant. I was going to ask you
about the effect on competition. Do you think that
if these regulations are pressed it will affect our
industry? Will it suck in imports from abroad?
(Dr Edwards) Competition is good. At the
moment more and more oysters are being brought
into Billingsgate from France, so competition is
beginning to start already. In general we seem to
produce a better quality oyster. We were faced a
few years ago with large mussel imports from
Holland. Our own producers have increased pro-
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duction and we now find in Billingsgate that the
Dutch have been ousted and our mussels from
Scotland, the Wash and Wales, are taking over and
being accepted by the Billingsgate merchants. We
can compete and we export to France and the
Continent when there are opportunities.
181. We did pay a visit to Billingsgate and I
noticed mussels being sold with “PURIFIED” in
pretty capital letters at the top. I can tell you, Mr
McLeod, in view of the fact that this is a privileged
Committee, that the oyster I had for breakfast in
your house was about five times nicer than the one
they gave me at Billingsgate—which had come
from the Solent—which was perfectly disgusting.
(Mr McLeod) I am not surprised.
Mr Martlew
182. I presume the pollution in England is due
to the discharge of untreated sewage into the seas.
(Dr Edward) Yes; no question.
183. With regard to the Scottish situation, Mr
McLeod seems to be putting forward a very high
risk policy, that is that you have no problems and
therefore you do not need a purification plant. It is
a bit like people who used to sell raw milk and say
they did not need it pasteurising. All you need is
one outbreak and your whole industry could be
devastated. If you do not have purification plants
then you could find your industry wiped out. Do
you not think a belt and braces approach would be
better?
(Mr McLeod) I agree that it is a relatively risky
approach, but only relatively. The possibility of it
going wrong is only there if we de not get the
support, the environmental support, from the local
agencies, for example from the treatment of local
sewage. It is a question really of what you invest in.
Do you invest in purification plants or do you
invest in keeping the environment clean? Most of
the pollution that would impact on shellfish is
either sewage from urban centres or it is agricultural run-off. We cannot do a lot about the agricultural run-off and that tends to be seasonal. The
urban effluent is something that can be attacked
and ought to be attacked, not just for the benefit of
shellfish growers but also for any visiting tourist,
anybody who wants to go for a swim.
(Ms Church) The other issue Mr Martlew is
probably unaware of is that we actually encourage
our members to have their products tested on a
regular basis. It is not just an assumption that their
product is pure; we agree it must be tested and
proved to be so. It is the additional restriction on
this that we would find a very big burden to bear.
(Cpt Gibbon) May I take up this question of
untreated sewage? As you may be aware, there is a
proposed EC directive on the treatment of municipal waste which came out in November. It in fact
requires that all sewage discharge to the sea should
undergo at least primary settlement. In general in
this country we are getting more and more in
favour of long sea outfalls. Indeed as far as the
shellfish industry is concerned, particularly where
one is dealing with estuarine and close inshore
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fisheries, this is clearly going to be of great benefit.
One can only welcome that. The thing that worries
us is that from the evidence which has been given
by the NRA and the Department of the Environment to committees of the House of Commons it
would appear that this country is getting very much
in favour of just putting sewage and municipal
wastes out through long sea outfalls without
primary settlement. The sea itself can handle very
large quantities of faecal waste and treat it very
satisfactorily. It degrades fairly quickly. What
worries us also in the shellfish industry are the
non-faecal wastes, in other words by putting
sewage down a long sea outfall without any form of
treatment, pumping it straight out, you are in
effect connecting every drain that is in the
catchment area of that LSO, from garages, from
shops, from drycleaners, from every possible place
where there is a drain, direct to a remote point in
the sea. With the increasing costs of disposing of
toxic wastes, both liquid and particulate, the
temptation to simply put it down the drain is going
to grow. I believe we are going to find greatly
increased pollution rates in the vicinity of long sea
outfalls from non-faecal, in other words chemical,
hydrocarbon and pollutants.
Chairman
184. I have a short sea outfall at the moment in
Weston-super-Mare which will shortly become a
long sea outfall. The matter is much misunderstood. I can also tell you that the River
Authority will be permanently monitoring the sea
around its area as a matter of an exercise. The
NRA run a substantial fleet of ships for this
purpose. Your point is well taken but I am not
certain it would be very appropriate for this
Committee to go into it in any great detail. I do not
think we want to connect the two subjects in the
minds of the consuming public. Can I ask you one
question about technology? We visited a raft that
would be producing within a year something like
50 per cent of the current output of the whole of
Scotland. What is your view about the technology
of shellfish production and are you going to be able
to control your prices and maintain a satisfactory
market?
(Ms Church) I am a little disconcerted by your
question.
185. It seemed to me that it is going to be so
easy to increase production at what is relatively
speaking a very low cost that I think you are going
to find yourself in the same problem as the salmon
farmers and for that matter, in previous history,
the chicken farmers.
(Ms Church) We have obviously done quite a lot
of work on this. We have been able to ride on the
backs of the salmon and trout farmers who have
had problems this way. The market research that
has been done by Sea Fish and other bodies has
shown us that in fact consumption in Britain is less
than 10 per cent of that on the Continent. There is
therefore a large untapped market which we think
it is advisable to aim for. The ordinary householder
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in Britain very rarely has seafood as a meal. There
is a vast market there. Also at the moment, being a
very new industry, there are quite a few constraints
on production rather than market. Some of our
projections have not come up to scratch. Three
quarters of our own subscription from members
goes towards our marketing budget in order to
ensure in the future that this does not occur. We
are also getting a lot of assistance from the
Highland Board now on that aspect of it. We think
awe are doing all we can; we are open to any
suggestions.
Mr Alexander
186.
Britain rarely have sea food as a meal. I would take
with that unless you meant shellfish sea food.
(Mr McLeod) The last figures we have is that
UK sea food consumption was an average of 6 kg
per capita whereas in Spain the annual figure is 30
kg, France 20 kg. West Germany 13 kg. We feel
that there is a long way to go before we get back up
to standard. For example, in the UK we consume
around 6,000 tonnes of mussels a year; in France it
is 110,000 tonnes. There is a difference in culinary
habits between the UK and Europe and there is a
gap in Europe for shellfish from the UK. In fact
this will become one of our markets and the
development you visited are targeting the expert
market for their mussels. At the moment its is
virtually impossible to sell mussels into Spain; after
1992 it should be very much easier.. At the moment
Spain refuses to accept any mussels that are not
purified, that have not gone through a purification
tank. Scottish mussels do not need to go through a
tank but you still have to put them through if you
want to sell them to Spain. The end result is that
you have a negative net back from the low Spanish
price and therefore the trade dies. Come 1992 we
should be categorised Grade A, no E.coli, do not
need to be purified. A 20-tonne truck down to
Barcelona: bingo, you have international trade.
(Dr Edwards) Janet Church talks about a new
industry but in fact south of the border they have
been eating oysters since Roman times. In the
South East the demand for shellfish is quite high.
We are finding now that as production grows—
though I must admit it is growing slowly—the
demand is meeting the supply. I have a great deal
to do with Billingsgate and am there about twice a
week, and I see the increasing demand for mussels
in Billingsgate and for oysters and things like
cockles and whelks. It amazes me that even our
ethnic people now are turning to these delightful
shellfish. As an Association we try to promote the
health benefits of shellfish. In general we are
promoting shellfish, and other sea foods, as health
giving and beneficial and the public in general are
responding. I can see that in our own country, as
we produce more shellfish, top quality shellfish,
pure shellfish, the ordinary person—we are not
looking for the luxury trade but the ordinary
person—will buy more mussels etcetera. We find
that people like Marks & Spencer Waitrose,
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Sainsbury’s, these supermarkets, are now moving
to shellfish and they are doing a great deal to help
our efforts themselves.
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Chairman: That is very encouraging. Thank
you, ladies and gentlemen, for giving your time; it
has been most helpful.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Nature Conservancy Council (NCC) is the government agency established for the purpose of
nature conservation and furthering the understanding thereof. Our main functions are:
1.1.1

the provision of advice to Government on the development and implementation of policies
for or affecting nature conservation;

1.1.2

the provision of advice and dissemination of knowledge -'bout nature conservation more
generally;
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1.1.3

the establishment and management of National Nature Reserves;

1.1.4

the identification and notification of Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs);

1.1.5.,

the support and conduct of research relevant to these functions.

NCC also has a duty in the discharge of its functions to take account, as appropriate, of actual or
possible ecological changes.
1.2 Fish farming, both in the marine and freshwater environments, has grown to be a major
contributor to the economy. NCC recognises the significant benefits fish farming can provide; it can play
a useful role in economic development by creating jobs in isolated communities and provides a product
for which there is consumer demand. Properly managed and sited, fish farms have a real contribution to
make. Nevertheless NCC is concerned about the potential for damage to nature conservation interests
and about the gaps in the regulatory framework.
1.3 All aspects of fish farming have some impact on nature conservation. A major review of all aspects
of the fish farming industry is urgently needed including clarification of and changes to the regulatory
framework.
Shellfish
1.4 The fanning of molluscan shellfish, the oldest fish farming industry in Britain, has shown a marked
expansion over the last two decades. Leases for shellfish farming now outnumber those for finned fish in
Scotland, and in England and Wales where marine finned fish farming is less developed the shellfish
industry is relatively very much more important. The older traditional methods of oyster cultivation have
been supplemented by modern intensive units growing a variety of species. Pests and diseases ravaged the
traditional shellfish industry but poor water quality and overfishing hastened the decline. A major area of
concern is the growing of non-native species of oysters and clams for their claimed disease resistance and
faster growth, with the possibility of their escape to the wild: and potential for establishC-ig breeding
populations.
Trout
1.5 Trout farming on a commercial scale for food, rather than as a way of restocking lakes and rivers,
has grown steadily since the 1950s. There has also been a rapid expansion of fresh water salmon rearing to
provide the smolts required by the (predominantly Scottish) marine salmon growers. The main impacts
on nature conservation relate to pollution of lakes and rivers by chemicals, waste food and faeces,
changes in the flow of rivers caused by abstraction of water for fish farms and the damage to wildlife
habitats when fish farms are constructed on or near land of nature conservation interest.
Crayfish
1.6 Of particular concern is the farming of non-native species of crayfish where there is the risk of the
total extinction of the native species through disease brought in by the introduced species.
Salmon
1.7 Marine fish farming (mainly salmon) has shown the most substantial recent growth. It is almost
entirely confined to north and west Scotland. However, should salmon farming become feasible in more
exposed conditions offshore, it may well also become an important industry in other parts of the country.
Proper regulatory mechanisms must be set up to deal with possible future developments. The main
impacts of marine fish farming on nature conservation are:
the direct effects of shore installations and transport routes on sensitive habitats;
the pollution of the seabed and water body caused by surplus food, faeces and chemicals used in
production;
the effects on populations of wild animals and birds that feed around fish farms.
1.8 This memorandum considers marine and freshwater fish farming and makes proposals on how
nature conservation can be better taken into account through regulatory mechanisms, research and
advice. Our recommendations are summarised in Section 4.
2. THE EFFECTS OF FISH FARMING ON NATURE

CoNSEki'ATioN

2.1 Marine Finned Fish and Shellfish Farming
2.1.1 Fish farms for Atlantic salmon are largely concentrated in sheltered waters off the west coast of
Scotland and the western and northern islands; in Wales salmon (and trout) are being farmed in Milford
Haven; and in England in Portland Harbour. Development is also occurring off the coast of Northern
Ireland. With improvements in cage design, developments in deeper off shore water may become
feasible.
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2.1.2 The viability of fish farming operations depends on unpolluted sea water; hence areas selected
for fish farming are often also of high nature conservation interest. For instance the coasts of the Scottish
Highlands where almost all the salmon farming is taking place contain internationally valued populations
of seals, otters and seabirds together with rich underwater communities of animals and plants.
2.1.3 Some communities of marine animals and.plants are rare or fragile, and the same is often true of
individual species. Vulnerable communities can be completely destroyed by an increase in the deposition
of sediment from fish farming activities. For instance if a site is not scoured sufficiently by tidal currents,
uneaten food and faeces accumulate beneath the fish cages. This effectively smothers seabed
communities and also increases the take-up of available oxygen in the sediments leading, in extreme
cases, to the production of toxic gases and consequent damage to the farmed salmon as well as the wild
species.
2.1.4 The environmental effect of molluscan shellfish farming depends on both the species used
(oysters, clams, scallops or mussels) and the intensity and type of operation (bottom lays, tressels, poles,
rafts, buoys etc). Bivalve molluscs are filter feeders which, when occurring in high concentrations for
cultivation, remove large quantities of phytoplankton and other micro-organisms from the water,
reducing the amount of food which is then available for the naturally occurring filter-feeding organisms.
The water may also be deoxygenated and the nutrient cycle changed due to the binding of nutrients in
waste products. As with salmon farming, these waste products (including faeces, dead animals and shells)
fall to the sea bed beneath suspended cultures causing similar damage to that described in paragraph
2.1.3. Increased numbers of predatory and scavenging species such as crabs and starfish may be attracted
and these will also eat the naturally occurring animals. The organisms which foul shellfish farming
structures may also cause problems both to the natural environment and the fish farmer by excessive filter
feeding and the input of organic matter through faeces, death and decay.
2.1.5 Certain birds and mammals, including seals, otters, herons and cormorants, which live in sea
lochs are attracted to well-stocked fish farms as an easy source of food. Fish farmers use nets to keep wild
mammals and birds away but this can lead to the potential fish predators becoming entangled and
drowning. Also, particularly in the case of seals, fish farmers sometimes resort to shooting as a method of
control. Shellfish farms are attractive to eider ducks and this creates problems for the fish farmer.
2.1.6 There is also a fear that increased human activity in remote sea lochs could lead to disturbance of
other more sensitive species, such as otters and some birds of prey, and that this might lead to reduced
breeding success and movement away from the area.
2.1.7 Fish farming may also affect wild fish and shellfish populations. For instance populations of
Atlantic salmon have evolved to suit the conditions found in their own native river. Competition and
inter-breeding with salmon of a different genetic make-up, including those released as smolts or fish farm
escapees, may adversely affect these finely adjusted populations (Maitland, 1989).
2.1.8 Disease spreads quickly among farmed fish and may pose a threat to wild populations. Fish
farmers protect their stocks by using chemicals and antibiotics, but these can also affect the natural
environment. The dangers of dichlorvos (former trade name “Nuvan” but recently changed to
“Aquaguard”) which is used to treat infestation of salmon lice, were highlighted by its inclusion on the
Red-list of substances whose inputs to aquatic systems should be reduced (Department of the
Environment, 1988). This chemical is toxic to other marine organisms, including lobster larvae.
2.1.9 In addition to the effects on the marine environment, the shore-based installations required for
fish fanning may be damaging to land of nature conservation interest; the increased transport required
may also put pressure on rural roads leading to changes which again may cause damage to nature
conservation.
2.2 Freshwater Fisk Farming (including Crayfish Farming)
2.2.1 Finned-fish farming
2.2.1.1 Production from freshwater fish farms in the UK has risen dramatically in the last ten years,
particularly in Scotland. However, information concerning fish farm locations, and to a lesser extent
production details, is not easy to obtain as it is in confidence or held in partial form by different
organisations. A considerable range of species is known to be farmed but by far the largest production is
rainbow trout (17,000 tonnes in 1988) and salmon smolt for the marine salmon farming industry (22.5
million smolts in Scotland in 1988).
2.2.1.2 As with marine fish farming, freshwater fish farming requires unpolluted waters and is
therefore most likely in rivers and lakes which are of high nature conservation interest. Although the
general effects of fish farms on the aquatic environment are similar in both standing and flowing waters
there are some differences between the two types of habitat. In standing waters, inflow and outflow
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volumes, depth, circulation patterns and cage siting are all important in determining the effect of a fish
farm. In rivers and streams, factors such as flow velocity, flow volume and degree of turbulence all
influence the way effluents are distributed and dispersed from the outfall. The proliferation of freshwater
cages similar to those used for marine fish farming is of considerable concern as the pollution at such sites
is far more difficult to control and monitor than at land-based sites using tank systems (Phillips, .1985).
2.2.1.3 Sedimentation caused by surplus food and faeces may increase, greatly below fish cages,
leading to accumulations of material rich in nutrients on the loch bed, whilst in rivers an increase in solids
discharged from the farm may produce large quantities of suspended matter, or, through settling, cause a
build-up of nutrient enriched sediment. Dissolved oxygen levels may be considerably reduced beneath
cages, particularly during the summer period and deoxygenation of river water may occur at fish farm
outfalls.
2.2.1.4 Fish farm effluents may contain high levels of ammonia, nitrates and phosphates. In rivers
their impact is greatest in dry weather during periods of reduced flow. Nutrient enrichment may also
occur in lakes or reservoirs downstream from river-fed fish farms. Chemical residues used on fish farms
(such as pesticides and antibiotics) may also be present in the effluent.
2.2.1.5 Conditions beneath cages or downstream from farm outfalls may be unsuitable for many plants
and animals frequently resulting in large numbers of a few tolerent species. In standing waters increases
in nutrient levels may cause enhanced growth of phytoplankton which in turn may change the entire plant
and animal community.
2.2.1.6 Fish farm effluents frequently contain higher levels of pathogenic bacteria and parasites and
although most evidence suggests that disease infections are likely to be from wild to farmed fish, the
threat from fish farming to wild fish cannot be dismissed.
2.2.1.7 Water abstraction for fish farms adjacent to rivers leads to reduced flows between the intake
and outlet points and this can have profound effects by reducing the area of river bed available as habitats
for plants and animals.
2.2.1.8 There is some evidence to suggest that fish e.scaping or released from farms may compete with
wild fish for food, habitat or spawning grounds. The genetic implications of the interaction of farmed and
wild salmon are described under paragraph 2.1.7.
2.2.1.9 NCC is concerned about the impact of fish farming on all natural and semi-natural fresh waters
throughout Britain (Newbold, 1986). We are particularly concerned that farms have been established in
or proposed for a number of SSSIs (See Appendix 2, Annex 1).
2.2.2
Crayfish Farming
2.2.2.1 Crayfish farming. Which takes place in fresh water, causes specific problems for nature
conservation in Great Britain. Only one species of crayfish, the Atlantic Stream Crayfish* is native to the
British Isles but, since the late 1970’s, several alien crayfish species have been imported for aquaculture
purposes. These carry a disease fatal to native crayfish and, having escaped into the wild in Great Britain,
now pose a more general threat to the environment.
2.2.2.2 Sixty one crayfish farms (most farming the American Signal Crayfish*) have been registered
with MAFF under the Diseases of Fish Act 1983 but non-native species have been stocked in at least 250
localities known to NCC.
2.2.2.3 The alien Signal Crayfish* can act as a carrier for the fungus disease commonly known as
crayfish plague which is fatal to native crayfish. Since 1980 seven river catchments have been affected by
outbreaks of crayfish plague and most of the native crayfish in these catchments have been eliminated.
Aiany other mass mortalities of native crayfish have been observed but it has been impossible to be
certain that crayfish plague was involved because of the difficulty of positively identifying the disease.
2.2.2.4 Another non-native species (the Noble Crayfish*) can act as a vector for infectious pancreatic
necrosis virus (IPNV), a virulent fish disease of considerable significance to finned fish farmers.
2.2.2.5 Signal Crayfish* and Turkish Crayfish* have now escaped into the wild at a number of sites.
Their likely ecological impact in Great Britain is unknown but they are spreading quickly in the wild and
* For scientific names of crayfish see Appendix 2, Annex 3.
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occur at high density. Experience in other parts of Europe suggests that once established Signal Crayfish
can have a serious impact on native invertebrates and fish through the removal of vegetation causing loss
of cover and spawning sites.
2.2.2.6 Not enough is known about the effects of alien crayfish on the native species but there is cause
for serious concern and an urgent need for ftirther research covering:
crayfish populations, distributions and trends;
potential restocking programmes for the native species;
the effects of non-native species on all aspects of the natural ecology of their habitats.
3. CONCLUSIONS

3.1 Fish farming is a rapidly developing industry providing a welcome increase .in jobs and incomes.
However there are major problems for nature conservation because the system of controls for the
industry is inadequate and nature conservation is not taken sufficiently into account in decision making.
This situation has largely come about because of the rapid growth of the industry within a regime of
controls designed for quite different purposes.
3.2 The problem is most acute in the marine environment where the Town & Country Planning System
does not operate and the licensing authority, the Crown Estate Commission (CEC), is also the
decision-making body. There are serious doubts as to whether they can adequately balance the views of
the various interests (See Appendix 1). Even for freshwater fish farms where the Town & Country
Planning System operates there are problems, especially where the General Development Order (GDO)
grants exemptions from specific planning permission for certain fish farming developments. There is also
a need for guidance to planning authorities on the criteria to use when maldng decisions on fish farming,
3.3 As well as control of installations there are problems concerned with water abstraction and
pollution, control of predators, release into the wild of non-native and genetically changed species, and
spread of disease. These are all subject to a range of regulations, some of which are inadequate or
insufficiently enforced.
3.4 Rsh farmers have insufficient guidance on how to avoid damage to the environment and how to
carry out their operations in ways least likely to cause an impact on nature conservation interests.
3.5 As fish farming is such a rapidly growing industry it is perhaps inevitable that developments are
taking place before adequate information on its environmental effects is available. To deal with problems
which have arisen and may arise in the future there is an urgent need for more research. Our
recommendations address these issues.
4. RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1
Marine Fishfarming
4.1.1 We consider the Crown Estate Commission’s dual functions of maximising rental income from
sea-bed leases and of fulfilling the role of development control authority to be incompatible. In our view
this latter role should be open to public scrutiny. The future growth of the marine fish farming industry
should be set within the context of policies for an area as a whole and this could best be achieved within
the context of structure and local plans. Accordingly we recommend that:
the marine fish farming industry should be brought under the control of the planning system and
its authorities.
within Scotland a set of National Planning Guidelines on fish farming should be issued by the
Scottish Development Department, covering marine fish farming and the provision of
shore-based facilities in England and Wales similar guidance should be issued by government.

4.1.2 All applications for leases for fish farms to cover an area exceeding 3,000 square meters in
Marine Consultation Areas should be subject to Environmental Assessment under the Environmental
Assessment (Salmon Farming in Marine Waters) Regulation 1988 (No. 1218). We also recommend that
the authority granting permission to establish a fish farm (at present the Crown Estate Commission)
should ensure that matters affecting nature conservation (listed in Appendix 1, paragraph 1.11) should be
properly addressed in Environmental Assessments. Though shellfish farming is not covered by the EC
Directive we would recommend that a similar process is adopted in order to consider the environmental
effects of shellfish farming proposals.
4.1.3 The Crown Estate Commission as the licensing authority should make any necessary
environmental safeguards a condition of the leases it grants and should be required to undertake
monitoring of such conditions and make the results publicly available.
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4.1.4 Government should consider creating a new nature conservation designation for coastal waters
so that the present voluntary Marine Consultation Areas would have a statutory basis.
4.1.5 Regulations should be made to prohibit the release of both salmon stock of mixed genetic origin
and unwanted stock; improvements should also be made in fish cage design to guard against release of
stock. More detailed recommendations relating to the genetic problems caused by salmon fish farming
are made in a report prepared for NCC (Maitland, 1989).
4.1.6 There is a need for the environmental effects of dichlorvos-based products to be properly
assessed before their use is licensed. The Veterinary Products Committee should formally request the
views of the Advisory Committee on Pesticides on their likely environmental effects.
4.1.7 There should be advisory services for fish farmers, akin to those which have been provided to
farmers for many years by ADAS England and Wales and by the Scottish Agricultural Colleges.
4.1.8 The marine fish farming industry is still at a formative stage and has developed ahead of
knowledge of its effects on the environment. There is a need for greatly enhanced research effort on the
subjects listed below.
4.1.8.1

A definition is needed of the carrying capacity of inshore areas, particularly sea
lochb, to avoid over-development of mariculture and consequent environmental
deterioration.

4.1.8.2

More information is needed on the impact of fishfarming on the sea bed and water
column and the extent and timing of recovery after fish farming ceases.

4.1.8.3

More information is needed on the impact of fish farming activities on wildlife
including the effects of dichlorvos, disturbance to birds and mammals, disease
transfer between farmed and wild fish, genetic differences between wild and
farmed salmon, and the development and effects of toxic phytoplankton blooms.

/

Freshwater Fish farming

4.1.9 In order to deal with the problems caused by small extensions to existing fish farms which are
permitted by the General Development Order (GDO) but which may be very damaging to nature
conservation, all fish fanning developments should require planning permission.
4.1.10 Specific guidance should be issued by the Department of the Environment, and National
Planning Guidelines by the Scottish Development Department, on the criteria to be used when dealing
with planning applications for freshwater fish farming. At present local authorities only have a statutory
obligation to consult NCC about planning applications for SSSIs. In the case of fish farming applications
the local authority should be statutorily required to consult NCC on any development on land which
adjoins an SSSI or which is likely to have an effect on an SSSl (for instance by reducing water flow or
affecting drainage patterns.)
4.1.11 Government should investigate, in consultation with the interests concerned, the need for a
national locational strategy for freshwater fish farming in order to minimise the conflicts that presently
exist between the industry and other interests such as forestry, agriculture, recreation and nature
conservation. This does not replace the need for earlier guidance recommended at 4.1.10.
4.1.12 We consider that the EC Directive on Environmental Assessment (which in the French and
Italian versions requires that an Environmental Assessment should be carried out for any fish farm for
‘salmonids’ which is likely to have significant environmental effects) should apply to trout as well as
salmon farming as trout are also salmonids.
4.1.13 When considering the issue of abstraction licences for fish farms the National Rivers Authority
should take account of the likely effects on nature conservation and should undertake periodic reviews of
abstraction licences (including ‘licences of right’). Where necessary it should amend or revoke them to
prevent damage to the environment.
4.1.14 We consider that abstraction control powers should have been given to the River Purification
Authorities (in Scotland) in tht Water Act 1989 and recommend that such powers should be given to
them as soon as possible.
4.1.15 Guidelines should be drawn up, possibly by DAFS and MAFF in consultation with NCC, in
collaboration with the fish farming industry, to ensure better practice on existing fish farms. These
guidelines should address environmental aspects which are not sufficiently covered by the guidelines
produced by the NFU in 1984.
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4.1.16 Research is required on:
the impact of fish farm chemicals and waste products on aquatic communities.
the interaction of farmed fish with wild fish populations, including problems of disease transfer,
competition and genetic alteration.
4.1.17 All imports of live non-native crayfish should be banned (legislation exists to achieve this) and
crayfish should only be sold for stocking purposes.
4.1.18 In areas where native crayfish populations are still present planning permission should not be
granted for crayfish farming.
4.1.19 Signal and Turkish crayfish should be included on Schedule 9 part I of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 (which controls the release or escape of listed alien species.)
4.1.20 Any crayfish farm should be confined to enclosed water bodies surrounded by appropriate
perimeter fencing.
4.1.21 Research should be carried out into native crayfish populations, distribution and trends,
potential restocking programmes and the effect of non-native species on all aspects of the ecology of the
native species and its habitats.
October 1989
Appendix 1
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT CONTROL, MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH AND
INFORMATION NEEDS FOR MARINE FISH FARMING
1. PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

1.1 Figures provided by the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland show that firom less
than one thousand tonnes in 1980, the output of farmed salmon has increased markedly to 17,951 tonnes
in 1988. It is predicted that output in 1991 will be 52,793 tonnes. This rapid growth has taken place largely
outwith the statutory planning finmework. Whereas the consent of the local planning authority is
required for shore-based facilities, letting of the sea-bed is the responsibility of the Crown Estate
Commission (CEC). In the early years applications for sea-bed leases were not subject to wide
consultation, but following the recommendation to the Scottish Office by the Montgomery Committee
from October 1986 the CEC has consulted widely, the consultees including the Nature Conservancy
Council and the local planning authority.
1.2 NCC has now been consulted on 510 licence applications, covering the farming of both salmon and
shellfish, 224 of which relate to salmon farming. We have responded to each consultation and opposed
193 (38 per cent) applications, 108 of which relate to salmon farming. The CEC in due course inform us of
their decision on each case and of 158 cases (out of 193) which they have determined, they have refused a
lease in 51, ie our objective has been met in 32 per cent of those cases against which we had advised or to
which we had objected. (A further 18 cases had been withdrawn by the individual applicants, but we do
not know their reasons for so doing, and these cases are not considered further.) Of the 51 cases,
proportionately a greater percentage of salmon leases were refused than shellfish, 38 per cent and 26 per
cent respectively. However, the reasons which the CEC quote for refusing a lease span recreation/
tourism, navigation/anchorages, landscape/amenity, the proximity of other fish farms and fishing interests
as well as wildlife/conservation, and in only 21 cases (13 per cent) was wildlife/conservation cited as a
reason for refusal.
We consider the CEC’s dual functions of maximising the rental income from sea-bed leases and of
fulfilling the role of development control authority to be incompatible and there is a need for an
independent authority to control the industry.
1.3 From time to time guidance on development planning matters has been issued by the Scottish
Development Department as National Planning Guidelines. Specific guidance is seen by SDD as being
appropriate where national issues are raised which should be addressed in structure and local plans.
Whilst industrial development in coastal waters is at present outwith the control of local authorities and
would require an amendment to primary legislation to bring it within their control, the experience of local
authorities with regard to development control suggests that they are best placed to take on this role for
wastal waters. The responsibility for planning and development control of the marine fish farming
industry should become a local government function and within Scotland a set of National Planning
Guidelines should be issued for fish farming. These guidelines would also cover the shore based facilities.
(See Recommendation 4,1,1).
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1.4 National Planning Guidelines would provide guidance on factors to be taken into account in
determining applications for sea-bed leases. There is evidence, in the case of one local authority, that in
the absence of such guidelines nature conservation interests receive little if any consideration. Thus in the
Shetland-.Islands where the right of the CEC to lease the sea bed is disputed under Udal Law, the
development control function is exercised by the Islands Council by the issue of works licences under
section 11 of the Zetland County Council Act, 1974. Here, in the period since July 1984, there have been
243 applications for works licences. NCC has objected to the issue of a licence in 16 cases (6.6 per cent),
but our objection has not been upheld on a single occasion. Similar powers to those exercised in the
coastal waters of Shetland are exercised with respect to harbour areas in the Orkney Islands and the
Western Isles.
1.5 Evidence that local planning authorities could, given adequate powers and guidance, act as the
development control authority for the marine fish farming industry comes from the production by
Highland Regional Council of fish farming framework plans. The Council has produced these plans, in
consultation with, among others, the Nature Conservancy Council, on a non-slatutory basis for 8 areas.
In the production of these plans, full account is taken of not only marine nature conservation interests (so
far as these are known) but also of sensitive shorelines and coastal habitats, and the presence of breeding
and feeding locations for seabirds, otters and seals, in addition to landscape considerations and the full
range of normal planning considerations relating to the infrastructure of roads, jetties and shore bases.
We support this initiative by Highland Regional Council, but consider that for such an approach to be
fully effective local authorities should be allocated the development control function for the marine fish
farming industry. We understand this view is also supported by the Convention of Scottish Local
Authorities and by the Countryside Commission for Scotland.
1.6 In response to the need for centralised guidance the CEC have themselves issued guidelines on the
siting and design of marine fish farms. Uiese are largely concerned with visual and landscape aspects.
They do however contain a new non-statutory designation, that of Very Sensitive Area (VSA). Ten such
areas have been named, although precise boundaries have not been delineated. The areas have been
selected on the basis of disparate criteria, some sites being included because they have largely been fully
allocated for fish farm development, others for landscape or nature conservation reasons, but with no
clear indication as to which criteria apply to which area.
1.7 Procedures for defining and safeguarding features of nature conservation interest in the marine
environment are very limited compared to those which pertain in the terrestrial environment. Thus the
notification of Sites of Special Scientific Interest does not extend below low water mark and the only
available statutory mechanism of Marine Nature Reserve entails a protracted consultative process under
which only Lundy has yet been declared. With the introduction of the CEC’s consultative procedure for
sea-bed lease applications, we considered that we should bring to the Commissioners’ attention those
coastal marine areas which we had at that time identified as deserving of particular distinction in respect
of the quality and sensitivity of their marine environment. Accordingly in December 1986 we produced
an initial list of 14 Marine Consultation Areas (MCA) (now 29), for each of which we supplied a
boundary illustrated on a map of suitable scale and a description of the interest. At present all such
MCAs are in Scotland. (See Annex 1).
1.8 When advising against or objecting to lease applications situated in MCAs, we attached special
emphasis to their status in the expectation that for those areas nature conservation considerations would
be accorded special weight in the decision making process. However, our analysis shows the converse
with only 21 per cent of leases which we had opposed being refused in Marine Consultation Areas as
opposed to 32 per cent overall. Indeed, in the worst case for an MCA, Loch Roag in Lewis, out of a total
of 27 lease consultations, to 22 of which we had objected, only five leases have been refused. Whilst the
explanation for such results may be the coincidence of high marine nature conservation interest with
sheltered waters suitable for fish farming, they do demonstrate that nature conservation considerations
appear to feature little in the decision making process. We have on many occasions in our responses to
lease consultations asked that, should the CEC be mindful to grant a lease in the face of objection from
NCC, we should be given an opportunity to comment further. In this regard we welcome the
Commissioners’ agreement, in response to a report from the Secretary of State for Scotland to setup an
Advisory Committee to consider cases which encounter objections from one or more of the statutory
bodies to be represented on the Committee (of which NCC is to be one), which cannot otherwise be
resolved. Indeed we have specifically requested that certain cases be referred to the Committee, but this
Committee has yet to be convened. We consider that the Advisory Committee should now commence to
operate as proposed by the Secretary of State for Scotland. We also recommend that government should
consider a new nature conservation designation so that MCAs have a statutory basis (see Recommendation 4.1.4).
1.9 There is a clear need for a strategy to control the future development of the marine fish farming
industry. Reference has already been made to the CEC’s guidelines. More recently they issued a draft
development strategy in which they had extended their list of Very Sensitive Areas. However this
strategy omits completely the western and northern isles where much of the development has taken
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place. Whilst their extended VSA list takes fuller account of MCAs, including some of a second batch
which will increase our list from 14 to 29 areas (see Annex 1), they still have no overall policy whereby
marine conservation, interest would be a criterion for acceptance to the VSA list, despite our request that
this should be so. Also their VSA category only equates to a second order of restriction in that it only
carries a presumption against further development for marine fish farming. They do not propose a first
order restriction for certain selected sea lochs or areas with a presumption against any development, as
has been suggested by both ourselves and the Scottish Wildlife and Countryside Link. Whilst some may
contend that the pace of development in recent years has been so rapid as to severely limit the ability of a
strategy to exert an influence on the siting of fish farms, should sites in sheltered or shallow locations
whichTprove unsuitable be replaced as technolo^cal developments permit by new sites in deeper waters,
there may well be an opportunity for a strategy to play an important role in the new sitings.

1.10 In July 1988 the Environmental Assessment (Salmon Farming in Marine Waters) Regulations
became operative, for which the CEC is the competent authority. The CEC issued criteria to indicate the
size and location of lease applications which should be subject to an Environmental Assessment. Broadly,
fish farms located within 2kms of the coast and exceeding 12.000 sq metres, or exceeding 6,000 sq metres
within an enclosed sea loch, would fulfil the criteria. To date only one Environmental Statement in
support of a lease application has been referred to as for comment. We considered the statement to be
wholly inadequate and commented to this effect to the CEC. Whilst agreeing that the statement was not
satisfactory, the CEC issued a licence for the farm, albeit for a smaller unit which fell below the area
criterion. We consider that the Environmental Assessment Regulations, if properly implemented, have a
vital role to play in ensuring that the more damaging environmental impacts are avoided or minimised.
We note that the Secretary of State for Scotland, in his statement in December 1988, suggested that
applications of less than 3,000 sq metres will not normally be referred to the proposed Advisory
Committee unless they are for areas regarded as very sensitive. We consider the Marine Consultation
Areas to be very sensitive and we recommend that it should be a requirement that applications exceeding
3,000
sq metres in these areas should be subject to Environmental Asse
4.1.2).
1.11 We would be pleased to offer advice on aspects which should be addressed in the Environmental
Assessment process. We consider that there is in any case a need for guidelines, in addition to those
already provided by the CEC on visual aspects, on biological factors which should be taken into account
in the siting of fish farms. These should address such factors as:
— the avoidance of areas of known marine biological interest.
— the proximity of sensitive shorelines and coastal habitats.
— the proximity of areas important for birds, including heronries, seabird breeding colonies and
feeding areas.
— the intensity of use of the adjacent coastline by otters or the presence of seal colonies and
haulouts.
— the proximity of a river with a wild salmon fishery.
— the impact of a fish farm on the bottom fauna or on phytoplankton in the water column.
— water exchange at the site, i.e. well flushed as opposed to stagnant.
— the anticipated impact of chemical treatments.
We recommend that the guidelines listed above should be used in the Environmental Assessment
process (See Recommendation 4.1.2).
1.12 To ensure that potential pollution aspects are adequately considered is one of the functions of the
River Purification Boards. We are very concerned that River Purification Authorities and, in particular,
the Island Councils in the western and northern isles, which also fulfil the function of River Purification
Authority have far from adequate resources to do so.
2. MANAGEMENT

2.1 The establishment of, or permission to establish, a fish farm initiates a further range of issues
which need to be addressed either by the fish farmer or by one or other of the statutory bodies.
2.2 There is a need to monitor each lease to check that when it is implemented it fulfils the conditions
relating to permitted size and siting; also that recommendations to deploy nets to exclude fish-eating
birds and mammals are being observed. Whilst this would appear to be primarily a responsibility of the
CEC as leasing authority, the results are of wider interest and should be publicly available. CEC should
make any necessary environmental safeguards a condition of the leases it grants and be required to
undertake monitoring of leases and to make the results publicly available. (See Recommendation 4.1.3).
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2.3
There should also be advisory services for fish farmers, akin to those which have been pr
farmers for many years by ADAS in England and Wales and the Scottish Agricultural Colleges (See
Recommendation 4.1.7). Below we give examples of problems which advisory services, equipped to carry
out trials, should be asked to investigate and advise upon:
2.3.1

Waste food and fish faeces enter the water beneath the cages. In well flushed waters these
do not present an acute problem, but in the poorly flushed waters characteristic of some
sheltered sea lochs they accumulate on the sea-bed below the cages. At its worst the
breakdown of the waste can lead to anoxic conditions with emission of hydrogen sulphide,
a form of self pollution of the fish farm which necessitates rotation of the cages to
alternative sites whilst the waste is dissipated. Pollution of this kind damages features of
marine nature conservation interest. Whilst this problem may become less serious with the
development of cage systems which can be deployed in more exposed, better flushed
situations, there is currently a need for techniques to be developed to periodically remove
the waste as it accumulates.
There is also a commercial incentive to develop feeding strategies to reduce further, and
ideally eliminate, feed wastage.

2.3.2

Fish are retained in most cage designs by bag nets. In addition, extra nets are deployed to
exclude fish eating birds and mammals, both as top nets against species which approach
from above and as curtain or bag nets to exclude those which approach underwater.
The efficient deployment of nets so that they exclude, but do not entrap, sea birds and
mammals is the subject of many different views within the industry. There is an evident
need for controlled trials, not only to provide advice on the most effective net designs
currently available and their deployment, but also to develop further exclusion techniques.
It is also appropriate to include here the deployment and continued development of sonic
scaring devices to exclude seals.

2.3.3

Submerged nets become encrusted with growths of algae and crustaceans. Previously nets
impregnated with TBT (now banned for environmental reasons) were used to combat the
problem. Net laundries are now used, but guidance is required on cleaning procedures, to
ensure that harmful chemicals are not released onto the shore and to minimise disturbance
of wildlife.

2.3.4

To safeguard against pollution there should be agreed procedures for the removal and
disposal not only of dead fish but also of any dead predators.

2.3.5

Agreed procedures are also required to control the use of all chemicals and antibiotics
used on fish farms.

2.4 Much attention has recently been focused upon the use of products based on dichlorvos to control
salmon lice, (hitherto commonly used in a form known as ‘Nuvan’ but latterly as a new preparation called
“Aquaguard”). We have been consulted by the Scottish Salmon Growers Association in their promotion
of courses to train fish farm operatives to use recommended procedures for Nuvan and Aquaguard. We
remain concerned at its use however, since dichlorvos is so toxic in water that it is included on the Red
List of substances whose aquatic inputs should be reduced (Department of the Environment, 1988).
Whilst most pesticides come under the Control of Pesticides Regulations, with recommendations on
approvals for use being made by the Advisory Committee on Pesticides (ACP), the use of
dichlorvos-based products is licensed by the Veterinary Products Committee under the Medicines Act
1968. We are concerned that, under this procedure, the use of dichlorvos is not being subjected to a
sufficient scrutiny by the members of the ACP who have a wealth of expertise and experience in
environmental matters. The Veterinary Products Committee should formally request the views of the
Advisory Committee on Pesticides on the likely environmental effects of dichlorvos based products. (See
Recommendation 4.1.6.) We also support the carrying out of research within the industry to develop a
less toxic alternative.

2.5
A further topic to receive recent publicity is the genetic impact which farmed Atlantic
have upon wild salmon. We append a copy of our report on this topic (Maitland 1989). We recommend
that regulations are made to prohibit the release of both salmon stock of mixed genetic origin and
unwanted stock. There should also be further development of fish cage design to guard against the
accidental release of stock. (See Recommendation 4.1.5).
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2.6
The marine fish farming industry has developed rapidly over a short period
legislation which has a bearing on fish forming predates the industry and relates to the control of fishing
practices or gear, or to marine craft. We consider that there is a need to review the adequacy of current
legislation as it relates to marine fish farming.
3. INFORMATION NEEDS

3.1 The marine fish farming industry is still at a formative stage in its development. We recommend
that the industry should, undertake research into certain aspects (See Recommendation 4.1.8):
3.1.1

there is a need to define the carrying capacity of inshore areas, particularly sea lochs, with
a view to avoiding over-development of mariculture and consequent environmental
deterioration.

3.1.2

whilst there is some knowledge of the impact which fish farming has upon the sea-bed and
the water, and of the initial recovery which takes place with rotation of sites, the time
taken for full recovery to occur is not known. An understanding of this is an important
consideration in the case of sea areas of national importance for their marine nature
conservation interest.

3.1.3

it is known that under laboratory conditions dichlorvos is very toxic to some species,
particularly shellfish and Crustacea. By inference, it seems likely that its use in fish farms
must be having an impact upon those groups in the wild, but the extent to which this may
be so is completely unknown.

3.1.4

casual observations suggest that fish farming activities cause disturbance to sea birds,
otters and seals. Research is required to establish the extent of this problem.

3.1.5

little is known about disease transfer between farmed and wild fish and vice versa and this
requires investigation.

3.1.6

there is an urgent need to establish the basis of genetically distinct wild salmon
populations; the impact of triploid fish upon natural populations should be investigated.

3.1.7

the development of toxic ph3'toplankton blooms, particularly those in enclosed slow
flushing lochs, and the effect which fish farm wastes and other inputs have as causative
factors.
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Annex 1

Marine consultation areas

«

L. Roag
St. Kilda

L. Eynort

L. Indaal
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REVISED LIST OF MARINE CONSULTATIONS/AREAS AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DESIGNATIONS

VSA

MCA/1
MCA/2
MCA/3
MCA/4
MCA/5
MCA/6
MCA/7
MCA/8
MCA79
MCA/10
MCA/11
MCA/12
MCA/13
MCA/14
MCA/15
MCA/16
MCA/17
MCA/18
MCA/19
MCA/20
MCA/21
MCA/22
MCA/23
MCA/24
MCAy25
MCA/26
MCA/27
MCA/28
MCA/29

Loch Eynort, South Uist
Loch Torridon, Wester Ross
Sound of Iona, Argyll
Firth of Lome, Argyll
Loch Carron, Wester Ross
Loch Roag, Lewis
Loch Indaal, Islay
Loch Etive, Argyll
Loch Maddy, North Uist
The Obbe, Harris
Loch Obe, Barra
Berwickshire, Borders
Loch Laxford, Sutherland
Loch Sween, Argyll
Upper Loch Fyne, Argyll
Loch Sunart, Lochaber
StKilda
Loch Eriboll, Sutherland
Loch Duich, Lochalsh
Cumbraes, Cunninghame
Loch Creran, Argyll
Dunvegan Head, Skye
Loch Long, Lochalsh
Loch Seaford, Lewis
Loch Ryan, Galloway
Whiteness Voe, Shetland
Swinister Voe and & The Houb of
Fora Ness, Shetland
The Houb, Fugla Hess, Shetland
Brindister Voe & Vadills, Shetland

LA
MCS Coastal
Framework
Directory
Plans
♦
♦

*

+

*

♦
*

♦

+

+
*

*

♦
*
♦
*
*
*
*

To date only Highland Regional Council have published framework plans, although Argyll & Bute DC
have indicated that they will undertake a planning exercise with similar objectives in the near future.
* indicates a degree of overlap between designations, normally this is not complete.
+ proposed VSA.
Appendix 2
THE OPERATION OF THE FRESHWATER HSH FARMING INDUSTRY
1. PRODUCTION AND IMPACT ON NATURE CONSERVATION

1.1 In 1976 2,350 tonnes of freshwater fish were farmed in the UK (Lewis 1979). By 1980 production in
England, Wales and Scotland was estimated at 11,000 tonnes (Solbe, 1982). In 1988, approximately
17,000 tonnes of rainbow trout alone were produced in the UK, together with a very small proportion of
the 18,000 tonnes of farmed salmon (in both marine and freshwater) (MAFF, pers. comm.).
1.2 In Solbe’s (1982) survey fish farms producing various other species were recorded ie brown trout,
brook trout, sea trout, carp, grass carp, eel, roach, rudd and tench. However, none of these compares in
production levels with salmon and rainbow trout. For example, in 1988, only 300 tonnes of brown trout
were farmed in the UK compared with 17,000 tonnes for rainbow trout (MAFF, pers. comm.).
1.3 In Scotland salmon smolt production has increased exponentially during the 1980s (Annex 2) with
numbers of both cage units and tank-based farms still increasing at the time of the last DAFS survey.
(DAFS, 1989). Scottish rainbow trout production has also increased since 1980 but to a lesser extent than
salmon.
1.4 In England and Wales most fish farms produce rainbow trout with most production concentrated
in the four Water Authority regions of Southern, Thames, Yorkshire and Wessex (Lewis, 1984).
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1.5 We are concerned about the impact of fish farming on all natural or semi-natural fresh waters
throughout Britain. However, we are particularly concerned that farms have been established or
proposed for a number of Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs). Moreover, a few of these are listed
in the Nature Conservation Review (Ratcliffe, 1977) as sites of national importance, and at least one is a
National Nature Reserve (Inverpolly NNR) (Annex 1 and frontispiece). There is a clear need for a
locational strategy for freshwater fish farming (See recommendation 4.1.11).
1.6 The full impact of fish farming on the nature conservation interest of fresh waters needs further
research. However, there are already disturbing signs that some sites are suffering damage. For example,
there have been reports from Loch Veyatie of a high mortality amongst wild brown trout, charr and
minnows. It has been suggested that a fungal infection emanating from the fish farm may have been
responsible. In Loch Shiel there have been observations this summer of excessive growths of filamentous
algae (Dawson, pers. comm.).
1.7 Appendix 3, Annex 1 describes more fully the problems encountered in relation to the Headwaters
of the River Hull SSSI.
2.

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT CONTROL

2.1 The complexities and confusion surrounding planning permission, abstraction and discharge
control have produced considerable difficulties for NCC when dealing with potentially damaging
proposals for fish farm developments. (These are described in more detail in Appendix 3).
3. ABSTRACTION

3.1 In the past, the water authorities have issued abstraction licences under the Water Resources Act
1963. However, licences have not been required by the occupiers of land who abstract for agricultural
purposes other than spray irrigation. This means that the water authorities have not been able to control
or prevent abstraction for fish farming. Following a commitment made during the House of Commons
Environment Committee inquiry into river pollution, the Government has (through sections in the new
Water Act) amended the 1963 Act to bring all abstractions above a minimum level under control. This
means that in future the National Rivers Authority (NRA) will be required to licence all abstractions for
fish farms. (See recommendation 4.1.13).
3.2 Present procedures for controlling water abstraction in Scotland are cumbersome and ineffective,
and the River Purification Authorities have no direct powers to control the abstraction of water by fish
farms. (See recommendation 4.1.14).
4. DISCHARGE

4.1 Until recently the water authorities have been responsible under Part II of the Control of Pollution
Act 1974 (COPA) for issuing consents to discharge trade or sewage effluent (including effluent from fish
farms) to rivers. This has been the only effective control of fish farm developments.
4.2 The Water Act 1989 re-enacts Part II of COPA with some amendments. In future it will be the
NRA which is responsible for issuing discharge consents to fish farmers in England and Wales.
4.3 Once again the situation in Scotland is more confusing. There has been considerable legal debate
over the issue of whether the material passing out of fish cages constitutes a trade effluent. Nevertheless,
both Clyde and Highland River Purification Boards now insist on discharge consents for the wastes
issuing from fish cages. However, the issue appears to have been resolved by Section 56(3) of Schedule 23
of the Water Act 1989, which brings fish farm effluents under the control of the River Purification
Authorities.
5. CRAYFISH FARMING

5.1 Though only 61 crayfish farms (mostly farming the American Signal Crayfishl) have been
registered with MAFF at least 250 localities are known to NCC. Part of the industry operates through the
British Crayfish Marketing Association (BCMA) which is part-funded by MAFF and which currently has
88 members. In 1984 BCMA produced less than I tonne of crayfish. According to information given at
their AGM, in 1988 this had risen to 3.5 tonnes with a value of £21,000 yielding profits of £1,738. In 1989
BCMA gave a recommended retail price of £12-£16 per kg for Signal Crayfish. BCMA also-continue to
import crayfish for stocking purposes; these currently sell at 47-54p each depending on quantity
purchased.
* For scientific names of crayfish sec Annex 3.
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5.2 The crayfish farming industry, at present basically a hobby for most of those involved, has had
serious environmental side effects. The connection between the industry and the arrival of crayfish
plague is questioned by farmers but the circumstantial evidence linking the two is nevertheless
substantial. Crayfish plague threatens to wipe out the native crayfish.
5.3 The link between the crayfish industry and the escape of alien crayfish is also extremely strong.
The exotic species are found at high density and are spreading fast. The effects they might have on the
environment are largely unknown but the potential impact on native ecosystems and on finned fish stocks
is very considerable.
5.4 See Annex 3 for a list of legislative controls relevant to crayfish farming and scientific names of
crayfish.

Appendix 2
Annex 1
LIST OF WATERS ON SSSIs WHERE EXISTING OR PROPOSED FRESHWATER FISH
FARMING IMPINGES ON THE SITE
Standing Waters

Flowing Waters

Drumore Loch
R Black Devon
Butterstone Loch
Lower R Spey
Loch Ba
R Hull
Loch Gorm
Loch Fad
Lochs of Tingwall & Asta
Loch Shiel
Loch Veyatie (Inverpolly National Nature
Reserve)
Loch Assynt (Inverpolly National Nature Reserve
Loch Morar
Loch Obisary
Esthwaite Water
Groby Pool
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Appendix 2
Annex 2

Salmon smolt production in Scotland

Smolt
production
(millions)

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88
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Appendix 2
Annex 3
CRAYFISH FARMING (LEGISLATION AND NOMENCLATURE)
1, The following legislative controls are relevant to crayfish farming.
1.1 Import of Live Fish (Scotland) Act 1978
Import of Live Fish (England & Wales) Act 1986.
Inter alia give Ministers power to restrict the importation, keeping or release of crayfish which
“might compete with, displace, prey on or harm the habitat of’ any crayfish in England, Wales
and Scotland.
1.2 Animal Health Act 1981
Empowers the Minister to prevent the introduction or importation of any animal in order to
prevent the spread of disease.
1.3 Disease of Fish Act 1963
Ministers have made an Order under this Act (which became effective 1 December 1985)
requiring all persons keeping crayfish with a view to their sale or to their transfer to other waters
or land to register their business with the Ministry.
1.4 Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981
Section 14 makes it an offence to release or allow to escape any species which is not ordinarily
resident in Great Britain in a wild state.
2. Various common names are used for crayfish. The scientific names of the species described in this
submission are given below:
Atlantic Stream Crayfish (the species native to Britain): Austropotamobius pallipes
American Signal Crayfish (Signal Crayfish): Pacifastacus leniusculus
Noble Crayfish: Astacus astacus
Turkish Crayfish: Astacus leptodactylus.

Appendix 3
THE PLANNING SYSTEM FOR FRESHWATER HSH FARMING
1. All new fish farm developments and large scale extensions to existing fish farms now require
planning permission and are, therefore, controlled by local planning authorities under the Town and
Country Planning Acts. However, there is no specific Government guidance on the criteria which should
be taken into account when dealing with freshwater fish farming proposals. (See Recommendations
4.1.10).
2. In respect of a fish farming proposal on a Site of Special Scientific Interest the planning authority is
required by Article 18(l)(t) of the Town and Country Planning General Development Order 1988
(Article 13(l)(g) of the Town and Country Planning General Development (Scotland) Order 1981) (the
GDOs) to consult the Nature Conservancy Council and by Article 18(5) (Article 13(4) in Scotland) to
take any representations into account.
3.
Thus, in respect of SSSIs, the Nature Conservancy Council is given the opportunity
known. There is an additional safeguard in that, should a planning authority still be of a mind to grant
planning permission in spite of NCC’s advice to the contrary, the NCC may request the relevant
Secretary of State to “call-in” the application for his own consideration. Also, in Scotland, if a planning
authority intend to grant permission for a development which affects a nationally or, internationally
important SSSI, the Secretary of State has directed that the application must be notified to him so that he
can consider whether to call it in.

4.
The same safeguards will not necessarily apply to areas of land which are o
interest but are not of sufficient quality to be designated as SSSIs, or where a development is proposed
which is adjacent to or may affect an SSSI. The latter is a particularly important aspect of fish farm
development since large scale abstraction from a watercourse is bound to have a significant effect on
adjoining land or indeed on land a considerable distance downstream, both in terms of quantity and
quality of the water. Planning authorities will still consider proposals in the light ot all relevant
circumstances and, indeed, are encouraged by DoE circular 27/87 “Nature Conservation” to consult with
the NCC when a planning application is likely to affect an SSSI or NNR indirectly. However, this advice,
which of course applies to all forms of development and not just fish farming, is not a statutory
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requirement. We would, therefore, recommend that a planning authority should be statutorily required
to consult the NCC over any development proposal on land which adjoins an SSSI or which is likely to
have an.effect on an SSSI (for instance by reducing water flow or affecting drainage patterns). (See
Recommendation 4.1.10).
5. Of even greater concern to the NCC are those relatively small scale extensions to existing fish
farming enterprises which are peimitted by the provisions of Article 3 and Schedule 2 (Schedule 1 in
Scotland) of the GDOs. These apply to additional works on a registered fish farm which can be carried
out without the necessity for an application to the local planning authority. The provisions, which are
broadly similar in all of Great Britain, are as follows:
(N.B. this wording is from the 1988 GDO but the Scotland regulations are very similar.)
Article 3 (1) “Subject to the provision of this order, planning permission is hereby granted for the classes
of development in Schedule 2.”
Schedule 2 Part 6 Class C
“The carrying out on agricultural land used for the purposes of any registered business of fish farming or
of shellfish farming of:
a. operations for the constructions of fishponds, or
b. other engineering operations for the purposes of that business.”
The Schedule goes on to list a number of limitations, the main being that the area of the site should not
exceed 2 hectares.
6. These permitted developments can be brought within the normal planning system by the making of
a direction, by the planning authority or the Secretary of State, under Article 4 of the GDOs. The effect
of an “Article 4 Direction” is to take away the permission granted by the GDOs and require the
developer to make an application for planning permission in the normal way. In this case, should
planning permission subsequently be refused, the planning authority may become liable to pay
compensation to the applicant. Needless to say, planning authorities are reluctant to take action which
may result in a Jfinancial burden.
7. It is these small scale fish farming developments which have caused particular problems for the
NCC. There have been several instances of proposed small scale fish farm developments within SSSIs.
The mechanisms of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 provide, of course, that the owner or occupier
of land which is an SSSI must consult the NCC before carrying out any potentially damaging operation.
In the event of the NCC not agreeing to the operation there is further provision for the NCC to negotiate
an agreement with the owner or occupier in recognition of his foregoing development. However, the view
which has been increasingly expressed by the Department of the Environment is that the NCC should not
pay sums of money under a management agreement in respect of activities which, in its view, are more
properly controlled by some other mechanism. In the case of fish farming and many other developments
permitted by the GDOs the alternative mechanism is the Article 4 Direction referred to earlier.
8. The ultimate result of this situation has already been experienced where a local planning authority
has withdrawn an Article 4 Direction because of compensation implications, the NCC has not been
allowed to offer a management agreement and the probable end result is that damage to, or loss of the
SSSI will occur. (For example See Annex 1.)
9. This is a clearly unacceptable situation but one which would not happen if proposed developments
were all under normal planning control. This could be achieved by removing all permitted development
rights in respect of fish farming activities ie by cancelling the relevant parts of the GDOs. We would
recommend, therefore, that Schedule 2, Part 6, Class C of the Town and Country Planning General
Development Order 1988 and its Scottish equivalent be revoked. (See Recommendation 4.1.9).

Appendix 3
Annex 1
RIVER HULL HEADWATERS SSSI
1. The Headwaters of the River Hull, together with its associated habitats of wet grassland, fen,
swamp and woodland, comprises the most northerly extensive chalk stream system in Britain. Three
SSSIs notified under the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949 have been extended and
renotified under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 as the River Hull Headwaters SSSI.
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2. Studies by Carr (1988) showed that water and sediments downstream from fish farm outfalls in the
River Hull had higher numbers of bacteria, and enhanced levels of phosphorus and nitrogen. Field
obseivations coupled with laboratory experiments demonstrated that the high levels of available
phosphorus were the prime cause of increased algal growth.
3. Abstraction from the River Hull has led to reduction in water flow between the inlet and outlet
points. One fish farm in particular already reduces flows over a river length of approximately 0.5 km, and
a proposal to move the abstraction point further upstream would extend this to about 1 km.
4. NCC is at present involved in a complex case concerning the River Hull Headwaters SSSI. Prior to
renotification of the site, both the NCC and the water authority encouraged East Yorkshire Borough
District Council to apply an “Article 4” Direction to bring fish farming in the area under planning
control. In 1984 a local fish farmer applied for planning permission for a new inlet leat upstream of his
existing inlet in order to provide him with a more reliable source of water for his operations. Refusal of
planning permission resulted in a public inquiry in 1985. The Secretary of State upheld the Borough
Council’s decision. Subsequently, the fish farmer applied to the Borough Council for £500,0^
compensation. The local authority looked to NCC and the water authority to help with compensation,
but we decided this was not possible.
5. In June 1988 NCC renotified the river system and in January 1989 the local authority, who were still
negotiating the level of compensation payable to the fish farmer, removed the Article 4 Direction, and
gave a formal decision that planning permission was not required. Shortly afterwards the fish farmer gave
NCC notice of intent under s.28 of the 1981 Wildlife & Countryside Act that he intended to construct the
inlet leat (for which he no longer required planning permission). The, Borough Council’s decision is at
odds with Counsel’s opinion recently received by the NCC and a Judicial Review of that decision is being
sought. Because there is still confusion as to whether the inlet leat requires planning permission, even in
the absence of an Article. 4 Direction, NCC has not yet been able to negotiate a s.l5 management
agreement with the fish farmer. We have, however, obtained a s.29 nature conservation order firom the
Secretary of State preventing construction of the inlet leat while negotiations continue. A s.l5
management agreement to compensate the fish farmer would probably cost NCC in the order of £10,000
per annum for the next 21 years.
6. This whole confusing situation would have been avoided had the development been subject to
normal planning considerations.
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Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Director (Policy), Countryside Commission
Thank you for your letter of 27 July 1989 inviting the Commission to submit a memorandum on fish
farming to the Agriculture Committee, Our concern covers both marine and fresh-water fish farming, but
is restricted to comments on two of the aspects you have highlighted Planning and other legislative
controls, and Environmental issues. The memorandum containing our comments follows:
The Countryside Commission is a Government advisory body charged with the responsibilities of:
(i) promoting the conservation of natural beauty in England and Wales; and
(ii) encouraging the provision and improvement of facilities for the enjoyment of the countryside
and access for open-air recreation.
We have no executive role, other than designating National Parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural
Beauty, but our wide-ranging remit means that we advise both central government and local government
on countryside issues, and work with local planning authorities to secure strong landscape protection
policies for the countryside, particularly in the designated areas. The local planning authorities, including
the national park authorities, not only seek our broad policy advice in dealing with ‘development’ issues
(like fish farming), but also seek our active support in making representations to central government on
such issues.
From our own understanding of the issues involved, and our evaluation of the expressed to us by local
planning authorities and others, we wish to draw the Committee’s attention to the following points:
(i) On fresh-water fishfarming, we are aware that it is generally agreed, from interpretation of the
legislation, that all new fish farm developments and large scale extensions to existing fish farms
need specific planning consent under the Town and Country Planning Acts. There is, however,
one ‘grey-area’: this relates to the case of fish farms being established in inland lakes or
reservoirs owned by water authorities. It is clearly important that in the sensitive landscapes of
National Parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONBs) that the interests of
development and conservation be carefully balanced, and because of this we believe local
planning authorities should be given full powers to deal with such cases. Finally, on the question
of new applications for fi:esh-water fish farms, we believe that central guidance on the criteria to
be used by local planning authorities when they consider such applications is lacking. We shall
return to this point later, but there is a clear need for the government to issue such guidance.
(ii) Existing ft'esh-water fish farming enterprises (registered under the provisions of the Diseases of
Fish Act, 1983) can undertake small-scale extensions, ale the extension or creation of new ponds
using permitted development rights under the Town and Country Planning General Development
Order 1988 (Article 3, Schedule 2 Part 6 Class C), and it is the developments undertaken under
these rights, without reference to the local planning authorities, which have raised great
concern. National Park Authorities are particularly concerned about the effect of such
developments on the visual amenity of sensitive landscapes within the Parks. In the Exmoor
National Park, for example, we are aware of recent cases involving the excavation of lakes in
riverside meadows set in the deep sheltered valleys so typical of Exmoor; and we are aware of
another case in the North York Moors National Park, involving development in a beautiful and
secluded valley. We believe that the landscapes of the national parks are so sensitive that all
proposals for extensions to fresh-water fish farming enterprises in National Parks should be
subject to specific planning consent, so that full and proper consideration can be given to the
need to balance the interests of development against landscape conservation interests. In
addition, we are aware, of course, that the problems associated with the extension of registered
fish farms under permitted development rights are not just those of visual amenity; others,
including the Nature Conservancy Council (NCC), would argue that such extensions can
contribute towards water pollution downstream of fish farms, caused by waste food-stuff, fish
faeces, and chemicals, and could also bring about problems relating to the escape of caged fish,
like disease and the genetic dilution of native fish stock. All these reasons add to the argument
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for the restriction of permitted development rights in respect of fish farms in National Parks. The
Department of Environment (DoE), in their Consultation Paper “Permitted Use Rights in the
Countryside” published in May 1989, have already indicated that the government recognises the
concern expressed about the operation of existing permitted development rights relating to fish
farming in National Parks, and have requested views on whether it would be desirable to curtail
these rights. The Commission, in its published response to that paper, is already on record in
saying that it supports, inter alia, the withdrawal of permitted development rights relating-to fish
fanning.
There is a strong argument on landscape grounds for the withdrawal of these permitted
development rights not just in National Parte but also in the equally important, from a landscape
conservation point-of-view. Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONBs) and such action, if
it also included the Broads and Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs), would be entirely
consistent with existing restrictions on other permitted development rights relating to those
special areas.
Finally, on this point, we are aware that others, particularly bodies with an expertise in nature
conservation, may argue for the permitted development rights related to fish farming to be
withdrawn throu^out the country, because pollution of watercourses and the effect of disease
on native fish stock does not respect artificially drawn boundaries.
(iii) Under the Town and Country Planning (Assessment of Environmental Effects) Regulations,
1988, (Regulation 2(1)—Schedule 2) new salmon hatcheries on inland waters, and installations
for the rearing of salmon which require planning permission, can also be subject to an
environmental assessment (EA) if it is considered that the development will have significant
effects on the environment. Concern has been dressed about the apparent restriction of the
possible need for Environmental Assessment to salmon fish-farming. The widespread fish
farming involving the rearing of trout appears to have been exempted from the possibility of an
EA. As members of the Committee will be aware. Schedule 2 of the 1988 EA Regulations
derives directly from Annex II of the European Community Directive (85/337/EEC) on the
assessment of certain public and private projects on the environment. The English translation of
that Directive appearing in the Official Journal of the European Communities (No L175/40—
5.7.85) lists “Salmon breeding” as an agricultural project subject to the possibility of an EA being
required. We understand, and we have seen a letter from the Commission of European
Communities to this effect, that an error was made in the English, Danish and Greek texts of the
Directive, though not in the Italian and French versions. The correct version covers the farming
of “salmonidae” (the salmon family) and not just salmon (“salmo salar”). The intention of the
Directive was to include the farming of salmonidae under Annex II, 1(g), thus including trout
farming. We understand that a corrigendum will be published in the Official Journal of the
European Communities, and we are assuming that, once this takes place. Schedule 2 of the EA
Regulations 1988 will be changed, so that it is clear to local planning authorities and others that
new fish farming developments for Brown Trout and Rainbow Trout could be subject to an EA.
For the sake of consistency, especially in the designated areas most likely to be the “sensitive
locations” where EAs are required, we urge that the changes to the Regulations be made as soon
as possible.
(iv) Marine fish-fanning in the United Kingdom is largely concentrated off the West Coast of
Scotland, outside the ambit of this Commission, but in recent years development of marine fish
farming has taken place in the sheltered, relatively unpolluted waters of the upper reaches of
Milford Haven, in the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park. Strong representations about
problems caused by marine fish-farming in Milford Haven have been made to us by the
Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Authority.
Indeed, the National Park Authority have already written to the Secretary of State for Wales
indicating their concern over the development of marine fish farming in the Haven. They have
argued strongly that marine fish farming should be brought within the ambit of statutory
planning control, believing that such a system would allow a more balanced and thorough
examination of such proposals in a public forum. In their letter they emphasised that they were
not oppo^d to the development of marine fish farming per se, but believed that the rigorous
examination associated with statutory planning control was right and proper within a National
Park area where there was a particular need to balance the needs of conservation and
development. They were also concerned that it was inappropriate for the Crown Estate
Commissioners, as owners and landlords of the tidal waters of the Haven, to be the sole arbiters
of the grant of fish farm leases, particularly in view of the environmental and other implications
of fish farming. The Park Authority, however, recognised and welcomed the consultation
procedures on applications for fish farm leases which had been instituted by the Crown Estate
Commissioners in recent years.
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The Commission shares the concern of the National Park Authority over the development of
marine fish farming and believes that in all coastal National Parks and Areas of Outstanding
Natural Beauty, and Heritage Coasts, proposals for such developments should be decided by the
National Park Authority, or (for AONBs and most Heritage Coasts) the local planning
authority, because of the particular needs in these areas to balance the requirements of
development and conservation. The Commission, like the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park
Authority, is concerned about the effects of the large fish farm cages on the sensitive and
beautiful landscapes of National Parks (and AONBs and Heritage Coasts), arguing that, in
many locations in such areas, these installations are visually intrusive- It is also concerned about
the effects of marine fish farming on the use of such areas for quiet informal recreation,
including sailing and canoeing. As with firesh water fish farming, such enterprises can cause
serious pollution by waste food stuff, fish faeces, and chemicals, as well as bringing about
problems relating to the escape of caged fish, including the transmission of disease to wild fish
stock and the possible genetic dilution of that fish stock. Other bodies, with a more direct nature
conservation remit, will undoubtedly argue that excessive control of wild predators on the caged
fish, eg otters, herons etc, can have serious effects on the numbers of these wild species.
The bringing of marine fish farming in, or in estuarial and coastal waters bordering National
Parks, AONBs and Heritage Coasts, into the ambit of local authority planning control would
require basic changes to primary legislation and boundaries, and would affect other maritime
interests. In the short-term such basic changes may not be realistically possible, and we would
argue that the Committee should consider, as a more immediate priority, ways of improving the
present system operated by the Crown Estate Commissioners. The Crown Estate Commissioners themselves, in response to widespread criticism, are seeking to improve their processes
of consultation and environmental assessment. With regard to environmental assessment, they
are now required to consider whether such an assessment is needed under The Environment^
Assessment (Salmon Farming in Marine Waters) Regulations 1988, and to consult with statutory
environmental organisations, like ourselves. In Scotland, the Crown Estate Commissioners
issued Guidelines on the Siting and Design of Marine Fish Farms in 1987, and new Guidelines
for the UK and a National Development Strategy are to be published in the very near future.
The application of these new Guidelines will, we hope, improve consultation procedures and
will involve local authorities and others much more in the decision-making process. Clearly, if
the new Guidelines do not achieve this, then we should urge the Committee to consider other
ways of improving the existing process, including implementing the longer term priority
objective of bringing marine fish farming in coastal National Parks, AONBs and Heritage Coasts
into the ambit of local authority planning control.
(v) SI 1988 No 1218—The Environmental Assessment (Salmon Farming in Marine Waters)
Regulations. Reference has already been made in iv. above to the Crown Estate Commissioners’
role in relation to the implementation of this statutory instrument. H .vever, a further reference
to the European Community Directive (85/337/EEC) from which the Regulations are derived has
been made under iii. above. The restriction of SI 1988 No 1218 to salmon fishing alone would
also appear to derive from the same error in translation referred to in iii. above. While as far as
we are aware most marine fish farming in this country involves the rearing of salmon we would
argue again, for the sake of consistency, that the statutory instrument be amended following the
publication of a corrigendum in the Official Journal of European Communities, so that marine
fish farming for trout is also covered by the EA Regulations contained in SI 1988 No 1218.
(vi) In i. above we have referred to the need for the Government to issue a guidance note on
fresh-water fish farming to guide local planning authorities on the criteria to be used in
considering planning applications for such enterprises. Notwithstanding the argument put
forward for marine fish farming to be brought under the ambit of statutory planning control, we
urge the Committee to consider the possibility of the Government publishing a comprehensive
Guidance Note on Marine and Fresh Water Fish Farming. Such a Note should be prepared jointly
by all the Government Departments concerned, ie Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food,
Scottish Development Department, Welsh Office, DOE and the Crown Estate Commissioners,
and in draft should be the subject of consultation with the fish farming industry, the National
River Authority, the Highlands and Islands Development Board (HIDB), Local Authority
Associations, the Countryside Commissions and the Nature Conservancy Council. This list may
not be comprehensive, and the Committee may well suggest additions.
Existing Guidance Notes on Marine Fish Farming published by the Crowa Estate
Commissioners could be incorporated in the comprehensive guidance, as also material from the
recently published report “An Environmental Assessment of Fish Farms”, prepared by Cobham
Resource Consultants under a joint research contract sponsored by the Countryside Commission
for Scotland, the Crown Estate Commissioners, HIDB and the Scottish Salmon Growers’
Association. While there is clearly some guidance material available on marine fish farming,
particularly in Scotland, there is a dearth of guidance on fresh water fish farming and its
regulation. We are aware of considerable uncertainty about just what kinds of fish enterprises,
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or extensions to the same, are subject to planning control and other regulations, including those
relating to the Control of Pollution Act. The comprehensive Guidance Note should aim at
removing such uncertainties and should ^ve local planning authorities and others, including the
industry itself, clear guidance on the way the industry can be developed to the benefit of local
economies, but without detriment to the conservation of the valuable environments, and the
flora and fauna of the same, in which the fish farming enterprises are generally located.
In summary therefore, this Commission would wish to draw the Committee’s attention to the following
points:
(i) On fresh water fish farming, we believe that, within the sensitive landscapes of National Parks
and AONBs, all proposals for fish farming developments on inland lakes or reservoirs owned by
water authorities should be subject to specific planning consent: and
(ii) we support proposals for the withdrawal of permitted development rights related to fish farming
in national par^, and would suggest that, for consistency, such rights are also withdrawn in the
equally important and sensitive landscape and conservation areas of AONBs, the Broads and
S^Is. We believe that only through the operation of full local authority planning control can fall
consideration be given to the needs to balance development interests against conservation
interests so necessary in these areas.
(iii) Following the discovery of an error in the translation of “salmonidae” (salmon family) in some
versions of the European Community Directive (85/337/EEC) on the assessment of certain public
and private projects on the environment we urge the Government, once a corrigendum is
published in the Official Journal of the European Communities, to revise the Town and Country
Planning EA Regulations as soon as possible.
(iv) On marine fish farming, we believe that, in the longer term, such enterprises should be brought
into the ambit of local authority planning control within the sensitive landscapes of national
parks and AONB’s and Heritage Coasts, and in estuarial and coastal waters l^rdering those
areas. Such action, however, would require primary legislation and boundary change, and in the
shorter term we l^lieve that the Crown Estate Commissioners should improve their existing
consultation procedures to involve local authorities and others much more in the decision
making process relating to the letting of fish farm leases; and
(v) following from the point already made in iii. above we urge the Government to revise the EA
Regulations relating to Salmon Farming in Marine Waters as soon as the Commission of the
European Communities publish a corrigendum.
(vi) Finally we believe the Committee should consider the possibility of the Government publishing a
comprehensive Guidance Note on Marine and Fresh-Water Fish Farming, to remove the many
uncertainties about the regulation of the industry, and to give clear guidance to all interested
bodies on the way the industry can be developed to the benefit of local economies without
detriment to the environment.
We thank the Committee for inviting us to submit this written memorandum to the Inquiry, and we
should be pleased to elaborate farther on any point we have raised.
23 October 1989

MenKHrandum submitted by the Countryside Commission for Scotland
1. The Countryside Commission for Scotland welcomes this opportunity to present its views on fish
farming to the Agriculture Committee of the House of Commons.
2. The Countryside Commission for Scotland is appointed by the Secretary of State. Its main duties are
set out in the Countryside (Scotland) Act 1967 as being concerned with the provision, development and
improvement of facilities for the enjoyment of the Scottish countryside and for the conservation and
enhancement of the natural beauty and amenity of that countryside. The Commission is required to have
regard for the need for the development of recreational and tourist facilities and for the balanced,
economic and social development of the countryside.
SUMMARY

3. Growth in marine fish farming is continuing apace in Scotland, with the result that there is now a
growing likelihood of conflicts with amenity or environmental interests and competing land use concerns,
as the best sites are taken up and new developments are forced into less suitable locations. However,
marine fish farms are not subject to town and country planning control which is capable of resolving such
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conflicts. Nevertheless, this Commission is not yet advocating direct planning control of marine fish
farming but arguing instead that a system of area framework plans be adopted which formally involves
planning authorities. The Commission considers that a more accountable system of strategic planning for
marine fish farming is needed which involves planning authorities, the Crown Estate Commission and
their principal consultees. We are conducting in-house work on the scenic quality of coastal landscapes
and intend this assessment to play an important part in determining the location of future development,
as well as identifying areas which, because of their scenic character and qualities of remoteness, should
remain free firom fish farm proposals. Notwithstanding some recent improvements that have been made,
we consider there is a continuing need to improve the environmental standards of fish farms.
4. In parallel with a growth in marine fish farming there has been a significant increase in fresh water
hatcheries and smolt production. There has been considerable uncertainty as to whether freshwater fish
farming can be regarded as an agricultural activity and thus exempt from planning control. The
Commission is concerned about the random scatter of development and minimal attention to the
standard of installations. We consider that permitted use rights should be withdrawn from fresh water fish
farming so that visual and amenity safeguards can be applied.
MARINE HSH FARMING

5. During the 1980’s the amount of marine fish farming development in coastal waters around
Scotland, particularly along the western sea board, has increased very substantially- The industry now
constitutes a very important economic activity in frequently remote rural communities where previously,
job opportunities were very limited. Prior to 1 October 1986 this Commission was not formally involved
in marine fish farm development, except that occasionally our views were sought by planning authorities
on associated land-based facilities which required planning consent. Since that date the Commission has
been one of several consultees to whom all marine fish farming lease applications are referred by the
Crown Estate Commission prior to a decision being taken. By mid-September 1989 we had been
consulted upon 522 cases since the introduction of the consultation procedure. Each case has been
assessed for our interests concerning landscape, informal recreation and amenity.
6. In general terms, the Commission has welcomed marine fish farming as being capable of making
responsible use of a sustainable natural resource in frequently remote rural areas where traditional forms
of land management were often in decline. However, as the industry experienced a period of rapid
growth in the mid-1980’s we became increasingly concerned about possible environmental impact, water
pollution, the spread of disease, disturbance to landscape and wildlife, impacts on tourism and
surrounding countryside recreation, as well as possible interference with water based recreation, such as
sailing. We recognise that social and economic benefits have arisen from the industry. Whereas much has
been to the advantage of local communities, we have become increasingly aware of the need for an
adequate basis of control to ensure a planned-relationship between fish farming and other community
issues such as transportation and housing.
7. Regarding our particular concerns with landscape, recreation and amenity, the Commission took a
lead in sponsoring a report “An Environmental Assessment of Fish Farms”, an initiative which was
undertaken with co-sponsorship from the Crown Estate Commission, Highlands and Islands Development Board, and Scottish Salmon Growers Association. This report was published in June, 1987. We
consider the most important part of the study to be the recommendations for good practice in the siting,
design and management of fish farms. These good practice guidelines have been promoted by us through
our consultation case work with the Crown Estate Commission with some degree of success, but we
consider that there remains a need for the industry to raise its environmental standards of development in
line with the guidelines. In addition to the written guidelines there would be considerable public benefit if
the industry’s representative bodies and the Crown Estate Commission, working with other relevant
government agencies, established a model fish farm to demonstrate the implementation of desirable
environmental principles for application in other locations. These principles would influence the
appearance of farms through the grouping, colour and construction of fish cages and the location, design
and standard of maintenance of related shore bases.
8. The west highlands of Scotland are a popular visitor and tourist destination because of the
outstanding coastal scenery with sea lochs penetrating deep into mountain terrain. It is essential that fish
farm development respects this character not only in the form and scale of development but also in the
identification of visually acceptable sites. At the beginning of 1988, the Crown Estate Commission
published “Guidelines on Siting and Design of Marine Fish Farms in Scotland”. However helpful, we
consider these do not meet the need for better strategic planning. These guidelines are not
comprehensive geographically. It should be noted that the Crown Estate Commissions’ guidelines do not
apply to the coastal waters surrounding the Western Isles, Orkney and Shetland, all vitally important
locations for fish farming. Accordingly, the Commission is currently undertaking an in-house programme
of work to assess the visual character of coastal landscapes throughout Scotland. This work will enable us
to make more authoritative responses to Crown Estate Commission consultations and improve our
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contribution to the preparation of locational strategies. As the extent of fish farming has grown, we
consider there is an increasing need to identify areas of remote countryside which should remain free
from development to retain their special character. Our in-house landscape assessment work is also
intended to identify the priority areas for protection.
9. The Commission, along with other bodies, has been concerned about the lack of public
accountability of the Crown Estate Commission which contrasts with the Town and Country Planning
system operated by local authorities. This lack of accountability is not helped by the situation where the
Crown ^tate Commission is not only the arbiter in individual proposals, with no right of appeal by an
injured party, but also has a development function relating to the collection of rental income from
approved development. So far, government has been reluctant to make significant changes to this
arrangement although approval has been given by the Scottish Office for the Crown Estate Commission
to set up an Advisory Committee, whose membership would be drawn from a number of bodies, to
advise on contentious cases. However, this committee has still to meet almost a year after Scottish Office
approval and there may be a weakness insofar that it can be convened only at the instigation of the Crown
Estate Commission.
10. The consultation procedure on the fish farm lease applications operated by the Crown Estate
Commission-does not include the coastal waters surrounding Shetland. We understand that the Crown
Estate Commission may have some limited control powers and rights to levy an income from rental
charges but the power to control the development rests with Shetland Island Council under its harbours
and marine control legislations. It is our experience that less attention is given to environmental concerns
in Shetland and we do not consider this a satisfactory alternative procedure.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE CONTROL OF MARINE HSH FARMING

11. Against this background of action by the Commission which has been taken either at its own hand
or in conjunction with others, we consider there remains a number of issues which require action. In our
view it is desirable to:
(i) ensure that future development takes place within a properly planned strategic framework which
takes full account of environmental concerns;
(ii) require that all who have interests in fish farming adopt sensible guidelines for the proper siting,
design and management of individual fish farms;
(iii) achieve a co-ordinated approach to planning for fish farming development which identifies the
best locations for various lands of fish farming, and the places where competing interests suggest
that there should be a presumption against fish farming;
(iv) accept for widespread application an approach adopted recently by Highland Regional Council
that of preparing framework plans for fish farming development which allow for closer
involvement of the planning authorities in marine fish farming;
(v) change the consultation system for lease applications currently operated by the Crown Estate
Commissioners to improve public accountability and overcome concerns that the CEC has too
strongly vested an interest in promoting development;
(vi) ensure that Crown Estate Commission decisions on lease applications take more account of
related on-shore developments and community needs transport, infrastructure, schools,
housing, etc all issues which are normally addressed in the work of planning authorities, and are
affected by marine development. Framework plans (as mentioned in (iv) above) prepared by
local planning authorities provide a means of balancing fish farm developments with local,
social, economic and environmental considerations;
(vii) improve guidelines on siting and design of fish farms and make arrangements for effective
monitoring and enforcement of these guidelines; and
(viii) accept that fish farming, like forestry, requires a greater measure of accountable control than
exists at present. A more direct role for planning authorities with support from the Scottish
Office, would help to bring a better balanced approach to the future of Scotlands’ fish farming
industry.
FRESHWATER HSH FARMING

12. The Commissions’ observations and direct experience over the years indicate that there has been a
variety of practice among planning authorities in Scotland regarding the control of fresh-water fish
farming. Some authorities have sought planning applications from developers or landowners who intend
to erect fish hatchery buildings or convert existing buildings for such use as well as site fish cages in
freshwater lochs, whereas other authorities have not. There appears to have been a large measure of
uncertainty as to whether this form of land use requires specific planning approval or whether it can be
regarded as permitted agricultural development.
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13. Advice issued by the Scottish Development Department in 1977 did not resolve the question of
whether fish farming is agriculture but indicated there was some doubt, it was stated at that time that the
General Development Order would be amended to remove any doubt but, unfortunately, the Secretary
of State did not put the matter beyond doubt either in making the 1981 General Development Order or
the 1985 amendment. However, a recent decision by W.D. Campbell, former Deputy Chief Reporter, on
an appeal against refusal of planning permission by Dumfiries & Galloway Regional Council for the use of
a building as a hatchery ruled that freshwater fish farming is an agricultural activity and enjoys permitted
development rights. We regret this ruling.
14. In the last decade there has been a significant increase in freshwater hatcheries and smolt
production to supply the growing marine industry. The Commission has received planning consultations,
for example, from Highland Regional Council on firesh-water smolt production cages in locations such as
Loch na Creitheach, Loch Affitic, Loch Clair, and Loch Migdale, all within National Scenic Areas.
Whereas we have not objected on visual grounds to all such proposals, we do consider it very important
that development is adequately controlled to safeguard the undoubted scenic quality of these
nationally important landscapes. Without planning control, we fear that both a random scatter of
development and minimal attention to the design, construction and siting of buildings will give rise to
unsatisfactory standards of development. It is our reading of planning legislation that positioning fish
cages upon the surface of fresh-water lochs is also likely to enjoy permitted development rights if it can be
argued that the loch is part of an agricultural unit, that is land which is kept for agricultural purposes such
as hill-sheep grazing. Accordingly, the Commission is concerned about the potential for visually
damaging development arising from uncontrolled fireshwater fish farming.
15. We have read with interest a recent consultation paper from the Department of the Environment
on permitted use rights in the countryside, and noted reference to concern about the operation of existing
permitted development rights relating to fish farming in National Parks in England and Wales. The paper
stated that ministers were willing to consider evidence of the inadequacy of these existing controls, and
suggestions for their modification. Our experience in Scotland underlines the importance of adequate
planning control over firesh-water fish farming and we feel that there is a strong case to remove permitted
development rights for freshwater fish farming activities at least within National Scenic Areas, but
preferably in the wider countryside.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE CONTROL OF FRESHWATER FISH FARMING

16. The Commission has been consulted by the Scottish Development Department regarding a review
of the Town and Country Planning (General Development) (Scotland) Order 1981 and we have
recommended that permitted use rights are withdrawn for ffesh-water fish farming. The outcome of this
review is awaited with interest and it is our hope that this recommendation will be accepted by
government and will enjoy the support of the House of Commons Agriculture Committee.
3 October 1989

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Countryside Commission for Scotland
Examples of marine fish farm cases where the Crown Estate has approved sea bed leases in National
Scenic Areas, (NSA), against the advice of the CCS:
— Lismore, Argyll (Lynn of Lorn NSA)
— Loch Tarbert, Jura, (Jura NSA)
— Loch Leven, Lochaber (Nevis/Glencoe NSA)
— Loch a Chaim Bhain, Sutherland (Assynt/Coigach NSA)
— Black Loch, Lochinver, Sutherland (Assynt/Coigach NSA)
— Loch Beag, Kylesku, Sutherland (Assynt/Coigach NSA)
— Loch Glendhu, Glencoul, Sutherland (Assynt/Coigach NSA)
— West Loch Tarbert, Harris, Western Isles (NSA)
— Loch Seaforth, Western Isles (NSA)
— Loch Rodel, South Harris, Western Isles (NSA)
— Rackwick, Orkney (NSA)
(Some of these locations involve more than one case).
24 January 1990
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Examination of Witnesses
MR R GOODIER,

Head of the Operational Development Group, DR P J BOON, Freshwater Ecologist
and Ms B R SMITH, Head of Planning and Development Policy Branch, Nature Conservancy
Council; MR R LLOYD, Head of National Parks and Planning Branch and MR RAY WOOLMORE,
Countryside Officer (Planning), Countryside Commission; MR JAN MAGNUS FLADMARK,
Assistant Director (Planning) and MR R FERGUSON, Planning Officer (Research), Countryside
Commission for Scotland, examined.

Chairman
187. Order, order. Good morning, ladies and
gentlemen, Mr Goodier, you seem to have the
privilege of sitting in the middle. Would you like
to introduce everybody on the team.
(Mr Goodier) I am Rawdon Goodier, the
head of a small group in the Nature Conservancy
Council’s Scottish headquarters dealing with the
interface between nature conservation and other
land and water uses, one of which is fish
farming. This is Bridget Smith from our Great
Britain headquarters in Peterborough who deals
with legislative aspects of this issue. On my right
is Dr Phillip Boon of our Chief Scientist
Directorate, who is a specialist in freshwater
ecology.
(Mr Lloyd) I am Richard Lloyd. I run a small
unit in the Countryside Commission’s headquarters in Cheltenham dealing with national parks
and planning matters. On my right is my
colleague Mr Ray Woolmore.
(Mr Fladmark) My name is Jan Fladmark and
I am Assistant Director (Planning), until
recently Assistant Director Research and Development. My colleague is Richard Ferguson, who
is Planning Officer (Research) with the
Countryside Commission for Scotland.
188. Could we hear firom the Nature Conservancy Council and the Countryside Commission
for Scotland about the original concerns that
they had regarding the allocation of marine
leases controlled by the Crown Estate? We
should like to know what recommendations
were made to the Secretary of State for Scotland
when he reviewed the Crown Estate’s procedures; firstly, after the Montgomery report of
1984 and again in 1988?
(Mr Goodier) Certainly we made representations to the Montgomery Committee that the
Nature Conservancy Council should be involved
within the consultative process on new fish farm
developments because hitherto we had not been
involv^ in any of these and had no insight really
into the process of development or the impacts
that were taking place in the marine field. After
the consultation process was established in
October 1986, we had to develop our own
in-house expertise to enable us to assess the
impact of fish farming on the marine environment. As a result of our experience over the first
year or so of the consultative process, we found
that it was not entirely satisfactory from our
point of view and we made representations to
the Scottish Office, through the Departmental
Group on the Countryside, which is chaired
by the Scottish Development Department.

Following that, during the summer of 1988, we
circulated widely a draft consultation report on
the impact of marine fish farming on the natural
environment which was prepared for us by the
Institute of Aquaculture in the University of
Stirling. That included comments on the inadequacy of the consultation process. Our experience during those first two years of the consultation process indicated that our advice, in
relation to the environmental impact of fish
farms, was not being given as much weight as we
would wish, to the extent that perhaps only
about one third of the cases where we had
advised against granting consent were refused by
the Crown Estate Commission.
189. What proportion of total applications
did you oppose?
(Mr Goodier) About one third.
(Mr Ferguson) The Countryside Commission
for Scotland started to take a more active
interest in the fish farming industry in 1986 when
we commissioned a study on a broad environmental assessment of fish farming in Scotland.
This arose out of an increasing awareness of the
extent of particularly marine fish farming in
Scotland and concerns that were increasingly
being made known to us about its environmental
impacts. On delivery of that report by consultants in 1987, the Commission then began to
address some of the policy issues arising and the
strategic concerns that have been signalled to
this Committee in our submission. In the three
years since the introduction of the Crown
Estate’s consultative procedures, we have dealt
with a very large volume of case work, more
than 500 cases in three years. Of those we have
opposed only 15 per cent but we do have a
particular concern we should like to signal to
you about 50 cases to date where we have
recommended refusal of seabed lease by the
Crown but they have approved leases against
our advice. So 10 per cent of case work
approximately gives us particular concern.
Mr MacDonald
190. There is of course the advisory committee which has been announced. When I was
talking informally to some people working for
the Crown Estate they were saying the Committee had not yet met because cases had not
been brought to their attention that were so
controversial, or so engendering argument, that
they really needed to convene this Committee.
They were waiting for someone to come along to
bring such a case so they could convene the
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committee. Have you brought any cases of that
kind to the Crown Estate?
(Mr Ferguson) The difficulty at the moment is
that we are not really quite clear how that
advisory committee would be instigated, what
sort of case would be required by the Crown to
set it up. As I understand it, it is entirely at their
behest to convene that committee.
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(Mr Goodier) No, I am not actually in a
position to give you that. I could provide that
information subsequently.

195. I have been quite impressed by the
number of submissions we received from the
groups we are seeing today who argue that the
Crown Estate Commissioners’ role as overseers
of the development of fish farming really needs
191. Have you made any specific request to to be replaced altogether by a combination of
the Crown Estate regarding any case where you central direction jfrom the ^ttish Office comfelt your advice was being overruled, where you bined with local authority control in the case of
have said you would like to convene the Scotland. There has even been a commonality of
Committee on this one?
phraseology used. A number of people have said
(Mr Ferguson) I have no detailed information that what we need is a competent neutral and
on that but I think the NCC has done that.
accountable body. Do you think that the Crown
(Mr Goodier)
Since the ministerial Estate Commissioners could be capable of
announcement on the establishment of the becoming either of these three things, given
committee during this part-year there has been a their statutory composition? Could they become
general falling off in the number of fish farm competent, that is develop their expertise if
cases which have been referred to us for necessary? Could they ever become neutral and
consultation, reflecting a levelling off in devel- could they ever become accountable?
opment within the industry. We have given very
(Mr Goodier) It is difficult for them. We in
close and particular attention to those which the NCC consider it would be difficult for them
have come to us. We have seen 94 cases since to develop this competence and expertise.
December 1988. We have felt it necessary to
(Mr Ferguson) One has to know what the
object to 13 of these cases: one of the applica- available staff resources of the Crown Estate
tions was subsequently withdrawn and the would be to deal with that. As I understand it,
Crown Estate Commission have granted six of they would not be able to command, as
the cases against our advice. Potentially there presently constituted, enough people to do that.
were six cases which could have been referred to The Commission’s line has not been as strong as
the advisory committee.
that of some of the witnesses that you will hear
192. In paragraph 1.8 of Appendix 1 of your today on this point. When we put the matter to
submission you say “... we have specifically our members in 1987, we felt that we should give
requested that certain cases be referred to the the Crown a chance to prove themselves and did
Committee, but this Committee has yet to be not advocate strongly local planning control
convened”. What cases? How many cases have through the planning authorities. Most of the
you asked for? When did you first ask for a case other witnesses you will hear today have gone
to be referred to the Committee? Can you give for that line. That remains our policy at the
moment; something that we will put again to our
one example out of that?
(Mr Goodier) We have objected to 13 cases members in the light of work that we are doing
since the committee was announced. In terms of currently; something that may change. For the
the remit of the committee it is where an agency moment we advocate a stronger role both for the
objects that it is envisaged that it will be referred national government agency in Scotland, the
to the committee. Subsequent to the committee SDD, and for the local authorities, with more
being announced we had to make it clear that we commitment than they are able to give at the
were registering an objection if we thought the moment, as consultees to the Crown Estate.
case was of sufficient seriousness to refer to the
Chairman
committee. There were 13 of these. In six of
those the Crown Estate Commission have
196. On this question of reference to the
turned down the application so that left six cases advisory committee, are you told in advance that
which were granted by the Crown Estate Com- a case will be turned down? Obviously there is
mission against our advice and against our no point in the Committee considering nonwishes to refer them to the committee and one contentious cases, that is where they take your
case withdrawn by the applicant.
advice and are anyway going to reject the case.
193. When you say “against your specific Is there some mechanism for calling this committee in advance of a decision being made or do
wishes”, did you ever express a specific wish?
(Mr Goodier) Yes; we expressed an objection you tend to find the decisions made and the comto the case and a request that it be referred to mittee has not been consulted?
(Mr Goodier) The latter. We do request that
the advisory committee if the Crown Estate
if
the Crown Estate Commissioners are of a
Commission were envisaging consenting it
mind
to give consent against our advice they
against our advice.
come back and discuss it with us beforehand to
194. Could you perhaps give one example of see whether there is any way round it. Obviously
a case, to give us some idea of the kinds of we do not expect the thing to be referred directly
conflict?
to the committee without previous consultation
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between the Crown Estate Commissioners and
ourselves to see whether it cannot be resolved in
some other way.

(Mr Goodier) No, we cannot say that there
has been severe ecological damage to any of the
Scottish sea lochs as a result of these particular
cases.

197. They do consult about 34 bodies in each
application.
(Mr Goodier) Yes, that is right; they do
consult but there is not usually a feedback
following that initial consultation. We make our
advice and we do not often get follow-up
discussions with the Crown Estate Commission.
The next thing usually is that we hear the result
of the decision having been taken.

203. So the Crown Commissioners were right
to ignore your advice?
(Mr Goodier) No, I do not think so. The
evidence is sometimes very hard to come by in
cases where one has a large number of cumulative small developments.
(Mr Ferguson) Our worry, in cases where we
feel our advice has been ignored, is that there is
clear evidence of adverse environmental impact.
In our case our concern is with landscape impact
rather than ecological impact and that is sometimes a more difficult thing to measure. It is
necessarily an objective assessment but we
would maintain, particularly in some of the
developments that have proceeded against our
advice in the National Scenic Areas, supposedly
the best of Scotland’s landscapes, particularly in
those areas of wild and remote character, that
there has been adverse landscape impact as a
result of development proceeding against our
advice. I could reference cases if you wish.

Mr MacDonald
198. The Commissioners’ argument will be
that the decision they take is a compromise
between the various submissions they have
received. Do you think that is adequate or do
you think there needs to be a further going over
of the various submissions received before you
can really come back with a proper solution?
(Mr Goodier) Certainly in those cases where
an agency has registered an outright objection,
and the case is potentially referrable to the
advisory conunittee, there should be some
further consultations.
199. Have you asked the Conunission why
they have not convened the advisory committee? Have you asked them directly?
(Mr Goodier) Yes, we have.
200. What response have you received?
(Mr Goodier) We have not received a very
clear response. It is partly a matter of the
administration of establishing the committee
and finding a chairman and this sort of thing.

Mr Martiew
201. We have heard a number of you say this
morning that very often your advice has been
ignored. Is there any evidence that there has
been detrimental environmental impact by the
fact that your advice has been ignored and you
have been overruled? Were you right when you
gave the original advice or has hindsight said
that the Crown Commissioners were right to
ignore it
(Mr Goodier) We will be commenting a little
bit later on some more detail of this but certainly
a lot of coastal areas, particularly sea lochs in
Scotland, are now fairly intensively developed
for fish farming and there are impacts of variable
intensity associated with that development.
They have certainly lost the pristine character
which was one important element of their nature
conservation interest.
202. You are being very general. Can we
have some specifics where you would say that
there has been damage done to a particular loch
by the fact that the Crown Commissioners
ignored your advice?

204. Could you give that to the Clerk in
writing.
(Mr Ferguson) Certainly.*

Chairman
205. Are you referring to the actual pens or
are you referring to the land based activities?
(Mr Ferguson) To both. The Commission’s
worry is with physical artefacts both on water
and on land and of course there are land based
buildings and tracks and so on associated with
the offshore cages; in some cases, it depends on
the type of fish farm we are talking about.
206. Do you take a similar interest in forestry
and farming?
(Mr Ferguson) Yes, indeed.
207. Do you register objections to applications for example for sawmills or whatever it
might be?
(Mr Ferguson) When we have the opportunity
to do so. If it is a matter of consultation from
either a planning authority or from the Forestry
Commission in the case of forest grant scheme
developments, then yes, indeed.
208. You are proposing therefore to give your
opinion to the Secretary of State who is working
on this matter at the moment, that you would
prefer to have planning permission for all fish
farming activities.
(Mr Ferguson) That implies that we have
advocated planning control, which our members
have not yet done. That is what many of the
agencies represented here today would say to
you. We have, until now anyway, been content
to try to operate the consultative procedures
that have operated but we have reservations
* See supplementary memorandum, page 109,
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about their adequacy as expressed to you in our
submission.
Mr Martlew
209. There is one part of Scotland where the
local authorities still control planning and that is
the Shetland Islands, How do the witnesses feel
with regard to what has happened on the
mainland and in Shetland? Is Shetland a better
example of control than the Crown Commissioners?
(Mr Goodier) No; we have been very disappointed with the response of the Shetland
Islands Council to the observations we made on
the proposals there That is not exercised within
the straightforward planning powers of the
authority, it is exercised through their Shetland
Act powers I understand. When we have suggested that local authorities should have a
greater role in controlling fish farming, we have
seen this within the exercise of their proper
planning powers which would have involved
planning through national planning guidelines,
structure plans and local plans, the consultative
arrangements that they would facilitate.
210. Are you saying that things are no better
on the Shetlands than they are on the mainland?
(Mr Goodier) Yes, that is so.
211. Ultimately who do you think should
have the final say? Should it be the Crown
Estate Commissioners, the local authorities or
the Secretary of State?
(Mr Goodier) It should be the Secretary of
State who has the final say.
212. Going through the Crown Estate Commissioners?
(Mr Goodier) No, through the local authority
under the planning system.

213. Is
authorities?

Mr MacDonald
that working with

the

local

(Mr Goodier) That is the only mechanism we
can see that could achieve this aim.
214. How would you rate the Highland
Region structural plan developed for a fish
farming development? What are the weaknesses
in that approach?
(Mr Goodier) We think there is certainly an
important step in the right direction. The
weakness is that they are not established within
an overall national strategy which would allow
perhaps some areas to remain free of this form
of development, conserving the natural features
of the area undisturbed by this form of development, other areas in which there is already
development but where for environmental interests it should not be allowed to proceed further
and other areas where development should be
encouraged with proper environmental constraints placed on it. This is what we would wish
to see. This is the form that we would envisage

some sort of national strategy within which the
local authority would be able to implement their
local plans. Certainly we have co-operated with
the Highland Regional Council in the preparation of their local plans for fish farming and we
welcome that development.
Mr Gill
215. Could I ask whether it is the opinion of
our witnesses that the Crown Estate Commissioners are insensitive about the concerns that
you have and that they do not take all those
factors into consideration themselves?
(Mr Goodier)ThQ,y find it difficult to take full
account of the sometimes quite complex issues
that are involved when assessing the impact on
the natural environment of a development of
this sort.
216. In a word, is it your concern that there
would be. a proliferation of fish farming enterprises if 5'ourself and other bodies did not exist
to influence some control?
(Mr Goodier) There already has been a very
substantial proliferation of this form of development.
217. But in the context of there being a glut of
the product of fish farming and the problems of
intensification which are associated with any
livestock industry, do you not feel that ultimately this thing will be self limiting?
(Mr Goodier) There could be trends within
the industry that could be beneficial to environmental conservation. There could be the ability
of the industry to use deeper waters with greater
flushing rates and this sort of thing. This would
perhaps enable a redistribution of some of the
inshore developments into less harmful situations.
218. What I am suggesting to you is that the
ordinary laws of supply and demand might well
give us the answer to the problems which we are
now considering quite as well as a highly
regulated, highly controlled system. Also of
course, would it not be in the interests of the
Crown Estate Commissioners themselves to
ensure that there was not over intensification
which would have an adverse effect upon the
people that they license?
(Mr Goodier) Yes; there are common interests here. Obviously we recognise that the fish
farming industry generally is not concerned to
do a lot of damage to its own environment but
nature consevation interests may be damaged
before production is affected. Nevertheless we
are talking here about unique marine environmehia within Europe, those which have not been
subjected to any form of intensive development
before. The fish farming developments are
locally very intensive. If they happen to coincide
with particular marine communities in the areas
that they are sited in they certainly can do
damage. Where fish farms are established the
sea bed underneath the fish farm is undoubtedly
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damaged in terms of being modified very greatly
away firom its natural state.
Mr Alexander
219. The Wildlife and Countryside Act provided for various conservation designations such
as SSSIs and in particular, for the purpose of this
inquiry, marine nature reserves. Am I correct
that only marine nature reserves would apply
below the low water mark? Am I further correct
that only one such reserve has been designated
over the last ten years? If that figure is correct,
why do you think that is the case?
(Ms Smith) Yes, you are quite right: there is
only one designation which we can use below
low water mark and that is the Marine Nature
Reserve. Yes, there is only one Marine Nature
Reserve that has so far been designated. We do
not feel that the legislation on Marine Nature
Reserves is necessarily faulty because marine
areas are so complex. It is not like a piece of
land which is owned by one person on which one
can negotiate quite easily what should be
allowed and what should not. Many people have
rights in the sea and therefore it is inevitable that
the discussions that you have will be very long
and complicated. We do feel that something
more could be done perhaps to speed up the
process, with help firom the Government departments concerned. Another point is that the
Marine Nature Reserve legislation is not suitable for dealing with one impact like fish farming.
For instance, on land we have Sites of Special
Scientific Interest, of which there are many
more than there are National Nature Reserves. I
would not recommend Marine Nature Reserves
as a way of dealing with specific threats: it is an
identification of a very special area. There will
never be very many Marine Nature Reserves.
What we really need in the deeper water is some
way of having consultation on all the impacts
there might be. We already have a non-statutory
designation, which we call marine consultation
areas, and we have let the Crown Estate have a
list. These are areas we have identified which
are sensitive areas of marine habitat. If that
were a statutory designation, it would not be the
same as SSSIs on land, we would not have the
same rights as there, but they would be like
SSSIs were under the 1949 legislation and we
could have a list of people who had to consult us
before carrying out certain activities. That
would be very helpful and we have recommended it to Government.
220. Thank you very much for that reply. I
deduce from it that you do not feel that a change
in the law is necessary.
(Ms Smith) Not a change in the law for Marine
Nature Reserves.
221. Indeed. I wonder whether you feel that
in practice to ask for the equivalent of an
environmental impact assessment accompanying
each lease application would be a sensible way
of doing perhaps what you want to be seen to be

[Continued

done when there is an application. Would it be
helpful if that had to be done?
(Ms Smith) Yes and already it does have to be
done, if the Crown Estate so decide, over a
certain size. We have recommended it should be
for smaller proposals and not just for the larger
ones.
222. One more question on the conservation
designation. Dealing with areas where there are
conservation designations—some of my colleagues have asked about the matter generally, but
in conservation designated areas—do you find
that the Crown Estate Commission tend to
support or reject your objections to applications?
(Ms Smith) Are you talking about the Marine
Conservation Areas, because those are not
official designations of course, they are just a list
which we have given to the Crown Estate?
There is not much evidence of any difference.
(Mr Goodier) No, this does not appear to be
given very much weight in the responses made to
us by the Crown Estate Commission.
(Mr Ferguson) Could I log a particular concern that we have with another designation, that
of National Scenic Areas in Scotland, which
account for a very large part of the territory in
which much of the marine fish farming has taken
place, our particular concern about cases in
those areas where we have a conflict of view
with the Crown about whether or not development takes place?
Mr MacDonald
223. What kind of powers do you have
exactly to inhibit development in National Scenic Areas or do you merely have an advisory
role?
(Mr Ferguson) It is slightly more than that in
regard to landward development. There are
some categories of developments on land which
planning authorities are required to refer to the
Commission for review and in the event of a
disagreement matters are referred to the Secretary of State for Scotland for decision. There is
no equivalent procedure for the offshore developments.
Chairman
224. Let us be absolutely clear in our minds.
Am I right in thinking both bodies get consulted
on all applications?
(Mr Goodier) Yes,
(Mr Ferguson) All marine cases.
225. Regardless of size and regardless of
location you are in every case consulted.
(Mr Goodier) Yes.
(Mr Ferguson) All marine cases except those
in Shetland at the moment. There is no
requirement there for case work to be referred
to us at the moment,
(Mr Goodier) But we have been widely
consulted in Shetland even though our advice
has not been adopted.
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Shetland Islands.
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227. Could I ask for a few more detailed
comments on what you perceive the differences
to be between the position in Scotland and in
England and Wales? What is the essence of the
Mr Amos
difference?
226.
Could I ask about freshwater
farms and
(Ms
Smith) Do you mean the existing
permitted development rights? The Secretary of
State for the Environment is awaiting the difference?
Committee’s report to see whether there is any
228. Yes.
need to change the extent of planning controls
(Ms Smith) Before this announcement?
over fish farming in England and Wales. But the
Secretary of State for Scotland has recently
229. Yes, that is right.
produced a consultation paper recommending
(Ms Smith) I do not think there were large
immediate withdrawal of permitted develop- differences. The problems were very similar.
ment rights for freshwater farms pending further There was the problem first of deciding whether
consideration. Do the witnesses endorse the fish farming was defined as an agricultural
view expressed by the Secretary of State for activity and therefore whether it came within
Scotland in his recent consultation paper that planning at all. Then there were the problems
"immediate action” is necessary to remove all with
engineering
activities
including
permitted development rights for freshwater buildings, whether fish cages put in a loch were
farms in Scotland? Is there a similar urgency to an engineering activity which then brought it
withdraw permitted development rights in within the planning regulations. Then there was
England and Wales? For how long have bodies the question of Article 4 directions bringing
such as the NCC and the Counttyside Commis- developments which were exempt back under
sions been recommending a review or withdra- planning control. All of those are problems
wal of these rights?
which have arisen both in .Scotland and in
(Ms Smith) To your first question, yes, we England and Wales. We have a case, the River
very much welcome the Secretary of State for HuU case, where the fish farmer has been
Scotland’s decision, It has been a real problem waiting five years to have these things sorted out
and particularly a problem of definition. This and coming and going between the local authorwill be very helpful. We have been suggesting in ity making a decision and withdrawing it, then
Scotland since about 1984 that there were real NCC asking for judicial review. We can say
problems that needed looking at. In England the more about that if you wish.
development of the freshwater fish farming
Chairman
industty has not been quite so rapid but we still
230.
This
case
has
not been concluded over
find, on looking at individual cases, that there
have been and there are very big problems about five years or he has not done that which you
whether certain developments come within have asked him to do.
planning legislation or not. We would welcome (Ms Smith) A Section 29 order was made under
the same thing happening in England and the Wildlife and Countryside Act so the fish
farmer was not able to go ahead with what he
Wales.
(Mr Lloyd) Obviously our remit does not wanted to do, The decision about whether it was
extend to Scotland, but we have been watching in fact appropriate to bring this under planning
with interest what has been going on North of control first needed to be made. First there was
the border. We have had a direct interest in this an Article 4 direction from ihe local authority
matter in England for about the last two years, and when the local authority found out they
mainly in response to representations made to us would then have to pay compensation, it was
by the national park authorities and some local withdrawn. We then took it to judicial review
authorities outside national park areas, indi- but the local authority have now come back and
cating that this is an area of difficulty and that said that they do agree that it should in fact be
some developments under the development subject to planning control and no an Article 4
rights are doing landscape damage and they feel direction is not required. It looks as though that
that the alternative approach, which means individual case is now very near to being sorted
using Article 4 directions to bring the develop- out but the farmer has had to wait five years
ment under planning control, is unsatisfactory. because of problems in interpretation in the law.
(Mr Lloyd) The important point about plannIt is an unsatisfactory process to use repeatedly
and of course it does result in a requirement for ing control is not that it is necessarily going to
compensation. We have received represen- result in developments not taking place,
tations, particularly from the national park although that may be the case in some instances,
authorities, that this is an area that needs it is an opportunity for proposals to be scrutilooking at. Our advice to the Department of the nised and, if necessary, modified so that their
Environment on their consultation paper on environmental impact is minimised as far as
permitted use rights in the countryside earlier possible. For a development just to proceed
last year was that permitted use rights should be without any process whatsoever is particularly
withdrawn for freshwater fish farming. That is worrying the national park authorities who have
our view, supporting what in fact has been said made representations to us about it and that is
why they have invoked the use of the Article 4
in Scotland.
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machine^: to enable them to have a look at it
and to discuss the details with the applicant, as
he then becomes, and if necessary to encourage
alterations to the proposals. It is the worry about
things happening in sensitive areas without any
opportunity to influence what goes on whatsoever. That is what is very worrying, particularly to national park authorities.

Mr Amos
231. So certainly you would not accept the
view that in fact your organisations are in effect
a veto on development.
(Mr Lloyd) No; far from it.
232. It is seen as an opportunity merely to
scrutinise the possibility of development.
(Mr Lloyd) That is right. It is an opportunity
to influence what happens, which is often highly
desirable for economic reasons—farm diversification, this sort of thing—no-ohe would wish
to get in the way of. It is an opportunity to
influence the detailed design, the siting, the
layout, all these fairly minor things, which in
sensitive landscapes can be so very important.

Chairman
233. Do applicants come to discuss these
things with you in advance of putting in an
application?
(Mr Lloyd) They do not come to us. We are
purely an advisory body. The contact point
would be the local planning authority and
likewise the national park authority in its development control role. They do talk to us as the
central advisers on national park matters and
that is how we have been involved in the process
and in these discussions. We would not be
directly consulted on these kinds of developments; only through the park authority
indirectly.
(Mr Woolmore) In exceptional cases, where
an EA is required, then we could be consulted
and notified of such a development but they are
exceptional cases.
(Ms Smith) If it were a Site of Special
Scientific Interest then NCC would very likely
be consulted, particularly if the fish farmer did
not know whether this would be dealt with
under the Wildlife and Countryside Act or
under the planning regulations.
234. As a matter of practice do applicants
come and talk to you?
(Ms Smith) Sometimes; yes.

Mr Gill
235. Could we hear about the types of permitted development that are causing concern?
Would the NCC and the Countryside Commissions describe the type and scale of freshwater
fish farm developments which currently go
ahead in Great Britain without requiring local
authority planning permission?

(Dr Boon) Could I say a word about the
general concerns that we have in terms of the
environmental problems of freshwater fish farms
because this will set the scene? Fish farming in
fresh water is known to have physical, chemical
and biological impacts and these are detrimental
to nature conservation interests. Sedimentation
below fish cages and in rivers downstream from
fish farms occurs, fish farm effluents may reduce
oxygen levels, increase levels of nitrates and
phosphates and ammonia and chemical residues
are used in fish farms that may be present then
in the effluent. The native flora and fauna,
which we are naturally concerned about, can be
affected in several ways: the physical habitats of
organisms living on loch beds or on stream beds,
may be damaged; the chemical environment
surrounding organisms may be no longer suitable, perhaps, because of nutrient enrichment, or
the presence of toxic substances; then we have
the escape or release of fanned fish into the wild
which also poses threats to native fish
populations fi'om predation, from competition,
from disease transfer, from possible genetic
change. These are the sort of areas we are
concerned about.
236.
and scale of fish farm developments which have
gone ahead without local authority permission?
(Ms Smith) We do not necessarily know; this
is one of our problems. Unless developments
come under the planning regulations there is no
system whereby records are available. We do
not have a complete list of where fish farming
developments have gone ahead which we would
not have wished to see. This is a problem for us
but we are doing a survey now.
(Dr Boon) We can certainly comment on
SSSIs, even if we are unable to say precisely how
many SSIs have been damaged as a result of
freshwater fish farming activities, which I would
say is largely as a result of NCC having
inadequate funds to carry out the scientific
research that we need to do on those sites.
Nevertheless, we can say that SSSIs are being
damaged in some cases by fish farming. Perhaps
I may give you a couple of specific examples.
Loch Veyatie forms part of the Inverpolly
National Nature Reserve in North West Scotland. Our regional staff have reported that there
are already signs that effluent from the fish farm
at the eastern end is causing localised pollution,
covering the floor of the loch with waste and
obliterating plant life. There have also been
reports of a high mortality amongst native fish
populations, particularly brown trout, char and
minnows. It has been suggested that a fungal
infection from the fish farm may have been
responsible for this. That is one example. A
second example which is actually not far fi-om
there. Loch Assynt, also in North West Scotland, is a rather remarkable example. I wish I
had been able to bring along some photographs
that our regional office hold. This is where a fish
farm is sited on a stream flowing into the loch
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and at regular intervals the water in the stream
turns green due to the discharge of a substance
called malachite green, which is used in disease
control. Apparently one set of samples sent to
the Highland River Purification Board for analysis had levels 14 times the recommended
dosage for fish farming operations. We would
want to point out that our concerns are not
exclusively with fish farming operations on
SSSIs, they extend to fish farming impacts on all
natural and semi-natural fresh waters. Indeed
part of the problem is that the industry is
growing so fast, particularly in Scotland, that
our programmes of sun'ey are unable to keep
up. Where we are attempting to identify important fresh water sites for nature conservation we
cannot keep pace with the growth of the
industry. We do hope to collate forther evidence
on damage to SSSIs and indeed on many other
aspects of freshwater fish farming in two reviews
which our Scotland and England headquarters
have just commissioned. These should be due
for completion within the next two or three
months.
237. At this time do you have any assessment
of the amount of damage that has been caused in
SSSIs, how many cases?
(Dr Boon) This is very difficult, for the
reasons I have stated, partly also because there
are some sites where fish farming is one of
several impacts on the system and it is not
always easy to separate out the observed effects
on the site in terms of the precise causes. We are
safe in saying that the sites where we have
observed damage, even though only a fairly
limited amount of scientific research may have
taken place, lead us to suppose that the situation
is serious and will get more serious unless
something is done about it.
238. The NCC are calling for all permitted
development rights to be withdrawn for freshwater farms. Whilst this might alleviate the
problem in SSSIs, is it necessary to withdraw
development rights for the entire country?
(Ms Smith) Y^es, it is. With fish farming it is
not just a fish farm on a SSSI which is going to be
the problem. You may be taking water which
will affect the flow in a river in a SSSI or you
may be affecting SSSI downstream, which may
be areas of high nature conservation interest
too. There is the problem, that if you said you
were only withdrawing deemed planing consent
on SSSIs, maybe you would miss out on two
thirds of the problems. With a water body, you
cannot just say that if the fish farm is on an SSSI
it should be subject to planning controls. We felt
the only way of picking up these things is to have
all fish farming activities subject to planning
controls. We may well say in many of those cases
that NCC has no objection, no problems, but at
least we would know the proposal was there and
be able to make our comments.
Mr MacDonald
239. Are you sure that you are not exaggerating the extent of the likely damage? You say you
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have not had the resources devoted to the
proper research to find this out. Surely any kind
of development is going to have some kind of
impact on the environment. There is no such
thing that does not impact upon the environment. Are you really sure that at this level of
impact it is going to be truly damaging? Will it
for example lead to changes in the environment
discernible to the naked eye, either to the flora
or the fauna or will it be discernible as damaged
only to the scientist with his microscope?
(Dr Boon) In some cases it will be discernible
to the naked eye and in others not. Let me give
you a specific example. The River Hull has
already been mentioned as one case where
several fish farms occur. It has also been one of
the few study sites where there has been quite a
lot of scientific research going on; in fact
recently a three-year PhD project was completed there. That did show for example that
large growths of algae visible downstream from
fish farms were primarily the result of the
phosphates in the effluent coming out of the fish
farm. In other cases—let us look here towards
Scotland again and towards some of the
extremely characteristically nutrient poor waters
that we would call oligotrophic, these types of
water bodies that we find frequently in North
West Scotland; does not take a great deal of
nutrient enrichment to change the status of that
water body from being one that is nutrient poor
to one that is gradually becoming enriched. This
may not be something that will become visible to
the naked eye—certainly not immediately—but
those changes will be subtle, insidious and will
occur and native flora and fauna will inevitably
eventually suffer.
(Mr Ferguson) I would just say that all
freshwater fish farms will be discernible to the
naked eye and therefore the concern of the
Countryside Commissions is that of the potential
for landscape impact. It need not always be an
adverse landscape impact of course but that is
the reason we are advocating that it should be
subject to the same planning controls as any
other kind of built development and that is why
we supported the advocacy for removal of
permitted development rights.
240.
there will be some landscape impact but they
want to modify it and minimise it to some
extent. Would the NCC accept that there is a
range of acceptable effects upon the environment, acceptable damage or acceptable change
upon the environment? You are not seeking to
exclude all possibility of change upon the
environment in your attitude.
(Mr Goodier) No; most certainly not. There
will obviously be some cases, some sites of
outstanding interest and sensitivity, where one
would prefer not to see development taking
place, because we are dealing with a natural
resource of great importance and great interest.
There are other areas where with careful
safeguards the industry can be allowed to
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develop. This does require very often a very
careful environmental assessment of the rates of
water change within the water body and these
vary very greatly between water bodies.
(Dr Boon) This takes us back too to the
subject of the locational strategy that was
mentioned near the beginning, in that we would
obviously like to see areas important for nature
conservation left out of the areas proposed for
fish farms. At the moment we do not have any
sort of national locational strategy to do this
with.
241. If there were the kind of consultation
procedure you would like to see, and if your
views were taken fully into account and in every
case accepted, do you think that the level of
production increase that we have seen in fish
farming would necessarily have to diminish or
do you thank that we would still be able to
maintain the same level of production, the same
kind of income, the same kind of jobs being
generated, but just occurring dififerently and in
different places? Do you think that we really
have to reduce production in order to conserve
the environment?
(Mr Goodier) We must distinguish very carefully between Ae freshwater situation we have
been talking about and the marine.
242. I am thinking more of the marine.
(Mr Goodier) It is a very difficult question to
answer directly but there are ways of achieving
environmental safeguard while permitting
development to continue. Everybody recognises
the great importance of this development to the
economy of Scotland and one would want to
assist it to take place while at the same time
minimising the adverse impact that might take
place. The framework within which we have had
to do that so far has not been ideal.
Mr Martlew
243. At the moment the industry is a young
one. To take Mr Gill’s point about supply and
demand, is there any evidence of dereliction to
the point that supply and demand forces a fish
farm to go out of business and what we end up
with is derelict pens which are much more of an
eyesore than operational ones? We have seen it
with all sorts of other industries. Is there any
evidence of that yet in Scotland? Has anybody
^ven any thou^t to how we can stop that
particular situation arising?
(Mr Goodier) This very much relates to the
Countryside Commission’s viewpoint who
would be concerned with that.
(Mr Ferguson) We have no direct evidence yet
of that happening but we have logged that as a
potential concern and one that needs to be taken
account of by the Crown in its granting of leases
for development. Obviously they have to think
to the ending of the lease and what happens then
and we are seeing conditions for clearing sites
now starting to come in to leases granted.

[Continued

Mr Bradley
244. Would the NCC like to elaborate on the
evidence they have that crayfish plague was
introduced into British livers by the non-native
signal crayfish? Based on that evidence, do you
believe that the legislative controls governing
the introduction of non-native species are adequate or do you believe that Agriculture
Departments are negligent in allowing crayfish
plague to be spread in this way?
(Dr Boon) Craj'fish plague is a fungal infection which can infect and ultimately kill our own
native crayfish; we only have the one species
Austropotamobius pallipes. The NCC is particularly concerned that this once common freshwater animal is now rapidly disappearing. It
does enjoy limited protection by being listed on
Schedule 5 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act,
but this can in no way help prevent decimation
firom crayfish plague. “Imported signal crayfish
frequently carry the disease crayfish plague”.
That was a statement made by a MAFF spokesman in the House of Lords on 10 November
1983. Imports began in the summer of 1976 and
they increased steadily firom then on. Numerous
imports have now taken place and it is estimated
that non-native species have been introduced
into at least 250 localities. Although crayfish
plague has been known in Europe for many
decades, it did not appear in the UK until 1981,
after imports of signal crayfish began. There
have now been several confirmed outbreaks of
plague and in many of these cases the places that
those outbreaks have occurred coincide with the
location of crayfish farms. The evidence linking
plague with non-native species may be circumstantial but we consider it to be overwhelming.
(Ms Smith) We consider that there is the
legislation available. There is the Import of Live
Fish Act, 1980 for England and Wales and 1979
for Scotland, and that would be important
legislation to use to control the im^rt of
crayfish. It has not been used.
245. Do you think your concerns are taken
seriously by the Agriculture Departments?
(Dr Boon) We first warned MAFF about the
problem 12 years ago. I have here a copy of a
letter sent by Dr Newbold of the Nature
Conservancy Council to MAFF on 19 December
1977. This was our first contact with them over
the problems that we saw by the introduction of
signal crayfish. MAFF have always said that
they were concerned but as far as I am aware the
only action that has been taken has been to
part-fund, with ourselves, the development of a
diagnostic kit for identifying crayfish plague in
the field. As far as I know no other action has
been taken.
Chairman
246. Can you do anything about it? Can you
cure it or act against it?
(Dr Boon) Diat question would take a long
while to answer. Crayfish plague, when it is in a
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river system, is very difficult to eradicate. There
are various theories on ways in which one might
■ proceed but the obvious answer is to prevent
fiirther imports of live signal crayfish so that we
no longer have the fungal infection coming into
the country.
Mrs Winterton
247. Some brief questions on the genetic
impact of farmed fish on wild populations.
Could the NCC summarise their key concerns in
relation to the genetic impact of farmed salmon
on the wild population? I know that you have
submitted a fairly long technical report on this.
(Dr Boon) In 1989 the NCC produced a
report on the genetic impact of farmed Atlantic
salmon on wild populations. I imagine you will
have a copy of that. This was produced for us by
Dr Peter Maitland. This describes the current
knowledge on the subject and outlines our main
concerns over the threat to the genetic integrity
of wild salmon populations firom the escape and
release of farmed salmon. Research has shown
that each river contains fish which are genetically distinct firom others. Research has also
shown that there are significant genetic differences between salmon farmed in hatcheries and
wild stocks. This has recently been illustrated in
some work on enqmes by an employee of
DAFS and has been described recently in a
book, Tw'eed Towards 2000. It has also been
found that there is a gradual loss in genetic
diversity, the longer stocks are reared in captivity. NCC’s overall objective is to preserve the
genetic diversity of the wild salmon stocks which
have of course developed over many many
thousands of years. We are concerned that this
diversity is being jeopardised by large numbers
of escaped or released fish from farms.
248. How seriously do the Scottish Office, the
Crown Estate and salmon farmers themselves
view your concerns on this matter? What action
have they themselves promised in relation to
implementing any recommendations you may
have made?
(Dr Boon) DAFS have recognised that there
is a problem and that further research is
necessary. Interestingly enough they had an
excellent opportunity to do this early last year
and in fact did so. Iliey are at present carrying
out a joint project with the Atlantic Salmon
Trust, examining the effect of escapees on wild
salmon stocks. In February 1989 fish cages on a
loch right at the North of Scotland, Loch
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Eriboll, were damaged in heavy storms and it
was estimated that 188,000 salmon escaped. In
the autumn these farmed fish were found
running up the River Polla and observed to be
spawning alongside wild salmon. There are
further studies now underway to see whether
inter-breeding is occurring and if so to measure
hatching success and the survival of fry and
smolts. As far as the salmon farmers are
concerned, I believe they have actually produced their own code of practice warning against
the dangers of stocking out reared smolts. That
is as far as they have gone.
249. What about the Crown Estate? Have
they taken any action?
(Ms Smith) Not that I know of.
(Mr Goodier) No; not as far as we know.
Chaiiman
250. The fish farmers take the view that
escapees are likely inherently to be a weaker
breed.
(Ms Smith) Yes.
(Mr Goodier) It is largely a matter of
numbers. They may be less able to compete in
the wild but when we get numbers of the sort
that have been talked about these can overwhelm the natural population.
Mrs Winterton
251. Why does the NCC consider that the
Advisory Committee on Pesticides would be a
more appropriate body to review the licensing of
Aquagard rather than the veterinary Products
Committee?
(Ms Smith) Nuvan or dichlorvos or Aquagard
has been used in a very' limited way as a
pesticide. It is used in glasshouses particularly
but very strictly limited. Because it was being
used on farmed fish in this instance it had to be
considered by the Veterinary Committee. We
think it quite proper that the Veterinary Committee sees it but in the case where it is released
into the natural environment we consider it
should also be considered by the environmental
panel of the Pesticides Committee. Most veterinary medicines in fact do not get into the
environment in the same way that pesticides do.
There is much more experience in the environmental panel of the Pesticides Committee on
what happens when these materials are released
into the environment.
Chairman: Ladies and gentlemen, thank you
very much indeed.

Memorandum submitted by the World Wide Fund for Nature
FISHFARMING IN SCOTLAND
1. MARINE FISHFARMING: INTRODUCUON

1.1 WWF has taken a lead role in co-ordinating the response of the voluntary conservation bodies in
Scotland to the development of the marine fishfarming industry, chairing a working group under the
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auspices of Scottish Wildlife and Countryside Link, and editing the resulting Discussion Paper, “Marine
Fishfarming in Scotland” (SWCL, March 1988), of which you have been sent copies under separate
cover.
1.2 The Paper started by acknowledging the benefits brought by this new industry to communities in
the north and west of Scotland where economic opportunities are otherwise few. However, it drew
attention to the need for these benefits to be both secure in the long term, and achieved without depletion
or degradation of the marine environment—a resource used by many other groups for profit and
recreation. It highlighted a number of unresolved problems—in the area of pollution, wild salmon,
predator control, >^d stocks of industrial fish, landscape, tourism, recreation, waste disposal,
navigation, and social considerations. It recommended that these problems should be tackled without
delay, by research, training, improved forward planning, improved regulation and monitoring, and
where necessary by precautionary measures.
1.3 Although its recommendations and its balanced approach received widespread support and praise
from a large number of respondents from all sectors of interest, the Paper has received no detailed
response from the Crown Estate or from government.
1.4 Reference can be made to the above Paper for an examination of the impacts of fish farming on the
environment. This memorandum deals only with the strategic questions raised by a very rapid and
inadequately controlled development of the marine fishfarming industry—in particular on the role of the
Crown Estate Commissioners (CEC).
2. BACKGROUND

2.1 According to CEC figures, 500 shellfish farm leases and 337 salmon farm leases were allocated by
30/3/89, making a total of 837.
2.2 This development has taken place in an environment which, although largely unexplored, is known
to be of exceptional value and interest in terms of its biological richness and diversity. These qualities
relate to its
— extent (Scotland has 12,000 km of tidal shoreline);
— variety (of solid geology, subtstrate, exposure, water salinity, depth, current etc);
— freedom from pollution;
— undisturbed character.
2.3 It is also the basis of important economic enterprises, as a breeding ground for pelagic white fish,
as fishing grounds for lobster, prawn, crab and clam, as a scenic resource for the tourist industry and as an
outstanding yachting area.
2.4 Conservation of this resource is an important consideration, for aesthetic, scientific and economic
reasons, and in the interests of local communities of the present day and the future. In practice,
development (subsidised with at least £25m from HIDB alone) has proceeded rapidly ahead of biological
survey (for which no extra funds have been allocated by government, to keep pace with the need for
conservation advice).
2.5 WWF is concerned that measures adopted for development control, regulation and monitoring
have been inadequate to ensure that the widely acknowledged benefits of fishfarming can be sustained in
the long term without degradation of the environment.
2.6 In particular, we are critical of:
— the lack of overall policies guiding development in the public interest;
— the inadequacy of the development control system presently in force,—the lack of effective
regulation of management practices.
These areas are considered in turn below.

3. PoLiaES
3,1 The fishfarming industry has developed without the benefit of national policy guidelines setting out
the economic, social environmental objectives of the development control process. All of these objectives
are affected by dedsions relating for example to the type of fishfarming (salmon or shellfish), the size,
location, ownership of the farm (multi-national, local co-operative or small private company), the level of
competence of the operator, and the practices permitted on the farm.
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3.2 The Crown Estate is about to publish its first detailed forward planning document (Development
Strategy and Area Guidelines) dealing with the principles of lease allocation in response to other
-.interests. However, Crown Estate staff are at the same time expressing the view that the development
phase of the industry has ended, with almost all suitable inshore sites having been taken up by the 837
leases now in force.
3.3 Our primary objection is that over 800 leases were issued before the production of this policy
document. However, we are also concerned with the competence of the document in the following main
areas:
— It was produced by the Crown Estate—an interested party—without the benefit of national
policy guidelines set by government;
— It deals with location, and not the critical question of size in relation to the biological carrying
capacity of the sea loch;
— It judges “capacity” in terms of visual criteria alone;
— It deals only with the mainland;
— It leaves unresolved the question of objectives;
— It promotes a designation entitled “Very Sensitive Area” which is geographically imprecise, and
misleading since it is based on a variety of criteria including the number of hshfarms already
established;
— It fails to explore the social and environmental implications of for example:
— shellfish versus salmon farming;
— multi-national versus local owneiship;
— the need for sustainability;
— the poor state of knowledge of environmental impacts, including carrying capacities.
3.4 The Crown Estate has a primary statutory duty “to enhance the value of the Crown Estate and the
return obtained firom it” (Crown Estate Act 1961). Without any over-riding policy guidelines imposed by
the government, CEC’s policy has been set in pursuit of its own statutory objectives, often at the expense
of other social and environmental objectives.
3.5 The policy document should, we believe, clearly spell out the primary need for any development to
take full account of environmental impacts. In the current absence of adequate knowledge of these
impacts, a strategy should be developed for research and for precautionary safeguards until the results of
this research are known. This should include:
— precautionary limits on the scale of fishfarming in each loch according to scientific criteria, and
— the designation of sea lochs where fishfarming developments are not permitted, for research,
conservation and comparative purposes.
3.6 The policy should also spell out the policy for renewal of leases as they expire, especially
“pre-consultation” leases which were issued in locations which have since been identified as sensitive.
4. PLANNING

4.1 There is a need for the development control system to be—and to be seen to be—competent,
neutral, and accountable. At present, decisions are made unilaterally by the Crown Estate, following a
Consultation Procedure set up in October 1986. (But note that over 40 per cent of current leases were
issued without consultation before that date.)
4.2 This procedure is unsatisfactory for the following reasons:
— the procedure has not been based on any publicly available forward planning policy (see above);
— consultees have therefore had to respond ad hoc to as many as 500 separate applications within
three years;
— the responses of consultees are not available for public scrutiny;
— the Crown Estate is an interested party, for example earning £25,000 per year from a single
decision to issue a lease for a 500 ton fishfarm at a rent of £50 per ton per year;
— its decisions are made behind closed doors, usually without re-consulting objectors on proposed
compromises;
— the evidence indicates a strong bias towards development, to the detriment of conservation
interests.
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4.3 CEC staff defend their record by claiming that nearly 50 per cent of applications have been
rejected or withdrawn, largely for conservation reasons. Their own figures show that only 22 per cent
have been rejected, and we understand that only 16 out of 120 objections by NCC during the period Oct
86-Dec 88 resulted in the lease being refused for reasons which included nature conservation.
Advisory Committee
4.4 In announcing the formation of this committee on 19 Dec 1988 for the purpose of introducing an
independent element into the decision-making process, the Secretary of State for Scotland indicated that
“cases will be referred to the Advisory Committee where the decision which the Commissioners propose
to reach on a lease application encounters objections from one or more of the statutory bodies
represented on the committee which cannot otherwise be resolved.”
4.5 Since Dec 1988, objections by the Nature Conservancy Council have been overridden on six
occasions without re-consulting NCC or referring the cases to the Advisory Committee. Indeed, we
understand that at the date of writing, the committee has not yet been convened. This is in our view
symptomatic of the way in which Crown Estate staff have dealt with the advice of the government’s
advisory body on nature conservation.
4.6 WWF has appealed to the Secretary of State to review again the arrangements for development
control in the light of this unsatisfactory situation.
Environmental Assessment
4.7 EA is, in principle, a safeguard against the neglect of environmental impact in lease decisions.
However, WWF believes the arrangements as introduced under the Environmental Assessment (Salmon
Farming in Marine Waters) Regulations 1988 to be almost worthless due to the appointment of the
Crown Estate Commissioners as “Competent Authority”—a position for which they are unsuitable due
to their:
— position as an interested party;
— immunity from challenge;
— freedom from any statutory duty to have due regard to conservation.

4.8
Our concerns have been confirmed by early experience of the CEC’s
the EA Regulations. The thresholds for triggering an Assessment were set unduly high, and the
procedures laid down in the EC Directive have not been followed. Complaints addressed to the Crown
Estate and the Scottish Office by the Marine Conservation Society have not been adequately answered,
and a formal complaint to the European Commission is therefore in preparation.
5. REGULATION OF MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

5.1 Once established, the environmental impact of a fishfarm requires regulation by the setting of
standards, backed up by monitoring and enforcement, in at least three areas:
Pollution—by chemicals, and enrichment by solid and soluble waste
Predator control—the protection of fishfarms from damage by birds and mammals
Disposal of waste—dead fish and fishfarm debris.
5.2 The first two of these practices are controlled in principle by the River Purification Boards and the
Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland respectively. In practice however, the practical
influence of this regulation is minimal, due to ill-defined legislation, inadequate research, and lack of
resources to fund monitoring and enforcement. These problems are discussed fully in SWCL (1988).
They are raised here because it should be noted that the Crown Estate, through its powers as landlord to
impose conditions on leases, could establish and enforce standards of practice in all three of these areas.
We regret that it has chosen not to do so.
6. THE FUTURE

6.1 As a result of a rapid and inadequately controlled expansion, the salmon farming industry is now in
an alarmingly unstable state;
— It is suffering extreme pressure on market price due to overproduction;
— It is already committed to a further doubling of production despite the price squeeze and despite
the slower expansion of the market by only 20 per cent per year;
— For control of the otherwise devastating problem of sea lice, the industry is reliant on a chemical
which is now likely to be banned within a year;
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— Disease problems are increasing; they have cost the industry £llm in treatment and 4,000 tons of
lost production in 1988;
— Feed prices are increasing rapidly due to declining stocks of industrial fish;
— The longer term biological impacts of salmon farming are not adequately understood;
— 50 per cent of production is controlled by three large companies whose loyalties are to
shareholders and whose capital investments are readily transferable to other enterprises, placing
local employment benefits at risk;
— Salmon inevitably has a short career as a high price/high profit commodity in the face of rising
production. Substitution by another high-priced fish such as halibut is unlikely within several
years.
Trends
6.2 Although the over-riding emphasis may move away from salmon in the foreseeable future, it is
clear that other species such as cod and halibut may enter the finfish picture, with other shellfish species
also subject to technological improvements. In these circumstances it would be a mistake to regard the
development process as now complete, and WWF strongly advocates a review of the situation in the light
of lessons learned so far, with a view to improved arrangements to cope with the possible expansion and
diversification of the fishfarming industry.
6.3 Our main concern is to see a proper and responsible framework set up for the management of this
rich and valuable coastal marine resource. We wish to see a strategy developed by a competent, neutral
and accountable body, in the context of national policy guidelines, with the aim of reconciling clearly
defined economic, social and environmental objectives.
6.4 In the Discussion Paper (SWCL1988) WWF was party to a proposal for the extension of planning
controls below the low water mark. Further consideration leads us to prefer delegation of resource use
planning powers to a branch of a new agency which would have responsibilities for, and develop skills in,
resource use planning and management across a range of resource types. It should have a statutory duty
to establish and oversee resource use for the benefit of the local economy, but within the context of
environmental protection and sustainability, in co-ordination with statutory bodies and other interests.
This agency would draw these responsibilities together under a single Minister, ending the dis-organised
approach which currently prevails.
7. SUMMARY

7.1 The marine salmon and shellfish farming industries have grown rapidly in the last 10 years to
occupy a total of 837 leases (30/3/89 figures).
7.2 This development has taken place in a natural environment which is largely unexplored, but which
is known to be of outstanding biological value and interest.
7.3 The biological impacts of fishfarming, in particular the potentially more damaging aspects of
salmon farming, are not adequately known.
7.4 Development has on many occasions been permitted in neglect of advice, sometimes precautionary, from the government’s advisory body on nature conservation.
7.5 No sea lochs have been kept free of fish farm developments for the sake of precaution, scientific
research, comparison or conservation.
7.6 The responsibility placed by government on the Crown Estate to act as development control
authority imposes a conflict of interests on the Crown Estate which has a primary duty to manage its
estate for profit and is a substantial beneficiary of its own decisions to issue leases in favour of
fishfarming. This has led to unacceptable bias and loss of public confidence.
7.7 The long term security of salmon farming, and the economic benefits which it brings, are now in
jeopardy for a number of reasons including excessively rapid development.
7.8 A new, competent, neutral and accountable system is required for the planning and management
of marine and other natural resources, with the primary aim of achieving sustained local benefits within
the context of environmental protection.
November 1989
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Memorandum submitted by the Marine Conservation Society
SUMMARY

While recognising the benefits offered by marine fish farming in Scotland, the Marine Conservation
Society believes that the industry has developed with no clear policy framework, an unacceptable system
of planning under the Crown Estate Commission, and inadequate regulation of its practices and control
of its effects. The rapid growth of the industry, despite a poor understanding of its environmental
consequences, is contrary to the principle of sustainable development and threatens the long-term health
of both the environment and the industry itself.
There is a need for:
1. a clear statement of policy that meets government’s social, economic and environmental
objectives;
2. a neutral and accountable planning system with provisions for safeguarding special areas fi:om
development;
3. a precautionary restriction on further growth until environmentally sustainable levels of
production can be determined and safeguards against environmentally damaging practices are
established;
4. a review of the legislation that applies to the industry and the roles and resources of the various
regulatory bodies.
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. There is a need for a clear statement of policy that meets government’s social, economic and
environmental objectives (section 2).
2. There is a need for a neutral and accountable planning system, based on a long term strategy that
takes full account of the environment and its other users and has provisions for safeguarding special areas
from development (section 3).
3. A precautionary approach should be applied to limit the production level within a water body until
ecolo^c^ carrying capacities can be established and environmental monitoring and effective safeguards
are in place (section 4.1).
4. Strict guidelines should be set for site selection, survey and monitoring. Management features to
minimise benthic pollution, such as site fallowing, feeding regimes and feed types should be stipulated
(section 4.2).
5. The use of Nuvan/Aquagard poses an unacceptable risk to the marine environment and, in
accordance with the precautionary approach to marine pollution, this use should be withdrawn (section
4.3).
6. Given the unknown effects of antibiotics and the considerable anxieties that have been raised, their
use iathe marine environment should be far more strictly controlled with a view to phasing out treatment
via feed (section 4.3).
7. Concentrations of predatory, rare or sensitive wildlife should be avoided in the siting of fish farms.
Clear guidelines on predator control practice should be set down and enforced (section 4.4).
8. Precautionary measures should be instituted to protect wild salmon stocks. These should include the
thorough investigation of the implications of genetically manipulated stocks before they are used in cage
farms (section 4.4).
9. Proposed fish farming developments should be considered in terms of their true cost to traditional
and recreational uses of the marine environment (section 4.5).
10. There is an urgent need for a much greater commitment to independent research: to gather
baseline biological data and to investigate the environmental effects of fish farming in order to reduce
these to a minimum (section 4).
11. A precautionary restriction on further growth of the fish farming industry is needed until
envixonmentaily sustainable levels of production can be determined and safeguards against environmentally damaging practices are established (section 4),
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12. Much of the legislation covering the environmental impacts of fish farming urgently needs to be
reviewed and updated (section 5).
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Marine Conservation Society (MCS) welcomes the Agriculture Committee’s inquiry into fish
farming and the opportunity to present its views. For fuller coverage of the concerns of MCS and other
environmental bodies the Committee is referred to “Marine Fishfarming in Scotland”, a discussion paper
by Scottish Wildlife and Countryside Link (1988).
1.2 The Society’s main area of concern and expertise lies with the salmon fanning industry so our
response will focus primarily on this sector. However, some of our comments, such as those on planning,
also apply to the shellfish industry.
1.3 Much of the west coast of Scotland and its islands are well suited to fish farming, which brings
benefits to rural communities. However, the Scottish industry is an example of unregulated development,
and the mis-management of a natural resource of outstanding value.
1.4 The rapid growth of the industry has occurred:
(a) with no overall policy firamework (section 2);
(b) without an impartial and accountable system of planning (section 3);
(c) without adequate knowledge or foresight of its environmental impacts (section 4);
(d) without appropriate regulation of its practices or control of its effects (section 5).
2. POLICY

2.1 The Scottish salmon farming industry has grown at an unprecedented rate, with production
increasing firom a few hundred tonnes in 19^ to almost 18,000 tonnes in 1988. This growth appears to
have occurred in a complete policy vacuum. There has been no strategy to guide the size, structure or
distribution of the industry, other than to promote its growth. This promotion has been lx)th political,
from Ministerial to local authority level, and financial, via generous funding from the Highlands and
Islands Development Board and EEC grants.
2.2 The absence of guiding policies has resulted in an industry that is unbalanced in structure, being
increasingly dominated by large and multi-national companies. The lack of overall direction or strategic
planning has also produced an unstable industry, with its production currently growing two and a half
times faster than its market.
2.3 This lack of policy calls into question the objectives of fish farming development and their
justification in the light of the outstanding value of the natural resource and the range of other interests
that are affected by the industry. Some commonly cited objectives for development are considered below
in the context of the present structure of the industry:
Employment—domination by large and multi-national companies, with greater scale, intensification
and mechanisation of production than local concerns, inevitably supports fewer jobs per production of fish
and at greater environmental cost.
Local wealth and stability—domination by large and multi-national companies results in profits
increasingly being siphoned away from the local community. Equally, decisions regarding developments
lend to be made externally, often on the basis of international economic factors and with little or no
regard to the local circumstances or their long-term interests.
Economic growth—poor planning and prediction of production levels has resulted in the present
overproduction and slump in the market, causing financial loss and bankruptcy, particularly among small
operators, at unnecessary risk to the environment.
Environmental sustainability—the rapid growth of the industry is a short-sighted policy that takes no
account of its longer term sustainability. Unless it is very carefully planned and regulated, the range of
environmental impacts associated with fish farming (see section 4) are likely to cause environmental
degradation. In the long term this will affect not only the health of an outstanding natural resource but
also the viability of the industry itself.
There is a need for a clear statement of policy that meets government’s social, economic and
environmental objectives.
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3. PLANNING

3.1 The role of the Crown Estate Commission
UK planning laws do not extend below Low Water Mark, therefore the main regulatory role in the
development of marine fish farming falls to the Crown Estate Commission (CEC). As landlords of most
of the sea bed around the UK, CEC issues leases and collects rent for the sites on which fish cages are
moored. This is in accordance with CEC’s principal duty under the Crown Estate Act 1961 to “maintain
and enhance the value (of the Estate) and the return obtained from it”.
Considerable concern has been voiced about the suitability of CEC for this development control
function. This has come from government agencies, planning authorities, environmental and other
affected interests, and even the fish farming industry itself.
The main criticisms are:
(i) CEC is not a democratic body
The Crown Estate, which includes much of the sea bed round the UK, is Crown property and the
Commissioners are appointed by the Sovereign.
(ii) CEC is largdy unaccountable for its decisaons and operates no rights of appeal
CEC is not directly accountable in Parliament and it was considered an essential requirement of their
constitution that they should be independent of government. CEC is under no obligation to provide
justification for its decisions and there is no procedure of recourse for parties claiming a grievance or
injustice on lease allocations.
(iii) CEC has no obligathm to protect the public interest or to act on the advice of other statutory bodies
CEC’s current procedure of consultation over sea-bed lease applications was instituted in October
1986. This change was the result of widespread dissatisfaction with its previous decision-making process
which involved no formal consultation. C)ver 300 fish farming leases were put into place under the old
system.
Up to thirty bodies, including statutory and voluntary organisations, local interest groups and existing
fish farm operators, arc now consulted over proposals. However, consultees have only 28 days in which
to respond, for areas where there is frequently insufficient information available, and often receive
numerous applications in one mailing. Many have complained that their advice and comments have been
ignored by CEC. Reasons ^ven by CEC for decisions often do not even include those put forward by
consultees.
CEC’s prime duty is as landlord; other interests such as environmental considerations are only to be
considered validly if they are incidental to this prime purpose.
Qv) CEC has a financial interest in promoting development
Under the Crown Estate Act 1961 CEC has a duty to “maintain and enhance” the value of the Estate
(Section 1(3)). Leases must be for the “best consideration” which can reasonably be obtained, excluding
any element of monopoly value (Section 3(1)). Thus CEC not only has an interest in promoting
development, but particularly those developments that will make the greatest returns, namely the biggest
producers.
(v) CEC operates without an overall development plan
Development decisions are made on individual proposals with no strategic plan for the further
development of the industry or consideration of its sustainability. CEC is about to publish its
development Strategy and Area Guidelines but this document is far short of what is required. It fails to
address environmental considerations or any of the other conflicting interests and provides no adequate
overall plan for the distribution or structure of the industry.
(vi) CEC has made no provyon for the protection of sea lochs from development
CEC has refused to grant sea-bed leases for conservation purposes. It has also resisted the designation
of any sea loch areas to be kept free from development, despite the strong arguments in favour of such an
approach on conservation grounds and support from planning authorities and the industry.
CEC’s only concession to the restriction of development is its designation of Very Sensitive Areas
(VSy^) in which there is a presumption against further development. Although 30 VSAs have now been
identified, the main constraint to development in many of them is the concentration of fish farms already
present.
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(vii) CEC has not exhibited the expertise required to assess ecological constraints or environmental impact
Various documents and guidance notes produced by CEC, and contacts with CEC representatives on
fish farming reveal what appears to be a fundamental lack of understanding of ecological principles and
consideration of their implications.
In acknowledging the need to place some limit on the number of fish farms within an area, CEC has
produced only a table of indicative separation distances between farms. It has made no assessment of the
level of production appropriate for a particular type or size of water body. Equally, the threshold set by
CEC for a proposed development to qualify for a mandatory Environmental Assessment considers only
the area of the fish farm, which is an extremely crude approximation of its production level, and takes
little consideration of the sensitivity or carrying capacity of the water body or the other developments
already present.
In defence of their planning record, CEC staff commonly refer to the low percentage of the coastal
area that is directly affected (ie covered) by fish farms, taking no account of the wider effects of the
industry, such as pollution and wildlife displacement and destruction.
(viii) CEC has made little attempt to monitor or regulate the activities of the developments it has endorsed
Under the Crown Estate Act 1961, CEC’s duty to maintain and enhance the value of the Estate is
qualified by “but with due regard to the requirements of good management”. The requirements of good
management presumably include maintaining the long-term health of the estate itself and the
developments that provide revenue. However, CEC has shown no concern for the environmental
sustainability of individual developments nor for the social or economic sustainability of the industry in
general.
Although CEC has the power to impose conditions on lease-holders with regard to the requirements of
good management, these, if mentioned at all, are minimal and are not enforced. CEC carries out very
little monitoring of fish farm developments and even less of their effects on the environment.
3.2 Environmental Assessment Regulations
CEC has been designated as the Competent Authority under EC Directive 85/337 with responsibility
for the implementation of the Environmental Assessment (Salmon Farming in Marine Waters)
Regulations 1988. The EA regulations require that proposed developments that are considered by CEC
to be likely to have significant effects on the environmental must be accompanied by an Environmental
Statement (ES). The requirements of the ES are specified in Schedule 1 of the Regulations.
The implementation of the EA Regulations by CEC has been the subject of severe criticism and has
resulted in numerous representations to CEC by both statutory and voluntary bodies and an official
complaint to the Secretary of State for Scotland from the Marine Conservation Society.
The threshold level set by CEC is so extreme that only the largest of developments require an
Environmental Statement. On several occasions consultees, including the NCC and RSPB, have
requested that CEC requires an Environmental Assessment for particular proposals falling below the
threshold. These requests have been unsuccessful. Since the EA Regulations came into force in July 1988
only one proposed development (Lamlash Bay, Arran) has required a full Environmental Statement.
CEC’s guidance notes on the content of Environmental Statements are so vague that they fail to meet
the requirements of either the Regulations or the Directive. Consequently, the ES that was submitted in
the Lamlash case provided an inadequate assessment of environmental impact and failed to comply with
these requirements. This Statement was accepted by CEC.
3.3 Fish Farming Advisory Committee
As a result of the severe criticism aroused by CEC’s role in the regulation of fish farming development,
the Scottish Office conducted a review of CEC’s consultation procedure in 1988. This culminated in the
Secretary of State’s announcement of the establishment by CEC of an Advisory Committee to consider
contentious cases. Such cases would be referred to the Committee when one or more of the relevant
statutory bodies objected to CEC’s proposed decision.
The establishment of the Advisory Committee could mark a potential improvement in the existing
situation by introducing an element of independence and accountability to the decisions-making process.
However, ten months after the Advisory Committee was announced it has not yet been convened.
During this time the NCC has appealed to CEC to refer several cases to the Committee. These have been
refused.
The Advisory Committee as proposed would still only approach planning on a case-by-case basis and
fails to meet the need for a broader development strategy that takes full account of the environment and
its other users.
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* There is a need for a neutral and accountable planning system, based on a long term strategy that takes
full account dT the environment and its other users and has provisions for safeguarding special areas from
devdopment.

4. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

The intensive culture of fish has a range of effects on the environment and its wildlife and most of these
are not yet fully understood.
The significance of the environmental impact is not determined solely by the scale or management of
the operation, but also depends on the nature of the site; its hydrography, physical and biological
features, sensitivity and conservation importance. A small impact can still be significant in a particularly
sensitive area. Equally, environmental impact is not just a function of an individual development, but has
to be considered as a cumulative effect of all the developments affecting a water body or area.
The following notes outline the main areas of concern:
4.1 Water quality (nutrient balance)

Soluble nitrogenous and phosphorous waste products are excreted by the fish and leach from the food
pellets. It has been estimated that per ton of fish produced there is an input of 70kg of nitrogen and 10kg
of phosphorus. This nutrient input can result in hypemutrification which can cause eutrophication
(Gowan et al, 1988). Since the nitrogen and phosphorus are released in proportions favourable for growth
of marine phytoplankton, it may contribute to the risk of algal blooms.
The effects of added nutrients .depends on the hydrographic features of the water body, particularly
the flushing time, and the nutrient levels already present. However, the report of a recent investigation
(Gowan et al, 1988) stated that “at the present time there are no models which adequately assess
hypemutrification or eutrophication resulting fi'om fish farming in coastal waters”. It concluded that in
order to assess the holding capacity of sea lochs for fish farming, further research is needed into the
biological consequences of hypemutrification and the development of predictive models.
* A precautionary approach should be applied to limit the production level within a water body until
ecological carrying capacities can be established and environmental monitoring and effective safeguards
are in place.
4.2 Sea bed pollution

Solid waste, resulting from fish faeces and uneaten food, collects below cages, smothering the sea bed
and benthic organisms. It has been estimated that 20 per cent of fish food added to cages passes to the sea
bed uneaten. This organic enrichment can decrease oxygen levels in the water overlying the sea bed,
causing the characteristic growth of the white bacteria Beggiatoa. In severe cases there is sediment
outgassing of methane, carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulphide, which is toxic to the fish and results in
“souring” of the site which then has to be abandoned.
The impact of solid waste varies tremendously between sites, depending mainly on the water depth and
current. However, a study of 57 salmon farms in Scotland (Lumb, 1989) found that acute organic
enrichment, usually accompanied by sediment outgassing, occurred beneath most cages. Although, site
rotation to allow sites to lie fallow is becoming more common, this is limited by site availability. Lumb
concluded that “further work is required on the assimilative capacities of naturally occurring and
organically enriched benthic communities to assess the implications of this for both fish farm
management and nature conservation”.
* Strict guidelines should be set for site selection, survey and monitoring. Management features to
minimise benthic pollution, such as site fallowing, feeding regimes and feed fypes should be stipulated.
4.3 Chemical pollution

As with other substances added to, or produced by the fish, the effects of chemical treatments cannot
be confined to the stock, but pass into the wider environment. Although a great range of chemicals is
used by the Industry for disease and parasite treatment, disinfection and antifouling, two common
treatments of particular concern are considered here.
(I) Nuvan/Aquagard (see Ross & Horsman, 1988)
Nuvan, recently licensed under the name Aquagard, is an organophosphorus pesticide (active
ingredient dichlorvos) used to kill sea lice on farmed salmon. After treatment the solution is released into
the wider environment and, depending on the severity of the infestation, this may have to be repeated
many times during the year.
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Dichlorvos is specifically toxic to arthropods, including commercial species such as crabs and lobsters,
and is particularly harmfol to larval stages. Recent research by the Department of Agriculture and
Fisheries for Scotland (DAFS) has found that the lethal concentration (LC50) at 96 hours for herring fry
is 60 ppb and for lobster larvae is 6 ppb. Although dichlorvos is not persistant in the environment and
does not bioaccumulate, little is known about its sublethal effects to marine organisms or its dispersal,
breakdown or fate in the marine environment.
Dichlorvos is on the government’s “Red List” of the most dangerous substances that can enter the
aquatic system. Indeed it is the most acutely toxic substance on the Red List. Despite this, Nuvan was
granted a Product Licence in June 1989, limited to one year.
* The use of Nuvan/Aquagard poses an unacceptable risk to the marine environment and, in accordance
with the precautionary approach to marine pollution, this use should be withdrawn.

(ii) Antibiotics
Antibiotics are widely used for the treatment and prevention of bacterial diseases such as Furunculosis,
Vibrio and Bacterial Kidney disease. These are generally incorporated into the feed and available under
veterinary prescription.
There is considerable concern about the growing use of antibiotics in the marine environment. One
concern relates to the health risk to consumers of the accumulation of antibiotics in fish and shellfish.
Although there are mandatory holding times for cultured fish treated with antibiotics, there are no such
precautions for wild fish and shellfish that scavange on feed around farm cages. Evidence from Norway
suggests that antibiotics can persist in marine sediments beneath fish cages for up to 6 months after
treatment.
There is also concern that continued use of antibiotics and the persistance of drug residues in the
sediments could encourage the proliferation of antibiotic resistant bacteria. This factor is already
complicating disease treatment for fish farmers, but the implications of antibiotic resistant bacteria on
human health and the wide marine environment remain unknown.
There is evidence that the presence of antibiotics in sediments may influence the decomposition of
organic waste. A recent Norwegian study of the effects of oxytetracycline (OTC) in sediments (Jacobson
& Berglind, 1988) stated that “the effects of OTC on marine ecosystems are unclear. The presence of this
highly potent drug in the environment suggests effects on micro- and macro-fauna”. It recommended that
further research should address the finding of new and more suitable drugs for use in aquaculture.
Given the unknown effects of antibiotics and the considerable anxieties that have been raised, their use in
the marine environment should be far more strictly controlled with a view to phasing out treafament via
feed.

4.4 Impact on wildlife
(i) Predatory wildlife (see Ross, 1988)
Predatory wildlife such as common and grey, seals, herons, cormorants and shags and occasionally
otters and mink are attracted to fish farms as a source of food. Predation, particularly by seals, can cause
extensive damage and can be extremely difficult to prevent.
Although predation by birds should be preventable by careful use of predator nets this can lead to birds
being entangled and drowned. It is generally accepted that at present there is no sure protection against
predation by seals, although predator nets should still be used to reduce the problem. Thus siting in
relation to seal colonies and haul-out sites is of great importance. Experience of the Scottish industry
shows that virtually every fish farm that experiences seal predation resorts to the shooting of seals and
many also shoot birds.
(ii) Other wildlife
Fish farm installations can disrupt natural complements of wildlife in a number of ways. They tend to
attract scavangers such as Herring gulls that feed on waste food and dead fish and are highly tolerant of
human activity. Diving birds such as guillemots, razorbills and divers tend to be attracted by the increase
in wild fish in the vicinity of farm cages and are then at risk of entanglement in predator nets. Species such
as terns that are particularly sensitive to human disturbance are likely to be displaced from fish farming
areas.
Concentrations of predatory, rare or sensitive wildlife should be avoided in the siting of fish farms. Clear
guidelines on predator control practice should be set down and enforced.
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(iii) Wild salmon stocks
Farmed salmon pose a number of threats to wild salmon stocks. The high incidence of disease and
parasites amongst cultivated stocks is combatted with vaccines, antibiotics and chemicals, but may
increase the incidence of infection in wild salmon that have no such protection. The movement of stocks
between sites and even countries also increases the risk of disease transfer between farmed and wild fish.
There is considerable concern about the potential effect of farmed salmon on the genetic integrity of
wild stocks (see Maitland, 1989). The release of farmed fish occurs through storm damage, accidents,
predation and mishandling and the deliberate release of excess fish for stocldng. It can involve very large
numbers of fish. A storm in February 1989 destroyed 20 fish cages at one farm, resulting in the loss or
escape of 185,000 salmon. Such releases may cause genetic degradation of wild stocks by introducing
artificially selected features such as later sexud development and placid behaviour. Genetic manipulation
of farmed stocks, as already practised in Ireland to improve growth, will further increase the threat to
wild stocks.
* Precautionary measures should be instituted to protect wild salmon stocks. These should include the
thoroi^ investigation of the implications of genetically manipulated stocks before they are used in cage
farms.
4.5 Other sea loch and coastal users

Many sea loch and coastal areas are an important resource in terms of the wide range of human
activities they support; from commercial and recreational fishing, to sailing, diving and tourism. Fish
farming developments are likely to affect these interests by restricting navigation and access, and
impairing the scenic and wilderness value.
* Proposed fish farming developments should be considered in terms of their true cost to traditional and
recreational uses the marine environment.
* There is an urgent need for a much greater commitment to independent research: to gather baseline
biological data and to investigate the environmental effects of fish farming in order to reduce these to a
minimum.
*A precautkmary restriction on further growth of the fish farming industry is needed until
environmentally sustainable levels of production can be determined and safeguard against environ*
mentally dama^g practices are established.
5. REGULATION AND CONTROL

Much of the legislation covering the various aspects of the fish farming industry and its impact on the
environment was put in place before the industry had become established as a major concern. Several of
these laws are now inappropriate or their application unclear in this context and they need to be
substantially reviewed.
The statutory bodies, such as the NCC and the River Purification Boards, that have the responsibility
to enforce these laws, have demonstrated uncertainty and inconsistency in interpreting and applying the
various statutes. In many ca^ they have inadequate resources to cope with the added work load created
by the monitoring and regulation of the industry.
A few examples of problematic legislation are outlined below.
Conservation of Seals Act 1970
Section 9 specifies that a person shall not be guilty of an offence by the “killing or attempted killing of
any seal to prevent it from causing damage to a fishing net or fishing tackle”. Although fish farms
regularly carry out “defensive” shooting of seals it is not clear whether this general exemption legally
applies to fish farms.
Section 10 provides the Secretary of State with the power to grant licences for the killing of seals “for
the prevention of damage to fisheries”. Licences to kill seals are granted to fish farms but it is not clear
whether fish farms legally constitute fisheries.
Control of Pcllution Act 1974 (COPA)
River Purification Boards (RPBs) have the power under COPA to control the discharge of toxic wastes
and trade effluents into rivers or coastal waters. However, there has been considerable uncertainty as to
whether the discharge consent procedures of section 34 apply to cage fish farms. The RPBs only began to
exercise these controls in 1987 and in 1988 there was still disparity between the policies of the various
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Boards. Although the RPBs have now agreed a policy to issue discharge consents it is unlikely that they
will have adequate resources to carry out effective monitoring.
Food and Environment Protection Act 1985 (FEPA)
FEPA provides for the strict control of the storage, supply and use of pesticides under the Control of
Pesticides Regulations 1986. FEPA specifies a view to “protect the health of human beings, creatures and
plants”, to “safeguard the environment” and “to make information about pesticides available to the
public”.
Pesticides such as Nuvan 500 EC (now renamed Aquagard) that are added to water for the treatment
of fish are exempt from FEPA and are legally classified as veterinary medicines. As such they are
controlled by the Medicines Act 1968 which specifies none of the aims of FEPA on human and
environmental protection or access to information.
Medicines Act 1968
The Medicines Act 1968 requires that all veterinary medicines have a product licence and the licensing
procedure includes a screening process for quality, safety and efficacy. However, Section 9 of the Act
allows vets to prescribe any product, whether licensed or not, if it is specially prepared for animals under
her/his care. Thus products can come into widespread use without having any official investigation or
clearance.
Nuvan 500 EC was used in salmon farms for about thirteen years before it came under the scrutiny of
the Veterinary Products Committee.
* Much of the legislation covering the environmental impacts associated with fish farming urgently needs
to be reviewed and updated.
October 1989
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Memorandum submitted by the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds
SUMMARY

This-submission concentrates on a) environmental protection, and b) planning and development
control issues, with particular reference to marine fish farming
1. The fish farming industry is urged to produce Codes of Practice on predator control which clearly
state the unacceptability of unlicenced shooting, to enforce these guidelines, and to research
anti-predator techniques. The RSPB recommends the removal of a defence—Clause 4(3)(c) of the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (in Northern Ireland, Article 5(6)(b) of The Wildlife (NI) Order
1985)—to be replaced by controlled licencing of shooting under Section 16 of that Act (Article 18 of the
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Order). The Crown Estate Commissioners could help to prevent predator problems by careful lease
allocation, consistent handling of advice and enforcing lease conditions. (Section 2).
2. Fish farming developments should be excluded from areas where they could damage sites of marine
biological interest and al^ from slowly flushed areas. Further research is urgently required to establish
“carrying capacities” for sea lochs/estuaries. (Section 3). The “conservation of flora and fauna” should be
defined as a specific use in setting Environmental Quality Objectives. Pollution control authorities should
be provided with the necessary resources to carry out thorough monitoring of fish farm discharges and
their impacts. (Section 4).
3. The components and origins of fish feed should be monitored and the impacts of the demands for
fishmeal on marine ecosystems in the UK and overseas should be assessed. (Section 5).
4. The Government is urged to state how it intends to meet its obligations under the EC Birds
Directive in relation to UK inshore waters and to review the failure of Section 36 (Marine Nature
Reserves) of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (in Northern Ireland, Article 20 of the Nature
Conservation and Amenity Lands (NI) Order 1985) as a matter of priority. The Nature Conservancy
Council (Department of the Environment in Northern Ireland) should be given sufficient fimding to
identify ffie areas of UK inshore waters of most importance to birds and, in Scotland, NCC should
re-evaluate Marine Consultation Area coverage. (Section 6).
5. The RSPB recommends that National Planning Guidelines for fish farming should be drawn up by
Government and that development control be extended to all fish farming developments. The RSPB
recommends that the CEC is replaced as “competent authority” for Environmental Assessment by the
NCC and, (in England and Wales), the National Rivers Authority, and, (in Scotland), River Purification
boards and Island Councils, and that the criteria for EA should be revised. (Section 7).
1. iNTRODUCnON
1.1 The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds is Europe’s largest voluntary wildlife conservation
organisation, vrith a membership of some 650,000. In encouraging the conservation and protection of
wild birds and their habitats, the RSPB takes an interest in a range of environmental and land use issues
including fish farming. The RSPB has specialist staff who deal with the planning aspects of fish farming
and the persecution of bird species whose feeding can come into conflict with aquaculture. The RSPB is a
substantial landowner, mana^ng reser\’es in the UK totalling some 71,000 ha in extent. Many of these
are coastal reserves and in consequence the RSPB is consulted by the Crown Estate Commissioners
(CEC) with regard to some sea bed lease applications as a neighbouring landholder. In other cases the
CEC may seek our views as an interested party.
1.2 The RSPB contributed to the production of the report “Marine Fish Farming in Scotland” as a
member of Scottish Wildlife and Countryside Link (SWCL) in March 1988. Copies of this important
report have been supplied to the Committee.
1.3 Between 1979 and 1981 the RSPB carried out research into predation by grey herons at freshwater
fish farms and produced an advisory leaflet for fish farmers which is appended to this submission.
1.4 The RSPB welcomes this opportunity to submit a memorandum on fish farming in the United
Kingdom. In our submission we have concentrated on environmental protection and planning/
development control issues with particular reference to the marine environment. We are concerned that
the regulation and impact of the industry have received insufficient attention during its rapid
development.
2. PREDATORS AND PREDATOR CONTROL

2.1 The intensive farming of fish and shellfish inevitably brings with it the risk of predation from
natural predators of the farmed stock. This fact should be recognised and planned-for throughout the
development of any fish farming operation. Careful consideration should be given to farm location,
design and management. Unfortunately, where this has not been the case, some fish farmers have
resorted to the illegal persecution of protected species of bird. The RSPB is keen to encourage the use of
preventative forms of predator management so as to avoid unnecessary conflict between bird
conservation and the fish farming industry.
2.2 It is an offence to kill, injure or take any wild bird under section 1 of the Wildlife and Countryside
Act (1981), with exceptions for certain species considered to be pests (Schedule 2, Part II). In Scotland
the Secretary of State (in England and Wales the Minister of Agriculture Fisheries and Food) can licence
the killing of wild birds to prevent serious damage to fisheries (Section 16). However Section 4(3)(c) of
the aa provides a defence to those who take action without a licence as follows: “an authorised person
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shall not be guilty of an offence ... of killing or injuring any wild bird ... if he shows that his action was
necessary for the purpose of preventing serious damage to ... fisheries’. ‘T/ie meaning of Serious
damage" has never been defined.
2.2 The legislative position in Northern Ireland is similar. Article 4 of The Wildlife Order (Northern
Ireland) Order 1985 makes it an offence to kill, injure or take any wild bird, excepting “pest species”
listed in Schedule 2, Part II. The Secretary of State can licence the Idlling of wild birds to prevent serious
damage to fisheries under Article 18(2)(g). Article 5(6)(a) provides a defence for those who take action
without a licence, similar to that of Action 4(3)(c) of the British Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. In
addition, in Northern Ireland, under Article 5(6)(b) the authorised person taking such action must notify
the Department of the Environment. (NI)
2.3 RSPB is strongly of the opinion that predator destruction should only used as a last resort. Used
alone it can offer no more than a temporary respite from a problem. Preventing predation is more
effective than a measure which merely creates a gap for the next predator (Draulens 1987).
2.4 It is useful to consider predator control at marine fin-fish farms, shellfish and freshwater farms
separately.
Marine Fin Fish
2.5 Herons, cormorants and shags (all protected species) are the main avian predators at Scottish
marine fish farms (Ross 1988). In a survey undertaken for the Marine Conservation Society, 63 per cent
of interviewed farms claimed heron damage, and 17 per cent admitted shooting herons despite damage
being a “completely soluble problem”. A similar percentage of farms shot shags and cormorants, but
greater numbers of these species drowned in anti-predator nets. The RSPB recommends that
anti-predator nets are made and deployed in a manner which minimises the risk of entanglement.
2.6 The Scottish Salmon Growers Association (SSGA) have begun preparation of a Code of Practice
on Predator Control. Despite active assistance fi’om several conservation organisations, including the
RSPB, progress has been disappointing. The RSPB would urge the SSGA to produce a Code of Practice
which as a matter of priority unequivocally states the unacceptability of the unlicensed shooting of
predators. The Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland (DAFS) should use its influence to
assist this process.
2.7 In our experience, codes are only effective if they contain a sanction against those who break them.
Withdrawal of SSGA membership seems to be the only acceptable minimum sanction.
2.8 Current DAFS policy is not to grant licences to marine fish farmers for the shooting of bird
predators. The RSPB supports a cautious approach but DAFS present policy encourages reliance on
Section 4(3)(c) of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. This is not an acceptable policy (see our
comments under para 2.18). The RSPB considers that licences could be granted after deterrents have
been tried and shown to fail, or where serious damage has been proven. Inspection visits to advise
whether licences are justified, and if the deterrent measures employed are adequate, should become
standard. Such a system would assist the dissemination of information on effective predator control
throughout the industry and would introduce a welcome element of independent monitoring.
2.9 As landlord, the Crown Estate Commissioners (CEC) also has an important role in preventing
conflict with predatory birds. The RSPB recommends three areas for action:
(a) Leases for fish farms should not be granted adjacent to concentrations of known fish predators eg
heronries or cormorant colonies. The advice of the Nature Conservancy Council (NCC) (in
Northern Ireland, The Department of the Environment (NI)) should be heeded in this respect.
(b) Advice given by NCCIDoE(NI) and other wildlife organisations on the design of deterrent
equipment, and potential predator problems, should be passed on to applicants for action.
(c) The Crown Estate Commissioners should utilise its ability to revoke fish farming leases in cases
where a fish farmer is convicted of the illegal destruction of wildlife.
2.10 The ability to completely eliminate predation through the top of fish cages is widely accepted
(Ross 1988, NCC 1989). We acknowledge that prevention of predation by seals and diving birds is a more
difficult task. The use of anti-predator nets can, however, significantly reduce the damage caused by
these species (NCC 1989). The RSPB urges the salmon farming industry to research the performance of
anti-predator nets and to introduce improved means of prevention, with minimum entanglement or other
destruction of wildlife.
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Shellfish Farms
2.11 Predation by sea duck, especially eiders at mussel farms is the only significant conflict between
birds and shellfish farms currently occurring in the UK. DAFS and the HIDE funded research into this
between 1983 and 1986 (Milne and Galbraith 1986). This study highlighted the advantages of raft based
cultivation over the use of “long-lines”. The research concluded “long line farmers who persist with a
dispersed form of cultivation must expect consistently high levels of damage, or be prepared to invest in
relatively costly protective techniques”. Despite this clear finding, most mussel farm applications have
been for long-hne developments. The RSPB is concerned that the spread of long-line mussel farms in
Scotland could generate foture conflict between birds and fish farmers.
2.12 The NCC and the Association of Scottish Shellfish Growers are now producing an advisory leaflet
based on the work of Milne and Galbraith to disseminate the research findings. The RSPB welcomes this.
2.13 We have been concerned to find that in only two out of five recent cases in Strathclyde has advice
on the need for anti-predator measures been passed on to the applicant by the CEC. This negates the
benefit of consultation. Accordingly the RSPB recommends that the CEC should consistently pass on the
advice they receive during consultations to the applicant.
Freshwater Farms
2.14 In 1979-80 the RSPB carried out research into grey heron predation and control at fish farms in
England and Wales (Meyer 1981). This indicated that 4,600 +/— 1,000 herons were being shot annually.
The heron breeding population in England and Wales was 5,400 pairs in 1979. Persecution at this level
may adversely affect heron numbers, especially after severe winters when natural mortality is high.
2.15 Following this work the RSPB produced advisory leaflets for on how to protect fish farms from
heron damage. (RSPB undated a and b). These have been widely distributed to fish farmers throughout
the UK,
2.16 The grey heron is protected under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 and Wildlife Order
(Northern Ireland) 1985 (see para 2.2). However, it is clear that they continue to be illegally killed at fish
farms. Since 1980, the RSPB has received 70 reports of herons being shot at fish farms and four reports of
the illegal use of traps. Some of these incidents have resulted in fish farmers being prosecuted.
Undoubtedly many more cases go unreported.
2.17 Since 1981, British Agriculture Departments have issued licences to shoot herons, where
deterrents have been tried and shown to fail. The RSPB supports this policy.
2.18 The RSPB considers that unacceptable high levels of heron persecution result from the
uncertainty caused by Section 4(3)(c) of the Wildlife and Countryside 1981 (Article 5(6)(a) of The
Wildlife (NI) Order 1985 in Northern Ireland), and a general unwillingness by fish farmers to adopt
deterrents. If it is necessary to shoot piscivorous birds, this should be carried out under licence, after the
need has been demonstrated. The RSPB recommends that the defence offered by Section 4(3)(c) of the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 and Article 5(6) (a) of The Wildlife (NI) Order 1985 should be
withdrawn. This would have the advantage of allowing the number of birds killed under licence to be
monitored.
3. POLLUTION

3.1 There are three basic types of pollution from fish farms: solid waste; soluble wastes; and chemicals
firom fish feed, disease treatments or equipment maintenance. These aspects are dealt with in some detail
in SWCL (1980) and NCC (1989).
3.2 Solid waste pollution from fish cages is often acute but localised, causing considerable changes to
sea bed flora and fauna (known as the benthos). Once a cage has been moved, the benthos re-establishes
in time (usually eight months or more), but the exact community that was previously present may not
return (NCC 1989). Fish farming developments should therefore not be permitted where they could damage
areas of particular marine biological interest as identified by the NCC.
3.3 Damage to the benthos of any particular body of water should be minimised. Further research is
required to establish management practices which will reduce the impact of solid waste deposition from fish
farms. Among the matters to be examined should be the location of cages in relation to water depth and
current, and improved feeding efficiency by stock.
3.4 Our main concern regarding soluble pollution is that the increase in nitrogen could lead to
increased primary production and encourage algal blooms. The effect of such blooms on the fish farming
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industry itself can be significant. In July 1988 stock at three fish farms in Upper Loch Torridon worth in
excess of £lm were killed by an algal bloom.
3.5 It has been suggested that the nutrient enrichment of sea lochs from fish farms is unlikely to cause
major environmental problems (Gowan and Bradbury 1987). However, the possibility of localised
enhancement of primary production around a farm has not been ruled out. Blooms are most likely to
develop in lochs which are slowly flushed by the sea, or which already carry high levels of dissolved
nitrogen (Gowan 1987). It should be possible to identify such vulnerable lochs so that they are avoided by
fish farmers. We recommend accordingly.
4. CONTROL OF POLLUTION

4.1 The control of pollution and the quality of all inland and tidal waters in Scotland is the
responsibility of the River Purification Boards and Island Councils. In England and Wales the National
Rivers Authority is the responsible agency. In Northern Ireland a Division of the DoE(NI) has similar
powers and duties. In Britain, there has been past uncertainty as to whether discharges from fish farm
cages constituted “trade effluent”, and thus whether they required a consent to discharge to the
environment. The Water Act 1989 has confirmed that fish farm discharges are a trade effluent, and that
consent to discharge has to be obtained from the relevant authority.
4.2 Pollution control authorities are required to determine Environmental Quality Objectives (EQO’s)
for all waters under their control. In determining a consent, the relevant authorities have to ensure that
the quality of the receiving water does not fall below that defined by the EQO. Unfortunately, EQO’s are
defined so as to protect drinking water supplies, fisheries; agricultural and recreational uses. The
“conservation of flora and fauna” is not included as an objective in defining EQO’s. Thus, in determining
individual consents, pollution control authorities do not have to take into account the effects of a
discharge on the flora and fauna of the receiving water. Damage to pollution-sensitive species may result.
The RSPB recommends that “conservation of flora and fauna*’ is defined as a specific use in setting EQO’s.
4.3 There is an urgent need for increased knowledge of the polluting effects of marine fish
farms. Furthermore it is essential that fish farm discharges should not be considered in isolation from
other inputs. The cumulative effect of inputs from human settlements, agriculture, forestry and aquaculture
to the whole estuary/sea loch should be considered when setting discharge consents.
4.4 In order that consent conditions are observed, it is essential that there is adequate monitoring of
discharges. In particular, the rapid expansion of marine fish farms in Scotland has placed an extra burden
on River Purification Boards and Island Councils. In consequence, monitoring of discharges has been too
limited to provide for adequate regulation of the industry. Pollution control authorities must obtain the
resources to undertake thorough monitoring programmes of marine fish farm discharges and their impacts.
4.5 The standards applied to control pollution from marine fish farms shov.' considerable variation
from area to area. Pollution control authorities should co-ordinate more effectively and apply the same
standards and approach to consent conditions throughout the country.
5. IMPACTS ON SEA FISH STOCKS

5.1
In 1987, the UK aquaculture industry used approximately 21,000 tons of fish meal deriv
100,000 tons of raw fish. This represents 7 per cent of the total fish meal used in the UK (Bishop 1987).
We calculate that, by 1989, this had risen to some 32,000 tons, processed from approximately 160,000
tons of raw fish.
5.2

Fish meal can be classified into three types:
(a) Herring—from herring, sandeel, Norway pout, sprat or capelin.
(b) South American—horse mackerel, anchovy.
(c) Offal—by-products of white fish processing.

Fish meal has an international market and the sources for fish feed will vary from year to year
depending on availability.
5.3

The main concerns relating to the use of fishmeal are:

(a) That the increasing demand for fishmeal will put further pressure on stocks which may already
be in decline, or recovering from low levels eg sandeel, sprat, and anchovy. These fish species
are an important food source for seabirds.
(b) The production of fishmeal involves large amounts of energy in catching, processing and
transport. Fish farming* is thus an energy intensive form of food production converting large
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quantities of low value fish into relatively small quantities of high value product. In 1989, salmon
prices from fish farms averaged their lowest level for three years. Feed prices doubled over the
same period. Rising costs may therefore force some fish farming enterprises out of business.

5,4
The RSPB recommends that the origins of fish feed should be m
fishmeal industry on marine ecosystems in UK waters and overseas assessed.

6.

PROTECTION OF IMPORTANT WILDUFE AREAS

6.1 The varied coastline of the United Kingdom is an outstanding natural resource. Geographical
location combined with varied exposure, hydrography and salinity provide conditions suitable for a wide
diversity of marine life. This includes seabird and waterfowl populations which are of international
importance. Millions of seabirds visit our shores each summer to breed, with huge numbers of waders and
wildfowl using our estuaries during migration or for overwintering. The Government has an international
obligation to give adequate protection to this important wildlife heritage. .
6.2 Safeguarding important wildlife areas is the cornerstone of nature conservation policy in the UK.
Biological sites on land have been selected partly for their representation of habitats and communities
and partly for their species complement (Ratclifre 1977, NCC 1984). The finest sites are protected as
National Nature Reserves (NNR) and or Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). However, NNRs and
SSSIs do not extend to areas below the low water mark. This is due to the limit on jurisdiction of the
development control system, and limits in the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981.
6.3 The establishment of a comprehensive network of protected areas is a priority requirement (li) of
the Worid Conservation Strata (lUCN, 1980). The European Community Directive on the
Conservation of Wild Birds (79/409/EEC) obliges the Government to designate Special Protection Areas
(SPA) for certain breeding species (Article 4.1) and for migratory species (Article 4.2) taking into
account “their protection requirements in the geographical sea and land area where this Directive
applies”. The “RAMSAR” Convention on the Conservation of Wetlands of International Importance
especially as Waterfowl Habitat, which the UK Government ratified in 1976, requires Contracting Parties
to designate wetlands of international importance for inclusion in a “List of Wetlands of International
Importance”. The definition of wetland includes areas of marine water, to a depth of six metres. The
Government has not designated Ramsar sites or SPAs in marine areas because it requires that
notification as an SSSI should precede such designation (SDD Circular 1/88, DoE/Welsh Office Circular
27/87). As noted above, this cannot be done below the low water mark.
6.4 The Prime Minister has recently indicated (House of Commons Official Report, 16 May 1989,
Column 119) that NCC is identifying the most important seabird feeding and gathering grounds in UK
waters and, on receipt of the results of this work, the DoE will consider the most appropriate measures to
safeguard these areas. The RSPB recommends that urgent Government action is required to meet its
obligations under the EC Birds Directive in relation to UK inshore waters.
6.5 Section 36 of the Wildlife and Countryside 1981 (in Northern Ireland, Article 20 of The Nature
Conservation and Amenity Lands (NI) Order 1985) provides for the creation of Marine Nature Reserves
(MNRs). These provisions have been of limited success. Only one MNR has been established in the
United Kingdom. The legislation has been ineffective because of the difficulty in establishing the necessary
byelaws and the fact that the agreement of all parties is a pre-requisite to designation. The RSPB
recommends that Government carries out an urgent review into reasons for the failure of Section 36 of the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 and Article 10 of The Nature Conservation and Amenity Lands (NI)
Order 1985, and introduces a workable system for the creation of marine Nature Reserves as soon as
possible.
6.6 In 1986, NCC identified 14 Marine Consultation Areas (MCA) in Scotland “as deserving of
particular distinction in respect of the quality and sensitivity of their marine environment” (NCC 1986).
These stemmed from NCC’s ongoing work on compilation of a “Marine Nature Conservation Review”.
Ornithological and mammalian interest do not appear to have been included in the selection criteria. The
areas have no statutory locus but NCC have informed relevant bodies of their interest. A further 15
MCAs were announced in 1988. The RSPB recommends that the NCC re-evaluates MCA coverage in
relation to birds and mammals.
1.

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL

7.1 The RSPB considers that there are three basic requirements for appropriate development control
of fish farming:
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(a) National and Regional Policies to provide a strategic framework to guide development.
(b) A neutral, effective and accountable planning system.
(c) Adequate regulation at the operational stage.
Present arrangements for fish farming fall seriously short of these requirements.

A Strategic-Framework
12 There is no national policy for marine fish farming development. The Crown Estate Commissioners have produced “Guidelines on Siting and Design of Marine Fish Farms in Scotland” (CEC1987).
The Crown Estate is expected to publish “Marine Fish Farming in Scotland: Development Strategy and
Area Guidelines” shortly, the second draft of which was produced for consultation in April 1989 (CEC
1989). To date, 642 fish farm leases have already been approved.
7.3 There are several major shortcomings with the CEC’s draft Development Strategy. It was
produced by an agency which has a strong financial interest in issuing sea bed leases. Under the Crown
Estate Act 1961 the Crown Estate Commissioners are required to manage the Estate “to maintain and
enhance its value and the return obtained from it”. The CEC document, does not cover Orkney,
Shetland or the Western Isles, despite considerable fish farming activity in these areas, or Eastern
Scotland which is an area of potential development. The strategy deals with location rather than scale,
and the identification of “Very Sensitive Areas” appears to be based more on the presence of existing fish
farms than environmental sensitivity. The status of the document is unclear. Is it a development strategy?
If so, it should have government approval. Or is it the landlord’s rules on fish farm location?
7.4 We agree with NCC’s view that in the absence of an overall planning strategy, “we shall continue
to be confronted with a presumption in favour of development, leading to a continual erosion of the
nature conservation resource by cumulative developments unless the CEC take greater account of nature
conservation interests” (NCC 1989).
7.5 In Scotland, Highland Regional Council (HRC) has produced a strategy for fish farming, despite
lacking formal powers to influence developments (HRC 1988). The strategy states (Section 3.11) that
“there are now only isolated stretches of coast with no expressed fish farm interest. Such wild areas have
conservation value for scientific study, recreation and tourism and are an important part of the character
of the region”. From this arises the policy to:
“Consult with NCC, CCS and with other agencies to consider the merit of special protection areas for
the purposes of nature or environmental conservation”.
The RSPB welcomes this policy, but we are not aware of any progress made to implement it, despite
the scale of recent fish farm development within HRC’s region.
7.6 We also welcome HRC’s initiative in drawing up Framework Plans for particular coastal areas.
However, until Local Authorities have development control powers below the low water mark,
adherence to these Framework Plans will not be satisfactory.
7.7 The RSPB recommends that National Planning Guidelines for fish farming locations are drawn up
by Government. Local planning authorities should then develop planning strategies for their areas taking
into account all relevant interests including conservation.
A Neutral, Effective and Accountable Planning System
7.8 In October 1986, a new consultation procedure was introduced in Scotland by the Crown Estate
Commissioners. Prior to the adoption of these procedures, 335 fish farm leases had been issued. In the
period to March 31 1989, 307 leases were granted, following consultations.
7.9 The Crown Estate Commissioners claim that “a reasonable balance is being achieved in Scotland
between fish farming and other interests” (McGovern 1989). This statement does not bear scrutiny. It
would appear from CEC (1989) that the main influence on recent lease allocation has been the presence
of existing fish farm leases. An analysis of responses to the NCC’s comments (see Appendix 1) suggests
that nature conservation has not been particularly influential in lease decisions, with the consequence
that there are now fish farm leases allocated for almost every significant sea loch on the west coast of
Scotland. The “balance” struck between development and conservation seems to be decidedly one-sided.
7.10 In December 1988, following a review of the consultation procedures operated by the CEC, the
Secretary of State for Scotland announced the formation of an Advisory Committee to consider
contentious cases. Although theoretically this introduces a welcome independent element into the
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decision-making process, the RSPB remains concerned that the Committee will consider only a very
narrow range of cases. The RSPB considers this to be a stopgap measure, which does nothing to lessen
the need for proper guidance and independent decision making.
7.11 In July 1988, the Government introduced the Environmental Assessment (Salmon Farming in
Marine Waters) Regulations 1988, following the European Directive on Environmental Assessment
(85/337/EEC). To date, parallel Regulations have not been made for Northern Ireland. The regulations
confirm CEC as the authority which determines whether an environmental assessment is required and,
following the submission of an EA, whether a project is likely to have significant effects on the
euNironment. The RSPB does not consider that the CEC has the necessary expertise to carry out this
important function.
7.12 The CEC have drawn up criteria (CEC 1988) describing the circumstances in which a salmon
fanning development would require an Environmental Assessment. Presumably these criteria were
agreed with Government. Farms with a surface area in excess of 12,000 square metres or, in some west
coast and Western Isles sea lochs, over 6,000 square metres would require an EA. It is not apparent why
surface area rather than sensitivity of location, or tonaage of production, is being used as a threshold. The
criteria adopted mean that only the largest developments will require EA. The CEC guidance stresses
that these are indicative criteria and not rigid rules, but implementation to date (see para 7.13) suggests
that the criteria are being used that to minimise the number of cases requiring EA. The RSPB
recommends that the CEC is replaced as “competent authority” by the NCC and, (in England and Wales),
the National Rivers Authority, and, (in Scotland), River Purification Boards and Island Councils. The
criteria for Environmental Assessment should be revised to embrace all developments in sensitive areas and
all but the smallest in others. Environmental Assessment should be extended to cover other fin fish and
shellfish production.
7.13 Since the introduction of the EA regulation CEC have requested one Environmental Statement,
for Lamlash Bay, Arran. The statement produced was strongly criticised by several statutory and
voluntary organisations. The CEC nevertheless granted a lease for a reduced site area which brought the
development below the threshold for EA. They did not require the applicant to resubmit an EA for this
amended area or to contact consultees to ascertain whether this reduction in area would be acceptable. It
would appear from this case that CEC are not prepared to request an adequate EA, and may even assist
developers to avoid the process.
7.14 The role of CEC as both owner and regulatory body is anomalous. We note that the DoE
announced on 11 October 1989 that the Government “are waiting to see the report of the Select
Committee on agriculture before deciding whether there is a need to change the extent of planning
control over fish farming”. This issue is central to the proper regulation of the industry.
October 1989
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Appendix 1
NATURE CONSERVANCY COUNCIL RESPONSES TO CROWN ESTATE COMMISSIONERS
CONSULTATIONS
Applications Received by NCC (October 86—December 88)
Objections Raised by NCC
Applications Rejected by CEC
Nature Conservation cited as one of reasons for rejection
Data from “In the Country” BBC Radio Scotland June 1989

430
120
36
16

Examination of Witnesses
Conservation Officer for Scotland, World Wide Fund for Nature, ALISON ROSS,
Conservation Officer (Fish Farming), Marine Conservation Society and MR ROBIN WYNDE,
Assistant Conservation Planning Officer, Royal Society for the Protection of Birds.

MR SIMON PEPPER,

Chairman
252. Ms Ross, you are the Conservation Officer
for the Marine Conservation Society. Is that
correct?
(Ms Ross) That is correct.
253. Mr Pepper, you are the Conservation
Officer for Scotland for the World Wide Fund for
Nature and Mr Wynde is from the Royal Society
for the Protection of Birds. Welcome. I expect you
were listening to the proceedings at the beginning
of the day and we will start by asking you much the
same question about planning policy. We are keen
to have your views on this. It is clearly a major
matter and the Committee will wish to make its
views known on this in due course. Would you like
to tell us whether you believe that the Crown
Estate Commissioners’ procedures are adequate
for your purposes and interests? Do you have in
mind any changes and how would you like to see it

handled if it is to be differently done?
(Mr Pepper) Could I start with the first point in
your question, concerning the consultation procedures. Our main concern, you will gather from
our written responses, is that the Crown Estate is
not an appropriate body to have responsibility for
this area of development control. The consultation
procedure is certainly an improvement on the
pre-1986 situation. We have something like 300
fish farm leases, that is salmon farm and shellfish
farm leases, in existence which were allocated
before the consultation procedure was instituted
and that accounts for something like 40 per cent of
the existing leases. The Crown Estate staff claim
that it works well and quote the fact that something like 50 per cent of applications are rejected or
withdrawn. The fact that they put these figures
together, the rejections and withdrawals, seems to
us to be rather odd, but closer scrutiny of the
figures indicates that something like 22 per cent are
in actual fact rejected, a small proportion of those
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for conservation reasons. However, the major
problems to us seem to be that there is no overall
policy within which the consultation procedure
operates, or at least there has not been any until
recently and that which is in force at present seems
to us to be profoundly inadequate. There is a lack
of information accompanying each application for
consultees to refer to. The application form is
extremely brief. Decisions are made behind closed
doors and the Crown Estate acts as sole arbiter on
any decision and there is no appeal for objectors
either. We are not happy with the situation and we
feel that on top of this question that the Crown
Estate Commissioners are not an appropriate body
for handling this function—a point incidentally
which has been repeatedly acknowledged by
Government Ministers in debates back in the early
1980s—we feel that it would be far better to ascribe
the development control function to planning
authorities and to ask the Scottish Office to take a
much stronger role in developing a policy and
coordinating the different aspects of regulation for
which ultimately it is responsible.
254. Are you on the list of consultees? Is the
World Wide Fund for Nature consulted?
(Mr Pepper) No. We tend to concentrate, for
staff resources reasons, on the strategic and main
policy areas. The RSPB is a consultee.
(Mr Wynde) The RSPB is consulted in relation
to fish farming developments adjacent to our
reserve holdings. In addition—as you can understand the ornithological interest is not just confined
to RSPB reserves—we also monitor fish farming
developments in the local press, the advertisement
of applications. In the course of the last three
years, since the consultation process was set up, we
have responded to 39 applications, roughly 50 per
cent of which we have objected to and the rest we
have made comments on. We are responding to
less than 10 per cent of those fish farming
applications that have occurred.
255. What sort of objections does the RSPB
have to a fish farm?
(Mr Wynde) We would object where we thought
there were going to be implications for bird
populations of significance.
Mr MacDonald
256. Can you give an example?
(Mr Wynde) An example would be fish farming
developments at Culbin Sands in the North East of
Scotland, which is an RSPB reserve and also an
SSSI. It is a site that has been identified as meeting
the criteria for designation as a wetland of international importance under the Ramsar Convention
and in addition meeting the criteria of the
European Community directive on the conservation of wild birds.
Chairman
257. You would object to anything there, would
you not?
(Mr Wynde) No, not anything. We would look at
the case and assess it in terms of what impacts we
thought it would have on the ornithological interests of the site.

[Continued

Mr Martlew
258. Has there been any evidence anywhere of
persecution of particular birds by fish farmers?
(Mr Wynde) Yes, there has. Alison Ross conducted a survey for the Marine Conservation
Society which was published in 1988. This was
basically a questionnaire and interview survey of
fish farmers regarding predator control and the
incidence of shooting not just of birds but of
mammals as well.
259. Can we have some specifics? What are we
talking about: heron, seal?
(Mr Wynde) The main bird predators are heron,
cormorant, shag. Eider duck at shellfish farms.
Chairman
260. Ms Ross can you tell us about that?
(Ms Ross) I cannot quote precise figures but we
can certainly give you a copy of the report. It did
demonstrate that a large proportion of farms do
suffer problems from both bird and mammal
predators and that frequently results in persecution
in terms either of shooting or incidental
entanglement and killing of predatory species at
farms. There are substantial numbers of predatory
wildlife involved and also the majority of farms are
affected.
261. Would you like to give your views on the
original question on behalf of your society? It
really was asking what you feel about the planning
arrangements and whether you get consulted.
(Ms Ross) We are not consultees regularly on
individual case work. With limited resources we
tend to focus more on the policy and planning level
of the industry. We would comment on individual
cases if they had been brought to our attention as
being particularly problematic. I would concur
with Simon Pepper’s views on the role of the
Crown Estate in this area and the inadequacies of
the present procedure.
262. Real or perceived?
(Ms Ross) Real inadequacies.
Mr MacDonald
263. Mr Pepper used the phrase “the overseeing
body ought to be competent and accountable”.
Why is it that you believe that the Crown Estate
Commissioners, no matter how they might revise
their procedures in the future, cannot become
sufficiently competent, sufficiently neutral, sufficiently accountable? Is there something about the
nature of the body of the Commissioners, as you
see it, which prevents them becoming that kind of
body?
(Mr Pepper) Yes. I am not a constitutional
expert but I understand that the Crown Estate
Commissioners are a statutory corporation with a
duty in statute to increase the profit from their
estate. They have no legal statutory duty to take
care of the environment or to consider other
interests. Their duty is to accrue finance for the
estate. With that kind of dominance to their policy,
we cannot see that they can be relied on or should
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be expected—that is really how I would prefer to
put it—to take a neutral view. They should be
expected to take a biased view, which is towards
profit. As far as neutrality and accountability are
concerned, they are not a public body in the sense
of being democratically accountable. So we see no
opportunity for them to become that unless there is
a fundamental change in the legislation which
affects them. The general feeling that we have is
that Government has failed to provide the Crown
Estate with an overall policy which takes account
of social and environmental objectives in the way
that the Crown Estate manages its marine interests. Therefore we would not say that the Crown
Estate is entirely at fault in this; it is a matter for
Government to allocate these tasks and to take on
these responsibilities in a way that achieves competence, neutrality and accountability.
264. Could I ask about something you mention
in your submission, paragraph 3.6? You talk about
pre-consultation leases, leases that were issued
before the statutory consultation system was put in
place. What specific problems do you see arising
around these?
(Mr Pepper) Firstly, they were, as we understand it, often allocated for quite long periods,
longer periods than is the practice nowadays.
265. Could you give years?
(Mr Pepper) I understood that some were
allocated for 99 years but we have not succeeded in
getting accurate information on that. The current
practice is for more like 20-year leases. Secondly,
obviously since the consultation was very much
more limited, if it existed at all, the conditions that
were applied to the leases were much more
rudimentary. Thirdly, there has been, since these
leases were allocated, considerable work exploring
and identifying sensitive areas of which there is
now quite a long list but in which many of these
earlier leases exist. Our anxiety is that there is no
opportunity necessarily for these leases to be
curtailed until they come up again for renewal and
there is no stated policy for these, or postconsultation leases, as we understand, to be
submitted to further consultation and relocated if
possible when they do come up for renewal.
266. So you would like to see a review of the
pre-consultation leases take place.
(Mr Pepper) Yes, indeed we would.
Mr Martlew
267. Could we now turn to allegations that the
Crown Estate Commissioners have not been carrying out environmental assessments properly? I
understand that there has been a formal complaint
to the European Commission. Could the witnesses
tell us the basis of the complaint and whether there
has been any response from the Commission as
yet?
(Ms Ross) The Marine Conservation Society
submitted a formal complaint to the European
Commission in November of 1989. The origin of
our complaint really stems back to our direct
approach to the Crown Estate in response to their
draft development strategy and area guidelines

document where there is a section on environmental assessment. We did point out at that stage
that we felt their thresholds for development to
require environmental assessment were extreme
and not justified by any scientific or other logical
basis and also that the guidelines the Crown Estate
were offering, the guidance they were offering, for
the contents and requirements of an environmental
statement were totally inadequate actually to
achieve a reasonable assessment of impacts.
Having expressed those views to the Crown Estate
and not had any positive response to that in that
there was any intention to improve those procedures, we then wrote to the Scottish Office and
expressed similar concerns, also highlighting the
case of the one environmental assessment that has
actually occurred, which was for a proposal in
Lamlash Bay on Arran for a salmon farm where we
felt that the environmental assessment had been
very poorly dealt with. The statement that was
submitted was inadequate but was accepted as
meeting the requirements of the UK regulations.
We did not receive a satisfactory response from the
Scottish Office in that they only referred to the
particular case that we had cited and made no
reference to the higher principles, the way that the
regulations, and indeed the directive, were being
implemented. We felt at that stage to be completely justified in going to the European Commission and voicing our concerns to them. Basically
the body of our complaint was that we felt the UK
Government had taken inadequate measures to
implement the UK environmental assessmant of
salmon farms in marine waters regulations, which
come under the EC directive on environmental
assessment. We stated that by delegating responsibility to the Crown Estate the procedures had
resulted in very extreme thresholds for qualification for an environmental assessment which in
effect meant that very few if any—in fact only one
proposal has had to—qualify for environmental
assessment and that the basis of these thresholds
was not a very scientific basis and was extremely
superficial in that they only take account of the
area covered by a farm and do not take account of
production levels or tonnage which give a much
more accurate reflection of the likely environmental impact. Secondly, we pointed out the
inadequate provision of guidance by the Crown
Estate that did not actually reflect the
requirements that are set out within our UK
regulations, and indeed the EC directive. Thirdly,
the fact that the Crown Estate had accepted what
we felt to be an extremely inadequate environmental statement in that particular case I made
reference to. Finally, we pointed out that we felt
that under the spirit of the EC directive, the Crown
Estate did not actually come up to the role of a
competent authority that they were given responsibility for.
268.
Commission at all?
(Ms Ross) I only know that it has been registered
as a formal complaint, but we have had no written
response yet.
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269. When the Committee were in Norway
looking at the situation there we were very
impressed by the environmental assessments that
had been carried out by the Norweigan Government where in fact the total coastline of Norway
had been assessed for the environmental impact of
not just fish farming but any other sort of industry.
Is that the sort of scheme that you would like to see
implemented in the United Kingdom?
(Mr Pepper) It seems to us that that kind of
approach is the very basis of responsible attitude
and responsible approach to a development of this
kind. We regret very much indeed that no such
widespread survey and assessment has been done
of the Scottish coast. The feeling that many people
have is that development has now reached a point
where it is unlikely to expand any further. We take
a very different view. It may expand further, it may
contract, it may diversify and change very substantially in the light of new technological improvements. It seems to us most important that this kind
of study, under the title of Lenka programme in
Norway, should be done in Scotland as a basis for a
responsible policy.
270. Obviously the cost of a study like that
would be in millions of pounds.
(Mr Pepper) Yes, possibly. But I believe that
hundreds of thousands of pounds would be more
realistic.
271. Who do you think should bear the cost?
(Mr Pepper) Government should bear the cost,
we feel. So far Government has put extremely little
R&D money into fish fanning and what has been
put in has been generally speaking on the development side. Very little of the small budget allocated
to aquaculture has been spent on environmental
impact studies.
(Mr Wynde) In their evidence to you the
Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland said that they thought we should really wait
and see what the Norwegians turned up in their
Lenka study and that we might actually be able to
learn from that study. The thing we can really
learn firom the fact that the Norwegians are
carrying this out, when they have already got a fish
farming industry that is producing considerably
more than the Scottish industry, is that we should
be doing that sort of study, in fact we should
probably have been doing it ten years ago.
Mr Amos
272. Could I ask about the haphazard siting of
marine fish farms. All three memoranda consider
the siting of existing fish farms has been haphazard, without due regard to the carrying capacities
of the lochs and sensitive habitats. I should like to
raise three points. Could the witnesses give actual
examples of fish farms which have been inappropriately sited? What percentage of fish farms might
fell into this category? Secondly, bearing in mind
that demand for new leases is now diminishing,
would an extensive survey of the Scottish coastline
along the lines of the Norwegian Lenka project, be
justified? What should happen to any farms found
to be sited in unsustainable or ecological sensitive
locations? What changes would the witnesses

[Continued

advocate to existing conservation designations
such as marine nature reserves, SSSIs and so on, to
ensure that in sensitive areas there is an effective
presumption against fish farm developments?
(Mr Pepper) You ask a long and somewhat
complex question. Actual examples of the siting of
fish farms in inappropriate places is obviously
difficult for us to give you off the cuff. We can
certainly supply you with a list of examples later if
we may but you would only have to refer to the
controversy which has arisen in quite a large
number of cases where other interests, be they
tourist interests or local fishing interests or indeed
our own, have been overriden in the allocation of
leases. What percentage of the total this represents
we could perhaps estimate for you subsequently.
We have already made reference to the Lenka
approach and what we regard to be a pressing need
for this, which is very much justified. We would say
that there is a need for the Marine Consultation
Areas of the Nature Conservancy Council, the
non-statutory designation which they were referring to earlier, to be embodied very much more
rigidly in the process of policy development. So all
MCAs were automatically classed in the Crown
Estate’s' designation of Very Sensitive Areas,
which would require special consideration before
developments were allowed to proceed.
(Mr Wynde) We feel environmental assessments
should be required for all fish farming developments in marine consultation areas. You mentioned that demand is diminishing: that is true at
the moment but it is not necessarily going to
remain that way in the future. It is diminishing
because, we understand, of over production from
the Norwegians. That may not continue indefinitely into the future and Scottish demand may
well pick up again.
(Ms Ross) Could I just clarify what might be
meant by the term haphazard. In a sense you could
state that all developments are to a certain extent
haphazard in that they are on the whole considered
in isolation. Each individual proposal is considered
on its own merits without being seen in the light of
the other developments within an area or a
particular water body. Many environmental
impacts cannot be considered just in terms of the
single development under consideration. You have
also got to think about the other fish farms in the
area, you have to consider other land uses in the
surrounding catchment area, in order to get a fuller
idea of what an environmental impact is likely to
be. Considering all those other inputs, for instance
of pollutants, nutrients, or indeed impacts on
wildlife, the redistribution of wildlife by disturbance, all have to be considered as a whole. It is a
cumulative effect rather than individual effects
from individual sites. From that point of view,
considering we know very little about these
environmental effects, there is generally a poor
understanding of them. We feel that the whole
thing ought to be considered in a much more
precautionary approach and that we ought at least
to be erring on the side of caution when considering developments, in the light of the whole
input rather than individual sites.
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Mr MacDonald
273. You have mentioned the Norwegian Lenka
project a couple of times, but would you not accept
that in Norway there have been tremendous
pollution problems, as in Scotland. They have had
blooms and so on and scenic unsightliness there as
well. Would you not deduce from that that really if
you were to have an industry developed to the
scale that salmon farming is now being developed,
possibly other kinds of species too, then you are
bound to have these problems? Would your
conclusion from that be that to protect the interests
you wish to see protected, we cannot allow the
industry to develop to the scale to which it seems to
be progressing at the moment?
(Mr Pepper) Our reaction would be really not to
agree with the principle of the point you have
made there. We feel that if a proper survey were
conducted it would reveal two things. One is areas
where existing development has exceeded the
desirable, the safe, carrying capacity of a particular
water body. The other thing it would do, which
would be useful to the industry, would be to
identify areas where more development would be
safely conducted without threat to the environment. The anxiety that we have about the whole
situation so far is that we have been driving
blind—I say “we” but mean the industry and the
control authorities have been driving blind. It is a
bit like the analogy with driving a motorcar in the
fog. It is not responsible in those circumstances to
have your foot flat down on the accelerator.
274. Do you really expect that given the anticipated increase in farmed fish production in total,
not just salmon which is only the starting point, but
other fish, to an extent where farmed fish might
actually replace the catching sector in terms of
scale, that kind of development can be sustained
and the kind of scenic priorities and environmental
priorities you want to see on the West Coast
coastline be maintained at the same time? Surely
the two have to come into conflict at some stage.
(Mr Pepper) Indeed so, and there are strong
arguments for saying that with the cautionary
noises that have been made by distinguished
people in the scientific field, several years ago now
with reference to the scale of the industry in 1987
for example, to plan blithely for a three—or
four-fold increase in production on that basis,
without any further knowledge of impacts, is
courting disaster; locally very likely. There have
already been severe problems of over-use of
certain sites and massive losses suffered by individual fish farmers which have over-developed in
certain sensitive areas. As it turns out, because of
the lack of environmental monitoring going on in
many of these places, the fish farmers themselves
are the first to notice severe environmental effects
and this is usually manifested in terms of disease
problems which have caused the shutdown of
several farms.
275. You feel that with sufficient knowledge,
with sufficient research and assessment, you would

be able to protect these kinds of priorities,
environmental priorities, and still allow the industry to develop on the kind of scale that it seems to
be heading towards.
(Mr Pepper) We cannot comment on the scale
that could be accommodated, but we are confident
that with the right kind of research more expansion
could be accommodated. The other important
point to make is that without that kind of research
the expansion which is planned is basically at risk.
This will affect not only the industry itself but the
environment and the social benefits which the
industry proposes to yield.
Mr Bradley
276. Turning to management practices in existing fish farms, all three of your organisations
mentioned the lack of effective regulations. Would
you like to comment on the types of malpractice
you would wish to prevent and also your first-hand
experience of specific abuses that your organisations have come across?
(Mr Wynde) Could I start by saying that the
RSPB is aware of at least 70 instances in the last
ten years at freshwater fish farms where it has been
reported to us that herons have been shot. We are
also aware of several instances of illegal trapping of
herons and indeed poisoning as well. Several cases
have gone to court and fish farmers have been
prosecuted for these illegal acts.
(Mr Pepper) The example which my colleague
has given there is one of a series and one could
quote further examples of malpractice, if you could
call it that, in the area of the use of chemicals, in
the disposal of dead fish and so on. We would
prefer to put the emphasis the other way round and
say that the important thing is to establish what is
not yet established, 10 or 12 years into the history
of the industry; and that is an up-to-date code of
good practice relating to all management practices.
We are working with the industry on the question
of predator control—very successfully I am pleased
to say. We feel that in general the industry has
been somewhat slow to catch up with a pressing
need in its own interests to develop these codes of
practice, for public relations reasons if none other.
Their efforts have been principally devoted at
present to the important issue of marketing and
promotion.
277. Do you believe that codes of practice are
sufficient, that you do not need further legislation
or if you did how would you actually police that
sort of legislation?
(Mr Pepper) No, codes of practice are not
adequate, there is no question of that. But they are
a very important tool for establishing and encouraging awareness amongst members of the industry
towards improved standards which reflect on one
and all. As to legislation, we do believe that
improved legislation is necessary. Moves are being
made and there have been recent improvements on
the control of pollution question which was very
much up in the air and open to doubt until
recently. The main area perhaps of importance is
to establish good training based on good research
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and insisting that all fish farmers qualify in some
way with training in fish farming practices. Out
there on the sea loch a mile from shore there is no
way, with the help of legislation or otherwise, that
things can be effectively monitored and enforced.
(Ms Ross) Another opportunity for trying to
improve management practices which has not been
taken up at the moment is conditions of sea-bed
leases. We have been very disappointed by the lack
of interest that the Crown Estate have taken in
monitoring either the viability of the farms they are
putting into place, or the practices and standards
that are maintained on these farms. Indeed they
have neither imposed any conditions nor
attempted to enforce them. That is another shortfall that we have seen in terms of improving
management.
Chainnan: I think I would be right in saying that
we certainly gained a very strong impression that
the standard of management required to run a
profitable operation does have to be very high and
therefore there is a certain amount of selfdiscipline imposed. It is not quite the same as some
forms of land based husbandry. That would be an
observation rather than a question.

[Continued

been a response from the industry in terms of
improving their general awareness of the chemical
and starting training courses, which is welcomed in
terms of increasing standards of management.
There has also been a response in terms of an
increased research effort into both the environmental iiiipacts of the chemical and alternative
treatments. However, this is obviously well overdue and very little has come out of that research in
terms of published data. We still have no published
data from the Ciba-Geigy research that they
submitted to the Veterinary Products Committee
and we have no published data from the DAFS
research that is quoted in that paper; there has
been no evidence that has been open to public
scrutiny. As far as we are concerned, nothing has
been presented yet that makes us doubt the severe
reservations we have about the continued and
growing use of this chemical.

279. You obviously admit and say that there is
poor evidence actually to ban the use of this
chemical and yet I believe in your evidence you do
recommend that. There seems to be some confusion there too.
(Ms Ross) No; there is poor evidence on which
Mrs Winterton
to condone the continued use. The onus should be
on theofindustry
to prove that
278.
The Department
the Environment
hastheir chemical usage
is
safe;
it
should
not
be
on
the
environmentalists to
put dichlorvos on the Red List of substances as
posing the greatest threat to the aquatic environ- prove that there is environmental damage. A
ment. Yet in this month’s Fish Farming Interna- precautionary approach demands that the
tional there is an article in which the Scottish potential environmental effects of a chemical are
Salmon Growers’ Association quote DAFS toxi- fully assessed and cleared before it is used.
city tests purporting to show that dichlorvos is not
280. But that is not the case. It is being used
harmful to marine life, except in immediate cage
now
and if its use were total banned when the
areas. How do you all evaluate what on occasion
evidence is not available at present, it would have a
seems to be conflicting evidence?
(Ms Ross) We have done quite a lot of work on devastating effect upon the industry until some
Nuvan and its application in fish farming. We feel other form of control of sea lice, etcetera, is
that the evidence on certain aspects of the chemical arrived at, something like a vaccine. It seems to be
is very clear indeed. The scientific evidence on its a no-win situation at present.
(Ms Ross) It is; it is a difficult situation. What
toxicity has been well documented from laboratory
experiments and that has led to its inclusion on the causes great concern to us is that any judgement
Government’s Red List; in fact dichlorvos comes that is now made on the chemical is not just going
out as the most acutely toxic substance on that list. to be a reflection of the scientific evidence that is
The areas where there is less clear evidence cover presented supporting the case, but it is also going
the wider environmental aspects of this use of the to be a reflection of the economic or political
chemical. We have very poor and insufficient implications on the industry.
(Mr Pepper) The situation that we have is that
scientific evidence, or data, on the dispersal of
Nuvan once it gets into the marine environment, there is now a very serious situation arising in
its degradation, its fate in the environment and which the industry is faced by a crisis on this one
what the potential effects are likely to be on the issue alone, a possible crisis, if the chemical is
wider marine eco-system. You have to remember banned from use. This, in our view, is symptomatic
that it is now well over 13 years since the chemical of a laissez-faire approach by Government on the
was first brought into use in the marine environ- whole development of the industry, basically to
ment. It has been widely used and is now uni- allow things to carry on until the problems sort
versally used by the industry and yet there are still themselves out one way or another. It does not
substantial gaps in our knowledge on its environ- represent a responsible approach.
mental fate and potential impacts. I should just like
to point out that this is totally contrary to the
281. Are there any other chemical or pharGovernment’s supposed commitment to a pre- maceutical treatments used in aquaculture which
cautionary approach to marine pollution. This is give rise to particular environmental concern?
recognised as a hazardous substance and therefore
(Ms Ross) The concerns that we have voiced
should have the precautionary approach applied to over Nuvan could equally be applied to a whole
it. Since the public awareness of the use of Nuvan range of others in that a great many chemicals are
was raised a couple of years ago, there has indeed used. It is clear that in some instances, as in
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Nuvan, there is not adequate assessment of
environmental impact before they are brought into
use. In many cases the actual legislation controlling
the chemicals or treatments is not adequate and
the actual enforcing mechanism, the authorities
that are there to regulate or control the chemicals,
is not adequately resourced or does not have a
clear interpretation of how they should be applying
the laws as they stand. This could apply to a
whole range of things, whether it is antibiotics,
disinfectant and many other treatments.
282. Both the RSPB and the Marine Conservation Society are concerned that the water
authorities may have inadequate resources to
monitor effluent from fish farms. Are you critical
of the professional competence of these authorities
or simply the numbers of personnel that are
actually on the ground?
(Ms Ross) We would not criticise the professional competence. A lot of the problem has come
from unclear legislation, on which they have had to
develop their policies. There has been a great
disparity between the different river purification
boards and island councils in terms of their
interpretation of the law. Highland River Purification Board started issuing discharge consents
back in 1987 and yet other authorities have only
acknowledged the need to issue discharge consents
with the clarification that came in the Water Act.
This has led to very different policies being
developed, in fact the Western Isles Council, for
instance, has not yet started issuing discharge
consents to marine sites. Effectively there is no
control in terms of the control of pollution going
on for marine sites in the Western Isles at present.
(Mr Wynde) I cannot really add to that.
283. What contact have you had with the NRA
or the RPBs to date on this subject? Do you have a
relationship with them? Have you met them and
had an input into what they are trying to achieve?
(Ms Ross) Yes, I have had lengthy discussions
with the main river purification boards or authorities that operate in fish farming areas to find out
how they are dealing with what is a problematic
situation. They are all finding they have had a
tremendous increase in workload with the growing
industry and with the realisation of their responsibilities under the Control of Pollution Act. It is of
great interest to us to know how they are dealing
with that situation and how they are developing
their policies.
Mr Martlew
284. You said the industry has been using
Nuvan for 13 years and yet today you have come to
us and given us no evidence of any adverse
environmental impact after the industry have been
using it 13 years. Surely they are going to argue that
custom and practice says they are not guilty and
you are guilty and you are hoping to prove that
they are?
(Ms Ross) To that I would say that dichlorvos
was certainly introduced into fish farm management practice back in 1976; the first published

reports of it that I am aware of were in 1976 or
thereabouts. At that time the industry was of
course extremely small, you are talking about a
small number of sites that would have used the
chemical and the sea lice problem at that time was
a relatively localised problem. Since then, with
rapid expansion of the industry over the last
particularly five or six years, the number of site has
increased, also the sea lice problem has increased
very dramatically and is still getting worse. The
main input of Nuvan as a treatment has been
substantial in rather more recent years. I would
also just point out that there has not been the
monitoring to determine where the effects are
happening. To determine the sort of changes that
would occur from that sort of toxic chemical you
would need long-term research, monitoring both
before, during and after exposure. That sort of
monitoring just has not been happening, so we
cannot expect to be able to present that sort of
evidence of damage.
285. You seem to be backtracking a little. You
were making a major point using that they had
been using it for 13 years and now you are saying
that they have not really been using a lot of it until
the last five years. Even in those sites where they
have been using it for 13 years there is no evidence
of any environmental damage. Is that correct?
(Ms Ross) I am saying that I am not aware of any
research that has been done actually to examine
that.
286. Obviously it would have to be fairly drastic
damage but there is no sign of environmental
damage in those sites fi'om the use of Nuvan even
though they have been using it for 13 year.
(Mr Pepper)You say that there is no evidence.
287. I am asking.
(Mr Pepper) You have to distinguish between
whether the evidence is to hand, in other words
whether it has been discovered, whether the effects
have been discovered, and the point Ms Ross has
been trying to make which is that no monitoring
has been done to establish whether there are
adverse impacts or not. In the marine environment
especially it is very feasible that there are longterm adverse impacts but these have not been
studied. We make the point it is dangerous in
actual fact to make assumptions about the marine
environment which may be valid on land. If a
chemical is in use on land, it would be safe to
assume that there is a small army of enthusiasts
who are observing every bird and every insect and
every plant and their responses to it. In the marine
environment this is simply not the case. Bodies like
ours simply cannot afford to indulge in long-term
or even short-term monitoring of the scale and
intensity which is needed in cases like this.
288. The whole thread of your evidence is that
Nuvan is dangerous. What you are saying is that
you do not know whether it is dangerous or not.
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(Mr Pepper) It is highly toxic; it has demonstrated in vitro toxic effects on marine organisms.
What has not been demonstrated is whether these
effects have been taking place with adverse ecological consequences in the marine environment
around fish farms.
289. So you would not call for a ban, you would
call for considerable research at this time?
(Ms Ross) No. We would say that on the
information we have at the moment, it is extremely
irresponsible and contrary to a stated Government
principle to continue or allow this practice to
increase, which is what is inevitably going to
happen unless an alternative is found very quickly.
The industry is still growing and the problem is still

[Continued

growing. On the evidence we have that would be a
very irresponsible route to take.
(Mr Pepper) If evidence is tabled to demonstrate
to everyone’s satisfaction that there are not
adverse ecological consequences, no-one would be
more pleased than we. What we are demanding is
that the proper responsible approach is taken, that
the answer to this question is provided before
further extensive and increasing use of this chemical is permitted.
Chairman: We are quite clear about this and I
can assure you that a great deal of research is being
done because the industry itself is fully conscious
of its responsibilities in that matter. On that note
we will conclude this morning’s evidence. Thank
you very much for coming.
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Memorandum submitted by the Crown Estate Commissioners
SUMMARY

The Crown Estate is responsible for the granting of leases for fish farm developments around the
coastline of the United Kingdom; the vast majority of which are in Scotland. It performs this function in
close liaison with the many other statutory authorities and interest groups which also have a vital role in
the careful and controlled development of this new and important industry.
The response of the Crown Estate to the expansion of fish farming has been the adoption of a series of
public consultation procedures designed to ensure a sound balance is achieve between the needs and
benefits of the industry and the environment in its broadest sense.
Growth in the industry is now slowing as a result of the reducing number of sites and the more difficult
market conditions facing salmon farmers in particular. Longer term prospects, however, remain good,
and with continuing investment in appropriate research and improvements in husbandry and training the
fish farming industry should continue to provide important social and economic benefits to the remoter
coastal areas.
CONTENTS

Section

1: Introduction
2: The Role of the Crown Estate
3: Rents
4: Growth and Structure
5: The Control System
6: Assessments and Decisions
7: Environment
8: Environmental Assessment
9: Monitoring
10: Development Strategy and Guidelines
11: Future Prospects
12: Conclusions

,

Appendices

I. Guidelines on Siting and Design of Fish Farms
II. Guidelines on Siting Procedures and Principles
III. Development Strategy and Area Guidelines for Marine Fish Farming
SECTION 1:

Introduction

1.1 This memorandum outlines the role of the Crown Estate Commissioners in their management of
the Crown’s seabed interests and explains the policies and procedures applied in the control and
management of the marine fish farming industry.
1.2 The Development Strategy annexed to this memorandum gives important detailed guidance on the
procedures and locational framework for development which has evolved as a result of the experience
gained by the Crown Estate in its operation of the public consultation procedures for considering
applications for marine fish farming sites.
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SECTION 2:

The Role of the Crown Estate
2.1 The territorial seabed around the United Kingdom, out to 12 miles, and most of the foreshore area
between high and low water mark, is part of the Crown Estate. The Crown Estate also administers
certain rights in the United Kingdom Continental Shelf by virtue of the Continental Shelf Act 1964.
Development affecting these marine areas or interests is subject to control and management by the
Crown Estate Commissioners who act under the powers of the Crown Estate Act 1961 and are
accountable to both Parliament and the Sovereign. Activities affecting Crown foreshore and seabed
interests are formally authorised by the granting of an appropriate permission for a defined site area, on
specified terms and conditions. In the case of fish farming permission is usually granted in the form of a
lease. In considering applications for leases the Crown Estate Commissioners follow stipulated
procedures covering consultations with other interests and assessments of the proposals.
2.2 The Crown Estate has had many years experience in managing the use of the seabed for a wide
range of activities, including harbours, piers, marinas and moorings in the inshore water, and aggregate
dredging and mineral prospecting in the outer areas. In all cases the Crown Estate acts in accordance with
the appropriate development control procedures, whether these are statutorily based or a matter of
procedure agreed with Government.
2.3 In recent years marine fish farming has emerged as a new activity requiring a legal title to areas of
seabed to which fish farming equipment is affixed. The establishment and expansion of marine fish farms
has been encouraged by Government and the Crown Estate on the grounds that this is an appropriate use
of selected areas of seabed, and because of the economic and social benefits to the coastal areas. These
benefits are demonstrated by the establishment of new industries additional employment, and
repopulation of remote communities. The availability of substantial financial assistance to fish farmers
from Government and EEC funds has provided further justification for a general presumption in favour
of fish farming development, when and where this is found to be compatible with other interests.
SECTION 3:

Rents
3.1 The Crown Estate has provided vital assistance to fish farming by leasing seabed areas for this
purpose, and by allowing nominal payments for these leases in the initial years of fish farming
development. Since 1987 a rental formula has been adopted for salmon farms which provides for low
token payments during the start-up periods and then a standard rent, varying with both the level of
production and the market price of the product, which equates to only 1.25 per cent of turnover or less.
Details of the rental formula for offshore salmon farms are shown in Table 1. Shellfish farmers are still
benefitting from a nominal rental payment, and new arrangements are currently being discussed with the
operators to take effect from 1 January 1^0.
3.2 Following the introduction of the new rental system for salmon farmers substantial sums have been
reinvested in research and training projects by the Crown Estate, following consultation with the fish
farming industry and others. To date a figure in the region of £300,000 has been committed in this way.
The receipt of rent is a matter quite distinct from the Crown Estate’s regulatory responsibilities and there
is no difficulty in separating this aspect ft’om the consideration of applications.
Table 1

OFFSHORE SALMON FARMING RENTAL ARRANGEMENTS
Basic index linked annually to movement in
Billingsgate price
Farms with an annual production of more than 75
tonnes
Farms with an annual production of 75 tonnes or
less

£50 per tonne*
£45 per tonne*

Notes
1. A flat rate reduction of £4 per tonne is made in respect of farms located in the Western Isles, Orkney
and Shetland.
2. A three year start-up period is given at £200 pa.
*3. 1988 rents were £45.06 per tonne and £40.56 per tonne respectively.
SECTION 4:

Growth and Structure
4.1 There are at present 707 Crown Estate leases for marine fish farming. The statistics in Table 2
show that 98 per cent of these are off the coast of Scotland where physical conditions are particularly
suitable for fish farming. Table 3 contains more detailed figures for the Scottish leases, showing the
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division into salmon and shellfish farms in each part of the Highlands and Islands. This memorandum is
mainly about fish farming in Scotland because of its primary position in the fish farming sector of the
Crown Estate.
4.2 In England and Wales, as in Scotland, the Crown Estate sees its position as landowner as a key
role, in the absence of comprehensive statutory control, for ensuring that the development of fish farming
is carried out with due sensitivity to the environment. Except where proposed fish farms are within local
authority planning boundaries, CEC follow the Scottish model of advertisement and assessment before
deciding whether individual proposals are acceptable.
4.3 In Northern Ireland, statutory controls do exist; applicants must have aquaculture licences from
the Department of Agriculture and also discharge licences from DoE Northern Ireland). As this statutory
control already exists, the Crown Estate does not seek to duplicate the processes of consultation and
assessment carried out by the Department of Agriculture, and confines itself to an orthodox landowner’s
role.
Table 2

CROWN ESTATE LEASES FOR MARINE FISH FARMING (at September 1989)
Areas

Leases by Species
Salmon
Shellfish

Total
Leases

Percentage
by Areas

Scotland

299

399

698

98.5

England

1

3

4

0.7

N. Ireland

1

2

3

0.5

Wales

2

0

2

0.3

303

404

707

Total U.K.

Percentage by Type:- All types
Salmon
Shellfish

100.00

= 707 = 100%
= 303 = 43%
= 404 = 57%
Table 3

CROWN ESTATE LEASES FOR MARINE FISH FARMING IN SCOTLAND (at September 1989)
Areas

Leases by Species
Salmon
Shellfish

Total
Leases

Percentage
by Areas

Lochaber

23

50

73

iO.5

Skye

25

50

75

10.8

Ross-shire

28

50

78

11.2

Sutherland

15

25

40

5.7

Total Highland

91

175

266

38.2

Argyll

53

99

152

21.8

Cunninghame

1

3

0.3

Kyle & Carrick

0

1

0.2

1

2

3

0.3

Western Isles

87

92

179

25.7

Orkney

20

23

43

6.2

Shetland*

44

7

51

7.3

299

399

698

100.0

Dumfries & Galloway

Total

Percentage by Type:- All types
Salmon
Shellfish

= 698 = 100%
= 299 = 43%
= 399 = 57%

*No leases have been issued for Shetland
during the past two years, pending the
settlement of the current legal dispute about
the ownership of the seabed.
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4.4 The widespread pattern of fish farming in Scotland is evident from the locational statistics in Table
3. Salmon and shellfish leases are well distributed between the three Islands Councils areas and the
various parts of the Highland Region. Within each area there is also generally a wide dispersal of leases
amongst the many sea lochs and outer coasts. In total the 707 existing leases cover less than 1 per cent of
the total coastal area.
4.5 The establishment and growth of the fish farming industry has taken place mainly within the past
10 years; there has been a particularly fast rate of growth fi:om 1986. The expansion of the industry
highlighted the need to widen the process of consultation before new applications were approved. The
range of interests potentially involved and the difficulties apparent in achieving balanced and reasonable
decisions were very much recognised by the Crown Estate. Notwithstanding this the Crown Estate agreed
in consultation with Government to take on the responsibility of control authority for marine fish farming
in view of their statutory status and national locus as managers of the Crown’s seabed interests. This has
permitted a cohesive approach to development in all coastal regions, an aspect of some importance when
the level of integration of the industry is such that decisions in one region can have implications
elsewhere.
4.6 In October 1986 there were about 300 leases for fish farming, and the number has increased to over
700 in the 3 years to October 1989. In a 10 year period to 1988 the output volume of farmed salmon has
risen to over 18,000 tonnes per annum (source: DAFS see Table 4) with a first hand value of some /tlOOm.
In addition approximately 2000 tonnes of shellfish are being produced from 400 shellfish farming leases.
It has been estimated by the Fisheries Department that 5000 jobs have been created in direct employment
and as many more in downstream activities, such as processing, transportation, and supplies.
4.7 The structure of the existing lettings which are virtually all granted for periods of less than 25 years,
includes a good balance between large, medium and small operators and between local, national
international companies. Over 80 per cent of salmon and shellfish farms are owned and operated by local
individuals, partnerships or small companies. In salmon farming three major companies produce about 30
per cent of the total output providing over 500 jobs for local people and performing a leading role in
marketing and research. In granting leases the Crown Estate has often provided additional assistance to
small-scale operators at the application and assessment stage, and during the subsequent operational
stage.
4.8 It will be noted that the statistics relating to the Shetland Isles are incomplete. This is the result of a
challenge made by the Shetland Salmon Farmers Association and the Lerwick Harbour Trust to the
Crown’s title to the seabed around the Shetland Isles. This challenge, based on the Norwegian origins of
the Shetlands, is firmly rebutted by the Crown Estate. It has been agreed that the matter should be
resolved by the submission of a Special Case to the Inner House of the Court of Session. The case is
expected to be heard in January 1990.
SECTION 5:

The Control System
5.1 The development and operation of marine fish farms is influenced and controlled by the wide
range of regulatory and advisory bodies shown in Table 5. The Crown Estate and several other central
and local government departments act in different capacities under various statutory powers to give fish
farmers technical advice and financial assistance, and in examining, approving or rejecting proposals.
Other public agencies and private interest groups, and the fish farmers’ associations, provide information
and advice at the initial and subsequent stages. The Crown Estate encourages a co-operative and
co-ordinated approach by all these parties by involving them in the leasing process. The roles of the
various control authorities and advisory bodies involved are detailed on pages 3 and 4 of the Guidelines at
Appendix II.
5.2 Applications for new fish farm sites follow formal consultation procedures agreed with
Government in 1986. Lease applications provide outline information about the development proposals,
and supplementary details are obtained when necessary. Applicants are encouraged to make direct
contact with other interests in order to explain the development proposals and resolve potential
objections. Formal consultations are initiated by the Crown Estate on all applications. This procedure
includes advertisement in a local newspaper and the deposit of a copy of the application form and plans in
a local post office, thus providing local occupiers and the general public with the opportunity of
submitting comments on the proposals. Copies of the application form are sent, on request, to any person
who needs a personal copy.
5.3 Applications are also sent to a wide range of consultees at the same time as the public
advertisement. The full consultation list in Table 6 shows the general scope of this notification procedure;
every application is sent to the existing fish farmers in the vicinity of the proposed site, and to the relevant
central departments and agencies, the local planning authority and the river purification board. Special
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Table 5
FISH FARMING PLANNING AND CONTROL SYSTEM
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

CROWN ESTATE
leases areas of seabed for fish farming and controls scale and design of installations.
PLANNING AUTHORITIES control onshore development for bases etc and advise on
offshore siting and strategies.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE & FISHERIES
research and advice on disease control and management methods and equipment.
HIGHLANDS &, ISLANDS DEVELOPMENT BOARD
gives financial assistance and advice.
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT
safeguards navigation channels and anchorages.
RIVER PURIFICATION BOARD
impose effluent and pollution controls.
NATURE CONSERVANCY COUNCIL
advises on ecology and predator control.
COUNTRYSIDE COMMISSION
advises on landscape and design control.
HEALTH & SAFETY EXECUTIVE
advises on equipment and operating standards.
SALMON/SHELLFISH GROWERS ASSOCIATIONS and NFU (SCOTL
encourage good operating standards and cooperate in marketing and research.

arrangements have been made with the Department of Transport and the Department of Agriculture and
Rsheries for Scotland for consultations with the appropriate advisers on navigation and fishing issues.
5.4 Special steps are also taken to ensure adequate co-ordination between offshore and onshore
development related to fish farming proposals. Applications for leases are sent by the Crown Estate to
the relevant local planning authorities for consideration, and there are frequently subsequent discussions
between staff and applicants about the servicing arrangements. Fish farmers may have to apply for
planning permission for an onshore base or jetty or access road, and in granting an offshore lease the
Crown Estate takes account of any comments in this respect which have been made by the planning
authority at the consultation stage.
5.5 In order to effectively carry out its responsibilities in operating the consultation procedures the
Crown Estate has provided additional staff and resources including the services of an experienced
professional planner, who is responsible for the operation of the procedures and the appraisals made. All
decisions on new applications are made by a Crown Estate Commissioner.
SECTION 6:

Assessments and Decisions
6.1 After a 28 day consultation period there is a methodical and detailed appraisal of the fish farming
project and of the comments submitted by the general public and the consultees. In some cases there are
no objections to the development proposal, and there is usually some expression of local support because
of the need for new investment and employment. In many cases where there are objections some
modifications to the site area, the scale of development or the design of the installations makes the
scheme compatible with other interests. Whilst some applications have been the subject of local
controversy, there have been very few major conflicts, and when these have emerged the decision by the
Crown Estate Commissioners to approve, modify or reject the application has been generally accepted as
a fair and reasonable outcome. Approximately 80 per cent of decisions are made within the three month
target period and are formally notified to both applicant and consultees and are freely available as a
matter of public record,
6.2 In view of the range of considerations which arise in the assessment of applications there are
inevitably difficult judgments to make and it is not always possible to accommodate every viewpoint. The
general objective is however to seek an appropriate balance between conservation and development
where this can be achieved without significant effects on other interests. Where applications are rejected
or modified the reasons for the decision usually involve a combination of factors which influence the
conclusion drawn. These include effects on navigation, fishing interests, conservation, landscape and
proximity of existing fish farming operations.
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Table 6
CONSULTATION LIST FOR FISH FARMING APPLICATIONS
Interest Groups
Existing Leaseholders
Landowners/Tenants

Fishermen

Navigation

Consultees
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Recorded leaseholders
Other potential developers
Recorded Landowners
Scottish Landowners’ Federation
Scottish Crofters’ Union
National Farmers’ Union of Scotland
Salmon Fishery Owners
Department of Agriculture & Fisheries
Scottish Fishermens’ Federation
Local Fishermens’ Association
Department of Transport
HM Coastguards
Royal Yachting Association
Port/Harbour Authorities
Ministry of Defence

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Highlands & Islands Development Board
Crofters’ Commission
Forestry Commission
Countryside Commission for Scotland
Nature Conservancy Council
Regional Planning Authority
District Planning Authority
River Purification Boards
National Trust for Scotland
Scottish Wildlife Trust
Royal Society for Protection of Birds
Association for Protection of Rural Scotland
Respondents to newspaper advertisements
Respondents to post office notices
Special interest groups

Other Departments/Agencies

Local Authorities

Conservation Societies

General Public

6.3 In 1988 the Secretary of State for Scotland announced the conclusions of a review carried out by
the Scottish Office into the policies and procedures of the Crown Estate in relation to marine fish farming
(House of Commons Hansard: 19 December 1988 cols 88-91). This review confirmed the Government’s
previously expressed view that the extension of local authority planning control would not be appropriate
and that there was general satisfaction at the procedures operated by the Crown Estate. The Secretary of
State did however conclude that an Advisory Committee should be established to assist the Crown Estate
in the assessment of any very controversial fish farming proposals. The Chairman and Deputy Chairman
of this Committee were appointed by the Secretary of State, and the members will be drawn from the
relevant statutory authorities in central and local government. The main purpose of the Committee is to
review the issues in cases where one of these authorities has a strong objection to the proposals and it has
not been possible to resolve this by the standard procedure.
6.4 The current outcome of the comprehensive consultation and assessment procedure adopted by the
Crown Estate in 1986 is shown by the statistics in Table 7. During this period 642 applications for fish
farming leases have been received; 258 of these were rejected or withdrawn and 363 (58 per cent) were
approved, mostly with various modifications and conditions to meet objections raised by consultees.
SECTION 7:

Environment
7.1 One the major factors in the consideration of applications for fish farming is the assessment of the
environmental implications. These considerations relate to both the physical and ecological/biological
issues. In this respect the Crown Estate is aided by the Governmental advisers on nature and landscape
conservation.
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Table 7
CROWN ESTATE (SCOTLAND) MARINE FISH FARMING APPLICATIONS & DECISIONS
1.10.86 to 30.9.89
SA = Salmon SH = Shellfish
Areas
Total Applications

Approvals

Rejections

All

SA

SH

SA

SH

SA

Lochaber

81

34

47

13

27

11

Skye

80

22

58

12

38

Ross-Shire

96

37

59

13

Sutherland

64

30

34

Total Highland

321

123

Argi'll

170

South West
Western Isles
Orkney

SH

Withdrawals

Under
Consideration
SA
SH

SA

SH

D

10

14

0

1

5

10

5

8

0

2

33

6

13

IS

12

0

1

9

21

11

8

9

4

1

1

198

47

119

33

36

42

38

60

110

30

68

17

20

10

15

3

7

7

4

3

4

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

101

66

35

41

26

18

7

6

1

1

1

43

21

22

13

12

4

4

3

4

1

2

642

274

368

135

228

72

67

61

58

Shetland (N.A.)
All Areas
Percentage of decisions

Approvals

Rejections &
Withdrawals

Salmon

50%

50%

SheUfish

65%

35%

Both Types

58%

42%

15

7.2 Fish farming is widely accepted as a form of resource development well suited to the remote
coastal areas where it is dependent on the availability of unpolluted and sheltered waters. There is a clear
interdependency between fish farmers and the immediate environment in which they work. This
promotes a high level of common interest encouraged by the Crown Estate in preserving water quality
and minimising disease.
7.3 Ecological and biological implications are important elements in siting decisions and in subsequent
husbandry and management. The Nature Conservancy Council, supported by other interest groups, gives
advice on the proximity of wildlife to intended sites and on the native populations and composition of the
seabed involved.
7.4 The Crown Estate has a particular interest in the potential effects of waste products from salmon
cages on the seabed and has financially supported research carried out at the Dunstaffnage Marine
Laboratory. This research identified the biological processes involved and produced a model for
predicting effects. In practice the research has demonstrated that the effects of waste feed and detritus
failing to the seabed is very localised, usually within a radius of 50m fi’om the cages, and that movement
of the cages on a site rotation basis allowed the recovery of the seabed to take place over a period of
approximately 2 years.
7.5 Tlie Crown Estate is now the major sponsor of the continuation of this line of research to
investigate the effects of salmon farming waste on the water column. This work is currently underway
with a commitment of Crown Estate funds totalling £120,000. A forther £110,000 is also being provided
to support and co-ordinate research into transmission and prevention of furunculosis, a bacterial disease
commonly found in wild salmon which cause substantial losses of farmed fish.
7.6 A number of other environmental matters have a direct bearing on husbandry methods and
practice, such as predator 4..>i5trols, and these have been the subject of industry/conservation sponsored
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research. Codes of Practice, Guidance Notes, and advice on environmentally related issues have been
issued by industry and conservation bodies. The River Purification Boards also play a lead role in the
granting of appropriate licences under the Control of Pollution Act 1974 for each fish farm installation
This regulates and controls discharges and licences are granted subject to specific conditions and
limitations.
7.7 Whilst there are no indications of significant and irreversible environmental damage by fish farms
there is an accepted need to ensure that this situation is maintained by continued monitoring and the
improvement of baseline studies to enable greater accuracy in predicting effects. A great deal of work
continues to be commissioned by a wide range of bodies, including the Crown Estate, to improve
knowledge and develop better environmental and rearing practices.
SECTION

8r

Environmental Assessment
8.1 To meet the provisions of EEC Directive 85/337 additional procedures have been recently adopted
for a more detailed assessment of any salmon farming development of a type, scale or location which may
be expected to have significant effects on the environment. Indicative criteria for the application of these
procedures has been announced for the guidance of applicants and others. Details of this guidance
including the criteria agreed with Government for its implementation are included at pages 13/14 of the
Guidelines at Appendix II. With the reduction in the number and scale of salmoniarming projects there
may not be many of these, but the Crown Estate fully recognises its role and responsibilities as competent
authority for administration of the regulations in respect of marine fish farming.
SECTION 9:

Monitoring
9.1 Following the grant of a lease the Crown Estate monitors and controls the development of an
approved site through the use of experienced, locally based, consultants. This monitoring process ensures
that sites are developed in accordance with conditions and specifications stipulated in the form of
approval, and also provides further on-site advice and guidance to fish farmers and other interested
parties.
9.2 Developments are generally required to take place within two years of the lease being granted.
This allows operators sufficient time to obtain other necessary consents and financial support. The Crown
Estate discourages leases being held when no development is in prospect, and where necessary leases
have been revoked on these grounds.
SECTION 10:

Development Strategy and Guidelines
10.1 To assist potential fish farmers in their initial applications for seabed leases, and in the subsequent
development phase if a lease is obtained, the Crown Estate has published several reports setting out
Guidelines for fish farming development. In December 1987 after early experience under the new
consultation and assessment procedures there was clearly a need for basic guidance on siting and design
of fish farms. A research contract on the effects of fish farms on the landscape which was jointly funded
with other agencies provided some useful material, and some evident constraints were emerging in
sensitive areas. The Crown Estate’s Guidelines on Siting and Design of Marine Fish Farms has been
widely distributed in the UK and in other countries and has encouraged some notable improvements in
the appearance of fish farms.
10.2 A second report was published in October 1989, Guidelines on Siting Procedures and Principles,
governing marine fish farming projects. This is also primarily meant for potential developers and existing
operators, and therefore the main aim has been to present advice clearly and briefly. This report contains
a summary of some of the procedural information outlined in this memorandum, and also an indication of
important locational policies.
10.3 These recent Guidelines are in part a simple summary statement of the key elements in a more
detailed report also published in October 1989 by the Crown Estate under the title of a Development
Strategy and Area Guidelines for Marine Fish Farming. This is a longer and more technical report
containing a detailed professional analysis of the factors to be considered in assessing fish farming
applications. A full account is presented of the concepts of Very Sensitive Areas and Spacing Standards
which the Crown Estate has found useful in discussions with fish farming developers and consultees. The
key polieies-ifdm this composite development strategy are shown in in Talile 8.
_
10.4 In preparing these three reports Crown Estate staff have consulted departments and agencies
from central and local government and also relevant non-governmental organisations with an interest in
fish farming, as well as the operators’ associations. So far as possible the constructive comments received
from these bodies have been taken into account in the published versions, and close contact will be
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maintained with all interest groups during the implementation stage. There is now, therefore, a good
basis in the Development Strategy for co-ordinated policies, procedures and actions on the part of the
developers and the regulatory and advisory authorities. These procedures and policies will however be
kept under close review by the Crown Estate to ensure their continued application and effectiveness.
SECTION 11:

Future Prospects
11.1 There are now signs that the demand for new sites for salmon rearing has much reduced both as a
result of the more difficult market conditions for the operators and as a result of the physical constraints
evidenced by greater difficulty in obtaining site approvals. Whilst the increase in production of farmed
salmon worldwide means ever sharpening competition it should result in the continuing survival of the
more efficient producers and there is scope for production expansion within the cage sites already held
under lease. Tliere is a need therefore for the Crown Estate to maintain a flexible approach to the
structure of the industry in order that it can adapt to compete and survive in an international market
place.
11.2 fo the longer term an increase in the number of commercially cultivable species will give a
broader and more stable base to the industry. This will however be governed by the availability of
substantial research and development investment, rearing costs and product prices. However, the
numbers and range of shellfish leases in particular continue to expand and many of these are small scale
enterprises well suited to providing opportunities for local people. Research continues both in Scotland
and abroad into the possibilities of rearing alternative fin fish species. Of these halibut, seems the most
immediate and likely option and rearing trials are currently underway.
SECTION 12:

Conclusions
12.1 The Crown Estate has welcomed and encouraged fish farming as a major opportunity to enhance
the economic and social fabric of remote coastal areas—particularly in the Highlands and Islands of
Scotland—where this can be achieved without significant effects on the environment or other interests.
To consider the implications of individual proposals a comprehensive process of public consultation and
appraisal has been developed by the Crown Estate with the support of Government and is operated
against a defined strategic framework. By these means the Crown Estate conducts its responsibilities for
siting decisions in an open and balanced way which recognises and takes into account the statutory
responsibilities of other control authorities.
12.2 These siting decisions are made on the basis of the best knowledge and practices currently
available but there is clearly a need to continue to improve and invest in appropriate lines of research to
ensure that the many ecolo^cal and biological interactions are understood and that husbandry techniques
are developed and improved. These objectives would help to ensure the long term sustainability of the
fish farming industry which is now of such importance to the social and economic structures of remote
coastal areas.
Table 8
MARINE FISH FARMING IN SCOTLAND Development Strategy
POLICY GUIDELINES FOR INNER LOCH AREAS
A
General presumption in favour of improvements and innovations at existing fish farms. General
presumption against further fish farms in inner lochs:
In Very Sensitive Areas a special case would have to be made for fish fanning proposals.
POLICY GUIDELINES FOR OUTER LOCH AREAS
3
General presumption in favour of small and medium-scale fish farms compatible with other
interests. General presumption against further large-scale fish farms within loch areas.
Large-scale is over 12,000 square metres of cages/rafts/lines. Salmon farming projects of over 6,000
square metres in these areas are subject to an environmental assessment.
POLICY GUIDELINES FOR OPEN COAST AREAS
C
General presumption in favour of fish farms on sites off the open coasts compatible with other
interests.
Salmon farming projects of over 12,000 square metres in these areas are subject to an
environmental assessment.
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Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Crown Estate Commissioners
FISH FARMING LEASES-ANALYSIS OF DURATION

Years
I-

Acutal Number of Leases

Percentage %

102
336
89
85
34

16
52
13.8
13
5

1
1

0.1
0.1

5

6-10
II15
16-20
21-25
26-50 (35 years)
51-100 (99 years)
15 Feburary 1990

Examination of Witnesses
a Member of the House of Lords, attending by leave of that House, First
Crown Estate Commissioner, examined.
MRM J GRAVESTOCK, Crown Estate Receiver for Scotland, DR P D MCGOVERN, Planning Adviser, MR F
G PARRISH, Head, Foreshore and Seabed Division, Crown Estate Commissioners, examined.

THE EARL OF MANSFIELD,

Chairman
290. Good morning, welcome to the Committee. I am happy to say that we have met you all
before, but it would be useful if you would be kind
enough to introduce your colleagues and then we
will proceed.
{Earl of Mansfield) On my left is Mr Frank
Parrish, who is the Head of the Foreshore and
Seabed Division of the Crown Estate. On my near
right is Mr Martin Gravestock, who is Head of the
Estate Office in Edinburgh. He has the title of
Scottish Receiver. His duties go a great deal wider
than fish farming but he has been very much
concerned with aspects of fish farming, particularly
during the last few years. Beyond him, on my
right, is Dr Peter McGovern who is the Adviser so
far as fish farming is concerned. He came to us
from the Planning Division of the Scottish Development Department. We poached him in 1986
when the number of applications began to swell
alarmingly and we set down the new procedures
for the granting of leases which have endured up to
the present day. Those are the personae. Would it
be helpful if I made a short preliminary statement?
291. We do not normally proceed on that basis,
but seeing you have obviously taken care over it
and if it would be helpful then please do.
{Earl of Mansfield) It might be helpful if I briefly
trace the history of the fish farming industry and
explain how the industry has grown with such
Firstly may I point out the position of the Crown
Estate Commissioners in this? Besides many other
royal lands we are charged with the management
of the seabed below the low water mark and in
most cases between high and low water mark. The
duties of the Commissioners, which are extremely
important, because they are very often misunderstood, are in Section 1, sub-section 3 of the
Crown Estate Act 1961, which says that it shall be
a general duty of the Commissioners, while main-

taining the Crown Estate as an estate in land, to
maintain and enhance its value and the return
obtained from it, but with due regard to the
requirements of good management. It is that last
phrase which in fact causes a great deal of trouble.
Many members of the public expect that we are
allowed to behave like a charity. In fact we are not;
we are specifically stopped by Parliament from so
doing. We can take a broad view on what it is we
seek to do if it has consequences which are of
benefit to the estate. The fish-farming industry
really started in the early 1970s when a few
companies such as Marine Harvest—they are a
subsidiary of Unilever—approached the Crown
Estate. TTiey were anxious to see whether Atlantic
salmon could be farmed and were prepared to
invest very large sums of money on what was then
a long-term experiment. Other firms also
approached us. It was in 1979 that the first
marketable salmon were produced. The arrangements for leases in the very early days were of a
fairly ad hoc nature. From 1979 there was a
seven-year moratorium placed on rents, which
came to an end in 1986. At that time it was obvious
that the industry was not only viable but thriving.
Many more applications were coming in and it was
then that the present procedures were laid down. It
should be said that if anybody is under the
impression that the Crown Estate Commissioners
have always been concerned merely to extract the
last possible penny out of fish farmers, the fact that
we gave the seven-year moratorium—which still
exists, although it is just coming to an end in
relation to shellfish farmers—shows that we were
anxious to encourage the industry and give it every
chance to succeed. I have to acknowledge also that
the Governments of the day, both through the
Department of Agriculture in Scotland and indeed
the Highlands and Islands Development Board,
gave active encouragement and support. We now
have a major resource industry in the Highlands
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and Islands. So far as the Crown Estate is
concerned, I want to emphasise that we have never
adopted a “let ‘em all come” policy; we have
always sought to maintain the balance between
production and conservation. More than 50 per
cent of all applications are either rejected or
withdrawn because of objections that have been
produced. We have as a result produced three
definitive pieces of work on fish farming in
general, siting procedures and development
strategy copies of which were enclosed with our
memorandum. I should just like to remind the
Committee that there is a number of other bodies
with statutory roles to play when decisions as to the
granting of leases are considered: they include the
Department of Agriculture for Scotland, the water
purification boards and the Department of Transport, to name but three. So the Crown Estate
Commissioners are not the secretive body acting as
a judge and jury in their own cause as sometimes is
said by our critics who are no doubt well-meaning
but ignorant of the fact, of the very important part
that these other bodies, particularly the local
authorities, play. Two further points: the present
state of the industry. In our memorandum is the
output of tonnage which last year came to somewhere in the re^on of 18,000 tonnes of salmon and
this year is likely to be in the region of 25,000
tonnes of salmon. You have to look no further
than the nearest supermarket to see how fresh
Scottish salmon is on the shelves at prices which
compare very favourably with other forms of
protein. Jobs provided in the Highlands and
Islands have been estimated by the Department of
Agriculture for Scotland in the region of 5,000 and
economically fra^le areas have been preserved
and in many cases the quality of life for the people
living in those areas has been greatly enhanced.
The last matter I would draw to your attention is
the view taken by the Government in the Secretary
of State’s written answer to a question on 19
December 1988, reported in Hansard on that day,
columns 88 to 91. That you have before you but I
should say that this showed the Government took a
very careful look at the role of the Commissioners
and the manner in which we were carrying it out
and it actually says “We are satisfied that the
Commissioners have handled efficiently the rapid
increase in the number of lease applications and
have taken proper account of the relevant factors
in reaching their decisions”. This in no way
prejudices either the work of your Committee or
the conclusions that it may come to. As he
announced the formation of the Advisory Committee, which no doubt we shall talk about, and
which the Crown Estate welcomed, we did take
some consolation from the fact that what had
happened until then seemed to have the blessing of
Government as being efficient and fair, because
that is what we have tried to do. 'Ihere is no doubt
that improvements can be made and the Advisory
Committee was one. At any rate, it was those sorts
of recommendations which will give us the opportunity to provide an even better sen'ice, coupled
with a framework which will demonstrate perhaps
more clearly that the opinions of conservationist
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bodies and others, such as local authorities, were
and are considered and valued and they do play an
important role in the future of the industry when
we come to allocate the leases. That in short is
what I would like to say by way of preface.
292. Thank you very much. We also have your
written evidence which is comprehensive and most
helpful. It will come as no surprise to you to realise
that the question as to whether or not the Crown
Estate Commissioners are the right body to deal
with the applications for new fish farms and to
review the situation as far as established ones are
concerned, is one that is clearly going to exercise
our attention. Do you like having this role or
would you prefer the planning aspects of this
matter to reasemble more closely the situations
that prevail on shore, where you as the landlords
have the management of your estate to care about
and will worry about the commercial aspects of
leases that you might wish to give, but you would
have no say in the planning process other than to
make representations to a further planning authority? Do you rather like having this role because you
are good at it and because you are established to
do it?
{Earl of Mansfield) We see very considerable
advantages of being the only authority. One can
only look for instance to the example of Shetland
and the difference of approach as between the
Highland Regional Council and some of the other
local authorities to see what can happen when
different bodies with different policies are fulfilling
the same function. Secondly, there is the matter of
speed. We have discovered that the would-be fish
farmer is always strapped for cash. He wants a very
quick and efficient service because the sooner he
can get his smolts into the water, the quicker they
are going to come to maturity and the sooner he is
going to get some kind of return on the very large
sums of money that he has borrowed. I have—and
I think my colleagues would agree—grave doubts
as to whether local authorities would be able to act
with the speed which we do, particularly bearing in
mind that if anybody is refused then all sorts of
appellate procedures take place which could take
up to a year. I should say—and it is not generally
realised—that very many of the objections, which
have been raised in relation to a particular fish
farm are touted amongst all the objectors and
indeed all the people who have an interest in that
particular site—the local land occupiers and so
on—and very often the matter ends in a compromise; everybody is satisfied, except possibly the
people who for scenic reasons do not want to see
fish farms in a sea loch at all and those you will
never satisfy I am afraid. All the people who object
genuinely for conservation reasons or because of
the infrastructure on shore can be accommodated,
Therefore the fact that we have such flexibility, as
Crown Estate Commissioners, in working out
these procedures leads to (a) speed and (b)
satisfied customers and (c) in the main it satisfies
most of the objectors. I know that they have come
here and said that they are very far from being
satisfied but there are no doubt amongst the local
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authorities and their planning officers many who
genuinely believe that it should be part of their
remit to undertake this task and not some foreign
outside body such as ours which is not controllable
by them. We are of course directly responsible to
the Secretary of State for Scotland and accountable, so there is absolutely no reason why any
member of the House of Commons, or indeed
House of Lords, should not ask questions and have
them answered by the Secretary of State for
Scotland.
293. You have probably put your finger on it in
the last sentence or two where you raise the point
about local authorities. It is the feeling that there is
no democratic way of affecting the decision. I am
not saying that I do not think that is probably quite
a good thing because I can see you can come to
decisions faster, but there are critics who say they
would like an authority with elected members to
have a say in the matter. I take from your answer
that you believe you are the best equipped body;
you would like to continue to do it.
{Earl of Mansfield) We should like to continue
to do it, not because we have dreams of power or
anything like that, but we do think that we can
satisfy our tenants and carry out our statutory duty
by the Estate more efficiently and profitably by the
system which has grown up and which has been
refined by the Secretary of State.
294. Are you not concerned that this Advisory
Committee at the end of the day will take this
autocratic power away from you because you are
going to have to refer contentious cases to them
and therefore they at the end of the day will make
the decisions and not you?
{Earl of Mansfield) All the indications are that
there will be very few contentious cases which will
be referred to them. Partly because of the process
of compromise which I have already outlined, I do
not believe that many cases will in fact be taken as
far as the consultative committee. Secondly, if the
consultative committee cannot resolve the matter,
it can then go to the Secretary of State and we have
undertaken to pay the greatest possible attention
to what the Secretary of State in those circumstances says. Therefore the number of cases is
going to be in terms of the fingers of one hand per
year. By agreement, discussion and compromise,
the vast majority of contested cases are either
withdrawn by the fish farmer because he can see it
is a no-go situation, he is never going to get the
leave that he wants either for a fish farm as
extensive as he wishes or whatever it is, or there is
compromise that the farm should either be made
smaller or put into a different position or in some
way suit conservationists’ interests.
Mr MacDonald
295. You refer to Shetland as an exception to
the case where you have planning control, but
there is a second exception, which is Northern
Ireland, where the Department o[ Agriculture and
the Department of the EnviroL-ment issue agriculture or water discharge licences. You say in
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your submission to this Committee in paragraph
4.3 “As this statutory control already exists, the
Crown Estate does not seek to duplicate the
processes of consultation ... and confines itself to
an orthodox landowner’s role”. Do you think it
impedes the development in any kind of way—
economically, environmentally, or any kind of
way—in Northern Ireland of fish farming that you
there confine yourselves to an orthodox landowner’s role? Do you think there is any bad impact
upon the development of fish farming there?
{Earl of Mansfield) Perhaps I may speak with a
little personal experience because I was Minister of
State there in the middle 1980s. There are never
going to be very many fish farms for finned fish
there because of security reasons. Mr Parrish has
been to Northern Ireland where there are quite a
lot of oyster beds in Strangford Loch and I will
invite him to answer this one.
(Mr Parrish) In Northern Ireland the situation is
very different from that in Scotland. First of all
there is a different system of Government there,
Secondly, the fish farming itself is at a very much
earlier stage than that in Scotland. The system
under which applications are considered is only
just getting into gear and it is very hard to judge
how it will be able to cope with any significant
number of applications. What we do know already
is that they do take quite a long time under the
Northern Ireland system and it is a question
whether fish farmers, v/ith their funding implications, can work under a very long timescale
planning regime of that sort without a fairly rapid
resolution. So far there is only one marine fin fish
farm in Northern Ireland and a couple of shellfish
farms. There are fewer than 20 applications at all
sorts of stages being considered. One can immediately draw from that that if fish farming in
Northern Ireland were to escalate to anywhere
near the level in Scotland, the resource implications for the Northern Ireland departments
would be very considerable indeed.
296. That is interesting. You are saying the
larger the industry, the less the agricultural departments are competent to oversee it, that they would
be advised to turn to a body like the Crown Estate
Commissoners to take that burden off their
shoulders.
(Mr Parrish) No, I do not think I was drawing
any such conclusions: I was conjecturing whether
the system, as it was, would be able to cope with
the very large number of applications, such as in
Scotland, without posing resource implications for
whoever was going to do it. The system is untested,
certainly in a Scottish sort of environment.
297. In the early 1980s, when the development
of fish farming was taking place there was really
quite a lot of debate then within the Crown Estate
Commission itself about whether they really
wanted to take on this role. Your predecessor, the
Earl of Crawford, who was Chairman in the early
1980s, said “We are not constitutionally well
placed to operate a planning control. Apart from
anything else we are an inevitably interested
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party”. Presumably from what you said you would
disagree with your predecessor on that.
{Earl of Mansfield) At the time he made that
remark there were only two things which could
happen: either the Department of Agriculture for
Scotland would have had to vote very large
resources to the applications that were beginning
to flood in, or else the Crown Estate would have to
gear itself up to entertaining these applications.
My predecessor is perfectly entitled to his opinion
and I dare say at the time when the staff at
Charlotte Square consisted in the early 1980s of
about 3 or 4 people, he was thinking of that sort of
regime. Now we have 18 staff, including seven
senior staff, five consultants, two officers and a
marine biologist.
298. The point the Earl of Crawford was making
was that the reason they were not constitutionally
well placed was not a matter of numbers of staff,
but the fact he said, that “Apart from anythmg else
we are an inevitably interested party”.
{Earl of Mansfield) I do not know the circumstances in which he made that remark. I do not
believe that you will find one person in the
industry—I am not saying anybody else—who has
said that we have put the interests of the Crown
Estate Commissioners before that of the fish
farmer or would-be applicant for a lease. In other
words, we have adapted ourselves to the situation
which grew up.
299. Could I ask a couple of financial questions
about fish farming? In your submission, in paragraph 3.2, you mention the £300,000 that you are
going to be providing for research and training in
aquaculture over a three-year period. Could you
tell us what revenue you derive from fish farming?
{Earl of Mansfield) May I use the year 1989-90
as being the last complete year? We estimate,
although we do not have final figures yet, that our
revenue is going to be in the region of £830,000.
We have a large staff now with a wage bill of
£221,00i/. We have overheads of £67,000. We have
such things as solicitors’ costs and visits to the fish
farms amounting to £41,000, consultants’ fees and
so on. The total cost is £358,847. We also have
undertaken to give £100,000 a year over three
years, of which we have just completed the second,
for research and development. If you add that it
makes our annual costs £458,047.1 would put this
to the Committee: I wonder how many private
organisations spend 13 per cent of their gross
revenue on research and development.
300. You are saying that your wage costs of
£221,000, which is the largest element, goes purely
on the administration of fish farms.
{Earl of Mansfield) Yes, that is right.
301. Just to raise one possibility, do you not
think there would be a saving in the administrative
costs of administering the planning of fish farming
if that was done between the agricultural departments in the Scottish Office and the planning
authorities in the local authorities. Do you not
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think that the Crown Estate consists of a duplication of administration which is not necessary?
{Earl of Mansfield) If you create a hydra, a
many-headed creature, to do the job that we are
doing at the moment, yes, of course you would
save us costs. But the creature would then have to
take them on.
Mr MacDonald: The point I was making is that
there are people in those offices whose job it
already is to administer planning controls of
various Icinds.
Chairman
302. Am I not right in thinking that the costs of
an application is dealt with separately and therefore is not in the revenue figures you were talking
about? If I apply to start up a fish farm, presumably I have to pay something to have my
application processed, do I not?
{Mr Gravestock) Yes, that is correct; there is an
application fee of £50, but in effect that covers the
costs of advertising the application and placing it
on deposit in the Post Office.
303. So some of these costs you have been
talking about are in administering these applications.
{Mr Gravestock) Those costs exclude those
related to application fees.
Mr MacDonald
304. So for the year 1989-90 the return you
received was approximately £400,000 once you
have taken all the costs.
{Earl of Mansfield) Yes.
305. This will of course increase directly as
production increases because the costs will remain
roughly the same, I would expect, but as production increases from 25,000 to 30,000 to 50,000
tonnes then the return you will be receiving will be
more or less pure profit.
{Earl of Mansfield) No. As the number of fish
farms increases and the output increases there is
going to be a higher responsibility on us to police
what is going on, to see that fish farmers are
abiding by the terms of their leases. These have a
great many clauses in them as to the way in which
the fish farmer is to carry on his business; the sort
of chemicals that he can or cannot use and so on.
The higher the state of the industry, the more
expense we shall be put to. I strongly suspect that
we have not heard the last of disease, as they have
discovered in Norway. But you are perfectly right
that as production increases our profits should
increase higher than our expenses, otherwise we
could not be very efficient.
306. Do you have any sympathy for those local
authorities who have made submissions to us,
basically complaining that it is not a fair arrangement because they incur expenditure on the
infrastructure which it is necessary to have to
support fish farming development; roads just being
the most obvious example. Despite their having to
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incur this expenditure, the Crown Estate Commissioners are the principal beneficiaries when it
comes to receiving revenue from these economic
developments. As a consequence of that they call
for reinvestment of the profit you receive back into
various kinds of local infrastructure. Do you have
any sympathy with those kinds of submissions from
the local authorities?
{Earl of Mansfield) Yes, but of course we do not
know for how long shore-based buildings are going
to escape business rates; I have a feeling that it wiU
not be for very long. In that case the local authority
will get a measure of return. Yes, of course I
sympathise with the fact that the local authority
has in each case the statutory duty to provide the
infrastructure and that is why we take so much
heed of what the local authorities say when an
application comes forward and why our communications to the would-be fish farmer say that his
lease is dependent on him, in the proper case
where he is going to be dependent on a shorebased facility, getting planning permission to have
that. We are talking in 1990 and I have very little
doubt in fact that within the next five years a much
higher proportion of cages will be maintained and
looked after by sea-going vessels. They may well
be out of sight of land. This is the way that the
Japanese are going and in certain instances,
particularly on those parts of the coastline where
conditions are favourable, we shall follow. The
position is not fixed. 1 do want to emphasise that
where the local authorities say they are in difficulties in providing infrastructure, then we pay
very close heed before we grant an application for
a lease.
Chairman
307. Before we go any further, before the fish
farmers get concerned that all their buildings are
going to be rated and local authorities anticipate
the income therefrom, I should just say that the
business rate does not work like that in fact. It goes
centrally into a pool and is redistributed, therefore
the local authorities would only in fact get fractionally better returns. We should not get diverted
by that.
(Earl of Mansfield) I am sure everybody will be
grateful for that.
Chairman: I would not like the press to pick up
the point and get it all wrong.
Mr MacDonald
308. You said in your opening statement that
the Crown Estate Commissioners were not a
charity,
{Earl of Mansfield) No.
309. Could you tell the Committee what revenues you generate, what profit you make from
operating Windsor Great Park?
{Earl of Mansfield) Windsor Great Park is not
really within —
Chairman: I do not think that is entirely
relevant.
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Mr MacDonald
310. The point I am trying to make is that there
are certain of your operations which you accept
will not be making a profit.
{Earl of Mansfield) Anything we do is looked at
and agreed with the Treasury. You are quite right
that there are instances where for one reason or
another we do tilings perhaps not at a profit but
that is with the agreement of the Treasury, it is
always subject to the Committee of Public
Accounts and indeed only last year we were in
front of the Committee of Public Accounts after
our quinquennial review by the National Audit
Office.
311. Could I ask a couple of questions about
consultation procedures? You said this morning,
and we see it in your submission also, that really
most areas in which there is some disagreement
end up in a compromise and everybody is quite
satisfied. In your submission you say that there
have been very few major conflicts. In most cases,
even in those, a compromise has emerged which
has been generally accepted as a fair and reasonable outcome. This clashes somewhat with many of
the submissions we have received from local
authorities, from fishermen’s representative bodies
and from environmental bodies, all of whom
complain very very strongly about the consultation
procedures and also about the fact that the
compromises which do apparently emerge are not
discussed with those who have put original submissions into the consultation procedures. Are you
aware of the extent of this dissatisfaction?
{Earl of Mansfield) May I take the industry first.
We have had very few letters, and I have had none,
and especially from Mr MacDonald’s constituency,
about the way in which fish farmers have been
treated. Although the local authority would like to
be master in its own house, our policy towards fish
farmers has met with universal approval from the
fish farmers and the industry themselves. I am
quite sure that a lot of the conservation bodies are
dissatisfied once the compromise has been agreed
and reached because the essence of a compromise
is that everybody gives something. I have had very
very few letters and there have not been any
questions in Parliament about the general way in
which we carry out our duties; probably Members
of Parliament could not ask particular questions
because that would be against the rules. I must not
tread on that ground. We have had very few letters
saying that this or that compromise is a disgrace or
should not have happened.
312. The Advisory Committee is where a lot of
the discontent is focused now. We have also
received complaints that this Advisory Committee,
which was first announced in December of 1988,
whose Chairman and Deputy Chairman were
appointed on 30 May, has yet to meet to consider
any application. The NCC have said that there
have been six cases since December of 1988 which
they felt ought to have gone to this Advisory
Committee. Not only have they not gone to the
Advisory Committee, the Advisory Committee has
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not yet been convened. The Highland Regional
Council have also mentioned two cases in particular, the one in Loch Nevis where Lovat Estate
made an application and the other in Loch Hourn,
where Strathaird made an application; cases which
they felt should have gone to the Advisory
Committee. Why has this committee not met?
{Earl of Mansfield) As Mr MacDonald has said,
the committee was set up in December 1988 and
the Secretary of State appointed the chairman and
deputy chairman in May 1989.1 am afraid that for
one reason or another there was extreme difficulty
in obtaining a meeting between the chairman and
myself to work out the ways and means, for
instance the circumstances in which it should meet,
the people who were to be invited to serve on it,
the way in which cases were to be presented to it,
all the things which had to be laid down before the
committee could meet. I have to say that the
objections which we have received in respect both
of the Nature Conservancy Council and the local
authority were at a very low level; they never
reached director level, which is the actual level
which is going to trigger off the committee. Tlierc
was, as it were, no case of great gravity which
arose, which would have alarmed one, to make the
whole thing hurry up.
313. What do you mean by “they never reached
director level”?
{Earl of Mansfiel(^ The Director of the Nature
Conservancy Council is the man who says “Please
may the committee meet”, or “We desire the
Secretary of State’s new committee shall now
meet”.
314. Are you not aware, for example, of receiving notification or an official request firom the
Nature Conservancy Council for the Advisory
Committee to meet on the case of the Lunga Island
site within the Firth of Lorn? Or, you are aware of
receiving that request but it did not come from the
director so you did not feel it was necessary to
respond positively to it.
{Dr McGovern) This is a particularly good case
to discuss very briefly some of the problems. We
certainly are aware that in the initial comments of
the Nature Conservancy Council raising some
objections to that application, there was a standard
final sentence which said that if we were not
prepared to accept totally their objections they
would like it to go to the Advisory Committee.
That was signed by a junior professional officer.
With great respect to him, we have made it quite
clear that with the Chairman, Lord Grieve, and
Deputy Chairman Professor Dunnet, and the
nomination of the directors of these agencies and
chairmen of the local authorities and directors of
the river purifications boards to be members of the
committee, we do want to make sure that objections have been through their hands. I am afraid it
is the case, as happens in any office, that comments
are made on applications—not on fish farms but
other things—which do not always go to the
highest level. This means that some of the comments which are made are really very debatable
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from any point of view, even firom the nature
conservation point of view. It is really going to be
quite essential now, with this new setup, to make
sure that we are getting meaningful comments and
not simply off-hand statements of objection. That
is one thing: there was no formal request for a
meeting of the Advisory Committee firom the
appropriate level, because these comments had not
been seen by them. Nevertheless they were taken
very seriously. What the comment amounted to
was a total rejection of this proposal. This is a
proposal for a very remote site off the coast of
Argyll, Lunga Island, much further out than
anything which has been proposed up to now; a
local crofter fisherman who was trying to diversify
firom fishing into fish farming. They were taking
the very considerable challenge of trying to establish salmon farming out at Lunga Island. They
applied for a very large area on the assumption
that this was so far away from any interests that
nobody would object. They were warned before
they put in their application that there would be
objections, that it was not as easy as that. They
applied for a large area and this was one of the
reasons why we did get objections. We looked at
this, we discussed this with nature conservation
staff and local planning authority staff, as we do
every application. We asked whether it was really
necessary to reject it totally; there was a lot to be
said for a presumption in favour of helping
diversification firom fishing into fish farming, helping these particular people, helping the move to
the outer remote areas which is in line with the
national strategy. Is it really necessary to reject the
whole thing? NCC’s reaction at lower level was
that it is, because this is a marine conservation
area. You may want to ask later about that
designation. We said that this must be unreasonable. What we eventually did was to make a 90 per
cent reduction on that project. The scale of the
development was to be reduced by 90 per cent.
This may mean that the project is uneconomic.
May I say that something is done about all the
comments that we get from the Nature Conservancy Council: over 50 per cent are rejected,
usually on the basis of their objections; another 40
per cent are radically modified to meet nature
conservation objections; so 90 per cent of objections from the Nature Conservancy Council do
lead to definite results. The ones which are
modified often lead to such radical modifications
that the project does not go ahead, which means it
is to some extent a victory for conservation,
although a very strange one. They do not take
account of modifications. In that particular case a
90 per cent reduction, leaving a very very much
smaller scheme which was most unlikely to have
any significant effects on anything, seemed a very
reasonable conclusion.
315.
particular cases because then I could start banging
on about Lovat Estates and Loch Nevis to counteract the picture of the struggl'iig crofter fisherman. All I want to do really is lonJ' at the
procedure for considering these cases. What you
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are saying is that you received a written request
from the NCC that this matter be referred to the
Advisory Committee in the event that the NCC
objections were not taken on board. But you
considered that the request did not come from a
senior enough source within the NCC. You did not
feel it was necessary to check back with the NCC to
see whether they still wished to press it to the
Advisory Committee, you simply decided that this
was not a sufficiently senior source to warrant
reference to the Advisory Committee.
{Dr McGovern) Very briefly and very hesitantly
because we do not want to go into details of
particular cases, one did of course go back and the
reaction was “I have no authority to negotiate”.
That was the first point. The second point is that
now with the Advisory Committee wholly operational, certainly one would now be going back to
the Director of that organisation personally and
saying “Are you signing on for this? In which case
it will go to the Advisory Committee”. At that
particular stage the Advisory Committee was not
really operational. Given the circumstances of the
case it was not one—you could have quoted some
other cases where there was perhaps a stronger
reason—which merited the additional steps necessary to put it to the Advisory Committee.
316. You fall back on the fact that the Advisory
Committee was not set up until 1988, but cases of
this kind, where there were disputes should have
been held over until the Advisory Committee was
up and running to consider them rather than
having them through in this gap between the
announcement of the setting up of the committee
and the actual setting up itself.
{Earl of Mansfield) If the Director or the
Chairman of the NCC, both of whom I know very
well, had written to me over any of these six cases,
then we would have considered either putting the
application in cold storage or rejecting it according
to the circumstances of the case. But that has never
happened. I have had not one single letter from
any source to say “Come along. Hurry up with the
committee. Why is it not meeting yet?”.
317. I do not want to go into specific cases, but
can I take it that was a general reasoning for not
convening the committee on other controversial
cases too, for example the Loch Nevis case with
Lovat Estates where the Highland Regional Council objected and it went against their strategic plan
for fish farming? It was again a case where the
objection came from too junior a source to merit
calling of the committee.
{Dr McGovern) On that particular case there
was no suggestion from any level that it should go
to the Advisory Committee.
318. Are you worried that there might appear to
be some breakdown of communications here? We
as a Committee are placed in a very odd situation
when we get submissions from these various
bodies, the Highland Regional Council on the
matter of Loch Nevis for example, saying that they
objected to these developments and their objec-
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tions were overruled and they did not get the
opportunity to come to the Advisory Committee.
You tell us that you received no such strong
representations. Does this cause you some concern
as" to how communications are working out
between yourselves and these bodies?
{Earl of Mansfield) The matter was not escalated, as is normal. The Crown Estate has vast
property ramifications and whenever there are
objections to any course of action—and 1 do not
mean just in the planning sphere, it may be in the
commercial sphere or anything else—if somebody
is aggrieved they put on an employee of sufficient
weight. He then either writes to the Chief Executive, the Second Commissioner, or he can write
to the Deputy Chief Executive if it is to do with an
urban matter, or he can write to his MP—and this
happens very frequently—and I then get a letter
from the MP or from the individual concerned and
the matter is given attention. I think most people
in this room have had letters from me. We answer
a great deal more expeditiously than the Whitehall
departments and people get very full letters. This is
not some sort of arrogant brushing aside of good
and valid arguments which have been put up; they
have not been of a type which would have alerted
us to take the steps which I previously outlined.

Mr GUI
319. I have no doubt your organisation is a very
responsible one and having regard to the unique
constitution of your organisation no doubt you
take your responsibilities extremely seriously. Do
you think that there is a sufficient understanding of
the constraints that there are upon you in terms of
your effective management of your estate? Do you
take steps to make those constraints known? Do
you feel that a better understanding of them would
be helpful in terms of reducing the number of
attacks that appear to be made upon you?
{Earl of Mansfield) This is a very important
question which goes much wider than fish farming.
Until about the time that I was appointed, the
Crown Estate just fulfilled its statutory function
and kept a very low profile. As the commercial
side of the Crown Estate increased, as for instance
in London the heritage questions grew, as in fish
farming the conservation question grew, then we
have taken a conscious policy decision that we
should—not advertise ourselves because we had
nothing to sell but—show ourselves in our true
light as being the creature that we are. We do now
spend a great deal of effort and no small amount of
money in doing that. If I may respectfully agree, in
the past we did not take the right steps to show that
we operate within constraints which imposed on us
by Parliament.
320. Would you like to take this opportunity to
outline in brief the constraints which you feel are
imperative in terms of fish farming?
{Earl of Mansfield) The constraints are basically
speaking contained in our submission in the
guidelines and particularly the technical part of
that. If you are asking me as Chairman what I
interpret as the Commissioners’ policy, we are very
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conscious of the enormous beneficial effects that
fish farming has had, as I said in my opening
statement, in some of the most vulnerable areas of
Scotland. We want to encourage it as much as we
can. We are equally conscious of the effects of too
liberal a granting of leases or licences which has
happened in some places and above all we are very
mindful of disease which can literally wipe out a
small fish farmer in a matter of days. It is because
of these three considerations that we have set up
this very elaborate machinery before leases are
granted. Secondly, we are devoting a very considerable proportion of our gross revenue to
research. It is not only us, the Government are
too, and indeed some of the industry. We feel that
we are taking as responsible an attitude as we can
to carrying out our objectives. Hopefully that
answers your question.
321. I am sure it does. It just seems to me that
the evidence we have collected demonstrates that
the points you have just put—which I well
understand—are not as well understood generally
as they might be.
{Earl of Mansfield) This is a little beside the
point. Any organisation connected v/ith the
Crown, even at second hand by reason of the 1760
agreement with the House of Commons, is diffident about blowing the trumpet and beating the
drum too hard. But in fact I regard the fish farming
policy of my predecessor, which has been continued under my chairmanship, as being a great
success. A lot of money has been made by a lot of
our tenants and a measure of prosperity is now
being seen in parts of Scotland where it has not
been for 50 years. 1 personally find it—and I hope I
can say this—extremely satisfying to go to visit fish
farms and see that schools are still open with very
young children going to them every day. The
policy of the Crown Estate Commissioners, aided
and abetted by Government agencies—I do not
wish to take more credit than we should—and
indeed by some of our most severe critics such as
the local authorities has meant that between us we
have done a remarkably good job. That is very
smug and I dare say it can be attacked but I was
asked the question.
Chairman: I think that is entirely relevant and I
was PPS to your predecessor and I am sure he said
the right things too.
Mr Alexander
322. I should like to ask our witnesses a couple
of questions on the development strategy and in
particular this document. Marine Fisk Farming,
which you issued in the autumn of last year.
Obviously development strategy is just what it
says, yet if one goes to the summary of your
evidence you say that growth in the industry is now
slowing as a result of the reducing number of sites
and the more difficult market conditions facing
salmon farmers in particular. Why was this document not issued perhaps five years ago when the
industry was taking off rather than doing it now?
(Dr McGovern) I am not sure it is known or
recognised but in the papers which are in Members
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hands there are three documents. In December
1987 we did in fact issue the first guidelines
document which you have there and that of course
had been available in draft firom early 1987
onwards. That really did set the first elements of
what is now elaborated in the development
strategy. Therefore from early 1987 onwards there
has been a strategy and we just started this when I
came in at the end of 1986. Quite quickly after
that, as well as dealing with cases, we also started
producing a development strategy. That was an
outline document and you are quite right that two
years later we now produce a more elaborate
document but it is built on and expands on what
was done at a much earlier stage. It is not too late,
it is never too late, to produce a development plan
and in the Scottish situation the oil scene was
allowed to develop by the Scottish Office from the
early to mid 1970s before national planning guidelines were introduced on oil, and for very good
reasons. With a new industry one does need time
to see whether there are problems and what the
problems are. There may be something which can
fit and does not need a strategy and nobody is
going to produce strategies unless they are needed.
There is a period of sort of feeling the way. That
period of fish farming in the early 1980s, up to
1986, was an initial development period in which
there were very few conflicts, very few controversies. It was only from 1985-86 onwards that there
began to be a need for a wider consultation
procedure and then for a framework for it. This
framework, which we have produced in the Development Strategy and its predecessors, is a
remarkably useful document; other people are
saying that too apart from the Crown Estate. It has
gone all over the world. In particular it is very
similar, you may be interested to know in view of
your trip to Norway, to what the Norwegians are
now trying to produce for their industry and very
late in the day over there too. We went over to
Norway to discuss with the Norwegians their
Lenka study. I think you were told about this on
your visit. What struck the Norwegians was that
this strategy for Scotland is on very similar lines to
what they are producing in Norway after three
years work and expenditure of £3 million. It has in
essence in Norway three categories of restricted
area: the inner fjords, the outer fjords and the
open sea. This strategy for Scotland has exactly the
same thing. We say in here that there is a
presumption against further fish farming in the
inner lochs. We say there is space for certain
medium and small scale developments in the outer
lochs and we say welcome to the open seas, subject
to compatibility with other users. This study is not
only similar to that Norwegian one but is based on
the same kind of data. There is a very elaborate
databank available to us all in Scotland, giving very
detailed information on the hydrography of all the
lochs and the nature conservation interests. We
have a map on our wall in Edinburgh listing 250
conservation areas, not only NCC but all the other
bodies. They have all been mapped and are
available and a very thick compendium is available, which I did not bring today, of the hydrogra-
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phy of Scottish lochs. In five minutes in Scotland
we can produce a complete picture of the economic, social, environmental and physical attributes of a Scottish loch. That is the basis of this
development strategy and it is used on a day-to-day
basis.
323. That is a very interesting and helpful
answer. Can I just pursue one other aspect of the
strategy and that concerns the structure of the
industry itself. I may have missed it but you do not
seem to address the question of the structure,
whether the industry in your view should be
predominantly local or multi-national, whether
they should be large or small developments. I am
not criticising when I ask the question but does the
Crown Estate believe that these matters of size and
ownership are not really its concern?
{Earl of Mansfield) No. We wish to maintain a
balance between the big boys, the large companies, of which there are three, and medium-sized
and smaller concerns which go right down to a
single crofter. Therefore when we get an application we do consider it in the light particularly of
where it is, whether it is a crofting area or whether
it is near the open sea where it is more suitable
perhaps that a company with its resources and lots
more motorboats and so on should operate the fish
farm. Out of all our leases over 80 per cent are
owned and operated by local individuals, partnerships or small companies. In production terms
the same applies.
Chairman
324. I gather that a number are for sale now.
Does the lease allow transfers? We would like to
see a copy of your lease if we could at some future
time.
{Earl of Mansfield) We will file one as we go out.
325. We are quite interested to know what
happens. We were told there are six or seven on
the market now. Are you in a position to intervene
if one of the big companies wants to take over
those pens?
{Earl of Mansfield) Certainly. Leases are not
only non-assignable but the farmer is stopped from
sub-letting. If a smaller organisation wanted to get
out of fish farming they would have to surrender
the lease to us and then we would consider, in the
light of any applications we had, to whom we
should make a new lease.
Mr MacDonald
326. Does that mean you want to preserve the
existing balance, as you described it, and that you
would not permit the sale or the passing on of
leases from smaller operators to some of the larger
companies. This is a very very real question
because I have had directors of the major companies telling me that they would hope to buy eight,
ten, a dozen smaller operators in the course of this
year while the industry was in this trough.
{Earl of Mansfield) There are certain instances
where if the smaller fish farmer wishes to give up it
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makes sense to amalgamate that particular fish
farm with another organisation. The particular
example I have in mind is that many of the
organisations now taking part in fish farming have
become extremely keen on fallowing, that is to say
leaving a series of cages, or where they should be
put, fallow for a year. There have been one or two
cases where perhaps there has been some small fish
farm with a bigger one down the road and if the
fish farmer wishes to give up and for biological
reasons the bigger concern comes to us and asks
whether they can have it, this might perhaps be the
reason why they do want it and we would take that
seriously. What we would not take seriously at all,
in fact we would reject out of hand, is any sort of
application by a large or even a medium-sized firm
where it was merely greed on their part, expansion
for the sake of expansion because they were
making a good profit out of their fish farming and
wanted to expand their operation.
Chairman
327. I suspect it is a little more complicated than
that, particularly if you were to take an industry
like broiler chickens, which is not dissimilar in
structure and history, where the sheer fact of size
has enabled an economy of scale to be implemented. To what extent too will small investors be
inhibited from their land-side operations in the
knowledge that maybe if they want to sell the
business you will say they cannot, or not grant a
new lease on that site. It is pretty fundamentally
important to the actual farmer I would have
thought. You are in a position, as I see it, totally to
control the structure of the industry.
{Earl of Mansfield) We are totally in control of
the granting of leases for fish farming.
{Mr Gravestock) Could I reinforce what Lord
Mansfield said and say that we do look at all of
these applications that come to us very carefully
and on an individual basis because clearly different
circumstances arise. You have touched on what is a
fairly fundamental point from our point of view
and that is in many cases the investment that has
been created, has been created on the basis of
labour and finance put in by the fish farmer
himself. It may be that that finance and investment
is also limited to an on-shore base in which there is
no Crown Estate involvement. We have to take a
fairly sensible view on that and if somebody wants
to sell a fish farm and comes along with another
potential operator then we have to look very
carefully at the circumstances and consider the
effects of that new operator in the circumstances of
that loch.
Mr MacDonald
328. Apart from looking at each individual case,
do you have an overall idea whether you would
like to see the structure of the industry distributed
between individual crofter fishermen, for example,
companies like Lovat Estate or the large multinational operators such as Marine Harvest? Do
you have a notion where you have the structure
divided up, a certain percentage to each kind of
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category, and that you want to keep within those
percentages? Or do you not have any such plan?
(Mr Gravestock) We have a general presumption in favour of helping smaller producers and we
do that in a nmnber of ways. We review the
number of leases that are granted between the
bigger and smaller concerns and look to ensure
some form of balance can be maintained. Having
said that, we are also very conscious of the fact that
particularly the salmon farming industry has to
operate in an international marketplace. Obviously one has to be free to reflect the commercial
pressures and concerns that that invokes.
Chairman
329. What was the real reason for not making
the leases assignable?
(Mr Gravestock) So that we have total control.
330. If they were to be assignable what effect
would it have, from your point-of view as
landlords?
(Mr Gravestock) One of the considerations is the
proximity of fish farmers to their neighbours and
the necessity perhaps in certain circumstances to
have management agreements relating to the
husbandry techniques and practices that are used.
Therefore one would want to ensure that any new
incomer into a water area was compatible with the
already existing fish farming tenants.
Mrs Winteiion
331. Ctould I ask one or two questions on the
matter of lease conditions I am sure that the
Committee would appreciate seeing a copy of the
kind of lease that you have. You mentioned earlier
that the early leases were granted basically on an
ad hoc basis. Could you confirm that some 40 per
cent of existing leases that were granted before the
consultation procedure was introduced were for a
substantially longer period than the postconsultation procedure leases?
(Earl of Mansfield) I do not know that the figure
was as high as 40 per cent.
(Mr Gravestock) May I take that in two parts.
The 40 per cent figure is a correct figure but of
course does relate to a considerably longer period
of time than the period since the introduction of
the new consultation process. Of course it was a
period in which the industry was very much
beginning to develop and form. At that time it was
not necessarily clear or known whether it would
have an economic and viable future. Early on,
some of the very substantial companies in particular were investing considerable sums of money
and were looking for reasonable degrees of security in the light of that level of investment. We have
modified our policy since that time to reduce the
periods of the leases that were granted and in the
intervening period we have also taken the opportunity to review and modify a great number of the
earlier leases that were granted. I know for
example that people talk about 99-year leases
having been granted. I have to say that as far as I
am aware, there is only one such case.
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332. And you do have the powers to curtail
leases if you so wish, some of the longer earlier
ones.
(Mr Gravestock) Only in certain circumstances,
but there may be other situations which we can
take advantage of and review the terms of them.
Chairman
333. Do you have a profile of your lease periods
showing us how many are the long ones and so on?
Could you make that available to us?
(Mr Gravestock) Yes, we could produce such a
profile.
Mrs Winterton
334. Could you also describe to the Committee
the general conditions that apply to your leases to
ensure that fish farmers have good husbandry
practices etcetera for example as far as the use of
chemicals is concerned. Also, how do you police
the compliance with good management practices
within the lease?
(Mr Gravestock) We will supply the Committee
with copies of the leases and Committee members
will see that there are 20 pages of conditions which
apply to fish farmers. On the subject of the
methods of practice and running the farm, there
are one or two conditions which I could perhaps
highlight. One is that there is a requirement to use
the best and most modem methods of husbandry
and a general requirement to keep stock diseasefree and in good health. There is a requirement to
avoid unnecessary interference with wildlife, flora,
fauna and controls on pollutants and chemicals
that may be used on the fish farm. There is a
general condition to keep fish farms in good repair
and in a clean and tidy condition.
335. How do you police these conditions? Do
staff from your own organisation check or do other
people complain about fish farmers who are not
complying overall with one specific thing in their
lease?
(Mr Gravestock) We carry out a systematic
system of monitoring and inspecting fish farms. We
have a firm of consultants who work full time for
the Crown Estate, based in Fort William, who are
constantly travelling around the country looking at
fish farms and ensuring the conditions are complied with.
336. Are there many instances where conditions
are not complied with?
(Mr Gravestock) There are occasions when
conditions may not be complied with and we take
action to ensure that that position is corrected.
Mr Alexander
337. How many of your leases are English
leases?
(Mr Parrish) One.
338. Only one. So my question can only relate
to the one. I know nothing about Scottish law but
presumably it is a business lease and does the
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tenant not have the protection of the Landlord and
Tenant Act of 1954, and if not, why not?
(Mr Parrish) Yes, we have treated the ones in
England that have arisen so far as coming within
the provisions of the Landlord and Tenant Act.
339. Therefore it would be assignable.
(Mr Parrish) It requires the Commissioners’
consent to be assigned.
Chairman
340. Why not ask what about Scotland? Is there
an equivalent of the Landlord and Tenant Act in
Scotland and if so, does it also apply?
(Mr Gravestock) No, that form of legislation
does not apply in Scotland.
{Earl of Mansfield) We have such a different
system of land tenure that it would be inapplicable.
341. Having been a farmer in Scotland I am well
aware of that. Are the fish farmers pressing you to
make their leases assignable? Do they look upon
the fact that the leases are not assignable as a
matter of contention?
(Mr Gravestock) No, I have not heard any
concerns expressed along those lines. If I may say
so, I think it requires sensible interpretation of
circumstances by the Crown Estate.
Chairman: I should like at this stage to apologise
to the Natural Environment Research Council.
Since we have gone on rather longer than we
planned, we will be unable to hear evidence from
them today. I am sorry if they have come a long
way. We shall take the opportunity of seeing them
on another occasion.
Mr MacDonald
342. Could I ask how you are getting on with the
Shetland case? I know you will not be able to say
that much about it as it is going through the courts,
but could you say what stage it has reached and
how hopeful you are that you will be able to
expend your remit to the Shetlands when it comes
to deriving revenue?
{Earl o/ Mansfield) It is before the Court of
Session now. We are hopeful of winning the case,
not because we want necessarily to exert control or
anything, but we believe that the seabed there is
part of the hereditary possessions of the Sovereign,
just as it is round the rest of Britain. We would like
to be able to carry out our statutory duty of
collecting the very modest rents which we charge.
If the case goes in our favour then we shall
obviously have to have discussions with the Shetland Islands Council about the way in which in
future leases are granted; but I would not like to
pre-judge what could be said by either side at this
moment.
343. In future. But what about the revenue you
will have lost over the last couple of years? Will
you be seeking to derive that revenue from the
Shetland fish farmers?
{Earl of Mansfield) Yes, we will, because it is
our statutory duty to do so. I may say that the rent
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that we would charge is far less than the Shetland
Islands Council charges them at the pier head
when they land their salmon.
Chairman: We are going there to pay a visit. We
will not go further into that because that sets the
position out. We cannot at this stage.
Mr Amos
344.
does promote a designation known as Very Sensitive Areas. The main criterion for such a designation does seem to be the number of fish farms
already established in the area. What criteria did
the Crown Estate use when identifying these
VSAs? Does the VSA designation take account of
the carrying capacities of the loch or sensitive
environments designated as Marine Consultation
Areas by the Nature Conservancy Council? The
VSA designation, as I understand it, only carries a
presumption against further development. Why
have no VSAs been selected which carry a presumption against any development?
{Dr McGovern) The concept of Very Sensitive
Areas was a new one which we produced for
practical purposes for the guideline strategy. Since
using it for that purpose there have been indications that the development planners in other
sectors were finding it quite an interesting concept.
The essence of this concept is that it is based on
actual indications of sensitivity. It is not simply a
case of classifying an area as good quality landscape and saying therefore it must be a no-go area.
We are asking whether there are reasons for
thinking that that particular type of landscape, that
particular type of ecology, that particular fishing
area, that particular area of hydrography, would
be a conflict situation. In other words, it is an
attempt to predict actual and potential conflicts
between different interests. It is very successful
from that point of view. The details of the criteria
on each of the 25 VSAs now used are set out in the
green pages of the development strategy. The
essence of the sensitivity of each one is indicated in
a short paragraph there. I am sure you will agree
that some of that is very interesting. The VSA
criteria include a very wide range of factors as they
would have to. As I said earlier, in talking about
the background to this strategy and comparability
with the Norwegian studies, we do have a very
large databank available. We do have data, hydrographic information, for these lochs. We have
conservation information, a lot of other things.
Putting all that together with the actual experience
over the last five years in dealing with adjudications, we have been able to assess sensitivity.
The second question on whether it includes carrying capacities; it certainly does. This is an indication based on the compendium available in
Scotland about Scottish lochs, giving hydrography.
It has been the basis for identifying that most of the
inner sea lochs are now from several points of view
very sensitive areas. One of the points of view is
the hydrography conditions. I can elaborate on
that if you wish. The application of these VSAs
now means that they are being used as a starting
point. If an applicant comes in to us and says he
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has a site in mind and it is in a VSA we say he
should apply by all means if he wishes because, as
with planning authorities, we would not lightly
refuse to process an application. But he is warned
orally that his chances are slim. In the strategy we
say we would discourage—or not encourage—
further applications in the very sensitive areas.
This is working and this is why we think the
number of contentious cases in future is going to be
very' much smaller because the strategy itself is
discouraging them in very sensitive areas. Has that
answered your main points?

formal complaint has been lodged with the EC
Commission regarding the implementation of the
Environmental Assessment Directive. How do you
respond to the criticism that the threshold you set
is so extreme that only the largest developments
would actually formally have to come within the
ambit of the directive on the assessment?
(Dr McGovern) May I answer the specific
technical issue which you raise. The thresholds on
environmental assessment are very important and
an intensely complex subject. The important thing
is that every application for fish farming includes
an environmental assessment. We require the
345. Yes, it has. Just one quick follow-up. applicant when applying to say what scale his
Would you agree if I said that you are not using development is going to be and we encourage him
VSAs in any way to inhibit legitimate develop- to write a little essay saj'ing what the effect on the
ment, jobs and so on.
environment is going to be. Then, in conjunction
(Dr McGovern) I remember now that your third with the consultees, we look into this. We consider
point was about areas where there is no fish whether he has made a fair indication or whether
farming at all. One of the large elements in this is he has understated that and part of the decision
the existing pattern and structure of fish farming. process includes a very careful analysis of the
In an area which has a lot of fish farms, the fish environmental impact. It is a matter of what scale,
farmers themselves probably do not want more where you draw the line, what scale of environthere, for disease control, etcetera. It may be that mental assessment we are talking about. Every fish
firom other points of view the maximum density has farming application has something. The EEC
been attained. It certainly does contain areas regulations are talking about a very formal type of
where there are no fish farms. I can cite inner Loch environmental assessment which is simply an
Nevis as an example. This is a large area in itself. elaboration and extension of what is in every
Some of you will know that the inner part of this application. In implementing the formal regulaloch is a very large area in itself. That is an area tions of the EC, we have certainly recognised that
where because of its unique characteristics there some additional guidance is needed. The Crown
are no fish farms and it is possible to say there will Estate has issued an advice note, which is reprobe none. One never puts it as definitely as that in duced in the guideline strategy and in the submissScotland but there is a presumption against fish ion, in conjunction with the Sottish Office. With
farming in that area and that is virtually saying the agreement of the Scottish Office we have
“Don’t even try it cn”. We have one or two issued an advice note which indicates the contents,
examples of that kind where there are no fish farms simply indicates as a starting point, the content of
and where there are not going to be any because it an EA, but which also sets out thresholds. The
is discouraged. The VSA concept can include these concept of a threshold is important because in all
virgin areas as well as areas where there is some, the other sectors where there are environmental
assessments, shopping centres, petrochemicals,
existing development.
quarries, there are cut-off points. Government has
346. Is it possible over a period of time to always said that there is no need for in a full-scale,
lengthy, costly, report to every little comer shop
review a VSA?
(Dr McGovern) Indeed. The first guidance every httle petrochemical works. There are certain
which was produced in December 1987 had a list of cut-off points measured in terms of thousands of
ten. You will have them on page 3 of these square metres. Compared with these other threshguideh'nes and I hope it has been marked up as olds a very low threshold has been established for
superseded; but perhaps not. There is a Ust of the salmon farming. We have established in the inner
initial ten VSAs and then in the intervening time, lochs, again with the agreement of the central
by September 1989, we produced a list of 25 with departments, a 6,000 square metre level for salmon
substantiation, justification, in here. This could not farms—surface equipment this is—in the inner
be done by the Crown Estate on its own. This is a lochs and 12,000 square metres in the outer lochs.
joint thing with the conservation interests, with the These are indications of tonnage output. We know
planning authorities. We have discussed these that with a certain square meterage this can
areas, taken account of the available data, dis- produce ‘x’ tonnes of salmon a year. Rather than
cussed them with them and we have come up with talking in terms of actual outputs, which may be
this thinking, with good reason, that there would controversial, we use a proxy for that. There is no
be general agreement that these are sensitive dispute about that, it is very sensible. So the 6,000
square metres indicates a production level of about
areas. There is no real dispute about that.
250 tonnes per annum. 6,000 square metres is a
Mr Bradley
viable, sensible threshold and a very much lower
347. Could we turn to Section 8: Environmental than in other sector. It has to be used threshold
Assessment, In your memorandum where you applied any flexibly. We say in the advice note that
recognise your role and responsibilities in regard to this is an indication. It is quite open to the Crown
the EC directives? I am sure you are aware that a Estate or other parties to require an environmental
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assessment below that level or to say that something above that level does not require it.
348. Now did you make that judgement in
relationship to the Loch Nevis development?
(Z)r McGovern) I stressed previously that in fact
in inner Loch Nevis, which is a very large area,
there are no fish farms and there is a policy against
it. The qidd pro quo on that was that in outer Loch
Nevis, which is a very much larger body of water,
some fish farming development could take place.
That is elaborated in the report. There are two
existing salmon fish farming sites in the outer loch,
both functioning. There was a proposal for a third
site between the two. That third site was in fact two
kilometres from each of the other sites, which is
the relevant distance in the directive. Strictly
speaking, in terms of the spacing and in terms of
the total amount of equipment, an environmental
assessment was not an automatic requirement
there. The comments we received from all the local
authorities and agencies did not suggest that an
environmental assessment should be produced.
The actual decision on Loch Nevis modified the
application. The actual site which was approved, in
order to meet conservation objections, was moved
sUghtly, half a kilometre north. That put it at less
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than two kilometres from one of the existing sites.
So people are now saying that then we should have
required an environmental assessment. This is one
good example where the applicant did put in a very
good statement of the environmental aspect based
on his existing sites, not in the detail which the
formal one would require but a very good indication that there was probably not much problem
going to arise here. There was no real case for
imposing an environmental assessment at the late
stage on that, given that nobody had asked for it to
be done.
Chairman
349. Thank you very much for coming before us
this morning. I am sure you will appreciate that
because of the very central role which the Crown
Estate plays in this matter we may wish to come
back to you again. We are grateful for your
co-operation today; thank you very much.
{Earl of Mansfield) Thank you very much. May I
take it that the only information which you would
like from us at this stage is a copy of the lease?
Chairman: There are one or two other points,
but it might be best if they were dealt with by our
Clerk.
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Memorandum submitted by the Department of the Environment
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Department’s interests in fish farming arise firom its responsibilities in the following areas;
— Water quaUty and the regulatory system for pollution control;
— Planning control;
— Water abstraction and impoundnient, and charging for licences.
1.2 This Memorandum describes the regulatory system that applies in England and Wales. In addition,
DOE has lead responsibility in relation to international aspects of environmental pollution and control.
In matters of water quality and water abstraction the Department’s functions complement those of the
National Rivere Authority. Under the Water Act 1989, it is the Secretary of State for the Environment’s
duty to set water quality objectives, and the NRA’s duty to see to it, so far as it is practicable, that these
objectives are met. It is the NRA’s duty to propose discharge consent and abstraction licence charging
schemes, but the Secretary of State’s duty to approve them. These and other relationships are spelt out
more fully in the appropriate sections below.
2. WATER QUAUTY AND POLLUTION CONTROL

2.1 Freshwater fish farming-rwhich is where DOE's major interest lies—interacts with water quality in
two ways: On the one hand it requires good quality water to be available for abstraction into and through
farms; and on the other the farm effluents may then affect downstream water quality in a large number of
ways. Fish farmers therefore both rely on the proper functioning of water quality controls and are
themselves subject to these controls as effluent dischargers.
The Water Quality Control System
2.2 The Water Act 1989 strengthens the regulatory ft’amework for water pollution control in England
and Wales and provides a firmer statutoiy basis for improvements in water quality. It provides for the
establishment of the NRA as a new, independent body to improve quality standards and control pollution
from the water industry as well as from other industries and agriculture (including fish farming), and for a
statutory basis for the classification of watercourses and the setting of water quality objectives. It retains
the fundamental water pollution controls previously provided under Part H of the Control of Pollution
Act 1974 (COPA). It is, with a few exceptions, an offence to allow the entry of poisonous, noxious and
polluting matter, and any solid waste matter, into inland, ground, estuarial and coastal waters (that is,
waters within three miles of the coast of England and Wales), unless the entry is authorised by discharge
consent or waste disposal licence issued by the appropriate authority.
Offences
2.3 Under Section 107 of the Water Act, it is a criminal offence to cause or knowingly permit the
pollution of controlled waters (ie those waters described in paragraph 2.2 above). A Magistrates’ Court
can impose either a prison sentence of 3 months and a fine of £2,0i00, or both, on anyone convicted of
such an offence. The Crown Courts can impose a prison sentence of 2 years and/or an unlimited fine.
Powers to Prevent or Remedy Pollution
2.4 Where the NRA considers that polluting matter is in danger of entering, or has entered, controlled
waters it is empowered by the Act to carry out works to prevent the entry of the matter, or to remove it
and remedy the affects on the waters, including restoring any flora and fauna present before the pollution
occurred. The NRA is entitled to recover the costs incurred in carrying out these works from the person
responsible for endangering the waters, or causing their pollution.
Discharge Consents
2.5 Prior to 1 September 1989, discharges of trade or sewage effluent into rivers, coastal waters and
specified underground waters in England and Wales were subject to the control of the appropriate Water
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Authority through the granting of discharge consents issued under Part II of the Control of Pollution Act
1974 (COPA). The Water Authorities’ own discharges (eg from sewage treatment works) required the
consent of Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Pollution (HMIP), acting on behalf of the Secretary of State.
2.6 As from 1 September 1989, the provisions of the Water Act 1989 require all types of effluent
discharged to inland, coastal and ground waters (“controlled waters”) to be consented by the NRA. The
NRA itself operates a few fish farms for re-stocking purposes, however, and discharges from these will be
consented by HMIP.
2.7 The basic procedure for obtaining a discharge consent under COPA is contained in Schedule 12 to
the 1989 Water Act. The discharger must submit an application for a consent to the NRA, supplemented
by any other information that the NRA may reasonably require. Notice of an application is normally
published in local newspapers and in the London Gazette. The NRA must consider any representations
made before deciding whether or not to grant a discharge consent. It must also take account of its duty
under Section 106 of the Water Act to ensure, as far as is practicable, that any quality objectives set for
the receiving waters are achieved; and it will also need to take account of the requirements of any
relevant EC Directives, such as those relating to the discharge of dangerous substances, or the quality
required of certain waters used for particular purposes (eg for the support of freshwater fish). AppHcants
who are dissatisfied with the NRA’s decision have a right of appeal to the Secretary of State, who is in
turn subject to a similar range of duties.
2.8 The NRA has a duty to review discharge consents and, in appropriate cases, may serve notices
revoking or varying the terms of consents. Consents cannot generally be revoked or varied less than 2
years after they come into effect. There is an appeal procedure to the Secretary of State against any
notice of revocation or variation. In addition, the Secretary of State.can at any time, direct the NRA to
review and revoke any consent, if this is necessary to implement an EC or other international obligation,
or to protect public health, or flora or fauna.
2.9 As well as his appellate role in respect of discharge consents, the Secretary of State also has power
to call in, for his own determination, any application made to the NRA. Where the NRA has given notice
of its intention to grant a consent those parties who previously made representations have a right to make
further representations to the Secretary of State requesting him to exercise this power. The power to
call-in an application is, however, one which has-been used sparingly and normally only in cases raising
novel issues or ones of national importance. In considering any appeal, or application which he has
called-in, the Secretary of State also has a duty to ensure that any water quality objectives set under the
Water Act are met.
2.10 The setting of consent levels for any given discharge is of necessity, something which can only be
done on a case by. case basis at a local level, and, since September, by the NRA Regions. Assessments
have to be made of the effect of the discharge on the receiving waters, taking account of factors such as
the quality of the discharge (and the concentrations of pollutants therein), the quality of the receiving
waters (typically in terms of national classification schemes), and the dilution provided by these waters.
As indicated at paragraph 2.7 above, account also has to be taken of quality objectives and other
requirements set in relation to the receiving waters. Although consent conditions are imposed according
to the nature of the discharge, limits are (in the case of effluents of organic ori^n) commonly imposed on
concentrations of biochemical oxygen demand (BOD)—a measure of the oxygen required for the
biological breakdown of the effluent—suspended solids and ammonia. Conditions are typically also
imposed on concentrations of chemicals which are liable to be present. (TTiis subject is covered in greater
detail at paragraphs 2.14-2.18 below.)
2.11 The Government has recently asked the NRA, as one of its first main tasks, to carry out a Review
of the pre;sent system of setting all types of discharge consent and of monitoring and assessing
compliance. The review is being undertaken in order to ensure that the system serves to protect water
quality and is effective in enabling pollution control standards to be enforced. The NRA expects to
complete its Review in time for recommendations to be implemented from September 1990.
Charging for Discharge Consents
2.12 The Water Act provides for new schemes to be established whereby those who apply forj who are
granted, or who use discharge consents, would pay charges to the NRA .designed to recover its costs in
regulating discharges. These charges will provide a major source of revenue for the NRA. Charging
schemes will be subject to approval by the Secretary of State, after public consultation, and will in
principle cover all consented discharges. A consultation paper (“Paying for Water Pollution Control”)
was published by the Department in February this year setting out the basis on which it was expected that
charging schemes would be designed. Separate charges for each application, and annual charges to cover
relevant monitoring costs, were envisaged, determined oh a formula basis related both to the quality and
the volume of the discharge. The Department is currently considering the responses received. Fish
farming interests have expressed concern at the possible level and impact of charges on their business, as
well as commenting on the relatively high volumes of their discharges.
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2.13 The task of designing schemes to deal with the great variety of discharges is a complicated one,
but it is envisaged that charges for new applications will be introduced next year, with annual charges
being phased in subsequently. The impact of such charges on fish farming will be taken into account in
reaching conclusions on the shape of the charging schemes, but clearly fish farmers must be treated
neither more nor less favourably than other effluent dischargers.
Fish Farms as Polluters
2.14 Continuing and appropriate control of the fish farming industry is necessary to ensure that any
deleterious effects on the environment are kept to a minimum. Effluents include uneaten food, excreta,
unassimilated chemicals and dead fish. They can degrade water and sediment quality by consuming
oxygen and adding solid matter, nutrients and toxins to water.
2.15 In 1984 the National Farmers Union, in consultation with MAFF, DOE and the water industry in
England and Wales, published Codes of Practice covering good husbandry and the Safe Use of Chemicals
for riverine fish farms. The International Council for the Exploration of the Sea has been considering
potential problems with fish farming at sea, and the Marine Pollution Monitoring and Management
Group^ has set up a task force to produce a report on this.
2.16 The water quality aspects of fish farming relate to the recent growth of the industry and to its
demands for very clean water. Although discharges are subject to the controls described above, their
nature is such that concentrations of pollutants may be only marginally greater in the discharge than in
the water abstracted into the fish farm, even though the relatively high flows involved mean that the
pollutant load affecting the receiving waters may be significant. Thus direct monitoring of discharge
quality may not be straightforward, and differential assessments, or a direct assessment of the impact on
the receiving waters, may in practice need to be carried out. There have in some areas been problems
with discharges of suspended solids, the sedimentation of which in rivers can affect spawning areas. In
sea-based fish farming, it is common for there to be a build up of solids beneath the cages and this
contains excess food as well as faecal material, but recent research indicates that nutrient discharges do
not seem to be creating problems of eutrophication (low oxygen levels).
2.17 The discharge of chemicals from fish farms is a complex matter and although the problems do not
seem to be major, Imowledge of this area is far from complete. Prior to water re-organisation much of the
responsibility' for research in this area was split among the ten separate Water Authorities. Tlie formation
of the NRA, with responsibilities covering the whole of England and Wales, creates a fctr better basis for
the formulation and carrying out of appropriate research than has existed previously.
2.18 Dichlorvos (used extensively to control salmon lice) is one of the substances included in the initial
“Red List" of substances posing the greatest threat to the aquatic environment which was published by
DOE in April 1989. The Government’s policy is to minimise inputs of these substances from all sources.
Dichlorvos is toxic to some forms of marine life even at extremely^ low concentrations, and the
Government is concerned that the use of this substance in fish farming has not been established to be
environmentally harmless. On the advice of the Veterinary Products Committee, a one year licence has
been issued by MAFF—under the Medicines Act 1968—for the use of Aquagard (a proprietary product
containing Dichlorvos). In coming to a decision on whether to renew the licence for a further period,
account will be taken of the results of new studies of the chemical’s toxicity and of monitoring work in
areas where it is used, as well as of the industry’s success in devising other, more environmentally
acceptable methods, of dealing with infestation by sea lice. In the meantime DOE has commissioned the
Water Research Centre to advise on an appropriate environmental quality standard for dichlorvos in
water.
The Hampshire Avon
2.19 The Department has been directly involved in assessing the effects of fish farms on the Hampshire
Avon, a high quality (Class lA) salmonid and coarse fishery river, very popular with anglers. During
recent years, the river has also supported a growing number of commercial fish farms (including the
largest one in the country).
2.20 During the 1970s and again in the 1980s, a growing number of complaints were made by anglers,
alleging a decline in the Avon coarse fishery due to, amongst other things, the effect of on-river fish
farms. The anglers mounted a co-ordinated campaign—‘Save the Avon’—and, in i985, presented a
10,000 signature petition to the local MP, Mr Robert Key.
2.21 Wessex Water Authority had for many years been carrying out an intensive survey and
monitoring programme on the quality of the Avon—at a cost of over £1 million to the Authority over 14
years. In 1986, the Department agreed jointly to fund with Wessex Water a complementary survey,
^ The MPMMG is a non-statutory committee of relevant Government and industry experts with a UK-wide remit. It is
chaired by MAFF and reports to DOE and other interested Departments.
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undertaken by the Freshwater Biological Association (FBA), of the coarse fish populations in the Avon.
As a result of these surveys, two reports were produced-at the end of 1987, by Wessex Water' and by
the FBA‘ The main conclusion of these reports were that the Avon remained ofJiigh quality and that the
fish populations were generally healthy. Specifically in respect of fish farms, there was no evidence to
suggest predation of fish by farm escapees or the effects of discharges of fish farm effluents having any
significant effect on the resident fish populations. More likely long term causes of any deterioration in
coarse fisheries were the decline in the water meadow system (used for fish spawning) and the effects of
weed cutting methods used in the 1970s. Measures have, however, been taken by Wessex Water in
co-operation with fish farms, to reduce the potential for entrapment of coarse fish fry by the :onstruction
of by-pass channels.
Prosecutions and Pollution Incidents
2.22 In 1988, there were only two convictions of fish farms for pollution offences, and only 10 fish farm
pollution incidents were recorded. It is worth noting, however, that several Water Authorities have
expressed the view that recorded pollution incidents understate the extent of fish farm pollution which by
its nature, tends to be chronic rather than acute, and therefore to be less easily noticed.
2.23. In summary, DOE considers that fish farms on river systems or in coastal waters are not known
to be causing serious environmental problems. In several areas extensive fish farming has not led to the
deterioration of Class I rivers. However, there is no reason for complacency and much room for further
research and monitoring in this field, especially in view of the industry’s recent growth and the range and
complexity of its use of chemicals.
Wildlife Protection and Conservation
2.24 The DOE’s duties in the field of wildlife protection give it additional specific interests in fish
farms. In particular it must consider their potential impact on Sites of Special Scientific Interest. (They
may, for instance, affect the habitat of birds reliant on fish for their survival). Otherwise the Department
would mainly look to appropriate use of discharge consents to secure its interests in this area, which
include the effect of farm effluent on the downstream biological regime.
2.25 The NRA (and, where appropriate, the Secretary of State also) is under a statutory duty (Section
8 of the Water Act) to exercise its powers so as to further the conservation of flora and fauna. The Code
of Practice on Conservation, Access and Recreation which the Government published in July 1989 in
accordance with Section 10 of the Act, encourages the NRA both in issuing discharge consents and in
operating its own fish farms, to take steps to ensure that abstraction for, and effluents from, fish farms do
not damage flora and fauna, features of archaeological, architectural or historic interest or the landscape.
It should consult conservation bodies about any practice carried out for the improvement or development
of a site of importance for conservation. In such circumstances even standard techniques such as
mechanical weed cutting, use of herbicides, the employment of noxious substances for fisheries
management, the use of anti fouling paints and intensive stocking should be carefully evaluated for
environmental impact.
3. PLANNING

3.1 Fish farming developments in inland waters, and the shore-based elements of marine fish farms,
require planning permission except to the extent that they benefit from a long-standing concession to
agricultural development (see paragraphs 3.3-3.7 below).
3.2 The definition of ‘agriculture’ in section 290(1) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1971
includes the breeding and keeping of livestock for the production of food. In order to qualify as livestock,
the fish or shellfish must be intended for consumption; raising ornamental fish and fish for stocking or
re-stocking waters fall outside the scope of the definition. Fish farms located in marine waters beyond the
low water mark are outside the scope of planning control, although marine fish farms require a lease from
the Crown Estate Commissioners, who consult appropriate local planning authorities and take account of
environmental considerations.
Permitted Development Rights for Fish Farming
3.3 Part 6 of Schedule 2 to the Town and Country Planning General Development Order 1988 (the
GDO) grants permitted development rights for agriculture. Class A of Part 6 grants permitted
development rights for the carrying out, on agricultural land not less than 0.4 hectares in area, of building
works or excavation or engineering operations reasonably necessary for the purposes of agriculture,
subject to conditions on the area, heightand location of the development. Provided these conditions are
* Tlic Hampshire Avon: A Status Report: Wessex Water (December 1987).
^Thc Fish Populations of the River Avon, Hampshire, downstream of Salisbury, in 1987—by R H K Mann and Others.
Freshwater Biological Association, December 1987.
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met, Class A enables both established and other fish farmers to erect fish tanks and other structures
associated with fish farming, and to excavate poiids provided the extracted materials are retained on the
site, without the need to apply for specific planning permission. In National Parks and some small
adjacent areas the local planning authority has discretionary control over the siting design and external
appearance of buildings mid the siting and design of private roads that are to be constructed-with the
benefit of Part 6 rights.
3.4 Specific planning permission is required for development for accommodating livestock, including
fish ponds or tanks, proposed to^ undertaken within 400 metres of ‘protected' buildings; this includes
residential and other buildings such as schools, offices and hospitals, that are normally occupied by
people, but excludes farm houses and other agricultural buildings.
3.5 Glass C of Part 6 of the GDO grants additional permitted development rights for the construction
of fish ponds and other engiheering.operations on agricultural land for the purposes of an established fish
or shellfish farm registered with the Ministry' of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food under the. Diseases of
Fish Act 1983, subject to conditions on the site area and the location and depth of the development. Class
C rights allow materials extracted in the course of creating fish ponds to be removed from the site. These
rights were introduced in. 1986 in order not to hamper the expansion of established fish farm operations.
At the same time, an additional control over agricultural development was added to prevent the
excavation of minerals and their removal from an agricultural holding under the guise of agricultural
developmenti
3.6 Any fish or shellfish farm development which does not meet the criteria iii Part 6 requires specific
planning permission. In addition, local planning authorities can require planning permission to be sought
for proposed development which would normally constitute permitted development by serving a
Direction under Article 4 of the, GDO to remove some or all permitted development rights in a particular
location. For development within Part 6, such Directions are subject to confirmation by the Secretary.of
State, who requires to be convinced of a real and specific threat to the amenity of an area if he is to agree
to the removal of rights which have been conferred by Parliament. No analysis of the numbers of Article
4 directions made which relate to fish farming is readily available.
3.7 A consultation.paper issued by the Department (and Welsh Office) on 8 May on possible new
permitted development rights in the countryside invited views on whether it would be desirable to curtail
permitted development rights for fish farming in National Parks. On 11 October the Secretaiy of State for
the Environmerit announced that, in the light of responses to this consultation paper, the Government
had decided not to introduce any new permitted development rights but instead to issue further guidance
reminding planning authorities of the need for a balanced approach to rural enterprise and development,
The Secretary of State also indicated that the Government would wait to see the Select Committee’s
report before deciding whether there was any need to change the extent of planning control over fish
farming in England and Wales.
Other Planning-Related Controls Over Fish Farming
3.8 The Town and Country Planning (Assessment of Environmental Effects) Regulations 1988 include
salmon hatcheries arid installations for rearing salmon in the list of projects for which the preparation of
an environmental assessment may be necessary. The need for such an assessment will depend on the
environmental effects of the proposal and. its implications for the local river system, although smellier
development designed to produce less than iOO tonnes of fish per year should not normally require a
statement. Similar controls apply to niarine-based salmon farms under the Environmental Assessment
(Salmon Farming in Marine Waters) Regulations 1988.
4. ABSTRACTION LICENCES AND CHARGES

4.1 Under the Water Act 989, the NRA inherits the responsibilities for water abstraction and
impoundment licencing, and for drawing up schemes of charges for abstraction. The Act brings within the
scope of abstraction licensing all abstractions of over 20 cubic metres a day, thus ending the exemptions
for agricultural purposes (including farming of fish for the table) from which fish farmers had previously
benefitted. Existing abstractors brought within the system for the first time will, however, be granted
licences of right, and they have until 31 August 1990 to apply for such a licence. This new provision
automatically makes them liable to pay abstraction charges, though in practice they will not’ be required
to pay until the financial year 1990-91.
4.2 The Government thinks it only right that fish farmers’ abstractions should be authorised and
charged for. On the one hand all significant abstractions need to be monitored in times of increasing
strain ori water resources; and on the other it cannot be denied that fish farmers benefit from water
resource management measures—and should thus contribute To their cost—even though they put back
into watercourses virtually all the water they take out. The point is that the water needs to be there for
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them to abstract in the first place. Even though there may be no water resource support assets upstream
of a given fish farmer’s abstraction it is perfectly possible that his demands along with those of other
abstractors in the same catchment-prevent usage of the flow for other purposes, and thus force
investment in, alternative facilities.
4.3 Both the Department and the NRA do fully realise, however, the potentially great importance of
abstraction charges for the economics of fish farms. Accordingly, coihmitments were given during the
passage of the Bill that there would be full consultation by the
with fish .farming interests prior, to
final decisions oh charging levels. There will also be a full review by the NRA of all abstraction charging
schemes before the 1992-93 charging year.
5. CONCLUSIONS

5.1 The.Department is responsible for the framework both of water pollutmn control and of planning
control within which fish farms operate and which are administered at local level'by, respectively, the
NRA and local planning authorities.
5.2 Fish farms do not appear to.be a major pollution or planning problem at present, but do give rise to

iome concerns on both fronts. The Department looks to the NRA to take any necessary steps to create an
adequate body of knowledge against which the effects of fish farms on the water environment can be
judged; It will also be for the NRA. to prepare a system of charging for discharge consents which takes
account of the characteristics of all sources of effluent, including fish farms, as Well as to propose how
best to bring fish farms within the abstraction charging system.
October 1989.

Examination of Witnesses
MR

J P HENRY, Head of Water Environment (A) Division, MR J BOWMAN, Water Environment (A)
Division, DR R j OTTER, Water Environment (B).Division, MR A.H CORNER, Head of Planning and
Development Control Division, and MR J M WILKINSON, Planning and Development Control
Division, Department of the Environment, examined.

Chairman
350. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Mr
Henry, welcome here. Would you be kind enough
to introduce your team, please?
(Mr Henry) Thank you. Chairman. The team
from the Department constitutes two wings of the
Department: the Water side of the Department
and the Planning side of the Department. Froni the
Water side there is myself, I am Head of the Water
Environment (A) Division, which deals with pollution control and sponsorship of the National Rivers
Authority; Dr Otter who is from the Water
Environment (B) Division, and deals with scientific and technical aspects of water quality; and Mr
Bowman, who is in my Division. On the Planning
side there is Mr Corner, who is Head of the
Planning and Development Control Division in the
Department, and Mr Wilkinson, Wi .o works for Mr
Corner,
351; I think we will start on the planning side
because, as you have rightly surmised, this evidence session needs to deal with two separate
aspects. Could you give us the view of yoiir
Department on the question of the General Development Order and the current exemption from
planning permission that is given automatically to
farmers? We are not totally unknowledgeable on
this subject; most of us are or Jiave been farmers
and have some idea of what the existing situation
is. But we have certainly detected in the evidence
that has been given to us so far that a good number
of bodies outside agriculture or aquaculture are

concerned about the, planning aspect of fish
farming, really in two separate areas; one on
inland fish farms and the visual effect that it might
have on rivers and the surrounding buildings and
equipments and so on, that are necessary to go
with a substantial fish farm. The other, of course,
is in the sea where the visual impact of pens in, for
example, a Highland loch offends the eye. I
appreciate that you are not the Scottish Office, but
you will be aware that the Scottish Office are doing
a round of consultations on the question of inland
fish farms and at the moment have left the entire
matter of planning below the high water line to the
Crown Estate Commissioners. If you could give us
a view on that I would be most grateful.
(Mr Corner) On the question of planning controls over marine fish farming, as you say. Chairman, this is largely a Scottish issue, but the idea of
extending planning controls beyond the low water
mark has been looked at from time to time. For
instance, the issue was raised in the early 198ds in
relation to the parking of tankers off the Isle of
Wight and the anchoring of oil rigs in Cornish
estuaries. There has not been a review of the
extent of planning controls in England since then
but, as the Committee will know from the memorandum submitted by DAFS, there was a review in
Scotland in 1988;0.f the extent of planning controls
as part of the review they carried out of the
consultation arrangements administered by the
Crown Estate Commissioners for marine fish
farms. The conclusion reached by the Scottish
review was that a convincing case had not been
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made out for extending planning controls below
the low water mark.
352. Would that be your view as well? You said
you would look at it in relation to tankers and oil
rigs and I can understand the concern that presumably sparked off that inquiry, but you came to
the conclusion that you were not interested in
extending planning controls below the low water
mark in England and Wales?
(Mr Comer) I do not think there is anything
which has occurred since the Scottish review.
Chairman, which would lead us to think that the
issue needs to be reopened. I know that there have
been cases in Pembrokeshire, in Wales, where the
Pembroke Park Authority have raised the issue
again with the Welsh Office, but so far as I am
aware that case did not raise any new issues which
the Scottish review did not look at. We still feel
that it is not obvious how planning authorities with
their essentially land-use expertise would deal with
the very different issues raised by development
offshore, such as navigation rights, marine ecology, and so on. Our Ministers are not at present
planning any re-examination of this particular
issue, but of course it is a point they may wish to
come back to in the light of the Committee’s
report.
353. Thank you, that is very helpful. On the
question of inland fish farms, am I right in thinking
at the moment that they would be, in the nature of
things, exempt from planning controls unless they
had a building in excess of X square metres, or
whatever it might be?
(Mr Wilkinson) I think to a large extent the
permitted development rights for fish farming are
very similar to those for traditional agriculture,
and you are correct in saying that as far as
buildings are concerned the size limits applicable
to normal agricultural buildings under the General
Development Order would be equally applicable
to buildings needed for fish farming.
354. Is there any pressure on you, Mr Wilkinson, to change the GDO on this matter? For
example, are the Association of County Councils
pressing you or are there other bodies saying,
“Come on, we have got to tighten up planning
controls on farming in general, and fish farming in
particular”?
(Mr Wilkinson) Unti about a year ago Ministers
were of the view that there was no case made for
withdrawing long-standing permitted development
rights for agriculture, taken to include fish
farming. Since then, we have been aware of
increasing concern on a number of fronts, particularly on fish farming, and for this reason the
consultation paper that the Department and the
Welsh Office issued last year, looking at the
possibility of new permitted use rights in the
countryside, also included an invitation for
respondents to put forward any evidence they had
of the need for tighter controls on fish farming,
specifically in National Parks. If it would be of
interest to the Committee, I could give you a brief
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resume of what respondents to that exercise had to
say.
355. I think that would be most interesting.
(Mr Wilkinson) First of all, the consultation
exercise as a whole attracted responses from 280
organisations and individuals and of these 26
expressed a view on the need for additional
controls over fish farming. There were three
National Park Authorities—Exmoor, North York
Moors and the Lake District—and three other
respondents who expressed serious concern, supported by evidence, about the effects of fish
farming, for example on the landscape of sensitive
river valleys in National Parks. Three further
National Park Authorities—the Peak District,
Dartmoor and Northumberland—reported no
problems at present, but like most other
respondents to the exercise said they would support the idea of extending planning controls to fish
farming largely on a precautionary basis. A few
respondents, perhaps mistakenly, saw extension of
planning control as a means of preventing or
regulating water pollution. In my view, planning
control is primarily concerned with visual amenity
aspects and there are separate controls applicable
to water pollution. The NFU and the Country
Landowners Association said they were not convinced that existing planning controls on fish
farming were inadequate. Of those who responded
four touched on the question of whether planning
controls on fish farming were needed outside
National Parks. Three of those four simply
asserted that there was a case for additional
controls and that this was equally strong everywhere in the countryside. The Nature Conservancy
Council suggested that any new controls on fish
farming in National Parks should also apply to
Sites of Special Scientific Interest, and I understand that in evidence to this Committee they also
said that they would rather any new controls went
even wider than that.
356. Thank you, that is helpful. Perhaps we
could just deal with the rather narrower point
about National Parks. I think you will agree, will
you not, that there is a constant feeling by National
Parks Authorities, regardless of the subject, that
they have inadequate controls within their areas,
and therefore it is entirely predictable that they
would request a tightening up of the procedures on
fish farms, as on everything else? Would that be a
reasonable assumption?
(Mr Wilkinson) I think I would point out that the
National Parks Authorities have greater control
already in many respects and that they have
different administrative arrangements which enable them to focus specifically on the problems of
the National Park, and they have less generous
permitted development rights both for agriculture
and a number of other items, so controls in
National Parks, in many respects, are already
tighter than in other parts of the countryside, but I
would accept that there is pressure for more
control. What is the best mechanism of devising
controls to fit the circumstances of the problems
that are arising is a more difficult question.
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357. I think it would be our experience—and
bear in mind that we have been looking at forestiy
recently—that the National Park Authorities in
general terms seek greater powers. I would not be
far wrong in saying that, would I? I can see Mr
Corner nodding.
(Mr Corner) That is true.
358. Do you feel, as a result of this response,
that your Department will, in fact, have another
look at the question of planning controls over fish
farms, and have you any idea why fish farms
particularly should have been selected by the 26
people you suggested had mentioned it? Is it
because the visual amenity is affected, or is it
simply because of this desire to extend powers in
any event?
(Mr Wilkinson) Taking the second point first, I
think those respondents who did any more than
assert that there was a need for more control were
concerned largely about visual amenities, both of
buildings connected with fish farming and cages,
which in planning terms are not buildings. As I
mentioned, they were also concerned about water
pollution, but that is not primarily a planning issue.
I think, if I might say so, also, the concern arose
particularly about fish farming because fish
farming may tend to take place in parts of the
countryside where traditional agriculture is not
practised—moorland, heathlandj perhaps—and so
the advent of fish farming brings activity in a part
of the countryside where there has been none
before, rather than additional activity to part of the
countryside where farming has been carried on for
a long time. So in that respect I would distinguish
between fish farming and traditional agriculture.
359. I think your colleagues in the Scottish
Office would agree with that observation; it is
certainly one that has been made to us before. On
the question of Article 4 directions, in your written
evidence you say that you have not analysed the
number of Article 4 directions relating to fish
farms. It is not our view that there are that many
fish farms in terms of global totals and I wonder if
you have had a chance to have another look at that
to see whether you can, in fact, select from the
Article 4 directions that Ministers have approved
those that relate to fish farms? If I were to ask you
to do a huge exercise I would understand that you
would be reluctant to do so, but it would seem to
me that the number of Article 4 directions is not
likely to be very big in any event and you could, in
fact, find this out for us if you would have another
look?
(Mr Wilkinson) We could certainly have another
look. In fact, today I can give you some examples
from the South West, which is the area, within
England at least, where the greatest concern has
been expressed. I can tell you that in 1988 the
Department confirmed three Article 4 directions
relating to fish farming on Exmoor, and a further
two directions relating to fish farming were confirmed, one in 1988 and one in 1989, in the area of
Purbeck District Council in Dorset. While it is the
Secretary of State’s policy to confirm directions
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only where there is a real and specific threat to the
amenity of an area, the fact that the Secretary of
State has been persuaded, in these cases at least, is
to my mind evidence that this is a mechanism
whereby perhaps the more extreme or exceptional
cases can be brought within the planning system. 1
think if the Article 4 mechanism is over-used then
there is a danger of devaluing the currency.
360. I quite understand that. Would you say.
from having had a look at those cases, that they are
reactive, in other words the development has Taken
place and the district council then throws its hands
in the air and says, “Help, we cannot allow this to
happen” and comes up with its Article 4 direction;
or is it because they have got wind of an application or a proposal in advance?
(Mr Wilkinson) I fear I have not got the details
of the particular cases with me but my suspicion, in
terms of experience of Article 4 directions, is that
they do tend to be served when there has been at
least the beginnings of activity on the ground, and
it is well-known that one drawback of Article 4
directions is that they cannot apply to what has
already taken place, they can only apply to what
has not taken place. While I cannot today produce
evidence, from my general experience of this
subject I know that planning authorities in many
cases do get wind of a development.
(Mr Corner) We could provide a fuller note on
Article 4 directions if that would be helpful to the
Committee.
Chairman: Yes, Mr Comer, I think that might
be helpful. This is a difficult area for us because I
certainly do not want to get into the whole
question of the General Development Order in
relation to agriculture, which is clearly akin to this.
But it would seem that there is a feeling abroad
that fish farms are in some way particularly
offensive and they seem to have aroused a good
deal of evidence to that effect, and therefore we
will want to question it quite carefully. I do not
think a fish farm looks any worse than a large dairy
unit, but it does seem to have annoyed people like
the CPRE more than usual.
Mr Alexander
361. On the survey you did, I was not quite clear
whether you were doing it primarily for areas of
National Parks or whether in your request for
views you made it clear you wanted views on
National Parks and the rest of the country; was
that made clear to your respondents?
(Mr Wilkinson) The terms of the paper that we
put out were specifically confined to National
Parks, but a number of respondents went further
than that and in the general experience of consultation papers, of which we have many in the
planning systeni, respondents are not noraially
inhibited in letting us have their views on wider
issues.
Mr Marland
362. You said you had replies from 280
respondents. Who were they, these people that you
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were writing to; and were you asking them general
questions or specifically those about National
Parks?
(Mr Wilkinson) Perhaps I should point out that
the main thrust of the consultation paper was to
invite comments on additional permitted development rights and, since concern about fish farming
in National Parks arose while we were preparing
this exercise, Ministers agreed that it provided a
useful opportunity to take soundings on this
subject, but it was not the main subject of the
consultation paper. The consultation paper was
addressed, basically, to anyone who had an interest. We have a mailing list of people who have an
interest in rural issues and it was available to
anyone else who wished to have a copy.
363. We had a fact-finding visit to the West of
Scotland and one of the things that struck me when
v/e were coming down in our bus towards the lochs
was that the cages were quite obvious and they
stood out quite a lot because they were all
galvanised. With the construction of agricultural
buildings now, there is a big move to try to dull the
colour down a bit. Is thatpossible with fish cages, I
v/onder, and might that be a system of constructing
these cages, or disguising them, which could be
looked at?
(Mr Corner) I imagine you are talking about
marine fish farming, which is subject to leasing by
the Crown Estate Commissioners. I do not know
the technical details about what can be done with
the treatment of fish cages but I am sure that the
terms of leases could include conditions as to what
sort of equipment was installed.
Chairman: Yes, the question of camouflage
really does not please the yachtsmen very much
either; but that is another matter!
Mrs Winterton
364. The DOE has placed dichlorvos on the
Red List of substances posing the greatest threat to
the aquatic environment and, whose discharge to
water should be reduced. As you will know, the
salmon farmers depend upon this chemical, in
Nuvan or Aquagard, in order to treat sea lice, and
there is not an alternative that they can use at
present. Could you explain why dichlorvos has
been placed on the Red List of the most dangerous
substances when, according to this report
published by the World Health Organisation, and I
quote: “recommended use of the product does not
constitute an acute or long-term hazard for aquatic
organisms”?
(Dr Otter) We placed this substance in the Red
List because we subjected a whole range of
chemicals to a selection procedure which is based
on the quantity of use, the toxicity, the persistence
and the bioaccumulation, and dichlorvos was
selected by that scheme. Tliat whole process was
subject to consultation. Some of the data on
dicMorvos were challenged but, in fact, those
objections were not sustained. The substance is on
the Red List because it is extremely toxic, primarily. It has a half-life of about six or seven days,
bioaccumulation potential is low; but we do not
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require that every substance has to be toxic, and
persistent and bioaccumulable in all coming to a
judgement. That was why it was placed on the list.
I am surprised that the WHO say that it produces
no risk because, in fact, the recommendation,
provisional quality standards for fresh waters are
as low as 1 nanogram per litre, and for marine
waters, on a long-term basis, 40 nanograms per
litre (1 nanogram=10”^ grams). Those are
extremely stringent quality standards and therefore I would conclude that it is a risk to the aquatic
environment.
365. Its exact words were “did not constitute an
acute or long-term hazard” and I note the criteria
that you use but, there again, the WHO considers
that dichlorvos is rapidly broken down in water
and does not bioaccumulate. It says here, ““no
bioaccumulation occurs in the different environniental compartments and organisms”?
(Dr Otter) There have been reports of bioaccumulation in mussels.
366. Can you teU me what scientific evidence
you used to come to this conclusion?
(Dr Otter) We based our views on a review of
the scientific literature, and all the evidence we
have used in toxicity and persistence has been
substantiated by the very large amount of continuing work into the properties of this substance. In
the last year it has been adequately demonstrated
by work in DAFS (the Department of Agriculture
and Fisheries in Scotland) that the half-life is,
indeed, 6 to 7 days. Previously we had estimates of
between 3 and 10 days; so the persistence and the
toxicity data have been substantiated by the most
recent research.
367. Obviously, from what you have said, you
have consulted MAFF and DAFS?
(Dr Otter) Yes, and the Department contributes
to the Veterinary Products Committee, which was
responsible for approving the use of this substance
for one year, but for one year only, because we
were concerned about the real effects of using
tonnage quantities of this material, involving direct
immersion into the aquatic environment, which is
very unusual for a pesticide. Pesticides usually go
through long chains before they reach water. Here
you have got a case where people are using a very
toxic substance at concentrations 25,000 times the
long-term safe concentration, and where the safe
concentration is only provisional, and may be
tightened; so I think there is undoubtedly a risk of
acute effects on other aquatic organisms than the
ones you are trying to protect.
368. Obviously, the Government’s aim is to
reduce the discharge of dichlorvos into water but,
of course, on the other hand, salmon farming, as
we all know, has rapidly expanded over the last
few years and is expanding at this moment. How,
therefore, do you believe the discharge of dichlorvos can be reduced without actually banning its use
at present, which would have a dramatic impact on
the industry itself?
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(Dr Otter) There is very active research going on
into looking for substitutes, there is active research
going on into alternative methods of controlling
sea lice, and there are biological methods being
investigated; I think the Department would want
to see all of those thoroughly investigated. The big
review of the effects of dichlorvos will take place
this year, because a whole host of research and
monitoring is becoming available in order for the
Veterinary Products Committee to consider
whether they shall continue to allow this substance
to be used, and we will look at all that evidence.
One of the things we will look for is whether it is
absolutely necessary to use it, and if there are
alternatives, and if there are biological methods or
if you can, in some cases, practically find ways of
treating the fish in fresh water so that the lice drop
off and then you put them back into salt water; all
those things should be considered first before you
discharge large quantities of a very toxic substance
into the marine environment.
369. But if all that research has not come up
with an alternative method, I assume that it would
not be banned in the short-term because of its
impact on the industry?
(Dr Otter) Perhaps the salmon fish industry has
to become less intensive, something like that.
Mr Martlew
370. This is an important point. I get the
impression. Dr Otter, that you are not very happy
at all with the use of this product, and the idea that
we should continue to have salmon farming or
pollute the water is not in respect a judgement for
you, it is a judgement for the politicians based on
the advice that you give theni and I think that is
something that the Select Committee will be
looking at. But with dichlorvos you did say that
there was some evidence of accumulation in
mussels. Can you expand on that?
(Dr Otter) In asking the Water Research Centre
to produce for us provisional quality objectives and
quality standards for marine waters, they of course
surveyed the literature. The report says that there
are reports of accumulation in mussels, but not
sufficient to enable a bioconcentration factor to be
established, and this is work reported in 1989. You
would expect bioaccumulation to be low for this
substance because the partition co-efficient, which
is a physical chemical measure which you use in
lieu of proper experimentation to predict bioaccumulatiqn, is low (1.5) which would mean that it
is unlikely that you would get bioaccumulation
more than about 40 or 50 times from water to the
organism; but there is some evidence.
371. But there is no evidence that this will be
harmful to humans who are eating the mussels?
(Dr Otter) No, we should not think so, but it
may be harmfiil to other animals eating the
mussels.
372. Would you be concerned if there were
mussel farms and salmon farms very close
together, if the latter were using Nuvan?
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(Dr Otter) I think it is something which needs to
be investigated and probably will come out as a
result of the work which has been going on this
year. X shall be very surprised if D.AJFS have not
been investigating it.
Chairman
373. I have to say we did visit a farmer whose
proposed plans were to about double the production of mussels in Scotland. He is perfectly content
to moor his mussel raft within half-a-mile of his
salmon tanks and says that there is no crossinfection or problems with dichlorvos at all.
(Dr Otter) Yes. Dichlorvos is toxic to mussels,
but not as toxic as it is to the larval crustacean.
374. That particular farmer, who seemed to us
to be technically advanced and interested, was
contented. What about the animal welfare aspects
of this? I do not think anybody who has visited a
fish farm could possibly fail to be impressed by the
clear suffering that sea lice impose on the salmon,
and although you say that this is accentuated by
intensive culture, there is every evidence that sea
lice affect the wild fish as well, of course. Do you
place a value on the welfare of those fish concerned making an assessment of this sort?
(Dr Otter) We have not done so. 1 am not sure
how we would go about it.
375. It would seem quite an important aspect of
it. I think it is not unreasonable to point out and I
am sure you are aware of the fact, that I do not
think it would be possible to farm salmon without
some preventative for sea lice; that is our clear
impression and the advice we have been given.
While I entirely support the view that alternative
methods should be found as soon as possible, I
think if you were to ban dichlorvos it would, in
fact, put salmon farming out of business. Would
you agree with that?
(Dr Otter) I have no real feel for the economics,
but that is what everybody tells me.
Mr Martlew
376. On the environmental impact of fish
farms, in your submission there does seem to be a
bit of complacency about the long-term effects of
fish farming. I understand that there has been
some work done with Wessex Water on this,
thinking specifically of trout in rivers. Could you
tell me whether you think there is any long-term
environmental impact?
(Mr Henry) Are you talking about the effect on
wild fish population and things like that?
377. Yes, and more th^n the visual impacts; the
long-term environmental impact once you start to
alter the balance of nature, it has some effects; I
have got a feeling that the Department has not
really looked into those effects and seem to be very
complacent about any long-term future: detrimental impacts?
(Mr Henry) As you say, we did refer in the
memorandum to the study that was done of the
Hampshire Avon, and I think what we could think
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now is that now the National Rivers Authorit> is
set up it would really be for them to investigate
what the effect of fish farming and anything else
which might affect the water environment would
be. 1 am not aware. Dr Otter might be able to say
something about this, that we have any plans for
further investigation of the effect on the environment of fish farming and suchlike, that we would
e.xpect research of that kind to be done by the
National Rivers Authority now. Is that not right?
(Dr Otter) I think that is right. We supported in
part the study which was done on the Hampshire
Avon, which was an investigation into the status of
the coarse fish populations in that river, which it
was alleged had declined. In fact, it was shown to
be a quite reasonably healthy river, in respect of
coarse fish, despite large amounts of fish farming
of trout. But, in future, we see that area of
research as something which the NRA should take
on and we have no plans at the moment or in the
immediate future for taking that on.
378. I can remember, Mr Henry% you have been
an adviser on the Water Bill, andl think there was
a great deal of doubt at that stage whether the
Nl^ would have the funds; and 1 would be deeply
concerned if you were saying, “DOE; it is nothing
to do with us any more; refer it to the National
Kvers Authority”, an organisation which is going
to be, in the opinion of many of us, tmderfunded;
so I su^ct that nothing is going to be done?
(Mr Henry) Obviously, the NRA is dependent
on the Government for its funds and Ministers
have made repeated assurances that there will be
adequate funds for the NRA. It will be for the
NRA, in the context of its corporate plan, to put to
Government the things that it feels it is important
for it to do, and it will obviously itself wish to make
an assessment about the importance of this and
various other activities in relation to its general
objective of improving water quality.
Chairman: I think Mr Martlew was pursuing old
battlesl
Mr Amos
379. Could I ask about wildlife conservation and
SSSIs (Sites of Special Scientific Interest). I understand that the DOE has stated that its duties in the
field of wildlife protection do give it additional
specific interest in fish farms and particularly their
potential impact on SSSIs. The NCC (Nature
Conservancy Council) in giving oral evidence were
quite certain that SSSIs were being damaged as a
result of fish farming and the situation was thought
to be serious. Could I ask two points. First of all,
do you agree with the NCC, and if you do what is
the DOE doing to protect SSSIs?
(Mr Henry) I do not think we are in a position to
question what the NCC may have said. What I
think we can say is that we think there are
adequate mechanisms to ensure that the NCC has
the opportunity to make sure that those involved in
taking decisions about fish farms are consulted and
the NRA is under a duty, under Section 8 of the
Water Act, to have regard to the conservation.
Also there is a Code of Conservation Practice
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which has a specific mention of fish farms in that
and that the NRA would be obliged to consult
conservation interests, for instance, when granting
a discharge consent; so that would mean that there
would be a vehicle there for the NRA to consult
the NCC or anyone else about the effect on SSSIs
or any other conservation interest. Also, when a
discharge consent is granted it has to be advertised,
and there would be an opportunity for the NCC to
make objections or comments about any proposed
discharge consent, and similarly if planning permission was involved there would be the formal
planning process which would enable the NCC’s
views to
taken fully into account.
380. Do you see the role of the DOE, then, as a
facilitator in allowing fish farming to take place, or
do you see it basically as an organisation which
exists to protect other interests which might
conflict with the continuation of fish farming?
(Mr Henry) I am not sure that we would see the
DOE as a fadlitator. We would see the DOE as, in
a sense, an umpire which has to arbitrate in a
number of areas between competing interests, of
which nature conservation and the need for fish
farming is one, and that is why there is, in the
Water Act and the planning legislation, the appellate role of the Secretary of State which enables him
to decide when there are conflicts between
different interests.
381. Have you any comment, then, on your role
as an umpire? Do your decisions or your view tend
to lean to one side or the other?
(Mr Henry) It is early days to comment on the
re^me under the Water Act, which only came into
effect on 1 September.
(Mr Comer) I agree with Mr Henry that we are
really concerned to set up a framework within
which the needs of development are considered
against the interests of conservation and the two
are balanced against one another. It is very'
difficult to go much further than that in talking
generally about planning to say where we see the
emphasis lying, but I think you could see in, for
instance, the introduction of environmental assessment over the last couple of years a move to give
greater weight to environmental considerations
where they arise in relation to the more major
planning applications, including fish farming.
Admittedly, that impinges very little on the normal
scale of fish farming, but I think there is a general
tendency for the DOE to see the framework as
needing to be strengthened to give greater weight
to environmental considerations as against development considerations.
Mr Marland
382. Extraordinarily enough, some witnesses
have suggested to us that in the environmental
assessment directive, that in the translation into
English a mistake has actually been made. I
wonder if you could comment on what they told us,
that the translation into English applies only to
salmon, whereas the original version apparently
includes salmon and trout?
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(Mr Corner) Yes, we are aware of the fact that
the Nature Conservancy Council have put that
point to the Commission and that the Commission,
in their reply to the NCC, said that it was their
intention that the directive should embrace all
salmonids and not just salmon. But our understanding of the legal position is that it is a
well-established principle that each language
version of Community directives is as authentic
and authoritative as any other, and it would not be
possible, in our view, for the Commission simply to
require us to change the English text on the basis
of their interpretation of what was the original
intention. Obviously, the change would have a
substantive effect on the scope of the directive, so
it would need to be agreed by all Member States
and given effect by some form of Council minutes
and recorded in the Official Journal before it
would actually modify the English version of the
directive. Obviously, if that is done, and it has not
been done yet, the point has not been put to us
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formally by the Commission yet, then Ministers
would consider whether the extension was
justified.
383. So it looks as if that will be put right,
anyway?
(Mr Corner) Yes.
Chairman: Can we have your assurance that you
will put the point to Ministers to put it right? It
seems a bureaucratic bumbulation of the worst
order!
(Mr Corner) We will certainly raise that.
Chairman.
Chairman: Thank you very much
Mr Marland: It is an awful performance to put
something like that right, is it not!
Chairman: I think the Committee would go so
far as to say that it would think it right and proper
that it should cover all aspects, including trout. Mr
Henry, thank you very much. You have been most
helpful. Thank you aU very much, gentlemen.

Memorandum submitted by the National Rivers Authority'
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SUMMARY

1. Fish farming in many instances is now an intensive process which is comparable in impact to a
number of industrial activities. In the absence of adequate controls fish farming has the potential to
damage the water environment and other legitimate water based interests.
2. Tlie whole issue of fish farming and planning control needs to be investigated, reviewed and
appropriate amendments made to ensure that fish farms are subject to full planning control. These
amendments need to be included in a clearly understandable publication for the use of fish farmers and
the regulatory authorities.
3. A greater consistency should be sought in determining licensed abstractions. These should relate in
absolute terms to minimum flow requirements of the river and should be derived on a basis which is
compatible with that used for other abstractors. This is currently being progressed by the NRA.
4. Difficulties can be encountered in the setting and enforcement of discharge consents because of the
large volume of fish farm effluent relative to residual river flow. This results in only very small
concentrations of pollutants being acceptable in the effluent because as a result of the large volume of
effluent, the total polluting load from the fish farm is still significant. There is also the added problem of
measuring flows accurately at fish farms.
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5. The NRA currently has a role in the protection of wild fish populations from disease but the
statutory control of fish ^seases rests principally with MAFF, It is necessary to clarify the exact roles of
these two agencies given the potential interaction between farmed and wild fish populations. There is a
need to establish if the control of disease is included in discharge consents.
6. Fish farming can modify river flows and water quality. This may occur on a local or more
widespread basis depending upon, a) intensity of use, b) aggregation of users and c) local circumstances.
In protecting the aquatic environment these three factors have to be considered whether the site is an
on-river or coastal feh farm.
7. Land based farms may be supplied by bore-hole abstraction but in the main rely on river
abstraction. Because many &h farms take a high proportion of river flow and, because abstraction and
discharge points may be some distance apart (1-2 km), large sections of river can suffer flow depletion.
This can be so great as to reduce wetted area as well as lower water levels, and may result in harm to flora
and fauna as well as reducing the likelihood of free passage of migratory fishes and angling success.
8. Fish farm effluents may also contain large quantities of suspended solids which in addition to
increasing Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) may clog the gravels of the river bed. Where river flows
have been-modified the normally self cleaning properties of rivers may not operate to remove this silt
burden.
9. Many fish farm intakes and outflows do not have fixed gratings and are inadequately screened
against the ingress of coarse fish fry and smolts with consequent mortalities. Upstream migrants may also
be attracted into discharge channels where fish farms have diverted a large proportion of the river flow.
Outflow channels should be screened as near to the point of discharge as possible.
10. The NRA operates its own fish cultivation units to provide stocks for fishery improvement, to
restore fisheries following pollution incidents resulting in fish kills, and to restock waters where water
quality has been improved or habitat rehabilitated.
11. Where escaped farmed fish are of a different strain to wild fish and where interbreeding occurs
there is a risk to the genetic integrity of wild stocks.
12. The NRA recommends that Research and Development support is provided for effluent treatment
and to establish the present and future environmental impact of fish farming.
1. bJTRODUCnON
1.1 The National Rivers Authority (NRA) was formed in September 1989 to protect the water
environment of England and Wales. It is responsible for Pollution Control, Management of Water
Resources, Flood Defence and Fisheries, Recreation and Conservation. Fish farming is one of the
activities that takes place in catchments regulated by the NRA and it is for this reason that it is seen to be
of importance by the NRA. This memorandum presents the NRA’s evidence on fish farming and is made
because of the significance of the potential for impact of fish farming on the water environment.
1.2 Fish farming in many instances is now an intensive process which is comparable in impact to a
number of industrial activities. In the absence of adequate controls fish farming has the potential to
damage the water environment and other legitimate water based interests.
1.3 hi submitting this memorandum the National Rivers Authority wishes to draw the Select
Committee’s attention to an earlier submission by the Water Authorities Association to the House of
Lords Select Committee on the European Communities—Agriculture and the Environment (Reference
^)*
1.4 Whilst there is a need to review and revise legislation to take account of fish farming and its
adequate control, especially in the case of intensive fish farming, the continued development of the fish
farming industry should be permitted and we do not envisage insuperable technical difficulties in
protecting the environment from more intensive fish farming given adequate controls.
1.5 We are not aware of any general problems (perceived or actual) across England and Wales that
result solely from fish farming activities. Nevertheless, in some rivers and catchments acute local
problems have resulted from aggregations of intensive fish farm units. Whilst the number of fish farm
related pollution incidents is small this statistic may be unrepresentative of the real impact of these
operations.
1.6 These points are brought out in the 1989 report on “Water Pollution from Farm Waste” jointly
published by the Water Authorities Association and the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
(Reference 2).
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1.7 Reference 2 also highlights the fact that a number of fish farms repeatedly fail to meet their
discharge consents. Water quality problems should not arise if a Code of Good Husbandry is followed
and if discharge consents are complied with, so long as these are correctly set. However, there are
instances where current procedures have not worked in practice.
1.8 The NRA operates its own fish cultivation units to provide stocks for fishery improvement, to
restore fisheries following pollution incidents resulting in fish kills and to restock waters where water
quality has been improved or habitat rehabilitated.
1.9 These units are operated because the required fish stocks are not available from the commercial
sector which produce fish primarily for the table market. The stocks of coarse fish that the NRA breed
ensure a supply of fish which would be otherwise commercially unattractive to produce. For salmon, sea
trout and brown trout the genetic integrity of our stocks is protected by the propagation of genetically
suitable fishes which are appropriately restocked. The excess of salmon and rainbow trout produced by
the fish farming industry is inappropriate for restocking in very many cases. NRA fish cultivation units
are themselves subject to controls on abstraction and discharge.
1.10 A further concern is that current controls and regulations are inadequate for dealing with the
rapid developments in the fish farming industry. Given that further development is likely in rearing
techniques and the range of species farmed there is a need for effective methods of protecting the
environment through appropriate planning regulations and controls.
2.

TRENDS IN THE SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR FARMED FISH AND FUTURE OUTLOOK

2.1 The NRA is not well placed to comment accurately on the trends in the commercial sector because
there is no requirement for information to be passed to the NRA unless an abstraction or a consent to
discharge is being considered. With the removal of Section 30 consents for fish introductions (Salmon and
Freshwater Fisheries Act, 1975) to fish farms, the NRA no longer controls fish movements to and from
fish farms and, therefore, has few means of obtaining information.
2.2 Notwithstanding this difficulty, the NRA is aware that the number and size of fish farms has
increased greatly and that such farms in England and Wales are mainly producing rainbow trout for the
table, although some fish are produced for restocking.
2.3 The genetic composition of farmed stocks appears to be of increasing significance with the
development of a variety of separate strains. Escapes firom such farms are of concern as stocks are
selected for commercially advantageous genetic traits which may not prove compatible with wild stocks.
2.4 Whilst most fish farming in England and Wales is currently of rainbow trout in fresh water, salmon
and shellfish are also being reared in sea water. Such developments are likely to continue and grow,
increasing the burden on the aquatic environment and competing with other water users. It is not at all
clear that current planning procedures and controls are adequate for these developments.
3. PLANNING AND LEGISLATIVE CONTROLS

3.1
Planning
3.1.1 Whilst a number of fish farm developments have benefited from existing planning procedures
and consultation with the NRA, we have not generally been consulted until discharge consents have been
applied for. As the competent authority regulating through abstraction licences and discharge consents
there are clear advantages to fish farmers and other river users if the NRA is able to comment at the
planning stage of fish farm development. There is no current requirement for this nor for NRA advice to
be acted upon. There may be greater justification for the use of Public Inquiries in relation to fish farm
developments than is currently the case. The costs of NRA involvement and of NRA consultation should
not fall to the NRA.
3.1.2 The requirements or otherwise for fish farm units to be the subject of planning control have been
and continue to be ambiguous. The NFU, in a fact sheet on the subject, suggest most fish farming
structures require planning permission although they refer to certain “permitted development rights”.
In practice because fish farming has often been deemed “agricultural”, developments may escape
planning control. These include large scale (up to 500 tonne/annum) fish cage production units.
3.1.3 The whole issue of fish farming and planning control needs to be investigated, reviewed and
appropriate amendments made to ensure that fish farms are subject to full planning control. These
amendments need to be included in a clearly understandable publication for the use of fish farmers and
the regulatory authorities.
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3.1.4
The status and precedence of Environmental Impact Assessm
farms in both fresh and sea water to ensure that they serve both planning and pollution control interests.
3.2 Abstraction
3.2.1 Prior to the Water Act 1989, no controls could be applied to abstraction of water at farms
deemed to be “agricultural”. Subsequent to this Act, by 1 September 1990, all fish farms abstracting more
than 20 cubic metres of water per day should be licensed and subject to a charge. Those fish farms
requiring an abstraction licence will be charged according to an appropriate Scheme published by the
NRA.
3.2.2 In determining and monitoring licences for fish farms there is often a major difficulty in
measuring the quantity of water used.
3.2.3 A greater consistency should be sought in determining licensed abstractions. These should relate
in absolute terms to minimum flow requirements and should be derived on a basis which is compatible
with that used for other abstractors.
3.2.4 In a number of cases substantially greater volumes of water have been and continue to be
abstracted than are subsequently permitted for discharge by the consent to discharge. Such water is
frequently discharged or returned at a point other than the effluent discharge point and so is not
considered by the fish farmer ♦o be part of the effluent. Such abstraction can result in the majority of the
flow in a watercourse being abstracted leaving little residual flow in the river. The precise relationship
between all of a fish farm’s abstraction and discharges needs to be considered.
3.3 Discharge Consents
3.3.1 Difficulties can be encountered in the setting and enforcement of discharge consents because of
the large volume of fish farm effluent relative to residual river flow. This results in only very small
concentrations of pollutants being acceptable, as the total polluting load from the fish farm is still
significant. There is also the added problem of measuring flows accurately at fish farms.
3.3.2 Determinands such as Biochemical Oxygen Demand, suspended solids and some antibiotics etc
cause difficulties with fish farmers who are not willing to accept the necessary stringent consent limits,
which are essential to protect the watercourse.
3.3.3 Effluent volume can vary significantly in a short space of time, therefore, fish farmers need to
undertake more extensive measurement and recording of effiuent volume and these records should be
available to the NRA.
3.4 Disease, therapeutic treatments and chemicals
3.4.1 The NRA currently has a role in the protection of wild fish populations from disease but the
statutory control of fish diseases rests principally with MAFF. It is necessary to clarify the exact roles of
these two agencies given the potential interaction between farmed and wild fish populations. There is a
need to establish whether discharge consents can include references to “disease free discharge”.
3.4.2 There is currently no provision within existing legislation to require fish farmers to take steps to
prevent escapment of fish from farms. In view of the perceived risks of disease transfer there should be
greater control. On conventional farms adequate screening of intake and discharge should be required by
law but even this is not fool proof if the farm is flooded out. prevention of escapes from cage sites is much
more difficult but should be seriously considered when site selection, mooring specifications, cage and
net design specifications, operating procedures and permitted species are determined.
3.4.3 With the current lack of control on inter-farm movements and the transfer and importation of
exotic fish, escapes of such fish could create serious disease risks. The 1988 outbreak of Spring Viremia of
carp has been attributed to such lack of control. Native populations of Crayfish have recently suffered
Crayfish plague as a result of the introduction of exotic species.
3.4.4 The fuller control of fish disease now needs to be considered as little guidance is available to the
fish fanner. Disease pathogen controls may need to be included in consents to discharge but this may only
be practical in some water courses, such as non-spate rivers.
3.4.5 The control of the introduction of therapeutic treatments to the aquatic environment requires
considerable clarification because it is (or should be) carried out by veterinary prescription under the
Medidne Act. This is primary legislation and may override COPA2AVater Act, although it does not
appear to address the problems of “broadcast” additions of therapeutics for immersion treatments.
MAFF/Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons will need to clarify and discuss the environmental
responsibilities of prescribing vets.
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3.4.6 In addition there is potential conflict between “good husbandry” advice from MAFF on
prophylactic antibodic/antimicrobial treatment and the pollution control requirements of the NRA.
4. TRADE AND MARKETING ASPECTS

No evidence offered.
5. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

5.1 Fish farming carries the potential to modify river flows and water quality. This may occur on a local
or more widespread basis depending upon, a) intensity of use, b) aggregation of users and c) local
circumstances. In protecting the aquatic environment these three factors have to be considered whether
the site is an on-river or coastal j5sh farm.
5.2 The impact of abstraction.

5.2.1 Land based farms may be supplied by bore-hole abstraction but in the main rely on river
abstraction. Many fish farms take a high proportion of river flow and, because abstraction and discharge
points may be some distance apart, large sections of river (1-2 km) can suffer flow depletion. This can be
so great as to reduce wetted area as well as reducing water levels and may result in harm to flora and
fauna as well as reducing the likelihood of free passage of migratory fishes and angling success.
5.2.2 Abstraction by fish farmers in drought conditions can leave insufficient water in rivers to protect
the environment. The result can be dry river channels, stagnant pools, loss of wild fish production,
siltation and compaction of gravels, wildlife mortalities, loss of stream invertebrates and damage to
bankside flora and fauna. There have also been instances of fish passes being blocked in order to divert
greater flows to fish farms.
5.2.3 In some regions most of the best fish farming sites have been developed so that attention is now
being focused on more marginal sites and on cages in reservoirs and lakes. 'Diese sites may pose greater
risk of environmental damage.
5.3 Water Quality
5.3.1 Fish farm wastes and consequently the impacts of their effluents vary with the intensity of the
operation, the quality of site management and the availability of water for dilution. The respiration of
large numbers of farmed fish can lower the oxygen concentrations of the abstracted water. Tliis, coupled
with the oxygen demand exerted by the breakdown of waste food, faeces and oxidation of Ammonia (one
of the principal waste products) may result in a significant oxygen depletion of a river at the point of
discharge. The capacity of rivers to reoxygenate is limited and particularly slow in lowland reaches.
Consents to discharge need to be such that the degree of oxygen depletion does not affect survival of
aquatic organisms in the receiving river.
5.3.2 The concentration of ammonia also requires dilution since this compound is toxic to fish at
relatively low concentrations, especially to the early life stages.
5.3.3 Fish farm effluents may also contain large quantities of suspended solids which in addition to
increasing Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) also clog the gravels of the river bed. Where river flows
have been modified, the normal self cleaning properties of rivers may not operate to remove this silt
burden.
5.3.4 Fish farm effluents are also characterised by an enriching effect upon water courses leading to
habitat modification. In particular phosphorus and nitrogen lead to increased and often undesirable
growths of aquatic vegetation. In coastal areas, lakes or rivers where flushing rates are low this can lead
to phytoplankton blooms which can give rise to, a) extremes of oxygen concentration b).release of toxins
c] water quality that excludes some fishes and d) modified or unpleasant appearance to a watercourse.
5.3.5 A wide range of chemicals and pharmaceutical products are used to maintain fish health and
growth. These include antibiotics, the environmental impact of which is largely unknown. The
environmental impact of low concentrations of many of the chemicals employed, particularly in the
long-term, is poorly understood.
5.3.6 In marine farms Dichlorvos (Nuvan) is widely used to remove sea lice from salmon. Although
this compound degrades quickly it exerts a toxic effect upon invertebrates at very low concentrations.
5.4 Direct Ecological Effects

The main effects of fish farming other than those caused through modified river flow and water quality
are:
5.4.1 Disease. See Section 3.4.
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5.4.2
Escapes from fish farms can be substantial and may result in nu
natui'al carrying capacity of the receiving river.
(a) This overabundance may lead to competition for food space with the indigenous stocks or for
some species, predation upon juveniles.
(b) In cases where the escaped farmed fish are of a different strain to wild fish and where
interbreeding occurs there is a potential risk to the genetic integrity of wild stocks.
(c) Although the accidental restocking afforded by escaped trout may be viewed by some as a bonus
to the fishery, the occurrence of unwanted and unplanned restocking is a considerable nuisance
to many angers and fisheries managers and often disrupts quite different fisheries management
objectives.
5.4.3 Predatory Birds
The availability of fish at fish farms increases the local abundance of piscivorous birds. These artificially
enhanced bird population also prey upon wild fish with largely unknown effects upon recruitment of
juvenile fish to takeable sized fish.
5.4.4 Gratings
Many fish farm intakes and outflows do not have fixed gratings and are inadequately screened against the
ingress of coarse fish fry and smolts with consequent mortalities. Upstream migrants may also be
attracted into discharge channels where fish farms have diverted a large proportion of the river flow.
Outflow channels should be screened as near to the point of discharge as possible.
6. GRANT AID

No evidence to offer.
7. ECONOMIC BENEFITS AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

No evidence to offer.
8. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROVISION

8.1 There is a need for R&D Support for methods of treating fish farm effluents to improve quality.
8.2 Further research is required to determine the effects on the aquatic environment of drugs and
chemicals used for treating farmed fish.
8.3 The medium and long term effects of both continuous low levels of escaped fish and less frequent
but nevertheless repeated large scale escapes are not known. Their impact on natural fish populations
requires study.
8.4. The effects of artificially elevated piscivorous bird populations on wild fish populations in water
adjacent to fish farms should be investigated.
8.5 The likely transmission of disease from fish farms to wild fish populations and to adjacent fish
farms requires more research.
8.6 Where water quality and the river loading of some substances is changed the effects on wild fish
populations and their productivity requires study.
November 1989
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Memorandum submitted by the Scottish River Purification Boards* Association
1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Association fully supports the enquiry being conducted into fish farming in the U.K. by the
House of Commons Agriculture Committee and welcomes the opportunity to express its views based on
the collective experience of the constituent river purification boards (rpbs in controlling pollution in this
field.
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2.0 PLANNING AND OTHER LEGISLATIVE CONTROLS
2.1 Because of the generally ideal water quality conditions along most of Scotland’s Western coastline,
fishfarming has grown rapidly in recent years with the minimum of restrictions. This rapid however has
caused conflicts with other interests and overlapped several branches of the law practised by statutory
agencies which in general have not developed in tandem to meet the challenge thus leaving deficiencies in
the overall framework of control. The pace of development so far has largely been regulated by
commercial considerations and the controlling agencies have tended to react in a piecemeal fashion with
existing inadequate powers.
2.2 Most of the conflicts which have arisen have been with fishery, tourism and nature conservation
interests. Control on development has been exercised jointly by some pic authorities on land and by the
Crown Estate at sea, who operate independently. There is therefore considered to be an urgent need for
a national strategy to guide future development of the industry and to rationalise existing development
where necessary in order to allow sustained production in future to meet acceptable economic and social
objectives with the minimum of environmental damage. Late last year the Secretary of State for Scotland
announced the formation of an Advisory Committee to consider contentious applications for fish farm
proposals which has still to meet. It is suggested that this advisory committee suitably extended would be
a convenient vehicle for preparing such a national plan.
2.3. Rpbs have been controlling pollution from fish farms under S.34 of the Control of Pollution Act
1974 (COPA) by granting conditional consents to discharge trade effluents both from tank farms on land
and cage fish farms in freshwater lochs and the sea within territorial limits. Recent amendments to legal
definitions under the new Water Act 1989 have assisted in clarifying uncertainties with regard to the
extension of control to cage fish farms. However, the diffuse nature of the discharge from fish cages gives
rise to difficulties in monitoring and enforcement and no successful case against a discharge from a cage
fish farm has yet been upheld by the Scottish Courts. Up to date rpbs have issued 340 consents for fish
farms which amounts to approximately 90 per cent of all existing fish farms operating controlled waters in
Scotland. Although shellfish farms utilise natural marine food sources and do not require the addition of
artificial food or chemicals for disease control, they produce waste faecal matter which sediments on the
sea bed and may therefore require control under COPA.

2.4
The use of NUVAN 500 EC, which is an organophosphorus pesticide for treatment of se
infestation of salmon at marine sites has given rise to serious public concern due to its toxicify. Initial
development of this treatment was done by Marine Harvest in 1976 and clearance was given to the
company by the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries under the Voluntary Pesticide Safety Precautions
Scheme (PSPS). In 1985 PSPS was superceded by the Food and Environment Protection Act (FEPA).
Although registered under PSPS, its use for sealice treatment is not regulated under FEPA. As any
substance which is added to water to treat fish is an animal medicine, its use is now regulated under the
Medicines Act 1968. Thus at present NUVAN 500 EC is classed as a pesticide in its terrestrial use and
controlled under FEPA but is classed as an animal medicine in its aquatic use and controlled under the
Medicines Act 1968. Veterinary Surgeons are allowed to prescribe any product whether licensed or not
and they were authorising its use in sealice treatment before it was granted a temporary produce licence
only recently by MAFF. In order to retain public confidence in the control of dangerous substances to the
aquatic environment, it is important that any ‘loopholes’ in existing legislation are closed and that no new
substance should be authorised for use until it has undergone adequate screening for health and
environmental safety. In case of doubt, authority to use it should be withheld.
2.5 Fish farming requires significant supplies of clean water for operational purposes. In the case of
tank farms this may be abstracted directly from rivers and from underground strata. This has given rise to
difficulties in ensuring that sufficient residual flow remains in the river for fish migration and other needs.
At present rpbs have no powers to control the abstraction of water from rivers and exercise control
indirectly by limiting the flow of the discharge back to the river. Additional powers to control the direct
abstraction of water would be a more straightforward and efficient way of dealing with this matter. As
there are also developments taking place which rely on groundwater for supply, control of abstraction of
underground water should also be introduced now before exploitation of this natural resource gives rise
to difficulties in future.
2.6 As part of the procedure of dealing with applications to discharge from fish farms under COPA,
these are publicly advertised by rpbs. It is their experience that a substantial proportion of the
representations received against proposed new discharges are derived from fishery interests, particularly
on inland waters, on the inland waters, on the grounds mainly of the transmission of fish disease and
possible genetic damage to indigenous stock due to escapes. As rpbs are concerned primarily with the
control of water quality such representations are normally passed on to other agencies for their attention.
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However, it would appear that there are very strong views on these matters from fishery interests who are
unable to take the appropriate action under legislation to protect fisheries on their own behalf. It is
therefore recommended that the Agriculture Committee should investigate this further to ascertain if
further preventative powers are in this regard.
3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
3.1 From the aspect of water pollution control, the widespread use of dichlorvos (NUVAN 500 EC)
for sealice treatment of salmon at marine fish farms is of major concern because of its acute toxicity to
humans and to aquatic life. Dichlorvos is included on the Government’s “Red List” of dangerous
substances for action to substantially reduce the load discharged to the North Sea by 1995 in conjunction
with neighbouring countries. Until a suitable alternative is found or a method is developed which will
avoid its discharge to sea after use, a reduction in the load discharged will not be possible contrary to the
Government’s stated aim. Indeed, an increaseJn the load discharged may result if the industry continues
to expand in future.
3.2 The present use of chemicals generally on fish farms requires to be formalised. Many fish farmers
use chemicals as a routine husbandry tool to prevent disease, which is unnecessary and wasteful. There is
therefore a need for a code of good fish farming practice to be issued by MAFF covering good husbandry
practice and methods of administration to minimise the quantities of neat chemicals used.
4.0

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROVISIONS AND REQUIREMENTS

4.1 It is now well established that deposition of waste food and faeces beneath cage fish fanns. The
effect of this can be used by selecting sites with higher current velocities to disperse the waste solids over a
wider area at coiicentratiorts which can be assimilated by the natural faurta. However, this results in a
larger area of seabed being affected than at more sheltered sites. As there is no practical method
available at present for collecting solid waste matter from fish cages, control is normally exercised by
alternating sites to allow recovery to take place by natural means which may take a few years. As the
industry expands however, site availability will more become more restrictive. Research therefore
requires to be done on the assimilative capacities of different types of natural communities for the
purpose of assessing the environmental impact of increasing the dispersion of organic wastes to allow
suitable design criteria to be developed for location of fish cages.
4.2 On freshwater lochs, the discharge of phosphorus may also critical restricting development in
smolt production. Most of the best freshwater sites have already been utilised and many of these are
operating at or near capacity. Work therefore requires to be done on improved cage design for the
collection and transfer of solid waste and nutrients for subsequent treatment and disposal ashore. If
successful, this would ensure continued expansion with environmental damage to water quality and allow
increased production at sites which are currently at capacity or at alternative freshwater sites which are
currently considered to be unsuitable.
4.3 The safe disposal of fish farm sludge is already proving problematical in parts of the West
Highlands. In addition, problems have been encountered in the disposal of disea.sed fish on land due to
the discharge of foul leachate to controlled waters. It is essential therefore that research on these aspects
is adequately supported in future.
October 1989

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Scottish River Purification Boards’ Association
1.0
INTRODUCTION
1.1 At present river purification boards (fpbs) exercise control of pollution from fish farms by consent
procedure under S.34 of the Control of Pollution Act (COPA) as trade effluents. This procedure applies
both to tank farms on land which abstract water from rivers and discharge it back again after use at a
point of the abstraction and also to cage fish farms on freshwater lochs and the sea within territorial
limits.
1.2. In the case of cage fish farms no abstraction of clean water is necessary but the cage site requires a
current of water to pass through the cages containing the stock to replenish dissolved oxygen and ensure
that water quality in general remains satisfactory for the health of the farmed fish. After passing through
the cage, the water becomes contaminated with suspended particulate matter from waste food and
faeces; nutrients, particularly nitrogen and phosphorus and any chemicals which may be used
intermittently for disease control.
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2.0 PLANNING AND OTHER LEGISLATIVE CONTROLS
2.1 The diffuse nature of the discharge from cage fish farms gives rise to difficulties for RPBs in
controlling pollution at present and current procedure for enforcing consent conditions on cage fish farms
still requires to be tested in Scottish Courts. The Association considers that special legislative provision
requires to be made in this particular case to overcome present difficulties. Rpbs should have powers to
formally agree the point or points within a loch with the fish farmer where samples of the effluent passing
into the loch waters may be taken and for the purpose of any legal proceedings, it should be presumed
until the contrary was shown, that any such sample taken at a formally agreed point, was a sample of what
was passing from the cage fish farm into those waters.
2.2 The principal polluting matter of concern in fish farm effluents is considered to be nutrients,
particularly nitrogen and phosphorus. Because of the generally oligotrophic nature of freshwater lochs
and the limited availability of phosphorus particularly in Highland lochs where most of the development
is taking place, any significant increase in this nutrient can be expected to result in increased'biological
activity. Within limits, this is acceptable but in order to avoid potential problems due to eutrophication
the discharge of phosphorus is considered to be the most critical factor requiring regulation in relation to
applications for consent to discharge trade effluents from cage fish farms in this case. In order to predict
the increase in phosphorus from cage fish farms on freshwater lochs, the Dillon and Rigler mathematical
model is normally used (See Appendix. I). Control is normally exercised by limiting the load of
phosphorus to be discharged from an allowed annual fish production biomass to achieve the appropriate
rpb environment quality standard (EQS) for phosphorus using this model. This approach has generally
been accepted by the fish farming industry in Scotland but difficulties, are now being encountered. Some
freshwater lochs particularly in the Highlands are either at or above capacity in terms of the adopted EQS
for phosphorus. This may therefore result in a restriction on future development of the fish farming
industry if the clean and relatively unpolluted conditions of these lochs are to be maintained.
2.3 A significant extraneous source of phosphorus which affects freshwater rivers and lochs at present
is forestry plantations which require to be treated periodically by the application of fertiliser. This causes
nutrientenrichment due to the leaching of phosphorus which is understood to be the most frequently used
fertiliser. In many cases this may be a more important contributor of phosphorus to river catcWents than
fish farm or other sources and investigations are being carried out to assess the significance of
afforestation in this respect. Rpbs have no control on the diffuse discharge of phosphorus from the
extensive areas of fertilised forestry plantations in their areas. This is known to be giving rise to
difficulties in some areas where cage fish farm discharges from new developments in freshwater lochs
which contain extensive areas of forested land have been refused in order to prevent undue phosphorus
enrichment leading to eutrophication. The Association accepts that it is entirely unsatisfactory for rpbs to
exercise control on discharges of phosphorus from cage fish farrns under S.34 of COPA if no similar
control can also be exercised on other equally important diffuse discharges of phosphorus from fertilised
forestry plantations. Further measures may therefore be required by Government to enhance rpb powers
for controlling the application of fertiliser to afforested land as a prescribed activity under S.31(4) of
Schedule 23 of the Water Act 1989 in order to rectify this anomaly.
2.4 Similarly, agricultural fertilisers are another source of phosphorus. Further investigations are
being carried out to assess their significance as this has also given rise to difficulties in controlling its
discharge from cage fish farms on freshwater lochs. Unfortunately, the present legislative powers to
designate land as nitrate sensitive areas to control its use for agricultural purposes does not address this
problem. Further measures may therefore be necessary in future to control the diffuse discharge of
phosphorus from agricultural land once more information is available on its significance.
3.0 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROVISIONS AND REQUIREMENTS
3.1 It is understood that research is being carried out on the use of low phosphorus fish feeds. It is
essential that this research is continued and the Agriculture Committee is recommended to give this work
its full support.
3.2 Research is currently being undertaken on the effect of nutrients from cage fish farm development
on phytoplankton growth in sea lochs. The Association also recommends that this work should continue
to be supported for the purpose of producing a suitable mathematical model which can be applied to the
discharge of nitrogen from cage fish farms to avoid possible problems of eutrophication in sea lochs.
3.3 In addition to the discharge of nutrients and chemicals to the water column, it is now well
established that sedimentation of waste food and faeces occurs beneath cage fish farms which result in
deposits of amoxic waste on the loch or sea bed. As there is no practical method available at present for
collecting particulate waste matter and other pollutants from fish cages, control is normally exercised by
using alternative sites to allow recovery of affected areas to take place by natural means.
3.4 Research requires to be carried out as a matter of inquiry on the design and construction cf cage
structures to assess the feasibility of collecting all waste products from cage fish farm practice on
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freshwater lochs for final treatment and removal of particulate matter, phosphorus, chemicals and fish
pathogens.
3.5 Simple models have been developed to predict the impact of cage fish farm wastes on the benthic
environment. These models should be further developed to the point where they can serve as reliable
tools for planning future developments.
3.6 Research is required to identify and develop the use of alternative methods of sealice control in
marine cage farms to NUVAN and to assess the significance of bioaccummulation and toxicity of
chemicals to non target organisms.
3.7 In the case of both marine and freshwater fish farm effluents the presence of chemicals including
I^sticides and antibiotics is causing increasing concern. Despite the widespread use of these chemicals
little is known of their environmental impact and existing legislation does not necessarily ensure adequate
screening for environmental safety before their use. The impact of antibiotics on benthic microbial
communities requires further evaluation.
4.0 SUMMARY

4.1 Water pollution control legislation requires to be modified to allow rpbs to agree points within a
loch with a fish farmer for the purpose of taking samples of effluent from the cage fish farm which are
admissable in legal proceedings as being representative of what was passing into the loch until the
contrary is shown.
4.2 Additional powers may be required to allow rpbs to control the discharge of phosphorus from
fertilised forestry plantations as this could restrict future development of the fish farming industry on
freshwater lochs in future. This may be possible under S.31(4) of Schedule 23 of the Water Act 1989 by
the application of fertiliser to forestry plantations a prescribed activity.
4.3 Research on the use of low phosphorus feeds and a mathematical model for controlling the
discharge of nitrogen from cage fish farms in sea lochs to prevent eutrophication problems requires
support.
4.4 Research requires to be carried out on cage structure to assess the feasibility of collecting all wastes
products from cage fish farms on freshwater lochs for final treatment and removal of particulate matter,
phosphorus, chemicals and fish pathogens as this would allow future development of the fish farming with
minimum impact on water quality.
4.5 Mathematical models for predicting the impact of wastes on the benthic environment should be
developed for use in planning future developments.
4.6 Further research is required to find an alternative sealice treatment to the use of NUVAN and to
assess the significance of bioaccumulation
4.7 The impact of antibiotics on benthic microbial communities requires further evaluation.
October 1989

Appendix 1
DILLON RIGLER MATHEMATICAL MODEL
For the purpose of predicting the increase in total phosphorus from caged fish farms in freshwater lochs,
the Dillon and Rigler mathematical model is used in the form:
p _ Tw X L (I-R)

2
where
P = Total phosphorus concentration (mg/m^)
Tw = Residence time of water (y)
L = Area loading rate (mg/mfy)
R = Fraction of load lost to sediments
Z = Mean depth (m)
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Memorandum submitted by the Water Research Centre
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SECTION 1—INTRODUCTION

WRc has been involved in the investigation of environmental problems caused by the fish farming
industry on behalf of the UK water authorities, and more recently, the National Rivers Authority. The
evidence laid out in this document is based on a recent nationwide review of existing problems associated
with both land-based and caged aquaculture. This report describes the range of potential environmental
problems which may result from specific fish farming activities, and outlines the problems encountered by
pollution control authorities in regulating the industry. Methods of waste control are discussed and
recommendations are provided for more effective pollution control management.
SECTION 2—THE INDUSTRY

Farmed fish are either reared in freshwater tanks/raceways on land adjacent to rivers (land-based
farms), or in cages suspended in lakes, reservoirs or coastal areas. The two species most commonly
produced are Atlantic salmon, {Salmo salar L), and rainbow trout, (Salmo gairdneri Richardson). In
1988 salmonid production in the UK was 35,000 tonnes, with Atlantic salmon accounting for 18,000
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tonnes. A UK aquacultural forecast for 1991 is presented in table 1; this suggests that the production of
Atlantic salmon, farmed mainly in sea lochs around the Scottish coast, is likely to increase by 200 per
cent. A much smaller increase is forecast for the production of rainbow trout, reared either on land-based
farms or (increasingly) in freshwater cages.
TABLE 1
FORECAST UK AQUACULTURE PRODUCTION IN 1991

Tonnes
Atlantic salmon
Rainbow trout
Eels
Marine finfish
Carp and other coarse fish
Brown trout

60,000
18,000
1,500
1,000
900
300

Source: Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food/Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for
Scotland.
SECTION 3—ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
3.1 GENERAL

Fish farm waste consists of large amounts of solid, phosphorus-rich, organic matter (both faeces and
uneaten food), plus a number of dissolved pollutants such as nitrogen (as nitrate and ammonia firom
uneaten food and fish excretion), and various disease treatment and fish growth chemicals. Dissolved
oxygen levels can become reduced in the effluent due to fish respiration and the oxygen demand exerted
by the breakdown of waste solids and oxidation of ammonia (collectively termed the Biochemical Oxygen
Demand, BOD). For land-based farms, water is usually ah"tracted fi-om the river in large quantities; the
effluent may be heated in winter, especially in hatcheries, to maintain growth and reduce mortality. The
transfer of fish disease organisms, the escape/release of farmed fish and disposal of dead fish, predator
control and general habitat disturbance also have environmental implications.
3.2 NUTRIENTS

Nutrient enrichment from fish farm waste may result in the stimulation of plant growth. In rivers, this
phenomenon is most marked in upland, nutrient poor waters, where overgrowth of anchored vegetation
can choke river channels. In lakes and coastal areas a risk of phytoplankton blooms exists, although few
incidents have beempositively linked to fish farms as yet. Nocturnal plant respiration and the degradation
of dead phytoplankton can lead to oxygen depletion in the water column; this is likely to interfere with
the respiration of aquatic fauna, including fish. Phytoplankton blooms can also release toxins that are
directly harmful to fish, and possibly to birds and mammals (including man).
The growth of sewage fungus is also stimulated by nutrient enrichment, and this is often evident
downstream of land-based effluent discharges.
3.3 SOLID WASTE

Solid fish farm waste exerts a high oxygen demand, stripping oxygen out of solution. In suspension, it
can reduce the visual appeal of a water body. Sedimentation occurs where water energy is low enough,
often under and around caged farms, and downstream of land-based discharges; this smothers benthic
(sediment-dwelling) fauna and reduces oxygen levels in the sediment and overlying water. Under such
conditions sediments become dominated by a few pollution-tolerant species, and in the worst affected
areas will be devoid of life. Salmonid redds require a high degree of aeration and will suffer from any
reduction in sediment oxygen levels. Benthic communities are typically affected up to 0.5-1 Km
downstream of land-based discharges, and up to 25 metres from caged farms, although individual farms
may have a far greater or lesser impact than this.
Sedimented solids act as a reservoir for phosphorus, which is released over a long period of time,
contributing to nutrient enrichment of the water column; this is particularly important in freshwaters,
where phosphorus is the principal limiting factor on plant growth. Under extreme conditions the
sediment is stripped of oxygen (anoxia), whereupon phosphorus release is enhanced and various toxic
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gases such as methane and hydrogen sulphide are produced; this situation has been reported directly
under caged farms, especially where water energy is low. Anoxic sediments underneath cages can result
in “site souring”, whereby the health of farmstock is reduced, in some cases leading to substantial fish
mortality.
3.4 DISSOLVED OXYGEN
Reductions in oxygen saturation can impair the respiration of aquatic fauna and reduce habitat
suitability. Salmonid fish and many invertebrates require high levels of dissolved oxygen, and can
therefore be prevented from living in, or passing through, water in the vicinity of fish farms.
3.5 AMMONIA
Un-ionized ammonia (NH3) is the chief excretory product of fish and is highly toxic to aquatic
organisms. The majority is rapidly converted into the relatively non-toxic ammonium ion (NH4'*'), but the
remainder may exert a toxic effect in the vicinity of fish farms, depending upon local conditions including
pH and temperature.
3.6 FISH FARM CHEMICALS
Farmed fish are reared at high stocking density and are therefore susceptible to a wide range of
diseases. A variety of treatment chemicals are used (see table 2).
Antibiotics, such as oxolinic acid, trimethoprim, oxytetracycline, and potentiated sulphonamide are
incorporated into the feed. Little is known about their environmental impact, but natural microbial
species composition is likely to be affected; there is also speculation that they may act as “sensitisers”,
provoking allergic responses in some people.
Immersion treatments are used to treat ectoparasites and fungal infection. Malachite green is
extensively used on freshwater farms in the UK, but its use has been banned by several government
agencies in the US; it is suspected of having teratological effects on fish and rabbits. Bad farm practices
have resulted in a number of incidents where the river has turned green through its use. On marine farms,
“Nuvan” (“Aquagard”) is widely used to remove salmon sea lice. Its active ingredient, the organophosphorus pesticide Dichlorvos, is toxic to a wide variety of marine arthropods at concentrations below those
used for treatment, although there is some evidence that it degrades into less toxic substances relatively
quickly (half-life of between 3.9 and 7.4 days).
Formaldehyde, quaternary ammonium compounds and iodophors are commonly used to disinfect
eggs, surfaces, circulation systems, and to reduce waterborne bacterial numbers. Anti-foulants, to
prevent net-fouling, are usually copper-based compounds since the ban of tributyltin (TBT) in 1987.
These are not as eff^ective as TBT and farmers often resort to some form of net-washing.
In addition to therapeutic agents, vitamins (to enhance growth) and pigments (to colour flesh) that are
incorporated into the feed are also released into the environment. It is suspected that feed vitamins may
act as micronutrients and enhance plant growth (including phytoplankton). Canthaxanthin, a pigment
used in the UK to produce pink flesh in farmed salmon, is currently banned in the US due to its suspected
carcinogenic properties.
3.7 HEAT
Land-based hatchery waste water may be 7-8®C higher than ambient river temperature at certain
times. This is likely to enhance weed growth and adversely affect those aquatic invertebrate larvae that
require cold periods to develop and reach maturity.
3.8 FARMED FISH—WILD FISH INTERACTIONS
Little work has been reported on the main areas of concern, these being: disease transfer, competition,
genetic contamination and predation.
Farmed fish are susceptible to diseases carried by wild populations at low infection levels. The
potential proliferation of disease organisms within farms in turn increases the probability of infection for
wild fish in the vicinity of farms. Infected farmed fish escaping to the wild may also act as carriers to wild
populations. The effectiveness of precautions taken to prevent fish escapes varies widely from farm to
farm, and there is likely to be a steady release of farmed fish into the wild in some areas. The movement
of infected stock to non-infected areas, even if the movement is only from one farm to another, provides
a potentially important source of contamination.
Competition for food and space between rainbow trout and wild brown trout, either through accidental
or deliberate introduction of farmed rainbow trout, may be widespread although there is little evidence to
support this. Predation on salmon fry by rainbow trout is also thought to occur in some areas.
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It is now known that there are demonstrable genetic differences between salmon populations from
different river systems, and that there are also likely to be several genetically distinct reproductive units
within each of these systems. Genetic differences have also been found in brown trout populations only a
few kilometres apart, and are likely to be present iii isolated population of coarse fish. Such differences
may well be important adaptations to local conditions, and interbreeding with farmed fish may alter the
ability of wild fish to cope with their environment. Overproduction of young fish by the industry, as an
insurance against mortalities, produces a surplus which is often exploited by fisheries managers, this
practice will greatly enhance genetic mixing. The use of triploid (sterile) fish on farms would prevent
genetic interaction, but is rarely employed.

Water Research Centre
TABLE 2
FISH FARM TREATMENT CHEMICALS AND RECOMMENDED USAGE
Formulation

Disease

Dose

Duration
of dose

Chloramine T
Erythromycin
Flumequine
Formalin

Fin Rot, Tail Rot
Bacterial Kidney Disease
Furunculosis
Costia, Trichodina
Gyrodactylus etc
Fin rot
Bacterial septicaemias
Furunculosis, Vibriosis
Bacterial Gill Disease

2-5 mg 1~^
25-100 mg/kg fish/day
6 mg/kg fish/day
167-250 mg l-^

1 hour
7-21 days
6 days
1 hour

0.5-1 mg 1 -1

10 mins

25-75 mg/kg fish/day
2 mg 1“^ (soft water)
4 mg 1“^ (hard water)
1-5 mg 1“^

7-21 days
1 hour
1 hour
1 hour

(3.68 gm. green 1~^)
(25 mg formalin 1“^)
1-3 mg 1“^

1 hour

2 mg 1~^

1 hour

5 mg/kg fish/day

7-14 days

(50 mg/kg fish/day
injection)
(50-120 mfikg fish/day)
20 mg 1“^
1-2 mg 1“^
1.5 per cent
50-75 mg/kg fish/day
200 mg/kg fish/day
30 mg/kg fish/day

7-14 days

Furanance
Furazolidone
Hyamine 3000
Malachite Green
Malachite Green/
Formalin
Methylene Blue
Nuvan (50 per cent
dichlorvos)
Oxolinic acid
Oxytetracycline
Proflavin hemisulphate
Roccal
Sodium chloride
Streptomycin
Sulphamerazine
Tribrissen
(potentiated sulphonamide)

Saprolegnia fungus
Proliferative Kidney Disease
Ichthyophthirius
Ectoparasites
Enteric Redmouth
Ichthyophthirius
Sea louse
Furunculosis, Vibriosis,
Enteric Redmouth
Furunculosis, Vibriosis
Enteric Redmouth
Fin Rot, Tail Rot, Lesions
Bacterial Gill Disease
External Bacterial Lesions
Mycobacteria (Tuberculosis)
Fresh water septicaemias
Fresh water septicaemias

3-5 days

30 mins
1 hour
1 hour
5-10 days
14 days
10 days

Source: Solbe J F de L G. Water Quality. In Salmon and Trout Farming, edited by L M Laird and T
Needham. Ellis Horwood Ltd (1988).
3.9 RIVER FLOW DEPLETION

Land-based farms may be supplied by borehole abstraction, but usually rely on river abstraction. A
number of farms in England and Wales have been grossly depleting river flows by overabstraction,
sometimes to the point of drying up the river bed. This has led to concern not only for fauna and flora
resident between abstraction and discharge points (which can be up to 2Km apart), but also for the free
passage of migratory salmonids and other fish. Problems with flow depletion have not been reported in
Scotland.
3.10 PREDATOR CONTROL
Many predatory mammals, such as seals, minks, and to a lesser extent otters, and birds including
cormorants, shags, herons and kingfishers, are attracted to fish farms to feed. They are responsible for
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not only killing large numbers of fish, but may also cause damage to nets on caged farms, allowing large
numbers of fish to escape. A considerable number of predators are killed each year by shooting,
entrapment and entanglement in farm nets.
3.11 HABITAT DISTURBANCE

Caged farms, in particular, are often located in remote sites which ma> be used b> birds and mammals
as breeding and feeding grounds. Repeated disturbances, such as loud noises (fi:om sonic predator
scarers, for instance) the movement of boats, and activities such as net cleaning (involving boats moving
at high speed), may cause animals to leave a particular area. This-may result in the displacement or even
loss of rarities, such as divers, grebes and raptors.
3.12 AESTHETIC CONSIDERAHONS

The visual intrusion of fish farms can have an adverse effect on the scenic appeal of an area. The
location of fish farm buildings on the banks of scenic rivers, and caged farms in attractive and otherwise
undeveloped locations, is detrimental to the landscape. Their presence may reduce tourist activity, as
well as degrading the quality of life for local residents. There may also be an odour associated with a
farm, especially if dead fish are not properly disposed of in suitably constructed/located burial pits.
3.13 NATURAL FOOD SUPPLY

There is concern that the huge demand for feed made by the industry is placing certain fisheries,
particularly those of Scottish sandeel, under strain. This strain has been linked to food shortages in the
wild, resulting in the breeding failure of arctic tern, kittiwake and puffin colonies.
SECTION 4—REGULATION OF FISH FARM

AcnvmES

4.1 GENERAL

Discharge consents are now issued under Chapter I, Part III of the Water Act (1989) (or the Water Act
(NI) in N Ireland). With respect to discharge consents for land-based farms, pollution control authorities
(the NRA re^ons in England and Wales, the River Purification Boards in Scotland, and DoE (NI) in N
Ireland) list a suite of parameters, often including fish farm chemicals such as malachite green,
formaldehyde and a general clause for antibiotics. The permissible loading of each pollutant will depend
upon the available capacity of the river, in relation to relevant Environmental Quality Standards (EQSs)
and the river’s National Water Council (NWC) classification. The frequency of effluent spot sampling is
very variable (fortnightly, monthly, quarterly or even yearly) depending upon the farm and the region.
For caged farms there is no real agreement between pollution control authorities on consent setting, and
indeed few consents have been issued to caged farms.
A number of difficulties are encountered by pollution control authorities in the control of fish farm
effluent discharges.
4.1.1 VARIABILITY OF EFFLUENT QUALITY

Fish farm effluent quality varies greatly both on a diurnal timescale (feeding regime, fish treatment
regime, farm cleaning operations) and a seasonal timescale (stocking density, total biomass, stock age
and, for land-based farms, river flow). Diurnal variations are particularly important as they are very
unlikely to be detected or accounted for with low frequency discrete effluent quality sampling.
4.1.2 FISH FARM CHEMICALS

Treatment chemicals used in aquaculture are considered to be drugs, arid as such come under the
Medicines Acts (1968 and 1971). This legislation requires all veterinary medicines to have a product
licence obtained from the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Foods (MAFF), covering the sale,
supply and manufacture of the drug. It will only be granted if it meets the required standards on safety,
quality and efficacy, and is shown not to be harmful to the treated animals, handlers of tbe drug,
consumers of treated animals and the environment generally. However, a provision in the Acts permits
the use of any medicine under veterinary prescription. This allows unlicensed products to be used with no
official knowledge of their impact on the environment. Malachite green is still used under veterinary
prescription, but ‘Nuvan’ has recently been issued with a temporar>’ product licence by MAFF.
Pollution control authorities generally cannot analyse for fish farm chemicals, most monitoring being
restricted to the sanitary parameters (suspended solids, ammonia, BOD, and dissolved oxygen). Even
where such analyses can be performed, meaningful EQSs have still to be established; WRc are currently
reviewing the ecotoxicity of fish farm antibiotics, and are preparing provisional EQSs for Dichlorvos (in
“Nuvan”) in water.
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4.1.3 DISEASE CONTROL
Some pollution control authorities are concerned about their lack of control over the transportation of
fish from farm to farm (under Section 34 of the Salmon Act, 1986), since there is a risk of disease transfer
to uncontaminated wild populations.
4.1.4 BACKGROUND WATER QUAUTY
Background levels of relevant parameters will vary from site to site, depending upon local influences,
and there is therefore concern that setting blanket absolute water quality standards would be unfair to
farms in areas of poorer water quality. Some pollution control authorities have attempted to resolve this
for land-based river-fed farms by consenting acceptable changes in water quality between influent and
effluent water (called incremental or differential standards). This is not possible for caged farms, as
influent water quality cannot be quantified with certainty.
4-1.5 SAFE FARM SEPARATIONS
There will be a limit to the number of fish farms any body of water (river, lake or sea loch) can support,
in terms of both ecology and exploitation of the water for other (or similar) purposes. With respect to
ecology, if fish farms are spaced too close together effluent impacts will merge into each other, resulting
in large areas with degraded faunal and floral communities.
In terms of e.xploitation, the risk of disease transfer between farms is an important consideration. Since
little is known about the waterborne survival time of the diseases involved it is difficult to set safe safe
separations; in the case of disease-carrying escapees it is unlikely that there is a safe separation.
4.1.6 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENTS
Assessment of site suitability and the setting of a maximum allowable fiish production for a proposed
farm should rely upon estimates of pollutant output per unit of production. However, observations of
pollutant output vary greatly with feed quality, quantity of feed fed (per unit fish biomass) and other farm
practices, so that producing such estimates is fraught with uncertainty. Output of phosphorus, a very
important parameter for caged farms in freshwater lakes, is usually estimated to be lOKg phosphate per
tonne of fish produced; although some farms do much better than this, good performance cannot at
present be assured.
Mixing models which can accurately predict the behaviour and fate of nutrients released from caged
farms, and their impact upon phytoplankton growth, are lacking. This makes the assessment of site
suitability far less certain.
4.2 LAND BASED FARMS
4.2.1 River Flow Depletion
Removal of the agricultural exemption from river abstraction licencing for farms producing “fish for
the table” (Schedule 13, Section 6 of the Water Act (1989)), which wUl come into force on 1 September
1990, will ameliorate the problems of river flow depletion in England and Wales.
However, there are further problems with abstraction control. Many farms claim a “licence of right”
under Section 33 (1) of the Water Resources Act (1963), whereby water can be abstracted according to
earlier statutory provisions (including common law rights), or if it can be proven that water was being
abstracted at any time within the 5 years previous to the enactment of the 1963 Act. Furthermore,
statutory holders of a “licence of right” are entitled to as much water as they require if previous statutes
have not stipulated quantitative restrictions (Section 34(3)). This type of abstraction right can vary
greatly, from 50 per cent of total river flow, to a set flow figure vvhich may amount to the whole of the Dry
Weather Flow of a river. “Licences of right” will not be revoked by the Water Act (1989).
The only possible way of restricting protected abstraction rights is to restrict the effluent flow, which
pollution control authorities have done with mixed success.
Failure to control effluent flow has been brought about both by legal complications and monitoring
problems. Controllers have been unwilling in the past to infringe the right to abstract with an effluent
flow restriction, since this may not be upheld in court. Further, the use of existing channels (such as mill
stream channels) by some farms may not be legally interpreted either as abstraction from the river or
discharge to the river. Under such circumstances no flow restriction would be possible.
The monitoring of effluent flow has proved a further difficulty to its control. Flow gauges are expensive
to install and maintain, and difficult to position (many farms have multiple effluent channels). Owing to
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these factors gauges have rarely been used on fish farms, such that the only measure of flow comes from
infrequent spot readings, and in some areas flow is not monitored at all. Under Section 34 (4) (d), (e) and
(f) of COPA, pollution control authorities can force dischargers to install and maintain flow gauges and
keep records of results. More use could-be made of this piece of legislation.
4.2.2
INCREMENTAL STANDARDS
The high flows demanded by land-based fish farms can mean that there is little water left in the river
after abstraction to dilute the pollutant load. This means that in order to comply with downstream water
quality standards consent values have to be very stringent. For parameters consented incrementally the
difference between influent and effluent water quality is therefore small and often on the limit of
analytical precision, making many breaches of consent difficult to prove.
Proving breaches of consent when using incremental standards is also hampered in the courts by the
timelag imposed on water by its diversion through a farm, ie the water sampled at the intake is not the
same as that sampled at the discharge unless a suitable time is allowed to elapse; the timelag varies for
each farm and is also usually unknown. For this reason some pollution control authorities are reverting to
absolute consent standards for river-fed farms.
4.2.3 MULTIPLE DISCHARGES
The presence of multiple discharge outlets causes problems with obtaining representative effluent
samples, and in many cases the only answer is to separately consent each one due to the layout of the
farm. This serves to multiply the monitoring workload. Such situations could be circumvented at the
planning stage by better liaison between local authority and pollution control authority.
4.2.4 POLLUTION INCIDENTS
Pollution incidents caused by fish farms have not generally been reported as a major problem by
pollution control authorities. However, most incidents are unlikely to be discovered using typical low
frequency effluent quality monitoring. Incidents may be accidental but may also be deliberate, such as
the discharging of settlement pond sediment into the river (often at night) rather than disposing of it to
land. Deliberate incidents are even less likely to be discovered by routine monitoring, unless brought to
the attention of the pollution control authority through observable effects on the watercourse. Biotic
indices based on benthic invertebrate community status can provide important information on the effects
of pollution incidents and fluctuations in effluent quality which would not normally be detected by low
frequency chemical sampling.
4.2.5 PLANNING
The planning control for land-based farms is covered by the Town and Country Planning Act (1972).
There is controversy as to whether fish farming falls within the definition of “agriculture”; if they are
deemed “agricultural units” they are exempt from planning controls under the Act. This has led to the
unsatisfactory situation where some farms require planning permission (those producing fish for
restocking) and others do not (those producing fish for the table). Furthermore, since the minimum
proportion of ‘fish for the table’ production required for the farm to qualify as an agricultural unit is not
specified, there is the possibility that farms planning to use the great majority of their production for
restocking can still be exempted.
When planning permission is required there is often little liaison between planner and pollution control
authority. Whilst planners may liaise sensibly with pollution control authorities in some areas, there is
clearly a need for national legislation to formally incorporate the consent to discharge into the permission
to develop, ie consenting the discharge becomes a condition of granting planning permission.
4.3 CAGED FARMS

4.3.1 Discharge Status

There has been controversy over whether caged farms produce a “trade effluent” as such, and
consequently whether their activities can be controlled under current legislation. Schedule 23, section
56(3), of the recently implemented Water Act (1989) stipulates that caged farm effluents are trade
effluents in Scotland, but the status of caged farm waste remains unclear in England and Wales.
4.3.2 MONITORING EFFORT

Tlie diffuse nature of caged farm effluents means that for monitoring to be effective a number of sites
around the farm have to be sampled, along with sites for monitoring background water and sediment
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quality. The effort required to undertake such monitoring is far greater than that required for land-based
point-source discharges, and most pollution control authorities are not contemplating such a large
resource allocation.
4.3.3 CONSENT ENFORCEMENT

It would be very difficult to prove that the failure to meet an EQS was attributable entirely to a fish
farm if the parameter breaching the consent is also a pollutant firom other local industries/land uses (eg
phosphorus run-off from forestry and agricultural land).
4.3.4 LACK OF FEED CONTROL

Annual production is perhaps the most easily monitored parameter for caged farms, and a. maximum
value is quoted in consents. However, there is no control over the quantity of food fed, and, although it is
in the best interests of farmers not to waste food, there is no doubt that overfeeding does occur. Similarly,
there is no-control over feed quality; poor feed quality and overfeeding both increase pollutant output.
Licences issued to caged farms in Finland, specify allowable amounts of feed as well as a maximum
allowable annual production, although it is not clear how feed usage is monitored.
4.3.5 PLANNING

The development of caged farms in fireshwater lakes is also covered by the Town and Country Planning
Act, and so similar problems to those described for land-based farms are evident. Indeed, it has been
alleged that some local authorities believe freshwater caged farms do not require planning consent. In
contrast, some European countries are so concerned about the ecological and aesthetic impact of such
farms that they are unlikely to permit any new developments; these countries are Austria, Finland, W
Germany (in the Bavarian Lakes) and Norway (unless the operation is very small in relation to the size of
the water body).
Control of marine caged farm development in the UK is the responsibility of the Crown Estate
Commissioners (CEC); they also act as landlord for such developments, claiming.a rent fi-om each farm.
Qearly, CEC have a ve^sted interest in granting leases to new developments, Other criticisms of the
system are that there is insufficient consultation with relevant agencies, and that there is no public
accountability or forward planning.
SECTION 5—WASTE CONTROL

Improvements in feed quality have resulted in feeds which give a much lower phosphorus output per
unit fish production; however, the availability of inferior products is uncontrolled, and suchproducts are
widely used. “Expanded” pellets have also been produced which are more buoyant and reduce feed
wastage.
On land-based farms, the incidence of waste treatment measures is relatively low. Of those that do
have treatment, solids settlement is by far the most widely used method due to its cheapness, usually in
the form of settlement ponds. However, although settlement removes waste solids effectively, it can
increase effluent BOD and nutrient levels due to releases from the accumulated sediment. More
sophisticated, and more expensive, methods of solids removal are the swirl concentrator and triangle
filter, which isolate removed solids from the effluent flow, preventing further chemical interaction.
Biological filtration of the effluent using gravel filters, incorporating partial recirculation of water, is an
option not employed in the UK. The use of vegetative filters, such as reedbeds, on fish farm effluents is
likely to be effective but has yet to be investigated.
For caged farms, sediment traps have been developed that remove and filter out solids from below cages.
Such systems, although expensive, provide a method of avoiding gross pollution of the benthos and, in
freshwater, can greatly reduce the risk of eutrophication (excessive phytoplankton/higher plant growth).
The alternative to sediment traps is site rotation of cages; this may prevent ‘site souring’ but
environmentally merely serves to extensify benthic degradation.
SECTION 6—RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS IN POLLUTION CONTROL MANAGEMENT

6.1.1 General
Compulsory licensing of all fish farms, to include planning permission and consent to discharge, should
be seriously considered. Licencing committees would consist of representatives from planning authority
and pollution control authority, with statutory consultation with local and conservation interests. The
licensing procedure would include a full environmental impact assessment to gauge site suitability.
Detailed national guidelines for the issuing and monitoring of discharge consents for fish farms would
facilitate the task of regulation.
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Caution should be exercised when basing consideration of applications for discharge consents on
estimates of pollutant output per unit of production. For phosphate this should not be reduced from 10kg
per tonne of production unless the variability in output is reduced considerably.
A statutory screening programme, to fully assess the potential impact on the environment and human
health of existing and future treatment chemicals used in aquaculture, would be beneficial.
Where possible, restocking programmes should involve fish derived from local gene pools.
Detailed guidelines advising farmers on how best to introduce treatment chemicals to infected fish
would help to minimise environmental hazard.
A safe separation of farms, to ensure that the risk of disease transmission is minimised, should not be
implemented until detailed studies have been conducted on the transport, fate and viability of
waterborne disease organisms and the importance of escaped fish as vectors of disease.
Farmers should be encouraged to use buoyant food pellets that reduce wastage and thus solids output
by remaining in the feeding zone for longer periods.
Guidelines for the appropriate siting and construction of fish burial pits, in order that leachate or
remains do not find their way back to watercourses or cause public nuisance, would be useful.
Tighter control over the release of rainbow trout into important brown trout and salmon fisheries is
desirable.
6.1.2 LAND-BASED FARMS
Better use could be made of COPA section 34(4) (d), (e) and (f), whereby the discharger can be
imposed upon to install and maintain flow-gauging equipment, and keep records for regular inspection.
An increased monitoring effort is needed to enforce effluent flow restrictions on farms that severely
deplete river flow. If such restrictions are not found to be enforceable in England and Wales for farms
with “licences of right”, modifications to the Water Resources Act (1963) should be considered to allow
relevant authorities to alter such abstraction licences in order to maintain adequate river flows.
Effluent flow restrictions based on Dry Weather Flow are recommended over those based on available
flow, since the latter encourages farmers to stock on the basis of an expected flow that may not
materialize.
The installation of effective primary treatment (involving settlement) should be considered for all
major existing and proposed farms. Tanks or ponds accumulating solid waste should have facilities to
allow isolation from the effluent flow during desludging. Regular sludge removal needs to be monitored
by pollution control authority staff.
Routine biological monitoring upstream and downstream of intake and discharge respectively would
help to ensure that routine water quality monitoring is reflecting the true environmental impact of the
effluent. Permissible reductions in biotic index, for a specified distance downstream of the discharge,
could be incorporated into consents.
An effluent quality sampling frequency of at least 12 times per annum on each farm is desirable, with a
higher frequency for farms with a known pollution history. Greatest emphasis should be placed on
sampling in the summer months. Sampling should at least periodically include all parameters noted in the
discharge consent. Samples should be taken at varying times of the day to account for regular fluctuations
in effluent quality due to routine farm practices.
Tighter control over the screening of intake and discharge would greatly reduce the incursion of wild
fish into the farm and the escape of farmed fish.
A standard lower limit on the size of stream, in terms of Dry Weather Flow, that new farms can be
sited on is desirable.
When a new farm is constructed, the distance between intake and discharge should be kept to a
minimum so that as little riverine habitat as possible is subjected to reduced flows.
Where river abstraction is licenced, thought should be given to an automatic separation of flow which
allows the prescribed flow to pass down the river at all times. This could take the form of an overspill set
at the correct stage height across the intake.
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Where flow depletion is a problem the use of recirculation, with settlement and biological filtration of
recycled water, should be encouraged by pollution control authorities.
It is important that farmers are made aware of the importance of desludging settlement ponds at
regular intervals. Guidelines concerning the desludging operation and various disposal options would be
useful.
Amaximiun allowable temperature increase should be included in the discharge consents of farms that
heat their water.
6.1.3 CAGED FARMS
The consenting of caged farm wastes should always include the imposition of a maximum allowable
annual production.
Farms could be required to keep up-to-date records of feed supplier, feed quality, changes in holding
stock, rate of feed use, disease outbreaks and medications used (including dosage and method of
application).
To be effective, environmental monitoring should include mixing zone and background sample points
of both water and sediment. Water samples should be collected over a full tidal cycle, preferably on neap
tides. The results from such monitoring may be used to revise the consented annual production.
A standard lower limit on the depth of water required for caged farm development is desirable, in
conjunction with a standard upper limit on cage depth.
Serious consideration should be given to prohibiting further development (either by expansion or site
acquisition) in fresh (particularly oligotrophic) or saltwater bodies with low dispersion potential and/or
limited flushing. Fanners should be encouraged to develop on more dispersive sites which will not only
utilize the assimilating capacity of the sea more effectively, but will reduce the risk of toxic algal blooms,
general eutrophication and site “souring”.
Where site “souring” occurs dispersal energy is too low; if it is allowed to continue the use of sediment
traps is preferred to site rotation. Sediment traps are also recommended at any site where serious benthic
deterioration is evident, even if it does not end in site souring.
Benthic deterioration could be consented using a nuxing zone approach, where a certain amount of
impact is permissable within a confined area; however, gross deterioration, even under the cages, is
undesirable.
Consideration should be given to methods of controlling feed quality and quantity. Maximum
allowable phosphate and nitrogen contents and standards for nutritional quality are required.
6.2 RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS
6.2.1 General
Research is required into the nature of disease transmission between farmed and wild stocks. The
importance of the following needs to be quantified for each disease causing concern:
(a) waterborne survival time, transport and fate;
(b) the importance of escaped farmed fish as vectors of disease; and
(c) identification of the environmental triggers causing disease outbreak.
Further research is required on the extent and degree of competition between wild and escapee fish, on
the predation of wild fry by farm fish, and on the extent and degree of genetic erosion on local wild stocks
caused by interbreeding with escapees.
The viability of using triploid (sterile) fish in farms on a widespread basis to prevent genetic erosion of
wild stocks requires investigation.
Further development is recommended of research initiated in Norway to breed out territoriality in
farm fish. This would make obselete the practice of overfeeding fish in order to minimize aggressive
behaviour, which enhances pollutant output levels, and would also reduce the competitiveness of
escapees. To avoid genetic erosion of wild stocks, it is essential that fish produced from such research
should be sterile.
The environmental behaviour and toxicity of chemicals used in aquaculture should be assessed to
establish acceptable human ingestion levels, ecotoxicity, reaction with other chemicals (especially during
chlorination) and their fate in the environment.
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Information should be collated on the quantity of chemicals used on fish farms and their dosage
(exposure concentration and duration).

Research should be undertaken to assess whether the long-term use of antimicrobial agents could
result in the development of antibiotic-resistant strains of bacteria, and whether their use could evoke
allergic responses in the human population.
Further work is required on the potential of vitamins in feed to stimulate plant growth. It may be
necessary to develop feeds with lower residual micronutrient levels.
The usefulness of in situ bioassays in monitoring the environmental impact of fish farms requires
assessment.
6.2.2 LAND-BASED FARMS
The effect of the installation of settlement areas within a farm, and the frequency of sludge removal, on
nutrient and BOD levels in the effluent requires investigation.
Studies are required into the most cost-effective treatment for effluents from land-based farms. Such
studies would include the best treatment options for recirculating systems, looking particularly at
submerged media filters and vegetational filters.
Studies are required into the variation in effluent quality caused by farm operations, and variations in
holding stock and river flow. Data from such a study could be used to model effluent quality.
The effects of fish farm nutrient output on the anchored vegetation of ri\ers requires investigation.
6.2.3 CAGED FARMS
Development of hydrodynamic water quality models to predict the dispersion of dissolved and
particulate waste from proposed caged farms is necessary in order to assess site suitability. This work
should centre on the impact of fish farm nutrient outputs on eutrophication.
Studies on the variation in effluent quality similar to those proposed for land-based farms would also be
useful for caged farms, with a view to incorporating findings into dispersion models.
The possibility that increased demand for sandeels and sprats by the fish farming industry is causing
nutritional shortages for wild salmon and seabirds requires investigation.
SECTION

7—CONCLUSIONS

7.1 GENERAL
The settlement of fish farm waste solids on river beds and the benthos of lakes and coastal waters can
cause organic enrichment and deoxygenation of natural sediments, leading to the dominance of
pollution-tolerant organisms or even abiotic zones. This effect is enhanced at sites with limited dispersive
energy and/or flushing rate.
Nutrient outputs from fish farms present a eutrophication hazard in many UK waters, particularly
oligotrdphic waters with limited dispersive energy and/or flushing rate. However, few incidents of
eutrophication have been conclusively linked to the waste output from fish farms.
There is a paucity of data concerning the environmental impact and fate of chemicals currently used on
fish farms for disease and parasite control.
Little work has been carried out on the effects of escaped or released fish on indigenous fish stocks.
The main areas of concern are: competition for ecological niches, predation on indigenous fry,
contamination of local gene pools and disease transmission. All four interactions are potentially
significant.
The siting of fish farms and the effects of their activities often reduce the aesthetic value of a location,
and may reduce conservation interest by making the area less favourable for habitation by sensitive fauna
and flora.
The planning controls on fish farms are inconsistent, in that not all farms require planning permission.
Pollution control authorities are often unaware of the construction of farms exempt from planning
control.
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Liaison, between planning authorities and pollution control authorities prior to planning permission
being given is generally poor.
7-2 LAND-BASED FARMS
River-fed fish farms in England and Wales with agricultural exemptions from abstraction licensing, or
vkrith “licences of right” to abstract, regularly severely deplete river flows in the summer and some even
run their source rivers dry. This has led to the inhibition of upstream migration of salmonids. Flow
depletion has not been reported to cause problems in Scotland.
Problems with the control of liver abstraction by fish farms will not be fully resolved by the
implementation of the Water Act (1989), since the activities of “Licence of Right” holders will not be
curbed, and those farms utilising “existing channels” may not be seen as making an abstraction.
There is uncertainty within some NRA regions concerning the legal validity of restricting abstraction
by river-fed farms through the restriction of effluent volume.
Clarification is required over the legal status of existing river channels with respect to river abstraction.
Water recirculation in river-fed farms is grossly under-utilized and could provide an answer to flow
depletion problems due to excessive abstraction.
Effluent quality is likely to vary widely on a diurnal (feeding regime, treatment regime, pond and tank
cleaning) and seasonal (stock density, biomass and age, river flow) basis. The frequency of discrete
effluent quality sampling for consent compliance monitoring is too low to adequately represent the widely
fluctuating effluent quality produced by fish farms. It is also highly unlikely to detect pollution incidents.
Biological monitoring is under-utilised in the monitoring and control of fish farms effluents, but is
likely to give a far better representation of effluent quality than discrete chemical monitoring.
Bad farming practices in using treatment chemicals and cleaning settlement and holding ponds have led
to occasional pollution incidents in many areas. These have rarely led to observed fish kills.
The effectiveness of screens over fish farm intake and putlet(s) at preventing the incursion of wild fish
and the excursion of farmed fish is very variable.
The presence of multiple outlets for fish farm effluents is unnecessary and could be designed out at the
planning stage if greater liaison existed between planning and pollution control authorities.
It is yet to be established whether a safe separation between farms exists to minimize the risk of disease
transmission between farmed stocks.
7.3 CAGED FARMS
Effluent quality is likely to vary widely on a diurnal (feeding regime, treatment regime, net cleaning)
and seasonal (stock density, biomass and age) basis. The diffuse and fluctuating nature of effluents from
caged farms causes problems with water quality monitoring of consent compliance. Non-compliance is
difficult to prove due to uncertainty about the source of contamination.
Cage rotation to prevent site “souring” extensifies the damage incurred by the benthos, and there is
little information available on the rate of benthic recovery. Cage rotation also increases the areal extent
of the sedimented phosphorus reservoir, thus increasing the eutrophication hazard in freshwater bodies.
The Crown Estate Commissioners’ (CEC) role as development controller and landlord for fish farms in
coastal locations is contradictory.
October 1989
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Examinatiou of Witnesses
Fisheries, Recreation and Conservation Manager, and MR PETER CHAVE, Water
Quality Manager, National Rivers Authority; MR DESMOND HAMMERTON, Director, Clyde River
Purification Board, and MR N P YONGE, Member of the Tweed River Purification Board, Scottish
River Purification Boards’ Association; MR J SEAGER, Manager, Freshwater and Marine Waters,
and DR T J LACK, Water Research Centre; examined.

DR KEVIN O’GRADY,

Chairman
384. Good morning, gentlemen. We have three
authorities in front of us. Please would you
introduce yourselves.
(Mr Yonge) Chairman, I sit on the Tweed Board
and represent the Scottish River Purification
Boards Association. I should also declare an
interest for inyself as I am also a fish farmer, as I
am sure you know. Mr Hammerton is Director of
Clyde Board and covers aU of the southern part of
the west coast and also ths Islands.
(Dr Lack) I am Dr Tiih Lack from the Water
Research Centre. I am responsible for the programme of research and development work, contracted by the National Rivers Authority to the
WRC. I have been at the WRC for about 20 years
and have become practised in freshwater and
marine pollution control. My colleague, John
Seager, is a research scientist and manager of a
group of 16 scientists working on pollution assessment and control in marine and fresh waters.
385. Where is your establishment?
(Dr Lack) We are based at Medmenham, which
is half-way between Marlow and Henley on the
River Thames.
386. You used to be called something quite
different?
(Dr Lack) We used to be called the Water
Research Association; that was until 1974, when
the Water Act came into force. We then became
the Water Research Centre and on 1st April 1989
we became WRC Pic, a private company, owned
largely by the staff.
387. Owned by the staff, and most of your work
comes from the National Rivers Authority?
(Dr Lack) The National Rivers Authority are
the principal funders of research in WRC, along
with the Department of the Environment.
388. Thank you very much; and then the NRA?
(Mr Chave) If I can introduce myself. Chairman,
my name is Peter Chave, Water Quality Manager
from the NRA Head Office, based here in London, and I am responsible for water quality matters
on a national policy basis, and Dr Kevin O’Grady
is the Fisheries, Recreation and Conservation
Manager, who has similar duties in that field, also
based at Head Office.
389. Perhaps we could start off with discussing
the 1989 Water Act and the legal aspects of that.
We have had some evidence to the effect that the
legislation defining the powers of the various water
authorities in relation to fish farming and pollution
control are not sufficiently clear. I wonder if the

NRA and the Scottish River Purification Boards’
Association would like to comment on the fact that
the Act gave abstraction powers to the NRA in
England and Wales but not to the Purification
Boards in Scotland? Can you also confirm that the
River Purification Boards, but not the NRA, are
authorised to set discharge consents for caged
farms? We have a problem with this inquiry in that
nearly all the caged fish in the sea are in Scotland
and, of course, a lot of the inland farms are in
England, operating under a different set of laws,
and my question really is designed to see whether
this difference of administration is really successful
for either country?
(Mr Hammerton) The Water Act 1989 was a
great help in Scotland particularly because of
difficulties with the consenting of caged fish farms.
Tlie Highland River Purification Board set off
early and consented a lot of fish farms and did not
appear to be having any trouble. We started to do
the same and then we were told by a Procurator
Fiscal that he doubted whether the Control of
Pollution Act applied to caged fish farms and that
the diffuse disch^irge from under the cages could be
regarded as a trade effluent. There-fore, my Board
sought advice through legal counsel; this took
about 18 months before we got it and it actually
supported us that we were correct. A similar
opinion was sought by the Western Islands Council
and legal counsel gave the opposite view. The
matter was put to the Scottish Office and Lam glad
to say that in the Water Act this was clarified and
the discharge from caged fish farms was defined as
a trade effluent, and since then we have had no
further problems. I think that is the main effect of
the Act.
390. So you are quite clear and happy about
your legal position?
(Mr Hammerton) Yes.
391. This also applies downstream of any inland
trout farm, for example?
(Mr Hammerton) We have never had any
problem in consenting land-based fish farms where
water is abstracted and then put back into the
river. We consent the discharge and to a certain
extent we control the abstraction by putting a flow
limit on the return water. There could be problems
where that water is perhaps taken from a different
river or a different source; in that case you are in
greater difficulty in controlling the abstraction. I
think it is worth Stressing that the Scottish River
Purification Boards have been pressing, for something like 15 or 20 years, for control of abstractions
in general, not particularly related to fish farms.
We still do not have control of abstractions in.
Scotland.
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392. And you will definitely want that?
(Mr Hammerton) We certainly feel it is desirable. I think the Government view is that at the
moment, because of the much higher flows in
Scottish rivers, there are not any great problems,
and until there is a problem and until we have
encountered serious problems we do not need
them; whereas our view is that we would like to
have the powers to prevent problems arising, and
there are potential problems arising.
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393. You have got some in your area, have you?
Mr Yonge is listening with care!
(Mr Hammerton) We certainly have, applications
coming to us for abstractions which, if they went
ahead, could cause problems. I cannot put hand on
heart at the moment and say we have abstractions
at the moment which are causing serious problems.
Though I do know of one case from some 10 or
more years ago in the Board to the south of me,
Dumfries and Galloway area, the Solway River
Purification Board, where regularly a fish farmer
has abstracted water and put it back in the stream
and that stream has been dry in low-flow conditions for about 500 yards every year; but thatis one
isolated case, and I would maintain that that
should be controllable by us by putting a limit on
the return water. We can put a consent on that and
put conditions for suspended solids, various chemical parameters and a limit on flow.
394. What is the English position?
(Dr O’Grady) Perhaps I could come in here and
deal with the cage farming question first of all. As
you are aware, there is less cage farming in
England and Wales. We believe that we have the
same powers to consent cage discharges as have
been outlined by my colleague from Scotland, and
to meet your concern about what might be an
apparent inconsistent approach between England
and Wales and Scotland I think there has been
fairly close liaison with my regional colleagues,
who were from the previous water authorities, who
are now with the NRA, and colleagues in Scotland.
As far as I am aware, we are across England,
Wales and Scotland approaching the problem of
consents to cage discharges in quite a consistent
way.
395. It cannot be a very big problem in England
because I think there are only two caged farms in
England?
(Dr O’Grady) Yes, I think there are only two.
396. What about inland?
(Dr O’Grady) I think it is fair to say that the
changes brought about by the Water Act 1989 in
respect of discharges have clarified the position
significantly in that there is no longer what was
termed the “agriculture exemption” for fish
farmers. All fish farmers now need an abstraction
licence and we think this is a significant improvement in how we can manage the water resources in
England and Wales. However, I think we have to
express concern that we do have to issue “licences
of right” to existing fish farmers; and many of

those inland fish farms have come about without
any real consideration of what is an adequate
abstraction from a river and it may be that whilst
we have to issue those “licences of right” there may
be in practice, significant over-extraction. I think
that once we have issued those “licences of right”
we may well have to review the water resource
situation in a number of rivers. Clearly, this point
does not relate specifically to just fish farming; it is
a general point and I think our view is that we have
no statutory basis for differentiating between fish
farming and any other form of abstraction.
397. Interesting as it would be to go into the
whole range of subjects concerned with water
purity, I think we must confine ourselves to fish
farms this morning. Are you saying to me that if 1
have a huge fish farm, which I have simply
established before the regulations were made, and
I am discharging foul matter into a beautiful river,
you do not have powers to deal with that problem?
(Mr Chave) Chairman, we have powers to issue
a consent to discharge. I think the question is on
the abstraction side. We could attempt to limit the
abstraction, for example, by putting a flow regulation on the discharge consent. The discharge
consent would comprise flow conditions and quality conditions, and we certainly have that right to
issue consents to discharge.
398. I am sorry, the situation in my mind is
becoming murkier than the effluent we are talking
about! Are you saying that, in spite of what Dr
O’Grady said, you do have the necessary power, or
do you not?
(Mr Chave) We have the necessary powers to
issue consents to discharge. The problem relates
simply to the right of abstraction for previously
existing fish farms which can abstract basically any
amount of water if there were no flow conditions
stipulated originally.
(Dr & Grady) The “licence of right” has come
about at a time-when they were simply taking
water without any regard for the need to —
399. In no way are the trout going to drink all
the water, or is the fish farmer going to evaporate
it or sell it, or something; it is going to go back in
the river. We are not talking about a process it is
simply a flow. Is it really an encumbrance to you
not to be able to control the abstraction rates?
(Dr O’Grady) If the total water abstracted from
a river approaches the flow of that river, yes it is a
problem, and I think you cannot isolate a single
abstraction, we have to look at the total abstractions in any catchment; and if there are ‘licences of
right’ and various total abstractions in a system
that exceed the capability of that river to bear
it—
400. Are you saying, then, that the trout farms
somewhere use a huge volume of water? As I
understand it, the river flows in one end of the
trout farm and out at the other, effectively.
(Dr O’Grady) Exactly. It is the river. In some
conditions of low flow it can be 80 or 90 per cent of
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the river flow, virtually all of the river in some
instances, not a small proportion. If I can develop
the point, I think it was picked up about portions
of rivers running dry. There is, I think, within the
regulation of abstraction and discharge the problem of the proximity of the point of abstraction to
the point of discharge. If there is a great distance
between the point of abstraction and the point of
discharge—and there can be a distance of up to
two kilometres or more between those points —
401. You are saying, in effect, that the river will
be diverted through the fish farm, I understand
that?
(Dr O'Grady) There will be virtually no flow in
that portion of the river; that will be deleterious to
the conservation value of the river and will impede
the upstream migration of migratory fishes; so
there is a point about the proximity of these two
points.
402. So you would seek greater powers, if
possible?
(Dr O'Grady) I think we have to take advantage
of the much more sensible position that the Water
Act has brought about, but I think we will have to
review the water resource demand in some
catchments and, although I am not trying to widen
the debate, it is not specific to fish farming; fish
farming is simply one of those activities that
abstracts water and to which the problem will
relate.
403. Could you, do you think, perhaps in
writing, draw our attention to examples that may
have come to the attention of the NRA? There will
be, I am sure, one or two examples; we would like
to know about those and have a specific commentary on it, in order to back up your case?
(Dr O'Grady) Yes, we could do that.
Mr Marland

404. Can I ask you a little bit more about those
fish farms which do actually require planning
permission. What are your relations like and what
is your liaison in general, perhaps you all could
answer this question, with the planning authority,
which presumably are in the lead in any application? What are your relations like with them and
how do you liaise between each other and what are
the problems?
(Mr Chave) From the NRA’s Point of view, the
liaison has always been very good. It is very good
now and there was previously a liaison system set
up with all the planning authorities in England and
Wales through the old water authorities; so I do
not think we would be concerned about problems
of liaison, I think the problem simply relates to
those fish farms which do not require planning
permission, which is a different matter. If the farm
requires planning permission then the chances are
that we will pick it up and we will be involved
straightaway, but there is a concern, of course,
over those which do not require planning permission.
(Mr Hammerton) I would support that. We have
a very good liaison with the planning authorities

and they are required to consult us really about all
matters which affect us. Until now, the only
problem has been—and this is in the process of
being put right—a variation in practice between
different planning authorities, and some have
required fish farmers to apply for planning permission, others have not, and that is in the process of
being put right. I think that once that is done we
should have no further problems.
405. It is in the process of being consulted; it is
not necessarily being put right? The Scottish Office
have put out an inquiry on that idea; they have
jumped the gun?
(Mr Hammerton) You are absolutely right. We
are most anxious that this should go ahead. Part of
the problem in the past has been that we have not
been aware of fish farms perhaps until several
years after they have been established, simply
because they have not been required to get
planning permission.
406. What are the criteria for requiring and not
requiring planning permission?
(Mr Hammerton) I really do not know; it is
different councils, and the planning authorities do
vary in Scotland. The Borders Regional Council,
Dumfries and Galloway Regional Council and
Highland Regional Council are the planning
authorities for their areas, but in the six other
regional councils it is the district councils within
the regional councils which are the planning
authorities. I think most of the regional councils
concerned, the three that I have mentioned, do
require planning permission, but there has been
variation amongst the district councils; some have
required it and some have not.
Chairman

407. I think we must try to keep the subjects
separate, but, surely, as purification authorities,
both the NRA and yourselves, am I enabled,
subject to whatever planning arrangements I have
made, to simply take water from your rivers
without getting a licence, either to abstract or to
put waste into the rivers? I understood the Water
Act had changed that?
(Mr Hammerton) We have no control over
abstractions in Scotland, whether it is a fish farm or
an industry or whatever.
Mr Marland

408. Or irrigation?
(Mr Hammerton) On irrigation, an ordinary
farmer can put in a tractor and pump the river dry
and we have no control over that.*
Chairman

409. That is not the case in England?
(Mr Chave) That is not the case in England,
Chairman, no. Under the Water Act 1989,
abstractors for fish farms, regardless of the purpose of the farm, would be required to apply for an
*Note added by witness. Tlicre js, of course, the Spray
Irrigation (Scotland) Act I960, but this is so cumbersome
that it is largely ineffective and unused.
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abstraction licence from, I think, 1 September of
this year.
(Dr O'Grady) They must apply before 1
September.
410. Years and years ago, when. I used to pump
water out of the River Severn, I had to pay heavy
levies and I was licensed on the amount I could
pump out. Has something changed?
(Dr O'Grady) What was the purpose of your
abstraction?
411. Irrigation.
(Mr Chave) Yes, you did, then.
(Dr O'Grady) Fish farming for agricultural
purposes (“the table”) was deemed as an exemption under the previous arrangements from the
need to have an abstraction licence. With the
Water Act, it is now clear that all abstractors in
England and Wales must have a licence to abstract
water, from the NRA.
412. Is that a power the Scots would like, or is it
really not necessary in the light of the geography?
(Mr Yonge) The Scottish River Boards Association have certainly been seeking this for many,
many years—I think upwards of 15 years, possibly
nearer 20 years—and it has always been refrsed on
the grounds that there is no great problem in
Scotland. We have much higher rainfall, the
demand is less and very few Boards have come up
with specific problems. In drought years there have
been problems in the east of Scotland but, again, I
think you would have to have a major crisis, at the
moment, before we are likely to get these powers.
That is my impression.
Chaimum: We will see about that.
Mr Alexander
413. I would like to probe a little further the
powers of water authorities and some of the
problems. If I could start with evidence from the
National Rivers Authority at page 1, you indicate
(at 1.5) that you are not aware of any general
problems arising from fish farming activities, but
you say that in some rivers and catchments there
have been acute local problems with intensive fish
farm units. Can you tell the Committee a little
further, or perhaps give examples in writing later
on, what are those problems and whether the
National Rivers Authority are able to prevent
them by restricting discharge consent?
(Mr Chave) There are certain problems in some
areas, and I will certainly be happy to quote you
examples in writing. As a general problem, in
terras of environmental deterioration, it has been
difficult to prove that there has been a general
effect overall from our monitoring programmes.
Most of the problems related to fish farms are
localised and they relate to the matter we were
discussing earlier in respect of abstraction, the
difference in the abstraction point and the discharge point. Also the fact that the amount of
water taken is a significant proportion of the river
flow, and therefore the quality of the water going
back into the river has a very low dilution rate and,

[Continued

quite clearly, feeding the fish and the fact that the
fish are growing will affect the quality of that
water. There have been examples where downstream biota have been affected, for example, and
where the base of the stream has been coated with
sedimentary material; so these are generally localised problems. It is certainly possible to deal with
the problem by putting on very stringent consent
conditions, but I think this is one of the problems
with the fact that we are using here a very large
proportion of the river flow, that the difference in
quality, if you like, between the inflow water and
the outflow water has to be very, very small in
terms of concentrations of chemicals.
(Dr O'Grady) The concentration may be small
but we are dealing in many instances with very
large volumes of water, so the total loading of a
substance on a river can be quite large in absolute
terms, and I do not think we fully understand the
significance of those loadings, particularly of some
of the trace compounds which may be present.
414. I think the Committee would be very
interested in examples; and particularly. Dr
O’Grady, following your response to earlier questions, I think we would like to see evidence of any
significant problems of water flow depletion as a
result of the‘licence of right’ provisions which were
described and discussed later on. I assume you
cannot give any significant examples this morning?
(Dr O'Grady) I think we can provide examples
for you.
Chairman
415. I wonder if the Water Research Centre has
been doing any work on these things that would
cast any light?
(Mr Seager) We have recently carried out a
national review of the environmental impact of fish
farming activities on behalf of the National Rivers
Authority, which involved interviews in all the
NRA regions, and we found a number of reports
where certainly the biota had been reported to
have been affected immediately down-stream of
fish farms; we are talking about an impoverishment in species.diversity. Also, there were one or
two cases where there was a reported stimulation
in algal growth, but it is very difficult to actually
pinpoint, the origin of the stimulation of growth to
the fish farm itself. But there is speculation that it
may have been promoted by the release of
nutrients and possibly the release of vitamins in
fish foods, for which there is some evidence.
416. Presumably, that report is the property of
the NRA?
(Mr Seager) Yes, it is.
417. I think it might be beneficial if we were
allowed to see a copy of that. Would that be
possible?
(Mr Chave) Yes.
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(Mr Hammerton) If I could just add to that and
put the matters in perspective, I think it is worth
mentioning that out of 340 consents issued for fish
farms by the Scottish River Boards, mostly by the
Highland Board and my own, my Board has issued
38 in the marine environment for caged fish farms,
11 in -freshwater for caged fish farms and 81 in
freshwater for land-based fish farms. We have had
one or two problems, and most of the problems we
have experienced from the land-based fish farms. I
agree entirely with what my colleagues in the NRA
have said, that the setting of consent conditions is
difficult because you are getting large volumes of
water of low concentration and we have, to a
certain extent, been using consents which are
additive, we allow them to increase the BOD of
the incoming water by so much, rather than a fixed
amount on the discharge. We have experienced
problems in the summer during low flow in one or
two instances, where the stream bed has been
covered with sewage fungus, and we have investigated and found that this was due to overfeeding of
the fish. A lot of fish farmers put far too much feed
in, and by controlling that the problem was solved.
We do Put a fairly wide range of conditions on;
including ammonia and BOD suspended solids,
and so on. So far we have not had too much of a
problem, but that is the one that I could mention
and could give details of, if you require it.

207
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418. That would be helpful, thank you.
(Dr O’Grady)
On the point of suspended
solids, clearly you can have a feirly low concentration of suspended solids in the water and that
might appear to be acceptable, but of course those
solids will precipate out and settle on the bed of the
river and there can, in a number of instances, be
blankets of solids that have settled on the bed of
the river, which tends to smother most of the
habitat which invertebrates and other forms of life
prefer, and this tends to give a band which is
disadvantageous to the ecology of the river. On
your point about the WRC report, I think you will
find that extremely helpful and we will endeavour
to get you a copy of that report.
Mr Alexander
419. Where you find, or believe, that fish
farmers have abused their abstraction and discharge consents, is it not now possible, under the
1989 Water Act, to close the loophole by the
abstraction licence conditions being altered?
(Dr O'Grady) In respect of existing fish farms,
there is little we can do on abstractions because of
having to grant a “licence of right”.
(Mr Chave) We can certainly review the consent
conditions, and although the legal status of controlling an abstraction by controlling the flow out
through the discharge consent has not yet been
tested, it is perfectly possible for us to alter the
conditions of the discharge consent and thereby
perhaps controlling the abstraction. We can certainly alter conditions of consent of discharge.

Mr Bradley
420. I would like to talk a little more about
discharge conditions and monitoring both to the
NRA and to the RPB. What are me standard
conditions attached to discharge consents and how
frequently are those conditions monitored?
(Mr Chave) If I can answer from the NRA’s
point of view, we have a variety of conditions
which we can apply. We can apply discharge
consent conditions of almost any type to any
discharge, and in a sense fish farms are no different
from other discharges. I could go into a very long
list of the sorts of conditions, but I am perfectly
happy to send you examples, if that would be
helpful to the Committee.
Chairman
421. Thank you; that would be helpful.
(Mr Hammerton) I could do the same. I would
like to leave a paper with the Committee, if I may,
which I prepared in the summer of 1987, which sets
out the ideal consent conditions for caged fish
farms in the marine and fi:eshwater environment
and for other types of fish farm, and those issued
by my Board and those by the Highland Board.
Furthermore, if it would be helpful, I could
arrange to send a selection of actual consent
conditions for specific fish farms to you, within a
day or two. 1 can go through these quickly now, if
you wish, or I can send them.
Chairman: I think we would rather have it in
writing, if we may.
Mr Bradley
422. More importantly, are you satisfied you are
actually protecting the purity of waters as a result
of all these possibilities you are going to send to us?
(Mr Chave) That is certainly the intention of
setting the correct conditions, bearing in mind the
difficulties of getting those conditions right in
respect of this large volume of water being used. I
think, in a way, that is one of the advantages of the
review procedure. Once having set a consent we
can review after two years, so that does give us an
opportunity to reassess the situation in terms of the
downstream quality of the water.
(Mr Hammerton) With regard to monitoring,
there is a serious problem with us in Scotland.
With the freshwater, land-based fish farms there is
no problem. We are monitoring those at the
moment, not as frequently perhaps as we would
like but it is, on average, four times a year and, of
course, there are a lot of local people who will
draw our attention to any adverse conditions,
particularly anglers, and you can regard those as
monitors, if you like, who report to us. I do have
concern about the caged fish farms, particularly
those in the marine environment. As you know,
the industry has expanded at an enormous rate,
and far faster than we have really been able to cope
with. As a result of this we have done two things.
One is that we are requiring the larger marine fish
farms, those producing upwards of 250 tons a year
of salmon, to do a certain amount of selfmonitoring, which they would probably have to
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require the Scottish Marine Biological Association
or a university to do, they would have to contract
that out, except that some of them have the
capability of doing it themselves. I should mention
perhaps that I think between 12 and 15 salmon
farmers have appealed to the Secretary of State
against that condition in our consent. Although the
conditions we have imposed with regard to that
monitoring are virtually identical to similar conditions imposed by the Department of the Environment for Northern Ireland, who have been practising this for longer than ourselves, we have just
followed their example, and it will be of interest to
see whether our consent is upheld by the Secretary
of State. I have increased my budget, both last year
and this year. Last year we invested £20,000 in an
underwater television camera to study the sea-bed
under the cages, and this year we have put a
farther £60,000 in the budget to take on additional
staff, and we reckon that once they are in place we
will be able to monitor about seven fish farms each
year; but there are many more than that, and we
will be building up on that, but there is a problem
at the moment. Many of these caged fish farms are
in remote areas, difficult to access by road, and
when you get there you need a boat to get across a
loch, and you can imagine that it is really quite a
difficult problem to monitor these satisfactorily,
but we are trying to cope.
Chairman

423. Can you tell me if your underwater explorations have revealed any significant problems, and
is it not conceivable that, having studied seven
salmon farms and found no problem, there are not
any problems?
(Mr Hammerton) I suppose that is conceivable,
but what you must remember is that every site is
different firom another one. Some are in very
closed sea lochs with perhaps little water
movement; others are very exposed, where there is
a great deal of water movement. We find that they
vary enormously and I think we would need to study
a great number before we could come to such aconclusion. What I can say is that I think there are
two we have looked at and there the conditions
under the cages have been less bad than we
expected to find, which is perhaps encouraging to
the salmon farmers.
424. I think it is worth observing, rather than
asking you to answer, that it is in no way in the
interest of the fish farmer to feed too much food to
his fish. Indeed, in Nonvay, they are monitoring
the bottom of the cages with television cameras
and if too much food falls through the computer is
ordered not to deliver so much; so that I think the
fish farmers are aware of this problem. I think we
would be interested to know if there are problems
arising. A lot has been talked about the underwater effect, but so far I do not think we have had
any evidence from anybody which shows that with
the .sea-borne cages harmful pollution is actually
being caused?
(Mr Hammerton) I can say straightaway that we
know very well, from published work that has been
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done at Stirling University and other places and
such investigations as we have carried out ourselves, that there is no question that the bed
immediately under the cages does become, in our
view, heavily polluted; it often becomes anoxic and
a lot of species are eliminated from that area. If it
were a marine outfall pipe we certainly would not
allow conditions like that in the vicinity, I think, in
defence of the fish farmer, we would say it is a
relatively small area and the practice that they
have is to move their cages every so often to allow
the sea-bed to recover, and 1 think observations
show that, in general, it recovers within about 18
months. On the other hand, if they then go and put
them back again it deteriorates much more rapidly
than the first time, and really we are on a learning
curve at the moment. We really do not know how
severe this is and I think we need to do a lot of
monitoring over the next few years before we can
judge whether the conditions we have set are
adequate or whether we need to tighten up on
them, and, of course, once we have set consent
conditions they can be reviewed after the lapse of
two years.
425. One thing we saw in Norway, too, of
course, was the single mooring of the raft so that
the whole farm swings round in a circle thus
covering a much bigger area. I do not know
whether that has come to your attention?
(Mr Hammerton) Yes, we have ourselves been
to Norway, a group of us from the River Boards
and fish farmers, and so on; quite a large group in
Scotland went to study the situation in Norway and
we are well aware of what they are doing. One
interesting thing there is that one of the manufacturers is developing a system for collecting the
through-fall of food and faeces, and so on, and
pumping it ashore so that it could be treated, and
we will watch that development with great interest.
Mr Marttew

426. Can we change tack slightly and talk about
fish farm chemicals and the license of them. In the
Water Research Centre’s report you produced a
table. Table 2, where you list a number of fish farm
treatment chemicals, some of which have been
licensed and some of which have not. Could you
expand on where you think there are problems
with the chemicals, which ones are particularly
harmful or potentially harmful, whether we are
doing enough research and, if not, where we
should be concentrating?
(Mr Seager) The ones on that list which have
been licensed, they received a product licence from
the Veterinary Committee, relate to the ones
which have an active ingredient of oxolinic acid,
potentiated sulphonamide, oxytetracycline and, of
course, dichlorvos now, as well. There is some
concern, particularly in relation to the antibiotics,
that they may be affecting the environment,
although there is little evidence to support it at the
moment, in the sense that they may promote
resistant strains of bacteria, and there is also some
concern about their effect on humans if the river
water is subsequently abstracted for potable sup-
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ply. Some of these chemicals—and I refer to some
of the antibiotics here, such as erythromycin,
oxytetracycline, streptomycin—are in fact prescribed by GPs and there is some concern about
their release into the environment. Very little work
has been done on this. The only piece of work that
1 am aware of was actually carried out by WRC in
1985, where they looked at the occurrence of some
of these antibiotics in fish farm effluents and in the
receiving water, and the conclusions from that
study were that the concentrations were very low
indeed. Relating to some of the other compounds,
quite a lot of toxicological work has been carried
out on dichlorvos, as Dr Otter expanded on
earlier.
Chairman
427. Did you agree with his views?
{Mr Seager) Yes, I would largely agree with his
views.
428. If you were in his shoes, would you put it
on a Red List?
(Mr Seager) All I can tell you is that the
ecotoxicological evidence suggests that the compound is extremely toxic to aquatic life, particularly to marine arthropods, at very low concentrations, at concentrations below the recommended
dosing, and this is why the environmental quality
standards which were proposed by WRC were, in
fact, so low. I would add that the environmental
quality standards were based primarily on laboratory clean water toxicity tests, and there are few
data available for validation of those standards
against environmental data. We do not have any,
so the procedure has been principally to apply a
safety factor to reported ecotoxicological data.
Mr Alexander
429. I am sorry, you said “particularly dangerous to” marine?
(Mr Seager) To marine arthropods. There is
evidence that it is toxic to lobster larvae and also to
ihe larvae of shrimp.
Mr Martlew
430. Can I come back to the antibiotics part,
because this is something which concerns me. My
experience is in the dairy industry, and if cows
were inoculated with antibiotics their milk was
kept out of the dairy. Apart from anything else it
did not help the cheese to set very well if it had
antiobiotics in it! The fact is that I am concerned at
antibiotics being given, put into fish farms, and
then water being extracted further down for
human consumption. Is that a concern that you
have?
(Mr Seager) It is a concern in that there are some
antibiotics which, as I said, are prescribed by our
own doctors, but the available evidence, which is
limited, suggests that the concentrations of antibiotics, both in the fish farm effluent and in the
receiving water, in the river water, were extremely
low.
431. Because it is diluted by it?
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(Mr Seager) Yes, it must be.
(Mr Yonge) Sir, I think it is worth distinguishing
here the therapeutic agents that are used in
different sectors of fish farming. For example,
Nuvan is only used in the sea, it is not used in
freshwater at all. Antibiotics, to my knowledge,
are used very little in freshwater now, but they are
still used extensively for the transfer of smelts to
sea to prevent furunculosis; so I think when we talk
about fish farming we have to be aware of the
different sectors and the different chemicals they
use.
Chairman
432. We are learning; we are getting better at it!
(Mr Yonge) I think, as fish farming has
developed, far less of these agents are now being
used. Certainly in trout farming now in fireshwater
very little is used, and I suspect as salmon farming
develops even less will be used there, but we will
have to see.
Mr Martlew
433. You are really saying that it would have no
serious effect on the trout industry if the antibiotics
were banned from use?
(Mr Yonge) 1 did not say that.
434. That is the impression I had of what you
said?
(Mr Yonge) No, I did not say that. What I said
was that far less are being used now, and I think
even less will be used in the future because of
better husbandry and management practices. I still
think that every farmer, whatever he is farming,
will need the opportunity to use a therapeutic
agent if his fish get sick through circumstances
beyond his control, but I think we are getting
better at manipulating the control that we have on
our management to prevent disease outbreak.
(Mr Hammerton I wonder. Chairman, if I could
mention what I feel is, on my part, a wider concern
about these chemicals. We have seen a number of
examples, which I will quote, where chemicals
have been used on a fairly wide scale, and despite
the existence, I think, for some years, of the
so-called “precautionary principle”, they have
been introduced into the environment and used
under the Medicines Act before thorough testing
of their environmental impact has been established, and this is a point which concerns the River
Purification Boards very much. We do feel that,
for example, if dichlorvos is to be replaced,
whatever replaces it should be thoroughly tested in
the environment and that environmental quality
standards should be available for us to impose
straightaway. At the moment we still do not have
these in full for substances such as dichlorvos. We
have the example of tributyl tin, which was used by
salmon farmers as well as by the boating industry
to protect hulls of boats and to protect salmon
cages from seaweed growth, and that one proved
extremely poisonous, extremely toxic. The French
banned it many years ago but our Government
went in little steps at a time reducing the concen-
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tration, and it took quite a few years of campaigning before it was finally banned. Dichlorvos
certainly is being used extensively without, in my
view, any thorough environmental testing. That is
now being carried out, but too late in the day, and
I would express the hope that in future we will not
have this happening.
Chairman
435. Can I take it that your Board is making
continual protest to the Scottish Office about the
fact that TBT is used on every commercial ship
that comes into many of the harbours of Scotland?
(Mr Hammerton) We are concerned about this.
We also have a number of the huge oil tankers laid
up in one Scottish loch, and I understand that their
hulls are entirely coated in tributyl tin.
436. As an aggrieved yachtsman, 1 think that
the rule that it shall only apply to boats of under 40
feet is about as illogical as it can conceivably be,
and that may explain why the Government only
moved quite slowly on the subject?
(Mr Hammerton) I would agree, and yet I think
that our own research, because we did studies
using the indicator organism the Dog Whelk
around a whole series of marinas and boatyards
right up the west of Scotland, over a couple of
hundred miles of coastline, and we found evidence
of the effect of this over the whole area within the
\icinity of harbours and marinas that it is in the
close inshore waters that the real problem arose.
Nevertheless, I agree with that point. Despite what
my colleague says, I think we are still concerned
about the possible use of antibiotics—
oxytetracycline is an example—and I know, from
work at the Fresh-water Biological Association,
they have shown that natural bacteria in the bed of
a lake in the Lake District have become resistent to
ojtytetracycline because it has been used by a trout
farmer there, and I think this must be of considerable concern. Again, I would just emphasise the
point that I think that anything, whether it is an
antibiotic, a pesticide, whatever chemicals are
used, we should know much more about their
environmental impact before they can be licensed
for use. V/e, ourselves, now can control these
through the consent system, and we put conditions
in our consents, but we do not know enough about
them to impose consent conditions at the moment;
we here dependent on the Water Research Centre,
and so on, so rather late in the day we may be able
to do this. The other problem is that we are
supposed now, because it is a Red List substance,
to reduce the input of all Red List substances by 50
per cent by 1995, and all the indications are that
the use is increasing all the time.
Chairman: I think, in fairness, that the point was
raised earlier that a huge amount of research is
being done, and I think one can hope that there
will be some solution to that particular problem.
Mrs Winterton
437. Chairman, could I ask about the protection
of wild fish stocks. In the evidence of both the

[CorUimicd

NRA and the RPBs it is suggested that existing
controls to protect wild fish stocks from contracting diseases from farmed fish may be confused
and inadequate. Could I ask you both to comment
on your involvement in protecting wild fish stocks,
how you interface with MAFF and DAFS and the
District Fishery Boards, and where you feel that
some clarification of your roles might be
necessary?
(Dr O’Grady) With regard to the position in
England and Wales, I think the prime responsibility for fish disease control does lie with MAFF
but the NRA does have a significant interest in
protecting our wild fish stocks from disease risk,
and this risk is most commonly posed from the
introduction of other fishes from places outside of
the catchments, where non-endemic diseases
occur. Prior to 1986 the predecessor bodies, the
water authorities in England and Wales, had full
control over the introduction and movement of
fish, through Section 30 of the 1975 Salmon and
Fresh-water Fisheries Act, and it was an offence
for anyone to introduce fish into inland waters
without the written consent of the water authorities, or what would have been now the National
Rivers Authority. The 1986 Salmon Act in section
34 changed that Section 30 power to exclude fish
farms, so in England and Wales the National
Rivers Authority has no knowledge, even, of the
amount of fish movement that is going on. The
responsibility for disease control lies primarily with
MAFF, who keep a confidential register of fish
farms. Given that there can be some ambiguity in
what a fish farm actually is, and given that a
number of people register a body of water as a fish
farm purely so that they can be exempt from those
Section 30 controls, we have ambiguities as to who
is controlling exactly what kind of fish movement,
and I think we would hope to make a case for
getting back those full Section 30 powers or, if that,
is not possible because it is a constraint on the
industry, to have those Section 30 powers as
currently specified enhanced to enable us to
control disease introduction to our wild fish stocks
via fish farms. I think it is fair to say that making a
case for better control in the fish movement is
actually in the interests of the fish farmer as well,
because there is no doubt that it is possible for
disease pathogens to be transmitted from fish
farms to the wild, but it is quite clear that disease
could also be transmitted from the wild to fish
farms. I think it is in no-one’s interest for us to
allow fish diseases to become established in our
wild fish population, since that would pose a
significant constraint on fish farming activities.
Looking a little further ahead, I think we are
concerned with the proposals for 1992 in respect of
the trade barriers coming down and there being
freedom of trade, freedom of movement of goods,
because it may be that we lose our Section 30
powers to control fish movements in England and
Wales, and having island status we are well-off
compared with our Continental neighbours in that
we have managed to keep diseases by and large out
of the aquatic environment, I think we are
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concerned about how 1992 might affect us and we
are concerned that we should enhance our Section
30 powers and certainly hang on to them in the
light of those developments.
(Mr Yonge) As far as the RPBs are concerned in
Scotland, we have no authority over fish
movements or fish welfare of any kind, but I can
tell you that all fish farms in Scotland are required
to keep movement registers of all fish that are
moved both on and off the farm, both of live fish
and of ova, and these are administered and
checked by DAFS, so I do not know if the same is
true or not in England and Wales. That is the
situation in Scotland, and MAFF are active controllers of notifiable disease, which by law the fish
farms have to notify to the Department of Agriculture if they exist, and a movement restriction
may be then put on those farms by DAFS; but the
River Boards do not have any jurisdiction over fish
movements at all.
438. Would you like to have any jurisdiction?
(Mr Yonge) First of all, there would be two
agencies doing it then, and I think that it would be
impossible for the Purification Boards to do that;
they are not staffed or equipped to do that work.
439. Is it actually an offence to discard
unwanted fish stocks into rivers at present?
(Mr Yonge) I sit on my own District Fishery
Board and I can only tell you that for my own
Board we have control over the strain of fish that
are put into our own Tweed system. The Tweed
system can only be stocked with wild Tweed fish;
we have control to administer that. I do not know
what happens on other Fishery Boards, but,
certainly, any riparian owner can stock his water
with other salmonids as he pleases.
(Dr O’Grady) As I earlier referred to Section 30
of the Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries Act 1975,
in England and Wales it is an offence to introduce
any fish to a water other than a fish farm without
the consent of the National Rivers Authority, and
the powers do not specify the criteria which we
would use so we tend to behave as reasonable
individuals and would apply the same sorts of
criteria as strain of fish, type of fish, the potential
ecological effects of introducing those fish and
disease criteria.
440. So you believe that, in fact, the safeguards
now are strong enough, or would you like to see
others?
(Dr O’Grady) As I indicated earlier, we have no
overall control of fish movements because of the
modification of the Section 30 by the 1986 Act.
(Mr Hammerton) It is absolutely true that it is
outside our jurisdiction, as River Purification
Boards, nevertheless when we advertise
consents—and I should say that every application
for consent for a fish farm is advertised in the Press
for six weeks—the largest number of objections, by
far, are from other fish farmers who fear that by
establishing a new fish farm disease will be
transmitted to their fish farms. There is an enormous concern about that. We also do get concern
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from conservationists and others about transfer of
disease to wild fish populations and, as I say, we
have no control over that, that is a matter for
DAFS and the District Fishery Boards, I think. I
think there is concern in Scotland about this. As a
biologist, I am well aware that there is concern not
just about the transfer of disease to wild fish but
also the movement of stocks around, even just
stocking rivers right across Scotland from one
source, because you then reduce the genetic
diversity, and this is a matter of ver>' considerable
concern. I think it is a whole area which really
needs looking at.
441. So there needs to be a much greater
clarification?
(Mr Hammerton) Incidentally, there is a case at
the moment. I understand, if I am correct, that
there is an appeal because the Highlands River
Purification Board have refused consent, and one
of the grounds for refusal is because of the risk of
disease. They have been advised by DAFS that
there is a risk of disease, and I am not sure whether
it is to one of the fish farms; so it is an interesting
point as to whether the River Purification Board
could refuse consent on the grounds of disease. I
think it is outside our jurisdiction, but I believe
there is a case before the courts, on Appeal.
(Dr O’Grady) In England and Wales I do not
think the criteria that we would apply are prescribed in any way.
Mr Marland
442. When the trout farmers came to give us
evidence they pointed to some very considerable
differences in the abstraction charges, paid to
yourselves, where they produced for sport. We
were given two examples of £16 per annum, which
was charged in the South West, and £8.000 per
annum, which was charged in the Wessex region,
for a 100-ton unit. I wonder if the NRA lias
decided how they are going to calculate these
charges in the future, and whether or not they will
be the same throughout the country, or whether
they will vary from region to region, as they do at
the moment?
(Dr O’Grady) I think we can tell you quite
clearly what our intention is and this has been
discussed with the Department as well. Obviously,
we have inherited 10 quite different regions and
basically the consequence of that is that we have 10
different abstraction schemes. We have inherited
those from 1 September and it has been agreed
with the Secretary of State for the Environment
that these inherited schemes shall not be changed
before 1 September 1992. That means that there
will be quite marked differences in the arrangements made for charging for abstractions across
England and Wales. It is our intention to bring in
on 1 April 1992 a common scheme for the whole of
England and Wales, but what is not yet clear is
whether the charging for that common scheme will
be identical in each region, and I think there are
cases to be made that the actual costs of abstracting
in different regions are quite different. However,
that is by no means a closed argument and I think
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that there is an ongoing discussion about the exact
nature of our common scheme that would start on
1 April 1992.
443. It certainly would seem that that was a
tremendous inhibitor to developing any business of
this nature, if they had to pay such a huge amount
to discharge the water: £8,000 as against £16?
(Dr O'Grady) I cannot comment on the actual
calculations. All I can say is that the charges for
different categories of abstractor are actually
different in different regions, and that is something
we have inherited. What people calculate on the
basis of those charges I cannot really comment on.
Chairman
444. Clearly, the basis of charging is very
fundamental to This particular bit of work by the
NRA. When are they going to make up their
mind?
(Dr O'Grady) The common scheme will be
introduced on 1 April 1992.
445. Yes, but with no charges yet announced. It
means nothing until you announce the charges?
(Dr O’Grady) The charges will come in from 1
September of this year, as far as I know.
446. This year?
(Dr O’Grady) We have to start charging for
abstractions from 1 April, and fish farmers have to
be registered by 1 September this year.*
Mr Marland
447. So there is going to be a period of carrying
on with the old charges from September of this
year, so there is a sbc-month, or so, gap while the
NRA makes up its mind?
(Dr O’Grady) I do not think it is entirely the
NRA making up its mind; I think there are a lot of
* Note added by witness

Under the Water Act 1989 abstractors for fish farms,
regardless of the purpose of the farm will be required to
apply for an abstraction licence before I September 1990,
(unless the daily quantity of water abstracted is less than

20m3).
Abstraction charges will be due for each licence from 1
September 1990,
For the period 1 September 1990 to 31 March 1992 the
magnitude of the abstraction charge will be set according to
the schemes of abstraction charges published by each of the
10 regions of the NRA.
The 10 regional abstraction charges schemes are those
which were inherited by the NRA upon its formation on 1
September 1989.
The NRA will implement a new scheme of abstraction
charges on 1 April 1992 to coincide with the start of its
financial year.
The scheme to be introduced on 1 April 1992 will be a
common scheme for the whole of England and Wales. It is
not yet known whether the charge rates for a particular type
of abstraction will be the same throughout England and
Wales or whether there will be regional variation. However,
the NRA, in formulating a scheme of abstraction charges
will not unfairly discriminate between different types of
abstraction.
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people who have a legitimate interest in this and
we have to take account of their views, and I think
we clearly have to take account of what the
Secretary of State for the Environment thinks on
the matter. I appreciate your sentiment but I do
not think it is just the NRA vasciUating. It is a
complex issue and the water resource situation in
different regions is quite different.
Chairman
448. Is it being held up because of the complexities of charging for all abstractions, or is it simply
the complexities of dealing with trout farmers?
(Dr O’Grady) As I indicated earlier, I do not
think our attitude to fish farmers is any different
from our attitude to other abstractor. We see fish
farmers as a category of abstractor.
449. It is a well-known fact that there are
different categories of abstractors: he who takes
the water and sprays it on his land or who uses it
for some other purpose and puts it into a different
river basin, to the trout farmer who simply allows it
to flow through his property. There is a substantial
difference and I am sure that will be reflected?
(Dr O’Grady) The common scheme of charges
will reflect, if you like, the impact of an abstraction
and, clearly, a spray irrigation category is highly
consumptive of water with little return. It is clear
that a fish farming use is a high return use and,
clearly, the common scheme that we develop will
reflect the impact of an abstraction.
450. I think I am going to interpret your answer
as meaning that the complexity of charging for all
abstractions is sufficiently great to delay the NRA
making a decision until probably ministerial consultation has taken place?
(Dr O’Grady) I think if you simply draw a
distinction between rivers that are ground-fed in
their water, chalkstreams, and rivers where they
are rain-fed, that is driven by the immediate
rain-fall, the impact of an abstraction in those two
different kinds of river is quite different.
451. Nobody is arguing about the complexities
of it; I think we agree with you and we understand
your point. What I am sure the trout farmers will
say to us is, “But when are they going to tell us
what it is going to cost?” and I think we would urge
you to be as swift as possible in coming to a
decision on that?
(Dr O’Grady) I think will take that urging on
board, because we, too, would like it to be in place
as soon as possible.
452. If you could refer it to your Board, that
would be very good.
(Mr Hammerton) Chairman, I think while we
are on the subject of charges, we do not have
control of abstractions, there are therefore no
charges in Scotland, but I think I should inform the
Committee that under Section 53 of the Control of
Pollution Act, now modified by the Water Act,
there is provision for charges for consents and for
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the monitoring of consents. I understand we are to
receive a consultation paper from the Scottish
Office later this year on bringing in a system of
charges which will cover the full economic cost of
issuing the consents and possibly charges to cover
the annual monitoring; so that is in the offing.
453. So we shall see the exodus of trout farmers

from Hampshire to Scotland, will we?
(Mr Hammerton) That is not just for fish
farmers, that is for dischargers in general, whether
the local authority or industrial or fish farmers or
whatever.
Chairman: Thank you very much, gentlemen.
That has been most helpful. We are grateful to you
for coming.
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Memorandum submitted by the Convention of Scottish Local Authorities
INTRODUCTION

1. The Convention welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence to the House of Commons
Agriculture Committee as part of its Inquiry into Fish Farming in the United Kingdom. The Convention
of Scottish Local Authorities represents the thirty-seven districts, nine regions and these islands councils
which discharge the local government statutory functions of planning in Scotland.
2. Marine fish farming in Scotland has experienced a rapid growth in recent years. Farmed salmon
production alone has risen from approximately 1,000 tonnes in 1981, through 2,500 tonnes in 1983,
10,000 tonnes in 1986 to over 13,000 tonnes in 1987. Predictions indicate a continuing and increasing
growth in the industry to a production level of around 50,000 tonnes by the early 1990s.
3. The Convention welcomes the opportunities which the development of the fish farming industry has
brought to the economic base of many communities in remote coastal areas of Scotland. Whilst these new
developments bring economic benefits, the combination of rapid growth and limited control which
currently exists coupled with the lack of any forward strategic development mechanism gives the
Convention cause for considerable concern, particularly in view of the potential cumulative impact which
concentrations of such developments may have on the environment. The Convention believes that this
concern is shared by a number of public bodies and other groups who wish to see fish farming brought
under some form of forward development strategy and control.
4. It is the Convention’s firm opinion that provision should be made by the Government as a matter of
priority to extend the powers of planning authorities in Scotland seawards and beyond the current limit of
low water mark for the purpose of controlling and regulating the development of fish farming. This would
be a desirable way forward in the light of the continuing development and distribution of fish farming and
the inadequacies of the current forward planning and control framework. The development of the
industry imposes considerable impact on the environment; it influences the allocation of resources for
transportation and infrastructure; and it substantially affects the social and economic welfare of
communities. All of these are important considerations to local planning authorities.
PRINCIPLES

5.
There are a number of important principles at stake which have led the Conv
extension of planning powers. These include:
— the lack of any current control by any independent agency;
— the differing interests for the Crown Estate Commissioners in securing income from leases and
purporting to act on good planning principles;
— the public accountability which is secure through a planning authority but not through the Crown
Estate Commissioners;
— the need for a wider national forward planning strategy;
— the need for forward development plans in the context of the local authority strategic/local plan
process;
— the economic interest for local authorities associated with encouraging development;
— the planning interest associated with the control of developments;
— the environmental interest associated with the effects of fish farming developments;
— the potential for lease consents to prejudice consideration of on-shore development planning
applications;
— the conflict introduced by lease decisions by an external agency which then impact upon local
authority infrastructure investment decisions;
'
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— the increasing consultative role of the Crown Estate Commissioners and its issue of guidelines is
in danger of institutionalising the Crown Estate Commissioners as a “de facto” planning
authority.
CROWN ESTATE COMMISSIONERS

6.
The only formal planning consent that is required for fish farming relates to any associated on-shore
developments, for example, servicing, access and storage facilities. The consideration of such
applications, however, is often prejudiced by the granting of a seabed lease by the Crown Estate
Commissioners prior to the submission of a planning application. Marine fish farm developments
themselves fall outwith the system of normal planning control and seabed lease applications are
determined exclusively by the Crown Estate Commissioners who, until recently, did not consult local
authorities nor interested bodies on lease applications. A recent appeal decision by the Secretary of State
for Scotland concluded that onshore fish farming developments in certain circumstances could be
regarded as agricultural activity and therefore exempt from planning control. This alarming precedent,
the grounds for which are, in the Convention’s view, extremely doubtful, highlights further the
inadequacy of planning authorities’ powers when dealing with fish farming developments.
7. The introduction of the consultation procedure whereby the Crown Estate Commissioners consult
local authorities and other bodies, recognises as a matter of principle the propriety of the involvement of
the relevant public bodies. The Convention therefore welcomed the introduction of the consultation
procedures in October 1986 and since then local authorities have co-operated with the Commissioners in
their consideration of applications for seabed leases. However, the Convention remains firmly of the
view that this is no substitute for the direct and democratic control which an elected and publicly
accountable planning authority can exercise.
8. The intention of the new consultation procedures was to help resolve the conflicts between the
development of fish farming and other interests. The available evidence suggests that the new procedures
are still not satisfactory. The ultimate decision still rests with the Crown Estate Commissioners who are
not best equipped to act as a planning authority arbitrating on good planning principles. There is no
requirement for discussion of issues prior to a decision being taken. There is therefore no opportunity to
allow conflicting evidence to be tested. There is no forward planning framework. The effects of fish farm
developments upon the environment are not monitored.
9. The Convention has had the opportunity of commenting to the Crown Estate Commissioners on
their draft guidelines on the siting and design of marine fish farms. While the Convention welcomed the
guidelines as an initial step it regarded them as quite inadequate in a wider national planning context in
establishing a forward strategy for the industry. The Crown Estate Commissioners, in response to the
limitations of these guidelines published in 1989 a new document entitled “Marine Fish Farming in
Scotland—A Development Strategy and Area Guidelines” providing a national locational strategy which
sought to reconcile the conflicts associated with fish farming developments and to achieve a more
acceptable balance between development and environmental conservation. It represents a constructive
step in providing such a strategy although the Convention still remains concerned over acceptable
definitions and possible strategic development conflicts with other activities including tourism and
recreation. In essence these guidelines are welcomed as the basis for more detailed formulation of
locational policy within the context of the development plan process.
DIFFICULTIES ARISING FROM EXISTING PROCEDURES

10. In sharp contrast to the open procedures and decision making of local planning authorities, the
Crown Estate Commissioners make their decisions in a regime which is characterised by privacy and a
lack of openness. The Commissioners appear to take account of planning issues, but this approach does
not necessarily fit into a statutory local authority framework of structure plans and local plans. Problems
also arise for authorities from the way in which the Crown Estate Commissioners deal with applications.
(a) Content of Applications for Seabed Lease
Numerous applications are lacking in specification and deficient in essential detail particularly, on the
scale of the development, the pattern of layout and type of proposal. Moreover, most applications
provide no information on any shore based servicing requirements. Thus planning authorities face
difficulty in assessing the impact of applications and establishing constructive rapport with parties having
an interest. By comparison, absence of this essential information would normally deter a planning
authority from a decision on a planning application, particularly in regard to major proposals with far
reaching transport and servicing implications.
(b) Inconsistency in Publicity
There is evidence of complaint by local communities and the public on procedures and venues for
publicity. Similarly there is no deal procedure for neighbour notification. Given the absence of a local
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presence by the Crown Estate Commissioners, with whom other interested parties might discuss a
proposal, this frequently gives rise to enquiry to the local authority for clarification and guidance.
(c) Consultation Timescale
The 28 day period for response to consultation is insufficient for proper appraisal and considered
response. This timescale cannot coincide with the cycle of committee meetings of the Council and
accordingly requires the delegation of response to council officials. This may prove unsatisfactory given
the increasing scale of many applications and the increasing level of controversy—an inevitable
consequence of intensification of the industry.
(d) Consultation Procedure on Modification
An adequate system of consultation is not yet established. There is no agreed procedure applied
consistently to ensure consultation on all modifications and amendments to original proposals.
(e) Interaction of Inshore and Onshore Developments
The granting of seabed leases in advance of determination and approval of any shore based servicing or
transport facility is a matter of the greatest concern to local authorities. Applicants’ disclaimers in this
regard are also of concern and it is the experience of authorities that severe difficulty arises from the
sequence of decisions where planning approvals may be sought subsequent to the grant of seabed leases.
This sequence is pre-emptive and it prejudices the orderly control of land use. It is also anomalous, given
that the seabed lease cannot be put into effect except with licence from the Department of Transport
(safety for navigation) and where appropriate with Consent to discharge authorised by River Purification
Boards. The present arrangement whereby different authorities may be responsible for determining the
acceptability of the onshore and offshore elements of a development proposal is most unsatisfactory.
Offishore developments have a landfall aspect as well as an offshore aspect and it is incongruous that
planning authorities should be able to control one but not the other.
(f) Lack of Existing Information
There is great concern that certain other information is not readily available to planning authorities. In
particular information about location plans and details of existing lease sites is essential if planning
authorities are to be able to make a proper assessment of the impact of any proposal.
(g) Variable Assessment
It is a matter of relative satisfaction to the Convention that the assessment of seabed lease applications
is claimed to be based on conventional planning considerations. It is of particular dissatisfaction however
that significant differences appear to be emerging in relative assessments by local planning authorities
and the Crown Estate Commissioners given that many applications raise issues from which wider
planning concerns arise. As the cumulative progress of developments intensifies this trend will increase.
The Convention does not hold information which will illustrate the impact of these difficulties on an all
Scotland basis. However, it is possible to illustrate the difficulties by reference to information which some
authorities have provided to the Convention. Sample evidence of difficulties arising in Highland Region
is detailed in Appendix 1 to this paper. Appendix 2 indicates that of 75 decisions taken by the Crown
Estate Commissioners in the period between the institution of the consultation procedures and
December 1987, 31 (40 per cent) were in some conflict with the views of that Council.
Strathclyde Regional Council has also provided the Convention with a list of all lease consultations
received from the Crown Estate Commissioners since April 1987. That list is attached as Appendix 3 and
indicates the nature of strategic concern and the Commissioners’ decision where known. Strathclyde
stresses that the Council would not necessarily oppose lease applications where a strategic concern has
been identified.
It would, however, highlight the need for sensitive consideration of the proposals so as to reconcile the
conflicts. From this list, however, it will be noted the number and range of strategic planning concerns
which arise relative to lease applications and which demonstrate the scale of potential conflict between
the rural resource and the development pressures. In 20 per cent of these cases, leases have been granted
with no indication of the basis of the Crown Estate Commissioners’ decision or how various concerns
have been taken into account. In 33 per cent of these cases, the granting of lease has been subject to
modification on the basis of “supposed” planning grounds.
Western Isles Council has been consulted on 48 lease applications. 32 of these have raised wider
planning considerations on which the Council has commented confirming the extent of the range of
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planning concerns which arise. Only in 24 cases have the Commissioners notified the Council of the
outcome of the applications. While only 3 cases so far have witnessed disagreement between the
Commissioners and the Council, Western Isles considers that the emergence of a more developed policy
context on the part of the Council together with the fact that the sites which have already been developed
are the least controversial will almost inevitably lead to further disagreement over future lease
applications between the Council and the Commissioners.
11. Both Highland and Strathclyde highlight the fact that a number of specific areas are coming under
pressure in sensitive planning areas with the potential for significant accumulations of farms in each area.
12. The Convention believes that this trend reinforces the need for statutory planning control through
the strategic and local plan process in order that the potential consequences of accumulations can be
adequately controlled in areas of multiple conflict of interests.
DEFICIENCIES IN EXISTING PROCEDURES

13. In addition to the aforementioned difficulties the Convention believes there are a number of
deficiencies in the existing procedures.
(a) Absence of Public Register
Public and other agencies interest in fish farming activity merits the establishment of a public register,
similar to that maintained by local planning authorities. The absence of such a register with
comprehensive information on development activity leads to time consuming enquiries.
(b) Consultation Duties
At first sight, the consultation procedure is a welcome step forward but it is discretionary and carries no
statutory duty, either for the procedural step itself or in obligation to take account of any representations
submitted. Such duties and obligations would rest with planning authorities by virtue of statute.
(c) Lack of Democratic Control
Given the impact of fish farming development, the public interest and the importance of the industry,
decisions that purport to be based substantially on conventional planning considerations should not be
taken in private. The public have a right to know the process of decision taking and witness the
deliberation.
Conventional planning considerations appear to be taken into account by the Crown Estate
Commissioners in the assessment of applications and the Commissioners are advised by a professional
planning official. However, the Convention considers that in these circumstances, the Commissioners
purport to act as a planning authority but without accountability; without the essential baseline of policy;
and without the concomitants of public decision taking such as provisions for appeal and procedures for
enforcement.
{d) Lack of Policy Baseline
*
Guidelines as currently issued are welcome as a preliminary baseline for decision taking, but they are
not the subject of public consultation or public scrutiny and are at variance with guidance and strategy
currently in hand by planning authorities. The guidelines do not establish a system for selection of
competing applicants; separation distances are arbitrary and could be applied to the detriment of small
local business interests; the concept of “very sensitive areas” is subjective and leasing policy is not
clarified. A proper planning regime would acknowledge the interaction between policy and day to day
development control, and thus the critical deficiency of the present arrangements is the failure to relate
the assessment of applications in the wider context of forward planning through local and structure plans
and within national planning guidelines.
Partly in response to these criticisms from the Convention the Secretary of State for Scotland
announced in December 1988 his intention that contentious cases of applications for seabed leases would
be discussed in full by an independent Advisory Committee to be established by the Crown Estate
Commissioners and to include representatives from district councils. Countryside Commission for
Scotland, Nature Conservancy Council, Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland and the
River Purification Boards. Since the announcement, the Advisory Committee has yet to meet despite
certain controversial seabed leases having been granted.
EC DIRECTIVE ON ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
14. The EC Directive on Environmental Assessment (EEC/85/337) has been implemented in Scotland.
The Scottish Development Department has issued a circular giving guidance on its implementation and
operation and states that in relation to fish farming developments onshore the need for environmental
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assessment will be for planning authorities in the first instance. In relation to offshore developments the
Crown Estate Commissioners will, according to the circular, require an environmental assessment in the
case of major developments in areas of particular conservation value. The Commissioners are to
establish, in consultation with the Government, criteria which will indicate the type of development for
which environmental assessment will be required. The Convention has already stated separately to the
Scottish office that the Secretary of State should be the only “authority” charged with implementing the
EC Directive in relation to projects which are not subject to planning control such as forestry and marine
fish farming. The Convention wishes to see a right afforded to local authorities to ask for an
environmental assessment irrespective of whether the Forestry Commission or the Crown Estate
Commissioners regarded a development as significant and if either Commission refuses, the right to have
a stated case as to why it was considered to be not significant with the decision resting ultimately with the
Secretary of State.
CONCLUSION

15. The Convention’s evidence concentrates principally on the role of planning authorities and the
Crown Estate Commissioners as in its view the future parameters of these respective roles are crucial to
the successful development offish farming in Scotland. The power to exercise “planning control” should
not be considered in isolation. The “control” function is part of a total concept, the purpose of which is to
secure the orderly use of land. A democratically elected and accountable body is best able to carry out the
normal process of securing orderly use in the overall interests of the community it serves. Planning
authorities are enabled to survey and assess the circumstances prevailing in their area, formulate policy,
exercise control in the context of such policy and enforce the provisions of their control. Even in the
current situation, a local authority’s powers to establish such policy may be difficult to achieve without
extension of the planning authority’s jurisdiction.
16. The question of accountability also arises. This places the Crown Estate Commissioners in a
difficult position in attempting to reconcile their proprietorial interest with that of the wider public good.
The Convention believes that this should be reviewed, given the continuing intensification of fish farming
activity. There is a need for continuing improvement and refinement in procedures. The opportunity
should be taken to utilise the provisions of a well established system of policy planning and land use
control.
17. The introduction of a planning control system would have the beneficial effect of:
(1) maintaining the function of the Crown Estate Commissioners to operate their normal
proprietorial remit, a purpose for which they have the experience, the resources and the
statutory basis;
(2) clarifying the role and locus of the planning authority, enabling it to carry out the functions for
which it has the resources, the expertise and the accountability;
(3) establishing an authoritative baseline for the orderly growth and development of a valuable
industry; and
(4) facilitating the formulation of policy at national, regional and local level for the purpose of
ensuring proper balance between development and environmental interests.
18. Tlie Convention’s preferred way forward through the extension of the jurisdiction of planning
authorities operating within the context of national planning guidelines would provide a basis of
confidence for both the industry, the public and the relevant authorities to plan the desired development
and distribution of the industry and to lead the necessary support investment through infrastructure.
October 1989
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Appendix 1
COSLA—EXTENSION

OF PLANNING CONTROL—FISH FARMING

Illustrations of grant of sea-bed leases, subsequent!)- causing planning difficulties over shore-based
development in Highland
LOCATION

DEVELOPMENT/ISSUE

NOTES

1. Kylesku

Proposed shore base at fishing pier
withdrawn following local opposition. Alternative site at Newton,
Glencoul, not yet the subject of a
planning application—road access/
crofting/amenity problems.

2. Loch Ewe

Despite Council representation to
CEC on lack of servicing base,
development of salmon and shellfish
farms proceeded, using unsatisfactory temporary expedients of slipway adjoining housing, amenity
areas, and Navy depot.

3. Loch Torridon

Grant of major fish farm lease in
sensitive sea loch. Company indicated that Wester Alligin shore site
might be possible, but no planning
application submitted to test amenity and road access problems.

Two separate planning application
now submitted, one for a shore base
involving demolition of historic
building and construction of industrial building. Sub-standard road
access problem and request for temporary cage assembly site on a
prominent site off the main road.
Problems difficult to reconcile.

4. Loch Long
(by Dornie)

Proposed shore base near Conchra
to serve adjoining salmon and seabed base, immediately off-shore.

Planning application refused by
Divisional Committee, the site being
isolated, exposed and unscreened—
commercial development would be
an unsatisfactory intrusion. Further
application now submitted but jetty/
shore base element raises same
problems of intrusion.

5. Loch Bay
(N W Skye)

Proposed shore base at Stein to
serve adjoining off-shore sea-bed
lease for salmon.

Regional Council objected to the
proposed lease-partly based on
anticipated servicing difficulty. Planning application now received for
shore base on a site which is visually
prominent with unsatisfactory road
access; subject to considerable
objection and recommended for
refusal.

6. Loch Greshornish
(N.W. Skye)

Applied for sea-bed bases for salmon farms in the one relatively
small sea loch, the latter eventually
obtaining consent.

First applicant was allocated sea-bed
lease, provisional on obtaining planning consent for shore base. Planning application however refused by
Divisional Planning Committee
(because the selected site was physically constrained and development
would be intrusive in the landscape).
Application by the competitor
approved. This situation is of considerable frustration having led to
the selection of a controversial site
of doubtful merit given planning and
ser\'icing deficiencies.

Leases developed in Lochs Glendhu
and Glencoul without shore base, by
using former ferry slip. This unsatisfactory expedient requires
replacement with purpose-made
facility, storage and services. Discussions with planning authority did
not resolve problems, recently compounded by grant of further leases
by CEC.
HRC requested consent for lease to
be dependent on planning solution
to servicing problem. The request
was repeated during consultation
over additional lease for expansion
of salmon farming, to no avail. Planning application still not received.
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LOCATION

DEVELOPMENT/ISSUE

NOTES

7. LochHoum

A series of sea-bed leases—some in
unaccessible remote sites, and commencement of development using
existing pier and Estate building.

Scale of permitted production is
unknown. Access to the area is by
sub-standard road incapable of taking substantial heavy traffic.
Safeguarding of amenity is also an
important issue. Recent refusal of
lease to potential competitors considered unjustified by Regional
Council. There is priority need for
determination of satisfactory servicing arrangements.

8. Camasinas
Loch Sunart

Recent refusal of shore base for
servicing scallop farm off-shore
because of problems of road access
and visual intrusion in a shore
identified for conservation importance. Appeal pending.

A major shellfish lease granted two
years ago has led to production
build-up. Developer requires to
transport live shellfish to Fort William for grading and return to Salen,
a long return journey, creating considerable expense and fraustration.

9. Loch Leven

Shore base developed alongside designated scenic route and subsequent
problems of control on-shore (apart
fi-om control of off-shore activity on
the adjoining Loch).

Scale of activity off-shore (and
apparent loss of control of further
expansion) has accompanied onshore servicing problems including
the controversial burial of quantities
of diseased fish next to a cemetery.
Appendix 2

CEC CONSULTATION
MID-OCTOBER

Area

LOCHABER
NAIRN

Proposals
to date
28

ON SEA-BED LEASE IN HIGHLAND:

1986—MID DECEMBER 1987

Decisions
to date

CEC Decision
broadly in line
with HRC views

16
(including 2
re-submissions)

10

Views in conflict,
or major difference

1

ROSS AND
CROMARTY
1) Easter

6

2

1

28

19

8

11

34

24

13

11

ROSS

2) Wester
ROSS

SKYE AND
LOCHALSH
SUTHERLAND

21
(1 subsequently
withdrawn,
2 modified
re-submissions)

14

12

2

REGIONAL
TOTAL

118

75

44

31
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Strathclyde—April 1!>87 to April 1989
RSH FARM LEASE CONSULTATIONS FROM CROWN ESTATE COMMISSIONERS
DATE

November 1987
November 1987
November 1987
November 1987
November 1987
November 1987
December 1987
December 1987
February' 1987

Sound of Shuna, N Argyll
Seil Sound, Seil
Upper Loch Creran, N Argyll
Lamlash Bay, Arran
South Side Loch Creran, N Argyll
Inver, sound of Islay
Sgeireau Dubha, Kerrera, Lorn
Airds Bay, Loch Etive
Acairsed Mhor, Calveis, Mull

February 1988

West Loch Tarbert, Kintyre

Landscape, Onshore Nature Conservation
Landscape, Onshore Nature Conservation
Landscape
Onshore Nature Conservation
Onshore Nature Conservation
No strategic interest
Landscape
Lanscape, Marine Nature Conservation
No strategic interest
Landscape, Infrastructure
Landscape
No strategic interest
No strategic interest
Landscape, tonnsm—objection
Tourism/Y achting
Landscape
Landscape, tourism
Landscape, Marine Nature Conservation
Landscape, Marine Nature Conservation
Landscape
Landscape, Tourism, Marine Nature Conservation
Landscape
Landscape, Marine Nature Conservation
Landscape—oh;ec//on
No strategic interest
Landscape tourism
Landscape
Landscape
Landscape
‘Risk’ community positive support
Landscape, tourism, ‘risk’ community
positive support
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CEC DECISION AND BASIS
Lease granted
Lease area reduced—Landscape, fishing
Lease area reduced—amenity, fishing
Lease granted
No information
Lease area reduced—navigation, fishing
Lease are reduced—access, amenity
Lease granted
Lease granted
Lease refused—landscape, amenity
No information
Lease granted
Lease granted
No information
Lease area modified—Landscape, yachting
Lease are moved—landscape, access
No information
Lease refused—landscape
Lease granted
No information
No information
Lease refused—landscape navigation
Lease granted
Lease refused—conservation
Lease granted in Part—fishing, navigation
Lease refused—landscape, recreation, fishing
Lease granted
Withdrawn
Withdrawn
Lease area reduced—sailing, fishing,
landscape
Lease refused—amenity, recreation, fishing

Appendix 3

October 1987
November 1987

North Coast Loch Scridain, Mull
Shuna Sound, Firth of Lorn
Luing-Torsa Island, Sell Sound
Airds Point, Loch Etive
Airds Point, Loch Etive
Loch Indeal, Islay
Loch Striven, Cowal
Inverliever Bay, Loch Etive
Mealdarroch, Loch Fyne
Loch Gair, Loch Fyne
Rubha Pressach E Loch Fyne
Barmore Island, Loch Fyne
Barmore Island, Loch Fyne
Loch Creran, North Argyll
Tobermory Bay, Mull
Glenan Bay, Portavade, Cowall
Sgeir Leachan Loch Sclordain Mull
Kennacraig Bay, Loch Etive
Barran Dubh, Loch Etive
Ardmarcnoch, E Loch Fyne
Bagh Dail Nan Ceann Firth of Lorn

April 1987
May 1987
May 1987
May 1987
May 1987
May 1987
July 1987
July 1987
July 1987
July 1987
August 1987
August 1987
August 1987
September 1987
September 1987
September 1987
October 1987
October 1987

STRATEGIC CONCERN

LOCATION

Strathclyde—April 1987 to April 1989
FISH FARM LEASE CONSULTATIONS FROM CROWN ESTATE COMMISSIONERS
DATE

February 1988
February 1988
March 1988
March 1988
March 1988
March 1988
March 1988
April 1988
April 1988
April 1988
April 1988

April 1988
April 1988
April 1988
April 1988
May
May
May
May
May

1988
1988
1988
1988
1988

May 1988
May 1988
May 1988

LOCATION

Loch Spelve, Mull

STRATEGIC CONCERN

‘Risk’ community-^MppDri, Yachting

CEC DECISION

AND BASIS

Lease area reduced-sailing, landscape,
wildlife
Loch Goil, Cowal
Landscape, Tourism
Lease refused—Defense interests
Kilchoan Bay, Loch Melford
Landscape, Yachting, Cumulative Impact— Lease refused—Landscape, sailing, fishing
objection
Barmore, Loch Fynn
No concern per se. Cumulative impact
Lease area reduced—navigation, fishing
‘Risk’ community—positive support
Bloody Bay, N. E. Mull
Lease refused—fishing
Rubha Stilleig, West Cowal
‘Risk’ community-5«pp<?r/, Cumulative
Lease granted
support
Kenmore Ft, Loch Fyne
Landscape, tourism
Lease refused—Defence interests
Carrick, Loch Goil
Landscape, tourism, amenity
Lease refused—Sailing, amenity
Carrick, Loch Goil
Landscape, tourism, amenity
Lease refunded—Sailing, amenity
Eilean Coltair, Loch Melfort
Landscape, Yachting—objection Cumulative Lease area reduced—landscape, sailing
Impact
Bay of Small Isles, Jura
‘Risk’ Community-^wpporr, Yachting
Lease refused—anchorage, fishing, landscape,
recreation
Eilean Righ, Loch Craignish
Yachting, tourism, anchorages
Lease refused—navigation and sailing
Balvicar Bay, Sell Island
Landscape, amenity
Lease area reduced—amenity, sailing
Lismore Island—3 Sites
Landscape, nature conservation, tourism
One Lease area refused, fishing, landscape
Two Leases granted
Achadnchaorunn Bay, W Loch Tarbert
Landscape, tourism—natures conservation, Withdrawn
‘Risk’ community
Kyle of Bute—2 Sites
Landscape, tourism—oh/ec//on
Leases refused
Loch Striven—2 Sites
‘Risk’ community
Granted
Lowlandman’s Bay, Jura
Landscape, ‘Risk’ community-^Mppor/
Lease granted
Kiffinen Bay, Loch Fyne
Cumulative Impact
Lease granted
Loch Stornaway, S Knapdale
Landscape, amenity ‘Risk’ community
Lease area reduced—landscape, navigation,
fishing
Rubha Garbha, Loch Creran
Landscape, tourism
Lease area moved—navigation, landscape
Braingorton, Loch Striven—Loch Striven—2 ‘Risk’ community-JMppo//
Part approved/part refused—amenity
Sites
Port Mor, Seil Island
‘Risk’ community, landscape, tourism
Lease area reduced—proximity to fish farm
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Strathclyde-^April 1987 to April 1989
FISH FARM LEASE CONSULTATIONS FROM CROWN ESTATE COMMISSIONERS
STRATEGIC CONCERN

LOCATION

DATE

May 1988

Loch Scridain, Mull—2 Sites

‘Risk’ community-support

May 1988

Port-na-Maralachd, Lismore

Tourism, nature, conservative, anchorages

June 1988
June 1988

Creggans, Loch Fyne
Loch-na-Cille, Loch Sween

June 1988

Eilean Creagach, Loch Shuna

Landscape
Landscape, tourism, nature conservation
—objection
‘Risk’ community-5Mpport

June 1988

Lismore—3 Sites

June 1988
July 1988
July 1988
July 1988
August 1988
August 1988

Corsaig Bay, Tayvallich
McDougall’s Bay, Sound of Islay
A’Chruach, Loch Etive
Lagg, Jura
Amacross, Mull—2 Sites
Kentallen, Mull

Landscape, Nature Conservative, tourism
Cumulative pressure
Tourism, yachting—objection
Landscape, tourism
Landscape, Cumulative impact
Landscape
‘Risk’ community-5Mppor/
‘Risk’ community-support

August 1988
August 1988

Loch Feochan—2 Sites
Bagh-nan-dalach, Loch Etive

Landscape, tourism, cumulative impact
Landscape, cumulative impact

August 1988
August 1988

Barron Dubh, Loch Etive
Seil Sound, Seil Island

September 1988

East Side, Seil Island—6 Sites

October 1988
October 1988
October 1988
October 1988

Sound of Ulva, Mull
Loch-na-Keal, Mull
Loch-na-Keal, Mull
Miller’s Port, Lisamore

October 1988
October 1988

Ardmuchkinsh Bay, Lorn
Camus Rubha, Canavon

Landscape, cumulative impact
‘Risk’ community, landscape, cumulative
impact
‘Risk’ community, landscape, cumulative
impact
landscape, yachting, tourism
Landscape, yachting, tourism
Landscape, yachting, tourism—objection
Landscape, nature conservation, tourism
objection
Landscape, tourism, recreation-objection
Landscape,
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CEC DECISION

AND BASIS

Part approved/part refused—anchorage,
landscape
Lease refused—anchorage, sailing, fishing,
landscape
No information
Withdrawn
Lease area reduced, landscape, sailing, fishing, fish farm
2 Sites refused—sailing, fishing, conservation
1 Site granted
Withdrawn
Lease granted
Lease granted
Lease area reduced
Part approved, part refused—landscape
Lease refused—landscape, proximity to fish
farms
No information
Lease area reduced—landscape, nature conservation, fishing, fish farms
Lease granted
No information
No information
Lease granted
Lease area reduced—fishing, landscape
Withdrawn
Withdrawn
Lease refused,—sailing, fishing, landscape
No information

FISH FARM LEASE CONSULTATIONS FROM CROWN ESTATE COMMISSIONERS
DATE

LOCATION

STRATEGIC CONCERN

Loch Etive

Cumulative impact

October 1988

S. E. Islay, 2 Sites

Landscape, Economy-support

October 1988
October 1988
November 1988
November 1988
December 1988
December 1988
December 1988

Livingston Rocks, Ross of Mull
Rubhanam Barr, Knopdale
Camas Nathais, Lorn
Sell Sound, Sell
Rubha Caol, Sound of Jura
Drumyeon Bay, Gigha—2 Sites
Achnacroish, Lismore

December 1988

Kerrera Sound, Lorn—3 Sites

Landscape, tourism
Landscape, tourism, yachting
Landscape, cumulative pressure
Landscape, cumulative pressure
Landscape
Yachting, anchorages
Landscape, nature conservation, tourism,
cumulative prcssmc—objection
Landscape, tourism, yachting

December 1988
December 1988

Seil Sound, Seil—3 Sites
Lussa, Jura—2 Sites

Landscape, cumulative pressure
Landscape

December 1988
December 1988
December 1988

Cnoc Tailir, Jura
Ardcastle, Loch Fyne
St Columba’s Bay, Loch Creran

February 1989
February 1989
February 1989
February 1989
February 1989
February 1989
February 1989
February 1989
February 1989
February 1989
February 1989

Drumyeon Bay, Gigha
Cour Bay, E Kintyre
Loch Craignish
Traigh Gheal, Loch Scridoin, Mull
Ardmarnock Bay, Loch Fyne
Gob a’Bhana, Loch Fyne
Charlotte Bay, Kerrere
Campbeltown Loch
Ardnacross, Mull
Skipness, Kintyre—5 Sites
Eilean Graianain, E Kintyre

Landscape
Landscape, Tourism
Landscape, tourism, cumulative impactsupport
Yachting
No strategic interest
Landscape, tourism, yachting—objection
‘Risk’ community, landscape, yachting
‘Risk’ community-5M/?por/, yachting
‘Risk’ community, cumulative pressure
Landscape
No strategic interest
‘Risk’ Community-^Mppor/
No strategic interests
No strategic interest
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Lease refunded—density of existing fish
farming
Lease area reduced—anchorages, landscape,
nature conservation
Lease area reduced—navigation, fishing
Lease area reduced and moved, anchorage
Lease area reduced—navigation, landscape
Lease area reduced—grazings
Lease area reduced—other interests
Leases refused—fish farms, navigation
Lease refused—navigation, fishing, sailing,
conservation
Part approved. Part refused—navigation,
landscape
Lease area reduced—amenity
Part approved, part refused—fishing,
anchorage landscape
Lease approved
Lease approved
Lease approved
Lease approved
Lease refused—navigation, fishing
Lease refused—anchorage, navigation
Lease refused—fish farms, amenity
Lease area moved—anchorage
Lease approved
Lease area reduced—anchorage
Lease refused—Defence interests
Lease approved
1 approved—4 refused—fishing, conservation
No information

[Continued

October 1988

CEC DECISION AND BASIS

14 February 1990]

Strathclyde—April 1987 to April 1989

Strathdyde—April 1987 to April 1989
FISH FARM LEASE CONSULTATIONS FROM CROWN ESTATE COMMISSIONERS
DATE

O'

LOCATION

STRATEGIC CONCERN

March 1989

Loch Tarbert, Jura

Landscape, yachting

March 1989
March 1989
March 1989
April 1989

East Loch Fyne
South Ayrshire, Girvan—4 Sites
Lamlash Bay, Arran
Lunge Island, Sound of Luing

‘Risk’ Community-5Mp/7or/
landscape, tourism
Tourism
Landscape, Nature Conservation

CEC DECISION

I

AND BASIS

Lease area moved—landscape, sailing,
fishing
Lease area reduced
No information
Lease area reduced
Lease area reduced—navigation
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[Continued
Memorandum submitted by Highland Regional Council

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The Council would wish to stress the extreme importance of fish farming in the Highland economy. Its
rapid development over the last 10 years has led to major dependence by small rural communities. In the
Region the industry provides over 600 direct full time jobs and nearly as many again in processing,
transport and services. There are 120 active sites and another 100 potential sites (with seabed lease).
Salmon production amounted to approximately 8,000 tons in 1988 (out of a Scottish total of 18,000 tons).
This is likely to have increased to 13,000 tons in 1989, a first-sales value of £40 million. In some parts of
the Region as many as 1 in 4 jobs are dependent on fish farming, and there has been significant
infrastructural and environmental impact. The industry’s health is of great concern to the Council, and
the Council's policies seeking further, balanced, development are outlined in its Structure Plan.
The industry has recently entered a period of relative stagnation or indeed recession, resulting from
poor co-ordination between production and marketing. Hitherto, production has nearly doubled
annually since the early 1980s. The dramatic increase in the last two years particularly in Norway has led
to falling prices. Quite simply, there has been a recent expansion of production for which the market has
not been prepared. This is the single most important problem facing this industry, and relates to a number
of factors:
(1) dramatic increase in Scottish production at a time of release of large amounts of surplus grilse by
Norwegian producers (who have a production capacity five times that of Scotland);
(2) continued perception by consumers of salmon as a luxry food; failure to reduce prices in shops to
match falling wholesale prices (price maintenance);
(3) excessive optimism on foreign market potential;
(4) increasing production in “new” locations e.g. British Columbia; Chile; Iceland; Japan;
(4) expansion in exports of North American seafoods;
(6) problems of marketing faced by smaller operators;
(7) inconsistency of the product’s quality and problems in matching production to seasonal demand.
Marketing difficulties are not yet ascribed to adverse public perception of the image of fish farming
suffering from disease and parasite control problems, etc. However, these have added to the costs of othe
industry, both losses of fish and the costs of treatment. These increasinge costs come on top of other costs
such as recent gale damage, fish escapes etc.
2. INDUSTRY STRUCTURE AND FUTURE TRENDS

The Council views with alarm the difficulties facing the industry and the prospect over the next year of
further collapse of particularly the smaller businesses, and the loss of employment in the larger ones,
before the industry “bottoms out”.
The problem relates to the structure of the industry in which production is dominated by a few large
companies and characterised by an absence of co-operative effort and co-ordinated support. This relates
to historic factors including:
— Jack of legislative base and national policy on forward planning;
- encouragement by Development Agencies of large companies who had carried out the initial
research and development;
- issue of seabed leases by Crown Estate who operated on a first-come, first-served policy; this
tended to safeguard established fish farming interests, and to exclude newcomers who might
have been willing to co-operate, through local management agreement, with the pre-established
operators.
- the dependence on one species of fish;
In contrast, Norwegian policy has been to establish a large number of locally-based operators limited to
a relatively small surface area. This has resulted in a high degree of co-operation, an efficiently-run
industry, and much larger overall output.
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The Council fears that the structure of the industry within the Highland Region renders it unable to
respond positively to falling worldwide salmon prices. The large internationally mobile companies, who
predominate and who have developed fish farming technology in the Region, are able to relocate at will
in other parts of the world where production costs might be cheaper.
The Council is also concerned at the prospect of other debilitating factors, namely;
(i) the increasingly capital-intensive nature of the industry which will militate against local
involvement;
(ii) increasing losses from disease and parasite problems;
(iii) adverse public reaction to fish farm disease and parasite infestatin problems and the necessary
remedial measures. This could have implications for food (and operator) safety, environmental
health and other environmental impact;
(iv) increasing competition for salmon producers from development of alternative species elsewhere.
(v) the development of off-shore technology which places the Highland Region at a disadvantage
comparatively
Given the relatively limited importance of fish farming in national terms, the Council is concerned that
supportive Government intervention is unlikely. Government measures could include: control of imports
into the EEC; reference price support; research programmes; marketing co-ordination; business advice
and investment incentives—(not least re-investment of Crown Estate rental income in local infrastructure).
The Council would seek support therefore for their view that further diversification and local
involvement in a co-ordinated strategy is essential involving: development of new species; developing
new technologies; encouraging value-added processing; market price monitoring; and provision of
appropriate incentives to counteract the structural instability of the industry. The Council will develop
fish farm training courses and take other local initiatives to address the industry’s problems. Indeed,
consideration could be given to a specialist fish farming agency to co-ordinate and disseminate Research
and Development; promote local management co-ordination; education and training and reinvestment of
rental.
3. PLANNING AND LEGISLATIVE CONTROLS

Many of the Council’s concerns are set out in the 1989 Structure Plan Review, and the case submitted by
the Council to COSLA in 1988, that marine fish farming should be brought within the control of Local
Planning Authorities. This latter would allow the development of effective national policy, detailed local
policies, co-ordination of on-shore and off-shore related development, and effective local monitoring and
control. The Council considers that the Secretary of State in his rejection of this case did not address the
issues adequately in his announcement in December 1988.
The Advisory Committee which the Secretary of State announced (December 1988) has not yet met
despite the continuing grant of leases by Crown Estate for controversial sites.
The Council is concerned that there is an absence of purpose-designed legislation and sufficient
resources for monitoring the disease, pollution and other environmental impact. There is a need for a
unified Scottish body to advise the Government on suitable controls with an obligation of public
accountability on all those concerned. Legislation should encourage the formation of Local Management
Groups in individual sea lochs or areas of coast where there are conflicting interests between fish farmers
and other users of the coast.
4. TRADE AND MARKETING ASPECTS

Markets for farmed salmon have been growing but the marketing effort by the Salmon Board’ has been
completely inadequate in relation to recent vast increases in production. An “exclusive” image appears to
have been cultivated and directed only at the more affluent parts of Britain and abroad. Consumption of
farmed salmon has not been popularised and there is urgent need to examine the marketing position to
see what lessons can be learnt.
Consideration must be given to the need for a marketing effort for shellfish and other farmed fish, the
composition of such an effort and the resources of the Sea Fish Industry Authority.
5. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

There

is

a wide range of environmental concerns, some of them misplaced or exaggerated, whicn

' Funded by Scottish Salmon Growers Association and Shetland Salmon Growers with a budget of £2 million in 1989.
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inevitably stem from a situation of rapid development of a new industry in undeveloped areas, where
there have been insufficient guidelines or regulations on good practice. The continuing environmental
criticisms may not be unrelated to marketing problems. There is need for urgent advice and resources for
the following:
— Sensitive freshwater lochs. Over 50 per cent of salmon smolts are produced by cage systems but
there are problems of control by Highland River Purification Board and a future change in
policy could adversely affect the production of cheap smolts.
— Objective, scientific advice is needed on the genetic purity of native stocks, the impact of
freshwater farming on wild stocks and the use of chemicals (e.g. formalin).
— In the marine environment, there is need for advice on separation of farms, both salmon and
shellfish, to inhibit disease transfer. Enforceable local husbandry agreement may be necessary if
voluntary co-operation proves impossible, the dependency of the industry on NUVAN for
parasite control is undesirable and there are insufficient resources and time (one year) to
develop suitable alternatives.
— Improved training to provide skilled, sensitive, alert, and careful operators to guard against
disease and avoid conflict with other marine interests. A certificatin and testing system for
operatives and managers should be a high priority.
— Scale of Onshore Impact. The scale of some sea bed leases is excessive and has led to difficulties
of control of on-shore develpment in sensitive locations. Of particular concern is the (local)
impact on visual amenity and the impact of heavy vehicles on long stretches of road not suitable
for such use. The Council’s budget for road improvement cannot respond to the sudden and
unplanned pressures which can arise in remote rural areas.
6. GRANT AIDS

In this Re^on, financial assistance to the industry is primarily a matter for the Highlands and Islands
Development Board. The policy in the,establishment phase of salmon farming was for low-risk backing of
companies with substantial resources i.e. those that could afford the risks of intial Research and
Development. It is understood that the Highlands and Islands Development Board is at present
reassessing its strategy. There is a need for a much more positive policy to assist indigenous development
and to ^ve a more diverse structure to the industry. More attention should be paid to stimulation of local
initiatives including follow-up advice and training on site.
The advent of Highlands and Islands Enterprise unfortunately brings no new resources through there
may be opportunity for integration of development and training.
7.

ECONOMIC BENEFITS AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

The Council is convinced of the appropriateness and suitability of the Region for fish farming and of
the physical potential for further development given favourable conditions. It accepts that large salmon
farming has brought local benefits, but is anxious that a more stable industry is created, based on more
local involvement and control. Government policy aims to leave development of the industry largely to
market forces including private training, new market research and the allocation of sites. The Council
could help with training facilities, examples of good practice, assessment and certification. The Council
would hope to encourage the further development of processing and the creation of “added value”
products.
8. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT: TRAINING

The most urgent needs are to improve consumer awareness and consumptionmof farmed salmon, to
reduce costs and stabilise production in the short term. Urgent research and development is required in
relation to:
— Disease and husbandry problems. Only 70 per cent of smolts are harvested and grilse may be too
small.
— Increased effort on development of alternative species.
— Technical research to overcome recent failure of equipment and to develop new systems of
management for ease of monitoring and control of pollution.
— Increased effort on training at all levels, including “open learning” systems and development of
alternative skills to afford operators a more diverse and broder work base.
— Objective assessment of impact of farming on natural environment and development of
alternative, ecologically-sound practices.
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SUMMARY

Highland Regional Council acknowledges the economic and social benefits of fish farming clearly in
evidence fi:om the rapid and expansive development throughout the western seaboard. The Council is
nonetheless concerned at the structure of the industry and the problems that beset it. Of particular
concern is the over dependence on one species and the resulting problem of over-production, but overall,
current problems can be summarised as:
(i) continuing expansion unrelated to demand;
(ii) disease control, husbandry practice and technical defect;
(iii) rising costs of production (interest rates, foodstuff, insurances);
(iv) inadequacy of Research and Development methods;
(v) insufficient arttention to environmental safeguards.
The Council welcomes further development of fish farming but considers that future prospects for
success and overahaul of such problems will best derive from the added benefit of a clear national policy.
If properly devised and resourced in terms of investment, training and-advice, this will bring about a more
stable structure for the industry, it will facilitate diversification and it will safeguard opportunity for
locally-based developments. Moreover, it will provide a baseline for environmental safeguard and
provisin transfer of the planning control role firom Crown Estate Commissioners to Local Authorities.
The Council believes this would lead to a more balanced assessment of competing interests, give a
foundation of more credibility in the industry and release the Crown Estate from its conflict of interest.
The Council also believes that there is a pressing need for (a) improved training for staff at all levels (in
which the Council is prepared to play a major xole) and (b) a local, specialist controling body or agency
which is knowledgeable of and responsive to local conditions.
October 1989

ANNEX 1
Letter to the Convention of Scottish Local Authorities from Highland Regional Council

I refer to your letter of 17 February, 1988 and our previous exchange of views with senior officials of
Scottish Development Department and I welcome the opportunity to express my further views on the
extension of planning and control powers. It is my firm opinion that provision should be made by the
Government as a matter of some priority, to extend the powers of Planning Authorities in Scotland,
seawards and beyond the current limit of Low Water Mark, for the purposes of controlling and regulating
the development of fish farming. This would be a desirable innovation in the light of continuing
development and distribution of fish farming and the inadequacies of current provisions for control.
Highland Regional Council have extensive experience of recent change in the development of fish
farming. Whereas at the time of Local Government Reorganisation in 1975, there was but limited activity
in this pursuit, currently there are some 180 production sites within the Region and it is now a major
industry employing some 800 persons (FTE). Salmon production alone within the Region is estimated at
7,500 tonnes in 1987 and as expansion continues, this is expected to reach 22,000-12,000 tonnes in 1988.
Clearly, therefore the industry imposes considerable impact on the environment; it influences the
allocation of resources for transportation and infrastructure; and it substantially affects the social and
economic welfare of the community. All of these are important considerations to the Council as the Local
Planning Authority.
The Council welcomed the introduction of consultation procedures by the Crown Estate Commission
in October, 1986 and since then have co-operated with the Commission in their consideration of
applications for seabed leases. Certain aspects of this procedure however give concern to the Council and
in October, 1987, they made representations to the Secretary of State for Scotland, seeking his
consideration of extension of powers to Planning Authorities to control fish farm development on inshore
waters.
From the response however, it appears that the Government might wish the current procedures to
continue unless perhaps there is tangible evidence of practical difficulty or problems arising through the
absence of planning control powers.
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Highland Regional Council would submit that any decision to extend the powers of control of Planning
Authorities will not turn merely on the perception of difficulty arising. It is also a question of deficiencies
in the current regime that will increasingly give rise to problems in the future. Moreover there are issues
of principle io-take into account. It is appropriate therefore to consider all of these issues in turn.
DIFFICULTY ARISING FROM EXISTING PROCEDURES

Cmtent ApplicatkHis for seabed lease: Numerous applications are deficient in detail content, being
devoid of valuable information on the scale of development proposals, the pattern of layout and type of
proposal. Moreover, 95 per cent of applicants provide no information on any shore based servicing
requirements. Thus the Council faces ^fficulty in assessing the impact of applications and establishing
productive rapport with parties having an interest. By comparison, absence of this essential information
would normally deter a Planning Authority from decision on planning applications, particularly in regard
to major proposals with far reaching transport and servicing implications.
Incon^stency in publicity: There is evidence of complaint by local public on procedures and venues for
publicity. Similarly there is no clear procedures for neighbour (existing fish farming) notification. Given
the absence of-local presence by CEC, this frequently gives rise to enquiry to the Council for clarification
and guidance.
Consuttation timescale: The 28 day period for response to consultation is insufficient for proper
appraisal and considered response. This timescale cannot coincide with the cycle of Committee meetings
of the Council and accordin^y requires the delegation of response to Council officials. This may prove
unsatisfactory ^ven the increasing scale of many applications and the increasing level of controversy—an
inevitable consequence of intensification of the industry.
ConsultatNHi procedure on modification: A mature system of consultation is not yet established. An
agreed procedure should be applied consistently to ensure consultation on all modifications and
amendments to original proposals to avoid current difficulty and confusion. This is an administrative
matter that may be rectified with ease, but it may impose pressure on limited resources.
Interaction of inshore and onshore developments: The granting of seabed leases in advance of
determination and approval of any shore based servicing or transport facility, is a matter of the greatest
concern to the Council. Applicants’ disclaimers in this regard are also of concern and it is the Council’s
experience that severe difficulty arises from the sequence of dedsions where planning approvals may be
sought subsequent to the grant of seabed leases. This sequence is pre-emptive and it prejudices the
orderly control of land use. It is also anomalous, given the seabed lease cannot be into effect except with
licence from the Department of Transport (safety for navigation) and with Consent to Discharge
authorised by Highland River Purification Board. Sample evidence of difficulty arising in this regard is
detailed in Appendix 1 attached herewith.^ Notably a variety of problems arise in locations including:
Kylesku

L^hEwe
LochTorridon
Loch Long
Loch Bay

Loch Greshomish
Loch Houm
Loch Sunart
Loch Leven

The Coundl believes the situation is worsening. It does not readily oppose prospective new
development, but increasingly it has occasion to object to applications where it perceives consequential
on-shore difficulties arising and the prospect of second-best solution to servicing problems.
Variable Assessment: It is a matter of relative satisfaction to the Council that the assessment of seabed
lease applications is substantially based on conventional planning considerations. It is of particular
dissatisfaction however that significant differences emerging in relative assessment by the Council and the
Crown Estate Comml^ion. Of 75 decisions taken by CEC to December 1987, 31 (40 per cent) were in
some conflict with the views of the Council. This is tabled in Appendix No. 2 attached herewith.^
Primarily the differences relate to problems with shore based facilities; scale of development;
transpoit/road deficiencies; conflicting land use interests; navigational priority and detail matters.
DEFiaENCIES IN EXISTING PROCEDURES

Abience of Public Register: Public and other agencies interest in fish farming activity merits the
establishment of a public register, similar to that maintained by Local Planning Authorities. The absence
of such register with comprehensive information on development activity leads to time consuming
enquiry when interest arises.
CoMuhation duties: On face value, the consultation procedure is a welcome step forward. It is wide
ranging and indeed more extensive than that of a Planning Authority but it is discretionary and carries no
’ See memorandum from COSLA p.218.

2Jbidp.2l9.
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statutory duty, either for the procedural step itself or in obligation to take account of any representations
duly submitted. Such duties and obligations would rest with Planning Authorities by virtue of statute.
Decision outwith public forum: Given the impact of hsh farming development, the public interest and
the importance of the industry, decisions that purport to be based substantially on conventional planning
considerations should not be taken in private. The public have a right to know the process of decision
taking and witness the deliberation.
Conventional planning aspects: These appear to predominate in the assessment of applications and
indeed, the Crown Estate Commission is advised by a professional planning official. The Regional
Council considers that in these circumstances, the CEC purports to act as a Planning Authority but
without the accountability required by statute; without the essential baseline of policy and without the
concomitants of public decision taking, provisions for APPEAL and procedures for ENFORCEMENT.
It is arguable therefore that the systems that is followed misrepresents the factual situation whereby the
CEC exercises only a PROPRIETORIAL power.
Policy baselines: CEC policies require clarification. Guidelines as currently issued are welcome as a
preliminary baseline for decision taking, but they are not the subject ot public consultation and are at
variance with guidance and strategy currently in hand by the Regional Council. The guidelines does not
establish a system for selection of competing applicants; separation distances are arbitrary and could be
applied to the detriment of small local business interests; the concept of “very sensitive areas” is
subjective and leasing policy is not clarified. A proper planning regime would acknowledge the
interaction between policy and day to day development control.
ISSUES OF PROJECT

Whereas the limitation of a Planning Authority’s powers may have been appropriate in the past, it is
not necessarily so at the present, given the incidence of demand for inshore developments in particular,
fish farming. On any other body of water, (with some exceptions) the works, operations, etc., normally
associated with fish farming would constitute development for which planning permission would be
required. In this context alone, the current circumstances that limits the Planning Authority’s power is
anomalous.
The power to exercise “planning control” should not be considered in isolation. The “control” function
is part of a total concept, the purpose of which is to secure the orderly use of land. In circumstances where
society expands its utilisation of the coastline, thus expanding its impact on the environment, it is
appropriate to expand equally the jurisdiction of the Planning Authority.
A democratically elected and accountable body are then enabled to carry out the normal process of
securing orderly use. First, they are enabled to survey and assess the circumstances prevailing in their
area, formulate policy, exercise control in the context of such policy and enforce the provisions of their
control.
Regardless of the limitation of their powers to LWM, Highland Regional Council have established to
their own satisfaction that a Local Planning Authority does have power to establish policy for inshore fish
farming. (This is implicit in the Secretary of State’s satisfaction with the Council’s adoption of policy
within the recently prepared Ardnamurchan Local Plan wherein the right to establish policy was
unsuccessfully challenged at Inquiry).
This power to establish such policy may continue to be open to challenge however without specific
extension of the Planning Authority’s jurisdiction. In the current situation, the Authority’s powers are
vulnerable, the moreso since a Planning Authority’s policy is largely one of advocacy. Its objectives will
be difficult to secure and it might be breached with impunity; without the concomitant power of
enforcement.
The question of accountability also arises. Without a statutorily based remit, it appears to the Council
that the current regime constitutes a conflict of interest. At very least, this places CEC in a difficult
position having to reconcile their proprietorial interest with that of the common good. The Council would
acknowledge that CEC bear the burden of this task with commendable success but consider the position
to be vulnerable. One that should nojt be permitted to endure given the continuing intensification of
development activity, the need for continuing improvement and refinement in procedure and the
opportunity to utilise the provisions of;a well established system of policy planning and land use control.
Finally there arises the issue of CREDIBILITY. At the present time there exists a situation that brings
the credibility of all participants in this developing industry into question. Whether this is justified or
otherwise is immaterial, the council believes that it prevails from evidence available and views expressed.
The introduction of a planning control system however would have the beneficial effect of:
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(i) Restricting the function of CEC to that of their normal proprietorial remit; a purpose for which
they have the experience, the resources and the statutory back up.
(ii) Elevating the locus of the Planning Authority, enabling it to carryout the functions also for
which it has the resources, the expertise and the accountability.
(iii) Establishing an authoritative base line for the orderly growth and development of a valuable
industry.
(iv) Facilitating the formulation of policy at national, regional and local level for the purposes of
ensuring proper balance between development and environmental conservation interests.
I hope these views are helpful to COSLA.
16 March 1988

Letter to the Secretary of State for Scotland from the Director of Law and Administration, Highland
Regional Council
FISH FARMING-RECENT DECISIONS BY CROWN ESTATE COMMISSIONERS
You will recall that I wrote to you on 3 March 1989, expressing the Planning Committee’s deep concern
over implications of the revised controls for marine fish farming which were announced by the Scottish
Office in December. I subsequently wrote to the Scottish Development Department on this subject on 25
July 1989. Since then there have been two recent approvals by the Crown Estate Commissioners for
controversial salmon farming proposals which have not been drawn to the attention of the new Fish
Farming Advisory Committee, and which are of particular concern to this Council.
During the consultative period on the draft Framework Plan for Loch Hourn in December 1988,
Strathaird Ltd applied for a new site in Inner Loch Houm. The Regional Council objected to the
proposal in terms of its draft Framework Plan which, because of the sensitivity of the inner basins, sought
to restrict fish farming expansion to appropriate shellfish farming by local persons. Three months after
the announcement by the Secretary of State, and without any further reference to the Council, the Crown
Estate Commissioners aproved the new site. Cages were moored and stocked in the Spring of this year.
The total area of cages permitted (3,600 sq m) exceeds the threshold of 3,000 sq m specified for
consideration by the Advisory Committee. The decision would also appear to be inconsistent with the
Crown Estate’s own draft guidelines (12/88) for “Very Sensitive Areas”, which included Inner Loch
Hourn, and which have a presumption against new farms.
Secondly, a draft Framework Plan for Loch Nevis, considered by the Council’s Planning Committee
during April 1988, sought to encourage fish farm expansion at sites selected to reduce conflict with
fishing, conservation, landscape and navigation interests, and to allow for adequate separation between
an established farm at Ardintigh and any newcomer. During finalisation of the Framework Plan,
consideration by the Crown Estate Commissioners was being given to a proposal by Lovat Estates for two
new cage sites. One site, at Earnsaig, was proposed in the Framework Plan; this was subsequently
approved by the Crown Estate Commissioners and the other site at Stoul was rejected as an “unjustified
intrusion into fishing grounds and the- landscape”.
Later, in June 1989, Lovat Estates applied for another major cage development at Stoul. Because of
the landscape, fishing and. navigation (anchorage impact), however, the balance sought in the Framework
Plan would be prejudiced by this proposal. Consequently, Highland Regional Council objcted in terms of
the Framework Plan, emphasising the need for separation from the established sites at Earnsaig and
Ardintigh and the need to protect visual amenity, fishing and navigation. The Countryside Commission
and others also objected. Notwithstanding, the Crown Estate Commissioners approved the proposal on
21 September 1989. That decision is inconsistent with the earlier refusal and the Framework Plan. More
importantly, it raises the fundamental issue that no Environmental Assessment was carried out.
Under the terms of the Environmental Assessment Directive as implemented by Statutory Instrument
1218 and the 1988 Regulations, the Crown Estate is the “Competent Auithority” for marine salmon
farming. It issued indicative criteria in 1988 on the situations where Environmental Assessment would be
required, the effect of which was that in sea lochs, marine salmon farms of greater than 6,000m and
within a 2km radius of another farm should require Environmental Assessment.
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No Environmental Assessment, however, was carried out prior to the Crown Estate Commissioners’
recent decision and we how have a situation where there are three permitted salmon cage sites in
relatively close proximity to one another and two of which at least are within 2km distance. By the
established criteria, therefore, and for the good of the industry itself, an Environmental Assessment
should have been undertaken and particular consideration of this Council’s and other representations
should have been taken into account.
The Council consider it appropriate to express their deep concern at the situations arising from the
Crown Estate Commissioner’s decisions on Loch Hourn and Loch Nevis. Both decisions should have
been subject to the scrutiny and consideration of the Crown Estate Commissioner’s Advisory Committee
because of the controversial nature of the proposals and the specific objections submitted by consultees.
Furthermore, the recent Loch Nevis proposals should have been the subject of formal Environmental
Assessment, given the criteria established for such procredures and the need for a caution in such
environmentally sensitive locations.
By their actions at Loch Hourn and Loch Nevis the Crown Estate Commissioners have not only failed
to take into account the criteria of their consultees, they have chosen to ignore their own criteria. These
decisions, the Council believe, bear out conclusively the view that the Crown Estate is not the
appropriate Authority for the regulation of marine fish farming and cast lasting doubt on the likely
effectiveness of the Advisory Committee.
I should add that Lord Mansfield, as First Crown Estate Commissioner, has written to the Convener
inviting the nomination of an elected member to serve on the Advisory Committee when applications
relevant to the Regional Council are heard. This invitation will be considered shortly but, even if
accepted, will not remove the Council’s underlying concern at the unsatisfactory nature of the current
processes.
6 December 1989
Memorandum submitted by the Western Isles Islands Council
1. SUMMARY

1.1 The economic benefits of fish farming to the Western Isles economy in terms of employment are
very significant and extend to remote rural areas. The Council’s policy is to encourage the further
development of the industry.
1.2 Production of salmon is increasing locally, nationally and internationally, and while markets are
expanding, low prices, caused by over-supply are undermining the viability of smaller producers. There is
a need for close examination of third country imports of salmon, particularly from Norway, into the
EEC.
1.3 The Council believes that the present system of planning control is inadequate and argues that
local authorities, and not the Crown Estate, should be responsible for controlling fish farming
development in coastal waters.
1.4 The Council strongly opposed the inclusion of salmon farms within the proposed Salmon Dealer
Licensing Scheme.
1.5 The Council has no conclusive evidence that fish farming is causing significant damage to the
environment. However, it welcomes the provisions of the new Water Act as a means of regulating
possible pollution.
1.6 The availability of grant under the Integrated Development Programme encouraged the
development of smaller units in the Western Isles. Priority areas for grant at present are marketing,
promotion and processing.
1.7 Vigorous promotion of Scottish salmon as a premium product, both on domestic and foreign
markets, is required and should be supported to a greater extent than at present by the Government and
its agencies.
1.8 Fish farming is still a young industry and requires accelerated research and development to reduce
costs and improve product quality. This requires Government support, eg, through adequate funding and
staffing of research establishments.
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ECONOMIC BENEFITS AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

2.1 Fish fanning is the most important new industry to develop in the Western Isles since Harris
Tweed. The economic benefits to the Islands in terms of employment, initial capital investment,
increased turnover for local businesses, etc., have been enormous.
2.2 The industry is now a significant source of employment and has enabled many young people to
obtain permanent employment in the Islands. It has meant the introduction of new skills and has helped
to sustain population in rural areas which otherwise would be extremely fragile.
2.3 About 230 people are directly employed in the industry and up to 100 additional jobs have been
created in related activities such as processing, marketing, transportation and engineering.
2.4 The Council’s policy is therefore to encourage the further development of fish farming and related
activities in the Western Isles.
3. TRENDS IN SUPPLY AND DEMAND AND FUTURE OUTLOOK

3.1 Fish farming has expanded rapidly in the Western Isles since 1980. To date, over 200 leases have
been granted by the Crown Estate for salmon and shellfish farming. There are over 50 salmon farms and
the Islands are self-sufficient in smolts from over 20 hatcheries.
3.2 Between 1982 and 1988, output of salmon increased from 250 tonnes to 2,330 tonnes. In the same
period, total Scottish production rose from 2,000 tonnes to almost 18,000 tonnes and is expected to reach
29,000 tonnes this year. Production has also increased in other countries, but the most dramatic increase
has been in Norway with an estimated 150,000 tonnes this year, some 70 per cent if which is marketed
within the EEC.
3.3 Increased production has resulted in over-supply in some markets, and it is said that some
wholesale markets have recently been supplied with salmon at below cost price. This situation, along with
rising production costs, has placed small producers in a very difficult position and a number of such
companies in the Western Isles may be forced out of business as a result.
3.4 There is an urgent need for the Government and the European Commission to look closely at third
country imports of salmon, particularly from Norway, to the EEC as they appear to be disrupting the
market.
3.5 In the long term, diversification into other species is desirable, but the commercial realisation of
the most promising species (halibut) is still 5-10 years away. The Council is currently assisting local trials
to determine the feasibility of halibut farming.
3.6 Production of farmed shellfish (mussels and scallops), at around 100 tonnes, has not come up to
forecasts, but market prospects are good and production needs to be scaled up considerably in order to
capitalise on the inherent environmental advantages of the Western Isles.
4. PLANNING AND OTHER LEGISLATIVE CONTROLS

4.1 The Council’s view is that it should be able to control development in the sea around its coast. This
could be achieved either by the extension of Planning controls beyond low water mark or through the
granting of Harbour Authority jurisdiction and licensing powers to the Council in respect of its entire
area, as in Shetland.
4.2 At present the control of fish farming development in the sea rests with the CEC as owners of the
seabed. ITiis has always been considered by the Council to be inadequate and although consultation
procedures and guidelines have been laid down in recent years, these are still considered to be
unsatisfactory.
4.3 There is a clear conflict of interest for the CEC in granting leases, in that they are under a duty to
maximise income from the Crown Estate and it is difficult to see how this duty can be reconciled with
their role in considering and granting seabed leases taking account of the wider community interest.
Control by the Council, an elected and publicly accountable body, contrasts sharply with the
decision-making process of the CEC, who make their decisions behind closed doors, involving only one
or two Commissioners and officials.
4.4 Despite recommendations via the Montgomery Committee and subsequently directly to the
Secretary of State, he did not consider it necessary to grant the powers sought by the Council. Instead, it
was decided to set up an Advisory Committee made up of certain statutory bodies, including planning
authorities, which would meet as often as necessary to consider cases referred to it by the CEC. The
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Council does not consider that this Committee is an adequate substitute for Council control as the final
decision would still be that of the CEC. To date, the Advisory. Committee has not met.
4.5 Another unsatisfactory aspect of the present system is that while the Council incurs expenditure on
infrastructure in relation to fish farming development, the CEC are the principal beneficiaries in terms of
revenue, raised through rents.
5. TRADE AND MARKETING ASPECTS

5.1 In order to expand markets, there is a need for more effective marketing and promotion of farmed
species, at a national level. Given the trend away from meat in favour of seafood, and the low level of per
capita consumption of seafood in the UK, the domestic market offers considerable potential for
expansion.
5.2 On foreign-markets there is a need to establish a strong national image and presence, as Norway
has done, in order to promote Scottish salmon as a high quality, premium product. This requires
considerably increased funding and the resources and efforts of the industry should be backed up by more
Government funding.
5.3 Additional processing is desirable in order to reduce pressure on wholesale markets and add value
to the product. This can also generate additional employment in the areas where production takes place
and where unemployment rates tend to be high. Every effort should be made to facilitate processing by
provision of the necessary infrastructure in these areas.
5.4 The Council strongly opposed the Government’s proposals to include fish farms within the Salmon
Dealer Licensing Scheme, on the basis that it will impose unwarranted restrictions, cost and
inconvenience on the industry and the problem of poaching is not relevant to salmon farming.
6. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

6.1 There is no conclusive evidence available to the Council to suggest that fish farming contributes
significantly to environmental pollution. The requirement for obtaining discharge consent for marine
cages under the Control of Pollution Act 1974 has been a grey area in the past with conflicting
interpretations of the Act and differing stands taken by various River Purification Boards. The new
Water Act should, however, resolve this problem by requiring operators of fish cages to obtain consent
under the new Act and will give the Council a clearly established role in the regulation of the industry.
6.2 In view of impending EEC regulations (2067/87) on the farming and marketing of bi-valve molluscs
“competent authorities”—which seem likely to be Local Authority Environmental Health Departments
will require additional resources to ensure that the industry is not penalised by the new regulations.
7. GRANT AID

7.1 The development of the fish farming industry has been supported by considerable grant aid,
mainly through the HIDE. During the years of the Integrated Development Programme (1982-1987),
some £4M in grant and loan was injected into the industry, together with over £3M of private investment.
The involvement of numerous small locally owned companies in salmon farming in the Western Isles can
be attributed largely to the IDP.
7.2 There is now a requirement to consolidate the achievements to date by encouraging, through grant
aid, investment in processing, marketing and promotion. Consolidation and development of co-operative
marketing organisations should be encouraged to ensure the survival of smaller units in an increasingly
competitive market.
7.3 Rope cultured mussels—are a high quality product in great demand and the important selling point
of mussels from the Western Isles is that they need no purification. In order to capitalise on these factors,
production needs to be stimulated by continued availability of grant aid.
8. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

8.1 When it is considered that only two species—salmon and trout are in full commercial production
in the UK and that in the case of the species there is enormous scope for improvements in areas such as
genetics, nutrition and disease prevention/trea.^ment, it is quite apparent that there is a need for
accelerated research and development effort.
8.2 Fish farming must be regarded as a long-term industry and, research effort should be stepped up.
Ihe Government should increase funding for research and development and should encourage the
development of closer links between research and development centres and the industry.
29 September 1989
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Memorandum submitted by Orkney Island Council
As in many other remote rural areas in Scotland, the growth of fish farming has played a vital role in
Orkney in recent years in bringing new prosperity to outlying areas.
The locational requirements for the industry are well suited to the remote maritime areas and it means
that these areas have a natural advantage in respect of fish farming, the reverse of the normal situation
where the natural advantage lies with more heavily populated parts of the country with a large local
market.
Thus the development of fish farming has provided employment in precisely those areas where
alternative employment opportunities are limited. In Orkney as a whole, total employment in salmon
farming in 1988 was 39 full-time and 31 part-time jobs in a total of 17 farms. For an industry which only
got underway in Orkney in 1981, this is a remarkable rate of growth.
Salmon Farms in Orkney
No of
Farms

Smolt
Intake

Output
(tonnes)

Value
£M

1985

9

103,000

101

0.43

1988

17

542,000

1,067

2.48

Employment
11 FT
16 FT
39 FT
31 PT

Shellfish farming, too, is important to the economy although less so than salmon farming. The industry
has experienced a number of problems which have limited its rate of growth and profitability. These are
detailed in a separate section below.
Many of the jobs have been provided in parts of the County which were in greatest need of new
employment opportunities. The principal example of this is the island of Hoy, which at the beginning of
the 80’s was one of the most depressed parts of Orkney, with the highest rate of unemployment in the
islands. Now there are 5 salmon farms, with 7 sites in total, along Hoy’s long coastline, as well as 2
hatcheries on the island, and together these have helped to transfprm the economic prospects of the
island. In the light of the improved economic prospects, the Orkney Housing Association is planning the
construction of a number of new houses on the island to accommodate the growth in population.
Development of the industry in Orkney, unlike its development in some other parts of Scotland, has
primarily been through local initiative and local capital (with financial assistance from the Highlands and
Islands Development Board and the EEC). Of the 17 farms recorded in 1988, only 2 involved outside
control, in both cases Norwegian, though one of these was a Norwegian owned firm, long established in
Kirkwall as a fish merchant, which diversified into salmon farming. In terms.of production, these 2 firms
are the greatest of the 17.
The remaining firms are Orcadian owned, a fact which enhances the economic and social importance of
the industry to the islands, since it has been possible for local people not just to find employment locally
but to actually set up their own business in the areas in which they live, thus acquiring a stake in the
economic future of their own communities. This is another crucial aspect in the turnaround in the
economic prospects of an area like Hoy.
GRANTS

The locally-led development of the industry could not have taken place without the financial assistance
made available to the industry by the Highlands and Islands Development Board. Whilst such assistance
has now diminished as the industry becomes more established, it was vital in the initial period 1984-87 as
new entrants were coming into the industry.
There has also been assistance from FEOGA for most of the fish farms (both salmon and shellfish),
and although there is a considerable time-gap between submission of application, decision and ultimate
payment of grant, nevertheless the assistance has been important in sustaining the development of the
industry.
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Orkney Islands Council itself has provided loan and some grant assistance, especially on working
capital items not eligible for FEOGA aid. The Council also gave grants towards initial trials carried out
by growers testing different locations at a stage of development when HIDE and FEOGA assistance is
not available. This has been especially useful in allowing those without a background in the industry to
gain expertise and go on to full commercial development.
SHELLFISH

Shellfish farming has also been carried out in many parts of the islands by Orkney residents. Slow
growth rates for initial species, eg oysters, has inhibited the growth of the industry but opportunities in
other species has increased development prospects. Initial marketing problems plagued the industry but
latterly impetus has been provided through multi-species ongrowing and involvement in value added
products.
At the early stages, many of the ongrowers considered were part-time and this, together with the
proven success in some areas, has led to the streamlining of the industry with concentration on supply in
the hands of fewer growers. In turn, this provides for full-time employment for growers mainly in areas
outside the main centres.
TRENDS AND MARKETING ASPECTS

The salmon industry in Orkney has grown comparatively slowly due to its local nature with a limit on
capital injection available and the need to ensure steady, progressive investment with good returns. The
initial dependence on outside smolt supplies also contributed to this factor and led to the establishment of
local hatcheries to overcome this obstacle.
In the last 2 years, the Orkney development has brought them to the level where competition is
strongest and this coupled with price trends led to the formation by the majority of the farms of a
marketing organisation. Initially the organisation concentrated on contract selling, together with quality
production and continuity for the top end of the market. They have appointed a General Manager and
staff to continue this policy and investigate product development including a number of added value
options. The company are involved in common packing stations, feeding trials etc, in an attempt to
achieve regular quality standard and maximise returns to the farmer. The local association has based
closely with the SSGA in their various programmes.
Against a scenario of market led forces with supplies increasing and prices on the decline the company
have been able to date to retain a better return for Orkney producers. It seems likely that the next few
years will be difficult but local producers are optimistic that the situation will not decline to the standard
of 4-5 years ago and that demand for their product at an economic level can be achieved.
The slow growth of oysters in the colder waters round Orkney has held back the marketing efforts in
the shellfish sector. On the other hand, the clear, clean waters in the area has provided an opportunity for
ongrowing of scallops, mussels and in the experimental stage, manila clams. Early marketing was
splintered and sporadic largely due to supply uncertainties, but more recently, the 2 main marketing firms
have enjoyed success with a variety of species especially value added products. They are now steadily
adding to their base and have joined the local marketing group, Orkney Seafood Specialists, which has
already proved worthwhile.
The current popular trend towards seafoods indicates a further opportunity for the shellfish industry to
consolidate and grow. Confidence in the future is shown by the increase in numbers of individuals
undertaking shellfish farming in the last year. The provision of direct outlets to Europe based on
shellfishing but increasingly using shellfish farmed species has contributed to that confidence.
THE ENVIRONMENT AND PLANNING CONTROLS

In common with other areas, Orcadians are concerned to balance developments against possible
environmental problems. The basic problems are similar to elsewhere with the effects on seals and birds,
disease and its treatment including the use of chemicals, treatment of effluent and affects on the sea
bottom being the main issues. To date, local farmers have acted responsibly following the lead set by
their associations and bearing in mind the fact that they have the greatest incentive as they will inevitably
be first and probably worst affected by pollution or an accident.
The environmental issues are to some degree covered by the Council’s Works Licence procedures
which cover the main fish farming areas in Orkney. There is input from the Department of
Environmental Health, who are also involved in overseeing the Consent to Discharge Legislation, other
Council departments and the various bodies involved in the environment.
The basic control and guidelines were set up. following a series of meetings involving OIC
departments, the Salmon and Shellfish industry, other water users including commercial fishermen and
statutory bodies. Both planning and harbour interests are involved in the process and planning control is
exerted over land based and processing units.
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Works in Orkney are also subject to the normal sea-bed licence requirements through the Crown
Estate Commissioners and related bodies.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The needs in this sphere are similar to other parts of Scotland. Generally, there is an urgency to
explore the causes and treatment of diseases to protect both farmer and the environment. Development
of techniques to handle a wider range of species is required together with detailed monitoring of methods
and equipment to cut operational costs. Product research is endemic to the continuing survival of the
industry and considerable development funding is required to conduct consumer trials of potential
products.
Essentially, Orkney is at the stage that the next farming developments could be offshore and research
facilities will be desirable. The limited sites and distances applied by the works licence guidelines make
this virtually inevitable.
The waters round Orkney would appear to be suitable for ongrowing of other marine species, eg
halibut, cod, edulis, and it is vital that monies are made available to keep Orkney abreast of
developments in this field. Research into systems for these and into the potential for lobster
developments is a primary requirement. Orkney provides a suitable environment to take a lead in
research and development work in these areas.
October 1989.

Examination of Witnesses
T RAE, Chairman of Planning, Strathclyde Regional Council, COUNCILLOR A GRAHAM,
Western Isles Islands Council, COUNCILLOR N J GRAHAM, Highland Regional Council, MR R G
MAUND, Director of Physical Planning for Strathclyde Regional Council, MR H BRINDLEY, Senior
Depute Director of Planning for Highland Regional Council and MR RAYMOND MCCLUSKEY,
Assistant Secretary, COSLA, all of the Convention of Scottish Local Authorities, examined.

COUNCILLOR

Chairman
454. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen.
Councillor Rae, your name appears to be at the
top of the list, would you be kind enough to
introduce your team?
(Coundllor Rae) I am Councillor Tom Rae,
Chairman of Planning, Strathclyde Regional Council. I am here on behalf of the COSLA delegation.
May I introduce on my extreme rij^t Raymond
McQuskey, who is Assistant Secretary of COSLA.
Next to me is Mr Robert Maund, Director of
Planning, Strathclyde Regional Council. Oh my
immediate left we have ^uncillor Nigel Graham
from the Highland Regional Council and next to him
we have Howard Brindley, who is Senior Depute
Director of Planning for the Highland Regional
Council. On my extreme left we have Councillor
Angus Graham from the Western Isles. Behind me
we have Gordon Frith, who forms part of the
delegation from the Western Isles.
455. I do not wish to be negative but what we
should like to do is to start by hearing about some
of the difficulties that the fish farming activities
caused the local authorities and I have in mind
three headings for openers. First of all there is the
extra expenditure that it is necessary to incur; such
things as access roads, bridges and so on, things
you have to do to provide this industry with a
backup. Second, the question of any resulting
pollution that might cause you to incur costs and
problems. Third, what in your view are the adverse
effects on other industries such as recreation.

fishing, tourism and so on. Perhaps we could start
with the infrastructure costs and the problems
associated with that.
(Councillor Rae) In the first instance when
dealing with the extra expenditure and costs the
Director of Planning for Strathclyde and also the
Senior Depute Director from the Highland Region
could best take that up.
(Mr Brindley) Just to give some figures for the
Highland Region, over the last two or three years
we have spent about £V^ million per annum which
has not been programmed on works to improve
bridges that have been knocked down or become
dangerous or roads where widening is needed to
deal with the traffic to fish farms. Just this year we
agreed a programme looking ahead for the next
three to four years of £1 million per annum to be
spent on roads directly attributable to fish farm
access traffic; that is £1 million per annum out of
our roads programme, which is running at about
£14-15 million. You can see the scale of the
expenditure that we are having to devote to roads
in the Highland Region directly for fish farming
access traffic. In terms of drainage we have a £1
million scheme in Fort William largely to deal with
effluent from the Marine Harvest factory in Fort
William which is a processing factory. Those are
some figures just to give you an idea of the scale of
the costs in terms of roads and drainage.
456.
and drains that occur to you as being directly
associated with fish farming?
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(Mr Brindley) Tliere are costs on the marine side
where we have piers, jetties and so on which we
have to repair or improve because they are being
used by fish farming traffic. There are costs not
borne by the Regional Council in the Highlands
but by the district councils for housing in some of
the remote areas and there may be costs we have to
bear, although it is difficult to say they are direct
costs, in relation to schools where we are having to
upgrade and improve schools. I should make the
point that this is a desirable thing for us to do. We
are not saying this is a problem we do not want to
do; it is a financial difficulty that we have. We
certainly want to see fish farming maintained in the
remote west and we want to see the jobs, the
vitality that comes from that, maintained. However, we do have a difficulty in planning for this,
particularly when we do not have real full knowledge and control of where the industry is going in
the sea.
457. Would anybody else from a different
region like to comment on this particular point,
that is infi'astructure costs?
(Councillor A Graham) The point I would take up
is that we must not leave you with the impression
that we are somehow anti-fish farming as such. In
the Western Isles we are very pro-fish farming and
have been since the mid-1970s when it started. The
important point that Mr Brindley has made is that
many of these costs, which we would be bearing in
, any case, are coming upon us unbeknown to us. If
we had a degree of control over where the industry
should best develop we would be able to plan for
those as we do in all other planning situations. I
should like to leave with yourself and your
Committee that the baseline position of the Western Isles is that we are very much in favour of fish
fanning and despair, as much as the industry does,
at some of the, adverse comments on environmental issues and so on, which we know is not the
reality on the ground.
458. You will not be unaware that you are
extremely well represented on this Committee.
The views of the Western Isles are going to be
heard loudly!
(Councillor N J Graham) I would support Angus
Graham. I do not want anybody to get the idea
that the Highland Region is not in favour; we are
very much in favour of it. It is a question of proper
balance of planning which we see at the present
moment as not being carried out in an orderly and
reasonable fashion; to make it balance out with the
rest of the commitments which we as a local
authority and the district councils have to maintain
in the normal process of planning.
459. We are well aware of the feeling and I did
preface my remarks by saying we were starting
with the negative side. I certainly do not get the
impression that there is any hostility. On this
question of planning, you get as much notice and
as much consultation under the existing system as
you would if you were the planning authority
yourselves. You are one of a long list of over 30
bodies who are consulted in advance of a fish
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farming site being given approval by the Crown
Estates and therefore are you not really making
this point because you prefer the power rather than
the reality of changing anything in this world.
(Councillor A Graham) The point about that is
that we are one of the consultees; we do not know
what any of the other consultees are saying. We do
not know for instance in a very sensitive sea loch
what the Nature Conservancy Council may be
saying about it; they do not consult us.
460. Why should it be your business?
(Councillor A Graham) We have to be concerned. Some of these sea loch areas are very very
sensitive ecologically and fi-om a scenic point of
view. We do not know, as a local authority —we
may have some views—about the disturbance that
this fish farm development may cause to the
environment of the loch. We cannot call upon the
expertise in the Nature Conservancy Council for
instance. We cannot, as a local authority, once we
are consulted, thereafter consult all the people that
we would normally consult in a planning situation.
At the end of the day we do not take the decision,
which is the important bit.
461. That is right; we are not unaware of that.
Come on, let us have this out. The fact of the
matter is that this Committee is going to have to
address itself to this issue; it is clearly one of the
major issues as to who finally gives permission.
The local authorities seek, because they wish to
have a say in their own districts or regions or
whatever, to be the planning authority for fish
farms. The fact is that they are not at the moment
and are miffed by that. I do not see why you can
say “Because we don’t have the planning rights we
can’t plan the roads”, because you know in
advance, as the highway authority, which farms are
being applied for and where they are going to be.
You are perfectly entitled to say to the Crown
Estate, “We are not in favour of this farm because
we cannot afford this road, we think it excessively
expensive and furthermore we don’t like it because
it doesn’t look nice”. Now the fact is that you are
not the decision making authority, but you still
have the ability to put your views forward.
(Councillor N J Graham) Mr Brindley brought
out the point there that we in actual fact in
Highland are faced, particularly on two occasions
recently, with major unprogrammed expenditure
—£}A million on the L^hinver to Kylesku and
£600,000 on the Strontian to Lochaline road—
because the Crown Estate Commissioners had
granted consent without any consultation with us
and the roads and bridges were literally collapsing.
That was unprogrammed expenditure of over £1.1
million. I do not think we are miffed in the least
but I do think it is a question of development. We,
after all, are the people who have to try to get a
proper development going in the Highlands and
keep the people there. We are very keen to have
fish farming but we are concerned that it works in
with everything else. We have in the Highlands
several occasions in the past and particularly the
pulp mill and the Invergorden smelter, where for
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one reason and another things have been put in
which have proved to be very bad investments and
have caused a great deal of trouble in the long run.
We are keen to see fish farming developed in the
long run but we mean in the long run and do not
want it rushed in now in the wrong places in our
opinion in some cases and causing trouble in the
long run. That is our position.
462. 1 hear what you say entirely. Since you
quoted two specific examples and quoted the
figures concerned, it would be of some interest to
this Committee to see a copy of the submission you
made to the Crown Estate when you were told
these developments were being contemplated. If
you would be kind enough to send it to us we
should like to see the protest put up by your
Councilor the submission put ir- by your Council in
response to that application.
(Mr Brindley) Certainly. There were several
applications but we will do that.
463. Could we deal with other difficulties. Are
you conscious that fish farming has had a
deleterious effect on tourism? Has it affected any
other sort of incoming income like people who
come to Scotland to fish or whatever it may be? Is
there any knowledge of that or feelings that you
have about the deleterious effects of fish farming?
(Mr Maund) That is something that is very
difficult to measure. We have a response from
interested societies, people who are concerned
about Scotland’s environment from the sailing
organisations who have been concerned about
certain leases that have been given that they fear
will interfere with the normal way in which they
have been able to use the area beforehand. It
would be very difficult to pin down precisely
whether that has had an effect in financial tenns or
in numerical terms on the umbers of tourists The
whole object of trying to have a strategy for fish
fanning is to try to create a balance between the
different interests and that is where, as strategic
planning authorities and our district colleagues,
the difficulties arise because we do not have that
input to a planned approach to the thing.
464. But you do have an input. I am sorry, I
keep being told this morning that you do not have
an input. All local authorities at all levels are
consulted by the Crown Estate Commissioners, as
are some 30 other bodies before they grant an
application.
(Mr Maund) But we, for example, in Strathclyde
have had cases where there have been perhaps half
a dozen lease applications in one area. It will be a
sensitive area, either a national or regional scenic
area, something of that kind. We have said to the
Crown Estate Commissioners “Really you
shouldn’t look at these on an ad hoc basis. We
ought to get together with the district council and
try to look at the carrying capacity of this area and
to see what could be approved and what could be
supported in a way that will not damage other
interests. There is not a single occasion where the
Crown Estate Commissioners have responded to
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those offers from us to work jointly with them to
try to bring about that kind of approach.
Mrs Winterton
465. At what level were those representations
made?
{Mr Maund) All letters from my department are
either signed by me or by people who are
authorised to sign on my behalf. All correspondence, it says on my notepaper, should be addressed
to me. Any letter that goes out in my name is from
me. I have seen the Crown Estate Commissioners'
evidence on this. I dispute it very strongly. All the
people in the department who sign letters on my
behalf are authorised to do so and are trusted to do
so.
Chairman
466. We would not want to get into the minutiae
of whether a letter was sent on a certain occasion
or anything of that sort. You will see from our
point of view that the distinct flavour we get is that
because you are planning au»-dorities in every other
respect but not in this particular one, as it so
happens, given the existing arrangements, you are
complaining that you are not beinq allowed to have
your way because there are occasions when you are
being overruled. Therefore you say, “If we were
the planning authoritv, we would not have allowed
this but actually Crown Estate have allowed it and
therefore they are not listening to our representations”. I would put a different point of view and
say they have listened to your representations but
they have turned them down.
{Mr Maund) There is an illogicality.
(Councillor A Graham) There are many occasions in the land-based situation where we are
overruled as well on appeal. We have a proper
appeals procedure which one can institute; the
reporter comes, conducts an inquiry and we are
overruled as a planning authority on many occasions, The problem about being overruled by the
Crown Estate Commissioners is that we are overruled in a secretive way which we do not know
about. In may cases they do not justify their
decision. I will just go back and say there are many
leases ... We have three in the last year where we
were not consulted. I will leave you these
examples. I have another lease in front of me here
where the lease was granted against our wishes and
in this case the District Controller of H.M
Coastguard which is part of the Department of
Transport. We are concerned about the navigational impact of this particular lease because it says in
the Admiralty Pilot that this is a safe navigation
channel and yet they granted a lease. That came to
us from the Crown Estate Commissioners that that
lease had been granted after they had previously
refused it. It is not a question of being overruled, it
is a question of the way we are being overruled.
467. We are going to ask some questions about
the Advisory Committee in a minute and I do not
want to anticipate that, but that in theory is what it
is for and is a response to that. We will not jump
ahead of our pre-ordained order of batting.
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(Mr Maund) Could I just make one point. The
question perhaps ought to be the other way round.
All development is basically handled by local and
regional planning authorities. Why should there be
an exception in the case of fish farming? What is
the logicality of having the onshore development
requiring planning permission controlled by the
local authorities and the offshore development
being controlled by somebody else, particularly
when that body, with the best will in the world, has
a strong vested interest in the outcome. Local
planning authorities are there to try to weigh in the
balance the interests of all parties right across the
board; they are not there to pursue the interests of
one particular body. It is really up to Government
and the Crowa Estate to say why these things
should be treated differently from other development. If you take the case of open-cast coal, at one
time that was handled in a different manner,
basically from the time open-cast coal was
required almost as a national emergency it has
been accepted that that now ought to be handled
through the normal planning system. Why should
marine fish farming be any different?
Chairman: We understand the issues very well
and will of course have to give our mind to this in
due course. I have no doubt it will be a highly
contentious meeting.

241
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want to put up a factory in the middle of a field I
have to go to the planning department and ask
them for it.
Chairman
469. Not if you are a farmer, unless it is over a
certain size.
(Councillor N J Graham) If it is a factory I do.
Can I answer some of the questions. You ^d ask
earlier whether there was any question that fish
farming was causing conflict with other interests.
In some areas it probably is slightly. The Chairman
of the Planning Committee in the Highland
Region, Mr Keith, who in actual fact sits for North
West Sutherland, indicates that there is a feeling in
the tourist industry that too much is being given
and it is altering the outlooks and the beauty of the
lochs in certain cases but this is a subjective
judgement and it is a thing that has to be balanced.
I think it would be better balanced by us rather
than the Crown Estate Commisioners; that is our
opinion.
Chairman: We are not ai all surprised.

Mr Marland
470. So that is the answer to my question. The
fact is that for the fish farms we have been to look
at, and we are going to look at more, the main
Mr Marland
criterion seems to me to be the location of the fish
468.
Can I almost turn thatfarm
question
back
because
of on
the weather conditions and the
you? What I should like to ask is this. When an water and all the rest of it. You do not agree with
investor or an individual decides that he would like that.
to establish a fish farm in a certain place, what are
(Councillor N J Graham) Obviously that comes
his main criteria for putting it there? Is it that the into it. It is the shore base that concerns us and the
loch is well sheltered or that the flow of water infrastructure that goes with it. That is as much a
going past his fish farm is going to be correct, the concern to us as the actual fish farm, although
temperature is right, is it sheltered enough? In the there are cases where the fish farming has been put
Western Isles, heaven knowns, the wind blows in the wrong place and it does cause environmental
often enough. Obviously it needs to be in a fairly concern and we feel that in some cases it could
sheltered position. You said earlier on and you have been placed in a different place.
have all agreed that you are very much in favour of
(Councillor A Graham) To draw an analogy with
the development of fish farming and I can abso- the farming situation, if you want to build a pig
lutely see why. You are saying that sometimes building on your farm or something, nobody can
current conditions do not actually suit you to well. stop you doing that. If a developer comes to you on
Councillor Graham was suggesting the need to the outskirts of London and says he wants to build
have a structured development, that is for councils 500 houses in the 100 acres you have at the end of a
actually to say when and where and how fish farms field, that developer is subject to a lot of restricwill develop, simply because now your roads do
tions. He has to go to the planning authority and
not always actually coincide with where the inves- justify that in all sorts of terms as to why that
tor wants to put his fish farm. Who is actually going development should be allowed. Mr Wiggin may
to control the situation? Are you trying to have a not say to the developer “Just go in there and build
situation where the tail is v/agging the dog because the houses and never mind about all the other
the main enterprise, that is the dog, is the fish concerns”. I am putting the question back again
farm? I should like to turn your statement back on and am really saying what Mr Maund is saying:
you a bit. It seems to me that, rather than the road, why should the fish farmer not be subject to the
the main criteria must be firstly that the individual same consideration as the developer in the Green
is willing to go ahead with the investment and Belt of London?
secondly the suitability of the situation where he is
actually going to have the fish farm.
471. Because of what I said about the business
(Councillor N J Graham) Any normal developer
might bring in. jobs and a whole lot of things to an of the need for shelter and the right water stream
area but they still have to go before the planning and all the rest of it.
(Councillor A Graham) The developer in the
committee in order that the planning committee
does not find themselves with unprogrammed Green Belt needs certain preconditions before he
expenditure which they simply cannot make. If I will undertake that development.
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472. YOU spoke warmly offish farming and how
pleased you were to have it in your different areas,
it seems to me a wooden attitude to say, “We want
to be in control of everything and have a structured
development, we do not want you necessarily to
put the fish farm there because there is only a very
poor quality road”. But earlier on Mr Brindley was
talking about the fact that you were very pleased to
spend
million on the roads because the arrival
of the fish farming in these areas provides very
welcome employment, well paid jobs for a lot of
people who did not have those chances a few years
ago, therefore they need to be encouraged.
(Councillor A Graham) Yes. What we are trying
to avoid is if he comes into a sea loch and proposes
a big development he needs a jetty of his own, we
do not want someone next year coming in half a
mile up the same sea loch to whom that road and
that jetty are no use; he needs another road and
another jetty. We need some degree of planning
control over our infrastructure.
(Mr Brindley) The point I should like to make is
that the fish farmer has choice. There is rarely one
site and only one site that he can develop. There is
a large area of coast and often it is a company who
has a number of interests. There is very often a
range of sites available. What we are concerned
about in many ways is the phasing of this development. There are many places where we might say
“Go there first because we can provide you with
the infirastructure. That is a much better place to
start with. If you are really keen on coming to
position B don’t go there until we can sort you out
with infrastructure and find a detailed location for
you”. So he has choice and he is not coming along
saying this’ is the only place he can put his fish farm
and we must service it. He can go elsewhere.
(Mr Maund) There is no simple answer to this.
The applications are from different kinds of
developers. Some of them are from big people like
Marine Harvest and they are the ones that are
perhaps more mobile and might be influenced by
this degree of choice. Then there are the small
applications from farmers or crofters who are
really working almost from their back garden and
want the piece of water that is closest to their
holding. In some cases that can be accommodated
comfortably and have no serious infrastructure
problems; in the others it can create infrastructure
problems and there is such a length and variety of
coastline that there is an element of choice and if
there was a strategy that had been worked out in
conjunction with Crown Estate Commissioners the
authorities and the industry then we could be
directing them in the places where we could most
easily meet their requirements and where they
could get progress quickly.
Chairman
473. Tliis is an inevitable conflict of opinion and
this is why we are questioning you closely on it. I
a.ssume that as all local authority associations you
would be in favour of requiring planning permission for all agricultural developments? You are
satisfied with the present situation. Do you therefore look upon the onshore facilities for fish

[Continued

farming as being in the same category or is it a fact
that most of them are big enough to require
planning permission anyway, whatever sort of
building they are?
(Mr Brindley) There is an element of permitted
development which agriculture has. There are
certain agricultural things you cannot do without
permission and there are certain permitted developments. I see no reason why fish faming should
not be the same: there is an element of permitted
development.
474. You are being asked at the moment by the
Scottish Office for your views on the landward side
of fish farming, are you not? ‘There is a consultative paper out at the present time.
(Councillor Rae) Yes.
475. Will your local authority will be saying that
it simply requires the same rules for agriculture to
apply to fish farming? Or will it say, as I suspect
most authorities will say, “No, we want full
planning permission for fish farming”; on the
landward side that is?
(Mr Brindley) What we have said so far is that
we think the establishment of fish farming in
freshwater lochs requires planning permission anyway. We would be quite happy to treat that in the
same way we treat other developments which have
permitted development status. Once they are
established there are certain things they can do to
extend.
476. That is tougher than for farming then. You
just said you wanted the same as for farming. Do
you really mean that. I strongly suspect you do not.
You mean you want all fish farming to have full
planning permission? I should be surprised if you
did not.
(Councillor N J Graham) I personally think we
would want full planning permission for fish
farming because it is quite a major industry.
477. I do not agree with you but I think you
would want it.
(Councillor NJ Graham) Yes, I think we would.
Earlier there was a question about the fact that we
were asked to comment and were allowed to
comment. If you look in the COSLA representation in Appendix 1 you will see eight cases in the
Highland Region where we objected strongly and
were overruled. You will see in Appendix 2 that
out of the decisions to date, 75, Highland Region
have agreed with CEC on 44 occasions and there
have been 31 views in conflict or major difference.
In three out of seven we are disagreeing with the
CEC’s finding for various reasons.
478. Obviously this is one of the key issues we
have to address ourselves to and that is really why
we wanted your views on that.
(Councillor N J Graham) We have itemised
these, as you see there.
Mr MacDonald
479. Your preferred solution is to give local
authorities the planning powers over fish farming
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development. Do you have a fallback position?
Would you for example consider a situation as
exists in Northern Irland, where, in the Scottish
case, the Scottish Office would have the ability to
license fish farms after consultation with planning
authorities, Department of Transport as regards
navigation and so on? That it will ultimately be the
Scottish Office who have the ability to license fish
farms. Or do you regard that as being every bit as
objectionable as having the Crown Estate Commission with the licensing powers?
(Councillor Rae) Speaking personally, I think
that would be a position I would wish to adopt. I
do not think we are going to get full planning
powers and having stated that, our next objective
would be to get some accountability into the
system. That is our main gripe at the moment;
accountability is very poor. An Advisory Committee was set up at the end of December 1988 and
I do not think that Advisory Committee has yet
met on any application. I do not think we want to
push full planning powers too much. It would be
ideal if we could get it but at the same time if you
as a Committee could concentrate on bringing
some accountability into the fish farming permissions that would be what we would be looking for.
(Mr Maund) There is again a principle involved.
As far as possible decisions are taken as far dov.'n
the ladder as they can be, in other words local
decisions are taken locally. It would raise the
question that if there is a policy that takes into
account national interest, regional and local interest, why would the decisions need to be taken at
Government level. It is back to the original point
that I raised: why should fish farming be different?
Is there a suggestion that local planning authorities
could not handle it in the way in which they already
handle thousands of planning applications every
year in a very efficient manner?

[Continued

481. We are not yet expert on Shetland but we
are going to have a look and see the system there.
(Councillor A Graham) The licensing system in
Shetland is well worth a detailed look. It came in as
a result of the Zetland County Council Act of
1974, in anticipation of the oil development. They
have adapted it very well to fish farming.
Mr MacDonald
482. Could I hear from the Highland Region on
that? If there was a choice between the Crown
Estate Commission and the Scottish Office as a
final issuer of licences, would you see a preference
between the two?
(Councillor N J Graham) On the whole we
would prefer the Scottish Office had it rather than
the Crown Estate Commissioners. May I say that if
it went under full planning permission inevitably
the Scottish Office has the right of say in the end
because it has a right of appeal. I would also point
out as an aside that Crown Estate Commissioners
say that they do it quicker than we do. In actual
fact 70 per cent of our applications are dealt with in
under two months whereas the Crown Estate
Commissioners say that it takes them three to four
months at least and I believe that Mr Maund has
the actual details of how long It takes the Crown
Estate Commissioners to deal with an application.
Chairman
483. Seeing they have to consult 34 bodies, it
probably does take, them some time.
(Councillor N J Graham) We have to consult the
same number of bodies and we do it rather quicker
than they do and rather more efficiently because
we have the machinery to do it, and taking into
consideration what other people who live and work
and occupy the area have to think about it.

484. I do not know how you do things north of
the border but certainly in my part of the world the
Chairman
planning authority is not the one who goes out to
480.
I cannot think why anyone
wantsIt this
consultation.
is other people’s responsibility to
onerous task. The fact of the matter is, it is being make representations when an application is filed.
done by the Crown Estate Commissioners at the I am intrigued to learn that you would consider it
present time and clearly there are two alternatives: an obligation to consult 34 separate bodies.
one is simply to put it under ordinary planning
(Councillor N J Graham) Mr Brindley will tell
permission, in which case you will apply your own you how many bodies we do consult but it is a very
criteria to it, or to allow central Government to do large number.
it. That happens to be the way it is done in
485. For any planning application in the HighNorthern Ireland and that is why you were asked
land Region?
that question.
(Mr Brindley) No, not on any planning applica(Councillor A Graham) There is one more
alternative. I do not want to float it on behalf of tion. A large number would have fairly small
COSLA but as an authority in the Western Isles we consultations because 34 bodies would not be
would be very interested in seeing the Shetland interested. We do have the same list of consultees
type system looked at, that is where the local as the Crown Estate Commissioners and where
authority becomes the harbour authority for the those consultees have an interest, they would be
whole of its area. That will cause a lot of difficulty consulted.
(Councillor Rae) Could I touch on this accountain areas such as Strathclyde where there are a lot of
existing harbour authorities in many cases but in bility again. I am from Glasgow so I do not have a
many areas it would be a very good compromise great deal of knowledge on the Argyll coastline in
solution. Given what Councillor Rae has said, we the sense of visiting it every week or so. There was
all accept that there are huge difficulties foi you in one instance of an application for a fish farm and I
recommending that a planning control be estab- had a personal involvement because I holiday
there quite a lot and that was Lamlash in Arran.
lished-offshore.
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That particular application was not notified to
Strathclyde Regional Council. So in the only
instance where I have had a personal involvement I
know for a fact that Strathclyde was not involved
or asked for their opinion. 1 do not know how
often that can be happening; I do not think it
happens very often but in that instance it did and
there is no accountability in the system in the sense
that we could not go back after it had granted and
say, “We were not consulted, can you do something about it?” Again there is this lack of
accountability which I want to stress.
486. De facto the chances are that if you have
that long Ust of consultees somebody is going to
object for one reason or another. Indeed we are
aware of a body that looks upon all fish farms as
being a blight on the landscape.
(Councillor Rae) If that happens under normal
statutory planning acts then there is a come-back,
but with fish farming there is no come-back.
487. You mean with the Crown Estate doing it
there is no come-back.
(Councillor Rae) Yes.
Mr MacDonald
488. That is a particularly interesting case. The
Lamlash case is now the subject of a complaint to
the European Commission that there was an
inadequate environmental assessment done in that
particular respect. It is a particularly controversial
case.
(Councillor Rae) Very much so.
489. For that reason I am surprised that you did
not get an opportunity to have an input on it.
(Councillor Rae) What is more is that that
environmental impact was carried out by the
applicant and we had no chance to comment.
(Mr Maund) In fact we received the documentation on that with a compliment slip and a scribbled
apology after the decision had been taken and it
was sent to a more junior member of my staff not
to the director.
Mr Marland
490. Fish farming is not a wholly new industry in
your part of the world. Over the years has a more
coordinated or a more difficult relationship
developed between yourselves and the Crown
Estate Commissioners?
(Councillor A Graham) Prior to 1986 the whole
question was done on an ad hoc basis anyway. We
did not know what was happening at all. There was
a lot of fuss about that and the consultation
procedure was brought in. We were all very
conscious of trying not to disturb the growing
fledgling industry in Europe; we were very very
sensitive to their needs. We continue to be like that
but it is now becoming more and more established.
The industry can stand a great deal more scrutiny
now than it could at tho! time.
491. So you have not informally arranged
slightly better relations between yourselves and the
Crown Estate since the consultation process.

^
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(Councillor A Graham) Our relationship with
the Crown Estate is very very poor. Our relationship with the industry is reasonable. We have
an informal liaision with the industry through our
local authority anyway.
492. You mentioned the building of jetties. Do
you build those? I thought that on the whole those
were built by the fish farm.
(Councillor A Graham) I can only speak for the
Western Isles. We have largely built those. It is
unreasonable in many instances for us to ask a fish
farmer faced with large capital outlay—there are
no grants available now —also to provide the
infrastructure as an individual. Though, if we had
planning control we could maybe have a Section 50
agreement which would make him responsible for
part of the maintenance costs of that jetty or road
or whatever along with all his fellow operators in
that sea loch who use these facilities.
(Mr Maund) From Strathclyde’s point of view,
we first introduced policies into our structure plan
recognising the benefits of fish farming but the
need to look at them and have them developed in
an environmentally acceptable way as early as
1981. There was the strategic planning authority
recognising this was a growth industry and building
policies in to its structure plan, recognising that at
an early stage. That was before the real boom in
applications started. We appreciate and recognise
the efforts that have been made by the Crown
Estate Commissioners to provide more positive
guidance through their documents and so on. In a
way that has been a response to very reasonable
pressure that has come from local authorities and
concerned members of the public. The thing that is
missing out of it is the kind of response when we
have offered to work with them jointly on particularly sensitive areas. There are at least a dozen
cases where we have said “Let’s get together over
this, let’s not have any more leases granted until
such time as there is a clear indication of what this
area can stand. There is no response on that. It is
as if thee are coming so far and then holding off,
saying you are getting in too deep, it is nothing to
do with you.
Mr Gill
493. Can we get to the bottom of this question
of the relationship between yourselves and the
Crown Estate Commissioners? Councillor Graham, you said that the contact was poor. The poor
relations between you would either be due to a
reluctance to establish better relations or a refusal
to establish better relations. Which is it?
(Councillor A Graham) Could I just say we had
extensive conflict with the Crown Estate Commissioners some three years ago over the whole issue
of rents, when they started proposing rents on fish
farmers. We did not think the industry was ready
to bear these rents for a start and once we realised
that they were going to do it anyway we tried to
argue that there should be a differential between
an island-based farmer and a mainland based
farmer because of the costs. We always say that do
we not, but it seems inconceivable to us that'a bit
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of farm land in Perthshire should command the
same kind of rent as a bit of farm land in Lewis so
why should fish farming be any different. We had a
great deal of conflict over that and that caused a
great deal of the poor relations. We did not resolve
the conflict and the Shetland men have not at all
resolved the conflict, as you may know. They are
in the Court of Session with it. There has been a
number of issues other than these purely planning
issues on which there has been conflict which has
resulted in this poor relationship. I can only speak
of the relationship being poor in terms of the
Western Isles, not in terms of local government in
Scotland as a whole.
494. What you have just said does not seem to
me to argue in favour of giving local authorities
more powers. The area you are now straying into is
one as between a willing buyer and a willing seller
in terms of the leases that the landlord will grant
and the lease that the fish farmer will accept. I
really do not see that is any part of the local
authority’s responsibility.
(Councillor A Graham) In purely planning terms
it is not. We have nO input into what a land owner
on the land-based side does with regard to rents to
his tenants and so on. However we had to react to
the rent situation as a result of the fish farmers’
appeal to us. They asked us to try to argue the case
for them that they should not at this time have to
pay these rents. We did that on their behalf.

245
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497. In the context of Councillor Graham’s
question.
(Councillor N J Graham) Yes, that is right.
Chairman
498. That is helpful. Unfortunately we tried to
fit in a visit to the Western Isles but our time-table
would not allow us to go. We are certainly seized
of this point. What you are sayinq is perfectly true.
There is a feeling that pertains to an awful lot of
tenants who do not terribly love their landlords.
There is nothing particularly new about that.
Unfortunately, because of their other role, this
creates an antipathy which is clearly recognised.
You heed not have any fear about that.
(Councillor A Graham) If the landlord were also
their planning authority.
Chairman: Yes; we are very well seized of the
point.

Mr MacDonald
499. You described some of the problems and the
drawbacks you are encountering with fish farming
which you say are largely due to the way that fish
farming is presently handled. Could you say something about the benefits as opposed to the costs that
accrue to your council from fish farming development, perhaps in the wider sense of the economic
benefits that it brings to your re^on or your
Highlands area? But perhaps also directly in what
kind of direct economic benefit it might bring to the
council itself? For example, if there were some other
kind of factory development the council would be
495. Going back then to the relationship getting benefit in the form of rates and the Crown
between yourselves and the Crown Estate Com- Estate Commission themselves, although they are
missioners, it does not seem to me sufficient reason ostensibly landlords, you could argue that, given
to alter the law to give local authorities more they have monopoly statutory protection of the land
powers if simply the problem at the moment is that holding, they are really a quasi-government body
you cannot sit down together and discuss and who in imposing rents are really imposing the
debate and decide rationally and sensibly on the equivalent of rates or a tax for the services they
future.
deliver. What benefits do the local councils get
(Councillor N J Graham) Certainly as far as directly, financially, from fish farming development
Highland is concerned it has become much more as opposed to costs? What benefits do the local areas
formal because the thing has got much bigger. The get from fish farming development?
planning committee of Highland did meet Lord
(Councillor Rae) We realise the economic beneMansfield 2Vi years ago. We did not really get very fits that accrue to councils from the development
far. The thing is not particularly bad. You also talk of fish farms. It is an important point. In terms of
about a willing seller and a willing buyer. If I own a jobs and related jobs they bring tremendous
field and I wish to put up an enormous great benefit to our area and to Scotland as a whole. We
factory to do almost anything, somebody may be welcome this. As the leader of this delegation I
very willing to take the field off me, buy it, lease it, would stress that we want to promote fish farms
whatever you like, but I still have to go to the within Scotland.
planning committee to ensure I have planning
(Mr Brindley) To give some statistics, we esticonsent to do that, or to ensure the buyer or leaser mate in Highland Region that we have about half
has the right to do that thing on that particular the fish farms of Scotland. They generate about
field. I do not see a lot of difference between that 1,000 direct jobs either on the fish farm or in
and offshore fish farming. It seems to me that there association with supplying the fish farm industry.
is a very narrow line which you can possibly draw. Obviously you then have a spin-off, a multiplier
from that, in thevlocal community. The great value
496. Councillor Graham was trying to make the of that is that they are largely in remote areas.
point about there being differential rents between They are not in and around Inverness and the East
fish farms on islands and on the mainland. That is Coast population centres or in Caithhess; they are
in the West Coast where we have traditionally had
not quite the same.
(Councillor N J Graham) No, he is bringing in a problems of very high unemployment. The great
different point. But you did mention earlier this value of that now to us is that there are parts of the
West Coast and the Highlands-maybe I should
question of a willing seller and a willing buyer.
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not say this too loudly—where there really is no
unemployment at all, or it is very difficult to get
anybody because of the numbers working on fish
fanning. That is a major contribution in those
remote areas. In terms of income, obviously there
is income generated where you have 1,000 jobs and
you have people with money in their pockets.
Obviously that money goes into the local economy.
I do not know what that would be, but it is
obviously quite significant in the local shops and
the other industries in the region.
(Councillor Rae) The main point that is being
made is that we welcome fish farming in Scotland
and it does bring economic benefits. There is no
doubt about that. We want to encourage it. It is
just this fact of accountability.
Chairman: We have definitely seen that firsthand ourselves and we concur with everything you
have said on that point.

^

l^ontinued

an acceptable compromise, whether they will come
back to the statutory consultees, to see whether
they regard it as an acceptable compromise. What
is happening at the moment, where we have lodged
an objection on a variety of grounds, is that
sometimes the lease is granted, and it may be for a
reduced area, but there is no way of establishing
whether the compromise they have reached has
met the variety of objections. The other issue in
relation to the Advisory Committee is the threshold at which cases would go to the Advisory
Committee and the threshold is put at a high
level—I think 12,000 square metres of cages. That
is a small proportion of the applications. The
Crown Estate Commissioners said in their evidence that they would only expect a handful of
cases in any one year to be considered. That
threshold in COSLA’s view was set at far too high a
level and you may have cases where you have quite
a small fish farm but because of its scenic location
Mrs Winterton
it ought to be looked at in the same degree of detail
of theor
larger
500.
Could I askasa one
question
two ones.
aboutThe
the criteria upon which
the
Advisory
Committee
would
meet and consider
Advisory Committee? This infamous committee
is
not
yet
satisfactory.
which was set up in late 1988 and has not yet sat.
Could you please tell me what is your understand501. Could I ask the Highland Region about a
ing of the procedure for referring, cases to this
Advisory Committee and have you indeed been letter they wrote to the Secretary of State for
informed by the Crown Estate of this procedure? Scotland on 6 December 1988 about two contenWhat in other words is the mechanism or the tious lease allocations which in the Region’s
trigger for referring cases to the Advisory Com- opinion should have been referred to the Advisory
Committee? When we actually raised this with
mittee?
(Councillor Rae) Could I briefly make a few Lord Mansfield he said that there was no sugremarks? If it is a disputed application then we gestion from any level in the Highland Region that
would wish to see it referred to the Advisory the Loch Nevis/Lovat Estates case should go to the
Committee and for that Advisory Committee to be Advisory Committee. He also said that he had not
as independent as possible. Could I compare it to received a single letter urging him to hurry up and
advisory committees on the forestry side? They are establish this Committee. How would you respond
not as independent as I should like to see them but to that?
(Mr Brindley) In the letters that we sent to the
at least it is a start and there is some accountability.
Crown
Estate Commissioners ve probably did not
So any disputed cases I would want to see referred
say
in
so
many words “We would like the Advisory
to the Advisory Committee. You were talking about
the trigger mechanism. Obviously if an objection Committee to meet”. We registered a strong
objection on various grounds and assumed that
were put in, then that would be the trigger.
(Mr Brindley) As I understand it from the because the cases were of the relevant size and we
circular the Secretary of State wrote when he were registering strong objections, the Committee
introduced the committee, or the announcement would meet. We were not aware that we have to
he made in Parliament, wherever one of the main make a very specific and special plea to the CEC
consultees, which includes the local authority, through the Chairman of the Planning Committee
Nature Conservancy and so on, objected to a lease to have the Advisory Committee meet. Perhaps
and that objection could not be resolved by Lord Mansfield is right where he says that in our
discussion between the Crown Estate and the letter, if you simply read it baldly, we did not say
consultee, then the Advisory Committee would this is a case for the Advisory Committee. Cermeet. I assume the form of the objection would be tainly we assumed that would be what should
in the form of the normal consultation, in other happen as a result of the Secretary of State’s
words a letter from the planning authority signed statement. In terms of letters to the CEC urging
by the director of planning indicating the that lease that the Advisory Committee meet, I am not sure
in the current form is not acceptable I assumed that whether we have written directly to the CEC or to
the Advisory Committee would meet. We have the Secretary of State. I rather feel that we wrote
objected on a number of occasions since 1988 and to the Secretary of State urging him that the
the Advisory Committee has never met and we Advisory Committee should meet in these cases.
Mrs Winterton; This whole area seems to be
have never had tee opportunity of taking it further.
totally
and utterly confused.
(Mr Maund) There is one area where there is a
lack of clarity on this: if there is an objection from
Mr MacDonald
one or more of the statutory consultees, but then
the Crown Estate Commissioners negotiate with
502. As far as I can see, the reason it is confused
the appUcant and come up with what they regard as is that you have no information, no instructions
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from the Crown Estate Commission about this
Advisory Committee, when it should meet and
how you should go about causing it to meet.
(Mr Brindley) That is correct.
503. The only information you have had is from
the Secretary of State’s announcement.
(Mr Brindley) Yes.
(Councillor A Graham) In his statement of
Monday 19 December 1988, the Secretary of State
said that “The Commissioners may also choose to
put to the Committee cases in other circumstances
where they consider that they would find the
advice of the Committee of assistance.” The
Secretary of State was clearly putting the ball in the
Commissioners’ court to convene that Committee
when they see fit.
(Councillor N J Graham) It does seem to me
extraordinary also that after this has been talked
about for 18 months or more that Lord Mansfield
has not managed to meet the Chairman of the
Advisory Committee who has been appointed and
secondly, an actual Advisory Committee has not
been set up. If one had been set up and operating,
like the forestry RACs, which meet not all that
often but fairly regularly because both Councillor
Rae andl are on them, and the other thing I think
is so unnecessary is the fact that they do nu£ intend
to have people from the local authorities on them
as a right. You can appoint somebody for one
particular case. In the case of the RACs, as we
both sit on one, we are on there as permanent
members of the RAC. We gather a certain amount
of expertise, I hope, and interest and knowledge of
what is going on. I have a feeling that if you have
an Advisory Committee with somebody just on a
one-off occasion, they are not going to pick up an
awful lot. It is the expertise that one picks up by
being on a thing for a long time that is important.
(Councillor Rae) Again speaking personally, I
am not advocating that this whole system of fish
farming applications would act in a democratic way
if we had advisory committees meeting regularly. I
do not think that. I know from the Forestry
Commission system that advisory committees are
of some assistance, or are of little assistance in
terms of accountability.
Mr Bradley
504. Could I ask you a couple of questions on
the Crown Estate development strategy for marine
fish farms? What are your views on the Crown
Estate document “Development Strategy and
Area Guidelines”, particularly on the “Very Sensitive Area” designation on which that document
was based? Secondly, were you consulted on the
contents of that document? Thirdly, particularly to
the Highland Regional Council, have you had
discussions with the Crown Estate about integrating your framework plan with their strategy documents for marine fish farming?
(Mr Brindley) When the strategy first came out,
probably 18 months to two years ago, there was a
consultation process a latest document has been
published as a result of that process. There was an
opportunity for all the interested parties to comment on the strategy when it first came along and
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this is now the final version. Generally we have
welcomed it as a preliminary statement of how to
deal with and how to guide fish farming development. However, it is not a development plan in the
formal sense of the word and this is coming back
again to comparing a strategy prepared by the
Crown Estate Commission with a structure plan
and local plans prepared by the planning authority,
which go through very clear processes of allowing
all interested parties to comment. They are done in
public and if there are objections to them theathey
can be raised with higher authority and we can
have public inquiries. So it is a step in the right
direction but it still is not a proper development
strategy and a proper development plan. We in the
Highland Region feel that our framework: plans in
a sense are far better than this because they give a
lot more detail. They are much more like local
plans for specific sea lochs or specific areas of the
coast. They do go down into giving fairly detailed
site guidance which the development strategy and
the Very Sensitive Areas do not. It is a step in the
right direction. Very Sensitive Areas are one of
three areas of types of coast that the Crown Estate
Commission have identified.
Chairman
505. Having held up the activity of your council
in relation to forestry as an example of how it
should be done, I hope you are not going to spoil it
by saying you do not approve of indicative strategies.
(Mr Brindley) No, no; lain not saying that at all.
I am saying that the strategy prepared by CEC
needs to be taken much further down the line to
become a proper development guidance that
everyone can have confidence in.
506. Have you talked to each other about those
points you are raising?
(Mr Brindley) We have talked about our
framework plans because we cannot prepare them
without the CEC. We have to have help from
Crown Estate Commission to prepare those plans
and we have talked about details; We have not
formally said to the Crown Estate Commission
“Well done with your strategy but you must now
take this further”. This is something that is being
said through COSLA rather than ourselves as
individuals. We have not as a Region made that
formal statement to the Crown Estate.
(Mr Maund) Strathclyde has made that statement to the Crown Estate, We have welcomed the
guidelines but what we have said is that it takes
into account the national interest, the national
scenic area and things of that kind, but it does not
get into the things that are of regional and local
significance. It has for example presumptions
against development in certain sensitive areas of
large-scale fish farming, but the cumulative effect
of several small-scale fish farms can be the same. It
is that area of work that we would want to join with
the Crown Estate Commissioners and try to pursue
further to bring a more sensitive approach down to
a local level.
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planning system. We would hope that the economics of the industry will be such, that the small man
can still make a reasonable profit Out of it.. That is
the saviour of the smaller man.

507. Gould I turn to the structure of the industry
and ask whether the councils think an appropriate
balance has now been struck between local and
multi-national ownership of fish farms? If the
answer is no, in that you do not think the balance is
correct at the moment, what effect is this having
and what effect is this likely to have on the industry
and the local econpmy?
(Councillor A Graham) This is an extremely
difficult area because of the planning controls. For
land-based developments we do not really gO into
the structure of indusfiies. 1 will speak specifically
about the Western isles. A good balance was
struck in the Western Isles. I must say that is
perhaps because of the particular company. TTiere
is a large company involved in the Western Isles.
The people they employ and the attitude they have
taken has perhaps been an attitude one would not
expect of some large companies. There has been a
very reasonable bdance. The economic situation
in the industry in the last year and a half in
p^cular is swinging that balance away from the
smaller businesses. Inevitably the smaller businesses
^ finding it more and more difficult to keep going
towards the little bit of light that seems to be there
now, that is the Norwe^mis maintaining their
discipline with regard to prices and so on. In the
Western Isles the structure of the industry is okay. If
the present economic conditions continue much
further into the future the structure wiU change. The
small man will be pushed out of business. We would
notlook to that as being a desirable thing. We would
wish to maintain a reasonable balance.

509. But you are not arguing for a specific policy
which would discriminate in favour of local
ownership.
(Councillor A Graham) How can we have that?
We have-tried to look at that and in planning terms
we could not do that. No more can we stop the
small man selling his shop to Presto or whatever
through planning legislation; we just cannot. Shetland have built in a condition of licence which
seems to favour the local person. It is very difficult
in practice to find out who actually owns what the
end of the day if the shareholding of the company
has changed and all the rest of it. It is very very
difficult to govern that aspect.
(Councillor N J Graham) We would agree with
that. We would like to see a lot of small people, in
it, but inevitably,, if economically it is not going to
won out, that is it. We would like to see some
cushioning effect helping the small man but I know
that is very difficult to operate satisfactorily. In
other words, I really agree with what Angus
Graham said:
(Mr Maund) The other important principle to
remember is that with planning legislation, planning permission goes with the land not with the
applicant.. If we were to be dealing with fish
farming, we would just have to look at every
application objectively, irrespective of where it
came fi:om and it would go with the land and not
with the applicant.

508. Would the councils like to see a definite
policy there in favour of local ownership as in the
case of Shetland for example, or do you still think
that some multi-national involvement is good, for
example for research and development?
(Councillor A Graham) It will be very hard and
the Shetlanders are finding it increasingly hard to
have any mechanism which \yill maintain that local
control, local input into these companies. It is very
very difficult to see how we can. manage that. We
certainly could not do it through the planning
system. We have no ability to do it through the

Chaiiinan
510. Thank you very much for your evidence.
(Councillor N J Graham) May I make one last
point. Over the last four years there have been 260
leases in Highland Region for fish farming; at the
same time there have been 17,000 applications for
planning. I am absolutely convinced that we could
do it considerably cheaper than.the £200,000 that it
is taking the Crown Estate Commissioners.
Chairman: Oii that note we shall call this
evidence session to a halt. Thank you very much
for coming so far and being so helpful.

Memorandum submitted by the Association of County Councils
GENERAL

1. The Association’s Member counties provide the major local government services for more than 30
million people living in England and Wales, ranging from some of the largest cities and urban areas to the
smallest villages. These services include a wide~ variety of functions under planning legislation. In
addition, the ten national parks in England and Wales are administered directly in eight cases by
committees.of the relevant county councils, and in the other two by boards of which the majority of the
members are nominated by the county councils.
2. The Association’s concern with fish farming therefore arises principally from its members’
responsibilities under planning legislation, particularly in the national parks, where the committees or
boards discharge the daj^-io-day development control functions which elsewhere belong to districts,
3. In the recent Department of the Environment consultation paper “permitted Use Rights in the
Countryside”, issued in May 1989, the Government recognised the concern which had been expressed
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about the operation of existing “permitted development” rights for fish farming especially in
national—parks. Ministers were therefore willing to consider evidence of the inadequacy of these existing
controls, and suggestions for their modification. Any changes wouldmeed an amendment to the Town
and Countiy Planning General Development Order (the GDO).
NATIONAL PARKS’ CONCERN

4. The concern registered with the Government followed correspondence in 1988 between Mr W R
Meadows, the then Exmoor National Park Committee Chairman, and Mrs Virginia Bpttomley,
Parlianientary Under-Secretary of State for the Environment. In January 1989 Mrs Bottomley
acknowledged that “reconciling the objectives of development and conservation is not always easy
and ... there is always rooni for debate about what is the most appropriate balance”. The Minister was
prepared to consider further whether there was a case for extending contrdls over fish farms.
5. The Association has. been concerned about three categories of fish farming: m/anrf fish farming
(mainly in Exmoor and North York Moors National Parks); estuarial fish farming (mainly in
Pembrokeshire Coast National Park); and floating flsh tanks or cages (mainly in the Lake District
National Park).
INLAND FISH FARMING

6. In October 1987 Exmoor National Park received an application for a “determination”, i.e. to
ascertain whether planning pennission was required, for a proposal to excavate a pond of 0.08 acres at
Hartford Lodge, to be fed by a channel from the River Haddeo and to be discharged back into the river.
The pond was to be used for the agricultural production offish for food, as an extra holding pond for the
applicant’s current trout farming business.
7. Exmoor decided this was a development which needed permission under Paragraph 4 of Class VI of
the GDO and the applicant subsequently submitted an application for planning pennission. Following a
site visit, the National Park Committee refused permission. The applicant was subsequently advised by
the National Farmers, Union that the proposal was in fact'permitted development and the National Park,
on further consideration, agreed that this was the case.
8. However, the case highlighted the unsatisfactory drafting of Class VI of the GDO and its inability to
keep up with the diversification in farming practice. Between the original proposal and April i988 the
applicant not only constructed the single pond but a further seven ponds, all of which seenied to enjoy
permitted development rights.
9. In such cases, the planning authority can apply to the Secretary of State for the Environment for a
direction under Article 4 of the GDO, withdrawing the permitted development rights granted by the
GDO so that prospective developers are required to seek specific planning permission. But if planning
permission is refused, where a direction is in force, the planning authority must compensate the applicant
for any resulting loss or damage; and an Article 4 Direction is not available where the development has
already started.
10. Alternatively, the planning authority can make a Discontinuance Order under Section 51 of the
Town and Country Planning Act. 1971 requiring the discontinuance of any use of land in the interests of
the “proper planning of their area (including the interests of amenity) regard being had to the
development plan and to any other material considerations”. Here too, however, the Order usually needs
to be confirmed by the^Secretary of State and can lead to compensation payments.
11. Exmoor decided to apply for an Article 4 Direction which was subsequently approved by the
Secretary of State. This gave the National Park some control over future development. Another
Direction was applied for at Timberscombe, prompted by a proposal to place 80 pre-formed'fish tanks to
house a salmon smolt. Here, the proposal was clearly not permitted development because it involved
substantial building pperations, and permission was refused. However, because the number of
“buildings” could easily be rearranged to come within permitted development limits, the National Park
applied for an Article 4 Direction to enable it to exercise control over any future modified proposal.
12. Even where a proposal clearly does not constitute permitted development, the local planning
authority depends.upon central government support on appeal. The North Y^ork Moors National Park
has been concerned about a case involving land at Elm Bagg, near Oldstead, North Yorkshire, where the
Planning Inspector on appeal against an enforcement notice, granted permission for the retention of two
carp pools and the full excavation of a holding pool, subject to conditions about tree planting; a
prohibition on sales to the public from the site; and vehicular access.
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13. Here again, in these somewhat different circumstances, the Chairman of the National Park
Committee wrote to the Minister asking for the Government’s support in the National Park Committee’s
•efforts to safeguard the landscape of the park.
ESTUARIAL FISH FARMING

14. Estuarial fish farms pose more fundamental questions. Estuarial waters are generally acknowledged to be, like other coastal waters, outside the jurisdiction of the planning system. Development
proposals there are licensed by the CroWn Estate Commissioners, acting in effect as owners of the
seabed. Tbe Comniissioners, however, are not accountable in the way that a local planning authority is to
the electorate and Ministers are to Parliament.
15. In Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, Milford Haven Waterway has been identified as having
great potential for marine fish farming. There are already two established farms; a third is cunently
redundant and applications for three more at Beggars Reach were, in October 1988, being considered by
the Commissioners.
16. ITie Watenvay is extreniely sensitive on both ecological and landscape grounds, particularly the
quiet, secluded upper reaches which are within the National Park. Pembrokeshire Coast objected in the
strongest possible terms to one of the proposals which, if approved, would result in large rafts of cages,
probably floodlit at night, being moored in one of the finest and so far totally unspoilt parts of the river.
17. In 1988 salmon farming in marine waters became subject to Environmental Assessment under an
EEC Directive. Under the Regulations introduced to implement the Directive it is the Commissioners
who decide whether to require an Assessment of any individual proposal, and this makes it difficult for
the local planning authority to challenge the Commissioners decisions. The National Park does not
consider that this arrangement, under which a body with a vested interest and with a rnainly commercial
remit, has the key role in Environmental Assessment, is conducive to good plaiining decisions.
18. In Scotland where marine fish fanning is more extensive^ the Convention of Scottish Local
Authorities (CoSLA) together with Scottish Wildlife and Countryside link, a grouping of voluntary
organisations, issued reports in April 1988 which were critical of the current arrangements. In particular,
the Link felt there was poor integration between Government departments and agencies about rural
resource development policy. It argued that the consultation procedures carried out by the Grown Estate
Commissioners lacked proper impact assessment, did hot allow constructive participation by affected
interests and exhibited a lack of democratic control and overall policy guidance.
19. Similarly, CoSLA argued that the Commissioners’ tendency to act in a consultative role—they
issue guidelines—was in danger of institutionalising the Commissioners as the de facto planning
authority. CoSLA therefore argued for provision to be made by the Government as a matter of priority
to extend the powers of planning authorities in Scotland seawards and beyond the current limit of low
water mark for the purpose of controlling and regulating the development of marine fish farms.
20. The Association would sujjport the thrust of what CoSLA is saying, particularly as in the Welsh
example the Welsh Office has no overall control. CoSLA is submitting separate evidence to the
Agriculture Committee which will no doubt go into the marine fish farm aspects in more detail.
21. Another point has come to the Association’s attention which may be of interest to the Conimittee,
though it falls.outside the Association’s planning interests. It concerns the suitability of coastal waters,
where these are heavily used by shipping for shellfish farming. Tributyl tin paints (used as anti-fouling on
ships and, possibly, some fin-fish farm cages) are now banned from use oh yachts arid similar pleasure
craft. This preverits, for instance, a few thousand square metres of potential pollutant—highly damaging
to shellfish—ft'om being exposed on the 1,000 or so small craft using Milford Haven. However, TBT is
not banned on merchant ships; their throughput through the Haven is such that about 13 acres of treated
ships’ bottoms are permaneiitly present^ with severe effects on oyster beds and marine life generally.
FLOATING FISH TANKS IN LAKES

22. In the Lake District there is concern about the status of floating tanks or cages moored in lakes.
Here the National Park has given permission for .some fish farms where these have included ancillary
buildings on dry land near Haweswater but have refused permission for floating fish tanks/cages in
Haweswater Reservoir itself. The National Park argued that these tanks/cages’ needed planning
permission because they would be secured to the lake bed by pernianent or semi-permanent anchors
which would constitute “other operations” for the purposes of the Planning Acts. Although an appeal
against the Board’s determination was withdrawn the Board is concerned lest fresh proposals be made for
locating cages which do not technically amount to “development” within the meaning of the Planning
Acts. If fish farming were defined as a use of land requiring consent, control could be exercised.
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23. The Lake District wishes to ensure that where fish farms are being set up in lakes, tarns.and
possibly rivers by mooring cages, all new fish farms and extensions to existing farms outside their present
sites should need planning permission as a change of use. This would avoid problems of defining
structures, erections and'.other operations e.g. floating cages.
24. Arising from the Lake District case, it seems unclear whether new fish farms need planning
consent where the farmer is already registered under the Diseases otFish Act 1983. Earlier in 1989, a fish
farmer registered with the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (MAFF) for a site outside the
National Park and bought land next to a river in the National Park. He claimed permitted development
rights for this second site on the basis that the land is part of a registered business of fish farming. The
case is now the subject of enforcement action in-which the developer is being supported by the MAFF.
25. Although the Lake District’s inteipretation of Part 6, Class C of Schedule 2 of the GDO is that
land on which the proposed operations are to take place must already be in use for the-putposes .of any
registered business, it is arguable that if any part of the business took place there, then it would be so
used. There is some ambiguity here which should be resolved to prevent fish farmers leap-frogging from
site to site by using the MAFF register.
CONCLUSION

26. The Association accepts, and indeed actively supports, the cu^ent efforts to diversify the use of
agricultural land and regenerate the rural economy. But these things must be done in ways which do not
harm the environment or—especially in. national parks—the landscape. It is important that operations
such as fish farming, which caii have a major impact on sensitive landscapes, are subject to control by
bodies which are competent and accountable; not just in order that unacceptable proposals can be
stopped, but so that proposals which are acceptablefn principle can be fully influenced in their detail, to
avoid harmful consequences.
27. The DoE Consultation Paper confirmed Ministers’ willingness to consider evidence of the
inadequacy of existing fish farm controls. The Association supports the National Park Committees’ and
Boards’ views that in the parks all fish farm proposals, land-based or using floating structures, whether on
existing or hew sites, should need specific planning permission, irrespective of whether the farmer is
already registered by MAIT; and that estuarial.development should be made subject to effective control
through the planning system.
October 1989

Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Deputy National Park Officer, Exmoor National Park

You have received from the Association of County Councils a memorandum on fish farming which
describes in^detail the experience we haye had on Exmoor and refers to the firm belief of the Exmoor
National Park Committee that such developments should require express planning permission.
y»

This is indeed the case, and the Park Committee’s views on this matter have been confirmed in the case
of two recent proposals that have come before our Planning Sub-Committee in respect of the trout farm
at Hartford, one of the case studies in the portfolio of photographs sent to you by Mr Bays of the
Association of County Councils.
1. At its September meeting the Sub-Committee refused planning permission for a caravan to house
the manager of the trout farm on a site adjacentfo but outside the fafni. The Committee did not accept
that there was a need for the caravan, particularly as it considered that the cottage which had been
associated with the trout farm since its establishment in 1987 should be able to meet any need for a
manager’s accommodation.
The committee was also concerned about the visual intrusion of a caravan and the traffic implications.
While planning permission would be required for such a caravan irrespective of any Article 4 Direction
(and the site was outside the Article 4 Direction area), this proposal was a manifestation of pressures that
can arise in such cases which couid have been avoided if the original trout ponds had been subject to
control.
The applicant has appealed against the Committee’s decision.
2. At its meeting this week the Sub-Committee considered an application for the construction of a
brood pond, and reed bed on an area extending the trout farm down the valley but within the Article 4
Direction area. The application also included a fingerling pond within the existing operational area of the
farm.
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Notwithstanding the Article 4 Direction the Committee was advised that the extension of the trout
farm did require express planning permission because it would increase the operational area to over 2
hectares. Permission was refused because of the unacceptable visual impact of the extension on the
valley, but the Committee was also aware of objections from the Nature Conservancy Council in relation
to potential pollution problems.
9 November 1989

“

Memorandum submitted by Exmoor National Park
t

1. Exmoor is the smallest but one of the National Parks in England and Wales, but within its 265
square miles are landscapes of great variety—moorland, coastline and in this context most important
deep sheltered and peaceful river valleys.
2. In the last few years the Exmoor National Park committee has been faced with a series of proposals
for the establishment of fish farms on new sites in these valleys. These proposals have raised major
questions about the powers of the Park Committee to pursue effectively the National Park purposes of
preservation and enhancement of natural beauty and the promotion of public enjoyment.
3. Exmoor’s valleys are undoubtedly special, and much appreciated by residents and visitors alike, as
well as being havens for wildlife of many kinds. However, the clear unpolluted water of Exmoor’s rivers
have been a major factor in attracting fish farm proposals.
4. Fish farms by their very nature—ponds, tanks, fencing, access roads, buildings—bring radical
changes to the appearance of these valleys. In some c^s demands for dwellings associated with the
enterprise follow, which are difficult to resist once the farm is established.
5. Such developments can and on Exmoor have caused irreparable harm to landscapes which are
major elements in the National Park environment. There is also much concern about their implications
for wildlife and water quality.
6. The National Park Committee wishes to support an appropriate rural economy in its area. However
in a National Park conservation must be the prime consideration—as stated in the DOE’s draft Planning
Policy Guidance note on the Countryside and the Rural Economy—but the Committee has found the
present planning laws, whereby fish farms are usually permitted development, to be a major constraint on
its power to achieve the right result for Exmoor.
7. The Park Committee Therefore fully supports a change in the law to require that fish farms on new
sites and the expansion of existing farms have express planning permission. Our experience has been that
the mechanism of an Article 4 direction is inadequate in that it is not retrospective and can involve
compensation. Similarly the use of a procedure similar to that for farm buildings in National Parks would
be inadequate as it would not allow the Committee to challenge the principle as opposed to detailed siting
and design.
8. Use of full planning control would enable the Park Committee to make a considered assessment of
the merits of each case, to resist the unacceptable (subject of course to appeal) and to allow the
acceptable with suitable conditions to protect the environment.
1 February 1990

Letter to the Cleric of the Committee from the Deputy National Park Officer, Dyfed County Council
I.

SUMMARY

The National Park Authority welcomes the House of Commons Agriculture Committee’s timely
consideration of this subject, a matter of serious concern in the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park. The
Authority has one main and one subordinate recommendation to draw to the Committee’s attention:
1. Fish-farming in marine waters should be subject to development control by Local Planning
Authorities, especially in and adjoining National Parks.
2, The subordinate recommendation is that Central Government should assume an active role
regarding research into the general question of marine resource management, in view of the increasing
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and conflicting pressures wWch some waters are subject to, with no clear responsibility for overall
co-ordination and control among the various public agencies involved.
3. In addition to these recommendations the NPA entirely supports the evidence and recommendations submitted by the Countryside Commission regarding inland fish-farming, with nothing to add
on that subject.
2. TRENDS IN THE SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR FARMED HSH AND FUTURE OUTLOOK

2.1 The National Park Authority is not qualified to comment on these issues from a commercial or
market viewpoint. It is however concerned to address the question of supply and demand for fish-farm
sites in the Milford Haven Waterway, (described in the attached leaflets) much of which is bounded by
the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park.
2.2 The Committee will be aware of the scale of marine fish-farming in Scotland. The Milford Haven
Waterway is different from the typical Scottish sea lochs used for fish-farms. It has strong tides and
currents, is one of Britain’s biggest ports in terms of tonnage throughput, and is heavily used for
recreation. In addition to pleasure boat and fishing uses, the Pembrokeshire Coast Footpath and
Daugleddau Path lie along its banks, and its scenic quality is such that the lower and, upper reaches are in
the National Park. The middle reaches are dominated by the towns of Milford Haven and Neyland on the
north bank, and Pembroke and Pembroke Dock on the south bank, with several oil jetties, refineries.
Royal Naval Dockyard, and a marina. The upper reaches—the Daugleddau sector of the National
Park—are particularly unspoilt, and contain several areas of special wildlife value on land, tidal foreshore
and the water.
2.3 The history of fish-farming in the area is outlined here, to illustrate trends in demand for new
operations and as background to the NPA’s recommendations.
2.4 Farming of oysters—once a staple fishery—was established in the late 1970’s by local families, and
continues on a relatively small scale in the Carew River, with economic benefits and no adverse effects. A
trout farm was later set up—again by a local family—in cages where HMS Warrior was previously
moored. This was also generally welcomed; reservations about its effect on the natural environment
appear to have been unfounded, but there have been complaints about all-night floodlighting—to guard
against poachers—from people living nearby.
2.5 In 1988 the first—so far the only—relatively large salmon farm was established near Warrior
Reach by a consortium of Welsh Water Authority and Norwegian interests. A lease to moor the cages to
the seabed was granted by the Crown Estate Commission, whose consultation seemed to produce
relatively little response; possibly because other interests had no precise idea of what was involved and
believed this operation would be similar to the generally innocuous Warrior trout farm. On the first
spring tide after installation, coinciding with a gale, the cages broke loose and ran aground, with a large
escape offish. The ecological effects have not yet been identified, but will be touched on later. However,
three other factors should be noted:
(i) We understand that, as part of Welsh Water’s functions regarding water quality and fisheries, an
independent engineer’s report is supposed to be required about measures necessary to prevent
escapes. No such report had been submitted, and Welsh Water’s policy was to require one only
after an escape occurred, and not before.
(ii) Neither this fish-farm nor the Warrior Reach farm had effluent discharge consents from Welsh
Water and had not been required to apply for them.
(Hi) As part-owner of the fish-farm in question, Welsh Water drew some criticism of the way it
exercised its statutory functions. The situation has been rectified, in that the consents and
measures to prevent escapes have been effected; but largely under the auspices of the National
Rivers Authority as the body now responsible for water quality, separate from Welsh Water
PLC which retains its commercial interest in this operation. We cannot speculate on what might
have happened if this welcome rearrangement of responsibilities had not occurred, but consider
that the case illustrates the serious risks which can occur if a regulatory body has direct
commercial interests in what it is supposed to regulate—a matter which will be returned to later.
2.6 Much was learned from that experience, since when interest in fish-farming in the Haven has
quickened. Several Norwegian and one or two Canadian companies have made tentative proposals and
the Warrior Reach business hopes to expand elsewhere in the Haven. Three firm proposals and
applications for leases were submitted to the Crown Estate Commission in early 1988 for large new
fish-farms as indicated in Appendix 1.
2.7 These applications still await the Crown Estate Commission’s decision. As they were submitted
before the Environmental Assessment (Salmon Farming in Marine Waters) Regulations 1988 came into
effect in July 1988, they are not subject to these requirements. The Commission nevertheless made
widespread consultations, with the following results:
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(i) One of the proposals, in one of the National Park’s most unspoilt reaches, drew particular
opposition from local official and voluntary bodies and members of the public, for scenic,
recreation, navigation and conservation reasons. A subsequent application to Welsh Water for
diwharge consent for this proposal was refused by NRA in September 1989 for lack of sufficient
supporting evidence.
(ii) Another, (ne^ the jetty of the now-demolished ESSO refinery) drew little opposition, and a
general consensus that it is acceptable. How far it would be compatible with a current,proposal
by other interests for bulk coal shipping at the jetty, with an imported 100,000 tonne.stockpile,
has^ not yet been established.
(iii) The third proposal—near Thom Island—is seriously questioned for scenic and navigation
reasons, and—not least-because of doubts of the site’s exposure to occasionally extremely
heavy weather.
2.8 As a result of questions raised by these consultations, the existing and prospective fish-farm
owners commissioned a research study by the Field Studies Council’s Fort Popton Research Centre (in
the National Park) which has a first-class reputation in marine ecology. It was understood that this study
of the Haven’s optimal fish-farm capacity would be submitted to the Crown Estate Commissioners to
assisttheir decision on the lease applications, and its findings would be circulated to other interest; e.g.
the NPA, Port Authority, Nature Conservancy Council, Sea Rsheries Committee etc.
2.9 We understand the study was completed in early 1989, but it has not been circulated. We do not
know if the Crown Estate Commission is aware of its findings, but certainly none of the other official
agencies vyith Interests in the Haven have been informed. We surmise that the study was perhaps sceptical
about the scope for more fish-farming in the Haven which would riot raise problems of one kind or
another for other uses and for conservation, espedally in the Daugleddau sector of the National Park.
The Crown Estate Commission'reaction. to this situation and to the lease applications is still awaited.
2.10 Several conclusions may be drawn this review of events, with reference to demand for fish-farms
in the: Haven:
(i) The potential rate of growth is very great; from no fishrfarms about 7 years agOj to two of
relatively modest scale by 1988, with, firm proposals for three large operations, and several
tentative proposals awaiting the outcome of these pending applications.
(ii) This pressure is considerable in relation to the Haven’s size, extent of other water uses, natural
physical regime, and recreational and conservation value; factors which are very different from
those in Scottish sea lochs to which most British fishTarm experience and research relates.
(iii) Pressure for new operations now comes mainly from interests with no previous local or British
connection, and from outside the European Community. This raises questions about why, e.g.
the Norwegiari Government does not allow Norwegian fish-farm business to expand in Norway,
and why they choose to come to the Milford Haven. The NPA and other bodies would be most
interested to know what problems have arisen in such areas outside UK before similar
operations are set up in Pembrokeshire, possibly with a repetition of those problems.
(iv) The fact that research into the Haven’s capacity for fish-farming is kept secret suggests that the
Haven may already be at or near its optimum capacity; which—we surmise—can only be
exceeded by detriment to other interests.
(v) It can therefore be suggested that, in relation to the Haven’s limitations, existing scale of
operations and pressures for expansion, there will only be one opportunity to ensure that
fish-farms here can be properly established to avoid long-terrii prejudice to other values. The
rate of growth in deinand for fish-farm sites is so considerable that.that opportunity is now; and
the current number of definite proposals may well be more than the Haven should
accommodate.
2.11 These conclusions—the last especially—are centralto the National Park Authority’s subsequent
jemarks and .recommendations.
3, PLANNINO AND OTHER LEGISLATIVE CONTROLS

3.1 The National Park Authority earnestly recommends that marine fish-farms should be subject to
development control by Local Planning Authorities as part of standard town and country planning
practice- The reasons for this recommendation are that:
(i) At present, only the Crown Estate Commission has effective control by virtue of its power to
grant or withhold leases for cages to be moored. Its obligations are fundainentally financial, to
derive revenue from these leases. As a matter of basic principle, and in the light of experience
with Welsh Water outlined earlier, it seems wrong that a body with direct commercial interests
in fish-farm operations should also be responsible for regulating them.
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(ii) The Crown Estate Commission and its staff are also a relatively small group, based in
London—a long way from the places where hsh-farms are proposed. With the-best will in the
world—and we emphasbe that we have no criticism of any kind about the goodwill with which
they carry out their duties—they cannot be e.xpected to be very familiar with all the issues that
may need to be considered with regard to individual fish-farm proposals; or with monitoring of
operations to ensure compliance with any conditions which they may impose.
(iii) Many of these issues may be wide-ranging; navigation, visual impact and general ecological
effects may all be relevant considerations, sometimes in places relatively distant from the actual
proposal sites. We recognise that such factors may be considered by the Commissioners as part
of their consultation procedure and in Environmental Assessments required of lease applicants
under the 1988 Fish Farming Regulations; but we also note that:
(a)

those regulations do not apply to any of the current proposals in the Milford Haven,
submitted shortly before the regulations came into effect;

(b)

the Commission’s deliberations on all applications are private, and not open to any
public scrutiny;

(c)

there is no system of appeal or any other recourse whereby decisions may be
questioned.

(iv) The various interests affected by fish-farm proposals—including the fish-farmers—therefore
have no means of knowing what weight is given to the diverse and often conflicting factors
involved when the Commissioners make their decisions.
(v) While we make these criticisms of the system, we also recognise the lengths the Commission has
gone to in consultations on the current Haven applications. Nevertheless, we also note that
proposals have been accepted for consideration—and still await decision after 18 months—even
though they and the two existing operations appear to conflict in some respects with the
Commissioners’ own published Guidelines for marine fish-farms in Scotland; e.g. distance
between units, houses, hotels, recreation areas etc. Some double standards seem to apply. For
example, it is claimed that separate operations can be nearer to each other in the Haven than in
Scotland because its strong currents will prevent a build-up of detritus on the sea-bed; but if this
is so, it also means the currents can transmit disease more rapidly and widely—in which case,
units should be further apart than in a sheltered loch. The extent to which the Guidelines are
applied seems to vary in inverse proportion to the likely revenue to the Commission.
(vi) Lease applications appear to be considered in no overall local or national policy framework.
Where the basis of a framework exists—e.g. in the FSC research study of the Haven—it is kept
secret, even from such statutory agencies as the National Rivers Authority with regard to
effluent discharge applications. None of the interests involved on the public's behalf has any idea
of the Commission’s reaction to this situation.
(vii) These points all emanate from one fundamental defect in the system; i.e., its lack of public
accountability. It has devdoped by default of any proper consideration of the complex issues
involved, is undemocratic, and cannot possibly be regarded as the best method by which the
valuable resource of inshore waters should be managed, especially in such a complex area as the
Milford Haven. The Crown Estate Commisslo.. is primarily a financial agency, not a government
department nor a planning, resource, or development management authority, and appears to be
charged with no social or environmental objectives.
(viii) It seems unreasonable that it should still be expected to fulfil the role which has somehow been
put upon it. It is also difficult to understand why it should want to retain this quasi development
control role, except to safeguard its financial interest as a landlord. We do not consider this to be
an equitable basis for decisions with wide-ranging implications for a wide variety of other
interests.
3.2 The suggested remedy—that fish-farming should be subject to local planning authority
control-would overcome these defects, and still allow the Crown Estate Commission to draw revenue as
landlord from fish-farms which receive planning consent. LPA control would require decisions on
applications to be open, publicly accountable, independent of direct financial interest, and open to
appeal to Ministers. Such decisions would also be made by democratically elected representatives with
detailed first-hand knowledge of the issues and areas involved.
3.3 We recognise that NRA has powers to control fish-farms through discharge consents. This should
continue, as NRA is directly accountable to government and its decisions are open to Ministers. But this
cannot be regarded as an alternative to LPA control, as NRA's functions specifically relate to water
quality and do not include other factors which may be relevant.
3.4 The recommendation that fish-farms should be subject to LPA control already has a parallel, in
that intensive livestock units are subject to LPA development control (unlike many other forms of
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agricultural development) for sound environmental reasons. Fish-farms loo are intensive livestock units.
The only major difference is that they are in the water, outside the normal boundaries of LPA’s. This in
itself need not be a fundamental problem, as a precedent for Local Authority control of fish-farms in
inshore waters already operates in Shetland; We understand that the boundaries of the Isle of Wight may
also be extended to include adjoining waters, to the same effect.
3.5 If the recommendation cannot be applied universally, we submit that it should operate at least in
waters adjoining National Parks. Again, an agricultural and planning parallel exists, in that certain
agricultural developments exempt elsewhere are in effect subject to planning control in National Parks,
under the General Development Order 1988 (Statutory Instrument 1988 No. 1813) Part 6, paragraph
A(2)(2) and references therein. This legislation only applies to siting and design—in our opinion an insuff
icient basis for decision on a fish-farm development, if the basic issue of whether it should be allowed at
all comes into question. This problem could be overcome by amendment of the GDO regarding marine
fish-farms; or by a special “Fish farms in National Parks” clause in the intensive livestock unit legislation,
with appropriate amended details regarding e.g. distance from shore and other buildings,
3.6 We must emhasise that the National Park Authority is not opposed to fish-farms on principle. It
has no objection for example to one of the current proposals in the Haven. Its prime concern is that the
decision-making process should be changed as soon as possible, in the general public interest.
4. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

4.1 Some have been touched on earlier—e.g. distance between fish-farms in the Haven in relation to
the Crown Estate Commission’s Guidelines for Scotland. Detailed evidence will no doubt be presented
by other bodies in the light of their e.xperience regarding, for example, problems of predator control,
effluent and nutrient discharges, disease, escapes, effects of additives and chemicals and all these factors’
impact. We understand such issues are already critical in some Scottish situations, and are anxious they
should not become so in Pembrokeshire.
4.2 There is a more fundamental local problem however, in that few people seem to know much about
how these factors may operate within the Haven because of the lack of adequate research; and, as
remarked earlier, details of the Haven’s fish-farm capacity in the context of such environmental factors
(the F.S.C. study) are still secret. We speculate from this that the situation is already, or may soon
become, critical.
4.3 Apart from future impacts, the effects of past events are not yet clear. The large escape of salmon
is an illustration; many—or all, for all that anybody knows—may have been taken by natural predators. If
not, the fear is that:
(a) the more aggressive strain of farmed fish may be driving out native fish;
(b) yet be unable to reproduce themselves because of their—as we understand it—artificiallyinduced genetic structure;
(c) thus producing a population crash of salmon in the Haven’s extensive catchment area, with
serious wildlife, recreation and economic implications.
4.4 The actual consequences are not yet clear, and the problem is compounded by the lack of
comprehensive base-line data before the fish-farms were established, without the benefit of discharge
consents.
4.5 However, two other environmental issues are clearly evident. First, experience already suggests
that large cages—clearly visible by day and floodlit at night—would be an unacceptable intrusion in or
near the National Park, in relation to the Park Authority's statutory duties regarding landscape
conservation and public enjoyment. Secondly, the effects on water recreation have produced complaints,
illustrated in the letter in Appendix 2, included in this submission with the writer's permission.
4.6 The Authority is not persuaded that such factors are given sufficient weight by the Crown Estate
Commission’s deliberations. Perhaps they are; because of the secrecy which surrounds the matter, we
have no means of knowing either way.
4.7 A separate issue also gives us some concern. Marine paints containing tributyl tin have been
banned for use on small pleasure craft, because of their extreme adverse effects on shellfish. It is claimed
that TBT in a dilution equivalent in time terms to one second in 20,000 years can cause some common
spedes—e.g. whelks—to change sex so that they all become male, with obvious reproductive problems.
TBT paints are still permitted as anti-fouling on merchant ships and the throughput of vessels visiting the
Haven suggests that up to 11 acres of TBT paint may be floating there at any time; possibly posing serious
problems for local oyster farming and marine life generally. This situation may be exacerbated if TBT can
also still be used on other fish-farm cages, but we have no information on that point. We suggest the
general TBT question demands some action in the interests of fish and shellfish farming and the overall
marine environment.
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4.8 While most remarks about the environmental effects of marine fish-farms are criticisms, it should
also be noted that their presence can in some circumstances have environmental benefits; in the Haven
for example, compensation paid by an oil company’s insurers to a fish-farm for a total loss of fish
following an oilspUl incident has produced more stringent anti-oilspill measures.
5. GRANT AIDS

5.1 We have nothing to say about the principle. But if grants are made from any public funds for
fish-farms in or near a National Park, they should be conditional on the NPA’s agreement; as is the case
with MAFF/WOAD farm grant schemes.
6. ECONOMIC BENEFITS AND EMPLOYMENT

6.1 We can offer no specific information, except to note that:
(a) numbers employed locally are very small;
(b) some of this employment, in the light of remarks in Appendix 2, runs the risk of prejudicing
other economic enterprises.
6.2 The National Park Authority welcomes the economic benefits which fish-farming can bring to the
area, as long as it avoids such conflicts. It does not believe the Crown Estate Commission is in the best
position to reconcile them, and does not appear to be required to do so. This underlines the
recommendation that fish-farming should be subject to LPA control, the main objective of which is to
resolve competing claims for resource uses as democratically as possible to the general public benefit.
7. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROVISIONS AND REQUIREMENTS

7.1 The need for research about the Haven environment has been touched on earlier, to provide:
(a) baseline data against which new proposals can be considered, and,
(b) a context for operational monitoring.
7.2 The requirement seems clear, and the necessary expertise appears to be available. The problem
focusses on who should commission it. So far, only the fish-farmers have done so, with the secretive result
referred to earlier. Similarly, Environmental Assessments required to accompany lease applications to
the Crown Estate Commission under the 1988 Fish Farm Regulations would presumably be private to the
applicants and the Commission.
7.3 In the NPA’s opinion, there should be an additional requirement that research findings should be
accessible to other public interests. If the recommendation that fish-farms should be subject to LPA
control is adopted, this would be achieved; but we consider it should apply in any event in view of the
variety of interests concerned in fish-farming and its effects. However, the conduct of research presents
some problems.
7.4 If a prospective operator alone commissions research into the environmental topics relevant to his
proposal, it may be unreasonable to regard the findings as the main basis for decision; they might be
edited before circulation in order not to prejudice his application, and may therefore be slightly suspect as
“independent” evidence. Whether wholly accurate or not, other prospective operators might use the
same material at no cost to themselves; which perhaps is unfair to those who paid for it originally.
7.5 Some things which need examination should perhaps be regarded as the research business of some
other body. For example—which may not be a good one, but it illustrates the point—it might be expected
that NRA would have research data about water quality and dynamics affecting a private fish-farm site;
and also be reasonably expected that the fish-farmer should produce evidence of how his proposal will or
will not change these things. But if NRA does not have such prior data of its own, it may not be
reasonable to expect the applicant to find it all for himself; particularly if—to avoid suspicions of
distortion—the applicant’s research also needs to be verified by separate NRA investigations. NRA
might just as well have done it in the first place.
7.6 This general point applies especially if the research topic relates to opposition to a particular
proposal. Also, research costs to the applicant, if he is to provide public evidence on all environmental
aspects, might deter some proposals which that research—had it been undertaken—might have proved to
be acceptable. In that regard the NPA has no wish to see acceptable fish-farms deterred any more than it
wants to see unacceptable ones allowed.
7.7 However, the public agencies who might reasonably be expected to provide the necessary data
about their particular subjects of concern may not be capable of doing so very readily in response to
fish-farm applications which suddenly arise. The 28 day period for comment on Environmental
Statements allowed for as the Crown Estate Commission’s consultation process under the 1988 Fish
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Fanning Regulations seems to be inadequate in relation to the research data presently available.
Reactions tend to be snap intuitive judgements, made on relatively little scientific evidence; which the
Crown Estate Commission may consider is insufficient reason to refuse a well-presented case by an
applicant, carefully prepared over a long period, which the other interests have too little time to verify in
an equally detailed scientific manner.
7.8 Research responsibilities among the public agencies involved are also unco-prdinated in relation to
the wide range of issues raised by fish-farming. Where the Haven is concerned, Welsh Water and the
NRA may have some relevant material, as have the Nature Conservancy Council and Dyfed Wildlife
Trust on wildlife aspects. The Milford Haven Port Authority knows a great deal about weather, tide, and
current conditions relevant to fish-farming but much of this is the unwritten knowledge of its staff. The
NPA has information on tourism, recreation and scenic implications; and so on for all the other agencies
involved—MAFF, Sea Fisheries Committee, Port Health Authority, etc. But the only overall
co-ordination of data so far undertaken has not been released. We suggest that government involvement
in research is necessary to resolve the situation.
7.9 At the same time, a variety of other proposals are in the air which affect the Haven and its
fish-farming potential; including a large coal-handling terminal, import of toxic waste, a paper factory
and other industrial schemes, several marinas, and more development of tourism. Research and policy
co-ordination is at present virtually impossible because of the division of—responsibilities—District
Councils, National Park Authority and County Council for developments on land, Department of
Transport, MoD-and Port Authority for things that float, Welsh Water/NRA for things that flow, Crown
Estate Commission for the sea-bed, with Wales Tourist Board, Welsh Development Agency, Sports
Council for Wales, Nature Conservancy Council, Port Health Authority etc., also having interests in the
way in which the Haven area is used.
7.10 In the light of all these issues, the Park Authority has two concluding recommendations:
(a) More open and co-ordinated research is needed regarding all the issues raised by fish-farming.
As the only body whose functions embrace all the elements involved (except for the sea-bed)
Welsh Office we suggest should assume the lead role in the Haven. The National Park Authority
suggested Welsh Office might begin by buying into the FSC study as a joint client, which would
thus ensure—as part of the commission—that it was published. This suggestion was rejected,
with the consequence already mentioned. Copies of correspondence can be provided.
(b) Such research should not be limited to fish-farming. The general question of marine resource
policy and management needs to be addressed, with the Haven as a crucial initial area of study.
Again, we consider that no other agency can give the necessary lead except Welsh Office, ideally
in the context of action for the coast of UK as a whole.
27 October 1989

Supplementary information relating to the preceeding memorandum
Re: para 2.5 (in):
Effluent-discharge consent for Warrior Reach trout farm was given by NRA in 1989, and a decision is
pending regarding consent for 18 more cages. Discharge consent application for Aquanorse was
withdrawn. Neither unit holds any fish in February 1990.
Re: para 2.7 (i):
Discharge consent application for Beggars Reach was refused by NRA, and applicants subsequently
announced its withdrawal. Whether they have withdrawn application to Crown Estate Commission for a
sea bed lease is not known to us, but they have stated they may be seeking consent for a mussel farm in
the same area.
Re: para 2.9, 2.10 (iv) & (v):
A copy of the F.S.C. Fort Popton report was placed in the Milford Haven Port Authority HQ in
November *89; for public inspection, on condition that none.of it was quoted without written consent of
the clients who commissioned. In February 1990, the clients agreed to sell a copy to PCNPA, for £50, in
view of the House of Commons Agriculture Committee Enquiry. A summary is appended to these notes.
Re: para 3.4:
Isle of Wight boundary extensions we understand related to sea bed under some piers; probably
irrelevant to the fish-farming question.
9 February 1990
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Examinaiion of Witnesses
MR ALLAN RICHARDSON, Chairman, ACC National Parks Committee, member of Cheshire County
Council, LADY GASS, Chairman, Exmoor National Park Committee, MR GEORGE J YEOMANS,

Deputy National Park Officer, Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, MR JOHN CHAPMAN, Solictor to
the Lake District Special Planning Board and MR DAVID STAZICKER, Under Secretary, ACC, all of
the Association of County Councils, examined.
Chairman
511. Good morning, Mr Richardson. Would
you be kind enough to introduce your colleaques?
[Mr Richardson) I have oh my immediate right
Lady Gass, then John Chapman. Lady Gass is
from the Exmoor National Park Committee; she is
the Chairman. John Chapman is Solicitor to the
Lake District Special Planning Board. Then we
have George Yeomans on my far right who is the
Deputy National Park Officer for the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, which ties up with
the last part of the meeting you had. On my
immediate left is David Stazicker who is the Under
Secretary at the ACC.
512. Your evidence and your team indicate that
you are. particularly and exclusively interested in
this matter as it affects National Parks. We are,
however, interested on a much wider basis. We
would like to know what the ACC thinks about
their present planning rights outside National
Parks. Do you think that fish farming should
continue to benefit from permitted development
rights, that is to be treated as agriculture?
(Mr Richardson) When we first came here we
never intended just to deal with it from the
National Park point (rf view. National Parks, quite
obviously because of meir special status, are a
special case. Quite obviously they have cases they
wish to bring to your attention but it does apply to
all areas. You could spoil the environment or the
beauty of an area whether it is in a National Park
or not. It is our view that the developnent rights
ought to be withdrawn and brought under the
normal planning laws. There are enough areas
under directives from DOE to be able to control
councils if they do silly things. We are not against
fish farming, as the Scottish people. We are in the
same boat as they are. Where it is right we really
want to assist and help. We do feel that there are
places of special national beauty and natural
beauty that could possibly be put in jeopardy if fish
farming under the permitted development rights
was able to go ahead without any reference at all to
anybody else.
(Mr Stazicker) There is an additional point, that
the environment does not respect artificial boundaries and therefore what happens outside a National
Park may haye an impact inside it. Therefore the
National Parks are concerned with what happens
maybe upstream on a river which crosses the
boundary; but that is additional to the point Mr
Richardson is making.
513. Is it the policy of the ACC to ask the
Government to change the General Development
Order in such a way that all agricultural developments will then fall under normal planning permission or not?

(Mr Richardson) No; we are defining it so far as
fish farming is concerned at the present moment.
We do think that the large developments on farms
are now under control. We do not believe in
having to get permission for permission’s sake. We
do think there should be flexibility within the
farming world. We did make this proposition to
Mrs Bottomley who thought there was merit in it
and she would be awaiting your considerations
before she moved had she still been there.
514. It is quite clear in this inquiry, whether it is
north or south of the border that this whole
question of who gives planning permission and for
what is a highly contentious subject and we are
examining witnesses with all sorts of different
points of view. What you are saying is that you do
not wish the scene to be changed for agriculture
because you think that whatever the present
arrangements are they are sufficiently satisfactory,
but you would like to put fish farming into a
different category and treat it separately from
ordinary agriculture.
(Mr Richardso.i) Ordinary agriculture does have
to have planning permissions for various things.
515. For buildings over a certain size.
(Mr Richardson) For buildings over a certain
size and access; a whole host of things that
agriculture has to have; the cooperation of either
district or county council. A lot of agriculture now,
because of the decline, goes in for tourism and bed
and breakfast and all sorts of things like that, like
we do in Cheshire so we must have an interest in it.
We have the odd fish farm in Cheshire as well but
that is tucked away and would have been given
permission in any case. What we want to do is try
to protect areas that can be seen, that can be not of
benefit to tourism, that can destroy certain areas
within our National Parks and our natural beauty
spots that we have no control over whatsoever at
the present moment.
(Mr Stazicker) We can see that some of the
structures associated with fish farming, which we
would like to see brought under control, are not
inherently very different from some of the things
which in ordinary agriculture may not need planning permission. It is a complex question of interaction between the activity itself, fish farming, and
the sort of landscape in which fish farming can
physically be conducted. In a way there is a certain
inconsistency in our attitude between farming in
general and fish farming. One could say we are
seeking a stricter regime for fish farming than for
agriculture in general, but that is related to the
interaction between fish farming and landscape
and environment which is rather different because
of the different landscape in which it happens to
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fir, not just in National Parks or areas of outstanding natural beauty but because inland-fish farming
happens to be a river valley activity; it interacts
with its environment in a different way from the
generality of agriculture.
516. I shall examine that statement with care.
You are slightly having your cake and eating it. I
hear what you say and your evidence is helpful.
Could we then go onto the question of National
Parks? What are your views? Lady Gass kindly
sent us some pictures and it is quite clear that most
National Park authorities dislike developments of
almost any sort in their areas. I have considerable
sympathy with that point of view because in many
ways most development is intnisive. Perhaps you
would like to say whether you thought it possible
to allow fish farming and if so under what
Conditions and what powers you need and so on?
(Lady Gass) We are not against fish farming as
such. TTiere are some places within National Parks
where it would be quite suitable and where there
would be no objection to it. There are other places
where just one fish farm can destroy an extremely
sensitive landscape. For anyone who knows
Exmoor, one of its chief features is the river valleys
and the coombs which are exceptionally beautiful.
They are one of the reasons for designation as a
National Park. What we would like would be to
have to be asked before somebody intrudes into
that landscape. Then in many cases they would get
planning permission, in some they would get
planning permission with modifications and in
other cases we might have to say that we thought it
was so intrusive it was going to spoil the landscape
which the National Park was designed to protect.
517- Do you not have special powers at any rate
over developments in National Parks? As a farmer
in a National Park I have a tougher regime to deal
with, do I not?
(Lady Gass) Yes, you do. The thing is that fish
farms seem to be a grey area. I do not know
whether you all have copies of this booklet which
has pictures in, but I have some more if anyone
would like them. At first it was thought that fish
fanning did require planning permission, then
after talking to the NFU it was thought that
perhaps it did not. It a grey area and somebody can
in fact dig a fish farm over the weekend without
asking anybody. They are therefore much less
controlled than agriculture.
(Mr Chapman) The position has changed over
the years. At first fish farms being treated as
agricultural development under the old General
Development Order of 1977 did not require
spedfic consent because digging holes in the
ground was engineering operations for the purposes of agriculture on agricultural land. The
loophole was partly closed when the General
Development order was amended to stop an abuse
which involved the extraction of minerals as a
preliminary to the establishment of fish farms.
Subsequently that has been further closed by the
1988 Order arid currently our understanding in the
Lake District is that you could not ab initio start a
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fislrfarm by carrying out excavations. You must, as
a prerequisite, have a registered fish farm business
licence from the Ministry of Agriculture before
you can carry out permitted development rights.
However, we are very concerned that that is not a
view which is shared by, for example, the NFU,
who take a rather different view about these
matters.
518. Surprise, surprise. It is conceivable to
argue that the 1988 changes in the GDO did not
actually specify aquaculture or fish forming and
probably should have done. Would that be your
view?
(Mr Richardson) Yes, that is right.
519. Did the ACC make representations at the
time or was it one of those things that just slipped
away?
(Mr Stazicker) No, we did make representations
but of course that revision of the GDO was being
conducted in the context of the Government’s
“lifting the burden” exercise. It was basically a
deregulatory measure. We did say “Yes, we think
on this particular issue the GDO should be revised
in the opposite direction”. Ministers were not at
that stage disposed to do that and then of course
there were subsequent discussions which culminated in the agreement of Ministers that the issue
of fish fanning and permitted development would
not be addressed in the more recent revision of
permitted use rights in the countryside which took
place during 1989 but that it would await the
outcome of this Committee’s consideration.
Chairman: It is a very cl^&ult question for us to
deal with. We are going to"a lot of trouble to make
sure we get everybody’s views on this for obvious
reasons.
Mr MacDonald
520. Are you aware that there is in existence an
Act of Parliament, the Salmon and Freshwater
Fisheries Act, 1975, which authorised the Ministry
of Agriculture in one of its sections to issue
licences for fish farms? Are you aware of the
existence of this provision? It has never actually
been used and the latest word from the Ministry is
that they have no intention of evoking it. It does
mean that there is legislation in place that could be
used and I was wondering whether you were aware
of that and if so whether you had put pressure on
the Ministry to invoke this licensing system in
respect of National Parks for example?
(Mr Yeomans) We were not aware of it in
Pembrokeshire. I do not think the Welsh Office is
either because we addressed this point to them, not
in relation to that particular Act but we asked
whether they had any locus in this matter and in
particular would they sponsor some research which
we thought it essential to be widely circulated. The
Welsh Office replied that they had no standing in it
at all and it was entirely up to the Crown Estate
Commission.
(Mr Richardson) To go further than that, we are
aware that MAFF can grant licences but that is in
the main on whether or not there is sufficient water
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supply, that the pollutants must not come back into
the river or whatever; it is a controlling measure
more than a planning measure.
521. That might be under later regulations.
There is this about diseases and so oh. But there is
a more general provision in place, through the
1975 Act, which would allow MAFF to ii,sue
licences on general grounds if they so wished but
they have never invoked this power. I have only
just become aware of it. Probably quite a few
MAFF officials are unaware of it. I was wondering
whether you had been aware of it and whether you
had pressed MAFF to invoke that provision of the
1975 Act.
(Mr Richardson) We have never been aware of it
as a measure that would assist with environmental
problems as against the production of fish.
{Lady Gass) I do not know that a provision of
that kind would be the answer to the question
because we really need to be asked on environmental grounds what we think. If you have an
agricultural building of greater than 5,000 square
feet you have to ask for permission and even quite
a small fish farm in the wrong place could have a
much greater environmental impact and affect the
tourism and the beauty of the countryside for
people to look at, than quite a small agricultural
building. It is not really quite the same criteria
which are being used. We are thinking about the
effect on the environment and a small fish farm can
have a big effect. You might have a big fish farm in
the right place which had a small effect.
522. Absolutely; I take your point. I do not
want to go on about it but in this section 29 of the
1975 Act it does say that licences can be issued with
conditions according to those the Minister sees fit
to apply. So these conditions could be open and
general and could be related to particular areas
rather than throughout the country too. It might be
something worth looking at.
{Lady Gass) Thank you.
Mr Amos
523. Could I ask about the General Development Order and Article 4 Directions? My own
local authority have recently had to deal with an
Article 4 Direction and the outcome was not
entirely satisfactory so perhaps I could press you
on this particular point. As I understand it the
ACC recommend amending the GDO to remove
all permitted development rights for fish farms in
National Parks. Local authorities may, however,
serve an Article 4 Direction on a farmer withdrawing permitted development rights and requiring
him to submit a planning application. Two points
arise from that. First of all, do the numbers and the
impact of contentious developments warrant a
blanket withdrawal of all permitted development
rights for fish farms in National Parks? Secondly,
why does the ACC consider that the Article 4
machinery is an unsatisfactory alternative to amending the GDO?
{Mr Chapman) I hope not to be too legalistic
and make this inaccessible but there are four
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points. Article 4 Directions may not be retrospective in their effect if they have to be submitted
to the Secretary of State who can decide whether
he will confirm these or not. It is only in limited
circumstances in relation to dwellings where they
may take immediate effect. In relation to agricultural development the local planning authority submits them to the Secretary of State and may be
doing so in circumstances where that permitted
development is already being exploited by the
particular developer. That is a weakness in the
system. Secondly, compensation is payable if
ultimately once the development has been brought
within planning control the local planning authority refuses consent. It is our experience that the
determination of compensation issues is frequently
a long drawn-out arid somewhat harrowing process
for the local planning authority. It goes into these
things without knowing ultimately what the level of
compensation may be. There is a deterrent there to
using this mechanism except in extreme cases.
Tliirdly, they do not bear upon the use of land
which is of course a matter conferred by the
primary legislation through Section 22 of the
Planning Act. They only affect permitted development rights. You may not take away the right to
develop land through that mechanism. Fourthly,
they are very much site specific. If I could quote
from the Secretary of State’s own advice in Cirular
22/88, Appendix D which refers to Article 4
Directions, says that such action will rarely be
justified unless there is a real and specific threat,
that is that there is reliable evidence to suggest that
permitted development is likely to take place
which could damage an interest of acknowledged
importance. He likewise takes the view that it
would not be right to apply them in a blanket sense
and therefore they have to relate to a specific site.
It is unlikely that you would get an Article 4
Direction for more than a relatively discrete area
within your planning area’s control.
{Mr Yeomans) There is the further point that the
GDO does not affect fish farming in marine waters at
all. I have some illustrations here of one which is
very well sited as to be virtually invisible, tucked in
against a north facing cliff, which is actually outside
the National Park and another one about the size of
a football field, stuck in the middle of a particularly
beautiful stretch of water which is in the National
Park, which is totally outside our control.
Chairman
524. And you think they ought to be, do you?
{Mr Yeomans) Yes.
525. Who should be the planning authority?
{Mr Yeomans) In the National Park it would be
the National Park Authority and in the districts it
would be the district. If it were a site straddling the
boundary presumably it would be the county.
526. Why do you think you do not have the
power now?
{Mr Yeomans) We have not. The power resides
Solely with the Crown Estate Commission. Our
concern ...
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527. Are those lakes Crown Estate property in
England?
(Mr Chapman) Mr Yeomans is speaking of
estuarial waters. I speak for the National Park for
inland Jake waters, to that extent there is a
distinction.
»
528. Let Us get this straight then. On inland
lakes do you consider that somebody who wishes
to put a tankin a lake requires planning permission
for that?
(Mr Chapman) that is a matter which is
contentious at the present time.

[Continued

536. I shall ask you the same question I asked
earlier. Why do you think it is not? And have you
made your representations to the Crown Estate
Commissioners?
(Mr Yeomans) Yes, we have.
537. Have you aiiy reason to believe they are
going to overrule your views?
(Mr Yeomans) I cannot answer that ! am afraid.
538. Have you put up your protests on these
other applications?
(Mr Yeomans) Yes.

539; I would have thought, given the evidence
we
have had from the Crown Estate, they would
529. Exactly. That is why I am asking what you
take
very serious consideration of your views.
think.
(Mr Yeomans) We hope they will but how they
(Mr Richardson) We think they should.
will actually decide we do not know. There is some
reason for my saying that in that a study of the
530. Have you sought a legal opinion on this or
carrying capacity of the Milford Haven waterway
tried a case?
was commissioned by the fish farmers and was
(Mr Chapman) We quote a recent case which
published a year ago. Because its findiiigs were not
the Lake District National Park Authority
entirely supportive of the fish farmers’ case it was
determined that planning consent was required for
kept secret until last week when we managed to get
the location of cages on a lake but this was strongly
the clients who had commissioned it to release it.
disputed by the developer. Ultimately that appeal
That has been with the Crown Estate Commission,
in fact was abandoned, although without prejudice
we understand, for a year now. So they have had
to the developer’s view that he might come back at independent scientific evidence which suggests that
any stage arid re-promote it.
some of these applications should have been
turned, which would back up the objections that
531. That is hot a lot of help to us. Let us go have already been made by other interests two
back to Mr Yeomans then. You kindly brought us years ago. They still have not decided, which is
some pictures of these two examples. We fully why we are a little bit sceptical about their
understand about the role of the Crown Estate independence, especially when we have the other
Commissioners and you heard the evidence we sad case of the second fish farm which was
were taking earlier this morning. Are those two developed in the area, partly owned by the Welsh
pictures in England?
Water Authority, which was put in a place where
(Mr Yeomans) No, sir, they are both in the everybody said it would not stay beyond the next
Milford Haven waterway. The same situation gale and it did not. It broke loose with a massive
would apply in England if you were talking about loss of fish and none of the proper effluent
the Fowey or wherever.
discharge consents or measures to prevent escapes
being taken which were the responsibility of Welsh
532. We do not think there are more than two Water had in fact been taken. There is always that
fish farms in estuarial waters in England but we questionmark which underlies the independence of
may have got it wrong. How many do you think anybody which has a direct commercial interest in
the operation which they are supposed to regulate,
you have in Wales?
which
was the position with the Welsh Water
(Mr Yeomans) Two.
Authority and is the position with the Crown
Estate.
533.. Those two.
(Mr Yeomans) Yes, but there are about half a
dozen applications pending and have been for two
years.
534. Are you as dissatisfied with the Crown
Estate Commissioners as some of our witnesses
were earlier this morning?
(Mr Yeomans) Yes, sir.
535. That is at least quite clear. Even though
one you approve of and one you do not?
(Mr Yeomans) Yes. As everyone is at pains to
emphasise, we are not against fish farming in
marine waters on principle, it is purely that we
think the matter should be subject to a comfortable
control.

540. I think that is no longer, so that problem
has been solved at least in terms of the river
authorities.
(Mr Yeomans) Yes but not with the Crown
Estate.
(Mr Stazicker) That is the main point that we
would like to add to what our Scottish colleagues
said earlier this morning. The key to our objection
to the Crown Estate Commission’s regime is that in
effect they are acting as entrepreneurs in their
administration of estuarial and other coastal waters
and there is a conflict of interest if they combine
that commercial interest with a licensing or
approval function. We would draw a parallel with
various other instances in recent years where the
Crown has given up its immunity from normal
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statutory controls when it is acting in effect as an
entrepreneur, provider of services and so forth. It
has accepted a stricter regime under planning
control, it has given up immunity under various
statutes. I will not attempt to list them now but
there is; a general trend in that direction and the
logic of our case is that the Crown Estate Commissioners should likewise abrogate their jurisdiction
over coastal waters.
Mr MacDonald
541. Could I follow on the Milford Haven
example of a waterway. The Department of
Transport also has a locus in evaluating applications from a navigation point of view. Do you have
any complaiihts or problems with the way the
Departnent of Transport handle their responsibilities?
(Mr Yeomans) No. Most of it appears to be
delegated to the Milford Haven Port Authority. If
they agree with a particular application or objection then the Department of Transport teiids to go
the same way. They do concern themselves largely
with big ships and this is a very large oil port. The
recreational aspect of boating does tend to get
overlooked and there have been numerous complaints from yachtsmen and in particular people
running a fairly new marina.
Mrs Winterton
542. I have a question on TBT. In both the
evidence from the ACC and from you, Mr Yeomans, you refer to the anomaly where TBT paints
are still permifred on merchant craft but not on
pleasure craft. This goes very deep with our
Chairman who is himself a yachtsman. Would you
say that this limited prohibition has actually
reduced the area of surface water that is affected
by TBT?
(Mr Yeomans) As far as the prohibition on
yachts is concerned, there are about 1,000 yachts
moored in or around this particular patch of water
at any peak period; most of them are ashore. The
average rize of yacht means that you are probably
talking about an acre or two of boat’s bottom
which is being exposed to the water. If you look at
the throughput of merchant ships at the port there
is..an average of 11 acres of ship’s bottom being
exposed, all of which could be containing TBT. We
are not so much concerned with the effect of this
on fin fish farms, although we are worried that fin
fish farms might be painted with TBT paints. The
real concern is with shell fishing because there are
some oyster beds and mussel beds in the area as
well. There is also very much concern with the
natural ecological system of shellfish and everything else associated with it.
543. What impact has the ban on TBT made on
the oyster farming in the Estuary?
(Mr Yeomans) The ban on yachts is motes and
beams.
544. Tiny; yes. So there has not been a significant impact in other words.
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(Mr Yeomans) No. The whole thing has- nOt
been properly evaluated, that was the main thrust
of our concern, that it should be explored irnnore
detail.
Chairman
545. It was a question of what coiild be done
and what could hot be done and they could ban it
from yachtsmen and they could not ban it off the
big ships. Very unfair! TTiat is history.
(Mr Richardson) Lady Gass would like to draw
to your attention the various controls that are on
agriculture in the National Parks that give fish
fanners a head start.
(Lady Gass) Perhaps I did not make this quite
clear earlier. There is already a great deal of
control over agricultural activities in National
Parks. All farm buildings and farm tracks have
some form of control but a fish farm which can
totally change a landscape is not the subject of any
controls. What we should like to do would be to
get controls organised to get rid of an anomaly, riot
to tiy to change controls over all farming.
546. Where are your fish farms? Are they on the
River Exe? You kindly sent us a map.
(Lady Gass) We have some booklets with
photographs.^ Can I give you these. The most
obvious one is on the River Haddeo.
547. We have had one but it has been photocopied and is not very satisfactory.
(Lady Gass) This has some coloured photographs.
548. I am not unfamiliar with your part of the
world for various reasons.
(Lady Gass) Yes, I realise that. You can see the
first example which is the Exmoor trout farm at
Hartford. We have a lot of photographs of the
excavations looking down from Haddon Hill up
above. This is one which we very much regret was
able to happen without us being able to stop it.
549. This is numbers 4, 5 and 6 is it.
(Lady. Gass) Yes, 4, 5 and 6 and then over the
page what it looks like now that it is more
established; 7 and 8, If you walk up onto that hill,
which is a beautiful open moorland you suddenly
come across this alien intrusion of these rectangular things. The next one, which,is.at Weir, Pixton,
is one for which we gave planning permission
because it is in a location next to buildings where it
could be accommodated. It shows that we are not
just ariti-everything, In the right place they are fine
and in the wrong.place they are awful.
550. They applied for and you gave them
planning permission but in the first case they did
not apply and you did not give them planning
permission.
(Lady Gass) In the case of Exmoor Trout at
Hartford they applied for planning permission and
it was turned down. Then after speaking to the
NFU it became doubtful whether they needed
1 Available from Exmoor National Park Department.
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planning permission or not so they went ahead.
The Article 4 Direction was then put on but of
course that could not apply retrospectively.
551. Not very satisfactory, I quite agree.
(Lady Gass) It is really this grey area which is
very unsatisfactojty.
552. Is it the ACC’s experience that other
National Parks are in this trouble?
(Mr Fichardson) Yes.
553. There is a number of cases is there?
(Mr Richardson) Yes. North York Moors and of
course the Lake District do have problems.
Mrs Winterton
554. What about the Peak Park?
(Mr Richardson) ! have not known of a problem
as yet in the Peak Park.
Chairman
555. That is really all we can do usefully this
moming.Tt is unlikely we shall have time, I fear, in
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the timescale we have given ourselves —there is a
certain element of urgency about this matter—to
come to visit you on -Exmoor directly but thank
you for letting us have these photographs; We
certainly take on board the points you have made
and we are going to visitsome inland trout farms in
Hampshire where we shall see their impact on the
countryside. You can rest assured we are all fairly
familiar with it. Thank you very much indeed for
coming today.
(Mr Richardson) Thank you veiy much for
seeing .us. As a farmer I do riot go for regulations
unless they are really needed, but I do think there
should be some proper controls so that we do not
soil pur own riest. Possibly in the wrong places this
could be it. I know Bill Meadows, when he was
Chairman of Exmoor, was on at me. I did riot
realise the scale of the problem until"! went to see
for myself. We do not want too much regulation.
Regulation can be done with the directives from
the DOE so that we make proper decisions if we
are given that chance. Thank you very much.
Chairman: Thank you.
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Mr Alan Amos
Mr Eric Martlew
Mr Christopher Gill
Mrs Ann Winterton

Memorandum submitted by Shetland Islands Council
1.0 SUMMARY

1.1 This memorandum will concentrate firstly on three topics, namely: Planning and legislative
control; Environmental issues; Economic benefits and employment opportunities, and will demonstrate
that Shetland stands apart fi*om the rest of the United Kingdom in terms of local authority participation in
the effective development and regulation of a successful industry.
1.2 This memorandum then goes on to address Grant Aids and Research and Development and
highlights the need for future state support to encourage new developments and quality/health
improvements in the important new sectors of this industry. The main points raised in this memorandum
are:
1.3 Shetland Islands Council has unique powers, contained in a private Act of Parliament, to regulate
all developments in the coastal waters of Shetland, including inter alia fish farming. Use of those powers
to regulate fish farming has proved very satisfactory and could provide a useful model for emulation, if
any change were contemplated in the regulatory powers which apply elsewhere in the U.K.
1.4 A unique system of seabed monitoring is practised in Shetland.
1.5 Shetland Islands Council, in close liaison with the D.A.F.S. Marine Laboratory offers a disease
diagnostic service for the industry.
1.6 The Council has appointed a Fish Farming Working Group to report to the Council’s
Development Committee on policy matters affecting the fish farming industry and the Council’s control
thereof. The Fish Farming Working Group provides a forum for exchange of views between the Council
and the industry. Representatives of the Nature Conservancy Council and the Highlands and Islands
Development Board are also invited to attend meetings of the Group.
1.7 Salmon production in Shetland has grown at an astonishing rate since the first 50 tonnes of fish
were haiwested in 1984. The Shetland Salmon Farmers’ Association projects that production for 1989 will
be in the order of 8,500 tonnes and estimated production for 1990 is in the^ region of 12,500 tonnes.
1.8 Further development of the industry requires continuing grant support from the H.I.D.B.
1.9 For the industry to survive and progress, continued Government support for research and
development work is essential.
2.0 INTRODUCTION

2.1 Fish farming in Shetland is a relatively new industry. Although small scale trout and shellfish
farming existed previously, fish farming on a large scale only became possible in 1982 when a Norwegian
company overcame the lack of rivers to support hatcheries by successfully importing smoits from the
Scottish Mainland using a well-boat. Since that time, and using similar techniques, the growth of the
industry in Shetland has been extremely rapid, although the recent collapse in prices has slowed down the
pace of growth.
2.2 'fhe topics covered in this memorandum are selected from those suggested by the Committee.
3.0 PLANNING AND LEGISLATIVE CONTROL

3.1 In terms of section 5(1) of the Zetland County Council Act, 1974, it is the duty of Shetland Islands
Council to take all such necessary action for or in connection with the conservancy of, and control of
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development in, the coastal area (of Shetland). Section 11 of the Act empowers the Council to grant
Works Licences. In terms of section 14, all persons proposing to undertake works in the coastal area,
have first to obtain a Works Licence and, thereafter, to comply with the conditions contained therein.
Both Applicants and Objectors, who are aggrieved by the Council’s decisions to refuse or grant Works
Licences, respectively, have a right of appeal to the Secretary of State, by virtue of section 13 of the Act.
This statutory framework has involved the Council in direct control of the local salmon farming industry,
from its inception.
3.2 The development control function exercised by Shetland Islands Council in the coastal area, below
the level of MHWS, in some respects, analogous to the controls exercised by all local authorities,
landward of MLWS, under the Town and Country Plaiming Acts. Advertisement of an application made
under section 11 of the 2^tland Country council Act 1974 allows full public participation in the process,
the decision on the application is taken democratically in public with ^ observations or objections being
considered.
3.3 In light of the effectiveness of the system operated by Shetland Islands Council, the Crown Estate
Onnmissioners decided in 1984 to disapply their consultation procedures, which are applied elsewhere in
the U.K., in connection with seabed Lease applications relating to fish farming activities. Instead, the
Cbmmissioners require an applicant for a seabed lease in Shetland waters to produce a Works Licence
from the Council before the lease application is processed.
3.4 The works licence procedure has worked extremely well in practice, there having been only five
Appeals to date which have proceeded to a determination by the Secretary of State. The Secretary of
State found in favour of the Council in three of these appeals.
3.5 To assist the Shetland Islands Council in the determination of Works Licence applications. Policies
have been evolved which lay down guidelines for the effective regulation of the development of the fish
farming industry. These policies, covering Salmon and Shellfish Farming separately are contained in the
Council’s policy documents.
4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

4.1 Licensing

In practice, aj^licants for Works Licences are advised to consult local officers of the Nature
Conservancy Cbuncil (N.C.C.) prior to submission of applications to the Council. The Council takes
environmental aspects carefully into consideration when determining Works Licence applications, and
lays down conditions requiring inter alia (i) the installation of predator exclusion measures on marine
structures; (ii) the licensee to ensure that pollution does hot occur such as to cause a nuisance or damage
to the environment.
4.2 Control of Pollution Act 1974 — Part II

In addition to the conditions which it imposes in Works Licences, the Council also has a duty under the
above legislation to monitor and control the deposition of effluent in marine waters, by consenting to
operations which deposit such effluents. Fish farms come within the scope of the Act. To this end the
C^ncU, through consultation and co-operation with Shetland Salmon Farmers’ Association, has
instituted a standardised system of seabed monitoring of all salmon farms in Shetland waters, based upon
methodology developed by the N.C.C. Regular reports require to be submitted by the holder of such
consent to the Coun^ to enable the Council’s responsible officers to exercise their duties and powers as
defined by the Act.
4.3 Other Local Authority Activities
As as an adjunct to the self monitoring required by the Council in relation to compliance with the
requirements... under the Control of Pollution Act, the Council has also undertaken, on its own account,
seabed sediment surveys on selected salmon farm sites. It is proposed that all sites will be surveyed at
regular intervals to provide analytical evidence to compliment visual seabed surveys. This operation is
unique in the UK.

4.4
The Shetland Islands Council offers a disease diagnostic service
Industry, through its Research & Development Department in close liaison with DAFS Marine
Laboratory in Aberdeen. This operation is unique in the UK.
5.0 ECONOMIC BENEFITS AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

5.1 A progress report on the Shetland Salmon Industry submitted to Shetland Islands Council in
December 1988, which is attached to this memorandum,^ summarises the above topic. This demonstrates
♦Not printed. Available from Shetland Islands Council.
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the phenomenal growth of the salmon fanning industry in Shetland since 1982, to the point where in 1988
the turnover of the industry exceeded that of any other industry except oil and output was a quarter of the
entire Scottish production.
6.0 GRANT AIDS
6.1 The majority of salmon farmers in the Shetland area are now in commercial production, but many
are still some way from achieving the production potential of their sites. Salmon farming is a risky
business and shortage of capital is a major constraint. Continuing financial support of the Highlands and
Islands Development Board is very important.
6.2 Comparatively little has been done to achieve the potential for producing value-added products
from salmon, most of which is marketed whole at present. The potential can only be achieved with
H.I.D.B. aid.
6.3 Salmon has been the favourite fish farming species since the first smolts were introduced in 1982.
Again, state aid via the H.I.D.B., and in due course from Highlands and Islands Enterprise, is essential if
the potential of other fish and shellfish species is to be investigated and realised.
7.0 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
7.1 For many years the D. A.F.S. Marine Laboratory in Aberdeen has provided vital technical support
to the fish farming industry in Shetland. Since 1982 this has mainly been directed towards salmonid
farming. In recent years Stirling University has also provided valuable technical support and researdh
facilities.
7.2 If the industry is to survive its present difficulties and develop in future, it is vital that such
institutions as those mentioned be adequately funded to carry out research in such areas as pest and
disease control, husbandry and the marine environment. While the private sector must play its part,
financial support from Government to such institutions is essential.
9 October, 1989.
Examination of vritnesses
Chairman of Development Committee, and MR CHARLES SIMPSON, Development
Officer in R&D Department with particular responsibility for fish fanning, Shetlands Islands
Cbuncil, examined.

CLLR MAGNUS FLAWS,

Chairman
556. Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen.
May I, first of all, say how grateful we are to the
Shetland Islands Council for allowing us to use
their hall and for making us feel welcome here.
Councillor Flaws, you have kindly come along to
explain the position of your Council. Would you
like to start by introducing yourself and your
colleague.
(Cllr Flaws) Thank you. My name is Magnus
Flaws, Councillor Dunrossness; I am the Chairman
of the Shetland Islands Council Development
Committee, which has various sub-committees,
one of which is the Salmon Working Group. Mr
Simpson is our salmon specialist and looks after
the licensing and all aspects of the salmon industry
for the Council.
557. Thank you very much. I should remind you
we are as if we were in the House of Commons and
what is said today is totally privileged and you are
entirely free to say what you wish. Perhaps we
could start by dealing with the delicate matter of
planning controls. We are, of course, aware that
you have a dispute with the Crown Estate which is
in the process of being resolved any time now. We
do not wish to do or say anything that will impinge
upon that decision, which is absolutely nothing to

do with us. We are really interested in seeking to
make a recommendation in due course as to how
planning controls shall apply to aU fish farms, both
marine fish farms and inland fish farms; I suspect
in your case the inland fish farms are going to be a
problem. As a result of your experience and as a
result of the difference that exists here, or has
existed here until the case is resolved, we would
like to know whether you see any merit in either
the local authority or the planning authority, which
may well be the same in most cases, having the
power to grant permission for the establishment of
marine fish farms. We would be interested to have
your views as to the merits of your operation.
(Cllr Flaws) Thank you. Chairman. I think that
our system has worked, and has worked well; the
industry seem to accept it, and the councillors
accept that it gives them a degree of control. It
seems to work well, espedally the fact that we have
this consultation from the day the applicant comes
forward with the idea and he is really led from that
point on to all the interested parties until the
Works Licences in Shetland appear on the Council
table. That way we feel there is a great benefit to
the applicant and also to the Council because both
are appearing at the table with a complete
package and one that should eventually go
through. Regarding the planning side, we feel that
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we have better rights of appeal, other than straight
{banning applications. If somebody has a problem
and an objector feels he would like to appeal then
he can appeal directly to the Secretary of State
after the Council has made a decision; 28 days is
allowed to carry out this appeal. These are the
main points.
558. How many different bodies is it your
practice to consult?
(Cllr Flaws) We consult the NCC, and they are
informed; the Shetland Fishermens’ Association is
informed in case the application is infringing on
existing fishing grounds—whether it be for white
fish or shellfish; all the relevant departments
within the Council are informed—that is, Ports and
Harbours, because we have to look at the
navigation aspect, and Ports and Harbours look
after the anchorage systems—the Development
Committee looks at it to see if it is a good
proposition, and that is where Mr Simpson comes
in; and we have the Environmental Health Department who look to see if there is enough water flow
in the area where the farm is to be situated and if it
is suitable for that; and the Community Council in
the area where the planning site is drawn are also
informed of the application. These bodies are all
informed, plus the Shetland Salmon Farmers’
Association who are also informed of the application. They all have an input into the presentation.
559. Does the Countryside Commission for
Scotland come as far as this?
(Cllr Flaws) The NCC are informed, but the
Cbuntryside Commission are not informed here.
560. Do you find that you get objections from
other conservation bodies, whose headquarters
will not be in Scotland, objecting to the view being
changed or whatever it may be?
(Cllr Flaws) If you take, for example, the NCC,
if it is a place where the NCC feel there may be a
I^oblem with birds—some species of bird or flocks
of birds or the breeding site—I am sure the NCC
would inform the RSPB, and they would possibly
object if there was a need for objection which,
again, would be looked at. The point is that that
objecticm is felt before it reaches the Council table
and it is discussed and worked out before it gets
there. K the applicant feels strongly enough they
can insist that it goes on and then it is up to the
Council to decide. If they have made a formal
objection they still have the right to appeal.

[Continued

number of cages on the sites. I do not have an
accuratefigure.
563. Are the 77 sites all active?
(Mr Simpson) Not all, no.
564. Do you know how n?any are?
(Mr Simpson) There are between 55 and 60
farming operations underway at the moment.
565. What about the land-based side of the
operations—do you apply the ordinary planning
controls to those, or is the system effectively rolled
into one?
(Mr Simpson) No, there are differences. There
is a overlap in some cases between the
requirements under the planning laws and the
requirements under our Works Licensing system.
For example, if somebody proposes to build a pier
an applicant may require both plarming permission for shore-based facilities and a Works Licence
for marine works as well.
566. Does a Works Licence apply also to the
mooring of cages and the moorings appropriate to
that?
(Mr Simpson) Yes.
567. What marine bodies are consulted about
that, other than the Harbour Authority?
(Mr Simpson) There is the standard application
to the Department of Transport, which is separate
from the Works Licence procedure. An application for a marine farm also requires various
consents under the various Acts administered by
the Department of Transport, and they have their
separate consultation procedures as well as the
consultation process that takes place under the
Works Licensing side of things.

561. We have been told that Crown Estate
consult between 30 and 34 bodies, according to the
precise location. You are managing this on a more
econmnic basis because of the special circumstances that apply here?
(Cllr Flaws) I wonder who else we can consult
with.

568. What action do you take to ensure that the
conditions you impose are being complied with? It
is, in fact, your job to do just that?
(Mr Simpson) Yes. There are conditions applied
to Works Licences to cover various aspects of the
operation of the works, including the requirement
to identify the site, to mark it clearly and to light it
and provide navigation marks, which is the responsibility of the Council’s Ports and Harbours department, to monitor that that is done, and to do
geographical monitoring to make sure that the
works are contained within the boundaries of the
licence or not. There are conditions to tiy to
ensure a good standard of husbandry; conditions
that require an application, basically, not to make
a mess. These conditions are also monitored
through more than one system of environmental
monitoring. There are various other clauses for
various eventualities but these are the main ones.
These conditions are monitored.

562. Can you tell me how many marine cages
you have already licensed as separate units?
(Mr Simpson) Roughly 77 sites separately licensed. We do not necessarily confine or regulate the

569. Does the Department of Agriculture and
Fisheries for Scotland take an interest in what you
do?
(Mr Simpson) An interest, yes.
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570. Are they consulted and, if so, at what
stages?
(Mr Simpson) Do you mean over applications?
571. Applications, monitoring, health and
research—all these things.
(Mr Simpson) Yes, they are quite interested. It
may be useful to add that one facet of the Works
Licence system is that every application has to be
advertised and published; not aU planning applications necessarily have to be advertised. All Works
Licences have to be advertised and this notice is
always published in the local press so that, for
example, the Department of Agriculture through
their local fisheries office receive due notice of all
applications made, and are able to comment or
object if they so wish.
572. Let us say that I was so enamoured with
your community charge I decided not to go back
tomorrow afternoon but to set up a fish farm and
applied to you on Monday morning for a licence so
to do, properly set out and in line with your
requirements. How long would it be before you
would give or refuse me permission?
(Mr Simpson) The statutory period is 12 weeks
from the date of the application.
573. You are required to give an answer?
(Mr Simpson) The local authority must give an
answer within 12 weeks, otherwise the application
is deemed to be refused.
574. Deemed to be refused?
(Mr Simpson) Yes. You then have the right to
appeal on these grounds to the Secretary of State.
575. Can you tell us statistically—we will not
hold you to precise figures—roughly what proportion you accept or refuse of the applications?
(Mr Simpson) An accurate figure I cannot give
you but I can hardly remember a case which has
taken longer.
576. I mean where a case has been refused. Do
you manage to sort out your difficulties during the
process of application, because you do not encourage people to apply where inevitably they will be
refused? There must be a close relationship in
terms of the number of people involved?
(Mr Simpson) I can only give you an opinion.
Half the applications might well have been refused
on various grounds if the pre-consultation processes were not undertaken.
577. As a result of consultation processes
between the application going in and your decision
by the Council roughly half get turned down for
some reason or another?
(Mr Simpson) What I said was, probably without
that level of pre-consultation half of them would
not be in a form that would fit the guidelines that
the Council have to guide them.
578. You are saying that most get through
because you have managed to filter them in
negotiation?
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(Cllr Flaws) Over 90 per cent get through
because we have gone through the filtration
system. When they arrive on the table they are
ready for acceptance and there is no reason why
they should not go through. Take for example the
Shetland Fishermens’ Association, if there is a case
where the applicant wants to put his cage in a
certain spot and it is pointed out that is in the
middle of a shellfish ground, what we would
recommend through Mr Simpson and the Association would be that he moved to the left, right, front
or back away from that ground and it therefore
solves the problem before it becomes a serious
problem.
579. Would you say that your relationship with
the farmers are, in most circumstances, friendly
and good?
(Cllr Flaws) Yes, I would say we have an
excellent relationship with the farmers.
580. In due course we shall be asking them what
they think about you.
(Cllr Flaws) We shall await their response!
Mr MacDonald
581. As a follow up, I think you mentioned a
certain number of the licences issued to sites that
have been licensed are not currently being worked.
Could you say how many fall into that category? I
think you did mention 20 or so. How long do you
let them lie without being worked before you step
in?
(Mr Simpson) To the best of my recollection
there may be eight or ten sites that are licensed at
the present that have not been developed^ The
time given is two years from the granting of the
licence. The authority expects development to take
place and after that two years the authority can
review the licence—in other words, investigate the
circumstances as to why a development has not
taken place—and if the authority sees fit or
considers it reasonable the licence may be
withdrawn.
582. How long are the licences issued for? Are
they 99 year leases?
(Mr Simpson) 15 years.
583. Is that the longest?
(Mr Simpson) That is the standard.
Chairman
584. Everybody has got a 15 year licence?
(Mr Simpson) Yes. There is provision in the
licence for a review after 12 years, in the sense that
the long-term effects of fish farming are not yet
recognised. It seemed prudent to give the authority
the ability to review the situation after a period of
time; but at the same time, if the results of that
review were to be unfavourable, to make it seem
likely the licence should not carry on, it gives a
reasonable period of time to the licensee to take
action. That is the reason for the 15 year licence
and the 12 year review period.
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585. 15 years is not a very long time in terms of a
business cycle, for someone investing money and
putting it up. What likelihood could someone
expect, assuming he was fish farming normally, of
eventually being renewed after 15 years?
(Mr Simpson) Given the circumstances you have
outlined, if there are no problems then at this
moment in time I can see no impediment as to why
the licence should be refused, but it is a measure of
some prudence shall we say.
(Cllr Flaws) Chairman, I think that is one that
could be or would be fed through the Shetland
Islands CouncU Salmon Farming Working Group.
Once the industry felt that they were happy that
would be something that would feed through the
Development Committee to the full Council to
change that. That is the path that is available to
them if they want to change any of the policies.
MrMartfcw
586. Do you charge for the licence? Is there a
cost?
(Mr Simpson) No.
587. There is no income, so there is no benefit
in reviewing it after 15 years?
(Mr Simpson) No.
Chainnan
588. There is no rent charge?
(Mr Simpson) No.
589. When are you expecting the outcome of
the case?
(Mr Simpson) That I do not know, sir.
(Cllr Flaws) The case is not up against the SIC.
(Mr Simpson) The Council is not involved.
590. Clearly we would be interested in this
matter because the Crown Estate’s influence on
the industry in the rest of the country is substantial.
Have you identified or done any work on identifying possible sites, or do you simply wait until an
applicant comes forward?
(Mr Simpson) In the past when the industry was
at an earlier stage we did some work along that
line—basically in order to be able to advise people
to the best of our ability as to what might be
suitable sites and what might not be.
591. Presumably there must then be a huge
potential still remaining?
(Mr Simpson) Given the constraints, if you like,
of the Council’s guidelines there is not a tremendous potential for expansion.
592. Is this for marine reasons or land-based
reasons?
(Mr Simpson) Both. There are natural geographical constraints on available areas for the siting
of marine farms in Shetland. There are navigational constraints and there are natural constraints in
areas where water-is not suitable to put them in.
Given the remaining areas in between that are

[Continued

suitable for fish farming, the guidelines have a
bearing on that, in that we insist on a minimum
separation distance between farms of 1,000 metres,
which limits the extent of the potential. There is
potential remaining. Obviously as technology
improves and cage design improves there will be
fish farming operations possible in the future in
areas that in the past would have been considered
impossible.
Mr Martlew
593. Considering there are a limited number of
sites left and you do not charge for the licences,
how does the Council choose if there is a grant for
one application for a particular site?
(Cllr Flaws) It depends—one of the parts of the
policy is that we prefer it to be near land or ground
that the individual owns so that it adjoins his land
which he is planning for. If it is a local man in that
area or a local group in that area we tend to favour
them rather than an incomer coming from another
area trying to get into the area. The idea of the
policy was to spread it throughout Shetland and
give the small chaps the chance to get into the
business near their own doorstep, rather than
having to travel away firom home.
594. Your preference is to give to the landowner
of that particular area?
(Cllr Flaws) Yes.
Mr MacDonald
595. How do you ensure good husbandry? How
do you check up and what things do you look for?
What sort of strictures do you have?
(Mr Simpson) There are two levels of overview,
if you like: one is through the Council’s own
disease diagnostic service who are in regular
contact with the farms and keep an eye on what is
going on. The second one is a more statutory duty
through the Control of Pollution Act, whereby all
fish farms have to be registered and licensed to
deposit pollution in the sea. One of the duties
under that is a monitoring function. We have
evolved a system with the help of the NCC for
regular site monitoring; overlaid over that are our
own departmental seabed sediment surveys to
check the state of the seabed.
Chairman
596. Does a purification board operate here, or
are you the purification board?
(Cllr Flaws) We sponsored our own survey to
cover a lot of the sites and there were core samples
taken which we sent down to the DAFS marine
laboratory in Aberdeen. The Council sponsored
that to make sure that all the sites were correct
because there was a worry there may be effluent
building up underneath but that was found not to
be the case.
597. Does the Council employ a scientist on
water purification for the oil terminals and so on?
(Cllr Flaws) No. There*, is an environmental
health department which looks after that.
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598. Could I ask whether the Council’s policy of
requiring applicants to demonstrate a 75 per cent
local shareholding has met the stated objectives of
maximising the benefits to the local community, or
has it had an adverse effect upon the investment?
(Cllr Flaws) I would say it has had a very positive
effect. Business has been spread certainly through
the north part of the island, both east and west,
obviously clear of Sullom Voe because no salmon
cages are allowed in there. Geographically the
south part is not suitable for salmon cages because
it is too exposed. Not only have the salmon
industry gone ahead, but so have all the other
industries that have grown from them such as net
mending; there are two companies now building
boats suitable for salmon farming. There are a lot
of other industries which have come on. Local
people have had a chance to get into an industry
we felt they would not otherwise have got into if it
had been left wide upon. If we had some of the
bigger companies coming in then those people
would not have had a chance.
599. You must have had to consider at one stage
whether you would actually make a charge for the
licences you issued and, presumably, at that time
you made considerations as to whether the benefit
to the community would be greater as a result of
charging for licences than adopting your policy of
trying as far as possible to give the licences to local
people?
(Cllr Flaws) I think we would need to charge an
awful lot of money to recoup the benefits that the
local population have gained fi:om the salmon
business, if that is your question.
600. My question really is along these lines: by
giving the licence to a local person there is no
income, as I understand it, directly to the Council
for the benefit of the whole community, but that
the benefit is to the individuals, the indigenous
population, who you are trying to accommodate?
(Cllr Flaws) That is right.
601. lam asking what consideration was made
to arrive at that conclusion?
(Cllr Flaws) First of all, I have only been a
councillor for four years and that decision was
made before then. It is not just for the salmon
farmers but other people that have got business out
of this industry. I think the costs would need to be
very high to overcome that.
(Mr Simpson) May I add a point there. Chairman. The zee Act which statutorily prevents the
Council from charging for a works licence.
602. With the current state of the salmon
market, does the local ownership criterion make it
more difficult for those wishing to sell their farms?
(Mr Simpson) I think generally the answer is,
no, but the matter has not arisen to a serious
degree yet. It is difficult to say whether it will. The
best way to answer that is to say that the Council
has always maintained a flexible attitude towards
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its policies. These policies are not written on
tablets of stone. If circumstances change then the
Council will consider the best means which it sees
fit to resolve such a situation, were it to arise.
603. CoSLA has suggested to the Committee
that the Islands Council are finding it increasingly
difficult to maintain this element of local control.
Could the Council says how they investigate
shareholdings and keep abreast of changing share
ownership?
(Cllr Flaws) We do keep a check through the
research and development department on thenaccounts, because most of the individuals have had
a grant or a loan through the department, and
these accounts are furnished every year so we can
see who is involved in the companies. It is also a
condition of the licence that they inform the
Council of any change, and if they do not and they
are found out they could lose their licence; so it is
up to them to make sure that we are informed of
any changes.
604. Have there been any instances of change of
ownership not being notified?
(Cllr Flaws) I have not been aware of any.
Mr MacDonald
605. How do you keep track of who is a local
fisherman? What would happen if one of the oil
workers became a local resident?
(Cllr Flaws) If he has been here long enough and
he seems to have settled on the island; but if, as the
Chairman said, he arrives today and wants to open
up a salmon farm tomorrow I think you might be
looking at a refusal. If he has been here for a few
years and settled down.
Chairman: I have had the misfortune to seek, as
an Englishman, to do business in Scotland!
Mr MacDonald
606. There is no hard and fast definition?
(Cllr Flaws) No, we do not ask for birth
certificates. It is a small island—there are only
23,500 people on the island—so most of the people
are known in the area; there are people who work
in Sullom Voe and have shares in salmon farms.
607. You do allow non-locals to own shares in
salmon farms—there are 25 per cent—is there any
interest being shown by the larger companies in
acquiring or accumulating minority shareholdings
in various farms?
(Mr Simpson) Not so far.
(Cllr Flaws) Not that we have been aware of.
Chairman
608. Are you not rather worried that there are
several scenarios where this policy could rebound
quite badly. If, for example, the broiler chicken
industry is followed it is quite possible that this
industry will be cyclical and sometimes the bottom
of the cycle can be long and damaging; you could
finish up with a situation where not only will
people lose jobs but will lose their investment as
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well on a massive scale because of your insistence
on primary local investment. Would you not rather
look at the possibility now the industry is established, and from what you say the majority of the
important sites are taken, of encouraging outside
investment simply from the point of view of
providence?
(Cllr Flaws) I think if the industry was going
through a cycle then the big companies would also
be feeling the pinch. In Shetland we have been
able to hold the premium price on our salmon
because of the way it has been marketed and where
we are on the islands. I feel it would be better to
hold on to that than let it out south. What we
would be frightened of is, if one of the major
companies moved up to Shetland and they started
selling sahnon down south, they could sell whatever they wanted as Shetland salmon and whether
it came from Shetland or not would be totally
immaterial to them, but we have a market in
Shetland that we want to protect and that is our
way of protecting it. As long as we hold the shares
in these salmon farms—it is 75 per cent
Shetlanders—we know that it is Shetland sahnon
that is going out of Shetland.
609. Let us take another scenario, that I am a
very successful Shetland fish farmer and I am doing
terribly well, but because the oil industry is down
or there are other economic pressures I cannot sell
my shares in Shetland to a Shetlander, I would be
rather miffed by this draconian business condition
which.is unusual, to put it mildly. Would it not be
in the interests of the fish farmers to be able to
realise some of the capital gains achieved over the
years in building up the industry?
(Mr Simpson) Yes, but I may add some aspects
of our Council’s policy have been recommended to
be changed recently dong these lines. It has to be
borne in mind that as time goes on and the industry
becomes more mature, more and more of the
requests for reviews of the policy and changes to
the policy are led fi'om the industry, because they
are the people on the ground, as it were, or in the
sea. As I have said to Mr Gill, the Council will
consider any proposal from the salmon fanners. If
that propo^ was to reconsider the shareholding
aspect or ownership aspects, that would also be
considered.
Mr MacDonald
610. We will hear from the farmers themselves
in a moment. What is the downside of that
suggestion from your point of view as a local
authority, the suggestion being that the farmer
should be allowed to cash in the capital gains to the
highest bidder, whether local or non-local? The
highest bidder presumably would always be nonlocal. What is the downside in the authority’s view?
(Mr Simpson) There is not anything so terribly
bid in that. The original philosophy that created
these policies in the first place was the desire to see
the ownership in Shetland hands, from the point of
view if it were in Shetland hands the profits would
remain, in theory, in Shetland hands. Quite a lot of

and
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policy considerations were evolved through inspection and examination of what wad going on
elsewhere particularly in Norway and also in
Scotland at the time. That was the fundamental
basic principle to begin with, which was the ideal to
be achieved if possible. Obviously ideals may
never be achieved for all time.
(Cllr Flaws) The change of policy just now is
that one Shetland farmer can buy into the majority
of another farmers. Some of the smaller people
may want out now. They may be feeling it a bit
heavy going. There is that option now for one
Shetland farmer to buy into another Shetland
farmer.
611. As the Chainnan suggested, by imposing
the local stipulation you are denying the ability of
the Shetland farmers to cash in on the real market
value of their work, because if you allowed
non-locals to bid they would almost always be able
to out-bid the locals. That would benefit the
individual farmers and one could see there might
be a growing demand for that. From your point of
view what do you see as a problem with that kind
of change? Do you see any problem?
(Cllr Flaws) The industry has not come forward;
they have not shown signs of what you are saying.
What would worry us is that the whole industry
could end up not having any Shetland connections
at all. If one of the big companies moved in, and
what you are suggesting was carried out, they
could buy up all the Shetland farms if everybody
wanted to cash in and what would we be left with?
612. Presumably you would still have jobs?
(Cllr Flaws) We would still have jobs, but I think
there is a difference from working on a salmon
farm if you have a share in it than just doing it for
the job. There will not be the same commitment.
(Mr Simpson) I think that can be borne out in
the different levels of efficiency between the
Shetland farmers and farmers elsewhere that have
been recently researched. Quite a lot of reasons for
these differences is the fact that there is so much
local involvement in the ownership.
Mr Martlew
613. Obviously I can see the political advantages and the financial advantages for the Shetlands and that is your policy, and I suspect if I was
a councillor on the Shetlands I would support it if it
was legal but it is nothing to do with the case
before us. But is it legal to actually ban some^dy
else from the British Isles from owning a business
in the Shetland Islands?
(Mr Simpson) So far the challenges whether the
Council has acted reasonably have come in the
form of appeals on technical considerations on
siting. So far that has not been challenged. That is
as good an answer as I can give you.
614. I understand that you do not want to give
us a direct answer. Having been on a local
authority for many years, we would not go into a
policy like that without seeking advice. I am sure
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the Shetland Islands did that, but if you do not
want to tell us then that is fine.
(Mr Simpson) Not being a lawyer I do not
personally know.
615. Are there any grants that come from the
Exchequer which go towards fish farms, whether
they are regional development grants or whatever?
(Mr Simpson) Apart from the assistance from
local authorities, the Highland Board is the main
vehicle, plus the availability of grants from the EC.
616. There is money coming from Europe and
money coming from the Highland and Islands
Development Board that only goes to the
Shetlands—your 75 per cent. What I am really
saying is that there is money coming from the
general Exchequer but your policy seems to
restrict that grant going only to people who live in
the Shetlands?
(Cllr Flaws) Yes, but they could carry out the
same works on the Western Isles if they belonged
to the Western Isles and get the money there. The
Western Isles must have EEC money the same as
Shetland and Orkney. If you were staying in
Manchester and suddenly decided you wanted a
piece of the cake in Shetlands surely you would not
set up a farm in the Shetlands just to get a bit of
EEC money. People running the farms are
dedicated to the farms and, as such, the HIDB,
and I am sure the EEC, look at the facts and
figures in front of them and realise where they are
putting their money. I do not think the HIDB
would be putting money into something they did
not see as viable.
Mr MacDonald
617. I want to ask about the plan for your
inshore and offshore areas. Some of these areas
are designated for nature and conservation purposes, how extensive are they and where are those
areas? How do you balance that with the pressure
for aquaculture development? Do any of these
sites occupy areas that would be good aquaculture
development areas? Do you sacrifice aquaculture
for the sake of the conservation point of view?
How do you strike a balance?
(Mr Simpson) It is more general—it is considered inshore zones and offshore zones. These
zones are created for slightly different purposes.
As far as the siting of works is concerned, generally
speaking, apart from the obvious constraints I have
outlined earlier, those of navigation, where naturally either the water or the coast makes it
impossible, the Council tackles each application on
its own merits and takes in all the opinions relative
to the various users of conservation interests and
fishery interests and tackles them on their own
merits. There are no specific no-go areas on those
grounds. Some have evolved as no-go areas
through the refusal of an application, if you like.
618. There are no areas that are specifically
ruled out on the grounds of landscape conservation
or nature conservation?
(Mr Simpson) No.
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619. It is a case by case assessment?
(Cllr Flaws) If an applicant has applied for a site
and it has been through the initial consultation and
it has been suggested that is not a good place to go
then that would obviously stay a no-go area,
because there would be no point in applying there
again. These are no-go areas, and obviously the
navigational ones as well.
620. How severe were the conflicts you experienced between the fish farmers and fishermen,
particularly in the beginning, in battling for preferred sites?
(Mr Simpson) Not very severe. It is quite a
difficult thing to give a quantitative answer to.
There was one appeal from the Fishermens’
Association on a site which was reckoned to be of
value as a Queen scallop bed, and the Council,
having taken the Fishermens’ Association objections into account, decided the fish farming proposal should go ahead and that went to appeal.
Subsequently the appeal found in favour of the
Council and the licence was upheld. That is one
case that comes to mind that did come to appeal.
Practically all the rest could be challenged—I say
all the rest—but, generally speaking, these
potential disputes can be resolved either before
then by the applicants meeting the fishermen in
most cases and discovering an area that is mutually
accepted to them. That has happened in nearly all
cases.
Mr Martlew
621. We have heard evidence that there has
been some depletion of sand eel stocks locally. Has
that had any effect on the local birds? If so, could
you elaborate on what level of problem it is?
(Cllr Flaws) I do not think it is a salmon industry
problem. There may be a problem with sand eels,
and there has been a problem with birds: both
sides agree to differ on it. On a personal point, I do
feel that sand eel fishing has been a factor in that,
but as far as the salmon industry is concerned it has
not really affected them. It is only, about 3 per
cent of the fishmeal, the salmon feed, that comes
from sand eels, so I do not think this will have an
enormous affect on the sand eels in the Shetlands.
There certainly was a problem in these last years. I
personally think it was a lack of sand eels which
was the problem. The fishing fleet have found
other things to do now. They have got bigger boats
and they fish further afield. Hopefully, sand eels
will grow again. The Association did themselves
agree to a shorter season.
622. You are saying that only 3 per cent of the
fishmeal is made from sand eels?
(Cllr Flaws) Yes.
(Mr Simpson) The best information I could
obtain in the time available was from one UK feed
manufacturer, the most informed guess is that no
more than 3 or 4 per cent of the total meal
requirement came from sand eels. That is not
proven information but it is the best we can find in
the time available.
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Chairman
623. There have been some problems about
sand eels, much publicised?
(Mr Simpson) Yes.
(Cllr Flaws) It has been much publicised. The
RSPB certainly did publicise it. I do not think it did
the Shetlands any favours with the advert that they
did. I hope we have overcome it.
Chairman: I understand precisely what you are
saying.
Mr Amos
624. Could I ask you how much money the
Shetland Islands Council has provided from its oil
reserve to encourage agricuitiure in the Shetlands;
and how significant this is in comparison with the
money it gets, or can get, in grants from the EC
and the HIDB and central Government?
(CUr Flaws) The money we give from the oil
industry to the salmon industry we can usually say
we give a sum of money and the HIDB will usually
^ve an equal sum of money. That is the usu£d
formula. Our rough estimate over the years has
been something like 2.5 million either in grant or
loan schemes to the industry. I imagine HIDB will
do the same. That, we would reckon, would be
about 8 per cent of the total funding in the salmon
industry.
625. Do you think that is reasonable—8 per
cent?
(Cllr Flaws) We think it is reasonable. I presume
the industry would always want more, but if you
are going to loan to an industry and get them to
look, after it properly I personally think the more
the individual’s money is in the scheme the harder
he looks after it. There is no point in throwing
public money into a scheme that will sink. We give
enough money to make the banks happier. Tliey
are willing to lend more money and, therefore,
there is always the help of working capital. We
have found it works up until now.
Mr Alexander
626. Over what period was that £2.5 million
granted and what is the approximate annual figure
today?
(Cllr Flaws) From 1984 until the present time.
627. And today?
(Cllr Flaws) That is up until now.
628. What is the annual figure?
(Mr Simpson) I can perhaps say last year we
gave almost half a million pounds in grants. We
grant the projects in the second year of life
generally. We have a system here where—and this
comes back to the Work Licence system—the first
year of a new applicant to the industry is almost
analogous to a provisional driving licence: a licence
is given for the small scale project for the first year,
if all goes well the project expands to a commercial
si^ in the second year, the Council gives assistance
for that expansion phase in the second year, 'fhe
amount of money has varied to a degree in relation
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to the number of projects that have started over
the last five or six years.
Chairman
629. What percentage of grant do you give? This
is a wonderful place ^-not only do you pay no
community charge, or very little, but I can also
borrow money to go fish farming. How much
money will you lend me in my second year?
(Mr Simpson) At the moment we would not lend
you anything. We would give you a grant related to
the size of your proposed expansion up to a
maximum sum, which is £40,000 at present.
630. Which is a straight grant and not
repayable?
(Mr Simpson) It is a repayable grant.
631. But it is interest free?
(Mr Simpson) Yes.
632. Over what period is it payable?
(Mr Simpson) It is not specified. We cannot
specify.
(Cllr Flaws) It is at the Council’s discretion.
Mr MacDonald
633. To take that £40,000, what kind of percentage of a project would that be? What size of
project would attract the maximum grant of
£40,000?
(Mr Simpson) Roughly speaking, a project of
importing, say, about 25,000 smolts.
634. In monetary terms?
(Mr Simpson) I am trying to remember the cash
flows.
635. If you are willing to give £40,000 to some
fish farmer, what total investment is he embarking
upon?
(Cllr Flaws) About £300,000.
Mr Martlew
636. That is capital cost?
(Mr Simpson) In the region of £300,000 capital
costs.
Chairman
637. He could reasonably expect to get £40,000
from you and £40,000 from the HIDB, so he would
get about a quarter?
(Mr Simpson) Yes.
Mr MacDonald
638. There is a sum of money from FEOGA?
(Mr Simpson) FEOGA tends to come in a little
further down the road. Their assistance is mere
targeted towards capital expenditure, and tends to
be used for developing shore facilities, piers and
capital things like that.
Mr Alexander
639. Since 1984 have any of them gone bust and
let you down?
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(Cllr Flaws) Two over the last year.
(Mr Simpson) One borrower and one recipient
of grant assistance, both recently in the last three
months.
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Mr MacDonald
640. How willing are the banks to help? With
that £300,000—if he got a match from the HIDE
and £20,000 from FEOGA—he still is looking for
another £200,000. If you are talking about local
people trying to find £200,000 a lot of that must
come from the banks, I would have thought. Do
you find the banks are very flexible and very
co-operative in their attitude?
(Mr Simpson) I do not think the banks in
Shetland are very different from anywhere else.
641. Have they raised the local shareholding
criterion as a problem with you?
(Mr Simpson) No, certainly not. One of the
benefits of local authority and Highland Board
systems, and this is a technicality, I know for a fact
that banks will generally look at Council and
Board assistance as shareholders’ funds if you like
when it comes to deciding on the glaring risks of
the lending. Obviously, if a shareholder only has,
say, £25,000 in this eventuality the loans they offer
are related to their own funds. The banks have
taken into consideration public assistance as if it
was shareholders’ funds, which has made more
borrowing available.
Mr MacDonald: You can take comfort from the
fact that a 1:3 ratio is not dissimilar to the ratio in
the Docklands enterprise zone, so you are not that
cosseted.
Mrs Winterton
642. Did I hear correctly, when you answered a
question earlier, when you said that two enterprises had recently gone bankrupt? I did not quite
catch the answer.
(Mr Simpson) Yes, two.

643. This is very recently, is it?
(Mr Simpson) In the last three or four months.
644. Do you suspect there may be more enterprises that will go this way?
(Cllr Flaws) We are hoping not. We are hoping
that the price of salmon climbs up again and that a
change in policy may help rather than them going
bust. Other farmers, bigger farmers, can buy into
small farms, therefore saving them. In one case
that has been done.
645. You hope there will be a bit more stability
in the future?
(Cllr Flaws) Yes, in the future, both in the price
factor and also a change of policy.
646. It would not, in fact, change the policy of
the Council in any way in the future, the fact that it
has had two rather unfortunate incidents happen
recently?
(Cllr Flaws) No, I do not think so. In any
business you will always have some failures. It
would be foolish to expect a 100 per cent success
rate, especially with the price of salmon this last
year. That is not just in Shetland but in Europe as
well. I think we have come out of it fairly well.
Mr GUI
647. To what extent do you think the payment
of grants encourages over-production which undermines the profitability or the viability of the
business?
(Cllr Flaws) I would hope none of them would
be stupid enough to over-produce because the
grant is only in the second year, and that is to get
them underway. We would hope when the figures
are looked at we know what they are going to do.
We would advise them if we felt they were
over-producing. I do not think that would happen.
Chairman: I think I would like to conclude this
particular session. Thank you both very much for
answering our questions very fully.

Memorandum submitted by the Highlands and Islands Development Board
BOARD’S STATUTORY ROLE

1. The Highlands and Islands Development (Scotland) Act 1965 gave the Board a two-fold purpose:
(1) to assist the people of the Highlands and Islands to improve their economic and social
conditions; and
(2) to enable the Highlands and Islands to play a more effective part in the economic and social
development of the nation.
2. The Act charged the Board with the general function of preparing, concerting, promoting, assisting
and undertaking measures for the economic and social development of the area. Inter alia, it placed a
duty on the Board to keep under review all matters relating to the economic and social well-being and
development of the Highlands and Islands. Powers were given in the Act to enable the Board to acquire
and dispose of land, to erect buildings and provide services, to carry on business, to provide advisory and
other services and to offer grants and loans. The Highlands and Islands Development (Scotland) Act
1968 extended the powers of Section 6 of the principal Act to allow the Board to form, promote and
acquire shares in certain companies.
3. The Board’s area comprises the Highland Region, Orkney, Shetland, Western isles and fiom
Strathclyde Region, Argyll and Bute District and the islands of Arran and Cumbrae in Cunninghame
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District. In 1986 part of Moray District was added to the Board's area which at over 38,000 square
kilometres, represents some 51 per cent of Scotland’s land area and over 17 per cent of that of Great
Britain.
SUMMARY

4. Fish farming, in particular salinon fanning, has proven to be the most important new industry to
emerge in the Hi^ands and Islands in the lifetime of the Board. The expansion of salmon farming in the
1980’s h^ put the area in the fbrefront;of aquaculture in the United Kingdom. The Highlands and Islands
produce around 60 per cent weight of this country’s farmed finfish, amounting to three-quarters of the
total value of this output. We wish to see fish jfarming in the Highlands and Islands secure its base of
salinon production and develop particularly through the farming of other species of finfish and shellfish.
BACKGROUND

General
5. Aquaculture, the fanning of aquatic organisms especially fish, shellfish and seaweeds, is practised in
many countries around the world. In most Asian and Third World countries, “subsistence” aquaculture
contributes an essential protein source, in ihost temperate latitudes the product is a high value “luxury”
product generally Rainbow Trout and, in recent years, Atlantic salmon. Appendix I indicates the
countries farming salmon, and shows the growth, in production which has occurred in many parts of the
world.
6. With an abundance of clean sheltered sea water surrounding its western seaboard and islands to the
west and north, the temperate climate due to the North Atlantic Drift and the plentiful resource of
running water and freshwater lochs, the HIDB area is outstandingly well suited to accommodating an
aquaculture industry which is largely marine based. In the early years of tjfie Board’s existence, staff made
visits to some of the countries possessing an aquaculture industry, and experts from these areas were
brought to advise on development potential in the Board’s area. Subsequently a number of fish and
shellfish species have featured in the area. For most of the 1980s the industry has been doniinated by the
dramatic growth of the salmon sector from the foundation laid in the 1970s while both shellfish and trout
showed slow growth in production. The commodity sectors of the industry are described in the following
paragraphs as are other significant facets of the industry.
Salmon
7. The Unilever subsidiary. Marine Harvest, at Lochailort investigated a number of species in the
1960’s for their aquaculture potential. Within a few years the Atlantic Salmon emerged as the front
runner, given its high value, the knowledge and equipment obtained through a hundred years of salmon
stock enhancenient and recent successful rearing in Norway of salmon in sea water. The company’s first
harvest of 50 tons was in 1973 and their activities attracted a great deal of attention and throughout the
1970’s a number of salmon farming companies were established in the Board’s area. While most were
subsidiaries of large established companies, a few were independent concerns. Progress was slow, with
many businesses requiring to be refinanced as lessons were learned and Bank funding was usually difficult
to secure in this high risk area. Improved production performance in the early 1980’s led, with the onset
of the EC supported Western Isles Integrated Development Programme, to the participation for the first
time significant numbers of locally owned businesses in salmon farming. The recipients of high rates of
public funding so impressed the financial institutions that with the continuing improvement in industry
performance outside the Western Isles, the scene was set for major private investment in salmon farming.
Development over the last 5 years has been dramatic, with Shetland showing the greatest rate of
expansion in our area. After promising so much, further development in the Western Isles was affected
by a period of “planning blight” due to a suggested IDP extension which failed to materialise. As a result,
many firms which had deferred expansion of production following exhaustion of IDP funds and in
anticipation of the extension,^opted for slower growth or indeed no growth at all.
8. The industry has for some years been dominated by three companies each having entered fish
fanning in the early days: Marine Harvest with just under a third of industry output, McConnell Salmon
and Golden Sea Produce each with rather less than 10 per cent of the industry total. A considerable
number of companies are growing into the 1,000 tonnes p.a. range both through in-house growth and
through means such as financial linkages with sister companies, takeovers and contract rearing. There has
been a clear trend toward vertical integration of production—freshwater and seawater operations—
throughout the industry. The logic of siich a move was highlighted in the mid l980s when smolt shortages
drove up the market price of smolts: there are also good arguments for controlling smolt supply on the
grounds of fish health.
9. Salmon farming has been viewed as a high risk production process and consolidation and expansion
of theindustry have been achieved in the face of various production related problems. Farmed fish kills in
the Clyde area due to phytoplankton blooms have been noted sporadically since the first major loss in
1979 and last year’s lo.sses in Loch Torridon emphasise the significance of this problem. Various diseases
have been contracted, mostly from wild fish, and medications and husbandry responses developed. It was
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only in 1978 that an effective treatment for sea lice was identified and now in 1989 amidst considerable
debate Aquaguard SLT (previously known as Nuvan) has received a veterinary product licence for an
initial 12 month period. Losses to predation and storms have generally reduced as the level of expertise
has risen in the use of predator control equipment and in cage design and installation. However the
storais of last winter culminating in the severe storm of 13 February which caused around £6 million
losses are a costly reminder of the limits to security of offshore fish farms.
10. Salmon fanning companies have with a few exceptions shown little interest in moving downstream
into processing. Through the early 1980s, demand for salmon was so strong that little priority was
attached by many producers to investment in marketing or in packing or processing facilities. However,
the introduction of quality assurance schemes by Scottish and Shetland farmers set out minimum
standards for facilities to be used for packing and primary processing. The vast majority of farms now
possess appropriate facilities or can contract to operators of such facilities within the standards set by
their quality scheme. These schemes are a fundamental aspect of the industry’s marketing strategy which
is discussed below.
11. Processing of farmed salmon—steaking, filleting, smoking—recipe dish constitution—is carried
out for the most part outside the Board’s area at present. Processing within the Board’s area is generally
limited to primary processing of a large proportion of production, with a relatively small percentage of
farmed salmon reaching secondary processing before departing the area. Smoked salmon is the
predominant form of high value added salmon product, with both new and long established businesses
handling farmed salmon in our area.
Salmon Marketing

12. In the face of growing production of farmed salmon in the 1980’s, ex-farm prices have held
satisfactorily for the most part up to late 1988. Despite the variables of wild salmon supply fi’om UIC and
Ireland and the less strongly linked Pacific salmon fisheries (whose products are imported for smoking or
as canned salmon) the efforts of the larger producing companies and the Scottish Salmon Growers’
Association (SSGA) have helped sustain the highly satisfactory financial returns of many salmon farming
companies. Ilie SSGA was established in 1982 by the industry with the initial primary role of promoting
Scottish Salmon and its consumption. Funded by levy bn their members the SSGA and the Shetland
Salmon Fanners’ Association (SSFA) discharge their marketing functions through the Scottish Salmon
Farmers’ Marketing.Board (SSB). The SSGA recruited full-time executive staff in Autumn 1988-and in
early 1989, improving communication with and service to the membership. Also a significant technical
budget has been created to meet the wishes and needs of the members. This is a field where results firom
investment are more readily demonstrable, than in the case with generic marketing.
13. A major factor in the marketing of farmed salmon from the Board’s area has been the reduction in
selling points over the last 2 years. It is now estimated that 90 per cent of salmon is sold through 10
companies as against 70 or more in 1986. This trend was promoted by the Board and by SSGA, and in
some cases Board funding was awarded to these marketing companies. The Norwegian industry is
similarly organised, selling most of its considerably greater output through 12 export organisations.
However in spite of the degree of organisation of selling in the Norwegian industry and the government’s
regulation through farm licensing, salmon farmers in this country are once again finding that greatly
increased rates of supply of Norwegian fish to the market place are more than either country’s marketing
efforts can handle without seeing significant reductions in first sale price of the product.
14. As the SSB marketing spend is shortly to be on a par with the Norwegian industry as a percentage
of industry turnover, it could be asked whether the Norwegians have got it right. In defence of the target
3 per cent of first sale value (half paid by the farmer, half by their buyer) and the marketing approach of
that country, demand has been successfully developed in various world markets. For most of the last 12
years this has been without significant falls in the first sale value. However there have been occasions
when disease has disrupted supply causing a price reduction or increase according to the circumstances. It
has only been since the latter part of 1988 that prices have shown a marked and steady decline. This is in
the face of production increases for this year and last year of 100 per cent as indicated in Appendix I. It
would appear that at this stage in development of farmed salmon production the increased volumes from
Norway and the rest of the world cannot find markets apace with the production increases. The SSB levy
is a headage payment on stock as against a proportion of turnover. Thus as the industry has grown, so too
has the marketing fund of SSB: decreasing sales prices do not therefore immediately reduce this fund.
15. The home salmon market has grown steadily through the 1980’s with consumption of non-canned
salmon, Pacific and Atlantic, growing from 6,800 tonnes in 1980 to 19,100 tonnes in 1988. Encouragingly
the Retail Price Survey shows salmon steaks rising from £7.94/Kg in 1985 to £9.60/Kg in 1989. Annual
increases in consumption have varied—around 10 per cent to 30 per cent which is in line with forecasts of
fresh Atlantic salmon consumption in West Europe and USA rising in 1989 by 10 per cent to 20 per cent
over the 1988 figures.
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16. Having spent many years operating through a relatively low cost public relations programme, and
subsequently introducing the Food From Britain (FFB) QuaUty Mark whh in-trade promotion, the SSB is
moving increasingly towards direct consumer advertising. The Scottish industry is. frequently overshadowed if not dwarfed by Norwegian salmon and trade and retail promotion are essential, as has been the
commitment of theindustry to expansion for most of this decade to remain in the same league as Norway.
17. Farmed salmon has benefitted in the move to more health conscious eating habits by certain
market sectors. However the cpnsuiner is ever more informed and discerning, and salmon has to compete
with a wide range of foods—often strongly promoted. Television test advertising has produced very good
results.and this is pbinting the way to greater expenditure in consumer advertising.
18. Market research for the SSB has been strongly encouraged and funded by the Board. A great deal
of valuable infonnation has been obtained; consumer profiles, buying patterns, perceptions of price and
quality being a few examples. This is a field requiring regular updating as new markets are sought and
consumer attitudes change in existing markets.
19. Price stability, however desirable, has not yet been a feature of the salmon industry. For most
years first sale prices have dipped through the summer period as supplies of farm grilse coincide with
those of netted wild salmon. Autumn would see prices rising with the.approach of Christmas and demand
from salmon smokers. Early in the year, a peak used to be noted for farm salmon with the price drawn
upward by the very high prices obtained for the first consignments of wild salmon.
20. In contrast to the variations in first sale price between years, the retail price for salmon shows little
movement with distributors and/or retailers increasing their margins and volumes. While a modest fall in
retail price could be expected to help stimulate demand, this has yet to be observed. It would appear that,
as salmon ongrowers responded to high smolt prices by moving upstream in the production process, so
too should growers or marketing groups investigate downstream operations such as distribution
processing and retailing.
Trout
21. The favoured species for finfish farming in.the early 1970’s, rainbow trout farms experienced many
production-based problems in the Board’s area. In.l974 total UK production was 2,500 tonnes; by 1980
production in the Board’s area was estimated to be 600-700 tonnes. For 1988, production was as follows:
UK 15,000 tonnes, Scotland 3,556 tonnes, HIDB area 1,705 tonnes.
22. After many years of static production, industry funded promotion by the British Trout Association
has increased demand and little by little improved prices to the farmers. In Scotland, the formation of the
producers’ co-operative. Scot-trout, in 1983 to undertake marketing and processing of about two-thirds
of Scottish farmed trout has been a major boost to the sector. Trout farms in the Board’s area now supply
almost half of the Scottish tonnage. The bulk of this production is from several key companies with
almost half from Rothesay Seafoods of Bute. Both production costs and sales value of trout are
significantly lower than for salmon, and for most of the last 10 years, trout farms in the Board’s area
moved into salmon or salmon smolt production. Usually the two are not farmed on the same site, as due
to specialisation in the trout sector, fish may move through several sites in the course of rearing and their
disease status is therefore usually more questionable than is the case for salmon. Howeverin recent years
certain salmon ongrowers have taken through a few cages of trout in sea^ to broaden and strengthen their
market outlets, attracted by the more rapid weight gain of trout in sea and shorter production cycle in
sea. The supply of trout fingerlings for ongrowing at sea has been a serious constraint for the small
number of companies active in this sector.
23. Trout production in Europe has for some years been in overall surplus, and FEOGA (the EC’s
structural fund for aquacultural projects) assistance is not normally available to producers for this reason.
Major producers in 1988 are shown in Appendbc II, with France and Italy each producing around twice
that of UK farmers who were on a par with Germany and Spain. Danish production has been stable at
around 20,000 tonnes for some years.
24. The trout sector has experienced the problems currently experienced by producers of Atlantic
salmon, and responded by stimulating demand and cutting production costs. Many of the mechanised
approaches to trout farming have previously been dismissed by salmon farmers for fear of damage to
their valuable stocks. Falling values for stocks in sea and improvements to trout industry equipment will
extend the use of mechanisation in salmon farming.
25. Processing of rainbow trout within the Board’s area is very limited. Some farms have linked up
with existing smokers or established themselves in that field, with n number of farms offering a range of
trout products for wholesale and direct retail sales. The seasonal tourist market features prominently in
retailing.
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Shellfish

26. Several species of shellfish are cultivated in the Board’s area. The physical resources of clean
sheltered seawater are even more critical to this sector than to salmon farming. While oysters, mussels,
scallops and queen scallops are now being farmed, lobsters and Manila Clams are being evaluated for
their cultivation potential. Although the first shellfish farming projects were concurrent with the earliest
stages of fin fish farming, development in the former sector has followed a completely different path, to
arrive at a level of output approximately 1.5 per cent of the total Scottish aquaculture industry’s revenue.
27. Upi to the last 2 or 3 years, the shellfish sector has been almost exclusively the domain of small
private companies and sole traders. For each species, culture methods were introduced from abroad, and
the inevitable development adjustment and refinement of methodologies was tackled by the private
operators. Despite Research and Development funding from the Board and other agencies, the
commercial losses of shellfish farmers have been considerable—the price of knowledge.
28. Anticipating in the late 1960s the need for supplies of disease free oyster, seed upon which an oyster
industry could develop, the Board built and leased an oyster hatchery at South Shian near Oban.
Performance of the operation was highly variable in a poof domestic market for oyster seed.
29. In 1983 the tenants introduced Tributyl tin anti-fouling (TBT) to their salmon cage sites in Loch
Creran, and both their shellfish and marine fish hatcheries failed as they drew their seawater from the
loch.
30. Subsequently, the Board assisted establishment of a small hatchery in Loch Sween. This too
suffered severely at the hands of TBT.
31. Oyster ongrowers have made reasonable progress particularly in the Argyll area, following a
number of failures in the early entrants. In Orkney, results suggest that growers there have faced
additional disadvantages, and an investigation is underway seeking to identify the causes of their poor
performance. The EC supported ADP Fish Farming Scheme has encouraged oyster development in
Skye, Seil, Luing, Islay and Colonsay, and prospects for these operators are good provided satisfactory
marketing arrangements are formulated in the coming years of rising UK production.
32. The shellfish farming sector is notorious for its dearth of historic statistics and optimism of forward
production estimates. Oyster production for 1987, 1988 ani 1989 has been estimated as 1,5m shells
(source SFIA), i.6 and 2.0m (source Board staff) respectively. The industry is dominated by Loch Fyne
Oysters which accounts for around a third of industry output, acting l^th as oyster producer and
wholesaler to many other oyster farmers.
33. As with so much of fish farming in the Highlands, mussel farming was first attempted in Argyll in
the late 1960s. Ten years later several businesses had been assisted, but all suffered through lack of
knowledge, equipment limitations and most significantly the emergence of eider ducks as voracious
predators upon farmed mussels. While commercial activity was limited, much information had been
gathered when mussel farming was introduced to the Western Isles by the Board and Comhairle nan
Eileah as a pre-IDP project.
34. Encouraging early results led to a large number of mussel farms being established under the IDP.
However the early promise of this sector in the Western Isles has been only partially realised this far.
35. Dominated by numerous small production units of up to 50 tons annual output, this sector has
recently attracted significant interest and investment from larger commercial interests, specifically Joseph
Johnstons, long established salmon fanners in Scourie; Clearwater International, a subridiary of
Hillsdown Holdings, and Kishorn Shellfish an associate company of Kinlochdamph Ltd a substantial
Wester Ross salmon farm. It will be a year or two before the impact of these developments on mussel*
production can be confirmed: on past experience several cycles will be required before full production is
established. However, industry output totals of 278 tonnes, 435 tonnes and 700 tonnes (HIDE) for 1987,
1988 and 1989 respectively could be expected to treble or quadruple in years to come.
36. The techniques of scallop cultivation were introduced to Scalpay, Skye in the mid-1970s from
Japan. The same basic techniques of natural seed collection and ongrowing in mid water containment are
applied to the high value. King Scallop, the lower value Queen Scallop and the young Queen introduced
several years ago under the trade name “Princess Scallop”. The production cycles for these animals are
4-5 years, 2-3 years and 12-18 months respectively.
37. The lengthy production cycle and fluctuating value of King scallops and the high cost of certain
containment equipment made scallop cultivation an unlikely financial proposition for many years. The
last few years have seen steady high prices for king scallops, and the introduction of lower cost
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equipment. Accordingly, there have been a number of scallop farms established, with output starting to
build up. Notably Scallop Kings pic raised £1.5m through a BES launch in 1987, and is.establishing itself
by way of contract growing as well as through development of farms at its own hand. Future confidence in
scallops and other cultivated shellfish will be influenced, rightly or wrongly, by the performance of this
company.

38.
Queens occasionally find small high value niche markets but are ge
linked to international fishery outputs. The “Princess” scallop was pioneered by private operators and the
SFIA offering a higher price for a small younger Queen. Production is very straightforward, but the
building of markets has with the exception of one or two producers been neglected by many of those who
became involved ia the field.
39.

Output for 1987 to 1989 is estimated as follows:

King Scallops
1987 (SFIA)
100,000
1988 (HIDB)
80,000
1989 (HIDB) 150,000

Queens
460.000
430.000
500.000

Units: shells

Shellfish Marketing
40.
The markets in which the sector operates are well described in a su
Board by International Marketing and Economic Services (IMES) as part of a detailed study into the
Market Opportunities for Farmed-Shellfish. The main points from this report are as follows:
“The best long term prospects for expanding the Scottish shellfish industry lie in developing a
consistent volume of busine^ in the domestic market. This should eventually provide an effective
insurance policy against the inconsistencies of international demand, and a useful springboard for
profitable exports in the future once supplies are sufficient. Tho UK market offers excellent
opportunities for developing the mussel, oyster and scallop farming industries, though not for Manila
clams.
“Prospects for exporting mussels are limited because of their comparatively Jpw value when fresh and
in shell, coupled with stiff competition from producers in neighbouring markets. The best short-term
option lies in exploiting the potential in the UK recipe market, together with increased sales of fresh
mussels through restaurants and retail outlets.
“Oysters need to be presented in a very different way from mussels to the consumer. In view of limited
production and the premium price/premium quality image of Scottish oysters, the UK restaurant trade is
thought to offer the best market. Export opportunitfes are more restricted because of competition from
local producers and the absence of any established channels of distribution.
“Scallops offer the best all-round prospects for Scottish shellfish growers. Kings are particularly in
demand and the UK is widely recognised as a supplier of premium quality product. Consumption of
Kings is restricted, however, by poor availability and high prices, urge scale farming and economies of
scale could therefore considerably boost consumer demand, particularly through the restaurant trade. In
spite of the visual attractions of shell-qn presentation, shucked scallop meat is the preferred option for
the retail trade.
“There is al^ good potential for Queens, particularly in the UK, on a higher volume, more price
competitive basis than Kings. Processors are known to be interested in Queens for breading or as an
element in recipe dishes.
“Opportunities for Princess scallops are likely to remain limited, certainly in the UK, until Kings and
Queens become more widely accepted by the consumer. They are also subject to strong price competition
from other spedes.
“Prospects for Manila clams which are being cultivated with the large seafood market in Spain and
France in mind do not look encouraging unless Scottish exporters succeed in matching or undercutting
existing competition on price. Demand is not growing and French growers have already made
unsuccessful attempts to export to Spain.
“Overall the outlook for the Scottish shellfish industry is bright, with opportunities existing for both
small farms and large-scale operations. In the longer term, however, it should be stressed that
exploitation of most market opportunities highlighted in this booklet are dependent on much higher
levels of production”.
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Marine Fin Fish

41- D^pite the physical factors in the Board’s area favouring marine fanning of salmon, commercial
production of marine fin fish in Scotland has been minimal to date. This is due to the bck of a marine fish
species for which an economically viable method exists of farming in our waters. Several species have
been studied over many years, by a few commercial concerns (Golden Sea Produce, Fish Farm
Developments) but principally by the White Fish Authority—now SFIA—at their Marine Farming Unit
at Ardtoe. Dover ^le. Plaice and particularly Turbot have been researched in detail, with rearing
techniques developed for each.
42. From the mid 1970s to the early 1980s Turbot was the Authority’s focus of attention. While viable
production of Turbot was possible at Bunterston'using elevated water temperatures, HIDB funded cage
rearing trials in the Western Isles provided conclusive evidence that ambient temperature farming was
not economically viable. From that time, marine fish farming businesses in the Board’s area have
specialised in the production of larval and juvenile fish for export to warmer latitudes for ongrowing. The
SFIA’s efforts were then concentrated on Halibut, another high value fish but more likely to grow well in
ambient temperatures.
43. The initial task of acquiring a broodstock took many years of effort, involving charters of fishing
boats from Shetland and Fraserburgh, live transfers of stock frOm Iceland and Faeroe. As these stocks
matured, egg production became established in the late winter. Ardtoe’s breakthrough was in 1987 when
five larvae transferred to live diets and reached the juvenile stage. That year the British Halibut
Association was formed with 20 salmon farming members each subscribing £3,000 in support of agreed
programmes of Halibut study. The 1988 egg season was effectively lost through a major fire at the Ardtoe
unit, but some 800 young Halibut were successfully transferred from Iceland by vvellboat for growth trials
at Ardtoe.
44. Cod has also been considered as a species for cultivation: production is quite feasible, but costs are
such that viable farming is unlikely without significant cost reductions. A number of Norwegian farms are
stocking cod, but it remains unlikely to provide profit as against product diversity.
45. Markets for prospective farmed marine species have been examined by the SFIA. While there h^
to be some consideration of the impact of significant volumes of farmed fish one limited wild fish market,
in the broadest terms our experience with farmed salmon illustrates what can be achieved given adequate
investment in marketing.
46. Several other species of fish and shellfish have been or are being considered for cultivation in the
Highlands. Lobster rearing technology is now well established up to juvenile stage, beyond which
individual housing to overcome cannibalism is required: no commercial production of lobsters “for the
table” presently exists. Interest is focused meantime on restocking of suitable areas of seabed for
subsequent fishing by conventional means. Growth trials are underway in several locations with the
Manila Clam, a high value burrowing bivalve: while early results are encouraging, the market overview is
not particularly positive.
47. Strengthening demand for supplies of eels in the European market and particularly improvements
in water recirculation technology have prompted renewed interest in eel farming. Also investigations of
Arctic Charr, present in various large deepireshwater lochs in our area, have been underway in Norway
for several years. Results have latterly been good, and this species is worthy of consideration.
Training

48. The salmon industry has in the 1980’s frequently experienced considerable difficulty in recruiting
suitable staff. Throughout the 1970’s there was a dearth of people possessing production experience;
most new businesses were dependent.on head-hunting from established farms. Anticipating demand for
husbandry staff on farms, the Board initiated the country’s first fish farming training course in 1977 run in
conjunction with Inverness Technical College.
49. The training course has produced between 8 and 14 students annually who have in general readily
found employment in the industry. Students from the earlier courses have in many cases risen to
management positions. The'college also operates a number of short courses (1 to 4 days) at Inverness and
other locations, providing fish farm workers with training in specific vocational topics. A topical subject is
that of Operation of Aquaguard Treatments. The college also provides fish farm training to students of
both one and two year duration.
50. Training to husbandryman standard is also provided by Barony College, Dumfries-shire and
Sparsholt College, Hampshire. However, neither college has such close links with the salmon industry as
does Inverness College and as a result their penetration of this sector is less strong. Inverness College is
introducing further short courses to cover Management and Supervision and Supervisory Skills with
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training needs perceived beyond the level of the one year aquaculture course. A few Universities feature
aquaculture in certain bioscience degree courses, notably Stirling and Heriot-Watt who. also offer
aquaculture based post-graduate degrees by study. With these university courses, many entrants to the
industry possess significant training if not practical experience, and are well placed to progress within fish
fanning.
51. Inverness Technical College is in what are hopefully the final stages of the establishment of a
Training centre which among a range otrural skills subjects will major in provi^g practical training in
fish farc^g to students on one and two year courses arid on a range of short courts. The provision of
such facilities is seen by the College as critical to retention of SCOTVEC recognition of the College’s fish
^nming courses, and both Barony and Sparshoit Colleges already have such dedicated farm facilities.
Certain fish and shell&bLianning interests in the vicinity of the proposed Training Centre are now
reasting the proposal, having previously offered access to their own facilities on a rental basis for training
purposes. Europeaii. Social Eund assistance of i^00,000 is available only up to the end of the current
financial year* Coming at the end of fully 10 years of work on various possible locations, it is very likely
that this is the last opportunity to see such aTacility established,
52- The Training Centre concept has had a number of critics over the years, concerned by future
possible financial calls on the industry by such a facility and centraUsed as against dispersed training
courses. Recent tren^ in the salmon sector where rates of survival of fish in sea are actuaUy falling,
mechanisation and automation are mcreasing, there is greater public scrutiny of the industry’s actions in
disease treatment, predator control etc, clearly deinpnstrate the need for industry to increase the level of
skills, motivation and understanding of much of the current workforce. Training has to be seen by the
industry as an investment for the future, not as an overhead.
53. A numl^r of organisations are now operating in the field of fish farming training, with the
Agricultural Training Board to the fore in on-farm training for small groups. This particularly suits fish
farm staff, and Inverness College may lose ground through their tendency to centrahsed facilities and
their allegiance to the academic year as against the business year which nihs for 52 weeks.
FISH FARMING IN THE HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS:

1989-1995

^Imon Farming

54. Salmon farming has in the 1980s proven to be the most important new industry to emerge in the
Highlands in the lifetime of the Board. It is now a major employer of local people, developed throughout
the area, but particularly in remote peripheral mainland areas and the islands. With industry first sale
value of over £70 million in 1988, salmon farming vies with beef as the Highland’s most valuable primary
sector—it already exceeds the value of any other fisheiy sector, white fish or industrial/pelagic.
55. Total direct employment in farmed salmon production in the Board’s area was 1,514 in 1988, trout
fanning adding a further 63 direct jobs. The enormous contribution of the industry to the Highland
economy was considered in some detail in HIDB Board Member Mr McCunn’s address to the 1988
Scottish Fish Farming Conference in Inverness (copy available on request)
56. The industry’s direct workforce of 1,514 was calculated to support over 700 further jobs through
local spending by employees and employers. Processing of farmed salmon was reckoned to support 1,800
jobs, ^though many were in Scotland outwith the Board’s area. A range pf ifurther services to the
industry represent indirect employnient: around 100 jobs in fishmeal and fish feeds; 60 jobs in providing
replacement capital goods such as boats, cages, nets, anchors etc; insurance, veterinary provision,
representative l^ies. AIso various agencies have staff with fish farming responsibilities—SFIA, DAFS,
NCC, CEC, HIDB, River Purification Boards and research prganisations such as Stirling and Aberdeen
Universities, and Dunstaffnage Marine Laboratpry.
57. From direct employmentfn fanned Jfish production and farmed fish processing alPne, multipliers
from local personal spending and local company spending indicate some 5,000 jobs created in Scotland
through salmon farming. These figures are very significant at the Scottish level, but the impact of salmon
farming.in particular remote fragile areas of the Highlands has been of major importance.
58. Production and employment in the salmon and trout farming sectors are detailed by statistical area
in Appendix III. Clearly, the industry is operating on a considerable scale in some of the most
disadvantaged areas of the Highlands and Islands, generating sorely needed local employment and
spending power with its consequent multiplier effect. North West Sutherland, which forms most of the
North West Development Programme area, has 82 jobs through salmon farming, while Wester Ross
employment in the sector is 231. Both areas clearly derive immense benefit from the industry, with
service employment becoming increasingly prominent though ever difficult to quantify.
59. Salmon farming in the Western Isles provided 223 jobs in 1988, with a farm gate value of some £9
million, nearly double that of the livestock and livestock products output of £5.5 million; A1988 survey
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by the local Regional Councillor showed that fish farming in West Lochaber provided employment for
some 25 per cent of the area’s workforce and generated £18 million worth of farmed salmon.
60. The positive influence of the industry’s development can be followed dowmto the level at which
vital services are retained because of the presence of fish farmers or their families. The Drumbeg primary
^hool in North West Sutherland for example in 1988 had 8 pre-school children in its area, 5 of whom
were from fish farmers’ families—a vital factor for a school who^ role had previously fallen as low as 2.
Certainly, there are some infrastructural costs attributable to fish fanning development, such as road
maintenance and upgrading. However, the industry has a long term future^ and in terms of social and
economic development in fragile areas is a good investment for the Board and Local Authorities alike.
61. As salmon farming in Scotland has expanded on the base of iniproved techniques, in recent years,
recovery rates of smolts as harv^ested grilse and salmon have in fact fallen from 86 per cent to 74. per cent.
This level of loss andmdustry-wide food conversion rates of around 2:1< reflect the changes in operations
as they grow in size, recruit less experienced staff, remain in one site for several production cycles, find
other farms locating in nearby areas which increases the risks of disease introduction and transmission
between sites. There is a whole range of factors coming into play which operators will have to work hard
to counter, and reverse in order to reduce their costs of production.
62. The primary hazard now facing the industry is that of low farmgate prices for farmed salmon which
have prevailed over the last 8 to 10 months. This follows a period of rising feed costs which has reduced
margins. Prices fell by around 22 per cent in the year to January 1989, with a further 6 per cent to 8 per
cent over the first h^ of this year. The dominant influence is the huge increase in Norwegian farmed
salmon output. Appendix I illustrates the growth in salmon farming worldwide. While several countries’
output is growing strongly, Norway’s recent revision upward of projected^ output exceeds the latest
estimates of our industry’s 1989 tonnage;
63. The quality of the Norwegian industry’s production statistics is proving highly questionable. The
surprise emergence of an additional 30,000 tonnes of 1989 production is one example; also in 1989 the
fi^re of smolt production varies between 62 and 90 million with unconfirmed reports that some 10
million of these have been destroyed. Despite having the means to regulate the industry, the Norwegian
government failed in 1988 to prevent the unlicensed ongrowing of around 15 miUion smolts; It would
appear that central government is not effectivein enforcing its regulation of the salmon farming industry.
64. Nonvay’s'surge in output is attributable to the overcoming of Hitra disease, 2 mild wintere (both
factors reduce mortalities at sea) early harvesting to avoid Salmon Anaemia Syndrome a serious new
condition, but most of all to the granting of smolt unit licences by the Govenment in 1985 and 1986 which
nearly doubled the number of smolt units. This increased output is now coming bn to the market. There is
some irony in the fact that for the last 10 years, we have been told by our critics that Norway’s industry
was the one upon which Scottish fish farming should be modelled.
65. Lower salmon prices are having a major impact on both Norwegian arid Scottish producers.
Norwegian banks are effecting reductions in smolts going to sea this year and next. Roughly speaking, the
3 year trend in Norway is, we understand, likely to be:
1988
1989
1990

80 iriiliion smolts to sea
60-70 miUion
60 million

66. This trerid is allegedly being enforced .by banks withholding credit from both freshwater arid
seawater farms. In the north of Norway, where production costs are around £5/Kg, half the sea farms
were apparently not permitted by their bank to buy smolts this year arid smolt coinpanies are obliged to
destroy sorne 10 million unsold smolts throughout the country.
67. There is widespread concern among salmon farmers in Scotland and Ireland Jhat Norwegian
farmed salriion is sellirig in Europe below that couritry’s stated minimum ex farm price, also that the sales
price in Europe may be below the Norwegians’ production cost. Evidence is being accumulated which
supports these concerns, and industry has in recent months sought the assistance of the UK government
arid the EC in tackling this unacceptable situation.
68. Since Autumn 1988, several Scottish salmon farms have openly or discreetly sought new ownere.
Outright business failures to date have been few, but further receiverships may follow in coming weeks
and months. Recently established or expanded businesses with substantial borrowings are most at risk,
but anxiety is growing in many corners of the salmon industry.
69. Poor salmon prices while a threat to producers are a bonus—of uncertain; duration-^to salmon
processors. If is worth recalling that while first sale prices are low, there has been little shift at the retail
end iridicating that what is produced is being sold.
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70. The SSB recently engaged consultants to carry out a comprehensive review of the organisation’s
past performance and to outline a future role and strategy for the SSB. The findings and
recommendations will be presented to the SSB. Should they be accepted j the recommendations would be
implemented as of early 1990.
71. Production investment by salmon farms in the Highlands has fallen of late and there is little
interest in “new starts”. Producers are looking to reduce costs and improve efficiency and quality of
production. Particular emphasis is being laid upon disease control, lack of which results in direct
economic loss and disorderly marketing. The SSGA is pursuing these areas through its technical budget,
but also ^veral subjects in the broad field of environmental, impact. In some cases, the results have a
short term, direct benefit to the industry^ in others the work is producing information — which will be
deployed in the wider debate of fish farming and its environment.
72. A. range of legislation looms large with almost every agency seeking to tighten up its controls on
the industry. While many aspects of this “catching up” with such a new industry are very sensible, almost
without exception, the measures will add to the industry’s costs at a time when the industry can least
afford to meet these costs. Examples are Health and Safety Executive guidance notes; Salmon Dealer
Licensing proposals; Fish Health and Hygiene regulations from the EC; Department of Transport fish
farm workboat specifications; River Purification Board consent conditions on use of therapeutic
chemicals. Strong industry representative groups have been essential in industry’s negotiations with
relevant parties over forthcoming legislation and regulations.
73. With the change in salmon markets, farmers have in the past year been looking for diversification
opportimities. Some of the medium sized companies have looked beyond.aquaculture, while most of the
industry has tended to look for other Jfish or shellfish species for cultivation. Possible species have been
noted above, and pressure ford halibut farming systems and methods is increasing. Stimulated by an
HIDB commissioned consultancy exercise, a number of famis are considering tourist facilities and
perhaps processing for retail sale as means of diversifying their business.
74. Diversification will be increasingly sought after in the next few years, but may be hindered by the
financial status of the individual fish farm. Novel species for cultivation will probably find industry
funding difficult over that period.
75. The next 2 years will provide salmon farms in our area with a major challenge. It appears that few
will be able to show adequate profit in that period and that some businesses will fail. By 1992 restnctidns
on Norwegian smolts going to sea will feed through with output in the region of 100-120 thousand tonnes
compared with this year’s 150-170 thousand tonnes. Current market growth rates will have to be
maintained to come out with acceptable supply/demand determined pricing in 1992.
Trout Farming
76. Trout farmers have the benefit of an industry sector which is much slower moving than salmon.
Like the salmon farmers, however, its promotional organisation the British Trout Association has
commissioned consultants to examine the industry and the future of the BTA. The trout sector is unlike
salmon in that just over a fifth of its tonnage is Scottish, although there is a strong Scottish dimension,
fostered in no small way by Scotrout.
77. This sector continues to operate on modest margins, and is concerned that low prices for small
grades of salmon will depress prices for large trout, the fish being of rimilar size. There is no evidence of
this at present, but Highland area sea farmers of trout would be the group affected if the large trout price
did slip. At present, production of large trout in sea is more profitable than that of small salmon and there
could well be a move by some salmon farmers in this direction. However, the availability of the 100 gram
trout required for sea water transfer will be a significant limitation.
78. Disease will remain a major risk for trout farmers, given the extent of specialisation and stock
movements within the sector. With progress toward the lowering of trade barriers in-the EC there are
major concerns in both trout and salmon sectors that freer movement of live fish will increase the risk pf
bringing new diseases to the UK fish farming industry. Diseases such as Viral Haemorrhagic Septicaemia
and Infectious Haematopoietic Necrosis are already present in parts of the European industry, and could
have a drastic impact on our trout and salmon industry if introduced. Both the NFUS and SSGA have
been active for some time in lobbying Brussels as well as DAFS and MAFF to ensure the most rigorous
inspection of fish introductions under the proposed EC directive.
79. Trout farmers have the prospect of slow steady growth in production, supported by appropriate
generic and limited brand marketing. The anticipated failures of salmon farms will release sea and
freshwater sites and equipment some of which the trout sector could utilise. Developments in processing
are likely to remain of limited scale in our area while Scotrout continues to operate satisfactorily in
Motherwell.
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Shellfish Farming

80. Shellfish farmers in the Highlands are in the paradoxical position of being a small, slowly
expanding production sector selling into what are generally quite buoyant markets. The IMES report
points to Idng scallops, mussels and oysters as species with markets capable of accepting increased
supplies of fanned shellfish. TTie industry has suffered firom, amongst other things, being small in total
output, widely scattered and comprising almost entirely small private companies or sole traders. Output
has been slow to build steadily in spite of major investment by the Board.
81. Recent substantial investments have been made in: a 500 tonne mussel farm and by Scallop Kings
pic in scallop cultivation at a number of West Coast sites. Joseph Johnston are planning expansion, of
their pilot project to commercial scale. Clearwater (International) Ltd are also investing in large scale
mussel production-in Lochaber, Mull and Cowal. The future shape of the shellfish farming industry will
depend on the success or otherwise of these ventures. Perceived success in production and in marketing
would stimulate a new wave of aquaculture investment in our area, providing much needed species
diversification in addition to salmon. The subsequent volumes of farmed shellfish would both assist
existing processors and offer new processing opportunities, with significant employment opportunities.
82. In 1988, some 200 shellfish farms were registered with DAFS, compared with 140 in 1986,
Production in 1988 was recorded by the department as:
Mussels
Oysters
Scallops
Oueens

484
1^670
76
172

tonnes
thousand shells
thousand shells
tonnes*

*approximately 5-fold overstated.
Alternative Species

83. The success of salmon farming in Scotland. has added greatly to the desire for economically viable
fanning of marine fish. Almost entirely dependent on salmon, wholly dependent on salmonids,
aquaculture in the Board’s area—and the rest of Scotland^r-urgently requires greater stability through a
breadth of cultivated species. A new salmon disease or a health scare on, for example, smoked salmon
could decimate ouf industry
84. Commercial production of marine fish in the Board’s area is presently restricted to that of young
turbot for ongrowing on the continent, and of sea bass and sea bream for developments in the
Mediterranean. Aspirations for marine fish farming in our area have for some time been based on
halibut, although the production of juvenile halibut is proving the major hurdle at present. There is no
clear indication of how to overcome the problem, and Norwegian production remains at the level of
hundreds of young fish in the face of a miilti-million pound effort by a number of public and private
research units.
85. The principal potential beneficiaries of the halibut studies are the salmon farming industries of
Scotland and Norway. The prospects of securing increased private funding for the Ardtpe halibut
programme haye to be viewed in the light of the problems facing the salmon industry over the next 2
years. Timescaies for the establishment of commercial halibut farming cannot be given with confidencej
and should be viewed in the light of the 15 years taken to take, salmon to that stage with a very
considerable prior capability in freshwater husbandry. It is unlikely that any significant commercial
rearing of halibut will b'e underway before 1995.
86. Farming of cod will continue to be examined regularly for economic viability. Studies in Norway
have clearly indicated the potential for cultivation of Arctic Charr and interest in this species is
developing in the Scottish industry. However, the focus of attention both in Scotland and Norway is
halibut, which is. seen as the prime marine fin fish species for farming in these countries.
FISH FARMING AND ITS ENVIRONMENT

87. The fish farming industry requires a high quality aquatic environment for the rearing of salmonids
and molluscan shellfish. Sub-optimal conditions impair the performance of farm stocks, and in the case of
acid precipitation, one of the early indicators of the acidification of watercourses in the Western
Highlands was impaired hatching of salmon and trout eggs. Many sea cage sites in Norway have suffered
“souring” with reduced stock performance after many years of operation of these sites. Very few sea cage
sites in Scotland have reported similar symptoms. This may be due to the greater exposure and tidal
range and lower stocking densities in this country compared to Norway. As the salmon industry’s margins
tighten, so will any fall off in stock performance be more likely to be detected and remedy sought. Both in
the specifics of water quality and the intangibles of the Highlands’ imagery for consumers it is4n the fish
farming industry’s own interests to maintain high quality environments.
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88. Fish fanning has grown rapidly in an area of Britain renowned for the beauty of its land and
seascapes. The industry’s interactions with the environment have been examined in a number of studies.
Industry,, development and conservation agencies have been and continue to be involved in the
commissioning and funding of these objective “foundation’’ studies. The more significant studies are:Environmental Impacts of Finfish Farming in Freshwater Lochs
89. Financed by HIDE with contributions latterly from industry, this study has been carried out by the
Institute of Aquaculture, University of Stirling. The work comihenced in 1981, concentrating in recent
years oh the impacts of salmon sniolt production. Guidelines for the scale of acceptable development
were derived by the Uhivefsity, and these form the basis of current River Purification Board’s regulation
of the scale of freshwater finfish farming developments.
An Environmental Assessment of Fish Farms
90. This study by Cobham Resource Consultants was commissioned in 1986 by the Countryside
Cpmmi^ipn for S^tland with financial contributions from the HIDB, CEC and Scottish Salmon
Growers Association. Concerned with landscape and amenity impacts, the subsequent report was widely
welcomed and many of its recommendations have been applied by the industry and its regulating
aufiiorities.
Environmental Impacts of Marine Fish Farming
91. In the early 1980’s there was a notable lack of objective information on impacts of marine fish
farming in Scotland. This investigation, funded by HIDB with contributions from NCC, CEC and the
SSGA, was commissioned throu^ Stirling University to. provide some of the information required to
enable assessment and prediction of the industry’s marine impacts. The investigation started in 1984,
producing its final report in 1988 which referred mainly to benthic impacts. A second phase of research
began in Spring 1988 focusing on impacts on the water column. This work is funded by CEC and the
SSGA, vwth contributions from HIDB, HRPB and Comhairle nan Eilean. It is hoped that the current
study will lead to predictions of carrying capacity for marine fish farming areas.
In recent years, several “desk studies” and surveys of marine fish farming have been carried out.
We would highlight the report for NCC “Fish Farming arid the Safeguard of the Natural Marine
Environment of Scotland” (1989) and the “Scottish Wildlife and Countryside Link Group’s Marine Fish
Farming iri Scotland—A discussion paper” (1988). These reports are the outcome of lengthy dialogue
between conservation iriterests and the fish farming industry which must continue to be the way in which
each party proceeds. There has been in recent years a surfeit of media coverage of the industry and its
critics, much of it misleading or inaccurate. Outstanding-problems and conflicts of interest will, for the
most part, continue to be solved only through discussion between the interested parties. It is sincerely
hoped that NCC and SWCL arid the fish farming* industry representative bodies continue the dialogue
established over the past 18 months.
93. In the context of a new sector, which has expanded rapidly iri recent years, we suggest that the
impacts of fish farming are not unacceptable at this time. Developments in fireshwater lochs may be
related to the capacity of the waterbody to tolerate additional nutrient inputs without deterioration in
water quality. The benthic irnpacts of both freshwater and seawater cage farming have been shown to be
major but highly localised and reversible. Landscape and arnenity need not suffer given careful
consideration of a developrnbnt at the planning stage. Through its scale, the industry has attracted a very
substantial service sector, which’with industry and agency support is tackling and overcomirig many of the
industry’s problems—including those of predator and disease control.
REGULATION OF THE FISH FARMING INDUSTRV

94. As the industry has developed, so have the regulatory and administering bodies extended and
refined their control of fish farming. While certain sectors of the industry see this as unnecessary
“red-tape” an increasing number view such regulation as protecting their owri position by controlling the
entry of nev/ operators and increasingly the ways in which existing farms carry out their routine duties.
95. Within the Board’s area, most local authorities regard freshwater fish farming developments as
requiring planning permission. It would appear sensible for this approach to be standardised.
96. We regard the inclusion of fish cages as sources of discharges for the purpose of River Purification
Board regulation as desirable. The inability of the RPBs to control diffuse nutrient inputs to freshwater
lochs is a major concern given that fish cage discharge consents are carefully calculated on the basis of
their nutrient input to the loch. We welcome recent increased communication between industry, RPBs
and scientific experts in this field, and hope that this will enhance the ability of the RPBs to discharge
their functions. Given the extent of fish farming in the Highland River Purification Board and Clyde
River Purification Board areas, we believe that the industry deserves to be better represented on the
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Boards of these and possibly other RPBs. The RPBs have an increaisingly central role to play in
regulating and monitoring the fish farming industry: it is crucial that these Boards are adequately funded
to fulfil their res^nsibilities under UK and EC legislation.
97. The role of the GEC in administering the granting or refusal of applications for seashore and
seabed leases-has aroused considerable debate. In jecent years the view has been expressed that Local
Planning Authorities should administer applications for the establishment of marine fish farms through
an extension of their jurisdiction beyond low water mark. Thiis is;a subject upon which the Board does not
hold strong views. It would appear that the present system has coped satisfactorily with the extent of
development in the industry to date. Moreover we believe there are some advantages in centralised
(iontrdl of this rapidly evolving industry.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

98. Aquaculture R&D is readily broken down into several broad sectors: environmental effects of
finfish farming, cultivation of marine finfish, production improvements in finfish farming and cultivation
of shellfish. TTie salmon fanning industry carries out a considerable amount of “in house” research, as do
various of the companies in its service sector, feed manufacturers being a prime example. Also the SSGA
and SSFA allocate funds in support of a range of R&D projects.
99. Continuing investigation of environmental effects of finfish farming is required, though inuch work
has already been carried out. Attention has in recent years been moving from the industry’s nutrient
loading of the enviromnent to some of its therapeutic treatments. Studies of mixing and dispersal of
compounds in sea lochs are on the frontiers of hydrographic research, as are those of phytoplankton
blooms, and the industry should not bear the brunt of what is, in part, fundamental research.
100. Aquaculture in Scotland urgently requires a broader base of farmed species, and the prime area
for such alternative species is that of marine fin fish. Work of SFIA, Ardtoe with Halibut is in a crucial
phase, funding coming from a range of sources to supplement the SFIA budget. The Ardtoe halibut
programme is crucial in the development of halibut cultivation techniques and it is vital to the salmon
farming industry that this work continues and succeeds. Salmon farmers have demonstrated their support
to the Ardtoe effort by their funding of the British Halibut Association.
lOL The area of improvement in production efficiency in finfish farming may appear to rest solely in
the industry’s hands. However the responsibilities of DAFS under its statutory duties on fish diseases
require the Department’s active participation in this field. Control of fish diseases is of vital economic
importance to the industry primarily through direct financial loss. However the negatives of publicity
over disposal of fish mortalities and allegations of fish farms infecting wild fish are also significant.
Accordingly SSGA together with funds ft-om CEC and HIDB is running a series of projects examining
farmed fish diseases and means of their control.
102. Another key economic factor is that of efficiency of feed utilisation by farmed fish. Much of the
research to date has been carried out by feed manufacturers, and the farmers are themselves examining
means of more efficient feeding of their stock. This would have the dual benefits of improving, their
economics and lessening nutrient inputs to the fish farm’s environment.
103. Considerable investment has been made in shellfish cultivation R&D by MAFF, however the
differences in species and cultivation methods between England and Wales and the Board’s area mean
that this research has had limited relevance to shellfish growers in the Highlands and Islands. The prime
site of R&D in support of our shellfish sector is SFIA, Ardtoe, which has good links with DAFS shellfish
staff in Aberdeen, to the extent of mounting joint projects. The current scale and profitability of this
sector, which we believe has great potential, requires that its requirements have to be met largely by the
public sector, particularly HIDB and SFIA.
PUBLIC SECTOR ASSISTANCE

to

THE FISH FARMING INDUSTRY

104. The Board’s general attitude to fish farming development has been extremely positive, following
an early recognition of the great potential for aquaculture developments in the Highlands and Islands.
The Board sustained its policy of giving strong support to the struggling fish farm projects of the 1970’s
through the salmon farming take off in the 1980’s. The industry has benefitted from—the full range of
Board resources: Section 8 investment, projects and development and marketing assistance, provision of
Board owned factories, substantial inputs by the Board’s technical, marketing and business advisory
staff, funding of training and the support of the Board in the political and media arenas.
105. Overall the Board’s financial assistance to the industry has been approximately £32m. Appendix
ly provides a breakdown of this assistance, the majority being in the form of assistance to business. The
discretionary nature of such assistance and the latitude to assess each and every application on its
individual merits enables the Board to vary the extent and nature of financial assistance offered. A
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general feature of fish and shellfish fanning projects is a lengthy production cycle—between ! and 4 years
according to species — and grant assistance and any loan deferment are geared to lessen the adverse
impact of this interval.
106. A further highly significant source of grant aid is FEOGA (European Agricultural Guidance
Fund) which under Regulation (EEC) No. 4028/86 provides for capitalgrants of 40 per cent on approved
projects in receipt of member state aidof between lO and 30 per cent Net Grant Equivalent. The fund has
awarded, grants rto Scottish fish fams of some £5.9m over the past 9 years. Member state aid may be
approved by the Board or. by DAFS.
107. The oil reserve funds of the Orkney and Shetland Islands Councils are the remaining significant
sources of public funds, available on a discretionary basis to developments in their respective Islands
groups. These funds have been of significant benefit tothe development offish farming in the Northern
Isles.
108. It could be argued that fish farming could have developed in the Board’s area without direct
financial assistance from the above agencies. However, it is clear that the nature of the salmon industry
would have differed considerably from that we see today, lacking the wide range of company size and any
significsmt degree of local ownership with consequent diminished benefits to the communities of the area.
Equally, a slower build up in production would have resulted in a smaller industry ihaii that which
currently faces up to the challenge presented by. the Norwegian industry, and one which would'have
found even greater difficulty in surviving such competition. It should be recalled that several of the large
companies who were among the early entrants to the salmon fanning sector, left the industry after severM
years’ involvement. The importance of substantial early support by the Board to some^of the largest
operators in today’s industry should not be underestimated.
11 .October 1989
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Appendix I
ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF FARMED ATLANTIC SALMON

(Unit: Tonnes)

Norway
Scotland (UK)
Ireland
Faroes
Iceland +
Canada
Sweden

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

800
30

950
70

1,431
140

2,137

3,300
430

4,140
530
13

4,150
600

8,910
1,000
35
100

10,266

17,016
2,536
257
160
50
126

28,656
6,921
722
600

45,675
10,333

47,417
12,721

100

100

2,500
800

100

22,300
3,912
385
300
70
163
75

188
150

297
150

150

20,245

27,205

37,337

56,555

220
10

10

21

28
60

103
130
30
48
80

10,153

12,757

20

830

1,020

1,571

2,367

3,740

4,683

4,771

ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF FARMED PACIHC SALMON

(Unit: Tonnes)

Japan
Canada
(British
Columbia)
USA
Chile
New Zealand
France

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1,150

2,122

2,760

5,049

6,430

7,221

12,000

15,000

i76
450
60

128
900

107
1,176
270

120

489
1,400

1,200

6,000

1,500
1,700
1,600

1,600
3,000
1,600

60

273
680
80
5
80

200

200

2,898

3,240

17,800

27,400

2

20

1,257
870
500

80

90

100

500
180

3,978

6,712

9,277

10,790

100
10

1,000
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2,100

2,000

1988

1989

80,371 150,000
17,951 30,000
4,900
6,700
3,500 10,000
1,400
4,000
230

NA

65,588 108,352 200,700
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Appendix II
EUROPEAN PRODUCTION OF PORTION SIZE AND LARGE TROUT

1988
Country

‘Portion Size*

Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Faroes
Finland
France
Germany
Great Britain
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Norway
Spain
Sweden

P
1990

1989

2,700
400
22,500

Large Trout

4.000
15,000
1.500
400

29.000
14.000
14.000

Portion
Size

Large
Size

Portion
Size

Large
Size

2,400
650
22,000

150
4.000

2,600
650
21,000

150
5.000

17,000
3.000
500
1,500

1.000

31.000
14.500
15.000

100

50

200

200

900
28.000

200

645
29.500

1.000

500
7.500
700
8.500

15,100

300

19.000
4.000
500

32.000
15.500
16.000
170
700
29.500

2.000
400

1,000
6,000

4,000

NA

NA
NA

NA

NA
NA

Appendix III
FARMED FINHSH PRODUCTION AND EMPLOYMENT BY STATISTICAL AREA,

Salmon Smolts
*000

Area
Shetland
Orkney
Lewis/Harris
Uists/Barra
Skye
Argyll Islands
Mid Argyll/Kintyre
Dunoon & Cowal
Bute
Oban & Lome
Lochaber
Badenoch/Strathspey
Naim
Inverness
Lochalsh
West Ross
East Ross
NS Sutherland
Totals

Grilse & Salmon
Tonnes

2,312
742
553
730
2,539
587

4,260
458
1,368
994
817
781
536
490

216
6,982

430
4,844

108

220

20

1989

Rainbow Trout
Tonnes
9
16

27
7
562
300
621
29
106

8

17
289
33
4,448
660
820

328
1,511
103
852

21,276

17,772

20
1,705

Employment*
Salmon
R Trout
247
53
152
71
77
42
89
85

5

11
13

8
45
255
3
5
14
40
231
23
82

13

1,514

63

5
5

*fiill time equivalents
Appendix IV
HIDB

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO FISH FARMING

Section 8 to Business

Research, Projects, Marketing
and Training

Factories

No. Businesses

£m

£m

£m

372

22,5

6.9

2.9
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Examination of Witnesses
Secretary of the Board and Board Member, MR ALASTAIR ALEXANDER, Head of the
Board’s Product Marketing Division, in charge of the Board’s marketing programme for farmed
salmon and Director of the Scottish Salmon Board, and MR IAIN SUTHERLAND, Senior Fish Farming
Officer, Head of the Fish Farming Section of the Natural Resources Division, Highlands and Islands
Development Board, examined.

MR IAN MACASKILL,

Chairman
648. Good afternoon, Mr MacAskill, and welcome to your own part of the world. Would you be
kind enough to introduce your team.
(Mr MacAskill) I am Ian MacAskill, and one of
my responsibilities is fish fanning; on my right is
Mr Alexander who deals with product marketing,
in particular the marketing of salmon within the
Board; and on my left I have Iain Sutherland who
is our Senior Fish Farming Officer dealing largely
with the technical growing process of salmon and
shellfish, indeed any fish farming.
649. In your written evidence in the fourth
paragraph you make the statement that you
consider that fish farming has been the most
important new industry to emerge during the
lifetime of the Board. I wonder if you could
expand on that statement, and perhaps make a
comparison between the contribution which fish
farming has made to the economic and social
development of your region in comparison with
other initiatives promoted by the Board? In due
course I would like to go on to talk about the
amount of money you have invested in it and your
return.
(Mr MacAskill) As a new industry fish farming,
literally starting from scratch over the last decade
in the Highlands and Islands area, has created
something like 2,500 jobs. These jobs are created
in the more remote and more difficult areas where
it would be difficult to find any alternative. It has
generally created an economic activity that has
been very substantial and has done it very quickly
and in the most difficult areas, not just on the
farms themselves but in all the services and
activities that are needed to serve these farms. To
put it into perspective—until the current blimp and
slowing down in production, fish farming/salmon
farming was heading in turnover terms for something like 50 per cent of the total fish catch in
value for Scotland, and the Scottish fish catch is
more than 50 per cent of the UK total catch. It is a
very substantial turnover of activity in the north,
second now only to tourism in traditional industry
terms. To try and match that with anything else we
have done, there is nothing else that we have been
involved in that has been as dramatically and as
quickly successful. We have obviously had successes in building up tourism, but that is building
on a platform of an existing industry; also trying to
diversify in agriculture which is also an existing
industry. In terms of something that is totally new,
we have nothing to compare it with.
650. We understand that you provided about
£32 million in assistance to fish farming so far, how
does your Board assess the return on this
investment?

(Mr MacAskill) Obviously, first of all, in terms
of jobs it is probably costing us directly, without
taldng all the indirect jobs into account, something
like £13,000 per job, and that is £13,000 j^r job in
remote and difficult areas. That primarily is the
main source of success. We think it will also, not to
the same dramatic extent, lead on to other species
as well, and perhaps we can touch on that later on,
like halibut and shellfish, which has not really
taken off to the same extent. Further down the line
on the processing side, we see more opportunities
developing more slowly than the farming side to
date, and activities that will also help the wild fish
processing side. There is a degree of compatibility
between the two. The return that we see immediately already is a very satisfactory job return.
651. With the figures that you use to assess
these things, would they show that your investment
in fish farming has been as good as other industries
to create employment?
(Mr MacAskill) The Board, particularly with a
new industry like fish farming, are in the risk
business, and in the early years a very high risk
business. The form of investment we make is
grant, as you heard earlier. In Shetland, for
instance, it would probably now average at 11 per
cent per case, and reducing. We give loans and,
again, that level is reducing. Very occasionally we
take shares as opposed to taking grants. We have
taken the view that occasionally shares are more
appropriate and that we should share in the profits
as well as the risks. The share investment % and
large gives us quite a reasonable return—more
than we have invested. The loan loss rate is
probably no highs'.r than 10 per cent, and reducing.
The grant loss rstes-we do not expect it back
anyway, and we expect it will survive for a certain
period—will be minimal.
652. Are you considered as a representative for
the purposes of the Shetland Islands Council
shareholding?
(Mr MacAskill) I cannot think offhand, but I do
not think we have any shares in Shetland. Bill
Fraser on our staff in Shetland can remind me.
Chairman: I am not sure whether it was really
for you to answer that question!
Mr Alexander
653. Could you summarise very briefly for the
Committee the various sources of grant-aid available to people starting up in fish farming? Could you
tell the Committee how important you think it has
been in getting the industry going at all?
(Mr MacAskill) The major source available
would be the Highlands and Islands Development
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Board, or UK Government source. In Orkney and
Shetland there is the local authority through
charitable funds with assistance coming from that
source; perhaps to a lesser extent other local
authorities; you would have the Department of
Agriculture and Fisheries assistance in grant terms
being put in; you would have money coming from
the EC, probably through FEOGA, although it
has also come iu the past, and currently, from
^>ecific schemes like the IDP in the Western Isles,
and the ADP which covers the other islands; in
terms of research, commissions and so forth, you
would also have the Crown Estate Commission,
the NCC and Countryside Commission coming in
on specific subjects. Off the top of my head, these
would be the main sources of public assistance
coming in.

[Continued

FEOGA money coming into farms has been quite
reasonable. One would have to say that it is now
becoming much harder to obtain funds from the
EEC; it is starting to become much more difficult.
Up until now the Highlands and Islands have done
not too badly. There is a great danger that life is
going to become much harsher.

656. As these industries, salmon and shellfish
farming, become more established (whether
harshly existing or not) do you or your Board
envisage changes in the attitudes towards the grant
or grant structure? Would you be thinking of giving
grants to something else totally different once they
are established?
(Mr MacAskill) Oh, indeed. We have already
done that. If your Chairman came for his fish farm
in Shetland and managed to pass through the hoop
654. What about their effectiveness?
of the Shetland Islands Council and came to HIDB
(Mr MacAskill) Fish farming would not have to set up a new fish farm he would be unsuccessful,
taken off to anything like the extent it has without as would anyone new from the mainland, unless
these grants, of that there is no doubt. It would be they were very exceptional. Our concentration
difficult to define how small an industry it would now is on the existing farms and trying to get them
currently be. It would almost certainly be an to the right level of activity. Once an industry has
industry of only large companies—Marine Harvest matured and a farm site has matured we are not in
and McConnell—so you would have a much the business of giving grants. Basically, we set
waller industry, not anywhere near the develop- people up and give them an opportunity to operate
ment phase that exists at the moment. It would in proper economic terms, and once they have got
almost certainly be predominantly the large com- to that stage they are really on their own. We want
panies who made the earlier investment. The them to look at the next stage of development in
Board’s poliqr in earlier years, because it is a very salmon, and that is the marketing and improveexpenrive industry to become involved with (parti- ments in production efficiencies and, looking
cularly these days) was happy to stick with these further ahead, it is the development of halibut. Up
companies. It would have been a bit unfair to to a certain point you want to encourage and
become involved with very small producers with develop, after that the^company should exist on its
the high risks involved. As the industry became own.
more mature schemes, such as the IDP in the
(Mr Alexander) Some of industries are not
Western Isles, and the rates of assistance that developing at the present time. The farmed shellbecame available because of the European inter- fish sector is not showing anything like the growth
vention enabled us to look along with smaller- performance that salmon is. That is an area where
producers at smaller farms and developments. In you were mentioning the availability of EEC
Shetland over the last few years there has been a funds. We do believe that farmed shellfish has a lot
fairly spectacular success with smaller farmers of potential but at the moment, for a variety of
developing. At the small end it would not have reasons, it has not demonstrated its full potential,
been possible without grant aid. That grant aid can or anything like it, and that is an area where these
tailer off once you are beyond the first phase of funds could be very helpful. We have a long way to
growth.
go on the farmed shellfish side.
655. In the evidence from the Shetland Salmon
Farmers, who we shall be hearing from shortly,
they suggest that the Irish have been a lot more
successful than the British in obtaining EEC
grants. Is it your view that the UK, and particularly
Scotland, does get its fair share of grants available
for this expenditure, or should either industry or
Government be doing more to get more grants
from that source?
(Afr MacAskill) I am sure we should be doing
more. We should always be trying to do more.
Whether we get a fair share—whatever “fair” is—I
do not know. The Irish in general terms have been
very successful in obtaining grants from the EEC.
If I remember rightly, I think there has been
almost £6 million of FEOGA money going into fish
farming. In terms of the IDP and the ADP there
have been fairly substantial sums of money targeted at smaller fish farms. In our experience, the

Chairman
657. Where do you think the money would go?
We have been shown a site where the entire mussel
production in Scotland is to be doubled within the
next 15 months?
(Mr Alexander) That is a quite atypical site. The
fanned shellfish industry is characterised by very
large numbers of small part-time farmers. One of
the things that is needed is to encourage the
medium sized companies, in salmon farming terms
to get involved in shellfish farming to build up the
size of the industry which has got too many small
people and not enough muscle and influence to
bring the full potential of the industry out. We do
believe that is the area we need to work on very
hard in the future. As we said earlier, new
industries in the Highlands and Islands are not very
easy to get; we have to wring every opportunity.
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Mrs Winterton
658. The processing industry, of course, is a
very vital part of the equation. Do you believe that
the development of the processing facilities in the
region has kept pace with the growth in production
which has been phenomenal, or do you believe
that opportunities are, in fact, being lost at present
to add value to the basic product?
{Mr MacAskill) They certainly have not kept
pace, and they certainly have not been lost. One of
the reasons that they have not kept pace, first of
all, if as a fish farmer you are able to sell the fish
without processing it quite easily and, up until
quite recently, very profitably that is the route that
sensibly for you as a fish farmer you are going to
follow. There is no incentive to process if you can
send it out in the raw state. That situation has
clearly become much more difficult. There is now
an increasing incentive to process. We have been
involved in the expansion of salmon smoking, for
instance, which is a more obvious one to look at.
We believe that there are opportunities, and
Alastair will come back on the marketing opportunities, to develop even further. That is not quite
as easy as it sounds, because you are then going
into head-on competition with people who are
already doing that quite well elsewhere. Obviously
as the Development Board for the Highlands and
Islands we would prefer that added value to take
place in the Highlands and Islands, but it is easy to
export that raw salmon down to wherever, Hull or
south Scotland, and have it processed there; in that
sense it is not quite as straightforward and as easy
to develop processing. We think it can be done,
and the number of jobs that can be created and the
cost of the jobs is very reasonable. Processing jobs
^ve good value for money. That is an area we will
be pursuing as hard as we can.
659. What percentage of your expenditure are
you actually directing towards the processing
industry at present?
{Mr MacAskill) We would anticipate in the
current year that it will be- something over £1
million, and less than £1.4 million. You cannot be
specific and say all of that is for salmon processing,
because a processing plant is capable of doing
more than one particular activity—some of that
will be for traditional processing, perhaps shellfish
—and that we would envisage would be an
approximate level in the future. One of the things
which we have to look out for with existing
processing factories is to take the standard of these
factories up to EEC standards, particularly in
hygiene and so forth. A fair bit of investment, we
envisage, will be required in consolidating existing
processing facilities—uprating them and, hopefully, expanding them. It may be uprating and
expansion primarily and not so much new
buildings. We should try and make the maximum
use of the facilities that exist, which is a more
sensible way of doing it.
660. Do you think the expenditure level will
have to be increased?
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{Mr MacAskill) We envisage it will be approximately the same; that is not because we would not
be prepared to spend more, but we think that is
properly the pace over the next few years at which
it will develop. If there was an urgent need
perceived and an opportunity there to do it the
Board would certainly sit down and look at the
^locations again. It is based on what we think will
be the likely uptake.
{Mr Alexander) It is an area which we are keen
to invest in, because the volume of salmon is
increasing. It is all within the Highland area so it is
an opportunity for us; someone has to process that
production. The indications aie that more of it wiU
be sold in a more broken down processed form
than in the past so that is an area in which the
HIDB has got to get involved. I think if we get
good projects we will be involved.

Mr Mad>onald
661. Who do you anticipate will take up that
processing challenge? The small operators do not
have the means; they do not have the volumes in
themselves to do it on a reasonable scale, particularly if you want to develop new products and so
on, salmon steaks and all the rest of it; the larger
companies might well find it a lot easier to ship
wholesale to factories in the south and then process
it there. Where can you fill the gap?
{Mr MacAskill) You have just highlighted the
difficulty, in fact, going for a major processing
factory. You probably still define them as smaU.
producers who have grown already, and some
people may be in fish processing already—not
necessarily salmon processing—who will become
involved. There are at least a couple of large
producers with factories already in the area. It
would make sense for them to expand their
facilities into this added value. I do not envisage a
larger international company external of the area
coming in and setting up processing in the area. I
think it will happen with people who already have
an interest in Shetland, for instance.
662. Is this not a serious problem, particularly if
you envisage spending quite a lot on marketing,
because the kind of things you will market is the
kind of stuff that other people will be producing
and not just produce fiom the Highlands and
Islands?
{Mr Alexander) One of the interesting features,
and we put a lot of effort into it over the years, is
that, say, four years ago something like 70-^
companies were selling salmon, we now believe
that 95 per cent of the salmon produced in
Scotland is marketed by ten companies, and some
of those companies are actually groups of companies and some of them have actually got involved in
processing. You have got much bigger collections
of salmon being marketed. One area that has
shown ftuit for development is that these groupings of larger companies are getting involved in
salmon processing. If we still had 80 companies
selling salmon the chances of getting some of those
companies involved in processing would be very
limited but it is happening at the present time.
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663. On the financial pressures on the industry,
you talk about the way that these pressures will
increase mechanisation. What impact will that
have on employment in the industry? Do you see a
fall-off of employment in sahnon farming through
mechanisation?
(Mr MacAskill) No, I think mechanisation,
insofar as one can see ahead and the type of
medianisation likely to come in these particularly
hostile circumstances, will make it easier to grow;
you might be able to grow with the same labour
force, or a contained increase in the size of the
labour force. It is a pretty heavy job if you think of
moving the big nets into cages and so forth, 1 think
mechanisation will be directed at taking a lot of the
labour out which would enable you to use year
labour force for the things they have to pay
attention to, like feeding etc. If you are looking at
mechanisation to do things automatically then that
also will happen; but automatic feeders are not as
efficient as with human supervision.
664. You are talking about a financial squeeze
being faced by many salmon farmers and many are
now looking for buyers to get them out of the
industry; these presumably are, for the most part,
smaller farmers looking for larger operators to buy
them out, larger operators who can absorb the
short-term crisis. Do you look upon that prospect
with concern? Do you think there is a need to
maintain the existing balance between the smaller
and larger operators? Are you impressed, for
example, by ffie Shetland situation where you do
get the smaller operator in? Do you think that is a
element you wish to retain in the Scottish industry?
How can you do it when they are all facing such
financial difficulties?
(Mr MacAskill) We would prefer to see a spread
of operators and not to have the industry contracting into one or two very large companies. As we
look through the performance of the various
companies one would have to say that the large
companies, in terms of production efficiency, are
not any better than the smaller ones and frequently
do not perform as well as the smaller companies.
The smaller producers in the Shetlands, in terms of
production efficiency, are as good, indeed better,
than you will get elsewhere. Smaller companies
need not necessarily fail because the production
costs are higher than the larger companies. If they
can sensibly—and I think that has happened to
some extent already—take care of the marketing,
like a small farmer, a fish farmer can operate as
efficiently as a bigger brother. We would always
see a place for the smaller producer. We have
toyed with the problem of how to make sure that
they continue. Unlike Shetland we have not come
up with a particular answer. If we grant aid a small
fish farmer and he sells quickly then we will call
our grant back. It is a disincentive for a quick sale
for profit. If, however, he has worked for a period
of time and through his own labour has made that
establishment profitable we do not think it is
possible for us to say, “Well, we should take much
less money at the end because there will be a
restriction in your sale”. We do not think that is
achievable, nor do the fish farmers agree with that.
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Mr GUI
665. You say in your evidence that you have
reduced the number of companies through which
you are selling salmon from 70 in 1986 to 10 today
and you suggest that is a good thing. You also say
in your evidence that the price over the last year or
so has been rather unsatisfactory. What investigation or examination bave you made as to the
relationship between those two factors?
(Mr Alexander) One of the problems that we
have is, can you actually go out now and buy
salmon as a consumer significantly cheaper than at
the beginning of 1989, and the answer is that there
has been some shift but fairly marginal. What is
happening is that consumption is increasing and
people are still prepared to pay a decent price but
it is not necessarily getting passed back down to the
salmon companies. What we need to do is become
stronger and get closer to the selling organisations
and the consumers. There is a gap there. The
consumer is paying what is still a healthy price for
salmon but it is not necessarily getting passed back
through to the salmon farmers.
666. I am querying your assumption that marketing your salmon through fewer companies has
been advantageous. I am suggesting perhaps that it
has not been entirely advantageous because at the
same time prices have been weak?
(Mr Alexander) I think what is the cause of the
weak prices is that consumption has not kept up
with the supply. The main increase in supply has
been in Norway. We are reasonably confident that
the increases in Scottish production from year to
year are marketable at a reasonable price. It is not
because we have gone into fewer hands. We think
that is a considerable strength, because if you have
so many people selling in the market and one plays
off against another we still have that problem, but
having ten companies is a considerable strength
rather than having 80 people working in an
unco-ordinated way. The main problem is the
over-production.
667. There is no suggestion that as a result of
selling through a smaller number of companies the
price has been driven down?
(Mr Alexander) The question is—there are not
just ten companies selling salmon—how are the ten
companies doing relative to the other companies
who sell individually? What we are saying is that 95
per cent of the salmon is handled by ten companies.
(Mr MacAskill) The previous 80 were almost the
farmers themselves selling. It was not 80-salesmen,
it was really individual farmers.
(Mr Alexander) What is the average price being
sold by those ten companies relative to the average
price being sold by the rest? There is no doubt that
we are stronger having fewer selling outfits now
than we had four or five years ago. Shetland has
been a very good example of people channelling
their resources.
Mr MacDonald
668. On the question of price and the Norwegian comparison, when we were down in
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Billingsgate the impression we were left with was
that the reputation of Scottish salmon, with the
exception of Shetland salmon, was not as high as
that of the Norwegian salmon. I also have got the
same impression of the respective reputations on
the Continent, in France, as well: You do point out
yourselves that the Scottish industry is frequently
over-shadowed, if not dwarfed, by the Norwegian
salmon marketing juggernaut if you like. Do you
think that the Scottish industry really has the
ability to compete effectively with the Norwegians
in the international market on marketing ability?
What effect do you think it would have were the
Norwegians to become members of the Community and were, therefore, then able to export
finished products on to the European market and
not just wholesale? Do you think the position for
Scottish industry would become even more difficult were the Norwegians full members of the
Community?
(Mr Alexander) Yes, I think it would be more
difficult. Obviously we would become, within the
Community, a minority producer, whereas Scotland is the biggest producer within the Community. It would pose problems for us. I think as
far as the technical and marketing expertise of the
Scottish industry is concerned, it is my belief that it
is as good as the Norwegians. I think on the quality
side we do have a better product.
669. How do you explain the reaction of the fish
merchants in Billingsgate, their view that the
Norwegian/Shetland products were far superior to
the Scottish product?
(Mr Alexander) It depends whether the impression you have is a reliable impression. Is it opinion
or is it researched fact?
670. It does not matter if it is fact, but it matters
whose opinion it is, and it happens to be the
opinion of the fish merchants who are supposed to
be selling the product. If they have that opinion
then the Scottish industry has a problem, likewise
in France.
(Mr Alexander) If that turned out to be the case,
yes, we might have a difficulty. You can speak to
someone who will say that Norwegian is best and
someone who will say that Scottish is best.
671. You have no impression of a very real gap?
(Mr Alexander) The indications we have—and
we have done a lot of market research over the last
four years—is that the Scottish product is very
acceptable in national and international markets,
and we are able to compete effectively with the
Norwegians.
(Mr MacAskill) It is true that the Norwegians
have had a head start in the markets in establishing
a reputation.
672. Not just a head start but, for example, in
Billingsgate they have a kind of nurturing of the
merchants by the Norwegian Embassy. They have
graduates from various agricultural courses in
Norway, and they do years in various embassies
around the world specifically to look after the
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merchants in those embassies, and the reputation
that the salmon acquires, as market husbandry, is
really far above average. That is certainly the
impression we were left with when we visited the
market.
(Mr Alexander) Certainly within the UK the
sales of Norwegian salmon within the UK are
relatively small so in sales terms it is not borne out.
Mr Mtertiew: They said that about the Japanese
cars as well!

Mr Amos
673.
undertaken of the development potential of commercial fin fish farming other than salmon. Bearing
in mind your experience on salmon and shellfish
farms, if you go ahead with fin fish farms what
lessons would you have learned?
(Mr MacAskill) Basically I think it is technically
possible to do it with, say, cod but with the price it
does not make a great deal of sense to consider
that. You are really talking about halibut, and you
are talking of the situation where probably it will
be the salmon farmers who diversify into halibut.
You are probably talking about a timescale of
about ten years before you get a commercial farm.
Mr Sutherland can elaborate on the various stages
you would have to go through.
(Mr Sutherland) We had a very lengthy involvement particularly with the Sea Fish Authority over
a number of years, particularly on turbot. It is from
this, having discovered basically turbot did not
have significant potential in probably the whole of
the United Kingdom far less the Highlands, that
the Authority and ourselves concentrated on halibut as having a high commercial value which is, as
Mr MacAskill says, unlike cod where you see a
scenario where the economics of cod farming are
marginal and there could be a loss or marginal
profit making. We have to say that we cannot turn
to the clock back and we are in a very different
situation from the mid 70s when there was no
strong aquacultural industry. One of the differences we see now in the halibut story is that the Sea
Fish Authority and ourselves encouraged in 1987,
after their successful production of young"halibut
at Ardtoe, the formation of a research club, known
as the British Halibut Association. In that club
there are 20 members, the vast majority of whom
are salmon farming companies and they invested
some £60,000 of their own money in helping
Ardtoe to accelerate their halibut work. That has
enabled Ardtoe to build up their stock numbers
and carry out a number of trials which they
otherwise would not have been able to do. It is
very likely that the future halibut farmer will be an
existing salmon farmer or possibly a marine trout
farmer. In terms of the lessons that we have
learned, this would have to predate my own days
with the Board, I think basically we would have to
accept that with the best will in the world early in
the industry’s development the businesses were
rarely achieving their targets. It will equally be
the case of having to go back and, re-finance these
early commercial operations. Looking back over
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the salmon sector, we would look particularly at
training and general business management as areas
we would focus on.
674. Where is the main competition in halibut
farming coming from?
(Mr MacAskill) Norway.
(Mr Sutherland) At the moment we are talking
about researchers in the field, and Norway is the
front runner. They have been producing several
thousand young fish for several years now.
Although they have reached the next stage in
technology they do have major problems with their
early rearing of these fish.
Mr Martlew
675. I am concerned at the way cod farming has
been dismissed as not economic, because in Norway they were carrying out very extensive trials
into cod. If you look at the price of cod this last
month, in my local chip shop they have been
seUing salmon and chips and not cod and chips
because the cod was more expensive. It does
concern me that if we decide, because of price
levels now, we should not be involved in cod that
suddenly in ten years’ time we will find that the
Norwegians have got 90 per cent of the market.
With the price at the moment, we are talking about
fishermen today who are concerned about the
cut-back in quotas, and cod will go up in price. Are
we not being complacent by saying we should not
be looking at cod farming?
(Mr Sutherland) I would not say we should not
look at it, but I think the current view, and that of
the Sea Fish Authority particularly, is that the
economics are very marginal. Possibly we are
looking at trial projects where we might look at
ways of producing cod juveniles for experimental
work, but this is something we would have to
progress with the Sea-Fish Authority. There is also
interest which has been expressed from time to
time from the fishermen in the rearing of under-
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sized cod that are taken through the fishing process
and then placed in captivity and brought up to
market size. That has been carried out successfully
in the past. It is a potential opportunity we will
keep under review.
(Mr MacAskill) I think it is also true that the
technology would not take us long. You could
move much more quickly with cod. Halibut will
take a long time because the technology is still a
mystery to some extent. Cod is almost an off-theshelf technology you could move into.
Chairman
676.
(Mr MacAskill) Yes.
677. AtArdtoe?
(Mr MacAskill) Yes, mainly on halibut.
(Mr Sutherland) The total allocation for the new
financial year wiU be just over £100,000 and that
will cover halibut studies and mussel cultivation
work and a contribution towards lobster ranching
and restocking studies.
678. You see this as part of your function. It
strikes me that MAFF should be doing this.
(Mr MacAskill) Obviously if we can get other
people to spend the money then we prefer it, but it
is a fairly close community and it is fairly easy to
identify where gaps lie and where we think there
should be acceleration on research.
679. Does the Board spend money on research
in other fields unrelated to fish farming?
(Mr MacAskill) Yes.
(Mr Alexander) There are development opportunities that need to be investigated peculiar to our
region. We are trying to get the opportunities for
the Highlands.
Chairman: Thank you very much. I think you
have been extremely patient. You have answered
our questions very folly.

Mcmorandiim submitted by the Shetland Salmon Fanners’ Association
OCTOBER 1989

Introduction
The first salmon farms were established in Shetland in 1982. Since that year the industry has grown
dramatically overtaking traditional fish catching to become the second most important within the isles,
after oil, in terms of both turnover and employment. The marine environment around Shetland is ideal
for farming Atlantic salmon and through a combination of careful development control and the dedicated
commitment of the salmon farmers themselves, the industry now produces between 25 per cent and 30
per cent of all UK salmon. By its decentralised nature, salmon farming particularly benefits small
outlying communities and has thus revitalised many peripheral areas of Shetland. It has also encouraged
many downstream secondary industries within the isles.
With the increasing scarcity of traditional wild fish stocks and the growing trend to eat more healthy
food such as fish, the prospects for farmed salmon and, indeed, aquaculture in general are considerable.
Careful development and management are essential to ensure the long term sustainability of the industiy.
Given the tremendous potential of aquaculture and the real significance it now has within the Scottish
and Shetland economies, it is strongly recommended that the Government recognises the importance of
aquaculture and the need to actively support its continued success.
Growth of the Industry in Shetland
From its early and modest beginnings the industry has increased its output from 50 tonnes in 1984 to an
estimated 12,000 tonnes in 1990. (A table giving the main statistics is attached as Appendix I). Shetland
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Salmon Farmers’ Association exists to represent the interests of the salmon farming industry at all levels.
Membership is voluntary and every salmon farmer in Shetland is a member, by choice. Current
membership stands at 64.
The first hand value of salmon farming in Shetland will be about £30 million in 1989, placing it second
only to oil and well ahead of the traditional fish catching industry which has an annual value of some £18
million. In employment terms, the industry is now a major direct and indirect employer. It is
conservatively estimated that about 700 people owe their livelihood to salmon farming in one way or
another. Besides the actual hatcheries and salmon farms themselves, downstream secondary activities
include packing and processing factories, net mending, cage fabrication, boat building and repair, the
manufacture of navigation buoys and lights, box making, transportation, marketing and sales,
accountancy etc.
The farming of Atlantic salmon is ideally suited to Shetland because the islands happily combine the
environmental and geographical factors necessary for the healthy growth of Atlantic salmon. These
include fairly even sea temperatures all year round (ranging between about 4°c to 15“c), even salinity,
clean and unpolluted waters, relatively numerous sheltered and well flushed sites, long daylight hours in
the summer combined with fairly warm winter sea temperatures both of which encourage growth etc.
Besides these physical factors the industry has also drawn upon the extensive marine and animal
husbandry skills which exist within the isles to adopt, operational and husbandry techniques which
minimise stress on the fish and thereby stimulate healthy growth.
Planning and Development Control

Another main reason for the success of the industry in Shetland stems from responsible, even handed
and accountable planning and development control, at local government level. The framework for this is
created by Sections 5,11 and 13 of the Zetland County Council Act 1974. Section 5 gives Shetland Islands
Council powers and duties to control development in the coastal waters surrounding Shetland, whereas
sections 11 and 13 introduces specific Works Licensing provisions. The Works Licensing procedure is the
primary consent required in Shetland because without it no salmon farmer can operate. The Act lays
down a strict statutory procedure for the submission, advertisement and consideration of Works Licence
applications. Rights of objection are enshrined in the Act as are clear rights of appeal not only to
unsuccessful applicants but also to aggrieved objectors. In 1984, Shetland Islands Council created a
Salmon Fisheries Working Group (now known as the Fish Farming Working Group) to consider aspects
of policy. Policies have thus evolved for the consideration of salmon and shellfish Works Licences. These
are the subject of ongoing refinement and revision in the light of experience.
The merit of the Works Licencing system is that all applications have to be advertised locally, giving
the opportunity for anyone to object. The Council must consider all objections submitted within the
statutory time scale. In order to try and avoid the necessity of formal objections the Council circulates all
objections which are received to appropriate internal departments, the Nature Conservancy Council, the
RSPB, the local Community Council, Shetland Fishermen’s Association and Shetland Salmon Farmers’
Association as soon as they are received. If a problem is foreseen the applicant is actively encouraged to
meet with potential objectors to try to find a compromise solution. In practice, therefore, it is rare for
formal objections to be pursued. However, the statutory appeal provisions mean that specific rights of
recourse do exist and these have resulted in a full Public Inquiry on four occasions so far.
It is strongly submitted that this system of local planning and development control is, and has been,
responsible, balanced and accountable. As such, we feel that it is a model from which lessons can be
drawn for the rest of the UK.
It is worth adding that the authority claimed by the Crown Estate Commissioners in relation to the
seabed is not recognised in Shetland. Shetland Salmon Farmers’ Association, Lerwick Harbour Trust and
the Crown Estate Commissioners are presently involved in the submission of a Special Case to the Court
of Session to decide the legal issue of whether the Crown Estate Commissioners actually own the seabed
around Shetland. The Association and Lerwick Harbour Trust have taken legal advice which is of the
view that the seabed in Shetland does not form part of the Crown Estate due to the operation of Udal
principles and the history of the impignoration of Orkney and Shetland in 1468 and 1469.
In addition, even if the Crown Estate Commissioners do own the seabed, Shetland Salmon Farmers’
Association seriously questions the Crown Estate Commissioner’s combined role as statutory landlord on
the one hand and quasi-planning authority on the other. We feel that a dichotomy exists between these
two functions and it is impossible for the Crown Estate Commissioners, particularly given its statutory
duty under the Crown Estates Act 1961 to maximise the return from its estate, to exercise a balanced and
even-handed planning control function. This is further supported by the fact that although the Crown
Estate Commissioners have introduced consultative procedures these are not statutory and do not give
legal rights of objection or Appeal.
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Marketing and World Supply
Global consumption of fish is considerable and rising, particularly in the “developed” countries where
the trend is generally away from red meat towards more healthy food. Fish is both healthy and
convenient and thus fits in perfectly with modem lifestyles. Salmon and other oily fish is particularly
healthy since it is high in Omega-3 fatty acids which are known to significantly counter heart disease and
the build-up of cholesterol.
As pressures increase on wild fish stocks the trend must certainly be to increase aquaculture activities
into existing and new species. The advantage of farmed salmon, for example, is that quality can be
controlled throughout the production cycle thus ensurmg consistency as well as year-round supply. This is
particularly important in order to satisfy customer and market demands. Per capita consumption of
salmon remains low in most countries with the exception of Japan and the potential for market
development is considerable. Traditionally the seasonal fluctuation of wild salmon has mitigated against
such market development. Now with increasing consistency of supplies and quality the potential of
market development can now be realised. Take the US for example where consumption is extremely low.
If each family in the US could be persuaded to eat one 6 oz portion of salmon every couple of weeks this
would mean an annual consumption of 500,000 tonnes. At the moment Japan alone consumes 300,000
tonnes of salmon, the vast bulk of this coming from fluctuating but generally declining wild catches.
Farmed salmon can thus fill the gaps created by seasonality and declining wild salmon catches whilst at
the same time providing the opportunity for the development of entirely new markets worldwide.
The major salmon producing countries are Norway, the UK, Japan, Canada, Ireland, Chile, Iceland
and Faroe. A table from the International Salmon Farmers’ Association giving annual projected
production is enclosed as Appendix 11. One of the particular problems facing the industry at the moment
is the fact that it is heavily vulnerable to dramatic increases in production from Norway since it is by far
and away the largest single producer. Whilst other countries have not exceeded their original forecasts,
Norway has managed to overproduce by some 30,000 tonnes. (Original forecast of 120,000 tonnes now
revised to 150,000). This 30,000 tonnes of extra salmon production is already having a marked and
dramatic downward effect on prices, forcing many farmers in Norway and elsewhere to sell below the cost
of production. The main reason for this Norwegian unplanned production is the fact that the government
relaxed controls on hatcheries in 1986 which resulted in a massive overproduction in smolts in 1988. Ad
hoc permission was obtained to put some 20 million of the extra smolts in cages on a temporary basis.
This in turn, led to a relaxation of licences for on-growing in the sea in November 1988 which permitted
the 20 million extra smolts to remain in the sea.
The main problem of the Norwegian unplanned production is the fact that it all has to come out within
one growing cycle (12-18 months) thus putting severe pressure on the markets. Marketing and sales
organisations have devoted considerable time, resources and energy in trying to stimulate and expand
demand, with remarkable success. However, the increased Norwegian production of nearly 100 per cent
between 1988 and 1989 has put an impossible strain on sales and distribution channels leading to the
inevitable down-turn in prices. This has particularly been the case within the EEC where the vast bulk of
Norwegian production is presently targeted, (especially in France). It is for these reasons that the UK and
Irish salmon farming industries are both pressing for some form of EEC Atlantic salmon controls. At the
present moment there is an anomalous tariff distinction between the import of salmonids to the EEC
where trout attracts a 12 per cent tariff but salmon only 2 per cent. We feel that this disparity is unjustified
since the EEC is fast approaching self sufficiency in Atlantic salmon. Furthermore, we believe that the
EEC Commission should, as a minimum, actively consider introducing a Reference Price System for
Atlantic salmon and a detailed case is being prepared on this particular subject.
In the long run, market and price stability will be in the interests of everyone. Introduction of a
Reference Price System should provide such stability. Furthermore the Norwegian industry itself has
recognised the problem and has significantly cut back on the number of smolts introduced in 1989
(reputedly by some 10 million). Although market prices are unlikely to improve within the next 12
months some improvement is expected at the end of that period. Providing production increases are not
mismanaged in the way that they have been in the past by Norway and are more in line with increasing
demand and providing some form of EEC controls are introduced, the prospects for farmed Atlantic
salmon remain fairly good.
The Shetland salmon farming industry, in particular, is convinced that future success depends on
maintenance of the highest quality standards right through production, harvesting, packing and
distribution. The Quality System is operated by an independent company (Shetland Seafood Quality
Control Ltd), whose inspectors regularly and randomly check premises and product. The islands have
already mentioned natural advantages and it is the purpose of the Quality Control Systems to ensure that
these advantages are retained for the end consumer. Particular emphasis is placed on temperature
control. Since the total output of Shetland is unlikely to exceed 15,000 tonnes this concentration on
quaUty as opposed to quantity is something to which the whole industry is committed and it is already
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being rewarded by a price premium at the trade level. The Association is active in promoting Shetland
salmon to the trade both in the UK and in export markets. This involves the active projection of Shetland
salmon as a consistently high quality product which comes from an ideal marine environment.
Salmon Dealer Licensing

One concern which is facing our Association and the UK salmon farming industry as a whole is the
current proposal from MAFF and DAFS to introduce a Salmon Dealer Licensing system which would
encompass farmed as well as wild salmon. This is something which we are totally opposed to, particularly
given ^e fact that we are actively trying to encourage more of the trade to handle our product and
anything which acts as a disincentive is entirely counterproductive. Furthermore, the salmon farming
industry does not in any way contribute to the “mischief’ of illegal salmon poaching and, in any event,
the proposals as drafted would seem to be unworkable. We hope that this ridiculous proposal will either
be abandoned or at the very least revised to exclude farmed salmon and would ask the Agricultural
Committee to support us in this matter.
Environment

One of the important things to remember about aquaculture, and the farming of Atlantic salmon in
particular, is that it requires, as an essential precondition, access to a clean and unpolluted environment.
Since it is alsOj by its very nature, a renewable and sustainable industry it must also be environmentally
aware and responsible. It is thus both in the interests of salmon farmers and environmental groups to
ensure that salmon farming does not have an adverse environmental impact. In recognition of this, the
Association created an Environmental Group. Membership comprises representatives from both the
Association and the Nature Conservancy although other bodies are invited to attend for particular
subjects. The Group has considered and formulated guidelines in connection with various matters
including predators, the use of Nuvan (now Aquagard) and seabed monitoring. In addition the
Association is currently involved in a feasibility trial with the Sea Fish Industry Authority on the use of
Goldsinny wrasse to control sealice. A small trial project is currently being undertaken in Shetland and a
larger one is planned for next year.
Research and Development

Like all new industries there are still many unknowns and hence the need to undertake Research and
Development. Shetland Salmon Farmers’ Association is still a relatively new body but, notwithstanding
that, it has already been involved in a number of research projects. These include a study into harvesting
methods with particular emphasis on quality of the end product, a study into Nematodes which confirm
their absence in Shetland and Scottish farmed salmon, NCC seabed surveys undertaken in 1986 and 1987
in Shetland, and the sea wrasse feasibility project already referred to above. Other projects will be
considered on their merit within the constraints of the Association’s available budgets.
As a general point, our Association is naturally concerned to ensure that the Government continues to
fully support core strategic Research and Development for the long term benefit of the industry. In
particular, we feel that much more resources need to be deployed in the areas of the prevention, control
and cure of disease. Here the invaluable work and research being undertaken by the DAFS Marine
Laboratory in Aberdeen cannot be overestimated. Furthermore, we are extremely concerned about the
apparent threats to key institutions such as the MAFF Torry Research Station in Aberdeen which
possesses considerable expertise in areas of fish processing, hygiene, analysis, product development etc.
As such Torry has proved to be an important resource for the seafood industries and its prestige both
nationally and internationally is well recognised. This expertise and prestige has taken many years to
develop and we believe it is something which should not be jeopardised for short term gain. We hope,
therefore, that the Committee will support such institutions and the enhancement of their Research and
Development programmes for the benefit of the aquaculture and seafood industries in general.
Grant Assistance

Salmon farming is intrinsically a highly capital intensive industry. Feed and labour costs are extremely
high as are the cost of cages, equipment and smolts. The growth cycle is such that salmon only start to be
marketed between 12 and 18 months after introduction to the sea. This means that the industry has
always suffered from severe cash-flow problems because the traditional high-street banks and lending
institutions have been slow to become involved. Thus start-up grant assistance from bodies such as the
Highlands and Islands Development Board and the Local Government have been extremely valuable.
Although small in size (usually between £30,000 to £40,000 per project) they have provided much needed
cash injections at the early stage of each farm’s existence. Unfortunately, however, such assistance is
declining and with the current pressure on prices and growing foreign competition, there is much need to
consolidate and rationalise the industry to make it more competitive.
This will inevitably require investment in more sophisticated purpose designed and built equipment,
particularly given the industry is also increasingly moving further off-shore as technology develops.
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Similarly in areas of product development and marketing, the trend will inevitably be one of greater
emphasis and diversification. Also, as 1992 approaches with the introduction of measures such as the
proposal on fish hygiene, packing, stations and fish processing factories will have to up-grade their
standards and equipment, lliis again will involve capital expenditure. We hope the Committee will see its
way to supporting existing and future grant assistance programmes which will facilitate and encourage
such necessary and desirable developments. Without incentives and encouragement the industry is in
danger of stagnating and falling behind its competitors.
As a final note on grant assistance, mention must be made of EEC grant facilities under Regulation
4028. This system is rather haphazard since successful projects seem to have been chosen fairly
arbitrarily. Furthermore, when compared with the experience of the salmon farming industry in Ireland,
it would appear that this mechanism has been better utilised by both the applicants and the government
institutions involved. The whole procedure in our experience has proved to be extremely cumbersome
and even when an applicant has been successful, payments have always been considerably delayed. As
with any business, early decisions and implementation of those decisions are essential to avoid
uncertainty and confusion. We feel that this is an area.where there is room for improvement to make the
system more accessible, speedy and effective.
11 October 1989

Appendix I
SALMON INDUSTRY STATISTICS

Salmon Farms
1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989
estimate

Farms Established
Farms Producing

5
4

14
13

13
27

5
38

10
43

8
56

Total

9

27

40

43

53

64

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

294
50
3.5

575
700
53.8

935
1,500
55.6

2,054
2,175
57.2

3,195
4,575
126

4,000
8,000
145

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

0.22
4,400

2.7
3,857

5.68
3,787

8.7
4,000

18.3
4,000

28.0
3,500

Production

Smolts introduced (xOOO)
Production (tonnes)
Average tonnes per farm
Value

Production value (£m)
Average per tonne (£)
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Appendix II
I.S.F.A.

ANNUAL SALMON PRODUCTION

Salmon Production (in tonnes)

1990

1989
All

Pac

1991
Pac

Atl

1992
Pac

Ati

Atl

1993
Pac

Atl

Pac

Canada

5,000

13,700

7,300

19,200

10,200

21,800

12,000

28,000

Figures not known

Chile

1,200

5,300

4,500

8,000

7,000

11,000

8,000

13,000

8,000

Faroe

8,000

0

10,000

0

12,000

15,000

0

Iceland

3,500

8,500

0

10,000

12,000

0

Ireland

6,261

9,783

0

12,688

Norway

150,000

160,000

0

180,000

0

200,000

0

220,000

U.K.

28,000

40,000

0

55,000

0

65,000

0

70,000

Total

201,961

240,083

27,200

286,888

32,800

19,000

0

15,000

Figures not known
12,000

Figures not available

312,000
41,000
+Ireland

0

310,000
15,000
+Ireland and Faroe

Examination of Witnesses
Chairman and
Association, examined.

MR JOHN RATTER,

MR JAMES MONCRIEFF,

Chairman
680. Good afternoon, gentlemen. You have sat
very patiently and I am sorry we are running a little
behind schedule, but I hope you will feel we have
been asking questions of interest to you and your
industry. Mr Ratter, you are Chairman of the
Shetland Salmon Farmers’ Association and, Mr
Moncrieff, you are the Chief Executive. Could we
have your view about the licensing system. You
have heard what has been said. Of course, the
outcome of the current court case will perhaps
have some effect on this, but you must talk to other
salmon farmers in Scotland and you must be
familiar with the different processes. Perhaps there
is nobody better informed than you as to the merits
of the system as it applies here. What is your view
about it? If you had a choice would you prefer to
apply to the local authority on the basis that it
works here, or do you believe the Crown Estate do
an equally good job as your friends tell you?
(Mr Ratter) I very much question that. I would
much prefer to stay with the local system which
works very well on the local scene.
681. Does it work because it is a relatively small
place and you know each other and you know the
local authority well and its officials, or do you
think if you were dealing with a regional authority
of a vast size with impersonal people you would
have the same view?
(Mr Ratter) I think possibly because it is a small
community the benefit is the officials you are

Chief Executive, Shetland Salmon Farmers’

dealing with are as knowledgeable as the applicants on the area, the difficulties and what have
you, and they are aware and appreciate all the
various factors.
682.
the courts, but if the Crown Estate win presumably
they will seek to apply the same methods as they
have applied elsewhere?
(Mr Moncrieff) Prior to our Association raising
the legal question of ownership the Crown Estate
Commissioners entered into agreement with the
local authority here that its procedures of consultation with regard to seabed leases would come
second after the Council’s Works Licensing procedures. If at the end of the day it is established by
the courts that the seabed belongs to the Crown we
would assume that that system would be resurrected; because within the local context it is the
Works Licensing procedures which have the paramount licence for operating in Shetland, although
there are a number of other very important
licences and permissions which are required. The
same goes for the Department of Transport who
have said they would not consider an application
for a Department of Transport consent without the
Works Licence first being granted. I think one of
the reasons for the Crown Estate Commissioners
coming to that view in the past was that the local
authority here did in fact set up its system of
consultation well in advance and had worked it
out. As we have heard, the local authority believes
it is a system which works, and our Association, for
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its part, believes that it is a consultation procedure
which works, to try and minimise conflict at a very
early stage. Another aspect which is highly important is the fact that it is a statutory system which is
laid down by Parliament. There are specific rights
of appeal. There is the requirement to advertise.
683. This is the 1974 Act?
(Mr Moncrieff) Yes. There is the statutory
requirement for the Council to follow certain
procedures. The Council has laid down, powers,
duties and responsibilities. There is the strict
firamework for taking a decision on an application
and, very importantly there are specific enshrined
rights of appeal to the Secretary of State. In this
respect it goes beyond the planning framework,
where valid objectors have a right of appeal. As I
understand the planning firamework, that right
only applies to an unsuccessful applicant.
684. I would be right in saying, would I not, that
you enjoy a close relationship with the local
authority here?
(Mr Moncrieff) Yes.
685. Which is, on the whole, friendly and has
promoted the interests of your industry?
(Mr Moncrieff) We have our disagreements but
we have a forum for expressing our opinions and
views. Apart from writing to the local authority,
we can speak with them. We have a forum for
discussion on policy matters, namely, the Fish
Farm Working Group.
686. You would confirm that the Islands Council have carried out a policy that promotes fish
farming and industry?
(Mr Moncrieff) Absolutely, yes, but a balanced
development which is most important. If I could
perhaps pick up on another point, you asked
whether we would prefer the existing system as
opposed to the Crown Estate Commissioners
system, I believe there is a fundamental constitutional problem with the Crown Estate Commissioners exercising the licensing control function for
fish farming; because if they own the seabed—
which they do on the Scottish mainland and the
Western Isles and if it is shown that they do here,
which we dispute—they are the landlords and
under the Crown Estate Act they have a statutory
duty to maximise the return from the estate. We
think that that primary duty and primary statutory
function does not sit very well with the planning
authority function, to exercise an even-handed
development control policy.
Chairman: We are seized of this point.

Mr Martlew
687. On that point, you have a local authority
that does not charge you any rent?
(Mr Moncrieff) They do not have the power to
do so either.
688. If you were in Scotland and the Crown
Estate Commissioners were in charge of rent it
would be more expensive for you, so it is under-

standable that you want to stay with the local
authority. What concerns me a little is the fact that
we have heard there have been two bankruptcies
of late because of the price of salmon going down.
I was not joking about the chip shop selling salmon
and chips because it is cheaper. How long can your
industry Keep going at the level of price you are
getting at the moment? What sort of action would
you like taken against the Norwegians on their
dumping poficy?
(Mr Ratter) Prices have increased considerably
since new year, purely as a result of the Norwegians bringing some reason into their own
industry. They are now enforcing a minimum price
structure. They have introduced an intervention
scheme to freeze down unsold fish which could not
fetch the minimum price. There is a 5 krona per
kilo surcharge on fish sold fresh, and the 5 krona
per kilo surcharge is used to fund the freezing and
storage facility.
689.
put their house in order at the moment?
(Mr Ratter) To a certain degree.
690. The price levels are satisfactory and you
can survive at the present prices?
(Mr Ratter) The price of salmon has increased
since the new year.
(Mr Moncrieff) No industry—and our industry
not is unique—can survive for long periods where
the product is appearing on the marlcet below the
cost of production, and that was what was happening in 1989.
691. You are saying that now it is not?
(Mr Moncrieff) It is above that threshold now
but we have no guarantee that it will remain there.
The difficulty we have in our industry is that there
is no framework or structure to maintain price
stability, and that is why we have taken this
anti-dumping action within the EEC Commission.
The UK industry—that is, ourselves and the
Scottish Salmon Growers’ Association and the
Irish Salmon Growers’ Association—have lodged
this complaint with the EEC Commission. We
believe that we can substantiate it, and if it is
proven then it will provide some sort of framework
to prevent the importation of Norwegian salmon or
any other non-EEC production coming in below
the cost of production.
692. You would like to see a minimum price?
(Mr Moncrieff) We would like to see the
minimum price set at a reasonable level because
we have seen tremendous price volatility and that
is not in the interests of producers, or the
consumers in the final analysis.
(Mr Ratter) You asked if the industry could
survive at the present level—the problem in 1989,
when the price went so low and interest rates went
so high, was that a lot of farms were not capitalised
at a very high level and to stay within the
borrowing facility they were having to bring
forward sales with the result that a lot of the farms
had virtually no stock to sell in the time that the
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prices have increased. For those, the benefit that
has come from the Norwegian price increase is too
little, too late.
Chairman
693. Can you give us some idea of the percentage tenns for the increase firom the bottom, and
when was the bottom?
(Mr Ratter) The bottom was the last three
months of 1989. I would say the ex-farm prices
increased by £700 per tonne.
694. What sort of percentage is that? What is a
tonne of salmon?
(Mr Ratter) That is probably a 20 per cent
increase.
695. It is a pretty substantial increase?
(Mr Ratter) Yes.
(Mr Moncrieff) This recession has hit salmon
producing industries worldwide. There have been
bankruptcies—more than 35 in Norway, and bankmptcies in Shetland, the Scottish mainland and a
large number of bankruptcies in Iceland, British
Columbia and elsewhere in the world.
Mr Alexander
696. You have dealt with the Norwegian aspect,
but assuming that there is a favourable outcome to
the Norwegian problem, where do you regard the
major markets for Scottish/Shetland salmon to be?
(Mr Moncrieff) We in Shetland have an industry
which has grown rapidly in terms of production but
it is, as we heard earlier, plateauing out in terms of
the number of companies and it will inevitably
plateau out, for various reasons, at perhaps
10,000-15,000 tonnes. There will not be a significant increase, in my opinion, beyond that. There is
a relatively small production base in world fish
terms and in world salmon terms. I think probably
the same goes for the Scottish industry.
Chairman
697. Are v/e talking about the Scottish industry
including the Shetland Industry or are you proudly
saying that you are different and you do it
differently?
(Mr Moncrieff) We have historically continued
to obtain the price premium. Mr MacDonald
referred to the fact that within the trade Shetland
salmon has a very high quality reputation; that
stems from a number of factors but the most
important one is that we have a very tight quality
control company operating here, and logistically
all the salmon passes through a very small number
of packing stations so it is easy to exercise that
control. The trade appreciates the consistency of
quality. The result of that is that within Shetland
we are seeking to obtain markets worldwide at the
high quality niche end of the market, particularly
restaurants. We are doing initiatives, say, in Japan
to develop the raw fish, the sushi and sashimi
markets where there is a very high appreciation of
quality seafood, rather than take the Norwegians
on in quantity which we could never do. The

[Continued

Norwegians do dominate certain markets on
quantity.
Mr Alexander
698. Can you give other examples where you
are seeking those markets?
(Mr Moncrieff) Exactly the same applies in
America, where we seek to develop niche markets
throughout America; Europe, countries such as
France which is very important; the Benelux
countries; Germany; Switzerland; Northern Italy;
and anywhere where we see a potential, for
developing that niche market.
699. Do you feel that that marketing initiative
of yours is better for you in the short-term and in
the long term than being in the Scottish Salmon
Growers’ Association?
(Mr Moncrieff) We have never been in the
Scottish Salmon Growers’ Association. In the
foreseeable future I would never contemplate that.
I imagine the question is aimed at the question of
the Scottish Salmon Board, rather than the Scottish Salmon Growers’ Association. We were
involved generically marketing Scottish salmon for
2V^ years within the Scottish Salmon Board. We
took the view last year to cease our involvement in
that organisation for a number of reasons; the
main one was that the primary function of the
Scottish Salmon Board was one of generic consumer promotion. Our experience within the
Scottish Salmon Board, and our information firom
other food industries, was that to achieve the
desired aim (namely consumer uptake and increase
in consumer demand) would require far more
funding than the Scottish salmon industry was able
to generate at that time and for the foreseeable
future. Rather than a budget of, say, £2 million
which the Scottish Salmon Board had last year and
will continue to have this year, it is much more
than that to launch out, even in the UK, in a
consumer campaign. Given that threshold was and
is unobtainable it would seem to be a better use of
resources to actually go for trade push rather than
consumer pull. That seems to be the general
conclusion within the Scottish Salmon Board itself.
Increasingly the Board is turning, quite naturally
and understandably, to more trade push of Scottish
salmon. When we entered the Scottish Salmon
Board we specifically said that Shetland salmon at
a trade level enjoys a different image and is quite
distinct from Scottish salmon. We said we were
quite prepared to promote Scottish salmon generically for the consumer but we retained the right to
promote Scottish salmon to the trade. As the
Scottish Salmon Board moved into trade promotion they came into conflict with the initial
premise.
Chairman
700. Does every salmon produced in the Shetland Islands go through your Association in some
form or another?.
(Mr Moncrieff) Yes.
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701. It is sold to your Association via various
processors and approved by you to your standards?
(Mr Moncrieff) In a roundabout fashion, yes.
702. We may learn more about it on our visit
tomorrow so there is no need to go into details. It
is a firm co-operative into which all the growers on
the Islands sell through you?
(Mr Moncrieff) Yes.
Mr MacDonald
703. How do you prevent somebody selling
outside the quality control and riding on the image
you have established?
(Mr Moncrieff) We cannot, is the short answer,
but everybody to date has voluntarily joined the
Association and operates within the quality control
system.
704. Do you actually turn away salmon saying
that it is not up to quality?
(Mr Moncrieff) It is graded superior, ordinary
and production.
705. There are not disputes-between people
who say, “my salmon is superior”?
(Mr Ratter) Not at all. The grading standards are
accepted throughout the industry.
(Mr Moncrieff) The company that oversees it is
an independent company which was set up initially
by the Shetland Islands Council and has participation from the fishing industry, fish farming and fish
processing, so no industry sector controls that
company; it is independent.
Mr Amos
706. What are your views on the two single
market proposals put forward by the European
Commission on fish hygiene? In particular, do you
think it will necessitate the upgrading of the
processing facilities of the industry?
(Mr Moncrieff) The fish hygiene proposals final
draft, which we only got last week, is something
which we have seen the four previous drafts of. As
far as packing and sending fresh salmon is concerned, round or gutted, we see no difficulty in the
Shetland industry complying with the basic principles here. There may be some difficulty
throughout the UK if it goes on to secondary
processing of salmon—the upgrading of facilities.
There is one very real difficulty with the proposal
as it stands for the entire UK salmon farming
industry and that is the nematode proposal; they
would seek to freeze all salmon which is destined
for the raw markets within the EEC. The reason
behind it is to avoid the possibility of nematodes
getting into the food chain. Farmed salmon, we
have proved, does not contain nematodes and we
think could be totally excluded, 'fhe proposal as it
stands at the moment excludes farmed salmon
from requiring to be frozen if it is going to be
smoked but does not actually do that with the raw
salmon. For consistencies sake we believe that it
should.

[Continued

Chairman
707. You will be putting that on the record?
(Mr Moncrieff) Yes, we have said that many
times. Another concern of our Association with
the proposals as they stand is that we do not know
what the Government is thinking about as regards
the competent authority. Our industry believes
firmly that for the fish farming industry and
probably the fishing industry Food from Britain
should be the competent authority—rather than
the environmental health officers—because they
have far more expertise in this particular specialised area.
MrGiU
708. How beneficial has the disease diagnostic
service operated by the Shetlands Council in
conjunction with DAFS been to Shetland fish
farmers?
(Mr Moncrieff) I would say it has been highly
successful. From the fish farmers’ point of view the
most important thing is to get an early diagnosis. If
the fish is suffering from a bacteriological complaint which can be treated with antibiotics then
speed is of the essence and an early response is
required. The scheme, which was set up by the SIC
here, enables the farmer to call and get a sample
taken very quickly to get the initial culture done to
have a preliminary diagnosis and, hopefully, can
respond very quickly, which is backed up by very
close relations with the Marine laboratory in
Aberdeen.
709. Do you have any view as to why this has
not been adopted in the rest of Scotland?
(Mr Ratter) I do not know. We may have a
better local authority here; a more understanding
local authority.
ChaLrman
710. You have a different one, that is for sure!
(Mr Moncrieff) I also think logistics and geography have a lot to play; the fact that it is a compact
community.
Mrs Winterton
711. What results have been obtained to date
from wrasse trials which are being held in the
Shetlands?
(Mr Moncrieff) I know this is oral evidence but
since I submitted my written evidence a very
interesting paper was produced at the Scottish Fish
Farming Conference Exhibition on this. I would
like to circulate that. It was a very small scale trial
with 100 fish and it seems to have worked, in the
sense that it cleaned heavily infested fish of sea
lice. There are still a lot of practical questions to be
answered. Further trials will be undertaken in
Shetland and in Scotland this year, and we will also
be involved in a breeding programme with the Sea
Fish Industry Authority. The initial results are
very, very encouraging.
712. How optimistic are you that wrasse could
replace Nuvan?
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(Mr Moncrieff) I do not think that we can totally
replace Nuvan, but it will be, at the very least, a
very powerful management tool.
(Mr Ratter) Wrasse are very small and because
of the size they can only be used in 12 mm smolt
nets, so they can only be used during the first year
of growth of the fish. Once the fish have to go to
larger mesh nets then it is not possible to use them.
For the first year in seawater, if they were available
in enough numbers, they could certainly replace
Nuvan.

305
[Continued

Chairman: It may not be apparent to everybody
in this room but you did, of course, submit a fairly
substantial quantity of written evidence as well as
being with us today, and I should thank you for
that. I think you will forgive us if we conclude now.
We are looking forward to tomorrow where I am
quite sure we will learn a lot from our informal
meetings with salmon farmers. We are very
grateful to you for coming. Thank you very much
indeed.
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SUMMARY

NERC supports research and postgraduate training in the environmental sciences. As a part of its
remit NERC undertakes research in Ae coastal re^ons and in.freshwater rivers and lakes that can be
effected by fish farming activities. Information is provided on the environmental implications of fish
farming covering such areas as Salmonid farming in Scotland, predation by birds, water quality and the
^read of parasites and diseases. Information is also provided on current research and development
activities and where additional research effort is needed.
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 NERC carries out and supports research and training in the sciences of the natural environment in
its own institutes and through the support it provides to Higher Education Institutions (HEIs). A list of
the NERC Institutes is given in Annex 1.
1.2 Fish farms and fish farming and the environmental issues associated with them form key
components of the research programmes carried out by the NERC Dunstaffnage Marine Laboratory
(DML) in Scotland and the NERC Institute of Freshwater Ecology (IFE) with its Headquarters in
Cumbria. In many cases strong links exist between NERC and HEIs in this research area such as the links
between DML and the Institute of Aquaculture at Stirling University.
1.3 In addition to the research it carries out in its own laboratories, NERC supports research and
post-graduate training in HEIs. Examples of NERC supported Research Grants and training Awards in
fish farming and related subjects are given in Annex 2.
1.4 The following sections present information on a number of the environmental issues associated
with fish farming for both coastal and inland waters. Details are provided on current research and
development issues and where additional research is needed.
2. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
2.1 Coastal Waters
Salmonid Farming in Scotland
In the space of 18 years the Scottish aquaculture industry has progressed from a pioneering venture to a
major industrial enterprise which will, in 1989, produce a harvest in excess of 31,000 tonnes. This success
has been based almost entirely on one species, the Atlantic salmon, although trout and turbot are fanned
to a much lesser degree.
The expansion of salmonid farming in Scotland has led to an increased awareness that fish fanning may
have considerable impact on the marine environment. Intensive cultivation generates large amounts of
organic and inorganic waste (uneaten food, faecal and excretory material) which are continually
produced and released over very localised areas into the environment.

4
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Fish Farming—Environment Interactions
Concern has been expressed both by conservationists and fish farmers who fear that the interaction
between a farm and its environment could result in harmful feedback with an adverse effect on the
viability of the farm and undesirable changes in the natural ecology of the sea bed.
Research conducted to date shows that waste from fish farms can reduce the level of oxygen available
to life on the sea bed. It has been shown that for every 100 tonnes of feed is fed to salmon approximately
10 tonnes of organic waste are generated. This settles out beneath and in the immediate vicinity of the
farm and has major effects on the sediment chemistry and benthic macrofauna.
Predation by Seabirds
Newly developed, very large, off-shore cages, suspended from flexible “sea-going” collars will be ver>'
difficult to protect. It is anticipated that with the growth in use of such cages, predation by seabirds,
particularly Auks and Shags, would become a huge problem. Research into this problem would be
feasible and worthwhile using radio telemetry techniques.
2.2 Freshwater Rivers and Lakes

Water quality
Up to 70 per cent of the river flow can pass through a fish farm. Water Authorities can set quality
standards for the returned water but with the high proportion of the total flow passing through the fish
farm little dilution can occur. The effluent has raised levels of ammonia, BOD and suspended solids, and
can give rise to a build up of silt and algae in the river downstream from the farm with a related loss of
macrophytes. It can also cause sUtation of salmonid redds and anglers claim that coarse fisheries
downstream deteriorate.
Phosphate loadings from cage culture of fish in lakes (eg Esthwaite Water) can cause a problem.
Suspended material can also affect lake ecosystems.
Another area of concern relates to the use of antibiotics and other drugs for prophylactic or remedial
treatment of fish in farms. Small quantities of antibiotic passing downstream may induce resistance in
bacteria and this could present problems when the water is used for supply purposes. Other chemicals
involved are known to be potential carcinogens.
Spread of Parasites and Diseases
Considerable control is exerted on the import of salmonid eggs to prevent the spread of diseases. This
is less so for the import of ornamental fish wWch could accidentally include salmonids or which could act
as vectors for the spread of parasites and diseases to salmonids. Birds that frequent fish farms may also
act as carriers for the spread of diseases. Fish farms could provide a focus for the development of disease
within the fish kept at high density which could then pass to the natural population in the river. It would
seem most likely that the crayfish plague which devastated populations in southern rivers a few years ago
was the result of the sizeable imports of crayfish in farming.
Natural Fish Populations
The barrier effects of fish farms on upstream spawning migration of adult fish and downstream drift of
young stages, especially of cyprinids can cause problems. The entrapment of juvenile fish from the river
in fish farm intakes has received some attention. This can result in high mortality to migrating fish but can
be prevented by well designed intakes.
Anglers complain about the effects of fish which escape from farms. Large numbers of juvenile
rainbow trout which are used to being fed by pellets at the water surface constitute a considerable
nuisance in fly fishing waters. The consequences of escapees on the genetic structure of native strains of
brown trout must also be considered.
Impact on Birds
Fish farming activities have direct effects on the populations of fish-eating birds. They provide a source
of easily available prey for Herons if the farm stock is poorly protected. Even when caged farm stock is
adequately protected, fish eating birds such as Cormorants, Shags and occasionally Goosanders feed on
the concentrations of escaped and wild fish living around farm cages. Reductions in the numbers of fry as
a result of the fish farm barrier effect will affect populations of Great-crested Grebes.
Eutrophication leading to the loss of macrophytes may reduce the numbers of herbivorous wild fowl
such as Mute Swans, Pochard and Coot.
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3. RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS

3.1 Coastal Waters
Environmental Impact
Present research is aimed at:
(i) Gaining an understanding of the processes controlling the dispersion of soluble nitrogenous
waste and the utilisation of this waste by phytoplankton
(ii) determining ways in which the environment can affect fish health, for example the interactions
between system design, stocking density and water quality.
Future research needs to be aimed at:
(i) Determining the fate of chemotherapeutic compounds released into the environment following
normal husbandry practices (eg sea-lice treatment)
(ii) examining the role of vitamins and other compounds leached from fish foods and their
subsequent impact on the marine environment
(iii) assessing the environmental impact of new developments such as species diversification and the
move of fisheries to off-shore waters.
Species Diversification
The aquaculture industry has for some time recognised the need for species diversification in order to
strengthen its domestic and international markets. The halibut, a demersal, cold-water species, appeal?
to have all the necessary attributes required for commercial development in Scottish coastal waters and
research, on a limited scale, is already under way in Scotland. This effort is confined at present to egg
production from captive brood stock and the early stages of larval rearing. There? is a need to extend the
research to embrace the early ongrowing stages through to the marketable product.
The technology required for halibut farming will be more challenging and complex than that for
salmonid farming. Purpose-built facilities will be needed to provide the necessary base from which a
programme of research can be tailored to the requirements of a novel and technically challenging species.
Off-shore Cage Technology
A further requirement will be research into new sea-cage design and operation. At present salmon
farming generally relies upon in-shore cages. More recently there has been an upsurge of interest in the
use of more innovative units engineered for exposed off-shore waters.
The increasing pressures on in-shore sites will lead to serious consideration being given to off-shore
waters for future opportunities. Action is needed to encourage an off-shore engineering and research
initiative with the aim of developing cages primarily for halibut on-growing, and understanding the
impact of these cages on the marine ecosystem. This programme could also include the development of
m(^ular off-shore systems for salmon cultivation.
3.2 Freshwater Rivers and Lakes
Overall very little research has been done directly on the environmental impact of fish farms. Much of
the research that is carried out is related to the improvement of stocks, management and the control of
diseased fish within the fish farms.
There are a number of areas where additional research is needed on the impact of fish farming on
freshwater rivers and lakes. These include:
(i) The effects of fish farming on water quality, in particular:
effluent levels and suspended solids and the downstream impacts of antibiotics
(ii) Studies on the downstream changes in macrophyte vegetation structure
(iii) Studies on the dynamics of natural fish populations covering such aspects as the entrapment of
juvenile fish in fish farm intakes and the impact of escapees from fish farms on the genetic
structure of native strains
(iv) Research into the ecology of fish eating birds covering predation and impacts on herbivorous
wild fowl.
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3.3 Summary Statement of Research Requirements

Region

Research Topic

Coastal Waters:

Fate of chemotherapeutic compounds released into the
environment;
Role of vitamins and other compounds leached from fish foods;
Species diversification;
Design and operation of new sea cages;
Impact of moving farther off-shore.

Freshwater Rivers and Lakes:

Effects of fish farming on water quality;
Downstream changes in macrophyte vegetation structure;
Natural fish population dynamics;
Ecology of fish eating birds.

October 1989
Annex 1

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH COUNCIL
NERC INSTITUTES
BAS
British Antarctic Survey
BGS
British Geological Survey
DML
Dunstaffhage Marine Laboratory
IFE
Institute of Freshwater Ecology
IH
Institute of Hydrology
lOSDL
Institute of Oceanographic Sciences Deacon Laboratory
ITE
Institute of Terrestrial Ecolo^
IVEM
Institute of Virology and Environmental Microbiology
NSS
NERC Scientific Services
NUTIS
NERC Unit of Thematic Information Systems
PML
Plymouth Marine Laboratory
POL
Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory
RVS
Research Vessel Services
SMRU
Sea Mammal Research Unit
UAB
NERC Unit of Aquatic Biochemistry
UCPE
Unit of Comparative Plant Ecology
LIST OF

Annex 2

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH COUNCIL
Fish Farming in the United Kingdom: Examples of NERC Supported Research Grants and Training
Awards in Higher Education Institutions (HEIs)
1. RESEARCH GRANTS

Title

HEI

Completion Date

1. Alien crayfish in British waters
2. Seasonality, photoperiod, and
melatonin rhythms in Atlantic
salmon

Nottingham
Stirling

3/1991
9/1992

Leicester

9/1992

Newcastle

9/1990

Aberdeen

9/1990

2. RESEARCH STUDENTSHIPS

1. Predation of farmed and natural
populations of crayfish
2. Induction of year-round breeding
in bait species aquaculture
3. Effects of nutrient intake on the
functioning of Salmonid immune
responses
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Recipient

Area

Total Area
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Professional Support
and Advice - Maps, data
Sea area
F.w. areas

Secretariat

I
1
I

1
1
1
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C*
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Organic-Loading factors
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Subtract exisiting loading
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Acceptable additional loading
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Memorandum submitted by the Institute of Aquaculture at the University of Stirling
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Establish a national body or council with a responsibility for the co-ordination, development and
support of aquaculture or fish farming in the UK.
2. Formulate a national plan or policy for fish fanning.
3. Co-ordinate different sources of grant support for aquaculture and fish biology. Increase
considerably the proportion of MAFF/govemment funds available for the support of research
programmes in Universities and colleges. Concentrate research council funds for work on fish biology
and aquaculture with the AFRC or an AFRC/NERC joint committee.
4. Provide additional R&D funding for longer-term studies of fish farming and the environment, strain
development and genetics, control of reproduction and egg supplies, disease control and vaccine
development and the development of culture methods for new species.
5. Provide core funding for the Institute of Aquaculture and other selected centres to enable them to
conduct longer-term programmes of research of relevance to the aquaculture industry.
INTRODUCTION

Currently, aquaculture is a success story as far as improvements in production of fish for food are
concerned with the UK and most other countries involved with fish fanning showing, and predicting,
increases in production of more than 20 per cent pa compound growth. By the mid-19W’s conservative
estimates indicate that in excess of 30 per cent of the world’s harvest of fish will be derived from fish
forming. Furthermore, in contrast to fish hunting or trawling, where we are continually being reminded
of the consequences and problems of over-fishing, the production of fish from farming is a largely
renewable resource with little or no effects on other animals and plants in the natural environment.
A NATIONAL PLAN OR POUCY FOR AQUACULTURE

At a time when the aquaculture industry is exhibiting such rapid growth, it is essential that the UK has
a coherent policy or plan to assist and control its continuing development. At present there is no single
regulatory ^dy for aquaculture, and planning controls derive variously from the MAFF and DAPS, the
NRA, the River Purification Boards, the DTI, the D of E, local government, the Crown Estates
Commissioners and no doubt in the future, the EC. This compares most unfavourably with the situation
in other countries actively involved in fish farming, notably in Scandinavia, North America and Japan,
who have national bodies or councils to co-ordinate aquacultural developments and an infrastructure of
government support.
A group comprising representatives from the fish farming industry, the various government
departments, the universities and colleges, the research councils, local authorities, the National River
Authority and River Purification Boards in Scotland and other interested parties could be established to
guide further developments in aquaculture and assist in formulating a national policy.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROVISION AND REQUIREMENTS

The absence of a coherent policy or plan for aquaculture in the UK is also reflected in the somewhat ad
hoc arrangements for the co-ordination and funding of research and development work of relevance to
the fish farming industry. The industry needs an on-going programme of basic scientific work on fish, it
needs strategic research where there are some prospects of commercial innovation or application and it
also needs some capability for conducting shorter contract or “fire-fighting” studies on specific
commercial problems.
At present some work on fish is carried out at a few universities and polytechnics and at some of the
MAFF and DAFS laboratories. However, aside from personal contacts there is little or no co-ordination
of these activities. Work in the universities and colleges is invariably based on short-term projects often
supported by 3 year research grants and carried out by individual or small groups of researchers. Only the
University of Stirling has an Institute dedicated to the study of basic and applied problems of relevance to
the fish farming industry (see appendix). However, even this Institute suffers because it receives no core
funding to maintain longer-term programmes of investigation. In countries like Japan, longer-term
funding enables such Institutes to conduct on-going programmes of research of relevance to the industry.
It is extremely difficult to maintain such centres on the short-term research grant funding available in the
UK.
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Historically, longer-term studies of fish and fisheries in the UK have been carried out in the MAFF and
DAFS laboratories, although these programmes are often not of direct relevance to the industry because
they are primarily undertaken to provide advice for Ministers, or to service existing statutory
requirements or legislation. The industry has exerted little influence on the direction or substance of
these programmes because the Controller of Fisheries Research and Development (CFRD) is considered
to be the “customer” of this work rather than the industry or outside “peer” review. The direct
applicability of government research to aquaculture has also been further reduced as a result of the
various Rainer reports and recently the Barnes Review of Agriculture where research and development,
particularly development work, judged to be “near market” has been removed firom the scientific
programmes of the government laboratories. All basic or strategic research in government laboratories
should be externally “peer-reviewed” with a view to placing increased proportions of these in-house
funds at appropriate research centres in universities and colleges.
Similar difficulties also bedevil the funding side of R&D support with grants coming from a variety of
sources including the ODA, the Fish Feed Manufacturers notably BP Nutrition (UK) Ltd, trade
associations like the Scottish Salmon Growers Association (SSGA), fish farming companies, the Crown
Estate Commissioners, the HIDB, the EC, the MAFF (Chief Scientist’s Group) and the Research
Councils (NERC, AFRC and SERC) with little or no co-or'^ination of programmes or of awards.
Possibly, the proposed national body with a responsibility for aquaculture could advise on an appropriate
mechanism for the co-ordination of research; in this way duplication of efiort could be minimised and
recommendations made on appropriate programmes and suitable locations for research work.
Until recently the NERC was the only Research Council to properly consider fish projects and even
here awards tend to be made to fundamental areas in the fields of ecology and aquatic physiology rather
than to market-orientated applied or strategic research. Despite having the largest budget to disburse,
SERC rarely supports work on fish and certainly not in applied areas. Only during the past 18 months has
the AFRC begun to consider proposals on fish. However, even though the AFRC, or a joint
AFRC/NERC arrangement, would almost certainly be the most appropriate of the Research Councils for
considering aquaculture-related work it is important that support is made available for strategic as well as
basic research. It is also essential that some provision is made for the support of longer-term programmes
of work, possibly at a national centre for aquaculture research and at other selected laboratories; such
arrangements are already in existence in Norway and Japan. The Institute of Aquaculture at the
University of Stirling is the only Institute in the country dedicated to work on aquaculture and as such
would be the most appropriate location for a UK aquaculture centre.
DISEASE CONTROL AND LEGISLATION

Disease is still one of the major determinants of success in aquaculture. Improvements in
understanding of the biology of micro-organisms and parasites and their control, including the
development of new vaccines, are essential to the continuing growth of aquaculture.
It is also important that our island status and our existing import regulations are not weakened by
impending EC legislation, because these are the principal reasons why many of the most serious diseases
of fish are not endemic to the UK.
THE ENVIRONMENT

An important constraint to future aquacultural development relates to the impact of fish farming on
the freshwater and marine environments. Further work is needed to determine the environmental impact
of fish farms and to devise models and techniques for predicting and minimising their effects on the
quality of the environment. It is important to stress however, that most farmed fish are themselves
extremely vulnerable to pollution and so act as outstanding monitors of environmental quality.
NEW SPEOES

Future developments in aquaculture in the UK will almost certainly involve the culture of other species
in addition to the salmonids and cyprinids which dominate the industry at the moment. In particular,
there will be further developments of marine species. It is essential that further basic and strategic work is
carried out on a range of fish and shellfish species.
REPRODUCTION AND GENETICS

Underpinning all existing and future developments in aquaculture is a requirement to understand more
fully the factors involved in the reproduction and larval development of farmed fish. Long-term basic
research is also required on strain development and selection and the genetic control of growth and
reproduction.
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Appendix: The Institute of Aquaculture, University of Stirling. The Institute of Aquaculture is a fully
established and constituted department in the University of Stirling, comprising over 100 academic and
support staffs and a post-graduate research complement of 60. In addition there are 2 one year MSc
Courses in Aquaculture and Fish Health with intakes of 25 and 20 students respectively and a 4 year
Honours BSc in Aquaculture. The Institute is part of the School of Natural Sciences at the University
which also includes the Departments of Environmental and Biological Sciences, the latter with significant
research interests in fish physiology, biochemistry and nutrition, and also ihe NERC funded Unit of
Marine Biochemistry. Collectively, the University has one of the largest groupings of expertise in fish
biology and aquaculture in the world.
Research interests in the Institute cover a wide range of aquacultural subjects although expertise
concentrates on four areas as follows:
1. Disease and Immunology
2. Reproduction, Genetics and Biotechnology
3. Nutrition and Energetics and
4. Environment and Water Quality
Research and development work is conducted on an array of tropical, sub-tropical, temperate and cold
water fish and in collaboration with research institutes, universities, farms and government agencies
throughout the world. Current sponsors of research at the Institute include the University Funding
Council, ODA, HIDB, MAFF, EC, FAO, Wellcome Foundation, Royal Society of Edinburgh, SSGA,
Crown Estates Commissioners, SERC, NERC, British Council, Falklands Development and many
commercial companies.
Last year the gross turnover of the Institute was in excess of £2 million, a considerable proportion of
which was generated in exports of consultancy.
Further information on the Institute is available from Dr Niall Bromage, Institute of Aquaculture,
University of Stirling, Stirling, FK9 4LA, Scotland. Tel. 0786 73171 ext 2181.
October 1989

Examination of Witnesses
Secretary, PROFESSOR JACK MATTHEWS, Director, Dunstaffnage Marine Research
Laboratory, and PROFESSOR ALASDAIR BERRIE, Head of River Laboratory, Institute of Freshwater
Ecology, Natural Environment Research Council; and DR NIALL BROMAGE, and DR ROD WOOTTEN,
Assistant Director, Institute of Aquaculture, University of Stirling, examined.

DR EILEEN BUTTLE,

Chairman
713. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen; welcome to the Agriculture Committee. Who is going
to introduce everybody?
(Dr Buttle) We are two groups. I am in charge of
the Natural Environment Research Council group.
I should introduce myself as Secretary to the
Council, which supports research and training in its
IS institutes and units listed in the annex to our
memorandum and in the UK’s higher education
institutions. I have with me today two experts: on
my right is Professor Matthews, who is the
Director of two laboratories at the same location,
the NERC’s directly funded Dunstaffnage Marine
Laboratory and also the Scottish Marine Biological
Association. Both of these are at Oban in Scotland. Professor Matthews is concerned with the
marine fish farming. It may interest you to know
that he himself spent some 17 years in Norway, for
six of which he was Professor of Marine Biology at
the University of Bergen. On my left is Professor

Berrie who heads the southern division of our
Institute of Freshwater Ecology, previously known
as the Freshwater Biological Association’s River
Laboratory, at East Stoke, Wareham in Dorset.
He is concerned there with the fireshwater fishfarming. That introduces the team firom the Natural
Environment Research Council.
(Dr Bromage) I am Niall Bromage and Dr
Rodney Wootten is Assistant Director of the
Institute of Aquaculture. The Institute is a fully
established department within the University of
Stirling. We have approximately 100 staff and
work widely in Scotland and England and
throughout Europe and the rest of the world. We
are both research scientists. My area is particularly
in reproduction and genetics and Dr Wootten’s is
in disease and parasitology.
714. I apologise first of all for starting a little bit
late but, as you will appreciate, there are slightly
unconventional proceedings going on elsewhere in
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the building. Secondly, we thought it would be
sensible if you all came together. Please feel free to
butt in if you feel there is an extra point to be
made. What we should like to know to start with is
this. We have travelled a certain amount in the
course of our investigations: we have been to the
West Coast of Scotland and seen a sample of
salmon farms there; we have been to the Shetland
Islands; we have been to Norway and to Hampshire to see a number of freshwater trout farms.
In almost every case there are people who are
levelling complaints against the fish farmers—
perhaps we could deal first of all with the marine
installations—that they are responsible for pollution and that the fish farms are having an environmental impact on the ecology of the water and the
sea. Yet the farmers themselves deny this strongly
and we certainly have not yet had any very hard
evidence this is the case. We should be very
interested to know what the scientists feel about
this.
(Professor Matthews) The environmental concerns that we have been looking at can basically be
divided into two: the benthic effects and the effects
in the water column, which could be referred to
probably as eutrophication. The benthic effects are
undoubtedly severe on a local scale. They can be
extremely severe and because of the highly organic
nature of the wastes the degree of bacterial
pollution can be extremely high. Having said that,
this is very much a local effect; because of the
highly reactive state of the waste material there can
be a relatively fast recovery, if not to pristine
conditions at least to tolerable levels of oxygen
consumption. It does take a long time for the
conditions to revert to the “natural conditions”
because this depends on the rate of growth of the
organisms which can be very slow. The recruitment
and recovery of natural communities would take a
matter of years following an area lying fallow. The
degradation pollution would recover quite quickly.
This is very much a local effect and we have some
understanding now with water circulation of the
extent to which this can be expected to happen.
The water column aspect is perhaps rather less
easy to define because the mixing is constant. The
concern here is on the organic loading, which one
would usually define in terms of nutrient addition,
eutrophication. There is currently considerable
work going on into that to produce estimates of
acceptable levels of nutrient loading. We have
quite a long way to go before one will have that
i^lly documented, but the field observational
work, linked with the development of predictive
models, is, I am sure, the way to go. As a research
scientist I would always like to see it moving
forward faster than it is. It is a problem that is
being addressed.
(Dr Buttle) The point here is that v e have an
ecosystem in balance in the marine system or in the
freshwater system and that ecological system will
tolerate some disturbance. How far the toleration
goes depends on knowing exactly how the ecosystem works, understanding the processes. What
Professor Matthews is saying is that there are local
effects which ma/ be short-lived. We need to
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understand more about the processes before we
can predict how much it will tolerate and for how
long it will tolerate it.
715. What are we talking about? An area
beneath the cages on the seabed?
(Professor Matthews) Yes. We are talking about
a relatively well-defined area in the case of
enclosed waters, a rather more diffuse area in
more open areas, with respect to benthic pollution.
716. Not being a scientist, I am afraid you will
have to spell out what “benthic” means.
(Professor Matthews) The benthic environment
is the seabed, the organisms living on the seabed.
This is where the waste material sediments out and
one can predict that effect reasonably well on
purely physical data of current strength and water
depth and then the loading of waste. That is a local
effect and that is the pollution aspect which
degrades relatively quickly but very, very obviously. This has attracted a lot of attention because the
conditions can become very foul.
717. From faeces or from surplus food or from
both?
(Professor Matthews) From both.
718. Which is the worst?
(Professor Matthews) With good management,
the faecal would be worst; with less efficient
husbandry, waste material, uneaten food, becomes
a significant component.
719. We were sent some pictures taken by a
diver of the seabed under a farm in the Shetlands.
There appeared to be no difference in the seabed
under the cages than elsewhere, or at least there
was plenty of sea life there.
(Professor Matthews) Yes, this can certainly
happen. The degree of local pollution of the
sealed will depend on the water depth and on the
water current. If the water current is high, the
sedimentation to the seabed will be reduced.

Mr Gill
720. At the site the Chairman refers to the cages
were on swinging moorings. Is there any appreciable difference between cages on swinging moorings as opposed to cages on fixed moorings?
(Professor Matthews) It will spread the sedimentation over a wider area. Yes, it dilutes the
sedimentation per unit area.
Chairman
721. Could I draw a simile. If you, for example,
were to have a midden from a cow yard you accept
that there is an area of land put aside to store the
manure. Would it in relative terms be any worse?
The area involved under a cage is really very small.
Do you look upon this as being environmentally
unacceptable or is it a reasonable price to pay?
(Professor Matthews) You have made a very
reasonable point. There has been quite a lot of
discussion of the desirability of rotation of cages.
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moving of cages and allowing them to lie fallow in
order to recover. The idea of sacrificial sites is one
which perhaps has not received as much attention
as it might have. It is a parallel which one sees in
industry as well that one sacrifices areas for
industrial development. One would not think of
moving the industry every few years in order to
allow fields to regenerate. I would suggest this is a
perfectly acceptable principle to operate in
mariculture. The point here is that the degree of
impact on the seabed that has been sacrificed in
this way should be acceptable. I am talking now
both environmentally for the total area of the sea
loch, if we are talking about a fish farm in a sea
loch, that it should be acceptable loading for the
environment as a whole. At the same time it is in
the fish farmer’s interests for the impact to be
contained at an acceptable level, otherwise there
are feedback effects into the fish farm, into the
cages, which can have deleterious effects.
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722. Have you come across examples of that
actually happening?
(Professor Matthews) There have been cases of
what is called outgassing of putrid gases emitted
fi-om the seabed, rising through the cages and this
has had undesirable effects on fish farms.
723. I can believe that. Would the University of
Stirling care to comment?
(Dr Bromage) I am pleased you drew attention
to the possible contribution of farming. I think that
fish farming should really be placed into context
with other additions to the environment which you
may get from urbanisation, from agriculture and
from forestry and tourism in Scotland. Our proposal, either for the fresh or the sea water environment, would be full ecological planning, not just to
consider fish farming in isolation from some of
those other contributing factors. Work in the
Institute showed for example that if one just
considers one of the materials that would be
derived from fish farming, phosphate, forestry can
offer two kilograms per hectare of forested land
addition to the watercourse. The figures that one
would expect from fish farming would be 10 kilos
per tonne of fish produced. Clearly the area of land
in conventional forestry would be making significant contributions both to the marine and freshwater environment. I think you wanted us just to
talk about marine at this stage, did you?
724. We will do the sea fish farms first and then
perhaps go over the same subject as it relates to
freshwater trout farms.
(Dr Bromage) As I am sure you are aware from
your visits there are clear differences between the
marine sites, the more nutrient enriched southern
and English farms and some of the freshwater
lochs in Scotland, which are clearly oligotrophic or
really nutrient poor, and nutrient addition that
farms will offer in the way of phosphate, carbon
and nitrogen, is going to have quite different
effects in those three environments. Taking the
marine environment, I should say that our Institute
has been involved just recently in a study for

the Nature Conservancy on the impact of fish
farming in fresh water, which followed up a similar
study they did a year or so ago on the impact of fish
farming in the marine environment. So we are
reasonably well placed at least to offer generalisations about some of the effects in the different
environments. As far as the marine environment is
concerned, if one can distinguish the water column
effects from the benthic or bottom ones, the water
column effects are really not measurable. Clearly
there is nutrient addition in the way of food and
faeces but that is not measurable with the dilution
and mixing that one gets. Benthic changes, or
bottom changes: there are changes in the sediment, but they are only in the immediate vicinity of
the cage, in fact immediately under. I would
suggest that probably the recovery period is
quicker than the several years that is suggested by
our colleagues.
725. Would it be reasonable to say to you that
we can in all honesty discount this as being a
serious problem? It is something that has been well
monitored, is well understood and is, as you rightly
say, confined to a relatively small area under the
cages? I do not know what the total acreage of
salmon cages in Scotland is, but it must be
absolutely miniscule in relation to the available
surrounding waters and extremely small in relation
to any other sort of agricultural or farming
techniques. I would like to be able to say, because
this is what we have heard everywhere, that the
matter is closely monitored and so far has shown
no effects that are sufficiently deleterious to cause
criticisms. Would you agree with that?
(Dr Bromage) In general terms I would agree. I
would certainly be unhappy about discounting the
possible concern with cages and additions. The
River Purification Boards in Scotland clearly plan
to monitor the nutrient loading that derives from
cage farming. Providing that is policed in that way
and the farms themselves have codes of conduct
which they would want to adhere to, they certainly
would not wish to have an environment that was
not one in which they could effectively grow their
fish.
726. Would you agree with what I have just
said, Professor Matthews?
(Professor Matthews) Yes, I would, as far as the
benthic pollution is concerned. Perhaps a clearer
recognition of the policy on recovery might help in
this instance as well. I am quite convinced monitoring is the basis for future good husbandry. Some
more public acceptance of sacrificial sites might be
helpful, in order to overcome the problems of
recovery time which have always been subject of
some debate. What is fully recovered in one sense
may not be fully recovered in another. In terms of
the water column, we still have to exercise great
caution. We are talking about eutrophication, the
increase of nutrients, which can have very subtle
effects. We know from other sources than fish
farming that an increase in nutrients can lead to
serious problems of algal blooms which in themselves can be undesirable, which can also be toxic.
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There is no direct evidence of that from aquaculture situations at the moment, but if one is talking
about a further developing industry, then one does
have to bear this in mind as a serious concern for
the future. I would suggest that the theory is
largely in place for linking nutrient supply to
environmental effects, to eutrophication, that the
predictive models have to be developed. There is a
situation in place—we may come back to the
question of funding a little later—for linking of the
predictive modelling with the organic loading
which will be acceptable. I feel that we have to
develop the linking of the predictive models with
the observational programmes. This is underemphasised at the moment. At the laboratory in
Oban there is a programme which started on
benthic pollution and which is moving into the
water column, looking exactly at this particular
problem.
727. I would have to say that my guess would
be that there are very many towns and other
polluters of the oceans around our shores producing more material that is deleterious to the marine
environment in one day than the marine farming
industry does in one year, but I have no figures to
prove ^at and being scientists you will probably
take me up. There is no question, is there, of fish
farming causing algal blooms? That is really
beginning to go into the realms of the unlikely is it
not?
(Professor Matthews) No. With respect, I think
we are dealing here with certain areas of coastal
waters which, at least on a seasonal basis, are
nutrient poor and the ecology is very closely linked
to the seasonal cycle of nutrient enrichment and
nutrient depletion. The effect of a fish farm
producing nutrients aU the year round can be very
significant. There have been indications on the
Norwegian coast and possibilities on the Scottish
coast of some increase in algal blooms. Not to a
nuisance level in Scottish waters, but there has
been some linkage there to added nutrients.
Mr MacDonald
728. There were algal blooms around the
Applecross stretch of coast recently, which
affected fish farms. What are the likely causes of
such blooms in those areas, if they are linked to an
enrichment of the nutrient quality? Where could
that enrichment have come from in an area like
that? Any guesses?
(Professor Matthews) I do not know the precise
incidents you refer to. Nutrient enrichment is a
very seasonal affair in Scottish West Coast waters
and it does lead to blooms, natural blooms. What
we are wishing to investigate is whether the
nutrient enrichment from fish farms will come at
periods of the year which do not fit into the natural
cycle. I do not entirely agree with Dr Bromage that
there is not as yet evidence of nutrient enrichment
directly due to fish farms in Scottish waters.
(Dr Wootten) 1 believe the blooms in the
Applecross area to which you are referring were in
fact very large blooms covering a very large area of
sea. There could not be any suggestion that they
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were due to the impact of fish farms in any way; it
was much too broad based for that. In Scotland
from my experience with the Department of
Agriculture and Fisheries before I went to Stirling,
there would not seem to have been any direct
evidence linking fish farms and algal blooms,
although I would have to agree with Professor
Matthews that in theory at least there could be a
connection. I cannot answer for what may have
happened in Norway.
Chairman
729. We might now deal fairly briefly with
inland fresh water farms.
(Professor Berrie) Perhaps I could deal rather
quickly with the lake situation, because I suspect
Stirling may have rather more to say about it from
Scotland than I do from South of the Border. The
situation in lakes is rather analogous to the
situation in the sea, that you are talking about
caged fish suspended in the water column, a
cumulation of material below the cages. The big
difference of course is that you do not have
currents removing that material. The whole situation is more static and any effects are likely to be
more concentrated. I do not have examples from
South of the Border of situations where this has
really caused a problem as yet.
730. How many fish farms do you think there
are in lakes or lochs?
(Professor Berrie) I do not have a number for
that.
(Dr Wootten) It would be a rather off-the-top-ofmy-head guess but I would think in Scotland we
are talking of something like 15. We have to
distinguish between trout and salmon farms.
731. Trout in fresh water.
(Dr Wootten) And salmon smolts and parr in
fresh water. You have to distinguish between the
two because the biomass in atrout farm tends to be
much greater, there is a larger amount of fish in the
water.
732. From what I have seen of salmon in fresh
water, there is no question of them being in still
water, they are all in running water.
(Dr Wootten) There is indeed quite a number of
cage sites in fresh wafer lochs in Scotland growing
salmon but the biomass of fish tends to be much
less because the fish are smaller. There is probably
about 100 such sites if you include salmon and
trout in Scotland but the trout sites would perhaps
be 15.
(Professor Berrie) Can I turn to the river
situation? I note that the Committee have visited
some of the Hampshire trout farms. The essential
factor to appreciate there is first that of course the
quantity of trout within the farms on the river
vastly exceeds the wild population that exists in the
river. Although you are farming fish which are
native to the rivers you are increasing the quantities vastly beyond the natural level in the river.
This gives rise to high levels particularly of
ammonia and suspended solids passing from the
farms into the river. Of course the whole area of
river downstream from the farm is potentially
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affected not just the immediate locality. There are
also questions concerning chemicals which are
used for either disease treatment or prophylaxis
including the use of antibiotics. The fish farms
situated on rivers take a fairly large proportion of
the flow of the river generally. This gives rise to
other problems which are concerned with the
movement of fish in the river. Fish which migrate
downstream may well get entrapped in the farm
intake which may lead to them being killed on
screens or otherwise lost to the river. Rivers also
suffer from escape of fish from the farms. An
initial reaction might say that is a great bonus for
the fisherman who is getting some extra fish into
the system, but if you have large numbers of small
rainbow trout trained to jump to pellets getting
into a trout fishery it does nothing to enhance the
fly-fishing for the fishermen. Escapees have two
aspects: one is the numerical impact they will have
on the natural population in the river; they will
compete with the fish for food as well as for angling
purposes. The second area of concern with
escapees is what this may be doing to the genetic
structure of the natural populations. The fish
which are reared in farms are being progressively
selected for conditions of high rates of growth
which are particularly suitable to their use as an
agricultural crop and these are not necessarily the
conditions which would favour natural survival in
the river system. There is concern on that front.
There are all these aspects of concern about rivers
and I have to say that there is very little evidence
that serious damage has occurred, but the fact is
that very little research has been done to show
whether or not these are having serious impacts.
We really do not know.
733. Some witnesses whom we have visited say
that in the case of England and Wales the National
Rivers Authority and in the case of Scotland the
Purification Boards spend a considerable amount
of time and trouble in ensuring that these known
dangers—I agree with you that there are dangers—
are kept under control. Certainly one farm we
visited in Hampshire has gone to a considerable
amount of trouble, on the question of transient
fish, to reorganise their flow so the wild fish did not
get involved in the sluices and so on. Can you say
that you are satisfied that the matter is sufficiently
monitored as to prevent serious damage from the
causes which you have gone through?
(Professor Berrie) I am quite satisfied that the
water authorities previously, now the National
Rivers Authority, have powers to apply consent
conditions to the discharges and that they maintain
a good monitoring programme for the levels that
are reached by discharges from the farms and
indeed the levels along the rivers in general. I
would have to say I am not satisfied that such a
monitoring programme is necessarily going to
detect long-term changes which may be taking
place in the ecosystem of the river.
734. What would you suggest we do about that?
Is there anything we can do about that?
(Professor Berrie) The only thing that can be
done is to keep research on rivers in progress and
to direct some of it in this direction.
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(Dr Buttle) It comes back to ihy point of
understanding the processes.
735. There has not been a scientist before this
Committee in the time I have been Chairman who
has not asked for some more funding for his
research.
(Dr Buttle) To expand our knowledge base.
736. Do Stirling have any contribution to make
on the point? Do not let us worry about the
concerns; we understand the dangers. What we
want to know is whether in your view something
that should be done is not being done or whether
we should seriously be worrying about fish farming
because it is damaging the rivers.
(Dr Bromage) I probably have more experience
of the southern trout farms; 1 worked in a
university in the south before I moved to Stirling
about a year or so ago. I have been involv.ed in
advice to the National Farmers’ Union Fish
Farming Committee. A lot of their concern and
farmers’ concern has been the discharge and
abstraction consents, which I am sure you are
aware of after your visits to the farms. Most of
these consents are fairly tightly controlled and
certainly there are regular and routine
measurements. The levels of ammonia, of suspended solids and BOD and other parameters are
carefully stated on the discharge consents. These
are certainly going to be taken up by the National
Rivers Authority when they begin their work or
impose these consents later on this year. I am sure
that the control is a reasonable one, given that they
are fish farms and they clearly are making some
nutrient additions. I already made that point for
fish farming in general. As far as some of the other
points are concerned, I am a little unhappy about
the comments of the NERC regarding antibiotics. I
do not really think they are used prophylactically,
in fact I am sure they are not used prophylactically
in —
737. We are going to question you in a minute
about all medicinal additives. Would you mind
holding your horses on that just for a moment?
(Dr Bromage) Most of the farms in the south are
rainbow trout farms. It is not a natural fish in this
country but derives from the West Coast of
America. There are not in fact self-sustaining wild
populations so there really could be no risk, in my
mind, genetically to our wild population because
the brown trout, which would possibly be its
immediate competitor, is quite a different species.
I understood that we did have a study recently on
the southern rivers carried out by the NERC. I
understood their findings were that there were no
effects on natural populations as far as their
measurements and the surveys that they conducted
could show. I think I would reinforce that and
support it with some of the work that has been
carried out at Stirling.
Chairman: That sets our minds at rest.
Mr MacDonald
738. Could I ask Professor Matthews, because
he spent time there, about the Lenka Project that
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has been undertaken in Norway. We visited the
project and it seemed quite impressive, though we
could not assess it. There certainly seemed to be a
lot of resources devoted to it. When we had the
Crown Estate Commission here to give evidence
they claimed that their catalogue of Scottish sea
lochs was a comparable project. They gave the
impression of as good a utility but for a much
cheaper price and really we had had a very good
bargain because of it. Essentially what I should like
to ask is whether in your view that catalogue by the
Crown Estate of sea lochs is comparable to the
Lenka Project and in what ways it is comparable
and where the differences lie.
(Professor Matthews) I have with me some
copies of a very brief summary of the structure of
the Lenka Project and I could leave these with the
Committee. TTiat will perhaps provide a basis for
my answer. The Lenka Project as I understand it is
costing, over a period of four or five years, some
£3.6 million. It is due to terminate in 1990 and the
aim is to produce a report of this nature, a very
comprehensive report with charts and everything,
for every coastal county in Norway, coupled with a
national report, which is to provide the basis for a
planning programme for the future. So it is not an
open-ended project, it is a very defined one and it
has very high authority in the sense that the
steering group consists of the Minister of Fisheries
and the Minister of the Environment. The project
group consists of representatives from the ministries and an important point at this stage of the
structure is that there is professional support
linked into the project group at this level: geographers and statisticians providing detailed information on maps and data, expert marine scientists
looking at the sea areas and fresh water scientists
with information on the fresh water areas. Then it
has the necessary infrastructure and it devolves to
the re^ons, to the counties. The aim is to produce
an acceptable level of development in the potential
areas for mariculture development and approaching this in a dual fashion, looking at the recipient,
the nature of the water concerned, identifying A
areas, B areas and C areas which are progressively
more and more sheltered, then producing organic
loading factors for those areas, considering the
existing use and ending up with figures for the
acceptable additional loading that there would be
for the various areas. Then there is the geographical approach, looking at the total areas, subtracting what is already in use, adding in the
criteria for size and spacing and producing again
the available area under the three categories. The
lesser areas would be chosen. This is a very
organised structure which I have explained in some
quick detail because it compares to some extent
favourably with the British system which does
provide a basis for a planning structure but on a
somewhat less co-ordinated level. When we look at
the level of funding this would be inevitable. The
basis to which Mr MacDonald referred is a
catalogue of sea lochs which was actually commissioned by the Nature Conservancy Council. It does
provide quite a comprehensive range of physical
and geographical parameters which have been
linked into the catalogue and which, with the use
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of various ratios, can produce figures for the
acceptable level of loading, based entirely on
physical and geographical criteria. The crucial
difference is that the step which is introduced in
the Lenka situation of organic loading factors has
been produced by marine scientists, biologists,
ecologists, who have at least been able to produce
a guestimate of the acceptable level of nutrient
loading for long-term effects. This is one of the
areas where the UK system is less well developed
than the Norwegian system. We do need to have a
better understanding of the processes, looking at
the nutrient effects in the water column. This is
ultimately going to be the gross overall control on
the total size of the mariculture industry. In short,
the Lenka Project is comprehensive and fairly
detailed. It tends to over-estimate the degree of
knowledge, the degree of confidence one can place
in the figures because it is an informed guess by
biologists at the level of organic loading which is
acceptable. At least that informed guess is in the
picture in a rather more structured way than it is in
the Crown Estate system.
739. It could be argued that for the Norwegians
to devote resources to a project of this kind is
relatively more important because of the scale of
their industry, its relation to the overall economy
and so on. I should like to know your reaction to
that, particularly bearing in mind the possibility
that farm fish production will within the medium to
long-term move out of simply salmon and go to
other marine species. Given that that is a possibility in the future, something we are hopefully
working towards, how important do you think it is
for us to develop a similar research base and
project in Scotland or do you suppose that perhaps
some of the aspects of the Lenka Project will
always remain a little bit superfluous or luxurious
from a Scottish point of view?
(Professor Matthews) The aquaculture industry
in the UK has developed to a level where the
existing loading is such that we are already quite a
long way down the structure of the Lenka system.
In other words, we have passed the point of a
baseline survey. We can step in, we can draw on
experience from the Norwegian system, and I
would suggest that the crucial feature to add in to
the Crown Estate system on the information side is
a more informed view of the acceptable organic
loading in the water column in these exposed,
semi-exposed and sheltered areas.
740. How much would a project of that kind
cost‘d Are you really talking about a 100 per cent
increase on the kind of input that has been put in
already or are you talking about a more marginal
increase?
(Professor Matthews) The Crown Estate are
contributing to a programme which is costing
about £100,000 a year. They are contributing
£60,000-70,000 a year to a programme of this
nature which is being carried out at the Dunstaffnage Laboratory looking at the nutrient loading in
the water column. It has to be a very site spocific
study at that level of funding. The intention is to
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produce generalities out of that study but the
aspect lacking in this investigation at the moment is
the work that is required on predictive models.
DAPS is beginning to work on this quite effectively
and I should like to see better co-ordination of this.
We are perhaps talking more about a more
co-ordinated structure where Lenka can point the
way than specifically in terms of additional funding. I should like to suggest that from the point of
view of the observational basis, one is constrained
at the present level of £80,000 a year; I should like
to see that perhaps doubled.
741. Would Stirling like to make a quick
comment?
(Dr Bromage) What Lenka aims to do is
properly manage and plan the resource which
really brings me back to the original hypothesis 1
made about the fact that one must really plan the
total resource within an area. There are varying
geographical factors, each one is different, and a
blanket instruction would really not be appropriate. One has to take into account site selection
and feed formulation, also the Institute has been
involved in environmental impact studies which
would take account of not only the possible
additions that fish farming might make to a
particular area but other factors in agriculture, in
forestry, in tourism. That is what we should
possibly aim to be doing. It is certainly the thing
that existing research generally speaking has really
failed to do; it has not taken the dimension beyond
the measurement into the planning, the total
planning of the whole resource. I cannot really
emphasise that enough.
(Dr Wootten) I am not sure the Lenka Project is
really necessary for Scotland anyway at the
moment. We are quite a long way down the road of
exploiting the sea lochs of the West Coast of
Scotland. I would support Professor Matthews in
saying that what is required is more specific
research on the mechanisms and processes that
could potentially affect the loading capacity of a
sea loch with fish and that is the research which we
would be better putting our money into rather than
a somewhat ambitious programme like the Lenka
Project. I have a feeling myself that the current
Crown Estate information backed up by the work
being done at Stirling, Dunstaffnage and by DAJFS
is probably going to give us sufficient information
to make that sort of decision.
Mr Alexander
742. I should like to raise with you one or two
quick questions on the subject of chemicals and
Nuvan in particular. You know that Nuvan is used
to remove sea lice. We have received—I will not
say conflicting evidence—different views on Nuvan
from different people we have spoken to. I should
like to ask first whether either of your organisations would have placed Nuvan on the Department of the Environment’s Red List so that the
amount discharged to the water would thereby by
reduced, and if so, why?
(Dr Buttle) We have not been involved in any
way whatever in putting this compound on the Red
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List, nor have we been involved in advising on this.
The answer I am afraid is rather short.
(Dr Wootten) Similarly the Institute has no part
to play in deciding whether substances are on the
Red List. My understanding is that the reason it
got put on the Red List was because at that time
the biological effectiveness of the compound, that
is its toxicity, was below the level at which it could
be detected using current techniques. Things have
changed somewhat recently and the ‘no effect
level’ Nuvan has now been shown to be orders of
magnitude above the minimum level of detection.
Hence, it is possible that if that were reconsidered
then it might not be put on the Red List. I do not
feel I can contribute more than that.
743. I am grateful for that answer. I take it
therefore that neither of your organisations would
object to the renewal of its product licence.
(Dr Wootten) No, I do not think we would. The
crucial question as far as the industry is concerned
is that without dichlorvos there would not be a
salmon farming industry; there is absolutely no
question of that. Sea lice are extremely destructive
and without a means to treat them the industry just
could not carry on and that would apply to almost
all sites in Scotland. It is a toxic substance and
there is no doubt that its use should be strictly
controlled. There is a much greater awareness now
within the industry that that is necessary. The
industry has its own code of practice, has set up
training courses to show their members how it
should safely be done. The substance is now a
medicine which means it comes under veterinary
control which is an improvement on when it was
merely used as a pesticide. 1 think the licence
should be continued until such time as a better
alternative is necessary. As I understand it, current
research by DAFS suggests that it does not seem to
be very harmful to the environment, mainly
because its dilution and dispersal in the marine
environment is very rapid.
744. Do you think there is any way in which
Nuvan is currently used which could be improved
so as to reduce the amounts actually discharged
into sea lochs?
(Dr Wootten) That depends on the way farmers
use it. There are three ways it has been used: one is
merely to add the substance to the water at slack
tide, which is frankly unacceptable as there is no
containment and the stuff is just poured into the
water. Secondly is to put the fish effectively in a
bag by partly surrounding the cage with a tarpaulin. This restricts the amount that tends to get used
and tends to make the use of it more effective.
That is the way it should be done and that is what is
recommended on the instructions for use of the
compound. The other thing is for farmers themselves to understand the biology of the parasite.
There has been a tendency in the past for farmers
to treat at inappropriate times. The early stages of
the parasite on the fish are not susceptible to the
compound, as you probably hear in your travels. It
is important that farmers treat when the
population structure, that is the types or the stages
of the parasite on the fish, are susceptible. They
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can do this with proper monitoring and we have
run courses at Stirling for example to try to teach
them this. Those two ways together could cut down
a great deal on the use of the substance.
745. Have you at Stirling carried out any
research into alternatives to Nuvan?
(Dr Wootten) Yes. We have two programmes at
the moment: one funded by the Scottish Salmon
Growers’ Association looking for an alternative
chemical treatment. There are a number of
promising compounds in this which may eventually
be useful. The problem here of course is that it
does take a very long time for a compound to
obtain the necessary licences. Initially it would be
likely that the first compounds to be passed would
be other organophosphorus compounds which
would not in some ways improve the situation too
much. There are other things coming along now
which might but there is bound to be a time gap
here. Ideally what you would want would be
something you could actually put in the feed
because that would drastically cut down the
amount released to the environment, but there are
problems with that. There are problems getting the
compound from the gut of the fish out to its skin in
sufficient concentrations. The other approach we
are trying at the moment is to produce a vaccine.
This is a collaborative EEC funded project and
that would be very nice but that is a long time off.
The other method of course is the addition of
cleaner fish to the cages.
746. Do you believe that the controls over these
chemicals under the Medicines Act or discharge
consents are really enough to protect the environment and water quality from the sort of thing we
have just been discussing?
(Professor Berrie) I do not have a very strong
view which I can express about this except again
the one of general concern that there is a lack of
adequate information on the subject. That is really
why I cannot express a strong view: we just do not
know very much. One has to have concern if any
toxic chemical or any substance which is liable to
have a biological consequence is being released
into the environment.
747. Do you believe that the regulatory bodies
like DAFS and MAFF and water authorities are
carrying out their duties with regard to pollution
and poisons with due diligence?
(Professor Matthews) I have no reason to believe
otherwise.
(Dr Wootten) I would support that except; do
they always have the resources to do it?
(Professor Matthews) I should like to endorse
what the Institute of Aquaculture says on this
matter. I do feel that the main point to be taken
home here is that the guidelines which the industry
has produced must be followed. It is very largely a
question of husbandry. Any chemical control is
inevitably going to be toxic and it is the controlled
use of it which is going to be the crucial factor. I
should like to emphasise too that I do see a real
potential for biological control in the future, either
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through predatory control on fish but also molecular biological techniques of controlling the sea lice
themselves, specifically targeted pathogens for the
sea lice.
Chairman
749.
oil-based pesticide which could be contained
within the cage by a very short skirt and was of
course easily mopped up and therefore never
entered the environment. They were getting a
success rate of from 65 per cent infestation down to
3 per cent. Are we being left behind? Do you know
all about what is going on there?
(Dr Wootten) Yes, we are aware of that. It is
quite a clever technique. How well it would
necessarily work in commercial practice in some of
the rougher sites we have in Scotland I am not 100
per cent certain. I think it depends on the fish
coming up to the surface enough.
749. It depends on the fish jumping through the
oil layer.
(Dr Wootten) It depends on a lot of factors and
they may not always do that. It is a clever trick and
I shall be very interested to see how it develops.
750. Is there anybody working on it in the UK?
(Dr Wootten) Not on that particular method. On
the sort of chemicals they were using in that
treatment, yes, we are looking at similar ones.
751. I am concerned we are going to be left
behind. If the Norwegians discover a complete
cure for sea lice they are going to leave us sitting
for a bit, are they not?
(Dr Wootten) Obviously when a problem is
being attacked in different countries then to some
extent there is always a race. I would not say we
are being left behind; we are as well on as they are.
(Dr Bromage) One of the compounds we are
actually developing or looking at at Stirling,
although it is an organophosphorus, is effeciive at
something like one tenth of the dose of the current
dichlorvos. The other two points I would wish to
make is that dichlorvos does not biocumulate, so it
does not get into biological tissues and accumulate.
It is also readily broken down in the environment,
It is in fact very difficult to measure it after you
have actually administered it.
752. We did come across a mussel farm which
seems to be prospering a very short distance
downstream from a salmon farm. You wanted to
express a view about antibiotics?
(Dr Bromage) It was really just in answer to my
colleague talking about the prophylactic u.se of
antibiotics. Certainly in my knowledge of the
industry in general trout farming in particular only
uses antibiotics when they have an outbreak of
bacterial disease and it certainly is not used
prophylacticaUy. The only circumstance to my
knowledge when it is used in the salmon industry is
during the time of smolt transfer. When the fish
are being tranofwrred to sea they are obviously
subject to stress and possible disease entry. The
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suggestion is that it could be used prophylaUically
when the fish are very small because of course the
smolts are only a matter of one or two ounces In
weight. That represents a much lower biomass of
treatment than possibly treatment of the growingon fish once they are in sea water. That is my only
knowledge of prophylactic use of antibiotics.
Clearly they are used as treatment but that is in
response to disease outbreak and particularly of
furunculosis.
(Professor Berrie) We did some observations on
the area round some cages in the Lake District and
we found some evidence there of increased antibiotic resistance in the natural bacteria in the
system. It was certainly our understanding at that
time, although we do not have direct evidence,
that the source of this was through the food being
given to the fish in the cages. There was certainly
raised antibiotic resistance in the bacteria adjacent
to the cages.

A

BERRIE,

[Continued

[Chairman

Mr Amos
753. Could I ask a few questions about research
and development? I will ask the three questions,
because there is an element of overlap, and
perhaps you would give me a global answer. I
understand that you have actually been critical of
the unco-ordinated approach to aquaculture
research and development in the UK. Is that
correct?
(Dr Wootten) Yes.
(Dr Bromage) Yes.
754. On that assumption I have some questions.
How does the UK’s R&D effort compare with that
of its major competitors, taking into account the
relative sizes of the industries concerned? How has
publicly funded R&D been affected by the withdrawal of funds from “near-market” research?
Which projects have not been taken up by industry? I should be grateful if you would give me some
specific examples on that if there are any. Finally,
how would you set about reorganising aquacultural
research and development in the UK and how
would you allocate public resources between basic
strategic and near-market research? In other
words, if you had a blank chequebook what would
you do about it?
(Dr Bromage) That is a fairly tall order. If we
could take the size of the industry, guestimates
would suggest that we spend maybe L4 million on
aquacultural research in the UK. Most of that is in
Government laboratories of MAFF and the equivalent one in Scotland, DAFS. If you take Norway,
my understanding - it is very difficult obviously to
come by some of this information but my
understanding—is that they spend L21 million on
aquacultural research. Their industry is of the
order of three times bigger than ours in total but I
would say that we offer more species, at least we
have a significant production of other species,
whereas theirs is clearly concentrated into salmon.
The difficulty with near market has actually been a
difficulty of defining the terms. The researchers
themselves have the same difficulty. We have a
whole range of different funding organisations,

each have different criteria and different aims. We
have science based and fish based projects being
funded by NERC which quite properly have a peer
review system, though they tend to concentrate on
environmental aspects. The AFRC, the Agriculture and Food Research Council, have only just
begun to start funding work on fish in the last year
or so. They are still getting their criteria for
selection together. There is an informal discussion
between groups about funding but no more than
that. On the other hand we have the industrial
funding from people like the Crown Estate Commissioners, the Salihon Growers’ Association. I
gather there is no real co-ordination and they are
clearly looking for different aims as far as aquaculture is concerned. I do not think we at the Institute
are in a position to suggest an alternative. That is
always the difficulty in destructive criticism. However, we do need greater co-ordination as far as
aquacultural research and its planning are concerned. A significant part of the research does still
go on in Government laboratories which is not
subject to external peer review. They normally
review their programmes from inside. It is not
really subject to industry direction so they are not
answering the basic strategic requirements that the
industry may want. They do have a Controller of
Fisheries research and development group which
does meet the industry but they are in no way
obliged actually to take that advice. I have been a
member of the CFRD for the last two years and
that period has seen dramatic changes from the
Government laboratories wanting to do work
which was in some ways supportive of the industry
to the position now where they would prefer not to
have any near-market research going on in their
laboratories because that would by definition mean
that their budgets would be cut. We are faced with
the same kind of problems. We want to service the
industry. We want to carry out good science and
good science would be the foundation for aU our
work whether it is applied or whether it is basic.
We have the difficulty of designing our programmes to meet our respective suppliers of cash. On
the one hand we are looking to the Salmon
Growers’ Association for money and we clearly
have to show how applied and how immediately
near market our research would be. On the other,
we clearly want to look to the NERC, to the
AFRC and to a much lesser extent the SERC for
support for basic science programmes. There the
objectives are going to be somewhat different. It is
clearly the same kind of work. We have certain
speciality areas within the Institute and we are
working on those programmes. I am sure that has
not answered your question in that I am sure it
does not really offer you an alternative. One would
hope for some co-ordination. If we had coordination of aquacultural development in general
for the industry one could see that some coordination could then occur of respective supporting agencies. Maybe a more formalised arrangement than no doubt the informal one that already
pertains to the committees of AFRC and NERC
and the other grant agencies, but we should have a
formal arrangement to avoid unnecessar> overlap
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and improve co-ordination. Possibly many of these
funding agencies are dealing with relatively small
amounts of money. If one could co-ordinate their
activities you may be able to co-ordinate somewhat
larger programmes which would be an advantage.
Many of the NERC/AFRC programmes tend to be
built around a 60K or lOOK type of project size.
For some project areas that may not be sufficient
to maintain an ongoing programme of work.
755. You honestly said that you did not have a
clear alternative and you pointed out the relative
sizes of the Norwegian and UK budgets. Could I
take yo i up briefly on two points? First of all, who
would you like to see doing the co-ordination?
Perhaps it is not quite as easy as it would sound.
Secondly, on a specific question which I asked
earlier, which projects have not been taken up by
the industry, which would have been taken up had
the amount of resources available been of the
Norwegian proportions?
(Dr Bromage) Some of the work on the environment, particularly where it relates to the trout
industry, is one that has not been conducted by the
Government laboratories. It has been considered
to be near market. So some of the methods of
effluent treatment, environmental concerns, have
certainly not been done. Some of the work that has
been phased out recently has been on maturation
control, triploidy, in the DAPS project in Scotland. Maturation control and control of reproduction is obviously an important basic, strategic and
also near-market programme. That is certainly
another area.
(Dr Wootten) As regards a means of coordinating this, it is going to be a very difficult
thing to do. A possible way would be through the
extension of the current Controller of Fisheries
R&D group which my colleague has already
mentioned. That could be a forum where people
meet together but it would have to be taken out of
central government control. We have to distinguish between groups of the industry. The Salmon
Growers now have their own very large research
fund and are able to fund near-market research;
that does not apply to people like the trout
industry or shellfish industry. They do not have
that wherewithal and I think they are in danger of
being neglected in near-market areas which are not
so easy to get funded from central funds.
756. It is a fairly dispersed situation we are
talking about.
(Dr Wootten) Yes; that is the problem.
(Dr Buttle) We too share some concern here
about what may be missing. My definition of near
market and strategic and basic is the reason why
you choose to do a research project. If you are a
fish farmer and you want a particular project done
to satisfy your requirements then the Government’s line is that the fish farm should pay for that
research and we would all understand that. Also, if
there is a public interest in terms of the environmental impact it is a Government department who
should want to have that project funded in order to

[Continued

answer questions in the public interest. We in the
research councils would wish to pick a research
project because it is intellectually challenging and
because it adds to our knowledge and understanding of the processes in order to predict changes to
those processes. We are all funding research
projects for different reasons. What we are
beginning to see is that the industry therefore is
focusing on those particular research projects
which they see of relevance to themselves. Anything further back up the stream of research they
are saying they cannot fund, they could not justify
the funding to their shareholders or whatever and 1
understand that. There is no forum in which we as
groups could sit together, where we in the research
councils could say “We are funding this for
interest’s sake. We actually have the vision to see
perhaps that biological controls rather than chemiCRI controls on sea lice could be developed in this
molecular biology area”. That might be worth
developing but the industry are not going to pick
that up at the moment though the Government
department in the public interest would. We need
a forum where we all get together and where there
could be share funding, partnership funding, of the
research projects. That is really what we need,
where the industry can say “I am not prepared to
fund that yet but if it comes this way or develops in
this way then we will pick it up”. In that case there
could be a wedge of funding from the public and
the industry taking it up. If the industry does not
take it up then the public funding should stop. That
is what we see as missing: a forum.
(Professor Matthews) Could I add that, in
endorsing those remarks, the corollary of this gap,
this lack of co-ordination, is a certain lack of
funding in the middle in the strategic research. It is
quite crucial from the point of view of the
environment, it is also quite crucial from the point
of view of the future of the industry, the diversification. We have seen some critical periods in
1989 with the salmon farming industry and there
are signs for the future here. We do have to look
for the future health of the industry at diversification and it is another example of work which
has not been short-term work which the industry
would pick up. It is not something which is a bright
new idea in many cases, it is something which
requires some solid steady work, building on
biological knowledge and economic knowledge of
the fish concerned and the other marine species.
That sort of strategic research is desperately
needing to be done. The basic mechanism for
co-ordination must be strengthened. It is there in
the form of the Controller of Fisheries research
and development working groups and it needs to
be strengthened. My figures for relative funding in
Norway and the UK are very similar to the
Institute of Aquaculture’s. The point I would make
is that we are not really looking at proportions;
from the point of view of research and development, we are looking at totals. One gets a lot more
research done for £18 or £21 million than one does
for £3.5. There is a danger here of some falling
behind. Where we are talking about basic research
it does not matter too much which country the
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work is done in: this is knowledge in the public
domain. Where we are in danger of falling behind
for this double reason of lower funding and the
trough in the middle is in strategic research.
(Professor Berrie) Could I very briefly offer Mr
Amos a specific example of a near-market consequence. He was interested in this. For some years
the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
has been funding, with our Institute, research on
stress in fish raised in culture conditions. This is of
considerable interest I understand to the industry
not only for the well being of the fish in general but
because it also affects their gro>vth under culture
conditions. The Ministry has clearly indicated that
this is near market and is stopping their funding for

BERRIE,

[Continued

this. There is no possibility as yet that the industry
is going to continue that work so funding for that is
coming to an end.
Chairman: May I conclude by first of all
thanking you very much for coming and secondly
by apologising for the way in which the morning
has been broken up by divisions in the House. It is
beyond our control and I once again say how sorry
I am to the NERC who ran into time problems
with us once before! We do not normally treat our
witnesses so poorly and I hope you will not think
the worse of us for that. Because we have been a
touch truncated we may require or you may wish to
send us further written evidence. Thank you very
much for coming.
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Mr Eric Martlew

Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Northern Ireland Office
I refer to your letter of 15 November 1989 requesting information on the Department of Agriculture s
licensing arrangements for fish farms in Northern Ireland and comments on minutes of evidence given to
the Committee on Wednesday I November 1989 insofar as they apply to Northern Ireland.
Firstly, in response to your specific questions:
1. The fish culture licence provision was introduced by Section II of the Fisheries Act (Northern
Ireland) 1966. There had been no fish farming developments in Northern Ireland prior to this although
there was an emerging interest.
The provision was introduced to provide for some form of control over fish farms and provide
exemptions for fish farming operations which would otherwise be offenses under the Act. Control over
the spread of fish diseases was a major objective but additionally the provision provided for derating of
fish farms which hitherto had been a disincentive to developments in Northern Ireland.
In 1968 amendments to the Fisheries Act required the Department of Agriculture to have regard inter
alia to the preservation and conservation of amenity and the environment when exercising its functions
under the Act, including the issue of fish culture licences.
2. It has been a requirement to advertise all applications for fish culture licences received since a public
announcement by Lord Lyell (Northern Ireland Office Minister responsible for Agriculture and Fisheries
in Northern Ireland) on 29 July 1988. There have been general powers under the Fisheries Act since 1966
to hold local and other inquiries in relation to any operations under the Act.
3. There have been no public inquiries held over the issue of any fish culture licence either before or
since the introduction of the requirement to advertise applications. Since the introduction of the
requirement, applicants have been advised of the possibility of a local inquiry if objections, “not being in
the opinion of the Department vexatious, frivilous or insubstantial”, are received and not withdrawn.
Secondly, there are two comments we would wish to make in respect of oral evidence received
although, as I understand it, the references concerned have already been corrected by Mr B S Ed' yards of
the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries & Food. The reference to “North Sea” at line 13 of Mr Edwards’
evidence at Paragraph 67 on Page 29 is incorrect and should be deleted. Mr Edwards* comment at
Paragraph 71, Page 30 is incorrect; as you will have noted at Paragraph 2 above, the requirement to
advertise all applications for fish culture licences dates from a public announcement by Lord Lyell on 29
July 1988 while there has been general powers to hold local or other inquiries in relation to any
opei-ations under the Act since 1966.
21 December 1989
Supplementary memorandum, submitted by the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and the
Scottish Office
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Select Committee has requested the MAFF and Scottish Office to provide a list of veterinary
products currently used in aquaculture which have not been referred to the Veterinary Products
Committee for licensing under the Medicines Act 1968.
1.2 This note is submitted in response to that request. It outlines the legal framework and recoids
those treatments currently in use in fish farming, their category and status. The matter of veterinary
residues is also considered. The note does not address treatments used in the tropical and ornamental fish
trade.
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2. THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK

2.1 Medicinal products (including therapeutic medicinal feed additives) used in fish farming are
regulated under the provisions of EC Directive 81/851 and the Medicines Act 1968. These lay down that
veterinary medicinal products must be licensed before they may be marketed. The licensing authority is
advised by the Veterinary Products Committee (VPC), a statutory body of independent experts on
human and animal health. A licence is granted only if the licensing authority is satisfied that the product
is safe to use, of good and consistent quality, and effective. Consideration of safety includes that of the
treated animals, persons administering the product, the consumer and the environment generally.
2.2 If there is no licensed product available to treat a particular condition in fish, a veterinarian may
prescribe the use of any other licensed veterinary medicine, if appropriate, for stock under his care. Any
such treatment would be subject to a standard withdrawal period designed to ensure the safety to
consumers of food eventually produced from treated fish. Fish eggs are not covered by the licensing
requirements for the medicinal treatment of food animals, so unlicensed products may be used to treat
ova and fish farming equipment, subject to the requirements of other legislative controls, for instance on
discharge of farm effluent.
2.3 As with medicines in general, medicines for fish may be sold under one of four categories:
(a) GSL: General sale list, ie available through any retail outlet;
(b) PML: Pharmacy and merchants list, ie medicines which are included in Schedules 1 and 2 to the
Medicines (Veterinary Drugs) (Pharmacy and Merchants List) (No 2) Order 1989. These may be
sold only by a pharmacist, an approved agricultural merchant, or certain other groups described
in Article 3 of the Order;
(c) P: Pharmacy, ie only for sale through a retail pharmacy;
(d) POM: Prescription only medicine, ie may be supplied only against a prescription issued by a
veterinary practitioner.
Additionally, there are those compounds such as salt and malachite green, for the purpose of this note
termed “GEN", compounds, which are freely available for non-medicinal purposes and which are also
used on fish farms for both medicinal and non-medicinal purposes.
2.4 Fish farms registered under Section 7 of the Diseases of Fish .^ct 1983 or licensed under Section 11
of the Fisheries (Northern Ireland) Act 1966 are currently exempted from a requirement, introduced in
July 1988, for manufacturei:> of medicated feedingstuffs to register with the Royal Pharmaceutical Society
of Great Britain (RPSGB) or Department of Agriculture for Northern Ireland (DANI). It is a condition
of registration that manufacturers abide by a code of practice covering areas such as record keeping,
hygiene, and staff training. It is intended to draw up a code appropriate to the needs of fish farmers in
consultation with representatives of the industry during 1990. On adoption, the temporary exemption
from the registration requirement will be removed.
2.5 Pigments are added to some feedingstuffs for farmed fish to provide a pink coloured flesh. The use
of pigments in this way is regulated under the Feedingstuffs Regulations 1988 and the Additives in
Animal Feedingstuffs Directive EEC/70/524. Canthaxanthin and astaxanthin are permitted colours for
this purpose, both listed in Annex 1 to the EC Directive. In its recent Review on the Colouring Matter in
Food Regulations the independent Food Advisory Committee (FAC) accepted the Conimittee on the
Toxicity of Chemicals in Food, Consumer Products and the Environment’s (COT) current assessment of
the safety of canthaxanthin and was content that it should continue to be permitted in the UK for indirect
addition to farmed fish by addition to feedingstuffs. However, the FAC also recommended that fish
products coloured by indirect addition of such additives should be labelled accordingly. Ministers have
accepted this advice and these are issues which the Government intends to raise in discussions within the
EC. The COT is currently reassessing its advice on canthaxanthin in the light of new data on its use in
chicken feed to colour egg yolks.
2.6 Besides pigments, commercial feedingstuffs may also contain a range of other additives such as
vitamin and mineral supplements.
2.7 Discharge consents granted by the National Rivers Authority (NRA), river purification authorities
(in Scotland) or Department of the Environment for Northern Ireland (in Northern Ireland) may
incorporate conditions as regards the type and quantities of chemicals discharged in the effluent water
from fish farms.
2.8 The use of paints to prevent the fouling of nets, floats or other apparatus used in the farming of fish
is regulated under the Control of Pesticides Regulations 1986, made under Part III of the Food and
Environment Protection Act 1985.
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MEDICINES IN USE

3.1 Those compounds known to be used in the farming of fish are listed at Annex A. For each
compound the sales category of POM, PM, P, GSL or GEN is indicated. Similarly, the type of compound
is indicated, as is its status under the Medicines Act (L for licensed, and N for not licensed). Finally the
table records the normal route of application, most common purpose of use, and how widely each is
known to be used (R for rare, Lt for limited, and W for widespread).
4.

VETERINARY RESIDUES

4.1 The scope for consumer exposure to residues of veterinary medicines and pesticides in farmed fish
is monitored by the Steering Group in Food Surveillance, an inter-departmental committee responsible
for surveying the nutritional value and chemical safety of the UK food supply. A summary of the Group’s
findings is attached at Annex B.
January 1990
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COMPOUNDS USED IN FISH FARMING
Compound

Type

Category

Status

Purpose of Use

Route of Application

Extent,of Use

a
rs
a*
NO
'O

<a>

Antimicrobials
(inc. antibiotics)

oral,
oral,
oral,
oral,
oral,

in
in
in
in
in

medicated feed
medicated feed
medicated feed
medicated feed
medicated feed

W
W
W
Lt
R

tetracycline
4-quinolone
sulpha
nitrofuran
macrolide

POM
POM
POM
POM
POM

L
L
L
N
N

Systematic gram-ve bactereinia
Systematic gram-ve bacteremia
Systematic gram-ve bacteremia
Systematic gram-ve bactereniia'
Control of transmission of BKD

Copper sulphate
Potassium permanganate
Salt

inorganic salt
inorganic salt
inorganic salt

GEN
GEN
GEN

N
N
N

Control of skin parasites
Bath or flush
Control of skin parasites
Bath or flush
Control of skin and gill parasites Bath or flush

Formalin

organic

GEN

N

Control of skin parasites

Bath or flush

Malachite green
Dichlorvos (Nuvan)
Benzalkonium chloride
Acriflavine
Methylene blue
Acetic acid
Chloramine T

organic dye
organo-phosphate
surfactant
organic dye
organic dye
organic acid
■
chlorine-releasing
organics

GEN
POM
GEN
GEN
GEN
GEN

N
L
N
N
N
N

Control of skin parasites
Control of sea lice
Control of skin and gill parasites
Control of skin and gill parasites
Control of skin and gill parasites
Control of skin and gill parasites

Bath
Bath
Bath
Bath
Bath
Bath

or flush
or flush
or flush
or flush
or flush
or flush

W
W
Lt (hatchery
only)
Lt (hatchery
only)
W
W (marine)
Lt (hatchery)
Lt
Ltd
R

GEN

,N

Control of skin and gill parasites Bath or flush

Lt (hatchery)

organic dye

GEN

N

Control and prevention of PKD Bath or flush

Lt

L
L
L

Prevention of ERM
Prevention of furunculosis
Prevention of vibriosis

Oxytetracycline
Oxolinic acid
Potentiated sulphonamide
Furazolidone
Erythromycin

.
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Topical ectoparasiticides

Systemic antiprotozoals

Malachite green
Vaccines

ERM vaccine
Furunculosis vaccine
Vibrio vaccine

killed bacterial culture GSL/PML
killed bacterial culture POM
killed bacterial culture POM

Bath or injection
Lt
Bath or injection
Lt
Injection (combined furunculosis
and vibrio vaccine)
Lt

a
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COMPOUNDS USED IN FISH FARMING (cont)

■t

S-

Anaesthetics
MS222 (Tricaine methane
sulphonate)
Benzocaine

lodophors
Sodium hydroxide
Piscicides
Rotenone

VO

organic chemical
organic chemical

iodine releasing
organic
iodine releasing
organic
alkali

Derris insecticide

POM
POM

L
N

Anaesthetic during stripping of
eggs
Anaesthetic during stripping of
eggs

Bath

Lt

Bath

Lt

Bath

Lt (hatchery)

GSL

L

Disinfection of eggs

GEN

N

GEN

N

Disinfection of equipment and
sometimes eggs.
Bath
Disinfection of ponds and equipment
Sprayed on empty ponds

Lt (hatchery)

Toxic to fish, used to kill fish in
open waters eg. following disease
outbreak. Use controlled by
licence under FEPA and subject
to NRA approval
Sprayed on ponds

R

GEN

N

KEY
POM: Prescription only medicine
PML: Pharmacy and merchants list
GSL: General sales list
GEN: Generally available for non-medical purposes.
L: Licensed
N: Not licensed
W: Widespread use
Lt: Limited use
R: Rare
BKD: bacterial kidney disease
PlCD: proliferative kidney disease
ERM: Enteric redinouth disease
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VO

Lt (hatchery)
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Annex B
VETERINARY RESIDUES
1. The general approach of the Steering Group on Food Surveillance is explained in its most recent
progress report^, Food Surveillance Paper No 24.
2. The Steering Group's Working Party on Veterinary Residues in Animat Products has carried out
investigations into residues of veterinary medicines in farmed fish. Surveys of farmed trout in 1983 and
subsequent feeding studies have identified the presence of residues of oxolinic acid, oxytetracycline and
tetracycline.’ Between 1987 and 1989 the Working Party undertook more extensive surveillance of
farmed trout and salmon, involving samples from a wide variety of sources including wholesale markets,
farms, processing plants, and imported supplies. All samples were analysed for residues of
•oxytetracycline, oxolinic acid and malachite green, and salmon samples were also analysed for
dichlorvos. These compounds were selected on the basis of previous results and usage information. No
residues of malachite green or dichlorvos—were detected above the limits of determination of 10 ug/kg
and 30 ug/kg respectively. Of the 220 farmed fish samples analyzed, residues of oxytetracycline and
oxolinic acid were found (in 11 per cent and 22 per cent of samples respectively). Oxytetracycline
residues were all below the acceptable maximum level used by the VPC. There is no such limit for
oxolinicacid and assessments of the potential hazard to human health from these residues are being made
by the Department of Health's Committee on the Toxicity of Chemicals in Food, Consumer Products and
the Environment. It is intended that the results of this survey will be published in due course.
3. The Working Party on Veterinary Residues in Animal Products continues to monitor residues of
veterinary medicines in farmed fish in the UK supply.
REFERENCES

1. “Food Surveillance 1985 to 1988”, Progress Report of the Steering Group on Food Surveillance
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Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Scottish Office
AGRICULTURE COMMITTEE FISH FARMING IN THE UK
The Committee has asked whether, during its review of the Crown Estate Commissioners’ consultative
procedures for granting seabed leases, the Scottish Office examined the system of fish farm licenses
applying in Northern Ireland and, if so, why a similar system was rejected for Scotland.
The Scottish Office was aware of the arrangements in place in Northern Ireland but did not regard
them at the time as readily adaptable to Scottish circumstances.
The position in Northern Ireland is that, under Section 11 of the Fisheries Act (Northern Ireland) 1966,
the Department of Agriculture for Northern Ireland has powers to licence the operation of a fish farm,
subject to consents being given by the relevant authorities (eg a discharge consent and positive comment
from the navigation, drainage and planning authorities). Views on the application are also sought from
wider interests. In the event of objections to the granting of a licence, or an appeal against the refusal of a
licence, the case may be referred to the Water Appeals Committee. Any licence granted by the
Department of Agriculture for Northern Ireland will require the licensee to enter into a separate deed
with the Crown Estate Commissioners in respect of their proprietory interests in the Crown tidal lands.
The licence is granted subject to a number of conditions designed to ensure good management practice.
This differs from the position in Scotland, where applications to operate marine fish farms are made
direct to the Crown Estate Commissioners. If there is an associated onshore development, the applicant
must seek planning permission. Subject to consents being granted by the relevant authorities, formal
consultation procedures with statutory bodies and a range of interest groups are initiated by the Crown
Estate Commissioners. Following the submission of comments, the decision rests with the Crown Estate
Commissioners whether a seabed lease should be granted, which is itself subject to specified terms and
conditions.
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Thus the Northern Ireland arrangements are concerned with control of marine fish farming operations,
whereas in Scotland decisions on seabed leases are made within the broad criteria embodied in the
guidelines on siting and design of marine fish farms prepared by the Crown Estate Commissioners in
consultation with other interests.
The review carried out by the Scottish Development Department concentrated on whether different
arrangements were needed to ensure that amenity, environmental and infrastructure considerations were
properly taken into account in decisions about the location of new fish farms. In that context, the
Northern Ireland approach of controlling the operation and management of fish farms, rather than
controlling the locations in which new fish farms could be established, did not seem to provide a
particularly relevant model. In any event, primary legislation would have been required to put the
Scottish Office in a position to exercise similar control over developments in the fish farming industry.
There would have been considerable delay before a suitable legislative opportunity could have been
found and it was evident that fish faring developments could not have been dealt with in isolation. Much
wider questions would have arisen in relation to other off-shore activities which would have further
delayed any legislative opportunities.
Consideration was also given to the possibility of bringing marine fish farming within planning control,
which would have had the advantage that the planning system already contained procedures for
applications, consultations, enforcements etc. Extending planning control below the low water mark
would have brought a range of other off-shore developments under local authority scrutiny and, for this
also, legislative change would have been required which would have given rise to many associated
questions. It was not considered at the time that the regulation of fish farming developments alone
provided sufficient justification for such an undertaking.
As the Committee is aware, the outcome of the review was the Secretary of State’s decision to provide
the additional mechanism of the Advisory Committee to facilitate consideration of difficult cases and to
enable the Secretary of State to advise on particularly contentious applications.
February 1990
Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland
1. The Select Committee asked for additional information on current research on treatment of sea lice
infestation of farmed salmon.
2. A wide range of studies is being undertaken by DAFS and other organisations. These cover the use
and effects of the Ciba-Geigy product Aquagard SLT (formerly Nuvan 500 EC) and its active ingredient
dichlorvos and also possible alternative treatments for sea lice infestation. Details of the various current
projects are given in the Annex.
3. Findings firom work currently being carried out by DAFS will be made available to the Veterinary
Products Committee (which will be considering the product licence for Aquagard SLT later this year).
One study by DAFS scientists, on the toxicity of dichlorvos for other species, will be published shortly. A
copy of the report will be made available to the Select Committee.
February 1990
Annex
CURRENT RESEARCH CONCERNING THE CONTROL OF SEA LICE BY DISCHLORVOS
TREATMENT, AND OTHER METHODS
1. The Scottish Salmon Growers Association (SSGA) has funded a research project at Stirling
University into aspects of the biology of the species of louse concerned. It is hoped that greater
understanding of the biology might lead to improvements in the current control methods, or suggest new
approaches.
2. The SSGA has also funded a research project at Stirling University into possible alternative
chemical control methods. The project has included desk assessments of candidate compounds, and
experimental determination of the toxicity of compounds to lice and salmon. The work has involved
considerable contact with chemical companies.
3. The SSGA and Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland (DAFS) have jointly funded
research studies on:
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(a) Determination of no effect concentration of dischlorvos to lobster larvae.
(b) Determination of the lethal and sublethal effects of repeated exposure of lobster larvae to
dichiorvos.
(c) Determination of the lethal and sublethal effects of commercial use of Aquagard SLT on mussels
and lobster larvae around a treatment site.
(d) Observations of the effects of fish farming activity on the settlement and growth of mollusc spat
on specially laid collectors at various distances from salmon farms.
(e) Determination of the toxicity of candidate replacement compounds for dichiorvos (as identified
by SSGA, drawing on the results of 1 above) to lobster larvae.
4. DAFS have investigated the toxicity of dichiorvos to the amphipod Hyale nilssoni, the copepod
Temora longicornis, mussels (Mytilus edulis), and barnacles adults and larvae (Bulanus balanoides).
5. DAFS have examined the communities of inter-tidal organisms around several fish farms, and also
the communities present on mooring ropes. The objective was to determine whether the presence of the
farms had resulted in gross changes in the natural macrofauna.
6. DAFS, with later support from Department of the Environment (DOE), have made measurements
of the concentrations of dichiorvos in sea water during and after Aquagard SLT has been used in
commercial fish farms. Improvements have been made in the analytical method for the determination of
concentrations of dichiorvos in sea water.
7. DAFS, with later support from the Department of the Environment (DOE), have provided
chemical analytical support for some of the laboratory and field toxicity work outlined above.
8. With partial support from Scottish Development Department (SDD), DAFS, in collaboration with
University College of North Wales (Bangor), are developing and testing mathematical models of the
dilution and dispersion processes in sea lochs, with the aim of predicting the movement of particulate and
dissolved substances released by fish farms. The models should be applicable to such materials as
nutrients, chemicals (eg dichiorvos), and micro-organisms.
9. DAFS, with grant support from the Commission of the European Communities (EC) under the EC
Framework Research Programme, and in collaboration with Stirling, Aberdeen and Cork Universities,
have commenced a programme of work on the possibility of developing a vaccine for salmon against sea
lice infestation.
10. The Sea Fish Industry Authority (SFIA) at Ardtoe, supported by the Shetland Salmon Farmers
Association (SSFA), Shetland Islands Council and the Highlands and Islands Development Board are
part way through a year field trial programme on the use of goldsinny wrasse to remove lice from salmon
in cages. Results are encouraging, but there are insufficient wild wrasse for the industry to adopt the
technique on a wide scale. In 1990, the SSFA and SSGA are to fund a wrasse breeding trial at Ardtoe,
and possibly further full-scale cage trials on the Scottish mainland.
11. The Ministry of Agriculture Fisheries and Food have undertaken tests to determine the toxicity of
dichiorvos to a range of organisms, including molluscs, Crustacea and algae.
Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF FISFI FARMING
INTRODUCTION

1. At its meeting on 1 November 1989 the Select Committee asked about the research work being
carried out by DAFS scientists which could assist regulatory and other agencies to take account of wider
environmental considerations in reaching informed decisions about the future development of fish
farming in Scotland. Attention was drawn to the LENKA project currently taking place in Norway.
AIMS OF THE LENKA PROJECT

2. The Norwegian LENKA project is a coastal zone management programme aimed at constructing an
efficient and standardised tool for coastal zone planning. It seeks to protect the environment and be
beneficial to the fish farmers through systematic assessment of the carrying capacity of coastal water
bodies, and thence allocate appropriate intensities (per square metre) of the various possible types of
aquaculture activity.
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3. The structure of the LENKA assessment is designed to establish the capacity available for
aquaculture and the limitations imposed by either the capacity of the water body for organic loading, or
by the area already occupied by other activities. The most critical part of the scheme is the assessment of
carrying capacity, which looks at the impacts of aquaculture and the environment on each other. No
account is taken of the potential hazards from chemicals or use of therapeutics, or of the spread of
disease. The reliability of decisions arrived at through the LENKA system is therefore dependent upon
sound scientific advice linking the level of fish farm activity in an area with the input of organic material,
and the resulting effect on the environment.
DAFS RESEARCH
4. The current DAFS research programme on the environmental impact of fish farms is designed to
improve the reliability of the scientific advice available to the regulatory and planning authorities in this
country. It takes full account of the range of potential impacts and considers local hydrographic and
biological conditions.
AIMS OF

5. The research programme is necessary to improve our understanding of the processes leading to
limitations on the carrying capacity of sea lochs, be that through organic waste input, nutrient release,
chemical usage, or disease transmission of fish farms. It is essentially a practically-oriented programme,
which seeks to provide frameworks for assessment and advice based upon detailed and directed field and
laboratory studies, and to lead to the development and application of broad management strategies.
DAFS RESEARCH
6. The DAFS research programme is centred upon direct observations of hydrographic, chemical and
biological parameters to determine the flushing times, and dispersion and dilution characteristics of
lochs, to assess any chemical or biological impact of the farming operations, and to model physical and
biological processes in coastal waters. The main elements of the programme are:
SCOPE OF

(a) Physical Hydrographic Parameters
The values of physical hydrographic parameters of sea lochs, estimated from dye dispersion and
other studies, are being used in the development of hydrodynamic models to aid in the
prediction of the dispersion, dilution, and fate of chemicals, wastes, and pathogens released
from farms. This work is complemented by measurements leading towards the modelling of
primary production processes in coastal waters, particularly in relation to hydrographic fronts.
The combination of these approaches is directed towards determination of the likely effect on
sea lochs of the input of nutrients from farms, and the potential that this may have for the
enhancement of phytoplankton production, and the possible growth of harmful plankton
blooms.
(b) The Environmental Impact of Chemicals
The impact of chemicals currently used for the control of salmon louse infestations is being
assessed through laboratory toxicity trials on sensitive species, field exposure experiments, and
measurements of the occurrence and decomposition Kinetics of dichlorvos (the active ingredient
of Aquagard) in sea water. Additional field projects concerned with the effect of farms on near
shore benthic fauna, and on the settlement and growth of shellfish spat are in hand. Studies of
the effects of tributyltin antifoulants (now prohibited) are nearing completion, and are
concentrating on the recovery of the intertidal fauna, and the reducing contamination of the
farmed species.
DAFS RESEARCH
7. The cost of the DAFS research work or projects concerned with assessing and evaluating the
environmental aspects of fish farming is expected to be £260,000 in 1989-90. Estimates for 1990-91 have
not yet been finalised but are expected to be of the same order as this year.
COST OF

OTHER RESEARCH

8. The DAFS research will be supplemented by work by other bodies. In particular, the study of
benthic enrichment by the Department of Biological Science at the University of Stirling (which was
funded by HIDE, the Crown Estate and others) has now been extended to assess in greater detail the
changes in the nutrient status of sea lochs used for fish farming. It will consider the ways in which
dissolved and particulate nutrients released from fish farms influence the ecology of phyloplankton and
the development of suitable models which can be used to predictm hypernutrification and eutrophication.
9. The Scottish Salmon Growers Association has recently awarded a grant of £40,000 to the Institute
of Aquaculture at the Universit> of Stirling to carry out research on management strategies for effluent
from salmon farms. The research will investigate the type and quantity of effluents from freshwater
salmon farms in Scotland and evaluate practical and economically viable techniques for treating effluent.
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CONCLUSION

10. Much of the work now being carried out by DAFS and others will provide a better framework to
assess the impact of fish farming and, where appropriate regulate its growth. Taken together, the
information available to regulatory and planning authorities should include the main elements of the
Norwegian LENKA scheme, as well as additional information on potential chemical impacts.
February 1990

Letter and supplementary memorandum submitted by the Department of the Environment
1. Thank you for your letter of 26 February, following up points made during the Department’s oral
evidence on 7 February.
2. I enclose a note by Mr Wilkinson on Article 4 directions relating to fish farms.
3. The Department is not formally a member of the Veterinary Products Committee, which is
composed of independent experts, but acts in an advisory role, receiving papers which the Secretariat
considers to be in its area of interest. These are examined and usually commented on in writing. DOE did
not attend the Committee when Nuvan was discussed and the one-year licence for its use recommended.
4. Dr Otter apologises if his reply to Question 367 was misleading. In the proofs of evidence, which I
returned to Miss Storey yesterday, we proposed a minor amendment to set the position straight.
6 March 1990

ARTICLE 4 DIRECTIONS RELATING TO FISH FARMING
A summary of applications from local planning authorities to the Secretary of State for approval of
Directions made under Article 4 of the Town and Country Planning General Development Order 1988
withdrawing permitted development rights for development for the purposes of fish farming.
1. In September 1982 the Secretary of State approved an Article 4 Direction made by East Yorkshire
Borough Council covering a wide area of land along the banks of the River Hull, including a Site of
Special Scientific Interest. The Direction was made to prevent further harm to an ecologically important
river system from discharges from fish farms. A subsequent application for planning permission to
excavate an inlet channel and construct weirs and associated works was refused by the Council and
dismissed on appeal in October 1986. The Article 4 Direction was later withdrawn by the Council when
faced with a substantial claim for compensation from the site owners. However, in May 1989 the
Secretary of State approved the River Hull Headwaters (Humberside) Nature Conservation Order 1989
under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. Following objections to the Order, a public inquiry was
held in October 1989 but in February 1990 the Secretary of State accepted his Inspector’s
recommendation that the Order should continue in force. The effect of the Order is to extend the period
of time in which the Nature Conservancy Council and the land owner can seek to negotiate a
management agreement and, in this case, makes it necessary for the land owner to apply for planning
permission for any proposed fish farming development.
2. In September 1987 the Secretary of State approved an Article 4 Direction made by the Peak Park
Joint Planning Board covering land in open countryside at Ryecroft Farm, Thornhill, Derbyshire, where
a proposed crayfish ‘ranch’ would be visually intrusive and out of character with normal agricultural
activities in the Peak Park. The proposal was not pursued and no planning application has been made.
3. In April and May 1988 the Secretary of State approved Article 4 Directions made by Somerset
County Council relating respectively to land at Hartford Lodge, Brompton Regis and at Pitt Bridge,
Timberscombe, both in the Exmoor National Park. In both cases the Direction was made to curb the
activities of a landowner who had been refused planning permission for a fish pond.
4. In March 1988 the Secretary of State approved an Article 4 Direction made by Purbeck District
Council covering a wide area of land in the Piddle Valley, Dorchester. The area is designated as an Area
of Great Landscape Value and there was concern that fish farming might damage water meadows. A
subsequent planning application for a fish farm was refused by the District Council. In July 1989 the
Secretary of State approved a further Article 4 Direction, withdrawing permitted development rights for
farm buildings and operations on part of the site covered by the previous Direction, where there were
fears that livestock units might be built.
5. In July 1988 the Secretary of State approved an Article 4 Direction made by Somerset County
Council relating to land at Allcombe Water, Wellshead Farm, Exford, in the Exmoor National Park,
where it was proposed to excavate 5 ponds in an Area of Great Landscape Value to attract wildfowl for
private shooting.
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6. In January 1989 the Secretary of State declined to approve an Article 4 Direction made by
Winchester City Council covering 4.1 acres of open land adjacent to St Peters Farm, Hambledon in an
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. The Direction sought to withdraw some permitted development
rights for minor and forestry development (Parts 2 and 7 of the GDO) as well as those for fish farming.
The Council were concerned about possible extension of activity on the site, including the preparation of
buildings to house fish tanks. Approval was refused because a real and specific threat had not been
demonstrated and the land was not particularly prominent within the AONB.
7. In October 1989 the Secretary of State approved an Article 4 Direction made by Maidstone
Borough Council covering a 2.5 acre -ite at Runnings Wood, Southlees Lane, Stockbury, in the North
Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. The Direction also withdrew permitted development rights
for use of the land as a caravan-site (Part 5 of the GDO). The site is part of an ancient woodland in the
South Green valley and a prominent feature of the landscape, to which known development proposals
would be damaging.
Note: This information is based on returns from the Department of the Environment’s Regional Offices
and is complete for the period from January 1988, though two earlier cases are included for their interest
and significance. No Article 4 cases relating to fish farming have arisen in this period in the areas covered
by the Department’s Northern, North West, West Midlands, Eastern or London Regional Offices. There.
have also been no cases in Wales.
Examination of Witnesses
SiVNDERSON OF BOWDEN, a Member of the House of Lords, attending by leave of that House,
Minister of State, Scottish Office, examined. LORD JAMES DOUGLAS-HAMILTON, a Member of the
House, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Scottish Office, examined. MR DAVID HEATHCOAIAMORY, a Member of the House, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Department of the
Environment, examined.

LORD

Chairman
757. Order, order. Good morning Ministers;
thank you very much for coming here this morning. Today will primarily be to do with planning
and kindred matters associated with Government
departments. We are going to start with Scotland
and sea lochs rather than fresh water and England,
so 1 apologise to Mr Heathcoat-Amory, we may be
some time coming to you. A situation exists in
Scotland over the planning procedures and permissions granted for sea fish farming which is unique
in our planning system in that the Scottish Office
have effectively delegated to the Crown Estate
Commissioners the task of assessing the impact
and consequences of granting planning permission
for sea fish farming in a way that arouses considerable jealousies and problems for the elected
local authorities who see the Crown Estate Commissioners as being undemocratic and remote. On
the other hand I have to say that while the
resentment is certainly present—and we have had
evidence of that on a number of occasions—
physically we have not found anything which we
strongly object to in reality, although there are
many details at the edges about which we are
concerned, such as navigation and pollution and so
on. Could we start off by asking Ministers if they
would tell us to what extent they have an open
mind on this matter, whether they see the issue as
closed, bearing in mind—and I am sure they will
consider our report most closely—how they actually see it at the present moment.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Perhaps I should
open the batting and say first of all that I am not
surprised you want to examine this particular
aspect of the work of the Scottish Office, but also,
that it would be helpful if I might be a little longer

than I might otherwise be on some of the other
subjects because it is very important and considered to be very important by Ministers at the
Scottish Office. As you will know, we had a review
in 1988. I accept that in that review not every'one
consulted was content with the arrangements in
operation. However, there was little criticism of
the handling of individual cases by the Commissioners, and in particular no evidence was available
to suggest that the operation of fish farms
approved by the Commissioners actually caused
serious environmental damage or had a serious
effect on other interests. Nevertheless, there was
sufficient concern to justify changes in the procedures for cases v/here there was an outstanding
dispute between the Commissioners and the relevant authority. Against that background, it would
be right for me at this stage to put on record the
relationship between the Secretary of State for
Scotland and the First Commissioner because I did
notice in his evidence to you that he said “We are
of course directly responsible to the Secretary of
State for Scotland and accountable, so there is
absolutely no reason why any member of the
House of Commons” etcetera. Can I just respond
to that? The statement by the First Commissioner
is not entirely correct in that the Secretary of State
for Scotland is answerable in the House only for
questions related to the activities of the CEC in
Scotland. The Crown Estate is not directly responsible to the Secretary of State for Scotland but to
the Chancellor of the Exchequer with whom they
agree their operational objectives each year. The
Chancellor also has responsibilities with regard to
the appointment of the Commissioners and the
terms and conditions of service of the CEC staff, a
fact you are probably v/ell aware of. This is quite
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an important point however: the main responsibility of the Crown Estate Commissioners is the
management of the Crown Estate. The Secretary
of State for Scotland has no locus in matters
concerning the management of Crown land. This is
the situation with any decisions taken by the
Commissioners on individual cases relating to their
role as the managers of the seabed on behalf of the
Crown. The Secretary of State has powers of
direction jointly with the Chancellor of the
Exchequer over CEC; in Scotland the Secretary of
State can exercise these powers independently,
although we are not aware that these powers have
ever been exercised. These powers in practice
relate to the way the Commissioners carry out their
management duties and it is doubtful whether they
would be used in relation to individual cases. In so
far as the Secretary of State has any responsibility
for the CEC he would ne\ertheless expect the
Commissioners to act responsibly and fairly and
within the terms of the Statute. He would wish to
be satisfied as to that but would not expect to be
involved in the day-to-day activities of the Commissioners. Finally, it is clear that any action taken
in Scotland with regard to the activities of the CEC
would have repercussions elsewhere. In exercising
his powers under the Crown Estate Act 1961 the
Secretary of State would not act on his own and
would be obliged to consult other interests, primarily the Chancellor of the Exchequer. Can I now
revert to the review and our decisions taken then? I
do understand the view held by many—and I
suspect maybe by members of your Committee—
that as the CEC receive income they do not
operate entirely even-handedly. That may be a
criticism but I would suggest that the Crown Estate
do re-invest the income, especially in research and
development, and provide guidance for the operation of marine fish farms, unlike a private landlord
would. There were few suggestions during the
course of the review that fish farms approved by
the Commissioners when operational were causing
serious environmental damage or had serious
effects in any other way. Marine fish farming is not
the only activity controlled by CEC, for instance
seabed dredging is controlled on a similar basis.
The CEC is not unique in this role. It compares
with the Forestry Commission and I should like to
take you up slightly on your reference that we are
unique in Scotland in delegating these powers to
the Crown Estate, because in your report on land
use and forestry, paragraph 78, you say “A
minority of witnesses advocated bringing forestry
within the scope of the Town and Country Planning Acts; but most did not see this as necessary,
particularly with the development of indicative
strategies, and we share this view. We believe that
these strategies offer a more flexible and positive
approach than the planning system”. From there
on I think I could just rest the case at the moment
and say that you no doubt want to cross-examine
me on the operational aspects of our plans
announced by the Secretary of State for the
Advisory Committee, but if you look at the
parallel between the situation with forestry and the
various means of achieving proper results from

MP

[Continued

[Chairman

planning you will find that a lot of the ideas which
are inherent in the forestry plans read across to the
Crown Estate in relation to marine fish farming.
758. Minister of State, as an old hand at this
Committee you are perfectly entitled to quote our
own reports back at us and I am sure we deserve
that. On the other hand I would say, to extend the
argument a little further, that in our conclusions on
the forestry report we did in fact question the
gamekeeper and poacher approach of the Forestry
Commission and certainly we are questioning it in
relation to the Crown Estate. You mentioned
seabed dredging as being a responsibility of the
Crown Estate, but not in England of course. I
think it is the responsibility of the Ministry of
Agriculture in England, but I am not absolutely
certain about that.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) I am not up to
answering the English question. It is Crown Estate
in England as well.
759. As far as other functions, navigation and
matters concerned with placing things in the sea
that are not fish farms, in the Scottish Office this is
delegated to the Department of Transport, would
that be right?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) It is not delegated
at all, as Punderstand it: it is a Department of
Transport responsibility.
760. So you do not have anything to do with it.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) No.
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) As far as we
are aware the CEC have recognised their obligation to consult navigation interests in considering
lease applications for marine fish farms. Since 1987
under an agreement with the Department of
Transport the CEC directly consult the appropriate navigation advisers and arrange for their
comments to be conveyed to the Department of
Transport. In granting a lease, whether or not in
advance of a navigation consent, the CEC impose
a condition upon the lessee not to act under the
lease until a navigation consent or any necessary
planning consent has been obtained. The arrangements would appear to safeguard against a development proceeding if there is any risk to navigational safety. It is primarily a responsibility of the
Department of Transport.
761. I am sure you will understand that a slight
difficulty develops when we get into this matter
because if we make recommendations about the
way in which planning hould be granted to fish
farms, it has implications for other things such as
vessels moored for storage, navigation marks and
ordinary moorings which are of course jealously
guarded rights of various harbour authorities. We
do not want to get into a confusion there, we just
want to be clear. You kindly addressed the legal
authority over the Crown Estate. Is there any
reason in the Government’s mind why local
authorities could not go through the same procedures that the Crown Estate go through and in
fact carry o’ t the function of assessing the situation
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and then either recommending or not recommending the granting of planning permission for
sea cages? I am talking now about the sea-side
only, not the land-based activities.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) It is a well held
view by some that the planning authorities should
be the deciders in this particular matter. I have no
doubt one of the members of your Committee will
be well versed in that particular issue. You are
quite correct in assuming that local authorities at
the time of the review made it very clear that they
should be the planning authority as far as seabed
leases are concerned. We did look at this very
carefully. I have to say that whilst I would accept
that it is an option, just as I suppose the Northern
Ireland experience is an option or Orkney and
Shetland under the Shetland Act 1974 and the
Orkney Act 1974 is an option, we found that there
are certain disadvantages in these routes. Perhaps I
could turn it the other way round and say we saw
definitely there was a need to do something in
relation to this feeling of judge and jury and hence
the Advisory Committee, about which you no
doubt want to ask me more closely. It would be
wrong if I gave the impression that there was
outstanding support in that 1988 review from all
bodies that the planning system for marine fish
farming should be delegated to the local authorities. Extending the planning system of course does
require primary legislation and we were wishing to
act rather hastily at that time to do something to
alleviate some of the concerns. I do believe that
there are certain people who have changed their
mind, for instance the World Wildlife Fund for
Nature. They made a representation in favour of
extending the planning system and as I understand
it in their evidence to you they have changed their
minds. There are advantages in the Crown Estate
being the lead in this area, not least because they
do have the legislative power over the seabed
below the low water line. We felt that we would be
serving better all interests in looking overall at the
scene. If you want to ask me, I could knock holes
in the Shetland scene at the moment and also I do
not particularly wish to see the Northern Ireland
ideas put into play at the Scottish Office for the
very obvious reason that the problems of administration would be quite considerable. I do not
think it would be the Government’s wish to bring
that in-house. We feel there is a better way and we
felt that by putting in an Advisory Committee,
with an independent chairman and deputychairman, appointed by the Secretary of State, and
where they had definite rules by which they could
operate, it would take away a lot of the disadvantages. May I just add that, as in forestry we have,
as you know and applauded, the indicative strategy
idea. So, in the case of fish farming in the coastal
waters, I do believe, although we may not have
quite got there yet, that we have taken considerable strides in that direction to point to where the
sensitive areas are and what one can do about
them.
762.
Ye.s, but
Commissioners are the responsible body and wish,
perfectly rightly, to respond to public pressures.
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would I be right in saying that legally speaking,
except for navigational constraints, there is
nothing to stop people putting fish farms every five
yards wherever they wish, in the same way that you
can moor a boat and that actual planning as such
does not, without legislation, apply at the present
time and if we were to say that we believed
planning permission as such should become part of
the Government’s armoury in this matter, you
would require primary legislation to extend the
planning laws?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) We would certainly need primary legislation to extend the
planning laws. But you could argue that if that is
your line of thinking perhaps you could say the
same could happen for trees: we could have trees
all over the place without any constraints
whatsoever —
763. We can; we know that, yes.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) — but there is a
system, which is now in being, and which you have
approved. Under this system disputed cases go
before the advisory committees with reference at
the end of the day to Ministers for advice on any
remaining dispute. The important point here is
that any member of the Advisory Committee is
perfectly entitled to bring a case to the chairman of
that Committee if they feel —
764. I do not wish to interrupt you but the
Advisory Committee is a rather separate subject
and we will be going on to that in some detail. I am
interested that you see it as a safety valve. What I
was really concerned about was, talking about
trees, that the big difference between trees and
salmon farming is that trees are totally unprofitable, certainly without Government grants. Therefore we do not actually see a Inkelihood of
everybody wishing to cover their land with trees,
but salmon farming at the moment happily is
profitable. The general view on planning up to now
has been that agriculture does not require planning
permission under the GDO. We shail be talking
about that when it comes to trout farms inland of
course. Providing the facilities do not exceed a
certain square footage—and I do not have at my
fingertips what that might be but it is quite
large—the General Development Order does
apply to land-based fish farming activities at the
moment, although this is a matter of dispute.
Therefore, if it were not for the Crown Estate
Commissioners people could proceed pretty well
within the law without planning permission for
either the land-based or sea-based activities.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) I think you would
find that if that premise were correct—and I have
no reason to dispute it—the Secretary of State
would wish to ensure that proper planning did
occur in his responsible area which is in the area up
to 12 miles from the coast outwards, in the coastal
waters round Scotland. You would not find us
standing idly by; we would want some sort of
were
system.
it not
Allthat
we the
are Crown
saying Estate
to you is yes, you could
of course go down the route of the planning
authority in the areas concerned taking this role,
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but there are several difficulties arising therefrom
and our review of 1988 did not discover everyone
saying that is the route we have to follow; far from
it. We felt that as we had a tried and tested
method—and you have said that in individual cases
you could not find very much wrong with the
applications that were approved -then we should
build on the experience we have had in what is a
relatively new industry. All I would say to you on
the question of the economics of the case is that
you may be right about trees but I am not sure that
every fish farm at the moment is making a profit.
Chairman: It is getting a bit better though, I am
happy to say.
Mr MacDonald
765. Could I just pursue the parallel with
forestry, which is an interesting parallel? At the
moment the Secretary of State can and does lay
down strategic guidelines for the development of
forestiy. He says how many trees and how much
acreage he wants to see planted over a certain
period of time. There is a very direct control
exercised over forestry by the Government about
its strategic development. There manifestly is not
that kind of strategic overview being exercised
over the development of fish farming; it is very
much being left to the Crown Estate Commissioners. Given that fish farming is a rapidly
growing industry—the potential for going into
other species is quite dramatic—do you not think,
following your own parallel with forestry, that it
really is incumbent upon the Government now to
start setting down some strategic perspectives for
the development of this industry?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) The answer to that
is that certainly you are right, we have to get
development in the right place and up to now the
CEC have certainly done a lot of work, as you will
know from the development strategy and area
guidelines which they have brought out; there are
very sensitive area arrangements and so on. It
would be wrong to suggest that nothing has
happened. What you are saying is that this job
should be transferred to Scottish Office under the
direction of the Secretary of State.
766. Indeed following your parallel with
forestry.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Yes. What we
have said on that so far is that we felt that the way
the CEC were going about the job was along the
right lines, but certainly my mind would be open to
considering whether we have gone far enough in
that area. You have a point. Could I go back to
one very important point which I perhaps missed in
relation to the planning in coastal waters? The fact
remains of course that the Crown owns the seabed
below the low water mark and of course the Crown
therefore has the right to issue or not issue a lease
as the case may be. You would find that this is
something we would have to consider very carefully in consultation with colleagues before making
a change. In other words, you would have to have
a lease anyway, whoever was the planning
authority.
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Mr Martlew
767. That is no different from someone asking
to build a factory or a house and not owning the
land: at the end of the day you have to get
permission to do it. You made a point about the
Shetlands and did not seem too impressed with the
system of planning they have in the Shetlands.
Could you elaborate on that?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Yes, I will. Perhaps I might also say to Mr MacDonald that yes,
we are very keen on the indicative strategies. They
are of course drawn up by the local authorities and
even with the Highland Region, as I understand it,
they already have fish farming framework plans
and that is to be welcomed.
Mr MacDonald
768. Yes, but you also know from the evidence
that the Highland Region objected strongly to the
way the Crown Estate have in their eyes overriden
some of the guidelines established as part of the
local authority indicative strategy.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) This is something
that I hope the Advisory Committee—which for a
case in the Highland Regional Council area would
have a Highland Region representative on it—
would in fact be able to deal with. Can I turn to the
question of the Shetlands as you have raised that
matter? Certainly under their Acts they have
certain powers which are not available to others.
The additional powers enjoyed by Shetland anci
Orkney were taken in different circumstances to
meet particular needs—North Sea oil and all that.
There is no similar case in relation to other
harbour authorities, because it is harbour rights we
are talking about here; marine fish farming as a
single offshore activity does not establish the case.
Even if a case could be established in relation to
selected authorities—there is no requirement for
example for authorities on the East Coast to have
powers—primary legislation again would be
required. We are beginning to see difficulties in
that area and I might instance the fact that now in
the Scottish Development Department we have
five appeals which we have to deal with on the
question of disputes as to people who have found
that they have not got the licences they required in
those areas. That is the route they have chosen.
Therefore I do think there are certain problems in
the Shetland and Orkney consideration which I
would —
Mr Martlew
769. Appealing to the Department if you do not
get planning permission is part of the procedure
and I would not have thought the fact that you
have five appeals is anything to be put against this
sort of system. That would be part of a built-in
system if they needed planning permission on the
Scottish mainland, that at the end of the day the
person who has had his appeal turned down would
have the right to appeal to the Minister. Surely that
is right?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) You might say that
but the Inquiry Reporters Unit of the SDD will
have to deal with these particular cases under the
current legislation. We are not just too sure that
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that is the best way forward and we are certainly
not sure that the harbour powers which are given
under the Shetland and Orkney Acts of 1974 are
the route that we would wish to adopt because
there are difficulties there, quite apart from
primary legislation, for the mainland.
770. There always is with democracy; there are
always difficulties if you have a democratic system.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Yes, of course.
Chairman
771. Could you perhaps tell us what they are?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Quite honestly I
would say to you, as far as the Orkney and
Shetland case is concerned, that we are dealing
with the licensing arrangement which these two
councils have as harbour authorities. The powers
do not exist on the mainland in the same form or to
the same extent and if you wanted to replicate
them round the coast of mainland Scotland I doubt
very much whether you would achieve what you
were intending. I do not think it is the route. I
would have thought that if v/e were going to make
any change—and this is obviously the thrust of
your thinking—the local authority planning power
route would be a simpler way to go than this. We
would just be increasing our problems by taking
Orkney and Shetland as a guide in this particular
area.
772. Except that whatever the powers they may
use—and I accept they use their powers as harbour
commissioners—it is a small place. The local
authority enjoys a unique position; we did pay a
visit there. They do consult in much the same way
as the Crown Estate Commissioners and they do
seem to have established a reasonable relationship
with the fish farmers. On the other hand I do not
think we were aware until you said so that there
were five outstanding appeals. It is simply a
question of applying planning permission through
an elected body rather than doing it through the
Crown Estate Commissioners. We were keen, to
know what faults you found in that system when
you mentioned difficulties a few moments ago. We
did not actually find any and therefore we should
be grateful to know what difficulties you have
come up against other than the refusal, presumably
on grounds that will be put before you as
Ministers.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) If you take the
overall views of those who responded to our
consultation document, we felt that obviously
other than the local authorities, who we have
known for some time would wish these powers,
there was not a clear case foi changing what on the
ground is a relatively—I use the word carefully—
satisfactory situation. What we did feel was that
the local authorities should have a say in disputed
cases. They are statutory bodies therefore they
have a statutory right to be on the Advisory
Committee dealing with disputed cases. It is in the
disputed areas, as indeed in forestry, that most of
the problems arise. Yes, you can perfectly well say
that it is an option, but it is an option that you have
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to accept has a certain amount of downside as well
as, what is obviously being made clear to you by
the local authorities, a possible way of carrying
through.
Mr Martlew
773. You talk about the appeals you are getting
from Shetland. Is there any appeal against a
decision by the Crown Commissioners not to grant
a lease?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) No.
774. So that is why you do not have any appeals,
because there is no right to appeal.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) No, nor is there a
right to appeal by an unsuccessful applicant for
forestry.
775. But there is a right to appeal in the
Shetlands and that is why you have this work
arriving on your desk.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Yes, under their
Acts.
Chairman: We are not going to be able to avoid
going on to the Advisory Committee.
Mr MacDonald
776. Could I ask a preliminary question which is
really to establish your powers over this Advisory
Committee? I should like to be sure whether it is
the Government that sets up the Advisory Committee in the real sense? Can the Government issue
a directive to the Crown Estate Commissioners
saying “Set up this Committee”, or is it that the
Government suggests to the Crown Estate Commissioners that it set up the Committee and if the
Crown Estate Commissioners agree then they go
ahead and set it up?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) The first thing is
that it is a fact that agreement has been reached
and the Advisory Committee has been set up. The
crucial thing here is the appointment of members
to the Advisory Committee. Unlike in the case of
forestry—and this is where it does differ and I
would have thought it is slightly tougher—the
Secretary of State does appoint the chairman, does
appoint the deputy-chairman and does insist on the
statutory bodies that should sit on that committee.
777. I think what you are confirming is that the
Secretary of State and the Government cannot tell
the Crown Estate Commission to set up this
Committee or to set it up by a specific date.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) This is why at the
very beginning I did take up the point of the
Scottish Office responsibilities for the Crown
Estate. It is a difficult area; I do accept that. I did
think I ought to put on record where I thought
perhaps the First Commissioner was not quite
accurate in the powers of the Secretary of State.
The Advisory Committee is definitely an advisory
committee. Definitely. When they produce a case
which may come to Ministers for their opinion, the
Ministers give advice, as in the case of the Forestry
Commission, as to whether an application should
be granted or not in a disputed case. You would
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find, certainly in the case of the Forestry Commission, that they usually accept Ministers’ advice—I
think in every case.
778. It was following on from your point about
accountability that I wanted to clarify that specific
aspect. Are you satisfied with the delay that has
occured? It has been 15 months now since the
original announcement from the Scottish Office
that such a committee was going to be set up, in
agreement with the Crown Estate. At this point
the committee still has not yet met, although I
understand that it may be meeting today.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) No, it has met.
Yesterday.
779. But without the chairman. It is the first
meeting in 15 months but without the chairman
who happens to be abroad. Are you satisfied with
that delay and are you aware of the very heavy
criticism about that delay?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Yes, I am. I am
very well aware of the criticism and I am not going
to mess about. I am not satisfied and I made it
perfectly clear to the Crown Estate that this delay
is unacceptable. Hence, they have met under the
deputy-chairman and we will certainly be looking
closely to see what is the outcome of the first
meeting. I do understand, and I can report to this
Committee, that they are meeting in April as well.
To answer in short, no, I am not happy about the
delay. What I am equally concerned about is that
they meet to do a job. As I understand it—and I
know there are two cases which early on could
perhaps have gone there—there are no cases at the
moment which have to be considered by this
Committee, but that could easily change. I am also
well aware that the Committee has not only to
work but has got to be seen to work. To that extent
we shall be watching very closely to ensure that
what we asked should happen does in fact happen,
even although there has been a delay.
780. You say you have expressed your dissatisfaction with the Crown Estate about the delay in
setting up the Committee. Could I ask when was
the first time you expressed this dissatisfaction,
because Highland Region approached the Scottish
Office in July of last year complaining about the
delay, complaining about outstanding cases?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Yes.
781. If they approached the Scottish Office in
July, when did the Scottish Office approach the
Crown Estate?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Our officials complained then. I have written on this one actually
but I cannot give you the exact date. I am perfectly
certain it was in the autumn; probably early
October, I suspect.
782. The reason I ask is that I understood the
Crown Estate responded to the Scottish Office
complaints in August, but that might just be a
mixup of dates. The key point here is that even
after you complained to the Crown Estate there
was still quite a long delay to take a step as basic as
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convening the committee for the very first time.
Do you not feel that your advice was perhaps
Ignored in this instance, seeing that you wrote in
October rather than in August? It is still a delay of
some months.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) It would be very
easy for me to continue to criticise and say I am
dissatisfied by any delay—and I am dissatisfied
with any delay. All I would say to you is that I will
expect the Crown Estate to make up for that delay
and indeed convene the Advisory Committee, and
get down to the details which they have to decide. I
understand that is why they are having an early
meeting after yesterday because they did not get
through all that. Of course, most important, they
have to deal with cases that come before them.
That is why we say that all the statutory bodies
concerned, and they do cover most of the areas, in
the various localities will have a chance to put their
objection provided the case is within the guidelines
on the size of the fish farm proposed.
783. I do not want to go on about this particular
delay in itself too much except that it does point up
what does seem to be a real lack of accountability,
a real lack of power of the Scottish Office over the
Crown Estate. If, for example, they continued not
to meet their expectations, you would still be as
powerless as apparently you were in October when
you asked them to meet your expectations.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) I am not so sure
about that. I go back to the fact that it is like
having the forestry situation in the hands of several
departments. As I said at the beginning, as far as
the Crown Estate is concerned, the Treasury is in
the lead and as far as Scotland is concerned, the
Secretary of State has certain interests in the
Crown Estate’s activities but neither department
has complete authority over the Crown Estate as
vested in the 1961 Act. We cannot change that but
what I would say to you is that if I see and my
colleagues see that—and I think you are inferring a
dragging of feet—we want to know the reasons
why. That is what we have sought and that is why
you will find that they are moving quite fast at the
moment.
Mr MacDonald: The reason they might be
moving quite fast is because this Select Committee
is having a hearing.
Chairman
784. I agree with that. Can you tell us about
references to this Committee? At the moment it
would seem that where the Crown Estate are
satisfied there is a dispute a case will be referred to
the committee but what about the applicant being
dissatisfied with being turned down? What rights
does he have to refer a case to this committee?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) This is the question of the power of what that committee can do.
What it cannot do is to consider appeals from an
applicant. It cannot do that but it can hear the case
of an applicant and of course if the applicant has
any one of the statutory bodies on its side the
statutory body will be able to put that case as well
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to help. I am thinking of a local authority wishing
to support an applicant’s case; that can happen. As
to an appeal, the answer is no.
785. Why not?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) As a result of this
review there were very many people who were
unhappy about where fish farms were sited and
therefore our response was to set up an advisory
committee to see whether all the relevant considerations as to whether a fash farm should be
there or not would be considered. Your point to
me about the Crown Estate being judge and jury:
you could take that view because of course they
have an interest in the sea bed below the low water
line. It is their property and they will extract a rent
for that in due course even if not in the first
instance. What we are seeking to do is to ensure
that there is a fair balance and that applications
would be rejected if a statutory body decided that
it was not in its best interests and argued its case
successfully through that committee and even
coming to Ministers. That is the point that we were
trying to address. We were not addressing the
point of the commercial situation which is obviously the applicant’s whole wish to set up a fish farm
in the first place.
Mr Martlew
786. Is there not a worry that what we are
dealing with in the Crown Commissioners is a
monopoly situation and the fact is that if they say
you are not going to get a lease, there appears to
be nobody who can change their mind? Is that not
totally unfair, that you have a monopoly situation?
You have been indicating that there is no point in
having planning controls if at the end of the day the
Crown Commission do not want it anyhow? How
do you get over this situation where the Crown
Commissioners are not only judge and jury but
they are the only people who have any sort of
water that these fish farms can be placed in?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Yes. The important thing here—and you are to an extent right—is
that the powers of the Crown below the low water
mark to the 12 mile limit are vested, for the
purposes of Parliament by the passing of the 1961
Act, in the Crown Estate and they are therefore
the owners of the seabed and even in the Shetland
Islands, unless there is an appeal, that will be the
case as well—is that you have to reckon there
would have to be a lease from that body as to
whether you should put it there or not. If you want
to challenge that I really do not think you should
be asking me the question.
Mr MacDonald
787. A related point is not so much the sense of
granting a licence but the ability to charge rent. It
has been said they have a right to charge a rent like
any other landlord, but of course they are not like
any other landlord in that the rent they charge
cannot in any sense be called a genuine price
because they have a complete monopoly over what
they are supplying. The fish farmer does not have
the option of going to some other landlord or
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trying to get a better deal, a better price. Does this
not cause you concern that the Crown Estate have
this ability to set a rent totally from the point of
view of their own desire to maximise a second kind
of return from their estates? Does it not particularly cause you concern, given that in the Highlands and Islands you are dealing with a very
fragile area, as you well know, a fragile industry,
which as you pointed out is hardly profitable at this
juncture at all, an industry which is receiving public
support in various directions from HIDE and so
on, that money is being extracted from it, considerable sums of money—£360,000 will be coming
from the Shetland Islands, as I understand,
£800,000 annually from fish farming in Scotland in
general at the moment—way in excess of any
money that is returned by the Crown Estates into
the fish farming industry? Does it not cause you
concern, as a Minister with responsibility for the
Highlands and Islands, a fragile area, that this
money is being extracted and going into the
general exchequer?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) The answer to that
is that I would be very concerned if I thought that
the amounts that were being charged were excessive. You have to look at the record of the Crown
Estate: for seven years, no charge; and the same
on shellfish at the moment, no charge. If you ask
the Shetlanders, and of course they asked me this
question before you got there, a long time ago, and
I asked them what their turnover was. I told them
that they should remember that payments were
about £150,000—at that stage—when the turnover
was a considerable amount of money ... They did
not like the answer but they saw the validity of it,
that normally there is a charge. Yes, you could
always argue about the level; what I would be very
concerned about and would make very considerable representations about was if I thought that they
were excessive charges.
788.
what is an excessive charge? For example, if it is a
rent, if it is a genuine price, then you would judge
it according to what the market bore, what the
market told you was a reasonable charge. If it is a
tax or a charge upon services, then you would
judge that upon the return investment on people’s
tax or on people’s service. In this case there is no
return service other than the administration of the
development procedures and there is no notion of
real price, so how can you possibly in that context
judge the notion of vyhether it is excessive or not?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) This is something
that you ought to be asking not me but the lead
Minister, the Treasury Minister responsible. It is
Her Majesty’s Treasury that will deeide on these
figures at the end of the day. All 1 would say to you
in the case of the Shetlands —and I knew you
would get asked this question several times by
them - to be honest with you, and if you are asking
me as Highlands and Islands Minister whether it is
an excessive charge in the Shetlands, I would say
no, it is not excessive, given the value of the
business that is in being now. I would do if 1
thought it was a struggling industry which was
showing losses all over the place. I know it is not
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doing so well as it was, but it is not doing all that
badly, particularly in Shetland.
Mr Jones
789. Still to do with the Crown Estate and their
relationship to fishfarming, in your original consultation procedures in 1986 it was laid down or
suggested that the Department of Transport
should do the consultation regarding navigation
matters. At the beginning of your statement to us
just now you said that the Crown Estate Commissioners are in fact now responsible for that. Did the
Scottish Office sanction that change and if so, why?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) We are not the
relevant department; we do not deal with transport
matters. The answer to that is that this is an
arrangement between the Department of Transport and the Crown Estate as to the operation of
the navigational side.
790. Did you have no input into that, although
that was the original suggestion? Were you not
consulted?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Certainly I do not
recall consultation on this, no.
Chairman: We are a bit concerned about the
navigational aspects, not least of which of course is
that marking fish farms in a way that makes them
visible and safer from the point of view of sea
transport also offends those who are concerned
about the landscape. I think you are right in saying
you probably do not have direct responsibility for
this.
Mr Alexander
791. Can I put the Department of the Environment in to bat now. I should like to probe the
Government’s current thinking on the extent to
which planning permission should be required for
freshwater farms in England and Wales. By way of
background, the Minister will be aware that the
Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution
did recommend that they should be subject to
planning controls and the Government, I understand, rejected that in 1983, yet only last year the
Department called for any evidence that was
available where planning permission should have
been needed in National Parks. Dealing not just
with National Parks but generally, what is the
Government’s thinking on the need for planning
consents for freshwater farm fishing?
(Mr Heathcoat-Amory) As the Committee
knows, planning permission is required except
where it is covered by permitted development
rights. I do not want it generally thought that there
is an entire escape from planning controls by fish
farms in inland areas. To qualify under the
permitted development right category, there are a
number of criteria to be met. Perhaps I could
.mention that the land in question must already be
land which is broadly speaking farmed. Also the
fish to be raised must be for consumption and not
for breeding. Also, the buildings and associated
structures must be below a certain size; being less
than 465 square metres and less than 12 metres
high in any case. If below that size, then permitted
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development rights may apply. Mr Alexander
touches on National Parks. He is aware that some
National Parks have told my Department of
concerns in those parks and they would wish to see
a withdrawal of permitted development rights.
Indeed others outside National Parks have indicated that on a contingency basis they would like to
see a withdrawal of permitted development rights
even though they have not identified a particular
problem but they see a problem as perhaps arising
at some stage in the future. To revert to National
Parks, perhaps I could remind the Committee that
these developments are subject to prior notification of 28 days. When the National Park.
Authority is so notified, they can lay down
conditions for siting and design and the external
appearance of any buildings. The longstop is that if
still unhappy about the development in principle
the Secretary of State can, under Article 4, direct
that the development does not take place without
explicit planning permission.
792. My reading of whdt you are saying.
Minister, is that you are probably not minded to
make any change in the present procedure.
(Mr Heathcoat-Amory) I am cautious about
extending planning controls unless there is a very
clear need to do so. If the system is generally
working and if there are a number of safeguards
which can be invoked, I see no case to do so. We
are always alert to evolving difficulties and we are
concerned to protect, where possible, sensitive
areas such as National Parks where we should in
general be extremely cautious about commercial
development. We cannot completely sterilise areas
of Britain; we must recognise that in an island such
as Britain, certainly in England, people do live and
work in these areas and some balance must be
struck. Obviously in National Parks it is struck
very differently to where it would be elsewliere in
the country, particularly over the appearance of
the structures concerned. Certainly I feel that very
often people complain about unsightly and unsuitable developments rather than the fact that they
are there.
Chairman
793. It is a great privilege to be able to examine
my own Member of Parliament in this Committee.
I do not know whether it is unique, but it is
certainly the first time it has happened in this
Committee. Can we go back to the National Parks
situation? There is no question of doubt, the
National Parks themselves are anxious to have the
right to refuse applications or to treat them as
planning applications. I think the Article 4 business has long been accepted as being nice on paper
but useless in practice because it tends to be
retrospective. Could you say whether you would
be minded to consider further controls on planning
permission, not just for fish farming but for all
agricultural developments within National Parks?
(Mr Heathcoat-Amory) I can say that that
consideration is on the agenda. Perhaps I could
mention our White Paper which we aim to publish
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in the latter part of the summer on the environment generally in all its aspects. This will
undoubtedly touch on planning and development
and this may be a matter which falls for suggestions
within that White Paper. Of course we would be
reading any suggestions of your Committee before
that White Paper is drafted.

rcnntinup^
^

wide-ranging review of the General Development
Order which is now under way. In March of last
year in a planning appeal case involving a proposed
fish farm in Dumfries and Galloway, the Reporter
found it necessary to seek legal advice on the
question of the status of fish farming and he came
to the conclusion that fish farming fell within the
meaning of agriculture and did not therefore
794. That is good of you and we certainly would require planning permission. Because of this forhope to have reported long before that. What is mal decision it was considered likely that planning
troubling me slightly is that I cannot really see any authorities which had previously required planning
great difference between agricultural develop- permission for fish farms would no longer consider
ments and fish farms. The blot on the landscape, so themselves able to do so. The decision came at a
to speak, does not seem to be very different. Does time when the industry was continuing to expand
your Department think there is some special on a fairly large scale and was expanding into areas
that were of considerable importance for wild
difference?
(Mr Heathcoat-Amory) Not in principle, I would salmon stocks. It was against that background that
we decided that rather than awaiting the outcome
agree.
of the wide-ranging review of the GDO, which will
795. The Scottish Office are going to be asked not be completed for some time, we should take
this question in a minute because they have gone early action to restore the position to what the
Secretary of State and most planning authorities
down a slightly different road.
(Mr Heathcoat-Amory) I would only observe have previously considered it to be for more than
that where fish farms have been constructed in ten years. I should like to stress that we saw this
upland areas, including National Parks, it lends to entirely as an interim measure and that we will be
be in areas where there has not been a great deal of looking in more detail at whether some aspects of
traditional agriculture; there are not many farm fish farming or minor fish farming developments
buildings and therefore this is a new type of should be given permitted development status.
fanning going into an area which is unused to it. It Naturally I understand the industry does not wish
comes back to the point that it is specific to to be subject to additional planning controls but we
certain—and I do say certain and not all—National think the potential environmental impact of freshwater fish farming is such that some control is
Parks.
required. As I mentioned, in areas of most
planning authorities, the industry has de facto been
Mr Martlew
796. Can we go now North of the Border with subject to planning control from the beginning. All
regard to freshwater planning arrangements there? that we have done in the recent amendment to the
In 1983 the Government accepted that for Scotland GDO is to maintain that position pending a full
there should be ireshwater fish farming controls. review of the position. As to whether we should
Looking at the Committee’s evidence, we see as have done this more quickly last year, we were
far back as 1977 the Scottish Development Depart- consulting colleagues on this subject.
ment stated their intention to amend their General
Development Order to clarify the planning status
797. Obviously there has been a great deal of
of freshwater farms in Scotland. Can the Scottish concern about the decisions and there have been
Ministers explain why they delayed until some criticisms of the consultative procedures that
December of last year before issuing a consultation you have been through, saying that they have been
paper on amending the GDO to withdraw all back-to-front to some extent. Will the Scottish
permitted development rights for freshwater Office be issuing a second consultation document?
farms?
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) We are cer(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) Yes, certainly. tainly reviewing the GDO generally, but we will
May I put this matter in context. What happened take into account the recommendations of this
was that there have been differences of opinion Select Committee in this particular area. There will
over the years from time to time as to whether fish be a consultation document on the GDO review
farming should be regarded as agriculture and generally, which obviously encompasses much
hence attract permitted development rights under wider issues.
the GDO. There has never been a court ruling on
this but the Secretary of State for Scotland took the
798. To clarify the position; established fish
view that freshwater fish farms did require planning permission and he informed planning authori- farms and those currently under construction,
ties of his view in 1977, so that was on the record. which did not in fact require planning permission,
Most planning authorities agreed with that view are now concerned that they may have to apply for
and no priority was given to clarifying the law retrospective approval. Is that the case?
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) No. Since 1977
because there was no evidence that the uncertainty
planning
authorities in Scotland have been
was giving rise to difficulties. Over the past two
years, however, the expansion of the industry led informed that they did require planning permission
to demands for clarification and it was the Scottish for inland sites. All that has happened is that the de
Office's intention to deal with the matter in a facto position has been confirmed and this - if 1
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may so describe it—one-off judgement has
clarified the law that that was the view of the
Secretary of State.
799. Obviously it appears that there was some
doubt from 1977 as to whether they actually
needed permission or not.
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) Yes, that is
fair.
800. Will that mean that they have to go back
and ask for permission now you have clarified the
law.
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) The GDO
amendment comes into force on 31 March and it
will not be retrospective. That is the position.
Chairman
801. You mentioned wild salmon stocks rather
swiftly in your piece as being one of the reasons for
requiring planning permission.
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) Yes. When we
consulted a very large number and the vast bulk of
representations were overwhelmingly in favour of
the de facto position, that there should be planning
permission in this context. They came from the
whole range, not just from COSLA but from the
Scottish Federation of Sea Anglers, the Salmon
and Trout Association, the Salmon Net Fishing
Association of Scotland, the RSPB, the Institute of
Fisheries Management, the Atlantic Salmon Conservation Trust, the Association of Scottish District Salmon Fishery Boards, the Scottish River
Purification Boards Association and a host of other
councils, who came out strongly in favour of what
we have done. The vast weight of the representations were in that direction.
802. Surely the water purification boards have
powers in this matter in any event? I am quite
sympathetic and perfectly understand your argument that fish farms can be destructive of the
landscape, perhaps in places where there is a
wilderness element but I find planning permission
applied to the preservation of wild salmon stocks
as being a rather strange way of proceeding and
certainly at least as bad as stopping fish farms on
navigational grounds.
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) My understanding is that there are very large salmon stocks
in East Coast rivers.
803. The point I am trying to put to you is that
planning permission seems a strange way of looking after that particular interest. I fully understand
purification boards or some other body but it
seems to be a ver> odd function of planning laws to
worry about wild salmon stocks, that is all.
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) On wild salmon
interests, the proposals were welcomed by a large
number of bodies. The bodies in particular raised
concerns about the effect of escapees of farm
salmon and trout on wild stock. They also raised
disease control and pollution. The proposal to
advise the planning authority to consult river
purification boards and the district salmon fishery
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boards was strongly supported. Those were the key
reasons and there was support from these interests
for the GDO to be amended quickly and for the
position on the changes of use to be clarified.
Those were the specific reasons they gave.
Mr Martlew
804. We have heard the Minister who covers
England and Wales saying there is no need for
planning controls for freshwater farming and yet in
Scotland there seems to be an urgency about
getting this parLcular legislation clarified, although
it has been there for a while. I just cannot
understand why we are going to have two different
systems North and South of the Border, especially
as I would have thought that the demands in
England, where we have a much larger population,
for planning controls would be greater. Why have
we got this variation? Which one of you is right?
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) Before my
friend replies, can I just stress again that this is an
interim measure. We felt that the law needed
clarification. It does not change the de facto
position.
Mr Martlew: But you are saying that since 1977
in fact you needed planning controls, but the
Minister for England and Wales is saying that there
is no need for planning controls. Which one of you
is right.
Chairman
805. Each is right.
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) I suspect the
circumstances are not identical.
Mr Martlew
806. I live nine miles from the Scottish Border
and there is not much difference.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Can I make a point
on wild salmon stocks. Lord James is absolutely
right. I am talking as a Fisheries Minister now and
our problem particularly is the East Coast rivers
where there are definite concerns about escapees..!
do think that the boards concerned, the Tweed
River Board and so on, should have an input into
this particular aspect because it is a very valuable
resource.
Chairman
807. Except that the escapees we are talking
about are from salmon farms, not from trout
farms. We must not get confused about this. Lord
James’s piece was really about trout farms,
because they are inland and they are the ones
about which we are talking. Quite considerable
work is being done on escapees, and it is certainly a
matter which we have had a look at, although all
the evidence seems to be that a farmed fish of
either species is less likely to be hardy or predominant, that is the evidence we have had to dale. 1
simply took him up on this because I do not see it
as a function of planning. It may be a function of
the purification boards, it may be the function even
of the tourist board in the case of salmon fishing,
but I was just concerned that it was being used as
one more excuse. If I may observe rather than
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anything else, when you simply count numbers and incidentally. Minister, we are very grateful to
you for copying to us the representations you have
had—in an issue like this it comes as no surprise to
learn the vast majority require planning permission. I do not know whether you have any
responsibility for prisons, but I think you would
find much the same number of rep. 'sentations
against prisons as you would against any development of this sort. I would question your judgement
on that, but we will not pursue it further this
morning.
(Mr Heathcoat-Amory) Could I make a point, as
I was indirectly asked a question about England? It
is simply to stress one point which leads on from
what you have said. I feel some of the calls for
planning controls or the withdrawal of permitted
development rights stem from concerns over
potential for pollution in rivers. I should just like to
stress that that is already dealt with, or should be,
by the National Rivers Authority on both the
abstraction licences and the discharge back to the
rivers consent. If the NRA were to feel that a fish
farm were polluting, it could withdraw consent.
Chairman: We will be having a question on
abstraction in a minute. I entirely take your point.
It was simply because I do not think that the way it
was put was perhaps totally correct that I picked up
the point for Scotland. May we now turn to
pesticides?
Mr Martlew
808. This is obviously to do with Scotland and is
the situation v/ith regard to the treatment for sea
lice and the use of Nuvan. Nuvan has been used for
13 years; it was in fact used for 13 years before it
was referred to the Veterinary Products Committee. Could the Ministers explain why it took
such a long time for it to be referred to that
committee?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) You are really
asking why we did not license before 1989 what is
now called Aquagard but was in fact Nuvan. The
infestation by sea lice is distressing. It has been a
persistent welfare problem since the Scottish fish
farming industry was established in the late 1970s
but became a major is'.ue as the expansion took
place in the 1980s. Against that background
Nuvan, the licensed pesticide, was used to treat
affected salmon. Aquagard is an identical formulation and an application for it to be licensed as
a veterinary medical product was submitted in
1987. The product was required to undergo a
rigorous scientific scrutiny to establish its safety to
the fish, to the consumer and the environment, and
its quality and efficacy, before the licence was
granted in 1989. You ask hen: why not before
1989? It was obviously brought to the attention of
the authorities that this substance perhaps had a
dangerous ingredient, dichlorvos, and that is why
we acted on the advice of the independent com
mittee.
809. I still do not have an explanation of why it
took so long. It was known that it was a dangerous
chemical when it was first applied 13 years ago
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(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) You could always
argue: why does it take so long to discover what is
wrong with anything? If one looks back one could
almost say that back into the 1970s about certain
commodities. Aquagard, which is a similar formulation, was used under the veterinary powers
even before it was licensed, so in fact it did have to
have a veterinary recommendation.
810. What representations did the Scottish
Office make to the Department of the Environment with regard to the fact that it was placed on
the Red List? Obviously they consulted you.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Yes.
811. What representations did you make?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Obviously when
this was to be placed on the Red List consultations
did take place in 1988, north and south of the
Border, on the control of dangerous substances
entering the aquatic environment and this meant
that dichlorvos, which was one of the ingredients
of Nuvan, was put on the Red List at the time of
the Red List being drawn up. The important thing
I should stress about that is that consultations were
initiated in July 1988 and the SDD consultations
took place in December 1988. All replies received
to the consultation were copied to DOE, to be
considered in the context of their parallel exercise
in order to promote a consistent view in the UK.
The DOE were therefore fully aware of the
strength and direction of Scottish opinion in April
1989, when they announced a decision on the
contents of the Red List. The SDD and my
department, DAFS, endorsed the views that
dichlorvos
should
be
listed
when the
announcement came in July 1989. What I should
add in that connection is tha*^ the Red List
substances are to be strictly controlled rather than
banned.
812. We have heard certain evidence that in fact
the application of this in fish farms is not strictly
controlled. Has any action been taken by the
Scottish Office to ensure that it is controlled and
have there been any prosecutions for going outside
the guidelines?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) To my
knowledge—and I would need to check this—no
prosecutions. But there are tight conditions on the
licence which is issued, as far as the use of Nuvan
or Aquagard are concerned. I would want evidence from those who suggest that the terms of the
licence are not being fulfilled.
813. Would you support the phasing out of
Nuvan over a period of years?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) This is something
that 1 would like to go into a little bit of detail on.
As you know, the Government take their views on
these things from the VPC. What we did was to
issue a product licence last June for a year and
during that year we would take account of all new
data on safety, quality, efficacy, including environmental safety. The impact on the environment is
being monitored very carefully. The industry is
looking for environmentally better methods of
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application of Aquagard and a considerable
amount of research is taking place. What I would
not wish to do is to prejudge what the VPC may
advise the Government in the course of the next
few months. There will be advice and we have
always gone along with advice from that independent body. What one has to realise—and I am sure
Mr MacDonald will realise—is that we have to try
to make haste in the right direction but to try to do
it in such a way that we are not going to completely
crucify an emerging industry, although we will
obviously take VPC’s advice very seriously when
we get it.
Chairman: It is nasty stuff, so we are naturally
concerned about it, but we have not had any
evidence that it is really being harmful in any
global context. Could we now go on to water
abstraction?
Mr Alexander
814. England and Wales first. We have received
complaints from trout farmers about abstraction
charges. Their claim is that they have had no
serious discussion with the National Rivers
Authority about the level of charges, despite the
fact the system comes into place in just over a week
and the first charges are likely to be made in
September of this year. During the passage of the
Water Act, in proceedings in this House, assurances were given to the trout farmers that there
would be full consultation with the producer as to
the introduction and the level of the charges. Are
you aware of this concern? If you are, what are you
doing to ensure that the National Rivers Authority
honours the Government commitment to the trout
farmers, as it were?
(Mr Heathcoat-Amory) I am aware of this
concern but consultations have been held; they
have been held between the National Rivers
Authority and the NFU at national level and also
at regional, or certainly in some regions, as well.
As I understand it, the NRA are proposing an
upper limit of charges of 20 pence per megalitre. A
megalitre is 220,000 gallons so the charges do not
sound very high, indeed they are not very high,
although it has to be said that a fish farm does use a
very large volume of water. Roughly speaking this
implies a charge of £200-300 a year per 10 tonnes
of fish produced in a fish farm. It is significant but
not crippling and certainly fair when one considers
that the provision of that clean water is a service
wliich is expensive to provide and also the very fact
that a fish farm does abstract large quantities of
water can have an effect on the river, particularly
in a dry year. It is only fair and right that
abstraction should be subject to the licensing and
also a charging system.
Chairman
815. The trout farmer of course will say the river
flows through his trout farm whether he has trout
in there or not. I take the point that there must be
control, that is perfectly reasonable because when
flow is reduced large quantities of fish will leave
effluent and so on. It does not, however, seem that
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much cost is involved to the Rivers Authority and
we are concerned that what is in fact a prosperous
industry will be quite seriously affected. Twenty
pence per megalitre does not sound a lot but that is
about ten swimming pools’ worth and that flows by
in a big river quite quickly. The abstraction
regulations which we have seen are highly complex
and perhaps the Minister might ask for a copy and
he himself would be quite deterred if he were to
see the paperwork involved. I hope that the
Government will keep an eye on the NRA in this
matter and see that there is a reasonable compromise. Their main concern is that so far they do
not know what charges are likely to come in, even
though they are due to start on 1 September. That
is something that the NRA must attend to and as
the responsible Minister perhaps he would give us
some assurance that he will interest himself in that.
(Mr Heathcoat-Amory) I will undertake to do
that. I should mention that in some areas the costs
are already rather above that proposed maximum
limit, so it is not the case that all farms are going to
see unexpected large increases. I must just repeat
the point that fish farms do need large volumes of
clean water and the NRA do have a duty to ensure
the quality of surface water, amongst other things
and the sampling and monitoring work is expensive
to carry out. Also, the NRA are responsible to
ensure that water is available and in dry weather
the provision of that water is something that could
involve the NRA in considerable expense. I think
it right that those who use the water should in
general contribute towards its provision.
Chairman: We have had the NRA before us and
in fairness it is an indirect responsibility of yours.
The other point that is worth making is that if the
fish farmer takes his own steps to repurify the
water, which can be expensive both in capital and
in routine costs, allowances in due course may be
required for that. We will make that point in
passing.
Mr Alexander
816.
received evidence from the Scottish River Purification Boards Association that they have been
pressing for controls over water abstraction for
some 15 years. Bearing in mind that they have
firmly believed there will be problems in the
future, why, when we did have the Water Act
passing through its various stages in this House last
year, were powers of control not given to Scottish
Authorities then?
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) First of all, the
Water Act which went through did not deal with
this particular subject. We do want a legislative
vehicle to take some other steps forward, which I
will explain in a moment. As soon as we find a
suitable legislative vehicle we will do that or if a
private Member were interested we would certainly give what support we could. May I say that
limited statutory control is now exercised by the
river purification authorities over abstraction for
the purpose of spray irrigation, for example for
crops. The Act enables the river purification
authorities to apply to the Secretary of State for an
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order to control abstraction for this purpose in
respect of particular streams or localities. In line
with the recommendation in the report of the
sub-committee of the former Scottish River Purification Advisor)' Committee, we intend to extend
these limited controls to take in abstraction of
water for all irrigation purposes. It was not
possible to find a suitable vehicle but we have draft
provisions and if a Member, like the honourable
Member for the Western Isles, were interested,
assuming it got a formal Second Reading and was
then debated in the Second Scottish Standing
Committee, I think it would have a reasonable
prospect of going through. But that is a different
proposition from the wide abstraction controls
which are sought by the river purification authorities and their relevance to fish farming. The reason
we did not go down that particular path was
because of the Advisory Committee report in 1981
which was accepted by the Government and
concluded there was insufficient evidence to justify
the introduction of a comprehensive system of
licensing abstraction in Scotland.
Mr MacDonald
817.
Could I ask
development expenditure? We visited Norway and
we could not really help but be impressed by the
research and development investment and programmes being conducted in Norway into fish
farming. We also went round the stations in the
UK and although impressed by the dedication and
the obvious expertise of the staff who worked
there, really the levels of operation of research and
investment are not even comparable. We understand that research and development investment in
Norway into fish farming is something of the order
of five times the amount in the UK, if you take
Government and industry together. We are told
that by the early years of the next century one third
of the world’s fish consumption will be fish farmed,
will be cultivated; given, in other words, that this is
an emerging and important industry, are you not
concerned about the gap between us and our main
competitors, the Norwegians, and that we might
actually be falling further and further behind in this
respect?
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) My understanding is that more than £3 million for research is
being made available by the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and the Department of
Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland. We recognise that it is extremely important to ensure the
compatibility of a thriving fish farming industry
with a healthy aquatic environment and the Scottish Development Department is promoting
research to increase our knowledge of the impact
of effluent from fish farms on the freshwater
environment of river systems, on the diffusion and
dispersal processes in sea lochs. Perhaps I can
respond by sending to the Committee a breakdown
of the figures which I do not have in detail just
now. With regard to the comparison with Norway,
I should have to make inquiries on that point as
well.
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818. I can say that £3 to £4 million is being spent
by the Government here and in Norway in the
region of £20 million is being spent—£3 million
spent on one project alone, the LENKA project to
map the entire coastline as to suitability for fish
farming development. There is the problem of the
discrepancy between these global sums and
whether they cause you concern, given the emerging importance of this industry. We have also
heard evidence from people working on the
research side that the way the money is being spent
here is rather haphazardly organisedr" it is dispersed, it is not really coordinated properly. Also,
the Government’s near market research prohibition is affecting development programmes
adversely. Are you concerned about this and are
you looking at it in any kind of serious way?
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) Obviously we
would be concerned if there was a substantial
disadvantage in any respect, but I do believe that
the Fisheries Departments are taking their
research duties very seriously.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) It is always very
easy to say not enough money for any particular
project. What I am more concerned about with my
department is that we actually address the problems
that are
affecting
theand
various aspects of fish
a question
about
research
farming and perhaps it is more difficult for you to
understand the various schemes that are in being.
A lot are in being. I accept that Norway spends a
lot of money. Whether that money is well spent,
when you hear of them giving authority to a new
very sizeable fish farm which seems to run right
against air the present trends as far as fish farming
is concerned in Norway, is another matter. Perhaps LENKA is not quite as effective as we and
some others thought it might be. That is for them
to answer. I would just say that in addition to the
amount of money that we spend on actual projects
which concern us, like for instance dealing with
Aquagard and other matters, my special responsibility for the Highlands and Islands would suggest
that the Highlands and Islands Development
Board are very active in promotion of fish farming
but of course they take into account what is
happening at the moment. Instead of spending
money on production facilities, they have switched
their emphasis on to marketing. Quite right. So
whereas you may criticise us for not spending as
much as anyone would like—because always one
would like to spend more money—I do think
taxpayers’ money ought to be^ spent where it is
most needed. Perhaps our £3 million is better value
for money than some other places. That is for
others to decide: perhaps yourselves.
819. Perhaps so. Would you also concede that
we are being vastly outspent in marketing terms
also by the Norwegians?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) What encourages
me is, having been to Japan recently and having
been able to promote Scottish smoked salmon and
actual salmon in the marketplace, it is not so much
the money that is spent, it is the ability to get into
the marketplace and sell. What we are very
fortunate in having in Scotland is a cross section of
the industry from the very large to the very small.
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What is indicative from this recent difficulty of
price is how in many cases the big companies are
able at times to help some of the smaller ones. I
think we will come through this difficulty quite
well. I would not accept that it is all a question of
Government cash that is going to market the
product. What I do say is that whatever it is, 1.5 or
1 per cent on turnover from the salmon farming
industry for their resources is a very creditable
performance on their part and that must be the
major effort. We will help, as indeed I have
indicated through the Highlands and Islands
Development Board, on marketing where we think
there is a gap.
Chairman
820. Our thoughts would be that not only is this
a young industry but it is clearly very successful to
date. It is meeting many of your requirements for
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employment in remote regions, a substantial industry for which we have natural assets and so on. I
think I can say in fairness, as always, that there is a
reluctance by central Government to recognise
these things in time. Because of the competitive
nature and the free nature of the product, we
would respectfully suggest to you, particularly in
relation to research on agriculture, that money
might well be spent on fish farming in a way that
some of our competitors have realised and are
actually proceeding with. That is the general point
we would want to make.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) I am happy to hear
what you say and like the boy at school, I suppose
the report could read “Could do better”. We shall
certainly try but we are very aware of the problem.
Chairman: May we thank you very much indeed
for coming. It was most helpful to have you here
this morning.
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APPENDICES TO THE MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
APPENDIX 1
Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Director, Scottish Crofters Union
The Scottish Crofters Union welcomes the Select Committee’s inquiry into fish farming and wishes to
draw the following points to the Committee’s attention.
The emergence and rapid expansion of fish farming in the West Highlands and Islands has been, in
general, extremely helpfol to local communities. A great deal of employment has been generated in
comparatively remote localities where other jobs are far from plentiful. The economic and social benefits
of such employment can scarcely be exaggerated. And any assessment of fish farming should be
conducted with these benefits firmly in view.
Tlie SCU’s one concern about the organisation of the industry is the extent to which it is dominated by
two large, and a handful of medium-sized, producers. This has resulted in the industry being under the
effective control of financial interests located outside the Highlands and Islands. This is unhealthy in our
view. A greater degree of local control would result in more entrepreneurial opportunities locally and
would ensure that the proceeds from the industry would be more likely to be invested in other local
ventures.
Since the current problems facing the industry are likely to intensify pressures for still more
concentration of production, the SCU urges the Committee to give some thought as to how the
locally-based, smaller scale fish farmer can be effectively encouraged and assisted.
There has been criticism of the industry from environmentalists. The SCU recognises the importance
of minimising pollution from the industry and ensuring that production methods are governed by
regulations designed to enforce the highest environmental standards.
We urge the Committee, however, to distinguish carefully betv;een genuine environmental concerns
and the purely subjective criticisms made by those individuals and organisations who believe fish farming
is having an adverse impact on our scenery. The SCU does not share this belief. The scenic impact can be
minimised and there is no evidence that fish farming has any adverse impact on tourism. Most tourists are
mildly curious about the industry and wish to find out more about it. We consequently welcome current
Highlands and Islands Developments Board inquiries into the feasibility of fish farming visitor centres.
The SCU remains dissatisfied with the role of the Crown Estates Commission in fish farming. We
believe it to be wrong for the fish farming industry to be so much under the jurisdiction of an organisation
which is essentially undemocratic and unrepresentative. We urge the Committee to examine this issue
and to bring forward proposals intended to make fish farming developments much more the
responsibility of the local planning authorities.
12 September 1989
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APPENDIX 2
Memoranda submitted by Alba International Aqua Limited
SAFE CHEMOTHERAPEUTIC TREATMENT FOR SEA LICE INFESTATION OF FARMED
SALMON
1. SUMMARY

This paper outlines the status of a project design to develop a process method that will protect
intensively farmed fish from sea lice infestation. Because of the toxic nature of the only effective control
agents available, the method will take into account safety in the use and prevention of egress into the
marine environment.
Farmed fish are particularly vulnerable to sea lice infestation and unless prevented, the effect on the
financial viability of the fish farming industry could be crippling. Furthermore, an important source of
food supply could be depleted.
The proposed process method is based on the use of Dichlorvos which will be controlled at the lowest
practicable concentrations in a specifically designed treatment module. On completion of a treatment
campaign, an innovative adsorption system will be used to adsorb the Dichlorvos from the aqueous
treatment medium before it is returned to the sea. The process will incorporate a stress-free fish transfer
system.
The relationship between Dichlorvos concentration and treatment time will be investigated with the
object of minimising exposure of the fish to any possible toxic side effects.
The treatment module will be sealed, have positive buoyancy and will be mobile. To withstand the
conditions of the open sea the hydrodynamics are being studied to produce a robust design.
2. PRESENT POSITION

Salmon intensively farmed are more vulnerable to sea lice attack than those in the wild. A host heavily
infested suffers wounding and loss of weight due to its body fluids being removed by the parasites. The
fish can be killed due to osmotic shock or secondary infection. The only known effective treatment is an
organophosphorus compound known as Dichlorvos (2.2 dichlorovinyl dimethyl phosphate) which is
marketed under the trade name Nuvan 500 ec or Aquaguard.
Dichlorvos is an anticholinesterase agent and humans must be protected against ingestion, inhalation
and absorption through the skin. It is toxic to invertebrates, mussels and bivalves.
Laboratory trials have shown that sea lice are killed in about one hour when exposed to treatment in an
aqueous medium containing 1.0 ppm Dichlorvos. However, due to current equipment inadequacies and
the absence of a safe process method, Dichlorvos has been released indiscriminately into the marine
environment during use. on the assumption that it will be dispersed by dilution and tidal action. In about
10 days exposure to sea water Dichlorvos breaks down to relatively harmless simple compounds.
Treatment normally is required on, say, 4 or 5 occasions during summer when parasitic attack is at its
worst. However, in 1988-89, because of higher sea temperatures, sea lice infestation has been prevalent
throughout the winter. In Norway an insecticide sold under the trade name Neguvon is widely used. This
has as its active ingredient Trichlorfan which is a precursor to Dichlorvos and which breaks down to
Dichlorvos.
Other species of farmed fish are also vulnerable to sea lice infestation. The parasite Caligus Elongatus,
attacks about 80 different hosts. Salmon and Trout are attacked exclusively by the species
Lepeophtheirus Salmonis.
It is intended that the principle behind the design of the treatment module and the operating method
will be applicable to the husbandry of all farmed fish species.
3. OBJECTIVES

A. Process and Economic
(a) To develop as the primary objective, the best practicable means of protecting salmon from sea
lice infestation.
(b) To reduce to acceptable levels toxification by Dichlorvos of the marine environment in the
vicinity of fish farms and so protect species of ground feeding invertebrates, mussels and
bi-valves.
(c) To contribute to the economics of fish farming by reducing the debilitating effects and mortality
levels caused by sea lice infestation.
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(d) To minimise the stress caused to fish during treatment.
EcoNomc CONSIDERATIONS
Statistics from the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland 1979-1987, show that
production of Atlantic Salmon Salmo Salar in Scotland totalled 12,700 tonnes. A production of 54,000
tonnes is forecast for 1991.
4.

The forecasts for production of farmed fish worldwide are as follows:

1985

1990

1995

35,000

250,000

350,000

Sea-Farmed Trout

7.000

11,000

11,000

Seabass/Bream

6.000

27,000

56,000

Salmon Tonnes

Sea lice infestations can flare up dramatically and if a 25 per cent mortality occurred in a 100 tonne fish
farm module, the loss would be about 150,000 ecu. Losses due to fish being left unprotected from sea lice
attack could seriously damage the economic structure of fish farming.
5.

BENEFITS THAT WILL RESULT

A successful outcome to this project could allay fears about the toxicity of Dichlorvos when used to
combat sea hce infestation. Large financial benefits to the fish farming industry could result from the
introduction of a safe working practice for the use of Nuvan at least until an alternative and effective sea
lice control is discovered.
6. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

A mobile treatment cage, sealed by means of a flexible plastic liner has been designed for field trials.
This prototype will incorporate a proprietary fish lift or ladder designed for the stress-free transfer of fish
between the fish farm cages and the treatment module. A baffle arrangement will be designed into the
module to assist containment of the Dichlorvos contaminated dead sea lice.
A method of metering Nuvan into the treatment module, homogeneously mbdng it and measuring its
concentration is being examined. Oxygen depletion in the isolated aqueous treatment medium is being
examined also and methods of oxygenating the aqueous medium, are being studied. A practical diffusion
system is being designed. The relationship between Dichlorvos concentration and exposure time in the
eradication of sea lice infestation and the optimum conditions for treatment are being investigated.
Experimental work, semi-technical trials and computations are being undertaken to provide the data
essential to designing a field trial and developing the basis for a safe working practice for the use of
Dichlorvos.
As part of the proposals for improved husbandry of farmed fish, the farms are likely to be moved from
the existing sheltered locations into more exposed natural waters. Designs for a new generation of fish
farms to withstand these conditions are being evolved. The treatment module will be used during
favourable conditions but will be designed to cope with typical tidal movements when attached to a cage.
On completion of a treatment campaign, the contents of the treatment module will be pumped through
an adsorption unit to remove the Dichlorvos. Preliminary laboratory trials using a selected charcoal
supplied by British Charcoals and MacDonalds have been encouraging and have reduced a concentration
of 20 ppm Dichlorvos to below the detectable level of 0.02 ppm in a single pass. A series of experiments is
being run to provide design data. These will include retention time, flow rates, packing height and density
and saturation levels. A filtration shield will be incorporated in the design for retention of particulate
matter including the poisoned sea lice. A suitable pumping system will be selected. Decontamination of
the spent adsorption/filtration system by incineration or chemical treatment is also being examined.
Developing the adsorption system for single pass operation is considered to be a key factor in
establishing an environmentally acceptable safe working practice.
With advancement of the programme of work, the requirements for a field trial will be prepared. A
suitable Scottish Fish Farm will be selected.
Alba will call on the expertise and support of Aberdeen University Marine Studies Ltd for specialised
analysis and for biological criteria investigations throughout the development of the project and the field
trials of the prototype module.
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7. PROJECT MANAGEMENT

It is intended that the entire project will be managed technically and commercially throughout. The
design of the module is at an advanced stage but certain details have to be finalised.
Of primary importance are Safety and Protection of the environment. Dichlorvos is listed in substances
to which the COSHH regulations apply. It is also intended to subject the design and operating method to
a hazard and operability study. From these actions it is planned to develop the best practicable means of
using Dichlorvos treatment and to produce an operating manual and working regulations for the
treatment module.
29 September 1989
SEA FARM PRODUCTION OF ATLANTIC COD (GADUS MOHUA)
INTRODUCTION

Now that significant progress has been made in providing a sound technical base on which the fish
farming industry can develop, the time has come to look seriously at species other than trout and salmon.
The technical and biological problems associated with the production of other species have been
overcome but until recently the fishing industry was landing huge quantities of wild caught fish and so the
barriers to production have been purely economic. The circumstances however have altered drastically
with the quota system being introduced and high prices making the UK and other EEC fishing countries
more dependent on imports.
If fish farming is to become a credible section of the EEC food industry, it must start making significant
contributions to other species which can be indentified in demand, for example Cod. It is hoped that Alba
International Aqua Ltd and Aberdeen University Marine Studies Ltd., in conjunction with Sutherland
Sea Farms will embark on a cod farming experiment subject to an EEC grant which will give them the
lead in the vast UK/European marketAVorld market.
The rearing of Cod is being developed in the Lofoten Islands, within the Arctic circle. This is one of the
world’s richest cod fisheries but to improve the continuity of supply, the fishermen are turning into
farmers. Just over two years ago, one of the biggest fishing and fish processing co-operatives in the
Lofotens decided to look into the possibility of combining the rearing of cod with traditional fishing
methods in order to boost supplies when catches of wild fish drop to an unacceptable level. This keeps the
processing plants operational and customers supplied with fish.
The production of juvenile cod has been carried out by Norwegian researchers since 1980 on a project
financed by the Norwegian Oil/Fish fund. A breakthrough was obtained in 1983 with high survival rates of
cod larvae to metamorphosis when they switched to adult form.
The Norwegian Institute of Marine Research has investigated all of the major processes involved in the
production of juvenile cod and acceptable solutions which will make full scale production of cod possible
have been developed. Last year, just under 1,000,000 fingerling cod were produced for ongrowing in
Norway and now several Norwegian companies are offering several million high quality cod fingerJings
for sale, to be delivered by well boat and at least two Norwegian backed fish farms will be ongrowing cod
in Scotland in the early 1990’s.
Since the mid 1970s the UK consumption of cod has become increasingly dependent on imported fish.
EEC quotas have reduced catches, with cod returns falling by 16 per cent in recent years and imports
rising by 19 per cent. Over the same period of time, first sale prices rose to nearly £1,000/tonne, an
increase of 26 per cent. Last week October 5, Cod were making £2,000/Tonne in Scotland.
It is obvious that there is a UK market for farmed cod, providing that production costs can be kept
down to match current price levels and at the present time, this indicates that there is a potential market
of about £200,000,000 for farmed cod to replace imports.
On the world scene, declining production levels from traditional capture fisheries show a drop of 15 per
cent from 1,550,000 tonnes in 1982 to 1,310,000 tonnes in 1985. Although there was an increase in cod
landed in 1986, it did not raise the total catch to the 1982 figure.
The catches of Pacific Cod (Gadus Macrocephalus) between 1982 and 1985 increased by 75 per cent to
410,000 tonnes, but this was not enough to compensate for the loss of Atlantic Cod.
Added to the UK situation, the importance of cod to the world market indicates that, the time is
imminent for setting up a trial to determine the commercial viability of ongrowing cod via a cage
environment in British coastal waters, to be operated by the sea fishing industry.
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It is the intention of Alba International Aqua Ltd to run a commercial trial in the near future to find
out more about cage culture of cod and try to acquire some basic data on growth rates and nutritional
requirements and to compare these with v/ild stock from capture fishery statistics and published
literature.
ALBA INTERNATIONAL AQUA LTD—COD PRODUCTION PROJECTS

Cod farming, the on-growing of juvenile cod to market size at sea, is known to be technically feasible.
Declining wild fiisheries, and large import markets in most EC Countries, Japan and the USA, combine
to generate confidence in the prospects for cod farming. Low value in relation to other farmed fish means
that substantial savings in production costs must be made before this new industry will be viable in the
EC. This project addresses two important aspects of the cost-effective cod farming, namely:
(1) To develop the technology for cod farming, in a Commercial Environment. The primary
objective will be to define precisely the dietary composition and ratio required to optimise cod
production in sea cages.
(2) To chose the best cod strains for the farm environment.
Alba International Aqua Ltd, in conjunction with AUMS will establish a quantitative baseline on the
growth, survival, flesh quality and health of Atlantic cod Gadus Morhua, reared in commercial sea cages
and ongrown on natural and synthetic diets. The primary objective will be to define precisely the dietary
composition and ration required to optimise cod production, and to select stocks which offer good
potential for fish farming.
It is hoped that commercial Cod growing facilities will be set up in the Kinlochbervie area and growth
monitored under different food and environmental conditions. The multidisciplinary programme brings
together two groups that are actively engaged in aquaculture, the University of Aberdeen and Alba
International Aqua Ltd. The programme will be carried out with the close collaboration of BP Nutrition
Ltd.
Cod is a popular species with EC consumers. Annual imports of cod to EC countries in 1986 (latest
statistics available) amounted to some 375,000 tonnes, mainly from non-EC sources (Iceland, Norway
and Canada). Landings were only 280,000 tonnes. Heavy dependence upon cod imports is a result of the
restricted access of EC fleets in recent years to cod around Iceland. In addition, a decline in world cod
production through over-fishing will eventually limit availability. For example, between 1982 and 1985
world catches of Atlantic cod fell by 15 per cent to 1.3 million tonnes. Fish stock records from MAFF and
DAFS in the UK (1988) confirm a continued decrease in most stocks fished by EC fleets. Cod supply is
seasonal and this leads to fluctuating supply, market prices and an inefficient use of processing plant.
By growing cod in seacages and on land-based farms, dependence upon expensive imports will be
lessened, seasonal fluctuations in supply will be overcome, pressures from fishermen for quotas which are
insustainable will be eased, the environment will be protected from overfishing and new employment
opportunities in fanning and processing will be introduced in the peripheral regions of the Community.
Subsequent exploitation of the “Loss of Access Area” of the North Sea, now approximately 13,000
sq.km, will be possible, utilising the debris on the sea bed as anchor points.
An experimental facility will be set up in Scotland at a trial site in the Cromarty Firth, Ross-Shire. This
is to be under the management of Alba International Aqua Ltd., A seabed lease for cod trials has already
been obtained from the Crown Estate Commissioners for Scotland. Seacages, nets and moorings will be
provided and installed respectively by (Atlas Hydraulic Loaders), WB Knox, Kilbirnie, UK and
Seaboard Anchors Ltd UK, at cost. Alba representative—Mr Terry Rowantree—has had preliminary
discussions with MAFF to trap wild cod for the project, BP Nutrition Ltd, UK will formulate a range of
synthetic diets for the project.
October 1989
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A brief assessment of the Scope of the Commercial Cod Project
Production from 4 Alba Cages at The Cromarty Firth Site

Yield & Stocking
Cage Vol. 4 (12x12x12)

6,912 m3

Stocking Density

25 kg m3

Yield 6912 X 25kg m3

173 tonnes

Average Wt.

2.5 kg

Number of Fish

69,200

20

Annual Mortality
No/Harvest (at 2.5 kg)

69,200

NoA^R 1 (at 0.75 kg)

86,500

NoA^R 0 (at 0.03 kg)

108,125

BIOMASS & FEED
SURVIVORS
YR 0
YR 1
YR 2

=
=
=

2.1 tonnes
52.0 tonnes
173.0 tonnes

.03 X 69,200
.75 X 69,200
2.50 X 69,200

YR 0 - YR 1
YR 1 - YR 2

50 X 2.5 FCR
121 X 2.5 FCR

125 tonnes
302.5 tonnes

YR 0 - YR 1
YR 1 - YR 2

125 tonnes x 230/tonne
302.5 tonnes x 230/tonne

28,750
69,575

20% X 108,125
20% X 86,500

21,625
17,300

MORTALITIES
YRO
YRl
YR2
YR 1 AVAV7

(.03 4- .75)

.39 kg

YR 2 AVAV7

(.75 + 2.5)

1.63 kg

YRl
YR2

21,625 X .39 X 2.5 FCR
17,300 xl.63 X 2.5 FCR

21 Tonnes
70.5 Tonnes

YRl
YR2

21 Tonnes at 230/tonne
70.5 Tonnes at 230/tonne

4,830
16,215

28,750 + 4,830
69,575 + 16,215

33,580
85,790

COST OF FEED
YRl
YR2
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ANALYSIS OF COSTS
CAPITAL COSTS

YRl

4 Alba Cages
Nets
Boat + O’Board
Tools/Prot. Clothing etc.
Feed Store
Portakabin/Office (Russell)
2nd Hand Vehicle
Misc. (Anti Prot. Boom)
Ropes—Tarp. etc.

52.000

Sub Total

77,075

250

58,400
10,000
4.000

10,000

YR2

10.000
2,000
1,075
2,000
4.500

2,000
3.500
250

RUNNING COSTS
Cod Fingerlings (DAFS)
Salaries Manager (Graduate)
Salaries Assistant Part Time
Salaries Consultancy (T.R.)
Feed
Accountancy
Electricity/Telephone/Fuel
Veterinary Servs. (Tony Wall)
Rates/Leases etc.
Maintenance
Marketing & Sales
Depreciation
Admin. O/Heads
Sub Total

4.000

6.000

6.000

33,580

85,790

2,000
1,000

2,000
1,000

3.000

3.000

1.000

1.000

1.500
3,950
9.500

1.500
3,000
3,950
9.500

133,930

130,740

6,000

2,000

6.500
8,970
1,620
2.500
2,500

17,800

22,090

SCIENTIFIC COSTS
Consultancy
Equipment & Reagent
Travel & Subsistence
Tasting Panel/Flesh Quality
Admin
Sub Total

8,300
1,500

Cost of supplying 110,000 Cod Fingerlings from Wild Stock
16 Days Research Vessel at £3000/Day
16 Days x 2 Scientists at £200/Day
Onboard Holding Facilities

48,000
6,400
4,000
58,400

Analysis of Income and Expenditure at Alternative Cromarty Site
INCOME

YR 1

Sale of 173 Tonnes
Cod at £1,640/Tonne
Value of Assets at
YR2Wind up of Trial
Income Sub Total
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283,720
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342,145
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EXPENDITURE
Capital Equipment

YR1

YR 2

(77,075)

(250)

(133,930)

(130,740)

(17,800)

(22,090)

Expenditure Sub Total

(228,805)

(153,080)

Balance

(228,805)

189,065

Production Costs
Scientific Costs

Running Balance

* Aberdeen Prices on 31.03.89
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APPENDIX 3
Memorandum submitted by the National Trust for Scotland
POLICIES OVER FISH FARM DEVELOPMENTS
DEVELOPMENT ON

NTS

PROPERTIES AND CONSERVATION AGREEMENTS

Policy One
The NTS will not oppose all fish farm development proposals, but will continue to take into consideration
the benefits to local communities alongside the environmental impacts when assessing the conservation of
its properties.
BACKGROUND

A case can be made that, given the Trust’s purposes of promoting the permanent preservation of its
properties for the benefit of the nation, the NTS should be simply resisting any proposed development of
this commercial nature on its properties and conservation agreement areas, and on the marine areas
adjacent which contribute to the character of the properties. Thus, Trust lands should be offered special
protection against development, and as fish farming becomes more extensive around the coast of
Scotland, Trust areas should be identifiably free of these intrusions. It was felt this was a matter of
interpreting the Trust’s objectives, and the Trust’s response to fish farm developments can draw upon
precedents of its response to other types of development. In this wider context, the Trust has always
sought to conserve a Uving Scotland rather than a fossil countryside. In conserving its properties, the
interests of the people who live and work in the areas, and whose communities are part of what is being
conserved, have been taken into account in balancing the interests of conservation against developments
such as electricity lines, telephone lines, road developments, local enterprises etc. Indeed, in the past the
Trust has initiated both shellfish and fin-fish farming projects itself to help maintain remote communities.
It was concluded that, when circumstances permit it to do so, the Trust should take a balanced approach
in assessing proposals, and should encourage use of the local labour force when developments are
accepted.
NTS INVOLVEMENT IN OTHER CASES
Policy Two
The NTS will be prepared to comment on proposals which raise issues of national significance in terms of
the scenic and other relevant environmental qualities of the area concerned and the level, of damage likely
to arise.
BACKGROUND

It was discussed whether the NTS should comment only on developments which directly affected its
properties. Again, our experience with other types of development provided guidance, and it was felt
that the Trust should be prepared to comment in cases raising a major threat to a site or area of national
significance, and that our view should match what the Trust does in relation to its own properties.
PLANNING CONTROL OVER FISH FARMING

Policy Three
The NTS supports the extension of planning control to cover the ofishore as well as the onshore
installations comprising a fish farm development; more immediately, where appropriate. Crown Estate
Commission leases should be granted only conditional upon the associated planning permission for land
based facilities being obtained, and the lease application and the planning application should be required to
be concurrent.
BACKGROUND

At present, only a lease from the Crown Estate Commission (CEC) is required for the offshore parts of
a fish farm (notably salmon cages), although planning permission is required as normal for the shore base
facilities. Highland Regional Council, Strathclyde Regional Council and recently COSLA have all called
for the extension of planning control to include the moored installations. The extension of planning
control is favoured for several reasons.
a. The on-shore and off-shore installations are part of one development and it is illogical and
ineffective for planning permission to be required for one part with only the landowners permission being
needed for the other.
b. Separate applications to different control bodies at different times for one development puts undue
pressure on decision makers, increases the burden on consultees, and is confusing for the public.
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c. The CEC earn revenues from the development, so are not independent.
d. The planning system represents an open and representative forum for decision making, with an
established system of public notices, appeals, planning conditions, enforcement, etc. which could benefit
all parties and safeguard the public interest.
It was recognised that the extension of planning control would require legislation which would take
some time, and as an immediate step meantime it was felt that where a marine lease application will
require associated shore facilities, that lease should be granted only subject to planning permission being
obtained. The lease application and the associated planning application should require to be submitted
concurrently, so that the details of the full development are available to the decision makers, to
consultees and to the public.
ROLE OF THE CROWN ESTATE COMMISSIONERS

Policy Four
The NTS welcomes the improvements arising from the new CEC consultation procedure; and the Trust
encourages the CEC to take further steps to make publicly available information on existing leases, to
incorporate operational conditions within the leases, to establish a more effective monitoring and
enforcement system, and to encourage the adoption of their guidelines on good husbandry practice (see
section 6 below).
BACKGROUND

The CEC have been consulting the Trust over sea-bed lease applications near to Trust properties and
conservation agreements since October 1986 under their new consultation procedures, and this
improvement is greatly appreci .ted. The Trust’s views have usually been reflected in the CEC lease
decision, although there have been some difficulties with certain significant cases. If planning control is
extended to off-shore developments, the CEC role in leasing the sea-bed would of course continue, just
like a landowner on land. Some issues were clarified at the meeting with CEC representatives, but it was
felt that there remains scope for improvement in various aspects, notably the availability of information
on lease decisions, more effective conditions in leases, a more effective monitoring and enforcement
system, and better advice to operators on good husbandry practice. Since the meeting with the CEC, they
have published a booklet of Guidelines on the siting and design of marine fish farms, although the Trust
was not consulted on this document in its drafting stages.
CENTRAL GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

Policy Five
The NTS recommends that the Secretary of State as a matter of urgency gives consideration to preparing
general national guidelines on fish farming.
BACKGROUND

It was recognised that the rapid expansion of fish farming in scale and in extent around the Scottish
coasts is cumulatively creating effects of national dimensions, particularly in matters such as landscape
impacts, inshore marine navigation and anchorages, the nature conservation of marine coastal habitats,
and the demands on infrastructure such as roads etc. Also, as a national productive industry, aquaculture
is beginning to merit the establishment of national advisory service support along the lines of that
available to agriculture. It was felt that the current procedure of assessing applications individually
without any national or regional strategy could create avoidable conflicts with other interests, and that
some broad guidelines may be of benefit.
SUPPORT FOR OTHER REPORTS ETC.

Policy Six
The NTS supports the recommendations of the Cobham Report, and encourages its wide application.
BACKGROUND

A report produced in June 1987 by Cobham Resource Consultants entitled “An Environmental
Assessment of Fish Farms” which was commissioned by CCS, CEC, HIDB and the Scottish Salmon
Growers Association, has been found to be very useful in considering the environmental and especially
visual impacts of fish farm developments. The report’s many recommendations in relation to the siting,
design and good management of fish farms were found to be particularly relevant and constructive, and it
was felt that the report’s findings were worthy of a wider distribution and application to fish farm
developers and operators. In this respect the CEC guidelines are welcome, and it is hoped they will be
widely applied.
NATURE CONSERVATION IMPLICATIONS

Policy Seven
The NTS urges the Government to monitor and take action on a) any damaging effects to the sea bed, to
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>vater quality, and to other parts of the marine environment; and b) any possible spread of disease,
parasites or genetic defects from farmed Hsh to wild salmon stocics.
BACKGROUND

Given the increasing size of fish farms and their now extensive presence in sea lochs, concerns were
expressed over the possible effects on a wide range of marine life and habitats. These include the
accumulation of organic wastes on the seabed below cages; the possible toxicity of chemicals applied to
the water; effects on wild fish stocks from disease, parasites or the genetic effects of escaped or released
smolts; and the direct control of wild predator species around farm sites.
February 1988
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APPENDIX 4
Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Director, The Atlantic Salmon Trust Ltd
The Atlantic Salmon Trust is a charity devoted to the wellbeing of wild salmon. It tries to present the
true facts about salmon and does not take part in any net versus roc? controversy. A leaflet describing the
work and objectives of the Trust is attached.
One of our main current concerns is the rapid development offish farms particularly in Scotland. These
concerns were spelt out in a letter fi:om the Trust Chairman, Sir David Nickson to Lord Sanderson dated
4 January (Annex A). Lord Sanderson in his reply (Annex B) makes the point that the industry must look
to good husbandry practices and standards of control. The Trust accepts that salmon growers are trying to
achieve these aims. The Trust is also doing all it can to foster a meaningful dialogue between interested
parties and the relations between the Trust and the Scottish Salmon Growers Association are very good.
The Minister then talks of the situation not being out of control. The facts are that the granting of
leases for salt water sites is in the hands of the Crown Commissioners, who many regard as being a law
unto themselves. There is considerable dissatisfaction about their consultative procedures, and the new
arrangements for consultation referred to by the Minister are not regarded as being much of a step
forward. Appeal is only permitted from the statutory bodies and no one else!
The guidelines issued by the Scottish Development Department for fresh water fish farms, were
actually issued some ten years ago. This was before the salmon farming industry began to expand at an
ever increasing rate. They have never been updated or reissued. In the Atlantic Salmon Trusts view,
planning remains in a mess, with differing local authorities taking quite different views. The Trust has
through the Association of Scottish District Fishery Boards urged fishery boards to make their feelings
known to their local planning authority, however, this is unlikely to have any effect where the planning
authority such as Tayside just does not want to know and considers that planning consent is not required
for the establishment of what they regard as an agricultural development, whereas Highland Regional
Council, for example, consider that planning consent is required and act accordingly.
The Trust welcomes the new regulations which mean that the discharge from farms is treated as trade
effluent.
Since these letters were exchanged the Nature Conservancy Council have published their booklet on
wild and farmed salmon in Scotland, which sets out their concerns over the possible genetic consequences
of escapees from fish farms interbreeding with wild fish. In its conclusion the NCC states—
“Unfortunately the lack of published research on the genetics of Scottish wild salmon is a significant
factor limiting assessment of the issues raised in this leaflet. However, research from other countries, and
on other salmonids, has highlighted the possible genetic degradation of wild salmon stocks by fish of
farmed origin. In Norway, where salmon farming has been established for some 20 years, stock selection
has progressed to the extent that the genetic problem is now regarded as the greatest potential tiireat
facing wild salmon. The Norweigans have introduced measures banning salmon farming in sea areas
outside rivers holding significant salmon stocks. Salmon farming is still comparatively young in Scotland,
and it is important that as the industry evolves, adequate measures are taken to protect native salmon
stocks.
Until more evidence is available, it should be assumed that all releases or escapes of non-native salmon
to the wild are potentially harmful to the local stock. In the absence of an overall approach to the
management of Scottish salmon waters, some precautionary measures have been suggested in this leaflet
for consideration by managers of salmon farms and salmon fisheries. These suggestions need to be
developed further by the salmon industry, in conjunction with the statutory authorities, to ensure the
future survival of wild stocks of salmon in Scotland”. One of their general suggestions with which the
Atlantic Salmon Trust entirely agrees is—“Stocks in important salmon rivers should be maintained and
protected in each geographic area. The east coast rivers, which accounted for 72 per cent of Scotland’s
wild salmon catch in 1988, are of particular concern in this respect. In these areas, stocking and hatchery
practices should be more strictly controlled and fish farm developinents subject to wider consultation and
more careful monitoring than is presently the case.”
The North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organisation (NASCO) at its meeting in Edinburgh, in
June, held a special session on Aquaculture during which great concern was expressed by scientists and
delegates from all the wild salmon producing countries of the North Atlantic about the possible effect of
Aquaculture on the wild stocks.
The Trust has published its own Blue Book by Dr Tom Cross entitled “Genetics and the Management
of the Atlantic Salmon”. One of Dr Cross’s conclusions is—“Salmon escaping from farms or ranching
programmes may be genetically damaging to wild populations. The extent of such effects must be
established. Meanwhile every effort should be made to quantify the number of escaping fish and how
many of these survive to spawn. The salmon farming industry might help to reduce the numbers of
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escapes by adopting quality standards for cages. In the longer term, the use of either sterile or native
salmon for farming could eliminate or minimise the possible impact. Ranching should not be allowed with
strains of foreign origin. It should be confined to native fish until a lot more is known about the genetics
of wild and reared Atlantic salmon.”
This year the salmon farming industry has been suffering from Over production world wide. The
average catch of wild Salmon in Scotland by all methods is 1,000 metric tons/year. In 1989 the farmed
production in Scotland, including Shetland is expected to be in the region of 29,000 tonnes. The low price
paid for fish is likely to have a dramatic effect on the viability of some fish farms and it is understood that
several sites are on the market. In such a situation it seems ludicrous that further expansion of the
number of sites is permitted.
The situation in Norway has become particularly serious and wild salmon stocks have been seriously
depleted in many rivers by the spread of the parasite Gyrodactylus salaris from a fish farm. It has now
spread to over 30 rivers, wiping out entire stocks of wild salmon. The “Directorate of Nature
Management” is very concerned about the possible influence of farmed fish on wild stocks where the total
farmed production was in excess of 80,000 tonnes in 1988. Gyrodactylus salaris has not spread outside
Norway and Sweden, but there is always the threat of disease spreading from farmed to wild fish,
although luckily up to now in this country disease from wild fish are more likely to influence farmed fish.
Nevertheless the potential threat is always present.
The Trust is not against the fish farming industry but it is firmly of the opinion that planning permission
for the establishment of fresh water fish farm cages must be made a requirement and that clear up to date
guide lines are issued. It is also thought that the Crown Commissioners consultative procedures for
granting permission for sea cages should be re-examined and the appeal procedure clarified. The Trust
considers that there should be a common approach to planning consent across the country. If no consent
is required no objectors can be heard. All the Trust wants is for the objectors to be allowed to state their
case, it is then up to the elected members of the local authorities planning committee to make up their
minds. It is thought that the Aquaculture industry would welcome standardisation of planning
procedures.
The Trust also feels that as the Government reaffirmed the importance and the role of Salmon District
Fishery Boards in the management of wild Atlantic salmon, and over 70 per cent of the Scottish resource
are in the east coast rivers, it is vital that District Fishery Boards should be given more.power over control
of fish farming within their own systems.
Enough has been said by other bodies concerning the environmental effect of fish farms. Good
working practices are essential and the Trust has no wish to ban the use of such chemicals as Nuvan
unnecessarily but they must be used properly and the operators must be trained in their safe application.
It is good to see that the Scottish Salmon Growers Association have been taking great steps to try to
ensure that this is so.
9 October 1989
ANNEX A
Letter to the Minister of State, Scottish Office from the Chairman, The Atlantic Salmon Trust Ltd
As you may know I recently succeeded David Clarke as Chairman of the Atlantic Salmon Trust while
at the same time John Moran became Vice-Chairman. We both much look forward to working with you
in the years ahead.
The Government has done much in the recent past towards the conservation and enhancement of
Scottish salmon stocks, and we are very appreciative of these measures. However, there are a number of
highly significant issues which are the subject of ongoing discussions between your officials and this Trust,
and, of course, other organisations. Doubtless some of these will remain on our agenda for the forseeable
future! I hope that an opportunity will present itself sometime in the next few months when John Moran
and I together with John Mackenzie, our Director, could meet with you to review both the Scottish and
the wider national and international scene and perhaps to identify priorities where the Trust’s work might
best complement Government activities.
However, there is one matter which I believe does require urgent action, so please forgive me for
writing to you at this early stage. I refer to John Mackenzie’s letter to you of 24 June, 1988 and your reply
of 19 July, on the subject of salmon farming activities in fresh water. The fact is that our concern at the
lack of effective control over the establishment of smolt rearing cages in fresh water has increased over
the last six months. We are well aware of the economic benefits that a healthy fish farming industry brings
to Scotland. The industry continues to expand at a great rate. It is this rate of change that is causing such
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problems and necessitates, in our view, early steps by the Scottish Office to bring the position under
tighter control.
Let me set out as briefly as possible the Trust’s concerns:
(1) The effect of smolt rearing in fresh water on wild salmon stocks is not known. The fears about
disease and the long-term genetic consequences are widespread and serious. These fears are
shared by scientists and laymen alike. Meantime, the pace of development is such that
irreversible damage cc aid be done before adequate scientific knowledge can be gathered to
assess the seriousness of the problems.
Subsequent attempts at corrective action might prove to be too late.
(2) Up to now fish farming has largely been restricted to the west and north-west of Scotland. But it
is the east coast rivers that hold 75 per cent of the wild fish stocks. These have so far been largely
unaffected.
(3) Demand for smolt rearing facilities in fresh water is already heavy and increasing. You stated in
your letter of 19 July that “it would be premature to consider any amendment to our existing
legislation without firm evidence about the extent of any damage”.
A contrary view would be that to permit an extensive increase in the establishment of
smolt-rearing facilities in fresh water without assessing the potential effect on wild salmon stocks
could be disastrous!
This has been the pattern of so many environmental problems in recent years—pesticides,
fertilisers, chemical discharges into the atmosphere, to name but three.
(4) It may be that some early amending legislation is the only solution, but may 1 urge you to see
what can be done within the existing planning guidelines and the roles of the various
departments and bodies responsible. It seems to us that the position is as follows:
SCOTTISH DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

The Scottish Development Department, with overall responsibility for planning controls, stated in a
recent letter dated 13 December to the Trust that, in their view, “the establishment of cages for fish
farming in freshwater lochs will normally require planning permission both as a change of use and as
involving the carrying out of building or engineering operations for which no deemed consent is
available”. They accept that the relevant legislation is open to various interpretations and that the
situation is unsatisfactory. They hope for a convenient opportunity to amend the legislation to put the
position beyond doubt. Meantime, they state that it is for the Courts rather than the Secretary of State to
give an authoritative interpretation of the various provisions.
LOCAL AUTHORITIES

It therefore appears that the operation of planning controls depends on how Regional and District
Councils interpret the law. The practice varies widely. Some Regional Councils, for example, Tayside,
consider that any undertaking considered to be “agricultural” requires no planning permission. Others,
such as Highland, have a different policy and consider all applications for fish farms come under planning
controls. Practice among District Councils varies correspondingly.
NORTH OF SCOTLAND HYDRO ELECTRIC BOARD

The North of Scotland Hydro Electric Board have a careful approach to allowing their reservoirs to be
used for cages. At present they are allowing a controlled experiment on one reservoir and are carefully
monitoring the results. They are particularly concerned about escapees and disease. The proposed
privatisation and the consequent potential for commercial exploitation of reservoirs feeding major east
coast rivers for smolt rearing is obvious. This requires careful consideration.
RIVER PURIFICATION BOARDS

The Purification Boards have a responsibility to ensure that discharges from cages or farms is within
certain approved limits but they have no responsibility for possible escapees or disease. Any objection on
those grounds to consent being granted is dismissed as not being within the Purification Board’s remit,
and a recent appeal to the Secretary of State by the AST was similarly dismissed.
DISTRICT FISHERY BOARDS

The thrust of the Government’s policy as enacted in the Salmon Act 1986 and in subsequent measures
such as the removal of rates from April 1989 where District Fishery Boards are in existence has been to
strengthen the powers and to rely upon the initiatives of District Fishery Boards for the conservation of
wild salmon in their areas.
But so far as the establishment of freshwater cages is concerned, with serious potential but as yet
unquantified risks to the health and wellbeing of the stocks for which they are responsible. District
Fishery Boards are frequently not consulted, and have no powers.
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THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES FOR SCOTLAND

DAFS has overall responsibility for both fish farming and wild salmon in Scotland. Interests concerned
with both have been encouraged by the Government’s concern and support in recent years. It is
important that both should continue to prosper within a framework of mutual understanding and
co-operation. It is understood that the salmon farming industry itself would welcome a lead by the
Scottish Office to establish clear planning guidelines for the establishment of future fish farms and cages
in fresh water.
May I therefore summarise the views of the Atlantic Salmon Trust. The planning controls for fish
farming are in a mess! They differ between one part of the country and another. They certainly do not
provide effective control. The Trust does not wish to see unnecessary curtailment of the fish farming
industry, but it is concerned at the threat to wild fish. If something is not done soon it will be too late and
the prime east coast rivers will suffer.
We believe that any measures must embrace the following three essentials:
(1) Planning permission for the establishment of fish farms or freshwater fish cages must be made a
requirement and clear guidelines issued.
(2) District Fishery Boards must be involved in this process and their consent, subject to any suitable
qualifications, must be a requirement.
(3) River Purification Boards must have similar powers within their own terms of reference.
All are agreed that the wild salmon is a prime asset to Scotland. The Atlantic Salmon Trust asks you to
give urgent attention to a situation that is rapidly becoming serious and uncontrollable.
4 January 1989

ANNEXE
Letter to the Chairman, The Atlantic Salmon Trust Ltd from the Minister of State, Scottish Office
Thank you for your letter of 4 January about issues of concern to the Trust arising from development of
fish farming in inland waters of Scotland. I apologise for taking until now to consider the points you have
made.
Some of the issues you raise have been the subject of previous exchanges with the Trust and other wild
salmon interests in Scotland. At the risk of repeating points which may be familiar to you already, I do
think the problems need to be set in their wider context. As you acknowledge, we have made a number of
significant improvements in the legislation affecting conservation and management of wild salmon stocks
in and since the Salmon Act of 1986. Some of the major issues are under consideration by the Salmon
Advisory Committee and I would not wish to rush into major new initiatives until we have had a chance
to take stock of the significant steps which have been taken in recent years.
There is one general point I would like to make about the development of fish farming in Scotland. The
salmon farming industry has brought much needed investment and employment to some of the most
economically disadvantaged remote parts of the Highlands and Islands. The infrastructure and stocks
have already been laid down for major expansion this year and next year, and there are now over 2,000
people directly employed -part-time or full-time—in the industry. The expansion of both salmon and
trout farming has benefited from the advantages of clean waters and the high reputation of fish from
Scotland. Good standards of husbandry are critical for success in production as well as reputation in the
market. The industry will not serve its own interests if its husbandry practice or standards of control can
be called in question.
The salmon farmers, in particular, have done a great deal to improve their collective expertise and
understanding of other interests. I am sure that a great deal more can be achieved if there is constructive
dialogue between the industry and other interested parties to understand each other’s concerns and to
resolve issues without recourse to statutory regulation.
I do not think it is fair to say that the situation is out of control. There has been a very rapid expansion,
particularly in salmon farming, but much of this has been achieved by increased yield from existing
marine and freshwater sites. For marine fish farms, we announced last December new arrangements for
consultation on the proposals for leases which are considered by the Crown Estate Commission. The new
Advisory Committee should be established quite soon and this should ensure that various interests
including marine ecology are more fully considered. I will be watching its performance closely to make
sure it does indeed fulfil our hopes.
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In relation to planning controls, the Scottish Development Department has issued guidance to
planning authorities confirming its view that the establishment of new fish farms—such as cages in
freshwater lochs —will normally require planning permission both for change of use and for the carrying
out of building or engineering operations for which no deemed consent is available. As with other aspects
of planning law, however, it is for the planning authority to decide whether or not planning permission is
required in individual cases. In the event of disagreement between the planning authority and the
applicant or any objectors, it is for the courts rather than the Secretary of State to give an authoritative
interpretation of the current provisions.
I accept that planning authorities have differed in their views about the extent to which planning
permission is required at present. The present legislation does not deal specifically with fish farms as a
category of use or of development. We are looking at this issue again though I have to say that even if the
legal position is clarified, this is unlikely to be a panacea. At the end of the day individual cases have to be
considered on their merits.
I think it is unlikely that we could give any formal right of veto to District Salmon Fishery Boards or
indeed the other potential objectors to particular kinds of planning case. It is important that planning
authorities should take account of the views of interests which could be directly affected by new
development and that planning authorities should seek the best available advice on matters such as fish
management. Much will depend on the willingness and ability of District Salmon Fishery Boards to make
their views known to planning authorities in clear and informative terms.
In relation to discharges from fish farms, James Douglas-Hamilton announced on 10 January that we
will seek powers to ensure that these discharges can be controlled as trade effluents by river purification
authorities. It is hoped to include proposals from amendment of the Control of Pollution Act 1974 in the
Water Bill which is under consideration by Parliament this session. Meantime, there has been continuing
dialogue between the river purification boards and salmon farming interests to clarify existing
requirements and to try to improve the present situation by agreement. A seminar is taking place this
week, under the auspices of the River Purification Boards, to which a wide range of fish farming and fish
management interests have been invited.
As I have said on a number of occasions, the most important safeguards for wild salmon stocks are
good husbandry in the fish farms and hatcheries, and the diseases of fish provisions. Both are backed by a
substantial investment in research and development, a good deal of which is now being funded by the
industry. On fish diseases monitoring work and regulatory inspections are undertaken by scientists from
the DAFS Marine Laboratory, Aberdeen and the Freshwater Fish Laboratory at Pitlochry. We are
reviewing the programme of research to ensure that work continues to focus on issues of greatest concern
and makes the best use of the available resources. I know that there is considerable interest in work on
genetic diversity of farmed and wild salmon stocks and further studies are under consideration at present.
I hope this letter will reassure you that concern about the scale and impact of salmon farming is very
much in our minds. Good progress has been made, since the passing of the Salmon Act in 1986, and I
hope that more can be achieved before too long. Nonetheless, there are limits to the work we can take on
and further statutory regulation cannot be a substitute for more effective liaison between the fish farming
industry and the many other interests upon which it has an impact.
17 March 1989
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APPENDIX 5
Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Director, The Salmon and Trout Association
I refer to your letter dated 27 July 1989 regarding the decision of the House of Commons Agricultural
Committee to conduct an inquiry into Fishfarming in the United Kingdom.
This Association welcomes such an inquiry as it is considered by many of our members that the
fishfarming industry has been allowed to grow at an excessive rate with insufficient regard being taken of
the environmental impact of the activity.
In particular we would cite:
— the absence of sufficient platming controls on fish farms producing for the table, as opposed to
hatcheries for sport fishing
— insufficient note being taken of objections to applications for the setting up of fish farms
— in Scotland, varying interpretations of the planning procedures and criteria by different
authorities. Indeed there is a difference of view about the extent to which planning permission is
required
— insufficient legal and fiscal deterrents regarding escapes of farmed fish
— inadequate criteria for the construction of inlet and outlet grills to prevent wild fish being taken
into fish farms and farmed fish from escaping
— inadequate criteria for the design and construction of weatherproof sea cages
— inadequate criteria for the design and construction of adequate settlement tanks
— inadequate and insufficiently rigorous monitoring of effluent discharges from fish farms, of
water abstractions and of flows
— insufficient control over movement of stock from one fish farm to another.
We are not really able to make specific recommendations as to detailed legislation as the problems are
so widespread, both geographically and functionally. The advent of a National Rivers Authority does,
however, seem to provide the opportunity for there to be a single regulatory body and focal point, at least
for England and Wales. A review of existing planning procedures and of current consents and abstraction
licences by the NRA is clearly necessary as is more stringent inspection of existing fish farms by NRA
regions.
A moratorium on the granting of further applications whilst a full review is carried out is
recommended.
With regard to Scotland, the problem is even more complex as the activities take place, in the main, in
remote areas where regulation and inspection is,difficult to achieve. Planning controls are in a muddle
and there is little or no strategic guidance. There is clearly a dichotomy between the desire of the
Highlands and Islands Development Board to see job opportunities created by fish farming and the need
to maintain a healthy tourist industry, a significant part of which depends on a healthy and sufficient wild
stock of salmon uncontaminated by disease or genetic interaction. Sea cages, and the associated land
based operations, impinge on the natural beauty of the landscape and the serenity of the ambiance.
This Association is of the opinion that improved planning and operational controls are necessary
throughout the UK to prevent further damage to wild fish stocks, to fisheries generally and to the
environment.
11 October 1989
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APPENDIX 6
Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Chairman, Fish Farming Sub-Committee, Scottish
Landowners’ Federation
FISH FARMING

The Scottish Landowners’ Federation is pleased to have the opportunity to make its views known to
the Agriculture Committee.
INTRODUCTION

The Scottish Landowners’ Federation has 4,000 members who own 80 per cent of the land of Scotland.
While some members are, directly or indirectly, involved in fish farming, a rather greater number of
members have interests in sport fishing, primarily of salmonids. Our membership thus includes a wide
range of activities and interests; members share however a strong commitment to proper management of
the countryside and adjacent waters and the maintenance of rural employment.
Fish Farming has been a rapidly growing sector of the Scottish Economy. Expansion has been mainly in
salmon (and trout) but there is some development in shellfish farming and increasing interest in marine
fish such as halibut. Whilst there is room for debate as to how fast and in what manner it will develop in
the future, the SLF welcomes fish farming’s contribution to the rural economy and wishes to see its
continued success. As with any development which requires changes in the use of land and water, there
are inevitably clashes of interest. Existing practice and conservation interests must be harmonised with
the requirements of this new industry; damage to the environment, both real and imagined, must be
minimised.
SLF feels that media suggestions that the industry is ‘out of control’ or that damage is being done are
exaggerated. It would be prudent, however, to allay the fears of landowners and rural residents by
attending to several concerns. These are:
1. Environmental Factors
(a) The ecology of the farm area must be preserved from substantial deterioration of water quality
resulting from food, waste and medicines released from Fish Farms. River Purification Boards
must monitor water quality on biological criteria as well as existing chemical criteria.
(b) Aesthetic damage caused by the visual and physical impact of farms should be reduced by codes
of practice on such things as landscaping sites, colour of equipment, floodlighting and noise.
(c) Predator control must reconcile the paramount need to preserve the balance of species with the
fish farmers’ wish to protect the crop.
(d) What is the risk of genetic impact on wild stock, particularly salmonids? There is an urgent need
for research, because we cannot yet answer that question.
(e) The risk of disease, in our view adequately dealt v/ith under the Diseases of Fish Acts 1937 and
1983, is an aspect which must be considered in site selection and separation.
2. Recommendations
(a) All fish farms and their on-shore and off-shore facilities in both fresh and marine water should be
subject to some form of planning legislation. The present system is failing, mainly because
existing powers are not being exercised.
(b) We are not satisfied that the Crown Estate Commission is the appropriate body to be used as a
control agency. The Commission should have the same status as any other Landowner in its
relationship with its tenants.
(c) Planning Authorities and Purification Boards must take biological factors into account in
supervising fish farming.
(d) It is felt that the control of fish farming should be ‘site specific’. Given the present uncertainties
on the impact of Salmonid farming on wild stock, consideration should also be given to the
establishment of ‘no development’ areas analagous to SSSI’s in a small number of river systems
and estuaries, or special areas.
(e) DAFS should take a much bigger role in liaising with regulatory authorities and farmers. The
appointment of an identified member of staff to be responsible for fresh and salt water farming
would be a major step forward. This should be an individual who would be seen as much at Fish
Farms as behind his desk.
(f) DAFS should also require fish farmers to make formal returns of production, stocks and
employment, on the same lines as farmers do.
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(g) SLF feel that there is a strong case for supporting the development of fish farms run by families
or individuals living in the area concerned. Rural infrastructure benefits from permanent
residents who are part of the local community. This is not to deny large companies their role,
especially in marketing which is a major constraint on the industry’s growth, and also in research
and development.
11 October 1989
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APPENDIX 7
Memorandum submitted by the Institute of Biology
1. The Institute of Biology, the Professional Organiaation for Biologists, appreciates the opportunity
to comment on issues arising from aquaculture in the United Kingdom, as requested in the Agriculture
Committee press notice of 27 July 1989
2.

THE PRESENT SITUATION

Some sectors of the aquaculture industry have grown rapidly in the last 20 years, but others continue
much as before. This section surveys the current status of the industry.
Marine Fin Fish and Crustacea
Farming of these species is still at an experimental stage and is neither economically nor
environmentally significant.
Marine Molluscs
Oysters and mussels are cultured either extensively or by the provision of special substrates for their
attachment. Artificial foods and therapeutic agents are not used and apart from possible conflicts with
navigation, this activity has no effect on the environment.
Freshwater Crustacea
Attempts have been made to farm European crayfish, but recent work has concentrated on the larger
exotic species which are reared extensively in large ponds with minimal artificial inputs. However, these
species are difficult to confine and represent a threat to our native crayfish, both by competition for food
and resources and because the exotic species are carriers of Crayfish Plague, a fungal disease which has
wiped out the European crayfish on a number of British rivers.
Freshwater Cyprinid Fish
Fish of the carp family are bred for the table, for restocking sport fisheries and as ornamental fish for
water gardens, but this is a small sector of the aquaculture industry with little demand for water and
negligible environmental effects. However, many “farms” also import live fish from abroad and current
controls are considered to be inadequate to prevent the spread of imported diseases and parasites
through the wild British coarse fish population.
Salmonid Species
These species contribute the largest part of the UK aquaculture industry, which has grown rapidly in
the last 10-20 years. They require large volumes of cool, clean running water and farms are dependent on
the availability of cheap specialist manufactured dry foods. Salmonid farming falls into three main
categories:
(a) Trout farming for human consumption:
Modern trout farming is generally land based, using intensive methods to rear fish in clean,
fresh water abstracted from rivers or underground sources. A minority activity is the use of
anchored net cages in fresh or sea water (see below). The objective is to maximise output;
competition in the industry is intense and margins are low, leaving little room for
“environmental” frills. A typical farm will use lOMgd (0.5 cumecs) to produce 150 tonnes of
trout per year, with an input of 200-300 tonnes of manufactured fish food.
(b) Rainbow trout, brown trout and salmon for restocking:
This activity uses similar methods but the first objective is quality and price is not so
important. Fewer fish are raised per unit volume of water, systems are less intensive and there is
less risk of pollution, fish diseases and parasites.
(c) Salmon for human consumption:
This activity falls into two phases. Smolt (juvenile salmon) is generally land based, using
similar methods to those described above in (b). Adult salmon are grown on in anchored cage
nets in sea lochs, sheltered bays or the open sea, using artificial foods which are frequently based
on fish meal.
3. THE POSITION OF THE INSTITUTE OF BIOLOGY

(1) The Institute welcomes the employment opportunities provided to biologists in fish farming and
the associated fields of fish nutrition, health and pathology.
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(2)
4.

However, the Institute has some reservations about the way the i
controlled and managed.

AREAS OF CONCERN

The following are areas of particular concern, towards which the Institute recommends the
co-ordination of research by appropriate bodies;
(1) Gross organic pollution of inland waters:
Tnis problem is capable of control under existing legislation but tighter planning controls on
the siting of fish farms could prevent problems before they arise.
(2) Eutrophication (enrichment) of naturally poor waters:
Eutrophication is a particular problem in the clean waters of the remote parts of the United
Kingdom where fish farming has become an important local industry. It is essential for the
conservation of the environment that inputs of nutrients into sensitive waters should be limited
and that there should be some areas where fish farming is not allowed.
(3) Contamination of surface waters with therapeutic agents;
Better controls are needed on the marketing and use of drugs and disinfectants, which by their
nature are a potential threat to the environment. At the policy level, there needs to be a better
system for approval of the chemicals used in fish farming, recognising that they inevitably escape
into the environment. If accidental spillages are to be avoided, operators need to be better
trained and to use better procedures in the management of fish forms.
(4) Escapes from fish farms;

The escape of farmed fish may result in populations of unwanted exotic species in our rivers,
which predate upon or compete with native UK species (e.g. rainbow trout & native brown
trout). Where native species such as Atlantic salmon are farmed, their genetic makeup is usually
different firom that of the local wild population, which may have evolved since the last ice age as
a distinct genetic strain best suited to the local environment. There is a danger that escaped fish
could swamp the local population resulting in the loss of genetic diversity, adding to the factors
which already endanger the survival of the Atlantic salmon in the United Kingdom.
(5) Transmission of diseases to native fish stocks:
Whilst the import of live salmonids is closely controlled, other species may be imported as
“ornamental fish” with minimal control and this represents a route for the import of parasites
and diseases not currently found in the United Kingdom. Equally, the concentration of fish in
farms produces conditions where diseases and parasites can multiply, forming a centre of
infection for local wild populations.
(6) Entrapment of native species within fish farms:
Large salmonid farms on river systems present a danger to wild fish (salmon smolts, coarse
fish, etc.) migrating through the catchment, as they may be trapped in the form or even
consumed by the farmed fish. Steps should be taken to ensure that all farms are screened to
prevent the escape of farmed fish and the ingress of wild species.
(7) Loss of flow in rivers:
Large extractions by fish forms have been known to diminish or even extinguish river flow in
the natural channel between the farm inlet and outlet. This is a loss of amenity and a threat to
survival of migratory fish such as salmon, sea trout and lampreys, which may be prevented from
moving upstream at some times of the year.
(8) Over fishing of marine fish species:
The Institute is alarmed at reports of over fishing of marine species such as the sand eel, to
provide raw materials for the manufacture of fish foods. The loss of such species will have
knock-on effects on the ecology of the sea, especially for predatory species such as cetaceans,
seals and sea birds.
5. LEGAL CONTROLS ON FISH FARMING

(1) Planning an amenity:
It is thought that planning authorities should have stronger powers to control the siting of fish
forms so as to prevent the loss of amenity in the countryside.
(2)

Water resources:
The Water Act 1989 requires most new water abstractions for fish farming to be licensed.
However, existing abstractions which are not currently subject to licence control will be
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regularised as “licences of right” even if they are already damaging the environment. Further
consideration needs to be given to ways in which such abstractions can be controlled or abolished
so as to restore damaged rivers.
(3) Farm effluents;
Existing legislation is thought to be adequate for the control of gross pollution, but there
should be a more unifonh approach to the implementation of controls across the United
Kingdom. More consideration needs to be given to the control of the release of nutrients into
streams which could be damaged by eutrophication.
October 1989
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APPENDIX 8
Memorandum submitted by Dr Hadrian P Stirling
I have set out below an independent personal view on the present state of research and development in
UK Aquaculture, primarily from an academic standpoint but incorporating the views of many fish
farmers. This does not necessarily express the same views as in the memorandum from the Institute of
Aquaculture of the University of Stirling, where I have lectured for eleven years, but senior staff there
have endorsed them.
The structural basis for funding research in aquaculture in UK is totally inadequate. MAFF and DAFS
are now forbidden to undertake ‘near-market’ research. The UK aquaculture industry is still too young
and fragmented to organise sensible R & D funding on its own accord, with the possible recent exception
of the SSGA. Existing industrial support, however, is very short-term and backward orientated in
outlook (i.e. last year’s problems) rather than looking forward to new species, systems and markets that
win be important in the next few years or decade. The present UK effort on such important species as cod
and halibut is pitiful compared to Norway, already our most serious rival in salmon farming. The same
fate awaits British efforts to culture marine fishes. The ‘official’ institution to fill thif; gap between
near-market and strategic research are UK universities and polytechnics with funding from NERC^
NERC, however, was not competent to judge research proposals in the aquaculture field because
historically it has never had to cope with market-orientated applied science, preferring to back research
on very fundamental ‘academic’ areas such as environmental and ecosystem dynamics, aquatic
physiology and biochemistry. Research councils depend on having a body of experienced, reliable
experts and academics in each field which are called upon to ‘peer revue’ the propo.sals of other scientists.
This system cannot work in aquaculture because of the newness of the subject—there are not enough
‘peers’ to go round! Stirling is the only UK university research and training institution devoted 100 per
cent to aquaculture, so how can we expect academics from elsewhere to judge us fairly?
The AFRC will be a much more sensible body to judge research proposals on food production, no
matter that it happens to be in the aquatic environment, but it will still suffer from the same constraints of
the ‘peer revue’ system. Also it will only consider basic research. Proposals to merge NERC and AFRC
would greatly benefit the UK aquaculture research effort.
The present problems facing British aquaculture can only be tackled by establishing a properly funded
interface institution along the lines of the numerous agricultural research stations with their extension
services. Even a relatively poor country like the Irish Republic gives more direct assistance to its fish and
shellfish farmers, through the Bord lascaigh Mara (BIM), which assists in site surveys, research
publications and manuals on technology and markets. In UK the only realistic help to shellfish farmers
and many family-run fish farms comes from local government in those depopulated rural regions with
high potential for aquaculture development, such as Western Isles, Ross and Cromarty and Orkney and
Shetland. Fisheries and aquaculture development officers in these District Councils are in a good position
to realise local community needs and appropriateness of R & D but are underfunded in manpower and
equipment. There is a desperate need to support these efforts, not only with more central government
money, but also more promotion of communications and co-operation between fish farmers, council
fisheries officers and university academics. It is important, in spite of the present Government’s support
for larger industrial companies, to channel support for smaller private-sector enterprises involved in
Scottish aquaculture. Scottish aquaculture is in serious danger of being absorbed or taken over by a
handful of food-industry giants who consider profits to shareholders above benefits to local communities
or even quality and variety of produce for the housewife! Also their own R & D effort (considerable in
the case of Marine Harvest and Golden Sea Produce) is largely kept secret so that the rest of the
aquaculture sector doesn’t benefit.
To summarise, the present state of affairs is unsatisfactory. The most important recommendation for
Government is to establish a clear, rational policy for aquaculture in Britian. This must set out clearly and
concisely the objectives, both short-term and long-term, the roles to be played by Ministry laboratories,
Higher Education institutions and the industry itself, and the degree of central and local Government
support for each, whether financial or structural (e.g. through establishment and support of aquaculture
development coordinating committees).
Apart from policy initiatives. Government must establish a National Institute of Aquaculture Research
to carry out medium to longer-term research programmes which interface between immediate industrial
objectives and basic strategic research. This Institute should be linked to the University of Stirling, which
already has the greatest concentration of aquaculture expertise in this country.
October 1989

^ This function has recently been shared by AFRC.
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APPENDIX 9
Memorandum submitted by the Association for the Protection of Rural Scotland
FISH FARMING IN SCOTLAND
1. The Association for the Protection of Rural Scotland has often expressed concern about the rapidly
expanding fish farming industry in the Scottish Highlands and Islands.
2. The Association is well aware that the West of Scotland must move with the times like the rest of the
country but it is concerned that such change should occur smoothly and that the new situations,
industrial, scenic and human should be sustainable in the longer term and not be too dependent on
external influences.
MARINE FISH FARMS
SALMON FARMS

Rate of Grovifth
3. This Association views the extremely rapid expansion of salmon farming with some misgivings for
several reasons including:
(a) The product is a luxury commodity and therefore subject to exaggerated changes in demand
compared with the general economy.
(b) It is small in comparison with world production, particularly in Norway, over which it has no
control.
(c) Comparatively little is yet known of its long term effects on the marine environment. To say that
it cannot yet be shown to have caused damage is not the same as being able to show that it will
not cause damage.
Employment
4. The economy of the Highlands and Islands is fragile. It depends on the farming of sheep and to a
lesser extent cattle, tourism, fishing and forestry in addition to the new industry of fish farming.
5. In the more remote areas the viability of a family holding is likely to be dependent on more than one
activity and a family may engage in sheep farming, accommodating tourists, inshore fishing, forestry and
fish farming at different times as the seasons change.
6. Cattle farming is not at present prosperous. Sheep farming may become less prosperous as lowland
farmers, restricted by quotas, etc in other enterprises, move into sheep on their more fertile land.
Tourism in this part of Scotland is very dependent on the scenery and the general wildness of the area.
The season is short and much of the labour, particularly in shops and hotels is imported. Very many
tourists are accommodated in bed and breakfast facilities provided as an addition to small farming and
crofting enterprises. Many tourists come from Europe and the greatest attraction is often said to be that it
is “the last wilderness in Europe”. No-one wishes to see a reversion to an unpopulated desert but new
developments must be undertaken with care.
7. Inshore fishing has been affected by salmon farming because good sites are often in prime lobster
and prawn grounds.
8. Forestry is not as good an employer of local labour as it used to be. Many forestry activities are now
undertaken by contractors who recruit their labour in the larger towns such as Inverness.
9. As salmon farming develops, the scale of operations is inevitably increasing and labour efficiency is
improving rapidly. Thus the increase in employment is much slower than the increase in output.
Ultimately when the industry reaches a steady state the smaller firms will become uncompetitive and
close and the labour requirements of the larger firms will decline. This will be difficult for smaller
communities. Much of the more highly trained labour has been brought into the area and has brought
great benefits with it e.g. rising school rolls but it is at least possible that the indigenous population will
benefit less and less as the demand for labour declines.
10. If a serious slump were to occur in the industry—and it is to be hoped that the present slump is only
temporary—the less profitable farms will close, throwing the local employees out of work. The larger
multinationals will concentrate their production where it is most efficient, not necessarily in Scotland.
If local people become overdependent on their fish farm, at the expense of, for example, inshore
fishing, they may have to leave the area in search of work. In other words they may become worse off
than they were before the advent of salmon farming.
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Ecology
11. The effect of salmon farming may be considered under the following headings:
(a) Effect on other marine species
(b) Effect on wild salmon
(c) Effect on predators.
12. The industry is forced to use powerful pesticides in order to maintain the health of the stock, kept
as it is ‘n extremely dense concentrations. Fortunately tributyl-tin (TBT) antifouling paints are no longer
used to prevent the fouling of the cage netting but for a time it caused great damage not only to wild
molluscs but also to the stock of neighbouring shellfish farmers.
13. The pesticide causing much concern at present is Nuvan, a powerful poison whose use on land is
prohibited on livestock and is confined to the fumigation of intensive chicken farm buildings under
carefully controlled conditions. It is at present the only substance available to destroy sealice which
rapidly kiU salmon if not controlled. A temporary licence for its use has been granted for one year under
close safeguards in the hope that research will produce a less dangerous alternative. It is released into the
environment immediately after it has been used within the fish cage and it kills crustaceans in very small
concentrations, thus causing damage to wild crabs, lobsters, prawns, etc. It has recently been renamed
Aquaguard, an innocuous sounding name which may allay the suspicions of the uninitiated but it has not
reduced its power to damage the environment.
14. Quite apart from the use of powerful chemical agents the concentration of large numbers of fish in
small cages inevitably results in pollution of the bottom by faeces and uneaten food. This is limited to
perhaps a radius of 50 metres or so from the cages but it kills practically everything in that area by
smothering it in unpleasant slime. In due course this slime produces methane and hydrogen sulphide. The
latter is toxic to the salmon so the cages are moved periodically within the leased area. The bottom
recovers within a few months but whether the full diversity of native species returns in that time is not
clear. It is unfortunate that there is not single sea-loch remaining on the West coast of Scotland which is
without a fish farm and which can therefore act as a standard for comparison.
Effects on Wild Salmon
15. The effect on wild salmon itself falls into two parts. There are detailed papers on the subject by,
among others, Dr Peter Maitland of Stirling University but a general note may be of interest. Each river
system and therefore sea loch seems to have its own native stock which return to breed there. They are
guided by the scent of the smolt (young salmon) which are growing in the river and which are of their own
stock. They will be confused by the scent of strange stock in cages in the sea loch.
16. Each individual stock has evolved to suit the conditions in that or adjacent river systems.
Accidental releases may interbreed with the native stock and produce a hybiid less able to survive and
therefore to return to breed. Deliberate releases of smolt in an attempt to boost local wild stock may be
disastrous unless care is taken to ensure that it is descended from the original local stock.
Predation
17. Predators range from herons to seals and otters. It is possible to defend the cages using additional
nets but regrettably there is still evidence of illegal shooting and trapping of mammals and birds.
Planning and Control
18. At present the Crown Estate Commission has sole control of the granting of leases for marine fish
farms. A consultative body is about to be set up but its members will be chosen by and be answerable to
the CEC. Since the CEC by the receipt of rents, is a beneficiary of the industry it would seem to be
subject to a conflict of interest. There appears to be little monitoring to ensure that farms comply with the
terms of their leases.
19. In 1986 a form of consultation procedure was introduced whereby applications were published in
appropriate local papers, displayed in local post offices and sent for comment to a number of interested
bodies including the APRS. Because of the length of the lochs and the separation of the islands, local
post offices may be many miles by road from the site in question. This Association knows of a number of
applications for leases where the owner of the land behind the foreshore was unaware of the proposal
until informed by a third party. It is for consideration that, as in land planning proposals, the applicant
should be required to certify that the owners of adjacent land have been informed.
Environmental Impact Assessments
20. It is an EEC requirement that an EIA should be undertaken for, among other developments,
salmon farms. The CEC has been given the authority to demand and to scrutinise such EIAs and has
decided not to demand them for farms below a certain size. One only has been seen by this Association so
far and it is considered to be quite inadequate.
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SHELLHSH FARMS

21. This Association considers that in general shellfish farming poses fewer problems than fin-fish
farming. For example:
(a) It is less capital intensive and therefore can be undertaken by individuals or small groups such as
crofting townships.
(b) The shell-fish feed on naturally occurring plankton in the water and therefore require no
additional feeding.
(c) Shellfish produce less detritus on the bottom.
FRESH WATER FISH FARMS

22. These are usually for trout and/or for the first two years in the life of salmon i.e. the freshwater
phase in the life of the salmon. In most districts they are subject to the provisions of the Town and
Country Planning legislation, although in some districts, notably Argyll and Bute, they are treated in the
same way as agricultural developments. It is usually easier for River Purification Boards to monitor the
effect of fresh water farms on water quality.
CONCLUSION

23. This Association wishes to see the Highlands and Islands develop in such a way that new
enterprises are by and large sustainable in the longer term and that the indigenous population can grow
and prosper. It is well aware that if present activities such as sheep farming were to be introduced from
scratch there would no doubt be plenty of objections.
It is not against fish-farming but it believes that salmon farming has been growing at an unsustainable
rate and fears that published estimates of future employment are over optimistic. It would prefer to see a
period of consolidation rather than continued proliferation at least until more research has been done
into its effect on the ecology of the area.
24. Environmental Impact Assessments should be required for all proposed salmon farms and should
be taken much more seriously.
25. Shellfish farming, particularly where it is set up, owned and operated by local people, seems to be
less objectionable.
26. All marine fish farms should be controlled by legislation similar to the Town and Country Planning
Acts.
October 1989
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APPENDIX 10
Memorandum submitted by the Agricultural and Food Research Council
SUMMARY

There are 5 areas where the AFRC has a role to play in relation to research on fish:
(1) developmg techniques to evaluate, understand and minimise diseases of farmed fish,
(2) developing robust fish breeds ideal for culture in UK waters,
(3) in the design and construction of fish farms and fish feeding systems,
(4) in developing new technologies for the processing of fish and fish products,
(5) in the use of fish as simple model vertebrate systems.
INTRODUCTION

1. The Agriculture Committee sought comments on a number of aspects of fish farming from
mterested organisations. The AFRC memorandum deals with research and development provisions and
requirements.
AFRC ROLE IN FISH BIOLOGY
2. The Agricultural and Food Research Council (AFRC), with a planned expenditure for 1989/90 of
about f 140M, is the largest sponsor of non-medical biological sciences among the Research Councils and
has extensive resources and expertise available in institutes and universities in basic animal biology and
the environment, particularly in relation to farmed species and their diseases. New developments in
biology, particularly in genetics, immunology and whole animal physiology, together with perceived
industty needs and pressure from the scientific community, have led AFRC to strengthen expertise in fish
biology on its research Committees and to consider the research opportunities available.
3. There are two areas where the AFRC has a role to play. Firstly in research which is clearly linked to
the needs of fish farming. Secondly in basic research using fish as a model biological system.
RESEARCH UNDERPINNING FISH FARMING

4. In the same way that AFRC research is underpinning agricultural needs, there is considerable scope
for the Council’s research to help fish farming. There are many biological problems related to
aquaculture which can be answered by application of the technology and expertise developed for higher
vertebrates.
5. Examples of where the research support for the industry would benefit from the type of expertise
available within AFRC institutes and university groups include:
(1) The evaluation, understanding and control of disease of farmed fish. AFRC has the UK’s
leading Institute for Animal Health and has recently taken a decision substantially to upgrade its
facilities at a cost of £14M. This institute has the capacity to study diseases of both wild and
farmed species. The Council additionally has on its research committee. Professor R J Roberts
of the Institute of Aquaculture, University of Stirling, an internationally recognised expert in
fish disease.
(2) Developing robust fish breeds ideal for culture in UK waters. Modern techniques of animal
breeding and the production of clonal material should generate superior fish breeds and ensure
the production of disease—free fish.
(3) The AFRC Institute of Engineering Research is concerned with the engineering design of
materials for fish farms and fish feeding. It is likely that these aspects of the Institute’s work will
expand, and will have relevance not only to temperate fish farms, but to fish farming in the
developing world.
(4) The AFRC Institute of Food Research is concerned with novel methods of food processing and
in ensuring that consumer and public interests in food issues, including fish are adequately
addressed.
BASIC RESEARCH USING FISH AS A MODEL BIOLOGICAL SYSTEM

6. There are a number of basic biological areas where fundamental studies using fish as a simple model
vertebrate may yield important new knowledge, not just for fish but also of relevance to other
vertebrates. Fish exhibit some particular biological characteristics which make them a rewarding area of
study.
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7. There are several examples, including:
(1) Fish immunology. Fish have a relatively primitive immune system which offers unique
opportunities for addressing questions concerned with the development and function of the
immune system of vertebrates.
(2) Reproductive mechanisms. In most fish fertilisation is external with both sperm and eggs being
released into the water. This allows researchers to study the fundamental mechanisms involved
in the fertilisation process. The results obtained enable progress to be made in, for example,
transgenic biology.
(3) Genetics. Fish offer a unique opportunity for the study of gene function in a vertebrate. For
example adult fish change sex when hormone levels are manipulated. Sperms and eggs can be
obtained from one individual and can be used to produce offspring genetically identical to their
parent. Furthermore by exposing fertilised eggs to a short burst of either high pressure or high
temperature animals with three sets of the basic genetic material can be produced. These
individuals although often viable are infertile.
CONCLUSIONS

8. The AFRC’s objective is to support high quality biological, and related research which helps
underpin biologically based industries. Support for fish biology falls clearly within this aim,
complementing the existing animal and plant science programmes.
9. Up to now AFRC has supported little work on fish—largely because of the absence of good quality
research proposals. The Council is now being pressed by scientists and by the aquaculture industry to
expand its programme, and is responding, although the extent of the work undertaken will depend on the
funds available.
10. The AFRC programme is basic and strategic, largely avoiding overlap with—and indeed providing
underpinning for the MAFF/DAFS research programmes. NERC’s prime interest is in wild fish, in their
natural environment; the AFRC strategic research would be linked to fish cultivation. AFRC and SERC
have some similar interest in basic fish biology, but—as with other areas—discussion between the two
Councils avoids duplication.
11 October 1989
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APPENDIX 11
Memorandum submitted by Marine Harvest
SUMMARY
Marine Harvest, a wholly owned subsidiary of Unilever, is the largest salmon farming company in
Scotland. The Company produced the first commercially farmed salmon in Scotland for sale in 1972.
Since then the Company has been at the forefront of the industry, both in development of farming
methods and in marketing. The Company has played a full part in the creation of the industry bodies, the
Scottish Salmon Growers’ Association, Scottish Salmon Board and Scottish Quality Salmon.
In 1990 Marine Harvest will produce 85,000 tonnes of salmon in Scotland with a total sales value of
around £34 million of which exports will account for over £20 million. In farming, processing and
marketing we employ some 650 people of whom 575 live and work on the West Coast of Scotland.
Marine Harvest has a good record on the environment. As a result we are generally welcome in the
areas where we operate not only as a valuable source of employment but also as a company which
considers ‘lie interests of local communities, of tourism and of wildlife. However, we remain conscious of
the growing importance of environmental issues.
Today the whole salmon farming industry throughout the world is in acute difficulties arising from the
sharp fall in market price (25 per cent since early 1988) which has been caused by a surge in production in
Norway in 1988 and 1989. Problems will continue in 1990 and 1991, as supply will continue to run ahead
of demand.
Marine Harvest has a long term commitment to the successful development of the Scottish salmon
farming industry which it is pursuing by investment in research and development and by a strong
international marketing progranune.
The most important points which we feel merit the consideration of the Committee are:
(1) The prompt establishment of a Reference Price for salmon within the EC as exists for ail other
fishery products.
(2) A simplified procedure for farm site development.
(3) Continued Government support for research and for the marketing efforts of this young industry
which is of increasing importance to the Highlands and Islands of Scotland.
1. MARINE HARVEST

In the early 1960’s Unilever identified high value fish as a market which would grow strongly over the
next 2-3 decades. Accordingly, Marine Harvest (MH) was formed by Unilever in 1964 to pursue
opportunities in aquaculture. AJfter an extensive research programme which covered a number of species
the decision was taken in 1968 to concentrate on farming Atlantic salmon in Scotland. The first salmon
were available for the market in 1972, which was the same year as the first Norwegian production.
The farming process then established has formed the basis not only of MH’s business but to some
extent that of the whole Scottish industry. Marine Harvest has been a training ground for many of the
senior managers in the industry.
The development of the process to full commercial op’eration took longer than anticipated and research
and development investment continued at a high level throughout the 70’s. The Company began to grow
substantially during the 80’s holding a 25-30 per cent share of the Scottish industry output.
In 1990 turnover will be in the region of £34 million. The development of output has been as follows:
(Tonnes)
1980
200

1982
770

1984
1,100

1986
2,800

1988
4,900

1989
7,215

1990
85,000

Of the total investment by MH in fixed capital in Scotland some 3.5 per cent has been received via
grant aid mainly through the HIDE.
MH currently operates 4 hatcheries, 5 fresh water sites and 21 seawater sites ranging from Loch Ewe in
Wester Ross in the north to Lamlash Bay on Arran in the south, including sites on the Isle of Skye and on
Mull (site map—Appendbi 1). A typical freshwater site employs around 5 personnel while the larger
seafarms employ about 18 people. The management of the farms as well as the departments responsible
for health and development and for engineering are located in the Fort William area. The total number
employed on the farms and in these departments at Fort William is 383.
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The seawater farms supply product daily to our two processing units at Lochailort and Fort William
which have a total capacity of about 12,000 tonnes pa. Staff at these 2 units number about 215. The
sales/marketing and administrative departments are located in Edinburgh where 55 people are employed.
With employment on the West Coast of Scotland approaching 600 people, MH is one of the largest
employers in this predominantly rural and isolated region. We calculate that in 1989 our input to the local
economy in terms of wages and salaries, goods, services and equipment purchased will be around £24.5
million.
In comparing the output from our 30 operating sites with industry statistics, it appears that MH achieve
well above average efficiency in the use of sites. Comparative figures for 1988 are as follows;

MH % of salmon farm sites in Scotland
MH % of tonnes of salmon produced

Freshwater

Seawater

5%

8%

25%

27%

In 1986 MH started a subsidiary operation, also to farm Atlantic salmon, in Chile, in conjunction with
the local Unilever company. Lever Chile, in order to take advantage of counter cychcal production in the
Southern Hemisphere. Production in Chile in 1990 will be around 4,000 tonnes.
The Chilean farms, together with our tropical prawn farms in Malaysia and the Ivory Coast, are
all managed from the headquarters of the Scottish operation, in Edinburgh.
2.

THE MARKET FOR SALMON

The world salmon market is large and growing, having expanded from about 590,000 tonnes in 1984 to
over 800,000 tonnes in 1990. Within these totals, wild salmon (95 per cent of which is caught in the
Pacific) accounted for 94 per cent in 1984 and will account for 63 per cent in 1990’. The major factor in
the expansion of the market has been the growth of the farmed salmon industry. Within the farmed sector
Atlantic salmon is by far the most important species. Three factors account for its success;
— Atlantic salmon has a delicate and distinct flavour in comparison with the Pacific species.
— Compared with wild salmon, farmed salmon is relatively consistent in quality.

.

— Farmed salmon is available fresh 52 weeks of the year.
Details of world salmon production and consumption and farmed salmon production are provided in
Appendices 3, 4 and 5.
3.

THE CURRENT MARKET SITUATION

Today, the whole salmon farming industry throughout the world is in acute difficulties. The reason is
the very sharp fall in market price (25 per cent since early 1988) arising from a surge in production from
Norway in 1988 and 1989. This has distorted the market causing supply to run well ahead of demand. As a
result many producers, including in Norway, are having to sell at prices which are below cost. Due to the
long life cycle of the fish the future prospect for prices remains poor for 1990 and 1991, as the corrective
mechanism of the market will be slow to take effect. However, action by the European Commission to
control the level of imports from outside EC into the very important European market could bring some
measure of stability. The Scottish and Irish industries are both pressing for such action, in particular the
setting of a Reference Price.
4. MARINE HARVEST STRATEGY

In pursuit of the continuing market opportunities for Scottish salmon and spurred on by a strongly
competitive marketplace, MH is following an aggressive strategy in both the farming and marketing of
salmon. The mam thrust of the MH strategy, over the past 5 years and for the next few years, is to achieve
a continuous high level of production of Atlantic salmon which will support a strong international
marketing programme.
Fanning
We continue to invest heavily in the future through research and development programmes on
improved nutrition, on fish health and on mechanisation of the farming process to ensure the highest
* In Scotland the wild salmon catch in river and coastal waters accounts for only 4 per cent of production, fanned salmon for 06
per cent.
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standards of fish husbandry. Also, we have been working for several years on a programme of selective
breeding of salmon which has no parallel elsewhere. As a result of this investment we are confident that
some important savings in the cost of production can be made in the future.
Marketing
The best opportunities for increasing sales of Scottish salmon are abroad. Over the past 18 months we
have established, in addition to our central sales office in Edinburgh, sales offices in the USA, Japan and
France. Although the employment of sales managers resident in these countries is expensive, the benefits
to be derived from permanent representation in the market are increasingly apparent.
Product development plays a key role in the design of products to suit both the needs of the consumer
and the requirements of the trade. Increasingly, we are selling salmon not as whole fish but in a variety of
cuts and presentations. Some of our newly developed products may be seen for example in Marks &
Spencer.
We also believe that greater effectiveness in marketing can be achieved by creating and building a
consumer brand for our product. W'e have a test market running in the USA for our Lochinvar brand of
fresh salmon, another for Lochinvar in the UK, and we are testing a brand of smoked salmon in France
and in Japan.
Apart from our own promotion of the MH product, we continue to be a strong supporter of the
programmes of the Scottish Salmon Board which is funded by a voluntary levy. We view its continued
development as being important to the long term well being of the industry.
As a result of our marketing efforts we are already in 1989 exporting 45 per cent of total production.
Over the next two years we confidently expect that this proportion will rise to two-thirds of production.
In particular, we anticipate a strong rise in sales to the US and to Japan.
5. MARINE HARVEST AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Marine Harvest believes that it has a good record in terms of impact on the environment. As a result
we are generally welcome in the areas where we operate not only as a valuable source of employment but
also as a company which considers the interests of local communities, of tourism and of wildlife.
However, we remain conscious of the growing importance of environmental issues. Our policy is as
follows:
— We continue to make every effort to improve the appearance of our sites by designing facilities
to blend with the countryside, by landscaping, by tree planting and by painting our pens in quiet
grey colours. We employ a leading firm of consultants to assist us in this.
— We are aware of the interactions between our operations and wildlife. We have been leaders in
the development of systems to protect our stock from predator attack while at the same time
affording reasonable protection to the predators, in particular, seals. In this context, it is worth
mentioning that those who work on the farms, generally in remote places, are by nature
countrymen and are the sort of people for whom protection of the environment and wildlife are
important.
— In our relations with local communities we look for opportunities to play a part in community
affairs beyond our significance as an employer. We endeavour to ensure that local communities
are kept well informed of company activities and it is our experience that providing such
information most often ensures local support.
— Farming by its very nature is reliant on an unpolluted environment and we continue to monitor
the state of the environment around our farms. We were the first company to develop a
rotational farming system to minimise the environmental impact of our seawater operations.
Our health team are at the forefront of developing safer, more effective treatments for fish
which have been subjected to infection or infestation from outside our farms.
6. THE FUTURE

Marine Harvest has a long term commitment to the successful development of the Scottish salmon
farming industry. Naturally we are as much concerned as anyone about the present serious state of the
industry. We hope that the foregoing makes clear how we plan to progress by continuing our
development of more cost effective farming methods and by strong emphasis on marketing. At the same
time we are determined to maintain our good record on the environment.
In conclusion, we would like to draw to the attention of the Committee four points which we feel merit
their consideration;
(1) In order to avoid the severe distortions in the market brought about by significant fluctuations in
supply from outside the Community, we would like to see the immediate introduction of a
Reference Price system for Atlantic salmon. This measure of security is afforded to all other
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fishery products in the EC and there is no apparent logic in making an exception of salmon. It is
not clear in what circumstances a Reference Price for salmon was overlooked in 1981. We have
no doubt that had the present situation been foreseen in which there is great pressure on Scottish
and Irish producers within the EC from imports from outside the EC, a Reference Price would
have been set. We hope that if a Reference Price is not already in place when the Committee
report, that they will press strongly for one to be established as soon as possible.
(2) We believe that it is important for the development of the industry that there should be a
simplified approach to site development. At the present time there are a number of authorities
who, rightly, have to be satisfied if a site development is to go ahead, in particular the Crown
Estate Commissioners, the River Purification Boards and the Regional & District Planning
Authorities. We believe it is desirable that some common standards for the salmon farming
industry should be established in several areas of the operation. These standards would then be
followed by the relevant authorities when making their decisions.
(3) We recognise the assistance that the industry has received from Government funded
laboratories. However, salmon farming is a relatively young industry and we hope that full
support for the efforts of salmon farmers to develop the optimum healthy conditions for growing
the fish, will continue to be received from Government.
(4) We appreciate the support of the HIDE for the industry in general and for the marketing
activities of the Scottish Salmon Board in particular and also the contribution to salmon exports
made by Food for Britain. We believe that in the USA and Japan especially, the commercial
departments of the British Embassies can play a greater role in promoting Scottish salmon. We
intend to make better use of them in the future and will be looking to their support.
October 1989
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Appendix 2
Marine Harvest Personnel — 1989
No of Locations

No of Employees

West Coast
Hatcheries
Freshwater

4)
5)

53

Seawater

21

284

Health & Development

19

Engineering

27

Process Plants (Fort William and Lochailort)

215

Edinburgh
Head Office

55

Overseas Sales

5
658
Appendix 3
Trends in World Salmon Supply

‘000 Tonnes
Wild Total (i)

Farmed
Pacific

Farmed
Atlantic

Farmed
Total

Salmon
Total

Farmed as
% of Total

1984

557

6

27

33

590

6

1987

500

10

78

88

588

15

1990 Est

520

50

250

300

820

37

Note: (i) includes 10,000 T pa Atlantic wild catch, but excludes USSR tonnage.
Appendix 4
Consumption by Market
‘000 Tonnes wfe
1989 Est
Japan
USA
France
UK
Germany
Others
Canned

350
130
65
30
20
65
105

Total

765
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Appendix 5

World Farmed Salmon Production — Actual and Forecast
‘000 Tonnes
1984

1987

1988

1989

1990

Norway
Scotland
Ireland
Canada
Japan
Chile
Others

23
4

80
18
5

1
1

1
1

17
3
3

150
28
7
19
18

180
40

3

48
13
3
3
15

Total

33

84

137

1

11
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6

26
18
13
13

234

300

6
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APPENDIX 12
Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Secretary, Association of Scottish District Salmon
Fishery Boards
The Association of Scottish District Salmon Fishery Boards is an organisation broadly representative
of all salmon interests in Scotland. The majority of Scottish District Salmon Fishery Boards are members
of the Association.
The Association’s main concern is the proliferation of fish farms in Scotland. This concern was
highlighted in a letter from the Chairman of the Atlantic Salmon Trust, Sir David Nickson, to Lord
Sanderson on 4 January 1989 (see Appendix 4, Annex A).
In agreeing wholeheartedly with Sir David Nickson’s letter, the Association wish to endorse its
contents and to express its own concern at the lack of effective control over the establishment of fish
farms, and also to stress the need for improved consultation procedures for new fish farm development.
On the question of planning controls, the Association had previously sought clarification from the
Scottish Development Department and a copy of their reply is attached (see Annex below). It will be
seen that the procedures currently obtaining in Scotland are less than satisfactory.
The Association is well aware of the economic benefits to Scotland of a healthy fish farming industry
and we do not suggest its unnecessary curtailment. However, Salmon Fishery Boards have a duty under
the Salmon Act 1986 to protect wild salmon stocks which are now considered to be under threat.
It is the Association’s view that planning permission must be an essential requirement for the
establishment of fish farms, and that District Salmon Fishery Boards should be consulted in the early
planning stages about the design and siting of fish farms in their respective areas. The Association
considers that the growth of fish farming should be planned and regulated to protect wild salmon stocks.
26 October 1989
Annex
Letter to the Association of Scottish District Salmon Fishery Boards from the
Scottish Development Department
PLANNING REQUIREMENTS FOR FISH FARMING CAGES IN FRESH WATER
Thank you for your letter of 13 October concerning controls over the establishment of cages for smolt
rearing on Scottish freshwater lochs. I apologise for the delay in giving you a reply.
In the Department’s view, the establishment of cases for fish farming in freshwater lochs will normally
require planning permission both as a change of use and as involving the carrying out of building or
engineering operations for which no deemed consent is available. Because the relevant legislation
predates the development of fish farming, however, it does not deal specifically with it and we accept that
it is open to alternative interpretations and that the views of some planning authorities differ from our
own. As you will appreciate, it is for the planning authorities in the first instance to determine whether or
not proposals for fish farm developments require express planning permission and it is for the courts
rather than the Secretary of State to give an authoritative interpretation of the relevant provisions.
We recognise that this is an unsatisfactory situation and we hope at a convenient opportunity to amend
the legislation to put the position beyond doubt.
13 December 1988
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APPENDIX 13
Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Director, The Ramblers’ Association
We should be most grateful if the Agriculture Committee could consider the following short
submission during their deliberations on the question of fish farming. I apologise for the fact that this
submission is being made a few days after your deadline of 12 October.
The Ramblers’ Association, which has 73,000 members living in all parts of Britain, and which has as
one of its objectives the protection of the natural beauty of the countryside, believes that all forms of fish
farming, whether marine or inland, should be subject to planning control.
In this, we share the view of the Nature Conservancy Council, who believe that all proposals regarding
fish farming in national parks and in sites of special scientific interest should require planning permission.
But we go farther, and suggest that all types of fish farming in all parts of Britain should come within the
ambit of the planning system.
We advance the following four arguments in support of our case:
(1) It is now generally acknowledged that all types of fish farming can have a significant effect upon
the environment, including on wildlife, the landscape and on the environmental health of rivers,
lakes and the sea. This has been well documented and the committee will no doubt have been
given already a good deal of evidence on the nature and extent of the environmental impacts of
fish farming. Planning control is the principal device which exists in this country for safeguarding
the environment. It is therefore entirely proper and logical for fish farming to be brought under
planning control. Any refusal of permission by a plarming authority for a fish farm development
will of course be subject to appeal to the relevant secretary of state.
(2) Planning authorities are independent bodies with no direct financial interest in whether or not
fish farming is allowed to go ahead in any particular location. By contrast, the Crown Estate
Commission does have such an interest as the owner of the sea bed and as the grantor of leases
for marine fish farming developments. It must surely be more satisfactory for decisions on
developments which affect the environment to be taken by bodies which have no financial
interest in the outcome.
(3) Our proposal would eliminate inconsistency as between different parts of the country (because
we propose the same system of control for the whole country) and between different types of fish
farming. At present, marine fish farming lies entirely outside the ambit of planning control; but
some types of inland fish farming have been treated as developments requiring planning
permission. For example, planning consent for the mooring of twenty fish-rearing cages on
Haweswater was refused by the Lake District National Park Authority in September 1988.
Haweswater was deemed not to be agricultural land; therefore planning consent was required
for the cages.
(4) The plarming process incorporates a number of measures which generally ensure that members
of the public may be fully informed about development proposals and may make representations
and objections to them. The process also allows, in some circumstances, for development
proposals to be made the subject of public inquiries held before independent inspectors. At such
inquiries any concerned individual or organisation may present their objections (or statements of
support) and may cross-examine witnesses for the applicant. These measures are essential
components cf an open, democratic society. That they are much cherished by society at large has
been underlined by outcries against any threat of relaxing planning controls in the green belt and
against proposals by the previous secretary of state for the environment to exempt certain
farm-related developments from planning control altogether. It is significant that, in response to
this public concern the government have now withdrawn these latter proposals. There is
therefore a strong case for extending the planning process to cover those kinds of development
which can have significant impact on the environment but which do not at present require
planning permission. In the front line for such treatment in our opinion is fish farming. We urge
the committee to recommend accordingly,
27 October 1989
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APPENDIX 14
Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Administrative Officer, Scottish Fishermen’s Federation
MARINE FISH FARMING IN SCOTTISH WATERS
Almost two years ago, this Federation, the Federation of Highlands and Islands Fishermen and several
individual Fishermen’s Associations came together to form the Scottish Fishing Industry Committee on
Fish Farming. The participating organisations are listed in the attached annex, and as can readily be
observed the Committee’s Membership represents almost every active Fisherman in Scotland. The
objectives of the Committee are to voice the concerns of our Fishermen, vis a vis Fish Farming, as
undoubtably Fishermen, as traditional users of the sea environment have been adversely affected by the
development of Fish Farming around Scottish Waters. The Chairman of the Committee is Mr Patrick
Stewart, Secretary of the Clyde Fishermen’s Association, and I act as Secretary to the Committee.
The Committee has been very active and since the inception of the same, has met with, amongst
others, the Crown Estate, the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland, the Highlands and
Islands Development Board, the Northern Lighthouse Board and the Scottish Salmon Growers
Association.
Whilst my Committee would in no way wish to be seen as acting to prevent the development of Fish
Farming around Scottish Waters, it is fair to state that the Committee has been utterly dissatisfied with
the manner in which the traditional interests of our Fishermen have been ignored or at the best
overlooked by those various authorities and organisations with a locus in such matters.
In consequence of the foregoing, I would particularly bring the following items to the attention of your
Committee;
(i) The Committee firmly believes that the current consultation and decision making process for
granting Fish Farming leases is grossly inadequate, with the result that decisions on leases are
taken in a manner which is both utterly incomprehensible and totally inconsistent to such a
degree that my Committee feels that the whole process displays a complete lack of
understanding of the operational requirements and concerns of Fishermen.
(ii) In the above context, my Committee feels that there is, for example, no real cogent integrated
policy for the siting of Fish Farm Cages. There is therefore an urgent requirement for a cogent
policy to be set in place which plays close attention to the individual spread and cumulative
concentration of Fish Farms so as to ensure the minimum amount of disruption to historical
fishing grounds and well known fishing tows.
(iii) The Committee also has a considerable amount of worries with regard to other related issues,
such as the proper Policing and Inspection of Cages and Fish Farm sites, the lighting, buoying
and marking of the same, as well as disease and pollution worries.
The above items give only what 15 the briefest of a feel as to what concerns Fishermen have regarding
the activities of Fish Farmers. I would be grateful if your Committee would take note of these and would
further impress upon you that my Committee Chairman, Mr Patrick Stewart, is willing to elaborate,
orally, upon the contents of this letter.
18 December 1989
Annex
ORGANISATIONS REPRESENTED BY THE SCOTTISH FISHING INDUSTRY COMMITTEE
ON FISH FARMING
Scottish Fishermen’s Federation
Federation of Highlands and Islands Fishermen
Clyde Fishermen’s Association
Highlands and Islands Fishermen’s Association
Loch Linnhe Fishermen’s Association
Mallaig and North West Fishermen’s Association
Mull Fishermen’s Association
Orkney Fishermen’s Association
Salmon Netsmen’s Association
Scottish Pelagic Fishermen’s Association
Scottish White Fish Producers’ Association
Ullapool Boat Owners Association
Western Isles Fishermen’s Association
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Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Clyde Fishermen’s Association
1 refer to your letter of 26 February addressed to Mr Michael Sutherland of the Scottish Fishermen s
Federation. It has been agreed, in view of the date of 21 March mentioned in your said letter, that I
should reply direct to you. I trust that you have no objection. I am the Chairman of the Scottish Fishing
Industry Committee on Fish Farming.
Having regard to the terms of your letter, the major concern of the Scottish Fishing Industry is not that
it is dissatisfied with the recommendation the Government Departments are making to the Crown Estate
but that the Crown Estate does not pay sufficient attention to the objections raised by fishermen to a
Marine Lease. Having said that, the Scottish Fishing Industry might well be concerned by the
recommendations Government Departments are making to the Crown Estate but, unfortunately, they
have no knowledge of what those recommendations are.
In considering the whole matter of the granting of Marine Leases we are faced with the provisions of
Section 1 (3) of the Crown Estate Act 1961. When the Crown Estate, first, granted Leases, it appeared
that they had regard to that sub-section and to little else. No consultations were conducted with the
fishing industry or indeed with any oth : interested body or individual. Political and public pressure soon
made the Crown Estate appreciate that, although there was a perfect and unchallengable right to grant
seabed leases, the exercise of the rights so granted resulted in a conflict with the rights of others. The
principal right affected is the public right of sea fishing.
As your Committee will be well aware, the consultation procedure has now evolved to a position where
the Crown Estate will consult with statutory bodies as well as advertising an application to enable
members of the public to raise comments and objections. The Scottish Fishermen’s Federation and other
Fishermen’s Associations are not statutory bodies. The Department of Agriculture & Fisheries for
Scotland therefore receives the applications and transmits them to the Fishermen’s Association it thinks
most likely to be affected by the application.
The Crown Estate gives a period of 28 days for a response to an application. It must be said that the
Crown Estate is not hard and fast about the 28 days and will nov/ allow a further period for the receipt of
objections. It is not clear, however, how much longer than 28 days is allowed but I have no experience of
the Crown Estate not waiting for objections where they have been advised that objections are likely to be
made.
Because of the possibility of delay it has now become the practice for a copy of objections to be sent
direct to the Crown Estate as well as to the Department. The Department tell ns that they collate
objections, which are received, not only from the Fishermen’s Associations, but also through
consultations carried out directly by their own Fishery Officers. We have not been advised, in what form,
the objections are finally transmitted to the Crown Estate. The decision of the Crown Estate is then
transmitted to the Department which then forwards a copy to the Scottish Fishermen’s Federation for
onwards transmission to the appropriate Association.
The problem that the fishing industry has in accepting the present consultation procedure is that there
appear to be two major conflicts of interest in dealing with applications. First, the Department of
Agriculture & Fisheries for Scotland has a role in the promotion of fish farming. It is the same section of
that Department which collates and transmits objections to the Crown Estate which deals with the
promotion of fish farming.
Secondly, the Crown Estate itself, having regard to the*above sub-section, must, in my view, exercise
an overall presumption in favour of the granting of Marine Leases notwithstanding the terms of the
guidelines issued by them.
My Committee held a meeting with the Crown Estate on Monday last in order to discuss its concerns.
A survey carried out in relation to the coastline of Argyll & Ayrshire showed that, since May 1988, no
application for a Marine Fish Farm had been rejected or approved, subject to a restriction, where fishing
was quoted as the sole reason for that decision. I wished to know, in view of the oft stated position of the
Crown Estate that they paid more attention to fishing interests than to other interests, why this was so.
No clear answer was received. It was repeated that fishing objections were treated more seriously because
it was understood that the livelihoods of commercial fishermen depended on their being able to operate
with as few restrictions as possible.
The Crown Estate were also questioned on why applications were approved where very serious
objections were made by the fishing industry. It was often the case, too, that where an application was
made for more than one site that there could be a rejection of the application in respect of all but one of
the sites. It seemed indefencible that one site could be approved where the grounds of objection in
respect of that site had been accepted in respect of the other sites.
The Crown Estate responded by saying that they had to weigh up the advantages and disadvantages of
granting a lease- In the case of a multiple application they considered that by granting a licence in respect
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of one site the effect on the fishing industry, in that area, was minimised. We have explained to them on a
number of previous occasions that the greatest fishing effort on the West Coast of Scotland is by some
form of trawling which requires uninterrupted lanes, on the seabed, in which to operate. The granting of
one licence renders that particular lane useless. We have explained to the Crown Estate on many
occasions that the siting of a fish farm disrupts fishing effort over a much wider area than the actual site of
the farm. We have encouraged the Crown Estate, where such objections have been made, to seek further
information from us if they are minded to grant a lease to see whether a re-positioning could minimise the
difficulties which will be experienced. This offer has never, to my knowledge, been taken up.
We have asked, in particularly contentious cases, that the application be referred to the Consultative
Committee which was formed by the Secretary of State for Scotland. No application has been so referred.
It became clear from our discussions that the Crown Estate were more likely to grant a Marine Lease in
the case where they considered that the applicant would make a success of the venture such as in the case
of an application by a company with good capital backing. That factor was likely to outweigh any
objections, no matter how serious, received from the fisliing industry.
It was put to us that we were looking at the matter solely from the point of view of the fishing industry.
It had to be made clear to the Crown Estate, once again, that the Scottish Fishing Industry has no
objection per se to the fish farming industry. Indeed, we see it as complementary to the harvesting of the
seas. We believe, in the light of our experience, that the granting of Marine Leases is done in such a way
as to interfere unnecessarily, with commercial fishing interests. For example, in preparing their
guidelines, the Crown Estate did not consult with the fishing industry to see if there were areas of sea
which were more suitable for the granting of Marine Leases than for commercial fishing. They have
established presumptions in favour of the granting of Leases in open sea areas where conflict will
inevitably arise if leases are. so granted.
It is a matter of great regret to my Committee that fishermen have so far lost confidence in the
consultation procedure that they will not respond to applications being made for Marine Leases, on the
basis that it is not worth their while making an objection.
It has been put to us that local Planning Authorities should take over the responsibility of the Crown
Estate in the matter of the giving of permission for Marine Leases. In spite of what has been said above, it
is not the view of my Committee that this course of action should be adopted. In spite of the conflict of
interest which the Crown Estate has and in spite of the grave concern which exists about the way previous
applications have been handled my Committee would have more confidence in a single policy being
applied to the territorial sea around Scotland in the matter of granting Marine Leases than to a
considerable number of different policies which would certainly arise if local Planning Authorities were
to take on the role of giving permission.
I trust that the foregoing is of some value to your Committee. I would be pleased, should you so
require, to expand on any of the above points as this letter must necessarily give only the broadest
opinions on the procedures, as they exist, at present.
16 March 1990
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APPENDIX 15
Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Nature Conservancy Council
Correspondence concerning membership of the Advisory Committee to the CEC on fish farming;
(1) Announcement of Committee 19.12.88 in a Parliamentary response by SoS Scotland to a
question from Sir Hector Munro.
(2) Chairman (Hon. Lord Grieve) and Vice-chairman (Prof. G Dunnet) announced 30.5.89.
(3) Invitation to participate from CEC to Director Scotland of NCC 30.10.89.
(4) Acceptance by Director Scotland following confirmation by CEC that Advisory Committee to
look at cases in Orkney and Western Isles, but excluding Shetland 10.11.89. (NB. no Very
Sensitive Areas identified by CEC in WI or Orkney, this is important in deciding those cases to
be heard by Committee, NCC has argued that all MCA should also be VS A).
Remit of Committee;
(1) To consider those cases where an objection firom one or more statutory bodies cannot otherwise
be resolved.
(2) The application is for an area of more than 3000 sq.m, cage area, unless area regarded as very
sensitive.
(3) No shellfish leases to be considered, unless area regarded as very sensitive.
(4) The very sensitive areas to be defined by CEC.
NCCs position;
(1) All Marine Consultation Areas to be included in VSA.
(2) VSA should be defined by maps.
LEASES WHICH HAVE BEEN GRANTED BY THE CEC WITHOUT FURTHER DISCUSSION
OF THE OBJECTIONS RAISED BY NCC SINCE THE MINISTERIAL ANNOUNCEMENT ON
THE FORMATION OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON THE 19 DECEMBER 1989
The NCC does not maintain that aU these cases should necessarily have gone to the Advisory
Committee as not all the objections may have been sustained in the light of the modifications made to
those leases applied for. However, they were all, in the NCC’s view a candidate for consideration by the
Committee on the basis of the application information supplied to the NCC and the NCC was not
consulted on the subsequent modifications.
CEC ref: XX100-677A, (NCC ref: 88-0207)—South east of South Sutor, Cromarty. NCC reason for
objection was that this proposal threatened disturbance to an SSSI. Cormorant and shag colonies roost on
nearby cliffs and would be disturbed by human activities. Two salmon cages of approx 32m diameter were
consented to by CEC. The reasons given for the consent decision by the CEC are that small scale salmon
fanning in this area is unlikely to affect other interests. The position of the proposed development was
modified in the interests of landscape and nature conservation but without further consultation with the
NCC.
CEC ref: XX100-693A, (NNC ref: 89-004)—Sian Bay, Loch Eriboll. This is within Marine
Consultation Area MCA18. NCC reasons for objection were that this loch supported the largest
mainland breeding colony of grey seals which had haul outs all over the loch. The area is also a refuge for
great northern divers, eiders and grebes. NCC requested that an environmental assessment should be
carried out if CEC were of a mind to grant this lease. 20 salmon cages (15m square, total cage area 4,500
square metres) were granted for this area. The reasons given for the consent decision by the CEC are that
it is an appropriate site in relation to nearby freshwater unit and shore base and a generally acceptable
site unlikely to have a significant effect on other interests.
CEC ref. XX100-72IA, (NCC ref: 89-0031)—EUean Scarista, East Loch Roag. This is within the Loch
Roag Marine Consultation Area MCA6. NCC reason for objection was that the depth of this site was
only 6m and would therefore have adverse effects on the marine life. 10 cages (15m square, total cage
area 2,250 square metres) were granted. The main reason for this consent decision by the CEC was that a
change of use from shellfish to salmon farming was necessary to enable a rotational management system
to be operated with existing sites.
CEC ref: XX100-723A, (NCC ref: 89-0033)—Loch Kishorn, Within the Loch Carron Marine
Consultation Area MCA5 and Loch Carron VSA. NCC reasons for objection were potential conflict with
the locally important eider population and disturbance to common and grey seals. Six shellfish rafts were
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granted. The main reasons for the consent decision by the CEC was strong local support for the new
development—to safeguard anchorage, sailing and fishing interests the original proposed sites were
modified, but no further consultation was held with the NCC.
CEC ref: XX100-727A, (NCC ref: 89-0037)—Loch Fyne. The scale and novelty of this development
(equivalent to a cage area of 6,000 square metres) was such that the NCC considered that it should have
been the subject of an environmental assessment before further consideration. CEC granted a lease for 4
salmon cages (16m diameter) and one feed barge which was completely different from the originally
proposed development. The main reason for the consent decision given by the CEC was that the site
generally acceptable for salmon farming with a reduced scale and type of equipment.
CEC ref: XX100-737A, (NCC ref: 89-0047)—Lunga Island Luing. This is within the Firth of Lorn
Marine Consultation Area MCA4. Application for cage area of 8400 square metres. NCC reasons for
objection were the exceptionally diverse biological communities and habitats. 12 salmon cages (12m
square, 1,728 square metres) were granted. The lease area granted was reduced from the original
application by 90 per cent to safeguard navigation, fishing, landscape, nature and recreation interests.
We originally requested that this case should go to the Advisory Committee if CEC were of a mind to
grant a lease. Further discussion of the decision taken by CEC have been requested but not so far
granted.
A correction is required to Mr Goodier’s statement on 24 January to the Committee revising the
number of the above mentioned cases fi'om seven to six.
A further three cases in which NCC has objected are under consideration, but on these the CEC have
not yet indicated their intent.
Further to Mr Goodier’s response to Mr Martlew on the evidence for damage to the environment in
those cases where the CEC have chosen to disregard NCC’s advice, it is true that NCC has not so far had
the resources to enable it to monitor environmental changes post development and prove consequent
damage. However, there has been sufficient research, cited in the NCC’s publication of January 1989, to
justify a precautionary approach in localities with sensitive environments which the NCC has sought to
protect against adverse change.
January 1990
RESPONSE TO THE EVIDENCE GIVEN BY THE CROWN ESTATE COMMISSIONERS
We wish to draw attention to certain inconsistencies and inaccuracies in the statements made by the
Crown Estate Commission in oral evidence to the Committee on matters relating to the Nature
Conservancy Council.
Lord Mansfield’s statement in paragraph 312 implies that the formal remit and working method of the
Advisory Committee which will deal with cases when there are objections has been transmitted to
members of that Committee and that it has been agreed that only objections registered at Director level
will be considered by the Committee. However, according to Lord Mansfield’s own statement the
Committee has not yet been convened to consider its mode of operation and this was admitted by Dr
McGovern in para 315 where he said “at that particular stage the Advisory Committee was not really
operational". Furthermore no formal written communication has ever been passed to the NCC to the
effect that objections must be at Director level to activate the Committee, although some preliminary
indications have been given to the effect that such objections will be presumed to have the Director’s
support. The impression given by Dr McGovern in paragraph 315 by attributing the statement that “I
have no authority to negotiate” for the NCC is not correct. Under the statutory consultative procedures
associated with the Environmental Assessment (Salmon Farming in Marine Waters) Regulations 1988,
we anticipated that the CEC would return to us to discuss difficult cases, if necessary at Director level,
before formal reference to the Committee. It is clear that the NCC is not in a position to determine
whether a case is a candidate for such reference until the CEC inform the Council that they are proposing
to issue a lease contrary to our advice. To date the NCC has received only very limited clarification of
the CEC position in such cases in response to NCC written objections and, where this has occurred the
CEC response has generally taken the form of a telephone message just prior to determination of the case
by the Commission. Our records indicate that we have received only two written responses from the CEC
in relation to the 13 cases where we have objected to a fish farm development since the Ministerial
announcement of the revised procedures and the proposed Advisory Committee in December 1988.
The letter referred to by Dr McGovern in para 314 was signed by a Senior Scientific Officer after
approval by a Principal Scientific Officer in charge of the Operational Development Group at the NCC
Scotland Headquarters.
We have attempted to understand Dr McGovern’s statement in paragraph 314 of the oral evidence and
take it to imply that the CEC would appear to find the environmental risks of such a development
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acceptable rather than accommodate to NCC advice in safeguarding the marine environment in the area
in question.
We would like to take this opportunity to re-emphasise the point that the “Marine Consultation Areas”
(MCAs) which we have notified to the CEC and other interested parties, are not a statutory designation
and are not directly linked with the provisions for Marine Nature Reserves under the Wildlife and
Countryside Act. They represent the NCC’s advice on the character and quality of the nature
conservation interest of the area based largely on the findings of the Marine Nature Conservation
Review, which is still ongoing.
March 1990
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APPENDIX 16
Memorandum submitted by Mr William Howarth
LEGAL PROBLEMS IN AQUACULTURE
INTRODUCTION

This memorandum is submitted by ^illiam Howarth B.A., LLM., Lecturer in Law, University
College of Wales, Aberystwyth, author of Freshwater Fishery Law (Blackstone 1987), Water Pollution
Law (iShaw and Sons 1988), The Law of the National Rivers Authority (National Rivers Authority and
Centre for Law in Rural Areas 1990), The Law of Aquaculture (Fishing News Books—a subdivision of
Blackwell Scientific Publications 1990) and numerous articles on diverse aspects of water law in legal
journals.
My standing in submitting this memorandum is that of a university lecturer and researcher specialising
in matters concerning regulation of all aspects of the aquatic environment. I am legal advisor to the
Institute of Fisheries Management and an active member of the United Kingdom Environmental Law
Association. Otherwise I represent no sectional interest concerned in fish farming, and make this
submission as an independent commentator.
I have arranged for Blackwell Scientific Publications to send the Agriculture Committee a
complimentary copy of my recently published book. The Law of Aquaculture. This is a comprehensive
statement of the law relating to fish and shellfish farming in England, Wales and Scotland which I regard
as my principal submission to the Committee. In addition, however, I would like to use this
memorandum to highlight a number of issues referred to in the book, and to draw attention to particular
difficulties in the law relating to fish farming. Broadly this memorandum follows the chapters of the book
picking out points of special difficulty, but excessive detail is avoided by making frequent reference to
passages of the book in which the matters referred to are discussed more fully.
[Ch.l]
The legal principles governing aquaculture have evolved in three main contexts: the farming of
freshwater fish including trout, the farming of salmon in coastal waters and the husbandry of shellfish. It
is anticipated that the next few years will see dramatic technical developments in the farming of sea fish
and that a new branch to the industry will appear with great rapidity. The farming of sea fish, however,
will raise serious legal difficulties concerning property rights in coastal waters and over farmed fish
themselves. It is clear that the legal principles surrounding the farming of salmon will not be adequate to
serve this new branch of the industry and a considerable amount of rethinking will be necessary.
THE LEGAL NATURE OF AQUACULTURE

Another imminent and problematic change in the regulation of aquaculture arises through the
completion of the European internal market in 1992. If fish farm stock are a commodity which may be
traded like any other kind of commercial goods then there may be no unjustifiable barriers to trade
between Member States of the Community. The question then arises as to the extent to which the entry
of live fish into the United Kingdom may be prevented on ecological grounds. I take up the legal
complexities of this matter in my paper “The Single European Market and the Problem of Fish
Movements”, which is shortly to be published in the European Law Review and a draft copy of which I
enclose.
FISH FARMS IN PLANNING LAW

[Ch.2]

The application of planning law to aquaculture is unnecessarily complex and uneven, and in some cases
proves to be inadequate as a means of preventing certain forms of fish farm development. Two general
illustrations of this may be cited. First, the exemption for “agricultural” development under the General
Development Order means that fish for food come within the exception whilst fish for sport or
ornamental purposes do not. Plainly this distinction is almost impossible to draw in many practical
contexts. Second, the failure of planning law to provide for fish farming developments taking place in
certain coastal waters is an abrogation of the general public duty to restrain unsuitable developments. It is
clearly unsatisfactory to delegate the effective task of imposing development controls of a public
character to the Crown Estate Commissioners by means of piecemeal leasing decisions as to the best
commercial use of particular areas of the coastal sea bed.
COASTAL FISH FARMING AND THE CROWN ESTATE

[Ch.3]

Although major improvements have been made in the consultation procedures undertaken by the
Crown Estate Commissioners in relation to applications for salmon farming leases, the forum for these
decisions is not always conducive to a wider view of the most appropriate locations for these operations.
Moreover, despite the laudable efforts of the Commissioners to ‘open out’ the decision making process,
and the recent establishment of the Crown Estate Advisory Committee for Fish Farming Lease
Applications, the problem of legal principle remains that the body making the final decision has a
commercial interest in the outcome. For this reason the eventual extension of planning control to coastal
fish farming is unavoidable if justice is to be seen to be done in this sphere.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF SALMON FARMING

[Ch.4]

The extension of environmental assessment to salmon farming is to be welcomed. Two points about
this procedure are to be noted however. First, there is no reason why salmon farming should be elevated
as a special environmental hazard beyond other forms of fish farming, and it would be highly desirable to
extend the same procedures to all forms of fish farming. Second, the requirement of European
Community law that thresholds be determined for the application of environmental assessment, if not
regarded with caution, may detract from the fact that any project which has “significant effect” upon the
environment should be the subject of environmental assessment whether or not quantitative criteria
concerning the area of the operation etc. are exceeded.
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AND ADVICE FOR AQUACULTURE

[Ch.5]

The fiscal position of aquaculture is in need of immediate clarification to determine whether the
rearing of fish in tanks comes within the definition of “husbandry” adopted for tax purposes (see Golding
“A Fishy Business” (1987) Taxation 25 September p.549).
THE LICENSING AND REGISTRATION OF FISH FARMS

[Ch.6]

The removal of the controls upon the introduction of fish into fish farm waters in England and Wales
(s.30 Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries Act 1975 as modified by s.34 Salmon Act 1986) is a dangerous
relaxation of the law in the light of the subsequent removal of restrictions upon movement of fish within
Member States of the European Community noted above. In order to prevent abuses of these provisions,
licensing of farms (under s.29 Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries Act 1975) and restrictions upon
potentially harmful movements of fish are justified.
[Ch.7]
There is a remarkable contrast between the powers which exist in relation to disease control on fish
farms and the quarantine and slaughter provisions in relation to other kinds of farming. The power of the
fisheries Ministers to designate waters, (under s.2 Diseases of Fish Act 1937) in the event of an outbreak
of a prescribed disease, is not accompanied by any power to slaughter stock, of the kind which would
normally arise in relation to contagiously diseased farm animals. Consequently there is no power to
compensate fish farmers for stock which needs to be destroyed. There is no apparent reason why fish
farmers should be treated so much less favourably than animal farmers in this respect.
DISEASE REGULATION

CONTROLS UPON THE MOVEMENT OF FISH

[Ch.8]

The state of fish disease control legislation and restrictions upon the movement of fish will need to be
reconsidered in the light of forthcoming European Community legislation facilitating the completion of
the single internal market in aquacultural products, mentioned previously.
The little used provisions of the Import of Live Fish Acts 1978 and 1980 illustrate their limited value,
and might be repealed if the provision to protect introductions of fish under s.l4(l) of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 were more satisfactorily drafted. The rarity of some species of freshwater fish
raises the question of whether they should be brought within the Endangered Species (Import and
Export) Act 1976, though the issue may not be a pressing one so far as aquaculture is concerned.
It is anomalous that introduction of fish into waters in England and Wales, other than fish farms, is an
offence (under s.30 Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries Act) whereas in Scotland the corresponding
provision only applies to salmon (under s.24 Salmon Act 1986). This would permit a fish farm in Scotland
to discard unwanted stock of trout or coarse fish into the wild without committing an offence, whilst in
the same circumstances in England or Wales an offence would be committed. At a time when concern for
the genetic integrity of wild fish is increasing, this would seem to be a loophole to be blocked.
For a range of reasons the protection against introduction of new species of fish into the wild provided
by S.14 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (discussed on pp.86 to 88) is very weak and a grave
cause for concern. This provision is especially problematic in its application to fish farming and in need of
urgent attention.
[Ch.9]
The anomalous distinction between agricultural and non-agricultural water abstraction has been
removed, for all practical purposes concerning fish farming, by the Water Act 1989 (Sch.l3 para.31(l)).
Difficulties may remain, however, in devising an equitable charging scheme for fish farm water
abstraction, and ensuring that it relates fairly to charges imposed for discharge of “effluent”, which in this
case is the same water after having passed through a fish farm. The danger is that fish farmers may be
charged twice over for what is essentially the same facility.
THE SUPPLY OF WATER

Consideration needs to be given to the adequacy of powers to require fish farmers to install and
mamtain gratings at inflows and outflows from fish farms to prevent the entry of wild fish and the escape
of fish farm stock. Present legal powers are inadequate in this respect.
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[Ch.lO]

Fish farmers share a range of problems with other water abstractors by being acutely dependent upon a
continuing supply of water. Especial vigilance is required by the National Rivers Authority in checking
out potential upstream sources of pollution, since a single escape of a noxious substance can result in the
complete destruction of the stock of a downstream fish farm, or in some cases a number of .fish farms
through which the pollutant passes.
Of all fish farming activities, the cultivation of shellfish is perhaps the most vulnerable to received
pollution. The sedentary nature of bivalve molluscs as benthic filter feeders makes them especially
susceptible to the accumulation of pollutants. Although the relaying and cleaning of shellfish is possible
and widely practiced, it would be preferable if all areas in which shellfish are cultivated were brought up
to the standards required under the European Community Shellfish Waters Directive (79-923-EC).
THE QUALITY OF WATER DISCHARGE

[Ch.ll]

As well as receiving pollution discharged by others, fish farms are themselves significant sources of
pollution. Primarily pollution originating from fish farms falls into two categories, organic pollution
produced by way of waste products, and chemical pollution introduced into waters by way of pesticides,
medicaments or growth promoters. In relation to organic matter produced by fish farms, discharges need
to be strictly controlled by the National Rivers Authority to ensure that discharge consents do not permit
the Water Quality Objectives for the receiving waters to be exceeded. In essence the size of a fish farm
must be limited by the capacity of the fish farmer to treat its organic effluent and the capacity of the
receiving waters to assimilate the treated effluent without significant detriment to water quality. Criteria
for this need to be determined on a national basis by the National Rivers Authority in so far as it is
possible to do so.
The pollution control provisions of the Water Act 1989 (Part III Chapter I) are inappropriate to the
context of emissions from fish cages. The main pollution offences are couched in terms of “discharges” of
various kinds. Although it has been clarified that fish farm waste is “trade effluent” for the purposes of
the Act (5.124(3)), it is far from clear whether waste matter that passes from cages partly by gravity and
partly by the action of water current can be said to be “discharged” within the meaning of the statute. In
Scotland some river purification authorities have adopted a practice of granting discharge consents for
fish farm cages, nonetheless the wording of the Act in this respect leaves something to be desired.
PREDATOR AND PEST CONTROL

[Ch.l2]

The Conservation of Seals Act 1970 is hopelessly ambiguous in its application to fish farms or sea
cages. In particular it needs to be determined whether the exception which allows a seal to be killed to
prevent it from causing damage to a “fishing net or fishing tackle” (s.9(l)) would also apply in relation to
damage to sea cages. Similarly ambiguous is the matter of whether a Ministerial Licence to shoot seals
should be granted “for the prevention of damage to fisheries” (s.lO(l) and (4)) where the threatened
damage is to a fish farm.
Provisions arising under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 are no clearer. The legal power of the
occupier of fish farm premises to kill certain pests turns upon the meaning of “serious damage” to
livestock including fish (s.4(3)(c)). The meaning of this crucially important phrase will inevitably be a
matter of imprecision and subjectivity.
MEDICINES AND OTHER CHEMICALS

[Ch.l3]

Fears concerning the use of Nuvan in salmon farming have received wide publicity and have generated
considerable controversy (see The Use of Nuvan 500 EC in the Salmon Farming Industry Marine
Conservation Society 1988). It is most encouraging that alternatives to chemical means of pest control are
becoming apparent, and every possible encouragement should be afforded to such alternatives (see Pain
“Salmon farmers put ‘cleaner fish’ on the payroll”. New Scientist 21.10.89 p.35).
The use of antibiotics in fish farming has so far received relatively little media attention. There are
grounds to predict that their use will become the next fish farming scare story (see Anon. ‘Norwegian
Aquaculture: Controlling the Antibiotic Explosion” Animal Pharmacy No. 1661988 4th November p.8).
A more exacting approach to the general problem of abuse of medicines and other chemicals in fish
farming would be to institute a system of checks for unacceptable levels of residues of undesirable
substances in farmed fish flesh. This is essentially the approach taken towards meat for human
consumption (see European Council Directive on trade in fresh meat 64/433/EEC as amended) it can only
be a matter of time before the same strategy is applied to fish.
FISH FARMING AND FISHERY LAW

[Ch.l4]

An aspect of the uncertain legal characterisation of fish farming, is the regulation of fish farming by
fishery law. This is an area in which particular attention is required since it is inappropriate that
conservationally orientated fishery legislation should be applied to fish farming activities which have
negligible effect upon stocks of wild fish.
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A particular matter requiring consideration is the operation of s.33(l) of the Fisheries Act 1981,
providing for Ministerial exemptions to be granted from certain fishery offences in relation to fish
farming activities. Because no Ministerial regulations have been made in this respect a range of everyday
activities such as the taking of certain fish from fish farms or the use of nets on fish farms appear to
remain criminal offences.
The dealer licensing system for salmon introduced under the Salmon Act 1986 (ss.20 and 31) is likely to
apply to salmon farmers who sell fish directly to persons who are not licensed. They may need to be
specially advised as to the operation of the scheme in relation to fish farming activities.
[Ch.15]
No discernible justification can be supplied for the existence in Scotland of overlapping legislation
duplicating the provisions of the Sea Fisheries (Shellfish) Act 1967. There is no reason, therefore, why
the Oyster Fisheries (Scotland) Act 1840 and the Mussel Fisheries (Scotland) Act 1847 should not be
repealed.
SHELLHSHERY LAW

[Ch.l7]
An investigation is needed into the legality of commencing salmon ranching operations in Britain. This
highly efficient form of fish farming, involving the release of young salmon to sea to be harvested on
return to their point of release as fully grown salmon, has everything to commend it in terms of ecological
rationality. Unfortunately it would appear that no general facility exists in the law to enable the fully
grown fish to be lawfully harvested.

THE PROSPECT OF SALMON RANCHING

THE LEGAL DEHNITION OF FISH FARMING

As a general point, a particular difficulty arises when stating the legal position in relation to various
aquacultural activities in that the expression “fish farming” has significantly different definitions in
different enactments. Although a request that an activity should be uniformly defined for all legal
purposes is probably too much to ask, it would be a useful exercise to approach the matter the other way
around and enquire whether all the different definitions of “fish farming” which are to be found in our
legislation are ^ justified by the different contexts in which they arise. It would be most helpful to legal
advisors, at least, if the different definitions of “fish farming” were rationahsed in so far as this is possible.
CONCLUDING OBSERVATION

In this memorandum I have sought to draw attention to the most important specific difficulties that
arise in the law governing fish farming. There are many other lesser matters which are dealt with in my
book and I have not discussed in this summary. In compiling this memorandum it has struck me that there
may be quite different issues of legal concern to the Agriculture Committee that I have not addressed. If
the Committee feels that I might be able to comment helpfully on any other aspects of the law relating to
aquaculture or water law I would be pleased to do so if the matters of concern were to be drawn
specifically to my attention.
25 January 1990
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APPENDIX 17
Letter to the Secretary of State for Scotland from the Chairman, Wildlife Link

MARINE FISH FARMING
I am writing as Chair of Wildlife Link, the liaison body for the major voluntary organisations in the UK
concerned with the protection of wildlife. Wildlife Link UK is becoming increasingly concerned by the
alarm and frustration expressed by our associate organisations and colleagues in Scotland over marine
fish farming. Despite heavy criticism of the procedures and administration of development control and
the lack of regulation of the industry’s growth and activities, it appears that no effective measures have
been taken to remedy the situation.
Our attention has been drawn to three aspects of the industry in particular, all focusing on the role of
the Crown Estate. Firstly, we are aware that following a Scottish Office review of CEC’s consultation
procedures you announced in December 1988 the establishment of an Advisory Committee to settle
contentious fish farm proposals. We understand that this Committee has been formally established.
Please could you explain why the CEC has not yet convened a meeting of the Advisory Committee
despite requests from the Nature Conservancy Council, one of the statutory consultees, that several cases
should be referred to the Committee. We would be grateful also for clarification as to its role.
Secondly, we are concerned by the lack of regard that has been paid to the implementation of the
Environmental Assessment (EA) Regulations that enact EC Directive 85-337. These regulations, and
Environmental Assessment in general, present a potentially powerful tool for identifying and avoiding
potential environmental problems. However, the implementation of these Regulations by the Crown
Estate has demonstrated an extremely minimal approach. The size threshold for proposals to trigger the
EA procedure is so extreme that only one proposal has qualified for a full EA since the regulations were
introduced in July 1988.
The guidance provided by the Crown Estate on the information to be provided is so vague that the one
Environmental Statement that has been submitted was grossly inadequate and failed to meet the
requirements of either the UK Regulations or the EC Directive. Yet this statement was accepted by
CEC. What measures are being taken to ensure that the EA Regulations will be properly implemented in
future?
Finally, we are dismayed by the lack of any clear statement of policy or national strategy for the
development of the fish farming industry, despite numerous calls for such a statement from both the
statutory and voluntary sectors. Development has occurred with virtually no regard to social, economic
or environmental constraints or to the future sustainability of the industry.
The Crown Estate published its Development Strategy and Area Guidelines for Marine Fish Farming
in Scotland in October 1989, at a time when the Planning Advisor stated that further development “has
virtually stopped”. The document has been widely criticised as inadequate in terms of its limited scope
and superficial treatment of the conflicting interests and constraints on development. For instance, the
document makes no provision for safeguarding special areas from development and completely fails to
consider the Western Isles, Shetland and Orkney, which contain 40 per cent of existing marine fish
farming leases.
These observations lead us to the conclusion that the current system of planning and development
control, as operated by the Crown Estate is quite unsatisfactory. Although the number of new
development proposals is tailing-off at present, it is likely that market creation and diversification of
products will lead to substantial further growth in the years to come. There is an urgent need for a
neutral, accountable and competent system of development control that operates within an overall
rational strategy.
18 January 1990
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APPENDIX 18
Supplementary memorandum submitted by the British Trout Association
The Association gave evidence to the Committee on 17.01.90, and as a result, became aware of specific
issues of particular interest to the Inquiry. Therefore the following additions are submitted:
Currently, the deliberations of the National Rivers Authority are of paramount importance to the fish
farming industry. Regrettably, the NRA has not to date been prepared to present or discuss its view of
the industry in any detail—in particular the application of the provisions contained in the Voter Act for
the abstraction and discharge of water by fish farms, and related charges.
ABSTRACTION LICENSING

Although the NRA was created by Parliament as recently as 1.09.89, a recognised advisory body had
been in existence for some considerable time before. The MFU, amongst others, responded on behalf of
j5sh farmers to numerous discussion documents. The Water Act laid down the requirement that
abstraction licensing and charges should be applied to all fish farming activities, rather than solely
restocking units as hitherto and the possibility of this requirement was contained in those discussion
documents. The NRA has currently given itself a timetable that requires the system to be in place by
1.04.90, and ihat actual charges be imposed by 1.09.90. It is disturbing that at this apparently late stage,
there has not yet been any serious consultation or discussion with the fish farming industry.
Under the old Water Authorities there was no uniformity of abstraction charging within England and
Wales. For example, the South West WA charged some £8,000 annually for a 100 tonne production farm.
In contrast, neighbouring Wessex WA charged only £8.00 for a farm of similar size. The creation of the
NRA has been welcomed by fish farmers for many reasons one of which was the expectation that such
obvious inconsistencies would be removed.
Unfortunately, the industry is currently in a position of complete ignorance over the levels likely to be
charged. There has been no indication of national consistency, and this makes forward planning
impossible. The quoted £8,000 pa figure would have been applied to a restocking unit, whose profit
margins are considerably higher than those of a table trout producer. It is undoubtedly true that such
levels would place an intolerable burden on table producers, and put them at a competitive disadvantage
throughout Europe, where no similar charges exist.
It is questionable whether this situation is in keeping with the EC policy on harmonisation of trade in
1992. In addition, this direct marketing handicap would almost certainly encourage larger imports of
trout into the UK ultimately resulting in a decline in home production.
This would be a regrettable and unavoidable finale to the Association’s Export Development
Programme, which has been assisted by a contribution from over the past three years. It should be noted
that the first sale value of UK trout production is now in excess of £35 million per year.
DISCHARGE CONSENTS

All fish farms are currently required to have a discharge consent, in order to return their used water to
the river. These consents describe the basic parameters within which a fish farm may operate to avoid
causing environmental decline. The Water Act now requires that the NRA not only reassess these
discharge consents, but also impose charges. It would therefore appear that the fish farming industry is to
be charged on both counts—for the water abstracted for the water discharged.
It has been suggested by Wessex NRA that fish farms be charged at the same rate as that levied on the
CEGB for water used in cooling towers. This would seem an inappropriate comparison—fish farms
return all the water they use to the river, virtually unchanged whereas a significant proportion of CEGB
cooling tower water evaporates, with the remainder discharged to the water course much hotter than
when abstracted. Using Wessex as an example, the charges to CEO units are 48p per million litres per
day. As a typical 100 tonne production fish farm would use in the region of 45 million litres per day, on
this basis charges incurred would be a prohibitive £7,884 per year.
The situation facing the fish farming industry in the case of a 100 tonne production unit is one of
increased combined abstraction and discharge costs of nearly £16,000 per year against a typical annual
turnover of only £225,000. The industry is unable to bear such costs, but has not been allowed to express
or discuss its concerns with the NRA. The current lack of information on these vital issues is as damaging
to the morale of UK fish farming as the draconian charges may be financially.
In addition, there is no information available on possible alterations to discharge consents. The NRA
have indicated that they may wish to impose minimum residual flow requirements to all rivers. The
industry is in agreement with the principle of minimum residual flows between the inlet and outlet of fish
farms, but there are existing precedents which must be maintained—some farms have historically (for
over 100 years in some cases) taken considerable proportions of the available flow in times of drought.
The sudden imposition of a minimum residual flow would have a disasterous effect on their viability.
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FLOW MEASUREMENT

It would also appear that the NRA will require fish farms to install equipment to continuously monitor
the water passing through the farm. The estimated costs of such an installation are well in excess of
£20,000 each and it is presumed that this cost would have to be met by each farm. Currently it is believed
that fully competent equipment to do the job does not in fact exist. Since the cost of this equipment bears
little relation to the volume of water monitored, and thus the size of the farm, there would be little or no
saving for smaller farms. Sr.ch a cost might well put them out of business and if the NRA definitely
requires such devices, the costs should be grant aided.
Fish farming in England and Wales is placed in this invidious position through no actions of its own and
should the NRA actually impose all that is threatened, it is unlikely that freshwater fish farming will be
able to continue. At best, the industry will be lost to imports from other European countries where such
charges and restrictions are not imposed.
Twenty years of effort and dedication by the industry have made British trout an international byword
for success and quality. This could all be wasted if the NRA continue to pursue their policies wholly
independent of the businesses from whom they hope to derive an income. Without expert and informed
communication right across the industry, they cannot hope to gain the confidence and grass roots
co-operation of the fish farming community which must surely rate as one of the most responsible
entreprenurial exponents of modern agriculture.
February 1990
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APPENDIX 19
Memorandum submitted by the British Ports Federation
INTRODUCTION

1. The British Ports Federation (BPF) is the voluntary trade association which represents the majority
of port authorities of commercial significance in the United Kingdom as well as many small and mainly
recreational harbours. Over 50 per cent of our members are involved in fishing activities, and a small
number have an interest m fish farming. In the light of this, it is appropriate to make brief comments to
the Committee to register our members’ views on some aspects of fish farming in the UK.
2. Statutory' port authorities have certain duties they must fulfill. Most port authorities have the duty,
under Section 33 of the Harbours, Docks and Piers Clauses Act 1847, or a similar substantive provision,
to keep their harbours open to all who wish to use them for loading or unloading cargo or embarking or
disembarking passengers. A port authority with statutory conservancy functions must take reasonable
care to secure that ships navigating in its harbour may do so without danger. The relevant functions
generally include the provision of lights and buoys, dredging and the regulation of shipping and
development below high water mark in the port.
3. The BPF is aware that with an increase in fish farming there may be detrimental effects on the
environment if proper provision is not made for regular repositioning of nets and cages. It has been
identified that deposits, including excess chemical feed, from farm sites have the effect of sterilising the
sea bed in the immediate area. However, the Federation’s main interest as regards fish farming structures
relates mainly to the responsibilities for navigation which are borne by port authorities.
PLANNING AND OTHER LEGISLATIVE CONTROLS

Navigation
4. Most of the fish farms used within harbours consist of nets suspended from pontoons which are
moored to anchor systems. They are usually low profile structures although the profile may be raised by
the addition of feeding devices, and structures for sheltering employees. They often incorporate lighting
for safety and security purposes, as well as navigation warning lights. From a legal standpoint, fish farms
do not differ significantly from many other types of craft which are moored for extensive periods—target
barges, water barges, and navigation buoys are examples of marine structures with very similar
characteristics.
5. It is not always the case that a fish farm in port authority waters needs a licence or consent. The
situation will vary according to the Harbour Order of the port authority. In many cases, however a Works
Licence is required for a fish farm under the port authority’s Harbour Order. In at least one example,
even though a Works License was required, a failure to consult with the port authority has resulted in fish
farms being sited in areas which have constituted a danger to navigation through an failure to provide
adequate navigational marks, due to lack of knowledge.
CONSULTATION AND CO-ORDINATION

6. When an application for a fish farm site is put forward, a large number of bodies need to be
consulted. In some cases up to nine separate bodies have to consider the application. In one instance the
nine bodies listed below needed to be consulted:
The Port Authority—for navigational consultation and works licensing
The Crown Estate Commissioners—for a sea-bed lease
The Department of Transport—for consent under the Coast Protection Act
Hydrographer of the Navy—for amendments to charts
Local Lighthouse Authority—for markings
Ministry of Defence—in the case of a naval establishment located in the vicinity
Local Regional Council—planning consent for landward works
HM Coastguard
Nature Conservancy Council—in the case of a site of special scientific interest
7. Other bodies need to be consulted from time to time such as the National Rivers Authority and the
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food. In addition, the situation will vary in Scotland where the
River Purification Boards and the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland should be
consulted.
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8. Difficulties can arise from a lack of co-ordination and communication between these numerous
bodies. Improvements have been made, the Crown Estate Commissioners having issued a helpful
booklet containing guidelines on the siting and design of marine fish farms but the problem has not yet
been fully resolved.
PLANNING CONTROL

9. As a principle BPF would support a reduction in the bureaucracy regarding the siting of fish farms,
however we do not think it appropriate for local authorities to have responsibility for planning control. It
is difficult to see why fish farms should be subject to planning controls when other moorings are not. If all
moorings were subject to planning control, the day to day management of harbours would be adversely
affected, because the need to position barges and buoys fluctuates frequently, often arises at short notice
and the volume of transactions could well swamp the planning system and interfere with the safe
navigation in port authority waters.
CONCLUSION

10. In conclusion, BPF believes that a streamlining of the existing consultative procedures when
obtaining permission to establish a fish farm would be desirable. It is not, however, advisable for a
planning role to be taken on by local authorities as it is likely that such a role would be in conflict with the
statutory responsibilities and duties of port authorities with respect to the safe control of navigation.
Consultation with port authorities is imperative when fish farms are intended to be placed in waters over
which port authorities have statutory responsibilities.
February 1990
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APPENDIX 20
Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Senior Head of Conservation, Education and Publicity,
Royal Society for Nature Conservation
SHELLFISH FARMING IN BRITAIN
We understand that the Select Committee on Agriculture is currently taking evidence on fish farming.
To that end, the Royal Society for Nature Conservation which is the association of the 48 Wildlife Trusts
in England, Wales and Scotland wishes to bring to the Committee’s attention matters of concern relating
to shellfish farming in Britain.
Shellfishing is a traditional activity which has until recently been small-scale, employing relatively few
people and generally supplying local markets. Since the early 1980s, advances in production, harvesting
and processing methods and new markets both at home and in Europe have led to a significant expansion
in production and shellfish farming has been transformed.
The Society has two major concerns. Firstly, the industry is being carried out in many of the United
Kingdom’s most important estuaries and shallow water areas on a scale which is considered likely to have
an adverse effect on important bird populations. Secondly, the Manila Clam {Venerupis semidecussata), a
non-licenced alien shellfish species is being increasingly cultivated in apparent disregard to the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981.
The increasing scale of modern cultivation methods can mean that many hectares of mudflats are
covered by racks or sacks. This can lead to the loss of many hectares of bird feeding or roosting habitat.
Large scale cultivation may also cause damage to mud substrates with subsequent loss of marine and
inter-tidal organisms.
Wildfowl and wader populations can be seriously disturbed by the daily servicing of shellfish which are
located in sensitive areas. During winter months many bird populations are particularly susceptible to
disturbance, causing them to use up valuable energy resources. Disturbance is primarily from fishermen
walking out across mudflats, the use of motorised vessels and in some areas modified tractors or
four-wheel drive vehicles.
The cultivation of the alien Manila Clam is known to be carried out in at least five estuaries in England
and Wales and a further four in Scotland. All of these sites are either designated Sites of Special Scientific
Interest, Local Nature Reserves, proposed Marine Nature Reserves or voluntary Marine Conservation
Areas, and at least four of the sites meet the criteria for designation as Special Protection Area status
under the EC Birds Directive (79/409/EEC) and under the Ramsar Convention as Wetlands of
International Importance.
The Manila Clam is a species cultivated in British waters which to date has not been licenced by the
MAFF under Section 16 (4) of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. Section 14 (1) (a) of the act makes
it an offence to release or allow the escape to the wild of any animal which is of a kind not ordinarily
resident in and is not a regular visitor to Great Britain in a wild state.
It is known that in the Exe Estuary in Devon, Manila Clams have not been properly contained and
have escaped, and ova and sperm are known to have been released. Research shows that reproduction in
this species can take place at 14°C. In 1989 surface water temperature in the south west exceeded 20°C,
the highest recorded in the last 100 years. The implications of this are of particular concern when the
effects of other notable alien species such as the Slipper limpet {Crepidula fornicata) and American Clam
(Mercenaria tnercenaria) are considered. This suggests that the intention and spirit of Section 14, to
provide effective controls to help safeguard the flora and fauna of Great Britain from alien introductions
is being undermined.
To avoid large-scale deterioration of our estuarine environment, to minimise conflict between the large
number of other interests affected and to comply with a variety of domestic and international legal
obligations, the Society recommends that:
— The current procedure employed for the granting of leases for shellfishing should be
re-examined as it offers little opportunity for representation by interested parties, and no recall
on decisions.
— Local Authorities should rigorously enforce planning control procedures on shellfish farming.
The erection of racks and other structures specifically require planning permission. More
especially as shellfishing on an estuary is not considered by MAFF as a farming operation and an
estuary is not considered as agricultural land.
— That the industry should be planned strategically in the context of local and structure plans
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rather than on the present ad hoc basis. This would permit the identification of sensitive areas
unsuitable for shellfishing and areas that could accommodate the industry. An Environmental
Assessment should be a requirement.
— There is a need for redefinition of ‘introduction’ in relation to the Wildlife and Countryside Act
1981, to include the release of breeding populations.
— The law should be amended so that a licence is required for the depositing of all alien shellfish.
In the interim the issuing of further licences should cease until such time as it is proven there will
not be any harmful effect on our native marine life.
We hope that these issues which we have identified as being of particular concern will be considered by
your Committee.
26 February 1990
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APPENDIX 21
Supplementary memorandum and letters submitted by Highland Regional Council
IMPACT OF FISH FARMS ON RURAL ROADS
During evidence submitted by COSLA to the Committee on 14th February 1990, the Senior Depute
Director of Planning, Highland Regional Council, cited two instances where the Council had incurred
substantial unplanned expenditure in repairing rural roads damaged by heavy vehicles servicing marine
farms not subject to control by the Council as Planning Authority. The Committee requested further
information and this is given below. It is stressed that these two cases are simply examples of a much
wider problem^ and that they have been selected to show the wide geographical range of the problem.
Both areas are considered not to have had any significant increase in damaging traffic apart from fish
farming-related.
The impact of a fish farm occurs in two stages. During development, large vehicles are used to
transport heavy steel cages and tank sections. During production they deliver substantial quantities of
feed (nearly twice the weight of final salmon output), perhaps as frequently as once/week. In common
with other transport, the weight of vehicles has been increasing in recent years.
(Kingairloch, Lochaber)
A pre-consultation sea bed lease was granted by Crown Estate to Marine Harvest for the whole Loch.
Salmon cage rafts established in 1982, developed until 1988, and though the extent of permitted cages is
unknown, the site is understood to be currently permitted to produce 500 tonnes per year.
1. LOCH UISGE—LOCH A’ CHOIRE ROAD

Planning permission was granted by the Council in 1982 for a pontoon/jetty and in 1986 for a
feedstore/office/staff facility and in 1988 for a slipway.
Damage to the Road. See map at Annex B. Despite the fact that the Loch a Choire road was in
reasonable condition, having had about £170,000 spent on it since 1975, the road surface and formation
deteriorated rapidly following the establishment of the fish farm. In 1986 the Council’s Roads Committee
was informed that substantial remedial works were needed including £250,000 on carriageway
strengthening and £50,000 on passing places.
To the £300,000 which has been spent on making the road adequate for fish farm traffic, the Council’s
Road Engineer estimated that a further £450,000 requires to be spent.
SUMMARY

This road serves only the fish farm, apart from the Estate and some holiday/retirement homes. It is very
probable therefore that the damage to the road was caused by heavy fish farm related traffic.
Had the cost of maintaining the road been borne by the fish farmer causing the problem—as is often
the case with new rural development such as quarries placing an undue burden on roads—the fish farm
would not have been economic and would not have been developed. Thus through lack of planning
control the Council has effectively subsidised the development.
2.

KYLESKU—DRUMBEG—LOCHINVER LOOP ROAD, SUTHERLAND

This situation is more complex because of the number of fish farm sites and the crofting settlement
pattern.
Pre-consultation seabed leases were granted for marine salmon farming on the sites shown on the map
at Annex A, probably in the early to mid-1980s. The scale of permitted annual production is currently
understood to be:
Loch Ardbhair, Loch na Droighniche (2 sites)
Loch Nedd
Loch Dhrombaig
Loch a’Chairn Bhain (south shore, 3 sites)

330 tonnes
200 tonnes
7200 tonnes
7200 tonnes
each

There was rapid growth of salmon farming in the mid 1980s. On land, planning permission was granted
for a hatchery at Glenlearaig in 1984 and this was expanded in 1988. In 1987, planning permission was
granted for a shore base at Loch Ardbhair, but refused at Loch a Chairn Bhain.
^ The Ck)uncil estimates that a total of £1 million per year now requires to be spent bringing minor roads to a standard capable of
bearing existing fish farm traffic.
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Damage to the road, damage to bridge retaining walls and culverts had occurred by 1985. Temporary
weight restrictions and a bailey bridge were necessary at a cost of £70,000. The bridge at Glenlearaig was
repaired and the total capital expenditure on the road repairs in 1987-88 was £270,000. A permanent
weight restriction of 24.5 tonnes has now been imposed on the whole loop.
SUMMARY

The initial weight restrictions were imposed because the traffic to the hatchery was considered to have
damaged the road structures. However the marine fish farming operations—substantial rural
developments—were thus severely disadvantaged, and the Council was put under considerable pressure
to restore the standard of the road. The loop also serves scattered crofting settlements and seasonal
tourist traffic which would have been badly affected were the temporary restrictions to have continued
for any length of time.
February 1990
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Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Chairman, Regional Planning Committee,
Highland Regional Council
I refer to the published Minutes of Evidence of the Crovvn Estate Commissioners to the Committee on
31 January 1990. There are many points which I would wish to debate, but wish in this instance merely to
refute the following statements:
1.

Para. 291 Page 158, Lines 19/20
The Earl of Mansfield denies the Crown Estate Commissioners (CEC) are a “secretive body acting as a
judge and jury in their own cause”, and went on to stress the important role of other bodies particularly
Local Authorities.
CROWN ESTATE COMMISSIONERS’ INTEREST

I would wish to emphasise again that there is no agreed Appeal Procedure on a CEC decision open to
any aggrieved party. Decisions are taken by CEC in secret, and it is difficult or impossible for any
affected party to find out whether their case has been fairly addressed in the CEC assessment. Local
Authorities have stressed that CEC do not necessarily adhere to their advice, for reasons which are not
made clear in the decision letter which is circulated.
2.

Page 159, and Para. 292
The Earl of Mansfield states that CEC are “directly responsible to the Secretary of State for Scotland
and accountable”.
ACCOUNTABILITY

In Para. 310 the Earl seems to indicate accountability to the Treasury, and this indeed was my belief.
The 1961 Crown Estate Act does not make it clear that there is direct accountability to the Scottish
Office. The Council’s experience in pressing the Scottish Office on the delay in establishing the Advisory
Committee meetings suggests that the Secretary of State is unsure of any accountability of the CEC to
him.
3.

Page 162, end Para. 312
The Earl of Mansfield states, in relation to the lack of calling of the Advisory Committee before
decisions made on Lochs Hourn and Nevis, that the objections received from the “Nature Conservancy
Council and the Local Authority were at a very low level, they never reached Director level, which is the
actual level which is going to trigger off the Committtee”.
CALLING OF ADVISORY COMMITTEE

This is quite wrong. The letters from the Council on both Loch Hourn and Loch Nevis were personally
signed by the Director of Planning, who has delegated authority by the Council’s Planning Committee to
reply to CEC consultations. (Controversial cases could be taken to Planning Committee for consideration
if there was more time than the four weeks allowed by CEC for replies). I would have thought the
Secretary of State for Scotland’s announcement on setting up the Advisory Committee (December 1988)
was reasonably clear on when the Committee would be called—to discuss and recommend on any
unresolved objection by any of the consultees. Proposals which had been objected to by Highland
Regional Council, Nature Conservancy Council, Countryside Commission for Scotland etc for the year
following the announcement on the Advisory Committee were nevertheless approved without further
consultation.
Page 162, Para. 316.
The Earl of Mansfield states that he has not had one single letter hurrying up the establishment of the
Committee.
I cannot understand this. Following lack of success verbally by officials, my Committee on 12th July,
1989 instructed its officials for a written approach to the Scottish Office on the delay in setting up the
Committee, and in due course obtained a photocopy of the CEC’s reply to the Scottish Office dated 14th
August, 1989.
4.

Page 166, Para. 329
It is stated by Mr Gravestock that CEC do not allow leases to be assigned, so that CEC maintain total
control.
STRUCTURE OF THE INDUSTRY

There are several cases in this Region of small leases being effectively taken over and operated by
much larger concerns. The Council may have originally supported the small locally-based development,
but is not consulted by CEC when the site is taken over and expanded. Sites as far apart as Avoch and
Caolas Scalpay provide examples.
On Page 157, CECs written submission gives an analysis of the length of leases, showing only 1 of 99
years. The Council obtained data from CEC in 1985 which shows that out of 111 seabed leases, 13 or 12
per cent were 99 years (expiry dates; 12 at 2084 and 1 at 2075). It is also significant that these were major
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leases, obtained by the largest salmon operator. It is furthermore significant, as Mr Gravestock confirms
in Para. 332, that such leases are only reviewed in extenuating circumstances. Thus the structure of the
industry continues to be very much influenced by these pre-consultation leases.
5.

Page 164, Para. 322
Dr McGovern claims that the major Norwegian studies follow the CEC’s Strategy of three-fold
breakdown of the coast which is based on an elaborate databank including hydrographic matters.
STRATEGY

It is quite wrong in my opinion to compare the CEC Strategy with the major (£3 million) Norwegian
LENKA work. The latter is based on assessment of the carrying capacity of the coast to cope with marine
pollution of all sorts, including fish farming and domestic waste. In contrast the CEC Strategy makes no
mention of flushing rates and biological/hydrographical factors (which are elsewhere often loosely linked
to the term “carrying capacity”). I believe this is an important defect of the Strategy, which is in great
contrast to the much more detailed Norwegian work.
6.

Para. 168, Para. 346
Dr McGovern states that the Very Sensitive Areas were evolved as a “Joint thing with the conservation
interests, with the Planning Authorities”.
VERY SENSITIVE AREAS

The Council was certainly consulted by CEC on the VSA concept/initial list, but I would dispute the
implication that the concept finds favour by the Council and that our comments to CEC were taken on
board.
7.

Page 168, Para. 347
Dr McGovern states that “every application for fish farming includes an environmental assessment”.
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

I am not sure if this is what he meant, for it is quite wrong. He appears to be referring to the
Suppleirientary Information section of the application for seabed lease, which the applicant can choose to
supply if he wishes. Such supplementary information, when provided, is fairly sparse and in no way an
“environmental assessment”.
I trust these comments will be brought to the attention of the Committee and you will note that I am
copying them to COSLA who gave written and oral evidence to the Committee.
8 March 1990
Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from Dr Michael Foxley, Highland Regional Council
I would appreciate it if you could bring the following comments to the attention of the Agriculture
Committee.
As the Regional Councillor for West Lochaber, in 1988 I carried out a detailed survey on the Fish
Farming economy in that area. In 1988, West Lochaber produced 4500 tons of salmon, representing some
21 per cent of the total Scottish salmon production. It is also the “home” of the Sea Fish Industry
Authority at Ardtoe, which you visited whilst in Lochaber. It also contains the operational ‘base of
Marine Harvest, which started in Lochailort about 20 years ago. I think that I can speak with some
authority as to the status and structure of the industry.
Fish farming is now a vital component of the local economy and provides 1 in 4 of the working
population of Ardnamurchan and the Arisaig area with a job. Tlie production provides significant
benefits for the national as well as the local economy. It also produces heavy demands in terms of local
housing need and a requirement to improve the local road network.
In the past ten years, no new houses have been built in West Lochaber by either the District Council or
a housing association. Most private building has taken place utilizing the crofting grant scheme. There is a
need to fund rural housing by the District Council and by Housing Associations.
The single-track road network, which you will have encountered in most of West Lochaber, is woefully
inadequate. The Scottish Office have failed to provide Highland Region with any additional funding to
improve the single-track road network. Major improvements are required in most of the west coast areas
which are affected by fish farming and the capital allocation provided to Highland Region is insufficient
to permit any significant improvements to the road network.
Most importantly I wish to comment on the role of the Crown Estate Office and the Crown Estate
Commissioners. They are a secretive and undemocratic organisation and are widely regarded as parasites
on the West Coast. The only reason that they are not more directly criticised by Fish Farmers is because
the fish farming operators do not wish to prejudice future applications for leases of the seabed! Tlie
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overwhelming majority of people living and working on the west coast find it inconceivable that the
Crown Estate Office can adequately and honestly carry out its role as Landlord, Planning Authority and
Environmental Arbiter. I am aware that the first Commissioner, the Earl of Mansfield has made a large
number of misleading and incorrect statements to you. I have just read a letter sent to you on the 8 March
by the Chairman of the Regional Planning Committee which answers many of these points. I fully agree
with the terms of his letter. Several of the issues that he raises—of 100 year leases and of leases being
assigned—! can confirm as I have examples of this within my own area.
I think it would be helpful if I provided very detailed information about one controversial case recently
in Loch Nevis. I enclose the correspondence relating to this application which is only a small fraction of
the correspondence which took place. However, the enclosures detail the widespread objections from
many statutory bodies to the application to create a third salmon farm near Stoul in Loch Nevis by Lovat
Estates. From these enclosures, your Committee will see that an environmental assessment should have
been requested and provided and, foUow'ing which, the application should have been referred to the
Advisory Committee. Both I and the Director of Planning objected to the proposed salmoniarm at Stoul,
together with the Countryside Commission for Scotland and the Nature Conservancy Council. I
apologise for the amount of detailed information about this application. Much of this was gained because
it was '50 controversial. You can imagine how many decisions are taken, in secret, without full and
adequate information being available ana without the various objectors being aware of the levels of
concern.
' plarining process is not perfect but the decision is taken in public, usually on the criteria
formed by publicly discussed local and structure plans, and with all consultees and objectors being
informed as to the level and quality of the objections. The consultation process carried out by the Crown
Estate Office is similar to a “Dead Letter Box” where a letter of support, concern or objection is
submitted, often in great detail and after the passage of several months, a decision is announced with few
conditions and a very basic explanation.
I also enclose a copy of the Regional Council Fish Farming Framework Plan for Loch Nevis.^ I was
directly involved in drafting this framework plan, as I have been with several others in the West
Highlands, carrying out a public consultation with official agencies, voluntary bodies, local organisations,
Community Councils Juiid individuals. The responses were all incorporated into the final plan which was
then widely welcomed, with NO objectors, as a useful strategy for the industry in the foreseeable future. I
would ask that the Agriculture Committee compare this detailed study of a Loch system, with its
proposed policy for the scale and quality of fish-farming developments in each zone with the bland,
simplistic statement provided by the Crown Estate, many years after they were supposed to be
controlling the development of fish farming. In the second edition of their development strategy and area
guidelines for marine fish farming in Scotland, dated Sept. 1989, they simply state the following:
“Inner Loch Nevis—general presumption in favour of improvements and innovations at existing fish
farms. General presumption against further fish farms. Outer Loch Nevis—general presumption in
favour of small and medium-scale fish fa.rms compatible with other interests. General presumption
against further large scale fish farms within Loch areas.”
The entire detailed description about the geography, status and future of fish farming in Loch Nevis
amounts to less than 150 words. This level of guidance is of no practical use to fish farmers and is of little
interest to either local people or conservationists.
In conclusion I would ask that the Agriculture Committee give full consideration to the views of the
Regional Council. We had wanted to formally meet the Committee and provide a detailed and informed
presentation of our case. If the Agriculture Committee have any doubts as to the validity of the case for
Planning Control by the Local Authorities over the inshore waters, I would ask that you accept verbal
evidence from us. I am certain that the Local Authority could and would provide the best development
control strategy for sustainable growth of the industry with the minimum of conflict.
19 March 1990

^ Not printed. Available from Highland Regional Council.
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APPENDIX 22
Letters to the Clerk of the Committee from the Secretary General, Convention of
Scottish Local Authorities
1 refer to your letter of 21 February 190. The point on which the Committee seeks clarification in the
Convention’s Memorandum of Evidence at paragraph 10(e) is essentially a practical matter of the effect
of the undertaking required from CEC tenants. The attached letter dated 13 March from Highland
illustrates the kind of problems which arise when activity is undertaken by a tenant which leads to a
planning authority having to accommodate the development situation with a compromise which is less
satisfactory in the context of good orderly development than if the tenant had obtained all necessary
planning consents in advance of proceeding with the development.
I trust that this information clarifies the Convention’s concerns and the main thrust of this part of our
evidence,
26 March 1990
Letter to the Secretary General, Convention of Scottish Local Authorities from the Director,
Highland Regional Council
I refer to your copy letter of the Clerk to the Agriculture Committee dated 21 February 1990.
The clause of the lease is sometimes disregarded. The condition imposed by CEC tha^ their lessees
obtain all necessary consents before developing their leases would be a good one were it strictly observed.
They do not seem to monitor that this “condition”—which seems to be advisory—is observed, and I
would give the following examples.
A development may initially have an experimental or small scale phase in which it is possible to work
off a beach or local pier without the need for planning permission. A D Bradley at Camasinas, Loch
Sunart developed a small shellfish farm lease without planning permission for servicing from what is a
residential area of high amenity, which led to a planning problem. A much worse situation developed off
Salen where large shellfish farming was developed without an agreement to use a private jetty. Salmon
cages are often assembled on a beach near a public road, and daniage and eyesore can result. Such
problems have arisen in Lochaber (e.g. Marine’ Harvest, Alisary and Port na Uamh, Loch Sunart) and in
Ross and Cromarty (Torridon) )^ Some salmon farms (mainly smaller scale operations) continue to be
serviced reasonably satisfactorily and without conflict despite not having planning consent (e.g. Loch
Nedd, Sutherland and Ob Gorm Beag, Torridon. More seriously, some Companies seem to avoid
pressure from the Planning Authority to improve their servicing arrangements by pressing forward with
an application (e.g. Ormiscaig, Loch Ewe).
The basic problem is that the Planning Authority, anxious to secure jobs and encourage fish farming,
may be pressurised to agree a less-than-satisfactory servicing solution after a seabed lease is granted and
fish are growing in the cages. Loch Bay in Skye and Achintraid, Loch Kishorn are examples of this. Only
rarely is there a refusal (e.g. Dornie). The main concern in Para. 10(e) of the COSLA document is that,
e» en after October 1986, CEC could approve a fish farm without apparently taking account of the Local
Authority’s comments on servicing problems.
May 1 finally say that the situation does not pertain merely to Planning. There is evidence that salmon
farmers position and stock their cages without obtaining Consent to Discharge from the River
Purification Board. 1 have examples at Camas na Gall, Loch Hourn, and Caolas Scalpay in Skye where
there is some sensitivity. The general position should be checked with Highland River Purification
Board.
13 March 1990
Letter to the Secretary General, Convention of Scottish Local Authorities from the
Principal Administrative Assistant, Department of Administration, Western Isles Island Council
I refer to our discussion yesterday concerning the letter dated 21 February 1990 from D W Robson,
Clerk to the Agriculture Committee.
As I indicated to you I have now had an opportunity to discuss the points raised in the letter with John
Marshall, Assistant Director of Planning and I hope that the following comments will be of assistance to
you in replying on behalf of the Convention to Mr Robson.
‘ And there has been enforcement action by the Planning Committee.
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It is certainly the Council’s understanding that any necessary planning consent is not a pre-requisite
before a seabed lease can be put into effect.
It should also be emphasised that it is not part of the normal consultation procedure for the Council to
have sight of the Crown Estate’s lease.
The matter Is touched upon in the decision letter which is issued to consultees in Annex 2 headed
“Advice to Applicant from Consultees”. The important word here is “advice” and nothing stronger,
although it is not also without significance that this “advice” is from consultees, routed through the
Crown Estate, rather than from the Crown Estate itself. The wording used regarding planning consent in
Annex 2 is not particularly strong and certainly does not convey the impression that the granting of the
lease is actually contingent upon the obtaining of planning consent beforehand for any associated shore
development.
It is also interesting to compare the headings of Annex 2 and Annex 1, the latter being entitled “Special
Conditions Applying to the Lease”. The use of the word “conditions” as opposed to simply “advice” is
important, suggesting a conscious decision on the part of Crown Estate Commissioner to “advise” (and
no more) applicants regarding planning issues. If it were otherwise, the matter would surely have been
referred to under Annex 1, i.e. under “Conditions”.
I also see no practical benefit to Planning Authorities in a condition attached to the Crown Estate’s
kdbe requiring the prior obtaining of planning consent. This fails to overcome the fundamental difficulty
that two aspects of a single development are treated in different ways, at different times, by organisations
having different rationales. More practical, there is the difficulty as to what occurs if such a condition was
not to be complied with. Since it would be a condition on a Crown Estate’s lease, it is for the Crown
Estate Commissioners to enforce it, and I very much doubt that they have the means to do so timeously,
and in all cases. A planning authority simply has no formal locus on enforcement and whilst it could raise
the matter informally with the Crown Estate Commissioners this would place a planning authority in no
better a position than it is at present.
15 March 1990
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APPENDIX 23
Memorandum submitted by the Clyde Yacht Clubs’ Association
1.

ORGANISATION AND POLICY

1.1 The Association is an organisation run by yachtsmen to serve yachtsmen on the Clyde and the
West Coast of Scotland generally in the area from Girvan, Ayrshire, to Armadale, Skye, and is involved
in the organisation and co-ordination of yacht racing, dinghy racing, sailing and motor boat cruising. The
Association carries out continuous liaisons with Clyde Port Authority, the Queen’s Harbour Master,
Highlands and Islands Development Board, Local Authorities and others.
1.2 The Association recognises that fish farming has a part to play in the economy of the area in which
we operate.
1.3 The Association does not oppose fish farming as a matter of principle.
2. IMPACT OF FISH FARMS ON YACHI J>IG

2.1 Location and Siting
Care should be taken by the Crown Estate Commissioners (in the case of marine fish farms) and other
proprietors (in the case of fresh water sites) that areas licensed for fish farms do not occupy the whole of
sheltered bays or anchorages leaving no room for safe navigation including safe anchoring. Care should
also be taken, particularly in the more exposed areas, that sheltered areas of water for anchoring which
have traditionally been safe havens in bad weather should not be rendered useless by fish farms. This is
particularly important on the West Cost of Scotland where sea conditions can deteriorate very rapidly.
2.2 Navigational Channels and Restricted Waters
Fish farms should not be sited in navigation channels or restricted waters if they render these restricted
waters unsafe for navigation, including navigation under sail and in poor weather conditions.
2.3 Buoyage and Marking

All fish farm sites should be clearly buoyed and marked by means of suitably sized and coloured
floating buoys and shore marks. The main shore and floating marks should be suitably lit at night.
The foregoing should apply not only to fish cages but to shellfish farms where frequently ropes or
strings are suspended from very small floating buoys and the ends of these lines of buoys are frequently
only marked with a slightly larger inflatable buoy. This type of farm is extremely difficult to see
particularly in rough weather or at night with the resulting danger of fouling propellers etc. If this type of
form is Ut only by small flashing lights it is not clear where the safe navigable passage is.
Fish farm servicing rafts which, when not in use, are frequently anchored close inshore should be lit at
night, at least with an anchor riding light.
3. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

3.1 Visual and Scenic Impact

Care should be taken on siting that areas of high scenic beauty are not spoiled with the resulting
detrimental effect on tourism and on the quality of life for those living in the area.
3.2 Litter and Debris
We have experience in our area of some fish farms causing water and shore litter through insufficient
care and management of fish farm cages, fish food sacks and other materials resulting in polythene,
wood, polystyrene and other materials being carried by wave and tide over substantial areas, deposited
on beaches and blown across surrounding countryside. Accidents and oversights can happen but this type
of pollution which is in breach of the Merchant Shipping (Prevention of Pollution by Garbage)
Regulations 1988 can be greatly cut down by correct management and preventative procedures being
employed and being insisted upon by the licensing authority.
3.3 Abandoned Fish Farms—Debris and Danger
We have experience of abandoned fish farms breaking up with the resulting marine and shore debris
pollution and danger to vessels. AU new fish farm licences should be conditional on a suitable bonding
arrangement being in force whereby if a redundant fish farm is not removed by the operator the
bondsman will be required to do so or the licensing authority will do so at the expense of the bondsman or
operator. In the event of an economic downturn in the fish farm industry, we anticipate that this problem
will inerease considerably. The removal should not only be of surface items but also of shore-based
facilities and mooring anchors and chains etc. from the sea bed as they form a hazard to fishing vessels
trawling and to vessels anchoring.
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3.4 Shore-based Facilities
In addition to any planning requirements, fish farm licences should include the obligation to maintain
shore-based facilities in good and safe working order and with the minimum of unsightly stacking and
storage of materials. In certain areas this has become a considerable blight on the landscape.
3.5 Floise
There is a problem in some areas from noise of operation including the running of machinery, pumps
and generators 24 hours per day. Even in sparsely populated areas, noise pollution should be kept to a
minimum.
3.6 Supervision
Some fish farm licences should not be granted where there is no adjacent shore-based facility requiring
service vessels to travel considerable distances to transfer foodstocks, machinery, personnel etc. Safety
cover for personnel can be poor and in the event of a serious mishap e.g. breaking of cages or water
pollution serious damage to marine and shore environment can be done before service launches etc. can
arrive. Fish furm licences should not be granted (a) where there is neither adequate supervision nor
permanent staffing and service launch cover and (b) where the shore base is too far by time or distance
for proper safety and supervision. Pish farm sites should be manned 24 hours per day.
4. EMPLOYMENT

4.1 Type and Quality of Jobs Created
The majority of local jobs created are for manual workers only, frequently involving long hours and
relatively low wage rates. While some transport employment might also be created there is generally only
minimal secondary eihployment created in the immediate area.
Added Value Jobs
The jobs in processing, smoking and packing etc. do generally not take place in the remoter areas and
do not benefit the local community. The siting of local processing and packing stations in the more
remote areas would have a greater beneficial impact on local employment.
4.2

Summary
Fish farms have a role to play in creating employment and for benefiting the economy in the area of the
Association’s operation. The adverse impacts of this type of development can be kept to an acceptable
level providing that licensing authorities, local authority planning and other departments and in
particular the operators are cognisant of the problems and put in effect proper and effective nianagement
systems, work practices and supervision. Without this there is a considerable danger that some of the
worst effects of industrial type of development and dereliction will be felt in our remote and coastal areas
of great environmental and scenic importance.
5.

2 March 1990
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APPENDIX 24
Letters to the Clerk of the Committee from the Crown Estate Receiver, Crown Estate Commissioners
As requested in your letter of 26 February I am providing the following information in answer to your
3 questions about Environmental Assessments of salmon farming proposals.
1. With the great reduction in the demand for fish farming leases only 73 proposals for salmon
farming were submitted in the 20 months period between July 1988 and February 1990. Following public
consultation 19 of these applications have been rejected and 46 approved with modifications; the 8 still
under consideration are all small-scale projects.
2. Although the Crown Estate is conscious of its responsibilities under the Environmental Assessment
Regulations there have been veiy few large-scale salrnon farming projects in recent years. Most of the
applications made since July 1988 have been well below the thresholds agreed with the Scottish Office for
a detailed Environmental Assessment. Only 1 case had an initial scale of development above the
threshold, and at an early stage in the consultations it was found necessary to reduce the proposed site by
50 per cent on navigation grounds. This removed the need for a detailed EA.
3. All applications are copied to all the interest groups listed in Schedule 2 of the Regulations to enable
them to comment on any environmental or other effects. Any requests for additional information in
respect of potentially acceptable applications are met so far as possible by the Crown Estate or the
applicant.
8 March 1990
Thank you for your letter of 19 March enclosing copies of the comments of Highland Regional Council
and the Nature Conservancy Council on some points in the published record of the Crown Estate’s
evidence to the Committee on 31 January.
I am grateful for the opportunity to reply to these criticisms and am pleased to respond as follows:
A. HIGHLAND REGIONAL COUNCIL
1. Crown Estate Commissioners' Interest (page 158, para 291)
By our practise and procedures the Crown Estate has demonstrated that the granting offish farming
leases is conducted in an open and defensible manner. The Crown Estate frequently provides detailed
explanations of the background and assessments of individual applications. Decisions are made against
the, framework of published guidelines and a development strategy. Decision letters are made publicly
available as is general statistical and other information.
2. Accountability (page 159, para 292)
The evidence given by the Minister of State at the Scottish Office has clarified the Crown Estate’s
relationship with both the Treasury and the Secretary of State for Scotland.
3. Calling of Advisory Committee (page 162, para 312)
As was made clear in our evidence no approach was made to the Crown Estate, by Highland Regional
Council or anyone else, regarding the delay in establishing the Committee. Highland Regional Council’s
comments on the Loch Hpurn application preceded the appointment of the Chairman and Deputy
Ciiairman of the Committee and those concerning Loch Nevis were made before the Committee was
formally established.
4. Structure of the Industry (page 166, para 329)
It is a matter of fact that fish farming leases are not assignable and this gives the Crown Estate total
control by allowing discretion to waive this restriction in appropriate cases. The evidence given did not
suggest that permission is not given to assignments (although in practice new leases are granted). Indeed
the circumstances and considerations applied to such requests were explored in evidence.
The number of leases granted for terms of 99 years have been reduced over recent years by negotiation
and only 1 now remains. The number of leases held by the largest salmon operator amount to only 7 per
cent of the total number of leases granted for salmon farming purposes (excluding Shetland).
5. Strategy (page 164, para 322)
There was of course a good basis for the Crown Estate’s statement that the FISH FARMING
DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY is comparable to the Norwegian LENKA REPORT. The Norwegian
work was closely examined during a visit to Norway last year and its uses and limits were discussed with
the professional staff in the Norwegian departments. There is a close similarity in the locational policies
in the strategies for Norway and Scotland, and the Crown Estate also takes account of flushing rates and
biologicaVhydrographical factors as in Norway.
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6. Very Sensitive Areas (page 168, para 346)
The statement that the concept of VSAs was evolved by the Crown Estate in discussion with planning
and conservatiorl interests was certainly a factual indication of the procedure followed in preparing, the
Fish Farming Strategy. Detailed lists and reasons for the proposed VSAs were circulated at the drafting
stage. The HQgliland Regional Council made only the general comment that the proposed policies might
be too restrictive, but noted that the Crown Estate stressed the need for flexible interpretation and
provision fox small-scale developments. The Council suggested that the criteria for identifying VSAs
should lie more clearly defined, and this was done in the re-drafting by the Crown Estate before
publication.
7. Environmental Assessment (page 168, para 347)
As stated in the Evidence the Crown Estate’s procedures on all fish farming applications do include
consideration of environmental issues as an essential part of the comprehensive appraisal of the points for
and against approval. The Highland Regional Council’s criticism takes a narrow view of the procedures
and of the information available to the Crown Estate, which includes not only the statement by the
applicant bixt also the reactions of the conservation agencies. It is emphasised in the Evidence that this
useful basic assessment of all applications would be expanded in scope and depth for any large-scale
proposals afc»ove the thresholds for a formal EA.
B. NATURE CONSERVANCY COUNCIL

There is oo doubt about the difficulties that have been experienced in obtaining from the NCC an
endorsement at an appropriately high level of their objections to fish farming proposals. However the
second point of the CE Evidence is that new procedures have been agreed with NCC, following the
establishment of the Advisory Committee, to ensure that there is provision for reviewing their objections
and seeking vvays of resolving the conflicts with conservation policies.
The key point in the full explanation in para 314 of the reasons for the limited approval of fish farming
at Lunga Island is that the NCC had no reasonable basis for objecting to a compromise which made a 90
per cent re(3uction in view of the conservation objections. The only basis for these objections was the
designation l)y NCC of the very large Firth of Lorn area as a Marine Conservation Area, and NCC staff
have been trying to obtain blanket rejections in these areas despite the non-statutory terms of this
designationIt may also at this stage be helpful to re-emphasise or clarify the follov/ing main points which arose
from the vaxious evidence sessions:
1. The Crown Estate accepted the task of controlling fish farming development and has acted in a
full^f accountable, competent and reasonable manner in seeking a balance between development
and coaservation interests.
2. There has been a steady evolution of policies and procedures in response to constructive
suggestions by developers and objectors.
3. The new Advisory Committee is now operational and is providing-a coordinating forum for the
statutory authorities. Although the delay in establishing the committee has been unfortunate the
Crown Estate could not act until the Chairman and Deputy Chairman had been appointed. This
was not achieved until the beginning of June 1989 and was followed in October 1989 by a
meeting with the Chairman. Immediately following this meeting the relevant statutory
authorities were invited to nominate their representatives on the Committee. As a result of local
authorities requiring to refer the matter to relevant committees the Advisory Committee was
formally established in December 1989.
4. There is now a much slower rate of expansion in fish farming, and market conditions and the
published Guidelines are discouraging controversial proposals.
5. Mention has been made of the Crown Estate’s role in marine aggregate dredging. Whilst licences
for this purpose are granted by the Crown Estate on both territorial seabed and the UK
Continental Shelf, these.licences are only granted following the “Government View” procedure.
This is an administrative procedure by which the Crown Estate is advised by the lead
Geveroment Department, following consultations with other Departments and interests,
whether a licence might be granted.
6. Mention has also been made of the arrangements for assessing the relevant commercial rent for
salmon farms. These rents were introduced in 1987 following a seven year rent moratorium. The
Crown Estate Act 1961 specifically provides that any element of monopoly value should be
excluded from the duty to obtain proper value. This provision was specifically inserted in the Act
to take account of the Crown Estate’s offshore interests. In, addition during the passage of the
Act aa undertaking was given that the Inland Revenue Valuation Office would provide
indiependent and impartial advice on valuations involving foreshore and seabed interests. In the
case of salmon farm rents, the new rents were introduced following negotiations between the
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Valuation Office and the National Farmers Union of Scotland representing the salmon farmers’
interests.
Further commentary and responses could be provided on other aspects of the evidence given to the
Committee by other parties on the role and procedures of the Crown Estate but this might not be
considered helpful to the Committee at this stage.
6 April 1990
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APPENDIX 25
Supplementary memorandum submitted by the National Rivers Authority
EXAMPLES OF PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH FISH FARMING PRACTICES
Fish farms normally return abstracted water to the river a short distance downstream of the intake and
consequently may not be particularly significant in overall resources terms. The need to maintain a head
of water to the farm itself may mean abstracting far more water than required and running a great
percentage of it back to the river some distance downstream of the intake. An example is a fish farm on
the ^ver Mole, North Devon.
Acute problems may arise within the length between intake and outfall, and have significance in terms
of;
(a) Fisheries
Over abstraction by a fish farm in the Eastern Cleddau in West Wales has adversely affected
angling interests in the area. A fish pass has been rendered virtually inoperative and the river
channel between abstraction and discharge points reduced to the extent that it has become a
major obstacle to fish.
(b) Dilution of other discharges
On the Hampshire Avon, a fish farm abstracts water in such a way that the dilution afforded to a
sewage treatment works effluent discharge by the river is substantially reduced.
At other sites, intake and discharge may be to different watercourses. For example in the Exe Valley
Devon, one fish farm abstracts from itie river Bade and discharges to the river Exe. Obviously in this
case, the problems associated with low flow may be experienced in the water course below the point of
abstraction.
Other situations are more complex as illustrated in the following example on the West Beck in
Yorkshire.
West Beck is the principal headwater stream of the River Hull and arises from Chalk springs in the
vicinity of Driffield. It is the country’s most northerly Chalk stream and has been designated a Site of
Special Scientific Interest by the Nature Conservancy Council. It is potentially a valuable fishery and
along with the abstraction from the River Hull further downstream, is a source for Hull’s public water
supply.
There are now four fish farms on West Beck, and a fifth on the Driffield Canal which runs parallel to it.
Their effect is to downgrade the chemical quality from Class lA “Good” of the national classification to
Class 2 “Fair” and for a short reach to Class 3 “Poor”. The inherited River Quality Objective is Class
lA/lB. The invertebrate biological classification and the fishery are of similar poor quality. Eel stocks are
relatively low in Driffield, typical of Chalk streams, but they are abundant further downstream indicating
organic and nutrient enrichment. There have been a number of serious fish kills resulting from low
dissolved oxygen levels. The weed growth has also changed substantially.
The first fish farm to be developed was Wansford Trout Farm in the mid 1960s and it is now the largest
fish farm in the Yorkshire Region. It was one of the first large-scale commercial farms in the country. The
then water pollution control authority, the Hull and East Yorkshire River Board, thus, had little
experience to go on in order to determine discharge consent conditions to protect the Beck’s water
quality, wildlife and fishery.
Two further farms, Rainbow Springs and Humberside Fisheries, were developed in the mid 1970s
downstream of Wansford on either side of the Beck. There has been leap-frogging of their intakes to gain
advantage over each other for the Beck’s limited flow, to the extent that one inlet channel is now so long
that it has become an alternative river running parallel to the original channel. In the autumn of 1989, a
time of exceptionally low flows, the Beck was observed to be running backwards in this area, ie. a
recirculation around the farms had been established.
The fourth farm on West Beck, Poundsworth Trout Farm, which is upstream of all the others, rears
only brown trout in low density and does not have a significant impact on water quality. It complied with
its discharge consent in the summer/autumn 1989—the critical period for low dissolved oxygen levels. It
provides fish for re-stocking fisheries and, thus, has an abstraction licence.
Humberside Fisheries also has an abstraction licence but the other two are producing fish for the table;
they are classified as agricultural and have been exempt from abstraction licensing under the Water
Resources Act 1963. The Water Act 1989 will bring them under licensing control from the 1st September
1990 but they will in effect be given licences of right.
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Not only are the existing consents of most of the farms not tight enough to protect the Beck, but some
have been broken. Formal samples are regularly taken and prosecutions are in the course pf preparation
against two farms for alleged violations of the chemical conditions in their consents in 1989. There are,
however, considerable legal difficulties in enforcing the flow conditions, and a direction has been issued
by the Authority in respect of one of the firms to tighten up the consent. This is now under appeal.
Over the years, much time has been expended by Pollution Control, Biology, Fisheries and Water
Resources staff on monitoring and investigating the state of the Beck. There have been protracted
negotiations with the fish farmers and some legal action, including civil action by an angling club; appeals
in respect of discharge consents are still to be resolved for Wansford Trout Farm and Rainbow Springs
Trout Farm. The lack of effective controls, however, has resulted in a continued deterioration in water
quality, mounting frustration amongst Pollution Control, Biological and Fisheries staff and considerable
criticism by anglers and the public.
March 1990
FISH FARM EFFLUENTS
1. NEW DISCHARGES

Before consent is given for a discharge from a fish farm, we must be satisfied that the R.Q.O. of the
receiving watercourse will be maintained.
To this end conditions will be imposed should consent be granted. These conditions will include:(a) A sampling facilities requirement.
(b) Standard “non-injurious to fish” condition.
(c) Standard “no oil and grease” condition.
(d) Limits for: Biochemical oxygen demand.
Suspended solids.
(e) A volume limitation.
(f) Standard condition on prophylatic and/or medicinal substances requiring the permission of the
Region’s Catchment Control Managers.
In addition, conditions for the following may be imposed:
Limits for: Ammoniacal nitrogen
Un-ionised ammonia
Minimum dissolved oxygen
Requirement to measure record and report flows.
Requirements to prevent the escape offish.
A requirement for the installation and maintenance of other monitoring or sampling equipment
and for the reporting of data.
2. EXISTING DISCHARGES

These will be reviewed to bring them into line with new discharges over the next 5 years. In particular
the condition requiring measurement and reporting of flow will be introduced where appropriate.
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APPENDIX 26
Memorandum submitted by the Health and Safety Commission and^Executive
INTRODUCTION

1. This evidence sets out the statutory duties iniposed on employers and the self-employed and the
functions of the Health and Safety Commission and Executive (HSC/E) in so far as they relate to the
storage and use of aqua chemicals (both pesticides and veterinary products) used in fish farming.
2. Aqua chemicals stored and used as part of a work activity in the fish farming industry are subject to
the requirements of occupational health and safety legislation under the Health and Safety at Work etc
Act 1974 (HSW Act). The sale and supply of medicinal aqua chemicals is also controlled under the
Medicines Act 1968 which has a requirement to ensure the safety of the product which includes the safety
of users.
STATUTORY DUTIES AND POWERS

3. The HSW Act places a duty on every employer to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, the
health, safety and welfare at work of aU his employees. It is also the duty of every employer and
self-employed person under the Act to conduct his undertaking in such a way as to ensure, so far as is
reasonably practicable, that persons notin his employment who maybe affected are not thereby exposed
to risk to their health or safety. These general duties extend to the use of aqua chemicals in fish farming.
4. The recently introduced Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 1988 (COSHH)
apply in their entirety to substances used in fish farms which pose a hazard to the health of persons at
work. The basic principles of COSHH are:
(a) Assess the risk to health arising from work and what precautions are needed.
(b) Introduce appropriate measures to prevent or adequately control the risk, following the priority
order set out below:
(i)

substituting the substance

(ii)

use of technical or engineeiing controls

(iii) operational procedures
(iv)

use of personal protective equipment.

(c) Ensure that control measures are used and that equipment is properly maintained and
procedures observed.
(d) Where necessary, monitor the exposure of the workers and carry out an appropriate form of
surveillance of their health.
(e) Inform, instruct and train employees about the risks and the precautions to be taken.
EXPERT COMMITTEE

5. In 1987 the Licensing Authority for veterinary medicines agreed to HSE involvement in the
licensing process. This resulted in the appointment of an HSE assessor to the Veterinary Products
Committee (VPC) and HSE representation on the scientific secretariat. As a result, HSE has been able
to provide input to specific product licences in respect of user health and safety and, where necessary,
give guidance to the Licensing Authority and the VPC on the implications of COSPIH for particular
products or methods of use.
6. In the case of the substance Dichlorvos (subsequently marketed as the product ‘Aquaguard’), HSE
was closely involved in the drafting of the operator protection phrases that now appear on the statutory
label of this product. These were drawn up to require the use of technical and engineering devices to
control user exposure to Dichlorvos in accordance with the principles of the COSHH Regulations.
USE OF DICHLORVOS

7. In 1976 the organo-phosphorus compound Dichlorvos was found to be effective in controlling
ecto-parasites on fish. The licensed veterinary product ‘Aquaguard’ is now available but until recently
the a^cultural pesticide ‘Nuvan 50 EC’ was widely used to treat sea lice on salmon in sea cages in the
Scottish lochs. The Control of Pesticides Regulations 1986 introduced an approval system for pesticides
and ‘Nuvan 50 EC’ was not approved to treat sea lice thus making such use illegal.
INCIDENTS

8. One incident involving Dichlorvos was investigated by HSE in 1986 and one further incident in
1987. Neither incident involved a serious risk to any of the employees.
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CONCERNS

9. Fish farming is an expanding industry with an increasing use of chemicals. As it is a relatively new
industry, many of the chemicals used were developed for other purposes and have not been fully
evaluated for use on fish farms. There is a lack of detailed information on occupational hazards to
humans and also to the wider environment from the use of novel chemicals in these circumstances. HSE
is seeking this information to provide guidance on the precautions to be taken with the use of these
chemicals.
ADVICE

10. The HSE’s ‘fish farming’ Special Responsibility Group based in Edinburgh closely monitors
developments in the industry by inspections and visits at sites and by liaison with representative
organisations. Throughout the rapid growth of the industry , detailed advice has been given to many site
operators and in February 1990 HSE produced a free leaflet on ‘Floating fish-farm installations’ (copy
attached) which includes guidance on the use of organo-phosphorous compounds. The industry was
widely consulted during the preparation of this guidance.
TRAINING

11. HSE’s Special Responsibility Group dealing with fish farming advised the Agricultural Training
Board which carried out training for Scottish salmon growers on work with Dichlorvos. In addition, HSE
will shortly be publishing “Recommendations for the training of users of non-agricultural pesticides”.
These recommendations include guidance for persons using and removing anti-fouling treatments on
nets, cages, floats, or other apparatus for use in fish farming.
RESEARCH

12. HSE’s Employment Medical Advisory Service has carried out a number of blood tests on workers
handling Dichlorvos. To date, no evidence of organophosphorus toxicity has been discovered.
13. HSE is also sponsoring a study to obtain the detailed information referred to in paragraph 9 above
and to assess the best methods for safe use to enable further guidance to be issued as appropriate. It is
proposed that this study will be carried out by external consultants and commence in 1990 for completion
in 1993.
14. In line with the principles of the COSHH Regulations, alternative means of controlling pests in fish
farms are being studied. Research is being carried out on methods of biological control, eg using wrasse,
which are fish which can be induced to feed on the sea lice on salmon. Preliminary trials are being
conducted in Scotland by the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland
CONCLUSIONS

15. HSC/E has made and will continue to make a substantial contribution to the control of the
occupational effects on human health of chemicals used in fish farming through the provisions of the
HSW Act. HSE’s activities take the form of a programme of site visits, investigations of incidents, issuing
of guidance and research projects. Should these point to the need for any strengthening of controls or
legislation, HSC/E would urgently consider any proposals and, if necessary, make recommendations to
the Secretary of State for Employment.
March 1990
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APPENDIX 27
Memorandum submitted by the Department of Transport
STORAGE AND TRANSfflPMENT OF GOODS IN TERRITORIAL WATERS
An Interdepartmental Working Party was set up in February 1982, to consider whether existing
controls took adequate account of all affected parties’ interests in cases where it was proposed to
permanently moor storage vessels in navigable, UK territorial waters; whether existing arrangements for
interdepartmental coordination in such cases were adequate; and, if not, to make recommendations to
Ministers for appropriate action.
The reason for such a Working Party was that it had been proposed to permanently moor a very large
cargo carrier within the harbour limits of Southampton but in the navigable waters of the Solent, and
store in it liquefied petroleum gas. The scheme had been put to the Southampton port authority (then the
British Transport Docks Board) by an independent consultant, and the authority was actively
considering it.
The Working Party considered all the existing controls that might apply to such a scheme. It found
that, under the Goast Protection Act 1949, the Department of Trade (now the Department of Transport)
had to be notified of, and its consent sought for, any works or the deposit of any object in UK tidal
waters. The Department has therefore to approve any proposals for eg fish farms or permanent
moorings (though not the vessel attached to such moorings; the storage vessel referred to could not
legally be distinguished from any vessel exercising its right of anchoring, and would therefore be outwith
the Coast Protection Act).
In addition to the Secretary of State for Trade's powers, the Coast Protection Act 1949 had given the
Crown Estates Commissioners responsibility for the management for those parts of the UK foreshore
between mean high water and seabed owned by the Crown. Anyone wishing to build any structure in that
area has therefore to negotiate a lease for the particular part of the seabed in order to do so. The
Commissioners are politically impartial, not subject to Ministerial control: inoividual developers deal
with them direct. The Department of Transport and the Crown Estates Commissioners operate a joint
procedure for processing and consulting on applications for Crown leases, and the Department of
Transport consents in respect of marine farms.
In the case of oil rigs, the Department of Energy has specific powers to licence the exploration of the
seabed for oil and gas. Under the Oil and Gas (Enterprise) Act 1982, the Secretary of State for Energy
may establish 500 metre radius safety zones around installations in tidal or territorial waters or in
designated areas. Such powers could be applied to any installation presenting a public hazard—so a
floating storage tanker could be given a safety zone. These powers, and those of the HSE to advise the
proponents of the scheme on its implications for public safety, did not clearly give one Department the
duty to coordinate the public interest in assessing a proposal such as that for the storage tanker. Because
of this, the Working Party concluded that existing statutory powers needed strengthening to provide full
political control over offshore storage and transhipment proposals.
Such strengthening could however only be provided by primary legislation. The Department of Trade
agreed that, since the strengthening would essentially be of the Secretary of State for Trade’s powers,
they should take the lead in seeking such legislation. In the meantime, interim arrangements should apply
for any proposal similar to the storage tanker which might be put forward.
The interim arrangements entail the Department of Trade, (now the Department of Transport),
when it has been notified of such proposals under the Coast Protection Act, notifying other interested
Departments of them; coordinating a Government view, including where appropriate the views of
amenity associations and the general public; and advising the Crown Estates Commissioners on whether
a lease for proposed scheme works should be granted.
These interim arrangements, and the Coast Protection Act, continue to apply to relevant schemes. No
legislative slot could be found at the time of the Working Party’s report being made; but neither have any
similar proposals to the storage tanker been put forward. Provision was made under Section 35 of the
Merchant Shipping Act 1988 for the Secretary of State to make regulations governing the transshipment
of goods in territorial waters, and regulations are now being prepared under this provision; but as these
regulations will concern only ship to ship transfers, they are unlikely to affect fish farming activities.
21 March 1990
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APPENDIX 28
Memorandum submitted by the Royal Yachting Association
LICENSING CONDITIONS OF MARINE SITES
Copies of all applications for Fish Farms are sent to RYA Scotland by the Crown Estate
Commissioners for comments. RYA Scotland consider them and reply accordingly. Applications
involving navigation are sent to RYA Scotland by the Department of Transport for comment.
We are concerned about Fish Farms encroaching on anchorages thus restricting the area available to
yachtsmen. Furthermore, it is necessary to have ‘havens’ available in case of bad weather. These havens
may only be used occasionally, but should always be available in view of the fact that weather on the west
coast can change so rapidly.
In a number of cases applications for Fish Farms cover areas in navigable waters and in such cases we
ask that the areas be clearly marked and if necesssary lit at night.
Cases ha\ e arisen of Fish Farms being abandoned resulting in them breaking up and the debris (ropes
etc) becoming a danger to passing yachts. The CEC are being helpful in this respect in having the debris
removed.
Servicing of Fish Farms can cause problems if near anchorages due to disturbance by service boats.
Debris from the Fish Farms can spoil the waters and shoreline adjacent to the farms (e.g. plastic bags,
ropes).
Finally, mention must be made of the proliferation of lobster pots which appear to be anchored
indiscriminately and can be a real hazard to navigation. One example was a pot anchored in the middle of
Pladda Sound, and with the strong tide in that part, was just beneath the surface of the water and could
not be seen from even a few yards off.
March 1990
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APPENDIX 29
Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Marine Conservation Society, Royal Society
for the Protection of Birds and World Wide Fund for Nature

Having read through the evidence presented to the Agriculture Committee to date, there are a few
fundamental points that we would like to clarify and re-emphasize by way of supplementary information
to the Committee.
INADEQUATE KNOWLEDGE OF IMPACTS

The range of environmental impacts associated with intensive fin-fish culture are outlined in our earlier
submissions. Most of these concern the effects of inputs to the aquatic environment, whether organic
waste, nutrients, chemicals, or farmed fish, and the disturbance and destruction of wildlife. The common
feature of these impacts is that they are extremely poorly understood. There is little information on
immediate and local effects, let alone the longer term effects on the wider environment. Furthermore,
experience of marine pollution issues shows that to identify the effects of any one substance or
development is difficult; to determine the effects of a mixture of inputs from a multiplicity of
developments is well beyond present scientific capacity.
PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE

It is on this basis that we strongly advocate the application of the precautionary principle as adopted at
the Second North Sea Ministerial Conference in 1987 and reaffirmed at the Third North Sea Conference
in March 1990. The UK government was a signatory to both the resulting declarations. This principle
requires that action is taken to control polluting inputs to the environment even before damage has been
established by clear scientific evidence.
Adverse effects are known to be associated with fish farming but not the extent of these effects or what
constitutes a “safe" or sustainable level of development. Therefore, in accordance with the precautionary
principle, rigorous controls should be applied to the industry even before damage has been proven. In
practice this requires:
(i) precautionary limits to be set for developments and production levels in each sea loch;
(ii) the establishment of areas that are protected from any development, to provide conservation
refuges and a baseline for scientific research.
A NEW APPROACH

The current system for controlling the development of the marine fish farming industry has failed to
take adequate heed of environmental considerations, to apply precautionary safeguards or to ensure the
sustainability of the industry.
The new system of planning and regulation requires:
(i) clear allocation of responsibility for management of the marine resource to a lead body (whether
an existing government department, or a new commission);
(ii) an integrated planning and management regime, under this body, for coastal and sea use in the
UK, including effective provisions for marine conservation;
(iii) licensing of fish farm developments by the lead body. Issue of licences should depend on prior
environmental assessment and adequate qualifications of developers, and should impose
conditions on production levels, management practices and monitoring. Licences should be
withdrawn on breach of these conditions;
(iv) siting of fish farms to be controlled by local planning authorities, within the guidelines set out by
the integrated planning and management regime.
This approach to planning and regulation should be applied to the existing industry with the minimum
of delay. Current leases should be reviewed in the context of the above conditions. This may entail
relocation and/or imposition of revised lease conditions.
30 March 1990
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APPENDIX 30
Response by the Institute of Aquaculture, University of Stirling to supplementary questions
1.

“1992”
(a) How serious are the two diseases IHN and VHS and how common are they throughout the
European Community.

FISH HEALTH AND

(b) What are your views on EC-Commissions proposals for common fish and shellfish disease
controls in the single market COM (89) 655? Is the UK’s high fish health status at risk if these
proposals were adopted?
Both questions are considered together:
As one of the leading research centres in the field of fish health in Europe we are most concerned about
the EC proposals for fish and shellfish disease controls as we consider that they will considerably weaken
the health status of both wild and farmed fish stocks in the UK.
I

Neither VHS nor IHN have been or are found in the UK. VHS is found throughout mainland Europe
whereas IHN, which was originally restricted to the USA and Japan, about a year ago was positively
identified in a number of farms in Italy and France. Both viral diseases are extremely serious and can
commonly produce 90 per cent mortalities in fish stocks. Transmission to the UK would be catastrophic
to both farmed and wild salmonids as our native stocks have no resistance to the VHS and IHN viruses.
The main reason for the UK being relatively free of diseases and particularly of the more severe viral
diseases of IHN and VHS are firstly, our island status and secondly, the 1937 Diseases of Fish Act, which
prohibited any imports of live salmonid fish into Great Britain. Although imports of salmonid eggs are
allowed, a very strict licencing and certification procedure has to be met by the suppliers of the eggs. The
outer surfaces of eggs can also be reliably sterilized without adverse effects on the eggs, unlike whole fish
which are impossible to decontaminate. An illustration of the problems that might occur with the allowed
import of live fish is offered by the recent outbreak in England of SVC, a viral disease of cyprinid fish
especially carp, which is not endemic to the UK. Despite a certification procedure for all non-salmonid
live fish imports, SVC was rapidly transmitted to a number of farms and fisheries in England; mortalities
were high and disinfection costly and time-consuming. Fortunately, the outbreak was contained by the
MAFF and there appears to have been no transmission to wild stocks. However, it illustrates what might
happen to both our wild and farmed salmonid fish should there be a relaxation of present procedures. If
anything we would recommend a strengthening of the procedures to control the imports of non-salmonid
fish into the UK and the imports of both salmonid and non-salmonid fish into other EC member states.
We are also very concerned about the current unrestricted import of live ornamental fish into the UK,
many of which are closely related to indigenous species of freshwater fish, whose importation is
controlled. As few if any of the suppliers to this ornamental trade have a certifiable status, then this group
of imports must constitute a significant risk of introducing exotic disease into the UK.
It should also be mentioned that there is evidence that some of the salmonid diseases eg IHN and VHS
may be carried on ornamental and other fish. Again these could constitute a risk to our native stocks of
salmonid fish.
2. FISH FEED

(a) What improvements have been made to fish feed formulations and feeding regimes to ensure
more efficient conversion of the food actually administered? What is the potential for further
improvement?
Over the past decade there have been considerable improvements in our understanding of the
nutritional requirements of farmed fish and in the formulation, nutrient sourcing, fabrication and
methods of feeding proprietary fish diets. However, further research and development work still needs to
be carried out by both research organisations and the fish feed manufacturers because much of this
improvement in knowledge and technology is based upon work with a few species of fish, in particular,
the trout, carp and American catfish. Little is known of the detailed requirements of the tens of other
species under cultivation and specifically those farmed in the marine environment.
Specific improvements in our knowledge of nutrient requirements include those relating to amino
acids, polyunsaturated fats and protein-to-energy ratios. To improve the efficiency of conversion of feed
into fish flesh, ideally all the nutrients in the feed should be fully digested and they should not be present
in amounts which exceed the capacity of the fish to utilize them. Thus, most fish feeds rely on appropriate
levels of high quality fish meals and polyunsaturated fats because these are most efficiently utilized by
fish. The matching of the nutrients in the diet, both in terms of quality and quantity ensures that the
maximum amounts of feed are converted into fish flesh and that as little as possible passes out of the fish
with its wastes into the aquatic environment.
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Parallel improvements in the physical characteristics and fabrication of fish pellets including a softer
texture, a better binding of the ingredients and hence greater water stability and an increased buoyancy,
have also meant, respectively, that the diets are more palatable, not subject to excessive nutrient leaching
and easier for the fish to eat before they fall to the bottom of the tank or cage; all factors which have
resulted in an improved ingestion and conversion of feed and reduced contribution to the effluent waters
deriving from farms.
One further area in which we expect additional improvements to be made is in the area of feed
presentation. Work at the Institute of Aquaculture and elsewhere, in conjunction with the fish feed
manufacturers, is looking at the ways in which the feed is fed and the effects on feeding of fish size,
maturity and age, husbandry and environmental conditions. A notable omission up to present is that little
research has been carried out on the on-growing of salmon or other species in sea water.
(b) Could the fish content of farmed fish feed ever be replaced by protein from another source eg
soya?
It is possible to significantly reduce the fish meal content of feeds and considerable work has been
carried out on other possible protein sources including blood and meat meals, meat and bone meals,
offal, feather meal, poultry and brewing by-products, single celled proteins (eg Pruteen), oil seed and
ground nut products, plant proteins, (eg soya), fish silage, krill meals, squid meals etc. In general,
performance in terms of growth is little affected by the inclusion of these protein sources in fish diets.
However, many of these alternatives are not as efficiently digested by fish, as is fishmeal and this results
in poorer food conversions and hence higher nutrient losses in the effluent from farms.
(c) Is there sufficient pressure on the industrial fish stocks (eg sandeels) included in such feeds to
necessitate research into alternative food sources?
Bearing in mind that at present 80 per cent of the world’s farmed production is artisanal and does not
use fishmeal-based pelleted feeds clearly as aquaculture expands globally so will its demands for quality
fishmeals. To some extent the demands for fishmeal by aquaculture are already displacing traditional
fishmeal users. This dependence on fishmeal will continue until economics dictate a change. Recent
major research efforts with genetically improved strains of rapeseed (candle seed) and improvements in
processing of this meal and also of high fat soyas offers considerable scope for increased levels of
inclusion in fish feeds. We have an active programme of work into alternative protein sources here at
Stirling. It is essential that such work, along with studies of the nutritional requirements and nutrient
handling of other farmed species, is promoted if the continuing growth of aquaculture is not to be
constrained by the finite supplies of fishmeal.
4 April 1990

Supplementary memoran dum submitted by the Institute of Aquaculture, University of Stirling
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT

Although the subject of R&D has already been addressed in the original submission by the Institute to
the Agriculture Committee and in our answers at the evidence session on the 14 March 1990, we still have
significant areas of concern relating to the co-ordination, size and nature of funding of aquaculturerelated research in the UK as follows:
(1) Funding levels are insufficient for what is an important and rapidly developing branch of
agriculture It is essential for any industry, including aquaculture that, during emergence and
expansion phases of development, they receive adequate R&D support. Two countries Norway
and Japan, which might be thought of as being at similar stages of the learning curve as
ourselves, provide upwards of 2-'* times the monies spent by the UK on R&D, even after the
relative sizes of aquacultural proauction in the three countries have been taken into account.
(2) There is no forum or co-ordinating body to decide on R&D priorities and to ensure that a
satisfactory balance is reached in the allocation of funds to basic, near market and strategic
research. Organisations like the NERC and AFRC are primarily concerned with basic science
and often in quite specialised areas of aquatic research whereas other major funding agencies
like the SSGA and the Crown Estate Commissioners are most concerned with near-market
projects and specifically those relating to salmon. Consequently many areas of basic science and
much of strategic science related to aquaculture do not receive support.
(3) Three-quarters of all aquaculture related R&D in the UK is provided through MAFF for
in-house work in the constituent MAFF and DAFS Laboratories. Ideally, a proportion of this
government funding should be considered for priority areas in aquaculture and allocated
alongside other sources of financial support and, the most appropriate government, institute or
university laboratory commissioned to carry out the research. This would ensure a more
effective response to the evolving basic and strategic requirements for aquaculture-related
R&D. Again a body representing all the funding organisations and the major research groupings
would be required to co-ordinate this policy.
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(4) Considerable difficulties are experienced b> grant awarding organisations and research scientists
alike regarding near-market research. Following the Barnes review much of this work has now
disappeared from the government laboratories. Some sectors of the fish farming industry are
relatively well-served for near market support eg the salmon, as they have their own funds,
whereas others, like the trout and shellfish sectors, although they have significant productions,
do not have a mechanism for collection of funds and hence receive limited R&D support. Similar
difficulties also affect other minority groupings and will constrain future developments with new
species.
Designation of a project as near-market is an extremely difficult and subjective decision often
depending on the philosophy of individual funding agencies or the way in which the project is
presented. Most project areas include elements of basic, strategic and near-market R&D, the
balance invariably changing with the evolution of the research programme. These difficulties are
fully recognised by other countries like Norway and Japan where governments support
near-market and strategic as well as basic research. Improvements in the mechanism of funding
will have to be made if future growth and developments in fish farming are not to be significantly
constrained.
I

4 April 1990
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APPENDIX 31
Letter to the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland from the Chairman,
Association of Scottish Shellfish Growers
Re.: COM (89) 648 Final—Bivalve molluscs:
Further to your letter of 16 February 1990, inviting comment from the ASSG on the above referenced
proposed regulation on shellfish hygiene, please find below the Association’s response. Our comments
are of a general nature, in the main, as we believe that in many instances apparent difficulties will be
resolved by clarification and redrafting.
Indeed, many areas of concern will, we trust, be resolved once discussions have been held with the
Competent Authority to set up the necessary systems for applying the regulation. Therefore, we repeat
our call for the government to nominate the Competent Authority immediately in order that detailed
considerations can begin with both industry representatives and other interested agencies, such as SFIA.
Shellfish growers naturally welcome reasoned regulations to raise product hygiene standards, however
acceptance of such regulations must be accompanied by parallel efforts to raise water quality by reducing
the incidence of sewage effluent discharge into the marine environment, a priceless asset for the Scottish
shellfish industry. Any incremental costs incurred by shellfish growers in satisfying the new regulatory
standards as a result of discharge of untreated sewage and other pollutants should be recognised as a
charge to the polluter.
We suggest that, if the Commission is able to draft with sufficient accuracy. King scallops (Pecten) and
Queen scallops (Chlamys) over a minimum size should be excluded from the regulation as they are
always eaten fully cooked, unlike the other bivalve molluscs.
Assuming that the objective of this hygiene regulation is not to drive producers of proven Category A
shellfish out of business, we suggest there should be recognition of the particular and specific
circumstances of the Scottish shellfish farming industry; the scattered nature of the farms, the distances
involved in transporting product to any central expedition centre(s) combined with the relative purity of
the waters indicate that a relaxation of the definitions of ‘establishment’ is necessary. We suggest, inter
alia, that there should be no restrictions on local and farmgate sales from operations in Category A
harvesting areas, if necessary with a throughput limit; this could be achieved if each grower were
recognised as an expedition centre or if an exemption were drafted into the regulation.
As noted in my letter of 28 June 1989, the definition of ‘establishment’ fails to recognise the specific
Scottish situation where the vast bulk of the grading, packing and dispatch operations are carried out in
the open—on rafts, other vessels, on the pier and on the fore-shore. Therefore we seek an addition to the
definition of Annex Ch. IV Conditions for the Approval of Establishments’; namely, an initial paragraph
which identifies acceptable and approvable areas for handling shellfish which are not buildings.
Thereafter the conditions for structures, with the addition of “ceilings or roof linings which are easy to
keep clean”, are acceptable.
We. would also propose that there should be a definition of harvesting, currently lacking, for example,
in the definition of ‘establishment’ although the term itself is used. In our view, harvesting should be
defined as “final removal from the water of an approved harvesting area for placing on the market”.
We also believe that the detailed requirements for wrapping and transportation are excessive in the
Scottish context, particularly with regard to local sales.
Finally, I would like to support much of the response by SFIA to the proposed regulation; their
detailed comments have covered much of the ground that needs to be discussed further before a final
regulation is agreed by the Council of Ministers in Brussels.
There is no doubt that, if passed in its current state and enforced in a malign fashion, this regulation
could well spell the end for the Scottish farmed shellfish industry, a great misfortune, to say the least, in
view of the quality of much of Scotland’s inshore waters, the socio-economic benefits that flow from
shell-fish farming and the undeniable quality of the product.
10 April 1990
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APPENDIX 32
Supplementary memorandum submitted by the National Farmers’ Union of Scotland and
Scottish Salmon Growers Association
COMMENTS ON EC FISH HEALTH PROPOSALS (COM(89)655)
The objective of the UK fish farming industry is to ensure that the EC fish health regulations provide
the maximum defence against the introduction of non-indigenous fish diseases into UK waters.
The UK and Ireland are unique in European terms because of our freedom from IHN and VHS. That
freedom must be maintained. Given the prevalence of VHS on the Continent, we are firmly of the view
that the only effective means of halting its spread to the UK is to retain our existing ban on the
importation of live and ungutted salmonids and-to introduce effective controls on the movement of wild
and ornamental fish.
The Scottish NFU and the Scottish Salmon Growers Association have been involved in intensive
discussions with the EC Commission during the drafting of the proposed fish health regulation. The
Commission now recognise the necessity of any EC regulation reflecting and protecting the unique
disease-firee status of the UK. In this respect, the Commission’s formal proposal is a significant
improvement on earlier drafts. However, the measures now proposed represent the absolute minimum of
what would be acceptable to the UK fish farming industry. There is also a need for greater clarification in
a number of key areas.
DETAILED COMMENTS ON PROPOSED REGULATION

A. Approved Zones
The efficacy of the entire proposal rests on the accurate identification, monitoring and control of
movements in and out of disease-free zones.
We have maintained, throughout, that continental zones must, at the very least, be based on discrete and
entire water systems—as now proposed by the Commission in Annex B, l.A. We also support the
requirement that a continental zone must be such that the possibilities for recontamination are reduced to
a minimum. The concept of a buffer zone is less clear, but is welcome, in that we can conceive of
situations in continental Europe where such an approach could be required in order to provide the
necessary isolation for establishing and maintaining an approved zone.
The concept and operation of coastal zones is one of primary importance to the salmon and shellfish
industries. This requires much greater clarification, particularly in relation to its operation around the
west coast and islands of Scotland. Scottish waters are currently free from List II shellfish diseases, some
of which are present around the English coast. Means must be found to protect against their introduction
through the separate designation of Scottish waters.
B. Achievement of Approved Status
The UK is free from IHN and VHS. In contrast, VHS is prevalent on the continent.
The two major priorities for the UK fish farming industry are therefore:
(1) to ensure that the UK is granted immediate approved status, without the need to undertake
any additional initial testing, and
(2) to ensure that areas in mainland Europe wishing to establish approved status are required to
demonstrate freedom from List I and II diseases over an adequate period of time.
Annex B, B (2), appears to permit immediate approval for the UK; that is certainly the Commission’s
intention. It is essential that the UK Government ensures that the wording of the regulation actually
meets the objective.
We have serious doubts as to the possibility of establishing and maintaining genuinely disease-free
zones on the continent. All previous attempts to eradicate VHS, for example in Denmark, have failed,
principally because of the carrier status of wild fish, and have resulted in further outbreaks within a few
years. Therefore, if the zoning approach is to be adopted, it must include a minimum of four years testing
prior to approval. We also support the proposal that a minimum of 50 per cent of farms should be tested
each year in such zones in order to maintain the approved status.
C. Approved Farms in Non-approved Zones
We accept the concept of approved farms in non-approved zones as potentially useful for producers on
the continent wishing to improve their health status. However, it is absolutely essential that no movement
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of fish be permitted from such farms in unapproved zones into fully approved zones. It is equally essential
that all such farms be subject to inspection and laboratory examination at least once a year.
D. Non-farmed Species
Wild fish, cold water and tropical ornamentals and fish capable of transferring disease by mechanical
means all pose real and significant threats in terms of disease transmission. It is recognised in Article 13 of
the proposed regulation that appropriate controls must be imposed on the movement of these fish.
However, we are disturbed at the absence of any details. There must be much greater clarification of the
likely controls in this area before agreement is reached oh the regulation as a whole.
This aspect of the regulation is increasingly important given the growing interest in farming other
marine species, which is already resulting in movement of marine fish across Member States. The
regulation must impose adequate controls on all farmed marine species.
E. Group III Diseases
The UK fish farming industry wants to maintain effective controls over the spread of Group III
diseases, based broadly on our current statutory arrangements.
The industry remains as concerned as ever to prevent the spread of these diseases and would not wish
to see;any dilution of the present controls, as implemented under the Diseases of Fish Act. The present
drafting of Article 1 of the proposed EC regulation would appear to permit the UK to maintain its
existing control measures. We would need assurances that this was indeed the case.
F. Sampling Plans and Diagnostic Methods
The methods of sampling, diagnosis and disinfection are central to the efficacy of any EC regulation.
EC standards must be established at the highest possible level and applied uniformly throughout the
Community. The standards to be adopted under the proposed regulation must be agreed, to UK
satisfaction, prior to the implementation of the regulation.
G. Imports from Third Countries
Existing national government controls over imports from third countries must remain in force until
such time as the Community has conducted the necessary comprehensive study of the health conditions
pertaining in third countries, as set out in Articles 18 to 23.
There should be provision for health inspections of all consignments on entry into the Community.
Article 21 refers to inspections being carried out “on the spot”. This needs clarification. The regulation
should include powers to inspect consignments at the port of entry. The regulation should also make
provisions for the action to be taken in the event of failure of inspection and for controls on consignments
of fish in transit across the Community.
H. Community Inspectorate and Funding
It is important that the control measures envisaged in the regulation are applied and enforced
effectively and uniformly in all Member States. It is therefore essential that an effective Community’
Inspectorate is established before any action is taken to dismantle existing national controls. The
Inspectorate must be properly funded and staffed, with adequate powers of inspection and enforcement.
The proposed financial provisions, as set out In the financial statement attached to the regulation, are
wholly inadequate to meet the requirements.
10 April 1990
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The following memorandum is an addendum to the Appendices to the Minute of Evidence taken during
the inquiry into Fish Farming in the UK (HC 141-11).
APPENDIX 33
Memorandum submitted by the Sea Fish. Industry Authority
This memorandum has been prepared by the Sea Fish Industry Authority in response to the invitation
from House of Commons Agriculture Committee’s inquiry into Fish Farming. The evidence below
concentrates on areas of the fish farming industry within the Authority’s remit and, therefore, specifically
excludes salmonids (other than as background to potential farming of alternate species), and all fresh
water culture.
The Authority is fully committed to fish farming both for the contribution itcan make to the supplies of
fish and shellfish in the future and in the creation of new employment in rural areas.
SUMMARY

Trends in Supply and Marketing Aspects
(a) The world production of wild fish and shellfish is likely to be short of world demand by nearly 20
million tonnes by the year 2000 according to FAO and this will have to be met mainly from aquaculture.
Although tropical and sub-tropical regions will provide most of the additional supply, there will be
opportunities for the fish and shellfish farming industries of the European Community to benefit from
this increased demand.
(b) The expansion of salmon farming production is likely to level off as world production of this
species starts to meet demand. International prices have recently begun to fall and growers are seeking
diversification into alternative species, although viable production techniques do not yet exist for other
finfish in the UK.
(c) The current finfish alternative on which some work has been done is halibut, but major
technological problems remain to be solved. These are being tackled by the Authority in collaboration
with Norwegian research workers.
(d) The UK molluscan shellfish farming industry is small by comparison with other EC Member
States, notably France and Spain. Shellfish is, however, one obvious area for diversification from salmon.
(e) Lobster stock enhancement schemes in which hatchery reared juveniles are released into the wild
are showing promise but it is essential to adopt measures to manage the release areas.
(f) There are natural advantages of farmed fish and shellfish which can be exploited. This will need
market research and co-ordination of effort to get the balance right between production, demand and
regularity of supply.
Legislative Controls
(g) The aquaculture industry would benefit from a single planning procedure under the Planning Acts,
carried through by local planning authorities, which covered sea cages or offshore structures together
with shore facilities. This would streamline the bureaucratic process by linking all the interested parties in
a new project.
(h) It will be crucial to extend the existing system of Regulating Orders to lobsters to facilitate
commercial development based on the results of the current lobster stock enhancement research.
(i) Since most of the farmed shellfish is grown in clean waters it may be better placed, compared to
wild caught alternatives, to meet the proposed European Health and Hygiene Regulations.
(j) The remit of the Authority should be increased to include salmon.
Grant Aid
(k) As several years elapse between initial investment and first returns being realised, financial
assistance should continue to be available to growers.
(l) However, there is a case for a co-ordinated approach among the agencies who provide financial
assistance and encourage the success of projects and the commitment of applicants.
Research and Development
(m) There is exchange of information between research workers at both national and international
level. However, there is a need for co-ordination of effort in the UK basod on a clearly stated national
strategy.
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(n) Research Priorities are:
—

diversification into alternative species to salmon

—

improved hatchery techniques for finfish and shellfish

^

more knowledge of the effect of fish farming on the marine environment, including predator
control

—

better understanding of physiological and nutritional factors affecting the breeding.of fish and
shellfish

—

better understanding of the transmission of fish diseases within farms and between wild and
farmed populations

—

feed development

—

engineering design, especially for offshore farming

—

establishing the relationship between water quality and the contamination of molluscan
shellfish.

MEMORANDUM

Trends in Supply and Demand (Finfish)
1. According to the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the UN the world demand for aquatic
products is likely to reach 114 million tonnes by the year 2000. Of this the production from wild sources
will be about 95 million tonnes. The balance will have to be found from aquaculture, which means
doubling the present production pf about 10 million tonnes, in a little over 10 years. Whilst the bulk of
this will take place in tropical and sub-tropical regions, opportunities will arise in the temperate regions.
This may augur well for the expansion of aquaculture in Europe since opportunities to expand wild
production are limited. The UK should develop a long term strategy against the scenario of increasing
demand for aquaculture products.
2. The most significant farmed species in temperate waters is salmon with world production
approaching 200,000 tonnes. The UK contribution is 20,000 tonnes and that of our main competitor
Norway, approximately 130,000 tonnes. Oversupply is cunrently creating a slump on the salmon market,
with 1988 delivered prices of £4,000 per tonne dropping to approximately £3,000 per tonne during 1989.
It seems likely that any future increase in the number of new salmon farms in the UK will be limited and
diversification by existing salmon farms into other species is a probable future trend.
3. In Northern UK waters the current finfish candidate for diversification from salmon is halibut on
which some work has been done. There are still significant technological problems in egg quality, the
health and diets of broodstock and weaned juveniles and the successful ongrowing of juveniles to be
resolved before this can be considered viable. Research on these problems at the Authority’s Marine
Farming Unit at Ardtoe is underway. Halibut is a well known high value fish with a market sensitive to
size and quality.
Current UK production of wild caught halibut is around 130 tonnes, with an average landed value of
some £3,700 per tonne. Initially, if farmed halibut were to follow a trend similar to that of farmed turbot
in France, there would be a premium paid, but ultimately the price would be expected to fall back to near
the level of the wild product. Just as market development for farmed salmon has created demand for
what was effectively a new product, farmed halibut could similarly benefit from the establishment of its
own particular market niche, rather than purely attempting to replace wild caught fish.
4. To the South of the English Channel, mainly in Spain, France and the southern European states,
there are prospects for farmed turbot, sea bream and bass (all relatively high value species) but of these
only turbot could be cultivated in the Southern part of the UK, and even here their growth rate would be
limited by lower water temperatures. One valuable opportunity for the UK is the production of hatchery
reared juveniles, for export to these countries, and there are already two such hatcheries in existence.
5. Cod can be farmed either from hatchery reared juveniles, or from wild stock juveniles which have
been impounded by encircling nets, and then released into deep water enclosures similar to those
employed in salmon farming. Tlie UK has only a limited potential for this form of culture whicfi is
unlikely to be viable so long as sufficient wild stocks remain, keeping prices relatively low compared to
salmon. However, the decline in wild stocks of cod in EEC waters suggests that interest in farming f ais
s^pecies may grow in future years and it would be premature to dismiss it at this stage.
Trends in Supply and Demand (Molluscan Shellfish)
6. UK farmed production of molluscan shellfish is confined to mussels. Pacific oyster, native oyster,
great scallop, Queen scallop and Manila clams. Production of all these farmed molluscs is currently less
than 1,000 tonnes, plus a further 3,000 tonnes of relaid mussels. In total this is substantially lower than
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the wild stock production of some 18,000 tonnes. French production of molluscan shellfish is around
179,000 tonnes and in Spain more than 200,000 tonnes of rope grown mussels are produced annually,
with the Netherlands also producing around 100,000 tonnes of relaid mussels in 1987.
7. The UK demand for molluscan shellfish is small in contrast to other European states, and UK
production must depend on developing its own speciality markets rather than attempting to make
headway in the bulk markets. All the UK farmed species, except native and Pacific oysters, have to
compete in the market with wild stocks. Although they have their own natural advantages (excellent
meat content with thin attractive shells and free from grit), the shellfish farming industry has been slow to
exploit these.
8. However, current growth of the aquaculture industry is in terms of increasing numbers of new
applications for shellfish leases rather than expanding salmon farms. Until recently the industry had been
almost entirely made up of small, private concerns with limited resources, but one or two large companies
are now becoming involved and are beginning to develop and build an infrastructure for the industry. At
the same time, shellfish farming is currently the most obvious area for diversification by existing salmon
farmers.
Trends in Supply and Demand (Crustacean Shellfish)
9. A number of agencies, including MAFF and the Authority, have experimented with the release of
juvenile lobsters into the wild in order to enhance stocks. The lobster fisheries of the UK are under
intense pressure and enhancement is perceived as a means of rebuilding stocks. There has always been a
keen demand for lobsters, with landed prices currently some £7,000 per tonne.
Successful enhancement will, however, depend on a satisfactory management scheme for the release
sites. This can be most effectively achieved'by the use of a Regulating Order under the Sea Fisheries
(Shellfish) Act 1967, but the Act would require amendment to include Crustacea. This matter is referred
to later under Planning and Legislative Controls.
Intensive rearing of lobsters in captivity to the legal minimum size of 85 mm carapace length is not cost
effective, unless the scarcity value of the wild stock forces prices to escalate; or there is a major
breakthrough in automatic feeding and husbandry. There are no other native Crustacea being considered
at the present time for cultivation or enhancement.
Trade and Marketing Aspects of Aquaculture Products
10. Farmed fish and shellfish have generally not yet benefited, from market development. Two
exceptions are salmon and oysters but even with these regularity of supply is causing some difficulties
which would be resolved once demand, production and distribution were in better balance.
There are natural advantages of farmed products such as quality, uniformity of size and the potential to
produce to order which could be exploited to help the industry forward, to realise its full potential.
There is a need for research into the marketing of all farmed products followed by promotion for
particular market niches. The fish and shellfish farming.industry should not be content to fill gaps
resulting from shortfalls in wild production.
11. In the past shellfish growers were not well enough co-ordinated to develop a market strategy. The
Association of Scottish Shellfish Growers has now taken a lead and co-operative marketing by groups of
growers should allow products to be promoted more effectively. It v/ould also help them to adapt more
easily to the requirements of the European Health and Hygiene Regulations, discussed in paragraph 15
below. The Authority strongly supports these initiatives.
12. The UK is not well placed to compete in the bulk shellfish markets of France and Spain, and UK
demand for molluscs is weak. Current imports into the UK are often products of high specification or
added value, while exports are of basic materials, For example, mussel imports in 1988 had an average
value of some £1,100 per tonne of mainly added value products, while exports ranged from £200-450
tonne for raw material. The quality of farmed molluscan shellfish currently marketed could well stimulate
UK demand. It is, however, important to ensure that markets are expanded at a rate such that UK
shellfish growers production can satisfy demand, both in quality and regularity, to avoid simply
encouraging imports. Careful co-ordination of market development, and production levels, is essential.
Planning and Other Legislative Controls and Constraints to Development
13. There is considerable legislation affecting the establishment and operation of fish farms, which is
both time-consuming for and discouraging to the potential grower.
This legislation is the responsibility of several departments. Crown Estates Commission (CEC),
DAFS, DANI, MAFF, local authorities. River Purification Boards (Scotland) or National Rivers
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Authority (England and Wales), Department of Transport on matters relating to navigation and Sea
Fisheries Committees of England and Wales are all involved.
It would help the fish farming industry if the local* planning authority was responsible for planning
consents covering sea cages and offshore structures in addition to onshore facilities. This would provide
the farmer with one point of contact and streamline the bureaucratic process as far as possible by taking
into account objections from the public, other water users or the environmental protection groups. The
views of the Nature Conservancy Council and other bodies could also be taken into account in this
process.

14.
The Regulating Orders under the Sea Fisheries (Shellfish) Act (1967) em
body to permit only licensed fishermen to take molluscan shellfish from a specified area of seabed under
specific conditions. It is vital to the success of the lobster enhancement programme that the Act be
amended to include Crustacea (see paragraph 9).
15.
Health and Hygiene Regulations are to be introduced by the European
1990’s wliich will be the basis for standards of handling of fish and fish products and molluscan shellfish
bet\veen capture and retail. These are wide-ranging and provide sensible pathways for protecting public
health. Farmed shellfish, especially from Scottish waters, are better placed to meet these standards than
the wild stock and this may encourage increased production. Farmed finfish, however, are less likely to
gain special advantages from these Regulations.
16. The shellfish industry has to bear the costs of ensuring that its produce meets public health
requirements although the primary cause of contamination is due to poor water quality caused by
ppUulion originating from sewage outfalls and industrial effluent.
17. The Fisheries Act 1981, specifically excludes salmon from the remit of the Authority. However,
not only is the science and engineering of salmon farming compatible with marine species but the
marketing infrastructure would benefit from integration. The Authority is well placed to operate in all
these areas in the interests of aquaculture development in the UK and feels that the inclusion of salmon
within its remit would be sensible.
Under Regulation (923/79) the EC have laid down quality standards for waters supporting the growth
of molluscs and have invited member states to designate such waters. Once designated, there is an
obligation on member states to maintain the standards. The UK Government has designated 28 shellfish
waters but many areas of commercial importance have not been given this protection. Even where waters
have been designated there is no guarantee that public health requirements will be met because the
relationship between water quality and the contamination of molluscs is not well understood. EC grant
aid to fish farmers will only be given in areas where the quality standards are being achieved.
There is an urgent need for this matter to be addressed and for the designation of all coastal waters
supporting the growth of wild or farmed shellfish in order to give protection against the pollution
originating outside the industry.
Grant Aid
18. Grant aid is necessary because of the long lead time to achieve financial viability. This has been
generally recognised and extensive and varying types of grant aid are available from many agencies to
existing and potential growers, especially in rural areas. Details of some of these are given in Annex 1.
However, such assistance should be phased and linked with effective advice so that growers can establish
their businesses during the initial period of investment and the first cash crop. A review of the various aid
schemes to ensure that they meet these requirements is needed.
Economic Benefits and Employment Opportunities
19. Fish farming is by implication a rural and coastal activity. But, although it creates employment
opportunities and helps to maintain local communities, there are sometimes difficulties in recruiting a
local labour force and new people must be drawn in from elsewhere. These problems centre mainly on
attracting suitable personnel with high level skills, such as biologists and managers, to rural areas, due to
the lack of accommodation and social, educational and cultural infrastructure.

Research and Development
20,
llie UK Government spent the following approximate sums on Resea
aquaculture in 1988-89:
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Expenditure 1988-89

Marine Fish
Salmonids and Fresh Water Fish
Shellfish

226,000
536,000
578,000

TOTAL

£1,340,000

Fish Diseases: Expenditure 1988-89
Statutory Duties
Bacterial, Fungal and Viral Diseases
TOTAL

676,000
965,000
£1,641,000

Changes, both to the total and the mix of activities, can be expected in 1989-90.
The work is carried out by the Authority, DAFS Marine Laboratory, HIDB, Universities of Stirling,
Glasgow and the University College of North Wales (Bangor). Other relevant work is carried out by the
Natural Environmental Research Council (NERC) and the Scottish Marine Biological Association.
Tlie fish farming programme of the Authority has a total expenditure of £421,000, in 1989-90, which is
made up of £173,000 from public funds, £188,000 from levies collected by the Authority under the
Fisheries Act 1981, and £60,000 from the marine fish farming industry. The Authority considers that the
industry is too small, at present, to make a major contribution to R&D costs.
21. Co-ordination of many o"^ these activities is achieved through the MAFF/DAFS Fisheries Research
and Development working groups and by the Authority through an industry consultative group which
includes representatives from government laboratories.
Co-ordination of effort between the various bodies against a national strategy, including building up
fish farming as a viable food industry for the future, could bring benefits by solving some of the barriers to
progress, which the industry is facing or may face in the near future.
22. International collaboration is achieved through the Mariculture Committee of the International
Council for Exploration of the Sea (ICES). ICES hold a number of working groups each year to exchange
views on current issues. Membership includes the EC, Canada, USA as well as noh-EC European States
and the Eastern bloc countries.
Research Priorities
23. Diversification into, alternative finfish species and the solution of egg quality, health, diets of
broodstock and early growth and diet problems especially for halibut.
Improved hatchery techniques for finfish and new initiatives in shellfish hatchery work to
improve the supply, quality and reliability of seed molluscs.
Developing a greater knowledge of the effect of fish farming on the marine environment and
of the control of predators.
Improved understanding of the physiological and nutritional factors affecting the breeding of
finfish and shellfish.
Establishing a better understanding of the transmission of fish diseases within farms and
between wild and farmed population.
Cost-effective fish and weaned larval feed developments and the associated dietary
considerations.
Engineering design of fish cages and other structures for use in deeper water, as less sheltered
water becomes available for fish farming.
Establishing the relationship between water quality and the contamination of molluscan
shellfish as it affects public health.
24. There is potential for the exploitation of UK expertise in hatchery and early growth techniques
both within the UK and abroad. Already a number of small businesses are involved in the production of
turbot juveniles for export and in seed oyster and clam production for domestic farms.
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25. In addition to R&D, several training courses are available for fish farm workers at Inverness
College, Barony College at Dumfries and Sparsholt College, Hampshire. Degree or Diploma Couvses
are available at the University of Stirling and the University of North Wales, Bangor.
ANNEX
Some Sources of Grant Aid to the Aquaculture Industry
Grant and loan aid is available from many sources, some of which are briefly described below. Most
grants are directed at the small scale business where the need for financial aid is greatest.
(a) Agricultural Development Programme~BC funded (Regulation 1402/86) covers fish farming on
Scottish islands (excluding the Western Isles). £2 million has been allocated for the period 1988-93.
Aimed at resident small to medium scale farmers setting up enterprises of less than £90,000 capital cost.
The EEC regulation also makes provision for training and advisory services to fish farming of £100,000.
An equivalent programme exists in the five north western parishes (part Sutherland and Ross-shire).
(b) Highlands and Islands Development Roflrrf—Includes grants for individual projects and cooperative ventures with special development significance, interest relief grants and low-interest loans.
Repayments can be deferred for up to three years.
(c) Fish Farming (Financial Assistance) Scheme 1987—Apples to Scotland, England and Wales under
EC Regulation 4028/86.
(d) EC Regulation 4028186 (Title /V)—Covers all UK potential marine farming projects (within the
scope of the UK MAGP for Aquaculture), but shellfish farms qualify only if the area in question meets
EEC water quality criteria. The minimum eligible level of expenditure is approximately £50,000 and
would, therefore, benefit medium scale enterprises. A UK government grant [under (c)j is required as a
means of qualifying.

(e)
. Scottish Development Agency—Loans of up to £50,000 for small business
Assistance is generally concentrated in areas outside those covered by HIDB.
(f) Employment Grants Scheme—Funded by European Social Fund—consists of a 30 per cent subsidy
for first six months of employment, on wages up to a maximum gross weekly wage of £156.67.
(g) Mid-Wales Development Board-Offer grants, low-interest loans up to £500,000 and wage
subsidies (30 per cent of basic wage for 26 weeks for up to 5 jobs) to enterprises locating in rural Wales.
Also provides a wide range of free information and advice.
(h) Welsh Development Agency—Fiovides investment funds and low-interest loans from the European
Investment Bank for businesses in the assisted areas of Wales, plus the ‘Small Business Unit’ to advise
small farms.
(i) Highland Fw/id-Private organisation assisting small businesses in the Highlands and Islands
through low-interest loans.
(j) Highland Opportunity Ltd. — Also assisting small business development with low interest loans or
equity assistance. Also offers management training and business-advice.
(k) Schemes also exist in Northern Ireland.
October 1989
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Memorandum submitted by the Scottish Salmon Growers Association Limited
SUMMARY

The Scottish Salmon farming industry is a young, dynamic, modern and environmentally sensitive
industry operating under stringent controls which produces healthy and beneficial food of high quality.
The Industry contributes substantially to the economic well-being of Scotland, both at local and national
level.
Through the pioneering efforts of those in the salmon farming Industry, within a decade it has emerged
as one of the success stories of Scottish enterprise.
Whereas Scottish salmon was a luxury, only seasonally available, and with relatively few and privileged
consumers, today, it is an affordable product, with continuity of supplies of fresh and smoked fish, and
widely available in fishmongers, retail stores and catering establishments.
This example of the achievements of the Scottish Industry has been hard won. Yet it is now at some
risk; not from any intrinsic problems within the industry but because of unfair competition within its
European markets. The sustained discounting of Norwegian salmon into the EC market has decreased
revenue to the Scottish Industry to an unacceptably low and potentially destructive level.
Scottish salmon farmers are requesting official action against a State outwith the European Community
to achieve the level of fair trading within the EC market which obtains in other sectors of the food
producing industry.
Moreover as a socially and economically valuable industry based in one of the most disadvantaged and
peripheral areas of the Community they seek that degree of support and protection which has always
been the stated basis of both national Government and European Commission policy towards such areas.
In recognition of the contribution the Industry makes to Scottish affairs, the SSGA looks to the Select
Committee for support in the following areas.
1. Ensuring fair trading practices for Atlantic salmon in the EC market.
2. Vetting proposed UK and EC legislation and ensuring harmful effects are not caused through
lack of understanding or interest in the Industry.
3. Reco^sing the Industry’s responsibility in producing farmed s .irnon in an environmentally
sensitive way.
4. Recognising the importance of the Industry’s marketing programme funded by voluntary levy
and assisted by the Highlands and Islands Development Board.
5. Securing a commitment from Government to continuation of funding of research and
development, in addition to the voluntary contributions made by the Industry itself.
1. SALMON FARMING IN SCOTLAND

Farmed salmon has become the most important single fish species in Scotland with a 1989 output of
29,000 tonnes. Furthermore, in the Highlands and Islands it has become the major species of livestock
with an estimated value of its output from the Region in 1989 to be £140 million and exceeding the value
of the beef and sheep industries together.
Tlie export contribution to the Scottish economy is also significant, fresh and processed products sold
overseas amount to some £50 million. There are further opportunities for downstream processing to be
developed and this will be consequent on assured supplies of quality salmon coming from stable and
secure fish farming businesses.
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The level of capital investment in the Industry is calculated to be £180 million, thereby generating the
employment opportunities for 5,000 people. This level of job creation is now more than the labour force
in Scottish coal mining, and second only to the importance of tourism in the Highlands and Islands. The
level of overall population supported is in excess of 15,000 people in an area of approximately 300,000
people. The significance of this level of employment to the fabric and socio-economic conditions in the
Highlands is critical to the well-being of the inhabitants. Several small communities have been
rejuvenated by an influx of fish farming employees. Indeed, the growth of fish farming has assisted in
stemming two hundred years of decline in population of the Highlands.
2.

SSGA
There are some 105 member companies of a wide diversity and structure from individual farmers to
public companies in the SSGA. These members are farming 270 sea sites and 140 freshwater sites in an
area from Argyll north to Orkney. All marine sites are on the west coast and islands while freshwater
sites for hatcheries and the rearing of salmon parr and smolts are found inland on rivers and freshwater
lochs.
THE INDUSTRY AND THE

The combination of the clear waters of the Highlands and Islands and the skill of member companies
farming in an environmentally sensitive way determines the success of the Scottish salmon farming
industry. Salmon are fastidious in their requirements, and husbandry techniques are dictated by the
constant need to preserve the purity of the surrounding environment.
The requirement and maintenance of a clean aquatic environment cannot be over-emphasised as the
basic ingredient on which farming operations depend.
The SSGA, founded in 1982, commands the support of 95% of salmon farming companies in its area
who voluntarily raise a levy to fund the activities of the SSGA. As well as defending and promoting
members’ interests, the SSGA imposes certain disciplines in the following areas:
(i) Quality Control,
(ii) Codes of Practice for good husbandry,
(iii) Encouraging environmentally sensitive operations in the field,
(iv) Funding research and projects into technical and environmental issues, (nearly £0.5 million has
been committed to date).
The Association also promotes generic marketing of Scottish salmon through its sister organisation, the
Scottish Salmon Farmers’ Marketing Board Ltd. (SSB). The SSB is staffed by marketing personnel and is
a well-run and professional body. It conducts market research as well as direct promotion to the trade and
to consumers. In addition to targeting the UK domestic market it operates in France and the U.S.A. to
date. Other markets, eg Japan, are being assessed. In 1989 the SSB spend on marketing and promotion is
£2.1 million.
3. INDUSTRY CONTROLS

The Industry operates under stringent controls and conditions imposed by various planning bodies and
authorities. In addition, there is a considerable amount of legislation which governs the Salmon farming
industry which derives from Statutes enacted to govern the wild salmon stocks and the general
environment.
The SSGA takes the view that the existing level of controls are over stringent and indeed have lead to
the retardation of development potential in the Industry. In comparison to the rules applied to
agricultural planning matters fish farming is strictly controlled.
Currently, there is no single authority in control of the Industry, for example, the granting of a Crown
Estate Lease for a marine site could be vetoed by the refusal of the following bodies to give permission.
Planning Authorities, the Department of Transport, the River Purification Boards. In other words, the
operational requirements to farm a site are subject authorities in addition to the Crown Estate.
The main requirement of controls is that they are applied fairly and equally across the country. In the
case of marine sites with a wide geographical spread throughout Scotland, the SSGA considers a single
central authority should be considered.
a. Planning Controls (see Annex I)
(i) The allocation and development of marine sites are controlled by the Crown Estate Commission
(CEC). In their recent report it is noted that 52 per cent of applications for seabed leases are
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rejected. This indicates a strict level of control is being applied to the Industry, In addition,
approximately 30 other interest groups and parties are involved in the CEC consultation process.
The statutory bodies particularly have a strong voice in the CEC consultation process. The
statutory bodies particularly have a strong voice in the CEC consultation process.
The Industry approved the sensible application of environmental assessment where appropriate
and the establishment of the CEC Advisory Committee.
(ii) The estabhshment of freshwater sites for hatcheries and rearing smolts is controlled by Regional
Authorities or the Islands Councils. A similar consultation process to that of the CEC is carried
out by authorities such as Highland Regional Council in considering an application.
(iii) The wide range of interests who are consulted in both the above cases ensures substantial
controls exist over the development of the Industry.
(iv) It is also important that standardisation of procedures should be encouraged to avoid
discrepancies and inconsistent requirements being set by varying authorities.
Close examination of the exhaustive existing planning procedures do not substantiate the much
vaunted accusation by opponents of the Industry that “it is out of control”. The SSGA considers the case
is true of a situation bordering on over-control affecting the Industry.
It is also felt by SSGA members that too much planning philosophy can be negative in concept rather
than positively encouraging development. A sensitive industry accepts the need for aesthetic
compatibility with the Highland landscape, however, beneficial human activity is also central to fish farm
development.
b. River Purification Boards
As prime users of the aquatic environment, it is in the interests of the Industry itself to maintain clean
and healthy waters in which to rear fish successfully. The Industry is in dialogue with the Association of
River Purification Boards, and any alteration to existing discharge consents should be based on scientific
evidence and realistic criteria.
All evidence and field studies to date indicates that acceptable levels can be achieved, thus determining
and demonstrating there is no irreversible damage to the aquatic environment surrounding freshwater
and marine sites as a result of sound salmon farming practice.
c. Legislation
The Salmon Farming Industry is barely ten years old, yet much of the legislation governing it stretches as
far back as over 100 years and was introriu- ed to protect wild stocks. Attention is needed to changes in
the Law which can accommodate this reiatively new Industry and to maximise the benefits which it can
contribute to the Scottish and EC economies.
(i) Salmon Roe
Possession of salmon roe in Scotland is an offence, although not in England, yet there is a market in
Japan for farmed salmon roe of £10 million potential. The law in respect of roe thus requires revision.
(ii) Government Proposals for Salmon Dealer Licensing
The Government has recently recognised the legitimate worries of the wild salmon interests over
poaching,.but. has not excluded farmed salmon in a proposed salmon dealer licensing scheme. The effect
of this proposal in not distinguishing between wild and farmed salmon is to restrict and inhioit the trading
opportunities and practices of salmon farmers.
The scheme is designed to protect 3 per cent of the salmon traded yet penalises the other 97 per cent of
farmed production by estimated administration charges and costs of £1 million. The SSGA considers the
proposals flawed and recommends other measures must be sought by Government to protect wild stocks.
(iii) Anomalies imposed by Government Departments
Exd,se Duty on Fuel: Farmers are allowed the refund of Excise Duty on fuel used in tractors. Similarly,
fishermen are allowed to reclaim excise duty on fuel used in fishing boats. Despite strong representations
by the SSGA, the UK Government has not applied the same criteria to the fuel used in Workboats by fish
farmers. Workboats are no different than tractors or fishing boats and the SSGA is still pressing for equal
treatment.
(iv) EC Fish Health Proposals
In the process of harmonisation by 1992 the EC Commission are intent on removing barriers to trade in
live fish. This has serious implications for the Scottish Industry and the SSGA cannot support the current
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EC proposals on the grounds that there are a number of diseases endemic in other EC Member States,
which if introduced into Scotland would decimate the Industry. Future proposals must recognise the
natural health status afforded by Scotland’s and the UK’s position as an Island.
(v) EC Fish Hygiene
As public awareness of food standards and hygiene requirements increases, salmon farming being a
modern industry, is well placed to comply with sensible and practical regulations thus giving consumers
an assurance of the wholesome and cleanliness of the product. The Industry Quality Control scheme
operates a higher standard of control than proposed by the EC and the Industry proposes to retain the
higher voluntary standard in Scotland.
4. RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE RURAL COMMUNITY

Fish farming is an integral part of the rural community and economy, and the SSGA has established
links with the representative bodies of other interests to promote a constructive dialogue.
The policy of the SSGA has always been to co-exist amicably with other interests whether they be other
marine users such as fishermen, shell-fish farmers, yachtsmen or land-based users such as tourists,
conservationists, anglers, etc.
However, there has been much negative opinion and conjecture advanced from some quarters to
question the Industry’s activities in the public mind. The SSGA takes these accusations seriously and
attempts through dialogue and joint research to illustrate the soundness of practices. By rational
explanation, education and communication, the fears can be allayed to all but the most extreme groups.
There are areas where salmon farming can complement tourist interests and projects are currently
under consideration by SSGA members to provide focal points of interest such as interpretation centres.
The SSGA policy is, therefore, quite clear-The Industry has every intention to co-exist in harmony
with other users of the marine and freshwater environments of the Highlands and Islands.
5. RELATIONSHIPS WITH CONSERVATION INTERESTS

The SSGA has established dialogue with bodies such as the Nature Conservancy Council, Scottish
Wildlife and Countryside Link, Vincent Wildlife Trust, the RSPB, SMRU, MCS, Atlantic Salmon Trust
and NASCO and other interests with a view to a better understanding of the activities of the Industry and
its interaction with nature and wildlife. The Industry is nearing agreement with conservation bodies on a
Code of Practice for predator control.
To meet the concerns of the Atlantic Salmon Trust and NASCO, the SSGA has a Code of Practice that
non-native smolts should not be released into rivers and endorses the legal position that District Fisheries
Board permission has to be sought before any stocking of rivers takes place.
6. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

An Industry such as fish farming which is in its relatively early stages of development requires
considerable funding for research and development (R & D). Individual companies have carried this
responsibility to a considerable degree.
The SSGA itself demonstrates its own commitment by funding R & D projects from members’
voluntary levies. To date over £500,000 has been committed by the SSGA in categories of near-market
research to assist the Industry.
The assistance of public funding through research establishments such as DAFS, the Institute of
Aquaculture at Stirling, etc., is acknowledged, however, greater funding is required particularly in the
area of strategic research, eg where there is a wider public interest which is the responsibility of
Government. This is appropriate in the areas of the study of interaction between wild and farmed salmon
where the European Community has obligations to NASCO which can only be met by public funding.
7. THE MARKET FOR SCOTTISH SALMON

Salmon consumption in the UK has been increasing steadily in recent years by about 20 per cent-25 per
cent per annum from a low level of about 0.3 kg. per head per annum. Market research indicates the
growth potential is considerable. The Industry itself has played a positive role through its own funding of
a generic promotion and marketing programme, costing £2.1 million in 1989. The funding is raised on
members’ smolts produced or stocked in the sea.
Greater consumer interest is being shown in salmon due to its ability to fit ideally into a modern health
conscious diet. Indeed, recent medical reports go further in supporting the properties of fish such as
salmon in healthy diets.
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The growth in the market for Scottish salmon has encompassed smokers and processors as well as the
fresh fisli trade. Greater interest is being shown by retail multiples and servicing these outlets will require
further investment in processing such as steaking, filleting and recipe products. Market research
undertaken hy the SSB show new demand patterns which are attributable to changing consumer
preference and further product development will be required to accommodate these changes. This will
increase the need for further capital investment in processing factories and this can only be sourced from
margins generated from within a profitable Industry.
Quality Scottish salmon is recognised as a premium product and it commands a price premium over
other farmed salmon, eg from Norway. This is due to a number of factors of which the major ones are;
the level of attention to fish husbandry the quality of fish husbandry by Scottish producers, and to the
Quality Control Scheme which the Industry exercises over producers. This scheme is policed
independently by the quality standards division of Food From Britain and is funded by the SSGA.
S.

INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION

The Scottish Industry ranks as number two in world production of farmed salmon, behind Norway and
in firont of Canada.
The Industry represents 12 per cent of world production and is subject to the rigours and financial
disciplines which international trade dictates, whether fluctuating exchange rates, credit risks, etc. While
meeting the increasing domestic demand the Industry is making major inroads into export markets, some
9,000 tonnes of Scottish salmon is being exported during 1989.
Against fierce competition from the Norwegian exporters who have dominated certain markets, the
Scottish industry is making headway—largely due to the superior quality preferred by smokers in France,
and now by US and Japanese buyers.
For Scottish producers, International competition determines the necessity of promoting the quality
image of “Scottish Salmon” as a superior generic “brand” based on cost-effective and highly efficient
production.
Currently a major problem exists in the EC market from the massive volume of Norwegian salmon
production and unless khmediate action is taken by the EC Commission, the future of the Scottish and
Irish salmon fanning industries are at risk. Both Scottish and Irish producers are requesting the EC
Commission to investigate a case of alleged dumping by Norwegian exporters. The loss of investment and
jobs would be a disaster to the Highlands and Islands economy. (See Annex II).
The Scottish Salmon Farming Industry Considers MPs' Support in the Following Areas an Essential
Ingredient to the Industry:
1. The most pressing issue currently is the Industry’s demand for fair-trading practices in Atlantic
salmon in the EC internal market.
It is the responsibility of the UK Government and the EC Commission to take action against Norway
to counteract the effects of the dumping of salmon in EC markets.
2. Ensuring legislation must accord with the development of the Scottish Salmon Farming Industry
while protecting the interests of the wild salmon interests, recognising both objectives as being attainable
and mutually compatible. This will include; conte >ting the inclusion of farmed salmon in the salmon
dealer licensing scheme currently proposed by Government; altering the law to allow sales of farmed
salmon roe; monitoring the application of water charges to the Industry in an acceptable way; and
assisting in addressing inappropriate and potentially damaging proposals from the EC Commission on
fish health matters.
3. Continuing support in future through the HIDB of the Scottish Salmon Board’s generic promotion
and marketing programme. The establishment of Scottish Enterprise is also expected to assist the further
development of the Industry, particularly in areas of downstream processing, distribution and marketing.
4. A further commitment of funds for research and development into fish health and other
environmental matters. This accords with maintaining the position of the Scottish Industry in line with its
international competitors and with meeting obligations to international conventions.
ANNEX I
PLANNING AND CONTROL
Fish farming has come under greater planning controls as time has progressed.
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The mechanism for establishing a marine site is by application to the Crown Estate for a sea-bed lease.
For small scale units with a production ol‘200 tonnes this can be processed by simple application. Sites in
excess of this production capacity usually require an accompanying and costly consultancy study of an
environmental impact assessment.
The CEC undertakes wide and exhaustive consultation with 30 different interest parties ranging from
statutory bodies, Local Councils, environment groups, and other marine users in the locality, (see list) By
the time a site is granted an exhaustive consultation has taken place.
The SSGA considers that every site is different, eg tides, current flows, salinity, depth, proximity to
other factors and other users, eg shellfish, and therefore every case has to be considered on its individual
merits. We do, however, consider that to assure consistency throughout Scotland that it is appropriate to
have one consistent central authority applying the same criteria to lease considerations. This duty has
been performed in part by the CEC, although other agencies such as the Department of Transport may
refuse consent on navigation grounds, or the River Board may refuse a discharge consent, which has the
effect of vetoing the permission to run a viable operation.
For the grant of a seabed lease a rent is charged by the CEC originally at a rate of £50 per tonne of
salmon produced, with small rebates for the Island communities to compensate for higher locational
costs. A formula tying rents to v/holesale prices exists to alter the rent on an annual basis, therefore, in
the light of recent economic developments, it is clear that rents will decrease.
In response to criticism from some sectors the CEC established an advisory committee as a vehicle for
appeal by relevant bodies and the SSGA concurred with this move.
Any land based site which is constructed to service the sea site requires the normal Regional or Island
Council planning permission which operates similar consultation criteria to those of the CEC through
normal planning procedures.
For freshwater sites, ie smolt units in lochs or hatcheries, on burns and rivers planning permission is
usually required. There are differences in Scotland between planning authorities and depending on
whether fish farming is classed as an agricultural activity or not and developments may require planning
permission. However, in the main fish farming area, ie Highland Region, planning permission is required
and this applies across the Industry.
It has been a feature throughout the relatively short history of the Industry in Scotland that objectors
have been prominent in opposing developments within the Industry. Such objections come often from a
wide range of interests, some are informed others are not, some of them often conflict with each other.
Frequently actions taken by a fish farmer to please one group of objectors brings conflict with another. A
“no win situation” is often the result for the Industry. Amongst interest groups conjecture is offered as
fact, and unsubstantiated claims are constantly directed to malign the Industry.
We also note differences in perception of salmon farming amongst tourists. Some prefer the Highlands
and Islands to be preserved as a wilderness while others recognise the necessity and interest in the human
activity of living in the Highlands and Islands. Where emotive and irrational argument do pervade the
situation the SSGA attempts to present a rational and responsible attitude to seek compromise and
eschew polarisation. This is a constant and long-term task. However, some minority group attitudes are
often portrayed and sensationalised in the press. The Association policy is to talk to responsible interests,
to aim at a better understanding of the Industry and to achieve harmony with other users of the Highlands
and Islands.
October 1989
CEC-CONSULTATION LIST FOR FISH FARMING APPLICATIONS
Interest Groups
Exists Leaseholders
Landowners/Tenants

Consultees
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Recorded Leaseholders
potential developers
Recorded Landowners
Scottish Landowners Federation
Scottish Croftei's’ Union
National Fanners’ Union of Scotland
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Fishennen

7.
8.
9.
10.

Fishery Owners
Department of Agriculture & Fisheries
Scottish Fishermens’ Federation

Navigation

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Department of Transport
KM Coastguards
Royal Yachting Association
Port/Harbour Authorities
Mimstry of Defence

Otiier Departments/Agencies

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Highlands & Islands Development Board
Crofters’Commission
Forestry Commission
Countryside Commission for Scotland
Nature Conservancy Council

Local Authorities

21.
22.
23.

Regional Planning Authority
District Planning Authority
River Purification

Conservation Societies

24.
25.
26.
27.

National Trust for Scotland
Scottish Wildlife Trust
Royal Society for Protection of Birds
Assoc, for Protection of Rural Scotland

General Public

28.
29.
30.

Respondents to newspaper advertisements
Respondents to post office notices
Pressure groups for conservation, etc.

L

ANNEX II
INTERNATIONAL MARKET AND ECONOMIC SITUATION
The advent of Atlantic salmon farming in Scotland in any quantity only occ<’rred since 1980 and output
has now overtaken the hunting of North American species, and as the former is considered superior to
the latter in the fresh fish and smoking trades it has largely displaced Pacific salmou 'n the UK and French
market, but it is also important to note that the generation of new markets and increasing consumption
has been caused by the greater availability of farmed salmon and by the continuity of supply from farms.

Production

Norway (Atlantic)
Scotland (Atlantic)
Canada (Atlantic
and Pacific)
Chile (Atlantic
and Pacific)
Ireland (Atlantic)
Iceland (Atlantic)
Faroes (Atlantic)

1988

1989
Estimate

1990
Forecast
Thousand Tonnes

80,300
18,000

150,000
29.000

9,500

18,700

26.500

3,100
4,200
1,300
3,400

6.500
3.500

12.500
9,800
8,500

10.000

10.000

119,800

223,900

265,300

6,200

160,000 +
38.000

WORLD TR.\DE

In trading terms into the EC and other international markets such as the USA, Japan, etc., the main
competition h from Norwegian salmon, and also Canadian with its proximity to the US market.
In UK it is estimated That home consumption of salmon accounts for 64 per cent of output of the
Scottish Industry. The remaining tonnage being exported to the EC market, USA, etc. As production
rises in Scotland it is widely expected that the export markets will pa> an increasing!) important part in
the Industry and benefitting the economy at large.
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THE EFFECT OF NORWEGIAN EXPANSION
NORWAY—THE MAIN COMPETITOR

During 1989 the rapid expansion of the Norwegian Industry from 1988 production levels of 88,000
tonnes brought pressures in the EC markets. The statutory and monopoly minimum pricing system of the
Norwegian sales organisation came under considerable pressure from their exporters. Heavy discounting
of export prices was observed in May and June,1989 in EC markets. Salmon was sold at 22.80 NOK/kg.
when the minimum prices paid to the farmers was in excess of NOK35/kg. In mid-June the e.xporters
succeeded in cutting the statutory minimum prices by 15 per cent.
Until July only 50,000 tonnes of the anticipated 150,000 tonnes had been marketed. Therefore, the
massive increase in volume was due to be harvested and sold in the final quarter of 1989. Such volumes
have never been marketed before in such a short time and it is questionable if this can be done without
considerable market destabilisation.
It has also to be recognised that not only were the actual selling prices (delivered to EC markets such as
Rungis or Billingsgate) below the Norwegian minimum prices, both were below average costs of
production in Norway.
It was the effect of Norwegian export prices in the EC market that led the Scottish and Irish producers
to ask the EC Commission to investigate the serious charge of economic dump.ing.
There have been calls for stringent controls on Norwegian exports, such as quotas and an increase in
the import levy to 12 per cent from its current level 2 per cent in line with duty on trout. The low salmon
prices are even perceived as a market threat by trout producers throughout the EC. Both Italian and
French Trout Producers have raised the threat of low Norwegian export prices of salmon affecting their
businesses.
The SSGA considers that urgent measures are required such as the introduction of an EC reference
price for Atlantic salmon, establishing a minimum import price in the EC market, or applying a quota to
Norwegian imports. These measures are compatible with GATT, and are designed to ensure fair trading
practices.
Financial Status of the Industry

Investment in the Scottish salmon farming Industry, estimated to be £180 million, came from many
sources, mostly private equity with HIDB support and some EC grants. In its infancy the Industry was
highly speculative and technologically risky, and required a level of commitment of pioneering
commitment. Latterly, the reduction in revenues due to the Norwegian action have decreased margins to
an extent where there are now difficulties being encountered at the present time. Many of the factors of
nroduction are outwith the control of produceis.
It is importantto recognise the long-term nature of production cycles which may involve a three or four
year cycle. Thus, the current situation haJ been caused by:
(a) Revenue reduction which has dropped by over 30 per cent since 1988 (year on year) and by a
further 15 per cent since June 1989.
(b) Feed prices which have fluctuated significantly over this period and have increased in late 1988
and early 1989.
(c) Interest rates which have risen dramatically, eg the 1989 year's harvested fish started their life
cycle when base interest rates were 8 per cent 9 per cent—they are now 15 per cent. Most
commercial borrowing cost.i are at 3 per cent—4 per cent over base rates.
(d) Three years’ inflation which has to be built into budgets and accounts.
(e) Mew regulations, whether by planning authorities or government departments, have imposed
increasing costs of compliance on the Industry.
In the light of these cirwumstanee>, some companies are experiencing negative cash flows. The concern
of creditors to the Industr> has aUcadj been expressed and the SSGA has sought dialogue with them to
explain the aims of required political action by the Government and the EC Commission.
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Memorandum submitted by the National Farmers’ Union of Scotland
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CONCLUSION
I
The Economic Importance of Fish Farming in Scotland
The Scottish fish farming industry makes a unique and substantial contribution to the social and
economic well-being of Scotland, particularly in the more remote rural areas in the west and north of the
mainland, and in the islands.

SECTION

Total production of salmon, trout and shellfish is now worth over £145m annually. 2,000 people are
directly employed by the industrj'. Tliis is economic activity on a major scale—equivalent to several
modem industrial plants of the sort whose introduction anywhere in the United Kingdom is welcome,
firont page, neWs wherever it takes place. It is particularly important to the Scottish economy of which fish
farming is now a major component.
There is special value in the fact that fish farming investment and employment are scattered widely
over the country', but has been greatest in the remote communities of the west coast and the islands. It is
no accident that the introduction, development and expansion of salmon farming in particular has
coincided with a reversal of depopulation and unemployment trends, which were such cause for concern
in these areas for so long.
It is important to emphasise that in these areas, where so much work is of a seasonable nature, fish
farming provides full-time employment, twelve months of the year. These are good jobs too, as many
local people have acquired experience and moved into positions of supervisory and management
responsibility, or set up their own businesses.
Primary production on the scale achieved by Scottish fish farming, based on abundant supplies of clean
fresh water and the vast area of clean tidal sheltered sea lochs off the west coast and the islands — the sort
of natural resource of which Scotland has so few—generates substantial secondary activity, both
upstream in the supply sector and downstream in the transport processing and distribution sectors. It is
estimated that fish farming generates a further 5,000 jobs in Scotland in associated support industries.
New business generation takes many forms. In the period 1970-88 over 400 new fish farming businesses
were set up. New supply industries have emerged and local companies have expanded or diversified to
meet the needs of the fish farming industry. Downstream there has been substantial investment in
processing faciUties by both fish farming companies and existing food processing businesses. There are
now over 25 plants throughout Scotland which process, pack and distribute the produce of the fish
farming industry. Many have expanded their business and face a more secure future as a result of the
development offish farming in recent years.
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Beneficial s n-off from fish farming permeates life in Scotland in 4,'ther ways. There has been significant
expansion oi training, educational, academic and research activity generated by the industry’s
requirements. Technical colleges in Scotland now provide over 100 full-time places each year on fish
farming courses. The Institute of Aquaculture at Stirling University now has an international reputation,
much of it based on knowledge, research and expertise gained as the Scottish fish farming industry
expanded.
II
The Integration of Fish Farming into the Social,
Scenic and Natural Environment
The development of fish and shellfish farming has been primarily industry led. The industry has found
the products and the markets, and has developed and deployed the new technology, resources and
processes needed to meet the conditions in which it operates and the markets it serves.
SECTION

Fish farming as it now exists in Scotland is a modern industry, producing for a modern market. Its
production, processing and marketing techniques reflect this. So too does its awareness of and care for
the social, scenic, and natural environment.
The industry has, from the start, been very conscious of the need to work closely with the many existing
statutory and advisory bodies, and to draw on the expanding scientific and technical expertise, to develop
a secure base of operations and a sustainable integration into the community and the environment.
It would have been surprising indeed if the advent, over little more than a decade, of a new industry
reaching the scale now achieved by fish farming in Scotland had gone unremarked. It has not. The west
coast and islands of Scotland are areas of special sensitivity for a wide combination of historic, scenic,
environmental and recreational reasons. So while the increase in economic activity and employment has
been greatly welcomed, especially by the indigenous population, there has also been resistance from a
variety of sources.
In the last ten to fifteen years there has been a massive upsurge in the level of both public and highly
specialised interest in the natural environment. Many questions have been raised, not all of them
responsibly, about the possible impact of fish farming on almost every imaginable aspect of the
environment.
The Scottish fish farming industry, particularly the salmon sector, has recognised fijm the first that it
must react responsibly and constructively to genuine criticism of or resistance to its development from all
standpoints. The industry’s general objective in this respect has been to conduct itself as a good
neighbour, whilst at the same time getting on with the job of establishing itself as an efficient and
productive component in a highly competitive world-wide industry, serving a world market.
The industry has played a major part—in conjunction with all the statutory, advisory and scientific
bodies—in developing the legislative, consultative and financial frameworks necessary to ensure that fish
farming develops on a sensitive and sustainable basis in terms of its interactions with the community and
the environment in which it operates. The success with which this has been achieved must not be
under-estimated.
In addition to the industry’s own representative organisations—principally the NFU of Scotland and
more recently the Scottish Salmon Growers Association—many other bodies have contributed a great
deal to this extremely important dimension of the industry’s development. These include, notably, the
HIDE which—in addition to its central role as the major source of capital assistance, practical advice and
training—has also been a most eloquent advocate of the industry, and effective intermediary for it.
Scottish Ministers, and the relevant Departments of the Scottish Office—principally the Department of
Agriculture & Fisheries for Scotland and the Scottish Development Department—have worked
consistently and dispassionately to secure balance between potentially conflicting interests. The Regional
and District Councils, River Purification Boards and the Health and Safety Executive have all actively
pursued their statutory functions, with full co-operation from the industry. Tlie Countryside Commission
for Scotland and the Nature Conservancy Council have also made their influence felt. Many other
environmental and conservation bodies—well informed and otherwise—have been extremely active,
both in the public arena and in their dialogue with the industry.
At times much of the public discussion on issues arising from the integration of fish farming into the
economic, social and natural environment has been conducted on controversial and adversarial terms.
This .should not however be allowed to disguise or obscure the reality of close and constructive
collaboration between the industry and other bodies with real responsibility for the communities and
areas concerned.
There are many examples of initiatives taken by the industry, either in refuting unjustified and
unsustainable criticisms, or in adjusting its practices and guiding and advising members In avoiding or
responding to others of greater substance.
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These initiatives include the production—by the fish farming organisations—of an extensive range of
guidelines and Codes of Practice for members on, for example, husbandry and welfare practices, the use
of medicines, humane slaughter, restocking of rivers, disposal of dead fish, health and safety, and
predator controls. Again—rtone of tliis has been done in isolation, but in full consultation with the
relevant Government departments, statutory and advisory agencies.
The industry is engaged in direct and collaborative funding of research into several different aspects of
the potential environmental and scenic impact of fish farming. The results have been and are being used
to improve tlie industry’s own guidelines, or to enhance the information and advice available to the
statutory authorities. For example, the results from the study conducted by the Countryside Commission
for Scotland and others on scenic impact, have assisted the industry and the Crown Estate Commissioners
in developing guidelines on the siting and design of marine fish farms.
All research carried out to date into the potential environmental impact of fish farming has confirmed
the limited and reversible nature of any impact on the sea bed, on water quality and on other species.
The industry is very conscious of its responsibilities in these respects. The maintenance of a clean
aquatic environment remains an extremely high priority with fish and shellfish farmers. Salmonids and
shellfish are very sensitive indicators of pollution. Self interest alone dictates the industry’s overwhelming
interest in minimising any adverse effects on the environment.
The industry’s track record clearly demonstrates its acute awareness of its responsibilities to integrate
sensitively with the social, scenic and natural environment, and the success with which this has been
achieved to date.
III
Legislative Controls
1. Planning
(a) Marine
The Crown Estate Commissioners (CEC) have been projected into a position of special prominence as
a result of their involvement in the development of fish farming. As the historic landlords and factors of
the sea bed it has been their function to devise and administer a leasing system for marine sites which
provides fish farmers with a secure commercial base for their operations. After negotiations with the
Chief Valuer’s Office, and initial detailed consultation with the Department of Transport, the Northern
Lighthouse Board, the Admiralty and yachting interests, a system of locating, marking and charging rent
for marine production sites has been set up for the whole of the Scottish coastline, except the Northern
Isles, where the complications of Udal Law remain outstanding.
SECTION

It was an essential and unavoidable corollary of this function that CEC in their role as landlord should
also be responsible for a process of consultation with a much wider range of interests, likely to be affected
by the location of fish production sites. To meet this need, CEC have devised, introduced and practised
an extensive procedure for consulting on and allocating sea sites, described in detail in their documents,
“Guidelines on Siting Procedures and Principles” and “Development Strategy and Area Guidelines”.
TlieNFU of Scotland considers that a centralised, co-ordinated and flexible approach to the allocation
of marine sites was and remains essential to enable this new industry to establish itself and develop within
a timescale dictated by the terms of international competition. The salmon farming industry had to reach
a significant scale quickly. Even now it is threatened by the much greater and faster expansion of the
Norwegian industry.
The Scottish industry has gone through a rapid process of technological development, and is still in its
formative years. We believe that the previous development and future consolidation of the industry is
best achieved through such a centralised approach, rather than through permitting a dispersal of controls,
r^ulting in a large number of disparate policies.
It has also been important in the context of developing a new industry, dependent on a new and
renewable resource, that the procedures for reaching agreement on the deployment of that resource
should provide adequate opportunities of appeal and reconsideration. But opportunities for appeal and
delay should not be excessive and open to exploitation by eccentric or deeply conservative bodies of
opinion whose responsibilities do not require them to seek a balance between progressive and responsible
economic development and the important and legitimate interests of other sectors of the. community.
Much of the criticism that has been levelled at the CEC in recent years is primarily because of the
unique nature of the organisation itself and the perceived conflict of interest in the one organisation being
both the landlord and the “planning” agency.
The real questions to be addressed however—by the fish farming industry and others seeking a
structured and balanced approach to the development of the industry—is whether the CEC consultative
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procedures are inherently unable to meet the necessary control objectives, or whether the outcome of the
procedures—as they are now modified and expanded-have resulted in decisions which would not have
been made had another agency attempted to balance the same considerations.
We believe that dispassionate analysis of the development of the industry and the practical operation of
the CEC procedures would not support the premise that the extended consultative procedures are
inherently flawed, or are incapable of meeting the desired objectives.
The role and operation of the CEC was subject to full scrutiny and consideration by the Scottish Office
in 1988 and subsequently endorsed by Scottish Ministers, who at the same time introduced a new element
through the creation of an Advisory Committee with an independent Chairman, to look at and make
recommendations on contentious cases.
We consider that this extension of the CEC procedures is a desirable development, and hope that it will
be made use of.
We do not consider that the role and activities of the Regional Planning Authorities have in reality
been prejudiced or undermined by the existence or operation of the CEC procedures. The Planning
Authorities have played a central role and have contributed substantially to the balanced development of
the fish farming industry in vScotland. Their influence has been exerted in different ways—through the
exercise of their planning function in relation to shore based facilities, on which all marine production
sites depend, and through supportive policies with regard to housing, education, transport and training
facilities on which the industry depends. Local planning authorities have also been major contributors,
through the CEC consultative procedures, to the tailoring of fish farming development to avoid conflict
with other local interests.
(b) Freshwater
The Scottish planning authorities have also exercised their powers effectively over the development of
fireshwater farms—both pond and cage sites—although there has been some variation in the approaches
adopted by different local authorities.
As a matter of policy the Scottish Office has taken the view that freshwater fish farming should be
subject to normal planning control, and have issued guidance to this effect.
All developments in inland waters, ie cage farms, require specific planning permission. The only area
in which there has been some confusion in the past is over whether all developments on land—the
construction of ponds and related buildings—are subject to planning control in every circumstance, or if
they could be regarded as permitted development (under Class V of the General Development Order) if
constructed on agricultural land comprised in an agricultural unit.
The Scottish Development Department have been stating their intention, since 1977, to amend the
General Development Order to remove any remaining ambiguity in this area. If such clarification is felt
to be necessary, it is unlikely to be opposed by the Scottish industry.
2. Water Legislation
(a) Discharge Consents
In Scotland the River Purification Boards (RPBs) and the Island Councils are responsible for
controlling pollution from fish farms—at both freshwater and marine sites—through the issue of
discharge consents under the Control of Pollution Act 1974.
t

In practice the procedures have generally operated without difficulties and dispute. Land based trout
farms in particular have been operating satisfactorily v/ithin the terms of their discharge consents for
many years. Fish farming depends on having access to substantial quantities of clean water and farmers
are anxious to maintain the quality of their water supplies. Work is continuing within the industry into
ways of improving still further the quality of the water leaving farms—through improved husbandry
techniques and feed quality, and through new investment in settlement ponds and other forms of
treatment. In order to enhance this process still further, it is essential that fish farmeir. should have access
to grant assistance for effluent treatments, on the same basis as applies to all other sectors of agriculture.
Freshwater and sea based cage farms also require discharge consents. The industry has been operating
under these procedures for several years in the main Highland RPB Area.
There has been some delay, on the part of some other River Purification Authorities, in implementing
the consent procedures, particularly for marine sites, because of differing legal interpretations of the
powers under the Control of Pollution Act. These uncertainties have now been removed—with the full
support of the industry—following the recent amendments under the new Water Act 1989.
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The diffuse nature of discharges from cage sites presents some difficulties in establishing, monitoring
and enforcing consent conditions. The industry fully supports the need for proper controls, but is anxious
to ensure that they are applied on a practical basis, taking full account of the fish farmers requirements,
and full account of the activities of other operations which—through diffuse discharges—also affect the
quality of the waters in which fish farms operate.
Real progress has been made in discussions between the industry and the River Purification Boards in
establishing appropriate consent conditions and monitoring procedures. However major concerns remain
over the potential impact of and control over other developments—particularly the phosphate run off
firom forestry into fresh water lochs. We are not satisfied that the existing powers allow the RPBs to take
effective action in relation to the activities of forestry and other sources of diffuse discharges. There is
already at least one example where phosphate levels in a large fresh water loch apparently doubled
during the year, due to factors which had nothing to do with the fish farm. It is essential that discharge
consents are not used to curtail fish farming operations, in the absence of effective action being taken to
address the real source of any problems.
It is clear that the RPBs face a new and evolving situation in their responsibilities to control discharges
from cage fish farms. It is essential that the Boards be properly resourced to meet the task; maintain close
collaboration with the industry and its scientific advisers; and harmonise their approach on these
questions.
(b) Water Charges
The Water Act 1989 introduced new provisions allowing charges to be made for discharge consents.
The industry now faces the prospect of new and potentially very substantial charges. If these are to be
based primarily on cost recovery, they will fall disproportionately on the fish farming industry in
Scotland—given the general costs incurred by the authorities in servicing the very large, often remote,
mainly rural areas of Scotland, in which there are few industries to share the burdens.
Fish farming relies on large volumes of clean water, yet imposes minimal polluting loads which are
easily assimilated. The profitability of freshwater fish farming is so closely linked to the quantity of water
used that should a substantial volumetric charge be introduced, it would probably cause a severe decline
in the industry.
There has been no consultation as yet on how a charging scheme might apply in Scotland, despite the
fact that formal consultations have been underway in England and Wales for over six months. Any
scheme that is devised for England and Wales is likely to be extended to Scotland. It is therefore essential
that the Scottish fish farming industry and the River Purification Boards are fully consulted, and that full
account is taken of the unique position of the Scottish fish farming industry before any scheme is finalised.
3. Fish Health Legislation
The UK have operated very stringent fish health controls for over 50 years under the Diseases of Fish
Acts 1937 and 1983, which have provided effective protection against the introduction and spread of
disease in both wild and farmed fish.
The maintenance of our high health status has been a major priority with the Scottish fish farming
industry. The NFU of Scotland has played a central role, with the Department of Agriculture for
Scotland, in improving the legislative controls—through the updating of the Diseases of Fish Act, and the
introduction of a ban on Imports of ungutted salmonids—and in developing agreed Codes of Practice on
the control and eradication of notifiable diseases.
The substantial succes.s achieved to date is now under serious threat as a result of EC proposals to
harmonise fish health controls across Europe. The threat is not only to our farmed, but our wild stocks.
The UK, and Ireland, are unique in European terms because we are free from IHN and VHS—two
very serious viral diseases for which there is no cure or effective treatment. The diseases can be
transferred to and carried by wild fish. Our native stocks are at particular risk because they have no
natural immunity.
It is absolutely essential to maintain adequate protection against the introduction of these and other
non-indigenous diseases and parasites. Their introduction would have enormous and unacceptable
economic end ecological impacts. They would be extremely costly and difficult, if not impossible, to
eradicate.
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The current Commission proposals for an EC Fish Health Regulation are incapable of providing that
protection.
In addition the proposals have enormous resource implications—for the UK and Ireland alone. In
order to maintain any form of control over imports we would have to prove the continuing absence of
these diseases, by two inspections a year at every fish farm in the country—at an additional cost to the
Exchequer of several millions of pounds a year. This is a cost which would not be borne by our European
competitors, yet the system would still not provide us.with the necessary protection against exotic
diseases.
For all these reasons we are adamant that the only workable and effective means of preventing the
introduction of disease is to retain our current complete ban on the importation of live salmonids and
ungutted carcases.
We believe that these issues involving EC legislation should be given high priority of attention by
Scottish Ministers and the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland.
4. Proposed Salmon Dealer Licensing Scheme
In response to the problems of poaching of wild salmon, the Government are currently considering
introducing a salmon dealer licensing scheme, which would cover all salmon, farmed as well as wild. The
Scottish salmon farming industry remain totally opposed to the proposals, which would impose an
unacceptable and unprecedented degree of new regulation and cost on the industry. The NFU of
Scotland’s most recent submission to the Government on this subject is attached as Appendix I.
IV
Marketing and Future Prospects
All sectors of the Scottish fish farming industry, particularly salmon, have gone through a period of
very rapid expansion. The industry is now entering a period of consolidation. The demand for new
production sites has slackened, in all but the shellfish sector. There will be some rationalisation of the
structure of the industry, with still more emphasis being placed on improving the performance and cost
efficiency of existing operations.
SECTION

Tnere remains the potential in all three sectors for further significant growth. In the medium term, in
the case of trout and salmon, this is likely to be based primarily on increasing output from existing
operations.
Demand is increasing in all sectors as the market responds to the growing availability and consistent
quality of the products, their ease of preparation, and the growing recognition of their value in a healthy
diet. Per capita consumption of fish and shellfish is still extremely low. Demand continues to grow at
around 10 per cent-15 per cent a year for trout, and 20 per cent-25 per cent for salmon. The market can
easily absorb all foreseen expansion in farmed shellfish production.
The industry has recognised from the start the need to match its growing output with comprehensive
well-funded marketing programmes. All three sectors established effective marketing associations at a
very early stage in their development. The salmon and trout sectors in particular have developed and
maintained highly sophisticated promotional programmes based on direct producer funding of between 1
per cent-2 per cent of turnover. The industry’s efforts and record in terms of marketing are as impressive
as its achievements in expanding production, and have proved highly effective in increasing demand and
maintaining or improving prices. For example, the consumption of trout in the UK rose by 255 per cent
between 1980 and 1987. For the past five years the UK trout industry has maintained the highest and
most stable ex-farm prices in Europe.
Despite the impressive performance and enormous commitment of the Scottish salmon sector—with an
annual promotional budget in excess of £2 million a year—this year for the first time the industry is facing
a dramatic fall in prices (approximately -30 per cent) as a result of a very substantial and largely
unforeseen expansion in Norwegian production.
At the beginning of 1989 the Norwegian industr)' were forecasting an annual production for the year of
around 110,000 tonnes—an expansion apparently within the tolerances of the expanding market. But,
during the year the estimate has been steadily increased and now stands at around 150,^ tonnes—an
enormous and unforeseen expansion that in itself is greater than the entire Scottish salmon production.
The Norwegians are now selling salmon into Europe at well below their cost of production. The
resulting fall in prices, worldwide, is now such that substantial sectors of the Scottish industry are now
operating at a loss.
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The inevitable response will be cut-back in production in Scotland, Norway and elsewhere. However,
given the time lag in the production cycle, the impact of any reduction in volume will not start to be felt
until 1991-92.
It has now' become imperative that the EC Community takes immediate action to stabilise salmon prices
>vithin Europe, and to defend the European market against unfair competition from third country
suppliers.
This is another area of the industiy’s affairs in which we believe British Ministers must adopt a more
positive and active stance, in defence of the industry’s interests.
The Scottish salmon industry are pressing the UK Government and the EC Commission to introduce an
EC reference price for salmon.
This mechanism is already in place for the vast majority of other fishery products. It would not restrict
access to the EC markets, or involve the Community in any expenditure. It would however serve as an
indicator price—stabilising the market and deterring the dumping of produce—to the long term benefit of
all suppliers. It would enhance and reinforce the Norwegian’s own minimum price system.
The present collapse in the market, brought about primarily by the expansion in Norwegian
production—whether planned or accidental—must not be allowed to undermine the longterm viability of
the Scottish industry. Much of the progress made to date—in terms of the investment and employment in
the highlands and islands, and the industry’s own commitment to longterm funding of marketing and R &
D—will be at serious risk unless action is taken to stabilise the EC markets and to restore confidence.
SECTIOKY

Research and Development
Fish farming is still a young industry. It requires a high level of R & D back-up.
Public funding of fish farming R & D has been relatively ad-hoc in the past, derived mainly as a spin-off
from the statutory wori" conducted by the Government laboratories. The work and support of the DAFS
Marine Laboratory in particular and Stirling University have played an important part in the industry’s
early development. More recently limited assistance has become available from other agencies, such as
NERC, AFRC, the Crown Estate Commissioners etc., but this is stiU largely unco-ordinated.
There is a need for an enhanced and co-ordinated R & D programme, conducting basic and strategic
work into fish health, reproduction, nutrition and growth, stress, improved husbandry techniques, strain
evaluation, selection and genetics, product development and processes, effluent control, and the
interaction with the environment.
The industry has demonstrated its commitment to R & D through its own in-house activities and more
recently through the direct commissioning and funding of work by the Scottish Salmon Growers
Association. But the mechanisms do not ekist and the funds are not available in the trout and shellfish
sectors in particular for the industry to engage in funding the necessary longterm basic and strategic R &
D programmes.
It is essential to ensure that an adequate publicly funded co-ordinated R & D programme is in place in
fiitnre to support the efforts and requirements of this important growth industry.
CONCLUSION

The Scottish fish farming industry is a unique, energetic and highly successful industry. It is a modern
industry in its approach to production and marketing, and in its determination to relate constructively
with other interests, the communities and the natural environment in which it operates.
The industry has made a substantial contribution to the Scottish economy and to employment,
particularly in the rural and often fragile communities of the Highlands and Islands. It can and will
expand still further, bringing still greater benefits, given a fair opportunity.
To secure and build on its success to date it will be important to:
— protect the high health status of our fish stocks
— defend the European market from unfair competition, particularly from Norwegian supplies
— maintain an enhanced and coordinated R & D programme
— ensure that the industry is not hidebound by excessive regulation.
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The Scottish Office—and the Department of Agriculture in particular—have played a central role in
over-seeing and guiding the industry’s early development. In order to meet the new challenges we believe
it is important to reinforce the Department of y^.griculture’s role in this respect—to establish DAFS as the
lead department, with the resources and expenise to provide a central and co-ordinate overview of the
industry’s development and requirements.
October 1989.
Letter to the Department of Agriculture for Scotland from the Commodity Director, National Farmers’
Union of Scotland
SALMON DEALER LICENSING

We are writing in response to Mr Kelly’s letter of 20 July regarding proposals for salmon dealer
licensing scheme in Great Britain.
As you are aware from previous discussions and correspondence on this question, we remain totally
opposed to the introduction of such a licensing scheme.
The salmon farming industry recognise concerns over the problem of salmon poaching. However we
are firmly of the view that the licensing proposals are wholly inappropriate in terms of addressing the
actual scale and nature of the problem.
Given both the complexity and the omissions within the licensing proposals, we have serious doubts as
to whether they would actually prove effective in combating poaching. They would, however, impose an
unacceptable and unprecedented degree of new regulation and cost, not only on the salmon farming
industry, but on the entire distribution chain.
Wild salmon currently account for only 3 per cent of the industry. The extent of the poaching problem
cannot be assessed with any reliability, but these fish undoubtedly represent an extremely small
proportion of the millions of fish currently traded legitimately through the marketing chain. We believe
that it is whoUy inappropriate for the Government to attempt to address a problem of this scale by
imposing a substantial new burden of bureaucracy and costs on many companies and individuals far
removed from where the problem occurs.
We believe the Government have underestimated the extent of the direct, administrative, and
enforcement costs resulting from these proposals. These would have to be borne primarily by the Scottish
salmon farming industry. Although the proposals suggest that fish farms would be exempt from licensing
in certain circumstances, in practice all farms would need to seek the security of a licence if they were to
continue to develop all their legitimate trade channels. The complexity of the scheme is such that many
companies would require more than one licence, increasing costs and administration.
In conclusion we would simply reiterate that the nature and scale of the poaching problem does not
justify the imposition of a scheme of the complexity proposed. It would impose substantial new burdens,
costs and constraints on the Scottish salmon farming industry, and could act as a significant disincentive
to trade in salmon. We support the need to take action against poaching but maintain that it would be far
more effective and appropriate to apply resources to where poaching actually takes place.
15 September 1989.
Examination of witnesses
Chairman, and MR W J J CROWE, Chief Executive, Scottish Salmon Growers’
Association; MR G MACE, Convenor Fish Farming Committee and MRS J NICOL, Commodity
Director, National Farmers’ Union of Scotland exammed.

DR M HALLIDAY,

Chairman
78. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. We
do know who many of you are because you were
kind enough to look after us when we visited
Scotland. Welcome here. Dr Halliday, would you
like to introduce your colleagues?
(Dr Halliday) First of all, thank you for inviting
us here to give oral evidence; it is a useful
opportunity to debate these issues. Could I intro-

duce William Crowe, who is Chief Executive of the
Scottish Salmon Growers’ Association and also a
Director of the Scottish Salmon Farmers’ Marketing Board, Guy Mace, who is Cbnvenor of the
Scottish National Farmers’ Union Fish Farming
Committee and Mrs Judith Nicol, who is Commodity Director of the Scottish National Farmers’
Union Fish Farming Committee. I am the Chairman of the Scottish Salmon Growers’ Association
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and also a Director of the Scottish Salmon
Fanners’ Marketing Board.
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80. You will be pleased to learn that I take a
similar view and I have written to the Secretary of
State saying that the time when we are conducting
seems a strange
one for them to start a
79.
It is quite clear to us, this
bothinquiry
in considering
the
separate
one.
written eridence we have had and in the course of
(Dr Halliday) Do you wish to continue with the
conversations during our visit, that there are a
number of controversial points. We will probably marine environment?
just stick to those today. Other observers will know
81. We are much more interested in that
that you have already submitted substantial written
because that is where all the fuss is and because of
evidence which we shall be taking into account.
the inquiry that is going on we shall be looking into
Could we go straight to the point that seems to
the whole question of planning, of trout farms in
come up most often, which is planning and the
particular, nationally, not just dealing with Scotwhole matter of the establishment of a liew fish
land alone, and we shall have a view on that in due
farm, the complaints that may be received about
course.
existing fish farms and the procedures, with parti(Dr Halliday) Do you wish me to open discusscular reference to Scotland, for the establishment
ion on that with the industry’s review of the
of pens in lochs and on the sea shore?
Crown? Of necessity this does mean looking in a
(Dr Halliday) Qearly planning is an essential very short time at the history of the development
element of the development of the industry. What of the industry and its relationship with the Crown
we require are fast effective measures which take Estate Commissioners who are responsible for
account of the very special circumstances of the granting leases to salmon farmers in marine
industry, the immense economic benefits that the waters. In the earlier years it was essential that the
industry can confer on remote areas and the industry received an appropriate amount of encouessential and specific requirements of the species ragement from those that are in authority over the
that we culture. There are two areas of planning industry. We had that from the Crown. It was
that have to be considered and they are both very essential to allow the industry to be developed
different: the greater aspect and obviously the quickly, in order that we can have a substantial
aspect below the water mark, the marine aspect. If industry, in order that we can become internationwe deal with them in that order, I would ask my ally competitive and in order that we can capture
colleague, Mrs Judith Nicol to start off talking essential market share far Scottish salmon. The
about fi-eshwater aspects of planning.
Crown were major movers in this development.
(Mrs Nicol) Could we deal firstly with the latest They offered a seven year rent moratorium to
development which was not covered in our sub- enable the industry to grow quickly in its earlier
missions? As you are aware, the Scottish Develop- years and this is a major achievement. Soon we had
ment Department have recently issued a consul- a very very substantial industry operating in
tation paper proposing to amend the Scottish remote areas of the West Coast conferring substanle^slation only to remove all permitted develop- tial economic benefits on those areas. As the
ment rights from freshwater fish farming and all industry adapted a much higher profile obviously it
building related to fish farming. There was a very came in for a great deal of criticism. To some
short consultation period involved in this. We have extent—indeed to a large extent—the Crown
two major concerns of principle with the Depart- reacted to this criticism in that they developed a
ment’s latest proposals. Firstly, although we substantial consultation procedure which when
accept, as an industry, the need for sensible reviewed for the Countryside Commission for
planning controls, what the Department are pro- Scotland was found to be quite acceptable in 1507.
posing is automatically and immediately to remove There were further difficulties for the Crown in
all permitted development rights, although they assessing more difficult applications and again
recognise in their own consultation paper that recently we have had the setting up of a small
there may well be aspects of the fish farming committee to deal with more controversial applicaindustry that should be given permitted develop- tions. These are all sensible developments and
ment rights. We think that is back to front, that the initiatives of the Crown and they have to be
time should be taken now to consider whether or congratulated on taking these initiatives because
not certain aspects of fish farming should be no-one else has taken them. Where we are slightly
recognised as agricultural activities, as is currently concerned as an industry is that we have moved
the case, and granted permitted development firom this very positive development strategy to a
rights before there is any amendment to the much more negative philosophy we believe and we
General Development Order. The second point is are concerned that the industry may well suffer in
that the Scottish Office are proposing to take this future from not being allowed to develop in an
action only in Scotland; they are acting indepen- appropriate way. We are concerned that the
dently on this question. We find some difficulties industry could be overburdened by inappropriate
with that. We think it is a matter of principle, an controls and we would certainly like to see
important matter of principle, as to how the fish perhaps a central policy or a central attitude to
fanning industry is controlled by the planning look at all those who impinge upon the industry
authorities and it is not a purely Scottish issue. For and develop sensible controls which we support to
those two reasons we are going to ask the ensure that this industry develops in an approDepartment to defer implementation pending priate manner in the Western Isles and Highlands
further consideration of these two points.
of Scotland.
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82. Are you satisfied that the decision of the
Secretary of State to leave this matter to the Crown
Estate Commissioners is the right decision?
Obviously the alternative would be to go through
the whole gamut of Town and Country Planning
procedures in the normal way.
(Dr Halliday) At the moment to date we have
received good service from the Crown Estate
Commissioners. There are certainly many things
that could be improved but basically the end result
has been a very substantial industry and that in
itself is a major achievement. Obviously if there
are going to be changes we would have to look at
these changes, we would have to fit in with our
requirements before we could support them and
indeed if one could streamline the system, certainly that obviously would be of benefit to the
industry. The industry does need protection from
rather excessive controls that could be imposed
upon it over the next few years. We need a central
rationale and a forum to discuss what appropriate
controls are required.
83. I think I am right in saying that in your
written evidence you were promoting the idea of a
single central authority controlling the allocation
of marine leases.
(Dr Halliday) Not necessarily controlling the
allocation of marine leases. What we are proposing
is a central authority who can give direction to
those who are controlling the industry. That does
not take away from the Crown Estate’s position as
granting leases or purification boards with their
responsibilities.
Mr MacDonald
84. How do you imagine this authority being
staffed or composed? Would it be a branch of the
Scottish Office?
(Dr Halliday) We see the Scottish Office as
being the authority which must give direction to
those groups who are responsible for controlling
the industry and we see direction must be based on
scientific fact and should be developed in conjunction with those responsible in industry;
85. If you had the Scottish Office making those
kinds of directions why would you need the Crown
Estates Commissioners at all?
(Dr Halliday) It would need a major Act of
Parliament to remove that power from the Crown
Estate Commissioners. I do not know whether that
has been proposed or not but we certainly have not
seen that. That would be a whole new ball game
which we would have to assess.
86. If you started from scratch, would you set up
an arrangement where you had a central authority
in the Scottish Office, the Crown Estate Commissioners and then individual fish farmers below, or
would you just have the Scottish Office?
(Dr Halliday) If one were starting from scratch,
the objective from the fish farming industry would
be a streamlined procedure which would give a fast
and effective decision-making process with sensible controls. Clearly the ideal situation would be a
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central authority but if one looks at every other
single industry there is no such thing as a central
authority taking these decisions. You are faced
with a plethora of organisations, each with individual and often independent responsibilities. That
really is a fact of life. We do not see that changing.
What we are suggesting is that there should be a
lead taken with the industry, with appropriate
research and development, to establish what are
sensible controls for these individual organisations
to apply in this industry.
87. But you would see the central authority
more happily sitting within the Scottish Office,
rather than outside it in the way the Crown Estate
Commissioners are.
(Dr Halliday) Yes, it is much more appropriate;
absolutely. We see the central authority giving
guidance at the moment, under present circumstances.
88. Where would the role of the local authorities come in here? To what extent would you give
them a role in the planning procedure? Do you
think it has in any way hindered the development
of fish farming in the Shetlands, for example, that
the local authorities have a very strong role
indeed?
(Dr Halliday) We cannot speak for the Shetlands on that particular issue. Certainly on the
mainland of Scotland the planners do have a major
role in the infrastructure essential for fish farmers.
Indeed we have had numerous discussions with
development and planners to try to encourage a
greater development of infrastructure. They have a
major say in the development of shore cases
because they all have to apply for planning
permission.
89. They certainly have a major say in the
development of infrastructure, for example, the
siting of the farms themselves, except where they
are involved in the advisory committee which has
yet to meet.
(Dr Halliday) Correct, but they are also an
important consultee of the Crown Estate Commissioners and therefore there is a substantial dialogue between planners and the Crown.
90. How would you react to the very strong
complaints from local authorities that they do not
have a strong enough role in the original siting of
the fish farms and that they are left with much of
the costs of supplying infrastructure without any
benefits in rates or rents?
(Dr Halliday) There is obviously competition
here between local authorities and the Crown. It is
an area which it is difficult for us to get into
because it is a very political issue. The important
aspect for the industry is that it does have a
pressure point to try to create increased infrastructure to service this important industry. On the
question of the planners not having a role the
planners have taken initiatives in preparing a
number of structural plans for the West Coast.
These have been discussed with the Crown and
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therefore there is a substantial opportunity for the
planners to become involved in the decision and
planning making process. I grant you that the final
decision is taken by the Crown.
(Mr Mace) Effectively the planning authorities
do have a large measure of control inasmuch as
obviously we need land-based facilities in order to
service our sea cage units and if that is not granted
we actually cannot proceed with a viable farming
activity. So tliey do have a fair measure of control
already and I certainly know of instances where
Crown Estate proposed farms have not gone
forward because the planning consent has not been
available for the land-based facilities with which to
service the in-sea units.
91. Would you say they even have too much
control?
(Dr Halliday) This is a situation that we are
concerned about. If you look at the Crown Estate
applications something like 52 per cent of applications have been refused or withdrawn over last
year. One can say two things about that: one is that
it demonstrates the effect of the consultation
procedure; on the other hand it represents an
enormous loss of development potential for Scotland. We would like to see a balanced view and
proper guidelines imposed on the decision-making
process.
Chairman
92. I have to say to you that I am sure you have
tliought about this carefully but it seems to me that
you are simply going to create another tier and
one’s experience of bureaucrats is that every time
you create a tier you create delay and confusion. I
understand your wish.
(Mr Mace) Could I just clarify one point. We are
very keen obviously not to see anything that would
delay the advancement of our industry and therefore if there is anything to be put in place it will
have to be a lot more effective in order to gain our
support. Obviously we are all for sensible control
but we feel that the new consultation procedures
that have been in place now for three years with
the Crown, over 30 different parties being
involved, actually allows for very full consultation
with regard to the general public and all other
interested parties about a proposal that our industry might have for a certain area. On that basis we
would have to think very carefully about anything
that was going to supersede it. It would perhaps be
rather difficult to better currently.
(Dr Halliday) There is a little bit of confusion
here between a central controlling authority and a
policy. What we are saying is that we need a policy,
not necessarily another tier in the decision-making
process. I want to be quite clear about that because
there is some confusion. This policy would give
guidance to those people who exist—purification
boards, planners, Department of Transport,
Crown, Northern Lighthouse Board—as to how
they should react to fish farming. We feel that if
this policy is developed correctly with proper
scientific evidence it would be beneficial to the
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industry because there is a number of examples
where local authorities and the others are all acting
at sixes and sevens. We feel this area needs
clarification.
Mr MacDonald
93. Do you think there is any scope for there to
be an area of leeway for local authorities or
communities on the ground to establish slightly
different emphases in how fish farming should be
allowed to develop in their own area? Do you think
it is absolutely necessary to have one set of strict
guidelines which apply over the whole of Scotland,
or do you think there would be room within the
context of broad guidelines for local authorities to
be able to pursue slightly different policies?
(Dr Halliday) Yes, very much so. We have to be
aware that there has to be a central policy, but we
have to allow a local interpretation of that. There
has to be a balanced viewpoint in there.
(Mrs Nicol) The point is that as a fish farming
industry we see the need for a centralised coordinated but flexible approach to the question of
the allocation of marine sites. As an industry we
face the situation where the Crown Estate do have
proprietorial rights over the sea-bed; that is the
legislation we currently face. We have therefore
seen the development, as previously described of
just what we were looking for: a centralised,
co-ordinated and a flexible approach. The consultation procedure as currently operated is very wide
ranging, it involves an enormous number of
consultees, we believe it does give adequate
opportunities for the statutory authorities to advise
and influence the Crown Estate’s decisions. It is
that overall approach which we believe has served
the industry well. If, however, the Government or
some other body are to come forward and suggest
that should be handled in a different way, we
would obviously look at such a thing. We are not
defending the Crown per se. We believe that kind
of general centralised approach is the correct one
and we believe that the evidence of what is on the
ground to date and the way the industry has grown
and responded to the pressures it is under demonstrate that to be the case. We are by no means
suggesting that we need another tier of bureaucracy: we do not, we have a lot of competent
statutory authorities already addressing the appropriate aspects of the fish farming industry.
Chairman
94. Could I just ask you a one word answer
question? Are you satisfied that the Crown Estate
are in general terms handling this matter fairly?
(Dr Halliday) It can always be improved, but
yes, the evidence to date would indicate that we
have a substantial industry as a result of these
policies.
Mr Martlew
95. I have one or two questions on the environmental aspects of fish farming. Firstly can we come
to the use of Nuvan. At the present time Nuvan
seems to be the only reliable treatment for salmon
lice but there are great concerns and reservations
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about the use of this chemical and the effect it has
on marine Life..I understand it has a limited licence
at the present time but it could be banned next
year. What effect would it have on the industry if it
were banned?
(Dr Ilalliday) There are two points to this
question. I agree with you that there has been a
great deal of controversy over Nuvan and I should
like to be given the opportunity to make a few
comments about that. First, to answer your question directly, it would, have a catastrophic effect on
the industry. I should Like to correct you on one
point. The industry uses the compound Aquagard
and that is a licensed treatment for sea louse, not
i^uvan.
96. It is Nuvan by another name. It is a bit like
Sellafield and Windscale, is it not?
(Dr Hailiday) Yes, Aquagard is the licensed
compound and it is specially formulated for fish
and licensed as such, not Nuvan. have to look—at
this compound. It has been around since 1961, it is
quite a remarkable chemical in many ways. It is
almost the ideal pesticide if you look at it in that it
is entirely safe, provided basic precautions are
taken, it is controlled by vets and it is monitored
by purification boards. The Scottish Salmon Growers’ Association has developed and provided training courses for its members to ensure the safe and
efficient use of this chemical. The other important
point is that it hits the target parasite hard without
damaging the host. It is not bio-accumulatory and
therefore is totally safe for food producing species.
It is non-persistent in the environment, it is totally
bio-degradable, it is hydrolysed by water very
quickly. It is used at very low concentrations in the
environment, subject to immediate dilution on
release. Unfortunately it was put on the red list of
compounds and this was purely as a precaution
until its toxicity to the environment was established. Further work has been done over this last
year since it was granted a licence and there is no
evidence that we are aware of that this compound
poses a threat to the environment. I repeat that we
are totally reliant on one chemical to maintain the
health of that industry. However if will be very
difficult for us to come up with a better chemical
than Nuvan quickly. It takes a long time.
97. From what you have said it appears that if it
is used sensibly then it is fine, but is it not a fact
that if it is misused then there could be severe
environmental impacts?
(Dr Hailiday) As with very many things, yes, but
every precaution is taken to ensure the correct use
of Aquagard.
98. We come back to Windscale and Sellafield.
(Dr Hailiday) I would just remind the Committee, if I may, that there was an extensive
investigation carried out on this very chemical, the
active ingredient of Aquagard, by the World
Health Organisation, published in 1980. The full
facts on this chemical are in this booklet.
Chairman: Could you make sure we have a copy
of that?
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99. Can I go on to fishmeal? There are two
arguments there against the present salmon fishing
procedures. One is that the fact that the seas are
being vacuumed to get the small fish to provide the
fishmeal and there is some concern with regard to
the sand eels in the Shetlands. Could you comment
on that because obviously there is a need to supply
fresh fish to provide the fishmeal to feed the
increased number of salmon stocks you have. The
second one is: is it not a fact that if additional
chemicals were not put into the fishmeal to create a
colouring then the salmon that you actually bred
would come out a grey colour when they were
cooked? The fact is that there is some evidence
that that chemical that is put in to create the pink
flesh can be harmful to humans.
(Dr Hailiday) To take the latter one first, it is
true we supply carotenoids and one effect of these
carotenoids is to give pigmentation to the flesh. It
is true that if these pigmants were not supplied
then the flesh would be grey. It is equally true that
these carotenoids are essential for the physiological wellbeing of the fish. So on welfare issues alone
we require to give fish these carotenoids. They are
naturally occurring piqments and naturally occur at
much higher levels in wild fish than farmed fish.
The chemical that we use is fully licensed and
approved by EEC legislation. As with everything it
is a question of level and any chemical, be it too
much salt, too much water, can be toxic. So the
toxicity of a chemical is a very difficult thing to
comment on sensibly.
100. It is reported that if it is taken in too much
strength this particular chemical is cancerous.
(Dr Hailiday) I have not heard that claim. I
would have to check that out.
(Mrs Nicoi) Scientific data does not support
that. The scientific data on canthaxanthin which is
the pigment we are talking about mainly, does not
show any carcinogenic properties. The concern
about it has been that it was used in the 1970s in
suntan pills in a huge concentration to turn you
brown. It is that one single use of canthaxanthin
that has caused the misunderstanding about the
pigment. It was withdrawn and is not available in
those quantities. The quantity used in those pills
was absolutely huge compared with what we are
talking about here. We are talking about a range of
pigments that do occur naturally that turn carrots
orange. It is one of these cases where you have to
get it into perspective.
Mr Jones
101. The Food Advisory Committee must have
considered these matters when they looked at
canthaxanthin and surely their conclusion that it
should not be used in food is not based on the fact
that daubing it all over you as a suntan browning
agent is relevant. They must have had some other
reasons for banning it in food and I understand
that they are considering it in this second-hand use
in fishmeal. Supposing they did come out and ban
it in fishmeal, how would that affect your industry'?
(Mrs Nicol) A point of correction there also,
please. The Food Advisory Committee clearly
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recommended twice, in 1987 and again in the latest
review of the evidence in response to their former
report, that canthaxanthin and astaxanthin the
latest follow-on, should be permitted for use in fish
diets. They have not changed that recommendation.
102. That is not my information. The information I have is that they are considering it and not
that they have recommended it; they are still
considering it.
(Dr Holliday) All these chemicals are up for
review on a regular basis, that is fact, but they are
certainly fully licensed at the moment for use in
fish.
103. Can I put the question to you again then?
Should they ban it, how would that affect your
industry?
(Dr Halliday) They would have to use the naturally occuring pigment astaxanthin which is closely
related; there is virtually no difference except that
it is naturally occurring. The problem with that is
that it will take some time before there is sufficient
production of that pigment to service the industry.
104. So it would have a deleterious effect.
(Dr Halliday) In the short term.
Mr Martlew
105. What about the other point on fish stocks?
(Dr Halliday) The point I would make about
that is that the fishmeal requirement for the
salmon farming industry is minute in the context of
the total industrial fishing that is carried out in the
world today.
(Mr Crowe) I believe that the total production of
f&h feed, which includes trout and salmon, in the
UK is about 85,000 tonnes. One can compare the
percentage of that which is actually fishmeal and I
believe it is less than 40 per cent. In terms of the
total supply of fishmeal and the world stocks—we
are talking about millions of tonnes—the UK
industry is consuming a very small quantity.
106. We have the situation which we shall touch
on later with regard to the Norwegians who
produce considerably more salmon than yourselves. The oceans belong to everybody and whether
you are feeding it to Norwegian salmon or Scottish
salmon there is a concern that if this industry
grows—and we could be talking about fish farming
for not only salmon but cod or whatever—it will
have a detrimental effect on the ocean.
(Dr Halliday) The other problem in this context
is that feed companies are obviously experimenting
with diets and looking at alternative formulations.
(Mr Mace) The point at the moment is that
unfortunately there is no alternative to us using
animal proteins for high quality fish pellets and
until soya proteins or alternatives are available to
us we are left with using fish as a resource going
into our fish pellets. I know that the feed
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compounding industry has looked at the availability of high quality fishmeal and they do not think
it will be a constraint to the progress of the salmon
farming industry worldwide, I know it has been
looked at in that context specifically.
Chairman
107. Going back to the sea lice, when we were
in Norway we were shown an extremely clever
piece of work where the pesticide was contained in
oil, which was contained within the pen and then of
course removed very easily with no pollution at all.
Is work being done on that?
(Dr Halliday) We are in close contact with
Norway over that. I should say that the description
you have given is correct. They apply pyrethroid to
the oil. The pyrethroid is insoluble in loch water
and is applied to the oil. A small skirt is put round
the pen to contain it. They have calculated the
number of times a salmon jumps in a 24-hour
period and hence they get the dosage rate to kill
the lice. It is then removed. It has taken some 18
months to reach that stage of development and it is
still very much experimental. They reckon it could
take another two years before the system would be
officially licensed. This illustrates one important
point: the long length of time it takes to get
chemicals licensed. There is a long time involved
from the original concept, to development, to
licensing.
Chairman: It seems fairly hopeful. The control,
with an infestation of some 60 per cent, was
reduced to 3 or 4 per cent which is very good.
Mr GiU
108. I should like to ask about the salmon
market. You will be aware that the Norwegian fish
farmers’ sales organisation recently announced a
series of essentially temporary measures to stabilise the sahnon market by withholding supplies and
levying exports. I should like to ask whether in
your opinion these measures are sufficient to avert
the need for the intervention by the European
Commission to protect Community producers?
(Mr Crowe) It is fair to say that the Norwegian
measures proposed were only brought forward
under the extreme pressure of the European
Commission in the case which we were alleging.
With respect, I hope the measures are not temporary in Norway; we hope they are actually going to
be permanent for at least the next two or three
years. As far as we are concerned—and I would
say that the case we are bringing in Brussels is
jointly between the Scottish Salmon Board and the
Irish Salmon Growers’ Association—the measures
have to work and they have to work for the
Norwegians every bit as much as they have to work
for ourselves. The situation that pertained before
Christmas was that the Norwegian industry itself
was selling below the cost of production. It was
also selling below its minimum price, which is the
statutory price in Norway. In fact some of the
Norwegian exporters were actually breaking the
law. The sales organisation, which is very akin to
the Milk Board, has statutory powers and what we
have to say was that during 1989 we felt they did
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not enforce their powers and therefore they let the
situation degenerate to the point where we had to
bring our anti-dumping case. Historically there has
been injury to members in Scotland and Ireland
and quite a number of our members will be
carrying losses into 1990 which they will hope to
trade out and it may take two or three or even four
years to trade them out. What we would want to
avoid is that, if the Norwegian measures did not
come to fruition by the end of the year or, for
example, they cannot fund the intervention
beyond a sbc-month period, we would be in a
similar situation by this time next year with a
potential production from Norway of something
like 160-180,000 tonnes, predatory pricing policies
in the Community and literally destroying our
market yet again, I do not want to be going back to
the Commission this time next year and therefore
we have taken the view—and I believe the Commission agree with me on this—that we have to
press ahead with our dumping case, and that it will
be there, should the Norwegians allow their
industry to fall into a state of chaos in the future.
There are still some misgivings. We feel that the
measures perhaps do not go far enough. One of the
things we have suggested to them is that they
should have a smolt slaughter scheme and probably take about 10 million smolts out now rather
than feed these smolts and have them coming onto
the market in a year or three years time and
thereby depressing prices again to uneconomic
levels.
109. Is there any evidence that if the Norwegians continue in, the way that they are going at
the moment normal economic factors and market
forces would not in fact force them into reducing
their production? Surely the point is reached where
losses sustained are so great that they have to close
down various of their farms?
(Mr Crowe) Yes, indeed and had free market
forces reigned that would have happened. Bearing
in mind the ratio of their production of 150,000 to
Scotland’s 30,000 and Ireland’s 6,000, we would
have gone out of business before they would have
gone out of business. Therefore historically, and
again in other industries, the Norwegians have
been seen to be very progressive in terms of their
own industries’ interests. Tlie Community market
is in excess of 115,000 tonnes and we said this to
the Norwegians. Scotland and Ireland together can
only produce probably around 40,000 next year.
What we said to the Norwegians was that there is
plenty of room for them to market their salmon if it
is done sensibly and that is what we have asked
them to do.
Mr Alexander
110. Are they likely to be happy to do that and
co-operate if at the same time you are pursuing a
request for an investigation by the EEC?
(Mr Crowe) Yes. In fact pursuing the investigation will actually underpin the role of the Norwegian Fish Farmers’ Association and the sales
organisation in making sure that their measures
work. They borrowed 1.3 billion kroner, which is
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against the security of the 700 fish farmers who
voted for the agreement on 4 January, so if it does
not work they lose 1.3 billion to the banks in
Norway. I would also just remind you that there is
a case pending in the United States where the same
problem, dumping, had been alleged. Injured
farmers there, including Alaskan fishermen, have
brought a case within the Department of Commerce. If the Americans prove their case ahead of
the European Community or vice-versa then
obviously the backlash of the production would
affect the alternate market. There is a parallel here
that the Community and the United States, one
would hope, would be in phase with this antidumping action.
Chairman
111. So in a nutshell you are really hoping to sell
your output within the protection of the Community.
(Mr Crowe) There is only 2 per cent tariff duty
on salmon and 13 per cent on salmon products in
the European Community and we do not regard
that as a protected market. What we are asking for
is fair trade not protection,
112. Is that right for all fish?
(Mr Crowe) No; trout is 12 per cent.
113. Would you be proposing that should apply
to salmon?
(Mr Crowe) We have asked for this but the
difficulties in negotiating that through GATT
would be quite immense at the moment and it
would be a few years off before we achieved
anything. We are looking for safeguard action at
the moment rather than long-term tariff increases.
Mr Martlew
114. One point on your marketing strategy. You
seem to be wishing to expand production, which is
fine, and at the same time keep salmon a luxury
product and those two do not seem to go together.
You seem to be wanting to sell a lot more but keep
it at a premium price. How are you going to
achieve it?
(Dr Halliday) You have to remember that the
costs of producing salmon are expensive; there is
something like a three or four year production
cycle. We have to get a substantial return from the
fish we produce to stay in business and that
automatically means a reasonably high retail price.
The important point we have talked about is that
this is a short-term situation. We are under
substantial pricing pressure but there are enormous opportunities for the market to grow, as
indeed it has been growing with the efforts of the
Scottish Salmon Farmers’ Marketing Board and
obviously the Norwegian sales efforts. There is a
huge market for salmon if you compare it to other
foodstuffs. Something like 250,000 tonnes of
Atlantic salmon will be produced this year worldwide. The EEC produces half a million tonnes of
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poultry within the EEC and consumes it. There is a
vast potential to increase the consumption of
Atlantic salmon and we certainly believe that
Scottish salmon is a premium fish.
Mr MacDonald
115. A couple of questions about the future.
Would you say that there has been a slackening off
in demand for new sites over the past 12 months or
so? 1 think the NFU in their submission noticed
such a slackening off. If there is a slackening off, is
it due to the economic downturn or the economic
difficulties or is it due to the face that we are
reaching saturation point in terms of having sites?
(DrHalliday) No, the main point is, arising from
the very poor returns that the industry has experienced over this year, that there is just a lack of
money to re-invest into the industry. Obviously in
this situation there is a downturn.
116. So you would not say it is due to any kind
of saturation point being reached?
(Dr Halliday) No.
117. You have also been saying—the NFU in
their submission certainly said—that they expect a
rationalisation in the industry over the next few
months. Would that rationalisation inevitably
mean less employment in the industry? Jobs would
have to be shared to make the industry more
competitive with the Norwegians for example.
Would it also mean that some of the larger
operators, the larger multinationals in particular,
would have to start taking over and buying out
some of the smaller operators?
(Dr Halliday) All these points are speculation.
The important point is, when the industry comes
under economic pressure it has to scrutinise the
way it operates, we have to be as efficient as we
possibly can.Therefore each company will be
looking at its operation in the closest possible way
to ensure that it becomes competitive.

[Continued

118.
say that jobs would have to be shed to make the
industry more efficient? Would you also say it is
informed speculation to expect that some of the
smaller operators would be selling out to the larger
operators?
(Dr Halliday) We ore obviously aware of a
number of small farms on the market at the
moment; that is purely a consequence of economic
trends. What we are saying is that with a reversal
of prices then this should bring about an economic
upturn within the industry. Equally, the important
point is that the market is there to be expanded
dramatically and one of the responsibilities for the
industry is to ensure that it has a very strong and
well supported marketing campaign to promote
salmon and take advantage of the very large
market that exists for our product. It purely
depends on how these matters progress over the
next two years as to what form this rationalisation
will take. Efficiency must be paramount.
(Mr Mace) In these difficult times, when we are
looking at all the cost, we wiU find that attention to
husbandry is of paramount iinportance and if
anythirig there will be more care and attention paid
to husbandry and that may well result in more
employment in actual fact. The mechanisation one
sees in Norway is not necessarily always a good
thing, particularly relative to feeding systems. It
could actually go the opposite way to what you are
suggesting.
(Mr Crowe) The future development of the
industry is certainly indicating towards more processing of the primary product. I know the
Highlands and Islands Board particularly is very
keen on this development and that may in fact
encourage and increase jobs in down-line processing of the industry. That is perhaps a positive
aspect.
Chairman: Thank you very much indeed, you
have been most helpful.

Memorandum submitted by the British Trout Association
1.

INTRODUCTION

This submission deals solely with the production and marketing of trout in the UK, and has been
prepared from statistics collected by the British Trout Association over the past seven years. The
Association currently represents some 75 per cent of the production tonnage, encompassing 212
individual farms ranging from 5 tonnes to 500 tonnes annual production capacity—over 500 units claim to
be involved in trout production but less than half this number can be considered of commercial
significance. The species produced ispredominently Rainbow Trout (Salmo Dairdneri), with less than 10
per cent representing Brown Trout (Salmo Trutta). The latter is exclusively produced for sporting
purposes while some 90 per cent of Rainbows are destined for food usage, although their popularity as a
commercial game fish is growing.
2. SUPPLY AND DEMAND

The supply of Trout for both the table and sporting purposes is now virtually stable throughout the
year, and domestic production has almost tripled between the years 1980-1988 from some 5,500 tonnes to
16,000 toimes. Availability has been boosted annually by a consistent growth in imports of fresh, frozen
and smoked fish from mainly Denmark and France. (See appendbc 1) Between the years 1980-1987 the
Trout consumption rose by a significant 255 per cent—by comparison other European countries’ growth
increases are considerably lower EG; France 30 per cent, Germany 25 per cent, Italy 44 per cent and
Spain 55 per cent. In addition, the UK has for the past 5 years maintained the highest and most stable
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“first sale” price return structure amongst European Producers. In effect, production since 1983 has been
market led and rising production has been matched to rising consumer demand.
Currently, UK trout producers sell every fish produced, and many sectors such as processing are
experiencing considerable supply shortages which are expected to increase into 1990. Prevailing weather
conditions over the past three years, including the 1989 water shortages, have exacerbated a generally
undersupplied market, and production is expected to fall by approximately 6.5 per cent this year.
However, increases of 10-15 per cent per year over the next 5-6 years are anticipated in order to meet
consumer demand in a market dominated by the “healthy eating", principles favouring fish consumption.
The continuing supply reductions in the caught fish sector coupled to spiralling pxices only serve to
enhance the desirable stable prices and consistent availability of farmed trout.
The inevitability of more stringent environmental restrictions throughout Europe will add to
production costs, and the development of new freshwater sites will be limited. There is however
considerable potential for saltwater production of both portion and large trout, and it is anticipated that
some existing salmon sites will switch at least a proportion of their production capacity to trout, as a cash
crop.
3. TRADE AND MARKETING ASPECTS

The growth in the domestic trout trade over the period 1981-1988 has occurred in many sectors of a
highly fragmented market, but the most significant area is that of supermarket sales allied to value-added
processing. Year round availability of closely graded, gutted fish in controlled atmosphere packaging at
comparatively low prices has made trout into a best selling “convenience” fish in all major multiple food
stores. The catering trade has expanded throughout the country with trout a permanent fixture on most
menus and the smoking industry is possibly the fastest growing area of current production. Wet fish sales
from the traditional retail shops are contracting due to diminishing outlets although farmgate sales direct
to the public are steady. The wholesale markets remain the largest single destination for fish in the round,
but these are viewed as contracting due to the development of smaller and more flexible specialist trading
units. The market shares can be approximately defined as:
Wholesale Markets

Processors and Smokers

50 per cent
(60 per cent retail/40 per cent catering)
20 per cent
(15 per cent domestic/5 per cent export)

Farmgate sales

15 per cent

Restocking (angling)

15 per cent

Marketing has been the responsibility of the British Trout Association since 1982, when it was set up to
co-ordinate the efforts of several regional groups then in existence. Emphasis was placed on provision of
marketing information to members in order to overcome the situation of the late 70s and early 80s, when
uncontrolled production increases had created glut and famine conditions. This resulted in poor producer
prices, inconsistent quality and a product widely regarded as a speciality fish.
Funded by a voluntary levy, the BTA has initiated generic consumer promotional campaigns to
capitalise on the unique selling points of the species EG; value for money, consistent quality/availability,
quick to prepare and cook, versatile, and healthy. A trout information bureau services both trade and
consumer enquiries, press and public relations programmes are ongoing and the Association maintains a
liaison function with many other Industry bodies EG; the Farmers Unions, MAFF, the Feed
Manufacturing Industry, FAC and the European Salmonid Producers Federation.
An export Development Programme to third countries aided by contributions from MAFF is in its
third and final year, achieving modest though encouraging results for smoked products in the USA and
Japan. With the opening of the Single Market, other European countries will be attracted to the buoyant
UK situation and domestic producers will have to fight to maintain their current profitability, which is
wholly unsubsidised. The Industry is now considering medium and longterm development options for the
creation of a single organisation, to encompass marketing, environmental/European policy and R & D.
29 September 1989
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Appendix 1
XJK TROUT PRODUCTION/IMPORTS/CONSUMPTION 1980-1988

Year

(TONNES)

Production

Wholesale
Market Price*

Imports

5.500
6.500

58p
58p
60p
64p
68p
76p
85p
86p
88p
lOOp

660
621
1,500
1,400
1,300
1,700
1,500
1,600
1,750
1,700

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989(E)

6,000
7,000
8.500
9.500
11,000

14.000
16.000
15,000

Total
Consumption

6,200
7,200
7,500
8,400
9,800
11,200
12,500
15,600
17,750
17,000

^Denotes price per lb. to producers for round trout, boxed, iced and delivered.

Memorandum submitted by the National Farmers’ Union of England and Wales
CONTENTS

1. Introduction.
2. Background.
3. Demand and Supply.
4. Planning and other legislative controls.
5. Fish Health and Draft EC Regulation.
6. Environmental issues.
7. Research and Development.
8. Summary and Recommendations.
FISHFARMING KTTHE UNITED KINGDOM

1. Introduction
1.1 The National Farmers’ Union welcomes this opportunity to present the Select Committee with our
Fish Farming Branch’s views on the current situation and outlook for fish farming. The paper begins by
setting out the background to the industry’s current position (section 2); it then examines (in section 3)
the likely developments of the demand for and supply of farmed fish, concluding that potential remains
for a further increase in output to meet the rising consumer demand.
1.2 Section 4 considers the impact of planning and other UK legislative controls. This then leads in
section 5 to considerations of fish health, international trade and EC regulation. Environmental issues
are examined in section 6 and research and development in section 7 and the paper concludes with a
summary and recommendations.
2, Background
2.1 Fish farming was first practised in the UK by monks in the Middle Ages and the farming of trout
(the predominant farmed fish species in England and Wales) has been carried on for the past hundred
years. However it is only in the past 20 years that large scale commercial production has become
established. As recently as 1975 UK farmed trout production was estimated to be only 1,300 tonnes.
From that time the industry has grown rapidly and by 1988 UK trout production had reached about
16,000 tonnes, with some 700 registered farms. Of this total UK trout production, about 13,000 tonnes
was produced in England and Wales.
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2.2 Although trout is by far the predominant farmed fish raised in England and Wales, other fish
species are also of significant economic importance, salmon farming being a major industry in Scotland.
Total UK farmed fish production in 1988 was in excess of J5,000 tonnes and estimated to have a
“farmgate” value of some £100 million.
2.3 Although suitable for producing salmon smolts (baby salmon), English conditions are not well
suited to growing salmon to maturity. Several other species, such as eels, carp and crayfish are also
farmed, as are shellfish (oysters, and increasingly mussels and scallops). Research is continuing into the
commercial breeding and raising of halibut, lobster and other species.
2.4 Fish farming is, inevitably a rural occupation and its growth in recent years has been beneficial to
rural employment. This has been a important factor in revitalising areas such the Highlands and Islands
of Scotland and is a significant factor also in parts of England and Wales.
3. Demand and Supply
3.1 The fish farmer’s ability to produce his fish economically, combined with the reduction of the
quantity of wild-caught fish, has increased the demand for farmed fish greatly. Between 1980 and 1985
total fish consumption in the UK is estimated to have risen by 10 per cent but consumption of salmon
went up by over 250 per cent and trout by over 280 per cent. This increase in fish consumption compares
with a slight fall in the consumption of red meat, a trend which is expected to continue.
3.2 Fish is recognised as a healthy food (for example a recent report published in the Lancet shows that
both salmon and trout are beneficial in reducing the chance of a heart attack. Hence with the trend in the
developed world towards healthy eating, demand for farmed fish is expected to continue rising. Thus on
the demand side the industry’s medium term prospects would seem to be good.
3.3 Although output rose rapidly from 1975 to 1985, in the past couple of years production has been
constrained, mainly due to the problems in obtaining eggs and young fish (juveniles) at the right time of
the year. Whilst the technology exists for increasing output per unit volume of water, environmental
considerations together with the limited availability of suitable new sites due to the geology of our
country, will inevitably put an upper limit on the supply of trout from inland sites. Environmental
concerns, albeit some ill-informed, may have a short-term effect in limiting the expansion of output, but
hopefully a greater realisation that fish farming works well with the environment will allay such concerns.
3.4 There is still much potential in coastal production and work is in progress with off-shore cages.
Indeed with her long coastline, high rainfall and temperate climate, Britain is well placed to remain one
of Europe’s major producers of farmed fish.
3.5 Furthermore, as indicated above, research efforts are currently being directed towards widening
the range of fish species which can be farmed commercially. In the course of the next decade the major
constraints upon tMs young and vigorous industry’s ability to expand supply further to-meet the potential
demand are likely to come from the actions of Governments and other regulatory bodies rather than from
commercial factors;
4. Planning and other legislative controls
4.1 Whilst fish farmers in common with farmers in general, benefit from certain exemptions for limited
developments by virtue of the General Development Order, they are subject to the general controls on
agriculture plus specific legislative controls, primarily the need for both abstraction licences and
discharge consents.
4.2 Moreover all fish farms must register with MAFF under the Diseases of Fish Act 1983. They must
identify the location of their farm, the species of fish farmed, and record all movements of live fish, and
eggs of fish, into and out of the farm, and make an annual return to MAFF. MAFF disease control
officers have a right of entry onto fish farms to inspect records, and may restrict or prohibit the movement
of fish for disease control purposes.
4.3 In the past aquaculture has been closely controlled by the water authorities and this role will now
be undertaken by the National Rivers Authority (NRA). Under the provisions of Water Act 1989, all fish
farmers require a licence to abstract water from a river or groundwater source. The NRA is empowered
to charge fish farmers for these abstraction licenses despite the fact that no other European country
charges fish farmers for their water in this way.
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4A Moreover all fish farms (including cage farms) need a discharge consent. These consents regulate
the quality and quantity of the effluent discharged from the fish farm and are set by the NRA according to
the assimilative capacity of the receiving water. The NRA now intend to charge fish farmers for their
discharges. If the charge is set at too high a level it would adversely affect the competitive position of the
industry and could cripple its future growth.
4.5 The NFU fish farming branch recognises the need for certain controls but feels that further
planning restrictions are both unnecessary and potentially harmful to the industry’s growth prospects.
Developments which have a significant effect on the landscape are already subject to control.
5. Fish Health and Draft EC Regulation
5.1 The movement of live trout and salmon and their eggs into this country has been carefully
controlled since the passing of the Disease of Fish Act of 1937. This has enabled the UK to remain free of
some of the worst fish diseases such as Viral Haemorrhagic Septicaemia (VMS) and Infections
Haematopoietic Necrosis (IHN). In common with Irish aquaculturists, the UK fish farming industry
seeks to ensure that the harmonisation of the European fish health controls does not prejudice or reduce
present levels of protection against importing diseases.
5.2 Regrettably the current Draft Proposal for an EC Fish Health Regulation (document VI/2512/89)
falls far short of meeting that objective. We believe that the British Isles’ unique disease free status must
be recognised and maintained. Non endemic disease, once introduced, could spread rapidly through a
fish farm causing suffering in the fish stock and financial disaster to the business. Since many fish diseases
can be water borne there is an obvious danger to downstream fish farms and the wild fish stocks firom the
introduction of non-indigenous pathogens and parasites. Their introduction would have deleterious
economic and ecological impacts and because they are water-borne they could be costly and difficult, if
not impossible, to eradicate.
5.3 Moreover there is obvious value to the aquaculture industry throughout the rest of Europe to be
able to have access to disease free stocks firom the UK. For all these reasons we must emphasise that the
only workable and effective means of preventing the introduction of such diseases is to retain a complete
ban on the importation of live sahnonids (trout, salmon and other fish of related species) and
uneviscerated carcasses. The NFU is pressing the UK Government to pursue the recognition of our
special island status as a separate zone and the maintenance of our current disease controls in the
forthcoming EC negotiations. Furthermore we believe that similar controls should be extended to all
aquatic creatures, particularly cold water ornamentals, because the diseases we fear are not necessarily
restricted to sahnonids.
6. Environmental Issues
6.1 The NFU encourages all fish farmers to be environmentally responsible. The Fish Farmers’
Specialist Branch issues all its members with a Code of Good Husbandly. Last revised in 1985, it is
currently being up-dated and discussions are proceeding with MAFF, the NRA and other interested
parties.
6.2 Within fish farming, trout farming in particular is dependent on substantial volumes of clean water.
For example, a trout farm producing 100 tonnes per year requires approximately 10 million gallons of
water a day (45,450 cubic metres). The water is used to provide a natural environment for the fish in
which they can thrive and grow. Fish farmers have welcomed the creation of the NRA, which they hope
will lead to an improvement in river water quality.
6.3 In recent years there has been growing (though often ill-informed) concern about the possible
effects offish farming on water quality. It is, of course, in the fish farmers’ own interest to preserve water
quality. Moreover, as the Wessex Water Authority report on the River Avon in Hampshire in 1988
concluded, summarising 13 years of investigative work, “there was no evidence to suggest that discharges
of fish farm effluent had any significant effect on water quality”. In the last decade trout farmers have not
only increased their efficiency in growing their fish, but also the quality of the food has improved greatly
thereby significantly Improving the quality of the effluent produced.
6.4 The water industry has long recognised that trout are the most sensitive indicators of water
pollution and frequently use them to illustrate this in its advertisements. Fish farmers are often the first to
notice, and their fish to suffer from, any pollution of the river. The quality of water a fish farm puts back
into the river is the same as that in the pond in which the fish live.
6.5 Nonetheless the NFU is aware of the need for monitoring of the industry’s performance so as to
reassure other river and water users that discharge standards are high. In this regard, the current 50 per
cent grant aid for schemes for effluent improvement available under the Farm and Conservation Grant
Scheme, should be extended to cover fish farming which is excluded presently from the scheme.
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1. Research and Development
7.1 In the past the major sources of R & D funds have been MAFF and DAFS and the work has
mainly been carried out in Government laboratories. The industry has had only limited influence on
direction of that research.
7.2 However the British Trout Association, Scottish Salmon Grower’s Association, fish food
manufacturers, and the Farmer’s Unions have on occasion allocated otherwise much needed funds to
specific and immediate projects. The industry also currently carries out a limited number of projects in
collaboration with the few universities and polytechnics with skills and interests in fish farming.
7.3 The current level of R & D funding is inadequate to meet the industry’s longer term needs which
are for basic work to be conducted on fish health, reproduction, nutrition and growth, stress, strain
evaluation, selection and genetics, as well as on product development, fish processing, safe handling and,
not least, the interaction of fish farming with the environment. The industry looks to the Government to
fund this research. Yet the amount of public funds allocated to fish farming projects has been reduced on
the grounds that some of the projects were judged to be “near market”.
7.4 The NFU believes that the fish farming industry requires a co-ordinating body to focus both
Government and industry support. The Government has been unwilling to set up a Trout Industry
Development Council. Nonetheless the NFU believes that some mechanism must be found to enable
private sector finance and public funds to be bought together to maintain and expand worthwhile R & D
projects. This is vital if the industry is to keep pace with its counterparts in Europe, especially with the
approach of the single European market.

8. Summary and Recommendations
8.1
The fish farming industry has grown rapidly in the past 15 years and is a source of good valu
healthy food. It has the potential for further growth, but positive steps are needed to realise that
potential.
8.2 The industry has a good record as far as environmental factors are concerned and will continue to
be responsive to the needs of other water users. The NFU s Code of Good Husbandry is being revised to
strengthen those provisions which deal with this issue.
8.3 We welcome the advent of the HRA with the promise of an improvement in the water quality
standards of the rivers firom which fish farmers extract their supplies.
8.4 The level of abstraction charges and discharge licences must be fair and reasonable. Water charges
must not put English and Welsh fish farmers at a competitive disadvantage with the rest of the EC
(including Scotland and Northern Ireland) where fish farmers are not charged in this way for their water
supplies.
8.5 Any abstraction charge should be low, in recognition that the quantity of water returned to rivers
and streams is virtually the same as that aljstracted. The discharge licenses should be related to the
quality of water returned to the environment.
8.6 The EC and UK fish health regulations must be such as to maintain the high standards of UK fish
health and continue to protect both farmed and wild fish stocks against non endemic pests and diseases.
The draft EC Fish Health Regulation does not meet these objectives.
8.7 The NFU seeks the inclusion of fish farming amongst the activities which qualify for 50 per cent
capital grants for improvement of effluent controls.
8.8 There is need for better co-ordination between the industry and the public sector over the
provision of funds for and the direction of aquacultural R & D.
October 1989

Memorandum submitted by the Ulster Farmers’ Union
BACKGROUND

Legislation introduced in 1966 in the form of the Fisheries Act requires fish farming units in Northern
Ireland to have a Fish Culture Licence. Northern Ireland is the only country in Europe where a licence is
required to keep fish.
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The licence takes into account:
(i) species of fish;
(ii) conditions under under which they are kept;
(iii) type of feed;
(iv) water usage;
(v) migratory fish;
(vi) other legitimate interests on the water-course.
The fish farming industry started in 1967 and grew to about 350 tonnes of trout produced by
mid-1970’s, growth was slow thereafter until the 1980’s when production reached 450-500 tonnes.
Presently between 300 and 1,000 tonnes of trout is produced per year.
The first salmon farm was established in Northern Ireland in 1988 and anticipates a production of about
300 tonnes in 1990-91.
There are about 16 commercial fish farms in Northern Ireland and the majority of fish produced is for
the table although a small quantity is supplied for angling.
Quite a large proportion is exported to Rol and GB markets which are very important to the Northern
Ireland industry.
With the high health status created by the licensing system it has been possible to develop two major
hatcheries which supply large quantities of juveniles to the GB and European market and beyond.
HEALTH

The industry, in conjunction with the Department of Agriculture in Northern Ireland, has encomaged
the development of the highesthealth status which exist in Europe on a farm basis. We see this as being
important, to the industry not only in the export of disease-free juveniles but also as a very important
marketing point for the sale of trout for consumption.
The industry in Northern Ireland because of its high health status and low incidence of disease has a
minimal requirement for chemicals and antibiotics. This is a significant bonus in our marketing
programme.
The proposed changes in Health Regulations—emanating from Brussels, require a careful scrutiny. It
is important that any changes proposed must not threaten the high health status which is vital to the
survival of the industry. Where geographically distinct regions have the ability to maintain a higher health
status, legislation should provide it which continued protection.
We are in consultation with the industry on a broader front particularly with Scotland, England and
Wales and Rol to address these problems.
ENVIRONMENT

Fish farming depends on having the highest standards of water quality available and this means that we
are not only concerned with water coming into farms but also with water leaving farms. This has to be of a
siihilarly high standard as any farmed salmonids demand the highest environmental standards of any fish
in the UK.
Hsh farms in Northern Ireland have operated with Discharge Consents for over 15 years. The water
quality standards required under Discharge Consents achieve the European requirements for Class lA
rivers. This requirement does not present any major difficulties for the industry in Northern Ireland and
Department monitoring of the farms has shown that standards have stayed consistently within Discharge
limits.
The h'censing system in Northern Ireland has prevented the proliferation of fish farms in any one river.
This situation provides obvious benefits in relation to water quality and disease control.
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Fish farms in Northern Ireland cannot be operated without a Discharge Consent. Anyone who requires
river water or makes a discharge to a river course should not be allowed to operate without a Discharge
Consent. Water quality in rivers will depend more upon the control of industiy and general agriculture
because of their relative size rather than aquaculture even with the large volumes of water used in
aquaculture.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN NORTHERN IRELAND

The fish farming industry in Northern Ireland recognises the need for ongoing research and
development to provide basic information on both fish stocks and the operation of farms in relation to the
environment. There would appear to be a surprising lack of knowledge within the UK on both of these
subjects. In recognition of this the industry has initiated with the help of DANI, a number of projects
which will be of benefit to the industry on a UK basis.
(1) There are certain key health problems that the industry is facing eg pancreatitis and fry anaemia.
The Veterinary Research Laboratories in Northern Ireland are providing a valuable input to the
treatment of both conditions.
(2) Feed quality is critical to the environmental impact of fish farms. Advances in food technology
and formulations in recent years have shown tremendous benefits in discharge water quality
from fish farms. The industry in Northern Ireland is undertaking a major field trial to monitor
the effect of diet on water quality and growth of fish.
There are a number of other subjects which require research and development on an ongoing.basis, in
particular, further knowledge on the effects of fish fanning on the environment, not only in fresh water
but in sea water. The use of trout and salmon as a high value-added food has not benefitted from much
real work in relation to processing, packaging and hygiene control. There is a lot of work needed by the
industry in these fields to provide the basic knowledge necessary to deal with any “health scare” problems
that may attract public attention in the future.
LAND-BASED/CAGE FARMS

In administering fish farms under the terms of Fish, Culture Licence and Discharge Consent there are
significant differences'between land-based ie river sites and cage production systems ie lake and sea sites.
The degree of management; control, technical innovation achieveable in land-based systems is much
higher than is achieveable in cage systems. For this reason the environmental impact from land-based
farms can be controlled. In addition we must recognise that there is a significant difference between the
assimilative capability of a river and the open sea.
Therefore the controls operated under both licensing systems should take these factors into account.
CONCLUSIONS

The industry in Northern Ireland is conscious of the tremendous pressure from environmental groups
which may have a limiting affect on the development of the industry. We believe that the industry in
Northern Ireland has exhibited responsibility and constraint and does not in fact, constitute any threat to
the environment. Government should consider how best to redress the imbalance on the PR and the
image of the industry.
The operational controls in Northern Ireland have helped to achieve a Balanced and healthy fish
farming industry. The introduction of further controls should be considered carefuUy for two reasons:
(1) Forthcoming EC Regulations will have to be implemented and the structure of the National
legislation should take this into account.
(2) Knowledge from within the industry should be utilised in developing sensible controls for its
frture expansion. To this end it may be necessary to consider setting up an agreed Code of
Practice that would be adopted by the industiy and recognised by Government.
The system for administering current legislation should be well laid out and understood by both
Government and industry so that entrepfeneurial enterprise and job creation will not be affected by
bureaucratic delay. Resources for research and development should be reviewed on an on-going basis
and to this end the setting up of a consultative committee of industry and DANI should be considered.
Aquaculture should be encouraged to expand in a controlled manner not only for the benefit it brings
to remote and Less Favoured Areas but to supply the processing industry with the raw material shortfall
caused by depleted wild fish stocks.
7 December 1989
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Examination of witnesses
Chairman, and SIR GEORGE PIGOT, Council Member, British Trout Association; MR
Chairman, Fish farming Branch and MR PETER FANE, Secretary, Fish farming
Branch, National Farmers’ Union; MR HARRY JOHNSTONE, Vice Chairman, Fish farming Branch and
MR TREVOR WADSWORTH, Secretary, Fish farming Branch, Ulster Farmers’ Union, examined.

^'IRRAYMOND MAIRS,
HUGH MAUND,

Chairman
lip. Good morning, gentlemen. Mr Mairs, you
are sitting in the middle so do you think you might
introduce your colleagues?
(Mr Mairs) Thank you very much indeed. On
my extreme right we have Mr Peter Fane who is
Secretary to the National Farmers’ Union Fish
farming Committee. We have Mr Hugh Maund
who is Chairman of that committee. I am Chairman of the British Trout Association and Sir
George Pigot is a Council Member of that Association. We have Mr Trevor Wadsworth who is
Chairman of the Ulster Farmers’ Union Fish
fanning Committee and Mr Harry Johnstone who
is Vice Chairman of that committee.
120. We shall probably proceed along quite
similar lines to those we have been talking to the
salmon industry about. The first thing we should
like yon to enlarge on is the question and water
supply, the interface that you have with the
authorities on this and problems that either have
developed, are developing or will develop in the
future. I believe it is quite difficult to establish a
new trout farm nowadays but I suspect there are
already quite enough in existence. I should be
grateful for your views.
(Mr Mairs) Necessarily the views will have to be
in several different sections because, unlike the
salmon industry, in fact we are talking about a
national industry here which encompasses England
and Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland, which
each has its own individual controls on planning
and the development of agriculture. Because of
that I should like to ask each of the unions to deal
with that.
(Mr Fane) As far as the planning controls are
concerned, there is of course a requirement for
planning consent. The question is the degree to
which ;^ecific exemptions are granted for that.
Hsh farms will all require abstraction licences as
well as discharge consent. So to some degree new
controls have been introduced to deal with some of
the concerns about proliferation which is one of
the issues that you raised.
121. Has this had the effect of putting people
out of business or of adding extra cost to individual
farms?
(Mr Fane) We do not yet know what the costs
will be because the NRA will have power to charge
both for discharge consents and for abstraction
licences. We have been in discussions with the
NRA about the possible costs of those but they are
not yet in a position to give us any indication of the
level of costs which might be introduced quite soon
so as to enable our farmers to budget accordingly.
We have to go on the basis of existing charges
which are charged to some abstractors. Fish

farmers producing for sport, for instance, for
restocking purposes, have been charged for some
time. If we look at the charges that are currently
used by the old water authorities there is a
substantial variation to illustrate that. For
instance, if you take what might be regarded as an
average size fish farm—in fact it is substantially
above the average technically—a 100-tonne-perannum unit then the amount of water that would
require could result in a charge at the bottom end
of the scale of £16 per annum in the South West
Region and a charge of £8,000 por annum in the
next-door Wessex Region. We do not yet know
quite where the charges are going to come betv/een
those two levels. It is very difficult to say what
effect it will have on the competitive posiiion of
England and Wales fish farming and whether it will
actually result in some businesses being put out of
operation.
122. Do you see the NRA charging you the
same nationally?
(Mr Fane) They have indicated that eventually
they would like to move to a single national basis
but it is clearly going to take them some time to get
there. We are a little concerned about charges
being introduced on what may be an inconsistent
basis until that point is reached.
(Mr Mairs) The inference of the question is:
what are the controls on fish farming rather than
just planning. We have to look at all these aspects
which encompass water quality, planning and
health controls and so on. The detailed legislation
in each of three areas of the UK is essentially
different but the overall control is trying to be
dealing with things on an equal basis. If we have to
look at the Northern Ireland situation we will find
that there is a requirement for planning, there is a
requirement for discharge consent and on top of
that there is also a requirement for a pisciculture
licence. This is not an “instead of’ situation, it is
“on top of’. What we would also have to say is that
looking at the current moves to harmonisation of
the European Community there would appear to
be a number of other controls which may be
imposed from that quarter as well. So the industry
is concerned that we should have a balance of
control, that certainly there should be controls, but
that they should be sensible and that they should
be well directed to encourage the industry to
address the market demands which are currently
there.
Mr MacDonald
123. On that Northern Ireland example, could I
ask the representatives of the Ulster Farmers’
Union whether they think that the control system,
the “on top of’, the extra controls that occur in
Northern Ireland, should perhaps be downgraded.
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perhaps be minimised or rationalised in some kind
of way, or do you think that that level of control
has actually given your industry something of an
advantage in ensuring that you have healthier fish
stocks and you require fewer chemicals, fewer
antibiotics and so on? Has it been an advantage or
disadvantage for your industry do you think?
(Mr Wadsworth) It has been an advantage for
our industry but remember it started off in a
slightly different way in that we had that legislation
before we had any fish farms. Those controls were
in at the beginning. We also had at that time a
Ministry of Agriculture that was very pro aquaculture and helped us greatly with advice on what to
do. How that could relate to imposing a licence on
the present systems in GBI would not really like to
say. I would not be competent to comment on that.
124. But the set of the level of controls that you
have in Northern Ireland has not hindered the
development of the industry.
(Mr Wadsworth) No.
125. And if anything you would say it has
perhaps helped you in the sense that it has helped
to have better fish in Northern Ireland.
(Mr Wadsworth) Yes; one short answer to that is
yes.
(Mr Mairs) You have to take a look at why the
legislation was imposed to begin with and for that
reason you have to look at Northern Ireland being
very reliant on its agricultural industry for the
economy. The Department of Agriculture, before
fish farming really started in the province, took the
precautions to make sure that the normal healthy
status of all stocks was not going to be affected by
the introduction of a new farming technique on
fish. It is primarily for that reason that the controls
were brought in. To go on from that, in relation to
the pure health stocks, yes, obviously it was the
intention of Northern Ireland to create a high
health status and they have been successful in
doing that. Because of that it has put Northern
Ireland in a unique situation where we can look at
developing the hatchery side of the industry to
supply on an outward basis, not just on table
production but on juvenile stock as well.
126. Do you not think therefore that there must
be something that the rest of the United Kingdom
would learn from those procedures which, as you
say, have been so successful?
(Mr Mairs) If you want a simple answer you
could probably say yes but of course nothing in life
is that simple and you have to take a look at the
existing legislation. You also have to take a look at
the current situation in Northern Ireland where we
are now subject to new primary legislation, particularly the requirement under planning for
environmental impact assessments. That is not
something in fact that can be dealt with under the
licensing authority at all and has thrown a spanner
in the works of the smooth running of the
operation because you are introducing a new
Government department which has to have control
along that line.
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127. Is that coming from the EEC?
(Mr Mairs) Yes; through national government.
Chairman
128. In general trout farming is exempt from
planning permission as such.
(Mr Mairs) No, that is not true. You have to
take a look at the same controls that exist on
agriculture where it depends on the relationship of
the precise proposal, whether buildings, proximity
to other conurbations, roads, etcetera, it is no
different.
129. It is exactly the same as agriculture, in
other words it is exempted under certain controls
and certain sizes.
(Mr Mairs) Under certain controls. I would have
to say that the impact of this new EIA requirement
is such that local planning authorities in Northern
Ireland are taking it upon themselves to suggest
that all fish farming should become subject to
planning controls.
130. Is that the same in England?
(Mr Fane) The position in England is that all fish
farming is subject to planning controls; the question is the degree of the exemptions.
131. So it is not exempt in the way that
agriculture is.
(Mr Fane) The exemptions under the General
Development Order are of two sorts. Some fish
farming operations and developments are subject
to the General Development Order as it applies to
agriculture in general. There is also a specific
exemption designed for fish farms. That exemption
is under separate constraints. By and large it
applies to existing businesses because they must
already be registered with MAFF for disease
control purposes in order to benefit from those
exemptions.
132. So you do not see this as a great impediment to your businesses.
(Mr Fane) No, we do not see it as a great
impediment.
Chairman: The argument is going to be about
water really is it not? That is going to be your
problem.
Mr Alexander
133. If I wanted to start a fish farm in England
and no buildings were involved, there would be no
planning constraints on me doing that as such.
(Mr Fane) If we accept that fish farming is
agriculture and the use a land for agriculture is not
development, it does not require planning permission, that is correct. It is only when you do get
involved in developments, building or engineering
operations, that you come into the question of
planning permission and whether you are covered
by the GDO.
Mr Amos
134. Could I ask about the supply and demand
position? Looking to the future the British Trout
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Association expects the market to continue growing by about 10-15 per cent a year over the next
five years, yet botli the BTA and the NFU point to
a lack of new sites which does seem to suggest that
only limited expansion of production is likely to
take place. Could I ask two questions in particular.
First of all, could you comment further on this
outlook for the supply of trout and the demand for
trout and how the UK’s self-sufficiency level might
be affected? Secondly, how concerned is the
industry that a greater availability of farm salmon
may adversely affect trout consumption?
(Mr Mairs) Could I deal with the last question
first because it is the easiest one to deal with. The
short answer is that there should be no effect
whatsoever. The British Trout Association foresaw
a potential problem here several years ago and we
carried out a survey to see if there was any market
competitiveness between the species of sahnon and
trout and we found that was not the case. They
were perceived by the general public and by the
multiples as being separate species. If you were to
take a look at the production of large trout then
you would probably say yes, there could
potentially be an area of conflict. As the salmon
industry said earlier this morning, it is a question of
production costs. The production costs of salmon
are higher than they are for trout, therefore we do
not see any area of conflict on the species
whatsoever. In relation to the supply and demand
situation and the threat of imports into the UK, if
we take a look at what has happened in the past ten
years, you wiU see that the trout industry in the UK
has grown approximately three-fold, which is
directly in line with the growth in consumer
demand. From the figures released by the Customs
and Excise we see that over the past ten years the
levels of imports and exports of trout products to
the UK have remained almost exactly the same in
quantity terms. We do not see any immediate
problem there. What has been highlighted in the
earlier question is that there are difficulties in
where the trout farmers see their future expansion
because there has been a degree of uncertainty on
how the FIRA would operate of would charge fish
farmers for the privilege of using water. For that
reason fish farmers have been hesitant to go on and
continue with further investment. Within Scotland
and Northern Ireland the expansion has stayed
fairly much the same and will continue to go along
those lines. We would expect that once the NRA
charges are properly sorted out and as long as they
are not punitive, the industry in England and
Wales will pick itself up end will continue to
expand to meet the market demand which we
suggest is between 10 and 15 per cent per annum.
Chairman
135- So in a way you are protected really by the
difficulties of expanding farms and your business
looks well set for the future.
(Mr Mairs) We are not protected in regards to
imports to the country in any way. If you were to
take a look at the industry on a European basis you
would see that the trout industry in Europe in fact
is the largest aquaculture industry in Europe by a
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long way. There are something like 130,000 tonnes
of trout produced within the Community. The
British Trout Association and the UK trout industry per se has been very active in the past three or
four years within the European Federation to
make sure that the historic situation of bad
marketing in some of the European countries was
addressed, in the same way as we addressed our
own problem several years earlier. Recently we are
heartened to see that the European internal
consumption has in fact been stimulated quite
considerably and internal prices and internal consumption in most European countries has gone up.
We do not fear imports from within Europe.
Obviously if we have a buoyant market we will
attract imports but w'e are not particularly worried
about it at the moment.
136. Who would be the big competitors? The
French, Spanish?
(Mr Mairs) If you were to look at it in terms of
pure tonnage, France and Italy produce about
30,000 tonnes each, then you come down to
Denmark with about 20,000 tonnes, the UK,
16,000, Spain 16,000, Germany 16,000 tonnes.
Again essentially they are looking towards their
own markets because they are better priced markets. It is more economic for them to sell locally.
What we would have to look at is the current
situation in Eastern Europe and beyond where
there is potential but unfortunately that is an area
unknown to everyone. However it is something we
do have to be aware of.
Mr Gill
137. With many agricultural products allegations are made of unfair trading. Is there any
evidence within the European Community of
unfair trading in your product?
(Mr Mairs) No, not that I am aware of.
138. You do not suffer any adverse effects from
unfair competition from outside the Community.
(Mr Mairs) If you were to put it purely in terms
of unfair trading the answer would be no. If you
were to put it in terms of people not doing a proper
marketing job with their product and therefore not
being competitive or selling at a realistic price,
then yes, there have been problems. Most of the
countries have tried to address that problem
because it is not economic to produce this and sell
it at a cheap price because the costs are high.
139. There is no specific evidence of dumping
for example.
(Mr Mairs) No, not of trout.
Mr Martlew
140. A matter that concerns me is the abstraction of water for human consumption. Very often
this is downstream from the farm itself. There is
some worry that some of the treatments that you
give, especially antibiotics, to the trout have a
detrimental effect an the quality of the water. Is
your industry concerned about that and are they
doing anything about it?
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(Mr Mairs) We are concerned about it on two
counts. I will deal with the marketing side first of
all. We have been successful in creating a healthy
demand for our product in the past five or six
years, partly because there has been a general
consumer trend to eat fish to eat healthily. There
has also been a general conception that fish
farming and trout production is environmentally
sensitive. Anything that would affect that position
obviously would affect our ability to supply the
market and make sure we have a healthy market.
As an industry we are very concerned that that
perception should not become the normal situation. Also as an industry we are reasonably
satisfied that in practice we do not have anything to
fear from that. As far as the details are concerned
on the discharge, perhaps Mr Fane could address
that.
(Mr Maund) As far as potable water being taken
off below fish farms is concerned, certainly a new
fish farm would not be allowed to be established
close to an intake for potable water. The NRA
certainly would not allow that. As to antibotics,
there is concern because the industry, as with
Nuvan, would have difficulty in surviving without
their use at the moment. What is required I suspect
is the development of vaccines. In a very small
industry such as ours with a very small overall
turnover such R & D would be extremely expensive and quite beyond the capability of the industry
to develop. We are very concerned that this could
be a course of action that we would like to see
taken up.
141. The point you were making about the
NRA not giving permission now begs the question
whether permission should have been given in the
past. In fact some of the trout farms are now
wrongly sited and therefore there must be a
problem there.
(Mr Mairs) The assumption that they are
wrongly sited is one that would need to be studied.
In relation to the actual situation on the use of
antibiotics, these can only be prescribed under
veterinary instruction. They are very expensive
and therefore it is not economic for trout farmers
to look at producing fish with the normal use of
antibiotics. These should only be perceived as
being used when there is no alternative. It is not
normal practice actually to feed antibiotics to fish;
there are other treatments.
(Mr Maund) As a practising fish farmer I am
very loathe to use them at all because of the
expense.
142. So a ban on aiitibiotics would not have a
dramatic effect on-the industry.
(Mr Mairs) In certain instances it could have
because it would remove a method of control of
disease which obviously is a problem to any
husbandry industry.
143. Could I quickly come to the fish feeds.
There is concern that we are taking too many fish
out of the oceans and seas to provide fishmeal.
Obviously yours is a fairly small industry. Is there
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any effort being put into alternative food sources
ether than feeding fishmeal to fish?
(Mr Mairs) Yes. The answer to that is again a
two part answer. Yes, efforts have been put in and
are being put in because we have to look at the
economics of the industry; if there is such a huge
demand for fishmeal on the world market then the
cost of feeding our stock will inevitably rise. As
well as that we also have the requirement of our
industry to be environmentally sensitive again. It is
only by the use of the very best quality feed for the
stock that we can address that problem.
(Mr Maund) I echo what the salmon farmers
say, which is precisely our position, that the
amount of fishmeal protein that is used in fish food
is tiny compared with other parts of agriculture.
We are obviously very aware of the dangers to
natural fish stocks m the ocean. I am. afraid that it
is still a need, that there is no alternative to
fishmeal protein. We should like to see an alternative being developed but clearly it is quite a long
way off at the moment.
(Mr Mairs) It would also be true to say that the
casts of production of fishmeal do not encourage
the use of normally eaten species for the production of fishmeal. You would have to go into a
radical re-education process, particularly for the
westernised world to eat these other species. That
is a major problem. If you want to do it, fine, but
you have a large problem.
Mrs Winterton
144.
development? A common theme running through
the evidence which we have received from both
salmon and trout farmers is that public funding of
aquaculture research and development is uncoordinated with inadequate basic and strategic
research and work. What changes would the
industry like to see introduced regarding the
organisation of research and development?
(Mr Mairs) The trout industry in the UK is
essentially a very young industry and the ability for
any industry to address R&D obviously comes
better as the industry matures. We are very
unfortunate that the timing of Government cutbacks in R&D comes at a time when we were just
getting round to being aware of the real
requirements of R&D. I'here is a CFRD committee which is really the interface between the
industry and Government work which meets on a
bi-annual basis to look at Government research.
The need for the industry to have research funded
by Government is essential. We do have to find
ways of making sure that the basic research
requirements of the industry are not in fact
hampered. What we would perhaps like to see in
an ideal world is for the unscientific fish farmer to
be put in the privileged position of having scientific
projects explained to them in the proper manner
and perhaps that Government would consider how
that should properly be addressed. Perhaps there
should be a person who would be able to liaise
between the industry requirements and the ability
of Government to provide the R&D requirements
for the industry.
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Chairman
145. What research is being done now?
(Mr Mairs) There is fairly wide research being
done. It differs throughout the three regions of the
UK. Within Northern Ireland the industry has set
up some fairly specific projects in consultation with
the Department of Agriculture, to look at very
specific things on the environment and on the feed
problem that we were talking about earlier: how
feed can be utilised, indeed substituted. Other
work has bean done by food manufacturers and
industry in other areas. On the detailed work that
Government is doing, perhaps Mr Fane could
comment.
(Mr Fane) I know that you took evidence earlier
on this from MAFF. There is little work that is
being done in the trout field because it is an
industry mainly of small producers who have not
been able to raise funds. The contribution from
industry has mainly been in terms of the provision
of facilities. It is difficult for us to adjust to the
current cutbacks because it comes at a time when
we are only starting really to look at this.
146. Are you a tight enough co-operative to levy
your members of is there no cohesion?
(Mr Mairs) That is a very sensitive question,
coming nine months after Government decided to
take that power away from us by turning down a
Development Council application. The industry
has always been responsible and what we are
currently doing is reviewing the whole organisation
of the industry within the UK. We see R&D as
being a major requirement of that reorganisational structure. We hope that whenever
we have carried out our deliberations we will be
able to address the R&D side more fully, hopefully
with the co-operation of Government.
147. Presumably some of your marketing is
done co-operatively through your own organisation.
(Mr Mairs) I would draw the distinction between
marketing^and sales. The British Trout Association
is a co-operative which looks at the generic
promotion of trout within the UK. It is down to the
individ'aal farmers, either individually or collectively, actually to seU within the market.
148. How do you fund your organisation?
(Mr Mairs) By voluntary levy.
149. Could you not do some research the same
way,
(Mr Mairs) We would have to say that the cost of
research is by definition comparatively expensive.
We would say that as an industry we could afford
to have money available to co-ordinate, to investigate what research is being done, but actually to
institute a levy to cover any or all research would
be an impossible burden for the industry.
150. What percentage of producers or of production belongs to the British Trout Association?
(Mr Mairs) Somewhere between 60 and 70 per
cent of the total UK production.
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151. Does that include Northern Ireland?
(Mr Mairs) Yes, it does.
Mr Alexander
152. Except that your evidence indicates 75 per
cent in paragraph 1.
(Mr Mairs) Yes. There is always the question of
whether we are talking about individual members
or actual tonnage. The percentage difference is
always difficult to define in detail but we are
talking about somewhere around two thirds to
three quarters. Whether it is 60 to 70 per cent I
would not like to put decimal points behind it.
Mr MacDonald
153. So what you are saying is that given the
size of your industry and its financial position there
is no way you can replace the kind of R&D the
Government were doing before but have now cut
back on.
(Mr Mairs) No, there is no way that we can or
indeed should be asked to do that because we are a
young industry, still trying to expand. If we divert
our resources away from the marketing effort
towards R&D that inevitably will impinge on our
ability to supply the market.
Chairman
154. Where would you expect research on trout
to be done?
(Mr Maund) The two priorities as I see it are
firstly environmental impact of fish farms, particularly the ones in England in the case of England
and Wales, and how to reduce that. Technology is
certainly uncertain at the moment as to how one
can really improve on the system. The second one
is vaccines. Vaccines are vital in the development
of trout farming if we are to get away from
antibiotics and other forms of treatment.
155. At which laboratories or establishments
would you seek to find the intellectuals who are
experts at these things?
(Mr Maund) Stirling University is the first place
we would turn to and then we would have to seek
advice after that; they would be the first port of
call.
(Mr Mairs) You would have to widen the field a
little bit and look at where the experts in aquaculture are actually employed. Obviously Government departments do have experts on aquaculture
whom we should like to see working to the benefit
of the industry. We are looking at Lowestoft, we
are looking at Torrey, we are looking at the
universities. We are also looking at the departments in Northern Ireland as well. To address the
need fully we have to be looking at a fairly
comprehensive R&D plan which not only looks at
pure scientific research, which Government establishments are much better suited to, but field trials,
to make sure the application of that research has
meaning to the industry at large. We are looking at
a fairly comprehensive R&D subject.
156. If you were to take the Norwegian figures
of course the farmed fish element of the total
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Norwegian fish production is really quite a substantial percentage,
(Mr Mairs) Yes.
157. It may be that trout will not ever contribute
quite that sort of measurable quantity, I think
there is a very good case, particularly when new
species become farmed, for saying that in relation
to wild fish farmed fish are going to be increasingly
more important and maybe the level of research
should be anticipating such change.
(Mr Mairs) It is miserable at the moment. If we
were to add together all of the farmed fish within
the UK we would see that perhaps we are talking
about more than 20 per cent, perhaps even more
than 30 per cent of value of the total fishery sector.
It is interesting that we are not only looking at a
UK situation here, we are looking at Europe and
the world saying to us as an industry that fish
farming is going to be looked upon as the means to
provide the fish protein requirements for the
markets in the future. The ability for the fisheries
sectors around the world to supply that market is
reducing. Aquaculture will be asked and is being
asked expand to meet that shortfall. Inevitably
R&D is required on that. The European Com-
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munity has set aside a budget for aquaculture
research and development within the industry.
Perhaps that is something that national governments might take note of and see whether
additional funds could be provided along similar
lines.
Mr MacDonald
158. In general would you say, taking the whole
farmed fish sector into account, whether UK R&D
is keeping pace with our main competitors, for
example Norway or France? Are we keeping pace?
(Mr Mairs) I would say that the simple answer is
no, we are not keeping pace. The industry is at a
different stage of development in the UK than in
some of the other countries. If we were to take
Denmark as an example we would say that there is
a fairly comprehensive R&D ability within that
country. In fact there are specific research stations
established, fish farms, where practical research is
carried out to make sure that pure science has an
application on the farm. In an ideal situation the
industry would like to see similar developments
here.
Chairman: Thank you very much. That has been
most helpful.

Memorandum submitted by the Shellfish Association of Great Britain
INTRODUCTION

Background
Many of Britain’s traditionally fished marine species are now harvested at or near their maximum
sustainable yield. Aquaculture is seen as a method of increasing production of selected species and also as
an alternative employment opportunity for displaced inshore fishermen or others without work.
Shellfish offer particular scope for farming and a useful scientific background is already available on
molluscan species such as oysters, mussels, clams and scallops. However, even for oysters and niussels
which have been raised for many years, the application of new culture systems or attempts to grow them
in new areas requires a period of testing and evaluation before success can be assured. In addition, large
increases in the production of any species can create questions concerning markets for the product. There
is, however, considerable interest in farming molluscan shellfish in England and Wales; Scotland seems
particularly suited for shellfish production and throughout the UK a number of new ventures have been
started or proposed.
Molluscan shellfish have long-term commercial potential because they satisfy many of the
requirements listed below:
A. BIOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS
Reproduction
Molluscan shellfish have a capability for reproduction under controlled conditions. Hatchery
techniques have been developed and certain species (eg Pacific oysters, Manila clams) are available as a
reliable source of seed for large-scale culture purposes. Mussels and scallops can be collected in the wild
and the use of natural seed production techniques have economic promise with these species.
Food and growth
The ability of molluscan shellfish to utilise available food in the sea and to achieve irapid growth is a
desirable characteristic and helps the economics of large-scale cultivation. Growth of several species his
fast in our waters and there are many areas around our coasts particularly suited for mollusc production,
some of which are not yet utilised.
Adaptability
Farmed species must be able to adapt to living under controlled conditions and, more particularly,
under high population densities—which are an invariable part of any culture system. Oysters, mussels,
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clams and scallops will live and grow at high concentrations if the environmental conditions are suitable,
and they can be produced using relatively low, cost technology.
B. SOCIO-ECONOMIC REQUIREMENTS
This heading covers a range of specific requirements—some of which frequently act as constraints. In
general they fit into three main categories:
Marketability
A ready market for the farmed product is an obvious advantage in any aquaculture venture. The
market need not necessarily be in the country of origin but an acceptable price for the crop is important.
Farmed species must have the quality to sell in high-value markets and to compete with their wild,
fished counterparts (eg cultured mussels).
There is every evidence that market trends for shellfish in the UK are improving and that oysters,
.mussels, clams, etc. are becoming much more acceptable foods. The demand from the Continent for
these species exceeds the available supply and can be expected to rise in the future.
Acceptability
This covers the “alternate use potential” of areas of our coasts. In Britain this can include commercial
fishing, navigation, and recreation or industrial uses which compete in various ways with shellfish farming
operations. Restrictions placed by the Nature Conservancy Council on growers operating at Sites of
Special Scientific Interest are also a problem.
This aspect is a growing constraint on our industry and limits the amount of ground available for
mollusc cultivation.
Legality
Traditionally mollusc production in Britain has relied on the exploitation of wild stocks. Now
aquaculture has been expanded to oyster farming, which involves the growing-on of hatchery produced
seed, or mussel growing—using bottom “lays” or hanging culture from rafts. Clams and cultured scallops
are also beginning to be farmed on a commercial basis. It is in the public interest to utilise the coastal
aquatic environment for the production of food by aquaculture—with due regard for other uses of the
a,rea.
This paper, prepared by the Shellfish Association of Great Britain, briefly considers the fiiture
potential of certain mollusc species and outlines problem areas where either extra R&D or Government
controls are needed to aid expansion in the future.
2. MOLLUSCAN SHELLHSH

MoUuscan shellfish such as oysters, mussels, clams, etc, are shellfish which offer the best potential for
increased production either by known methods of cultivation or by hatchery culture techniques.
It is difficult to quantify the present value of current production since Government records are
incomplete, generally underestimated and combine cultivated and catches taken from the wild.
The recorded production of selected shellfish is shown in Table 1. As previously stated the official
landings are under-represented and the Shellfish Association estimates the total value of “farmed”
mollusc production to be around £1.8 million in 1989 and this figure is expected to rise the 1990s.
If we consider certain species:
Oysters
Native oysters (Ostrea edulis) and the Pacific oyster (Crassostrea gigas) are grown in the UK.
Native oyster stocks are low at present due to a combination of problems which include:
overfishing and poor natural spatfall levels in the main public fisheries (Solent & Fal);
lack of investment in the private fisheries which also suffer a shortage of seed to replenish their
stocks;
the introduction of the parasite Bonamia in 1982, which has caused heavy losses on both public
and private native oyster beds in Cornv,rali, Essex and parts of the south coast of England. The
parasite still persists on these grounds, despite a programme of clearance, etc, and it is slowly
spreading to new areas in the country.
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The future expansion of our native oyster fisheries rests on large supplies of seed to replenish grounds
not infected with Bonamia (eg Scotland). Unfortunately, supplies from hatcheries in the UK are not
available due to production problems.
Excellent markets are available at home and on the Continent for flat oysters, but many growers ^ee
poor prospects for this native species due to the disease situation and the capital costs needed to rear this
slow-growing oyster.
In contrast, the Pacific oyster, which is not affected by Bonamia, can be reared easily in the hatchery
and can be grown to saleable size in 18-36 months, offers considerable potential to UK growers.
This species was introduced by MAFF under strict quarantine conditions in the 1960s. Commercial
hatcheries in the UK can now produce robust seed at prices of £8-£20 per thousand, depending on their
size.
In the past, expansion in production has been affected by poor shell growth (now known to have been
caused by TBT yacht paint pollution) and low market acceptance when compared to our native oyster.
Nowadays, because of the scarcity and high costs of native oysters (£20’*' a dozen in London
restaurants). Pacific oysters are growing in popularity.
Figures collected by the Shellfish Association show a 30 per cent rise in sales for this oyster which
usually sells at below £5 per dozen.
Because of its comparative cheapness the Pacific oyster can also be used to produce frozen-readyprepared dishes. This trend towards a processed oyster helps sales and may become more important in
the future.
According to SAGS production in 1989 (including N.Ireland) will be about 600 tonnes. This figure is
expected to rise to 3,000 tonnes by the mid-1990s.
Mussels
UK mussel landings are, low and have averaged about 8,000 tonnes per year. This compares with
100,000 tonnes produced by cultivation techniques in Holland. Dare (1980) in “Mussel Cultivation in
England and Wales”, MAFF Lab. Leaflet No. 50, concludes that given adequate seed supplies and
efficient husbandry potential mussel grounds could yield 17,000-25,000 tonnes per year—worth over
£4.6m at 1982 prices.
Mould (1984) gave a paper at our Annual Shellfish Conference and spelt out the huge potential in
mussel cultivation. Home markets are available and we could also copy the Irish by exporting processed
mussels to the USA and other countries.
The Association is pressing for a move from simply exploiting wild mussel stocks to cultivation.
Markets can only develop if there is a consistent supply of good quality mussels which are fit for human
consumption.
Myti Mussels, N.Wales, have demonstrated that by relaying seed mussels on lays in the Menai Straits
supplies of good quality mussels can be sold in competition with Dutch imports. This practice is growing
in the Wash, where the production of farmed mussels is increasing each year.
In Scotland, mussels are grown in the sheltered sea lochs along the west coast by hanging culture
methods. Mussels grown in “stockings” or on ropes hung from buoys or rafts have high meat yields and a
nice clean appearance. Water quality in these areas is usually good.
Production in Scotland is growing, but there is a need for a unified selling strategy and this is being
taken up by the Association of Scottish Shellfish Growers.
In some parts of the UK mussels need purification before sale to prevent illnesses caused by sewage
contamination. Various methods are used—based on u/v sterilisation—and the Sea Fish Industry
Authority has recently developed a bulk stacking system for mussels which will heap the industry.
Other species
Venerupis (Palourdes)
The native Venerupis has always been highly valued on the Continent but natural stocks are small
around Britain. Efforts are now being made to cultivate the faster-growing Manila clam {Tapes
semi-decussata).
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The seed can easily be raised in the hatchery but when about 3cm in size they need to be planted out
onto foreshores. Here predation by crabs can be a problem unless they are covered with protective
netting.
Markets are excellent on the Continent and reported prices can reach over £3,000 per tonne. The use
of the Manila palourde for cultivation at suitable sites makes culture of this highly-valued species an
attractive proposition to UK growers.
One factor working against the development of this non-indigenous clam as a commercial shellfish is
the opposition from the NCC regarding its use in UK waters on the basis that it will compete with native
species. This Association disputes this claim and accepts the licencing requirement to grow clams under
netting. This prevents both escape and crab predation.
Scallops
The SFIA and DAFS have conducted trials on the collection of scallop (JPecten and Chalmys) spat from
the wild. This involves the use of collector bags set at selected sites in the early summer. Results are
encouraging with sometimes 2,000-3,000 seed taken on each collector. The commercial potential means
on-growing the spat to saleable size—either in hanging cages or by bottom culture methods. There are
new commercial ventures in Scotland producing scallops by this method.
The French are already using Pecten seed, collected in this way, to restock natural beds in Bay St.
Brieuc. The small scallops are purchased from available sources at around £10 per 1,000 seed. The west
of Scotland could develop this into a profitable shellfish industry.
Ormers
It is possible that ormers may be cultivated in the UK. The Californian ormer grows well and trials are
being undertaken at various Institutions. The demand for this species in France is high and good prices
are paid.
Lobsters
While filter-feeding molluscan shellfish are most suitable for cultivation trials to boost coastal stocks of
lobsters by enhancement have been strongly supported by the Shellfish Association.
Trials by MAFF and others, using marked hatchery-reared lobsters released at selected sites, have had
encouraging results and these could lead to pilot scale release programmes funded by industry or based
on licence revenue.
4. FACTORS WORKING AGAINST EXPANSION

A. SAGB mollusc growers have identified a problem in relation to rights of tenure of seabed areas
Proper development of our shellfish culture industry will not be achieved unless the definition and
reservation of coastal areas suitable for aquaculture is considered a priority. Seabed rights—including
Several Orders and leases from the Crown Estates Commissioners—are difficult to obtain.
More and more coastal areas are being designated by the NCC as SSSIs without proper consultation.
Once designated the NCC discourages mollusc cultivation or restricts the species or techniques which can
be used.
B. The growing level of pollution of our estuaries is a factor working against mollusc culture
EEC Directive (79/923/EEC)—which involves the designation of appropriate stretches of coastal and
brackish waters for shellfish grov/ing is not being properly implemented and Government efforts to
maintain water quality standards must be kept up. The setting up of The National Rivers Authority is
seen as a step forward.
Work by research staff at the MAFF Fisheries Laboratory, Burnham-on-Crouch, has demonstrated the
drastic effect TBT compounds have on Pacific oyster growth and larval survival.
The Shellfish Association pressed for a ban on the use of this compound in antifouling paints and this
was introduced in 1987. Subsequent improvements in water quality have been of considerable benefit to
oyster producers and have resulted in improved growth of Pacific oysters and, possibly, better natural
settlements of O.edulis spat.
Sewage pollution, which causes both viral and bacterial contamination of molluscan shellfish is a major
problem to SAGB members. The present methods of u/v purification advised by MAFF copes with
bacteria but not with heavy viral contamination—which can result in health problems if the molluscs are
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eaten raw. Further study is needed to improve molluscan purification and the work on viral
contamination being carried out at the MAFF Fish Disease Laboratory, Weymouth, must be expanded.
C. Government support
The industry gets little support from the present Government. Despite the potential there are virtually
no UK grants to growers in England and Wales. In Scotland, the HIDE grants and other regional funding
have helped many shellfish projects to get started.
EC fundings through the FEOGA scheme is sometimes used but the bureaucracy involved is
considerable and the smaller grower is not always eligible for the grant.
Cuts in Government funding for the Fisheries Laboratories—including a reduction in staffing
levels—has held back the support needed on various research projects, including viral studies, disease
controls and other work.
Severe cuts in Central Government funding to the Sea Fish Industry Authority means that this body
relies on industry funding (via a levy) for its budget, or charges for any R«feD.
This deficit limits the amount of support available to our sector of the industry.
D. Marketing and Promotion
Mollusc growers often work at isolated sites and place all their energies into production. The need to
market their crop is often left as a low priority until they are forced to act.
«

The Sea Fish Industry Authority now collects a levy on molluscs (£7 per tonne on oysters and scallops
and £3.50 for mussels and clams). While representative trade associations do have a part to play in
promotions market opportunities, etc, the SFIA must be much more active in this sector to balance their
excellent R & D on harvesting and production methods, which have helped the industry considerably.
5. SUMMARY

(i) The shellfish sector is basically still a cottage industry but there has been a promising increase in
investment in recent years and more growth is taking place.
(ii) Pacific oysters and mussels offer the best potential for large-scale cultivation at present but more
scallops, clams and lobsters will be farmed in the future
(iii) The UK industry has benefitted by sound technical back-up from the Fisheries Departments, the
SFIA, HIDE and the trade associations over a period of years. This factor alone has encouraged
investment and given confidence. Recent cuts Government spending on R & D have now reduced this
support and are a cause for concern.
(iv) As production expands, standards of handling shellfish, hygiene in the processing plants and the
use of purification and freezing facilities, must all be improved. New EC regulations, planned for the
1990s, will help raise these standards but costs to the Industry could be considerable. Government
support may be necessary if we are to remain competitive with European producers.
(v) Tighter controls on the use of our estuaries and coastal areas as dumping grounds for sewage and
other toxic wastes must be introduced. Water quality and shellfish contamination must be monitored by a
competent authority, and there is a need to designate more shellfish growing areas under EC Directive
No. (79/923/EEC). Harvesting from polluted areas must be strictly controlled to protect the conoumer.
The development of improved purification systems for molluscs is an important step forward.
(vi) There is a need to continue to promote a better image for certain shellfish. Packaging,
presentation, quality and promotion needs to be improved if these farmed products are to compete with
other foodstuff or imported shellfish.
(vii) Trade Associations such as the Shellfish Association of Great Eritain and the Association of
Scottish Shellfish Growers have a growing role to play in the expansion of the UK shellfish farming
industry. Eut Government must continue to provide adequate frnding for R & D at the Fisheries
Laboratories in England, Wales and Scotland and for the Sea Fish Industry Authority’s development and
training programmes.
10 October 1989
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Table 1
WEIGHT & VALUE OF SELECTED MOLLUSCS PRODUCED IN THE

Species

Wt. (tonnes)
137
4,913

Oysters
Mussels
Clams
Scallops (farmed)
Totals

UK, 1987

Value (£s)

£241,000
£543,000
Not recorded
Not recorded

5,050t

£784,000

Source: Sea Fisheries Statistical Tables. HMSO 1987.
Note: The above figures are underestimated.
SAGB estimate a first sale value of £1.8m for the above species in
1989.
Appendix 1
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
1. Of all possible stock-raising enterprises, fanning molluscan shellfish must be the most environmentally benign. No artificial fertilisers, no pesticides or medicaments are used and, since the stock graze
upon the naturally occurring plankton, no enriching nutrients are added to the waters. Finally the fish
lock up carbon in their shells and so make some small contribution to combat the Greenhouse Effect.
FOOD SUPPLY

2. Molluscan shellfish are filter feeders. Over-stocking may lead to depletion of the plankton eg mussel
strings hung firom the centre of a large raft may grow more slowly than those towards the outside.
However this phenomenon is rare andj in general, food supply is not a limiting factor in shellfish farming
nor is it thought that these activities detract in any significant way from the marine ecosystem.
3. Toxic blooms (“red tides") occur naturally from time to time which although not poisonous to the
shellfish themselves render their meat unsafe for human consumption for a few weeks. It seems likely
that enrichment of coastal waters from land run-off, sewage, etc is resulting in an increased frequency of
such blooms. Recently some salmon farmers have integrated shellfish into their fin-fish enterprise in the
hope that, through their grazing, the shellfish will decrease the risk of the blooms which have devastated
sahnon stocks in the past.
PREDATOR CONTROL

4. Pests are normally kept at bay by non-destructive exclusion techniques eg crab fences, keeping
stock, in trays or bags, etc. Exceptionally mussel predation by eider is a problem in some areas of Scotland
where resort is made to scaring, shooting or protective netting.
SEWAGE POLLUTION

5. By nature molluscan shellfish are creatures of the shallow, sheltered seas into which mail discards
his wastes. Past lack of investment in sewage treatment, disposal and control is now, probably, the
biggest single factor limiting the confidence of shellfish growers throughout the UK excepting the north
and western sea-coasts of Scotland. The formation of the National Rivers Authority is welcomed
wholeheartedly as an independant authority to whom the industry may appeal for information and
action.
6. Proposed EEC Regulations governing, among other matters, the microbiological conditions
applicable to shellfish harvesting areas are due to be laid before Ministers this Autumn. Such regulations
are needed and are welcome. A concern is that, at the moment in the UK, it is uncertain which
government department or agency will have responsibility to take the lead in implementing these
regulations. This lack of an administrative framework that can only come from central government
creates uncertainty, discourages investment, and is delaying the introduction of the improved husbandry
and hygiene practices within the industry which we all wish to see.
*

Toxic CHEMICALS
7. On land it is sometimes possible to confine unwanted chemicals within specified bounds or, at least,
to predict their dispersion and degradation. Wind and tide at sea usually render such control and
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prediction impracticable. The release of a toxic chemical or medicament into the sea has been likened to
aerial crop-spraying in a perpetual gale. Hence the use of potentially dangerous compounds in the marine
environment should be licenced only after the most thorough research and after consultation with other
users of the neighbouring waters.
8. Tributyltin (TBT) used as an anti-foulant on yachts and salmon cages destroyed many shelLBsh
enterprises including, for example, the only two hatcheries in Scotland. The TBT catastrophe brought
home to shellfishermen how vulnerable their industry is to damage from toxic chemicals released in
minute quantities many kilometers from the fishery. Government legislation to ban the use of TBT on
small boats and fish-farms has resulted in the recovery of many UK shellfish growing areas, but
commercial confidence is slower to return.
9. Concern has been expressed about the use of Aquagard (originally Nuvan) to control sea-lice on
salmon farms. Some 14,000 litres of this compound are released into the sea each year. Dichlorvos, the
active ingredient comprising 50 per cent of Aquagard, is on the government’s “Red List” of toxic
chemicals. The manufacturer’s claim that it is non-persistant and does not bio-accumulate. In other
countries a number of papers have been published on the subject, but virtually nothing in UK. There
have been no consultations with the other industries which may be affected by the use of Aquagard and
shellfishermen, particularly in Scotland, remain suspicious. The “Precautionary Principle”, to which this
Government is committed, has not been perceived to have been applied in this instance.

Memorandum submitted by the Association of Scottish Shellfish Growers
SUMMARY

Although shellfish farming on a conmmercial basis is only in its infancy in Scotland, it is poised for
rapid growth. However, for the promise of growth to be transformed into economy reality there is a need
for practical support from the various public agencies which affect our industry. This could range fi'om
more rapid responses to requests for alterations in Crown leases or for HIDB loans, improved levels of
grant aid for the establishment of farms, an increase in marine research activities, to continuing assistance
in promoting premium quality Scottish shellfish in both the UK and overseas.
In the context of maintaining a thriving rural economy in the highlands and islands we believe that
encouragement of the expansion of shellfish farming should have a central role in any strategic policy.
This reflects the many positive socio-economic benefits associated with shellfish farming, including wide
geographical dispersion across the region, significant creation of employment opportunities, a relative
ease of entry for local entrepreneurs and an environment-friendly nature.
The ASSG believes that the investigation of the Agriculture Committee into fish farming will highlight
these positive aspects of the often ignored shellfish sector and that, as a result, the Committee will
recommend an expansion of support in the crucial years ahead as the industry develops from typically
small-scale, part-time operations to a more substantial, financially successful example of aquaculture,
making a significant contribution to the economic health of the highlands and islands through the
sympathetic utilisation of our natural resource, ie clean, unpolluted waters.
INTRODUCTION

Shellfish farming is particularly well suited to the western seaboard and the island groups of Scotland
both in aquacultural terms (sheltered waters, pollution free, high rate of exchange of water, proven
supply of planktonic foodstuff, etc. I as well as the socio-economic aspects of maintaining the rural
population, creating appropriate economic added value and minimising damage to the environment.
There are three main species of shellfish currently being commercially farmed in Scotland:
— Mussels, which are grown on ropes suspended from longlines or rafts;
— Oysters, mainly the Pacific Oyster (Gigas) which are cultivated either in bags laid across
inter-tidal trestles or in seabed stacks, of trays;
— Scallops, including king (Pecten), queen and princess varieties, which are grown in lantern nets
suspended from longlines.
Shellfish farms can be found throughout the highlands and islands, with 44 per cent of the current total
of Crown Estate shellfish leases located in the Highland Region, 24 per cent in Argyll and a further 24 per
cent in the Western Isles. An indication of the recent growth of interest in shellfish farming can be gauged
from the increase in Crown leases from 171 in October 1986 to 365 in March 1989. Indeed, in view of the
109 withdrawn or rejected applications during the same period, there is some evidence to support the
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perception that, at least in some areas, there is already a shortage of suitable sites, within the limits
imposed by the Crown Area Guidelines.
EMPLOYMENT

Detailed statistics on employment levels are inevitably limited; however, a survey by DAFS in 1986
estimated a total of 322 employees in Scottish shellfish farming, around 21 per cent of total fish farming
employment. The degree to which shellfish farming is a part-time occupation is indicated by the fact that
only 34 per cent (108) of the employees were fuU-time. In view of the expansion of shellfish farming
activities since 1986, eg the doubling in the number of leases, aggregate employment is currently
estimated to total around 475, although virtually all of the increase is expected to have been in the form of
part-time employment. Compared with the very much larger finfish sector (larger in tonnage and product
value) shellfish farming has created a disproportionately large number of employment opportunities,
reflecting the relative labour intensity.
PRODUCTION

Current and projected production levels of farmed shellfish, by species, have been assessed by the
ASSG on the basis of a recent survey of our members. The following section has been abstracted from an
analysis of the survey results.
Bearing in mind that much of the data for projected output has been submitted by new growers who do
not yet have practical experience of fanning shelllish and who may had based their figures on the
theoretically attainable, the projections should be viewed with caution. On the other hand, profit
potential has been proven and growing techniques are becoming more established, and large companies
(with corresponding investment capacities) are already buying into existing and establishing new shelllish
farms. Experience with farmed salmon output has shown that projected output figures had to be revised
upwards as actual output exceeded projected.

Annuil Output
Muiseb

MUSSELS

This chart shows the actual and projected annual
output of rope-grown mussels. One major new
grower accounts for almost half of the projected
output for 1991-

TOM

The conclusion that can be drawn is of rapid
expansion—even if only half the projected output
is achieved we may expect five times as many
farmed mussels on the market in 1991 as in 1988.

IB Acttt*l
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Annutl Output

OYSTERS

Almost all oyster farming in Scotland is of Gigas
which have a faster growth rate than Native oysters
and are less prone to disease. Since Gigas do not
spawn in our normal water temperatures they can
be eaten throughout the year.

0)^tm (Gt^s)
Tltowuadj

The projected growth rate is more controlled
than for the newer farmed species but is still
substantial, with 3.5 times as many Gigas on the
market in 1991 as in 1988.

Yrar
m 'Actual

Annual Output
King Scallop)

SCALLOPS

King Scallops
The data submitted by growers show a very large
increase in the projected output of king scallops in
1991. The cycle from spat to market size is 3-4
years, hence the 1991 figure is based on spat
collection in 1988 and 1989. So far the projected
out-put of king scallops is entirely dependent on
the quantity of natural spat collected as Pecten spat
is not yet produced in hatcheries.

□ Proiccicd

Tbouund*

1988 was an unusually poor year for scallop
collection. Collector bags had fewer Chlamys
(Princess/Queen) than normal and Pecten spat was
around 90 per cent down on average years.

m Actual
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Queen Scallops
An increase in the output of queen scallops is
projected. This could be a rather dangerous
development as so far the stocks of wild queen
scallops have not been depleted, and farmed queen
scallops suffer from not being noticeably better
than wild queens with regard to meat yield and
shell fouling. Queens are imported in bulk, indi\adual quick frozen, and the market price on
national fish markets is far below the price at which
fanning of queens is economically viable.

Annual Output
Qucvn Scallops
IboUMItJt

m

Actuii

□

Pru|ec(C{J

Annual Output
Princc&s Scallops

Princess Scallops
Princesses are young queens (12-18 months).
They are a “new’* product and are not harvested
from the wild at this size. Princesses are potentially
a better farmed product than queens as the whole
animal can be eaten so there is less labour and less
waste, and the shells are part of the dish’s appeal.
So far, sales have only been successful on a local
level. The dramatic projected rise in output highlights the need to develop a wider market.

0 Actriil

Q Proj«<ted

MARKET OUTLOOK

To date, supply and demand for premium quality Scottish farmed shellfish have maintained a broad
stability, with farmers adopting a more aggressive marketing policy as supplies expanded beyond the
absorptive capacity of their established market(s). However, in view of the projected increases in output,
it will be necessary to expand the marketing effort to a similar extent if a price collapse similar to that
which has afflicted farmed salmon in the past two years is to be avoided. A wide ranging review of the
possible marketing strategies for the nineties is currently in progress, under the auspices of the HIDE.
Although all shellfish farmers would accept the need for a marketing levy, many are financially
constrained, with their operations finely balanced in terms of current economic viability, '^’lerefore we
believe there is a strong case for above average support for our industry during these sensitive
development years, as the attempt is made to expand away from economic fragility to a larger scale of
operation characterised by financial success.
Market development may well include exporting, in particular to fellow members of the European
Community. Discussions are underway on a variety of harmonisation issues, with the single market of
1992 uppermost in all minds. Harmonisation of health regulations, including both harvesting and
marketing, could well have a major impact on the Scottish shellfish sector. On the one hand, strict
microbiological conditions could boost the Scottish industry in view of our unpolluted waters and positive
“dean” image in this increasingly environment conscious world. However, as a result of these
advantages, many of the proposed regulations arc unnecessarily restrictive and the costs associated with
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complying with the requirements could well prove economically fatal for many Scottish shellfish growers.
Our fears have been communicated to the UK negotiators (in this case DAFS/MAFF), and we hope and
expect that they will vigerously press our case in Brussels. In this regard, we hope that the investigation
by the Agriculture Committee will lead to a further strengthening of representations in our favour at the
Brussels negotiations.
The priceless marketing asset of unpolluted waters cannot be taken for granted; it must be actively
safeguarded through enforcement of anti-pollution regulations, the monitoring of effluent discharges and
further research into the environmental impact of all releases of chemicals into the sea lochs and bays
where shellfish farms operate.
CONCLUSIONS

Shellfish farming represents a significant economic asset to the highlands and islands of Scotland, an
asset that is projected to increase in importance over the next few years. This positive outlook could
evaporate if the industry lost the support of the public agencies which it has enjoyed during the past
decade or so, or the scale if assistance failed to keep pace with the expansion of this sector of fish farming.
The future growth of the sector would also be threatened if there were to be a decline, or even a
perceived decline, in water quality; in our view, it is essential to retain high standards for discharges to
the marine environment.
In addition to creating employment opportunities in rural areas, shellfish cultivation, because of the
relatively low front-end capital investment and assistance from public agencies, has allowed local
ownership of aquacultural enterprises to spread throughout the western seaboard and the islands. This
must be seen as a positive aspect.
All in all, in our opinion, shellfish farming is characterised overwhelmingly as beneficial, and, in
essence, is free of drawbacks. We hope that the report of the Committee will endorse the efforts of
shellfish farmers to expand their industry across the threshold of self-sustaining economic development.

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Association of Scottish Shellfish Growers
On the occasion of the visit to Glenelg by several members of the Committee in mid-October, I was
asked to translate the projected 1991 estimates for farmed shellfish production into rental income for the
Crown Estate. There are several difficulties associated with such an exercise, including the continued lack
of agreed rental scales, the wide variation in site productivity, different husbandry methods and the rapid
expansion in the industry expected during the next few years.
Nevertheless, an effort to assess the aggregate “in situ” capacity needed to support the projected 1991
output levels has been made and converted to Crown Estate revenue on the basis of the most recent
proposal of rent rates, as summarised below:
— Mussels: Projected output of 2,000 Tons in 1991; on the basis of 10 TonsAfr. requiring three
longlines of 200m, there is an overall need for some 120,000m of longline. At a rent of 17p/m this
translates to a gross rental payment to the Crown Estate of around £20,000.
— Oysters: Projected output of around four million; assuming each trestle metre carries two bags
with 150 marketable shells per bag on a four year growth cycle there is a total requirement for
around 55,000m. An estimated 25 per cent of this total is located on foreshore subject to barony
rights, therefore rent at the rate of 34p/m would only be charged on some 40,000m, generating a
revenue to the Crown Estate of some £15,000.
— Scallops: Projected output levels of 275,000 Kings, 175,000 Queens and two million Princess
scallops; on the basis of growth cycles of four, three and two years respectively, and the use of
lantern or pocket nets (plus earhanging for Kings), longline requirements are calculated at
approximately 7,000m, 5,000m and 10,000m for these species. Assuming a rent scale of lOp/m
these operations would generate total rents for the Crown Estate of, say, £2,500. However it
should be -noted that scallop production is expected to increase rapidly during the early nineties,
with Kings alone projected to reach in excess of five million.
As mentioned earlier, these calculated equipment requirements need to be adjusted to take account of
below average output levels and to reflect the dynamic expansion of the industry at this time. On a
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judgemeatal basis this upward adjustment should, in our view, be of the order of some 50-75 per cent.
This would result in aggregate estimated rental income to the Crown Estate, in 1991, of some £55,000 to
£65,000.
6 November 1989

Examination of witnesses
Director and CAPTAIN P H GIBBON RN (r'td), Council Member, Shellfish Association of
Great Britain; MR D A MCLEOD, Chairman and Ms J CHURCH, Treasurer, Association of Scottish
Shellfish Growers, examined.

DR E EDWARDS,

Chairman
161. In your chivvying are you represented on
the SFIA?
159.
Captain Gibbon
you are sitting in the
middle, would you like to introduce your col(Dr Edwards) Yes. They have a Shellfish
leagues?
(Cpt Gibbon) I am Captain Gibbon, Council Advisory Committee which Captain Gibbon and I
Member of the Shellfish Association of Great belong to. We meet twice a year and we can put
Britain. Dr Edwards is a director of that forward ideas on anything from R&D to marketing.
association.
(Ms Church) I am Janet Church and I am
Treasurer of the Association of Scottish Shellfish
162. So it is not a burning issue. You are content
Growers and this is our Chairman Douglas to pay the levy and you believe you get reasonable
value for money.
McLeod.
(Ms Church) This is one point I should like to
make. There is a certain weakness in this in that
Fish haveimprinted
such a large
remit, which includes
160.
Who will be Sea
permanently
on my
memory as the only supplier of an oyster for fish as well, that during their marketing they
breakfast on our visit to Scotland. We had a happy cannot be seen to favour one product over
w<sit to his place. Can we start with the Sea Fish another. So sometimes it loses a bit of its value. If
Industry Authority? Unlike the other two sectors we are in fact trying to get the message across that
we have been talking to this morning, shellfish falls farmed shellfish has certain advantages. Sea Fish
within the remit of the Sea Fish Industry Authority cannot participate in this to the disadvantage of
and you pay them a levy'. Do you believe that you other folk paying the levy.
(Dr Edwards^ We thought that the levy brought
get any benefit in return?
(Dr Edwards) The levy on farmed shellfish has in for the lower priced molluscs, cockles, mussels
only been increased since last April. We do get a and whelks, was rather high. Our association put a
variety of benefits from the Sea Fish Industry suggestion to the SFIA that they reduce this and in
Authority'. They run the marine fish and shellfish fact they have done so by giving us a rebate. In a
farming station at Ardtoe in Scotland. They carry way we are benefitting from this as well.
out a considerable amount of work at Ardtoe on
shellfish cultivation. It benefits Scotland in particular- I am on their planning committee and some
of the ideas I pick up there are brought south of the
border. The work of SFIA does on R&D is very
good. We also benefit on the marketing sector
because as an association we do not levy our
members. They pay to belong to the association
but we do not levy charges on their production.
Because the Sea Fish Industry Authority now
makes a levy we can go to them and ask them to
promote shellfish, and they have done some
reasonable work in the time they have been taking
the levy from us. I should say if if we look at at the
whole industry—we just are considering today
shellfish cultivation, but our association represents
the whole industry—this is worth about £100
million. We have crab fishermen, lobster fishermen, people catching nephrops off Scotland, They
pay a higher levy than we do for some of the
shellfish we are discussing today. In all the Sea Fish
Industry Authority does give the industry a good
service, R&D advice and marketing support. We
jie\'er say it is enough and we chivvy them up. In
general we benefit by having the SFIA.

163. Do they collect the levy from everybody do
you think?
(Dr. Edwards) No. I say that very quietly.
164. We have it on record. Generally you are
quite content to allow the present arrangements to
persist.
(Mr McLeod) As far as Scotland is concerned we
are very happy with the assistance and the support
we get from Ardtoe, from the research and
development end. We are less happy about the
marketing .yde., the Edinburgh based operation.
The consultative committee that Dr Edwards
mentioned does have a Scottish member but it
does not for example have the association; we are
not institutionally represented on that committee.
We feel, particularly now we are paying a levy,
that we should be more involved with the people in
Edinburgh in determining what marketing efforts
they should put forward.
Mr MacDonald
165. What kinds of support do you receive?
Basically, what kind of financial support do you
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[Mr MacDonald Contd]
receive from the Government or from quasiGovernment bodies when it comes to shellfish
cultivation?
(Mr McLeod) In Scotland we receive support in
a variety of ways, a variety of guises. We have
research support funded by DAFS, by the Sea Fish
Industry Authority, into new species. Sea Fish also
carries out work and development of ongoing
equipment. HIDE offers very useful financial aid
for setting up and operating farms and they are in
fact at this point considering that level of aid they
should be offering us for the future years on the
marketing side. This may be the point at which to
raise what I feel is a major issue for Scotland, for
farmed shellfish in Scotland, which is that fundamentally we have cracked a lot of the growing
problems. As you have seen from the projections,
we expect output to rise significantly in future
years. The issue for us for the 1990s is going to be
marketing and that is why it is a very positive move
by the Board to come to us and ask what they
should do on the marketing side, what structures
they should put in place. The Shellfish Association
should be playing a major role in this in the future.
166. Would you be hoping for improved financial support from the Government in the future,
particularly on the marketing side? Do you see a
need for enhanced support?
(Mr McLeod) Indeed yes, and particularly for
example on the ground, if these new European
regulations come in and it involves significant
capital expenditure. We cannot in all honesty
expect the small crofter/fisherman, who is growing
mussels or oysters on the West Coast of Scotland
to be able to invest in his own purification plant. If
the regulations insist on that then we feel that
additional funding should be set aside for that. Of
course we do not want that to occur, we have other
ideas on the standard of shellfish purity for
Scotland.
167. You are also paying a rent to the Crown
Estate Commissioners, or you will be. On projections of the growth of the industry you were saying
that you could by 1991 be paying some £55-65,000
to the Crown Estate Commissioners which seems
to me quite a handy sum of money. Would you
expect some of that to be coming back into the
industry to help you develop marketing or other
aspects of the industr> ?
(Mr McLeod) The Crown has been of assistance
to us in the past in financing some of our minor
efforts, some research. The progress report that we
sent down as part of our submission was partly
funded by the Crown. With the increase in rents
from a trickling of the cash being taken out of the
shellfish farming sector in the Crown Estate, we
would expect, and they have indicated a positive
response, that they would look to increase the
re-investment into our sector along the lines, I
hope, that they have re-invested in the salmon
sector some of the rents they have received from
that group.
168. Some but not all. Would you agree with
what was being said earlier this morning by the

[Continued

salmon growers that really there was a need to
rationalise the whole planning system in Scotland
to set up a single authority to oversee planning on
marine development in Scotland, perhaps also with
greater leeway for local authorities to participate
on a local level?
(Mr McLeod) There is certainly a case for local
authorities and local communities having more of a
say in the planning process. In the experience of
the shellfish sector we would say that in general we
have felt that the Crown have done a good job,
that they have been fairly rapid in their response
and they have in general been fairly sympathetic
towards us because we are very much the minnow
compared to the salmon growers in Scotland. I feel
they have done us quite a good job. If there was
going to be a centralisation procedure, I would
agree with the salmon growers that it would have
to be a replacement of the current process rather
than another tier on top.
169. The obvious way to go would be to move it
into the Scottish Office.
(Mr McLeod) Which might have some advantages but also some disadvantages.
170. Which are?
(Mr McLeod) I would not like to get involved
with the bureaucrats at St Andrew’s House more
than I am already; let us put it that way.
Chairman

171. Do you find yourself under constraint? We
saw mussel lines and so on, presumably there is a
fairly substantial inquiry before they are put out,
but do you have any difficulty in putting your trays
of oysters out for example?
(Mr McLeod) Oysters have the least environmental effect, as you noticed, or failed to notice, or
were unable to notice, on your visit. The tide
comes in and they disappear. With mussels it is
slightly different as they are visible on the surface;
the buoys are visible on the surface all the time.
Janet Church is a mussel farmer and perhaps she
could speak from her personal experience.
(Ms Church) Quite frankly the only comment we
have had is the visual amenity. We know that we
are a conservation friendly type of industry and so
does everybody. There has been no conflict in that
respect. It is purely the visual amenity in delightful
scenic areas.
172. So there is no great limitation on expansion. You can presumably put down as many lines
as you have time to handle.
(Ms Church) You apply for a certain amount
and it is limited in that respect.
173. They do constrain you.
(Ms Church) When necessary.
174. What about the oysters?
(Mr McLeod) At the moment it has largely been
a question of applying for the amount of trestle
space that you wish and normally that has gone
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through. To date on the mainland there has not
been mudi of a problem in terms of site availability. It could become a problem in the future.
The coastline is definitely filling up.
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Mr Alexander

177.
proposed EC requirements on harmonising
hygience controls, particularly after harvesting, in
order to ensure microbiological safety. Could I
first ask the Association of Scottish Shellfish
Mr Martlew
growers, because their memorandum-on the
penultimate
some concern
175.
Staying with
the Scottish page-does
situation, isindicate
there
any conflict or competition between yourselves about this? I wondered to what extent you feel that
and the salmon farmers?
the proposed regulations would be unnecessary in
(Mr McLeod) There is, I guess inevitably, some the cleaner waters which we do have in that part of
degree of conflict because we are both looking for the UK and whether you feel generally it would be
sheltered bays, both looking for areas in general unnecessarily restrictive.
(Mr McLeod) In our view the proposed regulawhere we can have safe access and use boats
without having to have huge mooring systems. So tion, which is still a draft and proposed
far the conflicts have been fairly minor and within regulation—I am assured by DAFS, two days ago,
the Crown Estate regulations they have stipulated that its presentation to the Council of Ministers is
broad guidelines of separation distances. Even imminent; it was imminent in September so who
then there are faims that are in closer proximity. knows when it will actually go forward—is a
Certainly with regard to oysters there was initially challenge and an opportunity. In terms of costs, if
a very great conflict because of TBT, which was an we are forced to go the route of following this
anti-fouling application put on the nets. That was directive, specifically and precisely in every detail,
devastating the oyster industry. Since TBT has it could be very costly, we consider unnecessarily
been banned, more or less, effectively in inshore costly for us in our northern climate with our
waters, then that problem is receding and has unpolluted waters. This is the issue that we have
\irtually disappeared.
put forward to DAFS and hope that they are
putting toward to Brussels on our behalf. It is also
an opportunity because we do have clean shellfish
176.
No problems
which
withdo
thenot
use need
of Nuvan?
to go through purification
(Mr McLeod) Nuvan is another can of worms, so tanks. As long as we have that status recognised
to speak. It is an issue that could run and run then it is a wonderful marketing opportunity. In
because at the moment there is no proof that it is a order for this opportunity to arise though we have
bad thing. There is additional research which we to prove that our shellfish are clean. That means
believe should be done on the dispersion char- that we have to have a competent authority
acteristics of Aquagard, Nuvan, Dichlorvos. There identified by the Government that we can talk to,
is also work that should be done on the long-term establish a sampling and testing system and get the
effects on the marine environment in certain areas. proof officially shown that we are a category A
I am thinking here of inner lochs where the water producing area and that our shellfish scan go
exchange process is very slow. Okay Aquagard straight onto the table and that everybody can eat
may disperse, it may not build up, but who knows them and there are no microbiological problems.
after ten years of throwing it in, we are talking As you know from your first-hand experience, we
about multiples of litres of this stuff over a season, do not want to have to go through the same
ten years of it may impose an impact on the problems. What salmonella did to eggs could very
easily happen to shellfish and we want to avoid that
benthos of an inner loch.
(Cpt Gibbon) Certainly we welcome the Scottish situation by having a testing system set up now well
Salmon Growers Association work to try to find in advance of 1992.
alternatives in their methods to control it, setting
up training courses. This has made a very big
difference. Our biggest worry as an industry is that
178.
the precautionary principle which the Government proposed regulations as both necessary and approhas embraced would today probably preclude the priate?
use of Aquagard or Nuvan if it was coming up ab
(Mr McLeod) The English situation is different
from
the Scottish.
initio. They would certainly require a great deal of
(Dr Edwards) South of the border I am afraid
research before it was granted a licence. The other
thing that is clearly missing and that has been we do not have such clean water as they do in
promised over and over again both by the manu- Scotland. We have lived with the situation now for
facturers Ciba-Geigy and the industry is a real any many many years. In England and Wales there
study on its dispersion and degradation, as Mr are about 40 approved purification plants. These
Mcl^d has pointed out. We have been promised plants are approved by MAFF and the Department
that over and over again; it has not yet come. of Health. For many years they have produced safe
Therefore many people are still suspicious of the shellfish if the water quality is reasonable. It is
encouraging to report that last year the Public
chemical.
Chairman: Yes. We did visit a salmon farm Health Services have reported only one incident of
which was producing very substantial tonnage of poisopJngs from shellfish, in general these purifimussels not very far away and I wanted to talk cation systems, if they are worked properly by the
operators, do provide the consumer with realty safe
about that as a separate subject.
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shellfish. We can also heat treat shellfish and in
many parts of the Thames or other parts of the
country things like cockles and mussels are
cooked. Even a low level of cooking, about a
minute and a half and 90-C, does make the
shellfish
safe
to
eat.
There
are
occasional out-breaks and it is in our industry’s
interests to reduce these because we must have
safe shellfish for the public. In general we have
been looking at these EC proposals, when they
first came out our members put their hands up in
horror as they always do: something new, something from the other side. Gradually we have
worked with MAFF very closely on this, we have
had meetings with MAFF and the members have
begun to accept that this standardisation in the
long run will benefit them. There is a question of
costs. We are generally a cottage industry which is
growing but people worry about costs of these new
plants. Tiie other thing we are worried about is
that the standards set for harvesting, the number of
E. coli at certain levels, may exclude some of our
more important areas like the Wash, What we are
trying to say to Brussels is that we are, through
SFIA, improving our purification systems. The
SFIA has done some very good work for us on a
new purification system for mussels and we can
take mussels from very dirty areas and produce a
very safe product. Really what we are saying to
Brussels is “Don’t hinder us with a low level of E.
coli because we think in the future we can take the
dirtiest of mussels and, using new technology,
produce a safe product”. It is all in the melting pot
and when it comes to the Council of Ministers we
have more to say. In general we look forward to
the future and working with Brussels on this one.
179. That is very interesting. You did touch on
the question of costs. To what extent will the costs
involved be a burden particularly to the smaller
producer?
(Dr Edwards) For example this newly developed
system in Kings Lynn costs a medium-sized operator £200,000 to instal and that is apart from the
operating costs. We have written a paper in
relation to improved treatment of coastal waters
and we think it can be anything between £2,000£30,000 for these improvements. At the moment it
is all in the melting pot but there will be costs.
(Ms Church) That excludes the scenic aspect of
it, if you have to have a building and purification
plant, which is very relevant in Scotland.
Chairman
180. As a traveller round the shores of France I
think most of the fishermen’s co-operatives there
have a purification plant. I was going to ask you
about the effect on competition. Do you think that
if these regulations are pressed it will affect our
industr>’? Will it suck in imports from abroad?
(Dr Edwards) Competition is good. At the
moment more and more oysters are being brought
into Billingsgate from France, so competition is
beginning to start already. In general we seem to
produce a better quality oyster. We were faced a
few years ago with large mussel imports from
Holland. Our own producers have increased pro-
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duction and we now find in Billingsgate that the
Dutch have been ousted and our mussels from
Scotland, the Wash and Wales, are taking over and
being accepted by the Billingsgate merchants. We
can compete and we export to France and the
Continent when there are opportunities.
181. We did pay a visit to Billingsgate and I
noticed mussels being sold with “PURIFIED" in
pretty capital letters at the top. I can tell you, Mr
McLeod, in view of the fact that this is a privileged
Committee, that the oyster I had for breakfast in
your house was about five times nicer than the one
they gave me at Billingsgate—which had come
from the Solent—which was perfectly disgusting.
(Mr McLeod) I am not surprised.
Mr Martlew
182. I presume the pollution in England is due
to the discharge of untreated sewage into the seas.
(Dr Edwards) Yes; no question,
183. With regard to the Scottish situation, Mr
McLeod seems to be putting forward a very high
risk policy, that is that you have no problems and
therefore you do not need a purification plant. It is
a bit like people who used to sell raw milk and say
they did not need it pasteurising. All you need is
one outbreak and your whole industry could be
devastated. If you do not have purification plants
then you could find your industry wiped out. Do
you not think a belt and braces approach would be
better?
(Mr McLeod) I agree that it is a relatively risky
approach, but only relatively. The possibility of it
going wrong is only there if we de not get the
support, the environmental support, from the loeal
agencies, for example from the treatment of loeal
sewage. It is a question really of what you invest in.
Do you invest in purification plants or do you
invest in keeping the environment clean? Most of
the pollution that would impact on shellfish is
either sewage from urban centres or it is agricultural run-off. We cannot do a lot about the agricultural run-off and that tends to be seasonal. The
urban effluent is something that can be attacked
and ought to be attacked, not just for the benefit of
shellfish growers but also for any visiting tourist,
anybody who wants to go for a swim.
(Ms Church) The other issue Mr Martlew is
probably unaware of is that we actually encourage
our members to have their products tested on a
regular basis. It is not just an assumption that their
product is pure; we agjree it must be tested and
proved to be so. It is the additional restriction on
this that we would find a very big burden to bear.
(Cpt Gibbon) May 1 take up this question of
untreated sewage? As you may be aware, there is a
proposed EC directive on the treatment of municipal waste which came out in November. It in fact
requires that all sewage discharge to the sea should
undergo at least primary settlement. In general in
this country we are getting more and more in
favour of long sea outfalls. Indeed as far as the
shellfish industry is concerned, particularly where
one is dealing with estuarine and close inshore
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fisheries, this is clearly going to be of great benefit.
One can only Avelcome that. The thing that worries
us is that from the evidence which has been given
by the NRA and the Department of the Environment to committees of the House of Commons it
would appear that this country is getting very much
in favour of just putting sewage and municipal
wastes out through long sea outfalls without
primary settlement. The sea itself can handle very
large quantities of faecal waste and treat it very
satisfactorily. It degrades fairly quickly. What
worries us also in the shellfish industry are the
uon-faecal wastes, in other words by putting
sewage down a Jong sea outfaiJ without any form of
treatment, pumping it straight out, you are in
effect connecting every drain that is in the
catchment area of that LSO, from garages, from
shops, from drycleaners, from every possible place
where there is a drain, direct to a remote point in
the sea. With the increasing costs of disposing of
toxic wastes, both liquid and particulate, the
temptation to simply put it down the drain is going
to grow, r believe we are going to find greatly
increased pollution rates in the vicinity of long sea
outfalls from non-faecal, in other words chemical,
hydrocarbon and pollutants.
Chairman
184. I have a short sea outfall at the moment in
Weston-super-Mare which will shortly become a
long sea outfall. The matter is much misunderstood. I can also tell you that the River
Authority will be permanently monitoring the sea
around its area as a matter of an exercise. The
NRA run a substantial fleet of ships for this
purpose. Your point is well taken but I am not
certain it would be very appropriate for this
Committee to go into it in any great detail. I do not
think we want to connect the two subjects in the
minds of the consuming public. Can I ask you one
question about technology? We visited a raft that
would be producing within a year something like
50 per cent of the current output of the whole of
Scotland. What is your view about the technology
of shellfish production and are you going to be able
to control your prices and maintain a satisfactory
market?
(Ms Church) I am a little disconcerted by your
question.
185. It seemed to me that it is going to be so
easy to increase production at what is relatively
speaking a very low cost that I think you are going
to find yourself in the same problem as the salmon
farmers and for that matter, in previous history,
the chicken fanners.
(Ms Church) We have obviously done quite a lot
of work on this. We have been able to ride on the
hacks of the salmon and trout farmers who have
had problems this way. The market research that
has been done by Sea Fish and other bodies has
shown us that in fact consumption in Britain is less
than 10 per cent of that on the Continent. There is
therefore a large untapped market which we think
itis advisable to aim for. The ordinary householder
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in Britain very rarely has seafood as a meal. There
is a vast market there. Also at the moment, being a
very new industry, there are quite a few constraints
on production rather than market. Some of our
projections have not come up to scratch. Three
quarters of our own subscription from members
goes towards our marketing budget in order to
ensure in the future that this does not occur. We
are also getting a lot of assistance from the
Highland Board now on that aspect of it. We think
awe are doing all we can; we are open to any
suggestions.
Mr Alexander
186.
Britain rarely have sea food as a meal. I would take
with that unless you meant shellfish sea food.
(Mr McLeod) The last figures we have is that
UK sea food consumption was an average of 6 kg
per capita whereas in Spain the annual figure is 30
kg, France 20 kg, West Germany 13 kg. We feel
that there is a long way to go before we get back up
to standard. For example, in the UK we consume
around 6,000 tonnes of mussels a year; in France it
is 110,000 tonnes. There is a difference in culinary
habits between the UK and Europe and there is a
gap in Europe for shellfish from the UK. In fact
this will become one of our markets and the
development you visited are targeting the expert
market for their mussels. At the moment its is
virtually impossible to sell mussels into Spain; after
1992 it should be very much easier. At the moment
Spain refuses to accept any mussels that are not
purified, that have not gone through a purification
tank. Scottish mussels do not need to go through a
tank but you still have to put them through if you
want to sell them to Spain. The end result is that
you have a negative net back from the low Spanish
price and therefore the trade dies. Come 1992 we
should be categorised Grade A, no E.coli, do not
need to be purified. A 20-tonne truck down to
Barcelona: bingo, you have international trade.
(Dr Edwards) Janet Church talks about a new
industry but in fact south of the border they have
been eating oysters since Roman times. In the
South East the demand for shellfish is quite high.
We are finding now that as production grows though I must admit it is growing slowly—the
demand is meeting the supply. I have a great deal
to do with Billingsgate and am there about twice a
week, and I see the increasing demand for mussels
in Billingsgate and for oysters and things like
cockles and whelks. It amazes me that even our
ethnic people now are turning to these delightful
shellfish. As an Association we try to promote the
health benefits of shellfish. In general we are
promoting shellfish, and other sea foods, as health
giving and beneficial and the public in general are
responding. I can see that in our own country, as
we produce more shellfish, top quality shellfish,
pure shellfish, the ordinary person—we are not
looking for the luxury trade but the ordinary
person—will buy more mussels etcetera. We find
that people like Marks & Spencer Waitrose,
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Sainsbury’s, these supermarkets, are now moving
to shellfish and they are doing a great deal to help
our efforts themselves.
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Chairman: That is very encouraging. Thank
you, ladies and gentlemen, for giving your time; it
has been most helpful.
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1- INTRODUCTION

1-1 The Nature Conservancy Council (NCC) is the government agency established for the purpose of
nature conservation and furthering the understanding thereof. Our main functions are:
1.1.1

the provision of advice to Government on the development and implementation of policies
for or affecting nature conservation;

L1.2

the provision of advice and dissemination of knowledge about nature conservation more
generally;
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1.1.3

the establishment and management of National Nature Reserves;

1.1.4

the identification and notification of Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs);

1.1.5

the support and conduct of research relevant to these functions.

NCC also has a duty in the discharge of its functions to take account, as appropriate, of actual or
possible ecological changes.
1.2 Fish farming, both in the marine and freshwater environments, has grown to be a major
contributor to the economy. NCC recognises the significant benefits fish farming can provide; it can play
a useful role in economic development by creating jobs in isolated communities and provides a product
for which there is consumer demand. Properly managed and sited, fish farms have a real contribution to
make. Nevertheless NCC is concerned about the potential for damage to nature conservation interests
and about the gaps in the regulatory framework.
1.3 AU aspects of fish farming have some impact on nature conservation. A major review of all aspects
of the fish farming industry is urgently needed including clarification of and changes to the regulatory
framework.
Shellfish
1.4 The farming of molluscan shellfish, the oldest fish farming industry in Britain, has shown a marked
expansion over the last two decades. Leases for shellfish farming now outnumber those for finned fish in
Scotland, and in England and Wales where marine finned fish farming is less developed the shellfish
industry is relatively very much more important. The older traditional methods of oyster cultivation have
been supplemented by modern intensive units growing a variety of species. Pests and diseases ravaged the
traditional shellfish industry but poor water quality and overfishing hastened the decline. A major area of
concern is the growing of non-native species of oysters and clams for their claimed disease resistance and
faster growth, with the possibility of their escape to the wild and potential for establishing breeding
populations.
Trout
1.5 Trout farming on a commercial scale for food, rather than as a way of restocking lakes and rivers,
has grown steadily since the 1950s. There has also been a rapid expansion of fresh water salmon rearing to
provide the smolts required by the (predominantly Scottish) marine salmon growers. The main impacts
on nature conservation relate to pollution of lakes and rivers by chemicals, waste food and faeces,
changes in the flow of rivers caused by abstraction of water for fish farms and the damage to wildlife
habitats when fish farms are constructed on or near land of nature conservation interest.
Crayfish
1.6 Of particular concern is the farming of non-native species of crayfish where there is the risk of the
total extinction of the native species through disease brought in by the introduced species.
Salmon
1.7 Marine fish farming (mainly salmon) has shown the most substantial recent growth. It is almost
entirely confined to north and west Scotland. However, should salmon farming become feasible in more
exposed conditions offshore, it may well also become an important industry in other parts of the country.
Proper regulatory mechanisms must be set up to deal with possible future developments. Tlie main
impacts of marine fish farming on nature conservation are:
the direct effects of shore installations and transport routes on sensitive habitats;
the pollution of the seabed and water body caused by surplus food, faeces and chemicals used in
production;
the effects on populations of wild animals and birds that feed around fish farms.
1.8 This memorandum considers marine and freshwater fish farming and makes proposals on how
nature conservation can be better taken into account through regulatory mechanisms, research and
advice. Our recommendations are summarised in Section 4.
2. THE EFFECTS OF FISH FARMING ON NATURE CONSERVATION
2.1 Marine Finned Fish and Shellfish Farming
2.1.1 Fish farms for Atlantic salmon are largely concentrated in sheltered waters off the west coast of
Scotland and the western and northern islands; in Wales salmon (and trout) are being farmed in Milford
Haven; and in England in Portland Harbour. Development is also occurring off the coast of Northern
Ireland. With improvements in cage design, developments in deeper off shore water may become
feasible.
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2.1.2 The viability of fis,h farming operations depends on unpolluted sea water; hence areas selected
for fish farming are often also of high nature conservation interest. For instance the coasts of the Scottish
Highlands where almost all the salmon farming is taking place contain internatio. ally valued populations
of seals, otters and seabirds together with rich underwater communities of animals and plants.
2.1.3 Some communities of marine animals and plants are rare or fragile, and the same is often true of
individual species. Vulnerable communities can be completely destroyed by an increase in the deposition
of sediment from fish farming activities. For instance if a site is not scoured sufficiently by tidal currents,
uneaten food and faeces accumulate beneath the fish cages. This effectively smothers seabed
communities and also increases the take-up of available oxygen in the sediments leading, in extreme
cases, to the production of toxic gases and consequent damage to the farmed salmon as well as the wild
species.
2.1.4 The environmental effect of molluscan shellfish farming depends on both the species used
(oysters, clams, scallops or mussels) and the intensity and type of operation (bottom lays, tressels, poles,
rafts, buoys etc). Bivalve molluscs are filter feeders which, when occurring in high concentrations for
cultivation, remove large quantities of phytoplankton and other micro-organisms from the water,
reducing the amount of food which is then available for the naturally occurring filter-feeding organisms.
The water may also be deo.xygenated and the nutrient cycle changed due to the binding of nutrients in
waste products. As with salmon farming, these waste products (including faeces, dead animals and shells)
fall to the sea bed beneath suspended cultures causing similar damage to that described in paragraph
2.1.3. Increased numbers of predatory and scavenging species such as crabs and starfish may be attracted
and these will also eat the naturally occurring animals. The organisms which foul shellfish farming
structures may also cause problems both to the natural environment and the fish farmer by excessive filter
feeding and the input of organic matter through faeces, death and decay.
2.1.5 Certain birds and mammals, including seals, otters, herons and cormorants, which live in sea
lochs are attracted to well-stocked fish fanns as an easy source of food. Fish farmers use nets to keep wild
mammals and birds away but this can lead to the potential fish predators becoming entangled and
drowning. Also, particularly in the case of seals, fish farmers sometimes resort to shooting as a method of
control. Shellfish farms are attractive to eider ducks and this creates problems for the fish farmer.
2.1.6 Tnere is also a fear that increased human activity in remote sea lochs could lead to disturbance of
other more sensitive species, such as otters and some birds of prey, and that this might lead to reduced
breeding success and movement away from the area.
2.1.7 Fish farming may also affect wild fish and shellfish populations. For instance populations of
Atlantic salmon have evolved to suit the conditions found in their own native river. Competition and
inter-breeding with salmon of a different genetic make-up, including those released as smolts or fish farm
escapees, may adversely affect these finely adjusted populations (Maitland, 1989).
2.1.8 Disease spreads quickly among farmed fish and may pose a threat to wild populations. Fish
farmers protect their stocks by using chemicals and antibiotics, but these can also affect the natural
environment. The dangers of dichlorvos (former trade name “Nuvan” but recently changed to
“Aquaguard") which is used to treat infestation of salmon lice, were highlighted by its inclusion on the
Red-list of substances whose inputs to aquatic systems should be reduced (Department of the
Environment, 1988). This chemical is toxic to other marine organisms, including lobster larvae.
2.1.9 In addition to the effects on the marine environment, the shore-based installations required for
fish farming may be damaging to land of nature conservation interest; the increased transport required
may also put pressure on rural roads leading to changes which again may cause damage to nature
conservation.
2.2 Freshwater Fish Farming (including Crayfish Farming)
2.2.1 Finned-fish farming
2.2.1.1 Production from freshwater fish farms in the UK has risen dramatically in the last ten years,
particularly in Scotland. However, information concerning fish farm locations, and to a lesser extent
production details, is not easy to obtain as it is in confidence or held in partial form by different
organisations. A considerable range of species is known to be farmed but by far the largest production is
rainbow trout (17,000 tonnes in 1988) and salmon smolt for the marine salmon farming industry (22.5
million smolts in Scotland in 1988).
2.2.1.2 As with marine fish farming, freshwater fish farming requires unpolluted waters and is
therefore most likely in rivers and lakes which are of high nature conservation interest. Although the
general effeas of fish farms on the aquatic environment are similar in both standing and flowing waters
there are some differences between the two types of habitat. In standing waters, inflow and outflow
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volumes, depth, circulation patterns and cage siting are all important in determining the effect of a fish
farm. In rivers and streams, factors such as flow velocity, flow volume and degree of turbulence all
influence the way effluents are distributed and dispersed from the outfall. The proliferation of freshwater
cages similar to those used for marine fish farming is of con&iderable concern as the pollution at such sites
is far more difficult to control and monitor than at land-based sites using tank systems (Phillips, 1985).
2.2.1.3 Sedimentation caused by surplus food and faeces may increase greatly below fish cages,
leading to accumulations of material rich in nutrients on the loch bed, whilst in rivers an increase in solids
discharged from the farm may produce large quantities of suspended matter, or, through settling, cause a
build-up of nutrient enriched sediment. Dissolved oxygen levels may be considerably reduced beneath
cages, particularly during the summer period and deoxygenation of river water may occur at fish farm
outfalls.
2.2.1.4 Fish farm effluents may contain high levels of ammonia, nitrates and phosphates. In rivers
their impact is greatest in dry weather during periods of reduced flow. Nutrient enrichment may also
occur in lakes or reservoirs downstream from river-fed fish farms. Chemical residues used on fish farms
(such as pesticides and antibiotics) may also be present in the effluent.
2.2.1.5 Conditions beneath cages or downstream from farm outfalls may be unsuitable for many plants
and animals frequently resulting in large numbers of a few tolerent species. In standing waters increases
in nutrient levels may cause enhanced growth of phytoplankton which in turn may change the entire plant
and animal community.
2.2.1.6 Fish farm effluents frequently contain higher levels of pathogenic bacteria and parasites and
although most evidence suggests that disease infections are likely to be from wild to farmed fish, the
threat from fish farming to wild fish cannot be dismissed.
2.2.1.7 Water abstraction for fish farms adjacent to rivers leads to reduced flows between the intake
and outlet points and this can have profound effects by reducing the area of river bed available as habitats
for plants and animals.
2.2.1.8 There is some evidence to suggest that fish escaping or released from farms may compete with
wild fish for food, habitat or spawning grounds. The genetic implications of the interaction of farmed and
wild salmon are described under paragraph 2.1.7.
2.2.1.9 NCC is concerned about the impact of fish farming on all natural and semi-natural fresh waters
throughout Britain (Newbold, 1986). We are particularly concerned that farms have been established in
or proposed for a number of SSSIs (See Appendix 2, Annex 1).
2.2.2 Crayfish Farming
2.2.2.1 Crayfish farming, which takes place in fresh water, causes specific problems for nature
conservation in Great Britain. Only one species of crayfish, the Atlantic Stream Crayfish* is native to the
British Isles but, since the late 1970’s, several alien crayfish species have been imported for aquaculture
purposes. These carry a disease fatal to native crayfish and, having escaped into the wild in Great Britain,
now pose a more general threat to the environment.
2.2.2.1 Sixty one crayfish farms (most farming the American Signal Crayfish*) have been registered
with MAFF under the Diseases of Fish Act 1983 but non-native species have been stocked in at least 250
localities known to NCC.
2.2.2.3 The alien Signal Crayfish* can act as a carrier for the fungus disease commonly known as
crayfish plague which is fatal to native crayfish. Since 1980 seven river catchments have been affected by
outbreaks of crayfish plague and most of the native crayfish in these catchments have been eliminated.
Many other mass mortalities of native crayfish have been observed but it has been impossible to be
certain that crayfish plague was involved because of the difficulty of positively identifying the disease.
2.2.2.4 Another non-native species (the Noble Crayfish*) can act as a vector for infectious pancreatic
necrosis virus (IPNV), a virulent fish disease of considerable significance to finned fish farmers.
2.2.2.5 Signal Crayfish* and Turkish Crayfish* have now escaped into the wild at a number of sites.
Their likely ecological impact in Great Britain is unknown but they are spreading quickly in the wild and
* For scientific names of crayfisli sec Appendix 2, Annex 3.
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Landings of moUuscan shellfish in 1988, including farmed production, were in the order of 50,000
tonnes. Imports totalled almost 9,000 tonnes and exports approximately 15,000 tonnes (processed
weight).
Outlook
7.7. Looking ahead the prospects for further growth in UK aquaculture will depend on the
interaction of a number of factors, including the availability of suitable sites and growing conditions,
the supply and cost of fishmeal and acceptable alternatives, competition from other countries’
producers, disease, demand, environmental considerations and judgements as to the benefits of
aquaculture set against tourism and other competing forces. The picture also varies between species.
The UK has extehsive w'aters capable of sustaining large scale salmon production. In the medium
term output of farmed salmon may increase to more than 50,000 tonnes by the mid 1990’s. Most of
this expansion will be accounted for by established farms and those developments already in the
pipeline. With the growing pressure on coastal siting, increasing interest is likely to be shown in
developing offshore farming.
7.8. Trout production will continue to increase, possibly reaching 25,000 tonnes by the mid-1990s.
In the longer term it is doubtful whether this figure will be significantly exceeded because of the
limitations posed by suitable supplies of freshwater. Some increase, in sea cage culture may occur,
though salmon fanning is likely to remain the more attractive proposition.
7.9. Some diversification into other species is expected. The main area of interest is likely to centre
on the rearing of high value seafish, although for most species the growth rates currently achievable
in our waters are unlikely to result in rapid uptake. Economic considerations are also likely to rule
out widespread farming of medium value sea fish species such as cod. On the freshwater front some
increase can be expected in the farming of carp and other species, indigenous coarse fish for restocking
rivers and angling waters, and of coldwater ornamental fish. Further attempts may also be made to
re-establish eel farming.
7.10. There is however considerable scope for increasing the cultivation of molluscan shellfish. It
is estimated that there are about 10,000 hectares of productive ground in our estuaries and inlets
that would be suitable for bivalve cultivation. One hectare of well managed ground should be capable
of yielding 15 tonnes of oysters or 30 to 50 tonnes of mussels or 10 to 25 tonnes of clams a year.
One per cent utilisation of this space could lead to a doubling of the present value of farmed shellfish
production. Future growth is likely to focus on the production of high value species such as Pacific
oysters, scallops and clams and, at the other end of the scale, on mussels, a low priced but rapidly
growing and easily cultivated species.
October 1989

ANNEX A
FISH AND SHELLFISH DISEASE CONTROLS
PRESENT FISH DISEASE CONTROLS

1. Statutory controls to prevent the introduction and spread of fish disease in Great Britain have
existed for more than 50 years. They are embodied in the Diseases of Fish Act 1937, as amended
by the Diseases of Fish Act 1983.
2. In the main, controls relate to salmon and trout (salmonids) and freshwater fish. They are
twofold. First, to prevent the introduction of disease, the import to Great Britain of live salmonids
is prohibited, except from Northern Ireland. Imports of salmonid ova are permitted only under
licence with supporting health certification. Similarly, freshwater fish and their ova may be imported
only under licence and those types likely to be released into the wild are subject to stringent health
certification as a condition of import. Second, in order to prevent the spread of serious (“notifiable”)
diseases, the Fisheries Departments possess powers to prohibit or regulate the movement of live
fish, ova and foodstuff within, and in and out of, designated areas. The Departments may also
require the removal of dead and dying fish from infected waters and regulate the disposal of any
fish taken from designated areas. Beyond this there are no provisions for compulsory slaughter or
compensation.
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3. At present there are nine diseases which are notifiable:
— viral haemorrhagic septicaemia (VHS)
— infectious haematopoietic necrosis (IHN)
— gyrodactyliasis caused by Gyrodactylus salaris
— bacterial kidney disease (BKD)
— infectious pancreatic necrosis (IPN)
— whirling disease
— enteric redmouth (ERM) (Scotland only)
— furunculosis in salmon
— spring viraemia of carp (SVC)
Apart from SVC, these diseases mainly affect salmon and trout, in particular those reared under the
intensive conditions associated with fish farming. Of the notifiable diseases by far the most serious
are VHS and IHN. Both of these salmonid diseases, along with gyrodactyliasis, are absent from
British waters.
4. The provisions of the 1937 Act do not extend to marine fish or shellfish. However, the Registration
of Fish Farming and Shellfish Farming Businesses Order 1985 (SI 1391), made under the Diseases
of Fish Act 1983, requires all fish and shellfish farming businesses to register with the Fisheries
Departments regardless of the species cultivated, and to maintain records of fish movements.
5. Separate regulations under the Animal Health Act 1981 prohibit the import of dead ungutted
salmonids except from countries which are free from the diseases VHS and IHN and operate similar
controls.
PRESENT SHELLFISH DISEASE CONTROLS

6. A different framework of controls applies to shellfish.
7. All deposits in coastal waters of molluscan shellfish (oysters, mussels, cockles, clams, scallops
etc), whether of home origin or imported, have to be licensed by the Fisheries Departments, in
accordance with orders made under the Sea Fisheries (Shellfish) Act 1967. In granting licences for
the deposit of molluscan shellfish account is taken of the prevalence of shellfish pests (American
tingle, Crepidula, and Mytilicola) and disease (Bonamia) in both the area of intended deposit and
the area from which the shellfish originate.
8. Similar deposit controls operate to prevent the spread of Gaffkaemia from imported American
lobsters to our native stocks.
DEPARTMENTAL RESPONSIBILITIES

9.
Responsibility for the above controls falls to the Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries a
and the Secretaries of State for Scotland and Wales. In England and Wales the investigation of fish
and shellfish disease, together with scientific and technical advice, is undertaken by staff of the
Ministry’s Fish Diseases Laboratory at Weymouth and Fisheries Laboratory at Conwy, which form
part of the Directorate of Fisheries Research. In Scotland this service is provided from Aberdeen
by the Marine Laboratory of the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland. HM Customs
and Excise assist the Fisheries Departments by policing the import of live and dead salmonids and
freshwater fish.

POSITION IN NORTHERN IRELAND

10.
Responsibility for the control of diseases of fish and shellfish in Northern Irelan
the Department of Agriculture for Northern Ireland. Controls there are embodied in the Diseases
of Fish Act (Northern Ireland) 1967 and subordinate legislation and provisions within the Fisheries
Act (Northern Ireland) 1966. These prohibit the movement of live fish except under permit. The
Department may also require the removal of dead and dying fish from waters designated as infected
and regulate their disposal. In addition, since 1966 all fish farming operations in Northern Ireland
have required a fish culture licence under which all disease outbreaks are notifiable and all movements
of live fish and eggs into and out of each farm are controlled.

COMMUNITY PROPOSALS TO HARMONISE CONTROLS FOR FISH AND SHELLFISH DISEASE

11.
At present there are no Community-wide measures regulating the movement of l
shellfish or the steps that Member States may take to prevent the introduction and spread of disease.
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12. As part of its programme for the realisation of the free internal market for trade in live animals
and animal products, the Commission is currently drafting specific proposals concerning the health
conditions to govern trade in fish and shellfish. Formal proposals are due to be presented to the
Council of Ministers later this Autumn. It is expected that these proposals will be founded on a
three tier approach to disease. Serious diseases absent from the Community will be placed in category
one and Member States required to take action to eradicate such diseases should outbreaks occur.
Serious diseases present in some parts of the Community, but not others, for example Bonamia and
VHS, will be placed in category two and action taken to identify and establish disease-free zones.
Introductions to disease-free zones will be restricted to fish and shellfish from zones of equal health
status. Category three will comprise diseases, such as BKD and SVC, for which controls might
operate at farm level for those sites approved free of disease or which form part of a wider eradication
programme. Separate requirements will be specified for imports of live fish and shellfish from third
countries.

ANNEX B
LEGISLATION APPLICABLE TO FISH FARMING IN NORTHERN IRELAND
1. The two main statutory controls over fish farming in Northern Ireland are:
(a) fish culture licences issued under Section 11 of the Fisheries Act (Northern Ireland) 1966:
these licences exempt fish farming operations from what would otherwise be offences under
the Act and, through conditions, can control husbandry and management practices; and
(b) discharge consents issued by the Department of the Environment for Northern Ireland under
Sections 7 and 9 of the Water Act (Northern Ireland) 1972: again, consents are subject to
conditions.
2. Fish farms (other than those in tidal waters) are subject to the Planning (Northern Ireland)
Order 1972 but with exemptions which apply to agricultural operations.
3. In the case of shellfish cultivation in tidal waters there are provisions for the granting of the
rights of a several fishery under Sections 131-137 of the Fisheries Act (Northern Ireland) 1966.
4. The introduction of fish and ova into Northern Ireland is controlled by orders made under the
Diseases of Fish Act (Northern Ireland) 1967 and Section 13 of the Fisheries Act (Northern Ireland)
1966. Orders made under these provisions are The Molluscan Shellfish (Control of Deposit) Order
(Northern Ireland) 1972, Risk of Infection (Oysters) Order (Northern Ireland) 1973, Risk of Infection
(Fish) Order (Northern Ireland) 1978, and Prohibition of Introduction of Fish Order (Northern
Ireland) 1979.
5. Article 15 of the Wildlife (Northern Ireland) Order 1985: controls on the release of nonindigenous fish and shellfish into the wild.
6. Control of Pesticides Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1987.
7. Feedingstuffs Regulations (Northern Ireland) 1988.

ANNEX C
A SUMMARY OF THE MULTI-ANNUAL GUIDANCE PROGRAMME FOR
AQUACULTURE AND PROTECTED MARINE AREAS IN
THE UNITED KINGDOM DRAWN UP WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) NO 4028/86
OVERALL OBJECTIVE OF THE PROGRAMME

1, The development of aquaculture taking into account the suitability of species for culture in the
United Kingdom, rearing techniques, commercial viability and market prospects.
DURATION

2. The programme covers the five years from January 1987 to December 1991.
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AREAS CONCERNED

3.
islands.

The whole of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, including all o

UK AQUACULTURE
4. There are currently some 900 fish farming businesses in the United Kingdom operating from
some 1,400 sites and employing about 3,000 persons. The turnover of the industry is estimated at
£60m in 1986 and is expected to aouble by 1990. Production is largely geared to the intensive rearing
of salmon and trout and to shellfish cultivation principally oysters, mussels and clams.
5. The programme focusses on 5 areas of development:
—^salmon
—trout
—other migratory and freshwater fish including eels
—marine fin fish
—^shellfish (crustaceans and molluscs)
6. Factors favouring United Kingdom aquaculture include:
—extensive coastline and river systems providing abundant supplies of both salt and freshwater;
—freedom from serious fish disease;
—good supplies of healthy young stock (smolts, fry, fingerlings etc);
—a vigorous research and development programme;
—concentration on species most suited to UK conditions;
—continuity of supplies from feed manufacturers;
—attention to marketing and quality.
At the same time the United Kingdom industry is still far from realising its full potential. Further
investment and research is needed to exploit this potential, encouraging diversification, the adoption
of improved farming techniques and the provision of a wider range of species suitable for cultivation.
Attention has also to be paid to the problems of coping with competition from imports, reconciling
growth with wider environmental considerations, dealing with waste products generated by intensive
rearing systems and overcoming other problems associated with fish cultivation.
7. Within the duration of the programme there is considerable scope for increasing production
both to serve home and overseas markets. Per capita consumption of fish in the United Kingdom
is low but is expected to rise as a result of promotional activity by the Sea Fish Industry Authority,
the British Trout Association, the Scottish Salmon Growers Association and other marketing bodies,
the growing awareness of the healthy and nutritional value of fish, increasing signs of a willingness
to move away from eating the more traditional forms of fish, and increasing availability of prepared
and value-added products for consumption both inside and outside the home.

PRIORITIES

8.

The main aims of the programme are:
—to foster a viable industry;
—to encourage that industry to exploit the opportunities for future expansion;
—to promote greater efficiency so that the industry is better able to adjust to the demands of
competition;
—to encourage the uptake of research and development results;
—to provide assured supplies of good quality produce, meeting consumer demand at home and
overseas and compensating for diminishing supplies from more traditional hunting and
gathering sources;
—to contribute to development and maintenance of the socio-economic structure in the more
remote parts of the UK by providing employment and rural diversification;
—to encourage measures to safeguard the environment.
Priority will be given to those projects which conform with these aims including projects concerned
with raising on-farm environmental standards, improving rearing systems and techniques, developing
stress and disease resistant strains of fish, developing techniques for rearing strains or species of
marine fish capable of sustaining profitable growth at lower temperatures, utilising warmed water
sources for on-growing, providing hatchery and nursery facilities, encouraging diversification and
more efficient methods of cultivation.
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PROTECTED MARINE ZONES

9. The coastline of the United Kingdom offers a number of opportunities to protect and develop
coastal fishery resources including the adoption of extensive, semi-intensive and ranching systems
of rearing. Developments in this area would be consistent with the general aims and priorities for
United Kingdom aquaculture.
PRESENT FARMED OUTPUT AND PRODUCTION ESTIMATES'
10.

Tonnes

Salmon
Rainbow trout
Sea trout and sea conditioned rainbow trout
Brown trout
Eels
Carp
Other coarse fish
Marine-fin fish
Shellfish
—fiat oysters
—Pacific oysters
—^American oysters
—clams
—^mussels
—scallops and queens
—crayfish
—lobsters
—crabs

1986

1991

10,500
10,500
500
250
60
100

60,000
16,000
2,000
300
1,500
400
400

100
100
100
600
nil
10
3,350
30
2-4
nil
nil

1,000
330
3.000
50
250
14.000
5,250
10
Numbers
1,000,000

1,000,000

Investment required

11. Increased production will partly depend on improving efficiency and techniques as well as
on the outcome of continuing research and development programmes. It is difficult to estimate the
extent of new investment required to achieve the production targets for 1991 but this could be in
the order of £30 to £40 million a year. National financial support for aquaculture and marine
protected zones is available under a range of regional industrial and rural development schemes
and is guaranteed for all projects qualifying for Community assistance.
Assessment and monitoring

12. The programme will be monitored annually by the four United Kingdom Fisheries Departments. Account will be taken of the level of production achieved, employment within the industry,
market prices, domestic consumption, imports and exports.
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland
Welsh Office Agriculture Department
Department of Agriculture for Northern Ireland.
April 1987

(as amended)

ANNEX D
STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR SCOTLAND ON
REVISED CONTROLS
FOR FISH FARMING, 19 DECEMBER 1988
Not printed. Available from the Scottish Office

'The programme was subsequently extended to encompass cockles.
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ANNEX E
EUROPEAN PRODUCTION AND MARKETING OF ATLANTIC SALMON
INTRODUCTION

1.
Since 1980 European output of farmed Atlantic salmon has grown rapidly, partic
Norway and Scotland. Other countries—notably the Republic of Ireland, Faroes and Iceland—are
also developing salmon farming industries. European output was about 116,000 tonnes m 1988 and
is now expected to reach 180,000 tonnes in 1989. This growth has led to a glut of supply and a sharp
fall in price, particularly for small to medium (1-2 kilograms) size fish, thereby presenting serious
difficulties for established and newer producers alike.
WORLDWIDE MARKET FOR SALMON

2.
Worldwide, supplies of salmon are dominated by catches of wild Pacific salmon spe
as Coho, Chinook, Pink, Chum, Sockeye). Catches of Pacific salmon in 1985 amounted to 640,000
tonnes compared with catch of wild North Atlantic salmon of only 7,000 tonnes. Some countries
are developing farming of Pacific species but this is developing less rapidly than farming of Atlantic
salmon (world output of farmed Pacific salmon in 1988 was about 34,000 tonnes). Canadian market
analysts have estimated that global production of Atlantic salmon will increase to some 360,000
tonnes by the turn of the century (of which Norway is expected to produce 200,000 tonnes and EC
countries some 55,000 tonnes).
NORWEGIAN PRODUCTION

3. All fish farms in Norway require Government authorisation and have to be at least 51 per cent
locally owned. Limits are set on their cubic capacity. In addition, voluntary limits on the number
of smolts put to sea each year are usually agreed between the various interests.
4. In 1988 Norway produced 80,000 tonnes of Atlantic salmon—accounting for 70 per cent of
total European production—of which 68,000 tonnes were exported; 50,000 tonnes went to EC
countries (with France and Denmark the largest purchasers), including 2,000 tonnes to the UK.
Norwegian production has grown rapidly since 1980 when it produced only 4,000 tonnes. The annual
increase in production has varied sharply from year to year with a 70 per cent increase (33,000
tonnes extra) in 1988 compared with 1987. For 1989, Norway had originally forecast an output of
120.000 tonnes (an increase of 50 per cent, or 40,000 tonnes, over 1988). However, by July 1989,
the Norwegian authorities and salmon farming organisations acknowledged that output would reach
150.000 tonnes (an increase of 87 per cent, or 70,000 tonnes, over 1988).
5. The sharp increase in Norwegian production in 1989 is understood to be due to a combination
of factors:
(a) Iiigh levels of smolt production and pressure on farmers to buy in more smolts for on-growing
at sea than their true requirements. Latest estimates suggest that the number of smolts put to
sea in 1988 exceeded the voluntary limits by as much as 12 million (20 per cent);
(b) a mild winter, with higher sea temperatures, enabling farmers to bring salmon to market size
quicker than expected;
(c) lower levels of fish disease or algal blooms than previous years;
and
(d) a decision of the Noiwegian Government to increase the maximum cubic capacity of individual
salmon farms from 8,000 cu m. to 12,000 cu m.
6. The marketing of farmed salmon in Norway is highly centralised. A sales and export organisation—the Norwegian Fish Farmers’ Sales Organisation—was established in 1978 by the fish farmers
to market salmon (and trout) with a legally protected monopoly of purchase of all first hand sales
of farmed fish. The Organisation is funded by an industry levy. Minimum prices for first sales by
farmers are set by the Organisation after discussions with other interests. These prices, which are
supposed to be binding once agreed, vary according to seasonal factors, quality, state (fresh or
frozen and gutted or whole) and destination of fish. Details of Norwegian minimum prices are
notified to the industry and to Norwegian exporters and published in a monthly official publication
Norsk Fiskeoppdrett. (The prices usually quoted are as delivered ie including costs of transportation
and delivery to purchasers.)
7. In June this year the Norwegian Fish Farmers’ Sales Organisation announced a reduction of
15 per cent in minimum prices. This has put pressure on prices for privately negotiated sales as well
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as sales on the open markets (principally Rungis, near Paris, and Billingsgate). Higher cost producers
in Norway have been especially affected by the financial squeeze. Up to the end of August it was
reported that 19 hatcheries and 9 cage farms—2.5 per cent of the total operating—had gone out of
business. Cash flow difficulties have encouraged some producers to harvest early, thus increasing
the supply of small to medium size fish.
8.
However, there are signs of action being taken to stabilise the market.
salmon in 1989 are not now expected to exceed 130,000 tonnes, since it is understood some 20,000
tonnes will either be overwintered or freeze-stored. Second, the industry has reported that fewer
smolts (about 62 million) are being put to sea in 1989 (compared with 72 million in 1988). Third,
the Ministry of Fisheries has indicated that no new salmon farm licences will be issued in 1989.
Nevertheless, it seems likely that the Norwegians will still be seeking to place a minimum of 150,000
tonnes on the market in 1990.

SCOTTISH PRODUCTION

9. Scotland is the second largest European producer of farmed Atlantic salmon, accounting for
some 15 per cent of supplies in 1988. Production has increased from 600 tonnes in 1980 to almost
18,000 tonnes in 1988. As with Norway, annual rates of increase have been variable, as low as 18
per cent in 1983 and as high as 77 per cent in 1985 compared with previous years. Output in 1988
increased by 41 per cent, but fell well short of earlier projections of 23,000 tonnes. The latest forecast
for 1989, 27,000 tonnes, is also well down on an earlier projection of 31,000 tonnes.
10. Because of the relatively warmer water temperatures in Scotland, salmon tend to mature earlier
than in more northerly countries such as Norway. Scottish fish farmers therefore start harvesting
their fish earlier in the year and, as a result, a significant proportion of Scottish farmed salmon tends
to be in the small to medium (1-2 kg) range. This means that Scottish producers are particularly
vulnerable to price falls in mid summer for this category of fish.
11. There are no minimum prices set for Scottish farmed salmon: marketing is the responsibility
of the industry itself. The prices can vary significantly because of wide variations between projected
and actual production levels and seasonal factors. As supplies increase some reduction in underlying
price has to be expected, but the sharp fall in price for smaller fish this year was greater than
envisaged. Average Billingsgate prices for farmed salmon for the months May to August for current
and previous years were:1987 £2.20-£2.50 per lb
1988 £1.90-£2.00 per lb
1989 £1.60-£1.70 per lb.
The drop in price has also depressed the wild salmon market quite significantly: prices for the same
period in 1989 were approximately £1.97 per lb compared to £2.40 per lb in 1988.

EUROPEAN COMMUNITY PROVISIONS

12. The current Community organisation of the market in fishery products was established by
Council Regulation 3796/81 (as amended). It provides a price and trading system and common
rules for competition for most fish species, comprising amongst other things, the establishment of
common marketing (grading) standards and measures to prevent abnormally low-priced imports
from third countries causing disturbance on the Community market. The regulation also provides
for the possibility of granting compensation to safeguard the income level of producers of salmon,
though to date no action has been taken to implement this. The provisions in Regulation 3796/81
to set reference prices (technically “yardstick” prices representative of production areas in the
Community which are used to monitor EC import prices and act as indicators of potential market
disturbance) do not, however, apply to salmon. A reference price for salmon had been proposed
when the Regulation was being negotiated in 1981 but this was opposed by certain member states,
and by the USA and Canada, and was not included in the final Regulation.
13. There is also a 2 per cent tariff on fresh, chilled and frozen salmon imported into the Community
(compared with 12 per cent for trout), and tariffs ranging from 5.5 to 13 per cent on processed
salmon products. These duties are bound in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).
14.
recently as February this year the Commission took the view, in a written reply by
Commissioner Marin, that it does not consider a reference price, or any other intervention mechanism
to be justified for salmon. It was argued that this would be inconsistent with conditions of international
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competition, that prices for farmed salmon had remained high despite the rapid increase in output,
and that production and quality of farmed salmon is “an industrial process” which allows producers
to stabilise prices and, possibly, increase market share.
UK FISHERIES DEPARTMENTS
15. The Fisheries Departments have been in close contact with the UK salmon industry over
recent months about the rapidly changing market situation. Faced with the surge in Norwegian
exports, and falling prices, at home and overseas, the UK industry is increasingly concerned about
its short and medium term prospects. This concern has been heightened by allegations of Norwegian
salmon being sold at below the minimum price fixed by its Sales Organisation, and, in some cases,
below the cost of production. (We understand that Norwegian minimum prices only apply to
purchases from fish farmers and not to on-sales by wholesalers and exporters.) For the most part
costs of production.in Scotland are lower than those in Norway because of more favourable growing
conditions.
ACTION BY THE

16. Against this background both theUKand Irish Fisheries Departments have asked the European
Commission to undertake an urgent investigation of the current market situation and to consider
the options for Community action, including approaches to Norway. Detailed information about
prices and production costs have been submitted to the Commission and the industry has also made
its own representations direct to Brussels.
17. A formal response from the Commission is still awaited. The scope for regulatory action may,
however, be limited. For any a;'ti-dumping measures, it would be necessary to demonstrate that
Norway was selling farmed salmon in the EC at less than costs of production, and at a lower level
than in its own or other markets. Countervailing action or the introduction of new measures are
constrained by the Community’s obligations and agreements under GATT. Nonetheless, the UK
Fisheries Departments are continuing to press for a positive response.
October 1989

Examination of witnesses

Assistant Secretary, Head of Fisheries Division II (Coastal and Inland Fisheries, Fish
Farming and Fish Disease), DR PURDOM, Assistant Secretary, Deputy Director, Fisheries Research
Laboratory, Lowestoft, MR EDWARDS, Grade 7, Head of Branch, Fisheries Division II, Ministry
of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, MR KELLY, Assistant Secretary, Head of Division K (Fisheries
Group) Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland, DR MUNRO, Grade 6, DAFS
Marine Laboratory, Aberdeen, and MR KERNOHAN, Grade 7, Head of Branch, Division K,
Department of Agriculture for Scotland, examined.

MR BURNE,

Chairman
1. Good morning, gentlemen. Mr Burne, I
gather you have the invidious task of leading this
team?
(Mr Burne) That is correct.
2. Would you be kind enough to introduce
your colleagues?
(Mr Burne) Yes, thank you, Mr Chairman and
Members of the Committee. I will introduce the
Ministry of Agriculture team, if I may. On my
far right is Dr Purdom, who is the Deputy Director of the Fisheries Research Laboratory at
Lowestoft; on my immediate right is Mr Edwards,
who is Head of Branch, Fisheries Division II; I
am the Head of Fisheries II, a division which
deals with a wide range of issues involving aquaculture as well as wild stocks, aspects of and the
setting-up of the National Rivers Authority,
shellfish and coastal and inland fisheries and their
management. Mr Kelly is my opposite number

from the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries
for Scotland.
( Mr Kelly) On my immediate left is Dr Munro
from the Marine Laboratory, Aberdeen, a Senior
Principal Scientific Officer with main responsibility for fish diseases and fish cultivation; and on
my far left is Mr Kernohan, who is a Principal
in my division dealing specifically with fish farming. As with Mr Burne’s division, my division has
a wide area of responsibilities, including salmon
and freshwater fisheries, the marine environment
and general co-ordination of fisheries R&D
within DAFS.
3.
to Scotland and Norway and this is the first
session of evidence we are taking on fish farming.
I think to start with we would like to know how
this very new industry really fits into departmental structures. Many of the problems appear
to be associated with things other than actual
fish, such as planning appeals, countryside,
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access, marketing, things that may not directly
affect the fishing industry as we know it, and,
therefore, your departments within MAFF and
DAFS. We would be grateful for your view on
how it fits and whether you think your particular
division should continue to deal with it as a global
subject and where there is an overlap with other
departments which may prove to be detrimental
to the fish farming interest?
(Mr Burne) If I could make a start, as I have
explained, aquaculture and Government
responsibility for it is located very .firmly in the
Fisheries Department-1 think in many ways that
is beneficial because of the cross-fertilisation
between wild fishing and aquaculture interests. I
will perhaps describe some of these later when
we come to look at the memorandum. Broadly
speaking, we devote something like 30 man-years
to fish cultivation. That involves the Fisheries
laboratories and their staff as well as headquarters
staff. Clearly aquaculture as an industry and as
a topic impacts quite widely on many other areas
such as disease, economics, pests and environmental and planning issues, which I know are of
interest to your Committee, and to that extent
there are other parts of Government and nondepartmental public bodies too, such as the
National Rivers Authority, which have an interest
in aquaculture and the way it is run in a legislative
and operational sense. Perhaps Mr Kelly would
like to say something on that point for Scotland.
(Mr Kelly) The situation for us is rather
different because of the wider responsibility of
our Secretary of State for functions in Scotland
as a whole. I think we iii DAFS see ourselves as
a contact point for the industry and within the
Scottish Office as a whole on fish farming matters.
But, as I think you were suggesting, there are a
wide range of other regulatory and other interests
that have taken up the various aspects of aquaculture, not least in Scotland the HIDB, which is
the principal arm of economic stimulus and
development in relation to the industry. In relation to salmon farming, which has been the most
obvious and rapidly expanding part of aquaculture in Scotland, there is a particular link in a
regulatory sense with the Crown Estate Commissioners in relation to leases for marine fish
farming sites. There are advantages certainly in
retaining the oversight, the overview, of the
industry within the Fisheries Department because
we have a continuing-to-grow trout industry in
Scotland and, of course, there is an increasing
interest in shellfish production, where the marketing and other aspects of European regulation
impact on both aquaculture and on the catching
industries.

[Continued

do see it, and I think the industry see it, as the
first point of contact. But on many issues we have
to redirect fish farmers to other bodies to pursue
a particular point of interest to them. For instance, if we get a first contact from somebody who
is interested in setting up in fish farming the staff
in my division are well used to directing them to
the HIDB if they want to set up in their area,
with the possibility of financial assismnce, or to
the Crown Estate Commissioners if they are
thinking in terms of a lease for a marine site, and
to the various other agencies. But it does not go
much beyond that, nor could it, given the limited
number of staff we have and the very specific
functions which are allocated to us. We have
about five administrative staff at the centre, in
my division, who deal more or less exclusively
with fish farming. We have a rather larger number
of scientists, in Dr Munro’s team, including diseases of fish inspectors, who do a great deal of
fieldwork. ■ There is a considerable spin-off in
terms of planning advice and interest in the field
on a regular basis. That would not need to be
recorded or administered from the centre.
5. Does the White Fish Authority still exist or
the equivalent of it? Is there a body for wild
fishing that the fishermen see as their parent that
is lacking in aquaculture?
(Mr Burne) By wild fishing do you mean game
fishing?
6. i mean non-farming, sea fishing, the conventional trawler fieet. Do they come to you, Mr
Burne, as their parent?
(Mr Burne) Yes, they do. There are a large
number of organisations such as the National
Federation of Fishermens’ Organisation and in
Scotland the Scottish Fishermens Federation,
who are recognised by Government as the representative bodies for, as you say, the trawling
industry and commercial sea fishing industry.
7. I am sorry, I was trying to find out if the
White Fish Authority still exists?
(Mr Burne) No, it does not exist any more. It
is now the Sea Fish Industry Authority.

8. But do they act as a sort of focal point which
aquaculture does not have and do you see a
problem for aquaculture in relation to this?
( Mr Burne^ I do not see a problem for aquaculture, given that there are a large number of trade
associations and marketing bodies which have
been specifically set up by the industry and levies
are taken off their members to promote salmon,
example,
there(ifisI no
4.
Would yourfor
average
fishersofarmer
canconflict, I think,
use that expression) see you, Mr Kelly, as being between statutory bodies such as the Sea Fish
“Fish Farming, DAFS, Scotland” or would you Industry Authority.
not have much contact with him or would you
have constant contact through the Farmers Union
9. How many staff do you have equivalent to
and the trade association?
Mr Kelly’s?
(Mr Kelly) There is continuous day-to-day
(Mr Burne) Broadly the same. We have about
liaison on a wide range of matters. As I said, I 30 man-years devoted to aquaculture, five or six
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in headquarters who deal solely with aquaculture
issues. The rest is mainly the research effort taking
place in our three laboratories.
10. Do you, as the department heads responsible for this particular area, feel that you are
able to give the service you want or do you feel
the industry is expanding sufficiently fast to merit
an increase in staff?
(Mr Bume) I think it is fair to say we always
feel under pressure and there is always a fight
for more resources. There is clearly a great deal
more that could be done but I think, given the
way in particular that the trout industry (which
is my particular interest) in England is suffering
from lesser economic problems and a rather more
steady rate of expansion, we can cope currently.
11. What would you say, Mr Kelly?
( Mr Kelly) Certainly we see our task as mainly
to encourage the industry to be commercially
viable and get on top of its own technical requirements. But if one takes the salmon farming
industry, it has representative bodies and
arrangements for voluntary levies to support a
whole range of activities, including research and
development and a new joint marketing board,
which is evidence that one does not have to create
something from Government in order for the
industry to be well-organised and wellrepresented. The salmon industry in particular
does have a strong voice and we welcome the
fact that the representative bodies of the salmon
industry embrace both the multinationals, major
salmon farming concerns which have businesses
and sites in several countries, as well as the, as
it were, one-man entrepreneurs who have just a
single site. So certainly the salmon farming
industry is well-organised. The shellfish industry
does to some extent come within the ambit of the
Sea Fish Industry Authority by virtue of its product but the shellfish cultivation side has a greater
diversity of product, rather a smaller scale, and
I do not think it has managed to develop the
representative capacity that the salmon farmers
or the trout farmers have managed to do so far,
though there is increasing interest. And I think
the view we have taken is that as much as possible
initiative and impetus must be investment-led.
That has certainly been so for salmon and there
are some signs that for some of the shellfish
products there is going to be larger-scale investment in the future.
Chairman: Since research and development is
part of your responsibility, perhaps Mr Marland
would like to continue.

19
[Continued

how that compares with any you may be doing
with regard to the traditional fishing industry?
(Mr Burne) I will ask Dr Purdom to speak on
aspects of our R&D programmes but I will give
you a very brief overview. Jointly the two departments are currently spending just under £3m a
year on aspects of R&D relating to aquaculture.
Just over half of that is spent on fish and shellfish
disease issues, which are really quite important.
Some of this work is monitoring in the sense of
inspecting fish farms for diseases and certification
purposes in line with our statutory responsibilities under the Diseases of Fish Acts. There is
also a good deal of research into causes of disease, how they are transmitted, how they might
be treated, what diagnostic tests might be possible; and much of research, is also environment
related. The remainder of the work, about 40 per
cent of the £3m or so, goes on fairly wide-ranging
R&D, which is long-term and related to production of new species for aquaculture. That is,
broadly speaking, the spend. It is interesting to
look perhaps at the £3m in relation to the £34m
which is spent on the total R&D budget for all
fisheries.

13.
(Mr Burne) Yes. It is 85 or 9 per cent of the
R&D spend, but, the value of the aquaculture
industry’s output is probably 25 per cent. I am
not sure that it is very instructive to look at the
ratio of the spend on the aquaculture side versus
the wild side. There are a number of ways it can
be compared. If you look in terms of the tonnages
of fish produced, then the R&D spend is of the
right order (if I might put it that way). But I think
actually there are very good reasons why the
spend need not match either the value or the
tonnage, because we are dealing with rather
different industries. The aquaculture industry is
a captive industry. The need to spend money in
investigating wild stocks derives from quite
expensive items like research voyages. You are
dealing with international migratory stocks fished
by many nations, so I think there are quite good
reasons. The more important thing is to ask
whether the expenditure on R&D on aquaculture
or, indeed, on fisheries is relevant to the problems
of that particular industry, how it is done and
how it relates to the aims of Government in these
issues. Perhaps with that I could ask Dr Purdom
to say something specific.
(Dr Purdom) Could I go back a few years.
Twenty years ago when there was not much of a
fish farming industry, that is when our research
programmes were first defined and what we set
out to do then was to create the basic foundation
for the development of a future industry. We were
not concerned with the detailed development, the
Mr Marland
bits like how many kilogrammes of fish you could
in a cubic
metre or whether a diet of over
12.
We have seen the fishkeep
farming
industry
grow tremendously over recent years to the extent 35 per cent protein was adequate or 40 per cent
that I now believe that it produces a quarter of was better, so we concentrated on the basic probthe amount that the traditional fishing industry lems of producing juveniles, controlling brood
produced. I wondered if you could tell us about stocks, how you looked at genetic problems of
any R&D which is done under your auspice and fish. We devised a means of producing single-sex
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broods, for example, which are now used
throughout the world for fish. Were they available
for poultry we would probably have got a Nobel
Prize or be very rich!'

[Continued

of view of the industry they have other factors to
consider, such as the robustness of the equipment, the cost efficiency in terms of capital cost
and in operating cost. I hope they will take the
visual impact very seriously because this is a
particular concern, as you have noted, and it is
Chairman
drawn to your attention quite frequently by
14.
Bad luck!
others. I wonder if I could ask Dr Munro to say
(Dr Purdom) We have also devised other something briefly about the other aspects of the
breeding techniques which laid the basis for the work we are doing, particularly in relation to
development of the industry and these have all salmon farming and its environmental aspects.
been taken up by the industry. In consequence,
(Dr Munro) We have quite a large programme
this sort of research has now diminished and we on disease control, disease investigation and disdo very little of that basic product research. The ease advice to the fish farming industry. As it has
main emphasis is on environmental protection grown in size disease problems have come very
and here we have programmes on, for example, much to the fore, so that we have powers of
intensive shellfish cultivation. There is a possibil- regulating movement of fish and we are also,
ity of exploiting this around our shores and here within the team that I Operate, investigating both
we are concerned to assess the impact of this on the control and treatment of diseases, so that is
other aspects of the marine environment. We are a major area for current R&D. I would also like
also concerned with the possibility of genetic to emphasise through the years that because there
contamination of stocks, for example, and have is a body of scientists investigating problems, not
programmes to assess this. So most of the current only in disease but the physiology of fish aiid in
work on fish cultivation, including disease protec- terms of organising meetings where these probtion, addresses the possible impact of fish cultiva- lems are discussed, fish farmers have been able
tion on the natural environment and natural to sit and listen to us, to contribute and tell us
stocks of fish.
about their practical problems and also to listen
to the scientists debating the more sdentific side
of their problems. In-this way this has been parMr Marland
ticularly useful becausej especially in Scotland,
15.
I do not
can that
do any
wesuppose
are now you
familiar
the research
farmers, quite a large
on the impact of the cages, in passing, whilst we number of them, are scientific graduates and they
are talking about R&D. I want to come back and are quite able to comprehend the scientific disask about the links with the private sector but cussions going on around them from groups such
when you were talking about environmental as mine and at universities. The other thing is I
impact you were talking about what was going would just like to emphasise what Colin Purdom
on below the surface, but what about above the has said about the specific work on the control
surface? Has anybody done research on that of maturation which has been a particular probbecause when we were in Scotland recently there lem in both the trout and salmon industry.
was criticism that there seems to be one of these Through the efforts made in both of our departsets of fish cages in virtually every sea loch you ments there are solutions to that problem.
come to. It is not true, as it happens, but they do
make quite an impact. What about having them
them a different colour or something like what
Chairman
has been happening with a lot of farm buildings
and we now get them coloured green or brown
16. Does DAFS- have a separate budget or is
so that they fade away in the background a lot it part of the £34 million we have heard about.
more? These are all galvanised, the ones we saw.
(Mr Kelly) This is corporated as the GB proI want to ask about the private sector gramme. The £34 million is for GB, MAFF and
involvement.
DAFS combined. We review both the programme
(Dr Purdom) I do not want to touch on that as a whole and the individual commissions within
question but I think my colleague might be able it on a joint basis.
to answer that.
( Mr Kelly) On the particular point of the visual
17. To what extent does the research into the
impact of cages in Scottish sea lochs there are whole fishing industry, for example on processtwo points. The first is that the technical develop- ing, transport, colour quality and marketing, to
ment, the equipment side of the industry, is very what extent do those overlap those parts of the
international and developed very rapidly and fishing industry?
some of the developments you see in Scotland
(Mr Kelly) It does not in the case of salmon.
were actually designed for other locations. But if Salmon research is specific really to the farming
you look at the recent document from the Crown industry. There may be some benefits or crossEstate Commissioners you will see there is a very activity with those who market wild salmon but
strong emphasis on how the visual impact should largely that is specific to the industry, similarly
be diminished and tailored to particular sites. We for trout. I think it is more in shellfish that there
welcome that as something that ought to be are links between the different sides of the
encouraged in the guidelines but from the point industry. If I could add one point: the Sea Fish
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Industry Authority does have a developmental
station at Ardtoe in Scotland where they are
looking at techniques of rearing other types of
fish which are not being cultivated intensively at
the moment such as halibut. There is an obvious
link between understanding the species and then
moving forward towards rearing techniques. It is
more in sea fish and shellfish that there is a link
and an overlap on this. A great deal of benefit
can come the other way, that is by studying the
fresh water environment and biology of salmon.
A great deal has been learned about the life
history and requirements of salmon which can
be of benefit in developing rearing techniques for
the industry.
Mr MacDonald
18. What contribution does the Department
make to the activities at Ardtoe which you have
just mentioned?
(Mr Kelly) We commission some projects
there jointly.
19. But in terms of the Ardtoe budget how
much would be coming from DAFS?
(Mr Kelly) It is actually coming from MAFF.
(Mr Burne) The three projects at Ardtoe are
funded by the Chief Scientist’s Group within the
Ministry. The projects are commissioning the
development of cultivation techniques for
halibut; the expenditure is about £40,000 a year.
There are also projects on lobster stock enhancement trials and on ranching and enhancement
trials for great scallops which respectively come
to £30,000 and £48,000 a year.
20. That would be about the same total of
money that MAFF would be spending on the
production of new species now given what Dr
Purdom was saying that that was actually vastly
diminishing in terms of R&D exposure?
(Mr Burne) That is the expenditure at Ardtoe
alone on commissioned work,, as it were, through
the SFIA. We ar6 also spending a good deal more
money, for example, on our fisheries laboratory
at Conwy in looking at the possibilities of rearing
lobsters for stock enhancement and also raising
sole stocks and using those sole stocks not simply
for the purposes of enhancing the marine aquaculture but also their use as a diagnostic tool for
looking at the environmental impacts and
behavioural studies.

21
[Continued

22. You did say that you would stick by the
fact that the amount for R&D going into the
production of new species is declining?
( Dr Purdom) Yes.
23. Do you think that is a wise strategy given
that cultivation is going to be increasingly a large
part of the total fish, global fish, market, that food
and agriculture organisations are estimating that
cultivation will account for 40 percent of fish
production in general by the year 2000? Do you
think it is wise for R&D to be worn down in the
production side given that?
(Mr Burne) Perhaps I should say that we are
concentrating our R&D on the production side
increasingly more into the longer term, difficult
programmes which would be too costly for the
industry itself to maintain. We have mentioned
in particular the sole and lobster stocks: this is
difficult biology and rather long-term research. I
think the emphasis is moving away in the totality
of the programme, issues from the production of
salmon or the production of trout.
24. I asked you whether it is wise in your view
that the amount of research and development
spent on production rather than environmental
issues is declining given the increasing importance or cultivation in the global market?
(Dr Purdom) Could I add a comment to that
which may assist? The reduction in programmes
came about not because of any imposed restriction but simply because the tasks that were set
were completed. If I can mention one of those:
sex control. The work was completed, it was
implemented in fish farms throughout the country
and the next phase of it, the development, the
refining of it, is really for the practitioner rather
than for the scientist. We, therefore, stopped
doing that work because we had laid the basis
and that was the end of it. However, new programmes are beginning, for example molecular
biology presents many opportunities in animal
and plant production. We are beginning a programme of research in this context and it is not
only the implications for the production side itself
but also for the environmental side because we
will need to know whether we can examine
animals in the wild to assess whether or not they
are transgenic, produced by new. genetic techniques or not. I would say the reduction in the
work is, a quite natural event that followed our
success in completing it.

21.
Dr Purdom was correct when he 25.
saidThat
the ought to be so if you are concentrating
amount Jiow given in the R&D budget to increas- on one species, the practitioner is talking about
ing stocks was declining and that it was going salmon or trout, but there are other species which
more and more into the R&D on control of are now ready for more research development.
Do you anticipate given the amount of money in
disease.
(Dr Purdom ) Can I reaflTirm that the objective the programme, the proportion of money given
of our research has always been to address the to the R&D budget towards production will
basic requirements and in this respect we still increase back up to historic levels if you like?
(Dr Purdom) Not in terms of new species
examine the possibility of breeding certain
difficult species and the new concept of ocean because I think that the amount of work that can
ranching for lobsters and sole. The lobster pro- usefully be done there in a research context is
limited but on any new techniques such as
gramme with SFIA was, in fact
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molecular biology, yes we will have to increase
spending in research terms.
Mr Marland
26.
Can I
ment of the private sector in R&D. Could you
tell us something about whether they work in
partnership with you in the sort of iresearch they
get involved with in the development of the business? It is a rapidly growing relatively new
industry, are they spending it on R&D themselves
or is it mostly being done by you?
(Dr Purdom) There are two different answers
to this. I will answer for trout and perhaps Dr
Munro will comment on salmon. In the trout field
there has been relatively little money available
for research largely because the trout farming
industry was composed of many small producers
but the input they have given us is in facilities.
Many of the research results have been tested on
farm sites where the information has been made
available to all. So they have contributed in kind
rather than in cash. That is for the trout industry,
I think it is slightly different for salmon.
( Di Mzmro) Yes, until recently hard cash was
very hard lo come by from the industry. In kind
though they have given us many facilities over
the past ten years but I think they have now got
a budget—I am talking about the salmon
industry—of £300,000 which they have been distributing to universities and also to providing staff
in my own laboratory. This has been very welcome. In fact, it has allowed us to carry out and
do things which we have perhaps been a little
constrained in. They are undoubtedly set to contribute over the next few years at that sort of level
as far as we can establish in discussion with them.

[Continued

28. That is more a capital input from HIDB
rather than technical support.
(Mr Kelly) True, but I think going from the
knowledge of the basic biology of fish to the
technical skills for rearing requires you go into
can only
test throughputs of,
goproduction.
back to theYou
question
of involvesay, eels in certain locations or different forms
of shellfish in different locations by going into
production. So it is a test for investment rather
than a developmental problem.
Chairman: I think we will move on now.

Mr Martlew
29. If we can now turn perhaps to the future
of the Scottish salmon industry and really if it
has a future. As you know the Select Committee
visited both Scotland and Norway and we visited
Scotland first and were shown round the facilities.
We went to Norway, and I think I probably speak
for the Committee, we were rather concerned that
the Norwegians seemed to be so far ahead on
the technology, capital investment and research.
Obviously the Norwegian industry is much larger
than the Scottish one and there are problems
because of over production in Norway. Really
the question is can we expect the Scottish industry
to be able to compete without any tariffs against
the Norwegians? Can we see an improvement in
the marketing of Scottish salmon and do you
really think salmon is going to stay a luxury food ?
If we can compare it with what happened to
chicken 20 or 30 years ago, chicken was thought
of as a luxury food. It is now cheaper than lamb
or beef; is that not the way salmon is going to go?
(Mr Kelly) The Scottish salmon industry does
have certain advantages even on the Norwegian
industry. For instance in the first stage of the
industry in growing smolts there are some advantages which Scotland has with warmer fresh water
sites. Compared with Norway it is possible for
Mr Morley
us to produce at unit costs which are competitive
27.
There is no
the aquaculture
withequivalent
Norway. Iinthink
the difficulty that has occurto ADAS in the farming industry? Do you not red this year in relation to Norway is the rapidity
think there should be some structure set up on with which they have expanded. The Norwegians
similar lines to ADAS where farmers could call appear to have had an exceptional growing year
in people for specialist advice and support for in which many of the misfortunes which befell
the fish farming industry?
them in 1988 did not occur in 1989. They too
(Mr Kelly) Speaking in relation to Scotland, have a wide range of producers in their industry
I think to some extent our inspectorate does and the published literature suggests they have a
provide a service to deal with those problems. It wide range in unit costs as well. What concerns
is particularly equipped to address disease and our producers is there should be reasonable and
disease related problems. We have always taken fair competition with the Norwegians. It is true
the view that technical feasibility and commercial over the past year the Norwegians have allowed
viability are principally for the industry itself. some of their previous volume constraints on
Obviously for an industry like salmon farming their industry to be eased or, to some extent, to
which is international (it was international even be set aside altogether—I am thinking of the
before it became established in Scotland) it is controls on the number of smolts put to sea and
reasonable to suppose that those who start first in some cases, in relation to controls on cubic
in the business will have a great deal of technical capacity farms they have put volume constraints
and commercial knowledge which they will be to one side. I think som.e in their industry have
able to apply themselves without much incentive told us they are probably mistaken, they have
or encouragement from us. HIDB serves a func- grown too fast for their own good much less
tion in Scotland in trying to encourage new forms anybody else’s good. On the point about competiof development, such as diversification and poss- tion, Norway is the giant among producers of
ible new products.
Atlantic salmon. There are other procedures in
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the Faeroes, Iceland, Republic of Ireland and
Atlantic salmon is being produced in the Pacific
as well. Most of the producing nations are projecting very high rates of expansion. The drop in
price from the middle of this year, inevitably
means there are going to be some adjustments to
the industry’s own intentions of putting salmon
to sea and committing itself to rates of expansion.
We have seen some easing back in Scotland itself.
On the marketing side the Scottish Salmon
Farmers Marketing Board has been established
relatively recently. It is seeking to establish Scottish salmon as a generic product and levies the
industry for that purpose and gets financial support for that purpose from HIDB too. They have
a substantial budget and have made considerable
advances in a very short space of time. Their view
is it is the sheer volume of increase in Norway
that is overwhelming them just now, not the fact
they have to compete against Norway. Norway’s
increase is so much they have to look to exports.
The Scottish industry has been looking to
expansion of the domestic market as a first step
in its expansion. And obviously there is a danger
if the Norwegians seek to export too much to the
Community, the prospects for Community producers will be diminished. As to the point about
luxury food, there is a wide range of types of
product that comes from salmon farming in terms
of time of harvest—mid summer, autumn, early
winter fish—size, whether they are one sea winter
fish or two sea winter fish and then there is a
whole range of marketing options, whether you
smoke or seek to market fresh or chilled and so
on. Salmon does have quite a number of marketing options and it is a very complex market to
monitor from the centre. There are a number of
economic institutes that have tried to survey the
market. Not only do you have Atlantic salmon
but Atlantic salmon is still dwarfed by the sales
of wild Pacific salmon. It is a genuinely international market. Until the middle of this year
nobody would have suggested there was not going
tp be any hiccup in the progress of the industry^
the future looked relatively optimistic. What has
changed and coloured attitudes in the last few
months has been this huge and unexpected
increase in the volume of Norwegian output this
year. Up until May of this year we were expecting
the Norwegians to produce 120,000 tonnes In
1989. At that point we were told it might be
150,000 tonnes and shortly afterwards it could be
even more than that. Those extra volumes dwarfed Scottish production and I think that is the
difficulty the industry faced.

and

MR KERNOHAN

[Continued

way there was a three bedroom chalet. The
marketing was much better in Norway and had
been there longer. When you talk about a levy
being levied in Scotland that is a voluntary levy.
There does not seem to be much co-operation
between the fish farmers, or there was not in the
past. They just looked as different as chalk and
cheese. It looked like the difference between a
British car factory and a Japanese car factory.
That concerns us. The reality is that the Scots
have increased their salmon production by a high
percentage as well, they are further behind but
it is not just the Norwegians who have increased
the amount. I think the Norwegians have overdone it and they are very frightened that some
kind of tariff is going to be put up within the
EEC to stop extra amounts coming into the EEC.
We have to consider that very carefully. I am not
sure to what extent the Scottish organisation is
not just less efficient than the Norwegian one?
(Dr Munro) There has been quite a debate
amongst Scottish fish farmers about how one
should feed fish and many of the farmers still
prefer and believe that the most efficient way is
to hand feed on the response of the fish and that
is one attitude which prevails in some farms. In
other farms they have gone for mechaiiisation in
the same way the fish farmers in Norway have
gone. One of the consequences of this is efficiency
does seem to go down. I would put it to you that
in some of these Norwegian situations you might
find as much food in the fish as on the bottom
of the sea in fact. This is one of the features of
mechanised feeding, that you have to know quite
a lot about your animal and how it is reacting at
certain times.
31.
cameras so they could tell and they knocked it
off when it was going through.
(Dr Munro) This is^ in fact, the latest state of
the art and I would ask you how many farms you
actually saw doing this. I do not think the vast
majority of Norwegian farms are in this situation.

Mr Martlew

32.
(Dr Munro) I do not think we in Scotland are
that far behind when developments like this are
in progress. I have had discussions with various
university groups who are also interested in
developing this sort of technology inside the UK
as opposed to buying it. Farmers in this country
are, in fact, considering buying some of this Norwegian
technology to use in their farms. Could
30.
Can I go back on a couple of points there.
I do not think you have touched on the difference I address one of your earlier questions which was
in capital investment we saw. It was only a snap- on the luxury product? I think luxury by
shot. We went to a fish farm in Scotland and the definition means scarcity, so I would not see
fish were still fed manually. In Norway they were salmon in the future as perhaps being a luxury
much larger farms where you could get fork lift product. Whether it would descend to the same
trucks on to the pens, where it was highly status of availability as chickens I do not know
mechanised. It was computerised. There was an but 1 do not think we are going to see in the
argument whether you should put a bothy on to future salmon with quite the image it used to
the pens to give protection for the men; in Nor- have 10/20 years ago.
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( Mr Kelly) There was one final point I wanted
to make about mechanisation. There is a problem
where mechanisation involves very large capital
investment in relation to the scale of farms and
a particular technical issue in relation to the
rotation of farms. One of the problems of biological and chemical build up in sea lochs is how far
you should move the cages. The more sophisticated, complicated and heavy the kit the harder
it is to rotate. There are practical reasons why
one would not want to go too quickly down the
road of large and heavy mechanisation in the
industry.
Chairman: In fairness to you Mr Martlew's
reference was to a unit costing something like
£800,000 moored at one end only to revolve. It
was only put in in January but, nevertheless, it
was highly impressive. Mr MacDonald I think
your question leads on naturally.

Mr MacDonald
33. I wanted to ask about what progress has
been made with the European Commission in
trying to counter the effects of what is in my view
fairly obvious Norwegian dumping. You do mention in your submission that you estimate that
150,000 tonnes Norway put out has been downgraded to 130,000 tonnes and'you talk about the
Norwegian Government mentioning chilling and
freezing and so on. From the people we talked
to in Norway I think it is obvious to us what is
happening to that missing 20/30,000 tonnes, it is
being sold unofficially outside the official sales
measures. We asked the fish farmers how easy
that was and they said that it was as easy as pie,
it was easy to sell unofficially. That is where I
think that 20/30,000 tonnes has gone, it has been
sold unofficially and has ended up on Community
markets and been responsible for driving prices
down this year. Given that, how optimistic are
you that we will be able to get the European
Commission at the very minimum to produce a
reference price? You do mention a response from
Commissioner Marin in the Community but I
understand there has been a written response
later than that on the topic of reference prices in
which he says he is considering it as one of his
options. I wonder what the state of play is on
that at this stage and how hard you intend to
push the reference pricing issue?
(Mr Bume) If I could reply in general terms
first. There is no dispute, I think, amongst the
industry or in Government that Norwegian productibn has Jed to depressed prices throughout
Europe, bearing in mind that traditionally the
Norwegians send 60% of their production to
Community markets. The impact is great not only
on our market but in other parts of the Community too where there are complaints from
Italian and Danish producers of trout. There has
been some cross-price effect on their larger trout
production. We have been very active with the
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European Commission in raising these problems
with the industry and on behalf of the industry
through Brussels. I think all sides know the problems must be resolved through Brussels. This is
an issue upon which the Community has firmly
established competence and it is an international
trade issue. There have been a number of discussions
and
correspondence
between
individuals and organisations within the industry
and the European Commission and a lot of
activity too between Government and the
European Commission. The first emphasis has
been to make sure the Commission is well supplied with data on what we understand the market
situation to be in terms of cost, production, sales
and price in representative markets. The Commission have responded quite recently to say they
are still assessing the situation but they have used
the expression that they are “much concerned”
by the situation. We have had a number of discussions with them and some further discussions
are due to take place informally in Brussels liext
week about the steps that can be taken. They have
drawn attention to a number of routes that can
be taken and the drawbacks attached to those
routes. I suspect the next step is for Norway more
formally to be called in by the European Commission and for the data supplied by us and the
industry to be examined. As to options, I must
say I am no expert in international trade policy
areas. You have mentioned the reference price
approach but I think it is important to appreciate
that the reference price is in effect a technical
mechanism, it is a comparator. There is no current
reference price for salmon within the marketing
regulations, were there to be one it would be a
measuring tool under which the Commission
would be obliged to consider taking some sort of
action, no particular action but some sort of
action, if prices in the representative markets fell
below a certain price over a number of days.
Now, what the Commission does as a result of
that is very much a matter of consideration and
negotiation. Countervailing charges might be one
possibility but there we have a conflict through
imposing a countervailing charge in the face of
an import duty which is bound in GATT. So that
is certainly a difficulty which would need to be
examined. Another possibility would be antidumping action. Broadly speaking these sorts of
actions can be triggered if imports are coming in
at “less than their normal value”. There needs to
be not only dumping but material injury
threatened to the industry on the importing side
and a casual link between them. The third avenue
would be safeguard action. This is intended principally for short term emergencies which have
been created and disturbances to markets lasting
a matter of weeks rather than months. I think the
situation we may be faced with in salmon is likely
to run on longer than that. The Commission have
not made up their mind. They are concerned. We
have been pressing them hard to start a formal
dialogue with Norway and we have had informal
exchanges about the mechanisms for action and
their pluses and minuses.
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34. Which of the various techniques, reference
price or anti-dumping measures, does the Department prefer the Commission to adopt? Has it
said to the Commission: “We would prefer something along these lines.”?
(Mr Burne) We have not said, in terms what
our preference is for a mechanism. We have concentrated on explaining to the Commission the
seriousness of the situation, so too have the Irish
Government. It is very much in the hands of the
Commission to come up with a solution to the
problem which we have explained to them and
we have not constrained ourselves or them by
pressing any particular mechanism.
35. That seems a very open ended way of going
about things saying: “We have this problem, can
you think of a way to solve it?” Surely that would
be much less effective than pressing hard for one
particular strategy but being willing to adopt
some other kind of measure if the Commission
resisted a particular strategy.
(Mr Burne) I can say the industry is actively
looking at anti-dumping action. You may have
gathered this from your talks to the Scottish salmon industry. That is one solution being looked
at.
36. It is the Department I am worrying about.
What case has the Department made to the Commission? Are they pressing hard for anti-dumping
action or a reference price? It does not appear
they are. It appears they are trying to draw attention to a general problem but hoping the Commission will come up with a solution.
(Mr Burne^ It is a very technical question. We
have tried to make sure the Commission is supplied with all the information on costs and prices
from our industry and, so far as we can get access
to them costs and prices for the Norwegian
industry. It is complex because of the different
ways in which salmon are marketed. It is quite
clear that the prevailing price initially for our
smaller fish and then larger fish was falling and
that fall in price was being instigated by larger
quantities of Norwegian fish being sold. That is
the prima facie evidence. That does not demonstrate that dumping is taking place. That requires
very detailed investigation into alternative prices
which may be offered in other markets, particularly the home market and the cost of production. It is that comparison which we hope the
Commission is engaged in at the moment. On the
efficacy of particular measures, it is a matter for
the Commission. The initiative rests with them.
They would have to make a proposal for any of
the measures which are being proposed. What
we detect at the moment is they are very concerned about the problems and they have taken steps
not only to take soundings of producing countries—that is the United Kingdom and the
Republic of Ireland—but others who have an
interest in the side effects this could have on trout
production. I think the Commission are well
aware there could be very serious consequences

and MR KERNOHAN
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of this not just for the salmon market but for the
trout market.
37. You did mention material injury as being
an aspect of the case?
( Mr Burne) Yes.
38. Have you made a survey of the impact of
the drop in salmon prices upon actual typical
salmon farms. I know, for example, I could point
you to eight farms in my constituency that are
wanting to sell out simply because of the drop
in prices and they do not see it getting any better
next year. Have you made any equivalent survey
other than this matching prices in an abstract
sense?
( Mr Burne) We are waiting for more information on this from the industry itself which has
commissioned its own survey on prices and costs.
Mr Alexander
39. Can I be clear about your comment on the
EEC action? Norway is not in the EEC so there
would be nothing internal that the EEC could do
except possibly impose tariffs. Presumably there
are two things they could do, firstly they would
have to go through GATT and secondly the EEC
could say: “Unless you hold back on this your
prospects of joining the EEC will be minimal”.
Those are the only two lines the EEC could tak,
is that not so?
(Mr Burne) I think we have taken the view,
and the Commission—we have tried to impress
this on the Commission—the thing that is most
likely to be effective quickly is corrective action
by Norway itself. Overproduction is injuring their
own producers. It is particularly important for
them because the further north in Norway you
go the higher the unit costs. They are going to
have a serious problem with sustainability of
those communities: most are dependent oii this
industry. To that extent they have as much an
interest in stabilising the market as we do. It is
in that direction we are hoping the Commission
will first press them.
Mr Marland
40.
Norway?
( Mr Burne) We think the industry is concerned
because of informal contacts in the last few
months. It is principally for the Commission to
take this up as an issue with a non Community
trading partner.
Chairman
41.
what they thought was a temporary problem.
What access do you have to information from
Norway? Do you channel your information
through the Agricultural Attache in Norway?
What is the arrangement?
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( Mr Kernohan ) From a variety of sources. We
have been in contact with the Embassy in Oslo
and are we keeping closely in touch with our fish
farming industry, who have their own very good
contacts in Norway. We are also working informally through the Commission who have been
using their office in Norway to get information
about the Norwegian market in particular.
( Mr Kelly) The Shetlanders have an advantage
in that they can translate Norwegian material for
us and have done so on a number of occasions.

[Continued

(Dr Munro) The actual 39,000 tonnes which
is next year, those fish are in the sea, in the cages
at this moment in time. We are not talking about
any more dramatic increases in cages or sites,
that expansion has been achieved by increasing
the size, mostly of existing sites, by putting more
cages and more cubic capacity into the sea.

44. What would your comments be on the
proposition that Central Government might do
a survey of the UK coastline to assess the possibility for a further increase, or would you consider
that would be premature?
42.
Let us look at (Mr
the Kelly)
future. The
Some
arrangements
of your
in this country
forecasts show for farmed salmon an increase of are rather different from those in Norway. We
18.000 tonnes to over 50,000 tonnes by the mid were only aware quite recently of the Lenka sur1990s. We are quite curious to know a little more vey and it is not completed. So we are not preabout how you see that? For example, what about cisely certain of the proposals that Norway will
the increase in the number of sites or size of be making on the survey. In. Scotland the Crown
existing locations? Has the Department con- Estate have published two documents of guidesidered making a survey along the lines of the lines and strategy for the industry and as far as
Lenka project which we saw in Norway where I know there has been no reaction in detail to
they tried to make a study of which areas would them. It is interesting what we have heard of the
be capable of sustaining the fish farming industry. Lenka project but I have to say we have not seen
Could it be a UK planning strategy needs to be the detailed or final report. They seem to have
co-ordinated by the Government departments for come up with a similar categorisation of areas to
a long term future?
the one that the Crown Estate has set out in its
(Dr Munro) I will deal with the estimates of guidelines. We would need to make a thorough
tonnage. We run a survey of the industry by a comparison to see whether these really are
questionnaire which we literally got a 100 per analogous or whether they set out to achieve the
cent return from. If farmers do not perhaps same purposes. As to looking at the whole coastrespond in writing we do chase them by telephone line of Scotland, I am not sure we would see that
or letter. We do literally get good co-operation as necessary. There are obviously preferred locafrom the industry. We can say if you bear in mind tions given the nature of the equipment to be
the number of fish that go into the sea in one used and the first target is sea lochs preyear are harvested in the following two years so dominantly on the west side of the mainland and
if, for example, in 1989 a certain number of smolts in the Isles of Scotland. There has not been a
are put into the sea water, we know in 1990/1991 great deal of marine farm development on the
just approximately what sort of tonnages we are east coast of Scotland. I do not think we would
going to have. For this year we expect about envisage the east coast as very susceptible to
31.000 tonnes and for next year estimate 39,000 development for marine fish farms. Anyway, we
and the following year 44,000. Now, beyond that are not convinced that a comprehensive survey
it is a bit of a crystal ball. I would suspect that will be particularly valuable. It is important to
the numbers of smolts that people are going to look at cases because the way that is done seems
produce, that is the animal they will put into the to us to be the most important cause for concern.
sea water, perhaps will not increase so much over
the next two or three years if the current prices
Mr Morley
stay as they are. It is quite possible as with the
rainbow trout industry in the late 1970s which
45. Lenka is a very sophisticated computer
plateaued very much in terms of production that model which would tell you whether any stretch
we may see a plateau in the production of salmon. of coastline would accept biological input, how
At this moment in time we probably have the the waters would stand, and what input was com39.000 tonnes I referred to in 1990 in the sea, the ing in from industry, from local domestic inputs
year beyond that 44,000 tonnes. Perhaps we are and what input could be allocated in terms of
not going to see much more than that if the current fish farming. Personally I think a scheme like this
prices stay as they are and people are uncertain would be very desirable for our country right
about the market for fish. That is what we see in round the whole coastline so we could have a
the early 1990s, beyond that it is a little uncertain, very detailed picture of what is happening with
perhaps the 54,000 tonnes will not be reached as our sea water and what kind of life it can maintain
quickly as we thought.
given the inputs you are seeing?
(Mr Kelly) We are certainly interested in
Lenka, I would not want to give the impression
that weyou
arearc
dismissing
it asfairly
irrelevant. There may
43.
Even the figures
giving are
dramatic, a 40 per cent increase. Do you think oe things we can learn from it.
( Dr Munro) The Norwegians would appear to
this is going to be confined by more individual
have got themselves into this position of producunits or by units getting larger?
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ing this 150,000 tonnes without Lenka. Lenka is
not complete and as I understand it they will
need two years, perhaps beyond the estimated
two years, to produce it. The level of sophistication the Norwegians are producing in Lenka is
not matched by the growth of their industry, the
two are disparate at this moment in time.

27
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experience of cod, monkfish and halibut. The
feeling was they were going to use this information they were getting in this survey to be able in
the future to expand and perhaps take over from
the traditional fishing fleets. If we were to carry
out this survey in the United Kingdom would it
be the Crown Commissioners who would pay for
it or would it be the Government, and whose job
be? is
46.
The Norwegians are sayingwould
once itLenka
(Mr Kelly) Earlier you mentioned the sea fish
produced if Lenka threw up a situation where
fish farming was exceeding in an area beyond species, if you wanted to do a survey on that
what they regard as an acceptable biological input
50. To map out what the Norwegians did, who
they would make it move.
(Dr Munro) We have a movement away from would pay for it?
/Mr Kelly) In this country?
the near market research objectives within the
department’s programme, a move towards
51. Yes.
environmental studies of the impact of fish farm(Mr Kelly) I have to answer the question
ing. In my laboratory we have got a series of
investigations going on which I would put to you differently from the way you are going at it. We
will add up to the same sort of information which would look at it by asking what is the likely form
Lenka gives to the Norwegians. It is largely con- development in the industry is going to take. If
cerned with the whole series of parameters such you start with cod and halibut as likely developas circulation and exchange in sea lochs building ments, it does seem to us, at least on what we
up quite a large databank of information, some know at the moment, that the most likely developdetailed studies of individual lochs which we ments are going to be farther offshore. Therefore
think will be representative of all the sea lochs the most important consideration is what kind of
in question. We do not have the resources to look kit will work offshore. It is that sort of developat 50/60/70 different lochs so one looks at two, ment which is in the early stages at the moment.
three, four or five. In co-operation with the Uni- We would not ourselves say it makes much point
versity College of North Wales and with the fish to survey for technology which is still developing.
farmers themselves we are looking at the existing
practice of nutrients released from farms, the
52. Say it was decided it was a good idea today
whole impact on the benthos, the inter-tidal to research, who could pay for it?
zones, it is the sort of things which Lenka is doing
( Mr Kelly) It could be either of us. The Crown
but we are actually involved quite extensively Estate could decide that they wanted to comand not just in theoretical studies but the practical mission some work on it.
survey and investigation work as well.
53. You would spend years arguing about
where the money would come from?
/Mr Kelly) You would have to ask the Crown
Mr MacDonald
Estate whether they would want to do that.
47. How much is that particular project which Speaking for ourselves I do not think that we
the department is undertaking? What is the Com- would want to go into that unless there were
issues of particular concern to us arising from
munity budget?
/Dr Munro) Off the top of my head about this. As things stand at the moment we do not
know a great deal about offshore techniques. One
£350,000 for this year.
or two countries have attempted to do salmon
farming further offshore than we have. If the
48. The Lenka project is about £4 million.
(Mr Kelly) There is other work being done Norwegians have cracked, or shortly will crack,
which we are not funding ourselves. There was the problems of rearing sea fish species such as
major work undertaken by HIDB and the Crown cod or halibut we are likely to see a kit of a
Estate on the biological and chemical loading different kind. At that point we will certainly sit
that arises from fish farms and that has been up, take note and say: “Well, what do we need
published. Further work is being commissioned for our interest to assess that and the impact it
in that field. We can draw this together in a brief can have?”
(Dr Munro ) The programme I outlined to you
note to tell you what the content of our prois investigating those areas which we think pergramme is.
Chairman: We are ready to receive supplemen- haps are at greatest risk: inner loch areas and
some of the intermediate loch areas. Those are
tary evidence at any time.
the areas which are under the severest constraints
or impact of salmon farming at this moment in
Mr Martlew
time. The offshore areas that Mr Kelly is referring
49. On the Lenka one the feeling I got in to have very good exchange, very good dispersion
Norway was they were looking far beyond salmon of nutrients. We would not see at this moment
farming, that they were going to use this data to in time any enormous need to investigate the
go into fish farming in a big way looking for impact of fish farming in those areas, it is the
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ones just now which are under impact from salmon farming. Referring back to an earlier question about the use of our resources, at the moment
we have switched the emphasis of resources into
the environmental impact of farming; if we
thought cod and halibut farming was going to
take off to the same volume as salmon then there
might be a need to put additional resources into
that area. These things do look quite far away. I
do not know how much you saw in Norway but
really there is no commercial development of
halibut at this moment in time. One must always
ask the question is there a market for tens or
hundreds of thousands of tonnes of halibut as
there is for salmon? Can we ever foresee in the
immediate future that an industry based on that
could ever be of any enormous size?
Chairman: I think we are clear about that,
thank you very much.

[Continued

providing information on a whole series of sentinel species: lobster larvae, young herrng larvae
and mollusc spats. This information is being
assembled for the Veterinary Products Commitee
for next year; some of this data has already gone
to them previously. We have confirmed the rate
of degradation as published is about six days so
it is not a resistant chemical in any shape or form.
We are in fact investigating the effects of Aquaguard by putting sentinel species around farms,
by doing surveys around farms where excessive
use of the chemical is being made so this should
allow the Veterinary Products Committee to make
a very useful and I think constructive decision
on whether its use is to be extended next year. I
would emphasise to you there is no alternative
to Aquaguard which is licensed at this moment
in time and that the industry does depend for its
survival on the use of this chemical. There are
investigations funded by the Scottish Salmon
Growers to find an alternative to Aquaguard. The
problem there is that to achieve the recognition
Mr Morley
by the Veterinary Products Committee quite a
seriesI of
hurdles
hasistoon
bethe
gone
through and this
54.
The question
want
to ask
use
of Nuvan, is it Diclorvos, and the controversy takes quite a bit of time.
which is surrounding it. I must confess 1 was
surprised to learn this chemical had been in use
55. It seems it was in use for 13 years before
for 13 years before it was granted a temporary the VPC gave it recognition?
licence under the Medicines Act. Given the
( Dr Munro) As 1 understand the past history
tremendous expansion of the Scottish salmon of this, it is only when it was classed as a medicine
farming industry and given Nuvan is on the list that it came under the remit of the Veterinary
of dangerous chemicals—when we discussed this Products Committee to investigate.
with some farmers they accepted it was very
dangerous to handle and they were concerned
56. That sounds a bit loophole-ish. Are there
about the handling of this for their own men, let any other chemicals being used at the moment
alone the long-term effects on the ecology—what not being referred to the VPC?
(Dr Munro) It depends on what is being
research has been done over that 13-year period
in terms of the effect of Nuvan and indeed we defined as “medicine”. One can use salt and
have this massive expansion, what monitoring is formalin in treatments for diseases on fish farms.
going on about the effects of it?
( Dr Munro) To deal with the second part first.
57. So as an extreme one can pour gallons of
Again my laboratory, not particularly scientists formalin into the cages and they would not come
under my own direction but one of the other under the control of
teams in the laboratory, is in fact assembling quite
(Dr Munro) I think if he was pouring quana variety of information which will be submitted tities like gallons it would come under the control
to the Veterinary Products Committee next year of the River Purification Board.
when they review again the licence which has
been given for Aquagard. Aquagard is the tech58. But not under the Medicines Act or the
nical term, Dichlorvos is the active ingredient. VPC presumably?
One has to know something about the effects. In
(Dr Munro) I am not conscious of whether
the first instance this material has to be prescribed formalin has received a licence. There is a techby a veterinary so that is one area of control. The nical term which I am not too familiar with which
second set is that to discharge it or literally even allows materials which are in virtual daily use
use it on a fish farm site in Scotland the fish for many different purposes to be used without
farmer has to have the consent of the River veterinary permission.
Purification Board. I understand the River
Purification Board can impose conditions on the
59. Do you have a list of materials which are
use of the material and it is usual for them to say currently being used in the aquaculture industry
that the farmer must tell them when he is going which have not been licensed under the
to use it so they can see what is going on. In Medicines Act or the VPC?
terms of what do you need to know about the
(Dr Munro) A list could be provided.
use of Aquaguard you need to know the toxicity
to a range of susceptible organisms; you have to
60. I think we would appreciate that, if you
know about the rate of degradation; you have to provide a list of chemicals and medicines which
know about its rate of dilution and dispersion do not come under those categories at the present
and the pattern of usage by the farmer. We are time.
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(Mr Kelly) We have subjected Aquagard and
its predecessor to great scrutiny. A great deal of
information was given by its manufacturer and
by departments for the purposes of the consideration by the Veterinary Products Committee.
They looked at it very thoroughly indeed. The
Department of the Environment is looking at the
possibility of making an environmental quality
standard to control the impact it has beyond the
salmon cages. This would assist the Water
Authorities, the National Rivers Authority in
England and Wales and the River Purification
Board in Scotland in setting appropriate control
levels. We assist the Department of the Environment in technical and scientific work to try and
discover what the appropriate environmental
quality control should be. Could I make a point
to you? I do not think it is the same proprietary
product used in Norway, but Dichlorvos is used
in Norway to control sea lice. There is a great
deal of interchange now in the two directions,
one is chemical alternatives and Alan Munro has
already made the point that any chemical alternative would have to through the same investigative
procedure before it could be properly licensed.
The other route is to look at an alternative method
and the difficulties this may present. For instance,
we are looking at wrasse and other forms of fish
which eat sea lice. But they could be attracted to
the feed rather more than to the sea lice. That is
something that needs further work to be done.
61. Is this work being done?
(Mr Kelly) Yes.
62. Who is funding it?
(Mr Kelly) Different aspects of the work are
funded by different people.
( Dr Munro) The Scottish Salmon Growers are
funding Stirling to look at an alternative treatment. The Shetland Fish Farmers are funding
SFIA to look at wrasse.
63. Do you think the Norwegians thought they
were close to an alternative production of
Aquagard?
(Dr Munro) Chemical?
Mr Morley: Yes.
Chairman
64. It was to do with the way the chemical was
contained in oil and, therefore, there was no
external pollution. It is extremely clever.
(Dr Munro) Was this a feed?
Mr Morley
65. No, it was an oil bath product. One last
point: it is good to see the research going on but
there is concern about this, I am concerned about
this loophole in administration. Do you not think
there is a danger in the lack of co-ordination in
that you have a number of different agencies, the
Shetland Salmon Association themselves, the
research stations? Is there not a danger of dis-
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sipating the very limited resources going into this
research?
( Dr Munro) We all know what each other are
doing.
66. You have this co-ordination?
( Dr Munro) It is important that these different
alternatives are looked at, we do not know at the
end of the day which of them is going to be
adopted.
Mr Morley: As long as there is communication.
Mr Alexander
67. I would like to probe with you a little the
aspects of planning and licensing of fish farming.
In this connection you have sent a helpful Chapter 3 in your memorandum and an Annex B which
I shall refer to. It seemed particularly from Annex
B that in Northern Ireland the prospective fish
farmer needs a licence from DANI in order to
engage in fish culture, yet this is not required in
either Scotland or in England, Am I correct that
this is so and why is it this has come about?
(Mr Edwards) Perhaps it might be helpful if
I were to explain the situation in Northern Ireland. Anyone undertaking fish culture, or fish
farming, has required a licence from the Department of Agriculture for Northern Ireland there
since 1966. Basically anyone who wants to enter
into fish farming has to approach the Department
of Agriculture, and provide details of the project,
the type of species, the cultivation techniques,
size of the unit and so forth, the technical information. He also has to provide evidence that he
has obtained the necessary consents. If it is on
the foreshore he has to have the consent of the
Crown Estate. If it is fresh water there are various
bodies that have to be contacted, the Foyle Fisheries Commission or the Fishery Conservancy
Board for Northern Ireland. He may also need
to produce evidence he has got his discharge
consents, evidence he has been in touch with the
local planning office and obtained the necessary
planning consents and so forth. The Department
of Agriculture will then consider that information
and if they consider there is a case for granting
a culture licence they will then advertise that to
give other people the opportunity to state their
views because there may be people who do not
think that particular development should take
place. If there are objections, there is a provision
in Northern Ireland for a public inquiry to be
held before a licence is granted. When a licence
is granted the Department of Agriculture in
Northern Ireland may attach various conditions
to the licence. They may control the level of
abstraction if an enterprise is taking place in fresh
water; they may specify species and the location
of the operation and they may also require that
the farm is open to inspection by the departmental
inspectors and that disease is notified to the
Department. Perhaps interestingly, I should add
that at the present time there have only been 27
licences granted in Northern Ireland. I also
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believe there are somewhere between 10 and 15
licences in the pipeline at various stages of progress. I think I would accept that control in
Northern Ireland is more centralised than it is in
Great Britain. I also think that the controls
embodied in the Northern Ireland system are very
similar to the controls that operate in Great
Britain, albeit that those controls are
administered by a collection of regulatory bodies,
if you like, rather than one body. The other interesting thing is an applicant himself in Northern
Ireland has to collect much of this information
from the planning authority; the people who deal
with water pollution, water quality and so forth.

[Continued

Mr MacDonald
70. Those advertisements and the public
inquiry provision that you mentioned in the
Northern Ireland procedure, do you know if they
have been there since 1966 or are they fairly
recent?
(Mr Edwards) I understand from my colleagues in Northern Ireland there have so far
been no inquries.

71. All I am wanting to know is that aspect of
the procedure, has it been in place since 1966?
(Mr Edwards) I think the inquiry aspect has
been in place only since 1988 but applications
may have been advertised for some time. Subsequently advised that applications have been
68.
Let me move
on to since
marine
based fish faradvertised
1988.
mers because time is getting on. If you want to
go in for that you need a lease from the Crown
72. Could I ask Mr Kelly when the Scottish
Estate Commissioners, to what extent do conOffice
was carrying out its reviews into the consultations take place between the Agriculture
sultation
procedures last year, although I underDeparments and the Crown Estate Commissioners before a proliferation of leases are in theory stand the lead department in that review was in
granted? Do you discuss quite closely with them Ireland
(Mr Kelly) The Scottish Development
and on what grounds do you suggest they should
Department.
not grant?
(Mr Kelly) The Crown Estate Commissioners
certainly in Scotland consult us on applications
73. Did the Scottish office look at the Northern
for the establishment of fish or shell fish farms. Ireland situation as a way of organising the conThere is a requirement to register fish or shell sultation and the procedures by which fish farmfish farms in any event for control of disease ing leases and licences should be issued? Did
purposes. We already have a stake from that point they look at the Northern Ireland situation as a
of view in any particular development. The con- comparison and if they did what was it about the
sultation process enables us to comment on any Northern Irejand situation which decided them
aspect that we consider to be relevant. The Crown it would be unsuitable to apply in the Scottish
Estate Commissioners will be able to say to you framework?
what weight or what balance do they give to the
(Mr Kelly) I cannot say specifically that they
representations they receive. I think we operate looked at the Northern Ireland proposition but
in two particular ways. One is where there are I will check and let you know the position on
technical considerations we would bring these to that. The principal proposal was whether or not
the attention of the Crown Estate Commission- planning control by the planning authorities
ers; secondly there may be other fisheries, wider could be, and should be, applied. That was
fisheries, interested which may have a bearing on specifically addressed in the review and in the
wider, as it were, competing uses for the area announcement on the review which the Secretary
proposed for development and in those circum- of State made. That was the proposition that had
stances equally the Crown Estate Comissioners been put by a number of interests for some time
- could look to us for advice.
and which had been weighed up and, for the
reasons given in the announcement, set to one
side.
69.
Would that advice be in any way amounting to a veto or would they go their own sweet
74. There was a more general demand than
way taking your advice and making their own simply the planning control aspect of it. They did
decisions?
not propose a solution but the more general
(Mr Kelly) We would try and give the proper demand for a long time in the Highlands has
weight to whatever objections were felt in every been to remove the ultimate powers of the Crown
case. I do not think there has been any instance Estate Commissioners in sea fish licensing and
where we have said there is an absolute veto. We to put it into some kind of department, whether
recognise most of these depend on a judgement it be local authority or the Scottish Office, that
and others’ assessment may weigh heavier than would be accountable in some sense to the
ours. In some instances one has to say there are industry and to the populations they are supposed
weightier points than ours could be. Equally there to be advising. Planning control would be one
has to be some evaluation given to the benefits aspect with local authorities, the Northern Irethat may come. I hope there is sufficient exchange land one would be another possible solution. I
for the judgement to be well founded in terms of am just wondering why the Northern Ireland
possible solution was ruled out?
those aspects which we are expected to cover.
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(Mr Kelly) I do not know, as I say, that it was
examined in detail. I will check and let you have
a note on that.
Chairman: 1 think we have explored that fairly
fully. We may come back to this particular point
because it is of concern how the administration
and planning process is carried out.

31
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at marine fish farms; we have regarded antipredator nets as sufficient. Recently the fish farming
industry has been in discussion with a number
of voluntary bodies to try and establish a code
of practice for the control of predators at fish
farms and this is one of the aspects they have
asked us to look at.

76. When will you be giving a response to this?
Mr Morley
(Mr Kernohan) We have not yet heard the
resultsfrom
of the
final detailed discussions between
75.
We have had representations
conservation bodies about their concern about D AF’s the industry and the voluntary bodies. I cannot
policy in Scotland of not granting licences for give a specific date.
the control of predators on fish farms and the
77. You do not have a view yourself, as a
fish farmers have to rely on Section 4.3(c) of the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. The argument department you do operate a licensing system of
against that is primarily there ought to be tighter control of geese, for example, in Northern
controls in terms of the distribution of predators, Ireland?
(Mr Kernohan) Yes, we do. I think at the
not only in terms of proving they are causing
damage but, secondly, if you were issuing licences moment we are waiting to hear from both sides
you would have a record of what kind ofpredator and we are prepared to consider it. In the past
control is going on and that could be useful in we have regarded predation of birds in the fish
developing alternatives to the destruction of farming industry as something which could be
controlled by the use of anti-predator nets. If this
predators.
(Mr Kelly) In relation to seals we have been is not the case, if it is represented by the industry
asked to look at this again. The difficulty arises that they need licensing or conservation bodies
having introduced all year round protection for that licensing would be appropriate in this area,
the common seals and we are still awaiting, the we will consider it. I cannot say more than this.
assessment of the situation following the virus
( Mr Kelly) The absence of the licensing sysoutbreak of that year. We had committed our- tem would not rule out the voluntary reporting
selves again to looking at the policy and it has system.
taken us longer to do that because of the time it
Mr Morley: I think that will be difficult though
has taken to get advice on this issue. We are in many cases. I think if you want an appropriate
pursuing this.
system it would have to be licensing.
(Mr Kernohan) With predatory birds it has
Chairman: Gentlemen I think we have
not been our practice in the past to issue licences exhausted our time.
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Memorandum submitted by the Scottish Salmon Growers Association Limited
SUMMARY

The Scottish Salmon farming industry is a young, dynamic, modern and environmentally sensitive
industry operating under stringent controls which produces healthy and beneficial food of high quality.
The Industry contributes substantially to the economic well-being of Scotland, both at local and national
level.
Through the pioneering efforts of those in the salmon farming Industry, within a decade it has emerged
as one of the success stories of Scottish enterprise.
Whereas Scottish sahnon was a luxury, only seasonally available, and with relatively few and privileged
consumers, today, it is an affordable product, with continuity of supplies of fresh and smoked fish, and
widely available in fishmongers, retail stores and catering establishments.
This example of the achievements of the Scottish Industry has been hard won. Yet it is now at some
risk; not from any intrinsic problems within the industry but because of unfair competition within its
European markets. The sustained discounting of Norwegian salmon into the EC market has decreased
revenue to the Scottish Industry to an unacceptably low and potentially destructive level.
Scottish salmon farmers are requesting official action against a State outwith the European Community
to achieve the level of fair trading within the EC market which obtains in other sectors of the food
producing industry.
Moreover as a socially and economically valuable industry based in one of the most disadvantaged and
peripheral areas of the Community they seek that degree of support and protection which has always
been the stated basis of both national Government and European Commission policy towards such areas.
In recognition of the contribution the Industry makes to Scottish affairs, the SSGA looks to the Select
Committee for support in the following areas.
1.

Ensuring fair trading practices for Atlantic salmon in the EC market.

2. Vetting proposed UK and EC legislation and ensuring harmful effects are not caused through
lack of understanding or interest in the Industry.
3. Recognising the Industry’s responsibility in producing farmed salmon in an environmentally
sensitive way.
4. Recognising the importance of the Industry’s marketing programme funded by voluntary levy
and assisted by the Highlands and Islands Development Board.
5. Securing a commitment from Government to continuation of funding of research and
development, in addition to the voluntary contributions made by the Industry itself.
1. SALMON FARNUNG IN SCOTLAND

Farmed salmon has become the most important single fish species in Scotland with a 1989 output of
29,000 tonnes. Furthermore, in the Highlands and Islands it has become the major species of livestock
with an estimated value of its output from the Region in 1989 to be £140 million and exceeding the value
of the beef and sheep industries together.
The export contribution to the Scottish economy is also significant, fresh and processed products sold
overseas amount to some £50 million. There are further opportunities for downstream processing to be
developed and this will be consequent on assured supplies of quality salmon coming from stable and
secure fish farming businesses.
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The level of capital investment in the Industry is calculated to be £180 million, thereby generating the
employment opportunities for 5,000 people. This level of job creation is now more than the labour force
in Scottish coal mining, and second only to the importance of tourism in the Highlands and Islands. The
level of overall population supported is in excess of 15,000 people in an area of approximately 300,000
people. The significance of this level of employment to the fabric and socio-economic conditions in the
Highlands is critical to the well-being of the inhabitants. Several small communities have been
rejuvenated by an influx of fish farming employees. Indeed, the growth of fish farming has assisted in
stemming two hundred years of decline in population of the Highlands.
2.

SSGA
There are some 105 member companies of a wide diversity and structure from individual farmers to
public companies in the SSGA. These members are farming 270 sea sites and 140 freshwater sites in an
area from Argyll north to Orkney. All marine sites are on the west coast and islands while freshwater
sites for hatcheries and the rearing of salmon parr and smolts are found inland on rivers and freshwater
lochs.
THE INDUSTRY AND THE

The combination of the clear waters of the Highlands and Islands and the skill of member companies
farming in an environmentally sensitive way determines the success of the Scottish salmon farming
industry. Salmon are fastidious in their requirements, and husbandry techniques are dictated by the
constant need to preserve the purity of the surrounding environment.
The requirement and maintenance of a clean aquatic environment cannot be over-emphasised as the
basic ingredient on which farming operations depend.
The SSGA, founded in 1982, commands the support of 95% of salmon farming companies in its area
who voluntarily raise a levy to fund the activities of the SSGA. As weU as defending and promoting
members’ interests, the SSGA imposes certain disciplines in the following areas:
(i) Quality Control,
(ii) Codes of Practice for good husbandry,
(iii) Encouraging environmentally sensitive operations in the field,
(iv) Funding research and projects into technical and environmental issues, (nearly £0.5 million has
been committed to date).
The Association also promotes generic marketing of Scottish salmon through its sister organisation, the
Scottish Salmon Farmers’ Marketing Board Ltd. (SSB). The SSB is staffed by marketing personnel and is
a well-run and professional body. It conducts market research as well as direct promotion to the trade and
to consumers. In addition to targeting the UK domestic market it operates in France and the U.S.A. to
date. Other markets, eg Japan, are being assessed. In 1989 the SSB spend on marketing and promotion is
£2.1 million.
3. INDUSTRY CONTROLS

The Industry operates under stringent controls and conditions imposed by various planning bodies and
authorities. In addition, there is a considerable amount of legislation which governs the Salmon farming
industry which derives from Statutes enacted to govern the wild salmon stocks and the general
environment.
The SSGA takes the view that the existing level of controls are over stringent and indeed have lead to
the retardation of development potential in the Industry. In comparison to the rules applied to
agricultural planning matters fish farming is strictly controlled.
Currently, there is no single authority in control of the Industry, for example, the granting of a Crown
Estate Lease for a marine site could be vetoed by the refusal of the following bodies to give permission.
Planning Authorities, the Department of Transport, the River Purification Boards. In other words, the
operational requirements to farm a site are subject authorities in addition to the Crown Estate.
The main requirement of controls is that they are applied fairly and equally across the country. In the
case of marine sites with a wide geographical spread throughout Scotland, the SSGA considers a single
central authority should be considered.
a. Planning Controls (see Annex I)
(i) The allocation and development of marine sites are controlled by the Crown Estate Commission
(CEC). In their recent report it is noted that 52 per cent of applications for seabed leases are
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rejected. This indicates a strict level of control is being applied to the Industry. In addition,
approximately 30 other interest groups and parties are involved in the CEC consultation process.
Tlie statutory bodies particularly have a strong voice in the CEC consultation process. The
statutory bodies particularly have a strong voice in the CEC consultation process.
The Industry approved the sensible application of environmental assessment where appropriate
and the establishment of the CEC Advisory Committee.
(ii) The establishment of freshwater sites for hatcheries and rearing smolts is controlled by Regional
Authorities or the Islands Councils. A similar consultation process to that of the CEC is carried
out by authorities such as Highland Regional Council in considering an application.
(iii) The wide range of interests who are consulted in both the above cases ensures substantial
controls exist over the development of the Industry.
(iv) It is also important that standardisation of procedures should be encouraged to avoid
discrepancies and inconsistent requirements being set by varying authorities.
Qose examination of the exhaustive existing planning procedures do not substantiate the much
vaunted accusation by opponents of the Industry that “it is out of control”. The SSGA considers the case
is true of a situation bordering on over-control affecting the Industry.
It is also felt by SSGA members that too much planning philosophy can be negative in concept rather
than positively encouraging development. A sensitive industry accepts the need for aesthetic
compatibility with the Highland landscape, however, beneficial human activity is also central to fish farm
development.
b. River Purification Boards
As prime users of the aquatic environment, it is in the interests of the Industry itself to maintain clean
and healthy waters in which to rear fish successfully. The Industry is in dialogue with the Association of
River Purification Boards, and any alteration to existing discharge consents should be based on scientific
evidence and realistic criteria.
Ail evidence and field studies to date indicates that acceptable levels can be achieved, thus determining
and demonstrating there is no irreversible damage to the aquatic environment surrounding freshwater
and marine sites as a result of sound salmon farming practice.
c. Legislation
The Salmon Farming Industry is barely ten years old, yet much of the legislation governing it stretches as
far back as over 100 years and was introduced to protect wild stocks. Attention is needed to changes in
the Law which can accommodate this relatively new Industry and to maximise the benefits which it can
contribute to the Scottish and EC economies.
(i) Salmon Roe
Possession of salmon roe in Scotland is an offence, although not in England, yet there is a market in
Japan for farmed salmon roe of £10 million potential. The law in respect of roe thus requires revision.
(ii) Government Proposals for Salmon Dealer Licensing
The Government has recently recognised the legitimate worries of the wild salmon interests over
poaching, but has not excluded farmed salmon in a proposed salmon dealer licensing scheme. The effect
of this proposal in not distinguishing between wild and farmed salmon is to restrict and inhibit the trading
opportunities and practices of salmon farmers.
Tlie scheme is designed to protect 3 per cent of the salmon traded yet penalises the other 97 per cent of
farmed production by estimated administration charges and costs of £1 million. The SSGA considers the
proposals flawed and recommends other measures must be sought by Government to protect wild stocks.
(iii) Anomalies imposed by Government Departments
Excise Duty on Fuel: Farmers are allowed the refund of Excise Duty on fuel used in tractors. Similarly,
fishermen are allowed to reclaim excise duty on fuel used in fishing boats. Despite strong representations
by the SSGA, the UK Government has not applied the same criteria to the fuel used in Workboats by fish
farmers. Workboats are no different than tractors or fishing boats and the SSGA is still pressing for equal
treatment.
(iv) EC Fish Health Proposals
In the process of harmonisation by 1992 the EC Commission are intent on removing barriers to trade in
live fish. This has serious implications for the Scottish Industry and the SSGA cannot support the current
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EC proposals on the grounds that there are a number of diseases endemic in other EC Member States,
which if introduced into Scotland would decimate the Industry. Future proposals must recognise the
natural health status afforded by Scotland’s and the UK’s position as an Island.
(v) EC Fish Hygiene
As public awareness of food standards and hygiene requirements increases, salmon farming being a
modern industry, is well placed to comply with sensible and practical regulations thus giving consumers
an assurance of the wholesome and cleanliness of the product. The Industry Quality Control scheme
operates a higher standard of control than proposed by the EC and the Industry proposes to retain the
higher voluntary standard in Scotland.
4. RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE RURAL COMMUNITY

Fish farming is an integral part of the rural community and economy, and the SSGA has established
links with the representative bodies of other interests to promote a constructive dialogue.
The policy of the SSGA has always been to co-exist amicably with other interests whether they be other
marine users such as fishermen, shell-fish farmers, yachtsmen or land-based users such as tourists,
conservationists, anglers, etc.
However, there has been much negative opinion and conjecture advanced from some quarters to
question the Industry’s activities in the public mind. The SSGA takes these accusations seriously and
attempts through dialogue and joint research to illustrate the soundness of practices. By rational
explanation, education and communication, the fears can be allayed to all but the most extreme groups.
There are areas where salmon farming can complement tourist interests and projects are currently
under consideration by SSGA members to provide focal points of interest such as interpretation centres.
The SSGA policy is, therefore, quite clear—The Industry has every intention to co-exist in harmony
with other users of the marine and freshwater environments of the Highlands and Islands.
5. RELATIONSHIPS WITH CONSERVATION INTERESTS

The SSGA has established dialogue with bodies such as the Nature Conservancy Council, Scottish
Wildlife and Countryside Link, Vincent Wildlife Trust, the RSPB, SMRU, MCS, Atlantic Salmon Trust
and NASCO and other interests with a view to a better understanding of the activities of the Industry and
its interaction with nature and wildlife. The Industry is nearing agreement with conservation bodies on a
Code of Practice for predator control.
To meet the concerns of the Atlantic Salmon Trust and NASCO, the SSGA has a Code of Practice that
non-native smolts should not be released into rivers and endorses the legal position that District Fisheries
Board permission has to be sought before any stocking of rivers takes place.
6. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

An Industry such as fish farming which is in its relatively early stages of development requires
considerable funding for research and development (R &. D). Individual companies have carried this
responsibility to a considerable degree.
The SSGA itself demonstrates its own commitment by funding R & D projects from members’
voluntary levies. To date over £500,000 has been committed by the SSGA in categories of near-market
research to assist the Industry.
The assistance of public funding through research establishments such as DAFS, the Institute of
Aquaculture at Stirling, etc., is acknowledged, however, greater funding is required particularly in the
area of strategic research, eg where there is a wider public interest which is the responsibility of
Government. This is appropriate in the areas of the study of interaction between wild and farmed salmon
where the European Community has obligations to NASCO which can only be met by public funding.
7. THE MARKET FOR SCOTTISH SALMON

Salmon consumption in the UK has been increasing steadily in recent years by about 20 per cent-25 per
cent per annum from a low level of about 0.3 kg. per head per annum. Market research indicates the
growth potential is considerable. The Industry itself has played a positive role through its own funding of
a generic promotion and marketing programme, costing £2.1 million in 1989. The funding is raised on
members’ smolts produced or stocked in the sea.
Greater consumer interest is being shown in salmon due to its ability to fit ideally into a modern health
conscious diet. Indeed, recent medical reports go further in supporting the properties of fish such as
salmon in healthy diets.
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The growth in the market for Scottish salmon has encompassed smokers and processors as well as the
fresh fish trade. Greater interest is being shown by retail multiples and servicing these outlets will require
further investment in processing such as steaking, filleting and recipe products. Market research
undertaken by the SSB show new demand patterns which are attributable to changing consumer
preference and further product development will be required to accommodate these changes. This will
increase the need for further capital investment in processing factories and this can only be sourced from
margins generated from within a profitable Industry.
Quality Scottish salmon is recognised as a premium product and it commands a price premium over
other farmed salmon, eg from Norway. This is due to a number of factors of which the major ones are;
the level of attention to fish husbandry the quality of fish husbandry by Scottish producers, and to the
Quality Control Scheme which the Industry exercises over producers. This scheme is policed
independently by the quality standards division of Food From Britain and is funded by the SSGA.
8. INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION

The Scottish Industry ranks as number t\Vo in world production of farmed salmon, behind Norway and
in front of Canada.
The Industry represents 12 per cent of world production and is subject to the rigours and financial
disciplines which international trade dictates, whether fluctuating exchange rates, credit risks, etc. While
meeting the increasing domestic demand the Industry is making major inroads into export markets, some
9,000 tonnes of Scottish salmon is being exported during 1989.
Against fierce competition from the Norwegian exporters who have dominated certain markets, the
Scottish industry is making headway—largely due to the superior quality preferred by smokers in France,
and now by US and Japanese buyers.
For Scottish producers, International competition determines the necessity of promoting the quality
image of “Scottish Salmon” as a superior generic “brand” based on cost-effective and highly efficient
production.
Currently a major problem exists in the EC market from the massive volume of Norwegian salmon
production and unless immediate action is taken by the EC Commission, the future of the Scottish and
Irish salmon farming industries are at risk. Both Scottish and Irish producers are requesting the EC
Commission to investigate a case of alleged dumping by Norwegian exporters. The loss of investment and
jobs would be a disaster to the Highlands and Islands economy. (See Annex II).
The Scottish Salmon Farming Industry Considers MPs’ Support in the Following Areas an Essential
Ingredient to the Industry:
1. The most pressing issue currently is the Industry’s demand for fair-trading practices in Atlantic
salmon in the EC internal market.
It is the responsibility of the UK Government and the EC Commission to take action against Norway
to counteract the effects of the dumping of salmon in EC markets.
2. Ensuring legislation must accord with the development of the Scottish Salmon Farming Industry
while protecting the interests of the wild salmon interests, recognising both objectives as being attainable
and mutually compatible. This will include: contesting the inclusion of farmed salmon in the salmon
dealer licensing scheme currently proposed by Government; altering the law to allow sales of farmed
salmon roe; monitoring the application of water charges to the Industry in an acceptable way; and
assisting in addressing inappropriate and potentially damaging proposals from the EC Commission on
fish health matters.
3. Continuing support in future through the HIDB of the Scottish Salmon Board’s generic promotion
and marketing programme. The establishment of Scottish Enterprise is also expected to assist the further
development of the Industry, particularly in areas of downstream processing, distribution and marketing.
4. A further commitment of funds for research and development into fish health and other
environmental matters. This accords with maintaining the position of the Scottish Industry in line with its
international competitors and with meeting obligations to international conventions.
ANNEX I
PLANNING AND CONTROL
Fish farming has come under greater planning controls as time has progressed.
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The mechanism for establishing a marine site is by application to the Crown Estate for a sea-bed lease.
For small scale units with a production of 200 tonnes this can be processed by simple application. Sites in
excess of this production capacity usually require an accompanying and costly consultancy study of an
environmental impact assessment.
The CEC undertakes wide and exhaustive consultation with 30 different interest parties ranging from
statutory bodies, Local Councils, environment groups, and other marine users in the locality, (see list) By
the time a site is granted an exhaustive consultation has taken place.
The SSGA considers that every site is different, eg tides, current flows, salinity, depth, proximity to
other factors and other users, eg shellfish, and therefore every case has to be considered on its individual
merits. We do, however, consider that to assure consistency throughout Scotland that it is appropriate to
have one consistent central authority applying the same criteria to lease considerations. This duty has
been performed in part by the CEC, although other agencies such as the Department of Transport may
refuse consent on navigation grounds, or the River Board may refuse a discharge consent, which has the
effect of vetoing the permission to run a viable operation.
For the grant of a seabed lease a rent is charged by the CEC originally at a rate of £50 per tonne of
salmon produced, with small rebates for the Island communities to compensate for higher locational
costs. A formula tying rents to wholesale prices exists to alter the rent on an annual basis, therefore, in
the light of recent economic developments, it is clear that rents will decrease.
In response to criticism from some sectors the CEC established an advisory committee as a vehicle for
appeal by relevant bodies and the SSGA concurred with this move.
Any land based site which is constructed to service the sea site requires the normal Regional or Island
Council planning permission which operates similar consultation criteria to those of the CEC through
normal planning procedures.
For freshwater sites, ie smolt units in lochs or hatcheries, on burns and rivers planning permission is
usually required. There are differences in Scotland between planning authorities and depending on
whether fish farming is classed as an agricultural activity or not and developments may require planning
permission. However, in the main fish farming area, ie Highland Region, planning permission is required
and this applies across the Industry.
It has been a feature throughout the relatively short history of the Industry in Scotland that objectors
have been prominent in opposing developments within the Industry. Such objections come often from a
wide range of interests, some are informed others are not, some of them often conflict with each other.
Frequently actions taken by a fish farmer to please one group of objectors brings conflict with another. A
“no win situation” is often the result for the Industry. Amongst interest groups conjecture is offered as
fact, and unsubstantiated claims are constantly directed to malign the Industry.
We also note differences in perception of salmon farming amongst tourists. Some prefer the Highlands
and Islands to be preserved as a wilderness while others recognise the necessity and interest in the human
activity of living in the Highlands and Islands. Where emotive and irrational argument do pervade the
situation the SSGA attempts to present a rational and responsible attitude to seek compromise and
eschew polarisation. This is a constant and long-term task. However, some minority group attitudes are
often portrayed and sensationalised in the press. The Association policy is to talk to responsible interests,
to aim at a better understanding of the Industry and to achieve harmony with other users of the Highlands
and Islands.
October 1989

CEC-CONSULTATION LIST FOR FISH FARMING APPLICATIONS
Interest Groups
Exists Leaseholders
Landowners/Tenants

Consultees
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Recorded Leaseholders
potential developers
Recorded Landowners
Scottish Landowners Federation
Scottish Crofters’ Union
National Farmers’ Union of Scotland
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Fishermen

7.

8.
9.

10.
Navioation

11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
Other Departments/Agencies

16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
Local Authorities

21.

Fishery Owners
Department of Agriculture & Fisheries
Scottish Fishermens’ Federation
Local Fishermens’ Association
Department of Transport
HM Coastguards
Royal Yachting Association
Port/Harbour Authorities
Ministry of Defence
Highlands & Islands Development Board
Crofters’Commission
Forestry' Commission
Countryside Commission for Scotland
Nature Conserv'ancy Council

23.

Regional Planning Authority
District Planning Authority
River Purification

Conservation Societies

24.
25.
26.
27.

National Trust for Scotland
Scottish Wildlife Trust
Royal Society for Protection of Birds
Assoc, for Protection of Rural Scotland

General Public

28.
29.
30.

Respondents to newspaper advertisements
Respondents to post office notices
Pressure groups for conservation, etc.

22.

ANNEX II
INTERNATIONAL MARKET AND ECONOMIC SITUATION
The advent of Atlantic salmon farming in Scotland in any quantity only occurred since 1980 and output
has now overtaken the hunting of North American species, and as the former is considered superior to
the latter in the fresh fish and smoking trades it has largely displaced Pacific salmon in the UK and French
market, but it is also important to note that the generation of new markets and increasing consumption
has been caused by the greater availability of farmed salmon and by the continuity of supply from farms.

Production

Norway (Atlantic)
Scotland (Atlantic)
Canada (Atlantic
and Pacific)
Chile (Atlantic
and Pacific)
Ireland (Atlantic)
Iceland (Atlantic)
Faroes (Atlantic)

1988

1989
Estimate

1990
Forecast
Thousand Tonnes

80,300
18,000

150,000
29.000

9,500

18,700

26.500

3,100
4,200
1,300
3,400

6.500
3.500

12.500
9,800
8,500

10.000

10.000

119,800

223,900

265,300

6,200

160,000 +
38.000

WORLD TRADE

In trading terms into the EC and other international markets such as the USA, Japan, etc., the main
competition is from Norwegian salmon, and also Canadian with its proximity to the US market.
In UK it is estimated That home consumption of salmon accounts for 64 per cent of output of the
Scottish Industry. The remaining tonnage being exported to the EC market, USA, etc. As production
rises in Scotland it is widely expected that the export markets will pay an increasingly important part in
the Industry and benefitting the economy at large.
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THE EFFECT OF NORWEGIAN EXPANSION
NORWAY—THE MAIN COMPETITOR

During 1989 the rapid expansion of the Norwegian Industry from 1988 production levels of 88,000
tonnes brought pressures in the EC markets. The statutory and monopoly minimum pricing system of the
Norwegian sales organisation came under considerable pressure from their exporters. Heavy discounting
of e.xport prices was observed in May and June,1989 in EC markets. Salmon was sold at 23.80 NOK/kg.
when the minimum prices paid to the farmers was in excess of NOK35/kg. In mid-June the exporters
succeeded in cutting the statutory' minimum prices by 15 per cent.
Until July only 50,000 tonnes of the anticipated 150,000 tonnes had been marketed. Therefore, the
massive increase in volume was due to be harvested and sold in the final quarter of 1989. Such volumes
have never been marketed before in such a short time and it is questionable if this can be done without
considerable market destabilisation.
It has also to be recognised that not only were the actual selling prices (delivered to EC markets such as
Rungis or Billingsgate) below the Norwegian minimum prices, both were below average costs of
production in Norway.
It was the effect of Norwegian export prices in the EC market that led the Scottish and Irish producers
to ask the EC Commission to investigate the serious charge of economic dumping.
There have been calls for stringent controls on Norwegian exports, such as quotas and an increase in
the import levy to 12 per cent from its current l^vel 2 per cent in line with duty on trout. The low salmon
prices are even perceived as a market threat uy trout producers throughout the EC. Both Itahan and
French Trout Producers have raised the threat of low Norwegian export prices of salmon affecting their
businesses.
The SSGA considers that urgent measures are required such as the introduction of an EC reference
price for Atlantic salmon, establishing a minimum import price in the EC market, or applying a quota to
Norwegian imports. These measures are compatible with GATT, and are designed to ensure fair trading
practices.
Financial Status of the Industry
Investment in the Scottish salmon farming Industry, estimated to be £180 million, came from many
sources, mostly private equity with HIDB support and some EC grants. In its infancy the Industry was
highly speculative and technologically risky, and required a level of commitment of pioneering
commitment. Latterly, the reduction in revenues due to the Norwegian action have decreased margins to
an extent where there are now difficulties being encountered at the present time. Many of the factors of
production are outwith the control of producers.
It is important to recognise the long-term nature of production cycles which may involve a three or four
year cycle. Thus, the current situation has been caused by:
(a) Revenue reduction which has dropped by over 30 per cent since 1988 (year on year) and by a
further 15 per cent since June 1989.
(b) Feed prices which have fluctuated significantly over this period and have increased in late 1988
and early 1989.
(c) Interest rates which have risen dramatically, eg the 1989 year's harvested fish started their life
cycle when base interest rates were 8 per cent 9 per cent—they are now 15 per cent. Most
commercial borrowing costs are at 3 per cent—4 per cent over base rates.
(d) Three years’ inflation which has to be built into budgets and accounts.
(e) New regulations, whether by planning authorities or government departments, have imposed
increasing costs of compliance on the Industry.
In the light of these circumstances, some companies are experiencing negative cash flows. The concern
of creditors to the Industry has already been expressed and the SSGA has sought dialogue with them to
explain the aims of required political action by the Government and the EC Commission.
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Memorandum submitted by the National Farmers’ Union of Scotland
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I
The Economic Importance of Fish Farming in Scotland
The Scottish fish farming industry makes a unique and substantial contribution to the social and
economic well-being of Scotland, particularly in the more remote rural areas in the west and north of the
mainland, and in the islands.
SECTION

Total production of salmon, trout and shellfish is now worth over £145m annually. 2,000 people are
directly employed by the industry. This is economic activity on a major scale—equivalent to several
modem industrial plants of the sort whose introduction anywhere in the United Kingdom is welcodie,
front page, news wherever it takes place. It is particularly important to the Scottish economy of which fish
farming is now a major component.
There is special value in the fact that fish farming investment and employment are scattered widely
over the country, but has been greatest in the remote communities of the west coast and the islands. It is
no accident that the introduction, development and expansion of salmon farming in particular has
coincided with a reversal of depopulation and unemployment trends, which were such cause for concern
in these areas for so long.
It is important to emphasise that in these areas, where so much work is of a seasonable nature, fish
farming provides full-time employment, twelve months of the year. These are good jobs too, as many
local people have acquired experience and moved into positions of supervisory and management
responsibility, or set up their own businesses.
Primary production on the scale achieved by Scottish fish farming, based on abundant supplies of clean
fresh water and the vast area of clean tidal sheltered sea lochs off the west coast and the islands —the sort
of natural resource of which Scotland has so few—generates substantial secondary activity, both
upstream in the supply sector and downstream in the transport processing and distribution sectors. It is
estimated that fish farming generates a further 5,000 jobs in Scotland in associated support industries.
New business generation takes many forms. In the period 1970-88 over 400 new fish farming businesses
were set up. New supply industries have emerged and local companies have expanded or diversified to
meet the needs of the fish farming industry. Downstream there has been substantial investment in
processing facilities by both fish farming companies and existing food processing businesses. There are
now over 25 plants througliout Scotland which process, pack and distribute the produce of the fish
farming industry. Many have expanded their business and face a more secure future as a result of the
development of fish fanning in recent years.
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Beneficial spin-off from fish farming permeates life in Scotland in other ways. There has been significant
expansion of training, educational, academic and research activity generated by the industry’s
requirements. Technical colleges in Scotland now provide over 100 full-time places each year or fish
farming courses. The Institute of Aquaculture at Stirling University now has an international reputation,
much of it based on knowledge, research and expertise gained as the Scottish fish farming industry
expanded.
SECTION

II

The Integration of Fish Farming into the Social,
Scenic and Natural Environment

The development of fish and shellfish farming has been primarily industry led. The industry has found
the products and the markets, and has developed and deployed the new technology, resources and
processes needed to meet the conditions in which it operates and the markets it serves.
Fish farming as it now exists in Scotland is a modem industr}', producing for a modern market. Its
production, processing and marketing techniques reflect this. So too does its awareness of and care for
the social, scenic, and natural environment.
The industry has, from the start, been very conscious of the need to work closely with the many existing
statutory and advisory bodies, and to draw on the expanding scientific and technical expertise, to develop
a secure base of operations and a sustainable integration into the community and the environment.
It would have been surprising indeed if the advent, over little more than a decade, of a new industry
reaching the scale now achieved by fish farming in Scotland had gone unremarked. It has not. The west
coast and islands of Scotland are areas of special sensitivity for a wide combination of historic, scenic,
environmental and recreational reasons. So while the increase in economic activity and employment has
been greatly welcomed, especially by the indigenous population, there has also been resistance from a
variety of sources.
In the last ten to fifteen years there has been a massive upsurge in the level of both public and highly
specialised interest in the natural environment. Many questions have been raised, not all of them
responsibly, about the possible impact of fish farming on almost every imaginable aspect of the
environment.
The Scottish fish farming industry, particularly the salmon sector, has recognised from the first that it
must react responsibly and constructively to genuine criticism of or resistance to its development from all
standpoints. The industry’s general objective in this respect has been to conduct itself as a good
neighbour, whilst at the same time getting on with the job of establishing itself as an efficient and
productive component in a highly competitive world-wide industry, serving a world market.
The industry has played a major part—in conjunction with all the statutory, advisory and scientific
bodies—in developing the legislative, consultative and financial frameworks necessary to ensure that fish
farming develops on a sensitive and sustainable basis in terms of its interactions with the community and
the environment in which it operates. The success with which this has been achieved must not be
under-estimated.
In addition to the industry’s own representative organisations—principally the NFU of Scotland and
more recently the Scottish Salmon Growers Association—many other bodies have contributed a great
deal to this extremely important dimension of the industry’s development. These include, notably, the
HIDE which—in addition to its central role as the major source of capital assistance, practical advice and
training—has also been a most eloquent advocate of the industry, and effective intermediary for it.
Scottish Ministers, and the relevant Departments of the Scottish Office—principally the Department of
Agriculture & Fisheries for Scotland and the Scottish Development Department—have worked
consistently and dispassionately to secure balance between potentially conflicting interests. The Regional
and District Councils, River Purification Boards and the Health and Safety Executive have all actively
pursued their statutory functions, with full co-operation from the industry. The Countryside Commission
W Scotland and the Nature Conservancy Council have also made their influence felt. Many other
environmental and conservation bodies—well informed and otherwise—have been extremely active,
both in the public arena and in their dialogue with the industry.
At times much of the public discussion on issues arising from the integration of fish farming into the
economic, social and natural environment has been conducted on controversial and adversarial terms.
This should not however be allowed to disguise or obscure the reality of close and constructive
collaboration between the industry and other bodies with real responsibility for the communities and
areas concerned.
There are many examples of initiatives taken by the industry, either in refuting unjustified and
unsustainable criticisms, or in adjusting its practices and guiding and advising members in avoiding or
responding to others of greater substance.
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These initiatives include the production—by the fish farming organisations-of an extensive range of
guidelines and Codes of Practice for members on, for example, husbandry and welfare practices, the use
of medicines, humane slaughter, restocking of rivers, disposal of dead fish, health and safety, and
predator controls. Again—none of this has been done in isolation, but in full consultation with the
relevant Government departments, statutory and advisory agencies.
The industry is engaged in direct and collaborative funding of research into several different aspects of
the potential environmental and scenic impact of fish farming. The results have been and are being used
to improve the industry’s own guidelines, or to enhance the information and advice available to the
statutory authorities. For example, the results from the study conducted by the Countryside Commission
for Scotland and others on scenic impact, have assisted the industry and the Crown Estate Commissioners
in developing guidelines on the siting and design of marine fish farms.
All research carried out to date into the potential environmental impact of fish farming has confirmed
the limited and reversible nature of any impact on the sea bed, on water quality and on other species.
The industry is very conscious of its responsibilities in these respects. The maintenance of a clean
aquatic environment remains an extremely high priority with fish and shellfish farmers. Salmonids and
^ellfish are very' sensitive indicators of pollution. Self interest alone dictates the industry’s overwhelming
interest in minimising any adverse effects on the environment.
The industry’s track record clearly demonstrates its acute awareness of its responsibilities to integrate
sensitively wiA the social, scenic and natural environment, and the success with which this has been
achieved to date.
SECHON

m

Legislative Controls
1. Planning
(a) Marine
The Crown Estate Commissioners (CEC) have been projected into a position of special prominence as
a result of their involvement in the development of fish farming. As the historic landlords and factors of
the sea bed it has been their function to devise and administer a leasing system for marine sites which
provides fish farmers with a secure commercial base for their operations. After negotiations with the
Chief Valuer’s Office, and initial detailed consultation with the Department of Transport, the Northern
Lighthouse Board, tlie Admiralty and yachting interests, a system of locating, marking and charging rent
for marine production sites has been set up for the whole of the Scottish coastline, except the Northern
Isles, where the complications of Udal Law remain outstanding.
It was an essential and unavoidable corollary of this function that CEC in their role as landlord should
also be responsible for a process of consultation with a much wider range of interests, likely to be affected
by the location of fish production sites. To meet this need, CEC have devised, introduced and practised
an extensive procedure for (insulting on and allocating sea sites, described in detail in their documents,
“Guidelines on Siting Procedures and Principles” and “Development Strategy and Area Guidelines”.
The NFU of Scotland considers that a centralised, co-ordinated and flexible approach to the allocation
of marine sites was and remains essential to enable this new industry to establish itself and develop within
a timescale dictated by the terms of international competition. The salmon farming industry had to reach
a significant scale quickly. Even now it is threatened by the much greater and faster expansion of the
Norwegian industry.
The Scottish industry has gone through a rapid process of technological development, and is still in its
formative years. We believe that the previous development and future consolidation of the industry is
best achieved through such a centralised approach, rather than through permitting a dispersal of controls,
resulting in a large number of disparate policies.
It has also been important in the context of developing a new industry, dependent on a new and
renewable resource, that the procedures for reaching agreement on the deployment of that resource
should provide adequate opportunities of appeal and reconsideration. But opportunities for appeal and
delay should not be excessive and open to exploitation by eccentric or deeply conservative bodies of
opinion whose responsibilities do not require them to seek a balance between progressive and responsible
economic development and the important and legitimate interests of other sectors of the community.
Much of the criticism that has been levelled at the CEC in recent years is primarily because of the
unique nature of the organisation itself and the perceived conflict of interest in the one organisation being
both the landlord and the “planning” agency.
The real questions to be addressed however—by the fish farming industry and others seeking a
structured and balanced approach to the development of the industry—is whether the CEC consultative
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procedures are inherently unable to meet the necessary control objectives, or whether the outcome of the
procedures-as they are now modified and expanded-have resulted in decisions which would not have
been made had another agency attempted to balance the same considerations.
We believe that dispassionate analysis the developnient of the industry and the practical operation of
the CEC procedures would not support the premise that the extended consultative procedures are
inherently flawed, or are incapaUe of meeting the desired objectives.
The role and operation of the CEC was subject to full scrutiny and consideration by the Scottish OfiBce
in 1988 and subsequently endorsed by Scottish Ministers, who at the same time introduced a new element
through the creation of an Advisory Committee with an independent Chairman, to look at and make
recommendations on contentious cases.
We consider that this extension of the CEC procedures is a desirable development, and hope that it will
be made use of.
We do not consider that the role and activities of the Regional Planning Authorities have in reality
been prejudiced or undermined by the existence or operation of the CEC procedures. The banning
Authorities have played a central role and have contributed substantially to the balanced development of
the fish farming industry in Scotland. Their influence has been exerted in different ways—through the
exercise of their planning function in relation to shore based facilities, on which all marine production
sites depend, and through supportive policies with regard to housing, education, transport md training
facilities on which the industry depends. Local planning authorities have also been major contributors,
through the CEC consultative procedures, to the tailoring of fish farming development to avoid conflict
with other local interests.
(b) Freshwater
The Scottish planning authorities have also exercised their powers effectively over the develc^ment of
freshwater farms—both pond and cage sites—although there has been some variation in the approaches
adopted by different local authorities.
As a matter of policy the Scottish Office has taken the view that freshwater fish farming should be
subject to normal planning control, and have issued guidance to this effect.
All developments in inland waters, ie cage farms, require specific plaiming permission. The only area
in which there has been some confosion in the past is over whether all developments on land—the
construction of ponds and related buildings—are subject to planning control in every circumstance, or if
they could be regarded as permitted development (under Class V of the General Development Order) if
constructed on agricultural land comprised in an agricultural unit.
The Scottish Development Department have been stating their intention, since 1977, to amend the
General Development Order to remove any remaining ambiguity in this area. If such clarification is felt
to be necessary, it is unlikely to.be opposed by the Scottish industry.
2. Water Legislation
(a) Discharge Consents
In Scotland the River Purification Boards (RPBs) and the Island Councils are responsible for
controlling pollution from fish farms—at both freshwater and marine sites—through the issue of
discharge consents under the Control of Pollution Act 1974.
In practice the procedures have generally operated without difficulties and <hspi)te> Land based trout
farms in particular have been operating satisfactorily within, the terms of their discharge consents for
many years. Fish farming depends on having access to substantial quantities of clean, water and frcriners
are anxious to maintain the quality of their water supplies. Work is continuing within the industry into
ways of improving still further the quality of the water leaving farms—through improved husbandry
techniques and feed quality, and through new investment in settlement ppnds and other forms of
treatment. In order to enhance this process still further, it is essential that fish farmers should have access
to grant assistance for effluent treatments, on the same basis as apfdies to all oth«r sectors of agriculture.
Freshwater and sea based cage farms also require discharge consents. Hie industiy has been operating
under these procedures for several years in the main Highland RPB Area.
There has been some delay, on the part of some other River Purification Authorities, in implementing
the consent procedures, particularly for marine sites, because of differing iogai interpretations of the
powers under the Control of Pollution Act. These uncertainties have now been removed—with the full
support of the industry—following the recent amendments under the new Water Apt 1989.
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The diffuse nature of discharges from cage sites presents some difficulties in establishing, monitoring
and enforcing consent conditions. The industry fully supports the need for proper controls, but is anxious
to ensure that they are applied on a practical basis, taking full account of the fish farmers requirements,
and full account of the activities of other operations which—through diffuse discharges—also affect the
quality of the waters in which fish farms operate.
Real progress has been made in discussions between the industry and the River Purification Boards in
establishing appropriate consent conditions and monitoring procedures. However major concerns remain
over the potential impact of and control over other developments—particularly the phosphate run off
from forestry into fresh water lochs. We are not satisfied that the existing powers allow the RPBs to take
effective action in relation to the activities of forestry and other sources of diffuse discharges. There is
already at least one example where phosphate levels in a large fresh water loch apparently doubled
during the year, due to factors which had nothing to do with the fish farm. It is essential that discharge
consents are not used to curtail fish farming operations, in the absence of effective action being taken to
address the real source of any problems.
It is clear that the RPBs face a new and evolving situation in their responsibilities to control discharges
from cage fish farms. It is essentia! that the Boards be properly resourced to meet the task; maintain close
collaboration with the industry and its scientific advisers; and harmonise their approach on these
questions.
(b) Water Charges
The Water Act 1989 introduced new provisions allowing charges to be made for discharge consents.
The industry now faces the prospect of new and potentially very substantial charges. If these are to be
based primarily on cost recovery, they will fall disproportionately on the fish farming industry in
Scotland—given the general costs incurred by the authorities in servicing the very large, often remote,
mainly rural areas of Scotland, in which there are few industries to share the burdens.
Fish farming relies on large volumes of clean water, yet imposes minimal polluting loads which are
easily assimilated. The profitability of freshwater fish farming is so closely linked to the quantity of water
used that should a substantial volumetric charge be introduced, it would probably cause a severe decline
in the industry.
There has been no consultation as yet on how a charging scheme might apply in Scotland, despite the
fact that formal consultations have been underway in England and Wales for over sbc months. Any
scheme that is devised for England and Wales is likely to be extended to Scotland. It is therefore essential
that the Scottish fish fanning industry and the River Purification Boards are fully consulted, and that full
account is taken of the unique position of the Scottish fish farming industry before any scheme is finalised.
3. Fish Health Legislation
The UK have operated very stringent fish health controls for over 50 years under the Diseases of Fish
Acts 1937 and 1983, which have provided effective protection against the introduction and spread of
disease in both wild and farmed fish.
The maintenance of our high health status has been a major priority with the Scottish fish farming
industry. The NFU of Scotland has played a central role, with the Department of Agriculture for
Scotland, in improving the legislative controls—through the updating of the Diseases of Fish Act, and the
introduction of a ban on imports of ungutted salmonids—and in developing agreed Codes of Practice on
the control and eradication of notifiable diseases.
The substantial success achieved to date is now under serious threat as a result of EC proposals to
harmonise fish health controls across Europe. The threat is not only to our farmed, but our wild stocks.
The UK, and Ireland, are unique in European terms because we are free from IHN and VHS—two
very serious viral diseases for which there is no cure or effective treatment. The diseases can be
transferred to and carried by wild fish. Our native stocks are at particular risk because they have no
natural immunity.
It is absolutely essential to maintain adequate protection against the introduction of these and other
non indigenous diseases and parasites. Their introduction would have enormous and unacceptable
economic end ecological impacts. They would be extremely costly and difficult, if not impossible, to
eradicate.
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The current Commission proposals for an EC Fish Health Regulation are incapable of providing that
protection.
In addition the proposals have enormous resource implications—for the UK and Ireland alone. In
order to maintain any form of control over imports we would have to prove the continuing absence of
these diseases, by two inspections a year at every fish farm in the country—at an additional cost to the
Exchequer of several millions of pounds a year. This is a cost which would not be borne by our European
competitors, yet the system would still not provide us with the necessary protection against exotic
diseases.
For all these reasons we are adamant that the only workable and effective means of preventing the
introduction of disease is to retain our current complete ban on the importation of live salmonids and
ungutted carcases.
We believe that these issues involving EC legislation should be given high priority of attention by
Scottish Ministers and the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland.
4. Proposed Salmon Dealer Licensing Scheme
In response to the problems of poaching of wild salmon, the Government are currently considering
introducing a salmon dealer licensing scheme, which would cover all salmon, farmed as well as wild. The
Scottish salmon farming industry remain totally opposed to the proposals, which would impose an
unacceptable and unprecedented degree of new regulation and cost on the industry. The NFU of
Scotland’s most recent submission to the Government on this subject is attached as Appendix I.
IV
Marketing and Future Prospects
All sectors of the Scottish fish farming industry, particularly salmon, have gone through a period of
very rapid expansion. The industry is now entering a period of consolidation. The demand for new
production sites has slackened, in all but the shellfish sector. There will be some rationalisation of the
structure of the industry, with still more emphasis being placed on improving the performance and cost
efficiency of existing operations.
SECTION

There remains the potential in all three sectors for further significant growth. In the medium term, in
the case of trout and salmon, this is likely to be based primarily on increasing output from existing
operations.
Demand is increasing in all sectors as the market responds to the growing availability and consistent
quality of the products, their ease of preparation, and the growing recognition of their value in a healthy
diet. Per capita consumption of fish and shellfish is still extremely low. Demand continues to grow at
around 10 per cent-15 per cent a year for trout, and 20 per cent-25 per cent for salmon. The market can
easily absorb all foreseen expansion in farmed shellfish production.
The industry has recognised firom the start the need to match its growing output with comprehensive
well-funded marketing programmes. All three sectors established effective marketing associations at a
very early stage in their development. The salmon and trout sectors in particular have developed and
maintained highly sophisticated promotional programmes based on direct producer funding of between 1
per cent-2 per cent of turnover. The industry’s efforts and record in terms of marketing are as impressive
as its achievements in expanding production, and have proved highly effective in increasing demand and
maintaining or improving prices. For example, the consumption of trout in the UK rose by 255 per cent
between 1980 and 1987. For the past five years the UK trout industry has maintained the highest and
most stable ex-farm prices in Europe.
Despite the impressive performance and enormous commitment of the Scottish salmon sector—with an
annual promotional budget in excess of £2 million a year—this year for the first time the industry is facing
a dramatic fall in prices (approximately -30 per cent) as a result of a very substantial and largely
unforeseen expansion in Norwegian production.
At the beginning of 1989 the Norwegian industry were forecasting an annual production for the year of
around 110,000 tonnes—an expansion apparently within the tolerances of the expanding market. But,
during the year the estimate has been steadily increased and now stands at around 150,000 tonnes—an
enormous and unforeseen expansion that in itself is greater than the entire Scottish salmon production.
The Norwegians are now selling salmon into Europe at well below their cost of production. The
resulting fall in prices, worldwide, is now such that substantial sectors of the Scottish industry are now
operating at a loss.
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The inevitable response will be cut-back in production in Scotland, Norway and elsewhere. However,
given the time lag in the production cycle, the impact of any reduction in volume will not start to be felt
untU 1991-92.
It has now become imperative that the EC Community takes inunediate action to stabilise salmon prices
within Europe, and to defend the European market against unfair competition from third country
suppliers.

This is another area of the industry’s affairs in which we believe British Ministers must adopt a more
positive and active stance, in defence of the industry’s interests.
The Scottish salmon industry are pressing the UK Government and the EC Commission to introduce an
EC reference price for salmon.

This mechanism is already in place for the vast majority of other fishery products. It would not restrict
access to the EC markets, or involve the Community in any expenditure. It would however serve as an
indicator price—stabilising the market and deterring the dumping of produce—to the long term benefit of
all suppliers. It would enhance and reinforce the Norwegian’s own minimum price system.
The present collapse in the market, brought about primarily by the expansion in Norwegian
production—whether planned or accidental—must not be allowed to undermine the longterm viability of
the Scottish industry. Much of the progress made to date—in terms of the investment and employment in
the highlands and islands, and the industry’s own commitment to longterm funding of marketing and R &
D—will be at serious risk unless action is taken to stabilise the EC markets and to restore confidence.
SECTION

V

Research and Development

Fish farming is still a young industry. It requires a high level of R & D back-up.
Public funding of fish farming R & D has been relatively ad-hoc in the past, derived mainly as a spin-off
fi’om the statutory work conducted by the Government laboratories. The work and support of the DAFS
Marine Laboratory in particular and Stirling University have played an important part in the industry’s
early development. More recently limited assistance has become available from other agencies, such as
NERC, ..\FRC, the Crown Estate Commissioners etc., but this is still largely unco-ordinated.
There is a need for an enhanced and co-ordinated R & D programme, conducting basic and strategic
work into fish health, reproduction, nutrition and growth, stress, improved husbandry techniques, strain
evaluation, selection and genetics, product development and processes, effluent control, and the
interaction with the environment.
The industry has demonstrated its commitment to R & D through its own in-house activities and more
recently through the direct commissioning and funding of work by the Scottish Salmon Growers
Association. But the mechanisms do not exist and the funds are not available in the trout and shellfish
sectors in particular for the industry to engage in funding the necessary longterm basic and strategic R &
D programmes.
It is essential to ensure that an adequate publicly funded co-ordinated R & D programme is in place in
future to support the efforts and requirements of this important growth industry.
CONCLUSION

The Scottish fish farming industry is a unique, energetic and highly successful industry. It is a modern
industry in its approach to production and marketing, and in its determination to relate constructively
with other interests, the communities and the natural environment in which it operates.
The industry has made a substantial contribution to the Scottish economy and to employment,
particularly in the rural and often fragile communities of the Highlands and Islands. It can and will
expand still further, bringing still greater benefits, given a fair opportunity.
To secure and build on its success to date it will be important to:
— protect the high health status of our fish stocks
- defend the European market from unfair competition, particularly from Norwegian supplies
— maintain an enhanced and coordinated R & D programme
- ensure that the industry is not hidebound by excessive regulation.
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The Scottish Office—and the Department of Agriculture in particular—have played a central role in
over-seeing and guiding the industry’s early development. In order to meet the new challenges we believe
it is important to reinforce the Department of Agriculture’s role in this respect—to establish DAFS as the
lead department, with the resources and expertise to provide a central and co-ordinate overview of the
industry’s development and requirements.
October 1989.

Letter to the Department of Agriculture for Scotland from the Commodity Director, National Farmers’
Union of Scotland
SALMON DEALER LICENSING

We are writing in response to Mr Kelly’s letter of 20 July regarding proposals for salmon dealer
licensing scheme in Great Britain.
As you are aware from previous discussions and correspondence on this question, we remain totally
opposed to the introduction of such a licensing scheme.
The salmon farming industry recognise concerns over the problem of salmon poaching. However we
are firmly of the view that the licensing proposals are wholly inappropriate in terms of addressing the
actual scale and nature of the problem.
Given both the complexity and the omissions within the licensing proposals, we have serious doubts as
to whether they would actually prove effective in combating poaching. They would, however, impose an
unacceptable and unprecedented degree of new regulation and cost, not only on the salmon farming
industry, but on the entire distribution chain.
Wild salmon currently account for only 3 per cent of the industry. The extent of the poaching problem
cannot be assessed with any reliability, but these fish undoubtedly represent an extremely small
proportion of the miUions of fish currently traded legitimately through the marketing chain. We believe
that it is wholly inappropriate for the Government to attempt to address a problem of this scale by
imposing a substantial new burden of bureaucracy and costs on many companies and individuals far
removed from where the problem occurs.
We believe the Government have underestimated the extent of the direct, administrative, and
enforcement costs resulting from these proposals. These would have to be borne primarily by the Scottish
salmon farming industry. Although the proposals suggest that fish farms would be exempt from licensing
in certain circumstances, in practice all farms would need to seek the security of a licence if they were to
continue to develop all their legitimate trade channels. The complexity of the scheme is such that many
companies would require more than one licence, increasing costs and administration.
In conclusion we would simply reiterate that the nature and scale of the poaching problem does not
justify the imposition of a scheme of the complexity proposed. It would impose substantial new burdens,
costs and constraints on the Scottish salmon farming industry, and could act as a significant disincentive
to trade in salmon. We support the need to take action against poaching but maintain that it would be far
more effective and appropriate to apply resources to where poaching actually takes place.
15 September 1989.
Examination of witnesses
Chairman, and MR W J J CROWE, Chief Executive, Scottish Salmon Growers’
Association; MR G MACE, Convenor Fish Farming Committee and MRS J NICOL, Commodity
Director, National Farmers’ Union of Scotland examined.

DR M HALLIDAY,

Chairman
78. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. We
do know who many of you are because you were
kind enough to look after us when we visited
Scotland. Welcome here. Dr Halliday, would you
like to introduce your colleagues?
(Dr Halliday) First of all, thank you for inviting
us here to give oral evidence; it is a useful
opportunity to debate these issues. Could I intro-

duce William Crowe, who is Chief Executive of the
Scottish Salmon Growers’ Association and also a
Director of the Scottish Salmon Farmers’ Marketing Board, Guy Mace, who is Cbnvenor of the
Scottish National Farmers’ Union Fish Farming
Committee and Mrs Judith Nicol, who is Commodity Director of the Scottish National Farmers’
Union Fish Farming Committee. I am the Chairman of the Scottish Salmon Growers’ Association
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and also a Director of the Scottish Salmon
Fanners’ Marketing Board.
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80. You will be pleased to learn that I take a
similar view and I have written to the Secretary of
State saying that the time when we are conducting
a strange
79.
It is quite clear tothis
us,inquiry
both inseems
considering
the one for them to start a
separate
one.
WrTitten evidence we have had and in the course of
(Dr Halliday) Do you wish to continue with the
conversations during our visit, that there are a
marine
environment?
number of controversial points. We will probably
just stick to those today. Other observers will know
81. We are much more interested in that
that you have already submitted substantial written
because
that is where all the fuss is and because of
evidence which we shall be taking into account.
Could we go straight to the point that seems to the inquiry that is going on we shall be looking into
the whole question of planning, of trout farms in
come up most often, which is planning and the
particular, nationally, not just dealing with Scotwhole matter of the establishment of a new jSsh
land alone, and we shall have a view on that in due
farm, the complaints that may be received about course.
existing fish farms and the procedures, with parti(Dr Halliday) Do you wish me to open discusscular reference to Scotland, for the establishment
ion on that with the industry’s review of the
of pens in lochs and on the sea shore?
Crown? Of necessity this does mean looking in a
(Dr Halliday) Clearly planning is an essential very short time at the history of the development
element of the development of the industry. What of the industry and its relationship with the Crown
we require are fast effective measures which take Estate Commissioners who are responsible for
account of the very special circumstances of the granting leases to salmon farmers in marine
industry, the immense economic benefits that the waters. In the earlier years it was essential that the
industiy can confer on remote areas and the industry received an appropriate amount of encouessenti^ and specific requirements of the species ragement from those that are in authority over the
that we culture. There are two areas of planning industry. We had that from the Crown. It was
that have to be considered and they are both very essential to allow the industry to be developed
different: the greater aspect and obviously the quickly, in order that we can have a substantial
aspect below the water mark, the marine aspect. If industry, in order that we can become internationwe deal with them in that order, I would ask my ally competitive and in order that we can capture
colleague, Mrs Judith Nicol to start off talking essential market share far Scottish salmon. The
about fireshwater aspects of planning.
Crown were major movers in this development.
(Mrs Nicol) Could we deal firstly with the latest They offered a seven year rent moratorium to
development which was not covered in our sub- enable the industry to grow quickly in its earlier
missions? As you are aware, the Scottish Develop- years and this is a major achievement. Soon we had
ment Department have recently issued a consul- a very very substantial industry operating in
tation paper proposing to amend the Scottish remote areas of the West Coast conferring substanlegislation only to remove all permitted develop- tial economic benefits on those areas. As the
ment rights from freshwater fish farming and all industry adapted a much higher profile obviously it
building related to fish farming. There was a very came in for a great deal of criticism. To some
short consultation period involved in this. We have extent—indeed to a large extent—the Crown
two major concerns of principle with the Depart- reacted to this criticism in that they developed a
ment’s latest proposals. Firstly, although we substantial consultation procedure which when
accept, as an industry, the need for sensible reviewed for the Countryside Commission for
planning controls, what the Department are pro- Scotland was found to be quite acceptable in 1507.
posing is automatically and immediately to remove There were further difficulties for the Crown in
all permitted development rights, although they assessing more difficult applications and again
recognise in their own consultation paper that recently we have had the setting up of a small
there may well be aspects of the fish farming committee to deal with more controversial applicaindustry that should be given permitted develop- tions. These are all sensible developments and
ment rights. We think that is back to front, that the initiatives of the Crown and they have to be
time should be taken now to consider whether or congratulated on taking these initiatives because
not certain aspects of fish farming should be no-one else has taken them. Where we are slightly
recognised as agricultural activities, as is currently concerned as an industry is that we have moved
the case, and granted permitted development from this very positive development strategy to a
rights before there is any amendment to the much more negative philosophy we believe and we
General Development Order. The second point is are concerned that the industry may well suffer in
that the Scottish Office are proposing to take this future from not being allowed to develop in an
action only in Scotland; they are acting indepen- appropriate way. We are concerned that the
dently on this question. We find some difficulties industry could be overburdened by inappropriate
with that. We think it is a matter of principle, an controls and we would certainly like to see
important matter of principle, as to how the fish perhaps a central policy or a central attitude to
farming industry is controlled by the planning look at all those who impinge upon the industry
authorities and it is not a purely Scottish issue. For and develop sensible controls which we support to
those two reasons we are going to ask the ensure that this industry develops in an approDepartment to defer implementation pending priate manner in the Western Isles and Highlands
of Scotland.
further consideration of these two points.
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82. Are you satisfied that the decision of the
Secretary of State to leave this matter to the Crown
Estate Commissioners is the right decision?
Obviously the alternative would be to go through
the whole gamut of Town and Country Planning
procedures in the normal way.
(Dr Halliday) At the moment to date we have
received good service from the Crown Estate
Commissioners. There are certainly many things
that could be improved but basically the end result
has been a very substantial industry and that in
itself is a major achievement. Obviously if there
are going to be changes we would have to look at
these changes, we would have to fit in with our
requirements before we could support them and
indeed if one could streamline the system, certainly that obviously would be of benefit to the
industry. The industry does need protection from
rather excessive controls that could be imposed
upon it over the next few years. We need a central
rationale and a forum to discuss what appropriate
controls are required.
83. I think I am right in saying that in your
written evidence you were promoting the idea of a
single central authority controlling the allocation
of marine leases.
(Dr Halliday) Not necessarily controlling the
allocation of marine leases. What we are proposing
is a central authority who can give direction to
those who are controlling the industry. That does
not take away from the Crown Estate’s position as
granting leases or purification boards with their
responsibilities.
Mr MacDonald
84. How do you imagine this authority being
staffed or composed? Would it be a branch of the
Scottish Office?
(Dr Halliday) We see the Scottish Office as
being the authority which must give direction to
those groups who are responsible for controlling
the industry and we see direction must be based on
scientific fact and should be developed in conjunction with those responsible in industry.
85. If you had the Scottish Office making those
kinds of directions why would you need the Crown
Estates Commissioners at all?
(Dr Halliday) It would need a major Act of
Parliament to remove that power from the Crown
Estate Commissioners. I do not know whether that
has been proposed or not but we certainly have not
seen that. That would be a whole new ball game
which we would have to assess.
86. If you started from scratch, would you set up
an arrangement where you had a central authority
in the Scottish Office, the Crown Estate Commissioners and then individual fish farmers below, or
would you just have the Scottish Office?
(Dr Halliday) If one were starting from scratch,
the objective from the fish farming industry would
be a streamlined procedure which would give a fast
and effective decision-making process with sensible controls. Clearly the ideal situation would be a

49
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central authority but if one looks at every other
single industry there is no such thing as a central
authority taking these decisions. You are faced
with a plethora of organisations, each with individual and often independent responsibilities. That
really is a fact of life. We do not see that changing.
What we are suggesting is that there should be a
lead taken with the industry, with appropriate
research and development, to establish what are
sensible controls for these individual organisations
to apply in this industry.
87. But you would see the central authority
more happily sitting within the Scottish Office,
rather than outside it in the way the Crown Estate
Commissioners are.
(Dr Halliday) Yes, it is much more appropriate;
absolutely. We see the central authority giving
guidance at the moment, under present circumstances.
88. Where would the role of the local authorities come in here? To what extent would you give
them a role in the planning procedure? Do you
think it has in any way hindered the development
of fish farming in the Shetlands, for example, that
the local authorities have a very strong role
indeed?
(Dr Halliday) We cannot speak for the Shetlands on that particular issue. Certainly on the
mainland of Scotland the planners do have a major
role in the infrastructure essential for fish farmers.
Indeed we have had numerous discussions with
development and planners to try to encourage a
greater development of infrastructure. They have a
major say in the development of shore cases
because they all have to apply for planning
permission.
89. They certainly have a major say in the
development of infirastructure, for example, the
siting of the farms themselves, except where they
are involved in the advisory committee which has
yet to meet.
(Dr Halliday) Correct, but they are also an
important consultee of the Crown Estate Commissioners and therefore there is a substantial dialogue between planners and the Crown.
90. How would you react to the very strong
complaints from local authorities that they do not
have a strong enough role in the original siting of
the fish farms and that they are left with much of
the costs of supplying infrastructure without any
benefits in rates or rents?
(Dr Halliday) There is obviously competition
here between local authorities and the Crown. It is
an area which it is difficult for us to get into
because it is a very political issue. The important
aspect for the industry is that it does have a
pressure point to try to create increased infrastructure to service this important industry. On the
question of the planners not having a role the
planners have taken initiatives in preparing a
number of structural plans for the West Coast.
These have been discussed with the Crown and
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therefore there is a substantial opportunity for the
planners to become involved in the decision and
planning making prdcess. I grant you that the final
decision is taken by the Crown.
(Mr Mace) Effectively the planning authorities
do have a large measure of control inasmuch as
obviously we need land-based facilities in order to
service our sea cage units and if that is not granted
we actually cannot proceed with a viable farming
activity. So they do have a fair measure of control
already and I certainly know of instances where
Crown Estate proposed farms have not gone
forward because the planning consent has not been
available for the land-based facilities with which to
service the in-sea units.
91. Would you say they even have too much
control?
(Dr Halliday) This is a situation that we are
concerned about. If you look at the Crown Estate
applications something like 52 per cent of applications have been refused or withdrawn over last
year. One can say two things about that: one is that
it demonstrates the effect of the consultation
procedure; on the other hand it represents an
enormous loss of development potential for Scotland. We would like to see a balanced view and
proper guidelines imposed on the decision-making
process.
Chairman
92. I have to say to you that I am sure you have
thought about this carefully but it seems to me that
you are simply going to create another tier and
one’s experience of bureaucrats is that every time
you create a tier you create delay and confusion. I
understand your wish.
(Mr Mace) Could I just clarify one point. We are
very keen obviously not to see anything that would
delay the advancement of our industry and therefore if there is anything to be put in place it will
have to be a lot more effective in order to gain our
support. Obviously we are all for sensible control
but we feel that the new consultation procedures
that have been in place now for three years with
the Crown, over 30 different parties being
involved, actually allows for very full consultation
with regard to the general public and all other
interested parties about a proposal that our industry might have for a certain area. On that basis we
would have to think very carefully about anything
that was going to supersede it. It would perhaps be
rather difficult to better currently.
(Dr Halliday) There is a little bit of confusion
here between a central controlling authority and a
policy. What we are saying is that we need a policy,
not necessarily another tier in the decision-making
proce.ss. I want to be quite clear about that because
there is some confusion. This policy would give
guidance to those people who exist—purification
boards, planners, Department of Transport,
Crown, Northern Lighthouse Board—as to how
they should react to fish farming. We feel that if
this policy is developed correctly with proper
scientific evidence it would be beneficial to the
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industry because there is a number of examples
where local authorities and the others are all acting
at sixes and sevens. We feel this area needs
clarification.
Mr MacDonald
93. Do you think there is any scope for there to
be an area of leeway for local authorities or
communities on the ground to establish slightly
different emphases in how fish farming should be
allowed to develop in their own area? Do you think
it is absolutely necessary to have one set of strict
guidelines which apply over the whole of Scotland,
or do you think there would be room within the
context of broad guidelines for local authorities to
be able to pursue slightly different policies?
(Dr Halliday) Yes, very much so. We have to be
aware that there has to be a central policy, but we
have to allow a local interpretation of that. There
has to be a balanced viewpoint in there.
(Mrs Nicol) The point is that as a fish farming
industry we see the need for a centralised coordinated but flexible approach to the question of
the allocation of marine sites. As an industry we
face the situation where the Crown Estate do have
proprietorial rights over the sea-bed; that is the
legislation we currently face. We have therefore
seen the development, as previously described of
just what we were looking for: a centralised,
co-ordinated and a flexible approach. The consultation procedure as currently operated is very wide
ranging, it involves an enormous number of
consultees, we believe it does give adequate
opportunities for the statutory authorities to advise
and influence the Crown. Estate’s decisions. It is
that overall approach which we believe has served
the industry well. If, however, the Government or
some other body are to come forward and suggest
that should be handled in a different way, we
would obviously look at such a thing. We are not
defending the Crown per se. We believe that kind
of general centralised approach is the correct one
and we believe that the evidence of what is on the
ground to date and the way the industry has grown
and responded to the pressures it is under demonstrate that to be the case. We are by no means
suggesting that we need another tier of bureaucracy: we do not, we have a lot of competent
statutory authorities already addressing the appropriate aspects of the fish farming industry.
Chairman
94. Could I just ask you a one word answer
question? Are you satisfied that the Crown Estate
are in general terms handling this matter fairly?
(Dr Halliday) It can always be improved, but
yes, the evidence to date would indicate that we
have a substantial industry as a result of these
policies.
Mr Martlew
95. I have one or two questions on the environmental aspects of fish farming. Firstly can we come
to the use of Nuvan. At the present time Nuvan
seems to be the only reliable treatment for salmon
lice but there are great concerns and reservations
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about the use of this chemical and the effect it has
on marine life. I understand it has a limited licence
at the present time but it could be banned next
year. What effect would it have on the industry if it
were banned?
(Dr Halliday) There are two points to this
question. I agree with you that there has been a
great deal of controversy over Nuvan and I should
like to be given the opportunity to make a few
comments about that. First, to answer your question directly, it would have a catastrophic effect on
the industry. I should like to correct you on one
point. The industry uses the compound Aquagard
and that is a licensed treatment for sea louse, not
Nuvan.
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99. Can I go on to fishmeal? There are two
arguments there against the present salmon fishing
procedures. One is that the fact that the seas are
being vacuumed to get the small fish to provide the
fishmeal and there is some concern with regard to
the sand eels in the Shetlands. Could you comment
on that because obviously there is a need to supply
firesh fish to provide the fishmeal to feed the
increased number of salmon stocks you have. The
second one is: is it not a fact that if additional
chemicals were not put into the fishmeal to create a
colouring then the salmon that you actually bred
would come out a grey colour when they were
cooked? The fact is that there is some evidence
that that chemical that is put in to create the pink
flesh can be harmful to humans.
(Dr Halliday) To take the latter one first, it is
96. It is Nuvan by another name. It is a bit like
true we supply carotenoids and one effect of these
Sellafield and Windscale, is it not?
(Dr Halliday) Yes, Aquagard is the licensed carotenoids is to give pigmentation to the flesh. It
compound and it is specially formulated for fish is true that if these pigmants were not supplied
and licensed as such, not Nuvan. have to look—at then the flesh would be grey. It is equally true that
this compound. It has been around since 1961, it is these carotenoids are essential for the physiologiquite a remarkable chemical in many ways. It is cal wellbeing of the fish. So on welfare issues alone
almost the ideal pesticide if you look at it in that it we require to give fish these carotenoids. They are
is entirely safe, provided basic precautions are naturally occurring piqments and naturally occur at
taken. It is controlled by vets and it is monitored much higher levels in wild fish than farmed fish.
by purification boards. The Scottish Salmon Grow- The chemical that we use is fully licensed and
ers’ Association has developed and provided train- approved by EEC legislation. As with everything it
ing courses for its members to ensure the safe and is a question of level and any chemical, be it too
efficient use of this chemical. The other important much salt, too much water, can be toxic. So the
point is that it hits the target parasite hard without toxicity of a chemical is a very difficult thing to
damaging the host. It is not bio-accumulatory and comment on sensibly.
therefore is totally safe for food producing species.
100. It is reported that if it is taken in too much
It is non-persistent in the environment, it is totally
strength
this particular chemical is cancerous.
bio-degradable, it is hydrolysed by water very
(Dr
Halliday)
I have not heard that claim. I
quickly. It is used at very low concentrations in the
environment, subject to immediate dilution on would have to check that out.
(Mrs Nicol) Scientific data does not support
release. Unfortunately it was put on the red list of
compounds and this was purely as a precaution that. The scientific data on canthaxanthin which is
until its toxicity to the environment was estab- the pigment we are talking about mainly, does not
lished. Further work has been done over this last show any carcinogenic properties. The concern
year since it was granted a licence and there is no about it has been that it was used in the 1970s in
evidence that we are aware of that this compound suntan pills in a huge concentration to turn you
poses a threat to the environment. I repeat that we brown. It is that one single use of canthaxanthin
are totally reliant on one chemical to maintain the that has caused the misunderstanding about the
health of that industry. However it will be very pigment. It was withdrawn and is not available in
difficult for us to come up with a better chemical those quantities. The quantity used in those pills
was absolutely huge compared with what we are
than Nuvan quickly. It takes a long time.
talking about here. We are talking about a range of
97. From what you have said it appears that if it pigments that do occur naturally that turn carrots
is used sensibly then it is fine, but is it not a fact orange. It is one of these cases where you have to
that if it is misused then there could be severe get it into perspective.
environmental impacts?
Mr Jones
(Dr Halliday) As with very many things, yes, but
every precaution is taken to ensure the correct use
101. The Food Advisory Committee must have
of Aquagard.
considered these matters when they looked at
canthaxanthin and surely their conclusion that it
98. We come back to Windscale and Sellafield. should not be used in food is not based on the fact
(Dr Halliday) I would just remind the Com- that daubing it all over you as a suntan browning
mittee, if I may, that there was an extensive agent is relevant. They must have had some other
investigation carried out on this very chemical, the reasons for banning it in food and I understand
active ingredient of Aquagard, by the World that they are considering it in this second-hand use
Health Organisation, published in 1980. The full in fishmeal. Supposing they did come out and ban
it in fishmeal, how would that affect your industry?
facts on this chemical are in this booklet.
(Mrs Nicol) A point of correction there also,
Chairman: Could you make sure we have a copy
please. The Food Advisory Committee clearly
of that?
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recommended twice, in 1987 and again in the latest
re\iew of the evidence in response to their former
report, that canthaxanthin and astaxanthin the
latest follow-on, should be permitted for use in fish
diets. They have not changed that recommendation.
102. That is not my information. The information I have is that they are considering it and not
that they have reconunended it; they are still
considering it.
(Dr Halliday) All these chemicals are up for
review on a regular basis, that is fact, but they are
certainly fiilly licensed at the moment for use in
fish.
103. Can I put the question to you again then?
Should they ban it, how would that affect your
industry?
(Dr Halliday) They would have to use the naturally occuring pigment astaxanthin which is closely
related; there is virtually no difference except that
it is naturally occurring. The problem with that is
that it will take some time before there is sufficient
production of that pigment to service the industry.
104. So it would have a deleterious effect.
(Dr Halliday) In the short term.
Mr Martlew
105. What about the other point on fish stocks?
(Dr Halliday) The point I would make about
that is that the fishmeal requirement for the
salmon farming industry is minute in the context of
the total industrial fishing that is carried out in the
world today.
(Mr Crowe) I believe that the total production of
fish feed, which includes trout and salmon, in the
UK is about 85,000 tonnes. One can compare the
percentage of that which is actually fishmeal and I
believe it is less than 40 per cent. In terms of the
total supply of fishmeal and the world stocks—we
are talking about millions of tonnes—the UK
industry is consuming a very small quantity.
106. We have the situation which we shall touch
on later with regard to the Norwegians who
produce considerably more salmon than yourselves. The oceans belong to everybody and whether
you are feeding it to Norwegian salmon or Scottish
salmon there is a concern that if this industry
grows—and we could be talking about fish farming
for not only salmon but cod or whatever—it will
have a detrimental effect on the ocean.
(Dr Halliday) The other problem in this context
is that feed companies are obviously experimenting
with diets and looking at alternative formulations.
(Mr Mace) The point at the moment is that
unfortunately there is no alternative to us using
animal proteins for high quality fish pellets and
until soya proteins or alternatives are available to
us we are left with using fish as a resource going
into our fish pellets. I know that the feed
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compounding industry has looked at the availability of high quality fishmeal and they do not think
it will be a constraint to the progress of the salmon
farming industry worldwide. I know it has been
looked at in that context specifically.
Chairman
107. Going back to the sea lice, when we were
in Norway we were shown an extremely clever
piece of work where the pesticide was contained in
oil, which was contained within the pen and then of
course removed very easily with no pollution at all.
Is work being done on that?
(Dr Halliday) We are in close contact with
Norway over that. I should say that the description
you have given is correct. They apply pyrethroid to
the oil. The pyrethroid is insoluble in loch water
and is applied to the oil. A small skirt is put round
the pen to contain it. They have calculated the
number of times a salmon jumps in a 24-hour
period and hence they get the dosage rate to kill
the lice. It is then removed. It has taken some 18
months to reach that stage of development and it is
still very much experimental. They reckon it could
take another two years before the system would be
ofiScially licensed. This illustrates one important
point: the long length of time it takes to get
chemicals licensed. There is a long time involved
from the original concept, to development, to
licensing.
Chairman: It seems fairly hopeful. The control,
with an infestation of some 60 per cent, was
reduced to 3 or 4 per cent which is very good.
Mr Gill
108. I should like to ask about the salmon
market. You will be aware that the Norwegian fish
farmers’ sales organisation recently announced a
series of essentially temporary measures to stabilise the salmon market by withholding supplies and
levying exports. I should like to ask whether in
your opinion these measures are sufficient to avert
the need for the intervention by the European
Commission to protect Community producers?
(Mr Crowe) It is fair to say that the Norwegian
measures proposed were only brought forward
under the extreme pressure of the European
Commission in the case which we were alleging.
With respect, I hope the measures are not temporary in Norway; we hope they are actually going to
be permanent for at least the next two or three
years. As far as we are concerned—and I would
say that the case we are bringing in Brussels is
jointly between the Scottish Salmon Board and the
Irish Salmon Growers’ Association—the measures
have to work and they have to work for the
Norwegians every bit as much as they have to work
for ourselves. The situation that pertained before
Christmas was that the Norwegian industry itself
was selling below the cost of production. It was
also selling below its minimum price, which is the
statutory price in Norway. In fact some of the
Norwegian exporters were actually breaking the
law. The sales organisation, which is very akin to
the Milk Board, has statutory powers and what we
have to say was that during 1989 we felt they did
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not enforce their powers and therefore they let the
situation degenerate to the point where we had to
bring our anti-dumping case. Historically there has
been injury to members in Scotland and Ireland
and quite a number of our members will be
carrying losses into 1990 which they will hope to
trade out and it may take two or three or even four
years to trade them out. What we would want to
avoid is that, if the Norwegian measures did not
come to fruition by the end of the year or, for
example, they cannot fund the intervention
beyond a six-month period, we would be in a
similar situation by this time next year with a
potential production from Norway of something
like 160-180,000 tonnes, predatory pricing policies
in the Community and literally destroying our
market yet again. I do not want to be going back to
the Commission this time next year and therefore
we have taken the view—and I believe the Commission agree with me on this—that we have to
press ahead with our dumping case, and that it will
be there, should the Norwegians allow their
industry to fall into a state of chaos in the future.
There are still some misgivings. We feel that the
measures perhaps do not go far enough. One of the
things we have suggested to them is that they
should have a smolt slaughter scheme and probably take about 10 million smolts out now rather
than feed these smolts and have them coming onto
the market in a year or three years time and
thereby depressing prices again to uneconomic
levels.
109. Is there any evidence that if the Norwegians continue in the way that they are going at
the moment normal economic factors and market
forces would not in fact force them into reducing
their production? Surely the point is reached where
losses sustained are so great that they have to close
down various of their farms?
(Mr Crowe) Yes, indeed and had free market
forces reigned that would have happened. Bearing
in mind the ratio of their production of 150,000 to
Scotland’s 30,000 and Ireland’s 6,000, we would
have gone out of business before they would have
gone out of business. Therefore historically, and
again in other industries, the Norwegians have
been seen to be very progressive in terms of their
own industries’ interests. The Community market
is in excess of 115,000 tonnes and we said this to
the Norwegians. Scotland and Ireland together can
only produce probably around 40,000 next year.
What we said to the Norwegians was that there is
plenty of room for them to market their salmon if it
is done sensibly and that is what we have asked
them to do.
Mr Alexander
110. Are they likely to be happy to do that and
co-operate if at the same time you are pursuing a
request for an investigation by the EEC?
(Mr Crowe) Yes. In fact pursuing the investigation will actually underpin the role of the Norwegian Fish Farmers’ Association and the sales
organisation in making sure that their measures
work. They borrowed 1.3 billion kroner, which is
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against the security of the 700 fish farmers who
voted for the agreement on 4 January, so if it does
not work they lose 1.3 billion to the banks in
Norway. I would also just remind you that there is
a case pending in the United States where the same
problem, dumping, had been alleged. Injured
farmers there, including Alaskan fishermen, have
brought a case within the Department of Commerce. If the Americans prove their case ahead of
the European Community or vice-versa then
obviously the backlash of the production would
affect the alternate market. There is a parallel here
that the Community and the United States, one
would hope, would be in phase with this antidumping action.
Chairman
111. So in a nutshell you are really hoping to sell
your output within the protection of the Community.
(Mr Crowe) There is only 2 per cent tariff duty
on salmon and 13 per cent on salmon products in
the European Community and we do not regard
that as a protected market. What we are asking for
is fair trade not protection.
112. Is that right for all fish?
(Mr Crowe) No; trout is 12 per cent.
113. Would you be proposing that should apply
to salmon?
(Mr Crowe) We have asked for this but the
difficulties in negotiating that through GATT
would be quite immense at the moment and it
would be a few years off before we achieved
anything. We are looking for safeguard action at
the moment rather than long-term tariff increases.
Mr Martlew
114. One point on your marketing strategy. You
seem to be wishing to expand production, which is
fine, and at the same time keep salmon a luxury
product and those two do not seem to go together.
You seem to be wanting to sell a lot more but keep
it at a premium price. How are you going to
achieve it?
(Dr Halliday) You have to remember that the
costs of producing salmon are expensive; there is
something like a three or four year production
cycle. We have to get a substantial return from the
fish we produce to stay in business and that
automatically means a reasonably high retail price.
The important point we have talked about is that
this is a short-term situation. We are under
substantial pricing pressure but there are enormous opportunities for the market to grow, as
indeed it has been growing with the efforts of the
Scottish Salmon Farmers’ Marketing Board and
obviously the Norwegian sales efforts. There is a
huge market for salmon if you compare it to other
foodstuffs. Something like 250,000 tonnes of
Atlantic salmon will be produced this year worldwide. The EEC produces half a million tonnes of
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poultry within the EEC and consumes it. There is a
vast potential to increase the consumption of
Atlantic salmon and we certainly believe that
Scottish salmon is a premium fish.
Mr MadOonald
115. A couple of questions about the future.
Would you say that there has been a slackening off
in demand for new sites over the past 12 months or
so? I think the NFU in their submission noticed
such a slackening off. If there is a slackening off, is
it due to the economic downturn or the economic
difficulties or is it due to the face that we are
reaching saturation point in terms of having sites?
(Dr Holliday) No, the main point is, arising from
the very poor returns that the industry has experienced over this year, that there is just a lack of
money to re-invest into the industry. Obviously in
this situation there is a downturn.
116. So you would not say it is due to any kind
of saturation point being reached?
(Dr Holliday) No.
117. You have also been saying—the NFU in
their submission certainly said—that they expect a
rationalisation in the industry over the next few
months. Would that rationalisation inevitably
mean less employment in the industry? Jobs would
have to be shared to make the industry more
competitive with the Norwegians for example.
Would it also mean that some of the larger
operators, the larger multinationals in particular,
would have to start taking over and buying out
some of the smaller operators?
(Dr Holliday) All these points are speculation.
The important point is, when the industry comes
under economic pressure it has to scrutinise the
way it operates, we have to be as efficient as we
possibly can.Therefore each company will be
looking at its operation in the closest possible way
to ensure that it becomes competitive.

[Continued

118.
say that jobs would have to be shed to make the
industry more efficient? Would you also say it is
informed speculation to expect that some of the
smaller operators would be selling out to the larger
operators?
(Dr Holliday) We ore obviously aware of a
number of small farms on the market at the
moment; that is purely a consequence of economic
trends. What we are saying is that with a reversal
of prices then this should bring about an economic
upturn within the industry. Equally, the important
point is that the market is there to be expanded
dramatically and one of the responsibilities for the
industry is to ensure that it has a very strong and
weU supported marketing campaign to promote
salmon and take advantage of the very large
market that exists for our product. It purely
depends on how these matters progress over the
next two years as to what form this rationalisation
will take. Efficiency must be paramount.
(Mr Mace) In these difficult times, when we are
looking at all the cost, we will find that attention to
husbandry is of paramount importance and if
anything there will be more care and attention paid
to husbandry and that may well result in more
employment in actual fact. The mechanisation one
sees in Norway is not necessarily always a good
thing, particularly relative to feeding systems. It
could actually go the opposite way to what you are
suggesting.
(Mr Crowe) The future development of the
industry is certainly indicating towards more processing of the primary product. I know the
Highlands and Islands Board particularly is very
keen on this development and that may in fact
encourage and increase jobs in down-line processing of the industry. That is perhaps a positive
aspect.
Chainnan: Thank you very much indeed, you
have been most helpful.

Memorandum submitted by the British Trout Association
1.

INTRODUCTION

This submission deals solely with the production and marketing of trout in the UK, and has been
prepared from statistics collected by the British Trout Association over the past seven years. The
Association currently represents some 75 per cent of the production tonnage, encompassing 212
individual farms ranging from 5 tonnes to 500 tonnes annual production capacity-over 500 units claim to
be involved in trout production but less than half this number can be considered of commercial
significance. The species produced is predominently Rainbow Trout (Salmo Dairdneri), with less than 10
per cent representing Brown Trout (Salmo Trutta). The latter is exclusively produced for sporting
purposes while some 90 per cent of Rainbows are destined for food usage, although their popularity as a
commercial game fish is growing.
2. SUPPLY AND DEMAND

The supply of Trout for both the table and sporting purposes is now virtually stable throughout the
year, and domestic production has almost tripled between the years 1980-1988 from some 5,500 tonnes to
16,000 tonnes. Availability has been boosted annually by a consistent growth in imports of fresh, frozen
and smoked fish from mainly Denmark and France. (See appendix 1) Between the years 1980-1987 the
Trout consumption rose by a significant 255 per cent—by comparison other European countries’ growth
increases are considerably lower EG; France 30 per cent, Germany 25 per cent, Italy 44 per cent and
Spain 55 per cent. In addition, the UK has for the past 5 years maintained the highest and most stable
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“first sale” price return structure amongst European Producers. In effect, production since 1983 has been
market led and riring production has been matched to rising consumer demand.
Currently, UK trout producers sell every fish produced, and many sectors such as processing are
experiencing considerable supply shortages which are expected to increase into 1990. Prevailing weather
conditions over the past three years, including the 1989 water shortages, have exacerbated a generally
undersupplied market, and production is expected to fall by approximately 6.5 per cent this year.
However, increases of 10-15 per cent per year over the next 5-6 years are anticipated in order to meet
consumer demand in a market dominated by the “healthy eating”, principles favouricg fish consumption.
The continuing supply reductions in the caught fish sector coupled to spiralling prices only serve to
enhance the desirable stable prices and consistent availability of farmed trout.
The inevitability of more stringent environmental restrictions throughout Europe will add to
production costs, and the development of new freshwater sites will be limited. There is however
considerable potential for saltwater production of both portion and large trout, and it is anticipated that
some existing salmon sites will switch at least a proportion of their production capacity to trout, as a cash
crop.
3. TRADE AND MARKETING ASPECTS

The growth in the domestic trout trade over the period 1981-1988 has occurred in many sectors of a
highly fi’agmented market, but the most significant area is that of supermarket sales allied to value-added
processing. Year round availability of closely graded, gutted fish in controlled atmosphere packaging at
comparatively low prices has made trout into a best selling “convenience” fish in all major multiple food
stores. The catering trade has expanded throughout the country with trout a permanent fixture on most
menus and the smoking industry is possibly the fastest growing area of current production. Wet fish sales
from the traditional retail shops are contracting due to diminishing outlets although farmgate sales direct
to the public are steady. The wholesale markets remain the largest single destination for fish in the round,
but these are viewed as contracting due to the development of smaller and more flexible specialist trading
units. The market shares can be approximately defined as:
Wholesale Markets

Processors and Smokers

50 per cent
(60 per cent retail/40 per cent catering)
20 per cent
(15 per cent domestic/5 per cent export)

Farmgate sales

15 per cent

Restocking (angling)

15 per cent

Marketing has been the responsibility of the British Trout Association since 1982, when it was set up to
co-ordinate the efforts of several regional groups then in existence. Emphasis was placed on provision of
marketing information to members in order to overcome the situation of the late 70s and early 80s, when
uncontrolled production increases had created glut and famine conditions. This resulted in poor producer
prices, inconsistent quality and a product widely regarded as a speciality fish.
Funded by a voluntar> levy, the BTA has initiated generic consumer promotional campaigns to
capitalise on the unique selling points of the species EG; value for money, consistent quality/availability,
quick to prepare and cook, versatile, and healthy. A trout information bureau services both trade and
consumer enquiries, press and public relations programmes are ongoing and the Association maintains a
liaison function with many other Industry bodies EG; the Farmers Unions, MAFF, the Feed
Manufacturing Industry, FAC and the European Salmonid Producers Federation.
An export Development Programme to third countries aided by contributions from MAFF is in its
third and final year, achieving modest though encouraging results for smoked products in the USA and
Japan. With the opening of the Single Market, other European countries will be attracted to the buoyant
UK situation and domestic producers will have to fight to maintain their current profitability, which is
wholly unsubsidised. The Industry is now considering medium and longterm development options for the
creation of a single organisation, to encompass marketing, environmental/European policy and R & D.
29 September 1989
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Appendix 1

UK TROUT PRODUCTION/IMPORTS/CONSUMPTION 1980-1988

Year

(TONNES)

Production

Wholesale
Market Price*

Imports

5.500
6.500

58p
58p
60p
64p
68p
76p
85p
86p
88p
lOOp

660
621
1,500
1,400
1,300
1,700
1,500
1,600
1,750
1,700

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989(E)

6,000
7,000
8.500
9.500
11,000
14.000
16.000
15,000

Total
Consumption

6,200
7,200
7,500
8,400
9,800
11,200
12,500
15,600
17,750
17,000

♦Denotes price per lb. to producers for round trout, boxed, iced and delivered.

Memorandum submitted by the National Farmers’ Union of England and Wales
CONTENTS

1. Introduction.
2. Background.
3. Demand and Supply.
4. Planning and other legislative controls.
5. Fish Health and Draft EC Regulation.
6. Environmental issues.
7. Research and Development.
8. Summary and Recommendations.
FISH FARMING IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

L Introduction
1.1 The National Farmers’ Union welcomes this opportunity to present the Select Committee with our
Fish Farming Branch’s views on the current situation and outlook for fish farming. The paper begins by
setting out the background to the industry’s current position (section 2); it then examines (in section 3)
the likely developments of the demand for and supply of farmed fish, concluding that potential remains
for a further increase in output to meet the rising consumer demand.
1.2 Section 4 considers the impact of planning and other UK legislative controls. This then leads in
section 5 to considerations of fish health, international trade and EC regulation. Environmental issues
are examined in section 6 and research and development in section 7 and the paper concludes with a
summary and recommendations.
2. Background
2.1 Fish farming was first practised in the UK by monks in the Middle Ages and the farming of trout
(the predominant farmed fish species in England and Wales) has been carried on for the past hundred
years. However it is only in the past 20 years that large scale commercial production has become
established. As recently as 1975 UK farmed trout production was estimated to be only 1,300 tonnes.
From that time the industry has grown rapidly and by 1988 UK trout production had reached about
16,000 tonnes, with some 700 registered farms. Of this total UK trout production, about 13,000 tonnes
was produced in England and Wales.
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2.2 Although trout is by far the predominant farmed fish raised in England and Wales, other fish
species are also of significant economic importance, salmon farming being a major industr>' in Scotland.
Total UK farmed fish production in 1988 was in excess of 35,000 tonnes and estimated to have a
“farmgate” value of some £100 million.
2.3 Although suitable for producing salmon smolts (baby salmon), English conditions are not well
suited to growing salmon to maturity. Several other species, such as eels, carp and crayfish are also
farmed, as are shellfish (oysters, and increasingly mussels and scallops). Research is continuing into the
commercial breeding and raising of halibut, lobster and other species.
2.4 Fish farming is, inevitably a rural occupation and its growth in recent years has been beneficial to
rural employment. This has been a important factor in revitalising areas such the Highlands and Islands
of Scotland and is a significant factor also in parts of England and Wales.
3. Demand and Supply
3.1 The fish farmer’s ability to produce his fish economically, combined with the reduction of the
quantity of wild-caught fish, has increased the demand for farmed fish greatly. Between 1980 and 1985
total fish consumption in the UK is estimated to have risen by 10 per cent but consumption of salmon
went up by over 250 per cent and trout by over 280 per cent. This increase in fish consumption compares
with a slight fall in the consumption of red meat, a trend which is expected to continue.
3.2 Fish is recognised as a healthy food (for example a recent report published in the Lancet shows that
both salmon and trout are beneficial in reducing the chance of a heart attack. Hence with the trend in the
developed world towards healthy eating, demand for farmed fish is expected to continue rising. Thus on
the demand side the industry’s medium term prospects would seem to be good.
3.3 Although output rose rapidly from 1975 to 1985, in the past couple of years production has been
constrained, mainly due to the problems in obtaining eggs and young fish (juveniles) at the right time of
the year. \^ilst the technology exists for increasing output per unit volume of water, environmental
considerations together with the limited availability of suitable new sites due to the geology of our
country, will inevitably put an upper limit on the supply of trout from inland sites. Environmental
concerns, albeit some ill-informed, may have a short-term effect in limiting the expansion of output, but
hopefully a greater realisation that fish farming works well with the environment will allay such concerns.
3.4 There is still much potential in coastal production and work is in progress with off-shore cages.
Indeed with her long coastline, high rainfall and temperate climate, Britain is well placed to remain one
of Europe’s major producers of farmed fish.
3.5 Furthermore, as indicated above, research efforts are currently being directed towards widening
the range of fish species which can be farmed commercially. In the course of the next decade the major
constraints upon this young and vigorous industry’s ability to expand supply further to meet the potential
demand are likely to come from the actions of Governments and other regulatory bodies rather than from
commercial factors.
4. Planning and other legislative controls
4.1 Whilst fish farmers in common with farmers in general, benefit from certain exemptions for limited
developments by virtue of the General Development Order, they are subject to the general controls on
agriculture plus specific legislative controls, primarily the need for both abstraction licences and
discharge consents.
4.2 Moreover all fish farms must register with MAFF under the Diseases of Fish Act 1983. They must
identify the location of their farm, the species of fish farmed, and record all movements of live fish, and
eggs of fish, into and out of the farm, and make an annual return to MAFF. MAFF disease control
officers have a right of entry onto fish farms to inspect records, and may restrict or prohibit the movement
of fish for disease control purposes.
4.3 In the past aquaculture has been closely controlled by the water authorities and this role will now
be undertaken by the National Rivers Authority (NRA). Under the provisions of Water Act 1989, all fish
farmers require a licence to abstract water from a river or groundwater source. The NRA is empowered
to charge fish farmers for these abstraction licenses despite the fact that no other European country
charges fish farmers for their water in this way.
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occur at high densit>. Experience in other parts of Europe suggests that once established Signal Crayfish
can have a serious impact on native invertebrates and fish through the removal of vegetation causing loss
of cover and spawning sites.
2.2.2.6 Not enough is known about the effects of alien crayfish on the native species but there is cause
for serious concern and an urgent need for further research covering:
crayfish populations, distributions and trends;
potential restocking programmes for the native species;
the effects of non-native species on all aspects of the natural ecology of their habitats.
3. CONCLUSIONS

3.1 Fish farming is a rapidly developing industry providing a welcome increase in jobs and incomes.
However there are major problems for nature conservation because the system of controls for the
industry is inadequate and nature conservation is not taken sufficiently into account in decision making.
This situation has largely come about because of the rapid growth of the industry within a regime of
controls designed for quite different purposes.
3.2 The problem is most acute in the marine environment where the Town & Country Planning System
does not operate and the licensing authority, the Crown Estate Commission (CEC), is also the
decision-making body. There are serious doubts as to whether they can adequately balance the views of
the various interests (See Appendix 1). Even for freshwater fish farms where the Town & Country
Planning System operates there are problems, especially where the General Development Order (GDO)
grants exemptions from specific planning permission for certain fish farming developments. There is also
a need for guidance to planning authorities on the criteria to use when making decisions on fish farming.
3.3 As well as control of installations there are problems concerned with water abstraction and
pollution, control of predators, release into the wild of non-native and genetically changed species, and
spread of disease. These are all subject to a range of regulations, some of which are inadequate or
insufficiently enforced.
3.4 Fish farmers have insufficient guidance on how to avoid damage to the environment and how to
carry out their operations in ways least likely to cause an impact on nature conservation interests.
3.5 As fish farming is such a rapidly growing industry it is perhaps inevitable that developments are
taking place before adequate information on its environmental effects is available. To deal with problems
which have arisen and may arise in the future there is an urgent need for more research. Our
recommendations address these issues.
4. RECOMMENDATIONS

Marine Fishfarming
4.1.1 We consider the Crown Estate Commission’s dual functions of maximising rental income from
sea-bed leases and of fulfilling the role of development control authority to be incompatible. In our view
this latter role should be open to public scrutiny. The future growth of the marine fish farming industryshould be set within the context of policies for an area as a whole and this could best be achieved within
the context of structure and local plans. Accordingly we recommend that:

4.1

the marine fish farming industry should be brought under the control of the planning system and
its authorities.
within Scotland a set of National Planning Guidelines on fish farming should be issued by the
Scottish Development Department, covering marine fish farming and the provision of
shore-based facilities in England and Wales similar guidance should be issued by government.
4.1.2 All applications for leases for fish farms to cover an area exceeding 3,000 square meters in
Marine Consultation Areas should be subject to Environmental Assessment under the Environmental
Assessment (Salmon Farming in Marine Waters) Regulation 1988 (No. 1218). We also recommend that
the authority granting permission to establish a fish farm (at present the Crown Estate Commission)
should ensure that matters affecting nature conservation (listed in Appendix 1, paragraph 1.11) should be
properly addressed in Environmental Assessments. Though shellfish farming is not covered by the EC
Directive we would recommend that a similar process is adopted in order to consider the environmental
effects of shellfish farming proposals.
4.1.3 The Crown Estate Commission as the licensing authority should make any necessary
environmental safeguards a condition of the leases it grants and should be required to undertake
monitoring of such conditions and make the results publicly available.
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4.1.4 Government should consider creating a new nature conservation designation for coastal waters
so that the present voluntary Marine Consultation Areas would have a statutory basis.
4.1.5 Regulations should be made to prohibit the release of both salmon stock of mixed genetic origin
and unwanted stock; improvements should also be made in fish cage design to guard against release of
stock. More detailed recommendations relating to the genetic problems caused by salmon fish farming
are made in a report prepared for NCC (Maitland, 1989).
4.1.6 There is a need for the environmental effects of dichlorvos-based products to be properly
assessed before their use is licensed. The Veterinary Products Committee should formally request the
views of the Advisory Committee on Pesticides on their likely environmental effects.
4.1.7 There should be advisory services for fish farmers, akin to those which have been provided to
farmers for many years by ADAS England and Wales and by the Scottish Agricultural Colleges.
4.1.8 The marine fish farming industry is still at a formative stage and has developed ahead of
knowledge of its effects on the environment. There is a need for greatly enhanced research effort on the
subjects listed below.
4.1.8.1

A definition is needed of the carrying capacity of inshore areas, particularly sea
lochs, to avoid over-development of mariculture and consequent environmental
deterioration.

4.1.8.2

More information is needed on the impact of fishfarming on the sea bed and water
column and the extent and timing of recovery after fish farming ceases.

4.1.8.3

More information is needed on the impact of fish farming activities on wildlife
including the effects of dichlorvos, disturbance to birds and mammals, disease
transfer between farmed and wild fish, genetic differences between wild and
farmed salmon, and the development and effects of toxic phytoplankton blooms.

Freshwater Fish farming
4.1.9 In order to deal with the problems caused by small extensions to existing fish farms which are
permitted by the General Development Order (GDO) but which may be very damaging to nature
conser^'ation, all fish farming developments should require planning permission.
4.1.10 Specific guidance should be issued by the Department of the Environment, and National
Planning Guidelines by the Scottish Development Department, on the criteria to be used when dealing
with planning applications for freshwater fish farming. At present local authorities only have a statutory
obligation to consult NCC about planning applications for SSSIs. In the case of fish farming applications
the local authority should be statutorily required to consult NCC on any development on land which
adjoins an SSSI or which is likely to have an effect on an SSSI (for instance by reducing water flow or
affecting drainage patterns.)
4.1.11 Government should investigate, in consultation with the interests concerned, the need for a
national locational strategy for freshwater fish farming in order to minimise the conflicts that presently
exist between the industry and other interests such as forestry, agriculture, recreation and nature
conservation. This does not replace the need for earlier guidance recommended at 4.1.10.
4.1.12 We consider that the EC Directive on Environmental Assessment (which in the French and
Italian versions requires that an Environmental Assessment should be carried out for any fish farm for
‘salmonids’ which is likely to have significant environmental effects) should apply to trout as well as
salmon farming as trout are also salmonids.
4.1.13 When considering the issue of abstraction licences for fish farms the National Rivers Authority
should take account of the likely effects on nature conservation and should undertake periodic reviews of
abstraction licences (including ‘licences of right'). Where necessary it should amend or revoke them to
prevent damage to the environment.
4.1.14 W'e consider that abstraction control powers should have been given to the River Purification
Authorities (in Scotland) in the Water Act 1989 and recommend that such powers should be given to
them as soon as possible.
4.1.15 Guidelines should be drawn up, possibly by DAFS and MAFF in consultation with NCC, in
collaboration with the fish farming industry, to en.sure better practice on existing fish farms. These
guidelines should address environmental aspects which are not sufficiently covered by the guidelines
produced by the NFU in 1984.
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4.1.16 Research is required on:
the impact of fish farm chemicals and waste products on aquatic communities.
the interaction of farmed fish with wild fish populations, including problems of disease transfer,
competition and genetic alteration.
4.1.17 All imports of live non-native crayfish should be banned (legislation exists to achieve this) and
crayfish should only be sold for stocking purposes.
4.1.18 In areas where native crayfish populations are still present planning permission should not be
granted for crayfish farming.
4.1.19 Signal and Turkish crayfish should be included on Schedule 9 part I of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 (which controls the release or escape of listed alien species.)
4.1.20 Any crayfish farm should be confined to enclosed water bodies surrounded by appropriate
perimeter fencing.
4.1.21 Research should be carried out into native crayfish populations, distribution and trends,
potential restocking programmes and the effect of non-native species on all aspects of the ecology of the
native species and its habitats.
October 1989
Appendix 1
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT CONTROL, MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH AND
INFORMATION NEEDS FOR MARINE FISH FARMING
1. PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

1.1 Figures provided by the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland show that from less
than one thousand tonnes in 1980, the output of farmed salmon has increased markedly to 17,951 tonnes
in 1988. Itis predicted that output in 1991 will be 52,793 tonnes. This rapid growth has taken place largely
outwith the statutory planning framework. Whereas the consent of the local planning authority is
required for shore-based facilities, letting of the sea-bed is the responsibility of the Crown Estate
Commission (CEC). In the early years applications for sea-bed leases were not subject to wide
consultation, but following the recommendation to the Scottish Office by the Montgomery Committee
from October 1986 the CEC has consulted widely, the consultees including the Nature Conservancy
Coimcil and the local planning authority.
1.2 NCC has now been consulted on 510 licence applications, covering the farming of both salmon and
shellfish, 224 of which relate to salmon farming. We have responded to each consultation and opposed
193 (38 per cent) applications, 108 of which relate to salmon farming. The CEC in due course inform us of
their decision on each case and of 158 cases (out of 193) which they have determined, they have refused a
lease in 51, ie our objective has been met in 32 per cent of those cases against wliich we had advised or to
which we had objected. (A further 18 cases had been withdrawn by the individual applicants, but we do
not know their reasons for so doing, and these cases are not considered further.) Of the 51 cases,
proportionately a greater percentage of salmon leases were refused than shellfish, 38 per cent and 26 per
cent respectively. However, the reasons which the CEC quote for refusing a lease span recreation/
tourism, navigation/anchorages, landscape/amenity, the proximity of other fish farms and fishing interests
as well as wildlife/conservation, and in only 21 cases (13 per cent) was wildlife/conservation cited as a
reason for refusal.
We consider the CEC’s dual functions of maximising the rental income from sea-bed leases and of
fiilfiiling the role of development control authority to be incompatible and there is a need for an
independent authority to control the industry.
1-3 From time to time guidance on development planning matters has been issued by the Scottish
Development Department as National Planning Guidelines. Specific guidance is seen by SDD as being
appropriate where national issues are raised which should be addressed in structure and local plans.
'V^ilst industrial development in coastal waters is at present outwith the control of local authorities and
would require an amendment to primary legislation to bring it within their control, the experience of local
authorities with regard to development control suggests that they are best placed to take on this role for
coastal waters. The responsibility for planning and development control of the marine fish farming
mdustry should become a local government function and within Scotland a set of National Planning
Guidelines should be issued for fish farming. These guidelines would also cover the shore based facilities.
(See Recommendation 4.1.1).
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1.4 National Planning Guidelines would provide guidance on factors to be taken into account in
determining applications for sea-bed leases. There is evidence, in the case of one local authority, that in
the absence of such guidelines nature conservation interests receive little if any consideration. Thus in the
Shetland Islands where the right of the CEC to lease the sea bed is disputed under Udal Law, the
development control function is exercised by the Islands Council by the issue of works licences under
section 11 of the Zetland County Council Act, 1974. Here, in the period since July 1984, there have been
243 applications for works licences. NCC has objected to the issue of a licence in 16 cases (6.6 per cent),
but our objection has not been upheld on a single occasion. Similar powers to those exercised in the
coastal waters of Shetland are exercised with respect to harbour areas in the Orkney Islands and the
Western Isles.
1.5 Evidence that local planning authorities could, given adequate powers and guidance, act as the
development control authority for the marine fish farming industry comes from the production by
Highland Regional Council of fish farming framework plans. The Council has produced these plans, in
consultation with, among others, the Nature Conservancy Council, on a non-statutory basis for 8 areas.
In the production of these plans, full account is taken of not only marine nature conservation interests (so
far as these are known) but also of sensitive shorelines and coastal habitats, and the presence of breeding
and feeding locations for seabirds, otters and seals, in addition to landscape considerations and the full
range of normal planning considerations relating to the infrastructure of roads, jetties and shore bases.
We support this initiative by Highland Regional Council, but consider that for such an approach to be
fully effective local authorities should be allocated the development control function for the marine fish
farming industry. We understand this view is also supported by the Convention of Scottish Local
Authorities and by the Countryside Commission for Scotland.
1.6 In response to the need for centralised guidance the CEC have themselves issued guidelines on the
siting and design of marine fish farms. These are largely concerned with visual and landscape aspects.
They do however contain a new non-statutory designation, that of Very Sensitive Area (VSA). Ten such
areas have been named, although precise boundaries have not been delineated. The areas have been
selected on the basis of disparate criteria, some sites being included because they have largely been fully
allocated for fish farm development, others for landscape or nature conservation reasons, but with no
clear indication as to which criteria apply to which area.
1.7 Procedures for defining and safeguarding features of nature conservation interest in the marine
environment are very limited compared to those which pertain in the terrestrial environment. Thus the
notification of Sites of Special Scientific Interest does not extend below low water mark and the only
available statutory mechanism of Marine Nature Reserve entails a protracted consultative process under
which only Lundy has yet been declared. With the introduction of the CEC’s consultative procedure for
sea-bed lease applications, we considered that we should bring to the Commissioners’ attention those
coastal marine areas which we had at that time identified as deserving of particular distinction in respect
of the quality and sensitivity of their marine environment. Accordingly in December 1986 we produced
an initial list of 14 Marine Consultation Areas (MCA) (now 29), for each of which we supplied a
boundary illustrated on a map of suitable scale and a description of the interest. At present all such
MCAs are in Scotland. (See Annex 1).
1.8 When advising against or objecting to lease applications situated in MCAs, we attached special
emphasis to their status in the expectation that for those areas nature conservation considerations would
be accorded special weight in the decision making process. However, our analysis shows the converse
with only 21 per cent of leases which we had opposed being refused in Marine Consultation Areas as
opposed to 32 per cent overall. Indeed, in the worst case for an MCA, Loch Roag in Lewis, out of a total
of 27 lease consultations, to 22 of which we had objected, only five leases have been refused. Whilst the
explanation for such results may be the coincidence of high marine nature conservation interest with
sheltered waters suitable for fish farming, they do demonstrate that nature conservation considerations
appear to feature little in the decision making process. We have on many occasions in our responses to
lease consultations asked that, should the CEC be mindful to grant a lease in the face of objection from
NCC, we should be given an opportunity to comment further. In this regard we welcome the
Commissioners’ agreement, in response to a report from the Secretary of State for Scotland to setup an
Advisory Committee to consider cases which encounter objections from one or more of the statutory
bodies to be represented on the Committee (of which NCC is to be one), which cannot otherwise be
resolved. Indeed we have specifically requested that certain cases be referred to the Committee, but this
Committee has yet to be convened. We consider that the Advisory Committee should now commence to
operate as proposed by the Secretary of State for Scotland. We also recommend that government should
consider a new nature conservation designation so that MCAs have a statutory basis (see Recommendation 4.1.4).
1.9 There is a clear need for a strategy to control the future development of the marine fish farming
industry. Reference has already been made to the CEC’s guidelines. More recently they issued a draft
development strategy in which they had extended their list of Very Sensitive Areas. However this
strategy omits completely the western and northern isles where much of the development has taken
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place. Whilst their extended VSA list takes fuller account of MCAs, including some of a second batch
which will increase our list from 14 to 29 areas (see Annex 1), they still have no overall policy whereby
marine conservation, interest would be a criterion for acceptance to the VSA list, despite our request that
this should be so. Also their VSA category only equates to a second order of restriction in that it only
carries a presumption against further development for marine fish farming. They do not propose a first
order restriction for certain selected sea lochs or areas with a presumption against any development, as
has been suggested by both ourselves and the Scottish Wildlife and Countryside Link. Whilst some may
contend that the pace of development in recent years has been so rapid as to severely limit the ability of a
strategy to exert an influence on the siting of fish farms, should sites in sheltered or shallow locations
which prove unsuitable be replaced as technological developments permit by new sites in deeper waters,
there may well be an opportunity for a strategy to play an important role in the new sitings.

1.10 In July 1988 the Environmental Assessment (Salmon Farming in Marine Waters) Regulations
became pperative, for which the CEC is the competent authority. The CEC issued criteria to indicate the
size and location of lease applications which should be subject to an Environmental Assessment. Broadly,
fish farms located within 2kms of the coast and exceeding 12,000 sq metres, or exceeding 6,000 sq metres
within an enclosed sea loch, would fulfil the criteria. To date only one Environmental Statement in
support of a lease application has been referred to us for comment. We considered the statement to be
wholly inadequate and commented to this effect to the CEC. Whilst agreeing that the statement was not
satisfactory, the CEC issued a licence for the farm, albeit for a smaller unit which fell below the area
criterion. We consider that the Environmental Assessment Regulations, if properly implemented, have a
vital role to play in ensuring that the more damaging environmental impacts are avoided or minimised.
We note that the Secretary of State for Scotland, in his statement in December 1988, suggested that
applications of less than 3,000 sq metres will not normally be referred to the proposed Advisory
Committee unless they are for areas regarded as very sensitive. We consider the Marine Consultation
Areas to be very sensitive and we recommend that it should be a requirement that applications exceeding
3,000
sq metres in these areas should be subject to Environmental Assessment
4.1.2).
1.11 We would be pleased to offer advice on aspects which should be addressed in the Environmental
Assessment process. We consider that there is in any case a need for guidelines, in addition to those
already provided by the CEC on visual aspects, on biological factors which should be taken into account
in the siting offish farms. These should address such factors as:
— the avoidance of areas of known marine biological interest.
— the proximity of sensitive shorelines and coastal habitats.
~ the proximity of areas important for birds, including heronries, seabird breeding colonies and
feeding areas,
— the intensity of use of the adjacent coastline by otters of the presence of seal colonies and
haulouts.
— the proximity of a river with a wild salmon fishery.
— the impact of a fish farm on the bottom fauna or on phytoplankton in the water column.
— water exchange at the site, i.e. well flushed as opposed to stagnant.
— the anticipated impact of chemical treatments.
We recommend that the guidelines listed above should be used in the Environmental Assessment
process (See Recommendation 4.1.2).
1-12 To ensure that potential pollution aspects are adequately considered is one of the functions of the
River Purification Boards. We are very concerned that River Purification Authorities and, in particular,
the Isl^d Councils in the western and northern isles, which also fulfil the function of River Purification
Authority have far from adequate resources to do so.
2. MANAGEMENT

2.1 The establishment of, or permission to establish, a fish farm initiates a further range of issues
which need to be addressed either by the fish farmer or by one or other of the statutory bodies.
2.2 There is a need to monitor each lease to check that when it is implemented it fulfils the conditions
relating to permitted size and siting; also that recommendations to deploy nets to exclude fish-eating
birds and mammals are being observed. Whilst this would appear to be .primarily a responsibility of the
CEC as leasing authority, the results are of wider interest and should be publicly available. CEC should
make any necessa^ environmental safeguards a condition of the leases it grants and be required to
undertake monitoring of leases and to make the results publicly available. (See Recommendation 4.1.3).
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2.3
There should also be advisory services for fish farmers, akin to those which
farmers for many years by ADAS in England and Wales and the Scottish Agricultural Colleges (See
Recommendation 4,1.7), Below we give examples of problems which advisory services, equipped to carry
out trials, should be asked to investigate and advise upon:
2.3.1

Waste food and fish faeces enter the water beneath the cages. In well flushed waters these
do not present an acute problem, but in the poorly flushed waters characteristic of some
sheltered sea lochs they accumulate on the sea-bed below the cages. At its worst the
breakdown of the waste can lead to anoxic conditions with emission of hydrogen sulphide,
a form of self pollution of the fish farm which necessitates rotation of the cages to
alternative sites whilst the waste is dissipated. Pollution of this kind damages features of
marine nature conservation interest. Whilst this problem may become less serious with the
development of cage systems which can be deployed in more exposed, better flushed
situations, there is currently a need for techniques to be developed to periodically remove
the waste as it accumulates.
There is also a commercial incentive to develop feeding strategies to reduce further, and
ideally eliminate, feed wastage.

2.3.2

Fish are retained in most cage designs by bag nets. In addition, extra nets are deployed to
exclude fish eating birds and mammals, both as top nets against species which approach
from above and as curtain or bag nets to exclude those which approach underwater.
The efficient deployment of nets so that they exclude, but do not entrap, sea birds and
mammals is the subject of many different views within the industry. There is an evident
need for controlled trials, not only to provide advice on the most effective net designs
currently available and their deployment, but also to develop further exclusion techniques.
It is also appropriate to include here the deployment and continued development of sonic
scaring devices to exclude seals.

2.3.3

Submerged nets become encrusted with growths of algae and crustaceans. Previously nets
impregnated with TBT (now banned for environmental reasons) were used to combat the
problem. Net laundries are now used, but guidance is required on cleaning procedures, to
ensure that harmful chemicals are not released onto the shore and to minimise disturbance
of wildlife.

2.3.4

To safeguard against pollution there should be agreed procedures for the removal and
disposal not only of dead fish but also of any dead predators.

2.3.5

Agreed procedures are also required to control the use of all chemicals and antibiotics
used on fish farms.

2.4 Much attention has recently been focused upon the use of products based on dichlorvos to control
salmon lice, (hitherto commonly used in a form known as ‘Nuvan’ but latterly as a new preparation called
“Aquaguard”). We have been consulted by the Scottish Salmon Growers Association in their promotion
of courses to train fish farm operatives to use recommended procedures for Nuvan and Aquaguard. We
remain concerned at its use however, since dichlorvos is so toxic in water that it is included on the Red
List of substances whose aquatic inputs should be reduced (Department of the Environment, 1988).
Whilst most pesticides come under the Control of Pesticides Regulations, with recommendations on
approvals for use being made by the Advisory Corrmiittee on Pesticides (ACP), the use of
dichlorvos-based products is licensed by the Veterinary Products Committee under the Medicines Act
1968. We are concerned that, under this procedure, the use of dichlorvos is not being subjected to a
sufficient scrutiny by the members of the ACP who have a wealth of expertise and experience in
environmental matters. The Veterinary Products Committee should formally request the views of the
Advisory Committee on Pesticides on the likely environmental effects of dichlorvos based products. (See
Recommendation 4.1.6.) We also support the carrying out of research within the industry to develop a
less toxic alternative.

2.5
A further topic to receive recent publicity is the genetic impact which farm
have upon wild salmon. We append a copy of our report on this topic (Maitland 1989). We recommend
that regulations are made to prohibit the release of both salmon stock of mixed genetic origin and
unwanted stock. There should also be further development of fish cage design to guard against the
accidental release of stock. (See Recommendation 4.1.5).
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2.6
The marine fish fanning industry has developed rapidly over a short period
legislation which has a bearing on fish farming predates the industry and relates to the control of fishing
practices or gear, or to marine craft. We consider that there is a need to review the adequacy of current
legislation as it relates to marine fish farming.
3. INFORMATION NEEDS

3.1 The marine fish farming industry is still at a formative stage in its development. We recommend
that the industry should, undertake research into certain aspects (See Recommendation 4.1.8):
3.1.1

there is a heed to define the carrying capacity of inshore areas, particularly sea lochs, with
a view to avoiding over-development of mariculture and consequent environmental
deterioration.

3.1.2

whilst there is some knowledge of the impact which fish farming has upon the sea-bed and
the water, and of the initial recovery which takes place with rotation of sites, the time
taken for full recovery to occur is not known. An understanding of this is an important
consideration in the case of sea areas of national importance for their marine nature
conservation interest.

3.1.3

it is known that under laboratory conditions dichlorvos is very toxic to some species,
particularly shellfish and Crustacea. By inference, it seems likely that its use in fish farms
must be having an impact upon those groups in the wild, but the extent to which this may
be so is completely unknown.

3.1.4

casual observations suggest that fish farming activities cause disturbance to sea birds,
otters and seals. Research is required to establish the extent of this problem.

3.1.5

little is known about disease transfer between farmed and wild fish and vice versa and this
requires investigation.

3.1.6

there is an. urgent need to establish the basis of genetically distinct wild salmon
populations; the impact of triploid fish upon natural populations should be investigated.

3.1.7

the development of toxic phytoplankton blooms, particularly those in enclosed slow
flushing lochs, and the effect which fish farm wastes and other inputs have as causative
factors.
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Marine consultation areas

*

L. Roag
St. Kilda

L. Seaforth
Obbe
L. Maddy^

L. Eynort

St. Abbs Head
LIndaal
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REVISED LIST OF MARINE CONSOLTATIONS/AREAS AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER DESIGNAHONS

VSA

MCA/1
MCA/2
MCA/3
MCA/4
MCA/5
MCA/6
MCA/7
MCA/8
MCA/9
MCA/10
MCA/11
MCA/12
MCA/13
MCA/14
MCA/15
MCA/16
MCA/17
MCA/18
MCA/I9
MCA/20
MCAy21
MCA/22
MCA/23
MCA/24
MCA/25
MCA/26
MCA/27
MCA/28
MCA/29

Loch Eynort, South Uist
Loch Torridon, Wester Ross
Sound of Iona, Argyll
Firth of Lome, Argyll
Loch Carron, Wester Ross
Loch Roag, Lewis
Loch Indaal, Islay
Loch Etive, Argyll
Loch Maddy, North Uist
The Obbe, Harris
LOCIL Obe, Barra
Berwickshire, Borders
Loch Laxford, Sutherland
I^ch Sween,. Argyll
Upper Loch.Fyne, Argyll
Loch Simart, Lochaber
StKilda
Loch Eriboll, Sutherland
Loch Duich, Lochalsh
Cumbraes, Cunninghame
Loch Creran, Argyll
Dunvegan Head, Skye
Loch Long, Lochalsh
Loch Seaford, Lewis
Loch Ryan, Galloway
Whiteness Voe, Shetland
Swinister Voe and & The Houb of
Fora Ness, Shetland
The Houb, Fugla Hess, Shetland
Biindister Voe & Vadills, Shetland

LA
MCS Coastal
Framework
Directory
Plans
*
*

+

*
*
*
*

+

*

*

*
*
*
*

+

*

*

+
*

To date only BQghland Regional Council have published framework plans, although Argyll & Bute DC
have indicated that they will undertake a planning exercise with similar objectives in the near future.
* indicates a degree of overlap between designations, normally this is not complete.
+ proposed VSA.
Appendix 2

THE OPERATION OF THE FRESHWATER HSH FARMING INDUSTRY
L PRODUCTION AND IMPACT ON NATURE CONSERVATION

1.1 In 19762,350 tonnes of freshwater fish were farined in the UK (Lewis 1979). By 1980 production in
England, Wales and Scotland was estimated at 11,000 tonnes (Solbe, 1982). In 1988, approximately
17,000 tonnes of rainbow trout alone were produced in the UK, together with a very small proportion of
the 18,000 tonnes of farmed salmon (in both marine and freshwater) (MAFF, pers. comm.).
1.2 In Solbe’s (1982) survey fish farms producing various other species were recorded ie brown trout,
brook trout, sea trout, carp, grass carp, eel, roach, rudd and tench. However, none of these compares in
production levels vsith salmon and rainbow trout. For example, in 1988, only 300 tonnes of brown trout
were farmed in the UK compared with 17,000 tonnes for rainbow trout (MAFF, pers. comm.).
1.3 In-Scotland salmon smolt production has increased exponentially during the 1980s (Annex 2) with
numbers of both caje units and tank-based farms stUl increasing at the time of the last DAFS survey.
(DAFS, 1989). Scottish rainbow trout productipn-has also increased since 1980 but to a lesser extent-than
salmon.

1,4
In England and Wales most fish farms produce rainbow trout with most production concen
in the four Water Authority regions of Southern, Thames, Yorkshire and Wessex (Lewis, 1984).
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1.5 We are concerned about the impact of fish farming on all natural or semi-natural fresh waters
throughout Britain. However, we are particularly concerned that farms have been established or
proposed for a number olSites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs). Moreover, a. few of these are listed
in the Nature Conservation Review (Ratcliffe, 1977) as sites of national importance, and at least one is a
National Nature Reserve (Inverpolly NNR) (Annex 1 and frontispiece). There is a clear need for a
locational strategy for freshwater fish farming (See recommendation 4.1.11),
1.6 The full impact of fish farming on the nature conservation interest of fresh waters needs further
research. However, there are already disturbing signs that some sites are suffering damage. For example,
there have been reports from Loch Veyatie of a high mortality amongst wild brown trout, charr and
minnows. It has been suggested that a fungal infection emanating from the fish farm may have been
responsible. In Loch Shiel there have been obser\'ations this summer of excessive growths of filamentous
algae (Dawson, pers. comm,).
1.7 Appendix 3, Annexl describes more fully the problems encountered in relation to the Headwaters
of the River HuU SSSI.
2.

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT CONTROL

2.1 The complexities and confusion surrounding planning permission, abstraction and discharge
control have produced considerable difficulties for NCC when dealing with potentially damaging
proposals for fish farm developments, (These are described in more detail in Apperidbc 3).
3. ABSTRACTION

3.1 In the past, the water authorities have issued abstraction licences under the Water Resources Act
1963. However, licences have not been required by the occupiers of land who abstract for agricultural
purposes other than spray irrigation. This means that the water authorities have not been able to control
or prevent abstraction for fish farming. Following a commitment made during the House of Commons
Environment Committee inquiry into river pollution, the Government has (through sections in the new
Water Act) amended the 1963 Act to bring all abstractions above a minimum level under control. This
means that in future the National Rivers Authority (NRA) will be required to licence all abstractions for
fish farms. (See recommendation 4.1.13).
3.2 Present procedures for controlling water abstraction in Scotland are cumbersome and ineffective,
and the River Purification, Authorities have no direct powers to control the abstraction of water by fish
farms. (See recommendation 4.1.14).
4. DISCHARGE

4.1 Until recently the water authorities have been responsible under Part II of the Control of Pollution
Act 1974 (COPA) for issuing consents to discharge trade or sewage effluent (including effluent from fish
farms) to rivers. This has been the only effective control of fish farm developments.
4.2 The Water Act 1989 re-enacts Part II of COPA with some amendments. In future it will be the
NRA which is responsible for issuing discharge consents to fish farmers in England and Wales,
4.3 Once again the situation in Scotland is more confusing. There has been considerable legal debate
over the issue of whether the material.passing out of fish cages constitutes a trade effluent. Nevertheless,
both Clyde and Highland River Purification Boards now insist on discharge consents for the wastes
issuing from fish cages; However, the issue appears to have been resolved by Section 56(3) of Schedule 23
of the Water Act 1989, which brings fish farm effluents under the control of the IWver Purification
Authorities.
5.

CRAYHSH FARMING

5.1 Though only 61 crayfish farms (mostly farming the American Signal Crayfishl) have been
registered with MAFF at least 250 localities are known to NCC. Part of the industry operates through the
British Crayfish Marketing Association (BCMA) which is part-funded by MAFF and which currently has
88 members. In 1984 BCMA produced less than I tonne of crayfish. According to information given at
their AGM, in 1988 this had risen to 3.5 tonnes with a value of £21,000 yielding profits of £1,738. In 1989
BCMA gave a recommended retail price of £12-£16 per kg for Signal Crayfish. BCMA also-continue to
import crayfish for stocking purposes; these currently sell at 47-54p each depending on quantity
purchased.
1 For scientific names of crayfish see Annex 3.
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5.2 The crayfish farming industry, at present basically a hobby for most of those involved, has had
serious enwonmental side effects. The connection between the industry and the arrival of crayfish
plague is. questioned by farmers but the circumstantial evidence linking the two is nevertheless
substantial. Crayfish plague threatens to wipe out the native crayfish.
5.3 The link between the crayfish industry and the escape of alien crayfish is also extremely strong.
The exotic species are found at high density and are spreading fast. The effects they might have on the
environment are-Jargely unknown but the potential impact on native ecosystems and on finned fish stocks
is very considerable.
5.4 See Annex 3 for a list of legislative controls relevant to crayfish farming and scientific names of
crayfish.

Appendix 2
Annex 1
LIST OF WATERS ON SSSIs WHERE EXISTING OR PROPOSED FRESHWATER FISH
FARMING IMPINGES ON THE SITE
Standing Waters

Flowing Waters

Drumore Loch
R Black Devon
Butteistone Loch
Lower R Spey
LochBa
RHuU
Loch Gorm
Loch. Fad
Lochs of Tihgwall & Asta
Loch Shiel
Loch Veyatie (Inverpolly National Nature
Reserve)
Loch Assynt (Inverpolly National Nature Reserve)
Loch Morar
Loch Obisary
Esthwaite Water
Groby Pool
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Salmon smolt production in Scotland

Smolt
production
(miliions)
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Appendix 2
Annex 3
CRAYFISH FARMING (LEGISLATION AND NOMENCLATURE)
1. The following legislative controls are relevant to crayfish farming.
1.1 Import of Live Fish (Scotland) Act 1978
Import of Live Fish (England & Wales) Act 1986.
Inter alia give Ministers power to restrict the importation, keeping or release of crayfish which
“might compete with, displace, prey on or harm the habitat of’ any crayfish in England, Wales
and Scotland.
1.2 Animal Health Act 1981
Empowers the Minister to prevent the introduction or importation of any animal in order to
prevent the spread of disease.
1.3 Disease of Fish Act 1963
Ministers have made an Order under fois Act (which became effective 1 December 1985)
requiring all persons keeping crayfish with a view to their sale or to their transfer to other waters
or land to register their business with the Ministry.
1.4 Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981
Section 14 makes it an offence to release or allow to escape any species which is not ordinarily
resident in Great Britain in a wild state.
2. Various common names are used for crayfish. The scientific names of the species described in this
submission ^e given below:
Atlantic Stream Crayfish (the species native to Britain): Austropotamobius pallipes
American Signal Crayfish (Signal Crayfish): Pacifastacus leniusculus
Noble Crayfish: Astacus astacus
Turkish Crayfish: Astacus leptodactylus.

Appendix 3
'IBE PLANNING SYSTEM FOR FRESHWATER HSH FARMING
1. All new fish farm developments and large scale extensions to existing fish farms now require
planning permission and are, therefore, controlled by local planning authorities under the Town and
Country Planning Acts. However, there is no specific Government guidance on the criteria which should
be taken into account when dealing with freshwater fish farming proposals. (See Recomihendations
4.1.10).
2. in respect of a fish farming proposal on a Site of Special Scientific Interest the planning authority is
required by Article 18(l)(t) of the Town and Country Planning General Development Order 1988
(A^cle 13(l)(g) of the Town and Country Planning General Development (Scotland) Order 1981) (the
GDOs) to consult the Nature Conservancy Council and by Article 18(5) (Article 13(4) in Scotland) to
take any representations into account.

3.
Thus, in respect of SSSTs, the Nature Conservancy Council is given the opportunity to mak
known. There is an additional safeguard in that, should a planning authority still be of a mind to grant
planning permission in spite of NCC’s advice to the contrary, the NCC may request the relevant
Secretary of State to “call-in” the application for his own consideration. Also, in Scotland, if a planning
authority intend to grant permission for a development which affects a nationally or, internationally
important SSSI, the Secretary of State has directed that the application must be notified to him so that he
can consider whether to call it in.

4.
The same safeguards will not necessarily apply to areas of land which are of natur
interest but are not of sufficient quality to be designated as SSSIs, or where a development is proposed
which is adjacent to or may affect an SSSI. The latter is a particularly important aspect of fish farm
development since large scale abstraction from a watercourse is bound to have a significant effect on
adjoining land or indeed on land a considerable distance downstream, both in terms of quantity and
quality of the v/atCr. Planning authorities will still consider proposals in the light of all relevant
circumstances and, indeed, are encouraged by DoE circular 27/87 “Nature Conservation” to consult with
the NCC v/hen a planning application is likely to affect an SSSI or NNR indirectly. However, this advice,
which of coarse applies to all forms of development and not just fish farming, is not a statutory
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requirement. We would, therefore, recommend that a planning authority should be statutorily required
to consult the NCC over any development proposal on land which adjoins an SSSI or which is likely to
have an effect on an SSSI (for instance by reducing water flow or affecting drainage patterns). (See
Recommendation 4.1.10).
5. Of even greater concern to the NCC are those relatively small scale extensions to existing fish
farming enterprises which are permitted by the provisions of Article 3 and Schedule 2 (Schedule 1 in
Scotland) of the GJDOs. These apply to additional works on a registered fish farm which can be carried
out without the necessity for an application to the local planning authority. The provisions, which are
broadly similar in all of Great Britain, are as follows:
(N.B. this wording is from the 1988 GDO but the Scotland regulations are very similar.)
Article 3 (1) “Subject to the provision of this order, planning permission is hereby granted for the classes
of development in Schedule 2.”
Schedule 2 Part 6 Class-C
“The carrying out on agricultural land used for the purposes of any registered business of fish farming or
of shellfish farming of:
a. operations for the constructions of fishponds, or
b. other engineering operations for the purposes of that business.”
The Schedule goes on to list a number of limitations, the main being that.the area of the site should not
exceed 2 hectares.
6. These permitted developments can be brought within the normal planning system by the making of
a direction, by the planning authority or the Secretary of State, under Article 4 of the GDOs. The effect
of an “Article 4 Direction” is to take away the permission granted by the GDOs and require the
developer to make an application for planning permission in the normal way. In this case, should
planning permission subsequently be refused, the planning authority may become liable to pay
compensation to the applicant. Needless to say, planning authorities are reluctant to take action which
may result in a financial burden.
7. It is these small scale fish farming developments which have caused particular problems for the
NCC. There have been several instances of proposed small scale fish farm developments within SSSIs.
The mechanisms of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 provide, of course, that the ov/ner or occupier
of land which is an SSSI must consult the NCC before carrying out any potentially damaging operation.
In the event of the NCC not agreeing to the operation there is further provision for the. NCC to negotiate
an agreement with the owner or occupier in recognition of his foregoing development. However, the view
which has been increasingly expressed by the Department of the Environment is that the NCC should not
pay sums of money under a management agreement in respect of activities which, in its view, are mdre
properly controlled by some other mechanism. In the case of fish farming and many other developments
permitted by the GDOs the alternative mechanism is the Article 4 Direction referred to earlier.
8. The ultimate result of this situation has already been experienced where a Ipcal planning authority
has withdrawn an Article 4 Direction because of compensation implications, the NCC has not been
allowed to offer a management agreement and the probable end result is that damage to, or loss of the
SSSI will occur. (For example See Annex 1.)
9. This is a clearly unacceptable situation but one which would.not happen if proposed developments
were all under normal planning control. This could be achieved by removing all permitted development
rights in respect of fish farming activities ie by cancelling the relevant parts of the GDOs. We would
recommend, therefore, that Schedule 2, Part 6, Class C of the Tpwn and Country Planning General
Development Order 1988 and its Scottish equivalent be revoked. (See Recommendation 4.1.9).

Appendix 3
Annex 1
RIVER HULL HEADWATERS SSSI
1. The Headwaters of the River Hull, together with its associated habitats of wet grassland, fen,
swamp and woodland, comprises the most northerly extensive chalk stream system in Britain. Tlnee
SSSIs notified under the National Parks and Access to the Countiyside Act 1949 have been extended and
renotified under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 as the River Hull Headwaters SSSI.
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2. Studies by Carr (1988) showed that water and sediments downstream from fish farm outfalls in the
River Hull had higher numbers of bacteria, and enhanced levels of phosphorus and nitrogen. Field
observations coupled with laboratory experiments demonstrated that the high levels of available
phosphorus were the prime cause of increased algal growth.
3. Abstraction from the River Hull has led to reduction in water flow between the inlet and outlet
points. Cne fish farm in particular already reduces flows over a river length of approximately 0.5 km, and
a proposal to move the abstraction point further upstream wo\^d extend this to about 1 km.
4. NCC is at present involved in a complex case concerning the River Hull Headwaters SSSL Prior to
renotification of the site, both the NCC and the water authority encouraged East Yorkshire Borough
District Council to apply an “Article 4” Direction to bring fish farming in the area under planning
control. In 1984 a local fish farmer applied for planning permission for a new inlet leat upstream of his
existing inlet in order to provide him with a more reliable source of water for his operations. Refusal of
planning permission resulted in a public inquiry in 1985. The Secretary of State upheld the Borough
Council’s decision. Subsequently, the fish farmer applied to the Borough Council for £500,000
compensation. The local authority looked to NCC and the water authority to help with compensation,
but we decided this was not possible.
5. In June 1988 NCC renotified the river system and in January 1989 the local authority, who were still
negotiating the level of compensation payable to the fish farmer, removed the Article 4 Direction, and
gave a formal decision that planning permission was not required. Shortly afterwards the fish farmer gave
NCC notice of intent under s.28 of the 1981 Wildlife & Countr>'side Act that he intended to construct the
inlet leat (for which he no longer required planning permission). The, Borough Council’s decision is at
odds with Counsel’s opinion recently received by the NCC and a Judicial Review of that decision is being
sought. Because there is still confusion as to whether the inlet leat requires planning permission, even in
the absence of an Article. 4 Direction, NCC has not yet been able to negotiate a s.l5 management
agreement with the fish farmer. We have, however, obtained a s.29 nature conservation order from the
Secretary of State preventing construction of the inlet leat while negotiations continue. A s.l5
management agreement to compensate the fish farmer would probably cost NCC in the order of £10,000
per annum for the next 21 years.
6. This whole confusing situation would have been avoided had the development been subject to
normal planning considerations.
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Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Director (Policy), Countryside Commission
Thank you for your letter of 27 July 1989 inviting the Commission to submit a memorandum on fish
farming to the Agriculture Committee. Our concern covers both marine and fresh-water fish farming, but
is restricted to comments on two of the aspects you have highlighted Planning and other legislative
controls, and Environmental issues. The memorandum containing our comments follows:
The Countryside Commission is a Government advisory body charged with the responsibilities of:
(i) promoting the conservation of natural beauty in England and Wales; and
(ii) encouraging the provision and improvement of facilities for the enjoyment of the countryside
and access for open-air recreation.
We have no executive role, other than designating National Parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural
Beauty, but our wide-ranging remit means that we advise both central government and local government
on countryside issues, and work with local planning authorities to secure strong landscape protection
policies for the countryside, particularly in the designated areas. The local planning authorities, including
the national park authorities, not only seek our broad policy advice in dealing with ‘development’ issues
(like fish farming), but also seek our active support in making representations to central government on
such issues.
From our own understanding of the issues involved, and our evaluation of the expressed to us by local
planning authorities and others, we wish to draw the Committee’s attention to the following points:
(i) On fresh-water fish farming, we are aware that it is generally agreed, from interpretation of the
legislation, that all new fish farm developments and large scale extensions to existing fish farms
need specific planning consent under the Town and Country Planning Acts. There is, however,
one ‘grey-area’: this relates to the case of fish farms being established in inland lakes or
reservoirs owned by water authorities. It is clearly important that in the sensitive landscapes of
National Parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONBs) that the interests of
development and conservation be carefully balanced, and because of this we believe local
planning authorities should be given full powers to deal with such cases. Finally, on the question
of new applications for fresh-water fish farms, we believe that central guidance on the criteria to
be used by local planning authorities when they consider such applications is lacking. We shall
return to this point later, but there is a clear need for the government to issue such guidance.
(ii) Existing fresh-water fish farming enterprises (registered under the provisions of the Diseases of
Fish Act, 1983) can undertake small-scale extensions, ale the extension or creation of new ponds
using permitted development rights under the Town and Country Planning General Development
Order 1988 (Article 3, Schedule 2 Part 6 Class C), and it is the developments undertaken under
these rights, without reference to the local planning authorities, which have raised great
concern. National Park Authorities are particularly concerned about the effect of such
developments on the visual amenity of sensitive landscapes within the Parks. In the Exmoor
National Park, for example, we are aware of recent cases involving the excavation of lakes in
riverside meadows set in the deep sheltered valleys so typical of Exmoor; and we are aware of
another case in the North York Moors National Park, involving development in a beautiful and
secluded valley. We believe that the landscapes of the national parks are so sensitive that all
proposals for extensions to fresh-water fish farming enterprises in National Parks should be
subject to specific planning consent, so that full and proper consideration can be given to the
need to balance the interests of development against landscape conservation interests. In
addition, we are aware, of course, that the problems associated with the extension of registered
fish farms under permitted development rights are not just those of visual amenity; others,
including the Nature Conservancy Council (NCC), would argue that such extensions can
contribute towards water pollution downstream of fish farms, caused by waste food-stuff, fish
faeces, and chemicals, and could also bring about problems relating to the escape of caged fish,
like disease and the genetic dilution of native fish stock. All these reasons add to the argument
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for the restriction of permitted development rights in respect of fish farms in National Parks. The
Department of Environment (DoE), in their Consultation Paper “Permitted Use Rights in the
Countryside” published in May 1989, have already indicated that the government recognises the
concern expressed about the operation of existing permitted development rights relating to fish
farming in National P^ks, and have requested views on whether it would be desirable to curtail
these rights. The Commission, in its published response to that paper, is already On reroid in
saying that it supports, inter alia, the withdrawal of permitted development rights relating-to fish
faming.
There is a strong argument on landscape grounds for the withdrawal of these permitted
development rights not justin National Parks but also in the equally important, from a landscape
conservation point-of-view. Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONBs) and such action, if
it also included the Broads and Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs), would be entirely
consistent with existing restrictions on other permitted development rights relating to those
special areas.
Finally, on this point, we are aware that others, particularly bodies with an expertise in nature
conservation, may argue for the permitted development rights related to fish farming to be
withdrawn throughout the country, because pollution of watercourses and the effect of disease
on native fish stock does not respect artificially drawn boundaries.
(iii) Under the Town and Country Planning (Assessment of Environmental Effects) Regulations,
1988, (Regulation 2(1)—Schedule 2) new salmon hatcheries on inland waters, and installations
for the rearing of salmon which require planning permission, can also be subject to an
environmental assessment (EA) if it is considered that the- development will have significant
effects on the environment. Concern has been dressed about the apparent restriction of the
possible need for Environmental Assessment to salmon fish-farming. The widespread fish
farming involving the rearing of trout appears to have been exempted from the possibility of an
EA. As members of the Committee will be aware. Schedule 2 of the 1988 EA .Regulations
derives directly from Annex II of the European Community Directive (85/337/EEC) on the
assessment of certain public and private projects on the environment. The English translation of
that Directive appearing in the Official Journal of the European Communities (No L175/40—
5.7.85) lists “Salmon breeding” as an agricultural project subject to the possibility of an EA being
required. We understand, and we have seen a letter from the Commission of European
Communities to this effect, that an error was made in the English, Danish and Greek texts of the
Directive, though notin the Italian and French versions. The correct version covers the farming
of “salmonidae” (the salmon family) and not just salmon (“salmo salar”). The intention of the
Directive was to include the farming of salmonidae under Annex ’II, 1(g), thus including trout
farming- We understand that a corrigendum will be published in the Official Journal of the
European Communities, and we are assuming that, once this takes place, Schedule.2 of the EA
Regulations 1988 wiU be changed, so that it is clear to local planning authorities and others that
new fish farming developments for Brown Trout and Rainbow Trout could be subject to an EA.
For the sake of consistency, especially in the designated areas most likely to be the “sensitive
locations” where EAs are required, we urge that the changes to the Regulations be made as soon
as possible.
(iv) Marine fish-farming in the United Kingdom is largely concentrated off the West Coast of
Scotland, outside the ambit of this Commission, but in recent years development of marine fish
farming has taken place in the sheltered, relatively unpolluted waters of the upper reaches of
Milford Haven, in the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park. Strong representations about
problems caused by marine fish-farming in Milford Haven have been made to us by the
Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Authority.
Indeed, the National Park Authority have already written to the Secretary of State for Wales
indicating their concern over the development of marine fish farming in the Haven. They have
argued strongly that marine fish farming should be brought within the ambit of statutory
planning control, believing that such a system would allow a more balanced and thorough
examination of such proposals in a public forum. In their letter they emphasised that they were
not opposed to the development of marine fish farming per se, but believed that the rigorous
examination associated with statutory planning control was right and proper within a National
Park area where there was a particular need to balance the needs of conservation and
development. They were also concerned that it was inappropriate for the Crown Estate
Commissioners, as owners and landlords of the tidal waters of the Plaven, to be the sole arbiters
of the grant of fish farm leases, particularly in view of the environmental and other implications
of fish farming. The Park Authority, however, recognised and welcomed the consultation
procedures on. applications for fish farm leases which had been instituted by the Crown Estate
Commissioners in recent years.
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The Commission shares the concern of the National Park Authority over the development of
marine fish farming and believes that in all coastal National Parks and Areas of Outstanding
Natural Beauty, and Heritage Coasts, proposals for such developments should be decided by the
National Park Authority, or (for AONBs and most Heritage Coasts) the local planning
authority, because of the particular needs in these areas to balance the requirements of
development and conservation. The Commission, like the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park
Authority, is concerned about the effects of the large fish farm cages on the sensitive and
beautiful landscapes of National Parks (and AONBs and Heritage Coasts), arguing that, in
many locations in such areas, these installations are visually intrusive. It is also concerned about
the effects of marine fish farming on the use of such areas for quiet informal recreation,
including sailing and canoeing. As with fresh water fish farming, such enterprises can cause
serious pollution by waste food stuff, fish faeces, and chemicals, as well as bringing about
problems relating to the escape of caged fish, including the transmission of disease to wild fish
stock and the possible genetic dilution of:that fish stock. Other bodies, with a more direct nature
conservation remit, will undoubtedly argue that excessive control of wild predators on the caged
fish, eg otters, herons etc, can have serious effects on the numbers of these wild species.
The bringing of marine fish farming in, or in estuarial and coastal waters bordering National
Parks, AONBs and Heritage Coasts, into the ambit of local authority planning control would
require basic changes to primary legislation and boundaries, and would affect other maritime
interests. In the short-term- such basic changes may not be realistically possible, and we would
argue that the Committee should consider, as a more immediate priority, ways of improving the
present system operated by the Crown Estate Commissioners. The C: • vn Estate Commissioners themselves, in response to widespread criticism, are seeking to improve their processes
of consultation and environmental assessment. With regard to environmental assessment, they
are now required to consider whether such an assessment is needed under The Environmental
Assessment (SalmonJFarming in Marine Waters) Regulations. 1988, and to consult with.statutory
environmental organisations, like ourselves. In Scotland, the Crown Estate Commissioners
issued Guidelines on the Siting and Design of Marine Fish Farms in 1987, and new Guidelines
for the UK and a National Development Strategy are to be published in the very near future.
The application of these new Guidelines will, we hope, improve consultation procedures and
will involve local authorities and others much more in the decision-making process. Clearly, if
the new Guidelines dp not achieve this, then we should urge the Conmuttee to consider other
ways of improving the existing process, including implementing the longer term priority
objective of bringing mariiie fish farming in coastal National Parks, AONBs and Heritage Coasts
into the ambit of local authority planning control.
(v) SI 1988 No 1218—The Environmental Assessment (Salmon Farming in Marine Waters)
Regulations, Reference has already been made in iv. above to the Crown Estate Commissioners’
role in relation to the implementation of this statutory instrunient. However, a further reference
to the European’Community Directive (85/337/EEC) front which the Regulations are derived has
been made under iii. above. The restriction of SI 1988 No 1218 to salmon fishing alone would
also appear to derive from the same error in translation referred to in iii. above. While as far as
we are aware most marine fish farming in this country involves the rearing of salmon we would
argue again, for the sake of consistency, that the statutory instrument be amended following the
publication of a corrigendum in the Official Journal of European Communities, so that marine
fish farming for trout is also covered by the EA Regulations contained in St 1988 No 1218.
(vi) In i. above we have referred to the need for the Government to issue a guidance note on
fresh-water fish farming to guide local planning authorities on the criteria to be used in
considering planning applications for such enterprises. Notwithstanding the argument put
forward for marine fish farming to be brought under the ambit of statutory planning control, we
urge the Committee to consider the possibility of the Government publishing a comprehensive
Guidance Note on Marine and Fresh Water Fish Farming, Such a Note should be prepared jointly
by all the Government Departments concerned, ie Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food,
Scottish Development Department, Welsh Office, DOE and the Crown Estate Commissioners,
and in draft should be the subject of consultation with the fish farming industry, the National
River Authority, the Highlands and Islands Development Board (HIDE), Local Authority
Associations, the Countryside Commissions and the Nature Conservancy Council. This list may
not be comprehensive, and the Committee may well suggest additions.
Existing Guidance Notes on Marine Fish Farming published by the Crown Estate
Commissioners could be incorporated in the comprehensive guidance, as also material from the
recently published report “An Environmental Assessment of Fish Farms”, prepared by Cobham
Resource Consultants under a joint research contract sponsored by the Countryside Commission
for Scotland, the C*own Estate Commissioners, HIDE and the Scottish Salmon Growers’
Association. While there is clearly some guidance material availabL on marine fish farming,
particularly in Scotland, there is a dearth of guidance on fresh water fish farming and its
regulation. We are aware of considerable uncertainty about just what kinds of fish enterprises,
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or extensions to the same, are subject to planning control and other regulations, including those
relating to the Control of Pollution Act. The comprehensive Guidance Note should aim at
removing such uncertainties and should give local planning authorities and others, including the
industry itself, clear guidance oh the way the industry can be developed to the benefit of local
economies, but without detriment to the conservation of the valuable environments, and the
flora and fauna of the same, in which the fish fanning enterprises are generally located.
In suinmary therefore, this Commission would wish to draw the Committee's attention to the following
points:
(i) On fresh water fish farming, we believe that, within the sensitive landscapes of National Parks
and AONBs, aU proposals for fish farming developments on inland lakes or reservoirs owned by
water authorities should be subject to specific planning consent: and
(ii) we support proposals for the withdrawal of permitted development rights related to fish farming
in national parks, and would suggest that, for consistency, such rights are also withdrawn in the
equ^y important and sensitive landscape and conservation areas of AONBs, the Broads and
SSSfs. We believe that only through the operation of full local authority planning control can full
consideration be given to the needs to balance development interests against conservation
interests so necessary in these areas.
(iii) Following the discovery of an error in the translation of “salmonidae” (salmon family) in some
versions of the European Community Directive (85/337/EEC) on the assessment of certain public
and private projects on the environment we urge the Government, once a corrigendum is
published in the Official Journal of the European Communities, to revise the Town and Country
Planning EA Regulations as soon as possible.
(iv) On marine fishfarming, we believe that, in the longer term, such enterprises should be brought
into the ambit of local authority planning control within the sensitive landscapes of national
parks and AONB’s and Heritage Coasts, and in estuarial and coastal waters bordering those
areas. Such action, however, would require.primary legislation and boundary change, andin the
shorter term we believe that the Crown Estate Commissioners should improve their existing
consultation procedures to involve local authorities and others much more in the decision
making process relating to the letting offish farm leases; and
(v) following firom the point already made in iii. above we urge the Government to revise the EA
Regulations relating to Salmon Farming in Marine Waters as soon as the Commission of the
European Communities publish a corrigendum.
(vi) Finally we believe the Committee should consider the possibility of the Government publishing a
comprehensive Guidance Note on Marine and Fresh-Water Fish Farming, to remove the many
uncertainties about the regulation of the industry, and to give clear guidance to all interested
bodies on the way the industry can be developed to the benefit of local economies without
detriment to the environment.
We thank the Committee for inviting us to submit this written memorandum to the Inquiry, and we
should be pleased to elaborate further on any point we have raised.
23 October 1989

Memorandum submitted by the Countryside Commission for Scotland
1. The Countryside Commission for Scotland welcomes this opportunity to present its views on fish
fanning to the Agriculture Committee of the House of Commons.
2. The Countryside Commission for Scotland is appointed by the Secretary of State. Its main duties are
set out in the Count^side (Scotland) Act 1967 as being concerned with the provision, development and
improvement of facilities for the enjoyment of the Scottish countryside and for the conservation and
enhancement of the natural beauty and amenity of that countryside. The Commission is required to have
regard for the need for the development of recreational and tourist facilities and for the balanced,
economic and social development of the countryside.
SUMMARY

3. Growth in marine fish farming is continuing apace in Scotland, with the result that there is now a
growing likelihood of conflicts with amenity or environmental interests and competing land use concerns,
as the best sites are taken up and new developments are forced into less suitable locations. However,
marine fish farms are not subject to town and country planning control which is capable of resolving such
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conflicts. Nevertheless, this Commission is not yet advocating direct planning control of marine fish
farming but arguing instead that a system of area framework plans be adopted which formally involves
planning authorities. The Commission considers that a more accountable system of strategic planning for
marine fish farming is needed which involves planning authorities, the Crown Estate Commission and
their principal consultees. We are conducting in-house work on the scenic quality of coastal landscapes
and intend this assessment to play an important part in determining the location of future development,
as well as identifying areas which, because of their scenic character and qualities of remoteness, should
remain free from fish farm proposals. Notwithstanding some recent improvements that have been made,
we consider there is a continuing need to improve the environmental standards of fish farms.
4. In parallel with a growth in marine fish farming there has been a significant increase in fresh water
hatcheries and smolt production. There has been considerable uncertainty as to whether freshwater fish
farming can be regarded as an agricultural activity and thus exempt from planning control. The
Commission is concerned about the random scatter of development and minimal attention to the
standard of installations. We consider that permitted use rights should be withdrawn firom fresh water fish
farming so that visual and amenity safeguards can be applied.
MARINE HSH FARMING

5. During the 1980’s the amount of marine fish farming development in coastal waters around
Scotland, particularly along the western sea board, has increased very substantially. The industry now
constitutes a very important economic activity in frequently remote rural communities where previously,
job opportunities were very limited. Prior to 1 October 1986 this Commission was not formally involved
in marine fish farm development, except that occasionally our views were sought by planning authorities
on associated land-based facilities which required planning consent. Since that date the Commission has
been one of several consultees to whom all marine fish farming lease applications are referred by the
Crown Estate Commission prior to a decision being taken. By mid-September 1989 we had been
consulted upon 522 cases since the introduction of the consultation procedure. Each case has been
assessed for our interests concerning landscape, informal recreation and amenity.
6. In general terms, the Commission has welcomed marine fish farming as being capable of making
responsible use of a sustainable natural resource in frequently remote rural areas where traditional forms
of land management were often in decline. However, as the industry experienced a period of rapid
growth in the mid-1980’s we became increasingly concerned about possible environmental impact, water
pollution, the spread of disease, disturbance to landscape and wildlife, impacts on tourism and
surrounding countryside recreation, as well as possible interference with water based recreation, such as
sailing. We recognise that social.and economic benefits have arisen from the industry. Whereas much has
been to the advantage of local communities, we have become increasingly aware of the need for an
adequate basis of control to ensure a planned-relationship between fish farming and other community
issues such as transportation and housing.
7. Regarding our particular concerns with landscape, recreation and amenity, the Commission took a
lead in sponsoring a report “An Environmental Assessment of Fish Farms”, an initiative which w.as
undertaken with co-sponsorship from the Crown Estate Commission, Highlands and Islands Development Board, and Scottish Salmon Growers Association. This report was published iii June, 1987. We
consider the most important part of the study to be the recommendations for good practice in the siting,
design and management of fish farms. These good practice guidelines have been promoted by us through
our consultation case work with the Crown Estate Commission with some degree of success, but we
consider that there remains a need for the industry to raise its environmental standards of development in
line with the guidelines. In addition to the written guidelines there would be considerable public benefit if
the industry’s representative bodies and the Crown Estate Commission, working with other relevant
government agencies, established a model fish farm to demonstrate the implementation of desirable
environmental principles for application in other locations. These principles would influence the
appearance of farms through the grouping, colour and construction of fish cages and the location, design
and standard of maintenance of related shore bases.
8. The west highlands of Scotland are a popular visitor and tourist destination because of the
outstanding coastal scenery with sea lochs penetrating deep into mountain terrain. It is essential that fish
farm development respects this character not only in the form and scale of development but also in the
identification of visually acceptable sites. At the beginning of 1988, the Crown Estate Commission
published “Guidelines on Siting and Design of Marine Fish Farms in Scotland”. However helpful, we
consider these do not meet the need for better strategic planning. These guidelines are not
comprehensive geographically. It should be noted that the Crown Estate Commissions’ guidelines do not
apply to the coastal waters surrounding the Western Isles, Orkney and Shetland, all vitally important
locations for fish farming. Accordingly, the Commission is currently uaJeitaklag an in-house programme
of work to assess the visual character of coastal landscapes throughout Scotland. This work wiU enable us
to make more authoritative responses to Crown Estate Commission consultations and improve our
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contribution to the preparation of locational strategies. As the extent of fish farming has grown, we
consider there is an increasing need to identify areas of remote countryside which should remain free
from development to retain their special character. Our in-house landscape assessment work is also
intended to identify the priority areas for protection.
9. The Commission, along with other bodies, has been concerned about the lack of public
accountability of the Crown Estate Commission which contrasts with the Town and Country Planning
system operated by local authorities. This lack of accountability is not helped by the situation where the
Crown Estate Commission is not only the arbiter in individual proposals, with no right of appeal by an
injured party, but also has a development function relating to the collection of rental income from
approved development. So far, government has been reluctant to make significant changes to this
arrangement although approval has been given by the Scottish Office for the Crown Estate Commission
to set up an Advisory Committee, whose membership would be drawn from a number of bodies, to
advise on contentious cases. However, this committee has still to meet almost a year after Scottish Office
approval and there may be a weakness insofar that it can be convened only at the instigation of the Crown
■^ate Commission.
10. The consultation procedure on the fish farm lease applications operated by the Crown Estate
Commission does not include the coastal waters surrounding Shetland. We understand that the Crown
Estate Commission may have some limited control powers and rights to levy an income from rental
charges but the power to control the development rests with Shetland Island Council under its harbours
and marine control legislations. It is our experience that less attention is given to environmental concerns
in Shetland and we do not consider this a satisfactory alternative procedure.
RECO^LMENDA■^ONS FOR THE CONTROL OF MARINE HSH FARMING

11. Against this background of action by the Commission which has been taken either at its own haiid
or In conjunction with others, we consider there remains a number of issues which require action. In our
view it is desirable to:
(i) ensure that future development takes place within a properly planned strategic framework which
takes full account of environmental concerns;
(ii) require that all who have interests in fish farming adopt sensible guidelines for the proper siting,
design and management of individual fish farms;
(iii) achieve a co-ordinated approach to planning for fish farming development which identifies the
best locations for various kinds of fish farming, and the places where competing interests suggest
that there should be a presumption against fish farming;
(iv) accept for widespread application an approach adopted- recently by Highland Regional Council
that of preparing framework plans for fish farming development which allow for closer,
involvement of the planning authorities in marine fish farming;
(v) change the consultation system for lease applications currently operated by the Crown Estate
Commissioners to improve public accountability and overcome concerns that the CEC has too
strongly vested an interest in promoting development;
(vi) ensure that Crown Estate Commission decisions on lease applications take more account of
related on-shore developments and community needs transport, infrastructure, schools,
housing, etc all issues which are normally addressed in the worlc of planning authorities, and are
affected by marine development. Framework plans (as mentioned in (iv) above) prepared by
local planning authorities provide a means of balancing fish farm developments with local,
social, economic and environmental considerations;
(vii) improve guidelines on siting and design of fish farms and make arrangements for effective
monitoring and enforcement of these guidelines; and
(viii) accept that fish farming, like forestry, requires a greater measure of accountable control than
exists at present. A more direct role for planning authorities with support from the Scottish
Office, would help to bring a better balanced approach to the future of Scotlands’ fish farming
industry.
FRESHWATER FISH FARMING

12. The Commissions’ observations and direct experience over the years indicate that there has been a
variety of practice among planning authorities in Scotland regarding the control of fresh-water fish
farming. Some authorities have sought planning applications from developers or landowners who intend
to erect fish hatchery buildings or convert existing buildings for such use as well as site fish cages in
freshwater lochs, whereas other authorities have not. There appears to have been a large measure of
uncertainty as to whether this form of land use requires specific planning approval or whether it can be
regarded as permitted agricultural development.
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13. Advice issued by the Scottish Development Department in 1977 did not resolve the question of
whether fish farming is agriculture but indicated there was some doubt, it was stated at that time that the
General Development Order would be amended to remove any doubt but, unfortunately, the Secretary
of State did not put the matter beyond doubt either in making the 1981 General Development Order or
the 1985 amendment. However, a recent decision by W.D. Campbell, former Deputy Chief Reporter, on
an appeal against refusal of planning permission by Dumfries & Galloway Regional Council for the use of
a building as a hatchery ruled that freshwater fish farming is an agricultural activity and enjoys permitted
development rights. We regret this ruling.
14. In the last decade there has been a significant increase in freshwater hatcheries and smolt
production to supply the growing marine industry. The Commission has received planning consultations,
for example, from Highland Regional Council on fresh-water smolt production cages in locations such as
Loch na Creitheach, Loch Affric, Loch Clair, and Loch Migdale, all within National Scenic Areas.
Whereas we have not objected on visual grounds to all such proposals, we do consider it very important
that development is adequately controlled to safeguard the undoubted scenic quality of these
nationally important landscapes. Without planning control, we fear that both a random scatter of
development and minimal attention to the design, construction and siting of buildings will give rise to
unsatisfactory standards of development. It is our reading of planning legislation that positioning fish
cages upon the surface of fresh-water lochs is also likely to enjoy permitted development rights if it can be
argued that the loch is part of an agricultural unit, that is land which is kept for agricultural purposes such
as hill-sheep grazing. Accordingly, the Commission is concerned about the potential for visually
damaging development arising from uncontrolled freshwater fish farming.
15. We have read with interest a recent consultation paper from the Department of the Environment
on permitted use rights in the countryside, and noted reference to concern about the operation of existing
permitted development rights relating to fish farming in National Parks in England and Wales. The paper
stated that ministers were willing to consider evidence of the inadequacy of these existing controls, and
suggestions for their modification. Our experience in Scotland underlines the importance of adequate
planning control over fresh-water fish farming and we feel that there is a strong case to remove permitted
development rights for freshwater fish farming activities at least within National Scenic Areas, but
preferably in the wider countryside.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE CONTROL OF FRESHWATER HSH FARMING

16. The Commission has beenxonsujted by the Scottish Development Department regarding a review
of the Town and Country Planning (General Development) (Scotland). Order 1981 and we have
recommended that permitted use rights are withdrawn for fresh-water fish farming. The outcome of this
review is awaited with interest and it is our hope that this recommendation will be accepted by
government and will eiijoy the support of the House of Commons Agriculture Committee.
3 October 1989

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Countryside Commission for Scotland
Examples of marine fish farm cases where the Crown Estate has approved sea bed leases in National
Scenic Areas, (NSA), against the advice of the CCS:
— Lismore, Argyll (Lynn of Lorn NSA)
— Loch Tarbert, Jura, (Jura NSA)
— Loch Leven, Lochaber (Nevis/Glencoe NSA)
— Loch a Chairn Bhain, Sutherland (Assynt/Coigach NSA)
— Black Loch, Lochinver, Sutherland (Assynt/Coigach NSA)
— Loch Beag, Kylesku, Sutherland (Assynt/Coigach NSA)
— Loch Glendhu, Glencoul, Sutherland (Assynt/Coigach NSA)
— West Loch Tarbert, Harris, Western Isles (NSA)
— Loch Seaforth, Western Isles (NSA)
— Loch Rodel, South Harris, Western Isles (NSA)
— Rackwick, Orkney (NSA)
(Some of these locations involve more than one case).
24 January 1990
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Examination of Witnesses
Head of the Operational Development Group, DR P J BOON, Freshwater Ecologist
and Ms B R SMITH, Head of Planning and Development Policy Branch, Nature Conservancy
Council; MR R LLOYD, Head of National Parks and Planning Branch and MR RAY WOOLMORE,
Countryside Officer (Plannihg)^ Countryside Commission; MR JAN MAGNUS FLADMARK,
Assistant Director (Planning) and MR R FERGUSON, Planning Officer (Research), Countryside
Commission for Scotland, examined.

MR R GOODIER,

Chairman
187. Order, order. Good morning, ladies and
gentlemeri,
Goodier, you seem to have the
privilege of sittingin the middle. Would you like
to introduce everybody on the team.
(Mr Goodier) I am Rawdon Goodier, the
head of a small group in the Nature Conservancy
Council’s Scottish headquarters dealing with the
interface between nature conservation and other
land and water uses, one of which is fish
farming. This is Bridget Smith from our Great
Britain headquarters in Peterborough who deals
with legislative aspects of this issue. On*my right
is Dr Phillip Boon of our Chief Scientist
Directorate, who is a specialist in freshwater
ecology.
(Mr Lloyd) 1 am Richard Lloyd. I nin a small
unitin the Countryside Commission’s headquarters in Cheltenham dealing with national parks
and planning matters. On my right is my
colleague Mr Ray Woolmore.
(Mr Fladmark) My name is Jan Fladmark and
I am Assistant Director (Planning), until
recently Assistant Director Research and Development. My colleague is Richard Ferguson, who
is Planning Officer (Research) with the
Countryside Commission for Scotland.
188. Could we hear from the Nature Conser%'anqr Council and the Countryside Commission
for Scotl^d about the original concerns that
they had regarding the allocation of marine
leases controlled by the Crown Estate? We
should like to know what recommendations
weremade to the Secretary of State for Scotland
when he reviewed the Crown Estate’s procedures; firstly, after the Montgomery report of
1984 and agmn in 1988?
(Mr Goodier) Certainly we made representations to the Montgomery Committee that the
Nature Conservancy Council should be involved
within the consultative process on new fish farm
developments because hitherto we had not been
involved in any of these and had no insight really
info the process of development or the impacts
that were taking place in the marine field. After
the consultation process was established in
October 1986, we had to develop our own
in-house expertise to enable us to assess the
impact of fish farming on the marine environment. As a result of our experience over the first
year or so of the consultative process, we found
that it was not entirely satisfactory from our
point of view and we made representations to
the Scottish Office, through the Departmental
Group on the Countryside, which is chaired
by the Scottish Development Department.

Following that, during the summer of 1988, we
circulated widely a draft consultation report on
the impact of marine fish farming on the natural
environment which was prepared for us by the
Institute of Aquaculture in the University of
Stirling. That included comments on the inadequacy of the consultation process. Our experience during those first two years of the consultation process indicated that our advice, in
relation to the environmental impact of fish
farms, was not being given as much weight as we
would wish, to the extent that perhaps only
about one third of the cases where we had
advised against granting consent were refused by
the Crown Estate Commission.
189. What proportion of total applications
did you oppose?
(Mr Goodier) About one third.
(Mr Ferguson) The Countryside Commission
for Scotland started to take a more active
interest in the fish farming industry in 1986 when
we commissioned a study on a broad environmental assessment Of fish farmiiig in Scotland.
This arose out of an increasing awareness of the
extent of particularly niarine fish farming in
Scotland and concerns that were increasingly
beingmade known to us about its envirpnmental
impacts. On delivery of that report by consultants in 1987, the Commission then began to
address some of the policy issues arising and the
strategic concerns that have been signalled to
this Committee in our submission. In the three
years since the introduction of the Crown
Estate’s consultative procedures, we have dealt
with a very large volume of case work, more
than 500 cases in three years. Of those we have
opposed only 15 per cent but we do have a
particular concern we should like to signal to
you about 50 cases to date where we have
recommended refusal of seabed lease by the
Crown but they have approved leases against
our advice. So 10 per cent of case work
approximately gives us particular concern.
Mr MacDonald
190. There is of course the advisory committee which has been announced. When I was
talking informally to some people working for
the Crown Estate they were saying the Committee had not yet met because cases had not
been brought to their attention that were so
controversial, or so engendering argument, that
they really needed to convene this Committee.
They were waiting for someone to come along to
bring such a case so they could convene the
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committee. Have you brought any cases of that
kind to the Crown Estate?
(Mr Ferguson) The difficulty at the moment is
that we are not really quite clear how that
advisory committee would be instigated, what
sort of case would be required by the Crown to
set it up. As I understand it, it is entirely at their
behest to convene that committee.
191. Have you made any specific request to
the Crown Estate regarding any case where you
felt your advice was being overruled, where you
have said you would like to convene the
Committee on this one?
(Mr Ferguson) I have no detailed information
on that but I think the NCC has done that.
(Mr
Goodier)
Since
the
ministerial
announcement on the establishment of the
committee during this part-year there has been a
general falling off in the number of fish farm
cases which have been referred to us for
consultation, reflecting a levelling off in development within the industry. We have given very
close and particular attention to those which
have come to us. We have seen 94 cases since
December 1988. We have felt it necessary to
object to 13 of these cases: one of the applications was subsequently withdrawn and the
Crown Estate Commission, have granted six of
the cases against our advice. Potentially there
were six cases which could have been referred to
the advisor}' committee.
192. In paragraph 1.8 of Appendix 1 of your
subrnissiori you say “... we have specifically
requested that certain cases be referred to the
Committee, but this Coinmittee has yet to be
convened”. What cases? How many cases have
you asked for? When did you first ask for a case
to be referred to the Committee? Can you give
one example out of that?
(Mr Goodier) We have objected to 13 cases
since the committee was announced. In terms of
the remit of the committee it is where an agency
objects that it is envisaged that it will be referred
to the committee. Subsequent to the committee
being announced we had to make it clear that we
were registering an objection if we thought the
case was of sufficient seriousness to refer to the
comniittee. There were 13 of these. In six of
those the Crown Estate Commission have
turned down the application so that left six cases
which were granted by the Crown Estate Commission against our adyice and against our
wishes to refer them to the committee and one
case withdrawn by the applicant.
193. When you say “against your specific
wishes”, did you ever express a specific wish?
(Mr Goodier) Yes; we expressed an objection
to the case and a request that it be referred to
the advisory committee if the Crown Estate
Commission were envisaging consenting it
against our advice.
194. Could you perhaps give one example of
a case, to give us some idea of the kinds of
conflict?

m
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(Mr Goodier) No, I am not actually in a
position to give you that. I could provide that
information subsequently.
195. I have been quite impressed by the
number of submissions we received from the
groups we are seeing today who argue that the
Crown Estate Commissioners’ role as overseers
of the development of fish farming really needs
to be replaced altogether by a combination of
central direction from the Scottish Office combined with local authority control in the case of
Scotland. There has even been a commonality of
phraseology used. A number of people have said
that what we need is a competent neutral and
accountable body. Do you think that the Crown
Estate Commissioners could be capable of
becoming either of these three things, given
their statutory composition? Could they become
competent, that is develop their expertise if
necessary? Could they ever become neutral and
could they ever become accountable?
(Mr Goodier) It is difficult for them. We in
the NCC consider it would be difficult for them
to develop this competence and expertise.
(Mr Ferguson) One has to know what the
available staff resources of the Crowa Estate
would be to deal with that. As I understand it,
they would not be able to cominand, as
presently constituted, enough people to do that.
The Commission’s line has not been.as strong as
that of some of the witnesses that you will hear
today on this point. When we put the matter to
our inembers in 1987, we felt that we should give
the Crown a chance to prove themselves and did
not advocate strongly local planning control
through the planning authorities. Most of the
other witnesses you will hear today have gone
for that line. That remains, our policy at the
moment; something that we will put again to our
members in the light of work that we arq doing
currently; something that may change. For the
moment we advocate a stronger role both for the
national government agency in Scotland, the
SDD, and for the local authorities, with more
commitment than they are able to give at the
moment, as consultees to the Crown Estate.
Chairman
196. On this question of reference to the
advisory committee, are you told in advance that
a case will be turned down? Obviously there is
no point in the Committee considering noncontentious cases, that is where they take your
advice and are anyway going to reject the case.
Is there some mechanism for calhng this committee in adlvance of a decision being made or do
you tend to find the decisions made and the committee has not been consulted?
(Mr Goodier) The latter. We do request that
if the Crown Estate Commissioners are of a
mind to give consent against our advice they
come back and discuss it with us beforehand to
see whether there is any way round it. Obviously
we do not expect the thing to be referred directly
to the committee without previous consultation
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between the Crown Estate Commissioners and
ourselves to see whetherit cannot be resolved in
some other way.
197. They do consult about 34 bodies in each
application.
(Mr Goodier) Yes, that is right; they do
consult but there is not usually a feedback
following that initial consultation, We make our
advic& and we do not often get follow-up
discussions:with the Crown Estate Commission.
The next thing usually is that we hear the result
of the decision having been taken.
Mr MacDonald
198. The Commissioners’ arguinent will be
that the decision they take is a compromise
between the various submissions they have
received. Do you think that is adequate or do
you think there needs to be a further going over
of the various submissions received before you
can really come back with a proper solution?
(Mr Goodier) Certainly in those cases where
an agency has registered an outright objection,
and the case is potentially refefrable to the
advisory committee, there should be some
further consultations.
199- Have you asked the Commission why
they have not convened the advisory committee? Have you asked them directly?
(Mr Goodier) Yes, we have.
200. What response have you. received?
(Mr Goodier) We have not received a veiy
clear response. It is partly a matter of the
administration of establishing the committee
and finding a chairman and this sort of thing.
Mr Martlew
201- We have heard a number of you say this
morning that very often your advice has been
inbred. Is there any evidence that there has
been detrimental environmental impact by the
fact that your advice has been ignored and you
have been overruled? Were you right when you
gave the original advice or has hindsight said
that the Crown Commissioners were right to
ignore it
(Mr Goodier) We will be commenting a little
bitlater on some more detail of this but.certainly
a lot of coastal areas, particularly sea lochs in
Scotland, are now fairly intensively developed
for fish farming and there are impacts of variable
intensity associated with that development.
They have certainly lost the pristine character
which was one important element of their nature
conservation interest,
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(Mr Goodier) No, we cannot say that there
has been severe ecological damage to any of the
Scottish sea lochs as a result of these particular
cases.
203. So the Crown Commissioners were right
to ignore your advice?
(Mr Goodier) No, I do not think so. The
evidence is sometimes very hard to come by in
cases where one has a large number of cumulative small developments.
(Mr Ferguson) Our worry, in cases where we
feel our advice has been ignored, is that there is
clear evidence of adverse environmental impact.
In our case our concern is vrith landscape impact
rather than ecological impact and that is sometimes a more difficult thing to measure. It is
necessarily an objective assessment but we
would maintain, particularly in some of the
developments that have p.'^oceeded against our
advice in the National Scenic Areas, supposedly
the best of Scotland’s landscapes, particularly in
those areas of wild and remote character, that
there has been adverse landscape impact as a
result of development proceeding against our
advice. I could reference cases if you wish.
204. Could you give that to the Clerk in
writing.
(Mr Ferguson) Certainly.*
Chairman
205. Are you referring to the actual pens or
are you referring to the land based activities?
(Mr Ferguson) To both. Hie Commission’s
worry is with physical artefacts both on water
and on land and of course there are land based
buildings and tracks anJ so on associated with
the offshore cages; in some cases, it depends oh
the type of fish farm we are talking about.
206. Do you take a similar interest in forestry
and farming?
(Mr Ferguson). Yes, indeed,
207. Do you register objections to applications for example for sawmills or whatever it
might be?
(Mr Ferguson) When we have the opportunity
to do so. If it is a matter of consultation from
either a planning authority or from the Forestry
Commission in the case of forest grant scheme
developments, then yes, indeed.

208. You are proposing therefore to give your
opinion to the Secretary of State who is working
oh this matter at the moment, that you would
prefer to have planning permission for all fish
farming activities.
(Mr Ferguson) That implies that we have
advocated planhing control, which our members
have hot 5'ct done. That is what many of the
agencies represented here today would say to
202.
You are being
general.
you. very
We have,
untilCan
now we
anyway, been content
have some specifics where you would say that to try to operate the consultative procedures
there has been damage done to a particular loch that have operated but we have reservations
by the fact that the Crown Commissioners
i^ored your advice?
* See supplementary memorandum, page 109.
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about their adequacy as expressed to you in our
submission.
Mr Martlew
209. There is one part of Scotland where the
local authorities still, control planning and that is
the Shetland Islands, How do the witnesses feel
with regard to what has happened on the
mainland and in Shetland? Is Shetland a better
example of control than the Crown Commissioners?
(Mr Goodier) No; we have been very disappointed with the response of the Shetland
Islands Council to the observations we made on
the proposals there That is not exercised within
the straightforward planning powers of the
authority, it is exercised through their Shetland
Act powers I understand. When we have suggested that local authorities should have a
greater role in controlling fish farming, we have
seen this within the exercise of their proper
planning powers which would have involved
planning through national planning guidelines,
structure plans and local plans, the consultative
arrangenients that they would facilitate.
210. Are you saying that things are no better
on the Shetlands than they are on the mainland?
(Mr Goodier) Yes, that is so.
211. Ultimately who do you think should
have the final say? Should it be the Crown
Estate Comrnissioners, the local authorities or
the Secretary of State?
(Mr Goodier) It should be the Secretary of
State who has the final say.
212. Going through the Crown Estate Commissioners?
(Mr Goodier) No, through the local authority
under the planning system.
Mr MacDonald
that working with

213. Is
the local
authorities?
(Mr Goodier) That is the only mechanism we
can see that could achieve this aim.
214. How would you rate the Highland
Region structural plan developed for a fish
farming development? What are the weaknesses
in that approach?
(Mr Goodier) We think there is certainly an
important step in the right direction. The
weakness is that they are not established within
an overall national strategy which would allow
perhaps some areas to remain free of this form
of development, conserving the natural features
of the area undisturbed by this form of development, other areas in which there is already
development but where for environmental interests it should not be allow s’.d to proceed further
and other areas where development should be
encouraged with proper environmental constraints placed on it. This is what we would wish
to see. This is the form that we would envisage

113
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some sort of national strategy within which the
local authority would be able to implement their
local plans. Certainly we have co-operated with
the Highland Regional Council in the preparation of their local plans for fish farming and we
welcome that development.
Mr Gill
215. Could I ask whether It is the opinion of
our witnesses that the Crown Estate Commissioners are insensitive about the concerns that
you have and that they do not take all those
factors into consideration themselves?
(Mr Goofif/erjThey find it difficult to take full
account of the sometimes quite complex issues
that are involved when assessing the impact on
the natural environment of a development of
this sort.
216. In a word, is it your concern that there
would be a proliferation of fish farming enterprises if yourself and other bodies did not exist
to influence some control?
(Mr Goodier) There already has been a very
substantial proliferation of this form of development.
217. But in the context of there being a glutof
the product of fish farming and the problems of
intensification which are associated with any
livestock industry, do you not feel that ultimately this thing will be self limiting?
(Mr Goodier) There could be trends within
the industry that could be beneficial to environmental conservation. There could be the ability
of the industry to use deeper waters with greater
flushing rates and this sort of thing. This would
perhaps enable a redistribution of some of the
inshore developments into less harmful situations.
218. What I am suggesting to you is that the
ordinary laws of supply and demand might well
give us the answer to the problems which we are
now considering quite as well as a highly
regulated, highly controlled system. Also of
course, would= it not be in the interests of the
Crown Estate Commissioners themselves to
ensure that there was not over intensification
which would have an adverse effect upon the
people that they license?
(Mr Goodier) Yes; there are common interests here. Obviously we recognise that the fish
farming industry generally is not concerned to
do a lot of damage to its own environment but
nature consevation interests may be damaged
before production is affected. Nevertheless we
are talking here about unique marine environments within Europe, those*which have not been
subjected to any form of intensive development
before. The fish farming developments are
locally very intensive. If they happen to coincide
with particular marine communities in the areas
that they are sited in they certainly can do
damage. Where fish farms are established the
sea bed underneath the fish farm is undoubtedly
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damaged in terms of being modified very greatly
away ftom its natural state.
Mr Alexander
219. The Wildlife and Countryside Act provided for various conservation designations such
as SSSIs and in particular, for the purpose of this
inquiry, marine nature reserves. Am I correct
that only marine nature reserves would apply
below the low water mark? Am I further correct
that only one such reserve has been designated
over the last ten years? If that figure is correct,
why do you think that is the case?
(Ms Smith) Yes, you are quite right: there is
only one designation which we can use below
low water mark and that is the Marine Nature
Reserve. Yes, there is only one Marine Nature
Reserve that has so far been designated. We do
not feel that the legislation on Marine Nature
Reserves is necessarily faulty because marine
areas are so complex. It is not like a piece of
land which is owned by one person on which one
can negotiate quite easily what should be
allowed and whatshould not. Many people have
rights in the sea and therefore it is inevitable that
the discussions that you have will be very long
and complicated. We do feel that something
more could be done perhaps to speed up the
process, with help from the Government departments concerned. Another point is that the
Marine Nature Reserve legislation is not suitable for dealing with one impact like fish farming.
For instance, on land we have Sites of Special
Scientific Interest, of which there are many
more than there are National Nature Reserves. I
would not recommend Marine Nature Reserves
as.a way of dealing with specific threats: it is an
identification of a very special area. There will
never be very many Marine Nature Reserves.
What we really need in the deeper water is some
way of having consultation on all the impacts
there might be. We already have a non-statutory
designation, which we cah marine consultation
areas, and we have let the Crown Estate have a
fist. These are areas we have identified which
are sensitive areas of marine habitat. If that
were a statutory designation, it would not be the
same as SSSIs on land, we would not have the
same rights as there, but they would be like
SSSIs were under the 1949 legislation and we
could have a list of people who had to consult us
before carrying out certain activities. That
would be very helpful and we have recommended it to Government.
220. Thank you very much for that reply. I
deduce from it that you do not feel that a change
in the law is necessary.
(Ms Smith) Not a change in the law for Marine
Nature Reserves.
221. Indeed. I wonder whether you feel that
in practice to ask for the equivalent of an
environmental impact assessment accompanying
each lease application would be a sensible way
of doing perhaps what you want to be seen to be
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done when there is an application. Would it be
helpful if that had to be done?
(Ms Smith) Yes and already it does have to be
done, if the Crown Estate so decide, over a
certain size. We have recommended it should be
for smaller proposals and not just for the larger
ones.
222. One more question on the conservation
designation. Dealing with areas where there are
conservation designations—some of my colleagues have asked about the matter generally, but
in conservation designated areas—do you find
that the Crown Estate Commission tend to
support or reject your objections to applications?
(Ms Smith) Are you talking about the Marine
Conservation Areas, because those are not
official designations of course, they are just a list
which we have given to the Crown Estate?
There is not much evidence of any difference.
(Mr Goodier) No, this does not appear to be
given very much weight in the responses made to
us by the Crown Estate Commission.
(Mr Ferguson) Could I log a particular concern that we have with another designation, that
of National Scenic Areas in Scotland, which
account for a very large part of the territory in
which much of the marine fish farming has taken
place, our particular concern about cases in
those areas where we have a conflict of view
with the Crown about whether or not development takes place?
Mr MacDonald
223. What kind of powers do you have
exactly to inhibit development in National Scenic Areas or do you merely have an advisory
role?
(Mr Ferguson) It is slightly more than that in
regard to landward development. There are
some categories of developments on land which
planning authorities are required to refer to the
Commission for review and in the event of a
disagreement matters are referred to the Secretary of State for Scotland for decision, There is
no equivalent procedure for the offshore developments.
Chairman
224. Let us be absolutely clear in our minds,
Am I right in thinking both bodies get consulted
on all applications?
(Mr Goodier) Yes,
(Mr Ferguson) All marine cases.
225. Regardless of size and regardless of
location you are in every case consulted.
(Mr Goodier) Yes.
(Mr Ferguson) All marine cases except those
in Shetland at the moment. There is no
requirement there for case work to be referred
to us at the moment,
(Mr Goodier) But we have been widely
consulted in Shedand even though our advice
has not been adopted.
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Chairman: We are going to pay a visit to the
Shetland Islands.
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227. Could I ask for a few more detailed
comments on what you perceive the differences
to be between the position in Scotland and in
Mr Amos
England and Wales? What is the essence of the
226.
Coulddifference?
I ask about freshwater farms and
(Ms Smith) Do you mean the existing
permitted development rights? The Secretary of
difference?
State for the Environment is awaiting the
Committee’s report to see whether there is any
228. Yes.
need to change the extent of planning controls
(Ms Smith) Before this announcement?
over fish farming in England and Wales. But the
Secretary of State for Scotland has recently
229. Yes, that is right.
produced a consultation paper recommending
(Ms Smith) I do not think there were large
immediate withdrawal of permitted develop- differences. The problems were very similar.
ment rights for freshwater farms pending further There was the problem first of deciding whether
consideration. Do the witnesses endorse the fish farming was defined as an agricultural
view expressed by the Secretary of State for activity and therefore whether it came within
Scotland in his recent consultation paper that planning at all. Then there were the problems
’’immediate action” is necessary to remove all with
engineering
activities
including
permitted development rights for freshwater buildings, whether fish cages put in a loch were
farms in Scotland? Is there a similar urgency to an engineering activity which then brought it
withdraw permitted development rights in within the planning regulations. Then there was
England and Wales? For how long have bodies the question of Article 4 directions bringing
such as the NCC and the Countryside Commis- developments which were exempt back under
sions been recommending a review or withdra- planning control. All of those are problems
wal of these rights?
which have arisen both in Scotland and in
(Ms Smith) To your first question, yes, we England and Wales. We have a case, the River
very much welcome the Secretary of State for Hull case, where the fish farmer has been
Scotland’s decision, It has been a real problem waiting five years to have these things sorted out
and particularly a problem of definition. This and coming and going between the local authorwill be very helpful. We have been suggesting in ity making a decision and withdrawing it, then
Scotland since about 1984 that there were real NCC asking for judicial review. We can say
problems that needed looking at. In England the more about that if you wish.
development of the freshwater fish, farming
industry has not been quite so rapid but we stiU
Chairman
find, on looking at individual cases, that there
230. This case has not been concluded over
have been and there are very big problems about five years or he has not done that which you
whether certain developments come within have asked him to do.
planning legislation or not. We would welcome (Ms Smith) A Section 29 order was made under
the same thing happening in England and the Wildlife and Countryside Act so the fish
Wales.
farmer was not able to go ahead with what he
(Mr Lloyd) Obviously our remit does not wanted to do. The decision about whether it was
extend to Scotland, but we have been watching in fact appropriate to bring this under planning
with interest what has been going on North of control first needed to be made. First there was
the border. We have had a direct interest in this an Article 4 direction from the local authority
matter in England for about the last two years, and when the local authority found out they
mainly in response to representations made to us would then have to pay compensation, it was
by the national park authorities and some local withdrawn. We then took it to judicial review
authorities outside national park areas, indi- but the local authority have now come back and
cating that this is an area of difficulty and that said that they do agree that it should in fact be
some developments under the development subject to planning control and no an Article 4
rights are doing landscape damage and^they feel direction is not required. It looks as though that
that the alternative approach, which means individual case is now very near to being sorted
using Article 4 directions to bring the develop- out but the farmer has had to wait five years
ment under planning control, is unsatisfactory. because of problems in interpretation in the law.
It is an unsatisfactory process to use repeatedly
(Mr Lloyd) The important point about plannand of course it does result in a requirement for ing control is not that it is necessarily going to
compensation. We have received represen- result in developments not taking place,
tations, particularly from the national park although that may be the case in some instances,
authorities, that this is an area that needs it is an opportunity for proposals to be scrutilooking at. Our advice to the Department of the nised and, if necessary, modified so that their
Environment on their consultation paper on environmental impact is minimised as far as
permitted use rights in the countryside earlier possible. For a development just to proceed
last year was that permitted use rights should be without any process whatsoever is particularly
withdrawn for freshwater fish farming. That is worrying the national pgirk authorities who have
our view, supporting what in fact has been said made representations to us about it and that is
in Scotland.
why they have invoked the use of the Article 4
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machinery: to enable them to have a look at it
and to discuss the details with the applicant, as
he then becomes, and if necessary to encourage
alterations to the proposals. It is the worry about
things happening in sensitive areas without any
opportunity to influence what goes on whatsoever. That is what is very worrying, particularly to national park authorities.
IVIr Amos
231. So certainly you would not accept the
view that in fact yom* organisations are in effect
a veto on development.
(Mr Lloyd) No; far from it.
232. It is seen as an opportunity merely to
scrutinise the possibility of developinent.
(Mr Lloyd) That is right. It is an opportunity
to influence what happens, which is often highly
desirable for economic reasons—farm diversification, this sort of thing—no-one would wish
to get in the way of. It is an opportunity to
influence the detailed design, the siting, the
layout, all these fairly minor things, which in
sensitive landscapes can be so very important.
Chairman
233. Do applicants come to discuss these
things with you in advance of putting in an
application?
(Mr Lloyd) They do not come to us. We are
purely an advisory body. The contact point
would be the local planning authority and
likewise the national park authority in its development control role. They do talk to us as the
central advisers on national park matters and
that is how we have been involved in the process
and in these discussions. We would not be
directly consulted on these kinds of developments; only through the park authority
indirectly.
(Mr Woolmore) In e.xceptional cases, where
^ EA: is required, then we could be consulted
and notified of such a development but they are
exceptional cases.
(Ms Smith) If it were a Site of Special
Scientific Interest then NCC would very likely
be consulted, particularly if the fish farmer did
not know whether this would be dealt with
under the Wildlife and Countryside Act or
under the planning regulations.
234. As a matter of practice do applicants
come and talk to you?
(Ms Smith) Sometimes; yes.
Mr Gill
235. Could we hear about the types of permitted development that are causing concern?
Would the NCC and the Countryside Commissions describe the type and scale of jbeshwater
fish farm developments which currently go
ahead in Great Britain without requiring local
authority planning permission?

[Continued

(Dr Boon) Could I say a word about the
general concerns that we have in terms of the
environmental problems of freshwater fish farms
because this will set the scene? Fish farming in
fresh water is known to have physical, chemical
and biological impacts and these are detrimental
to nature conservation interests. Sedimentation
below fish cages and in rivers downstream from
fish farms occurs, fish farm effluents may reduce
oxygen levels, increase levels of nitrates and
phosphates and ammonia and chemical residues
are used in fish farms that may be present then
in the effluent. The native flora and fauna,
which we are naturally concerned about, can be
affected in several ways: the physical habitats of
organisms living on loch beds or on stream beds,
may be damaged; the chemical environment
surrounding organisms may be no longer suitable, perhaps, because of nutrient enrichment, or
the presence of toxic substances; then we have
the escape or release of farmed fish into the wild
which also poses threats to native fish
populations from predation, from competition,
from disease transfer, from possible genetic
change. These are the sort of areas we are
concerned about.
236.
and scale of fish farm developments which have
gone ahead without local authority permission?
(Ms Smith) We do hot necessarily know; this
is one of our problems. Unless developments
come under the planning regulations there is no
system whereby records are available. We do
not have a complete list of where fish farming
developments have gone ahead which we would
not have wished to see. This is a problem for us
but we are doing a survey now.
(Dr Boon) We can certainly comment on
SSSIs, even if we are unable to say precisely how
many SSIs have been damaged as a result of
freshwater fish farming activities, which I would
say is largely as a result of NCC having
inadequate funds to carry out the scientific
research that we need to do on those sites.
Nevertheless, we can say that SSSIs are being
damaged in some cases by fish fanning. Perhaps
I may give you a couple of specific examples.
Loch Veyatie forms part of the Inverpolly
National Nature Reserve in North West Scotland. Our regional staff have reported that there
are already signs that effluent from the fish farm
at the eastern end is causing localised pollution,
covering the floor of the loch with waste and
obliterating plant life. There have also been
reports of a high mortality amongst native fish
populations, particularly brown trout, char and
minnows. It has been suggested that a fungal
infection from the fish farm may have been
responsible for this. That is one example. A
second example which is actually not far from
there, Loch Assynt, also in North West Scotland, is a rather remarkable example. I wish I
had been able to bring along some photographs
that our regional office hold. This is where a fish
farm is sited on a stream flowing into the loch
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and at regular intervals the water in the stream have not had the resources devoted to the
turns green due to the discharge of a substance proper research to find this out. Surely any kind
called malachite green, which is used in disease of development is ping to have some kind of
control. Apparently one set of samples sent to impact on the environment. There is no such
the Highland River Purification Board for ana- thing that does not impact upon the environlysis had levels 14 times the recommended ment. Are you really sure that at this level of
dosage for fish farming operations. We would impact it is going to be truly damaging? Will it
want to point out that our concerns are not for example lead to changes in the environment
exclusively with fish farming operations on discernible to the naked eye, either to the flora
SSSIs, they extend to fish farming impacts on ail or the fauna or will it be discernible as damaged
natural and semi-natural fresh waters. Indeed only to the scientist witLv his microscope?
part of the problem is that the industry is
(Dr Boon) In some cases it will be discernible
growing so fast, particularly in Scotland, that to the naked eye and in others not. Let me give
our programmes of survey are unable to keep you a specific example. The River Hull has
up. Where we are attempting to identify impor- already been mentioned as one case where
tant fresh water sites for nature conservation we several fish farms occur. It has also been one of
cannot keep pace with the growth of the the few study sites where there has been quite a
industry. We do hope to collate forther evidence lot of scientific research going on; in fact
on damage to SSSIs and indeed on many other recently a three-year PhD project was comaspects of freshwater fish farming in two reviews pleted there. That did show for example that
which our Scotland and England headquarters large growths of algae visible downstream from
have just commissioned. These should be due fish farms were primarily the result of the
for completion within the next two or three phosphates in the effluent coming out of the fish
months.
farm. In other cases-^let us look here towards
237. At this time do you-have any assessment Scotland again and towards some of the
of the amount of damage that has been caused in extremely characteristically nutrient poor waters
that we would call oligotrophic, these types of
SSSIs, how many cases?
(Dr Boon) This is very difficult, for the water bodies that we find frequently in North
reasons I have stated, partly also because there West Scotland; does not take a great deal of
are some sites where fish farming is one of nutrient enrichment to change the status of that
several impacts on the system and it is not water body from being one that is nutrient poor
always easy to separate out the observed effects to one that is gradually becoming enriched. This
on the site in terms of the precise causes. We are may not be something that will become visible to
safe in saying that the sites where we have the naked eye—certainly not immediately—but
observed damage, even though only a fairly those changes will be subtle, insidious and will
limited amount of scientific research may have occur and native flora arid fauna will inevitably
taken place, lead us to suppose that the situation eventually suffer.
(Mr Ferguson) I would just say that all
is seripus and will get more serious unless
freshwater fish farms will be discernible to the
something is done about it.
naked eye and therefore the concern of the
238. The NCC are calling for all permitted Countryside Commissions is that of the potential
development rights to be withdrawn for fresh- for landscape impact. It need not alwaiys be an
water farms. Y/hilst this might alleviate the adverse landscape impact of course but that is
problem in SSSIs, is it necessary to withdraw the reason we are advocating that it should be
development rights for the entire country?
subject to the same planning controls as any
(Ms Smith) Yes, it is. With fish farming it is other kind of built development and that is why
not just a fish farm on a SSSI which is going to be we supported the advocacy for removal of
the problem. You may be taking water which permitted development rights.
will affect the flow in a river in a SSSI or you
may be affecting SSSI downstream, which may
240.
be areas of high nature conservation interest
there
will be some landscape impact but they
too. There is the problem, that if you said you
were only withdrawing deemed planing consent want to modify it and minimise it to some
on SSSIs, maybe you would miss out on two extent. Would the NCC accept that there is a
thirds of the problems. With a water body, you range of acceptable effects upon the environcannot just say that if the fish.farm is on an SSSI ment, acceptable damage or acceptable change
it should be subject to planning controls. We felt ■upon the environment? You are not seeking to
the only way of pickingmp these things is to have exclude all possibility of change upon the
all fish farming activities subject to planning environment in your attitude.
(Mr Goodier) No; most certainly not. There
controls. We may well say in many of those cases
will
obviously be some cases, some sites of
that NCC has no objection, no problems, but at
least we would know the proposal was there and outstanding interest and sensitivity, where one
would prefer not to see development taking
be able to make our comments.
place, because we are dealing with a naturd
Mr MacDonald
resource of great importance and great interest.
239. Are you sure that you are not exaggerat- There are other areas where with careful
ing the extent of the likely damage? You say you safeguards the industry can be allowed to
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develop. This does require very often a very
careM environmental assessment of the rates of
water change within the water body and these
vary very greatly between water bodies.
(pr Boon) This takes us back too to the
subject of the locational strategy that was
mentioned near the beginning, in that we would
obviously like to see areas important for nature
conserv'ation left out of the areas proposed for
fish fanns. At the moment we do not have any
sort of national locational strategy to do this
with.
241. If there were the kind of consultation
procedure you would like to see, and if your
views were taken fully into account and in every
case accepted, do you think that the level of
production increase that we have seen in fish
farming would necessarily have to diminish or
do you thank that we would still be able to
maintain the same level of production, the same
land of income, fhe same kind of jobs being
generated, but just occurring differently and in
different places? Do you think that we really
hav& to reduce production m order to conserve
the environment?
(Mr Goodier) We must distinguish very carefiilly between the ficeshwater situation we have
been talking about and the marine.
242. I am thinking more of the marine.
(Mr Goodier) It is a very difficult question to
answer directly but there are ways of achieving
environmental safeguard while permitting
development to continue. Everybody recognises
the great importance of this development to the
economy of Scotland and one would want to
assist it to take place while at the same time
minimising the adverse impact that might take
place. The framework within which we have had
to do that so far has not been ideal.
Mr Martlew
243. At the moment the industry is a young
one. To take Mr Gill’s point about supply and
demand, is there any evidence of dereliction to
the point that supply and demand forces a fish
farm to go out of business and what we end up
with is derelict pens which are much more of an
eyesore than operational ones? We have seen it
with all sorts of other industries. Is there any
evidence of that yet in Scotland? Has anybody
given any thought to how we can stop that
particular situation arising?
(Mr Goodier) This very much relates to the
Countryside Commission’s viewpoint who
would 1^ concerned with that.
(Mr Ferguson) We have no direct evidence yet
of that happening but we have logged that as a
potential concern and one that needs to be taken
account of by the Crown in its granting of leases
for development. Obviously they have to think
to the ending of the lease and what happens then
and we are seeing conditions for clearing sites
now starting to come in to leases granted.
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Mr Bradley
244. Would the NCC like to elaborate on the
evidence they have that crayfish plague was
introduced into British rivers by the non-native
signal crayfish? Based on that evidence, do you
believe that the legislative controls governing
the introduction of non-native species are adequate or do you believe that Agriculture
Departments are negligent in allowing crayfish
plague to be spread in this way?
(Dr Boon) Crayfish plague is a fungal infection which can infect and ultimately kill our own
native crayfish; we only have the one species
Austropotamobius pallipes. The NCC is particularly concerned that this once common freshwater animal is now rapidly disappearing. It
does enjoy limited protection by being listed on
Schedule 5 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act,
but this can in no way help prevent decimation
from crayfish plague, “imported signal crayfish
frequently carry the disease crayfish plague”.
That was a statement made by a MAFF spokesman in the House of Lords on 10 November
1983. Imports began in the summer of 1976 and
they increased steadily from then on. Numerous
imports have how taken place and it is estimated
that non-native species have been introduced
into at least 250 localities. Although crayfish
plague has been known in Europe for many
decades, it did not appear in the UK until 1981,
after imports of signal crayfish began. There
have now been several confirmed outbreaks of
plague and in many of these cases the places that
those outbreaks have occurred coincide with the
location of crayfish farms. The evidence linking
plague witli non-native species may be circumstantial but we consider it to be overwhelming,
(Ms Smith) We consider that there is the
legislation available . There is the Import of Live
Fish Act, 1980 for England and Wales and 1979
for Scotland, and that would be important
legislation to use to control the irnport of
crayfish. It has not been used.
245. Do you think your concerns are taken
seriously by the Agriculture Departments?
(Dr Boon) We first warned MAFF about the
problem 12 years ago. I have here a copy of a
letter sent by Dr Newbold of the Nature
Conservancy Council to MAFF on 19 December
1977. This was our first contact with them over
the problems that we saw by the introduction of
signal crayfish. MAFF have always said that
they were concerned but as far as I am aware the
only action that has been taken has been to
part-fund, with ourselves, the development of a
diagnostic kit for identifying crayfish plague in
the field. As far as I know no other action has
been taken.
Chairman
246. Can you do anything about it? Can you
cure it or act against it?
(Dr Boon) That question would take a long
while to answer. Crayfish plague^ when it is in a
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river system, is very difficult to eradicate. There
are various theories on ways in which one might
proceed but the obvious answer is to prevent
further imports of live signal crayfish so that we
no longer have the fungal infection coming into
the country.
Mrs Winterton
247. Some brief questions on the genetic
impact of farmed fish on wild populations.
Could the NCC summarise their key concerns in
relation to the genetic impact of farmed salmon
on the wild population? I know that you have
submitted a fairly long technical report on this.
(Dr Boon) In 1989 the NCC produced a
report on the genetic impact of farmed Atlantic
sahnon on wild populations. I imagine you will
have a copy of that. This was produced for us by
Dr Peter Maitland. This describes the current
knowledge on the subject and outlines our main
concerns over the threat to the genetic integrity
of wild salmon populations from the escape and
release of farmed salmon. Research has shown
that each river contains fish which are genetically distinct from others. Research has also
shown that there are significant genetic differences between salmon farmed in hatcheries and
wild stocks. This has recently been illustrated in
some work on enzymes by an employee of
DAFS and has been described recently in a
book, Tweed Towards 2000. It has also been
found that there is a gradual loss in genetic
diversity, the longer stocks are reared in captivity. NCC’s overall objective is to preserve the
genetic diversity of the wild salmon stocks which
have of course developed over many many
thousands of years. We are concerned that this
diversity is being jeopardised by large numbers
of escaped or released fish from farms.
248. How seriously do the Scottish Office, the
Crown Estate and salmon farmers themselyes
view your concerns on this matter? What action
have they themselves promised in relation to
implementing any recommendations you may
have made?
(Dr Boon) t)AFS have recognised that there
is a problem and that further research is
necessary. Interestingly enough they had an
excellent opportunity to do this early last year
and in fact did so. They are at present carrying
out a joint project with the Atlantic Salmon
Trust, examining the effect of escapees on wild
salmon stocks. In February 1989 fish cages on a
loch right at the North of Scotland, Loch
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Eriboll, were damaged in heavy storms and it
was estimated that 188,000 salmon escaped. In
the autumn these farmed fish were found
running up the River Polla and observed to be
spawniujg alongside wild salmon. There are
farther studies now underway co see whether
inter-breeding is occurring and if so to measure
hatching success and the survival of fry and
smolts. As far as the salmon farmers are
concerned, I believe they have actually produced their own code of practice warning against
the dangers of stockirig out reared smolts. That
is as far as they have gone.
249. What about the Crown Estate? Have
they taken any action?
(Ms Smith) Not that I know of.
(Mr Goodier) No; not as far as we know.
Chairman
250. The fish farmers take the view that
escapees are likely inherently to be a weaker
breed.
(Ms Smith) Yes.
(Mr Goodier) It is largely a matter of
numbers. They may be less able to compete in
the wild but vvhen we get numbers of the sort
that have been talked about these can overwhelm the natural population.
Mrs Winterton
251. Why does the NCC consider that the
Advisory Committee on Pesticides would be a
more appropriate body to review the licensing of
Aquagard rather than the veterinary Products
Committee?
(Ms Smithy^uvon. or dichlorvos or Aquagard
has been used in a veiy limited way as a
pesticide. It is used in glasshouses particularly
but very strictly limited. Because it was being
used on farmed fish in this instance it had to be
considered by the Veterinary Committee. We
think it quite proper that the Veterinary Committee sees it but in the case where it is released
into the natural environment we consider it
should also be corisidered by the environmental
panel of the Pesticides Comihittee. Most veterinary medicines in fact do not get into the
environment in the same way that pesticides do.
There is much more experience in the environmental panel of the Pesticides Coihmittee on
what happens when these materials are released
into the environment.
Chairman: Ladies and gentlemen, thank you
very much indeed.

Memorandum submitted by the World Wide Fund for Nature
FISHFARMING IN SCOTLAND
1. MARINE FISHFARMING: INTRODUCTION

1.1 WWF has taken a lead role in co-ordinating the response of the voluntary conservation bodies in
Scotland to the development of the marine fishfarming industry, chairing a working group under the
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auspices of Scottish Wildlife and Countryside Link, and editing the resulting Discussion Paper, “Marine
Fishfarming in Scotland” (SWCL, March 1988), of which you have been sent copies under separate
cover.
1.2 The Paper started by acknowledging the benefits brought by this new industry to communities in
the north and west of Scotland where economic opportunities are otherwise few. However, it drew
attention to the need for these benefits to be both secure in the long term, and achieved without depletion
or degradation of the marine environment—a resource used by many other groups for profit and
recreation. It highlighted a nmnber of unresolved problems—in the area of pollution, wild salmon,
predator control, wild stocks of industrial fish, landscape, tourism, recreation, waste disposal,
na\dgatioD', and social considerations. It recommended that these problems should be tackled without
dctciy-, by research, training, improved forward planning, improved regulation and monitoring, and
where necessary by precautionary measures.
1.3 Although its recommendations and its balanced approach received widespread support and praise
jfiom a large number of respondents from all sectors of interest, the Paper has received no detailed
response from the Crown Estate or from government.
1.4 Reference can be made to the above Paper for an examination of the impacts of fish farming on the
environment. This memorandum deals only with the strategic questions raised by a very rapid and
inadequately controlled development of the marine fishfarming industry—in particular on the role of the
Crown Estate Commissioners (CEC).
2. BACKGROUND

2.1 According to CEC figures, 500 shellfish farm leases and 337 salmon farm leases were allocated by
30/3/89, making a total of 837.
2.2 This developmenthas taken place in an environment which, although largely unexplored, is known
to be of exceptional value and interest in terms of its biological richness and diversity. These qualities
relate to its
— extent (Scotland has 12,000 km of tidal shoreline);
— variety (of solid-geology, subtstrate, exposure, water salinity, depth, current etc);
— fireedom from pollution;
— undisturbed character.
2.3 It is also the basis of important economic enterprises, as a breeding ground for pelagic white fish,
as fishing grounds for lobster, prawn, crab and clam, as a scenic resource for the tourist industry and as an
outstanding yachting area.
2.4 Conservation of this resource is an important consideration, for aesthetic, scientific and economic
reasons, and in the interests of local communities of the present day and the future. In practice,
development (subsidised with at least £25m jfiom HIDE alone) has proceeded rapidly aheadbf biological
survey (for which no extra funds have been allocated by government, to keep pace with the need for
conservation advice).
2.5 WWF is concerned that measures adopted for development control, regulation and monitoring
have been inadequate to ensure that the widely acknowledged benefits of fishfarming can be sustained in
the long term without degradation of the environment.
2.6 In particular, we are critical of:
— the lack of overall policies guiding development in the public interest;
— the inadequacy of the development control system presently in force,—the lack of effective
regulation of management practices.
These areas are considered in turn below.

3. Fouafis
3-1 The fishfarming industry has developed without the benefit of national policy guidelines setting out
the economic, social environmental objectives of the development control process. All of these objectives
are affected by decisions relating for example to the type of fishfarming (salmon or shellfish), the size,
location, ownership of the farm (multi-national, local co-operative or small private company), the level of
competence of the operator, and the practices permitted on the farm.
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3.2 The Crown Estate is about to publish its first detailed forward planning document (Development
Strategy and Area Guidelines) dealing with the principles of lease allocation in response to other
interests. However, Crown Estate staff are at the same time expressing the view that the development
phase of the industry has ended, with almost all suitable inshore sites having been taken up by the 837
leases now in force.
3.3 Our primary objection is that over 800 leases were issued before the production of this policy
document. However, we are also concerned with the competence of the document in the following main
areas:
— It was produced by the Crown Estate—an interested party—without the benefit of national
policy guidelines set by government;
— It deals with location, and not the critical question of size in relation to the biological carrying
capacity of the sea loch;
— It judges “capacity” in terms of visual criteria alone;
— It deals only with the mainland;
— It leaves unresolved the question of objectives;
— It promotes a designation entitled “Very Sensitive Area” which is geographically imprecise, and
misleading since it is based on a variety of criteria including the number of fishfarms already
established;
— It fails to explore the social and environmental implications of for example:
—

shellfish versus salmon farming;

—

multi-national versus local ownership;

—

the need for sustainability;

—

the poor state of knowledge of environmental impacts, including carrying capacities.

3.4 The Crown Estate has a primary statutory duty “to enhance the value of the Crown Estate and the
return obtained from it” (Crown Estate Act 1961). Without any over-riding policy guidelines imposed by
the government, CEC’s policy has been set in pursuit of its own statutory objectives, often at the expense
of other social and environmental objectives.
3.5 The policy document should, we believe, clearly spell out the primary need for any development to
take full account of environmental impacts. In the cun'ent absence of adequate knowledge of these
impacts, a strategy should be developed for research and for precautionary safeguards until the results of
this research are known. This should include:
— precautionary limits on the scale of fishfarming in each loch according to scientific criteria, and
— the designation of sea lochs where fishfarming developments are not permitted, for research,
conservation and comparative purposes.
3.6 The policy should also spell out the policy for renewal of leases as they expire, especially
“pre-consultation” leases which were issued in locations which-have since been identified as sensitive.
4. PLANNING

4.1 There is a need for the development control system to be—and to be seen to be—competent,
neutral, and accountable. At present, decisions are made unilaterally by the Crown Estate, following a
Consultation Procedure set up in October 1986. (But note that over 40 per cent of current leases were
issued without consultation before that date.)
4.2 This procedure is unsatisfactory for the foUowing.reasons:
— the procedure has not been based on any publicly available forward planning policy (see above);
— consultees have therefore had to respond ad hoc to as many as 500 separate applications within
three years;
— the responses of consultees are not available for public scrutiny;
— the Crown Estate is an interested party, for example earning £25,000 per year from a single
decision to issue a lease for a 500 ton fishfarm at a rent of £50 per ton per year;
— its decisions are made behind closed doors, usually without re-consulting objectors on proposed
compromises;
— the evidence indicates a strong bias towards development, to the detriment of conservation
interests.
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4.3 CEC staff defend their record by clainiing that nearly 50 per cent of applications have been
rejected or withdrawn, largely for conservation reasons. Their own figures show that only 22 per cent
have been rejected, and we understand that only 16 out of 120 objections by NCC during the period Oct
86-Dec 88 resulted in the lease being refused for reasons which included nature conservation.
Advisory Committee

4.4 In announcing the formation of this committee on 19 Dec 1988 for the purpose of introducing an
independent element into the dedsion-making process, the Secretary of State for Scotland indicated that
“cases will be referred to the Advisor)' Committee where the decision which the Commissioners propose
to reach on a lease application encounters objections from one or more of the statutory bodies
represented on the committee which cannot otherwise be resolved.”
4.5 Since Dec 1988, objections by the Nature Conservancy Council have been overridden on sk
occasions without re-consulting NCC or referring the cases to the Advisor}' Committee. Indeed, we
understand that at the date of writing, the committee has not yet been convened. This is in our view
^mptomatic of the way in which Crown Estate staff have dealt with the advice of the government’s
advisory body on nature conservation.
4.6 WWF has appealed to the Secretary of State to review again the arrangements for development
control in the light of this unsatisfactory situation.
Environmental Assessment

4.7 EA is, in principle,, a safeguard against the neglect of environmental impact in lease decisions.
However, WWF beheves the arrangements as introduced under the Environmental Assessment (Salmon
Farming in Marine Waters) Regulations 1988 to be almost worthless due to the appointment of the
Crown Estate Commissioners as “Competent Authority”—a position for which they are unsuitable due
to their:
— position as an interested party;
— immunity from challenge;
— freedom from any statutory duty to have due regard to conservation.

4.8
Our concerns have been confirmed by early experience of the CEC’s hand
the EA Regulations. The thresholds for triggering an Assessment were set unduly high, and the
jjrocedures laid down in the EC Directive have not been followed. Complaints addressed to the Crown
]&tate and the Scottish Office by the Marine Conservation Society have not been adequately answered,
and a formal complaint to the European Commission is therefore in preparation.
5. REGULATION OF MANAGEMENT PRACTICFS

5.1 Once established, the environmental impact of a fishfarm requires regulation by the setting of
standards, backed up by monitorihg and enforcement, in at least three areas:
Pollution—by chemicals, and enrichment by solid and soluble waste
Predator control—the protection of fishfarms from damage by birds and mammals
Disposal of waste—dead fish and fishfarm debris.
5.2 The first two of these practices are controlled in principle by the River Purification Boards and the
Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland respectively. In practice however, the practical
influence of this regulation is minimal, due to ill-defined legislation, inadequate research, and lack of
resources to fund monitoring and enforcement. These problems are discussed fully in SWCL (1988).
They are raised here because it should be noted that the Crown Estate, through its powers as landlord to
impose conditions on leases, could establish and enforce standards of practice in all three of these areas.
We regret that it has chosen not to do so.
6. THE FUTURE

6.1 As a result of a rapid and inadequately controlled expansion, the salmon farming industry is now in
an alarmingly unstable state;
— It is suffering extreme pressure on market price due to overproduction;
— It is already committed to a further doubling of production despite the price squeeze and despite
the slower expansion of the market by only 20 per cent per year;
— For control of the otherwise devastating problem of sea lice, the industry is reliant on a chemical
which is now likely to be banned within a year;
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Disease problems are increasii.g; they have cost the industry £llm in treatment and 4,000 tons of
lost production in 1988;

— Feed prices are increasing rapidly due to declining stocks of industrial fish;
— The longer term biological impacts of salmon farming are not adequately understood;
— 50 per cent of production is controlled by three large companies whose loyalties are to
shareholders and whose capital investments are readily transferable to other enterprises, placing
local employment benefits at risk;
— Salmon inevitably has a short career as a high price/high profit commodity in the face of rising
production. Substitution by another high-priced fish such as halibut is unlikely within several
years.
Trends
6.2 Although the over-riding emphasis may move away from salmon in the foreseeable future, it is
clear that other species such as cod and halibut may enter the finfish picture, with other shellfish species
also subject to technological improvements. In these circumstances it would be a mistake to regard the
development process as now complete, and WWF strongly advocates a review of the situation in the light
of lessons learned so far, with a view to improved arrangements to cope with the possible expansion and
diversification of the fishfarming industry.
6.3 Our main concern is to see a proper and responsible framework set up for the management of this
rich and valuable coastal marine resource. We wish to see a strategy developed by a competent, neutral
and accountable body, in the context of national policy guidelines, with the aim of reconciling clearly
defined economic, social and environmental objectives.
6.4 In the Discussion Paper (SWCL1988) WWF was party to a proposal for the extension of planning
controls below the low water mark. Further consideration leads us to prefer delegation of resource use
planning powers to a branch of a new agency which would have responsibilities for, and develop skills in,
resource use planning and management across a range of resource types. It should have a statutory duty
to establish and oversee resource use for the benefit of the local economy, but within the context of
environmental protection and sustainability, in co-ordination with statutory bodies and other interests.
This agency would draw these responsibilities together under a single Minister, ending the dis-organised
approach which currently prevails.
7. SUMMARY

7.1 The marine salmon and shellfish farming industries have grown rapidly in the last 10 years to
occupy a total of 837 leases (30/3/89 figures).
7.2 This development has taken place in a natural environment which is largely unexplored, but which
is known to be of outstanding biological value and interest.
7.3 The biological impacts of fishfarming, in particular the potentially more damaging aspects of
salmon farming, are not adequately known.
7.4 Development has on many occasions been permitted in neglect of advice, sometimes precautionary, from the government’s advisory body on nature conservation.
7.5 No sea lochs have been kept free of fish farm developments for the sake of precaution, scientific
research, comparison or conservation.
7.6 The responsibility placed by government on the Crov/n Estate to act as development control
authority imposes a conflict of interests on the Crown Estate which has a primary duty to manage its
estate for profit and is a substantial beneficiary of its own decisions to issue leases in favour of
fishfarming. This has led to unacceptable bias and loss of public confidence.
7.7 The long term security of salmon farming, and the economic benefits which it brings, are now in
jeopardy for a number of reasons including excessively rapid development.
7.8 A new, competent, neutral and accountable system is required for the planning and management
of marine and other natural resources, with the primary aim of achieving sustained local benefits within
the context of environmental protection.
November 1989
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Memorandum submitted by the Marine Conservation Society
SUMMARY

While recognising the benefits offered by marine fish farming in Scotland, the Marine Conservation
Society believes that the industry has developed with no clear policy firamework, an unacceptable system
of planning under the Crown Estate Commission, and inadequate regulation of its practices and control
of its effects. The rapid growth of the industry, despite a poor understanding of its environmental
consequences, is contrary to the principle of sustainable development and threatens the long-term health
of both the environment and the industry itself.
There is a need for:
1. a clear statement of policy that meets government’s social, economic and environmental
objectives;
2. a neutral and accountable planning systeiri with provisions for safeguarding special areas from
development;
3. a precautionary restriction on further growth until environmentally sustainable levels of
production can be determined and safeguards against environmentally damaging practices are
established;
4. a review of the legislation that applies to the industry and the roles and resources of the various
regulatory bodies.
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. There is a need for a clear statement of policy that meets government’s social, economic and
environmental objectives (section 2).
2. There is a need for a neutral and accountable planning.system, based on a long term strategy that
takes full account of the environment and its other users and has provisions for safeguarding special areas
from development (section 3).
3. A precautionary approach should be applied to limit the production level within a water body until
ecological carrying capacities can be established and environmental monitoring and effective safeguards
are in place (section 4.1).
4. Strict guidelines should be set for site selection, survey and monitoring. Management features to
minimise benthic pollution, such as site fallowing, feeding regimes and feed types should be stipulated
(section 4.2).
5. The use of Nuvan/Aquagard poses an unacceptable risk to the marine environment and, in
accordance vrith the precautionary approach to marine pollution, this use should be withdrawn (section
4.3).
6. Given the unknown effects of antibiotics and the considerable anxieties that have been raised, their
use in the marine environment should be far more strictly controlled with a view to phasing out treatment
via feed (section 4.3).
7. Concentrations of predatory, rare or sensitive wildlife should be avoided in the siting of fish farms.
Clear guidelines on predator control practice should be set down and enforced (section 4.4).
8. Precautionary measures should be instituted to protect wild salmon stocks. These should include the
thorough investigation of the implications of genetically manipulated stocks before they are used in cage
farms (section 4.4),
9. Proposed fish farming developments should be considered in terms of their true cost to traditional
and recreational uses of the marine environment (section 4.5).
10. There is an urgent need for a much greater commitment to independent research: to gather
baseline biolo^cai data and to investigate the environmental effects of fish farming in order to reduce
these to a minimum (section 4).
11. A precautionary restriction on further growth of the fish farming industry is needed until
environmentally sustainable levels of production can be determined and safeguards against environmentally damaging practices are established (section 4).
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12. Much of the legislation covering the environmental impacts of fish farming urgently needs to be
reviewed and updated (section 5).
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Marine Conservation Society (MCS) welcomes the Agriculture Committee’s inquiry into fish
farming and the opportunity to present its views. For fuller coverage of the concerns of MCS and other
environmental bodies the Committee is referred to “Marine Fishfarming in Scotland”, a discussion paper
by Scottish Wildlife and Countryside Link (1988).
1.2 The Society’s main area of concern and expertise lies with the salmon farming industry so our
response will focus primarily on this sector. However, some of our comments, such as those on planning,
also apply to the shellfish industry.
1.3 Much of the west coast of Scotland and its islands are well suited to fish farming, which brings
benefits to rural communities. However, the Scottish industry is an example of unregulated development,
and the mis-managemeht of a natural resource of outstanding value.
1.4 The rapid growth of the industry has occurred:
(a) with no overall policy framework (section 2);
(b) without an impartial and accountable system of planning (section 3);
(c) without adequate knowledge or foresight of its environmental impacts (section 4);
(d) without, appropriate regulation of its practices or control of its effects (section 5).
2. POLICY

2.1 The Scottish salmon farming industry has grown at an unprecedented rate, with production
increasing from a few hundred tonnes in 1980 to almost 18,000 tonnes in 1988. This growth appears to
have occurred in a complete policy vacuum. There has been no strategy to guide the size, structure or
distribution of the industry, other than to promote its growth. This promotion has been both political,
from Ministerial to local authority level, and financial, via generous funding from the Highlands and
Islands Development Board and EEC grants.
2.2 The absence of guiding policies has resulted in an industry that is unbalanced in structure, being
increasingly dominated by large and multi-national companies. The lack of overall direction or strategic
planning has also produced an unstable industry, with its production currently growing two and a half
times faster than its market.
2.3 This lack of policy calls into question the objectives of fish farming developnient and their
justification in the light of the outstanding value of the natural resource and the range of other interests
that are affected by the industry. Some commonly cited objectives for development are considered below
in the context of the present structure of the industry:
Employment—domination by large and multi-national companies, with greater scale, intensification
and mechanisation of production than local concerns, inevitably supports fewer, jobs per production of fish
and at greater environmental cost.
Local wealth and stability—domination by large and multi-national companies results in profits
increasingly being siphoned away from the local community. Equally, decisions regarding developments
lend to be made externally, often on the basis of international economic factors and with little or no
regard to the local circumstances or their long-term interests.
Economic growth—poor planning and prediction of production levels has resulted in the present
overproduction and slump in the market, causing financial loss and bankruptcy, particularly among small
operators, at unnecessary risk to the environment.
Environmental sustainability—the rapid growth of the industry is a short-sighted policy that takes no
account of its longer term sustainability. Unless it is very carefully planned and regulated, the range of
environmental impacts associated with fish farming (see section 4) are likely to cause environmental
degradation. In the long term this will affect not only the health of an outstanding natural resource but
also the viability of the industry itself.
* There is a need for a clear statement of policy that meets government’s social, economic and
environmental objectives.
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3. PLANNING

3.1 The role of the Crown Estate Commission
UK planning laws do not extend below Low Water Mark, therefore the main regulatory role in the
development of marine fish farming falls to the Crown Estate Commission (CEC). As landlords of most
of the sea bed around the UK, CEC issues leases and collects rent for the sites on which fish cages are
ihoored. This is in accordance with CEC’s principal duty under the Crown Estate Act 1961 to “maintain
^d enhance the value (of the Estate) and the return obtained from it”.
Considerable concern has been voiced about the suitability of CEC for this development control
function. This has come from government agencies, planning authorities, environmental and other
affected interests, and even the fish farming industry itself.
The main criticisms are:
(i) CEC is not a democratic body
The Crown Estate, which includes much of the sea bed round the UK, is Crown property and the
Commissioners are appointed by the Sovereign.
(ii) CEC is largely unaccountable for its decisions and operates no rights of appeal
CEC is hot directly accountable in Parliament and it was considered an essential requirement of their
constitution that they should be independent of government. CEC is under no obligation to provide
justification for its decisions and there is no procedure of recourse for parties claiming a grievance or
injustice on lease allocations.
(iii) CEC has no obligadoh to protect the public interest or to act on the advice of other statutory bodies
CEC’s current procedure of consultation over sea-bed lease applications was instituted in October
1986. This change was the result of widespread dissatisfaction with its previous decision-making process
which involved no formal consultation. Over 300 fish farming leases were put into place under the old
system.
Up to thirty bodies, including statutory and voluntary organisations, local interest groups and'existing
fish farm operators, are now consulted over proposals. However, consultees have only 28 days in which
to respond, for areas where there is frequently insufficient information available, and often receive
numerous applications in one mailing. Many have complained that their advice and comments have been
ignored by CEC. Reasons given by CEC for decisions often do not even include those put forward by
consultees.
CEC’s prime duty is as landlord; other interests such as environmental considerations are only to be
considered validly if they are incidental to this prime purpose.
(iv) CEC has a financial interest in promoting development
Under the Crown Estate Act 1961 CEC has a duty to “maintain and enhance” the value of the Estate
(Section 1(3)). Leases must be for the “best consideration” which can reasonably be obtained, excluding
any element of monopoly value (Section 3(1)). Thus CEC not only has an interest in promoting
development, but particularly those developments that will make the greatest returns, namely the biggest
producers.
(v) CEC operates without an overall development plan
Development decisions are made on individual proposals with no strategic plan for the further
development of the industry or consideration of its sustainability. CEC is about to publish its
development Strategy and Area Guidelines but this document is far short of what is required. It fails to
address environmental considerations or any of the other conflicting interests and provides no adequate
overall plan for the distribution or structure of the industry.
(vi) CEC has made no provision for the protection of sea lochs from development
CEC has refused to grant sea-bed leases for conservation purposes. It has also resisted the designation
of any sea loch areas to be kept free from development, despite the strong arguments in favour of such an
approach on conservation grounds and support from planning authorities and the industry.
CECs only concession to the restriction of development is its designation of Very Sensitive Areas
(VSAs) in which there is a presumption against further development. Although 30 VSAs have now been
identified, the main constraint to development in many of them is the concentration of fish farms already
present.
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(vii) CEC has hot exhibited the expertise required to assess ecoiogical constraints or environmental impact
Various documents and guidance notes produced by CEC, and contacts with CEC representatives on
fish farming reveal what appears to be a fundamental lack of understanding of ecological principles and
consideration of their implications.
In acknowledging the need to place some limit on the number of fish farms within an area, CEC has
produced only a table of indicative separation distances between farms. It has made no assessment of the
level of production.appropriate for a particular type or size of water body. Equally, the-threshold set by
CEC for a proposed development to qualify for a mandatory Environmental Assessment considers only
the area of the fish farm, which is an extremely crude approximation of its production level, and takes
little consideration of the sensitivity or carrying capacity of the water body or the other developments
already present.
In defence of their planning record, CEC staff commonly refer to the low percentage of the coastal
area that is directly affected (ie covered) Isy fish farms, taking no account of the wider effects of the
industry, such as pollution and wildlife displacement and destruction.
(viii) CEC has made little attempt to monitor or regulate the activities of the developments it has endorsed
Under the Crown Estate Act 1961, CEC’s duty* to maintain and enhance the value of the Estate is
qualified by “but with due regard to the requirements of good management”. The requirements of good
management presumably include maintaining the long-term health of the estate itself and the
developments that provide revenue. However, CEC has shown no concern for the environniental
sustainability of individual developments nor for the social or economic sustainability of the industry in
general.
Although CEC has the power to impose, conditions on lease-holders with regard to the requirements of
good management, these, if mentioned at all, are minimal and are not enforced. CEC carries out very
little monitoring,of fish farm developments and even less of their effects on the environment.
3.2 Environmental Assessment Regulations
CEC has been designated as the Competent Authority under EC Directive 85/337 with responsibility
for the implementation of the Environmental Assessment (Salmon Farming in Marine Waters)
Regulations 1988. The EA regulations require that proposed developments that.are considered by CEC
to be likely to have significant effects on the environmental must be accompanied by an Environmental
Statement (ES). The requirements of the ES are specified in Schedule 1 of the Regulations.
The implementation of the EA Regulations by CEC has been the subject of severe criticism and has
resulted in numerous representations to CEC by both statutory and voluntary bodies and an official
complaint to the Secretary of State for Scotland from the Marine Conservation Society.
The threshold level set by CEC is so extreme that only the largest of developments require an
Environmental Statement. On several occasions consultees, including the NCC and RSPB, have
requested that CEC requires an Environmental Assessment for particular proposals falling below the
threshold. These requests have been unsuccessful. Since the EA Regulations came into force in July 1988
only one proposed development (Lamlash Bay, Arran) has required a full Environmental Statement.
CEC’s guidance notes on the content of Environmental Statements are so vague that they fail to meet
the requirements of either the Regulations or the Directive. Consequently, the ES that was submitted in
the Lamlash case provided an inadequate assessment of environmental impact and failed to comply with
these requirements^ This Statement was accepted by CEC.
3.3 Fish Farming Advisory Committee
As a result of the severe criticism aroused by CEC’s role in the regulation of fish farming development,
the Scottish Office conducted a review of CEC’s consultation procedure in 1988. This culminated in the
Secretary of State’s announcement of the establishment by CEC of an Advisory Committee to consider
contentious cases. Such cases would be referred to the Committee when one or more of the relevant
statutory bodies objected to CEC’s proposed decision.
The establishment of the Advisory Committee could mark a potential improvement in the existing
situation by introducing an element of independence and accountability to the decisions-making process.
However, ten months after the Advisory Committee was announced it has not yet been convened.
During this time the NCC has appealed to CEC to refer several cases to the Committee. These have been
refused.
The Advisory Committee as proposed would still only approach planning on a case-by-case basis and
fails to meet the need for a broader development strategy that takes full account of the environment and
its other users.
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* There is a need for a neutral and accountable planning system, based oh a l0A*g term strategy that takes
fuU account of the environment and its other users and has provisions for safeguarding special areas from
development.
4. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

The intensive culture of fish has a range of effects on the environment and its wildlife and most of these
are not yet fully understood.
The significance of the. environmental impact is not determined solely by the scale or management of
the operation, but also depends on the nature of the site; its hydrography, physical and biological
features, sensitivity and conservation'importance. A small impact can still be significant in a particularly
sensitive area. Equally, environmental impact is not just a function of an individual development, but has
to be considered as a cumulative effect of all the developments affecting a water body or area.
The following notes Outline the main areas of concern:
Water quality (nutrient balance)
Soluble nitrogenous and phosphorous waste products are excreted by the fish and leach from the food
pellets. It has been estimated that per ton of fish produced there is an input of 70kg of nitrogen and 10kg
of phosphorus. This nutrient input can result in hyperhutrification which can cause eutrophication
(Gowan et al, 1988). Since the nitrogen arid phosphorus are released in proportions favourable for growth
of marine phytoplankton, it may contribute to the risk of algal blooms.
4.1

The effects of added nutrients .deperids on the hydrographic features of the water body, particularly
the flushing time, and the nutrierit levels already present. However, the report of a recent investigation
(Gowan et al; 1988) stated that “at the present time there are no models which adequately assess
hypemutrification or eutrophication resulting from fish farming in coastal waters”. It conduded that in
order to assess the holding capacity of sea lochs for fish farming, further research is needed into the
biological consequences of hypemutrification and the development of predictive models.
* A precautionary approach should be applied to limit the production level within a water body until
ecological-carrying capacities can be established and environmental monitoring and effective safeguards
are in place.
Sea bed pollution
Solid waste, resulting from fish faeces and uneaten food, collects below cages, smothering the sea bed
arid benthic organisms. It has been estimated that 20 per cent of fish food added to cages passes to the sea
bed uneaten. TBs organic enrichriient can decrease oxygen levels in the water overlying the sea bed,
causing the characteristic growth of the white bacteria Beggiatoa. In severe cases there is sediment
outgassing of methane, carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulphide, which is toxic to the fish and results in
“souring” of the site which then has to be abandoned.

4.2

The impact of solid waste varies tremendously between sites, depending mainly on the water depth and
current. However, a study of 57 salmon farms in Scotland (Lumb, 1989) found that acute organic
enrichment, usually accompanied by sediment outgassing, occurred beneath most cages. Although, site
rotation tp allow sites to lie fallow is becoming more common, this is limited by site availability. Lumb
concluded that “further work is required on the assimilative capacities of naturally occurring and
organically enriched benthic communities to assess the implications of this for both fish farm
management and nature conservation”.
♦Strict guidelines should be set for site selection, survey and monitoring. Management features to
minimise benthic pollution, such as site fallowing, feeding regimes and feed types should be stipulated.
Chemical pollution
As with other substances added to, or produced by the fish, the effects of chemical treatments cannot
be confined to the slock, but pass into the wider environment. Although a great range of chemicals is
used by the industry for disease and parasite treatment, disinfection and antifouling, two common
treatments of particular concern are considered here.

43

(i) Nuvan/Aquagard (see Ross & Horsman, 1988)
Nuvan, recently licensed under the name Aquagard, is an organophosphorus pesticide (active
ingredient dichlorvos) used to kill sea lice on farmed salmon. After treatment the solution is released into
the wider environment and, depending on the severity of the infestation, this may have to be repeated
many times during the year.
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Dichlorvos is specifically toxic to arthropods, including commercial species such as crabs and lobsters,
and is particularly harmful to larval stages. Recent research by the Department of Agriculture and
Fisheries for Scotland (DAFS) has found that the lethal concentration (LC50) at 96 hours for herring fry
is 60 ppb and for lobster larvae is 6 ppb. Although dichlorvos is not persistant in the environment and
does not bioaccumulate, little is known about its sublethal effects to marine organisms or its dispersal,
breakdown or fate in the marine environment.
Dichlorvos is on the government’s “Red List” of the most dangerous substances that can enter the
aquatic system. Indeed it is the most acutely toxic substance on the Red List. Despite this, Nuvan was
granted a Product Licence in June 1989, limited to one year.
* The use of Nuvan/Aquagard poses an unacceptable risk to the marine envmonment and, in accordsmce
with the precautionary approach to marine pollution, this use should be withdrawn;
(ii) Antibiotics
Antibiotics are widely used for the treatment and prevention of bacterial diseases such as Furunculosis,
Vibrio and Bacterial Kidney disease. These are-generally incorporated into the feed and available under
veterinary prescription.
There is considerable concern about the growing use of antibiotics in the marine environment. One
concern relates to the health risk to consumers of the accumulation of antibiotics in fish and. shellfish.
Although there are mandatory holding times for cultured fish treated with antibiotics, there are no such
precautions for wild fish and shellfish that scavange on feed around farm cages. Evidence from Norway
suggests that antibiotics can persist in marine sediments beneath fish cages foi* up to 6 months after
treatment.
There is also concern that continued use of antibiotics and the persistance of drug residues in the
sediments could encourajge the proliferation of antibiotic resistant bacteria. This factor is already
complicating disease treatment for fish farmers, but the implications-of antibiotic resistant bacteria on
human health and the wide marine environment remain unknown.
There is evidence that the presence of antibiotics in sediments, ihay influence the decomposition of
organic waste. A recent-Norwegian study of the effects of oxytetfacycline (OTC),in sediments (Jacobson
& Berglind, 1988) stated that “the effects of QTC on marine ecosystems are unclear. The presence of this
highly potent drug in the environment suggests effects on micro- and macro-fauna”. It recommended that
further research should address the finding of new and more suitable drugs for use in aquaculture.
* Given the unknown effects of antibiotics and the considerable anxieties that have been raised, their use in
the marine environment should be far more strictly controlled with a view to phasing out treatment via
feed.
4.4 Impact on wildlife
(i) Predatory wildlife (see Ross, 1988)
Predatory wildlife such as common and grey seals, herons, cormorants and shags and occasionally
otters and mink are attracted to fish farms as a source of food. Predation, particularly by seals, can cause
extensive damage and can be extremely difficult to prevent.
Although predation by birds should be preventable by careful use of predator nets this can lead to birds
being entangled and drowned. It is generally accepted that at present there is no sure protection against
predation by seals, although predator nets should stiU be used to reduce the problem. Thus siting in
relation to seal colonies and haul-out sites is of great importance. Experience of the Scottish industry
shows that virtually every fish farm that experiences seal predation resorts to the shooting of seals and
many also shoot birds.
(ii) Other wildlife
Fish farm installations can disrupt natural complements of wildlife in a number of ways. Tliey tend to
attract scavangers such as Herring gulls that feed on waste food and dead fish and are highly tolerant of
human activity. Diving birds such as guillemots, razorbills and divers tend to be attracted by the increase
in wUd fish in the vicinity of farm cages and are then at risk of entanglement in predator nets. Species such
as terns that are particularly sensitive to human disturbance are likely to be displaced fi:om fish farming
areas.
Concentrations of predatory, rare or sensitive wildlife should be avoided in the siting of fish farms. Clear
guidelines on predator control practice should be set down and enforced.
*
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Oii) Wild salmon stocks
Farmed salmon pose a number of threats to wild salmon stocks. The high incidence of disease and
parasites amongst cultivated stocks is combatted with vaccines, antibiotics and chemicals, but may
increase the incidence of infection in wild salmon that have no such protection. The movement of stocks
between sites and even countries also increases the risk of disease transfer between tanned and wild fish.
There is considerable concern about the potential effect of farmed salmon on the genetic integrity of
wild stocks-(see Maitland', 1989). The release of farmed fish occurs through storm damage, accidents,
predation andrmisliandling and the deliberate release of excess fish for stocking. It can involve very large
numbers of-fish. A storm in February 1989 destroyed 20 fish cages at one farm, resulting in the loss or
escape of 185,000 salmon. Such releases may cause genetic degradation of wild stocks by introducing
artificially selectedfeatures such as later sexud development and placid behaviour. Genetic manipulation
of farmed stocks, as already practised in Ireland to improve growth, will further increase the threat to
wild stocks.
Precautionary measures should foe instituted to protect wild salmon stocks. These should include the
thorough investigation of the implications of genetically manipulated stocks before they are used in cage
farms.
4.5 Other sea Joch and coastal users
Many sea loch and coastal areas are an important resource in terms of the wide range of human
activities they support; from commercial and recreational fishing, to sailing, diving and tourism. Fish
farming developments are likely to affect these interests by restricting navigation and access, and
impairing the scenic and wilderness value.
"^fooposed fish farming developments should be considered in terms of their true cost to traditional and
recreation^ uses of the iharine environment.
* There is an urgent need for a much greater commitment to independent research: to gather baseline
biological data and to investigate the environmental effects of fish farming in order to reduce these to a
minimum.
*A precautionary restriction on further growth of the fish farming industry is needed until
environmentally sustainable levels of production can be determined and safeguard against environ*
mentaUy dama^g practices are established.
5. REGULATION AND CONTROL

Much of the legislation covering the various aspects of the fish farming industry and its impa,ct on the
environment was putin place before the industry had become established as a major concern. Several of
these laws are now inappropriate or their application unclear in this context and they need to be
substantially reviewed.
The statutory bodies, such as the NCG and the River Purification Boards, that have the responsibility
to enforce these laws, have demonstrated uncertainty and inconsistency in interpreting and applying the
various statutes. In many cases they have inadequate resources to cope with the added work load created
by the monitoring and regulation of the industry.
A few examples of problematic legislation are outlined below.
Conservation of Seals Act 1970
Section 9 specifies that a person shall not be guilty of an offence by the “killing or attempted killing of
any seal to prevent it from causing damage to a fishing net or fishing tackle”. Although fish farms
regularly carry out “defensive” shooting of seals it is not clear whether this general exemption legally
applies to fish farms.
Section 10 provides the Secretary of State with the power to grant licences for the killing of seals “for
the prevention of damage to fisheries”. Licences to kill seals are granted to fish farms but it is not clear
whether fish farms legally constitute fisheries.
Control of Pollution Act 1974 (COPA)
River Purification Boards (RPBs) have the power under COPA to control the discharge of toxic wastes
and trade effluents into rivers or coastal waters. However, there has been considerable uncertainty as to
whether the discharge consent procedures of section 34 apply to cage fish farms. The RPBs only began to
exercise these controls in 1987 and in 1988 there was still disparity betv/een the policies of the various
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Boards. Although the RPBs have now agreed a policy to issue discharge consents it is unlikely that they
will have adequate resources to carry out effective monitoring.
Food and Environment Protorfion Act 1985 (FEPA)
FEPA provides for the strict control of the storage, supply and use of pesticides under the Control of
Pesticides Regulations 1986. FEPA specifies a view to “protect the health of human beings, creatures and
plants”, to “safeguard the environment” and “to make information about pesticides available to the
public”.
Pesticides such as Nuvaii 500 EC (now renamed Aquagard) that are added to water for the treatment
of fish are exempt from FEPA and are legally classified as veterinary medicines. As such they are
controlled by the Medicines Act 1968 which specifies none of the aims of FEPA on human and
environmental protection or access to information.
Medicines Act 1968
The Medicines Act 1968 requires that all veterinary medicines have a product licence and the licensing
procedure includes a screening process for quality, safety and efficacy. However, Section 9 of the Act
allows vets to prescribe any product, whether licensed or not, if it is specially prepared for animals under
her/his care. Thus products can come into widespread use without having any official investigation or
clearance.
Nuvan 500 EC was used in salmon farms for about thirteen years before it came under the scrutiny of
the Veterinary Products Committee.
^ Much of the legislation covering the environmental impacts associated with fish farming urgently needs
to be reviewed and updated.
October 1989
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Memorandum submitted by the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds
SUMMARY

This-submission concentrates on a) environmental protection, and b) planning and development
control issues, with particular reference to marine fish farming
1. The fish farming industry is urged to produce Codes of Practice on predator control which clearly
state the unacceptability of unlicenced shooting, to enforce these guidelines, and to research
anti-predator techniques. The RSPB recommends the removal of a defence—Clause 4(3)(c) of the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (in Northern Ireland, Article 5(6)(b) of The Wildlife (NI) Order
1985)—to be replaced by controlled licencing of shooting under Section 16 of that Act (Article 18 of the
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Order). The Crown Estate Commissioners could help to prevent predator problems by careful lease
allocation, consistent handling of advice and enforcing lease conditions. (Section 2).
2. Fish farming developments should be excluded from areas where they could damage sites of marine
biological interest and also from slowly flushed areas. Further research is urgently required to establish
“carrying capacities” for sea lochs/estuaries. (Section 3). The “conservation of flora and fauna” should be
defined as a specific use in setting Environmental Quality Objectives. Pollution control, authorities should
be provided with the necessary resources to carry out thorough monitoring of fish farm discharges and
their impacts. (Section 4) .
3. The coinpdnents and origins of fish feed should'be monitored and the impacts of the demands for
fishmeal on marine ecosystems in the UK and overseas should be assessed. (Section 5)’.
4. The Government is urged to state how it intends to meet its oblige "’ons under the EC Birds
Directive in relation to UK inshore waters and to review the failure of Section 36 (Marine Nature
Reserves) of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (in Northern Ireland, An. de 20 of the Nature
Conservation and Amenity Lands (NI) Order 1985) as a matter of priority. The Nature Conservancy
Council (Department of the Environment in Northern Ireland) should, be given sufficient funding to
identify the areas of UK inshore waters of most importance to birds and, in Scotland, NCC should
re-evaluate Marine Consultation Area coverage. (Section 6).
5. The RSPB recommends that National Planning Guidelines for fish farming should be drawn up by
Govemmeiit and that development control be extended to all fish farming developments. The RSPB
recprnmends that the CEC is replaced as “competent authority” for Environmental Assessment by the
NCCand, (iilEnglatid and Wales), the National Rivers Authority, and, (in Scotland), River Purification
boards and Island Councils, and that the criteria for EA should be revised. (Section 7).
1. IrJTRODUCnON

1.1 The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds is Europe’s largest voluntary wildlife coiiservation
org^sation, with a membership of some 650,000. In encouraging the conservation and protection of
wild-birds and their habitats, the RSPB takes an interest in a range of environmental and land use issues
including fish farming. The RSPB has specialist staff who deal with the planning aspects of fish faimiiig
and the persecution of bird species whose feeding can come into conflict with aquaculture. The RSPB is a
substantial landowner, managing reserves in the UK totalling some 71,000 ha in extent. Many of these
are coastal reserves and in consequence the RSPB is consulted by the Crown Estate Commissioners
(CEC) with regard to some sea bed lease applications as a neighbouring landholder. In other cases the
CEC may seek our views as an interested party.
1.2 The RSPB contributed to the production of the report “Marine Fish Farming in Scotland” as a
member of Scottish Wildlife and Countryside Link (SWCL) in March 1988. Copies of this important
xeport have been supplied to the Committee.
1.3 Between 1979 and 1981 the RSPB carried out research into predation by grey herons at freshwater
fish farms and produced an advisory leaflet for fish farmers which is appended to this submission.
1.4 The RSPB welcomes this opportunity to submit a memorandum on fish farming in the United
Kingdom. In our submission we have concentrated on environmental protection and planning/
development control issues with particular reference to the marine environment. We are concerned that
the regulation and impact of the industry have received insufficient attention during its rapid
development.
2.

PREDATORS AND PREDATOR CONTROL

2.1 The intensive farming of fish and shellfish inevitably brings with it the risk of predation from
natural predators of the farmed stock. This fact should be recognised and planned-for throughout the
development of any fish fanning operation. Careful consideration should be given to farm location,
design and management. Unfortunately, where this has not been the case, some fish farmers have
resorted to the illegal persecution of protected species of bird. The RSPB is keen to encourage the use of
preventative forms of predator management so as to avoid unnecessary conflict between bird
conservation and the fish farming industry.
2.2 It is an offence to kill, injure or take any wild bird under section 1 of the Wildlife and Countryside
Act (1981), with exceptions for certain species considered to be pests (Schedule 2, Part II). In Scotland
the Secretary of State (in England and Wales the Minister of Agriculture Fisheries and Food) can licence
the killing of wild birds to prevent serious damage to fisheries (Section 16). However Section 4(3)(c) of
the zct provides a defence to those who take action without a licence as follows: “an authorised person
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shall not be guilty of an offence ... of killing or injuring any wild bird ... if he shows that his action was
necessary for the purpose of preventing, serious damage to ... fisheries’. "'"The meaning of Serious
damage” has never been defined.
2.2 The legislative position in Northern Ireland is similar. Article 4 of The Wildlife Order (Northern
Ireland) Order 1985 makes it an offence to kill, injure or take any wild bird, excepting “pest species”
listed in Schedule 2, Part II. Tjhe Secretary of State can licence the Idliing of wild birds to prevent serious
damage to fisheries under Article 18(2)(g). Article 5(6)(a) provides a defence for those who take action
without a licence, similar to that of Section 4(3)(c) of the iBritish Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. In
addition, in Northern Ireland, under Article 5(6)(b) the authorised person taking such action must notify
the Department of the Environment. (NI)
2.3 RSPB is strongly of the opinion that predator destruction should only used as a last resort. Used
alone it can offer no more than a temporary respite from a problem. Preventing predation is more
effective than a measure which merely creates a gap for the next predator (Draulehs 1987).
2.4 It is useful to consider predator control at marine fin-fish farms, shellfish and freshwater farms
separately.
Marine Fin Fish
2.5 Herons, cormorants and shags (all protected species) are the main avian predators at Scottish
mcjrine fish farms (Ross 1988). In a suiwey undertaken for the Marine Conservation Society, 63 per cent
of interviewed farriis claimed heron damage, and 17 per ceiit admitted shooting herons despite damage
being a “completely soluble problem”. A similar percentage of farms shot shags and cormorants, but
greater numbers of these species drowned in anti-predator nets. The RSPB recommends that
anti-predator nets are made and deployed in a manner which minirhises the risk of entanglement.
2.6 The Scottish Salmon Growers Association (SSGA) have begun preparation of a Code of jPractice
on Predator Control. Despite active assistance from several conservation organisations, including the
RSPB, progress has been .disappointing. The RSPB would urge the SSGA to produce a Code of Practice
which as « matter of priority unequivocally states the unacceptability of the unlicensed shooting of
predators. The Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland (DAFS) should use its influence to
assist this process.
2.7 In our experience, codes are only effective if they contain a sanction against those who break them.
Withdrawal of SSGA membership seems to be the only acceptable minimum sanction.
2.8 Current DAFS policy is not to grant licences to marine fish farmers for the shooting of bird
predators. The RSPB supports a cautious approach but DAFS present policy encourages reliance bn
Section 4(3)(c) of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. This is not an acceptable policy (see our
comments under para 2.18). The RSPB considers that licences could be granted after deterrents have
been tried and shown to fail, or where serious damage has been proven. Inspection visits to advise
whether licences are justified, and if the deterrent measures eihplpyed are adequate, should become
standard. Such a system would assist the dissemination of information on effective predator control
throughout the industry and would introduce a welcome element of independent monitoring.
2.9 As landlord, the Crown Estate Commissioners (CEC) also has an important role in preventing
conflict with predatory birds. The RSPB recommends three areas for action:
(a) Leases for fish farms should not be granted adjacent to concentrations of known fish predators eg
heronrws or cormorant colonies. The advice of the Nature Conservancy Council (NCC) (in
Northern Ireland, The Department of the Environment (NI)) should be heeded in this respect.
(b) Advict given by NCClDoE(NI) and other wildlife organisations on the design of deterrent
equipment, and potential predator problems, should be passed on to applicants for action.
(c) The Crown Estate Commissioners should utilise its ability to revoke fish farming leases in cases
where a fish farmer is convicted of the illegal destruction of wildlife.
2.10 The ability to completely eliminate predation through the top of fish cages is widely accepted
(Ross 1988, NCC 1989). We acknowledge that prevention of predation by seals and diving birds is a more
difficult task. The use of anti-predator nets can, however, significantly reduce the damage caused by
these species (NCC 1989). The RSPB urges the salmon farming industry to research the performance of
anti-predator nets and to introduce improved means of prevention, with minimum entanglement or other
destruction of wildlife.
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Shelifisk Farms
2.11 Iredation by sea duck, especially eiders at mussel farms is the only significant conflict between
birds and shellfish farms currently occurring in the UK. DAFS.and the HIDB funded research into this
between 1983 and 1986 (Milne and Galbraith 1986). This study highlighted the advantages of raft based
ailtivation over the use of “long-lines”. The research concluded “long line farmers who persist with a
di^ersed form of cultivation must expect consistently high levels.of damage, or be prepared to invest in
relatively costly protective techniques”. Despite this clear finding, most mussel farm applications have
been for long-line developments. The RSPB is concerned that the spread of long-line mussel farms in
Scotland could generate foture conflict between birds and fish farmers.
2.12 The NCCand the Association of Scottish Shellfish Growers are now producing an advisory leaflet
based on the work of Milne and Galbraith to disseminate the research findings. The RSPB welcomes this.
2.13 We have been concerned to find that in only two out.of five recent cases in Strathclyde has advice
on the need for anti-predator measures been passed on to the applicant by the CEG. This negates the
benefit of consultation. Accordingly the RSPB recommends that the CEC should consistently pass on the
advice they receive during consultations to the applicant.
Freshwater Farms
2.14 In 1979-80 the RSPB carried out research into grey heron predation and control at fish farms in
England and Wdes (Meyer 1981). This indicated that 4,600 +/- 1,000 herons were being shot annually.
The heron breeding population in England and Wales was 5,400 pairs in 1979. Persecution at this level
may adversely affect heron numbers, especially after severe winters when natural mortality is high.
2.15 Following this work the RSPB produced advisory leaflets for on how to protect fish farms from
heron damage. (RSPB undated a and b). These have been widely distributed to fish farmers throughout
the liK.
2.16 The grey heron is protected under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 and Wildlife Order
(Northern Ireland) 1985 (see para 2.2). However, it is dear that they continue to be illegally killed at fish
farms. Since 1980, the RSPB has received 70 reports of herons being shot at fish farms and four reports of
the illegal use of traps. Sorne of these incidents have resulted in fish farmers being prosecuted.
Undoubtedly many riaore cases go unreported.
2.17 Since 1981, British Agriculture Departments have issued licences to shoot herons, where
deterrents have been tried and shown to fail. The RSPB supports this policy.
2.18 The RSPB considers that unacceptable high levels of heron persecution result from the
uncertainty caused by Section 4(3)(c) of the Wildlife and Countryside 1981 (Article 5(6)(a) of The
Wildlife (NI) Order 1985 'in Nprthem Ireland), and a general unwillingness by fish farmers to adopt
deterrents. If it is necessary to shoot piscivorous birds, this should be carried out under licence, after the
need has been demonstrated. The RSPB recommends that the defence offered by Section 4(3)(c) of the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 and Article 5(6)(a) of The Wildlife (NI) Order 1985 should be
withdrawn. This would have the advantage of allowing the number of birc. ^ killed under licence to be
monitored.
3. POLLUTION

3.1 There are three basic types of pollution from fish farms: solid waste; soluble wastes; and chemicals
from fish feed, disease treatments or equipment maintenance. These aspects are dealt with in some detail
in SWCL (1980) and NCC (1989).
3.2 Solid waste pollution from fish cages is often acute but localised, causing considerable changes to
sea bed flora and fauna (known as the benthos). Once a cage has been moved, the benthos re-establishes
in time (usually eight months or more), but the exact community that was previously present may not
return (NCC 1989). Fishfarming developments should therefore not be permitted where they could damage
areas of particular marine biological interest as identified by the NCC.
3.3 Damage to the benthos of any particular body of water should be minimised. Further research is
required to establish management practices which will reduce the impact of solid waste deposition from fish
farms. Among the matters to be examined should be the location of cages in relation to water depth and
current, and improved feeding efficiency by stock.
3.4 Our main concern regarding soluble pollution is that the increase in nitrogen could lead to
increasedprimary production and encourage algal blooms. The effect of such blooms on the fish farming
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industry itself can be significant. In July 1988 stock at three fish farms in Upper Lx)ch Torriddn worth in
excess of £lm were killed by an algal bloom.
3.5 It has been suggested that the nutrient enrichment of sea lochs from fish farms is unlikely to cause
major environmental problems (Gowan and Bradbury 1987). However, the possibility of localised
enhancement of primary production around a farm has not been ruled out. Blooms are most likely to
develop in lo'ihs which are slowly flushed by the sea, or which already carry high levels of dissolved
nitrogen (Gowan 1987). It should be possible to identify such vulnerable lochs so that they are avoided by
fish farmers. Ik,? recommend accordingly.
4. CONTROL OF POLLUTION

4.1 The control of pollution and the quality of all inland and tidal waters in Scotland is the
responsibility of the River Purification Boards and Island Councils. In England and Wales the National
Rivers Authority is the responsible agency. In Northern Ireland a Division of the DoE(NI) has similar
powers and duties. In Britain, there has been past uncertainty as to whether discharges from fish farm
cages constituted “trade effluent”, and thus whether they required a consent to djscharge to the
environment. The Water Act 1989 has confirmed that fish farm discharges are a trade effluent,, and that
consent to discharge has to be obtained from the relevant authority.
4.2 Pollution control authorities are required to determine.Eiivironmental Quality Objectives (EQQ’s)
for all waters under their control. In determining a consent, the relevant authorities have to ensure that
the quality of the receiving water does not fall below that defined by the EQO. Unfortunately, EQO’s are
defined so as to protect drinking water supplies, fisheries; agricultural and recreational uses. The
“conservation of flora and fauna" is riot included as an objective in defining EQO’s. Thus, in determining
individual consents, pollution control authorities do not have to take into account the effects of a
discharge ori-the flora and fauna of the receiving water. Damage to pollution-sensitive species may result.
The RSPB recommends that '‘conservation offlora and fauna" is defined as a specific use in setting EQO’s.
4.3 There is an urgent need for increased knowledge of the polluting effects of marine fish
farms. Furthermore it is essential that fish farm discharges should not be considered in isolatiori from
other inputs. The cumulative effect of inputs from human settlements, agriculture, forestry and aquaculture
to the whole estuqrylsea loch should be considered when setting discharge consents.
4.4 In order that consent conditions are observed, it is essential that there is adequate monitoring of
discharges. In particular, the rapid expansion of marine fish farms in Scotland has placed an extra burden
on River Purification Boards and Island Councils. In consequence, monitoring of discharges has been too
limited to provide for adequate regulation of the industry. Pollution control authorities must obtain the
resources to undertake thorough monitoring programmes of marine fish farm discharges and their impacts.
4.5 The standards applied to control pollution from marine fish farms show considerable variation
from area to area. Pollution control authorities should co-ordinate more effectively and apply the same
standards and approach to consent conditions throughout the country.
5.

IMPACTS ON SEA FISH STOCKS

5.1
In 1987, the UK aquaculture industry used approximately 21,000
100,000 tons of raw fish. This represents 7 per cent of the total fish meal used in the UK (Bishop 1987).
We calculate that, by 1989, this had risen to some 32,000 tons, processed from, approximately 160,000
toris of raw fish.
5.2

Fish meal can be classified into three types:
(a) Herring—from herringj sandeel, Norway pout, sprat or capelin.
(b) South American—horse mackerel, anchovy.
(c) Offal—by-products of white fish-processing.

Fish meal has an international market and the sources for fish feed will vary from year to year
depending on availability.
5.3

The main concerns relating to the use of fishmeal are:

(a) That the increasing demand for fishmeal will put further pressure on stocks which may already
be in decline, or recovering from low levels eg sandeel, sprat, and anchovy. These fish species
are an important food source for seabirds.
(b) The production of fishmeal involves large amounts of energy in catching, processing and
transport. Fish farming is thus an energy intensive form of food production converting large
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quantities of low value fish into relatively small quantities of high value product. In 1989, salmon
prices from fish farms averaged their lowest level for three years. Feed; prices doubled.over the
same period. Rising costs may therefore force some fish farming enterprises out of business.

5.4
The RSPB recommends that the origitis offish feed should be monitored, and the i
fishmeal industry on marine ecosystems in UK waters and overseas assessed.

6.

PROTECTION OF IMPORTANT WILDLIFE AREAS

6.1 The varied coastline of the United Kingdoni is an outstanding natural resource. Geographical
location combined, with varied exposure, hydrography and salinity provide conditions suitable for a wide
diversity of marine life. This includes seabird and waterfowl populations which are of international
importance^. Millions of seabirds visit our shores each summer to breed, with huge numbers of waders and
wildfowl using pur estuaries during migration or for overwintering. The Government has an international
obligation to.give adequate protection to this important wildlife heritage.
6.2 Safeguarding irnportant wildlife areas is the cornerstone of nature conservation policy in the UK.
Biological sites on land have been selected partly for their representation of habitats and communities
and partly for their species complement (Ratcliffe 1977, NCC 1984). The finest sites are protected as
National feature Reserves (NNR) and or Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). However, NNRs and
SSSIs do not extend to areas below the low water mark. This is due to the limit on jurisdiction of the
development control-system, and limits in the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981.
6.3 The establishment of a comprehensive network of protected areas is a priority requirement (li) of
the World Conse^ation Strategy (lUCN^ 1980). The European Community Directive on the
Conservation of Wild Birds (79/409/EEC) obliges the Government to .designate Special Protection Areas
(SPA) for certain breeding species (Article 4.1) and for migratory species (Article 4.2) taking into
account “there protection requirements in the geographical sea and land area where this Directive
applies”. The “RAMSAR” Convention on the Conservation of Wetlands of International Importance
especially as Waterfowl Habitat, which the UK Government ratified in 1976, requires Contracting Parties
to designate wetlands of international importance for inclusion in a “List of Wetlands of International
ImportEmce”. The definition of wetland includes areas of marine water, to a depth of six metres. The
Government has not designated Ramsar sites or SPAs in marine areas because it requires that
notification as an SSSI should precede such designation (SDD Circular 1/88, DoE/Welsh Office Circular
,27/87). As noted above, this cannot be done below the low water mark.
6.4 The Prime Minister has recently indicated (House of Commons Official Report, 16 May 1989,
Column 119) that NCC is identifying the most important seabird feeding and gathering grounds in UK
waters and, on receipt of the results of.this work, the DoE will consider themost appropriate measures to
safeguard these areas. The RSPB recommends that urgent Governrhent action is required io meet its
obligations under the EC Birds Directive in relation to UK inshore waters.
6.5 Section 36 of the Wildlife and Countryside 1981 (in Northern Ireland, Article 20 of The Nature
Conservation and Amenity Lands (NI) Order 1985) provides for the creation,of Marine Nature Reserves
(MNRs). These provisions have been of limited success. Only one MNR has been established in the
UnitedKingdom. The legislation has been ineffective because of the difficulty in establishing the necessary
byelaws and the fact that the agreement of all parties is a pre-requisite to designation. The RSPB
recommends that Government carries out an urgent review into reasons for the failure of Section 36 of the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 and Article 10 of The Nature Conservation and Amenity Lands (NI)
Order 1985, and introduces a workable system for the creation of marine Nature Reserves as soon as
passible.
6.6 In 1986, NCC identified 14 Marine Consultation Areas (MCA) in Scotland “as deserving of
particular distinction in respect of the quality and sensitivity of their marine environment” (NCC 1986).
These stemmed from NCC’s ongoing work on compilation of a “Marine Nature Conservation Review”.
Ornithologicai and mammafian interest do not appear to have been included in the selection criteria. The
areas have no statutory locus but NCC have informed relevant bodies of their interest. A further 15
MCAs were announced in 1988. The RSPB recommends that the NCC re-evaluates MCA coverage in
relation to birds and mammals.
7.

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL

7-1 The RSPB considers that there are three basic requirements for appropriate development control
of fish farmingi
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(a) National and Regional Policies to provide a strategic framework to guide development.
(b) A neutral, effective and accountable planning system.
(c) Adequate regulation at the operational stage.
Present arrangements for fish farming fall seriously short of these requirements.
A Strategic Framework
7.2 There is no national policy for marine fish farming development. The Crown Estate Commissioners have produced “Guidelines on Siting and Design of Marine Fish Farms in Scotland” (CEC 1987).
The Crown. Estate is expected to publish “Marine Fish Farming in Scotland: Development Strategy and
Area .Guidelines” shortly, the second draft of which was produced for consultation in April 1989 (CEC
1989). I’o date, 642 fish farm leases.have already been approved.
7.3 There are several major shortcoinings with the CEC’s draft Development Strategy. It was
produced by an agency which has a strong financial interest in issuing sea bed leases. Under the Crown
Estate Act 1961 the Crown Estate Commissioners are required to manage the Estate “to maintain and
enhance its value and the return obtained from it”. The CEC document, does not cover Orkney,
Shetland or the Western Isles, despite considerable fish farming activity in these areas, or Eastern
Scotland which is an area of potential development. The strategy deals with location rather than scale,
and the identification of “Very Sensitive Areas” appears to be based more ou the presence of existing fish
farms than environmental sensitivity. The status of the document is uiiclear. Is it a development strategy?
If so, it should have government approval. Or is it the landlord’s rules on fish farm location?
7.4 We agree with NCC’s view that.in the absence of an overall planning strategy, “we shall continue
to be confronted with a presumption in favour of development, leading to a continual erosion of the
nature conservation resource by cumulative developments unless the CEC take greater account of nature
conservation interests” (NCC 1989).
7.5 In Scotland, Highland Regional Council (HRC) has produced a strategy for fish farming, despite
lacking formal pow'ers to influence developments (HRC 1988). The strategy states (Section 3.11) that
“there are now only isolated stretches of coast with no expressed fish farm interest. Such wild areas have
conservation value for scientific study, recreation and tourism and are an important part of the character
of the region”. From this arises the policy to:
“Consult with NCC, CCS and with other agencies to consider the merit of special protection areas for
the purposes of nature or environmental conservation”.
The RSPB welcomes this policy, but we are not aware of any progress made to implement it, despite
the scale of recent fish farm development within HRC’s region.
7.6 We also welcome HRC’s initiative in drawing up Framework Plans for particular coastal areas.
However, until Local Authorities have development control powers below the low water mark,
adherence to these Framework Plans will not be satisfactory.
7.7 The RSPB recommends that NationalPlanning Guidelines for fish farming locations are drawn up
by Government. Localylcnning authorities^should then develop planning strategies for their areas taking
into account all relevant. *. <irests including conservation.
A Neutral, Effective and Accountable Planning System
7.8 In October 1986, a .lew consultation procedure was introduced in Scotland by the Crown Estate
Commissioners. Prior to the adoption of these procedures, 335 fish farm leases had been issued. In the
period to March 31 1989, 307 leases were granted, following consultations.
7.9 The Crown Estate Commissioners claim that “a reasonable balance is being achieved in Scotland
between fish farming and other interests” (McGovern 1989), This statement does not bear scrutiny. It
wQuld appeaj^ from CEC (1989) that the main influence on recent lease allocation has been the presence
of existing fish farm leases. An analysis of responses to the NCC’s coniments (see Appendix 1) suggests
that nature conservation has not been particularly influential in lease decisions, with the consequence
that there are now fish farm leases allocated for almost every significant sea loch on the west coast of
Scotland. The “balance” struck between development and conservation seems to be decidedly one-sided.
7.10 In December 1988, following a review of the consultation procedures operated by the CEC, the
Secretary of State for Scotland announced the formation of an Advisory Committee to consider
contentious cases. Although theoretically this introduces a welcome independent element into the
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decisionrinaking process, the RSPB remains concerned that the Committee will consider only a very
narrow range of cases. The RSPB considers this to be a stopgap measure, which does nothing to lessen
the heed for proper guidance and independent decision making.
7.11 In July 1988, the Government introduced the Environmental Assessment (Salmon Farming in
Marine Waters) Regulations 1988, following the European Directive on Environmental Assessment
(85/337/EEG). To date, parcel Regulations have not been made for Northern Ireland. The regulations
confirm CEC as the authority which determines whether an environmental assessment is required and,
following the submission of an EA, whether a project is likely to have significant effects on the
envifomnent. The RSPB does not consider that the CEC has the necessary expertise to carry out this
important function.
7.12 The CEC have drawn up criteria (CEC 1988). describing the circumstances in which a salmon
ferming development would require an Environmental Assessment. Presumably these criteria were
agreed with Government, Farms with a surface area in excess of 12,000 square metres or, in some west
coast and Western Isles sea lochs, over 6,000 square metres would require an EA. It is not apparent why
surfacearearather than sensitivity of location, or tonaage of production, is being used as a threshold. The
criteria adopted mean that only the largest developments will require EA. The CEC guidance stresses
that these are indicative criteria and mot rigid rules, but implementation to date (see para 7.13) suggests
that the criteria are being used that to minimise the number of cases requiring EA. The RSPB
recommends that the CEC is replaced as “competent authority” by the NCC and, (in England and Wales),
the National Rivers Authority, and, (in Scotland), River Purification Boards and Island Councils. The
criteria for Environmental Assessment should be revised to embrace all developments in sensitive areas and
all but the smallest in others. Environmental Assessment should be extended to cover other fin fish and
shellfish production.
7.13 Since the introduction of the EA regulation CEC have requested one Environmental Statement,
for Lamlash Bay, Arran. The statement produced was strongly criticised by several statutory and
voluntary organisations. The CEC nevertheless granted a lease for a reduced site area which brought the
development below the threshold for EA. They did not require the applicant to resubmit an EA for this
amended area or to contact consultees to ascertain whether this reduction in area would be acceptable. It
would appear from this case that CEC are not prepared to request an adequate EA, and may even assist
developers lo avoid the process.
7.14 The role of CEC as both owner and regulatory body is anomalous. We note that the DoE
announced on 11 October 1989 that the Government “are waiting to see the report of the Select
Committee on agriculture before deciding whether there is a need to change the extent of planning
control over fish farming”. This issue is central to the proper regulation of the industry.
October 1989
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Appendix 1
NATURE CONSERVANCY COUNCIL RESPONSES TO GROWN ESTATE COMMISSIONERS
CONSULTATIONS
Applications Received by NCC (October 86-r-December 88)
Objections Raised by NCC
Applications Rejected by CEC
Nature Conservation cited as one of reasons for rejection
Data from “In the Country” BBC Radio Scotland June 1989

430
120
36
16

Examination of Witnesses
Conservation Officer for Scotland, World Wide Fund for Nature, ALISON ROSS,
Conservation Officer (Fish Farming), Marine Conservation Society and MR ROBIN WYNDE,
Assistant Conservation Planning Officer, Royal Society for the Protection of Birds.

MR SIMON PEPPER,

Chairman
252. Ms Ross, you are the Conservation Officer
for the Marine Conservation Society. Is that
correct?
(Ms Ross) That is correct.
253. Mr Pepper, you are the Conservation
Officer for Scotland for the World Wide Fund for
Nature and Mr Wynde is from the Royal Society
for the Protection of Birds. Welcome. I expect you
were listening to the proceedings at the beginning
of the day and we will start by asking you much the
same question about planning policy. Wp are keen
to have your views on this. It is clearly a major
matter and the Committee will wish to make its
views known on this in due course. Would you like
to tell us whether you believe that the Crown
Estate Commissioners’ procedures are adequate
for your purposes and interests? Do you have in
mind any changes and how would you like to see it

handled if it is to be differently done?
(Mr Pepper) Could I start with the first point in
your question, concerning the consultation procedures. Our main concern, you will gather from
our written responses, is that the Crown Estate is
not an appropriate body to have responsibility for
this area of development control. The consultation
procedure is certainly an improvement on the
pre-1986 situation. We have something like 300
fish farm leaseSj that is salmon farm and .shellfish
farm leases, in existence which were allocated
before the consultation procedure was instituted
and that accounts for something like 40 per cent of
the existing leases. The Crown Estate staff claim
that it works well and quote the fact that something like 50 per cent of applications are rejected or
withdrawn. The fact that they put these figures
together, the rejections and withdrawals, seems to
us to be rather odd, but closer scrutiny of the
figures indicates that something like 22 per cent are
in actual fact rejected, a small proportion of those
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for conservation reasons. However, the major
problems to us seem to be that there is no overall
policy within which the consultation procedure
operates, or at least there has not been any until
recently andthatwhichis in force at present seems
tons to be profoundly inadequate. There is a lack
of information accompanying each application for
consultees to refer to. Tlie application form is
extremely brief. Decisions are made behind closed
doors and the Crown. Estate acts as sole arbiter on
any decision and there is no appeal for objectors
either. We are not happy with the situation and we
feel that on top of this question that the Crown
Estate Commissioners are not an appropriate body
for handling this function—a point incidentally
which has been repeatedly acknowledged by
Government Ministersin debates back in the early
1980s—we feel.thatit would be far better to ascribe
the development control function to planning
authorities and to ask the Scottish Office to take a
much stronger role in developing a policy and
coordinating, the different aspects of regulatibn for
which ultiniately it is responsible.
254, Are you on the list of consultees? Is the
World Wide Fund for Nature consulted?
(Mr Pepper) No. We tend to concentrate, for
staff resources reasons, on the strategic and main
policy areas. The RSPB is a consultee.
(Mr Wynde) The RSPB is consulted in relation
to fish feuming developments adjacent to our
reserve holdings. In addition—as you can understand the ornithological interest is not just confined
to RSPB reserves-^we also nionitor fish farming
developments in the local press, the advertisement
of apph'cations, In the course of the last three
years, since the cdnsultationprocess was set up, we
have responded to 39 applications, roughly 50 per
centof which we have objected to and the rest we
have made comments on. We are responding to
less than 10 per cent of those fish farming
applications that have occurred,
255, What sort of objections does the RSPB
have to a fish form?
(Mr Wynde) We would object where we thought
there were going to be implications for bird
populations of significance,
Mr MacDonald
256, Can you give an example?
(Mr Wynde) An example would be fish farming
developments at Culbin Sands in the North East of
Scotland, which is an RSPB reserve and also an
SSSI. It is a site that has been identified as meeting
the criteria for designation as a wetland of international importance under the Ramsar Convention
and in addition meeting the criteria of the
European Community directive on the conservation of wild birds.
Chairman
257, You would object to anything there, would
you not?
(Mr Wynde) No, not anything. We would look at
the case and assess it in terms of what impacts we
thought it would have on the ornithological interests of the site.

[Conimued

MrMartlew
258. Has there been any evidence anywhere of
persecution of particular birds by fish farmers?
(Mr Wynde) Yes, there has. Alison Ross conducted a survey for the Marine Conservation
Society which was published in 1988. This was
basically a questionnaire and interview survey of
fish farmers regarding predator control and the
incidence of shooting riot just of birds but of
mammals as well.
259. Can we have some specifics? What are we
talking about: heron, seal?
(Mr Wynde) The main bird predators are heron,
cormorant, .shag. Eider duck at shellfish farms.
Chairman
260. Ms Ross can you tell us about that?
(Ms Ross) I canriot quote precise figures but we
can cerurinly give you a copy of the report. It did
demonstrate that a large proportion of farms do
suffer problems from both bird and mammal
predators and that frequently results in persecution
in terms either of shooting or incidental
entanglement and killing of predatory species at
farms. There are substantial numbers of predatory
wildlife involved and also the majority of farms are
affected.
261. Would you like to give your views on the
original question on behalf of your society? It
really was asking what you feel about the planning
arrangements and whether you get consulted.
(Ms Ross) We are not consultees regularly on
individual case work. With limited resources we
tend to focus more on the policy and planning level
of the industry. We would comrnent ori individual
cases if they had beeri brought to our attention as
being particularly problematic. I would concur
with Simon Pepper’s views on the role of the
Crown Estate in this area and the inadequacies of
the present procedure.
262. Real or perceived?
(Ms Ross) Real inadequacies.
Mr MacDonald
263. Mr Pepper used the phrase “the overseeing
body ought to be competent and accountable”.
Why is it that you believe that the Crown Estate
Commissioners, no matter how they might revise
their procedures in the future, cannot become
sufficiently competent, sufficiently neutral, sufficiently accountable? Is there something about the
nature of the body of the Commissioners, as you
see it, which prevents them becoming that kind of
body?
(Mr Pepper) Yes. 1 am not a constitutional
expert but I understand that the Crown Estate
Commissioners are a statutory corporation with a
duly in statute to increase the profit from their
estate. They have no legal statutory duty to take
care of the environment or to consider other
interests. Their duty is to accrue finance for the
estate. With that kind of dominance to their policy,
we cannot see that they can be relied on or should
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be expected—that is really how T would prefer to
piit it—to take a neutral view. They should be
expected to take a biased view, which is towards
profit. As far as neutrality and accountability are
concerned, they are not a public body in the sense
of being deniocratically accountable. So we see no
opportunity for them to become that unless there is
a fundamental change in the legislation which
affects them. The general feeling that we have is
that Government has failed to provide the Crown
Estate with an overall policy which takes account
of social and environmental objectives in the way
that the Crown Estate manages its marine interests. Therefore we would not say that the Crown
Estate-is entirely at fault in this; it is a matter for
Government to allocate these tasks and to take on,
these responsibilities in a way that achieves competence, neutrality and accountability.
264. Could I ask about something you mention
in your submission, paragraph 3.6? You talk about
pre-consultation leases, leases that were issued
before the statutory consultation system was put iii
place. What specific problems do you see arising
around these?
(Mr Pepper) Firstly, they were, as we understand it, often allocated for quite long periods,
longer periods than is the practice nowadays.
265. Could you give years?
(Mr Pepper) I understood that some were
allocated for 99 years but we have not succeeded in
getting accurate information on that. The current
practice is for more like 20-year leases. Secondly,
obviously since the consultation was very much
more limited, if it existed at all, the conditions that
were applied to the leases were much more
rudimentary. Thirdly, there has been, since these
leases were allocated, considerable work exploring
and identifying sensitive areas of which there is
now quite a long list but in which many of these
earlier leases exist. Our anxiety is that there is no
opportunity necessarily for these leases to be
curtailed until they come up again for renewal and
there is no stated policy for these, or postconsultation leases, as we understand, to be
submitted to further consultation and relocated if
possible when they do come up for renewal.
266. So you would like to see a review of the
pre-consultation leases take place.
(Mr Pepper) Yes, indeed we would.
Mr Martlew
267. Could we now turn to allegations that the
Crown Estate Commissioners have not been carrying out environmental assessments properly? I
understand that there has been a formal complaint
to the European Commission. Could the witnesses
tell us the basis of the complaint and whether there
has been any response from the Commission as
yet?
(Ms Ross) The Marine Conservation Society
submitted a formal complaint to the European
Commission in November of 1989. The origin of
our complaint really stems back to our direct
approach to the Crown Estate in response to their
draft development strategy and area guidelines

document where there is a section on environmental assessment. We did point oiit at that stage
that we felt their thresholds for development to
require environmental assessment were extreme
and not justified by any scientific or other logical
basis and also that the guidelines the Crown Estate
were offering, the guidance they were offering, for
the contents and requirements of an envirorirnehtal
statement were totally inadequate actually to
achieve a reasonable assessment of impacts.
Having expressed those views to the Crown Estate
and not had any positive response to that in that
there was any intention to improve those pror
cedures, we then wrote to the Scottish Office and
expressed similar concerns, also highlighting the
case of the one environmental assessment that has
actually occurred, which was for a proposal in
Lamlash-Bay on Arran for a salmon farm where we
felt that the environmental assessment had been
very poorly dealt with. The statement that was
submitted was inadequate but was accepted as
meeting the requirements of the UK regulations.
We did not receive a satisfactory response from the
Scottish Office in that they only referred to the
particular case that we had cited and made no
reference to the higher principles, the way that the
regulations, and indeed the directive, v/ere being
implemented. We felt at that stage to be completely justified in going to the European Commission and voicing our concerns to them. Basically
the body of our complaint was that we felt the UK
Government had taken inadequate measures to
implement the UK environmental assessmant of
salnion farms in marine waters regulations, which
come under the EC directive oh environmental
assessment. We stated that by delegating responsibility to the Crown Estate th6 procedures had
resulted in very extreme thresholds for qualification for an erivironmental assessment which in
effect meant that very few if any—in fact only one
proposal has had to—qualify, for environmental
assessment and that the basis, of these thresholds
was not a very scientific basis and was extremely
superficial in that thfey only take account of the
area covered by a farm arid do not take account of
production levels or tonnage which give a much
more accurate reflection of the likely environmental impact. Secondly, we pointed out the
inadequate provision of guidance by the Crown
Estate that did not actually reflect the
requirements that are set out within our UK
regulations, and indeed the EC directive. Thirdly,
the fact that the Crown Estate had accepted what
we felt to be an extremely inadequate environmental statement in that particular case I made
reference to. Finally, we pointed out that we felt
that under the spirit of the EC directive, the Crown
Estate did not actually come up to the role of a
competent authority that they were given responsibility for.
268.
Comriiission at all?
(Ms Ross) I only know that it has been registered
as a formal complaint, but we have had no written
response yet.
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269. When the Committee were in Norway
looking at the situation there we were very
impressed by the environmental assessments that
had been carried out by the Norweigan Government where in fact the total coastline of Norway
had been assessed for the environmental impact of
not just fishfarming but any other sort.of industry.
Is that the sort of scheme that you would like to see
implemented in the United Kingdom?
(Mr Pepper) It seems to us that that kind of
approach is the very basis of responsible attitude
and responsible approach to a development of this
kind. We regret very much indeed that no such
widespread survey and assessment has been done
of the Scottish coast. The feeling that mahy people
have is that development has now reached a point
where it is unlikely to expand any further. We take
a very different view. It may expand further, it may
contract, it may diversify and change very substantially in the light of new technological iniprovements. Itseems to us mostimportant that this kind
of study, under the title of Lenka programme in
Norway, should be done in Scotland as a basis for a
responsible policy.
270. Obviously the cost of a study like that
would be in millions of pounds.
fiVfr Pepper) Yes, possibly. But I believe that
hundreds of thousands of pounds would be more
realistic.
271. Who do you think should bear the cost?
(Mr Pepper) Government should bear the cost,
we feel. So far Government has put extremely little
R&D money into fish farming and what has been
putinhas been generally speaking oh the developmehtside. Very little of the small budget allocated
to aquaculture has been spent on environmental
impact studies.
(Mr Wynde) In their evidence to you the
Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland said that they thought we should really wait
and see what the Norwegians turned up in their
Lenka study and that we might actually be able to
leam from that Study. The thing we can really
learn from the fact that the Norwegians are
carrying this out, when they have already got a fish
farming industry that is producing considerably
more than the Scottish industry, is that we should
be doing that sort of study, in fact we should
probably have been doing it ten years ago.
Mr Amos
272. Could I ask about the haphazard siting of
marine fish farms. All three memoranda consider
the siting of existing fish farms has been haphazard, without due regard to the carrying capacities
of the lochs and sensitive habitats. 1 should like to
raise three points. Could the witnesses give actual
examples of fish farms which have been inappropriately sited? What percentage of fish farms might
fall into tliis category? Secondly, bearing in mind
that demand for new leases is now diminishing,
would an extensive survey of the Scottish coastline
along the lines of the Norwegian Lenka project, be
justified? What should happen to any farms found
to be sited in unsustainable or ecological sensitive
locations? What changes would the witnesses

[ Continued

advocate to existing conservation designations
such as marine nature reserves, SSSIs and so on, to
ensure that in sensitive areas there is an effective
presumption against fish farm developments?
(Mr Pepper) You ask a long and somewhat
complex question. Actual examples of the siting of
fish farms in inappropriate places is obviously
difficult for us fo give you off the cuff. We can
certainly supply you with a list of examples later if
we may but you would only have to refer to the
eontroversy which has arisen in quite a large
number of cases where other interests, be they
tourist interests or local fisliing.interests or indeed
our own, have been overriden in the allocation of
leases. What percentage of the total this represents
we could perhaps estimate for you subsequently.
We have already made reference to the Lenka
approach and what we regard to be a pressing need
for tills, which is very much justified. We would say
that there is a need for the Marine Consultation
Areas of the Nature Conservancy Council, the
nbn-statutory designation which they were referring to earlier, to be embodied very much more
rigidly in the process of policy development. So all
MCAs were automatically classed in the Crown
Estate’s designation of Very Sensitive Areas,
which would require special consideration before
developments were allowed to proceed.
(Mr Wynde) We feel environmental assessnients
should be required for all fish farming developments ia marine consultation areas. You mentioned that demand is diminishing: that is true at
the moment but it is not necessarily going to
remain that way in the future. It is diminishing
because, we understand, of over production from
the Norwegians. That may not continue indefinitely into the future and Scottish demand may
well pick up again.
(Ms Ross). Could I just clarify what might be
meant by the term haphazard. In a sense you could
state that all developments are to a certain extent
haphazard in that they are on the whole considered
in isolation. Each individual proposal is considered
on its own merits without being seen in the light of
the other developments within an area or a
particular water body. Many environmental
impacts cannot be considered just in terms of the
single development under consideration. You have
also got to think about the other fish farms in the
area, you have to consider other land uses in the
surrounding catchment area, in order to get a fuller
idea of what an environmental impact is likely to
be. Considering all those other inputs, for instance
of pollutants, nutrients, or indeed impacts on
wildlife, the redistribution of wildlife by disturbance, all have to be considered as a whole. It is a
cumulative effect rather than individual effects
front individual sites. From that point of view,
considering we know very little about these
environmental effects, there is generally a poor
understanding of them. We feel that the whole
thing ought to be considered in a much more
precautionary approach and that we ought at least
to be erring on the side of caution when considering developments, in the light of the whole
input rather than individual sites.
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Mr MacDonald
273. You have mentioned the Norwegian Lenkaproject a couple of times, but would you not accept
that in Norway there have been tremendous
pollution problems, as in Scotland, They have had
blooms and so on and scenic unsightliness there as
well. Would you.not deduce from that that really if
you were to have an industry developed to the
scale that salmon farming, is now being developed,
possibly other kinds of species too, then you are
bound to have these problems? Would your
conclusion from that be that to protect the interests
you wish to see protected, we cannot allow the
industry to develop to the scale to vy'hich it seems to
be progressing at the moment?
{Mr Pepper) Our reaction would be really not to
agree with the principle of the point you have
made there. We feel that if a proper survey were
conducted it would reveal two things. One is areas
where existing development has exceeded the
desirable, the safe, carrying capacity of a particular
water body, The other thing it would do, which
would be useful to the industry, would be to
identify areas where more development would be
safely conducted without threat to the environment. The anxiety that we have about the whole
situation so far is that we have been driving
blind—1 say “we” but mean the industry and the
control authorities have been driving blind. It is a
bit like the analogy with driving a motorcar in the
fog. It is not responsible in those circumstances to
have your foot flat down: on the accelerator.
274. Do you really expect that given the anticipated increase in farmed fish production in total,
not just salmon which is only the starting point, but
other fish, to an extent where farmed fish might
actually replace the catching sector in terms of
scale, that kind of development can be sustained
and the kind of scenic priorities and environmental
priorities you want to see on the West Coast
coastline be maintained at the same time? Surely
the two have to come into conflict at some stage.
(Mr Pepper) Indeed so, and there are strong
arguments for saying that with the cautionary
noises that have been made by distinguished
people in the scientific field, several years ago now
with reference to the scale of the industry in 1987
for example, to plan blithely for a three-^or
four-fold increase in production on that basis,
without any further knowledge of impacts, is
courting disaster; locally very likely. There have
already been severe problems of over-use of
certain sites and massive losses suffered by individual fish farmers which have over-developed in
certain sensitive areas. As it turns out, because of
the lack of environmental monitoring going on in
many of these places, the fish farmers themselves
are the first to notice severe environmental effects
and this is usually manifested in terms of disease
problems which have caused the shutdown of
several farms.
275. You feel that with sufficient knowledge,
with sufficient research and assessment, you would

be able to protect these kinds of priorities,
environmental priorities, and still allow the industry to develop on the kind of scale that it seems to
be heading towards.
(Mr Pepper) We cannot comment on the scale
that could be accommodated, but we are confident
that with the right kind of research more expansion
could be accommodated. The other important
point to make is that without that kind of research
the expansion which is planned is basically at risk.
This will affect not only the industry itself but the
environment and the social benefits which the
industry proposes to yield.
Mr Bradley
276. Turning to management practices in existing fish farms, all three of your organisations
mentioned the lack of effective regulations. Would
you like to comment on the types of malpractice
you would wish, to prevent and also your first-hand
experience of specific abuses that your organisations have come across?
(Mr Wynde) Could I start by saying that the
RSPB -is aware of at least 70 instances in the last
ten years at freshwater fish farms where it has been
reported to us that herons haye been shot. We are
also aware of several instances of illegal trapping of
herons and indeed poisoning as well. Several,cases
have gone to court and fish farmers have been
prosecuted for these illegal acts.
(Mr Pepper) The example which my colleague
has given there is one pf a series and one could
quote further examples of malpractice, if yoii could
call it that, in the area of the use of chemicals, in
the disposal of dead fish and so on. We would
prefer to put the emphasis the other way round and
say that the important thing is to establish what is
not yet established, 10 or 12 years into the history
of the industry; and that is an up-to-date code of
good practice relating to aU management,practices.
We are working with the industrj' on the question
of predator control—very successfully I am pleased
to say. We feel that in general the industry has
been somewhat slow to catch up with a pressing
need in its own interests to develop these codes of
practice, for public relations reasons if none other.
Their efforts have been principally devoted at
present to the important issue of marketing and
promotion.
277. Do you believe that codes of practice are
sufficient, that you do not need further legislation
or if you did how would you actually police that
sort of legislation?
(Mr Pepper) No, codes of practice are not
adequate, there is no question of that. But they are
a very important tool for establishing and encouraging awareness amongst members of the industry
towards improved standards which reflect on one
and all. As to legislation, we do believe that
improved legislation is necessary. Moves are being
made and there have been recent improvements on
the control of pollution question which was very
much up in the air and open to doubt until
recently. The main area perhaps of importance is
to establish good training based on good research
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and iBsisting that all fish fanners qualify in some
way with training in fish farming practices. Out
there on the sea loch a mile frorA shore there is no
way, with the help of legislation or otherwise, that
things can be effectively monitored and enforced.

(Ms Ross) Another opportunity for trying to
improve management practices which has not been
taken up at the moment is conditions of sea-bed
leases. We have been very disappointed by the lack
of interest that the Crown Estate have taken in
monitoring either the viability of the farms they are
putting into place, or the practices and standards
that are maintained on these farms. Indeed they
have neither imposed any conditions nor
attempted to enforce them. That is another shortfall that we have seen in terms of improving
management.
Chairman: I think 1 would be right in saying that
we certainly gained a very strong impression that
the standard of management required to run a
profitable operation does have to be very high and
therefore there is a certain amount of selfdiscipline imposed. It is not quite the same as some
forms of land based husbandry. That would be an
observation rather than a question.

been a response from the industry in terms of
improving their general awareness of the chemical
' and starting training courses, which is welcomed in
terms of increasing standards of management.
There has also been a response in terms of an
increased research effort into both the environmental impacts of the chemical and alternative
treatments. However, this is obviously well overdue and very little has come out of that research in
terms of published data. VVe still have no published
data from the Ciba-Geigy research that they
submitted to the Veterinary Products Committee
and we have no published data from the DAFS
research that is quoted in that paper; there has
been no evidence that has been open to public
scrutiny. As far as we are concerned, nothing has
been presented yet that makes us doubt the severe
reservations we have about the continued and
growing use of this chemical.

279. You obviously admit and say that there is
poor evidence actually to ban the use of this
chemical and yet I believe in your evidence you do
recommend that. There seems to be some confusion there too.
(Ms Ross) No; there is poor evidence on which
Mrs Winterton
to condone the continued use. The onus should be
on of
thethe
industry
to provehas
that their chemical usage
278.
The Department
Environment
put dichlorvos on the Red List of substances as is safe; it should not be on the environmentalists to
posing the greatest threat to the aquatic environ- prove that there is environmental damage, A
ment. Yet in this month’s Fish Farming Interna- precautionary approach demands that the
tional there is an article in which the Scottish potential environmental effects of a chemical are
Salmon Growers’ Association quote DAFS toxi- fully assessed and cleared before it is used.
city tests purporting to show that dichlorvos is not
280. But that is not the case. It is being used
harmful to marine life, except in immediate cage
areas. How do you all evaluate what on occasion now and if its use were total banned when the
evidence is not available at present, it would have a
seems to be conflicting evidence?
(Ms Ross) We have done quite a lot of work on devastating effect upon the industry until some
Nuvah and its application in fish farming. We feel other form of control of sea lice, etcetera, is
that the evidence on certain aspects of the chemical arrived at, something like a vaccine. It seems to be
is very clear indeed. The scientific evidence on its a no-win situation at present.
(Ms Ross) It is; it is a difficult situation. What
toxicity has been well documented from laboratory
causes
great concern to us is that any judgement
experiments and that has led to its inclusion on the
Government’s Red List; in fact dichlorvos comes that is now made on the chemical is not just going
out as the most acutely toxic substance on that list. to be a reflection of the scientific evidence that is
The areas where there is less clear evidence cover presented supporting the case, but it is also going
the wider environmental aspects of this use of the to be a reflection of the economic or political
chendcal. We have very poor and insufficient implications on the industry.
(Mr Pepper) The situation that we have is that
scientific evidence, or data, on the dispersal of
Nuvan once it gets into the marine environment, there is now a very serious situation arising in
its degradation, its fate in the environment and which the industry is faced by a crisis on this one
what the potential effects are likely to be on the issue alone, a possible crisis, if the chemical is
wider marine eco-system. You have to remember banned from use. This, in our view, is symptomatic
that it is now well over 13 years since the chemical of a laissez-faire approach by Government on the
was first brought into use in the marine environ- whole development of the industry, basically to
ment It has been widely used and is now uni- allow things to carry on until the problems sort
versally used by the industry and yet there are still themselves out one way or another. It does not
substantial gaps in our knowledge on its environ- represent a responsible approach.
mental fate and potential impacts. I should just like
281. Are there any other chemical or pharto point out that this is totally contrary to the
Government’s supposed commitment to a pre- maceutical treatments used in aquaculture which
cautionary approach to marine pollution. This is give rise to particular environmental concern?
(Ms Rosy) The concerns that we have voiced
recognised as a hazardous substance and therefore
should have the precautionary approach applied to over Nuvan could equally be applied to a whole
it. Since the public awareness of the use of Nuvan range of others in that a great many chemicals are
was raised a couple of years ago, there has indeed used. It is clear that in some instances, as in
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Nuvan, there is not adequate assessment of
environmental impact before they are brought into
use. In many cases the actual legislation controlling
the chemicals or treatments is not adequate and
the actual enforcing mechanism, the authorities
that are there to regulate or control the chemicals,
is not adequately resourced or does not have a
clear interpretation of how they should be applying
the laws as they stand. This could apply to a
whole range of things, whether it is antibiotics,
disinfectant and many other treatments.
282. Both the RSPB and the Marine Conservation Society are concerned that the water
authorities may have inadequate resources to
monitor effluent from fish farms. Are you critical
of the professional competence of these authorities
or simply the numbers of personnel that are
actually on the ground?
(Ms Ross) We would not criticise the professional competence. A lot of the problem has come
from unclear legislation, on which they have had to
develop their policies. There has been a great
disparity betv/een the different river purification
boards and island councils in terms of their
interpretation of the law. Highland River Purification Board started issuing discharge consents
back, in 1987 and yet other authorities have only
acknowledged the need to issue discharge consents
with the clarification that came in the Water Act.
This has led to veiy different policies being
developed, in fact the Western Isles Council, for
instance, has not yet started issuing discharge
consents to marine sites. Effectively there is no
control in terms of the control of pollution going
on for marine sites in the Western Isles at present.
(Mr Wynde) I cannot really add to that.
283. What contact have you had with the NRA
or theEPBs to date on this subject? Do you have a
relationship with them? Have you met them and
had an input into what they are trying to achieve?
(Ms Ross) Yes, I have had lengthy discussions
with the main river purification boards or authorities that operate in fish farming areas to find out
how they are dealing with what is a problematic
situation. They are all finding they have had a
tremendous increase in workload with the growing
industry and with the realisation of their responsibilities under the Control of Pollution Act. It is of
great interest to us to know how they are dealing
with that situation and how they are developing
their policies.
Mr Martlew
284. You said the industry has been using
Nuvan for 13 years and yet today you have come to
us and given us no evidence of any adverse
environmental impact after the industry have been
using it 13 years. Surely they are going to argue that
custom and practice says they are not guilty and
you are guilty and you are hoping to prove that
they are?
(Ms Ross) To that I would say that dichlorvos
was certainly introduced into fish farm management practice back in 1976; the first published

reports of it that I am aware of were in 1976 or
thereabouts. At that time the industry was of
course extremely small; you are talking about a
small number of sites, that would have used the
chemical and the sea lice problem at that time was
a relatively localised problem. Since then, with
rapid expansion of the industry over the last
particularly five or six years, the number of site has
increased, also the sea lice problem has increased
very dramatically and is still getting worse. The
main input of Nuvan as a treatment has been
substantial in rather more recent years. I would
also just point out that there has not been the
monitoring to determine where the effects are
happening. To determine the sort of changes that
would occur from that sort of toxic chemical you
would need long-term research, monitoring both
before, during and after exposure. That sort of
monitoring just has not been happening, so we
cannot e.xpect to be able to present that sort of
evidence of damage.
285. You seem to be backtracking a little. You
were making a major point using that they had
been using it for 13 years and now you are saying
that they have not really been using a lot of it until
the last five years. Even in those sites where they
have been using it for 13 years there is no evidence
of any environmental damage. Is that correct?
(Ms Ross) I am saying that I am hot aware of any
research that has been done actually to examine
that.
286. Obviously it would have to be fairly drastic
damage but there is no sign of environmental
damage in those sites from the use of Nuvan even
though they have been using it for 13 year.
(Mr Pepper)Yo\i say that there is no evidence.
287. I am asking.
(Mr Pepper) You have to distinguish between
whether the evidence is to hand, in other words
whether it has been discovered, whether the effects
have been discovered, and the point Ms Ross has
been trying to make which is that no monitoring
has been done to establish whether there are
adverse impacts or not. In the marine environment
especially it is very feasible that there are longterm adverse impacts but these have not been
studied. We make the point it is dangerous in
actual fact to make assumptions about the marine
environment which may be valid on land. If a
chemical is in use on land, it would be safe to
assume that there is a small army of enthusiasts
who are observing every bird and every insect and
every plant and their responses to it. In the marine
environment this is simply not the case. Bodies like
ours simply cannot afford to indulge in long-term
or even short-term monitoring of the scale and
intensity which is needed in cases like this.
288. The whole thread of your evidence is that
Nuvan is dangerous. What you are saying is that
you do not know whether it is dangerous or not.
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(Mr Pepper) It is highly toxic; it has demonstrated in vitro toxic effects on marine organisms.
\Yhat has not been demonstrated is whether these
effects have been taking place with adverse ecological consec[uences in the marine environment
around fish farms.

[Continued

{MrMarllew

289. So you would not call for a ban, you would
call forconsiderable research at this time''
(Ms Ross) No. We would say that on the
information we have at the moment, it is extremely
irresponsible and contrary to a stated Government
principle to continue or allow this practice, to
increase, which is what is inevitably going to
happen unless an alternative is found very quickly.
The industry is stUl growing and the problem is still

„

growing. On the evidence we have that would be a
very irresponsible route to take.
(Mr Pepper) If evidence is tabled to demonstrate
to everyone’s satisfaction that there are not
adverse ecological consequences, no-one would be
more pleased than we. What we are demanding is
that the proper responsible approach is taken, that
the answer to this question is provided before
ftirther extensive and increasing use of this chemical is permitted.
Chairman: We are quite clear about this and I
can assure you that a great deal of research is being
done because the industry itself is fully conscious
of its responsibilities in that matter. On that note
we will conclude this morning’s evidence. Thank
you very much for coming.

~~
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Memorandum submitted by the Crown Estate Commissioners
SUMMARY

The Crown Estate is responsible for the granting of leases for fish farm developments around the
coastline of the United Kingdom; the vast majority of which are in Scotland. It performs this function in
close liaison with the many other statutory authorities and interest groups which also have a vital role in
the careful and controlled development of this new and important industry.
The response of the Crown Estate to the expansion of fish farming has been the adoption of a series of
public consultation procedures designed to ensure a sound balance is achieve between the needs and
benefits of the industry and the environment in its broadest sense.
Growth in the industry is now slowing as a result of the reducing number of sites and the more difficult
market conditions facing salmon farmers in particular. Longer term prospects, however, remain good,
and with continuing investment in appropriate research and improvements in husbandry and training the
fish farming industry should continue to provide important social and economic benefits to the remoter
coastal areas.
CONTENTS

Section

1: Introduction
2; The Role of the Crown Estate
3: Rents
4: Growth and Structure
5: The Control System
6: Assessments and Decisions
7: Environment
8: Environmental Assessment
9; Monitoring
10: Development Strategy and Guidelines
11: Future Prospects
12: Conclusions
Appendices

I. Guidelines on Siting and Design of Fish Farms
II. Guidelines on Siting Procedures and Principles
III. Development Strategy and Area Guidelines for Marine Fish Farming
SECTION 1:

Introduction

1.1 This memorandum outlines the role of the Crown Estate Commissioners in their management of
the Crown’s seabed interests and explains the policies and procedures applied in the control and
management of the marine fish farming industry.
1.2 The Development Strategy annexed to this memorandum gives important detailed guidance on the
procedures and locational framework for development which has evolved as a result of the experience
gained by the Crown Estate in its operation of the public consultation procedures for considering
applications for marine fish farming sites.
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SEcnoN 2:
Tlie Role of the Crown Estate
2.1 Tlie territorial seabed around the United Kingdom, out to 12 miles, and most of the foreshore area
between high and low water mark, is part of the Crown Estate. The Crown Estate also administers
certain rights in the United Kingdom Continental Shelf by virtue of the Continental Shelf Act 1964.
Developihent Meeting these marine areas or interests is subject to control and management by the
Crown jEstate Commissioners who act under the powers of the Crown Estate Act 1961 and are
accountable to both Parliament and the Sovereign. Activities affecting Crown foreshore and seabed
interests are formally authorised by the granting of ^appropriate permission for a defined site area, on
specified terms and conditions. In the case of fish farming permission is usually granted in the form of a
lease. In considering applications for leases the Crown Estate Cornmissioners follow stipulated
procedures covering consultations with other interests and assessments of the proposals.
2.2 The Crown Estate h^ had many years experience in managing the use of the seabed for a wide
range of activities, including harbours, piers, marinas and moorings in the inshore water, and aggregate
dredging and mineral prospecting in the outer areas. In all cases the Crown Estate acts in accordance with
the appropriate development control procedures, whether these are statutorily based or a matter of
procedure agreed with Government.
2.3 In recent years marine fish farming has enierged as a new activity requiring a.legal title to areas of
seabed to which fish farming equipment is affixed. The establishment and expansion of marine.fish fanns
has been encouraged by Government and the Crown Estate.on the grounds that this is an appropriate use
of selected areas of seabed, andbecause of the economic and social benefits to the coastal areas. These
benefits are demonstrated by the establishment of new industries additional employment, and
repopuiation of remote communities. The availability of substantial financial assistance to fish farmers
from Government and EEC funds has provided further justification for a general presumption in favour
of fi.sh.farming development, when and where this is found to be compatible with other interests.
SECTION 3:

Rents
3.1 The Crown Estate has provided vital assistance to fish fanning by leasing seabed areas for this
purpose, and by allov/ing nominal payments for these leases in the initial years of fish farming
development. Since 1987 a rental formula has been adopted for salmon farms which provides for low
token payments during the start-up periods and then a standard rent, varying with both the level of
production and the market price of the product, which equates to only 1.25 per cent of turnover or less.
Details of the rental formula for offshore salmon farms are shown in Table 1. Shellfish farmers are still
benefittmg from a nominal rental payment, and new arrangements are.currently being discussed with the
operators to take effect from 1 January 1990.
3-2 Following the introduction of the new rental system for salmon farmers substantial sums have been
reinvested in research and training projects by the Crown Estate, following consultation with the fish
farming industry and others. To date a figure in the region of £300,000 has been committed m this way.
The receipt of rent is a matter quite distinct from the Crown Estate’s regulatory responsibilities and there
is no difficulty in separating this aspect from the consideration of applications.
Table 1
OFFSHORE SALMON FARMING RENTAL ARRANGEMENTS
Basic index linked annually to movement in
Billingsgate price
Farms with an annual production of more than 75
tonnes
Farms with an annual production of 75 tonnes or
less

£50 per tonne*
£45 per tonne*

Notes
1. A flat rate reduction of £4 per tonne is made in respect of farms located in the Western Isles, Orkney
and Shetland2. A three year start-up period is given at £200 pa.
*3- 1988 rents were £45-06 per tonne and £40.56 per tonne respectively.
SEOION 4:

Growth and Structure
4-1 There are at present 707 Crown Estate leases for marine fish farming. The statistics in Table 2
show that 98 per cent of these are off the coast of Scotland where physical conditions are particularly
suitable for fish farming. Table 3 contains more detailed figures for the Scottish leases, showing the
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division into salmon and shellfish farms in each part of the Highlands and Islands. This memorandum is
mainly about fish farming in Scotland because of its primary position in the fish farming sector of the
Crown Estate.
4.2 In England and Wales, as in Scotland, the Crown Estate sees its position as landowner as a key
role, in the absence of comprehensive statutory control, for ensuring that the development of fish farming
is carried out with due sensitivity to the environment. Except where proposed fish farms are within local
authority planning boundaries, CEC follow the Scottish model of advertisement and assessment before
deciding whether individual proposals are acceptable.
4.3 In Northern Ireland, statutory controls do exist; applicants must have aquaculture licences from
the Department of Agriculture and also discharge licences from DoE Northern Ireland). As this statutory
control already exists, the Crown Estate does not seek to duplicate the processes of consultation and
assessment carried out by the Department of Agriculture, and confines itself to an orthodox landowner’s
role.
Table 2
CROWN ESTATE LEASES FOR MARINE FISH FARMING (at September 1989)
Areas

Leases by Species
Salmon
Shellfish

Total
Leases

Percentage
by Areas

Scotland

299

399

698

98.5

England

1

3

4

0.7

N. Ireland

1

2

3

0.5.

Wales

2

0

2

0.3

303

404

707

100.00

Total U.K.
Percentage by Type:- All types
Salmon
Shellfish

= 707 = 100%
= 303 = 43%
= 404 = 57%

CROWN ESTATE LEASES FOR

Areas

Table 3
MARINE FISH FARMING IN SCOTLAND (at September 1989)
Leases by Species
Salmon
Shellfish

Total
Leases

Percentage
by Areas

Lochaber

23

50

73

10.5

Skye

25

50

75

10.8

Ross-shire

28

50

78

11.2

Sutherland

15

25

40

5.7

Total Highland

91

175

266

38.2

Argyll

53

99

152

21.8

Cunninghame

2

1

3

0.3

Kyle & Carrick

1

0

1

0.2

Dumfries & Galloway

1

2

3

0.3

Western Isles

87

92

179

25.7

Orkney

20

23

43

6.2

Shetland*

44

7

51

7.3

299

399

698

100.0

Total
Percentage by Type:- All types
Salmon
SheUfish

= 698 = 100%
= 299 = 43%
= 399 = 57%

*No leases have been issued for Shetland
during the.past two years, pending the
settlement of the current legal dispute about
the ownership of the seabed.
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4.4 The widespread pattern of fish farming in Scotland is evident from the locational statistics in Table
3. Salmon and shellfish leases are well distributed between the three Islands Councils areas and the
various parts of the Highland Region. Within each area there is also generally a wide dispersal of leases
amongst the many sea lochs and outer coasts. In total the 707 existing leases cover less than 1 per cent of
the total coastal area.
4.5 The establishment and growth of the fish farming industry has taken place mainly within the past
10 years; there has been a particularly fast rate of growth from 1986. The expansion of the industry
highlighted the need to widen the process of consultation before new applications were approved. The
range of interests potentially involved and the difficulties apparent in achieving balanced, and reasonable
decisions were very much recognised by the Crown Estate. Notwithstanding this the Crown Estate agreed
in consultation with Government to take on the responsibility of control authority for marine fish.farming
in view of their statutory status and national locus as managers of the Crown’s seabed interests. This has
permitted a cohesive approach to development in all coastal regions, an, aspect of some importance when
the level of integration of the industry is such that decisions in one region can have implications
elsewhere.
4.6 In October 1986 there were about 300 leases for fish farming, arid the number has increased to over
700 in the 3 years to October 1989. In a 10 year period to 1988 the output volume of.farmed salmon has
risen to over 18,000 tonnes per annum (source: DAFS see Table 4) with a first hand value of some £100m.
In addition approximately 2000 tonnes of shellfish are being produced from 400 shellfish farming leases.
It has been estimated by the Fisheries Department that 5000 jobs have been created in direct employmeiit
and as many more in downstream activities, such as processing, transportation, arid supplies.
4.7 The structure of the existing lettings which are virtually all granted for periods ofless than 25 years,
includes a good balance between large, medium and small operators and between local, national
international companies. Over'80 per cent,of salmon and shellfish farms are owned and operated by local
individuals, partnerships or small companies. In salmon farming three major companies produce about 30
per cent of the total output providing over 500 jobs for local people and performing a leading role in
marketing and research. In granting leases the Crown Estate has often provided additional assistance to
small-scale operators at the application and assessment stage, and during the subsequent operational
stage.
4.8 It will be noted that the statistics relating to the Shetland Isles are incomplete. This is the result of a
challenge made by the Shetland Salmon Farmers Association and the Lerwick Harbour Trust to the
Crown’s title to the seabed around the Shetland Isles. This challenge, based on the Norwegian origins of
the Shetlands, is firmly rebutted by the Crown Estate. It has been agreed that the matter should be
resolved by the submission of a Special Case to the Inner House of the Court of Session. The case is
expected to be heard in January 1990.
SECTION 5:

The Control System
5.1 The development and operation of marine fish farms is influenced and controlled by the wide
range of regulatory and advisory bodies shown in Table 5. The Crown Estate and several other central
and local government departments act in different capacities under various statutory powers to give fish
farmers technical advice and financial assistance, and in examining, approving or rejecting proposals.
Other public agencies arid private interest groups, and the fish farmers’ associations, provide information
and advice at the initial and subsequent stages. The Crown Estate encourages a co-operative and
co-ordinated approach by all these parties by involving them in the leasing process. The roles of the
various control authorities and advisory bodies involved are detailed on pages 3 and 4 of the Guidelines at
Appendix II.
5.2 Applications for new fish farm sites follow formal consultation procedures agreed with
Government in 1986. Lease applications provide outline information about the development proposals,
and supplementary details are obtained when necessary. Applicants are encouraged to make direct
contact with other interests in order to explain the development proposals and resolve potential
objections. Formal consultations are initiated by the Crown Estate on aU applications. This procedure
includes advertisement in a local newspaper and the deposit of a copy of the application form and.plans in
a local post office, thus providing local occupiers and the general public with the opportunity of
submitting comments on the proposals. Copies of the application form are sent, on request, to any person
who needs a personal copy.
5.3 Applications are also sent to a wide range of consultees at the same time as the public
advertisement. The full consultation list in Table 6 shows the general scope of this notification procedure;
every application is sent to the existing fish farmers in the vicinity of the proposed site, and to the relevant
central departments and agencies, the local planning authority and the river purification board. Special
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Table 5
FISH FARMING H.ANNING AND CONTROL SYSTEM
1.
2.
3.
4.
5*
6.
7.
8.
9*
10.

CROWN ESTATE
leases areas of seabed for fish farming and controls scale and design of installations.
PLANNESfG AUTHORITIES control onshore development for bases etc and advise on
offshore siting and strategies.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE & FISHERIES
research and advice on disease control and management methods and equipment.
HIGHLANDS & ISLANDS DEVELOPMENT BOARD
gives financial assistance and advice.
DEPARTMENT OF TJEIANSPORT
safeguards navigation channels and anchorages.
mVER PURIFICATION BOARD
impose effluent and pollution controls.
NATURE CONSERVANCY COUNCIL
advises on ecology and predator control.,
COUNTRYSIDE COMMISSION
advises on landscape and. design control.
HEALTH «& SAFETY EXECUTIVE
advises on equipment and operating standards.
SALMON/SHELLFISH GROWERS ASSOCIATIONS and NFU (SCOTLAND)
encourage good operating standards and cooperate in marketing and research.

arrangements have been made with the Department of Transport and the Department of Agriculture and
Fisheries for Scotland for consultations with the appropriate advisers on navigation and fishing issues. ,
5.4 Special steps are also taken to ensure adequate co-Ordination between offshore and onshore
development related to fish farming proposals. Applications for leases are sent by the Crown Estate to
the relevant local planning authorities for consideration, and there are frequently subsequent discussions
between staff and applicants about the servicing arrangements. Fish farmers may have to apply for
planning permission for an onshore base or jetty or access road, and in granting ah offshore lease the
Crown Estate tahes account of any comments in this respect which have been made by the planning
authority at the consultation stage.
5.5 In order to effectively carry out its responsibilities in operating the consultation procedures the
Crown Estate has provided additional staff and resources including the services of an experienced
professional plaimer, who is responsible for the operation of the procedures and the appraisals made. All
decisions on new applications are made by a Crown Estate Commissioner.
SEcnoN 6:

Assessments and Decisions
6.1 After a 28 day consultatipn period there is a methodical and detailed appraisal of the fish farming
project and of the comments submitted by the general public and the consultees. In some cases there are
no objections to the development proposal, and there is usually some expression of local support because
of the need for new investment and employment. In many cases where there are objections some
modifications to the site area, the scale of development or the design of the installations makes the
scheme compatible with other interests. Whilst some applications have been the subject of local
controversy, there have been very few major conflicts, and when these have emerged the decision by the
Crown Estate Commissioners to approve, modify or reject the application has been generally accepted as
a fair and reasonable outcome. Approximately 80 per cent of decisions are made within the three month
target period and are formally notified to both applicant and consultees and are freely available as a
matter of public record,
6.2 In view of the range of considerations which arise in the assessment of applications there are
inevitably difficult judgments to make and it is not always possible to accommodate every viewpoint. The
general objective is however to seek an appropriate balance between conservation and development
where this can be achieved without significant effects on other interests. Where applications are rejected
ct’ modified the reasons for the decision usually involve a combination of factors which influence the
conclusion drawn. These include effects on navigation, fishing interests, conservation, landscape and
proximity of existing fish farming operations.
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Table 6
CONSULTATION LIST FOR FISH FARMING APPLICATIONS
Interest Groups
Existing Leaseholders
Landowners/Tenants

Fishermen

Navigation

Consultees
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Recorded leaseholders
Other potential developers
Recorded Landowners
Scottish Landowners’ Federation
Scottish Crofters’Union
National Farmers’ Union of Scotland
Salmon Fishery Owners
Department of Agriculture & Fisheries
Scottish Fishermens’ Federation
Local Fishermens’ Association
Department of Transport
HM Coastguards
Royal Yachting Association
Port/Harbour Authorities
Ministry of Defence

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Highlands & Islands Development Board
Crofters’ Cominission
Forestry Comniission
Countryside Commission for Scotland
Nature Conservancy Council
Regional Planning Authority
District iPlahning Authority
River Purification Boards
National Trust for Scotland
Scottish Wildlife Trust
Royal Society for Protection of Birds
Association for Protection of Rural Scotland
Respondents to newspaper advertisements
Respondents to post office notices
Special interest groups

Other Departments/Agencies

Local Authorities

Conservation Societies

General Public

6.3 In 1988 the Secretary of State for Scotland announced the conclusions of a review carried out by
the Scottish Office into the policies and procedures of the Crown Estate in relation to marine fish farming
(House of Commons Hansard: 19 December 1988 cols 88-91). This review confirmed the Government’s
previously expressed view that the extension of local authority planning control would not be appropriate
and that there was general satisfaction at the procedures operated by the Crown Estate. The Secretary of
State did however conclude that an Advisory Committee should be established to assist the Crown Estate
in the assessment of any very controversial fish farming proposals. The Chairman and Deputy Chairman
of this Committee were appointed by the Secretary of State, and the members will be drawn from the
relevant statutory authorities in central and local government. Tlie main purpose of the Committee is to
review the issues in cases where one of these authorities has a strong objection to the proposals and it has
not been possible to resolve this by the standard procedure.
6.4 The current outcome of the comprehensive consultation and assessment procedure adopted by the
Crown Estate in 1986 is shown by the statistics in Table 7. During this period 642 applications for fish
farming leases have been received; 258 of these were rejected or withdrawn and 363 (58 per cent) were
approved, mostly with various modifications and conditions to meet objections raised by consultees,
SECUON 7:
Environment
7.1 One the major factors in the consideration of applications for fish farming is the assessment of the
environmental implications. Tliese considerations relate to both the physical and ecological/biological
issues. In this respect the Crown Estate is aided by the Governmental advisers on nature and landscape
conservation.
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Table 7
CROWN ESTATE (SCOTLAND) MA.RINE HSH FARMING APPLICATIONS & DECISIONS
1.10.86 to 30.9.89
SA = Salmon SH = Shellfish
Areas'
Total Applications

Approvals

Rejections

Withdrawals

Under
Consideration
SA
SH

All

SA

SH

SA

SH

SA

SH

SA

SH

Lochaber

81

34

47

13

27

11

5

10

14

0

1

Skye

80

22

58

12

38

5

10

5

8

0

2

Ross-Shire

96

37

59

13

33

6

13

18

12

0

1

Sutherland

64

30

34

9

21

11

8

9

4

1

1

Total Highland

321

123

198

47

119

33

36

42

38

Argyll

170

60

110

30

68

17

20

10

15

3

7

7

4

3

4

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

101

66

35

41

26

18

7

6

1

1

1

43

21

22

13

12

4

4

3

4

1

2

642

274

368

135

228

72

67

61

58

South West
Western Isles
Orkney
Shetland (N.A.)
All Areas
Percentage of decisions

Approvals

Rejections &
Withdrawals

Salmon

50%

50%

Shellfish

65%

35%

Both Types

58%

42%

15

7.2 Rsh farming is widely accepted as a form of resource development well suited to the remote
coastal areas where it is dependent on the availability of unpolluted and sheltered waters. There is a clear
interdependency between fish farmers and the immediate environment in which they work. This
promotes a high level of common interest encouraged by the Crown Estate in preserving water quality
and minimising disease.
7.3 Ecological and biological implications are important elements in siting decisions and in subsequent
husband and management. The Nature Conservancy Council, supported by other interest groups, gives
advice on the proximity of wildlife to intended sites and on the native populations and composition of the
seabed-involved.
7.4 The Crown Estate has a particular interest in the potential effects of waste products from salnion
cages on the seabed and has financially supported research carried out at the Dunstaffnage Marine
Laboratory. This research identified the biological processes involved and produced a model for
predicting efifects. In practice the research has demonstrated that the effects of waste feed and detritus
falling to the seabed is very localised, usually within a radius of 50m from the cages, and that movement
of the cages on a site rotation basis allowed the recovery of the seabed to take place over a period of
approximately 2 years.
7-5 The Crown Estate Ls now the major sponsor of the continuation of this line of research to
investigate the effects of sahnon farming waste on the water column. This work is currently underway
with a commitment of Crown Estate funds totalling £120,000. A further £110,000 is also being provided
to support and co-ordinate research into transmission and prevention of furunculosis, a bacterial disease
commonly found in wild salmon which cause substantial losses of farmed fish.
7,6 A number of other environmental matters have a direct bearing on husbandry methods and
practice, such as predator controls, and these have been the subject of industry/conservation sponsored
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research. Codes of Practice, Guidance Notes, and advice on environmentally related, issues have been
issued by industry and conservation bodies. The River Purification Boards also play a lead role in the
granting of appropriate licences under the Control of Pollution Act 1974 for each fish farm installation
This regulates and controls discharges and licences are granted subject to specific conditions and
limitations.
7.7 Whilst there are no indications of significant and irreversible environmental damage by fish fanns
there is an accepted need to ensure that this situation is maintained by continued monitoring and the
improvement of baseline studies to enable greater accuracy in predicting effects. A great deal of work
continues to be commissioned by a wide range of bodies, including the Crown Estate, to improve
knowledge and develop better environmental and rearing practices.
SECTION 8:

Environmental Assessment
8.1 To meet the provisions.of EEC Directive 85/337 additional procedures have been recently adopted
for a more detailed assessment of any salmon farming development of a type, scale or location which may
be expected to have significant effects on the environment. Indicative criteria for the application of these
procedures has been announced for the guidance of applicants and others. Details of this guidance
including the criteria agreed with Government for its implementation are included at pages 13/14 of the
Guidelines at Appendix II. With the reduction in the number and scale of salmon farming projects there
may not be many of these, but the Crown Estate fully recognises its role and responsibilities as competent
authority for administration of the regulations in respect of marine fish farming.
SECTION 9:

Monitoring
9.1 Following the grant of a lease the Crown Estate monitors and controls the development of an
approved site through the use of experienced, locally based, consultants. This monitoring process ensures
that sites are developed in accordance with conditions and specifications stipulated in the form of
approval, and also provides further on-site advice and guidance to fish farmers and other interested
parties.
9.2 Developments are generally required to take place within two years of the lease being granted.
Tliis allows operators sufficient time to obtain other necessary consents and financial support. The Crown
Estate discourages leases being held when no development is in prospect, and where necessary leases
have been revoked on these grounds.
10:
Development Strategy and Guidelines
10.1 To assist potential fish farmers in their initial applications for seabed leases, and in the subsequent
development phase if a lease is obtained, the Crown. Estate has published several reports setting out
Guidelines for fish farming development. In December 1987 after early experience under the new
consultation and assessment procedures there was clearly a need for basic ^idance on siting and design
of fish farms. A research contract on the effects of fish farms on the landscape which was jointly funded
with other agencies provided some useful material, and some evident constraints were emerging in
sensitive areas. The Crown Estate’s Guidelines on Siting and Design of Marine Fish Farms has been
widely distributed in the UK and in other countries and has encouraged some notable improvements in
the appearance of fish farms.
SECTION

10.2 A second Teport was published in October 1989, Guidelines on Siting; Procedures and Principles,
governing marine fish farming projects. This is also primarily meant for potential developers and existing
operators, and therefore the main aim has been to present advice clearly and briefly. This report contains
a summary of some of the procedural information outlined in this memorandum, and also an indication of
important locational policies.
10.3 These recent Guidelines are in part a simple summary statement of the key elements in a more
detailed report also published in October 1989 by the Crown Estate under the title of a Development
Strategy and Area Guidelines for Marine Fish Fanning. This is a longer and more technical report
containing a detailed professional analysis of the factors to be considered in assessing fish farming
applications. A full account is presented of the concepts of Very Sensitive Areas and Spacing Standards
which the Crown Estate has found useful in discussions with fish farming developers and consultees. The
key policies from this composite development strategy are shown in in Table 8.
10.4 In preparing these three reports Crown Estate staff have consulted departments and agencies
from central and local government and also relev'/nt non-governmental organisations with an interest in
fish farming, as well as the operators’ associations. So far as possible the constructive comments received
from these bodies have been taken into account in the published versions, and close contact will be
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maintained with all interest groups during the implementation stage. There is now, therefore, a good
basis in the Development Strategy for co-ordinated policies, procedures and actions on the part of the
developers and the regulatory and advisory authorities. These procedures and policies will however be
kept imder close review by the Crown Estate to ensure their continued application-and effectiveness.
SECIION 11:

Future Prospects
11T There are now signs that the demand for new sites for salmon rearing has much, reduced both as a
result of the more difficult market conditions for the operators and as a result of the physical constraints
evidenced by greater difficulty in obtaining site approvals. Whilst the increase in production of farmed
salmon worldwide means ever sharpening competition it should result in the continuing survival of the
more efficient producers and there is scope for production expansion within the cage sites already held
imder lease; Ihere is a need therefore for the Crowii Estate to maintain a flexible approach to the
structure of the industry in order that it can adapt to compete and survive in an international market
place.
11.2 In the longer term an increase in the number of commercially cultivable species will give a
broader and more stable base to the industry. This will however be governed by the availability of
substantial research and development investment, rearing costs and product prices. However, the
numbers and range of shellfish leases in particular contiiiue to expand and many of these are small scale
enterprises well suited to providing opportunities for local people. Research continues both in Scotland
and. abroad into the possibilities of rearing alternative fin fish species. Of these halibut, seems the most
immediate and likely option and rearing trials are currently underway.
SECTION 12:

Conclusions
12.1 The Crown Estate has welcomed and encouraged fish farming as a major opportunity to enhance
the economic and social fabric of remote coastal areas—particularly in the Highlands and Islands of
Scotland—where this can be achieved without significant effects on t** e environment or other interests.
To consider the implications of individual proposals a comprehensive process of public consultation and
appraisal has been developed by the Crown Estate with the support of Government and is operated
against a defined strate^c framework. By these means the Crown Estate conducts its responsibihties for
siting decisions in an open and balanced way which recognises and takes into account the statutory
responsibilities of other control authorities.
12.2 These siting decisions are made on the basis of the best knowledge and practices currently
available, but there is clearly a need to continue to improve and invest in. appropriate lines of research to
ensure that the many ecological and biological interactions are understood and that husbandry techniques
are developed and improved. These objectives would help to ensure the long term sustainability of the
fish farming industry which is now of such importance to the social and economic structures of remote
coastal areas.
Table 8
MARINE FISH FARMING IN SCOTLAND Development Strategy
POLICY GUIDELINES FOR INNER LOCH AREAS
A
General presumption in favour of improvements and innovations at existing fish farms. General
presumption against further fish farms in inner lochs:
In Very Sensitive Areas a special case would have to be made for fish farming proposals.
7/OLICY GUIDELINES FOR OUTER LOCH AREAS
3
General presumption in favour of small and medium-scale fish farms compatible with other
interests. General presumption against further large-scale fish farms within loch areas.
Large-scale is over 12,000 square metres of cages/rafts/lines. Salmon farming projects of over 6,000
square metres in these areas are subject to an environmental assessment.
POLICY GUIDELINES FOR OPEN COAST AREAS
C
General presumption in favour of fish farms on sites off the op
interests.
Salmon farming projects of over 12,000 square metres In the.
environmental assessment.
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Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Crown Estate Commissioners
FISH FARMING LEASES-ANALYSIS OF DURATION
Years
I-

Acutal Number of Leases

Percentage %

102
336
89
85
3.4

16
52
13.8
13
5

1
1

0.1
0.1

5

6-10
II16-20

15

2^5
26-50 (35 years)
51-100 (99 years)
15 Feburary 1990

Examination of Witnesses
pF MANSFIELD, a Member of the House of Lords, attending by leave of that House, First
Crown Estate Commissioner, examined.
MR M J GRAVESTOCK, Crown Estate Receiver for Scotland, DR P D MCGOVERN, Planning Adviser, MR F
G PARRISH, Head, Foreshore and Seabed Division, Crown Estate Commissioners, examined.

THE EARL

Chairman
290. Good morning, welcome to the Committee. I am happy to say that we have met you all
before, but it would be useful if you would be kind
enough to introduce your colleagues and then we
will proceed.
(Earl of Mansfield) On my left is Mr Frank
Parrish, who is the Head of the Foreshore and
Seabed Division of the Crown Estate. On my near
right is Mr Martin Gravestock, who is Head of the
Estate Office in Edinburgh. 3He has the title of
Scottish Receiver. His duties go a great deal wider
than fish farming but he has been very much
concerned with aspects offish farming, particularly
during the last few years. Beyond him, on niy
right, is Dr Peter McGovern who is the Adviser so
far as fish farming is concerned. He came to us
from the Planning Division of the Scottish Development Department. We poached him in 1986
when the number of applications began to swell
alarmingly and we set down the new procedures
for the granting of leases which have endured up to
the present day. Those are the personae. Would it
be helpful if I made a short preliminary statement?
291. We do not normally proceed on that basis,
but seeing you have obviously taken care over it
and if it would be helpful then please do.
(Earl of Mansfield) It might be helpful if I briefly
trace the history of the fish farming industry and
explain how the industry has grown with such
Firstly may I point out the position of the Crown
Estate Commissioners in this? Besides many other
royal lands we are charged with the management
of the seabed below the low water mark and in
most cases between high and low water mark. The
duties of the Commissioners, which are extremely
important, because they are very often misunuerstood, are in Section 1, sub-section 3 of the
Crown Estate Act 1961, which says that it shall be
a general duty of the Commissioners, while main-

taining the Crown Estate as an estate in land, to
maintain and enhance its value and the return
obtained from it, but with due regard to the
requirements of good management. It is that last
phrase which in fact causes a great deal of trouble.
Many members of the public expect that we are
allowed to behave like a charity. In fact we are not;
we are specifically stopped by Parliament from so
doing. We can take a .broad view on what it is we
seek to do if it has consequences which are of
benefit to the estate. The fish-farming industry
really started in the early 1970s when a few
companies such as Marine Harvest—they are a
subsidiary of Unilever—approached the Crown
Estate. They were anxious to see whether Atlantic
Salmon could be farmed and were prepared to
invest very large sums of money on what vas then
a long-term experiment. Other firms also
approached us. It was in 1979 that the first
marketable salmon were produced. The arrangements for leases in the very early days were of a
fairly ad hoc nature. From 1979 there was a
seven-year moratorium placed on rents, which
came to an end in 1986. At that time it was obvious
that the industry was not only viable but thriving.
Many more applications were coming in and it was
then that the present procedures were laid down. It
should be said that if anybody is under the
impression that the Crown Estate Commissioners
have always been concerned merely to extract the
last possible penny out of fish farmers, the fact that
we gave the seven-year moratorium—which still
exists, although it is just coming to an end in
relation to shellfish farmers—shows that we were
anxious to encourage the industry and give it every
chance to succeed. I have to acknowledge also that
the Governments of the day, both through the
Department of Agriculture in Scotland and indeed
the Highlands and Islands Development Board,
gave active encouragement and support. We now
have a major resource industry in the Highlands
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and Islands. So far as the Crown Estate is
concerned, I want to emphasise that we have never
adopted a “let ‘ein all come” policy; we have
always sought to maintain the balance between
production and conservation. More than 50 per
cent of all applications are either rejected or
vnthdrawn because of objections that have been
produced. We have as a result produced three
definitive pieces of work on fish fanning in
general, siting procedures and development
strategy copies of which were enclosed with our
memorandum. I should just like to remind the
Committee that there is a number of other bodies
with statutory roles to play when decisions as to the
granting of leases are considered: they include the
Department of Agriculture for Scotland, the water
purification boards and the Department of Transport, to name but three. So the Crown Estate
Conunissioners are not the secretive body acting as
a judge and jury in their own cause as sometimes is
said by our critics who are no doubt well-meaning
but ignorant of the fact, of the very important part
that these other bodies, particularly the local
authorities, play. Two further points: the present
state of the industry. Iii our memorandum is the
output of tonnage which last year came to somewhere in the re^on of 18,000 tonnes of salmon and
this year is likely to be in the region of 25,000
tonnes of salmon. You have to look no further
than the nearest supermarket to see how fresh
Scottish salmon is on the shelves at prices wliich
compare very favourably with other forms of
protein. Jobs provided in the Highlands and
Islands have been estimated by the Department of
Agriculture for Scotland in the region of 5,000 and
economically firagile areas have been preserved
and in many cases the quality of life for the people
living in those areas has been greatly enhanced.
The last matter I would draw to your attention is
the view taken by the Government in the Secretary
of State’s written answer to a question on 19
December 1988, reported in Hansard on that day,
columns 88 to 91. That you have before you but I
should say that this showed the Government took a
very carefirl look at the role of the Commissioners
and the manner in which we were carrying it out
and it actually says “We are satisfied that the
Commissioners have handled efficiently the rapid
increase in the number of lease applications and
have taken proper account of the relevant factors
in reaching their decisions”. This in no v/ay
prejudices either the work of your Committee or
the conclusions that it may come to. As he
announced the formation of the Advisory Committee, which no doubt we shall talk about, and
which the Crown Estate welcomed, we did take
some consolation from the fact that what had
happened until then seemed to have the blessing of
Government as being efficient and fair, because
that is what we have tried to do. There is no doubt
that improvements can be made and the Advisory
Committee was one. At any rate, it was those sorts
of recommendations which will give us the opportunity to provide an even better service, coupled
with a framework which will demonstrate perhaps
more dearly that the opinions of conservationist
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bodies and others, such as local authorities, were
and are considered and valued and they do play an
important role in the future of the industry when
we come to allocate the leases. That in short is
what I would like to say by way of preface.
292. Thank you very much. We also have your
written evidence which is comprehensive and most
helpful. It will come as no surprise to you to realise
that the question as to whether or not the Crown
Estate Commissioners are the right body to deal
with the applications for new fish farms and to
review the situation as far as established ones are
concerned,, is one that is clearly going to exercise
our attention. Do you like having this role or
would you prefer the planning aspects of this
matter to reasemble more closely the situations
that prevail on shore, where you as the landlords
have the management of your estate to care about
and will worry about the commercial aspects of
leases that you might wish to give, but you would
have no say in the planning process other than to
make representations to a further planning authority? Do you rather like having this role because you
are good at it and because you are established to
do it?
(EarL of Mansfield) We see very considerable
advantages of being the only authority. One can
only look for instance to the example of Shetland
and the difference of approach as between the
Highland Regional Council and some of the other
local authorities to see what can happen when
different bodies with different policies are fulfilling
the same function. Secondly, there is the matter of
speed. We have discovered that the would-be fish
farmer is always strapped for cash. He wants a very
quick and efficient ser\'ice because the sooner he
can get his sraolts into the water, the quicker they
are going to come to maturity and the sooner he is
going to get some kind of return on the very large
sums of money that he has borrowed. I have—and
I think my colleagues would agree-^grave doubts
as to whether local authorities would be able to act
with the speed which we do particularly bearing in
mind that if anybody is refused then all sorts of
appellate procedures take place which could take
up to a year. I should say—and it is not generally
realised—that very many of the objections, which
have been raised in relation to a particular fish
farm are touted amongst all the objectors and
indeed all the people who have an interest in that
particular site—the local land occupiers and so
on—and very often the matter ends in a compromise; everybody is satisfied, except possibly the
people who for scenic reasons do not want to see
fish farms in a sea loch at all and those you will
never satisfy I am afraid. All the people who object
genuinely for conservation reasons or because of
the infrastructure on shore can be accommodated.
Therefore the fact that we have such flexibility, as
Crown Estate Commissioners, in working out
these procedures leads to (a) speed and (b)
satisfied customers and (c) in the main it satisfies
most of the objectors. I know that they have come
here and said that they are very far from being
satisfied but there are no doubt amongst the local
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authorities and their planning officers many who
genuinely believe that it should be part of their
remit to undertake this task and not some foreign
outside body such as ours which is not controllable
by them. We are of course directly responsible to
the Secretary of State for Scotland and accounta*
ble, so there is absolutely no reason why any
member of the House of Commons, or indeed
House of Lords, should.not ask questions and have
them answered by the Secretary of State for
Scotland.
293, You have probably put your finger on it in
the last sentence or two where you raise the point
about local authorities. It is the feeling that there is
no democratic way of affecting the decision. I am
not saying that I do not think that is probably quite
a good thing because I can see you can come to
decisions faster, but there are critics who say they
would like an authority with elected members to
have a say in the matter. I take from your answer
that you believe you are the best equipped body;
you would like to continue to do it.
{Earl of Mansfield) We should like to continue
to do it, not because we have dreams of power or
anything like that, but we do think that we can
satisfy our tenants and carry out our statutory duty
by the Estate more efficiently and profitably by the
system which has grown up and which has been
refined by the Secretary of State.
294, Are you not concerned that this Advisory
Corrimittee at the end of the day will take this
autocratic power away from you because you are
going to have to refer contentious cases to them
and therefore they at the end of the day will make
the decisions and not you?
{Earl of Mansfield) All the indications are that
there will be very few contentious cases which will
be referred to them. Partly because of the process
of compromise which I have already outlined, I do
not believe that many cases will in fact be taken as
far as the consultative committee. Secondly, if the
consultative committee cannot resolve the matter,
it can then go to the Secretary of.State and we have
undertaken to pay the greatest possible attention
to what the Secretary of State in those circumstances says. Therefore the number of cases is
going to be in terms of the fingers of one hand per
year. By agreement, discussion and compromise,
the vast majority of contested cases are either
withdrawn by the fish farmer because he can see it
is a no-go situation, he is never going to get the
leave that he wants either for a fish farm as
extensive as he wishes or whatever it is, or there is
compromise that the farm should either be niade
smaller or put into a different position or in some
way suit conservationists’ interests.
Mr MacDonald
295, You refer to Shetland as an exception to
the case where you have planning control, but
there is a second exception, which is Northern
Ireland, where the Department of Agriculture and
the Department of the Environment issue agriculture or water discharge licences. You say in
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your submission to this Committee in paragraph
4.3 “As this statutory control already exists, the
Crown Estate does hot seek to duplicate the
processes of consultation .., and confines itself to
an orthodox landowner’s role”. Do you think it
impedes the development in any kind of way—
economically, environmentally, or any kind of
way—in Northern Ireland of fish farming that you
there confine yourselves to an orthodox landowner’s role? Do you think there is any bad impact
upon the development of fish farming there?
{Earl of Mansfield) Perhaps I may speak with a
little personal experience because I was Minister of
State there in the middle 1980s. There are never
going to be very many fish farms for finned fish
there because of security reasons. IVIr Parrish has
been to Northern Ireland where there are quite a
lot of oyster beds in Strangford Loch and I will
invite him to answer this one.
{Mr Parrish) In Northern Ireland the situation is
very different jfrom that in Scotland. First of all
there is a different system of Government there,
Secondly, the fish farming itself is at a very much
earlier stage than that in Scotland, The system
under which applications are considered is only
just getting into gear and it is very hard to judge
how it will be able to cope with any significant
number of applications. What we do know already
is that they do take quite a long time under the
Northern Ireland system and it is a question
whether fish farmers, with their funding implications, can work under a very long timescale
planning regime of that sort without a fairly rapid
resolution. So far there is only one marine fin fish
farm in Northern Ireland and a couple of shellfish
farms. There are fewer than 20 applications at all
sorts of stages being considered. One can immediately draw from that that if fish farming in
Northern Ireland were to escalate to anywhere
near the level in Scotland, the resource implications for the Northern Ireland departments
would be very considerable indeed.
296. That is interesting. You are saying the
larger the industry, the less the agricultural departments are competent to oversee it, that they would
be advised to turn to a body like the Crown Estate
Comniissoners to take that burden off their
shoulders.
{Mr Parrish) No, I do not think I was drawing
any such conclusions: I was conjecturing whether
the system, as it was, would be able to cope with
the very large number of applications, such as in
Scotland, without posing resource implications for
whoever was going to do it. The system is untested,
certainly in a Scottish sort of environment.
297. In the early 1980s, when the development
of fish farming was taking place there was really
quite a lot of debate then within the Crown Estate
Commission itself about whether they really
wanted to take on this role. Your predecessor, the
Earl of Crawford, who was Chairman in the early
1980s, said “We are hot constitutionally well
placed to operate a planning control. Apart from
anything else we are an inevitably interested
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party”. Presumably from what you said you would
disagree with your predecessor on that.
{Earl of Mansfield) At the time he made that
remark there were only two things which could
happen: either the Department of Agriculture for
Scotland would have had to vote very large
resoiurces to the applications that were beginning
to flood in, or else the Crown Estate would have to
gear itself up to entertaining these applications.
My predecessor is perfectly entitled to his opinion
and i dare say at the time when the staff at
Charlotte Square consisted in the early 1980s of
about 3 or 4 people, he was thinking of that sort of
regime. Now we have 18 staff, including seven
senior staff, five consultants, two officers and a
marine biologist.
298. The point the Earl of Crawford was making
was that the reason they were not constitutionally
weU placed was not a matter of numbers of staff,
but the fact he said, that “Apart from anything else
we are an. inevitably interested party”.
{Earl of Mansfield) I do not know the circumstances in which he made that remark. I do not
believe that you will find one person in the
industry—I am.not saying anybody else—who has
said that we have put the interests of the Crown
Estate Commissioners before that of the fish
farmer or would-be applicant for a lease. In other
words, we have adapted ourselves to the situation
which grew up.
299. Could I ask a couple of financial questions
about fish farming? In your submission, in paragraph 3.2, you mention the £300,000 that you are
going to be providing for research and training in
aquaculture over a three-year period. Could you
tell us what revenue you derive from fish farming?
{Earl of Mansfiel^ May I use the year 1989-90
as being the last complete year? We estimate,
although we do not have final figures yet, that our
revenue is going to be in the region of £830^000.
We have a large staff now with a wage bill of
£221,000- We have overheads of £67,000. We have
such things as solicitors’ costs and visits to the fish
farms amounting to £41,000, consultants’ fees and
so on. The total cost is £358,847. We also have
undertaken to give £100,000 a year over three
years, of which we have just completed the second,
for research and development. If you add that it
makes our annual costs £458,047.1 would put this
to the Committee: I wonder how many private
organisations spend 13 per cent of their gross
revenue on research and development.
300- You are saying that your wage costs of
£221,000, which is the largest element, goes purely
on the administration of fish farms,
{Earl of Mansfield) Yes, that is right.
301.
Just
think there would be a saving in the administrative
costs of administering the planning of fish farming
if that was done between the agricultural departments in the Scottish Office and the planning
authorities in the local authorities. Do you not
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think that the Crown Estate consists of a duplication of administration which is not necessary?
{Earl of Mansfield) If you create a hydra, a
many-headed creature, to do the job that we are
doing at the moment, yes, of course you would
save us costs. But the creature would then have to
take them on.
Mr MacDonald: The point I was making is that
there are people in those offices whose job it
already is to administer planning controls of
various kinds.
Chairman
302. Am I not right in thinking that the costs of
an application is dealt with separately and therefore is not in the revenue figures you were talking
about? If I apply to start up a fish farm, presumably I have to pay something to have my
application processed, do I not?
{Mr Gravestock) Yes, that is correct; there is an
application fee-of £50, but in effect that covers the
costs of advertising the application and placing it
on deposit in the Post Office.
303. So some of these costs you have been
talking about are in administering these applications.,
{Mr Gravestock) Those costs exclude those
related to application fees.
Mr MacDonald
304. So for the year 1989-90 the return you
received was approximately £400,000 once you
have taken all the costs.
{Earl of Mansfield) Yes.
305. This will of course increase directly as
production increases because the costs will remain
roughly the same, I would expect, but as production increases from 25,000 to 30,000 to 50,000
tonnes then the return you will be receiving will be
more or less pure profit.
{Earl of Mansfield) No. As the number of fish
farms increases and the output increases there is
going to be a higher responsibility on us to police
what is going on, to see that fish farmers are
abiding by the terms of their leases. These have a
great many clauses in them as to the way in which
the fish farmer is to carry on his business; the sort
of chemicals that he can or cannot use and so on.
The higher the state of the industry, the more
expense we shall be put to. I strongly suspect that
we have not heard the last of disease, as they have
discovered in Norway. But you are perfectly right
that as production increases our profits should
increase higher than our expenses, otherwise we
could not be very efficient.
306; Do you have any sympathy for those local
to
raise one who
possibility,
do you
not
authorities
have made
submissions
to us,
basically complaining that it is not a fair arrangement because they incur expenditure on the
infrastructure which it is necessary to have to
sppport fish farming development; roads just being
the most obvious example. Despite their having to
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incur this expenditure, the Crown Estate Commissioners are the principal beneficiaries when it
comes to receiving revenue from these economic
developments. As a consequence of that they call
for reinvestment of the profit you receive back into
various kinds of local infrastructure. Do you have
any sympathy with those kinds of submissions from
the local authorities?
{Earl of Mansfield) Yes, but of course we do not
know for how long shore-based buildings are going
to escape business rates; I have a feeling that it will
not be for very long. In that case the local authority
will get a measure of return. Yes, of course I
sympathise with the fact that the local authority
has in each case the statutory duty to provide the
infrastructure and that is why we take so much
heed of what the local authorities say when an
application comes forward and why our communications to the would-be fish farmer say that his
lease is dependent on him, in the proper case
where he is going to be dependent on a shorebased facility, getting planning permission to have
that. We are talking in 1990 and I have very little
doubt in fact that within the next five years a much
higher proportion of cages will be maintained and
looked after by sea-going vessels. They may well
be out of sight of land. This is the way that the
Japanese are going and in certain instances,
particularly on those parts of the coastline where
conditions are favourable, we shall follow. The
position is not fixed. I do want to emphasise that
where the local authorities say they are in difficulties in providing infrastructure, then we pay
very close heed before we grant an application for
a lease.
Chairman
307. Before we go any further, before the fish
farmers get concerned that all their buildings are
going to be rated and local authorities anticipate
the income therefrom, I should just say that the
business rate does not work like that in fact. It goes
centrally into a pool and is redistributed, therefore
the local authorities would only in fact get fractionally better returns. We should not get diverted
by that.
{Earl of Mansfield) I am sure everybody will be
grateful for that.
Chairman: I would not like the press to pick up
the point and get it all wrong.
Mr MacDonald
308. You said in your ojpening statement that
the Crown Estate Commissioners were not a
charity.
(Earl of Mansfield) No.
309. Could you tell the Committee what revenues you generate, what profit you make from
operating Windsor Great Park?
{Earl of Mansfield) Windsor Great Park is not
really within —
Chairman: I do not think that is entirely
relevant.
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Mr MacDonald
310. The point I am trying to make is that there
are certain of your operations which you accept
will not be making a profit.
{Earl of Mansfield) Anything we do is looked at
and agreed with the Treasury. You are quite right
that there are instances where for one reason or
another we do things perhaps not at a profit but
that is with the agreement of the Treasury, it is
always subject to the Committee of Public
Accounts and indeed only last year we were in
front of the Committee of Public Accounts after
our quinquennial review by the National Audit
Office.
311. Could I ask a couple of questions about
consultation procedures? You said this morning,
and we see it in your submission also, that really
most areas in which there is some disagreement
end up in a compromise and everybody is quite
satisfied. In your submission you say that there
have been very few major conflicts. In most cases,
even in those, a compromise has emerged which
has been generally accepted as a fair and reasonable outcome. This clashes somewhat with many of
the submissions we have received from local
authorities, from fishermen’s representative bodies
and from environmental bodies, all of whom
complain very very strongly about thexonsultation
procedures and also about the fact that the
compromises which do apparently emerge are not
discussed with those who have put original submissions into thexonsultation procedures. Are you
aware of the extent of this dissatisfaction?
{Earl of Mansfield) May I take the industry first.
We have had very few letters, and I have had none,
and especially from Mr MacDonald’s constituency,
about the way in which fish farmers have been
treated. Although the local authority would like to
be master in its own house, our policy towards fish
farmers has met with universal approval from the
fish farmers and the industry themselves. I am
quite sure that a lot of the conservation bodies are
dissatisfied once the compromise has been agreed
and reached because the essence of a compromise
is that everybody gives something. I have had very
very few letters and there have not been any
questions in Parliament about the general way in
which we carry out our duties; probably Members
of Parliament could not ask particular questions
because that would be against the rules. I must not
tread on that ground. We have had very few letters
saying that this or that compromise is a disgrace or
should not have happened.
312. The Advisory Committee is where a lot of
the discontent is focused now. We have also
received complaints that this Advisory Committee,
which was first announced in December of 1988,
whose Chairman and Deputy Chairman were
appointed on 30 May, has yet to meet to consider
any application. The NCC have said that there
have been six cases since December of 1988 which
they felt ought to have gone to this Advisory
Committee. Not only have they not gone to the
Advisory Committee, the Advisory Committee has
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not yet been convened. The Highland Regional
Council have also mentioned two cases in particular,. the one in Loch Nevis where Lovat Estate
made an application and the other in Loch Hourn,
where Strathaird made an application; cases which
they felt should have gone to the Advisory
Committee, l^y has this committee not met?
(Earl of Mansfield) As Mr MacDonald has said,
the committee was set up in December 1988 and
the Secretary of State appointed the chairman and
deputy chairman in May 1989.1 am afraid that for
one reason or pother there was extreme difficulty
in obtaining a meeting between the chairman and
myself to work out the ways and means, for
instance the circumstances in which it should meet,
the people who were to be invited to serve on it,
the way in whicL cases were to be presented to it,
all the tilings which had to be laid down before the
committee could meet. I have to say that the
objections which we have received in respect both
of the Nature Conservancy Council and the local
authority were at a very low level; they never
reached director level, which is the actual level
which is going to trigger off the committee. There
was, as it were, no case of great gravity which
arose, which would have farmed one, to make the
whole thing hurry up.
313- What do you mean by “they never reached
director level”?
(Earl of Mansfield) The Director of the Nature
Conservancy Council is the man who says “Please
may the committee meet”, or “We desire the
Secretary of State’s new committee shall how
meet”314. Are you not aware, for example, of receiving notification or an official request from the
Nature Conservanqf Council for the Advisory
Committee to meet on the case of the Lunga Island
site within the Firth of Lorn? Or, you are aware of
receiving that request but it did not come from the
director so you did not feel it was necessary to
respond positively to it.
(Dr McGovern) This is a particularly good case
to discuss very briefly some of the problems. We
certainly are aware that in the initial comments of
the Nature Conservancy Council raising some
objections to that application, there was a standard
final sentence which said that if we were not
prepared to accept totally their objections they
would like it to go to the Advisory Committee.
That was signed by a junior professional officer.
With great r^ect to him, we have made it quite
clear that with the Chairman, Lord Grieve, and
Deputy Chairman Professor Dunnet, and the
nomination of the directors of these agencies and
chairmen of the local authorities and directors of
the river purifications boards to be members of the
committee, we do want to make sure that objections have been through their hands. I am afraid it
is the case, as happens in any office, that comments
are made on applications-not on fish farms but
other things—which do not always go to the
highest level. This means that some of the comments which are made are really very debatable
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from any point of view, even from the nature
conservation point of view. It is really going to be
quite essential now, with this new setup, to make
sure that we are getting meaningful comments and
not simply off-hand statements of objection. That
is one thing; there was no formal request for a
meeting of the Advisory Committee from the
appropriate level, because these comments had not
been seen by them. Nevertheless they were taken
very seriously. What the comment amounted to
was a. total rejection of this proposal. This is a
proposal for a very remote site off the coast pf
Argyll, Lunga Island^ much further out than
anything which has been proposed up to now; a
local crofter fisherman who was trying to diversify
from fishing into fish farming. They were taking
the very considerable challenge of trying to establish salmon farming out at Lunga Island. They
applied for a vefy large area on the assumption
that this was so far away from any interests that
nobody would object. They were warned before
they put in their application that there would be
objections, that it was not as easy as that. They
applied for a large area and this was one of the
reasons why we did get objections. We looked at
this, we discussed this with nature conservation
staff and local planning authority staff, as we do
every application. We asked whether it was really
necessary to reject it totally; there was a lot to be
said for a presumption in favour of helping
diversification from fishing into fish farming, helping these particular people, helping the move to
the outer remote areas which is in line with the
national strategy. Is it really necessary to reject the
whole thing? NCC’s reaction at lower level was
that it is, because this is a marine conservation
area. You may want to ask later about that
designation. We said that this must be unreasonable. What we eventually did was to make a 90 per
cent reduction on that project. The scale of the
development was to be reduced by 90 per cent.
This may mean that the project is uneconomic.
May I say that something is done about all the
comments that v/e get from the Nature Conservancy Council: over 50 per cent are rejected,
usually on the basis of their objections; another 40
per cent are radically modified to meet nature
conservavion objections; so 90 per cent of objections from the Nature Conservancy Council do
lead to definite results. The ones which are
modified often lead to such radical modifications
that the project does not go ahead, which means it
is to some extent a victory for conservation,
although a very strange one. They do not take
account of modifications. In that particular case a
90 per cent reduction, leaving a very very much
smaller scheme which was most unlikely to have
any significant effects on anything, seemed a very
reasonable conclusion.
315. I do not want to go into the merits of
particular cases because then I could start banging
on about Lovat Estates and Loch Nevis to counteract the picture of the struggling crofter fisherman. AU I want to do really is look at the
procedure for considering these cases. What you
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are saying is that you received a written request
from the NCC that this matter be referred to the
Advisory Committee in the event that the NCC
objections were not taken on board. But you
considered that the request did not come from a
senior enough source within the NCC. You did not
feel it was necessary to check back with the NCC to
see whether they still wished to press it to the
Advisory Committee, you simply decided that this
was not a sufficiently senior source to warrant
reference to the Advisory Committee.
{Dr McGovern) Very briefly and very hesitantly
because we do not want to go into details of
particular cases, one did of course go back and the
reaction was “I have no authority to negotiate”.
Tliat was the first point. The second point is that
now with the Advisory Committee wholly operational, certainly one would now be going back to
the Director of that organisation personally and
saying “Are you signing on for this? In which case
it will go to the Advisory Committee”. At that
particular stage the Advisory Committee was not
really operational. Given the circumstances of the
case it was not one—you could have quoted some
other cases where there was perhaps a stronger
reason—which merited the additional steps necessary to put it to the Advisory Committee.
316. You fall back on the fact that the. Advisory
Committee was not setup until 1988, but cases of
this kind, where there were disputes should have
been held over until the Advisory Committee was
up and running to consider them rather than
having them through in this gap between the
announcement of the setting up of the committee
and the actual setting up itself.
{Earl of Mansfield) If the Director or the
Chairman of the NCC, both of whom I know very
well, had written to me over any of these six cases,
then we would have considered either putting the
application in cold storage or rejecting it according
to the circumstances of the case. But that has never
happened. I have had not one single letter from
any source to say “Coriie along. Hurry up with the
committee. Why is it not meeting yet?”.
317. 1 do not want to go into specific cases, but
can I take it that was a general reasoning for not
convening the committee on other controversial
cases too, for example the Loch Nevis case with
Lovat Estates where the Highland Regional Council objected and it went against their strategic plan
for fish farming? It was again a case where the
objection came from too junior a source to merit
calling of the committee.
{Dr McGovern) On that particular case there
was no suggestion from any level that it should go
to the Advisory Committee.
318. Are you worried that there might appear to
be some breakdown of communications here? We
as a Committee are placed in a very odd situation
when we get submissions from these various
bodies, the Highland Regional Council on the
matter of Loch Nevis for example, saying that they
objected to these developments and their objec-
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tions were overruled and they did not get the
opportunity to come to the Advisory Committee.
You tell us that you received no such strong
representations. Dops this cause you some concern
as to how communications are working out
between yourselves and these bodies?
{Earl of Mansfield) The matter was not escalated, as is normal. The Crown Estate has vast
property ramifications and whenever there are
objections to any course of action—and I do not
mean just in the planning sphere, it may be in the
commercial sphere or anything else—if somebody
is aggrieved they put on an employee of sufficient
weight. He then either writes to the Chief Exe-,
cutive, the Second Commissioner, or he can write
to the Deputy Chief Executive if it is to do with an
urban matter, or he can write to his MP—and this
happens very frequently—and I then get a letter
from the MP of from the individual concerned and
the matter is given attention. I think most people
in this room have had letters from me. We answer
a great deal more expeditiously than the Whitehall
departments and people get very full letters. This is
not some sort of arrogant brushing aside of good
and valid arguments which have been put up; they
have not been of a type which would have alerted
us to take the steps which I previously outlined.
Mr Gili
319. I have no doubt your organisation is a very
responsible one and having regard to the unique
constitution of your organisation no doubt you
take your responsibilities extremely seriously. Do
you think that there is a sufficient understanding of
the constraints that there are upon you in terms of
your effective management of your estate? Do you
take steps to make those constraints known? Do
you feel that a better understanding of them would
be helpful in terms of reducing the number of
attacks that appear to be made upon you?
{Earl of Mansfield) This is a very important
question which goes much wider than fish farming.
Until about the time that I was appointed, the
Crown Estate just fulfilled its statutbry function
and kept a very low profile. As the commercial
side of the Crown Estate increased, as for instance
in London the heritage questions grew, as in fish
farming the conservation question grew, then we
have taken a conscious policy decision that we
should—not advertise ourselves because we had
nothing to sell but—show ourselves in our true
light as being the creature that we are. We do now
spend a great deal of effort and no small amount of
money in doing that. If I may respectfully agree, in
the past we did not take the right steps to show that
we operate within constraints which imposed on us
by Parliament.
320. Would you like to take this opportunity to
outline in brief the constraints which you feel are
imperative in terms of fish farming?
{Earl of Mansfield) The constraints are basically
speaking contained in our submission in the
guidelines and particularly the technical part of
that. If you are asking me as Chairman what I
interpret as the Commissioners’ policy, we are very
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conscious of the enormous beneficial effects that
fish farming has had^ as I said in my opening
statement, in some of the most vulnerable areas of
Scotland. We want to encourage it as much as we
can. We are equtdly conscious of the effects of too
liberal a granting of leases or licences which has
happened in some places and above all we are very
mindful of disease which can literally wipe out a
small fish farmer in a maUer of days. It is because
of these three considerations that we have set up
this very elaborate machinery before leases are
granted. Secondly, we are devoting n very considerable proportion of our gross revenue to
research. It is not only us, the Government are
too, and indeed some of the industry. We feel that
we are taking as responsible an attitude as we can
to carrying out our objectives. Hopefully that
answers your question.
321. I am sure it does. It just seems to me that
the evidence we have collected dernonstrates that
the points yon have just put—which I well
understand—are not as well understood generally
as they might be.
(£arZ of Mansfiel^ This is a little beside the
point, ^y organisation connected with the
Crown,^even at second hand by reason of the 1760
agreement with the House of Commons, is diffident ahput blowing the trumpet and beating the
drum too hard. Butin fact I regard the fish farming
poli<y of my predecessor, which has been continued under ihy chairmanship, as being a great
success. A lot of money has been made by a lot of
our tenants and a measure of prosperity is now
being seen in parts of Scotland where it has hot
been for 50 years. I personaUyfind it—arid Xhope I.
can say this-^extremely satisfying to go to visit fish
farms and see that schools are still open with very
young children going to them, every day. The
policy of the Crown Estate Commissioners, aided
and abetted by Government agencies—I do not
to take more credit than we should—and
indeed by some of our most severe critics such as
the local authorities has meant that between us we
have done a remarkably good job. That is very
smiig and I dare say it can be attacked but I was
ask^ the question.
Chairman; I think that is entirely relevant and I
was PPS to your predecessor and I am sure he said
the right things too.
Mr Alexander
322, X should like to ask our witnesses a couple
of questions on the development strategy and in
particular this document. Marine Fish Farming,
which you issued in the autumn of last year.
Obviously development strategy is just what it
says, yet if one goes to the sumraarj' of your
evidence you say that growth in the industry is now
slowing as a result of the reducing number of sites
and the more difficult market conditions facing
salmon farmers in particular. Why was this document not issued perhaps five years ago when the
industry was taking off rather than doing it now?
(Dr McGovern) I am not sure it is known or
recognised but in the papers which are in Members
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hands there are three documents. In December
1987 we did in fact issue the first guidelines
document whieh you have there and that of course
had been available in draft from early 1987
onwards. That really did set the first elements of
what is now elaborated in the development
strategy. Therefore from early 1987 onwards there
has been a strategy and we just started'this when I
came in at the end of 1986. Quite quickly after
that, as well as dealing with cases, we also started
producing a development strategy. That was an
outline* document and you are quite right that two
years later we now produce a more elaborate
document but it is built on and expands on what
was done at a much earlier stage. Itis not too late,
it is never too late, to produce a development plan
and in the Scottish situation the oil scene was
allowed to develop by the Scottish Office from the
early to mid 1970s before national plannirig guidelines were introduced on oil, and for very good
reasons. With a new industry one does need time
to see whether there are problems and what the
problems are. There may be something v/hich can
fit arid does not rieed a strategy and riobody is
going to produce strategies'unless they me needed-.
There is a period of soft of feeling the way. That
period of fish farming in the early 1980s, up to
1986, was an initial development period in which
there were very few conflicts, very few controversies. It was only from 1985-^86 onwards that there
began to be a need for a wider consultation
procedure and then for a framework for it. This
framework, which we have produced in the Development Strategy and its p^-^decessors, is a
remarkably useful document; other people are
sayirig that too apart froin the Crown Estate. It has
gone all over the world. In particular it is very
similar, you may be interested to know in view of
your trip to Norway, to what the Norwegians are
now trying to produce for their industry and very
late in the day over there too. We went over to
Norway to discuss with the Norwegians their
Lenka study. I think yoU were told about this on
your visit. What struck the Norwegians was that
this strategy for Scotland is on very siiriilar lines to
what they are producing in Norway after three
years work and experiditure of £3 million. It has in
essence in Norway three categories of restricted
area: the inner fiords, the outer fjords and the
open sea. This strategy for Scotland has exactly the
same thing. We say in here that there is a
presumption against further fish farming in the
inner lochs. We say there is space for certain
medium and small scale developments in the outer
lochs and we say welcome to the open seas, subject
to compatibility with other users. This study is not
only similar to that Norwegian one but is based on
the same kind of data. There is a very elaborate
databank available to us all in Scotland, giving very
detailed information on the hydrography of all the
lochs and the nature conservation interests. We
have a map on our wall in Edinburgh listing 250
conservation areas, not only NCC but all the other
bodies. They have all been mapped and are
available and a very thick compendium is available, which I did not bring today, of the hydrogra*
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rphy of Scottish lochs. In five minutes in Scotland
we can produce a complete picture of the economic, social, environmental and physical attributes of a Scottish loch. That is the basis Of this
development strategy, and it is used on a day-to-day
basis.
323. That is a very interesting and helpful
answer. Can I just pursue one other aspect of the
strategy and that concerns the structure of the
industry itself. I may have missed it but you do not
seem to address the question of the structure,
whether the industry in your view should be
predominantly local or multi-national, whether
they should be large or smalLdevelopments. I am
not criticising when I ask the question but does the
Crown Estate believe that these matters of size and
ownership are not really its concern?
(Earl of Mansfield) No. We wish to maintain a
balance between the big boys, the large companies, of which there are three, and mediumrsized
and smaller concerns which go right down to a
single crofter. Therefore when we get an application we do consider it in the light particularly of
where it is, whether it is a crofting area or whether
it is near the open sea where it is more suitable
perhaps that a company with its resources and lots
niore inotorboats and so on should ojperate the fish
farm. Out of all our leases over 80 per cent are
owned and operated by local individuals, partnerships dr small companies. In production terms
the same applies.
Chairman
324. I gather that a number are for sale now.
Does the lease allow transfers? We would like to
see a copy of your lease if we could at some future
time.
(Earl of Mansfield) We will file one as we go out.
325. We are quite interested to know what
happens. We were told there are six or seven on
the market now. Are you in a position to intervene
if one of the big companies wants to take over
those peris?
(Earl of Mansfield) Certainly. Leases are not
only non-assigriable but the farmer is stopped from
sub-letting. If a smaller organisation wanted to get
out of ^sh farming they would have to surrender
the lease to us and then we would consider, in the
light of any applications we had, to whom we
should make a new lease.
Mr MacDonald
326. Does that mean you want to preserve the
existing balance, as you described it, and that you
would not permit the sale or the passing on of
leases from smaller operators to some of the larger
companies. This is a very very real question
because I have had directors of the major companies telling me that they would hope to buy eight,
ten, a dozen smaller operators in the course of this
year while the industry was in this trough.
(Earl of Mansfield) There are certain instances
where if the smaller fish farmer wishes to give up it
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makes serise to atnalgarnate that particular fish
farm with another organisation. The particular
example I have in mind is that many of the
organisations now taking part in fish farming have
become extremely keen on fallowing, that is to say
leaving a series of cages, or where they should be
put, fallow for a year. There have been one or two
cases where perhaps there has been some small fish
farrn with a bigger one down the road and if the
fish farmer wishes to give up and for biological
reasons the bigger concern comes to us and asks
whether they can have it,,this might perhaps be the
reason why they do want it and we would take that
seriously. What we would not take seriously at all,
in fact we would reject out of hand, is any sort of
application by a large or even a medium-sized firm
where it was merely greed on their part,, expansion
for the sake of expansion because they were
making a good profit out of their fish farming and
wanted to expand their operation.
Chairman
327. I suspect it is a little more complicated than
that, particularly if you were to take ari‘ industry
like broiler chickens, which is not dissimilar in
structure and history, where the sheer fact of size
has enabled an economy of scale to be implemented. To what extent too will small investors be
inhibited froin their landTside operations in the
knowledge that maybe if they want to sell, the
business you will say they caimot, or not grant a
new lease on that site. It is pretty fundamentally
important to the actual farmer I would have
thought. You are in a position, as I see it, totally to
control the structure of the industry.
(Earl of Mansfield) We are totally in control of
the graiiting of leases for fish fanning.
(Mr Gravestock) Could I reinforce what Lord
Mansfield said and say that we do look at all of
these applications that come tp us very carefully
and on an iridividual basis because clearly different
circumstances arise. You have touched on what is a
fairly fundamental point from pur point of view
and that is in many cases the investinent that has
been created, has been created on the basis of
labour and finance put in by the fish farmer
himself. It niay be that that finance and investment
is also limited to an on-shore base in which there is
no Crown Estate involvement. We have to take a
fairly sensible view on that and if somebody wants
to sell a fish farm and comes along with another
potential operator then we have to look very
carefully at the circumstances and consider the
effects of that new operator in the circumstances of
that loch.
Mr MacDonald
328. Apart from looking at each individual case,
do you have an overall idea whether you would
like to see the structure of the industry distributed
between individual crofter fishermen, for example,
companies like Lovat Estate or the large multinational operators such as Marine Harvest? Do
you have a notion where you have the structup,
divided up, a certain percentage to each kind of
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category, and that you want to keep within those
percentages? Or do you not have any such plan?
(Mr Gravestock) We have a general presumption in. favour of helping smaller producers and we
do that in a number of ways. We review the
number of leases, that are granted between the
bigger and smaller concerns and look to ensure
some form of balance can be maintained. Having
said that, we are also very conscious of the fact that
particularly the salmon farming industry has to
operate in an international marketplace. Obviously one has to be free to reflect the commercial
pressures and concerns that that invokes.
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332. And you do have the powers to curtail
leases if you so wish, some of the longer earlier
ones.
(Mr Gravestock) Only in certain circumstances,
but there may be other situations which we can
take advantage of and review the terms of them.
Chairman
333. Do you have a profile of your lease periods
showing us how many are the long ones and so on?
Could you make that available to us?
(Mr Gravestock) Yes, we could produce such a
profile,

Chairman
329. What was the real reason for not making
the leases assignable?
(Mr Gravestock) So that we have total control.

Mrs Wintertbn
334. Could you also describe to the Committee
the general conditions that apply to your leases to
ensure that fish farmers have good husbandry
practices etcetera for example as far as the use of
330. If they were to be assignable what effect chemicals is concerned. Also, how do you police
would it have, from your point-of view as the compliance with good management practices
within the lease?
landlords?
(Mr Gravestock) We will supply the Committee
(Mr Gravestock) One of the considerations is the
proximity of fish farmers to their ueighbours and with copies of the leases and Committee members
the neces.sity perhaps in certain circumstances to will see that there are 20 pages of conditions which
liave management agreements relating to the apply to fish farmers. Oh the subject of the
husbandry techniques and .practices that are used. methods of practice and- running the farm, there
Therefore one would want to ensure that any new die one or two. conditions Which I could perhaps
incomer into a water area was compatible with the highlight. One is that there is a requirement to use
the best and most modern methods of husbandry
already existing fish farming tenants.
and a general requirement to keep stock diseasefree and in good health. There is a requirement to
Mrs Winterton
avoid unnecessary interference with wildlife, flora,
331.
Cpuld
I ask
or twoonquestions
on and
the chemicals
fauna
and one
controls
pollutants
matter of lease conditions 1 am sure that the that may be used on the fish farm. Tliere is a
Ctommittee would appreciate seeing a copy of the general condition to keep fish farms in good repair
kindpf lease that you have. You mentioned earlier and in a clean and tidy condition.
that the early leas^ v/ere grated basically on an
ad hoc basis. Could you confirm that some 40 per
335. How do you police these conditions? Do
cent of existing leases that were granted before the
staff from your own organisation check or do other
consultation procedure was introduced were for a
people complain about fish farmers who are not
substantially longer period than the postcomplying overall with one specific thing in their
consultation procedure leases?
lease?
(Earl of Mansfield) I do not know that the figure
(Mr Gravestock) We carry out a systematic
was as high as 40 per cent.
system of monitoring and inspecting fish farms. We
(Mr Gravestock) May I take that in two parts.
have a firm of consultants who work full time for
The 40 per cent figure is a correct figure but of
the Crown Estate, based in Fort William,, who are
course does relate to a considerably longer period
constantly travelling around the country looking^at
of time than the period since the introduction of
fish farms and ensuring the conditions are comthe new consultation process. Of course it was a
plied with.
period in which the industry was very much
beginning to develop and form. At that time it was
336. Are there many instances where conditions
not necessarily clear or known whether it would
are
not complied with?
have an economic and viable future. Early on,
(Mr
Gravestock) There are occasions when
some of the veiy substantial companies in particular were investing considerable sums of money conditions may not be complied with and we take
and were looking for reasonable degrees of secur- action to ensure that that position is corrected.
ity in the light of that level of investment. We have
Mr Alexander
modified pur policy since that time to reduce the
337. How many of your leases are English
periods of the leases that were granted and in the
intervening period we have also taken the oppor- leases?
(Mr Parrish) One.
tunity to review and modify a great number of the
earlier leases that were granted. I know for
example that people talk about 99-year leases
338. Only one. So my question can only relate
having been grant^. I have to say that as far as I to the one. I know nothing about Scottish law but
am aware, there is only one such case.
presumably it is a business lease and does the
•
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tenant not have the protection of the Landlord and
Tenant Act of 1954, and, if not, why not?
(Mr Parrish) Yes, we have treated the ones in
England that have arisen so far as coming within
the provisions of the Landlord and Tenant Act.
339. Therefore it would be assignable.
{Mr Parrish) It requires the Commissioners’
consent to be assigned.
Chairman
340. Why not ask what about Scotland? Is there
an equivalent of the Landlord arid Tenant Act in
Scotland and if so, does it also apply?
{Mr Grav^tock) No, that form of legislation
does not apply in Scotland.
{Earl of Mansfield) We have such a different
system of land tenure that it would be inapplicable.
341. Having been a farmer in Scotland I am well
a\yare of that. Are the fish farmers pressing you to
make their leases assignable? Do they look upon
the fact that the leases are not assignable as a
matter of contention?
{Mr Gravestock) No, I have not heard any
concerns expressed along those lines. If I may say
so, I think it requires sensible interpretation of
circumstances by the Crown Estate.
Chairman: I should like at this stage to apologise
to the Natural Environment Research Council.
Since we have gone on rather longer than we
planned, we will be unable to hear evidence from
them today. I am sorry if they have come a long
way. We shall take the opportunity of seeing them
on another occasion.
Mr MacDonald
342. Could! ask how you are getting on with the
Shetland case? I know you will not be able to say
that much about it as it is going through the courts,
but could you say what stage it has reached and
how hopeful yoii are that you will be able to
expend your remit to the Shetlands when it comes
to deriving revenue?
{Earl of Mansfield) It is before the Court of
Session now. We are hopeful of winning the case,
not because we want necessarily to exert control or
anything, but we believe that the seabed there is
part of the hereditary possessions of the Sovereign,
just as it is round the rest of Britain. We would like
to be able to carry out our statutory duty of
collecting the very modest rents which we charge.
If the case goes in our favour then we shall
obviously have to have discussions with the Shetland Islands Council about the way in which in
future leases are granted^ but I would not lik^ to
pre-judge what could be said by either side at this
moment.
343. In future. But what about the revenue you
will have lost over the last couple of years? Will
you be seeking to derive that revenue from the
Shetland fish farmers?
{Earl of Mansfield) Yes, we will, because it is
our statutory duty to do so. I may say that the rent
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that we would charge is far less than the Shetland
Islands Council charges them at the pier head
when they land their salinon.
Chairman: We are going there to pay a visit. We
will not go further into that because that sets the
position out. We cannot at this stage.
Mr Amos
344.
does promote a designation known as Very Serisitive Areas. The main criterion for such a designation does seein to be the number of fish fariris
already established in the area. What criteria did
the Crown Estate use when identifying these
VSAs? Does the VSA designation take account of
the carrying capacities of the loch of sensitive
environments designated as Marine Consultation
Areas by the Na:ture Conservancy Couricil? The
VSA designation, as I understand it, only carries a
presufription against further development. Why
have no VSAs been selected which carry a presumption against any development?
{Dr McGovern) The concept of Very Sensitive
Areas was a new one which v/e produced for
practical purposes for the guideline strategy. Since
using it for that purpose there have been indications that the development planners in other
sectors were findirig it quite an interesting concept.
The essence of this concept is that it is based on
actual indications of sensitivity. It is not simply a
case of classifying an area as good quality landscape and saying therefore it must be a no-go area.
We are asldng whether there are reasons for
thinkirig that that particular type of landscape, that
particular type of ecology, that particular fishing
area, that particular area of hydrography, would
be a coriflict situation. In other words, it is an
attempt to predict actual arid potential conflicts
between different interests. It -is very successful
from that point of view. The details of the criteria
on each of the 25 VSAs now used are set out in the
green pages of the development strategy. The
essence of the sensitivity of each one is iridicated in
a short paragraph there. I am sure you will agree
that some of that is very iriterfesting. The VSA
criteria include a very wide range of factors as they
would have to. As I said earlier, in talking about
the background to this strategy and comparability
with the Norwegian studies, we do have a vefy
large databank available. We do have data, hydrographic information, for these lochs. We have
conservation information, a lot of other things.
Putting all that together with the actual experience
over the last five years in dealing with adjudications, we have been able to assess sensitivity.
The secorid question on whether it includes carrying capacities: it certainly does. This is an indication based on the compendium available in
Scotland about Scottish lochs, giving hydrography.
It has been the basis for identifying that most of the
inner sea lochs are now from several points of view
very sensitive areas. One of the points of view is
the hydrography conditions. I can elaborate on
that if you wish. The application of these VSAs
now means that they are being used as a starting
point. If an applicant comes in to us and says he
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has a site in mind and it is in a VSA we say he
should apply by all means if he wishes because, as
with planning authorities, we would not lightly
refuse to process an application. But he is warned
orally that liis chances are slim. In the strategy we
say we would ^scourage—or not encourage—
further applications in the very sensitive areas.
This is working and this is why
think the
number of contentious cases in future is going to be
very much smaller because the strategy itself is
discouraging them in very sensitive areas. Has that
answered your main points?
345. Yes, it has. Just one quick follow-up.
Would you agree if I said that you are not using
VSAs in any way to inhibit legitimate development, jobs and so on.
(Dr McGovern) I remember how that your tiurd
point was about areas where there is no fish
farming at all. One of the large elements in this is
the existing pattern and structure of fish farming.
In an area which has a lot of fish farms, the fish
farmers themselves probably do npt want more
there, for disease control, etcetera. It may be that
from other points of view the maximum density has
been attained. It certainly does contain areas
where there are no fish farms. I can cite inner Loch
Nevis as an example. This is a large area in itself.
Some of you will know that the inner part of this
loch is a very large area in itself. That is an area
where because of its unique characteristics there
are no fish farms and it is possible to say there will
be none. One never puts it as definitely as that in
Scotland but there is a presumption against fish
fanning in that area and that is virtually saying
‘Don’t even tiy it on”. We have one or two
examples of that kind where there are no fish farms
and v/here there are not going to be any because it
is discouraged. The VSA concept can include these
virgin areas as well as areas where there is some
existing development.
346. Is it possible over a period of time to
review a VSA.?
(Dr McGovern) Indeed. The first guidance
which was produced in December 1987 had a list of
ten. You will have them on page 3 of these
guidelines and I hope it has been marked up as
superseded; but perhaps not. There is a fist of the
initial ten VSAs and then in the intervening time,
by September 1989, we produced a list of 25 with
substantiation, justification, in here. This could not
be done by the Crown Estate on its own. This is a
joint thing with the conservation interests, with the
planning authorities. We have discussed these
ardas, taken account of the available data, discussed them with them and we have come up with
this thinking, with good reason, that there would
be general agreement that these are sensitive
areas. There is no real dispute about that.
Mr Bradley
347. Could we turn to Section 8: Environmental
Assessment, in your memorandum where you
recognise your role and responsibilities in regard to
the EC directives? I am sure you are aware that a
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formal complaint has been lodged with the EC
Commission regarding the implementation of the
Environmental Assessment Directive. How do you
respond to the criticism that the threshold you set
is so extreme that only the largest developments
would actually formally have to come within the
ambit of the directive on the assessment?
(Dr McGovern) May I answer the specific
technical issue which you raise. The thresholds on
environmental assessment are very important and
an intensely complex subject. The important thing
is that every application for fish farming includes
an environmental assessment. We require the
applicant when applying to say what scale his
development is going to be and we encourage him
to write a little essay saying what the effect on the
environment is going to be. Then, in conjunction
with the consuitees, we look into this. We consider
whether he has made a fair indication or whether
he has understated that and part of the decision
process includes a very careful analysis of the
environmental impact. It is a matter of what scale,
where you draw the fine, what scale of environmental assessment we are talking about. Every fish
farming application has something. The EEC
regulations are talking about a very formal type of
environmental assessment which is simply an
elaboration and extension of what is in every
application. In implementing the formal regulations of the EC, we have certainly recognised that
some additional guidance is needed. The Crown
Estate has issued an advice note, which is reproduced in the guideline strategy and in the submission, in conjunction with the Scottish Office. With
the agreement of the Scottish Office we have
issued an advice note which indicates the contents,
simply indicates as a starting point, the content of
an EA, but which also sets out thresholds. The
concept of a threshold is important because in all
the other sectors where there are environmental
assessments, shopping centres, petrochemicals,
quarries, there are cut-off points. Government has
always said that there is no need for in a full-scale,
lengthy, costly, report to every little comer shop
every fittle petrochemical works. There are certain
cut-off points measured in terms of thousands of
square metres. Compared with these other thresholds a very low threshold has been established for
salmon farming. We have established in the inner
lochs, again with the agreement of the central
departments, a 6,000 square metre levelfor salmon
farms—surface equipment this is—in the inner
lochs and 12,000 square metres in the outer lochs.
These are indications of tonnage output. We know
that with a certain square meterage this can
produce ‘x’ tonnes of salmon a year. Rather than
talking in terms of actual outputs, which may be
controversial, we use a proxy for that. There is no
dispute about that, it is very sensible. So the 6,000
square metres indicates a production level of about
250 tonnes per annum. 6,000 square metres is a
viable, sensible threshold and a very much lower
than in other sector. It has to be used threshold
applied any flexibly. We say in the advice note that
this is an indication. It is quite open to the Crown
Estate or other parties to require an environmental
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assessment below that level or to say that something above that level does not require it.
348. Now did you make that judgement in
relationship to the Loch Nevis development?
(Dr McGovern) I stressed previously that in fact
in inner Loch Nevis, which is a very large area,
there are no fish farms and there is a policy against
it. The quid pro quo on that was that in outer Loch
Nevis, which is a very much larger body of water,
some fish farming development could take place.
That is elaborated in the report. There are two
existing salmon fish farming sites in the outer loch,
both functioning. There was a proposal for a third
site between the two. That third site was in fact two
kilometres firom each of the other sites, which is
the relevant distance in the directive. Strictly
speaking, in terms of the spacing and in terms of
the total amount of equipment, an environmental
assessment was not an automatic requirement
there. The comments we received ficom all the local
authorities and agencies did not suggest that an
environmental assessment should be produced.
The actual decision on Loch Nevis modified the
application. The actual site which was approved, in
order to meet conservation objections, was moved
slightly, half a kiloirietre north. That put it at less
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than two kilometres from one of the existing sites.
So people are now saying that then we should have
required an environmental assessment. This is one
good example where the applicant did put in a very
good statement of the environmental aspect based
on his existing sites, not in the detail which the
formal one would require but a very good indication that there was probably not much problem
going to arise here. There was no real case for
imposing an environmental assessment at the late
stage on that, given that nobody had asked for it to
be done.
Chairman
349. Thank you very much for coming before us
this morning. I am sure you will appreciate that
because of the very central role which the Crov/n
Estate plays in this matter we may wish to come
back to you again. We are grateful for your
co-operation today; thank you very much.
(Earl of Mansfield) Thank you very much. May I
take it that the only information which you would
like fi-om us at this stage is a copy of the lease?
Chairman: There are one or two other points,
but it might be best if they were dealt with by our
Clerk.
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Memorandum submitted by the Department of the Environment
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Department’s interests in fish farming arise from its responsibilities in the following areas:
— Water quality and the regulatory system for pollution control;
— Planning control;
— Water abstraction and impoundment, and charging for licences.
1.2 This Memorandum describes the regulatory system that applies in England and Wales. In addition,
DOE has lead responsibility in relation to international aspects of environmental pollution and control.
In matters of water quality and water abstraction the Department’s functions complement those of the
National Rivers Authority. Under the Water Act 1989, it is the Secretary of State for the Environment’s
duty to set water quality objectives, and the NRA’s duty to see to it, so far as it is practicable, that these
objectives are met. It is the NRA's duty to propose discharge consent and abstraction licence charging
schemes, but the Secretary of State’s duty to approve them. These and other relationships are spelt out
more fully in the appropriate sections below.
2.

WATER QUALITY AND POLLUTION CONTROL

2.1 Freshwater fish farming—which is where DOE’s major interest lies—interacts with water quality in
two ways: On the one hand it requires good quality water to be available for abstraction into and through
farms; and on the other the farm effluents may then affect downstream water quality in a large number of
ways. Fish farmers therefore both rely on the proper functioning of water quality controls and are
themselves subject to these controls as effluent dischargers.
The Water Quality Control System
2.2 The Water Act 1989 strengthens the regulatory framework for water pollution control in England
and Wales and provides a firmer statutory basis for improvements in water quality. It provides for the
establishment of the NRA as a new, independent body to improve quality standards and control pollution
fi-om the water industry as well as from other industries and agriculture (including fish farming), and for a
statutory basis for the classification of watercourses and the setting of water quality objectives. It retains
the fundamental water pollution controls previously provided under Part II of the Control of Pollution
Act 1974 (COPA). It is, with a few exceptions, an offence to allow the entry of poisonous, noxious and
polluting matter, and any solid waste matter, into inland, ground, estuarial and coastal waters (that is,
waters within three miles of the coast of England and Wales), unless the entry is authorised by discharge
consent or waste disposal licence issued by the appropriate authority.
Offences
2.3 Under Section 107 of the Water Act, it is a criminal offence to cause or knowingly permit the
pollution of controlled waters (ie those waters described in paragraph 2.2 above). A Magistrates’ Court
can impose either a prison sentence of 3 months and a fine of £2,000, or both, on anyone convicted of
such an offence. The Crown Courts can impose a prison sentence of 2 years and/or an unlimited fine.
Powers to Prevent or Remedy Pollution
2.4 Where the NRA considers that polluting matter is in danger of entering, or has entered, controlled
waters it is empowered by the Act to carry out works to prevent the entry of the matter, or to remove it
and remedy the affects on the waters, including restoring any flora and fauna present before the pollution
occurred. The NRA is entitled to recover the costs incurred in carrying out these works from the person
responsible for endangering the waters, or causing their pollution.
Discharge Consents
2.5 Prior to 1 September 1989, discharges of trade or sewage effluent into rivers, coastal waters and
specified underground waters in England and Wales were subject to the control of the appropriate Water
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Authority through the granting of discharge consents issued under Part II of the Control of Pollution Act
1974 (COPA). The Water Authorities’ own discharges (eg from sewage treatment works) required the
consent of Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Pollution (HMIP), acting on behalf of the Secretary of State.
2.6 As from 1 September 1989, the provisions of the Water Act 1989 require all types of effluent
discharged to inland, coastal and ground waters (“controlled waters”) to be consented by the NRA. The
NRA itself operates a few fish farms for re-stocking purposes, however, and discharges from these will be
consented by HMIP.
2.7 The basic procedure for obtaining a discharge consent under COPA is contained in Schedule 12 to
the 1989 Water Act. The discharger must submit an application for a consent to the NRA, supplemented
by any other information that the NRA may reasonably require. Notice of an application is normally
published in local newspapers and in the London Gazette. The NRA must consider any representations
made before deciding whether or not to grant a discharge consent. It must also take account of its duty
under Section 106 of the Water Act to ensure, as far as is practicable, that any quality objectives set for
the receiving waters are achieved; and it will also need to take account of th^ requirements of any
relevant EC Directives, such as those relating to the discharge of dangerous substances, or the quality
required of certain waters used for particular purposes (eg for the support of freshwater fish). Applicants
who are dissatisfied with the NRA’s decision have a right of appeal to the Secretary of State, who is in
turn subject to a similar range of duties.
2.8 The NRA has a duty to review discharge consents and, in appropriate cases, may serve notices
revoking or varying the terms of consents. Consents cannot generally be revoked or varied less than 2
years after they come into effect. There is an appeal procedure to the Secretary of State against any
notice of revocation or variation. In addition, the Secretary of State can at any time, direct the NRA to
review and revoke any consent, if this is necessary to implement an EC or other international obligation,
or to protect public health, or flora or fauna.
2.9 As well as his appellate role in respect of discharge consents, the Secretary of State also has power
to call in, for his own determination, any application made to the NRA. Where the NRA has given notice
of its intention to grant a consent those parties who previously made representations have a right to make
further representations to the Secretary of State requesting him to exercise this power. The power to
call-in an application is, however, one which has been used sparingly and normally only in cases raising
novel issues or ones of national importance. In considering any appeal, or application which he has
called-in, the Secretary of State also has a duty to ensure that any water quality objectives set under the
Water Act are met.
2.10 The setting of consent levels for any given discharge is of necessity, something which can only be
done on a case by case basis at a local level, and since September, by the NRA Regions. Assessments
have to be made of the effect of the discharge on the receiving waters, taking account of factors such as
the quality of the discharge (and the concentrations of pollutants therein), the quality of the receiving
waters (typically in terms of national classification schemes), and the dilution provided by these waters.
As indicated at paragraph 2.7 above, account also has to be taken of quality objectives and other
requirements set in relation to the receiving waters. Although consent conditions are imposed according
to the nature of the discharge, limits are (in the case of effluents of organic origin) commonly imposed on
concentrations of biochemical oxygen demand (BOD)—a measure of the oxygen required for the
biological breakdown of the effluent—suspended solids and ammonia. Conditions are typically also
imposed on concentrations of chemicals which are liable to be present. (This subject is covered in greater
detail at paragraphs 2.14-2.18 below.)
2.11 The Government has recently asked the NRA, as one of its first main tasks, to carry out a Review
of the present system of setting all types of discharge consent and of monitoring and assessing
compliance. The review is being undertaken in order to ensure that the system serves to protect water
quality and is effective in enabling pollution control standards to be enforced. The NRA expects to
complete its Review in time for recommendations to be implemented from September 1990.
Charging for Discharge Consents
2.12 The Water Act provides for new schemes to be established whereby those who apply for, who are
granted, or who use discharge consents, would pay charges to the NRA designed to recover its costs in
regulating discharges. These charges will provide a major source of revenue for the NRA. Charging
schemes will be subject to approval by the Secretary of State, after public consultation, and will in
principle cover all consented discharges. A consultation paper (“Paying for Water Pollution Control”)
was published by the Department in February this year setting out the basis on which it was expected that
charging schemes would be designed. Separate charges for each application, and annual charges to cover
relevant monitoring costs, were envisaged, determined on a formula basis related both to the quality and
the volume of the discharge. The Department is currently considering the responses received. Fish
farming interests have expressed concern at the possible level and impact of charges on their business, as
well as commenting on the relatively high volumes of their discharges.
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2.13 The task of designing schemes to deal with the great variety of discharges is a complicated one,
but it is envisaged that charges for new applications will be introduced next year, with annual charges
being phased in subsequently. The impact of such charges on fish farming will be taken into account in
reaching conclusions on the shape of the charging schemes, but clearly fish farmers must be treated
neither more nor less favourably than other effluent dischargers.
Fish Farms as Polluters
2.14 Continuing and appropriate control of the fish farming industry is necessary to ensure that any
deleterious effects on the environment are kept to a minimum. Effluents include uneaten food, excreta,
unassimilated chemicals and dead fish. They can degrade water and sediment quality by consuming
oxj’gen and adding solid matter, nutrients and toxins to water.
2.15 In 1984 the National Farmers Union, in consultation with MAFF, DOE and the water industry in
England and Wales, published Codes of Practice covering good husbandry and the Safe Use of Chemicals
for riverine fish farms. The International Council for the Exploration of the Sea has been considering
potential problems with fish farming at sea, and the Marine Pollution Monitoring and Management
Group^ has set up a task force to produce a report on this.
2.16 The water quality aspects of fish farming relate to the recent growth of the industry and to its
demands for very clean water. Although discharges are subject to the controls described above, their
nature is such that concentrations of pollutants may be only marginally greater in the discharge than in
the water abstracted into the fish farm, even though the relatively high flows involved mean that the
pollutant load affecting the receiving waters may be significant. Thus direct monitoring of discharge
quality may not be straightforward, and differential assessments, or a direct assessment of the impact on
the receiving waters, may in practice need to be carried out. There have in some areas been problems
with discharges of suspended solids, the sedimentation of which in rivers can affect spawning areas. In
sea-based fish farming, it is common for there to be a build up of solids beneath the cages and this
contains excess food as well as faecal material, but recent research indicates that nutrient discharges do
not seem to be creating problems of eutrophication (low oxygen levels).
2.17 The discharge of chemicals from fish farms is a complex matter and although the problems do not
seem to be major, knowledge of this area is far from complete. Prior to water re-organisation much of the
responsibility for research in this area was split among the ten separate Water Authorities. The formation
of the NRA, with responsibilities covering the whole of England and Wales, creates a far better basis for
the formulation and carrying out of appropriate research than has existed previously.
2.18 Dichlorvos (used extensively to control salmon lice) is one of the substances included in the initial
“Red List” of substances posing the greatest threat to the aquatic environment which was published by
DOE in April 1989, The Government’s policy is to minimise inputs of these substances from all sources,
Dichlorvos is toxic to some forms of marine life even at extremely low concentrations, and the
Government is concerned that the use of this substance in fish farming has not been established to be
environmentally harmless. On the advice of the Veterinary Products Committee, a one year licence has
been issued by MAFF—under the Medicines Act 1968—for the use of Aquagard (a proprietary product
containing Dichlorvos). In coming to a decision on whether to renew the licence for a further period,
account will be taken of the results of new studies of the chemical’s toxicity and of monitoring work in
areas where it is used, as well as of the industry’s success in devising other, more environmentally
acceptable methods, of dealing with infestation by sea lice. In the meantime DOE has commissioned the
Water Research Centre to advise on an appropriate environmental quality standard for dichlorvos in
water.
The Hampshire Avon
2.19 The Department has been directly involved in assessing the effects of fish farms on the Hampshire
Avon, a high quality (Class lA) salmonid and coarse fishery river, very popular with anglers. During
recent years, the river has also supported a growing number of commercial fish farms (including the
largest one in the country),
2.20 During the 1970s and again in the 1980s, a growing number of complaints were made by anglers,
alleging a decline in the Avon coarse fishery due to, amongst other things, the effect of on-river fish
farms. The anglers mounted a co-ordinated campaign—‘Save the Avon’—and, in 1985, presented a
10,000 signature petition to the local MP, Mr Robert Key.
2.21 Wessex Water Authority had for many years been carrying out an intensive survey and
monitoring programme on the quality of the Avon-at a cost of over £1 million to the Authority over 14
years. In 1986, the Department agreed jointly to fund with Wessex Water a complementary survey,
‘ The MPMMG is a non-statutory committee of relevant Government and industry experts with a UK-wide remit. It is
chaired by MAFF and reports to DOE and other interested Departments.
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undertaken by the Freshwater Biological Association (FBA), of the coarse fish populations in the Avon.
As a result of these surveys, two reports were produced—at the end of 1987, by Wessex Water^ and by
the FB A^ The main conclusion of these reports were that the Avon remained of high quality and that the
fish populations were generally healthy. Specifically in respect of fish farms, there was no evidence to
suggest predation of fish by farm escapees or the effects of discharges of fish farm effluents having any
significant effect on the resident fish populations. More likely long term causes of any deterioration in
coarse fisheries were the decline in the water meadow system (used for fish spawning) and the effects of
weed cutting methods used in the 1970s. Measures have, however, been taken by Wessex Water in
co-operation with fish farms, to reduce the potential for entrapment of coarse fish fry by the construction
of by-pass channels.
Prosecutions and Pollution Incidents
2.22 In 1988, there were only two convictions of fish farms for pollution offences, and only 10 fish farm
pollution incidents were recorded. It is worth noting, however, that several "Water Authorities have
expressed the view that recorded pollution incidents understate the extent of fish farm pollution which by
its nature, tends to be chronic rather than acute, and therefore to be less easily noticed.
2.23. In summary, DOE considers that fish farms on river systems or in coastal waters are not known
to be causing serious environmental problems. In several areas extensive fish farming has not led to the
deterioration of Class I rivers. However, there is no reason for complacency and much room for further
research and monitoring in this field, especially in view of the industry’s recent growth and the range and
complexity of its use of chemicals.
Wildlife Protection and Conservation
2.24 The DOE’s duties in the field of wildlife protection give it additional specific interests in fish
farms. In particular it must consider their potential impact on Sites of Special Scientific Interest. (They
may, for instance, affect the habitat of birds reliant on fish for their survival). Otherwise the Department
would mainly look to appropriate use of discharge consents to secure its interests in this area, which
include the effect of farm effluent on the downstream biological regime.
2.25 The NRA (and, where appropriate, the Secretary of State also) is under a statutory duty (Section
8 of the Water Act) to exercise its powers so as to further the conservation of flora and fauna. The Code
of Practice on Conservation, Access and Recreation which the Government published in July 1989 in
accordance with Section 10 of the Act, encourages the NRA both in issuing discharge consents and in
operating its own fish farms, to take steps to ensure that abstraction for, and effluents from, fish farms do
not damage flora and fauna, features of archaeological, architectural or historic interest or the landscape.
It should consult conservation bodies about any practice carried out for the improvement or development
of a site of importance for conservation. In such circumstances even standard techniques such as
mechanical weed cutting, use of herbicides, the employment of noxious substances for fisheries
management, the use of anti fouling paints and intensive stocking should be carefully evaluated for
environmental impact.
3. PLANNING

3.1 Fish farming developments in inland waters, and the shore-based elements of marine fish farms,
require planning permission except to the extent that they benefit from a long-standing concession to
agricultural development (see paragraphs 3.3-3.7 below).
3.2 The definition of ‘agriculture’ in section 290(1) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1971
includes the breeding and keeping of livestock for the production of food. In order to qualify as livestock,
the fish or shellfish must be intended for consumption; raising ornamental fish and fish for stocking or
re-stocking waters fall outside the scope of the definition. Fish farms located in marine waters beyond the
low water mark are outside the scope of planning control, although marine fish farms require a lease from
the Crown Estate Commissioners, who consult appropriate local planning authorities and take account of
environmental considerations.
Permitted Development Rights for Fish Farming
3.3 Part 6 of Schedule 2 to the Town and Country Planning General Development Order 1988 (the
GDO) grants permitted development rights for agriculture. Class A of Part 6 grants permitted
development rights for the carrying out, on agricultural land not less than 0.4 hectares in area, of building
works or excavation or engineering operations reasonably necessary for the purposes of agriculture,
subject to conditions on the area, height and location of the development. Provided these conditions are
* The Hampshire Avon: A Status Report: Wessex Water (December 1987).
2 Tlie Fish Populations of the River Avon, Hampshire, downstream of Salisbury, in 1987—by R H K Mann and Othei-s.
Freshwater Biological Association, December 1987.
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met. Class A enables both established and other fish farmers to erect fish tanks and other structures
associated with fish farming, and to excavate ponds provided the extracted materials are retained on the
site, without the need to apply for specific planning permission. In National Parks and some small
adjacent areas the local planning authority has discretionary control over the siting design and external
appearance of buildings and the siting and design of private roads that are to be constructed with the
benefit of Part 6 rights.
3.4 Specific planning permission is required for development for accommodating livestock, including
fish ponds or tanks, proposed to be undertaken within 400 metres of ‘protected’ buildings; this includes
residential and other buildings such as schools, offices and hospitals that are normally occupied by
people, but excludes farm houses and other agricultural buildings.
3.5 Class C of Part 6 of the GDO grants additional permitted development rights for the construction
of fish ponds and other engineering operations on agricultural land for the purposes of an established fish
or shellfish farm registered with the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food under the Diseases of
Fish Act 1983, subject to conditions on the site area and the location and depth of the development. Class
C rights allow materials extracted in the course of creating fish ponds to be removed from the site. These
rights were introduced in 1986 in order not to hamper the expansion of established fish farm operations.
At the same time, an additional control over agricultural development was added to prevent the
excavation of minerals and their removal from an agricultural holding under the guise of agricultural
development.
3.6 Any fish or shellfish farm development which does not meet the criteria in Part 6 requires specific
planning permission. In addition, local planning authorities can require planning permission to be sought
for proposed development which would normally constitute permitted development by serving a
Direction under Article 4 of the GDO to remove some or aU permitted development rights in a particular
location. For development within Part 6, such Directions are subject to confirmation by the Secretary of
State, who requires to be convinced of a real and specific threat to the amenity of an area if he is to agree
to the removal of rights which have been conferred by Parliament. No analysis of the numbers of Article
4 directions made which relate to fish farming is readily available.
3.7 A consultation paper issued by the Department (and Welsh Office) on 8 May on possible new
permitted development rights in the countryside invited views on whether it would be desirable to curtail
permitted development rights for fish farming in National Parks. On 11 October the Secretary of State for
the Environment announced that, in the light of responses to this consultation paper, the Government
had decided not to introduce any new permitted development rights but instead to issue further guidance
reminding planning authorities of the need for a balanced approach to rural enterprise and development.
The Secretary of State also indicated that the Government would wait to see the Select Committee’s
report before deciding whether there was any need to change the extent of planning control over fish
farming in England and Wales.
Other Planning-Related Controls Over Fish Farming
3.8 The Town and Country Planning (Assessment of Environmental Effects) Regulations 1988 include
salmon hatcheries and installations for rearing salmon in the list of projects for which the preparation of
an environmental assessment may be necessary. The need for such an assessment will depend on the
environmental effects of the proposal and its implications for the local river system, although smaller
development designed to produce less than 100 tonnes of fish per year should not normally require a
statement. Similar controls apply to marine-based salmon farms under the Environmental Assessment
(Salmon Farming in Marine Waters) Regulations 1988.
4. ABSTRA-CTION LICENCES AN'' CHARGES

4.1 Under the Water Act 989, the NRA inherits the responsibilities for water abstraction and
impoundment licencing, and for drawing up schemes of charges for abstraction. The Act brings within the
scope of abstraction licensing all abstractions of over 20 cubic metres a day, thus ending the exemptions
for agricultural purposes (including farming of fish for the table) from which fish farmers had previously
benefitted. Exi.sting abstractors brought within the system for the first time will, however, be granted
licences of right, and they have until 31 August 1990 to apply for such a licence. This new provision
automatically makes them liable to pay abstraction charges, though in practice they will not be required
to pay until the finandal year 1990-91.
4.2 The Government thinks it only right that fish farmers’ abstractions should be authorised and
charged for. On the one hand all significant abstractions need to be monitored in times of increasing
strain on water resourcesi and on the other it cannot be denied that fish farmers benefit from water
resource management measures—and should thus contribute to their cost—even though they put back
into watercourses virtually all the water they take out. The point is that the water needs to be there for
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them to iibstract in the first place. Even though there may be no water resource support assets upstream
of a given tisli farmer’s abstraction it is perfectly possible that his demands along with those of other
abstractors in the same catchment—prevent usage of the flow for other purposes, and thus force
investment in alternative facilities.
4.3 Both the Department and the NRA do fully realise, however, the potentially great importance of
abstraction charges for the economics of fish farms. Accordingly, commitments were given during the
passage of the Bill that there would be full consultation by the Nl^ with fish farming interests prior to
final decisions on charging levels. There will also be a full review by the NRA of all abstraction charging
schemes before the 1992-93 charging year.
5. CONCLUSIONS

5.1 The Department is responsible for the framework both of water pollution control and of planning
control within which fish farms operate and which are administered at local level by, respectively, the
NRA and local planning authorities.

5.2 Fish farms do not appear to be a major pollution or planning problem at present, but do give rise to
some concerns on both fronts. The Department looks to the NRA to take any necessary steps to create an
adequate body of knowledge against which the effects of fish farms on the water environment can be
judged. It will also be for the NRA to prepare a system of charging for discharge consents which takes
account of the characteristics of all sources of effluent, including fish farms, as well as to propose how
best to bring fish farms within the abstraction charging system.
October 1989.

Examination of Witnesses
MR

J P HENRY, Head of Water Environment (A) Division, MR J BOWMAN, Water Environment (A)
Division, DR R J OTTER, Water Environment (B) Division, MR A H CORNER, Head of Planning and
Development Control Division, and MR J M WILKINSON, Planning and Development Control
Division, Department of the Environment, examined.

Chairman
350. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Mr
Henry, welcome here. Would you be kind enough
to introduce your team, please?
(Mr Henry) Thank you. Chairman. The team
from the Department constitutes two wings of the
Department: the Water side of the Department
and the Planning side of the Department. From the
Water side there is myself, I am Head of the Water
Environment (A) Division, which deals with pollution control and sponsorship of the National Rivers
Authority; Dr Otter who is from the Water
Environment (B) Division, and deals with scientific and technical aspects of water quality; and Mr
Bowman, who is in my Division. On the Planning
side there is Mr Corner, who is Head of the
Planning and Development Control Division in the
Department, and Mr Wilkinson, who works for Mr
Corner.
351. I think we will start on the planning side
because, as you have rightly suimised, this evidence session needs to deal with two separate
aspects. Could you give us the view of your
Department on the question of the General Development Order and the current exemption from
planning permission that is given automatically to
farmers? We are not totally unknowledgeable on
this subject; most of us are or have been farmers
and have some idea of what the existing situation
is. But we have certainly detected in the evidence
that has been given to us so far that a good number
of bodies outside agriculture or aquaculture are

concerned about the planning aspect of fish
farming, really in two separate areas; one on
inland fish farms and the visual effect that it might
have on rivers and the surrounding buildings and
equipment, and so on, that are necessary to go
with a substantial fish farm. The other, of course,
is in the sea where the visual impact of pens in, for
example, a Highland loch offends the eye. I
appreciate that you are not the Scottish Office, but
you will be aware that the Scottish Office are doing
a round of consultations on the question of inland
fish farms and at the moment have left the entire
matter of planning below the high water line to the
Crown Estate Commissioners. If you could give us
a view on that I would be most grateful.
(Mr Corner) On the question of planning controls over marine fish farming, as you say. Chairman, this is largely a Scottish issue, but the idea of
extending planning controls beyond the low water
mark has been looked at from time to time. For
instance, the issue was raised in the early 1980s in
relation to the parking of tankers off the Isle of
Wight and the anchoring of oil rigs in Cornish
estuaries. There has not been a review of the
extent of planning controls in England since then
but, as the Committee will know from the memorandum submitted by DAFS, there was a review in
Scotland in 1988 of the extent of planning controls
as part of the review they carried out of the
consultation arrangements administered by the
Crown Estate Commissioners for marine fish
farms. The conclusion reached by the Scottish
review was that a convincing case had not been
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made out for extending planning controls below
the low water mark.
352. Would that be your view as well? You said
you would look at it in relation to tankers and oil
rigs and I can understand the concern that presumably sparked off that inquiry, but you came to
the conclusion that you were not interested in
extending planning controls below the low water
mark in England and Wales?
(Mr Comer) I do not think there is anything
which has occurred since the Scottish review,
Chairman, which would lead us to think that the
issue needs to be reopened. I know that there have
been cases in Pembrokeshire, in Wales, where the
Pembroke Park Authority have raised the issue
again with the Welsh Office, but so far as I am
aware that case did not raise any new issues which
the Scottish review did not look at. We still feel
that it is not obvious how planning authorities with
their essentially land-use expertise would deal with
the very different issues raised by development
offshore, such as navigation rights, marine ecology, and so on. Our Ministers are not at present
planning any re-examination of this particular
issue, but of course it is a point they may wish to
come back to in the light of the Committee’s
report.
353. Thank you, that is very helpful. On the
question of inland fish farms, am I right in thinking
at the moment that they would be, in the nature of
things, exempt from planning controls unless they
had a building in excess of X square metres, or
whatever it might be?
(Mr Wilkinson) I think to a large extent the
permitted development rights for fish farming are
very similar to those for traditional agriculture,
and you are correct in saying that as far as
buildings are concerned the size limits applicable
to normal agricultural buildings under the General
Development Order would be equally applicable
to buildings needed for fish farming.
354. Is there any pressure on you, Mr Wilkinson, to change the GDO on this matter? For
example, are the Association of County Councils
pressing you or are there other bodies saying,
“Come on, we have got to tighten up planning
controls on farming in general, and fish farming in
particular”?
(Mr Wilkinson) Until about a year ago Ministers
were of the view that there was no case made for
withdrawing long-standing permitted development
rights for agriculture, taken to include fish
farming. Since then, we have been aware of
increasing concern on a number of fronts, particularly on fish farming, and for this reason the
consultation paper that the Department and the
Welsh Office issued last year, looking at the
possibility of new permitted use rights in the
countryside, also included an invitation for
respondents to put forward any evidence they had
of the need for tighter controls on fish farming,
specifically in National Parks. If it would be of
interest to the C-ommittee, I could give you a brief
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resume of what respondents to that exercise had to
say.
355. I think that would be most interesting.
(Mr Wilkinson) First of all, the consultation
exercise as a whole attracted responses firom 280
organisations and individuals and of these 26
expressed a view on the need for additional
controls over fish farming. There were three
National Park Authorities—Exmoor, North York
Moors and the Lake District—and three other
respondents who expressed serious concern, supported by evidence, about the effects of fish
farming, for example on the landscape of sensitive
river valleys in National Parks. Three further
National Park Authorities—the Peak District,
Dartmoor and Northumberland—reported no
problems at present, but like most other
respondents to the exercise said they would support the idea of extending planning controls to fish
farming largely on a precautionary basis. A few
respondents, perhaps mistakenly, saw extension of
planning control as a means of preventing or
regulating water pollution. In my view, planning
control is primarily concerned with visual amenity
aspects and there are separate controls applicable
to water pollution. The NFU and the Country
Landowners Association said they were not convinced that existing planning controls on fish
farming were inadequate. Of those who responded
four touched on the question of whether planning
controls on fish farming were needed outside
National Parks. Three of those four simply
asserted that there was a case for additional
controls and that this was equally strong everywhere in the countryside. The Nature Conservancy
Council suggested that any new controls on fish
farming in National Parks should also apply to
Sites of Special Scientific Interest, and I understand that in evidence to this Committee they also
said that they would rather any new controls went
even wider than that.
356. Thank you, that is helpful. Perhaps we
could just deal with the rather narrower point
about National Parks. I think you will agree, will
you not, that there is a constant feeling by National
Parks Authorities, regardless of the subject, that
they have inadequate controls within their areas,
and therefore it is entirely predictable that they
would request a tightening up of the procedures on
fish farms, as on everything else? Would that be a
reasonable assumption?
(Mr Wilkinson) I think I would point out that the
National Parks Authorities have greater control
already in many respects and that they have
different administrative arrangements which enable them to focus specifically on the problems of
the National Park, and they have less generous
permitted development rights both for agriculture
and a number of other items, so controls in
National Parks, in many respects, are already
tighter than in other parts of the countryside, but I
would accept that there is pressure for more
control. What is the best mechanism of devising
controls to fit the circumstances of the problems
that are arising is a more difficult question.
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357. I think it would be our experience--and
bear in mind that we have been looking at forestry
recently—that the National Park Authorities in
general terms seek greater powers. I would not be
far wrong in saying that, would I? I can see Mr
Corner nodding.
(Mr Corner) That is true.

111
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only where there is a real and specific threat to the
amenity of an area, the fact that the Secretary of
State has been persuaded, in these cases at least, is
to my mind evidence that this is a mechanism
whereby perhaps the more extreme or exceptional
cases can be brought within the planning system. I
think if the Article 4 mechanism is over-used then
there is a danger of devaluing the currency.

358. Do you feel, as a result of this response,
that your Department will, in fact, have another
look at the question of planning controls over fish
farms, and have you any idea why fish farms
particularly should have been '^elected by the 26
people you suggested had men*^ioned it? Is it
because the visual amenity is aftccted, or is it
simply because of this desire to extend powers in
any event?
(Mr Wilkinson) Taking the second point first, I
think those respondents who did any more than
assert that there was a need for more control were
concerned largely about visual amenities, both of
buildings connected with fish farming and cages,
which in planning terms are not buildings. As I
mentioned, they were also concerned about water
pollution, but that is not primarily a planning issue.
I think, if I might say so, also, the concern arose
particularly about fish farming because fish
forming may tend to take place in parts of the
countryside where traditional agriculture is not
practised—moorland, heathland, perhaps—and so
the advent of fish farming brings activity in a part
of the countryside where there has been none
before, rather than additional activity to part of the
countryside where farming has been carried on for
a long time. So in that respect I would distinguish
between fish farming and traditional agriculture.

360. I quite understand that. Would you say,
from having had a look at those cases, that they are
reactive, in other words the development has taken
place and the district council then throws its hands
in the air and says, “Help, we cannot allow this to
happen” and comes up with its Article 4 direction;
or is it because they have got wind of an application or a proposal in advance?
(Mr Wilkinson) I fear I have not got the details
of the particular cases with me but my suspicion, in
terms of experience of Article 4 directions, is that
they do tend to be served when there has been at
least the beginnings of activity on the ground, and
it is well-known that one drawback of Article 4
directions is that they cannot apply to what has
already taken place, they can only apply to what
has not taken place. While I cannot today produce
evidence, from my general experience of this
subject I know that planning authorities in many
cases do get wind of a development.
(Mr Corner) We could provide a fuller note on
Article 4 directions if that would be helpful to the
Committee.
Chairman: Yes, Mr Corner, I think that might
be helpful. This is a difficult area for us because I
certainly do not want to get into the whole
question of the General Development Order in
relation to agriculture, which is clearly akin to this.
But
it would seem that there is a feeling abroad
359. I think your colleagues in the Scottish
Office would agree with that observation; it is that fish farms are in some way particularly
certainly one that has been made to us before. On Offensive and they seem to have aroused a good
the question of Article 4 directions, in your written deal of evidence to that effect, and therefore we
evidence you say that you have not analysed the will want to question it quite carefully. I do not
number of Article 4 directions relating to fish think a fish farm looks any worse than a large dairy
farms. It is not our view that there are that many unit, but it does seem to have annoyed people like
fish farms in terms of global totals and I wonder if the CPRE more than usual.
you have had axhance to have another look at that
to see whether you can, in fact, select from the
Mr Alexander
Article 4 directions that Ministers have approved
361. On the survey you did, I was not quite clear
those that relate to fish farms? If I were to ask you whether you were doing it primarily for areas of
to do a huge exercise I would understand that you National Parks or whether in your request for
would be reluctant to do so, but it would seem to views you made it clear you wanted views on
me that the number of Article 4 directions is not National Parks and the rest of the country; was
likely to be very big in any event and you could, in that made clear to your respondents?
fact, find this out for us if you would have another
(Mr Wilkinson) The terms of the paper that we
look?
put out were specifically confined to National
(Mr Wilkinson) We could certainly have another Parks, but a number of respondents went furthei
look. In fact, today I can give you some examples than that and in the general experience of consulfrom the South West, which is the area, within tation papers, of which we have many in the
England at least, where the greatest concern has planning system, respondents are not normally
been expressed. I can tell you that in 1988 the inhibited in letting us have their views on wider
Department confirmed three Article 4 directions issues.
relating to fish farming on Exmoor, and a further
two directions relating to fish farming were conMr Marland
firmed, one in 1988 and one in 1989, in the area of
362. You said you had replies from 280
Purbeck District Council in Dorset. While it is the
Secretary of State’s policy to confirm directions respondents. Who were they, these people that you
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were writing to; and were you asking them general
questions or specifically those about National
Parks?
{Mr Wilkinson) Perhaps I should point out that
the main thrust of the consultation paper was to
invite comments on additional permitted development rights and, since concern about fish farming
in National Parks arose while we were preparing
tills exercise. Ministers agreed that it provided a
useful opportunity to take soundings on this
subject, but it was not the main subject of the
consultation paper. Tlie consultation paper was
addressed, basically, to anyone who had an interest. We have a mailing list of people who have an
interest in rural issues and it was available to
anyone else who wished to have a copy.
363. We had a fact-finding visit to the West of
Scotland and one of the things that struck me when
we were coming down in our bus towards the lochs
was that the cages were quite obvious and they
stood out quite a lot because they were all
galvanised. With the construction of agricultural
buildings now, there is a big move to try to duE the
oilour down a bit. Is that possible with fish cages, I
wonder, and might that be a system of constructing
these cages, or disguising them, which could be
looked at?
(Mr Corner) I imagine you are talking about
marine fish farming, which is subject to leasing by
the Crown Estate Commissioners. I do not know
the technical details about what can be done with
the treatment of fish cages but I am sure that the
terms of leases could include conditions as to what
sort of equipment was installed.
Chairman: Yes, the question of camouflage
really does not please the yachtsmen very much
either; but that is another matter!
Mrs Winterton
364. The DOE has placed dichlorvos on the
Red List of substances posing the greatest threat to
the aquatic environment and, whose discharge to
water should be reduced. As you will know, the
salmon farmers depend upon this chemical, in
Nuvan or Aquagard, in order to treat sea lice, and
there is not an alternative that they can use at
present. Could you explain why dichlorvos has
been placed on the Red List of the most dangerous
substances when, according to this report
published by the W'orld Health Organisation, and 1
quote, “recommended use of the product does not
constitute an acute or long-term hazard for aquatic
organisms”?
(Dr Otter) We placed this substance in the Red
List because we subjected a whole range of
chemicals to a selection procedure which is based
on the quantity of use, the toxicity, the persistence
and the bioaccumulation, and dichlorvos was
selected by that scheme. ITiat whole process was
subject to consultation. Some of the data on
dichlorvos were challenged but, in fact, those
objections were not sustained. The substance is on
the Red List because it is extremely toxic, primarily. It has a half-life of about six or seven days,
bioaccumulation potential is low; but we do not
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require that every substance has to be toxic, and
persistent and bioaccumulable in all coming to a
judgement. That was why it was placed on the list.
I am surprised that the WHO say that it produces
no risk because, in fact, the recommendation,
provisional quality standards for fresh waters are
as low as 1 nanogram per litre, and for marine
waters, on a long-term basis, 40 nanograms per
litre (1 nanogram=10“^ grams). Those are
extremely stringent quality standards and therefore I would conclude that it is a risk to the aquatic
environment.
365. Its exact words were “did not constitute an
acute or long-term hazard” and I note the criteria
that you use but, there again, the WHO considers
that dichlorvos is rapidly broken down in water
and does not bioaccumulate. It says here, ““no
bioaccumulation occurs in the different environmental compartments and organisms”?
(Dr Otter) There have been reports of bioaccumulation in mussels.
366. Can you tell me what scientific evidence
you used to come to this conclusion?
(Dr Otter) We based our views on a review of
the scientific literature, and all the evidence we
have used in toxicity and persistence has been
substantiated by the very large amount of continuing work into the properties of this substance. In
the last year it has been adequately demonstrated
by work in DAFS (the Department of Agriculture
and Fisheries in Scotland) that the half-life is,
indeed, 6 to 7 days. Previously we had estimates of
between 3 and 10 days; so the persistence and the
toxicity data have been substantiated by the most
recent research.
367. Obviously, from what you have said, you
have consulted MAFF and Di^S?
(Dr Otter) Yes, and the Department contributes
to the Veterinary Products Committee, which was
responsible for approving the use of this substance
for one year, but for one year only, because we
were concerned about the real effects of using
tonnage quantities of this material, involving direct
immersion into the aquatic environment, which is
very unusual for a pesticide. Pesticides usually go
through long chains before they reach water. Here
you have got a case where people are using a very
toxic substance at concentrations 25,000 times the
long-term safe concentration, and where the safe
concentration is only provisional, and may be
tightened; so I think there is undoubtedly a risk of
acute effects on other aquatic organisms than the
ones you are trying to protect.
368. Obviously, the Government's aim is to
reduce the discharge of dichlorvos intu water but,
of course, on the other hand, salmon farming, as
we all know, has rapidly expanded over the last
few years and is expanding at this moment. How,
therefore, do you believe the discharge of dichlorvos can be reduced without actually banning its use
at present, which would have a dramatic impact on
the industry itself?
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(Dr Otter) There is very active research going on
into looking for substitutes, there is active research
going on into alternative methods of controlling
sea lice, and there are biological methods being
investigated; I think the Department would want
to see all of those thoroughly investigated. The big
review of the effects of dichlorvos will take place
this year, because a whole host of research and
monitoring is becoming available in order for the
Veterinary Products Committee to consider
whether they shall continue to allow this substance
to be used, and we will look at all that evidence.
One of the things we will look for is whether it is
absolutely necessary to use it, and if there are
alternatives, and if there are biological methods or
if you can, in some cases, practically find ways of
treating the fish in fresh water so that the lice drop
off and then you put them back into salt water; all
those things should be considered first before you
discharge large quantities of a very toxic substance
into the marine environment.
369. But if all that research has not come up
with an alternative method, I assume that it would
not te banned in the short-term because of its
impact on the industry?
(Dr Otter) Perhaps the salmon fish industry has
to become less intensive, something like that.
Mr Martlew
370. This is an important point. I get the
impression. Dr Otter, that you are not very happy
at all with the use of this product, and the idea that
we should continue to have salmon farming or
pollute the water is not in respect a judgement for
you, it is a judgement for the politicians based on
the advice that you give them and I think that is
something that the Select Committee will be
looking at. But with dichlorvos you did say that
there was some evidence of accumulation in
mussels. Can you expand on that?
(Dr Otter) In asking the Water Research Centre
to produce for us provisional quality objectives and
quality standards for marine waters, they of course
surveyed the literature. The report says that there
are reports of accumulation in mussels, but not
sufficient to enable a bioconcentration factor to be
established, and this is work reported in 1989. You
would expect bioaccumulation to be low for this
substance because the partition co-efficient, which
is a physical chemical measure which you use in
lieu of proper experimentation to predict bioaccumulation, is low (1.5) which would mean that it
is unlikely that you would get bioaccumulation
more than about 40 or 50 times from water to the
organism; but there is some evidence.
371. But there is no evidence that this will be
harmful to humans who are eating the mussels?
(Dr Otter) No, we should not think so, but it
may be harmful to other animals eating the
mussels.
372. Would you be concerned if there were
mussel farms and salmon farms very close
together, if the latter were using Nuvan?
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(Dr Otter) I think it is something which needs to
be investigated and probably will come out as a
result of the work which has been going on this
year. I shall be very surprised if DAFS have not
been investigating it.
Chairman
373. I have to say we did visit a farmer whose
proposed plans were to about double the production of mussels in Scotland. He is perfectly content
to moor his mussel raft within half-a-mile of his
salmon tanks and says that there is no crossinfection or problems with dichlorvos at all.
(Dr Otter) Yes. Dichlorvos is toxic to mussels,
but not as toxic as it is to the larval crustacean.
374. That particular farmer, who seemed to us
to be technically advanced and interested, was
contented. What about the animal welfare aspects
of this? I do not think anybody who has visited a
fish farm could possibly fail to be impressed by the
clear suffering that sea lice impose on the salmon,
and although you say that this is accentuated by
intensive culture, there is every evidence that sea
lice affect the wild fish as well, of course. Do you
place a value on the welfare of those fish concerned making an assessment of this sort?
(Dr Otter) We have not done so. I am not sure
how we would go about it.
375. It would seem quite an important aspect of
it. I think it is not unreasonable to point out and I
am sure you are aware of the fact, that I do not
think it would be possible to farm salmon without
some preventative for sea lice; that is our clear
impression and the advice we have been given.
While I entirely support the view that alternative
methods should be found as soon as possible, I
think if you were to ban dichlorvos it would, in
fact, put salmon farming out of business. Would
you agree with that?
(Dr Otter) I have no real feel for the economics,
but that is what everybody tells me.
Mr Martlew
376. On the environmental impact of fish
farms, in your submission there does seem to be a
bit of complacency about the long-term effects of
fish farming. I understand that there has been
some work done with Wessex Water on this,
thinking specifically of trout in rivers. Could you
tell me whether you think there is any long-term
environmental impact?
(Mr Henry) Are you talking about the effect on
wild fish population and things like that?
377. Yes, and more than the visual impacts; the
long-term environmental impact once you start to
alter the balance of nature, it has some effects; I
have got a feeling that the Department has not
really looked into those effects and seem to be very
complacent about any long-term future: detrimental impacts?
(Mr Henry) As you say, we did refer in the
memorandum to the study that was done of the
Hampshire Avon, and I think what we could think
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now is that now the National Rivers Authority is
set up it would really be for them to investigate
what the effect of fish farming and anything else
which might affect the water environment would
be. I am not aware. Dr Otter might be able to say
something about this, that we have any plans for
further investigation of the effect on the environment of fish fanning and suchlike, that we would
expect research of that kind to be done by the
National Rivers Authority now. Is that not right?
(Dr Otter) I think that is right. We supported in
part the study which was done on the Hampshire
Avon, which was an investigation into the status of
the coarse fish populations in that river, which it
was alleged had declined. In fact, it was shown to
be a quite reasonably healthy river, in respect of
coarse fish, despite large amounts of fish farming
of trout. But, in future, we see that area of
research as something which the NRA should take
on and we have no plans at the moment or in the
immediate future for taking that on.
378. I can remember, Mr Henry, you have been
an adviser on the Water Bill, and I think there was
a great deal of doubt at that stage whether the
NRA would have the funds; and I would be deeply
concerned if you were saying, “DOE; it is nothing
to do with us any more; refer it to the National
Rivers Authority”, an organisation which is going
to be, in the opinion of many of us, underfunded;
so I suspect that nothing is going to be done?
(Mr Henry) Obviously, the NRA is dependent
on the Government for its funds and Ministers
have made repeated assurances that there will be
adequate fun^ for the NRA. It will be for the
NRA, in the context of its corporate plan, to put to
Government the things that it feels it is important
for it to do, and it will obviously itself wish to make
an assessment about the importance of this and
various other activities in relation to its general
objective of improving water quality.
Chairman: I think Mr Martlew was pursuing old
battles!
Mr Amos

379. Could I ask about wildlife conservation and
SSSIs (Sites of Special Scientific Interest). I understand that the DOE has stated that its duties in the
field of wildlife protection do give it additional
specific interest in fish farms and particularly their
potential impact on SSSIs. The NCC (Nature
Conservancy Council) in giving oral evidence were
quite certain that SSSIs were being damaged as a
result of fish farming and the situation was thought
to be serious. Could I ask two points. First of all,
do you agree with the NCC, and if you do what is
the DOE doing to protect SSSIs?
(Mr Henry) I do not think we are in a position to
question what the NCC may have said. What I
think we can say is that we think there are
adequate mechanisms to ensure that the NCC has
the opportunity to make sure that those involved in
taking decisions about fish farms are consulted and
the NRA is under a duty, under Section 8 of the
Water Act, to have regard to the conservation.
Also there is a Code of Conservation Practice
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which has a specific mention of fish farms in that
and that the NRA would be obliged to consult
conservation interests, for instance, when granting
a discharge consent; so that would mean that there
would be a vehicle there for the NRA to consult
the NCC or anyone else about the effect on SSSIs
or any other conservation interest. Also, when a
discharge consent is granted it has to be advertised,
and there would be an opportunity for the NCC to
make objections or comments about any proposed
discharge/ consent, and similarly if planning permission was involved there would be the formal
planning process which would enable the NCC’s
views to be taken fully into account.
380. Do you see the role of the DOE, then, as a
facilitator in allowing fish farming to take place, or
do you see it basically as an organisation which
exists to protect other interests which might
conflict with the continuation of fish farming?
(Mr Henry) I am not sure that we would see the
DOE as a facilitator. We would see the DOE as, in
a sense, an umpire which has to arbitrate in a
number of areas between competing interests, of
which nature conservation and the need for fish
farming is one, and that is why there is, in .the
Water Act and the planning legislation, the appellate role of the Secretary of State which enables him
to decide when there are conflicts between
different interests.
381. Have you any comment, then, on your role
as an umpire? Do your decisions or your view tend
to lean to one side or the other?
(Mr Henry) It is early days to comment on the
regime under the Water Act, which only came into
effect on 1 September.
(Mr Corner) I agree with Mr Henry that we are
really concerned to set up a framework within
which the needs of development are considered
against the interests of conservation and the two
are balanced against one another. It is very
difficult to go much further than that in talking
generally about planning to say where we see the
emphasis lying, but I think you could see in, for
instance, the introduction of environmental assessment over the last couple of years a move to give
greater weight to environmental considerations
where they arise in relation to the more major
planning applications, including fish farming.
Admittedly, that impinges very little on the normal
scale of fish farming, but I think there is a general
tendency for the DOE to see the framework as
needing to be strengtheiied to give greater weight
to environmental considerations as against development considerations.
Mr Marland
382. Extraordinarily enough, some witnesses
have suggested to us that in the environmental
assessment directive, that in the translation into
English a mistake has actually been made. I
wonder if you could comment on what they told us,
that the translation into English applies only to
salmon, whereas the original version apparently
includes salmon and trout?
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(Mr Corner.) Yes, we are aware of the fact that
the Nature Conservancy Council have put that
point to the Commission and that the Commission,
in their reply to the NCC, said that it was their
intention that the directive should embrace all
salmonids and not just salmon. But our understanding of the legal position is that it is a
well-established principle that each language
version of Community directives is as authentic
and authoritative as any other, and it would not be
possible, in our view, for the Commission simply to
require us to change the English text on the basis
of their interpretation of what was the original
intention. Obviously, the change would have a
substantive effect on the scope of the directive, so
it would need to be agreed by all Member States
and given effect by some form of Council minutes
and recorded in the Official Journal before it
would actually modify the English version of the
directive. Obviously, if that is done, and it has not
been done yet, the point has not been put to us
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formally by the Commission yet, then Ministers
would consider whether the extension was
justified.
383. So it looks as if that will be put right,
anyway?
(Mr Corner) Yes.
Chairman: Can we have your assurance that you
will put the point to Ministers to put it right? It
seems a bureaucratic bumbulation of the worst
order!
(Mr Corner) We will certainly raise that.
Chairman.
Chairman: Thank you very much
Mr Marland: It is an awful performance to put
something like that right, is it not!
Chairman: I think the Committee would go so
far as to say that it would think it right and proper
that it should cover all aspects, including trout. Mr
Henry, thank you very much. You have been most
helpful. Thank you all very much, gentlemen.
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SUMMARY

1. Fish farming in many instances is now an intensive process which is comparable in impact to a
number of industrial activities. In the absence of adequate controls fish farming has the potential to
damage the water environment and other legitimate water based interests.
2. The whole issue of fish farming and planning control needs to be investigated, reviewed and
appropriate amendments made to ensure that fish farms are subject to full planning control. These
amendments need to be included in a clearly understandable publication for the use of fish farmers and
the regulatory authorities.
3. A greater consistency should be sought in determining licensed abstractions. These should relate in
absolute terms to minimum flow requirements of the river and should be derived on a basis which is
compatible with that used for other abstractors. This is currently being progressed by the NRA.
4. Difficulties can be encountered in the setting and enforcement of discharge consents because of the
large volume of fish farm effluent relative to residual river flow. This results in only very small
concentrations of pollutants being acceptable in the effluent because as a result of the large volume of
effluent, the total polluting load from the fish farm is still significant. There is also the added problem of
measuring flows accurately at fish farms.
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5. The NRA currently has a role in the protection of wild fish populations from disease but the
statutory control offish diseases rests principally with MAFF. It is necessary to clarify the exact roles of
these two agencies given the potential interaction between farmed and wild fish populations. There is a
need to establish if the control of disease is included in discharge consents.
6. Fish farming can modify river flows and water quality. This may occur on a local or more
widespread basis depending upon, a) intensity of use, b) aggregation of users and c) local circumstances.
In protecting the aquatic environment these three factors have to be considered whether the site is an
on-river or coastal fish farm.
7. Land based forms may be supplied by bore-hole abstraction but in the main rely on river
abstraction. Because many fish farms take a high proportion of river flow and, because abstraction and
discharge points may be some distance apart (1-2 km), large sections of river can suffer flow depletion.
This can be so great as to reduce wetted area as well as lower water levels, and may result in harm to flora
and fauna as well as reducing the likelihood of firee passage of migratory fishes and angling success.
8. Fish farm effluents may also contain large quantities of suspended solids which in addition to
increasing Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) may clog the gravels of the river bed. Where river flows
have been modified the normally self cleaning properties of rivers may not operate to remove this silt
burden.
9. Many fish farm intakes and outflows do not have fixed gratings and are inadequately screened
against the ingress of coarse fish fry and smolts with consequent mortalities. Upstream migrants may also
be attracted into discharge channels where fish farms have diverted a large proportion of the river flow.
Outflow channels should be screened as near to the point of discharge as possible.
10. The NRA operates its own fish cultivation units to provide stocks for fishery improvement, to
restore fisheries following pollution incidents resulting in fish kills, and to restock waters where water
quality has been improved or habitat rehabilitated.
11. Where escaped farmed fish are of a different strain to wild fish and where interbreeding occurs
there is a risk to the genetic integrity of wild stocks.
12. The NRA recommends that Research and Development support is provided for effluent treatment
and to establish the present and future environmental impact of fish farming.
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The National Rivers Authority (NRA) was formed in September 1989 to protect the water
environment of England and Wales. It is responsible for Pollution Control, Management of Water
Resources, Flood Defence and Fisheries, Recreation and Conservation. Fish farming is one of the
activities that takes place inA^tchments regulated by the NRA and it is for this reason that it is seen to be
of importance by the NRA. This memorandum presents the NRA’s evidence on fish farming and is made
because of the significance of the potential for impact of fish farming on the water environment.
1.2 Fish farming in many instances is now an intensive process which is comparable in impact to a
number of industrial activities. In the absence of adequate controls fish farming has the potential to
damage the water environment and other legitimate water based interests.
1.3 In submitting this memorandum the National Rivers Authority wishes to draw the Select
Committee’s attention to an earlier submission by the Water Authorities Association to the House of
Lords Select Committee on the European Communities—Agriculture and the Environment (Reference

1).
1.4 Whilst there is a need to review and revise legislation to take account of fish farming and its
adequate control, especially in the case of intensive fish farming, the continued development of the fish
farming industry should be permitted and we do not envisage insuperable technical difficulties in
protecting the environment from more intensive fish farming given adequate controls.
1.5 We are not aware of any general problems (perceived or actual) across England and Wales that
result solely from fish farming activities. Nevertheless, in some rivers and catchments acute local
problems have resulted from aggregations of intensive fish farm units. Whilst the number of fish farm
related pollution incidents is small this statistic may be unrepresentative of the real impact of these
operations.
1.6 These points are brought out in the 1989 report on “Water Pollution from Farm Waste” jointly
published by the Water Authorities Association and the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
(Reference 2).
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1.1 Reference 2 also highlights the fact that a number of fish farms repeatedly fail to meet their
discharge consents. Water quality problems should not arise if a Code of Good Husbandry is followed
and if discharge consents are complied with, so long as these are correctly set. However, there are
instances where current procedures have not worked in practice.
1.8 The NRA operates its own fish cultivation units to provide stocks for fishery improvement, to
restore fisheries following pollution incidents resulting in fish kills and to restock waters where water
quality has been improved or habitat rehabilitated.
1.9 These units are operated because the required fish stocks are not available from the commercial
sector which produce fish primarily for the table market. The stocks of coarse fish that the NRA breed
ensure a supply offish which would be otherwise commercially unattractive to produce. For salmon, sea
trout and brown trout the genetic integrity of our stocks is protected by the propagation of genetically
suitable fishes which are appropriately restocked. The excess of salmon and rainbow trout produced by
the fish farming industry is inappropriate for restocking in very many cases. NRA fish cultivation units
are themselves subject to controls on abstraction and discharge.
1.10 A further concern is that current controls and regulations are inadequate for dealing with the
rapid developments in the fish farming industry. Given that further development is likely in rearing
techniques and the range of species farmed there is a need for effective methods of protecting the
environment through appropriate planning regulations and controls.
2.

TRENDS IN THE SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR FARMED FISH AND FUTURE OUTLOOK

2.1 The NRA is not well placed to comment accurately on the trends in the commercial sector because
there is no requirement for information to be passed to the NRA unless an abstraction or a consent to
discharge is being considered. With the removal of Section 30 consents for fish introductions (Salmon and
Freshwater Fisheries Act, 1975) to fish farms, the NRA no longer controls fish movements to and from
fish farms and, therefore, has few means of obtaining information.
2.2 Notwithstanding this difficulty, the NRA is aware that the number and size of fish farms has
increased greatly and that such farms in England and Wales are mainly producing rainbow trout for the
table, although some fish are produced for restocking.
2.3 The genetic composition of farmed stocks appears to be of increasing significance with the
development of a variety of separate strains. Escapes from such farms are of concern as stocks are
selected for commercially advantageous genetic traits which may not prove compatible with wild stocks.
2.4 Whilst most fish farming in England and Wales is currently of rainbow trout in fresh water, salmon
and shellfish are also being reared in sea water. Such developments are likely to continue and grow,
increasing the burden on the aquatic environment and competing with other water users. It is not at all
clear that current planning procedures and controls are adequate for these developments.
3. PLANNING AND LEGISLATIVE CONTROLS

Planning
3.1.1 Whilst a number of fish farm developments have benefited from existing planning procedures
and consultation with the NRA, we have not generally been consulted until discharge consents have been
applied for. As the competent authority regulating, through abstraction licences and discharge consents
there are clear advantages to fish farmers and other river users if the NRA is able to comment at the
planning stage of fish farm development. There is no current requirement for this nor for NRA advice to
be acted upon. There may be greater justification for the use of Public Inquiries in relation to fish farm
developments than is currently the case. The costs of NRA involvement and of NRA consultation should
not fall to the NRA.

3.1

3.1.2 The requirements or otherwise for fish farm units to be the subject of planning control have been
and continue to be ambiguous. The NFU, in a fact sheet on the subject, suggest most fish farming
structures require planning permission although they refer to certain “permitted development rights”.
In practice because fish farming has often been deemed “agricultural”, developments may escape
planning control. These include large scale (up to 500 tonne/annum) fish cage production units.
3.1.3 The whole issue of fish farming and planning control needs to be investigated, reviewed and
appropriate amendments made to ensure that fish farms are subject to full planning control. These
amendments need to be included in a clearly understandable publication for the use of fish farmers nnd
the regulatory authorities.
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3.L4 The status and precedence of Environmental Impact Assessments needs consideration for fish
farms in both fresh and sea water to ensure that they serve both planning and pollution control interests.
3.2 Abstraction
3.2.1 Prior to the Water Act 1989, no controls could be applied to abstraction of water at farms
deemed to be “agricultural”. Subsequent to this Act, by 1 September 1990, all fish farms abstracting more
than 20 cubic metres of water per day should be licensed and subject to a charge. Those fish farms
requiring an abstraction licence will be charged according to an appropriate Scheme published by the
NRA.
3.2.2 la determining and monitoring licences for fish farms there is often a major difficulty in
measuring the quantity of water used.
3.2.3 A greater consistency should be sought in determining licensed abstractions. These should relate
in absolute terms to minimum flow requirements and should be derived on a basis which is compatible
with that used for other abstractors.
3.2.4 In a number of cases substantially greater volumes of water have been and continue to be
abstracted than are subsequently permitted for discharge by the consent to discharge. Such water is
frequently discharged or returned at a point other than the effluent discharge point and so is not
considered by the fish farmer to be part of the effluent. Such abstraction can result in the majority of the
flow in a watercourse being abstracted leaving little residual flow in the river. The precise relationship
between all of a fish farm’s abstraction and discharges needs to be considered.
3.3 Discharge Consents
3.3.1 Difficulties can be encountered in the setting and enforcement of discharge consents because of
the large volume of fish farm effluent relative to residual river flow. This results in only very small
concentrations of pollutants being acceptable, as the total polluting load from the fish farm is still
significant. There is also the added problem of measuring flows accurately at fish farms.
3.3.2 Determinands such as Biochemical Oxygen Demand, suspended solids and some antibiotics etc
cause difficulties with fish farmers who are not willing to accept the necessary stringent consent limits,
which are essential to protect the watercourse.
3.3.3 Effluent volume can vary significantly in a short space of time, therefore, fish farmers need to
undertake more extensive measurement and recording of effluent volume and these records should be
available to the NRA.
3.4 Disease, therapeutic treatments and chemicals
3.4.1 The NRA currently has a role in the protection of wild fish populations from disease but the
statutory control of fish diseases rests principally with MAFF. It is necessary to clarify the exact roles of
these two agencies given the potential interaction between farmed and wild fish populations. There is a
need to establish whether discharge consents can include references to “disease free discharge".
3.4.2 There is currently no provision within existing legislation to require fish farmers to take steps to
prevent escapment of fish from farms. In view of the perceived risks of disease transfer there should be
greater control. On conventional farms adequate screening of intake and discharge should be required by
lav/ but even this is not fool proof if the farm is flooded out. prevention of escapes from cage sites is much
more difficult but should be seriously considered when site selection, mooring specifications, cage and
net design specifications, operating procedures and permitted species are determined.
3.4.3 With the current lack of control on inter-farm movements and the transfer and importation of
exotic fish, escapes of such fish could create serious disease risks. The 1988 outbreak of Spring Viremia of
carp has been attributed to such lack of control. Native populations of Crayfish have recently suffered
Crayfish plague as a result of the introduction of exotic species.
3.4.4 The fuller control of fish disease now needs to be considered as little guidance is available to the
fish farmer. Disease pathogen controls may need to be included in consents to discharge but this may only
be practical in some water courses, such as non-spate rivers.
3.4.5 The control of the introduction of therapeutic treatments to the aquatic environment requires
considerable clarification because it is (or should be) carried out by veterinary prescription under the
Medicine Act. This is primary legislation and may override COPA2/Water Act, although it does not
appear to address the problems of “broadcast” additions of therapeutics for immersion treatments.
MAFF/Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons will need to clarify and discuss the environmental
responsibilities of prescribing vets.
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3.4.6 In addition there is potential conflict between “good husbandry” advice from MAFF on
prophylactic antibodic/antimicrobial treatment and the pollution control requirements of the NRA.
4. TRADE AND MARKETING ASPECTS

No evidence offered.
5.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

5.1 Fish farming carries the potential to modify river flows and water quality. This may occur on a local
or more widespread basis depending upon, a) intensity of use, b) aggregation of users and c) local
circumstances. In protecting the aquatic environment these three factors have to be considered whether
the site is an on-river or coastal fish farm.
5.2 The impact of abstraction.
5.2.1 Land based farms may be supplied by bore-hole abstraction but in the main rely on river
abstraction. Many fish farms take a high proportion of river flow and, because abstraction and discharge
points may be some distance apart, large sections of river (1-2 km) can suffer flow' depletion. This can be
so great as to reduce wetted area as well as reducing water levels and may result in harm to flora and
fauna as well as reducing the likelihood of free passage of migratory fishes and angling success.
5.2.2 Abstraction by fish farmers in drought conditions can leave insufficient water in rivers to protect
the environment. The result can be dry river channels, stagnant pools, loss of wild fish production,
siltation and compaction of gravels, wildlife mortalities, loss of stream invertebrates and damage to
bankside flora and fauna. There have also been instances of fish passes being blocked in order to divert
greater flows to fish farms.
5.2.3 In some regions most of the best fish farming sites have been developed so that attention is now
being focused on more marginal sites and on cages in reservoirs and lakes. These sites may pose greater
risk of environmental damage.
5.3 Water Quality
5.3.1 Fish farm wastes and consequently the impacts of their effluents vary with the intensity of the
operation, the quality of site management and the availability of water for dilution. The respiration of
large numbers of farmed fish can lower the oxygen concentrations of the abstracted water. This, coupled
with the oxygen demand exerted by the breakdown of waste food, faeces and oxidation of Ammonia (one
of the principal waste products) may result in a significant oxygen depletion of a river at the point of
discharge. The capacity of rivers to reoxygenate is limited and particularly slow in lowland reaches.
Consents to discharge need to be such that the degree of oxygen depletion does not affect survival of
aquatic organisms in the receiving river.
5.3.2 The concentration of ammonia also requires dilution since this compound is toxic to fish at
relatively low concentrations, especially to the early life stages.
5.3.3 Fish farm effluents may also contain large quantities of suspended solids which in addition to
increasing Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) also clog the gravels of the river bed. Where river flows
have been modified, the normal self cleaning properties of rivers may not operate to remove this silt
burden.
5.3.4 Fish farm effluents are also characterised by an enriching effect upon water courses leading to
habitat modification. In particular phosphorus and nitrogen lead to increased and often undesirable
growths of aquatic vegetation. In coastal areas, lakes or rivers where flushing rates are low this can lead
to phytoplankton blooms which can give rise to, a) extremes of oxygen concentration b) release of toxins
c] water quality that excludes some fishe& and d) modified or unpleasant appearance to a watercourse.
5.3.5 A wide range of chemicals and pharmaceutical products are used to maintain fish health and
growth. These include antibiotics, the environmental impact of which is largely unknown. The
environmental impact of low concentrations of many of the chemicals employed, particularly in the
long-term, is poorly understood.
5.3.6 In marine farms Dichlorvos (Nuvan) is widely used to remove sea lice from salmon. Although
this compound degrades quickly it exerts a toxic effect upon invertebrates at very low concentrations.
5.4 Direct Ecological Effects
The main effects of fish farming other than those caused through modified river flow and water quality
are:
5.4.1 Disease. See Section 3.4.
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5.4.2
Escapes from fish farms can be substantial and may result in numbers of fi
natural carrying capacity of the receiving river.
(a) This overabundance may lead to competition for food space with the indigenous stocks or for
some species, predation upon juveniles.
(b) In cases where the escaped farmed fish are of a different strain to wild fish and where
interbreeding occurs there is a potential risk to the genetic integrity of wild stocks.
(c) Although the accidental restocking afforded by escaped trout may be viewed by some as a bonus
to the fishery, the occurrence of unwanted and unplanned restocking is a considerable nuisance
to many anglers and fisheries managers and often disrupts quite different fisheries management
objectives.
5.4.3 Predatory Birds
The availability of fish at fish farms increases the local abundance of piscivorous birds. These artificially
enhanced bird population also prey upon wild fish with largely unknown effects upon recruitment of
juvenile fish to takeable sized fish.
5.4.4 Gratings
Many fish farm intakes and outflows do not have fixed gratings and are inadequately screened against the
ingress of coarse fish fry and smolts with consequent mortalities. Upstream migrants may also be
attracted into discharge channels where fish farms have diverted a large proportion of the river flow.
Outflow channels should be screened as near to the point of discharge as possible.
6. GRANT AJD

No evidence to offer.
7.

EcoNomc BENEFITS AND
No evidence to offer.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

8. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROVISION

8.1 There is a need for R&D Support for methods of treating fish farm effluents to improve quality.
8.2 Further research is required to determine the effects on the aquatic environment of drugs and
chemicals used for treating farmed fish.
8.3 The medium and long term effects of both continuous low levels of escaped fish and less frequent
but nevertheless repeated large scale escapes are not known. Their impact on natural fish populations
requires study.
8.4. The effects of artificially elevated piscivorous bird populations on wild fish populations in water
adjacent to fish farms should be investigated.
8.5 The likely transmission of disease from fish farms to wild fish populations and to adjacent fish
farms requires more research.
8.6 Where water quality and the river loading of some substances is changed the effects on wild fish
populations and their productivity requires study.
November 1989
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Memorandum submitted by the Scottish River Purification Boards’ Association
1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Association fully supports the enquiry being conducted into fish farming in the U.K. by the
House of Commons Agriculture Committee and welcomes the opportunity to express its views based on
the collective experience of the constituent river purification boards (rpbs in controlling pollution in this
field.
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2.0 PLANNING AND OTHER LEGISLATIVE CONTROLS
2.1 Because of the generally ideal water quality conditions along most of Scotland’s Western coastline,
fishfarming has grown rapidly in recent years with the minimum of restrictions. This rapid however has
caused conflicts with other interests and overlapped several branches of the law practised by statutory
agencies which in general have not developed in tandem to meet the challenge thus leaving deficiencies in
the overall framework of control. The pace of development so far has largely been regulated by
commercial considerations and the controlling agencies have tended to react in a piecemeal fashion with
existing inadequate powers.
2.2 Most of the conflicts which have arisen have been with fishery, tourism and nature conservation
interests. Control on development has been exercised jointly by some pic authorities on land and by the
Crown Estate at sea, who operate independently. There is therefore considered to be an urgent need for
a national strategy to guide future development of the industry and to rationalise existing development
where necessary in order to allow sustained production in future to meet acceptable economic and social
objectives with the minimum of environmental damage. Late last year the Secretary of State for Scotland
announced the formation of an Advisory Committee to consider contentious applications for fish farm
proposals which has still to meet. It is suggested that this advisory committee suitably extended would be
a convenient vehicle for preparing such a national plan.
2.3. Rpbs have been controlling pollution from fish farms under S.34 of the Control of Pollution Act
1974 (COPA) by granting conditional consents to discharge trade effluents both from tank farms on land
and cage fish farms in freshwater lochs and the sea within territorial limits. Recent amendments to legal
definitions under the new Water Act 1989 have assisted in clarifying uncertainties with regard to the
extension of control to cage fish farms. However, the diffuse nature of the discharge from fish cages gives
rise to difficulties in monitoring and enforcement and no successful case against a discharge from a cage
fish farm has yet been upheld by the Scottish Courts. Up to date rpbs have issued 340 consents for fish
farms which amounts to approximately 90 per cent of all existing fish farms operating controlled waters in
Scotland. Although shellfish farms utilise natural marine food sources and do not require the addition of
artificial food or chemicals for disease control, they produce waste faecal matter which sediments on the
sea bed and may therefore require control under COPA.
2.4 The use of NUVAN 500 EC, which is an organophosphorus pesticide for treatment of sealice
infestation of salmon at marine sites has given rise to serious public concern due to its toxicity. Initial
development of this treatment was done by Marine Harvest in 1976 and clearance was given to the
company by the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries under the Voluntary Pesticide Safety Precautions
Scheme (PSPS). In 1985 PSPS was superceded by the Food and Environment Protection Act (FEPA).
Although registered under PSPS, its use for sealice treatment is not regulated under FEPA. As any
substance which is added to water to treat fish is an animal medicine, its use is now regulated under the
Medicines Act 1968. Thus at present NUVAN 500 EC is classed as a pesticide in its terrestrial use and
controlled under FEPA but is classed as an animal medicine in its aquatic use and controlled under the
Medicines Act 1968. Veterinary Surgeons are allowed to prescribe any product whether licensed or not
and they were authorising its use in sealice treatment before it was granted a temporary produce licence
only recently by MAFF. In order to retain public confidence in the control of dangerous substances to the
aquatic environment, it is important that any ‘loopholes’ in existing legislation are closed and that no new
substance should be authorised for use until it has undergone adequate screening for health and
environmental safety. In case of doubt, authority to use it should be withheld.
2.5 Fish farming requires significant supplies of clean water for operational purposes. In the case of
tank farms this may be abstracted directly from rivers and from underground strata. This has given rise to
difficulties in ensuring that sufficient residual flow remains in liit. river for fish migration and other needs.
At present rpbs have no powers to control the abstraction of water from rivers and exercise control
indirectly by limiting the flow of the discharge back to the river. Additional powers to control the direct
abstraction of water would be a more straightforward and efficient way of dealing with this matter. As
there are also developments taking place which rely on groundwater for supply, control of abstraction of
underground water should also be introduced now before exploitation of this natural resource gives rise
to difficulties in future.

2.6
As part of the procedure of dealing with applications to discharge from fish farm
these are publicly advertised by rpbs. It is their experience that a substantial proportion of the
representations received against proposed new discharges are derived from fishery interests, particularly
on inland waters, on the inland waters, on the grounds mainly of the transmission of fish disease and
possible genetic damage to indigenous stock due to escapes. As rpbs are concerned primarily with the
control of water quality such representations are normally passed on to other agencies for their attention.
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However, it would appear that there are very strong views on these matters from fishery interests who are
unable to take the appropriate action under legislation to protect fisheries on their own behalf. It is
therefore recommended that the Agriculture Committee should investigate this further to ascertain if
further preventative powers are in this regard.
3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
3.1 From the aspect of water pollution control, the widespread use of dichlorvos (NU'S^AN 500 EC)
for sealice treatment of salmon at marine fish farms is of major concern because of its acute toxicity to
humans and to aquatic life. Dichlorvos is included on the Government’s “Red List” of dangerous
substances for action to substantially reduce the load discharged to the North Sea by 1995 in conjunction
with neighbouring countries. Until a suitable alternative is found or a method is developed which will
avoid its discharge to sea after use, a reduction in the load discharged will not be possible contrary to the
Government’s stated aim. Indeed, an increase in the load discharged may result if the industry continues
to expand in future.
3.2 The present use of chemicals generally on fish farms requires to be formalised. Many fish farmers
use chemicals as a routine husbandry tool to prevent disease, which is unnecessary and wasteful. There is
therefore a need for a code of good fish farming practice to be issued by MAFF covering good husbandry
practice and methods of administration to minimise the quantities of neat chemicals used.
4.0

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROVISIONS AND REQUIREMENTS

4.1 It is now well established that deposition of waste food and faeces beneath cage fish farms. The
effect of this can be used by selecting sites with higher current velocities to disperse the waste solids over a
wider area at concentrations which can be assimilated by the natural fauna. However, this results in a
larger area of seabed being affected than at more sheltered sites. As there is no practical method
available at present for collecting solid waste matter from fish cages, control is normally exercised by
alternating sites to allow recovery to take place by natural means which may take a few years. As the
industry expands however, site availability will more become more restrictive. Research therefore
requires to be done on the assimilative capacities of different types of natural communities for the
purpose of assessing the environmental impact of increasing the dispersion of organic wastes to allow
suitable design criteria to be developed for location of fish cages.
4.2 On fireshwater lochs, the discharge of phosphorus may also critical restricting development in
smolt production. Most of the best freshwater sites have already been utilised and many of these are
operating at or near capacity. Work therefore requires to be done on improved cage design for the
collection and transfer of solid waste and nutrients for subsequent treatment and disposal ashore. If
successful, this would ensure continued expansion with environmental damage to water quality and allow
increased production at sites which are currently at capacity or at alternative freshwater sites which are
currently considered to be unsuitable.
4.3 The safe disposal of fish farm sludge is already proving problematical in parts of the West
Highlands. In addition, problems have been encountered in the disposal of diseased fish on land due to
the discharge of foul leachate to controlled waters. It is essential therefore that research on these aspects
is adequately supported in future.
October 1989

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Scottish River Purification Boards’ Association
1.0
INTRODUCTION
1.1 At present river purification boards (rpbs) exercise control of pollution from fish farms by consent
procedure under S.34 of the Control of Pollution Act (COPA) as trade effluents. This procedure applies
both to tank farms on land which abstract water from rivers and discharge it back again after use at a
point of the abstraction and also to cage fish farms on freshwater lochs and the sea within territorial
limits.
1.2, In the case of cage fish farms no abstraction of clean water is necessary but the cage site requires a
current of water to pass through the cages containing the stock to replenish dissolved oxygen and ensure
that water quality in general remains satisfactory for the health of the farmed fish. After passing through
the cage, the water becomes contaminated with suspended particulate matter from waste food and
faeces; nutrients, particularly nitrogen and phosphorus and any chemicals which may be used
intermittently for disease control.
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2.0 PLANNING AND OTHER LEGISLATIVE CONTROLS

2.1 The diffuse nature of the discharge from cage fish farms gives rise to difficulties for RPBs in
controlling pollution at present and current procedure for enforcing consent conditions on cage fish farms
still requires to be tested in Scottish Courts. The Association considers that special legislative provision
requires to be made in this particular case to overcome present difficulties. Rpbs should have powers to
formally agree the point or points within a loch with the fish farmer where samples of the effluent passing
into the loch waters may be taken and for the purpose of any legal proceedings, it should be presumed
until the contrary was shown, that any such sample taken at a formally agreed point, was a sample of what
was passing from the cage fish farm into those waters.
2.2 The principal polluting matter of concern in fish farm effluents is considered to be nutrients,
particularly nitrogen and phosphorus. Because of the generally oligotrophic nature of freshwater lochs
and the limited availability of phosphorus particularly in Highland lochs where most of the development
is taking place, any significant increase in this nutrient can be expected to result in increased biological
activity. Within limits, this is acceptable but in order to avoid potential problems due to eutrophication
the discharge of phosphorus is considered to be the most critical factor requiring regulation in relation to
applications for consent to discharge trade effluents from cage fish farms in this case. In order to predict
the increase in phosphorus from cage fish farms on freshwater lochs, the Dillon and Rigler mathematical
model is normally used (See Appendix I). Control is normally exercised by limiting the load of
phosphorus to be discharged from an allowed annual fish production biomass to achieve the appropriate
rpb environment quality standard (EQS) for phosphorus using this model. This approach has generally
been accepted by the fish farming industry in Scotland but difficulties are now being encountered. Some
freshwater lochs particularly in the Highlands are either at or above capacity in terms of the adopted EQS
for phosphorus. This may therefore result in a restriction on future development of the fish farming
industry if the clean and relatively unpolluted conditions of these lochs are to be maintained.
2.3 A significant extraneous source of phosphorus which affects freshwater rivers and lochs at present
is forestiy plantations which require to be treated periodically by the application of fertiliser. This causes
nutrientenrichment due to the leaching of phosphorus which is understood to be the most frequently used
fertiliser. In many cases this may be a more important contributor of phosphorus to river catchments than
fish farm or other sources and investigations are being carried out to assess the significance of
afforestation in this respect. Rpbs have no control on the diffuse discharge of phosphorus from the
extensive areas of fertilised forestry plantations in their areas. This is known to be giving rise to
difficulties in some areas where cage fish farm discharges from new developments in freshwater lochs
which contain extensive areas of forested land have been refused in order to prevent undue phosphorus
enrichment leading to eutrophication. The Association accepts that it is entirely unsatisfactory for rpbs to
exercise control on discharges of phosphorus from cage fish farms under S.34 of COPA if no similar
control can also be exercised on other equally important diffuse discharges of phosphorus from fertilised
forestry plantations. Further measures may therefore be required by Government to enhance rpb powers
for controlling the application of fertiliser to afforested land as a prescribed activity under S.31(4) of
Schedule 23 of the Water Act 1989 in order to rectify this anomaly.
2.4 Similarly, agricultural fertilisers are another source of phosphorus. Further investigations are
being carried out to assess their significance as this has also given rise to difficulties in controlling its
discharge from cage fish farms on freshwater lochs. Unfortunately, the present legislative powers to
designate land as nitrate sensitive areas to control its use for agricultural purposes does not address this
problem. Further measures may therefore be necessary in future to control the diffuse discharge of
phosphorus from agricultural land once more information is available on its significance.
3.0 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROVISIONS AND REQUIREMENTS

3.1 It is understood that research is being carried out on the use of low phosphorus fish feeds. It is
essential that this research is continued and the Agriculture Committee is recommended to give this work
its full support.
3.2 Research is currently being undertaken on the effect of nutrients from cage fish farm development
on phytoplankton growth in sea lochs. The Association also recommends that this work should continue
to be supported for the purpose of producing a suitable mathematical model which can be applied to the
discharge of nitrogen from cage fish farms to avoid possible problems of eutrophication in sea lochs.
3.3 In addition to the discharge of nutrients and chemicals to the water column, it is now well
established that sedimentation of waste food and faeces occurs beneath cage fish farms which result in
deposit^, of amoxic waste on the loch or sea bed. As there is no practical method available at present for
collecting particulate waste matter and other pollutants from fish cages, control is normally exercised by
using alternative sites to allow recovery of affected areas to take place by natural means.
3.4 Research requires to be carried out as a matter of inquiry on the design and construction of cage
structures to assess the feasibility of collecting all waste products from cage fish farm practice on
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freshwater lochs for final treatment and removal of particulate matter, phosphorus, chemicals and fish
pathogens.
3.5 Simple models have been developed to predict tlie impact of cage fish farm wastes on the benthic
environment. These models should be further developed to the point where they can serve as reliable
tools for planning future developments.
3.6 Research is required to identify and develop the use of alternative methods of sealice control in
marine cage farms to NUVAN and to assess the significance of bioaccummulation and toxicity of
chemicals to non target organisms.
3.7 In the case of both marine and freshwater fish farm effluents the presence of chemicals including
pesticides and antibiotics is causing increasing concern. Despite the widespread use of these chemicals
little is known of their environmental impact and existing legislation does not necessarily ensure adequate
screening for environmental safety before their use. The impact of antibiotics on benthic microbial
communities requires further evaluation.
4.0 SUMMARY
4.1 Water pollution control legislation requires to be modified to allow rpbs to agree points within a
loch with a fish farmer for the purpose of taking samples of effluent from the cage fish farm which are
admissable in legal proceedings as being representative of what was passing into the loch until the
contrary is shown.
4.2 Additional powers may be required to allow rpbs to control the discharge of phosphorus from
fertilised forestry plantations as this could restrict future development of the fish farming industry on
freshwater lochs in future. This may be possible under S.31(4) of Schedule 23 of the Water Act 1989 by
the application of fertiliser to forestry plantations a prescribed activity.
4.3 Research on the use of low phosphorus feeds and a mathematical model for controlling the
discharge of nitrogen from cage fish farms in sea lochs to prevent eutrophication problems requires
support.
4.4 Research requires to be carried out on cage structure to assess the feasibility of collecting all wastes
products from cage fish farms on freshwater lochs for final treatment and removal of particulate matter,
phosphorus, chemicals and fish pathogens as this would allow future development of the fish farming with
minimum impact on water quality.
4.5 Mathematical models for predicting the impact of wastes on the benthic environment should be
developed for use in planning future developments.
4.6 Further research is required to find an alternative sealice treatment to the use of NUVAN and to
assess the significance of bioaccumulation
4.7 The impact of antibiotics on benthic microbial communities requires further evaluation.
October 1989

Appendix 1
DILLON RIGLER MATHEMATICAL MODEL
For the purpose of predicting the increase in total phosphorus from caged fish farms in freshwater lochs,
the Dillon and Rigler mathematical model is used in the form:
p ^ Tw X L (I-R)

2
where
P = Total phosphorus concentration (mg/m^)
Tw = Residence time of water (y)
L = Area loading rate (mg/mfy)
R = Fraction of load lost to sediments
Z = Mean depth (m)
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Memorandum submitted by the Water Research Centre
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SECTION 1—INTRODUCTION

WRc has been involved in the investigation of environmental problems caused by the fish farming
industry on behalf of the UK water authorities, and more recently, the National Rivers Authority. The
evidence laid out in this document is based on a recent nationwide review of existing problems associated
with both land-based and caged aquaculture. This report describes the range of potential environmental
problems which may result from specific fish farming activities, and outlines the problems encountered by
pollution control authorities in regulating the industry. Methods of waste control are discussed and
recommendations are provided for more effective pollution control management.
SECTION 2—THE INDUSTRY

Farmed fish are either reared in freshwater tanks/raceways on land adjacent to rivers (land-based
farms), or in cages suspended in lakes, reservoirs or coastal areas. The two species most commonly
produced are Atlantic salmon, (Salmo salar L), and rainbow trout, {Salmo gairdneri Richardson). In
1988 salmonid production in the UK was 35,000 tonnes, with Atlantic salmon accounting for 18,000
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tonnes. AUK aquaculturalforecast for 1991 is presented in table 1; this suggests that the production of
Atlantic salmon, farmed mainly in sea lochs around the Scottish coast, is likely to increase by 200 per
cent. A much smaller increase is forecast for the production of rainbow trout, reared either on land-based
farms or (increasingly) in freshwater cages.
TABLE 1
FORECAST UK AQUACULTURE PRODUCTION IN 1991

Tonnes
Atlantic salmon
Rainbow trout
Eels
Marine finfish
Carp and other coarse fish
Brown trout

60,000
18,000
1,500
1,000
900
300

Source; Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food/Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for
Scotland.
SECHON 3—ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
3.1 GENERAL

Fish farm waste consists of large amounts of solid, phosphorus-rich, organic matter (both faeces and
uneaten food), plus a number of dissolved pollutants such as nitrogen (as nitrate and ammonia from
uneaten food and fish excretion), and various disease treatment and fish growth chemicals. Dissolved
oxygen levels can become reduced in the effluent due to fish respiration and the oxygen demand exerted
by the breakdown of waste solids and oxidation of ammonia (collectively termed the Biochemical Oxygen
Demand, BOD). For land-based farms, water is usually abstracted from the river in large quantities; the
effluent may be heated in winter, especially in hatcheries, to maintain growth and reduce mortality. The
transfer of fish disease organisms, the escape/release of farmed fish and disposal of dead fish, predator
control and general habitat disturbance also have environmental implications.
3.2 NUTRIENTS

Nutrient enrichment from fish farm waste may result in the stimulation of plant growth. In rivers, this
phenomenon is most marked in upland, nutrient poor waters, where overgrowth of anchored vegetation
can choke river channels. In lakes and coastal areas a risk of phytoplankton blooms exists, although few
incidents have been positively linked to fish farms as yet. Nocturnal plant respiration and the degradation
of dead phytoplankton can lead to oxygen depletion in the water column; this is likely to interfere with
the respiration of aquatic fauna, including fish. Phytoplankton blooms can also release toxins that are
directly harmful to fish, and possibly to birds and mammals (including man).
The growth of sewage fungus is also stimulated by nutrient enrichment, and this is often evident
downstream of land-based effluent discharges.
3.3 SOLID WASTE

Solid fish farm waste exerts a high oxygen demand, stripping oxygen out of solution. In suspension, it
can reduce the visual appeal of a water body. Sedimentation occurs where water energy is low enough,
often under and around caged farms, and downstream of land-based discharges; this smothers benthic
(sediment-dwelling) fauna and reduces oxygen levels in the sediment and overlying water. Under such
conditions sediments become dominated by a few pollution-tolerant species, and in the worst affected
areas will be devoid of life. Salmonid redds require a high degree of aeration and will suffer from any
reduction in sediment oxygen levels. Benthic communities are typically affected up to 0.5-1 Km
downstream of land-based discharges, and up to 25 metres from caged farms, although individual farms
may have a far greater or lesser impact than this.
Sedimented solids act as a reservoir for phosphorus, which is released over a long period of time,
contributing to nutrient enrichment of the water column, this is particularly important in freshwaters,
where phosphorus is the principal limiting factor on plant growth. Under extreme conditions the
sediment is stripped of oxygen (anoxia), whereupon phosphorus release is enhanced and various toxic
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gases such as methane and hydrogen sulphide are produced; this situation has been reported directly
under caged farms, especially where water energy is low. Anoxic sediments underneath cages can result
in “site souring”, whereby the health of farmstock is reduced, in some cases leading to substantial fish
mortality.
3.4 DISSOLVED OXYGEN

Reductions in oxygen saturation can impair the respiration of aquatic fauna and reduce habitat
suitability. Salmonid fish and many invertebrates require high levels of dissolved oxygen, and can
therefore be prevented from living in, or passing through, water in the vicinity of fish farms.
3.5 AMMONIA

Un-ionized ammonia (NH3) is the chief excretory product of fish and is highly toxic to aquatic
organisms. The majority is rapidly converted into the relatively non-toxic ammonium ion (NH4'*‘), but the
remainder may exert a toxic effect in the vicinity of fish farms, depending upon local conditions including
pH and temperature.
3.6 FISH FARM CHEMICALS

Farmed fish are reared at high stocking density and are therefore susceptible to a wide range of
diseases, A variety of treatment chemicals are used (see table 2).
Antibiotics, such as oxolinic acid, trimethoprim, oxytetracycline, and potentiated sulphonamide are
incorporated into the feed. Little is known about their environmental impact, but natural microbial
species composition is likely to be affected; there is also speculation that they may act as “sensitisers”,
provoking allergic responses in some people.
Immersion treatments are used to treat ectoparasites and fungal infection. Malachite green is
extensively used on freshwater farms in the UK, but its use has been banned by several government
agencies in the US; it is suspected of having teratological effects on fish and rabbits. Bad farm practices
have resulted in a number of incidents where the river has turned green through its use. On marine farms,
“Nuvan” (“Aquagard”) is widely used to remove salmon sea lice. Its active ingredient, the organophosphorus pesticide Dichlorvos, is toxic to a wide variety of marine arthropods at concentrations below those
used for treatment, although there is some evidence that it degrades into less toxic substances relatively
quickly (half-life of between 3.9 and 7.4 days).
Formaldehyde, quaternary ammonium compounds and iodophors are commonly used to disinfect
eggs, surfaces, circulation systems, and to reduce waterborne bacterial numbers. Anti-foulants, to
prevent net-fouling, are usually copper-based compounds since the ban of tributyltin (TBT) in 1987.
These are not as effective as TBT and farmers often resort to some form of net-washing.
In addition to therapeutic agents, vitamins (to enhance growth) and pigments (to colour flesh) that are
incorporated into the feed are also released into the environment. It is suspected that feed vitamins may
act as micronutrients and enhance plant growth (including phytoplankton). Canthaxanthin, a pigment
used in the UK to produce pink flesh in farmed salmon, is currently banned in the US due to its suspected
carcinogenic properties.
3.7 HEAT
Land-based hatchery waste water may be 7-8°C higher than ambient river temperature at certain
times. This is likely to enhance weed growth and adversely affect those aquatic invertebrate larvae that
require cold periods to develop and reach maturity.
3.8 FARMED FISH—WILD FISH INTERACTIONS

Little work has been reported on the main areas of concern, these being: disease transfer, competition,
genetic contamination and predation.
Farmed fish are susceptible to diseases carried by wild populations at low infection levels. The
potential proliferation of disease organisms within farms in turn increases the probability of infection for
wild fish in the vicinity of farms. Infected farmed fish escaping to the wild may also act as carriers to wild
populations. The effectiveness of precautions taken to prevent fish escapes varies widely from farm to
form, and there is likely to be a steady release of farmed fish into the wild in some areas. The movement
of infected stock to non-infected areas, even if the movement is only from one farm to another, provides
a potentially important source of contamination.
Competition for food and space between rainbow trout and wild brown trout, either through accidental
or deliberate introduction of farmed rainbow trout, may be widespread although there is little evidence to
support this. Predation on salmon fry by rainbow trout is also thought to occur in some areas.
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It is now known that there are demonstrable genetic differences between salmon populations from
different river systems, and that there are also likely to be several genetically distinct reproductive units
within each of these systems. Genetic differences have also been found in brown trout populations only a
few kilometres apart, and are likely to be present in isolated population of coarse fish. Such differences
may well be important adaptations to local conditions, and interbreeding with farmed fish may alter the
ability of wild fish to cope with their environment. Overproduction of young fish by the industry, as an
insurance against mortalities, produces a surplus which is often exploited by fisheries managers; this
practice will greatly enhance genetic mixing. The use of triploid (sterile) fish on farms would prevent
genetic interaction, but is rarely employed.

Water Research Centre
TABLE 2
FISH FARM TREATMENT CHEMICALS AND RECOMMENDED USAGE
Formulation

Disease

Dose

Duration
of dose

Chloramine T
Erythromycin
Rumequine
Formalin

Fin Rot, Tail Rot
Bacterial Kidney Disease
Furunculosis
Costia, Trichodina
Gyrodactylus etc
Fin rot
Bacterial septicaemias
Furunculosis, Vibriosis
Bacterial Gill Disease

2-5 mg 1"^
25-100 m^kg fish/day
6 mg/kg fish/day
167-250 mg 1"^

1 hour
7-21 days
6 days
1 hour

0.5-1 mg 1“^

10 mins

25-75 mg/kg fish/day
2 mg 1“^ (soft water)
4 mg 1“^ (hard water)
1-5 mg 1~^

7-21 days
1 hour
1 hour
1 hour

(3.68 gm. green 1“^)
(25 mg formalin 1“^)
1-3 mg l“i

1 hour
3-5 days

2 mg 1~^

1 hour

5 mg/kg fish/day

7-14 days

(50 mg/kg fish/day
injection)
(50-120 mfikg fish/day)
20 mg 1-1
1-2 mg l~i
1.5 per cent
50-75 mg/kg fish/day
200 mg/kg fish/day
30 mg/kg fish/day

7-14 days

Furanance
Furazolidone
Hyamine 3000
Malachite Green
Malachite Green/
Formalin
Methylene Blue
Nuvan (50 per cent
dichlorvos)
Oxolinic acid
Oxy tetracycline
Proflavin hemisulphate
RoccaJ
Sodium chloride
Streptomycin
Sulphamerazine
Tribrissen
(potentiated sulphonamide)

Saprolegnia fungus
Proliferative Kidney Disease
Ichthyophthirius
Ectoparasites
Enteric Redraouth
Ichthyophthirius
Sea louse
Furunculosis, Vibriosis,
Enteric Redmouth
Furunculosis, Vibriosis
Enteric Redmouth
Fin Rot, Tail Rot, Lesions
Bacterial Gill Disease
External Bacterial Lesions
Mycobacteria (Tuberculosis)
Fresh water septicaemias
Fresh water septicaemias

30 mins
1 hour
1 hour
5-10 days
14 days
10 days

Source: Solbe J F de L G, Water Quality. In Salmon and Trout Farming, edited by L M Laird and T
Needham. Ellis Horwood Ltd (1988).
DEPLErioN
Land-based farms may be supplied by borehole abstraction, but usually rely on river abstraction. A
number of farms in England and Wales have been grossly depleting river flows by overabstraction,
sometimes to the point of drying up the river bed. This has led to concern not only for fauna and flora
resident between abstraction and discharge points (which can be up to 2Km apart), but also for the free
passage of migratory salmonids and other fish. Problems with flow depletion have not been reported in
Scotland.

3 9 RIVER FLOW

3.10 PREDATOR CONTROL
Many predatory mammals, such as seals, minks, and to a lesser extent otters, and birds including
cormorants, shags, herons and kingfishers, are attracted to fish farms to feed. They are responsible for
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not only killing large numbers of fish, but may also cause damage to nets on caged farms, allowing large
numbers of fish to escape. A considerable number of predators are killed each year by shooting,
entrapment and entanglement in farm nets.
3.11 HABITAT DISITJRBANCE

Caged farms, in particular, are often located in remote sites which may be used by birds and mammals
as breeding and feeding grounds. Repeated disturbances, such as loud noises (from sonic predator
scarers, for instance) the movement of boats, and activities such as net cleaning (involving boats moving
at high speed), may cause animals to leave a particular area. This may result in the displacement or even
loss of rarities, such as divers, grebes and raptors.
3.12 AESTHETIC CONSCDERATIONS

The visual intrusion of fish farms can have an adverse effect on the scenic appeal of an area. The
location of fish farm buildings on the banks of scenic rivers, and caged farms in attractive and otherwise
undeveloped locations, is detrimental to the landscape. Their presence may reduce tourist activity, as
well as degrading the quality of life for local residents. There may also be an odour associated with a
farm, especially if dead fish are not properly disposed of in suitably constructed/located burial pits.
3.13 NATURAL FOOD SUPPLY

There is concern that the huge demand for feed made by the industry is placing certain fisheries,
particularly those of Scottish sandeel, under strain. This strain has been linked to food shortages in the
wild, resulting in the breeding failure of arctic tern, kittiwake and puffin colonies.
SECTION 4—REGULATION OF FISH FARM ACTIVITIES
4.1 GENERAL

Discharge consents are now issued under Chapter I, Part III of the Water Act (1989) (or the Water Act
(NI) in N Ireland). With respect to discharge consents for land-based farms, pollution control authorities
(the NRA regions in England and Wales, the River Purification Boards in Scotland, and DoE (NI) in N
Ireland) list a suite of parameters, often including fish farm chemicals such as malachite green,
formaldehyde and a general clause for antibiotics. The permissible loading of each pollutant will depend
upon the available capacity of the river, in relation to relevant Environmental Quality Standards (EQSs)
and the river’s National Water Council (NWC) classification. The frequency of effluent spot sampling is
very variable (fortnightly, monthly, quarterly or even yearly) depending upon the farm and the region.
For caged farms there is no real agreement between pollution control authorities on consent setting, and
indeed few consents have been issued to caged farms.
A number of difficulties are encountered by pollution control authorities in the control of fish farm
effluent discharges.
4.1.1 VARIABILITY OF EFFLUENT QUALITY

Fish farm effluent quality varies greatly both on a diurnal timescale (feeding regime, fish treatment
regime, farm cleaning operations) and a seasonal timescale (stocking density, total biomass, stock age
and, for land-based farms, river flow). Diurnal variations are particularly important as they are very
unlikely to be detected or accounted for with low frequency discrete effluent quality sampling.
4.1.2 FISH FARM CHEMICALS

Treatment chemicals used in aquaculture are considered to be drugs, and as such come under the
Medicines Acts (1968 and 1971). This legislation requires all veterinary medicines to have a product
licence obtained from the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Foods (MAFF), covering the sale,
supply and manufacture of the drug. It will only be granted if it meets the required standards on safety,
quality and efficacy, and is shown not to be harmful to the treated animals, handlers of the drug,
consumers of treated animals and the environment generally. However, a provision in the Acts permits
the use of any medicine under veterinary prescription. This allows unlicensed products to be used with no
official knowledge of their impact on the environment. Malachite green is still used under veterinary
prescription, but ‘Nuvan’ has recently been issued with a temporary product licence by MAFF.
Pollution control authorities generally cannot analyse for fish farm chemicals, most monitoring being
restricted to the sanitary parameters (suspended solids, ammonia, BOD, and dissolved oxygen). Even
where such analyses can be performed, meaningful EQSs have still to be established; WRc are currently
reviewing the ecotoxicity of ish farm antibiotics, and are preparing provisional EQSs for Dichlorvos (in
“Nuvan”) in water.
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4.1.3 DISEASE CONTROL
Some pollution control authorities are concerned about their lack of control over the transportation of
fish from form to farm (under Section 34 of the Salmon Act, 1986), since there is a risk of disease transfer
to uncontaminated wild populations.
4.1.4 BACKGROUND WATER QUALITY
Background levels of relevant parameters will vary from site to site, depending upon local influences,
and there is therefore concern that setting blanket absolute water quality standards would be unfair to
farms in areas of poorer water quality. Some pollution control authorities have attempted to resolve this
for land-based river-fed farms by consenting acceptable changes in water quality between influent and
effluent water (called incremental or differential standards). This is not possible for caged farms, as
influent water quality cannot be quantified with certainty.
4.1.5 SAFE FARM SEPARATIONS
There will be a limit to the number of fish farms any body of water (river, lake or sea loch) can support,
in terms of both ecology and exploitation of the water for other (or similar) purposes. With respect to
ecology, if fish farms are spaced too close together effluent impacts will merge into each other, resulting
in large areas with degraded faunal and floral communities.
In terms of exploitation, the risk of disease transfer between farms is an important consideration. Since
little is known about the waterborne survival time of the diseases involved it is difficult to set safe safe
separations; in the case of disease-carrying escapees it is unlikely that there is a safe separation.
4.1.6 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENTS
Assessment of site suitability and the setting of a maximum allowable fish production for a proposed
farm should rely upon estimates of pollutant output per unit of production. However, observations of
pollutant output vary greatly with feed quality, quantity of feed fed (per unit fish biomass) and other farm
practices, so that producing such estimates is fraught with uncertainty. Output of phosphorus, a very
important parameter for caged farms in freshwater lakes, is usually estimated to be lOKg phosphate per
tonne of fish produced; although some farms do much better than this, good performance cannot at
present be assured.
Mixing models which can accurately predict the behaviour and fate of nutrients released from caged
farms, and their impact upon phytoplankton growth, are lacking. This makes the assessment of site
suitability far less certain.
4.2 LAND BASED FARMS
4-2.1 River Flow Depletion
Removal of the agricultural exemption from river abstraction licencing for farms producing “fish for
the table” (Schedule 13, Section 6 of the Water Act (1989)), which will come into force on 1 September
1990, will ameliorate the problems of river flow depletion in England and Wales.
However, there are further problems with abstraction control. Many farms claim a “licence of right”
under Section 33 (1) of the Water Resources Act (1963), whereby water can be abstracted according to
earlier statutory provisions (including common law rights), or if it can be proven that water was being
abstracted at any time within the 5 years previous to the enactment of the 1963 Act. Furthermore,
statutory holders of a “licence of right” are entitled to as much water as they require if previous statutes
have not stipulated quantitative restrictions (Section 34(3)). This type of abstraction right can vary
greatly, from 50 per cent of total river flow, to a set flow figure which may amount to the whole of the Dry
Weather Flow of a river. “Licences of right” will not be revoked by the Water Act (1989).
The only possible way of restricting protected abstraction rights is to restrict the effluent flow, which
pollution control authorities have done with mixed success.
Failure to control effluent flow has been brought about both by legal complications and monitoring
problems. Controllers have been unwilling in the past to infringe the right to abstract with an effluent
flow restriction, since this may not be upheld in court. Further, the use of existing channels (such as mill
stream channels) by some farms may not be legally interpreted either as abstraction from the river or
discharge to the river. Under such circumstances no flow restriction would be possible.
The monitoring of effluent flow has proved a further difficulty to its control. Flow gauges are expensive
to install and maintain, and difficult to position (many farms have multiple effluent channels). Owing to
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these factors gauges have rarely been used on fish farms, such that the only measure of flow comes from
infrequent spot readings, and in some areas flow is not monitored at all. Under Section 34 (4) (d), (e) and
(f) of COPA, pollution control authorities can force dischargers to install and maintain flow gauges and
keep records of results. More use could be made of this piece of legislation.
4.2.2 INCREMENTAL STANDARDS
The high flows demanded by land-based fish farms can mean that there is little water left in the river
after abstraction to dilute the pollutant load. This means that in order to comply with downstream water
quality standards consent values have to be very stringent. For parameters consented incrementally the
difference between influent and effluent water quality is therefore small and often on the limit of
analytical precision, making many breaches of consent difficult to prove.
Proving breaches of consent when using incremental standards is also hampered in the courts by the
timelag imposed on water by its diversion through a farm, ie the water sampled at the intake is not the
same as that sampled at the discharge unless a suitable time is allowed to elapse; the timelag varies for
each farm and is also usually unknown. For this reason some pollution control authorities are reverting to
absolute consent standards for river-fed farms.
4.2.3 MULTIPLE DISCHARGES
The presence of multiple discharge outlets causes problems with obtaining representative effluent
samples, and in many cases the only answer is to separately consent each one due to the layout of the
farm. This serves to multiply the monitoring workload. Such situations could be circumvented at the
planning stage by better liaison between local authority and pollution control authority.
4.2.4 POLLUTION INCIDENTS
Pollution incidents caused by fish farms have not generally been reported as a major problem by
pollution control authorities. However, most incidents are unlikely to be discovered using typical low
frequency effluent quality monitoring. Incidents may be accidental but may also be deliberate, such as
the discharging of settlement pond sediment into the river (often at night) rather than disposing of it to
land. Deliberate incidents are even less likely to be discovered by routine monitoring, unless brought to
the attention of the pollution control authority through observable effects on the watercourse. Biotic
indices based on benthic invertebrate community status can provide important information on the effects
of pollution incidents and fluctuations in effluent quality which would not normally be detected by low
frequency chemical sampling.
4.2.5 PLANNING
The planning control for land-based farms is covered by the Town and Country Planning Act (1972).
There is controversy as to whether fish farming falls within the definition of “agriculture”; if they are
deemed “agricultural units” they are exempt from planning controls under the Act. This has led to the
unsatisfactory situation where some farms require planning permission (those producing fish for
restocking) and others do not (those producing fish for the table). Furthermore, since the minimum
proportion of ‘fish for the table’ production required for the farm to qualify as an agricultural unit is not
specified, there is the possibility that farms planning to use the great majority of their production for
restocking can still be exempted.
When planning permission is required there is often little liaison between planner and pollution control
authority. Whilst planners may liaise sensibly with pollution control authorities in some areas, there is
clearly a need for national legislation to formally incorporate the consent to discharge into the permission
to develop, ie consenting the discharge becomes a condition of granting planning permission.
4.3 CAGED FARMS

Discharge Status
There has been controversy over whether caged farms produce a “trade effluent” as such, and
consequently whether their activities can be controlled under current legislation. Schedule 23, section
56(3), of the recently implemented Water Act (1989) stipulates that caged farm effluents are trade
effluents in Scotland, but the status of caged farm waste remains unclear in England and Wales.

4.3.1

4.3.2 MONITORING EFFORT

The diffuse nature of caged farm effluents means that for monitoring to be effective a number of sites
around the farm have to be sampled, along with sites for monitoring background water and sediment
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quality. The effort required to undertake such monitoring is far greater than that required for land-based
point-source discharges, and most pollution control authorities are not contemplating such a large
resource allocation.
4.3.3 CONSENT ENFORCEMENT

It would be very difficult to prove that the failure to meet an EQS was attributable entirely to a fish
farm if the parameter breaching the consent is also a pollutant from other local industries/land uses (eg
phosphorus run-off from forestry and agricultural land).
4.3.4 LACK OF FEED CONTROL

Annual production is perhaps the most easily monitored parameter for caged farms, and a maximum
value is quoted in consents. However, there is no control over the quantity of food fed, and, although it is
in the best interests of farmers not to waste food, there is no doubt that overfeeding does occur. Similarly,
there is no-control over feed quality; poor feed quality and overfeeding both increase pollutant output.
Licences issued to caged farms in Finland specify allowable amounts of feed as well as a maximum
allowable annual production, although it is not clear how feed usage is monitored.
4.3.5

PLANNING

The development of caged farms in freshwater lakes is also covered by the Town and Country Planning
Act, and so similar problems to those described for land-based farms are evident. Indeed, it has been
alleged that some local authorities believe freshwater caged farms do not require planning consent. In
contrast, some European countries are so concerned about the ecological and aesthetic impact of such
farms that they are unlikely to permit any new developments; these countries are Austria, Finland, W
Germany (in the Bavarian Lakes) and Norway (unless the operation is very small in relation to the size of
the water body).
Control of marine caged farm development in the UK is the responsibility of the Crown Estate
Commissioners (CEC); they also act as landlord for such developments, claiming a rent from each farm.
Clearly, CEC have a vested interest in granting leases to new developments. Other criticisms of the
system are that there is insufficient consultation with relevant agencies, and that there is no public
accountability or forward planning.
SECTION 5—WASTE CONTROL

Improvements in feed quality have resulted in feeds which give a much lower phosphorus output per
unit fish production; however, the availability of inferior products is uncontrolled, and such products are
widely used. “Expanded” pellets have also been produced which are more buoyant and reduce feed
wastage.
On land-based farms, the incidence of waste treatment measures is relatively low. Of those that do
have treatment, solids settlement is by far the most widely used method due to its cheapness, usually in
the form of settlement ponds. However, although settlement removes waste solids effectively, it can
increase effluent BOD and nutrient levels due to releases from the accumulated sediment. More
sophisticated, and more expensive, methods of solids removal are the swirl concentrator and triangle
filter, which isolate removed solids from the effluent flow, preventing further chemical interaction.
Biological filtration cf the effluent using gravel filters, incorporating partial recirculation of water, is an
option not employed in the UK. The use of vegetative filters, such as reedbeds, on fish farm effluents is
likely to be effective but has yet to be investigated.
For caged farms, sediment traps have been developed that remove and filter out solids from below cages.
Such systems, although expensive, provide a method of avoiding gross pollution of the benthos and, in
freshwater, can greatly reduce the risk of eutrophication (excessive phytoplankton/higher plant growth).
The alternative to sediment traps is site rotation of cages; this may prevent ‘site souring’ but
environmentally merely serves to extensify benthic degradation.
SECTION 6—RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS IN POLLUTION CONTROL MANAGEMENT

6.1.1 General
Compulsory licensing of all fish farms, to include planning permission and consent to discharge, should
be seriously considered. Licencing committees would consist of representatives from planning authority
and pollution control authority, with statutory consultation with local and conservation interests. The
licensing procedure would include a full environmental impact assessment to gauge site suitability.
Detailed national guidelines for the issuing and monitoring of discharge consents for fish farms would
facih'tate the task of regulation.
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Caution should be exercised when basing consideration of applications for discharge consents on
estimates of pollutant output per unit of production. For phosphate this should not be reduced from 10kg
per tonne of production unless the variability in output is reduced considerably.
A statutory screening programme, to fully assess the potential impact on the environment and human
health of existing and future treatment chemicals used in aquaculture, would be beneficial.
Where possible, restocking programmes should involve fish derived from local gene pools.
Detailed guidelines advising farmers on how best to introduce treatment chemicals to infected fish
would help to minimise environmental hazard.
A safe separation of farms, to ensure that the risk of disease transmission is minimised, should not be
implemented until detailed studies have been conducted on the transport, fate and viability of
waterborne disease organisms and the importance of escaped fish as vectors of disease.
Farmers should be encouraged to use buoyant food pellets that reduce wastage and thus solids output
by remaining in the feeding zone for longer periods.
Guidelines for the appropriate siting and construction of fish burial pits, in order that leachate or
remains do not find their way back to watercourses or cause public nuisance, would be useful.
Tighter control over the release of rainbow trout into important brown trout and salmon fisheries is
desirable.
6.1.2 LAND-BASED FARMS
Better use could be made of COPA section 34(4) (d), (e) and (f), whereby the discharger can be
imposed upon to install and maintain flow-gauging equipment, and keep records for regular inspection.
An increased monitoring effort is needed to enforce effluent flow restrictions on farms that severely
deplete river flow. If such restrictions are not found to be enforceable in England and Wales for farms
with “licences of right”, modifications to the Water Resources Act (1963) should be considered to allow
relevant authorities to alter such abstraction licences in order to maintain adequate river flows.
Effluent flow restrictions based on Dry Weather Flow are recommended over those based on available
flow, since the latter encourages farmers to stock on the basis of an expected flow that may not
materialize.
The installation of effective primary treatment (involving settlement) should be considered for all
major existing and proposed farms. Tanks or ponds accumulating solid waste should have facilities to
allow isolation from the effluent flow during desludging. Regular sludge removal needs to be monitored
by pollution control authority staff.
Routine biological monitoring upstream and downstream of intake and discharge respectively would
help to ensure that routine water quality monitoring is reflecting the true environmental impact of the
effluent. Permissible reductions in biotic index, for a specified distance downstream of the discharge,
could be incorporated into consents.
An effluent quality sampling frequency of at least 12 times per annum on each farm is desirable, with a
higher frequency for farms with a known pollution history. Greatest emphasis should be placed on
sampling in the summer months. Sampling should at least periodically include all parameters noted in the
discharge consent. Samples should be taken at varying times of the day to account for regular fluctuations
in effluent quality due to routine farm practices.
Tighter control over the screening of intake and discharge would greatly reduce the incursion of wild
fish into the farm and the escape of farmed fish.
A standard lower limit on the size of stream, in terms of Dry Weather Flow, that new farms can be
sited on is desirable.
When a new farm is constructed, the distance between intake and discharge should be kept to a
minimum so that as little riverine habitat as possible is subjected to reduced flows.
Where river abstraction is licenced, thought should be given to an automatic separation of flow which
allows the prescribed flow to pass down the river at all times. This could take the form of an overspill set
at the correct stage height across the intake.
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Where flow depletion is a problem the use of recirculation, with settlement and biological filtration of
recycled water, should be encouraged by pollution control authorities.
It is important that farmers are made aware of the importance of desludging settlement ponds at
regular intervals. Guidelines concerning the desludging operation and various disposal options would be
useful.
A maximum allowable temperature increase should be included in the discharge consents of farms that
heat their water.
6.1.3 CAGED FARMS
The consenting of caged farm wastes should always include the imposition of a maximum allowable
annual production.
Farms could be required to keep up-to-date records of feed supplier, feed quality, changes in holding
stock, rate of feed use, disease outbreaks and medications used (including dosage and method of
application).
To be effective, environmental monitoring should include mixing zone and background sample points
of both water and sediment. Water samples should be collected over a full tidal cycle, preferably on neap
tides. The results from such monitoring may be used to revise the consented annual production.
A standard lower limit on the depth of water required for caged farm development is desirable, in
conjunction with a standard upper limit on cage depth.
Serious consideration should be given to prohibiting further development (either by expansion or site
acquisition) in fresh (particularly oligotrophic) or saltwater bodies with low dispersion potential and/or
linuted flushing. Farmers should be encouraged to develop on more dispersive sites which will not only
utilize the assimilating capacity of the sea more effectively, but will reduce the risk of toxic algal blooms,
general eutrophication and site “souring”.
Where site “souring” occurs dispersal energy is too low; if it is allowed to continue the use of sediment
traps is preferred to site rotation. Sediment traps are also recommended at any site where serious benthic
deterioration is evident, even if it does not end in site souring.
Benthic deterioration could be consented using a mixing zone approach, where a certain amount of
impact is permissable within a confined area; however, gross deterioration, even under the cages, is
undesirable.
Consideration should be given to methods of controlling feed quality and quantity. Maximum
allowable phosphate and nitrogen contents and standards for nutritional quality are required.
6.2 RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS
6.2.1 General
Research is required into the nature of disease transmission between farmed and wild stocks. The
importance of the following needs to be quantified for each disease causing concern:
(a) waterborne survival time, transport and fate;
(b) the importance of escaped farmed fish as vectors of disease; and
(c) identification of the environmental triggers causing disease outbreak.
Further research is required on the extent and degree of competition between wild and escapee fish, on
the predation of wild fry by farm fish, and on the extent and degree of genetic erosion on local wild stocks
caused by interbreeding with escapees.
The viability of using triploid (sterile) fish in farms on a widespread basis to prevent genetic erosion of
wild stocks requires investigation.
Further development is recommended of research initiated in Norway to breed out territoriality in
farm fish. This would make obsolete the practice of overfeeding fish in order to minimize aggressive
behaviour, which enhances pollutant output levels, and would also reduce the competitiveness of
escapees To avoid genetic erosion of wild stocks, it is essential that fish produced from such research
should be sterile.
The environmental behaviour and toxicity of chemicals used in aquaculture should be assessed to
establish acceptable human ingestion levels, ecotoxicity, reaction with other chemicals (especially during
chlorination) and their fate in the environment.
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Information should be collated on the quantity of chemicals used on fish farms and their dosage
(exposure concentration and duration).
Research should be undertaken to assess whether the lon^ term use of antimicrobial agents could
result in the development of antibiotic-resistant strains of bacteria, and whether their use could evoke
allergic responses in the human population.
Further work is required on the potential of vitamins in feed to stimulate plant growth. It may be
necessary to develop feeds with lower residual micronutrient levels.
The usefulness of in situ bioassays in monitoring the environmental impact of fish farms requires
assessment.
6.2.2

LAND-BASED FARMS

The effect of the installation of settlement areas within a farm, and the frequency of sludge removal, on
nutrient and BOD levels in the effluent requires investigation.
Studies are required into the most cost-effective treatment for effluents from land-based farms. Such
studies would include the best treatment options for recirculating systems, looking particularly at
submerged media filters and vegetational filters.
Studies are required into the variation in effluent quality caused by farm operations, and variations in
holding stock and river flow. Data from such a study could be used to model effluent quality.
The effects of fish farm nutrient output on the anchored vegetation of rivers requires investigation.
6.2.3

CAGED FARMS

Development of hydrodynamic water quality models to predict the dispersion of dissolved and
particulate waste from proposed caged farms is necessary in order to assess site suitability. This work
should centre on the impact of fish farm nutrient outputs on eutrophication.
Studies on the variation in effluent quality similar to those proposed for land-based farms would also be
useful for caged farms, with a view to incorporating findings into dispersion models.
The possibility that increased demand for sandeels and sprats by the fish farming industry is causing
nutritional shortages for wild salmon and seabirds requires investigation.
SECTION 7—CONCLUSIONS
7.1 GENERAL

The settlement of fish farm waste solids on river beds and the benthos of lakes and coastal waters can
cause organic enrichment and deoxygenation of natural sediments, leading to the dominance of
pollution-tolerant organisms or even abiotic zones. This effect is enhanced at sites with limited dispersive
energy and/or flushing rate.
Nutrient outputs from fish farms present a eutrophication hazard in many UK waters, particularly
oligotrophic waters with limited dispersive energy and/or flushing rate. However, few incidents of
eutrophication have been conclusively linked to the waste output from fish farms.
There is a paucity of data concerning the environmental impact and fate of chemicals currently used on
fish farms for disease and parasite control.
Little work has been carried out on the effects of escaped or released fish on indigenous fish stocks.
The main areas of concern are: competition for ecological niches, predation on indigenous fry,
contamination of local gene pools and disease transmission. AH four interactions are potentially
significant.
The siting of fish farms and the effects of their activities often reduce the aesthetic value of a location,
and may reduce conservation interest by making the area less favourable for habitation by sensitive fauna
and flora.
The planning controls on fish farms are inconsistent, in that not all farms require planning permission.
Pollution control authorities are often unaware of the construction of farms exempt from planning
control.
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Liaison between planning authorities and pollution control authorities prior to planning permission
being given is generally poor.
7.2

LAND-BASED FARMS

River-fed fish farms in England and Wales with agricultural exemptions from abstraction licensing, or
with “licences of right" to abstract, regularly severely deplete river flows in the summer and some even
run their source rivers dry. This has led to the inhibition of upstream migration of salmonids. Flow
depletion has not been reported to cause problems in Scotland.
Problems with the control of river abstraction by fish farms will not be fully resolved by the
implementation of the Water Act (1989), since the activities of “Licence of Right” holders will not be
curbed, and those farms utilising “existing channels” may not be seen as making an abstraction.
There is uncertainty within some NRA regions concerning the legal validity of restricting abstraction
by river-fed farms through the restriction of effluent volume.
Qarification is required over the legal status of existing river channels with respect to river abstraction.
Water recirculation in river-fed farms is grossly under-utilized and could provide an answer to flow
depletion problems due to excessive abstraction.
Effluent quality is likely to vary widely on a diurnal (feeding regime, treatment regime, pond and tank
cleaning) and seasonal (stock density, biomass and age, river flow) basis. The frequency of discrete
effluent quality sampling for consent compliance monitoring is too low to adequately represent the widely
fluctuating effluent quality produced by fish farms. It is also highly unlikely to detect pollution incidents.
Biological monitoring is under-utilised in the monitoring and control of fish farms effluents, but is
likely to give a far better representation of effluent quality than discrete chemical monitoring.
Bad farming practices in using treatment chemicals and cleaning settlement and holding ponds have led
to occasional pollution incidents in many areas. These have rarely led to observed fish.ldlls.
The effectiveness of screens over fish farm intake and outlet(s) at preventing the incursion of wild fish
and the excursion of farmed fish is very variable.
The presence of multiple outlets for fish farm effluents is unnecessary and could be designed out at the
planning stage if greater liaison existed between planning and pollution control authorities.
It is yet to be established whether a safe separation between farms exists to minimize the risk of disease
transmission between farmed stocks.
7.3 CAGED FARMS

Effluent quality is likely to vary widely on a diurnal (feeding regime, treatment regime, net cleaning)
and seasonal (stock density, biomass and age) basis. The diffuse and fluctuating nature of effluents from
caged farms causes problems with water quality monitoring of consent compliance. Non-compliance is
difficult to prove due to uncertainty about the source of contamination.
Cage rotation to prevent site “souring” extensifies the damage incurred by the benthos, and there is
little information available on the rate of benthic recovery. Cage rotation also increases the areal extent
of the sedimented phosphorus reservoir, thus increasing the eutrophication hazard in freshwater bodies.
The Crown Estate Commissioners’ (CEC) role as development controller and landlord for fish farms in
coastal locations is contradictory.
October 1989
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Examination of Witnesses
Fisheries, Recreation and Conservation Manager, and MR PETER CHAVE, Water
Quality Manager, National Rivers Authority; MR DESMOND HAMMERTON, Director, Clyde River
Purification Board, and MR N P YONGE, Membei of the Tweed River Purification Board, Scottish
River Purification Boards’ Association; MR J SEAGER, Manager, Freshwater and Marine Waters,
and DR T J LACK, Water Research Centre; examined.

DR KEVIN O’GRADY,

Chairman
384. Good morning, gentlemen. We have three
authorities in front of us. Please would you
introduce yourselves.
(Mr Yonge) Chairman, I sit on the Tweed Board
and represent the Scottish River Purification
Boards Association. I should also declare an
interest for myself as I am also a fish farmer, as I
am sure you know. Mr Hammerton is Director of
Clyde Board and covers all of the southern part of
the west coast and also ths Islands.
(Dr Lack) I am Dr Tim Lack from the Water
Research Centre. I am responsible for the programme of research and development work, contracted by the National Rivers Authority to the
WRC. I have been at the WRC for about 20 years
and have become practised in freshwater and
marine pollution control. My colleague, John
Seager, is a research scientist and manager of a
group of 16 scientists working on pollution assessment and control in marine and fresh waters.
385. Where is your establishment?
(Dr Lack) We are based at Medmenham, which
is half-way between Marlow and Henley on the
River Thames.
386. You used to be called something quite
different?
(Dr Lack) We used to be called the Water
Research Association; that was until 1974, when
the Water Act came into force. We then became
the Water Research Centre and on 1st April 1989
we became WRC Pic, a private company, owned
largely by the staff.
387. Owned by the staff, and most of your work
comes from the National Rivers Authority?
(Dr Lack) The National Rivers Authority are
the principal funders of research in WRC, along
with the Department of the Environment.
388. Thank you very much; and then the NRA?
(Mr Chave) If I can introduce myself. Chairman,
my name is Peter Chave, Water Quality Manager
from the NRA Head Office, based here in London, and I am responsible for water quality matters
on a national policy basis, and Dr Kevin O’Grady
is the Fisheries, Recreation and Conservation
Manager, who has similar duties in that field, also
based at Head Office.
389. Perhaps we could start off with discussing
the 1989 Water Act and the legal aspects of that.
We have had some evidence to the effect that the
legislation defining the powers of the various water
authorities in relation to fish farming and pollution
control are not sufficiently clear. I wonder if the

NRA and the Scottish River Purification Boards’
Association would like to comment on the fact that
the Act gave abstraction powers to the NRA in
England and Wales but not to the Purification
Boards in Scotland? Can you also confirm that the
River Purification Boards, but not the NRA, are
authorised to set discharge consents for caged
farms? We have a problem with this inquiry in that
nearly all the caged fish in the sea are in Scotland
and, of course, a lot of the inland farms are in
England, operating under a different set of laws,
and my question really is designed to see whether
this difference of administration is really successful
for either country?
(Mr Hammerton) The Water Act 1989 was a
great help in Scotland particularly because of
difficulties with the consenting of caged fish farms.
The Highland River Purification Board set off
early and consented a lot of fish farms and did not
appear to be having any trouble. We started to do
the same and then we were told by a Procurator
Fiscal that he doubted whether the Control of
Pollution Act applied to caged fish farms and that
the diffuse discharge from under the cages could be
regarded as a trade effluent. There-fore, my Board
sought advice through legal counsel; this took
about 18 months before we got it and it actually
supported us that we were correct. A similar
opinion was sought by the Western Islands Council
and legal counsel gave the opposite view. The
matter was put to the Scottish Office and I am glad
to say that in the Water Act this was clarified and
the discharge from caged fish farms was defined as
a trade effluent, and since then we have had no
further problems, I think that is the main effect of
the Act.
390. So you are quite clear and happy about
your legal position?
(Mr Hammerton) Yes.
391. This also applies downstream of any inland
trout farm, for example?
(Mr Hammerton) We have never had any
problem in consenting land-based fish farms where
water is abstracted and then put back into the
river. We consent the discharge and to a certain
extent we control the abstraction by putting a flow
limit on the return water. There could be problems
where that water is perhaps taken from a different
river or a different source; in that case you are in
greater difficulty in controlling the abstraction. I
think it is worth stressing that the Scottish River
Purification Boards have been pressing, for something like 15 or 20 years, for control of abstractions
in general, not particularly related to fish farms.
We still do not have control of abstractions in
Scotland.
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392. And you will definitely want that?
(Mr Hammerton) We certainly feel it is desirable. I think the Government view is that at the
moment, because of the much higher flows in
Scottish rivers, there are not any great problems,
and untU there is a problem and until we have
encountered serious problems we do not need
them; whereas our view is that we would like to
have the powers to prevent problems arising, and
there are potential problems arising,
393. You have got some in your area, have you?
Mr Yonge is listening with care!
(Mr Hammerton) We certainly have applications
coming to us for abstractions which, if they went
aliead, could cause problems. I cannot put hand on
heart at the moment and say we have abstractions
at the moment which are causing serious problems.
Though I do know of one case from some 10 or
more years ago in the Board to the south of me,
Dumfries and Galloway area, the Solway River
Purification Board, where regularly a fish farmer
has abstracted water and put it back in the stream
and that stream has been dry in low-flow conditions for about 500 yards every year; but that is one
isolated case, and 1 would maintain that that
should be controllable by us by putting a limit on
the return water. We can put a consent on that and
put conditions for suspended solids, various chemical parameters and a limit on flow.
394. What is the English position?
(Dr O’Grady) Perhaps I could come in here and
deal with the cage farmhig question first of all. As
you are aware, there is less cage farming in
England and Wales. We believe that we have the
same powers to consent cage discharges as have
been outlined by my colleague from Scotland, and
to meet your concern about what might be an
apparent inconsistent approach between England
and Wales and Scotland 1 think there has been
fairly close liaison with ray regional colleagues,
who were from the previous water authorities, who
are now with the NRA, and colleagues in Scotland.
As far as I am aware, we are across England,
Wales and Scotland approaching the problem of
consents to cage discharges in quite a consistent
way.
395. It cannot be a very big problem in England
because I think there are only two caged farms in
England?
(Dr O'Grady) Yes, I think there are only two.
396. What about inland?
(Dr O'Grady) I think it is fair to say that the
changes brou^t about by the Water Act 1989 in
respect of discharges have clarified the position
significantly in that there is no longer what was
termed the “agriculture exemption” for fish
farmers- All fish farmers now need an abstraction
licence and we think this is a significant improvement in how we can manage the water resources in
England and Wales. However, I think we have to
express concern that we do have to issue “licencef
of right” to e.xisting fish fanners; and many of

and
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those inland fish farms have come about without
any real consideration of what is an adequate
abstraction from a river and it may be that whilst
we have to issue those “licences of right" there may
be in practice, significant over-extraction. I think
that once we have issued those “licences of right"
we may well have to review the v/ater resource
situation in a number of rivers. Clearly, this point
does not relate specifically to just fish farming; it is
a general point and I think our view is that we have
no statutory basis for differentiating between fish
farming and any other form of abstraction.
397. Interesting as it would be to go into the
whole range of subjects concerned with water
purity, I think we must confine ourselves to fish
farms this morning. Are you saying to me that if I
have a huge fish farm, which I have simply
established before the regulations were made, and
I am discharging foul matter into a beautiful river,
you do not have powers to deal with that problem?
(Mr Chave) Chairman, we have powers to issue
a consent to discharge. I think the question is on
the abstraction side. We could attempt to limit the
abstraction, for example, by putting a flow regulation on the discharge consent. The discharge
consent would comprise flow conditions and quality conditions, and we certainly have that right to
issue consents to discharge.
398. I am sorry, the situation in my mind is
becoming murkier than the effluent we are talking
about! Aje you saying that, in spite of what Dr
O’Grady said, you do have the necessary power, or
do you not?
(Mr Chave) We have the necessary powers to
issue consents to discharge. The problem relates
simply to the right of abstraction for previously
existing fish farms which can abstract basically any
amount of water if there were no flow conditions
stipulated originally.
(Dr O’Grady) The “licence of right” has come
about at a time-when they were simply taking
water without any regard for the need to —
399. In no way are the trout going to drink all
the water, or is the fish farmer going to evaporate
it or sell it, or something; it is going to go back in
the river. We are not talking about a process it is
simply a flow. Is it really an encumbrance to you
not to be able to control the abstraction rates?
(Dr O'Grady) If the total water abstracted from
a river approaches the flow of that river, yes it is a
problem, and I think you cannot isolate a single
abstraction, we have to look at the total abstractions in any catchment; and if there are ‘licences of
right’ and various total abstractions in a system
that exceed the capability of that river to bear
it —
400. Are you saying, then, that the trout farms
somewhere use a huge volume of water? As I
understand it, the river flows in one end of the
trout farm and out at the other, effectively.
(Dr O'Grady) Exactly, It is the river. In some
conditions of low flow it can be 80 or 90 per cent of
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the river flow, virtually all of the river in some
instances, not a small proportion. If I can develop
the point, I think it was picked up about portions
of rivers running dry. There is, I think, within the
regulation of abstraction and discharge the problem of the proximity of the point of abstraction to
the point of discharge. If there is a great distance
between the point of abstraction and the point of
discharge—and there can be a distance of up to
two kilometres or more between those points —

and they are required to consult us really about all
matters which affect us. Until now, the only
problem has been—and this is in the process of
being put right—a variation in practice between
different planning authorities, and some have
required fish farmers to apply for planning permission, others have not, and that is in the process of
being put right. I think that once that is done we
should have no further problems.

401. You are saying, in effect, that the river will
be diverted through the fish farm, I understand
that?
(Dr O'Grady) There will be virtually no flow in
that portion of the river; that will be deleterious to
the conservation value of the river and v/ill impede
the upstream migration of migratory fishes; so
there is a point about the proximity of these two
points.

405. It is in the process of being consulted; it is
not necessarily being put right? The Scottish Office
have put out an inquiry on that idea; they have
jumped the gun?
(Mr Hammerton) You are absolutely right. We
are most anxious that this should go ahead. Part of
the problem in the past has been that we have not
been aware of fish farms perhaps until several
years after they have been established, simply
because they have not been required to get
planning permission.

402. So you would seek greater powers, if
possible?
(Dr O’Grady) I think we have to take advantage
of the much more sensible position that the Water
Act has brought about, but I think we will have to
review the water resource demand in some
catchments and, although I am not trying to widen
the debate, it is not specific to fish farming; fish
farming is simply one of those activities that
abstracts water and to which the problem will
relate.
403. Could you, do you think, perhaps in
writing, draw our attention to examples that may
have come to the attention of the NRA? There will
be, I am sure, one or two examples; we would like
to know about those and have a specific commentary on it, in order to back up your case?
(Dr O’Grady) Yes, we could do that.
Mr Marland
404. Can I ask you a little bit more about those
fish farms which do actually require planning
permission. What are your relations like and what
is your liaison in general, perhaps you all could
answer this question, with the planning authority,
which presumably are in the lead in any application? What are your relations like with them and
how do you liaise between each other and what are
the problems?
(Mr Chave) From the NRA’s Point of view, the
liaison has always been very good. It is very good
now and there was previously a liaison system set
up with all the planning authorities in England and
Wales through the old water authorities; so I do
not think we would be concerned about problems
of liaison, I think the problem simply relates to
those fish farms which do not require planning
permission, which is a different matter. If the farm
requires planning permission then the chances are
that we will pick it up and we will be involved
straightaway, but there is a concern, of course,
over those which do not require planning permission.
(Mr Hammerton) I would support that. We have
a very good liaison with the planning authorities

406. What are the criteria for requiring and not
requiring planning permission?
(Mr Hammerton) I really do not know; it is
different councils, and the planning authorities do
vary in Scotland. The Borders Regional Council,
Dumfries and Galloway Regional Council and
Highland Regional Council are the planning
authorities for their areas, but in the six other
regional councils it is the district councils within
the regional councils which are the planning
authorities. I think most of the regional councils
concerned, the three that I have mentioned, do
require planning permission, but there has been
variation amongst the district councils; some have
required it and some have not.
Chairman
407. I think we must try to keep the subjects
separate, but, surely, as purification authorities,
both the NRA and yourselves, am I enabled,
subject to whatever planning arrangements I have
made, to simply take water from your rivers
without getting a licence, either to abstract or to
put waste into the rivers? I understood the Water
Act had changed that?
(Mr Hammerton) We have no control over
abstractions in Scotland, whether it is a fish farm or
an industry or whatever.
Mr Marland
408. Or irrigation?
(Mr Hammerton) On irrigation, an ordinary
farmer can put in a tractor and pump the river dry
and we have no control over that.*
Chairman
409. That is not the case in England?
(Mr Chave) That is not the case in England,
Chairman, no. Under the Water Act 1989,
abstractors for fish farms, regardless of the purpose of the farm, would be required to apply for an
*Note added by witness. Tlicre is, of course, the Spray
Irrigation (Scotland) Act 1960, but this is so cumbersome
that it is largely ineffective and unused.
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abstraction licence from, I think, 1 September of
this year.
(Dr O"Grady) They must apply before 1
September.
410. Years and years ago, when I used to pump
water out of the Fiver Severn, I had to pay heavy
levies and I was licensed on the amount I could
pump out. Has something changed?
(Dr 0*Grady) What was the purpose of your
abstraction?
411. Irrigation.
(Mr Chave) Yes, you did, then.
(Dr O'Grady) Fish farming for agricultural
purposes (“the table”) was deemed as an exemption under the previous arrangements from the
need to have an abstraction licence. With the
Water Act, it is now clear that all abstractors in
England and Wales must have a licence to abstract
water, from the NRA.
412. fc that a power the Scots would like, or is it
really not necessary in the light of the geography?
(Mr Yonge) The Scottish River Boards Association have certainly been seeking this for many,
many years—I think upwards of 15 years, possibly
nearer 20 years—and it has always been refused on
the grounds that there is no great problem in
Scotland. We have much higher rainfall, the
demand is less and very few Boards have come up
with specific problems. In drought years there have
been problems in the east of Scotland but, again, I
think you would have to have a major crisis, at the
moment, before we are likely to get these powers.
That is my impression.
Chairman: We will see about that.
Mr Alexander
413. I would like to probe a little further the
powers of water authorities and some of the
problems. If I could start with evidence from the
National Rivers Authority at page 1, you indicate
(at 1.5) that you are not aware of any general
problems arising from fish farming activities, but
you say that in some rivers and catchments there
have been acute local problems with intensive fish
farm units. Can you teU the Committee a little
further, or perhaps give examples in writing later
on, what are those problems and whether the
National Rivers Authority are able to prevent
them by restricting discharge consent?
(Mr Chave) There are certain problems in some
areas, and I will certainly be happy to quote you
examples in writing. As a general problem, in
terms of environmental deterioration, it has been
difficult to prove that there has been a general
effect overall from our monitoring programmes.
Most of the problems related to fish farms are
localised and they relate to the matter we were
discussing earlier in respect of abstraction, the
difference in the abstraction point and the discharge point. Also the fact that the amount of
water taken is a sigm'ficant proportion of the river
flow, and therefore the quality of the water going
back into the river has a very low dilution rate and.

[Continued

quite clearly, feeding the fish and the fact that the
fish are growing will affect the quality of that
water. There have been examples where downstream biota have been affected, for example, and
where the base of the stream has been coated with
sedimentary material; so these are generally localised problems. It is certainly possible to deal with
the problem by putting on very stringent consent
conditions, but I think this is one of the problems
with the fact that we are using here a very large
proportion of the river flow, that the difference in
quality, if you like, between the inflow water and
the outflow water has to be very, very small in
terms of concentrations of chemicals.
(Dr O'Grady) The concentration may be small
but we are dealing in many instances with very
large volumes of water, so the total loading of a
substance on a river can be quite large in absolute
terms, and I do not think we fully understand the
significance of those loadings, particularly of some
of the trace compounds which may be present.
414. I think the Committee would be very
interested in examples; and particularly. Dr
O’Grady, following your response to earlier questions, I think we would like to see evidence of any
significant problems of water flow depletion as a
result of thelicence of right’ provisions which were
described and discussed later on. I assume you
cannot give any significant examples this morning?
(Dr O'Grady) I think we can provide examples
for you.
Chairman
415. I wonder if the Water Research Centre has
been doing any work on these things that would
cast any light?
(Mr Seager) We have recently carried out a
national review of the environmental impact of fish
farming activities on behalf of the National Rivers
Authority, which involved interviews in all the
NRA regions, and we found a number of reports
where certainly the biota had been reported to
have been affected immediately down-stream of
fish farms; we are talking about an impoverishment in species divei sity. ALo, there were one or
two cases where there was a reported stimulation
in algal growth, but it is very difficult to actually
pinpoint, the origin of the stimulation of growth to
the fish farm itself. But there is speculation that it
may have been promoted by the release of
nutrients and possibly the release of vitamins in
fish foods, for which there is some evidence.
416. Presumably, that report is the property of
the NRA?
(Mr Seager) Yes, it is.
417. I think it might be beneficial if we were
allowed to see a copy of that. Would that be
possible?
(Mr Chave) Yes.
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(Mr Hammerton) If I could just add to that and
put the matters in perspective, I think it is worth
mentioning that out of 340 consents issued for fish
farms by the Scottish River Boards, mostly by the
Highland Board and my ov/n, my Board has issued
38 in the marine environment for caged fish farms,
11 in freshwater for caged fish farms and 81 in
freshwater for land-based fish farms. We have had
one or two problems, and most of the problems we
have experienced from the land-based fish farms. I
agree entirely with what my colleagues in the NRA
have said, that the setting of consent conditions is
difficult because you are getting large volumes of
water of low concentration and we have, to a
certain extent, been using consents which are
additive, we allow them to increase the BOD of
the incoming water by so much, rather than a fixed
amount on the discharge. We have experienced
problems in the summer during low flow in one or
two instances, where the stream bed has been
covered with sewage fungus, and we have investigated and found that this was due to overfeeding of
the fish. A lot of fish farmers put far too much feed
in, and by controlling that the problem was solved.
We do Put a fairly wide range of conditions on;
including ammonia and BOD suspended solids,
and so on. So far we have not had too much of a
problem, but that is the one that I could mention
and could give details of, if you require it.
418. That would be helpful, thank you.
(Dr O’Grady)
On the point of suspended
solids, clearly you can have a fairly low concentration of suspended solids in the water and that
might appear to be acceptable, but of course those
solids will precipate out and settle on the bed of the
river and there can, in a number of instances, be
blankets of solids that have settled on the bed of
the river, which tends to smother most of the
habitat which invertebrates and other forms of life
prefer, and this tends to give a band which is
disadvantageous to the ecology of the river. On
your point about the WRC report, I think you will
find that extremely helpful and we v/ill endeavour
to get you a copy of that report.
Mr Alexander
419. Where you find, or believe, that fish
farmers have abused their abstraction and discharge consents, is it not now possible, under the
1989 Water Act, to close the loophole by the
abstraction licence conditions being altered?
(Dr O'Grady) In respect of existing fish farms,
there is little we can do on abstractions because of
having to grant a “licence of right”.
(Mr Chave) We can certainly review the consent
conditions, and although the legal status of controlling an abstraction by controlling the flow out
through the discharge consent has not yet been
tested, it is perfectly possible for us to alter the
conditions of the discharge consent and thereby
perhaps controlling the abstraction. We can certainly alter conditions of consent of discharge.
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Mr Bradley
420. I would like to talk a little more about
discharge conditions and monitoring both to the
NRA and to the RPB. What are me standard
conditions attached to discharge consents and how
frequently are those conditions monitored?
(Mr Chave) If I can answer from the NRA’s
point of view, we have a variety of conditions
which we can apply. We can apply discharge
consent conditions of almost any type to any
discharge, and in a sense fish farms are no different
from other discharges. I could go into a very long
list of the sorts of conditions, but I am perfectly
happy to send you examples, if that would be
helpful to the Committee.
Chairman
421. Thank you; that would be helpful.
(Mr Hammerton) I could do the same. I would
like to leave a paper with the Committee, if I may,
which I prepared in the summer of 1987, which sets
out the ideal consent conditions for caged fish
farms in the marine and freshwater environment
and for other types of fish farm, and those issued
by my Board and those by the Highland Board.
Furthermore, if it would be helpful, I could
arrange to send a selection of actual consent
conditions for specific fish farms to you, within a
day or two. I can go through these quickly now, if
you wish, or I can send them.
Chairman: I think we would rather have it in
writing, if we may.
Mr Bradley
422. More importantly, are you satisfied you are
actually protecting the purity of waters as a result
of all these possibilities you are going to send to us?
(Mr Chave) That is certainly the intention of
setting the correct conditions, bearing in mind the
difficulties of getting those conditions right in
respect of this large volume of water being used. I
think, in a way, that is one of the advantages of the
review procedure. Once having set a consent we
can review after two years, so that does give us an
opportunity to reassess the situation in terms of the
downstream quality of the water.
(Mr Hammerton) With regard to monitoring,
there is a serious problem with us in Scotland.
With the freshwater, land-based fish farms there is
no problem. We are monitoring those at the
moment, not as frequently perhaps as we would
like but it is, on average, four times a year and, of
course, there are a lot of local people who will
draw our attention to any adverse conditions,
particularly anglers, and you can regard those as
monitors, if you like, who report to us. I do have
concern about the caged fish farms, particularly
those in the marine environment. As you know,
the industry has expanded at an enormous rate,
and far faster than we have really been able to cope
with. As a result of this we have done two things.
One is that we are requiring the larger marine fish
farms, those producing upwards of 250 tons a year
of salmon, to do a certain amount of selfmonitoring, which they would probably have to
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require the Scottish Marine Biological Association
or a university to do, they would have to contract
that out, except that some of them have the
capability of doing it themselves. I should mention
perhaps that I think between 12 and 15 salmon
farmers have appealed to the Secretary of State
against tliat condition in our consent. Although the
conditions we have imposed with regard to that
monitoring are virtually identical to similar conditions imposed by the Department of the Environment for Northern Ireland, who have been practising this for longer than ourselves, we have just
followed their example, and it will be of interest to
see whether our consent is upheld by the Secretary
of State. I have increased my budget, both last year
and this year. Last year we invested £20,000 in an
undenvater television camera to study the sea-bed
under the cages, and this year we have put a
further £60,000 in the budget to take on additional
staff, and we reckon that once they are in place we
will be able to monitor about seven fish farms each
year; but there are many more than that, and we
win be building up on that, but there is a problem
at the moment. Many of these caged fish farms are
in remote areas, difficult to access by road, and
when you get there you need a boat to get across a
loch, and you can imagine that it is really quite a
difficult problem to monitor these satisfactorily,
but we are trying to cope.
Chairman
423. Can you tell me if your underwater explorations have revealed any significant problems, and
is it not conceivable that, having studied seven
salmon farms and found no problem, there are not
any problems?
(Mr Hammerton) I suppose that is conceivable,
but what you must remember is that every site is
different from another one. Some are in very
closed sea lochs with perhaps little water
movement; others are very exposed, where there is
a great deal of water movement. We find that they
vary enormously and I think we would need to study
a great number before we could come to such a
conclusion. What I can say is that I think there are
two we have looked at and there the conditions
under the cages have been less bad than we
expected to find, which is perhaps encouraging to
the salmon farmers.
424. I think it is worth observing, rather than
asking you to answer, that it is in no way in the
interest of the fish farmer to feed too much food to
fais fish. Indeed, in Norway, they are monitoring
the bottom of the cages with television cameras
and if too much food falls through the computer is
ordered not to deliver so much; so that I think the
fish farmers are aware of this problem. I think we
would be interested to know if there are problems
arising. A lot has been talked about the underwater effect, but so far I do not think we have had
any evidence from anybody which shows that with
the sea-borne cages harmful pollution is actually
being caused?
(Mr Hammerton) I can say straightaway that we
know veiy well, from published work that has been
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done at Stirling University and other places and
such investigations as we have carried out ourselves, that there is no question that the bed
immediately under the cages does become, in our
view, heavily polluted; it often becomes anoxic and
a lot of species are eliminated from that area. If it
were a marine outfall pipe we certainly would not
allow conditions like that in the vicinity. I think, in
defence of the fish farmer, we would say it is a
relatively small area and the practice that they
have is to move their cages eve’7 so often to allow
the sea-bed to recover, and I think observations
show that, in general, it recovers within about 18
months. On the other hand, if they then go and put
them back again it deteriorates much more rapidly
than the first time, and really we are on a learning
curve at the moment. We really do not know how
severe this is and I think we need to do a lot of
monitoring over the next few years before we can
judge whether the conditions we have set are
adequate or whether we need to tighten up on
them, and, of course, once we have set consent
conditions they can be reviewed after the lapse of
two years.
425. One thing we saw in Norway, too, of
course, was the single mooring of the raft so that
the whole farm swings round in a circle thus
covering a much bigger area. I do not know
whether that has come to your attention?
(Mr Hammerton) Yes, we have ourselves been
to Norway, a group of us from the River Boards
and fish farmers, and so on; quite a large group in
Scotland went to study the situation in Norway and
we are well aware of what they are doing. One
interesting thing there is that one of the manufacturers is developing a system for collecting the
through-fall of food and faeces, and so on, and
pumping it ashore so that it could be treated, and
we will watch that development with great interest.
Mr Martlew
426. Can we change tack slightly and talk about
fish farm chemicals and the license of them. In the
Water Research Centre’s report you produced a
table. Table 2, where you list a number of fish farm
treatment chemicals, some of which have been
licensed and some of which have not. Could you
expand on where you think there are problems
with the chemicals, which ones are particularly
harmful or potentially harmful, whether we are
doing enough research and, if not, where we
should be concentrating?
(Mr Seager) The ones on that list which have
been licensed, they received a product licence from
the Veterinary Committee, relate to the ones
which have an active ingredient of oxolinic acid,
potentiated sulphonamide, oxytetracycline and, of
course, dichlorvos now, as well. There is some
concern, particularly in relation to the antibiotics,
that they may be affecting the environment,
although there is little evidence to support it at the
moment, in the sense that they may promote
resistant strains of bacteria, and there is also some
concern about their effect on humans if the river
water is subsequently abstracted for potable sup-
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ply. Some of these chemicals—and I refer to some
of the antibiotics here, such as erythromycin,
oxytetracycline, streptomycin—are in fact prescribed by GPs and there is some concern about
their release into the environment. Very little work
has been done on this. The only piece of work that
I am aware of was actually carried out by WRC in
1985, where they looked at the occurrence of some
of these antibiotics in fish farm effluents and in the
receiving water, and the conclusions from that
study were that the concentrations were very low
indeed. Relating to some of the other compounds,
quite a lot of toxicological work has been carried
out on dichlorvos, as Dr Otter expanded on
earlier.
Chairman
427. Did you agree with his views?
(Mr Seager) Yes, I would largely agree with his
views.
428. If you were in his shoes, would you put it
on a Red List?
(Mr Seager) All I can tell you is that the
ecotoxicological evidence suggests that the compound is extremely toxic to aquatic life, particularly to marine arthropods, at very low concentrations, at concentrations below the recommended
dosing, and this is why the environmental quality
standards which were proposed by WRC were, in
fact, so low. I would add that the environmental
quality standards were based primarily on laborator>' clean water toxicity tests, and there are few
data available for validation of those standards
against environmental data. We do not have any,
so the procedure has been principally to apply a
safety factor to reported ecotoxicological data.
Mr Alexander
429. I am sorry, you said “particularly dangerous to” marine?
(Mr Seager) To marine arthropods. There is
evidence .hat it is toxic to lobster lar/ae and also to
the larvae of shrimp.
Mr Martlew
430. Can I come back to the antibiotics part,
because this is something which concerns me. My
experience is in the dairy industry, and if cows
were inoculated with antibiotics their milk was
kept out of the dairy. Apart from anything else it
did not help the cheese to set very well if it had
antiobiotics in it! The fact is that I am concerned at
antibiotics being given, put into fish farms, and
then water being extracted further down for
human consumption. Is that a concern that you
have?
(Mr Seager) It is a concern in that there are some
antibiotics which, as I said, are prescribed by our
own doctors, but the available evidence, which is
limited, suggests that the concentrations of antibiotics, both in the fish farm effluent and in the
receiving water, in the river water, were extremely
low.
431. Because it is diluted by it?
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(Mr Seager) Yes, it must be.
(Mr Yonge) Sir, I think it is worth distinguishing
here the therapeutic agents that are used in
different sectors of fish farming. For example,
Nuvan is only used in the sea, it is not used in
freshwater at all. Antibiotics, to my knowledge,
are used very little in freshwater now, but they are
still used extensively for the transfer of smelts to
sea to prevent furunculosis; so I think when we talk
about fish farming we have to be aware of the
different sectors and the different chemicals they
use.
Chairman
432. We are learning; we are getting better at it!
(Mr Yonge) I think, as fish farming has
developed, far less of these agents are now being
used. Certainly in trout farming now in fi-eshwater
very little is used, and I suspect as salmon farming
develops even less will be used there, but we will
have to see.
Mr Martlew
433. You are really saying that it would have no
serious effect on the trout industry if the antibiotics
were banned from use?
(Mr Yonge) I did not say that.
434. That is the impression I had of what you
said?
(Mr Yonge) No, I did not say that. What I said
was that far less are being used now, and I think
even less will be used in the future because of
better husbandry and management practices. I still
think that every farmer, whatever he is farming,
will need the opportunity to use a therapeutic
agent if his fish get sick through circumstances
beyond his control, but I think we are getting
better at manipulating the control that we have on
our management to prevent disease outbreak.
(Mr Hammerton I wonder. Chairman, if I could
mention what I feel is, on my part, a wider concern
about these chemicals. We have seen a number of
examples, which I will quote, where chemicals
have been used on a fairly wide scale, and despite
the existence, I think, for some years, of the
so-called “precautionary principle”, they have
been introduced into the environment and used
under the Medicines Act before thorough testing
of their environmental impact has been established, and this is a point which concerns the River
Purification Boards very much. We do feel that,
for example, if dichlorvos is to be replaced,
whatever replaces it should be thoroughly tested in
the environment and that environmental quality
standards should be available for us to impose
straightaway. At the moment we still do not have
these in full for substances such as dichlorvos. We
have the example of tributyl tin, which was used by
salmon farmers as well as by the boating industry
to protect hulls of boats and to protect salmon
cages from seaweed growth, and that one proved
extremely poisonous, extremely toxic. The French
banned it many years ago but our Government
went in little steps at a time reducing the concen-
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tration, and it took quite a few years of campaigning before it was finally banned. Dichlorvos
certainly is being used extensively without, in my
view, any thorough environmental testing. That is
now being carried out, but too late in the day, and
I would express the hope that in future we will not
have this happening.
Chairman
435. Can I take it that your Board is making
continual protest to the Scottish Office about the
fact that TBT is used on every commercial ship
that comes into many of the harbours of Scotland?
(Mr Hammerton) We are concerned about this.
We also have a number of the huge oil tankers laid
up in one Scottish loch, and I understand that their
hulls are entirely coated in tributyl tin.
436. As an aggrieved yachtsman, I think that
the rule that it shall only apply to boats of under 40
feet is about as illogical as it can conceivably be,
and that may explain why the Government only
moved quite slowly on the subject?
(Mr Hammerton) I would agree, and yet I think
that our own research, because we did studies
using the indicator organism the Dog Whelk
around a whole series of marinas and boatyards
right up the west of Scotland, over a couple of
hundred miles of coastline, and we found evidence
of the effect of this over the whole area within the
vicinity of harbours and marinas that it is in the
close inshore waters that the real problem arose.
Nevertheless, I agree with that point. Despite what
my colleague says, I think we are still concerned
about the possible use of antibiotics—
oxytetracycline is an example—and I know, from
work at the Fresh-water Biological Association,
they have shown that natural bacteria in the bed of
a lake in the Lake District have become resistent to
oxytetraqrcline because it has been used by a trout
farmer there, and I think this must be of considerable concern. Again, I would just emphasise the
point that I think that anything, whether it is an
antibiotic, a pesticide, whatever chemicals are
used, we should know much more about their
environmental impact before they can be licensed
for use. We, ourselves, now can control these
through the consent system, and we put conditions
in our consents, but we do not know enough about
them to impose consent conditions at the moment;
we here dependent on the Water Research Centre,
and so on, so rather late in the day we may be able
to do this. The other problem is that we are
supposed now, because it is a Red List substance,
to reduce the input of all Red List substances by 50
per cent by 1995, and all the indications are that
the use is increasing all the time.
Chairman: I think, in fairness, that the point was
raised earlier that a huge amount of research is
being done, and I think one can hope that there
will be some solution to that particular problem.
Mrs Winterton

437. Chairman, could I ask about the protection
of wild fish stocitt. In the evidence of both the
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NRA and the RPBs it is suggested that existing
controls to protect wild fish stocks from contracting diseases from farmed fish may be confused
and inadequate. Could I ask you both to comment
on your involvement in protecting wild fish stocks,
how you interface with MAFF and DAFS and the
District Fishery Boards, and where you feel that
some clarification of your roles might be
necessary?
(Dr O’Grady) With regard to the position in
England and Wales, I think the prime responsibility for fish disease control does lie with MAFF
but the NRA does have a significant interest in
protecting our wild fish stocks from disease risk,
and this risk is most commonly posed from the
introduction of other fishes from places outside of
the catchments, where non-endemic diseases
occur. Prior to 1986 the predecessor bodies, the
water authorities in England and Wales, had full
control over the introduction and movement of
fish, through Section 30 of the 1975 Salmon and
Fresh-water Fisheries Act, and it was an offence
for anyone to introduce fish into inland waters
without the written consent of the water authorities, or what would have been now the National
Rivers Authority. The 1986 Salmon Act in section
34 changed that Section 30 power to exclude fish
farms, so in England and Wales the National
Rivers Authority has no knowledge, even, of the
amount of fish movement that is going on. The
responsibility for disease control lies primarily with
MAFF, who keep a confidential register of fish
farms. Given that there can be some ambiguity in
what a fish farm actually is, and given that a
number of people register a body of water as a fish
farm purely so that they can be exempt from those
Section 30 controls, we have ambiguities as to who
is controlling exactly what kind of fish movement,
and I think we would hope to make a case for
getting back those full Section 30 powers or, if that
is not possible because it is a constraint on the
industry, to have those Section 30 powers as
currently specified enhanced to enable us to
control disease introduction to our wild fish stocks
via fish farms. I think it is fair to say that making a
case for better control in the fish movement is
actually in the interests of the fish farmer as well,
because there is no doubt that it is possible for
disease pathogens to be transmitted from fish
farms to the wild, but it is quite clear that disease
could also be transmitted from the wild to fish
farms. I think it is in no-one’s interest for us to
allow fish diseases to become established in our
wild fish population, since that would pose a
significant constraint on fish farming activities.
Looking a little further ahead, I think we are
concerned with the proposals for 1992 in respect of
the trade barriers coming down and there being
freedom of trade, freedom of movement of goods,
because it may be that we lose our Section 30
powers to control fish movements in England and
Wales, and having island status we are well-off
compared with our Continental neighbours in that
we have managed to keep diseases by and large out
of the aquatic environment. I think we are
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concerned about how 1992 might affect us and we
are concerned that we should enhance our Section
30 powers and certainly hang on to them in the
light of those developments.
(Mr Yonge) As far as the RPBs are concerned in
Scotland, we have no authority over fish
movements or fish welfare of any kind, but I can
tell you that all fish farms in Scotland are required
to keep movement registers of all fish that are
moved both on and off the farm, both of live fish
and of ova, and these are administered and
checked by DAFS, so I do not know if the same is
true or not in England and Wales. That is the
situation in Scotland, and MAFF are active controllers of notifiable disease, which by law the fish
farms have to notify to the Department of Agriculture if they exist, and a movement restriction
may be then put on those farms by DAFS; but the
River Boards do not have any jurisdiction over fish
movements at all.
438. Would you like to have any jurisdiction?
(Mr Yonge) First of all, there would be two
agencies doing it then, and I think that it would be
impossible for the Purification Boards to do that;
they are not staffed or equipped to do that work.
439. Is it actually an offence to discard
unwanted fish stocks into rivers at present?
(Mr Yonge) I sit on my own District Fishery
Board and I can only tell you that for my own
Board we have control over the strain of fish that
are put into our own Tweed system. The Tweed
system can only be stocked with wild Tweed fish;
we have control to administer that. I do not know
what happens on other Fishery Boards, but,
certainly, any riparian owner can stock his water
with other salmonids as he pleases.
(Dr O’Grady) As I earlier referred to Section 30
of the Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries Act 1975,
in England and Wales it is an offence to introduce
any fish to a water other than a fish farm without
the consent of the National Rivers Authority, and
the powers do not specify the criteria which we
would use so we tend to behave as reasonable
individuals and would apply the same sorts of
criteria as strain of fish, type of fish, the potential
ecological effects of introducing those fish and
disease criteria.
440. So you believe that, in fact, the safeguards
now are strong enough, or would you like to see
others?
(Dr O’Grady) As I indicated earlier, we have no
overall control of fish movements because of the
modification of the Section 30 by the 1986 Act.
(Mr Hammerton) It is absolutely true that it is
outside our jurisdiction, as River Purification
Boards, nevertheless when we advertise
consents—and I should say that every application
for consent for a fish farm is advertised in the Press
for six weeks—the largest number of objections, by
far, are from other fish farmers who fear that by
establishing a new fish farm disease will be
transmitted to their fish farms. There is an enormous concern about that. We also do get concern
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from conservationists and others about transfer of
disease to wild fish populations and, as I sa>, we
have no control over that, that is a matter for
DAFS and the District Fishery Boards, I think. I
think there is concern in Scotland about this. As a
biologist, I am well aware that there is concern not
just about the transfer of disease to wild fish but
also the movement of stocks around, even just
stocking rivers right across Scotland from one
source, because you then reduce the genetic
diversity, and this is a matter of very considerable
concern. I think it is a whole area which really
needs looking at.
441. So there needs to be a much greater
clarification?
(Mr Hammerton) Incidentally, there is a case at
the moment. I understand, if I am correct, that
there is an appeal because the Highlands River
Purification Board have refused consent, and one
of the grounds for refusal is because of the risk of
disease. They have been advised by DAFS that
there is a risk of disease, and I am not sure whether
it is to one of the fish farms; so it is an interesting
point as to whether the River Purification Board
could refuse consent on the grounds of disease. I
think it is outside our jurisdiction, but I believe
there is a case before the courts, on Appeal.
(Dr O’Grady) In England and Wales I do not
think the criteria that we would apply are prescribed in any way.
Mr Mariand
442. When the trout farmers came to give us
evidence they pointed to some very considerable
differences in the abstraction charges, paid to
yourselves, where they produced for sport. We
were given two examples of £16 per annum, which
was charged in the South West, and £8,000 per
annum, which was charged in the Wessex region,
for a 100-ton unit. I wonder if the NRA has
decided how they are going to calculate these
charges in the future, and whether or not they will
be the same throughout the country, or whether
they will vary from region to region, as they do at
the moment?
(Dr O’Grady) I think we can tell you quite
clearly what our intention is and this has been
discussed with the Department as weU. Obviously,
we have inherited 10 quite different regions and
basically the consequence of that is that we have 10
different abstraction schemes. We have inherited
those fi'om 1 September and it has been agreed
with the Secretary of State for the Environment
that these inherited schemes shall not be changed
before 1 September 1992. That means that there
will be quite marked differences in the arrangements made for charging for abstractions across
England and Wales. It is our intention to bring in
on 1 April 1992 a common scheme for the whole of
England and Wales, but what is not yet clear is
whether the charging for that common scheme will
be identical in each region, and I think there are
cases to be made that the actual costs of abstracting
in different regions are quite different. However,
that is by no means a closed argument and I think
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that there is an ongoing discussion about the exact
nature of our common scheme that would start on
1 April 1992.
443. It certainly would seem that that was a
tremendous inliibitor to developing any business of
this nature, if they had to pay such a huge amount
to discharge the water: £8,000 as against £16?
(Dr O’Grady) I cannot comment on the actual
calculations. All I can say is that the charges for
different categories of abstractor are actually
different in different regions, and that is something
we have inherited. What people calculate on the
basis of those charges I cannot really comment on.
Chairman
444. Clearly, the basis of charging is very
fundamental to This particular bit of work by the
NRA. When are they going to make up their
mind?
(Dr O’Grady) The common scheme will be
introduced on 1 April 1992.
445. Yes, but with no charges yet announced. It
means nothing until you announce the charges?
(Dr O’Grady) The charges will come in from 1
September of this year, as far as I know.
446. This year?
(Dr O’Grady) We have to start charging for
abstractions from 1 April, and fish farmers have to
be registered by 1 September this year.*
Mr Marland
447. So there is going to be a period of carrying
on with the old charges from September of this
year, so there is a six-month, or so, gap while the
NRA makes up its mind?
(Dr O’Grady) I do not think it is entirely the
NRA making up its mind; I think there are a lot of
*

Note added by witness

Under the Water Act 1989 abstractors for fish farms,
regardless of the purpose of the farm will be required to
apply for an abstraction licence before 1 September 1990,
(unless the daily quantity of water abstracted is less than
20m3).
Abstraction charges will be due for each licence from 1
September 1990.
For the period 1 September 1990 to 31 March 1992 the
magnitude of the abstraction charge will be set according to
the schemes of abstraction charges published by each of the
10 regions of the NRA.
The 10 regional abstraction charges schemes are those
which were inherited by the NRA upon its formation on 1
September 1989.
The NRA will implement a new scheme of abstraction
charges on 1 April 1992 to coincide with the start of its
finandal year.
The scheme to be introduced on 1 April 1992 will be a
common scheme for the whole of England and Wales. It is
not yet known whether the charge rates for a particular type
of abstraction will be the same throughout England and
Wales or whether there will be regional variation. However,
the NRA, in formulating a scheme of abstraction charges
will not unfairly discriminate between different types of
abstraction-

[Continued

people who have a legitimate interest in this and
we have to take account of their views, and I think
we clearly have to take account of what the
Secretary of State for the Environment thinks on
the matter. I appreciate your sentiment but I do
not think it is just the NRA vascillating. It is a
complex issue and the water resource situation in
different regions is quite different.
Chairman
448. Is it being held up because of the complexities of charging for all abstractions, or is it simply
the complexities of dealing with trout farmers?
(Dr O’Grady) As I indicated earlier, I do not
think our attitude to fish farmers is any different
from our attitude to other abstractor. We see fish
farmers as a category of abstractor.
449. It is a well-known fact that there are
different categories of abstractors: he who takes
the water and sprays it on his land or who uses it
for some other purpose and puts it into a different
river basin, to the trout farmer who simply allows it
to flow through his property. There is a substantial
difference and I am sure that will be reflected?
(Dr O’Grady) The common scheme of charges
will reflect, if you like, the impact of an abstraction
and, clearly, a spray irrigation category is highly
consumptive of water with little return. It is clear
that a fish farming use is a high return use and,
clearly, the common scheme that we develop will
reflect the impact of an abstraction.
450. I think I am going to interpret your answer
as meaning that the complexity of charging for all
abstractions is sufficiently great to delay the NRA
making a decision until probably ministerial consultation has taken place?
(Dr O’Grady) I think if you simply draw a
distinction between rivers that are ground-fed in
their water, chalkstreams, and rivers where they
are rain-fed, that is driven by the immediate
rain-fall, the impact of an abstraction in those two
different kinds of river is quite different.
451. Nobody is arguing about the complexities
of it; I think we agree with you and we understand
your point. What I am sure the trout farmers will
say to us is, “But when are they going to tell us
what it is going to cost?” and I think we would urge
you to be as swift as possible in coming to a
decision on that?
(Dr O’Grady) I think will take that urging on
board, because we, too, would like it to be in place
as soon as possible.
452. If you could refer it to your Board, that
would be very good.
(Mr Hammerton) Chairman, I think while we
are on the subject of charges, we do not have
control of abstractions, there are therefore no
charges in Scotland, but I think I should inform the
Committee that under Section 53 of the Control of
Pollution Act, now modified by the Water Act,
there is provision for charges for consents and for
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the monitoring of consents. I understand we are to
receive a consultation paper from the Scottish
Office later this year on bringing in a system of
charges which will cover the full economic cost of
issuing the consents and possibly charges to cover
the annual monitoring; so that is in the offing.
453. So we shall see the exodus of trout farmers

i

from Hampshire to Scotland, will we?
(Mr Hammerton) That is not just for fish
farmers, that is for dischargers in general, whether
the local authority or industrial or fish farmers or
whatever.
Chairman: Thank you very much, gentlemen.
That has been most helpful. We are grateful to you
for coming.

Dd.0504231, 3«0. C6, 3382/5, 5673, 95191.
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Memorandum submitted by the Convention of Scottish Local Authorities
INTRODUCTION

1. The Convention welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence to the House of Commons
Agriculture Committee as part of its Inquiry into Fish Farming in the United Kingdom. The Convention
of Scottish Local Authorities represents the thirty-seven districts, nine regions and these islands councils
which discharge the local government statutory functions of planning in Scotland.
2. Marine fish farming in Scotland has experienced a rapid growth in recent years. Farmed salmon
production alone has risen fi:om approximately 1,000 tonnes in 1981, through 2,500 tonnes in 1983,
10,000 tonnes in 1986 to over 13,000 tonnes in 1987. Predictions indicate a continuing and increasing
growth in the industry to a production level of around 50,000 tonnes by the early 1990s.
3. The Convention welcomes the opportunities which the development of the fish farming industry has
brought to the economic base of many communities in remote coastal areas of Scotland. Whilst these new
developments bring economic benefits, the combination of rapid growth and limited control which
currently exists coupled with the lack of any forward strategic development mechanism gives the
Convention cause for considerable concern, particularly in view of the potential cumulative impact which
concentrations of such developments may have on the environment. The Convention believes that this
concern is shared by a number of public bodies and other groups who wish to see fish farming brought
under some form of forward development strategy and control.
4. It is the Convention’s firm opinion that provision should be made by the Government as a matter of
priority to extend the powers of planning authorities in Scotland seawards and beyond the current limit of
low watermark for the purpose of controlling and regulating the development of fish farming. This would
be a desirable way forward in the light of the continuing development and distribution of fish farming and
the inadequacies of the current forward planning and control framework. The development of the
industry imposes considerable impact on the environment; it influences the allocation of resources for
transportation and infrastructure; and it substantially affects the social and economic welfare of
communities. All of these are important considerations to local planning authorities.
PRINfcrPLES
5.
There are a number of important principles at stake which have led the Convention to call
extension of planning powers. These include:
— the lack of any current control by any independent agency;
— the differing interests for the Crown Estate Commissioners in securing income from leases and
purporting to act on good planning principles;
— the public accountability which is secure through a planning authority but not through the Crown
Estate Commissioners;
— the need for a wider national forward planning strategy;
— the need for forward development plans in the context of the local authority strategic/local plan
process;
— the economic interest for local authorities associated with encouraging development;
— the planning interest associated with the control of developments;
— the environmental interest associated with the effects of fish farming developments;
— the potential for lease consents to prejudice consideration of on-shore development planning
applications;
— the conflict introduced by lease decisions by an external agency which then impact upon local
authority infrastructure investment decisions;
I

J
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— the increasing consultative role of the Crown Estate Commissioners and its issue of guidelines is
in danger of institutionalising the Crown Estate Commissioners as a “de facto” planning
authority.
CROWN ESTATE COMMISSIONERS

6.
The only formal planning consent that is required for fish farming relates to any associated on
developments, for example, servicing, access and storage facilities. The consideration of such
applications, however, is often prejudiced by the granting of a seabed lease by the Crown Estate
Commissioners prior to the submission of a planning application. Marine fish farm developments
themselves fall outwith the system of normal planning control and seabed lease applications are
determined exclusively by the Crown, Estate Commissioners who, until recently, did not consult local
authorities nor interested bodies on lease applications. A recent appeal decision by the Secretary of State
for Scotland concluded that onshore fish farming developments in certain circumstances could be
regarded as agricultural activity and therefore exempt from planning control. This alarming precedent,
the grounds for which are, in the Convention’s view, extremely doubtful, highlights further the
inadequacy of planning authorities’ powers when dealing with fish farming developments.
7. The introduction of the consultation procedure whereby the Crown Estate Commissioners consult
local authorities and other bodies, recognises as a matter of principle the propriety of the involvement of
the relevant public bodies. The Convention therefore.welcomed the introduction of the consultation
procedures in October 1986 and since then local authorities have co-operated with the Commissioners in
their consideration of applications for seabed leases. However, the Convention remains firmly of the
view that this is no substitute for the direct and democratic control which an elected and publicly
accountable planning authority can exercise.
8. The intention of the new consultation procedures was to help resolve the conflicts between the
development of fish farming and other interests. The available evidence suggests that the new procedures
are still not satisfactory. The ultimate decision still rests with the Crown Estate Commissioners who are
not best equipped to act as a planning authority arbitrating on good planning principles. There is no
requirement for discussion of issues prior to a decision being taken. There is therefore no opportunity to
allow conflicting evidence to be tested. There is no forward planning framework. The effects of fish farm
developments upon the environment are not monitored.
9. The Convention has had the opportunity of commenting to the Crown Estate Commissioners on
their draft guidelines on the siting and design of marine fish farms. While the Convention welcomed the
guidelines as an initial step it regarded them as quite inadequate in a wider national planning context in
establishing a forward strategy for the industry. The Crown Estate Commissioners, in response to the
limitations of these guidelines published in 1989 a new document entitled “Marine Fish Farming in
Scotland—A Development Strategy and Area Guidelines” providing a national locational strategy which
sought to reconcile the conflicts associated with fish farming developments and to achieve a more
acceptable balance between development and environmental conservation. It represents a constructive
step in providing such a strategy although the Convention- still remains concerned over acceptable
definitions and possible strategic development conflicts with other activities including tourism and
recreation. In essence these guidelines are welcomed as the basis for more detailed formulation of
locational policy within the context of the development plan process.
DIFFICULTIES ARISING FROM EXISTING PROCEDURES

10. In sharp contrast to the open procedures and decision making of local planning authorities, the
Crown Estate Commissioners make their decisions in a regime which is characterised by privacy and a
lack of openness. The Commissioners appear to take account of planning issues, but this approach does
not necessarily fit into a statutory local authority framework of structure plans and local plans. Problems
also arise for authorities from the way in which the Crown Estate Commissioners deal with applications.
(a) Content of Applications for Seabed Lease
Numerous applications are lacking in specification and deficient in essential detail particularly, on the
scale of the development, the pattern of layout and type of proposal. Moreover, most applications
provide no information on any shore based servicing requirements. Thus planning authorities face
difficulty in assessing the impact of applications and establishing constructive rapport with parties having
an interest. By comparison, absence of this essential information would normally deter a planning
authority from a decision on a planning application, particularly in regard to major proposals with far
reaching transport and servicing implications.
(b) Inconsistency in Publicity
There is evidence of complaint by local communities and the public on procedures and venues for
publicity. Similarly there is no clear procedure for neighbour notification. Given the absence of a local
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presence by the Crown Estate Commissioners^ with whom other interested parties might discuss a
proposal, this frequently gives rise to enquiry to the local authority for clarification and guidance.
(c) Consultation Timescale
The 28 day period for response to consultation is insufficient for proper appraisal and considered
response. This timescale cannot coincide with the cycle of committee meetings of the Council and
accordingly requires the delegation of response to council officials. This may prove unsatisfactory given
the increasing scale p£ many applications and the increasing level of controversy—an inevitable
consequence of intensification of the industry.
(d) Consultation Procedure on Modification
An adequate system of consultation is not yet established. There is no agreed procedure applied
consistently to ensure consultation on all modifications and amendments to original proposals.
(e) Interaction of Inshore and Onshore Developments
The granting of seabed leases in advance of determination and approval of any shore based servicing or.
transport facility is a matter of the greatest concern to local authorities. Applicants’ disclaimers in this
regard are also of concern and it is the experience of authorities that severe difficulty arises from the
sequence of decisions where planning approvals may be sought subsequent to the grant of seabed leases.
This sequencers pre-emptive and it prejudices the orderly control of land use. It is also anomalous, given
that the seabed lease cannot be put into effect except with licence from the Department of Transport
(safety for navigation) and where appropriate with Consent to discharge authorised by River Purification
Boards. The present arrangement whereby different authorities may be responsible for determining the
acceptability of the onshore and offshore elements of a development proposal is most unsatisfactory.
Offshore developments have a landfall aspect as well as an offshore aspect and it is incongruous that
plarming authorities should be able to control one but not the other.
(f) Lack of Existing Information
There is great concern that certain other information is not readily available to planning authorities. In
particular information about location plans and details of existing lease sites is essential if planning
authorities are to be able to make a proper assessment of the impact of any proposal.
(g) Variable Assessment
It is a matter of relative satisfaction to the Convention that the assessment of seabed lease applications
is claimed to be based on conventional planning considerations. It is of particular dissatisfaction however
that significant differences appear to be emerging in relative assessments by local planning authorities
and the Crown Estate Commissioners given that many applications raise issues from which wider
planning concerns arise. As the cumulative progress of developments intensifies this trend will increase.
The Convention does not hold information which will illustrate the impact of these difficulties on an all
Scotland basis. However, it is possible to illustrate the difficulties by reference to information which some
authorities have provided to the Convention. Sample evidence of difficulties arising in Highland Region
is detailed in Appendix 1 to this paper. Appendix 2 indicates that of 75 decisions taken by the Crown
Estate Commissioners in the period between the institution of the consultation procedures and
December 1987, 31 (40 per cent) were in some conflict with the views of that Council.
Strathclyde Regional Council has also provided the Convention with a list of all lease consultations
received from the Crown Estate Commissioners since April 1987. That list is attached as Appendix 3 and
indicates the nature of strategic concern and the Commissioners’ decision where known. Strathclyde
stresses that the Council would not necessarily oppose lease applications where a strategic concern has
been identified.
It would, however, highlight the need for sensitive consideration of the proposals so as to reconcile the
conflicts. From this list, however, it will be noted the number and range of strategic planning concerns
which arise relative to lease applications and which demonstrate the scale of potential conflict between
thexural resource and the development pressures. In 20 per cent of these cases, leases have been granted
with no indication of the basis of the Crown Estate Commissioners’ decision or how various concerns
have been taken into account. In 33 per cent of these cases, the granting of lease has been subject to
modification on the basis of “supposed” planning grounds.
Western Isles Council has been consulted on 48 lease applications. 32 of these have raised wider
planning considerations on which the Council has commented confirming the extent of the range of
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planning concerns which arise. Only in 24 cases have the Commissioners notified the Council of the
outcome of the applications. While only 3 cases so far have witnessed disagreement between the
Commissioners and the Council, Western Isles considers that the emergence of a more developed policy
context on the part of the Council together with the fact that the sites which have already been developed
are the least controversial will almost inevitably lead to further disagreement over future lease
applications between the Council and the Corhmissioners.
11. Both Highland and Strathclyde highlight the fact that a number of specific areas are coming under
pressure in sensitive planning areas with the potential for significant accumulations of farms in each area.
12. The Convention believes that this trend reinforces the need for statutory planning control through
the strategic and local plan process in order that the potential consequences of accumulations can be
adequately controlled in areas of multiple conflict of interests.
DEFICIENCIES IN EXISTING PROCEDURES

13. In addition to the aforementioned difficulties the Convention believes there are a number of
deficiencies in the existing procedures.
(a) Absence of Public Register
Public and other agencies interest in fish farming activity merits the establishment of a public register,
similar to that maintained by local planning authorities, The absence of such a register with
comprehensive information on development activity leads to time consuming enquiries.
(b) Consultation Duties
At first sight, the consultation procedure is a welcome step forward but it is discretionary and carries no
statutory duty, either for the procedural step itself or in obligation to take account of any representations
submitted. Such duties and obligations would rest with planning authorities by virtue of statute.
(c) Lack of Democratic Control
Given the impact of fish farming development, the public interest and the importance of the industry,
decisions that purport to be based substantially on conventional planning considerations should not be
taken in private. The public have a right to know the process of decision taking and witness the
deliberation.
Conventional planning considerations appear to be taken into account by the Crown Estate
Commissioners in the assessment of applications and the Commissioners are advised by a professional
planning official. However, the Convention considers that in these circumstances, the Commissioners
purport to act as a planning authority but without accountability; without the essential baseline of policy;
and without the concomitants of public decision taking such as provisions for appeal and proceduresTor
enforcement.
(d) Lack of Policy Baseline
Guidelines as currently issued are welcome as a preliminary baseline for decision taking, but they are
not the subject of public consultation or public scrutiny and are at variance with guidance and strategy
currently in hand by planning authorities. The guidelines do not establish a system for selection of
competing applicants; separation distances are arbitrary and could be applied to the detriment of small
local business interests; the concept of “very sensitive areas” is subjective and leasing policy is not
clarified. A proper planning regime would acknowledge the interaction between policy and day to day
development control, and thus the critical deficiency of the present arrangements is the failure to relate
the assessment of applications in the wider context of forward planning through local and structure plans
and within national planning guidelines.
Partly in response to these criticisms from the Convention the Secretary of State for Scotland
announced in December 1988 his intention that contentious cases of applications for seabed leases would
be discussed in full by an independent Advisory Committee to be established by the Crown Estate
Commissioners and to include representatives from district councils. Countryside Commission for
Scotland, Nature Conservancy Council, Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland and the
River Purification Boards. Since the announcement, the Advisory Committee has yet to meet despite
certain controversial seabed leases having been granted.
EC DIRECTIVE ON ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
14. The EC Directive on Environmental Assessment (EEC/85/337) has been implemented in Scotland.
The Scottish Development Department has issued a circular giving guidance on its implementation and
operation and states that in relation to fish farming developments onshore the need for environmental
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assessment will be for planning authorities in the first instance. In relation to offshore developments the
Crown Estate Commissioners will, according to the circular, require an environmental assessment in the
case of major developments in areas of particular conservation value. The Commissioners are to
establish, in consultation with the Government, criteria which will indicate the type of development for
which environmental assessment will be required. The Convention has already stated separately to the
Scottish office that the Secretary of State should be the only “authority” charged with implementing the
EC Directive in relation to projects which are not subject to planning control such as forestry and marine
fish farming. The Convention wishes to see a right afforded to local authorities to ask for an
environmental assessment irrespective of whether the Forestry Commission or the Crown Estate
Commissioners regarded a development as significant and if either Commission refuses, the right to have
a stated case.as to why it was considered to be not significant with the decision resting ultimately with the
Secretary of State.
CONCLUSION

15. The Convention’s evidence concentrates principally on the role of planning authorities and the
Crown Estate Commissioners as in its view the future parameters of These respective roles are crucial to
the successful development of fish farming in Scotland. The power to exercise “planning control” should
not be considered in isolation. The “control” function is part of a total concept, the purpose of which is to
secure the orderly use of land; A democratically elected and accountable body is best able to carry out the
normal process of securing orderly use in the overall interests of the community it serves. Planning
authorities are enabled to survey and assess the circumstances prevailing in their area, formulate policy,
exercise control in the context of such policy and enforce the provisions of their control. Even in the
current situation, a local authority’s powers to establish such policy niay be difficult to achieve without
extension of the planning authority’s jurisdiction.
16. The question of accountability also arises. This places the Crown Estate Commissioners in a
difficult position in attempting to reconcile their proprietorial interest with that of the wider public good.
The Convention believes that this should be reviewed,.given the continuing intensification offish farming
activity. There is a need for continuing improvement and refinement in procedures. The opportunity
should be taken to utilise the provisions of a well established system of policy planning and land use
control.
17. Tlie introduction of a planning control system would have the beneficial effect of;
(1) maintaining the function of the Crown Estate Commissioners to operate their normal
proprietorial remit, a purpose for which they have the experience, the resources and the
statutory basis;
(2) clarifying the role and locus of the planning authority, enabling it to carry out the functions for
which it has the resources, the expertise and the accountability;
(3) establishing an authoritative baseline for the orderly growth and development of a valuable
industry; and
(4) facilitating the formulation of policy at national, regional and local level for the purpose of
ensuring proper balance between development and environmental interests.
18. The Convention’s preferred way forward through the extension of the jurisdiction of planning
authorities operating within the context of national planning guidelines would provide a basis of
confidence for both the industry, the public and the relevant authorities to plan the desired development
and distribution of the industry and to lead the necessary support investment through infrastructure.
October 1989
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Appendix 1
COSLA—EXTENSION

OF PLANNING CONTROL—FISH FARMING

Illustrations of grant of sea-bed leases, subsequently causing planning difficulties over shore-based
development in Highland
LOCATION

DEVELOPMENT/ISSUE

NOTES

1. Kylesku

Proposed shore base at fishing pier
withdrawn following local opposition. Alternative site at Newton,
Glencoul, not yet the subject of a
planning application—road access/
crofting/amenity problems.

2. Loch Ewe

Despite Council representation to
CEC on lack of servicing base,
development of salmon and shellfish
farms proceeded, using unsatisfactory temporary expedients of slipway adjoining housing, amenity
areas, and Navy depot.

3. Loch Torridon

Grant of major fish farm lease in
sensitive sea loch. Company indicated that Wester Alligin shore site
might be possible, but no planning
application submitted to test amenity and road access problems.

Two separate planning application
now submitted, one for a shore base
involving demolition of historic
building and construction of industrial building. Sub-standard road
access problem and request for temporary cage assembly site on a
prominent site off the main road.
Problems difficult to reconcile.

4. Loch Long
(by Dornie)

Proposed shore base near Conchra
to serve adjoining salmon and seabed base, immediately off-shore.

Planning application refused by
Divisional Committee, the site being
isolated, exposed and unscreenedcommercial development would be
an unsatisfactory intrusion. Further
application now submitted but jetty/
shore base element raises same
problems of intrusion.

5. Loch Bay
(N W Skye)

Proposed shore base at Stein to
serve adjoining off-shore sea-bed
lease for salmon.

Regional Council objected to the
proposed lease-partly based on
anticipated servicing difficulty. Planning application now received for
shore base on a site which is visually
prominent with unsatisfactory road
access; subject to considerable
objection and recommended for
refusal.

6. Loch Greshornish
(N.W. Skye)

Applied for sea-bed bases for salmon farms in the one relatively
small sea loch, the latter eventually
obtaining consent.

First applicant was allocated sea-bed
lease, provisional on obtaining planning consent for shore base. Planning application however refused by
Divisional Planning Committee
(because the selected site was physically constrained and development
would be intrusive in the landscape).
Application by the competitor
approved. This situation is of considerable frustration having led to
the selection of a controversial site
of doubtful merit given planning and
servicing deficiencies.

Leases developed in Lochs Glendhu
and Glencoul without shore base, by
using former ferry slip. This unsatisfactory expedient requires
replacement with purpose-made
facility, storage and services. Discussions with planning authority did
not resolve problems, recently compounded by grant of further leases
by CEC.
HRC requested consent for lease to
be dependent on planning solution
to servicing problem. The request
was repeated during consultation
over additional lease for expansion
of salmon farming, to no avail. Planning application still not received.
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LOCATION

DEVELOPMENT/ISSUE

NOTES

7. Loch Hourn

A series of sea-bed leases—some in
unaccessible remote sites, and commencement of development using
existing pier and Estate building.

Scale of permitted production is
unknown. Access to the area is by
sub-standard road incapable of taking substantial heavy traffic.
Safeguarding of amenity is also an
important issue. Recent refusal of
lease to potential competitors considered unjustified by Regional
Council. There is priority need for
determination of satisfactory servicing arrangements.

8. Camasinas
Loch Sunart

Recent refusal of shore base for
servicing scallop farm off-shore
because of problems of road access
and visual intrusion in a shore
identified for conservation importance. Appeal pending.

A major shellfish lease granted two
years ago has led to production
build-up. Developer requires to
transport live shellfish to Fort William for grading and return to Salen,
a long return journey, creating considerable expense and fraustration.

9. Loch Leven

Shore base developed alongside designated scenic route and subsequent
problems of control on-shore (apart
from control of off-shore activity on
the adjoining Loch).

Scale of activity off-shore (and
apparent loss of control of further
expansion) has accompanied onshore servicing problems including
the controversiaLburial of quantities
of diseased fish next to a cemetery.
Appendix 2

CEC

CONSULTATION ON SEA-BED LEASE IN HIGHLAND:
MID-OCTOBER

Area

LOCHABER
NAIRN

Proposals
to date
28

1986—MID

DECEMBER

1987

Decisions
to date

CEC Decision
broadly in line
with HRC views

16
(including 2
re-submissions)

10

Views in conflict,
or major difference

1

ROSS AND
CROMARTY
1) Easter
Ross

6

2

1

1

2) Wester
Ross

28

19

8

11

SKYE AND
LOCHALSH

34

24

13

11

SUTHERLAND

21
(1 subsequently
withdrawn,
2 modified
re-submissions)

14

12

2

REGIONAL
TOTAL

118

75

44

31
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Strathclyde—Aprii 1987 to April 1989
FISH FARM LEASE CONSULTATIONS FROM CROWN ESTATE COMMISSIONERS
DATE

LOCATION

November 1987
November 1987
November 1987
November 1987
November 1987
November 1987
December 1987
December 1987
February 1987

Sound of Shuna, N Argyll
Seil Sound, Seil
Upper Loch Creran, N Argyll
Lamlash Bay, Arran
South Side Loch Creran, N Argyll
Inver, sound of Islay
Sgeireau Dubha, Kerrera, Lorn
Airds Bay, Loch Etive
Acairsed Mhor, Calveis, Mull

February 1988

West Loch Tarbert, Kintyre

CEC

DECISION AND BASIS

Landscape, Onshore Nature Conservation
Lease granted
Landscape, Onshore Nature Conservation
Lease area reduced—Landscape, fishing
Landscape
Lease area reduced—amenity, fishing
Onshore Nature Conservation
Lease granted
Onshore Nature Conservation
No information
Lease area reduced—navigation, fishing
No strategic interest
Landscape
Lease are reduced—access, amenity
Lanscape, Marine Nature Conservation
Lease granted
No strategic interest
Lease granted
Landscape, Infrastructure
Lease refused—landscape, amenity
Landscape
No information
Lease granted
No strategic interest
No strategic interest
Lease granted
Landscape, tourism—objection
No information
Tourism/Y achting
Lease area modified—Landscape, yachting
Landscape
Lease are moved—landscape, access
Landscape, tourism
No information
Landscape, Marine Nature Conservation
Lease refused—landscape
Landscape, Marine Nature Conservation
Lease granted
Landscape
No information
Landscape, Tourism, Marine Nature Conser- No information
vation
Landscape
Lease refused—landscape navigation
Landscape, Marine Nature Conservation
Lease granted
Landscape—objection
Lease refused—conservation
No strategic interest
Lease granted in Part—fishing, navigation
Landscape tourism
Lease refused—landscape, recreation, fishing
Landscape
Lease granted
Landscape
Withdrawn
Landscape
Withdrawn
‘Risk’ community positive support
Lease area reduced—sailing, fishing,
landscape
Landscape, tourism, ‘risk’ community
Lease refused—amenity, recreation, fishing
positive support
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Appendix 3

October 1987
November 1987

North Coast Loch Scridain, Mull
Shuna Sound, Firth of Lorn
Luing-Torsa Isl''.nd, Seil Sound
Airds Point, Loch Etive
Airds Point, Loch Etive
Loch Indeal, Islay
Loch Striven, Cowal
Inverliever Bay, Loch Etive
Mealdarroch, Loch Fyne
Loch Gair, Loch Fyne
Rubha Pressach E Loch Fyne
Barmore Island, Loch Fyne
Barmore Island, Loch Fyne
Loch Creran, North Argyll
Tobermory Bay, Mull
Glehan Bay, Portavade, Cowall
Sgeir Leachan Loch Sclordain Mull
Kennacraig Bay, Loch Etive
Barran Dubh, Loch Etive
Ardmarcnoch, E Loch Fyne
Bagh Dail Nan Ceann Firth of Lorn

April 1987
May 1987
May 1987
May 1987
May 1987
May 1987
July 1987
July 1987
July 1987
July 1987
August 1987
August 1987
August 1987
September 1987
September 1987
September 1987
October 1987
October 1987
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DATE

February 1988
February 1988
March 1988

March 1988
April 1988
April 1988
April 1988
April 1988
April 1988
April 1988
April 1988
April 1988
May
May
May
May
May

1988
1988
1988
1988
1988

May 1988
May 1988
May 1988

Loch Spelve, Mull

STRATEGIC CONCERN

CEC DECISION

AND BASIS

Q

‘Risk’ commMmty-support, Yachting

Lease area reduced-sailing, landscape,
wildlife
Loch Goil, Cowal
Landscape, Tourism
Lease refused—Defense interests
Kilchoan Bay, Loch Melford
Landscape, Yachting, Cumulative Impact— Lease refused—Landscape, sailing, fishing
objection
Barmore, Loch Fynn
No concern per se. Cumulative impact
Lease area reduced—navigation, fishing
Bloody Bay, N. E. Mull
‘Risk’ community—positive support
Lease refused—fishing
Rubha Stilleig, West Cowal
‘Risk’ community-support. Cumulative
Lease granted
support
Kenmore Pt, Loch Fyne
Landscape, tpurism
Lease refused—Defence interests
Carrick, Loch Goil
Landscape, tourism, amenity
Lease refused—Sailing, amenity
Carrick, Loch Goil
Landscape, tourism, amenity
Lease refunded—Sailing, amenity
Eilean Coltair, Loch Melfort
Landscape, Yachting—objection Cumulative Lease area reduced—landscape, sailing
Impact
Bay of Small Isles, Jura
‘Risk’ Community-support, Yachting
Lease refused—anchorage, fishing, landscape,
recreation
Eilean Righ, Loch Craignish
Yachting, tourism, anchorages
Lease refused—navigation and sailing
Landscape, amenity
Balvicar Bay, Sell Island
Lease area reduced—amenity, sailing
Lismore Island—3 Sites
Landscape, nature conservation, tourism
One Lease area refused, fishing, landscape
Two Leases granted
Achadnchaorunn Bay, W Loch Tarbert
Landscape, tourism—natures conservation, Withdrawn
‘Risk’ community
Kyle of Bute—2 Sites
Landscape, tourism—objection
Leases refused
Loch Striven—2 Sites
‘Risk’ community
Granted
Landscape, ‘Risk’ community-support
Lease granted
Lowlandman’s Bay, Jura
Cumulative Impact
Kiffinen Bay, Loch Fyne
Lease granted
Loch Stornaway, S Knapdale
Landscape, amenity ‘Risk’ community
Lease area reduced—landscape, navigation,
fishing
Landscape,
tourism
Rubha Garbha, Loch Creran
Lease a. 'a moved—navigation, landscape
Braingorton, Loch Striven—Loch Striven- -2 ‘Risk’ community-5M/?/7D/'t
Part app " ved/part refused—amenity
Sites
Port Mor, Seil Island
‘Risk’ community, landscape, tourism
Lease area reduced—proximity to fish farm

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE

March 1988
March 1988
March 1988

LOCATION

Si

5S.
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LOCATION

DATE

Loch Scridain, Mull—2 Sites

‘Risk’ community-support

May 1988

Port-na-Maralachd, Lismore

Tourism, nature, conservative, anchorages

June 1988
June 1988

Creggans, Loch Fyne
Loch-na-Cille, Loch Sween

June 1988

Eilean Cfeagach, Loch Shuna

Landscape
Landscape, tourism, nature conservation
—objection
‘Risk’ community-SMppor/

June 1988

Lismore—3 Sites

June 1988
July 1988
July 1988
July 1988
August 1988
August 1988

Corsaig Bay, Tayvallich
McDougall’s Bay, Sound of Islay
A’Chruach, Loch Etive
Lagg, Jura
Arnacross, Mull—2 Sites
Kentallen, Mull

Landscape, Nature Conservative, tourism
Cumulative pressure
Tourism, yachting—objection
Landscape, tourism
Landscape, Cumulative impact
Landscape
‘Risk’ community-5wppo7T
‘Risk’ community-j'wppo;*/

August 1988
August 1988

Loch Feochan—2 Sites
Bagh-nan-dalach, Loch Etive

Landscape, tourism, cumulative impact
Landscape, cumulative impact

August 1988
August 1988

Barron Dubh, Loch Etive
Seil Sound, Seil Island

September 1988

East Side, Seil Island—6 Sites

October 1988
October 1988
October 1988
October 1988

Sound of Ulva, Mull
Loch-na-Keal, Mull
Loch-na-Keal, Mull
Miller’s Port, Lisamore

October 1988
October 1988

Ardmuchkinsh Bay, Lorn
Camus Rubha, Canavon

Landscape, cumulative impact
‘Risk’ community, landscape, cumulative
impact
‘Risk’ community, landscape, cumulative
impact
landscape, yachting, tourism
Landscape, yachting, tourism
Landscape, yachting, tourism—objection
Landscape, nature conservation, tourism
objection
Landscape, tourism, recreation—objection
Landscape,
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AND BASIS

Part approved/part refused—anchorage,
landscape
Lease refused—anchorage, sailing, fishing,
landscape
No information
Withdrawn
Lease area reduced, landscape, sailing, fishing, fish farm
2 Sites refused—sailing, fishing, conservation
1 Site granted
Withdrawn
Lease granted
Lease granted
Lease area reduced
Part approved, part refused—landscape
Lease refused—landscape, proximity to fish
farms
No information
Lease area reduced—landscape, nature conservation, fishing, fish farms
Lease granted
No. information

THE AGRICULTURE COMMITTEE

May 1988

CEC DECISION

3
'a
•5

No information
Lease granted
Lease area reduced—fishing, landscape
Withdrawn
Withdrawn
Lease refused,—sailing, fishing, landscape
No information

a
s:

to

a.

OO
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DATE

LOCATION

STRATEGIC CONCERN

Loch Etive

Cumulative impact

October 1988

S. E. Islay, 2 Sites

Landscape, Economy-support

October 1988
October 1988
November 1988
November 1988
December 1988
December 1988
December 1988

Livingston Rocks, Ross of Mull
Rubhanam Barr, Knopdale
Camas Nathais, Lorn
Sell Sound, Sell
Rubha Caol, Sound of Jura
Drumyeon Bay, Gigha—2 Sites
Achnacroish, Lismore

December 1988

Kerrera Sound, Lorn—3 Sites

Landscape, tourism
Landscape, tourism, yachting
Landscape, cumulative pressure
Landscape, cumulative pressure
Landscape
Yachting, anchorages
Landscape, nature conservation, tourism,
cumulative pressmo—objection
Landscape, tourism, yachting

December 1988
December 1988

Seil Sound, Seil—3 Sites
Lussa, Jura—2 Sites

Landscape, cumulative pressure
Landscape

December 1988
December 1988
December 1988

Cnoc Tailir, Jura
Ardcastle, Loch Fyne
St Columba’s Bay, Loch Creran

February 1989
February 1S89
February 1989
February 1989
February 1989
February 1989
February 1989
February 1989
February 1989
February 1989
February 1989

Drumyeon Bay, Gigha
Cour Bay, E Kintyre
Loch Craignish
Traigh Gheal, Loch Scridoin, Mull
Ardmarnock Bay, Loch Fyne
Gob a’Bhana, Loch Fyne
Charlotte Bay, Kerrere
Campbeltown Loch
Ardnacross, Mull
Skipness, Kintyre—5 Sites
Eilean Graianain, E Kintyre

Landscape
Landscape, Tourism
Landscape, tourism, cumulative impactsupport
Yachting
No strategic interest
Landscape, tourism, yachting—
‘Risk’ community, landscape, yachting
‘Risk’ community-5’Mppo/Y, yachting
‘Risk’ community, cumulative pressure
Landscape
No strategic interest
‘Risk’ Community-5’wp/?o/Y
No strategic interests
No strategic interest

AND BASIS

Lease refunded—density of existing fish
farming
Lease area reduced—anchorages, landscape,
nature conservation
Lease area reduced—navigation, fishing
Lease area reduced and moved, anchorage
Lease area reduced—navigation, landscape
Lease area reduced—grazings
Lease area reduced—other interests
Leases refused—fish farms, navigation
Lease refused—navigation, fishing, sailing,
conservation
Part approved. Part refused—navigation,
landscape
Lease area reduced—amenity
Part approved, part refused—fishing,
anchorage landscape
Lease approved
Lease approved
Lease approved
Lease approved
Lease refused—navigation, fishing
Lease refused—anchorage, navigation
Lease refused—fish farms, amenity
Lease area moved—anchorage
Lease approved
Lease area reduced—anchorage
Lease refused—Defence interests
Lease approved
1 approved—4 refused—fishing, conservation
No information

VC
'O

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE

October 1988

CEC DECISION
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FISH FARM LEASE CONSULTATIONS FROM CROWN ESTATE COMMISSIONERS
DATE

STRATEGIC CONCERN

LOCATION

March 1989

Loch Tarbert, Jura

Landscape, yachting

March 1989
March 1989
March. 1989
April 1989

East Loch Fyne
South Ayrshire, Girvan—4 Sites
Lamlash Bay, Arran
Lunge Island, Sound of Luing

‘Risk’ Communiiy-support
landscape, tourism
Tourism
Landscape, Nature Conservation

CEC DECISION

AND BASIS

Lease area moved—landscape, sailing,
fishing
Lease area reduced
No information
Lease area reduced
Lease area reduced—navigation

THE AGRICULTURE COMMITTEE
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Memorandum submitted by Highland Regional Council
1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The Council would wish to stress the extreme importance of fish farming in the Highland economy. Its
rapid development over the last 10 years has led to major dependence by small rural communities. In the
Region the industry provides over 600 direct full tinae jobs and nearly as many again in processing,
transport and services. There are 120 active sites and another 100 potential sites (with seabed lease).
Sj^on production amounted to approximately 8,000 tons in 1988 (out of a Scottish total of 18,000 tons).
This is likely to have increased to 1^000 tons in 1989, a first-sales value of £40 million. In .some parts of
the Region as many as 1 in 4 jobs are dependent on fish farming, and there has been significant
infrastructural and environmental impact. The industry’s health is of great concern to the Council, and
the Council’s policies seeking further, balanced, development are outlined in its Structure Plan.
The industry has recently entered a period of relative stagnation or indeed recession, resulting from
poor co-ordination between production and marketing. Hitherto, production has nearly doubled
annually since the early 1980s. The dramatic increase in the last two years particularly in Norway has led
to falling prices. Quite simply, there has been a recent expansion of production for which the market has
not been prepared. This is the single most important problem facing this industry, and relates to a number
of factors:
(1) dramatic increase in Scottish production at a time of release of large amounts of surplus grilse by
Norwegian producers (who have a production capacity five times that of Scotland);
(2) continued perception by consumers of salmon as a luxry food; failure to reduce prices in shops to
match falling wholesale prices (price maintenance);
(3) excessive optimism on foreign market potential;
(4) increasing production in “new” locations e.g. British Columbia; Chile; Iceland; Japan;
(4) expansion in exports of North American seafoods;
(6) problems of marketing faced by smaller operators;
(7) inconsistency of the product’s quality and problems in matching production to seasonal demand.
Marketing difficulties are not yet ascribed to adverse public perception of the image of fish farming
suffering from disease and parasite control problems, etc. However, these have added to the costs of othe
industry, both losses of fish and the costs of treatment. These increasinge costs come on top of other costs
such as recent gale damage, fish escapes etc.
2. INDUSTRY STRUCTURE AND FUTURE TRENDS

The Council views with alarm the difficulties facing the industry and the prospect over the next year of
further collapse of particularly the smaller businesses, and the loss of employment in the larger ones,
before the industry “bottoms out”.
The problem relates to the structure of the industry in which production is dominated by a few large
companies and characterised by an absence of co-operative effort and co-ordinated support. This relates
to historic factors including:
— lack of legislative base and national policy on forward planning;
— encouragement by Development Agencies of large companies who had carried out the initial
research and development;
— issue of seabed leases by Crown Estate who operated on a first-come, first-served policy; this
tended to safeguard established fish farming interests, and to exclude newcomers who might
have been willing to co-operate, through local management agreement, with the pre-established
operators.
— the dependence on one species of fish;
In contrast, Norwegian policy has been to establish a large number of locally-based operators limited to
a relatively small surface area. This has resulted in a high degree of co-operation, an efficiently-run
industry, and much larger overall output.
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The Council fears that the structure of the industry within the Highland Region renders it unable to
respond positively to falling worldwide salmon prices. The large internationally mobile companies, who
predominate and who have developed fish farming technology in the Region, are able to relocate at will
in other parts of the world where production costs might be cheaper.
The Council is also concerned at the prospect of other debilitating factors, namely:
(i) the increasingly capital-intensive nature of the industry which will militate against local
involvement;
(ii) increasing losses from disease and parasite problems;
(iii) adverse public reaction to fish farm disease and parasite infestatin problems and the necessary
remedial measures. This could have implications for food (and operator) safety, environmental
health and other environmental impact;
(iv) increasing competition for salmon producers from development of alternative species elsewhere.
(v) the development of off-shore technology which places the Highland Region at a disadvantage
comparatively
Given the relatively limited importance of fish farming in national terms, the Council is concerned that
supportive Government intervention is unlikely. Government measures could include: control of imports
into the EEC; reference price support; research programmes; marketing co-ordination; business advice
and investment incentives—(not least re-investment of Crown Estate rental Income in local infrastructure).
The Council would seek support therefore for their view that further diversification and local
involvement in a co-ordinated strategy is essential involving: development of new species; developing
new technologies; encouraging value-added processing; market price monitoring; and provision of
appropriate -incentives to counteract the structural instability of the industry. The Council’ will develop
fish farm training courses and take other local initiatives to address the industry’s problems. Indeed,
consideration could be given to a specialist fish farming agency to co-ordinate and disseminate Research
and Development; promote local management co-ordination; education and training and reinvestment of
rental.
3. PLANNING AND LEGISLATIVE CONTROLS

Many of the Council’s concerns are set out in the 1989 Structure Plan Review, and the case submitted by
the Council to COSLA in 1988, that marine fish farming should be brought within the control of Local
Planning Authorities. This latter would allow the development of effective national policy, detailed local
policies, co-ordination of on-shore and off-shore related development, and effective local monitoring and
control. The Council considers that the Secretary of State in his rejection of this case did not address the
issues adequately in his announcement in December 1988.
The Advisory Committee which the Secretary of State announced (December 1988) has not yet met
despite the continuing grant of leases by Crown Estate for controversial sites.
The Council is concerned that there is an absence of purpose-designed legislation and sufficient
resources for monitoring the disease, pollution and other environmental impact. There is a need for a
unified Scottish body to advise the Government on suitable controls with an obligation of public
accountability on all those concerned. Legislation should encourage the formation of Local Management
Groups in individual sea lochs or areas of coast where there are conflicting interests between fish farmers
and other users of the coast.
4. TRADE AND MARKETING ASPECTS

Markets for farmed salmon have been growing but the marketing effort by the Salmon Board^ has been
completely Inadequate in relation to recent vast increases in production. An “exclusive” image appears to
have been cultivated and directed only at the more affluent parts of Britain and abroad. Consumption of
farmed salmon has not been popularised and there is urgent ne'ed to examine the marketing position to
see what lessons can be learnt.
Consideration must be given to the need for a marketing effort for shellfish and other farmed fish, the
composition of such an effort and the resources of the Sea Fish Industry Authority.
5. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

There is a wide range of environmental concerns, some of them misplaced or exaggerated, which
* Funded by Scottish Salmon Growers Association and Shetland.Salmon Growers with a budget of £2 million in 1989.
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inevitably stem from a situation of rapid development of a new industry in undeveloped areas, where
there have been insufficient guidelines or regulations on good practice. The continuing environmental
criticisms may not be unrelated to marketing problems. There is need for urgent advice and resources for
the following:
— Sensitive freshwater lochs. Over 50 per cent of salmon smolts are produced by cage systems but
there are problems of control by Highland River Purification Board and a future change in
policy could adversely affect the production of cheap smolts.
— Objective, scientific advice is needed on the genetic purity of native stocks, the impact of
freshwater farming on wild stocks and the use of chemicals (e.g. formalin).
— In the marine environment, there is need for advice on separation of farms, both salmon and
shellfish, to inhibit disease transfer. Enforceable local husbandry agreement may be necessary if
voluntary co-operation proves impossible, the dependency of the industry on NUVAN for
parasite control is undesirable and there are insufficient resources and time (one year) to
develop suitable alternatives.
— Improved training to provide skilled, sensitive, alert, and careful operators to guard against
disease and avoid conflict with other marine interests. A certificatin and testing system for
operatives-and managers should be a high priority.
— Scale of Onshore Impact. The scale of some sea bed leases is excessive and has led to difficulties
of control of on-shore develpment in sensitive locations. Of particular concern is the (local)
impact on visual amenity and the impact of heavy vehicles on long stretches of road not suitable
for such use. The Council’s budget for road improvement cannot respond to the sudden and
unplanned pressures which can arise in remote rural areas.
6. GRANT AIDS

In this Region, financial assistance to the industry is primarily a matter for the Highlands and lslands
Development Board. The policy in the,establishment phase of salmon farming was for low-risk backing of
companies with substantial resources i.e. those that could afford the risks of intial Research and
Development. It is understood that the Highlands and Islands Development Board is at present
reassessing its strategy. There is a. need for a much more positive policy to assist indigenous development
and to give a more diverse structure to the industry. More attention should be paid to stimulation of local
initiatives including follow-up advice and training on site.
The advent of Highlands and Islands Enterprise unfortunately brings no new resources through there
may be opportunity for integration of development and training.

7. EcoNorac BENEFITS AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
The Council is convinced of the appropriateness and suitability of the Region for fish farming and of
the physical potential for further development given favourable conditions. It accepts that large salmon
farming has brought local benefits, but is anxious that a more stable industry is created, based on more
local involvement and control. Government policy aims to leave development of the industry largely to
market forces including private training, new market research and the allocation of sites. The Council
could help with training facilities, examples of good practice, assessment and certification. The Council
would hope to encourage the further development of processing and the creation of “added value”
products.
8. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT: TRAINING

The most urgent needs are to improve consumer awareness and consumptionmof farmed salmon, to
reduce costs and stabilise production in the short term. Urgent research and development is required in
relation to:
— Disease and husbandry problems. Only 70 per cent of smolts are harvested and grilse may be too
small.
— Increased effort on development of alternative species.
— Technical research to overcome recent failure of equipment and to develop new systems of
management for ease of monitoring and control of pollution.
— Increased effort on training at all levels, including “open learning” systems and development of
alternative skills to afford operators a more diverse and broder work base.
— Objective assessment of impact of farming on natural environment and development of
alternative, ecologically-sound practices.
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SUMMARY

Highland Regional Council acknowledges the economic and social benefits of fish farming clearly in
evidence from the rapid and expansive development throughout the western seaboard. The Council is
nonetheless concerned at the structure of the industry and the problems that beset it. Of particular
concern is the over dependence on one species and the resulting problem of over-production, but overall,
current problems can be summarised as:
(i) continuing expansion unrelated to demand;
(ii) disease control, husbandry practice and technical defect;
(iii) rising costs of production (interest rates, foodstuff, insurances);
(iv) inadequacy of Research and Development, methods;
(v) insufficient arttention to environmental safeguards.
The Council welcomes further development of fish farming but considers that future prospects for
success and overahaul of such problems will, best derive from the added benefit of a clear national policy.
If properly devised and resourced in terms of investment, training and advice, this will bring about a more
stable structure for the industry, it will facilitate diversification and it will safeguard opportunity for
locally-based developments. Moreover, it will provide a baseline for environrnental safeguard and
provisin transfer of the planning control rdle from Crown Estate Comrnissioners to Local Authorities.
The Council believes this would lead to a more balanced assessment of competing interests, give a
foundation of more credibility in the industry and release the Crown Estate from its conflict of interest.
The Council also believes that there is a pressing need for (a) improved training for stdff at all levels (in
which the Council is prepared to play a major role) and (b) a local, specialist contrdling body or agency
which is knowledgeable of and responsive to local conditions.
October 1989

ANNEX 1
Letter to the Convention of Scottish Local Authorities from Highland Regional Council
I refer to your letter of 17 February, 1988 and our previous exchange of views with senior officials of
Scottish Development Department and I welcome the opportunity to express my further views-on the
extension of planning and control powers. It is my firm opinion that provision should be made by the
Government as a matter of some priority, to extend the powers of Planning Authorities in Scotland,
seawards and beyond the current limit of Low Water Mark, for the purposes of controlling and regulating
the development of fish farming. This would be a desirable innovation in the light of continuing
development and distribution of fish farming and the inadequacies of current provisions for control.
Highland Regional Council have extensive experience of recent change in the development of fish
farming. Whereas at the time of Local Government Reorganisation in 1975, there was but limited activity
in this pursuit, currently there are some 180 production sites within the Region and it is now a major
industry employing some 800 persons (FTE). Salmon production alone within the Region is estimated at
7,500 tonnes in 19,87 and as expansion continues, this is expected to reach 22,000-12,000 tonnes in 1988.
Clearly, therefore the industry imposes considerable impact on the environment; it influences the
allocation of resources for transportation and infrastructure; and it substantially affects the social and
economic welfare of the community. All of these are important considerations to the Council as the Local
Planning Authority.
The Council welcomed the introduction of consultation procedures by the Crown Estate Commission
in October, 1986 and since then have co-operated with the Commission in their consideration of
applications for seabed leases. Certain aspects of this procedure however give concern to the Council and
in October, 1987, they made representations to the Secretary of State for Scotland, seeking his
consideration of extension of powers to Planning Authorities to control fish farm development on inshore
waters.
From the response however, it appears that the Government might wish the current procedures to
continue unless perhaps there is tangible evidence of practical difficulty or problems arising through the
absence of planning control powers.
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Highland Regional Council would submit that any decision to extend the powers of control of Planning
Authorities will not turn merely on the perception of difficulty arising. It is also a question of deficiencies
in the current regime that wilUncreasingly give rise to problems in the future. Moreover there are issues
of principle to take into account. It is appropriate therefore to consider all of these issues in turn.
DIFFICULTY ARISING FROM EXISTING PROCEDURES

Content of Applications for seabed lease: Numerous applications are deficient in detail content, being
devoid of valuable information on the scale of development proposals, the pattern of layout and type of
proposal. Moreover, 95 per cent of applicants provide no information on any shore based servicing
requirements. Thus the Council faces difficulty in assessing the impact of applications and establishing
productive rapport with parties having an interest. By comparison, absence of this essential information
would normally deter a Planning Authority from decision on planning applications, particularly in regard
to major proposals with far reaching transport and servicing implications.
Inconsistency in publicity: There is evidence of complaint by local public on procedures and venues for
publicity. Similarly there is no clear procedures for neighbour (existing fish farming) notification. Given
the absence of local presence by CEC, this frequently gives rise to enquiry to the Council for clarification
and guidance.
Consultation timescale: The 28 day period for response to consultation is insufficient for proper
appraisal and considered response. This timescale cannot coincide with the cycle of Committee meetings
of the Council and accordingly requires the delegation of response to Council officials. This may prove
unsatisfactory given the increasing scale of many applications and the increasing level of controversy—an
inevitable consequence of intensification of the industry.
Consultation procedure on modification: A mature system of consultation is not yet established. An
agreed procedure should be applied consistently to ensure consultation on all modifications and
amendments to original proposals to avoid current difficulty and confusion. This is an administrative
matter that may be rectified with ease, but it may impose pressure on limited resources.
Interaction of inshore and onshore developments: The granting of seabed leases in advance of
determination and approval of any shore based servicing or transport facility, is a matter of the greatest
concern to the Council. Applicants’ disclaimers in this regard are also of concern and it is the Council’s
experience that severe difficulty arises from the sequence of decisions where planning approvals may be
sought subsequent to the grant of seabed leases. This sequence is pre-emptive and it prejudices the
orderly control of land use. It is, also anomalous, given the seabed lease cannot be into effect except with
licence from the Department of Transport (safety for navigation) and with Consent to Discharge
authorised by Highland River Purification Board. Sample evidence of difficulty arising in this regard is
detailed in Appendix 1 attached herewith.^ Notably a variety of problems arise in locations including:
Kylesku
LochEwe
LochTorridon
LocbLong
Loch'Bay

Loch Greshornish
Loch Hourn
Loch Sunart
Loch Leven

The Council believes the situation is worsening. It does not readily oppose prospective new
development, but increasingly it has occasion to object to applications where it perceives consequential
on-shore difficulties arising and the prospect of second-best solution to servicing problems.
Variable Assessment: It is a matter of relative satisfaction to the Council that the assessment of seabed
lease applications is substantially based on conventional planning considerations. It is of particular
dissatisfaction however that significant differences emerging in relative assessment by the Council and the
Crown Estate Commission. Of 75 decisions taken by CEC to December 1987, 31 (40 per cent) were in
some conflict with the views df the Council. This is tabled in Appendix No. 2 attached herewith.^
Primarily the differences relate to problems with shore based facilities; scale of development;
transport/road deficiencies; conflicting land use interests; navigational priority and detail matters.
DEnaENCiES IN EXISTING PROCEDURES

Absence of Public Register: Public and other agencies interest in fish farming activity merits the
establishment of a public register, similar to that maintained by Local Planning Authorities. The absence
of such re^ster with comprehensive information on development activity leads to time consuming
enquiry when interest arises.
Consultation duties; On face value, the consultation procedure is a welcome step forward. It is wide
ran^^ngand indeed more extensive than that of a Planning Authority but it is discretionary and carries no
* See memorandum from COSLA p.218.
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statutory duty, either for the procedural step itself or in obligation to take account of any representations
duly submitted. Such duties and obligations would rest with Planning Authorities by virtue of statute.
Decision outwith public forum: Given the impact of fish farming developmentj the public interest and
the importance of the industry, decisions that purport to be based substantially on conventional planning
considerations should not be taken in private. The public have a right to know the process of decision
taking and witness the deliberation.
Conventional planning aspects: These appear to predominate in the assessment of applications and
indeed, the Crown Estate Commission is advised by a professional planning official. The Regional
Council considers that in these circumstances, the CEC purports to act as a Planning Authority but
without the accountability required by statute; without the essential baseline of policy and without the
concomitants of public decision taking, provisions for APPEAL and procedures for ENFORCEMENT.
It is arguable therefore that the systems that is followed misrepresents the factual situation whereby the
CEC exercises only a PROPRIETORIAL power.
Policy baselines: CEC policies require clarification. Guidelines as currently issued are welcome as a
preliminary baseline for decision taking, but they are not the subject ot public consultation and are at
variance with guidance and strategy currently in hand by the Regional Council. The guidelines does not
establish a system for selection of competing applicants; separation distances are arbitrary and could.be
applied to the detriment of small local business interests; the concept of “very sensitive areas” is
subjective and leasing policy is not clarified. A proper planning regime would acknowledge the
interaction between policy and day to day development control.
ISSUES OF PROJECT

Whereas the limitation of a Planning Authority’s powers may have been appropriate in the past,, it is
not necessarily so at the present, given the incidence of demand for inshore developments in particular,
fish farming. On any other body of water, (with some exceptions) the works, operations, etc.j normally
associated with fish farming would constitute development for which planning permission would be
required. In this context alone, the current circumstances that limits the Planning Authority’s power is
anomalous.
The power to exercise “planning control” should not be considered in isolation. The “control” function
is part of a total concept, the purpose of which is to secure the orderly use of land. In circumstances where
society expands its utilisation of the coastline, thus expanding its impact on the environment, it is
appropriate to e.xpand equally the jurisdiction of the Planning Authority.
A democratically elected and accountable body are then enabled to carry out the normal process of
securing orderly use. First, they are enabled to survey and assess the circumstances prevailing in their
area, formulate policy, exercise control in the context of such policy and enforce the provisions of their
control.
Regardless of the limitation of their powers to LWM, Highland Regional Council have established to
their own satisfaction that a Local Planning Authority does have power to establish policy for inshore fish
farming. (This is implicit in the Secretary of State’s satisfaction with the Council’s adoption of policy
within the recently prepared Ardnamurchan Local Plan wherein the right to establish policy was
unsuccessfully challenged at Inquiry).
This power to establish such policy may continue to be open to challenge however without specific
extension of the Planning Authority’s jurisdiction. In the current situation, the Authority’s powers are
vulnerable, the moreso since a Planning Authority’s policy is largely one of advocacy. Its objectives will
be difficult to secure and it might be breached with impunity; without the concomitant power of
enforcement.
The question of accountability also arises. Without a statutorily based remit, it appears to the Council,
that the current regime constitutes a conflict of interest. At very least, this places CEC in a difficult
position having to reconcile their proprietorial interest with that of the common good. The Council would
acknowledge that CEC bear the burden of this task with commendable success but consider the position
to be vulnerable. One that should no,t be permitted to endure given the continuing intensification of
development activity, the need for Continuing improvement and refinement in procedure and the
opportunity to utilise the provisions of;a well established system of policy planning and land use control.
Finally there arises the issue of CREDIBILITY. At the present time there exists a situation that brings
the credibility of all participants in this developing industry into question. Whether this is justified or
otherwise is immaterial, the council believes that it prevails from evidence available and views expressed.
The introduction of a planning control system however would have the beneficial effect of;
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(i) Restricting the function of CEC to that of their normal proprietorial remit; a purpose for which
they have the experience, the resources and the statutory back up.
(ii) Elevating the locus of the Planning Authority, enabling it to carryout the functions also for
which, it has the resources, the expertise and the accountability.
(iii) Establishing an authoritative base line for the orderly growth and development of a valuable
industry.
(iv) Facilitating the formulation of policy at national, regional and local level for the purposes of
ensuring proper balance between development and environmental conservation interests.
I hope these views are helpful to COSLA.
16 March 1988

Letter to the Secretary of State for Scotland from the Director of Law and Administration, Highland
Regional Council
FISH FARMING-RECENT DECISIONS BY CROWN ESTATE COMMISSIONERS
You will recall that I wrote to you on 3 March 1989, expressing the Planning Committee’s deep concern
over implications of the revised controls for marine fish farming which were announced by the Scottish
Office in December. I subsequently wrote to the Scottish Development Department on this subject on 25
July 1989. Since then there have been two recent approvals by the Crown Estate Commissioners for
controversial salmon farming proposals which have not been drawn to the attention of the new Fish
Farming Advisory Committee, and which are of particular concern to this Council.
During the consultative period on the draft Framework Plan for Loch Hourn in December 1988,
Strathaird Ltd applied for a new site in Inner Loch Hourn. The Regional Council objected to the
proposal in terms of its draft Framework Plan which, because of the sensitivity of the inner basins, sought
to restrict fish farming expansion to appropriate shellfish farming by local persons. Three months after
the announcement by the Secretary of State, and without any further reference to the Council, the Crown
Estate Commissioners aproved the new site. Cages Avere moored and stocked in the Spring of this year.
The total area of cages permitted (3,600 sq m) exceeds the threshold of 3,000 sq m specified for
consideration by the Advisory Committee. The decision would also appear to be inconsistent with the
Crown Estate’s own draft guidelines (12/88) for “Very Sensitive Areas”, which included Inner Loch
Hourn, and which have a presumption against new farms.
Secondly, a draft Framework Plan for Loch Nevis, considered by the Council’s Planning Committee
during April 1988, sought to encourage fish farm expansion at sites selected to reduce conflict with
fishing, conservation, landscape and navigation interests, and to allow for adequate separation between
an established farm at Ardintigh and any newcomer. During finalisation of the Framework Plan,
consideration by the Crown Estate Commissioners was being given to a proposal by Lovat Estates for two
new cage sites. One site, at Earnsaig, was proposed In the Framework Plan; this was subsequently
approved by the Crown Estate Commissioners and the other site at Stoul was rejected as an “unjustified
intrusion into fishing grounds and the landscape”.
Later, in June 1989, Lovat Estates applied for another major cage development at Stoul. Because of
the landscape, fishing and navigation (anchorage impact), however, the balance sought in the Framework
Plan would be prejudiced by this proposal. Consequently, Highland Regional Council objcted in terms of
the Framework Plan, emphasising the need for separation from the established sites at Earnsaig and
Ardintigh and the need to protect visual amenity, fishing and navigation. The Countryside Commission
and others also objected. Notwithstanding, the Crown Estate Commissioners approved the proposal on
21 September 1989. That decision is inconsistent with the earlier refusal and the Framework Plan. More
importantly, it raises the fundamental issue that no Environmental Assessment was carried out.
Under the terms of the Environmental Assessment Directive as implemented by Statutory Instrument
1218 and the 1988 Regulations, the Crown Estate is the “Competent Auithority” for marine salmon
farming. It issued indicative criteria in 1988 on the situations where Environmental Assessment would be
required, the effect of which was that in sea lochs, marine salmon farms of greater than 6,000m and
within a 2km radius of another farm should require Environmental Assessment.
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No Environmental Assessment, however, was carried out prior to the Crown Estate Commissioners’
recent decision and we how have a situation where there are three permitted salmon cage sites in
relatively close proximity to one another and two of which at least are within 2km distance. By the
established criteria, therefore, and for the good of the industry itself, an Environmental Assessment
should have been, undertaken and particular consideration of this Council’s and other representations
should have been taken into account.
The Council consider it appropriate to express their deep concern at the situations arising from the
Crown Estate Commissioner’s decisions on Loch Hourn and Loch Nevis. Both decisions should have
been subject to the scrutiny and consideration of the Crown Estate Commissioner’s Advisory Committee
because of the controversial nature of the proposals and the specific objections submitted by consultees.
Furthermore, the recent Loch Nevis proposals should have been the subject of formal Environmental
Assessment, given the criteria established for such procredures and the need for a caution in such
environmentally sensitive locations.
By their actions at Loch Hourn and Loch Nevis the Crown Estate Commissioners have not only failed
to take into account the criteria of their consultees, they have chosen to ignore their own criteria. These
decisions, the Council believe, bear out conclusively the view that the Crown Estate is not the
appropriate Authority for the regulation of marine fish farming and cast lasting doubt on the likely
effectiveness of the Advisory Comrnittee.
I should add that Lord Mansfield, as First Crown Estate Commissioner, has written to the Convener
inviting the nomination of an elected member to serve on the Advisory Committee when applications
relevant to the Regional Council are heard. This invitation will be considered shortly but, even if
accepted, will not remove the Council’s underlying concern at the unsatisfactory nature of the current
processes.
6 December 1989
Memorandum submitted by the Western Isles Islands Council
1. SUMMARY

1.1 The economic benefits of fish farming to the Western Isles economy in terms of employment are
very significant and extend to remote rural areas. The Council’s policy is to encourage the further
development of the industry.
1.2 Production of salmon is increasing locally, nationally and internationally, and while markets are
expanding, low prices, caused by over-supply are undermining the viability of smaller producers. There is
a need for close examination of third country imports of salmon, particularly from Norway, into the
EEC.
1.3 The Council believes that the present system of planning control is inadequate and argues that
local authorities, and not the Crown Estate, should be responsible for controlling fish farming
development in coastal waters.
1.4 The Council strongly opposed the inclusion of salmon farms within the proposed Salmon Dealer
Licensing Scheme.
1.5 The Council has no conclusive evidence that fish farming is causing significant damage to the
environment. However, it welcomes the provisions of the new Water Act as a means of regulating
possible pollution.
1.6 The availability of grant under the Integrated Development Programme encouraged the
development of smaller units in the Western Isles. Priority areas for grant at present are marketing,
promotion and processing.
1.7 Vigorous promotion of Scottish salmon as a premium product, both on domestic and foreign
markets, is required and should be supported to a greater extent than at present by the Government and
its agencies.
1.8 Fish farming is still a young industry and requires accelerated research and development to reduce
costs and improve product quality. This requires Government support, eg, through adequate funding and
staffing of research establishments.
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ECONONUC BENEFITS AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

2.1 Fish farming is the most important new industr\' to develop in the Western Isles since Harris
Tweed. The economic benefits to the Islands in terms of employment, initial capital investment,
increased turnover for local businesses, etc., have been enormous.
2.2 The industry is now a significant source of employment and has enabled many young people to
obtain permanent employment in the Islands. It has meant the introduction of new skills and has helped
to sustain population in rural areas which otherwise would be extremely fragile.
2.3 About 230 people are directly employed in the industry and up to 100 additional jobs have been
created in related activities such as processing, marketing, transportation and engineering.
2.4 The Council’s policy is therefore to encourage the further development offish farmi*
activities in the Western Isles.
3.

and related

TRENDS IN SUPPLY AND DEMAND AND FUTURE OUTLOOK

3.1 Fish farming has expanded rapidly in the Western Isles since 1980. To date, over 200 leases have
been granted by the Crown,Estale for salmon and shellfish farming. There are over 50 salmon farms and
the Islands are self-sufficient in smolts from over 20 hatcheries.
3.2 Between 1982 and 1988, output of salmon increased from 250 tonnes to 2,330 tonnes. In the same
period, total Scottish production rose from 2,000 tonnes to almost 18,000 tonnes and is expected to reach
29,000 tonnes this year. Production has also increased in other countries, but the most dramatic increase
has been in Norway with an estimated 150,000 tonnes this year, some 70 per cent if which is marketed
within the EEC.
3.3 Increased production has resulted in over-supply in some markets, and it is said that some
wholesale markets have recently been supplied with salihon at below cost price. This situation, along with
rising production costs, has placed small producers in a very difficult position and a number of such
companies in the Western Isles may be forced out of business as a result.
3.4 There is an urgent need for the Government and the European Commission to look closely at third
country imports of salmon, particularly from Norway, to the EEC as they appear to be disrupting the
market.
3.5 In the long term, diversification into other species is desirable, but the commercial realisation of
the most promising species (halibut) is still 5-10 years away. The Council is currently assisting local trials
to determine the feasibility of halibut farming.
3.6 Productioa of farmed shellfish (mussels and scallops), at around 100 tonnes, has not come up to
forecasts, but market prospects are good and production needs to be scaled up considerably in order to
capitalise on the inherent environmental advantages of the Western Isles.
4.

PLANNING AND OTHER LEGISLATIVE CONTROLS

4.1 The Council’s view is that it should be able to control development in the sea around its coast. This
could be achieved either by the extension of Planning controls beyond low water mark or through the
granting of Harbour Authority jurisdiction and licensing powers to the Council in respect of its entire
area, as in Shetland.
4.2 At present the control of fish farming development in the sea rests with the CEC as owners of the
seabed. This has always been considered by the Council to be inadequate and although consultation
procedures and guidelines have been laid down in recent years, these are still considered to be
unsatisfactory.
4.3 There is a clear conflict of interest for the CEC in granting leases, in that they are under a duty to
maximise income from the Crown Estate and it is difficult to see how this duty can be reconciled with
their role in considering and granting seabed leases taking account of the wider community interest.
Control by the Council, an elected and publicly accountable body, contrasts sharply with the
decision-making process of the CEC, who make their decisions behind closed doors, involving only one
or two Commissioners and officials.
4.4 Despite recommendations via the Montgomery Committee and subsequently directly to the
Secretary of State, he did not consider it necessary to grant the powers sought by the Council. Instead, it
was decided to set up an Advisory Committee made up of certain statutory bodies, including planning
authorities, which would meet as often as necessary to consider cases referred to it by the CEC. The
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Council does not consider that this Committee is an adequate substitute for Council control as the final
decision would still be that of the CEC. To date, the Advisory Committee has not met.
4.5 Another unsatisfactory aspect of the present system is that while the Council incurs expenditure on
infrastructure in relation to fish farming development, the CEC are the principal beneficiaries in terms of
revenue, raised through rents.
5.

TRADE AND MARKETING ASPECTS

5.1 In order to expand markets, there is a need for,more effective marketing and promotion of farmed
species, at a national level. Given the trend away from meat in favour of seafood, and the low level of per
capita consumption of seafood in the UK,, the domestic market offers considerable potential for
expansion.
5.2 On foreign markets there is a need to establish a strong national image and presence, as Norway
has done, in order to promote Scottish salmon as a high quality, premium product. This requires
considerably increased funding and the resources and efforts of the industry should be backed up by more
Government funding.
5.3 Additional processing is desirable in order to reduce pressure on wholesale markets and add value
to the product. This can also generate additional employment in the areas where production takes place
and where unemployment rates tend to be high. Every effort should be made to facilitate processing by
provision of the necessary infrastructure in these areas.
'
5.4 The Council strongly opposed the Government’s proposals to include fish farms within the Salmon
Dealer Licensing Scheme, on the, basis that it will impose unwarranted restrictions, cost and
inconvenience on the industry and the problem of poaching is not relevant to salmon farming.
6. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

6.1 There is no conclusive evidence available to the Council to suggest that fish farming contributes
significantly to environmental pollution. The requirement for obtaining discharge consent for marine
cages under the Control of Pollution Act 1974 has been a grey area in the past with conflicting
interpretations of the Act and differing stands taken by various River Purification Boards. The new
Water Act should, however, resolve this problem by requiring operators of fish cages to obtain consent
under the new Act.and will give the Council a clearly established role in the regulation of the industry.
6.2 In view of impending EEC regulations (2067/87) on the farming and marketing of bi-valve molluscs
“competent authorities”—which seem likely to be Local Authority Environmental Health Departments
will require additional resources to ensure that the industry is not penalised by the new regulations.
7. GRANT AID

7.1 The development of the fish farming industry has been supported by considerable grant aid,
mainly through the HIDE. During the years of the Integrated Development Programme (1982-1987),
some £4M in grant and loan was injected into the industry, together with over £3M of private investment.
The involvement of numerous small locally owned companies in salmon farming in the Western Isles can
be attributed largely to the IDP.
7.2 There is now a requirement to consolidate the achievements to date by encouraging, through grant
aid, investment in processing, marketing and promotion. Consolidation and development of co-operative
marketing organisations should be encouraged to ensure the survival of smaller units in an increasingly
competitive market.
7.3 Rope cultured mussels—are a high quality product in great demand and the important selling point
of mussels from the Western Isles is that they need no purification. In order to capitalise on these factors,
production needs to be stimulated by continued availability of grant aid.
8. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

8.1 When it is considered that only two species—salmon and trout are in full commercial production
in the UK and that in the case of the species there is enormous scope for improvements in areas such as
genetics, nutrition and disease prevention/treatment, it is quite apparent that there is a need for
accelerated research and development effort.
8.2 Fish farming must be regarded as a long-term industry and, research effort should be stepped up.
The Government should increase funding for research and development and should encourage the
development of closer links between research and development centres and the industry.
29 September 1989
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Memorandum submitted by Orkney Island Council
As in many other remote rural areas in Scotland, the growth of fish farming has played a vital role in
Orkney in recent years in bringing new prosperity to outlying areas.
The locational requirements for the industry are well suited to the remote maritime areas and it means
that these areas have a natural advantage'in respect of fish farming, the reverse of the normal situation
where the natural advantage lies with more heavily populated parts of the country with a large local
market.
Thus- the development of fish farming has provided employment in precisely those areas where
alternative employment opportunities are limited. In Orkney as a whole, total employment in salmon
farming in 1988 was 39 full-time and 31 part-time jobs in a-total of 17 farms. For an industry which only
got underway in Orkney in 1981, this is a, remarkable rate of growth.
Salmon Farms in Orkney
No of
Farms

Smolt
Intake

Output
(tonnes)

Value
£M

1985

9

103,000

101

0.43

1988

17

542,000

1,067

2.48

Employment

11 FT
16 PT
39 FT
31 PT

Shellfish farming, too, is important to the economy although less so than salmon farniing. The industry
has experienced a number of problems which have limited its rate of growth and profitability. These are
detailed in a separate section below.
Many of the jobs have been provided in parts of the County which were in greatest need of new
employment opportufiities. The principal example of this is the island of Hoy, which at the beginning of
the 80’s was one of the most depressed parts of Orkney, with the highest rate of unemployment in the
islands. Now there are 5 salmon farms, with 7 sites in total, along Hoy’s long coastline, as well as 2
hatcheries on the island, and together these have helped to transform the economic prospects of the
island. In the light of the improved economic prospects, the Orkney Housing Association is planning the
construction of a number of new houses on the island to accommodate the growth in population.
Development of the industry in Orkney, unlike its development in some other parts of Scotland, has
primarily been through local initiative and local capital (with financial assistance from the Highlands and
Islands Development Board and the EEC). Of the 17 farms recorded in 1988, only 2 involved outside
control, in both cases Norwegian, though one of these was a Norwegian owned firm, long established in
Kirkwall as a fish merchant, which diversified into salmon farming. In terms of production, these 2 firms
are the greatest of the 17.
The remaining finns are Orcadian owned, aC fact which enhances the economic and social importance of
the industry to the islands, since it has been possible for local people not just to find employment locally
but to actually set up their own business in the areas in which they live, thus acquiring a stake in the
economic future of their own communities. This is another crucial aspect in the turnaround in the
economic prospects of an area like Hoy.
GRANTS

The locally-led development of the industry could not have taken place without the financial assistance
made available to the industry by the Highlands and Islands Development Board. Whilst such assistance
has now diminished as the industry becomes more established, it was vital in the initial period 1984-87 as
new entrants were coming into the industry.
There has also been assistance from FEOGA for most of the fish farms (both salmon and shellfish),
and although there is a considerable time-gap between submission of application, decision and ultimate
payment of grant, nevertheless the assistance has been important in sustaining the development of the
industry.
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Orkney Islands Council itself has provided loan and some grant assistance, especially on working
capital items not eligible for FEOGA aid. The Council also gave grants towards initial trials carried out
by growers testing different locations at a stage of development when HIDE and FEOGA assistance is
not available. This has been-especially useful in allowing those without a background in the industry to
gain expertise and go on to full commercial development.
SHELLFISH

, Shellfish farming has also been carried out in many parts of the islands by Orkney residents. Slow
growth rates for initial species, eg oysters, has inhibited the growth of the industry but opportunities in
other species has increased development prospects. Initial marketing problems plagued the industry but
latterly impetus has been provided through multi-species ongrowing and involvement in value added
products.
At the early stages, many of the ongrowers considered were part-time arid this, together with the
proven success in some areas, has led to the streairilining of the industry with concentration on supply in
the hands of fewer growers. In turn, this provides for full-time, employment for growers mainly in areas
outside the main centres.
TRENDS AND MARKETING ASPECTS

The salmon industry in Orkney has grown comparatively slowly due to its local nature with a liriiit on
capital injection available and the need to ensure steady, progressive investment with good returns. The
initial dependence on outside smolt supplies also contributed to this factor and led to the establishment of
local hatcheries to overcome this obstacle.
In the last 2 years, the Orkney development has brought them to the level where competition is
strongest and this coupled with price trends led to the formation by the majority of the farms of a
marketing.organisation. Initially the organisation concentrated.on contract selling, together with quality
production and continuity for the top end of the market. They have appointed a General Mariager and
staff to continue this policy and investigate product development including a number of added value
options. The company are involved in common packing stations, feedirig trials etc, in an attempt to
achieve regular quality standard and maximise returns to the farmer. The local association has liased
closely with the SSGA in their various programmes.
Against a scenario of market led forces with supplies increasing,and prices on the decline the company
have been able to date to retain a better return for Orkney producers. It seems likely that the next few
years will be difficult but local producers are optimistic that the situation will not decline to the standard
of 4-5 years ago and that demand for their product at an economic level can be achieved.
The slow growth of oysters in the colder waters round Orkney has held back the marketing efforts in
the shellfish sector. On the other hand, the clear, clean waters in the area has provided an opportunity fOr
origrowing of scallops, mussels and in the experimental stage, manila clams. Early marketing was
splintered and sporadic largely due to supply uncertainties, but more recently, the 2 main marketing firms
have enjoyed success with a variety of species especially value added products. They are now steadily
adding to their base and have joined the local marketing group, Orkney Seafood Specialists, which has
already proved worthwhile.
The current popular trend towards seafoods indicates a further opportunity for the shellfish industry to
consolidate and grow. Confidence in the future is shown by the increase in numbers of individuals
undertaking shellfish farming in the last year. The provision of direct outlets to Europe based on
shellfishing but increasingly using shellfish farmed species has contributed to that confidence.
THE ENVIRONMENT AND PLANNING CONTROLS

In common with other areas, Orcadians are concerned to balance developments against possible
environmental problems. The basic problems are similar to elsewhere with the effects on seals and birds,
disease and its treatment including the use of chemicals, treatment of effluent and affects on the sea
bottom beirig the main issues. To date, local farmers have acted responsibly following the lead set by
their associations and bearing in mind the fact that they have the greatest incentive as they will inevitably
be first and probably worst affected by pollution or an accident.
The environmental issues are to some degree covered by the Council’s Works Licence procedures
which cover the main fish farming areas in Orkney. There is input from the Department of
Environmental Health, who are also involved in overseeing the Consent to Discharge Legislation, other
Council departments and the various bodies involved in the erivironment.
The basic control and guidelines were set up. following a series of meetings involving OJC
departments, the Salmon and Shellfish industry, other water users including commercial fishermen and
statutory bodies. Both planning and harbour interests are involved in the process and planning control is
exerted over land based and processing units.
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Works in Orkney are also subject to the normal sea-bed licence requirements through the Crown
Estate Commissioners and related bodies.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The needs in this sphere are similar to other parts of Scotland. Generally, there is an urgency to
explore the causes and treatment of diseases to protect both farmer and the environment. Development
of techniques to handle a wider range of species is required together with detailed monitoring of methods
and equipment to cut operational, costs. Product research is endemic to the continuing survival of the
industry and, considerable development funding is required to conduct consumer trials of potential
products.
Essentially, Orkney is at the stage that the next farming developments could be offshore and research
facilities will be desirable. The limited sites and distances applied by the works licence guidelines make
this virtually inevitable.
The waters round Orkney would appear to be suitable for ongrowing of other marine species, eg
halibut, cod, .dulis, and it is vital that monies are made available to keep Orkney abreast of
developments in this field. Research into systems for these and into the potential for lobster
developments is a primary requirement. Orkney provides a suitable environment to take a lead in
research and development work in these areas.
October 1989.

Examination of Witnesses
T RAE, Chairman of Planning, Strathclyde Regional Council, COUNCILLOR A GRAHAM,
Western Isles Islands Council, COUNCILLOR N J GRAHAM, Highland Regional Council, MR R G
MAUND, Director of Physical Planning for Strathclyde Regional Council, MR H BRINDLEY, Senior
Depute Director of Planning for Highland Regional Council and MR RAYMOND MCCLUSKEY,
Assistant Secretary, COSLA, all of the Convention of Scottish Local Authorities, examined.

COUNCILLOR

Chairman
454. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen.
Councillor Rae, your name appears to be at the
top of the list, would you be kind enough to
introduce your team?
(Councillor Rae) I am Councillor Tom Rae,
Chairman of Planning, Strathclyde Regional Council. 1 am here on behalf of the COSLA delegation.
May I introduce on my extreme right Raymond
McQuskey, who is Assistant Secretary of COSLA.
Next to me is Mr Robert Maund, Director of
Planning, Strathclyde Regional Council. On my
immediate left we have Councillor Nigel Graham
from the Highland Regional Council and next to him
we have Howard Brindley, who is Senior Depute
Director of Planning for the Highland Regional
Council. On my extreme left we have Councillor
Angus Graham from the Western Isles. Behind me
we have Gordon Frith, who forms part of the
delegation from the Western Isles.
455. I do not wish to be negative but what we
should like to do is to start by hearing about some
of the difficulties that the fish farming activities
caused the local authorities and 1 have in mind
three headings for openers. First of all there is the
extra expenditure that it is necessary to incur; such
things as access roads, bridges and so on, things
you have to do to provide this industry with a
backup. Second, the question of any resulting
pollution that might cause you to incur costs and
problems. Third, what in your view are the adverse
effects on other industries such as recreation.

fishing, tourism and so on. Perhaps we could start
with the infrastructure costs and the problems
associated with that.
(Councillor Rae) In the first instance when
dealing with the extra expenditure and costs the
Director of Planning for Strathclyde and also the
Senior Depute Director from the Highland Region
could best take that up.
(Mr Brindley) Just to give some figures for the
Highland Region, over the last two or three years
we have spent about
million per annum which
has not been programmed on works to improve
bridges that have been knocked down or become
dangerous or roads where widening is needed to
deal with the traffic to fish farms. Just this year we
agreed a programme looking ahead for the next
three to four years of £1 million per annum to be
spent on roads directly attributable to fish farm
access traffic; that is £1 million per annum out of
our roads programme, which is running at about
£14-15 million. You can see the scale of the
expenditure that we are having to devote to roads
in the Highland Region directly for fish farming
access traffic. In terms of drainage we have a £1
million scheme in Fort William largely to deal with
effluent from the Marine Harvest factory in Fort
William which is a processing factory. Those are
some figures just to give you an idea of the scale of
the costs in terms of roads and drainage.
456.
and drains that occur to you as being directly
associated with fish farming?
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[Chairman Contd],
(Mr Brindley) There are costs on the marine side
where we have piers, jetties and so on which we
have to repair or improve because they are being
used by fish farming traffic. There are costs not
borne by the Regional Council in the Highlands
but by the district councils for housing in some of
the remote areas and there may be costs we have to
bear, although it is difficult to say they are direct
costs, in relafion to schools where we are having to
upgrade and. improve schools. I should make the
point that this is a desirable thing for us to do. We
are .not saying this is a problem we do not want to
do; it is a financial difficulty that we have. We
certainly want to see fish farming maintained in the
remote west and we want to see the jobs, the
vitality that comes from that, maintained. However, we do have a difficulty in planning for this,
particularly when we do not have real full knowledge and control of where the industry is going in
the sea.
457. Would anybody else from a different
region like to comment on this particular point,
that is infrastructure costs?
(Councillor A Graham) The point I would take up
is that we must not leave you with the impression
that we are somehow anti-fish farming as such. In
the Western Isles we are very pro-fish farming and
have been since the mid-1970s when it started. The
important point that Mr Brindley has made is that
many of these costs, which we would be bearing in
any case, are coming upon us unbeknown to us. If
we had a degree of control over where the industry
should best develop we would be able to plan for
those as we do in all other planning situations. I
should like to leave with yourself and your
Committee that the baseline position of the Western Isles is that we are very much in favour of fish
farming and despair, as much as the industry does,
at some of the, adverse comments on environmental issues and so on, which we know is not the
reality on the ground.
458. You will not be unaware that you are
extremely well represented on this Committee.
The views of the Western Isles are going to be
heard loudly!
(Councillor N J Graham) I would support Angus
Graham. I do not want anybody to get the idea
that the Highland Region is not in favour; we are
very much in favour of it. It is a question of proper
balance of planning which we see at the present
moment as not being carried out in an orderly and
reasonable fashion; to make it balance out with the
rest of the commitments which we as a local
authority and the district councils have to maintain
in the normal process of planning.
459. We are well aware of the feeling and I did
preface my remarks by saying we were starting
with the negative side. 1 certainly do not get the
impression that there is any hostility. On this
question of planning, you get as much notice and
as much consultation under the existing system as
you would if you were the planning authority
yourselves. You are one of a long list of over 30
bodies who are consulted in advance of a fish

[Continued

farming site being given approval by the Crown
Estates and therefore are you not really making
this point because you prefer the power rather than
the reality of changing anything in this world.
(Councillor A Graham) The point about that is
that we are one of the consultees; we do not know
what any of the other consultees are saying. We do
not know for instance in a very sensitive sea loch
what the Nature Conservancy Council may be
saying about it; they do not consult us.
460. Why should it be your business?
(Councillor A Graham) We have to be concerned. Some of these sea loch areas are very very
sensitive ecologically and from a scenic point of
view. We do not know, as a local authority —we
may have some views—about the disturbance that
this fish farm development may cause to the
environment of the loch. We cannot call upon the
expertise in the Nature Conservancy Council for
instance. We cannot, as a local authority, once we
are consulted, thereafter consult all the people that
we would normally consult in a planning situation.
At the end of the day we do not take the decision,
which is the important bit.
461. That is right; we are not unaware of that.
Come on, let us have this out. The fact of the
matter is that this Committee is going to have to
address itself to this issue; it is clearly one of the
major issues as to who finally gives permission.
The local authorities seek, because they wish to
have a say in their own districts or regions or
whatever, to be the planning authority for fish
farms. The fact is that they are not at the moment
and are miffed by that. I do not see why you can
say “Because we don’t have the planning rights we
can’t plan the roads”, because you know in
advance, as the highway authority, which farms are
being applied for and where they are going to be.
You are perfectly entitled to say to the Crown
Estate, “We are not in favour of this farm because
we cannot afford this road, we think it excessively
expensive and furthermore we don’t like it because
it doesn’t look nice”. Now the fact is that you are
not the decision making authority, but you still
have the ability to put your views forward.
(Councillor N J Graham) Mr Brindley brought
out the point there that we in actual fact in
Highland are faced, particularly on two occasions
recently, with major unprogrammed expenditure
—S}A million on the Lochinver to Kylesku and
£600,000 on the Strontian to Lochaline road—
because the Crown Estate Commissioners had
granted consent without any consultation with us
and the roads and bridges were literally collapsing.
That was unprogrammed expenditure of over £1.1
million. I do not think we are miffed in the least
but 1 do think it is a question of development. We,
after all, are the people who have to try to get a
proper development going in the Highlands and
keep the people there. We are very keen to have
fish farming but we are concerned that it works in
with everything else. We have in the Highlands
several occasions in the past and particularly the
pulp mill and the Invergordon smelter, where for
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one reason and another things have been put in
which have proved to be very bad investments and
have caused a great deal of trouble in the longxun.
We are keen to see fish farming developed in the
long run but we ihean in the long run and do not
want it rushed in now in the wrong places in our
opinion in some cases and causing trouble in the
long run. That is our position.
462. I hear what you say entirely. Since you
quoted two specific examples and quoted the
figures concerned, it would be of some interest to
this Committee to see a copy of the submission you
made to the Crown Estate when you, were told
these developments were being contemplated. If
you would be kind enough to send it to us we
should like to see the protest put up by your
Council, or the submission put in by your Council in
response to that application.
(Mr Brindley) Certainly. There were several
applications but we will do that.
463. Could we deal with other difficulties. Are
you conscious that fish farming has had a
deleterious effect on tourism? Has it affected any
other sort of incoming income like people who
come to Scotland to fish or whatever itinay be? Is
there any knowledge of that or feelings that you
have about the deleterious effects of fish farming?
(Mr Maund) That is something that is very
difficult to measure. We have a response from
interested societies, people who are concerned
about Scotland’s environment from the sailing
organisations wbo have been concerned about
certain leases that have been given that they fear
will interfere with the normal way in which they
have been able to use the area beforehand. It
would be very difficult to pin down precisely
whether that has had an effect in financial terms or
in nuriierical terms on the numbers of tourists. The
whole object of trying to have a strategy for fish
farming is to try to create a balance betv/een the
different interests and that is where, as strategic
planning authorities and our district colleagues,
the difficulties arise because we do not have that
input to a planned approach to the thing.
464. But you do have an input. I am sorry, I
keep being told this morning that you do not have
an input- All local authorities at all levels are
consulted by the Crown Estate Commissioners, as
are some 30 other bodies before they grant an
application.
(Mr Maund) But we, for example, in Strathclyde
have had cases where there have been perhaps half
a do?en lease applications in one area. It will be a
sensitive area, either a national or regional scenic
area, something of that kind. We have said to the
Crown Estate Commissioners “Really you
shouldn’t look at these on an ad hoc basis. We
ought to get together with the district council and
try to look at the carrying capacity of this area and
to see what could be approved and what could be
supported in a way that will not damage other
interests. There is not a single occasion where the
Crown Estate Commissioners have responded to

^

those offers from us to work jointly with them to
try to bring about that kind of approach.
Mrs Winterton
465. At what level were those representations
made?
(Mr Maund) All letters from my department are
either signed by me dr by people who are
authorised to sign on my behalf. All correspondence, it says on iny notepaper, should be addressed
to me. Any letter that goes out in my name is from
me. riiave seen the Crown Estate Commissioners’
evidence on this. I dispute it veiy strongly. All the
people in the department who sign letters on my
behalf are authorised to do so and-are trusted to do
so.
Chairman
466. We would not v/ant to get into the minutiae
of whether a letter was sent on a certain occasion
or anything of that sort. You will see from our
point of view that the distinct flavour we get is that
because you are planning authorities in every other
respect but not in this particular one, as it so
happens, given the existing arrangements, you are
complaining that you are liotbeinq allowed to have
your way because there are occasions when you are
being overruled. Therefore you say, “If we were
the planning authority, we would not have allowed
this but actually Crown Estate have allowed it and
therefore they are not listening to our representations”. I would put a different point of view and
say they have listened to your representations but
they have turned them down.
(Mr Maund) There is an illogicality.
(Councillor A Graham) There are many occasions in the land-based situation where we are
overruled as well on appeal. We have a proper
appeals procedure which one can institute; the
reporter comes, conducts an inquiry and we are
overruled as a planning authority on many occasions. The problem about being overruled by the
Crown Estate Commissioners is that we are overruled in a secretive way which we do not know
about. In may cases they do not justify their
decision. I will just go back and say there are many
leases .,. We have three in the last year where we
were not consulted. I will leave you these
examples. I have another lease in front of me here
where the lease was granted against our wishes and
in this case the District Controller of H.M.
Coastguard which is part of the Department of
Transport. We are concerned about the navigational impact of this particular lease because it says in
the Admiralty Pilot that this is a safe navigation
channel and yet they granted a lease. That came to
us from the Crown Estate Commissioners that that
lease had been granted after they had previously
refused it. It is not a question of being overruled, it
is a question of the way we are being overruled.
467. We are going to ask some questions? about
the Advisory Committee in a minute and I do not
want to anticipate that, but that in theory is what it
is for and is a response to that. We will not jump
ahead of our pre-ordained order of batting.
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[Chairman Contd]
(Mr Maund) Could I just make one point. The
question perhaps ought to be the other way round.
All development is basically handled by local and
regional planning authorities. Why should there be
an exception in the case of fish farming? What is
the logicality of having the onshore development
requiring planning permission controlled by the
local authorities and the offshore development
being controlled by somebody else, particularly
when that body, with the best will in the world, has
a strong vested interest in the outcome. Local
planning authorities are there to try to weigh in the
balance the interests of all parties right across the
board; they are not there to pursue the interests of
one particular body. It is really up to’Government
and the Grown Estate to say why these things
should be treated differently from other development. If you take the case of open-cast coal, at one
time that was handled in ai different manner,
basically from the time open-cast coal was
required almost as a national emergency it has
been accepted that that now ought to be handled
through the normal planning system. Why should
marine fish farming be any different?
Chairman: We understand the issues very well
and Mil oLcourse have to give our mind to this in
due course. I have no doubt it will be a highly
contentious meeting.

[Continued

want to put up a factory in the middle of a field I
have to go to the planning department and ask
them for it.
Chairman
469. Not if you are a farmer, unless it is over a
certain size.
(Councillor N J Graham) If it is a factory I do.
Can I answer some of the questions. You did ask
earlier whether there was any question that fish
farming was causing conflict with other interests.
In some areas it probably is slightly. The Chairman
of the Planning Committee in the Highland
Region, Mr Keith, who in actual fact sits for North
West Sutherland, indicates that there is a feeling in
the tourist industry that too much is being given
and it is altering the outlooks and the beauty of the
lochs in certain cases but this is a subjective
judgement and,it is a thing that has to be balanced.
I think it would be better balanced by us rather
than the Crown Estate Commisioners; that is our
opinion.
Chairman: We are not at all surprised.

Mr Marland
470. So that is the answer to my question. The
fact is that for the fish farms we have been to look
at, and we are going to look at more, the main
Mr Marland
criterion seems to me to be the location of the fish
468.
Can I almost
that question
back on
farmturn
because
of the weather
conditions and the
you? What I should like to ask is this. When an water and all the rest of it. You do not agree with
investor or an individual decides that he would like that.
to establish a fish farm in a certain place, what are
(Councillor N J Graham) Obviously that comes
his main criteria for putting it there? Is it that the into it. It is the shore base that concerns us and the
loch is well sheltered or that the flow of water infrastructure that goes with it. That is as much a
going past his fish farm is going to be correct, the concern to us as the actual fish farm, although
temperature is right, is it sheltered enough? In the there are cases where the fish farming has been put
Western Isles, heaven knowns, the wind blows
in the wrong place and it does cause environmental
often enough. Obviously it needs to be in a fairly concern and we feel that in some cases it could
sheltered position. You said earlier on and you have been placed in a different place.
have all agreed that you are very much in favour of
(Councillor A Graham) To draw an analogy with
the development of fish farming and I can abso- the farming situation, .if you want to build a pig
lutely see why. You are saying that sometimes building on your farm or something, nobody can
current conditions do not actually suit you to well. stop you doing that. If a developer comes to you on
Councillor Graham was suggesting the need to the outskirts of London and says he wants to build
have a structured development, that is for councils 500 houses in the 100 acres you have at the end of a
actually to say when and where and how fish farms field, that developer is subject to a lot of restricwill develop, simply because now your roads do tions. He has to go to the planning authority and
not always actually coincide with where the inves- justify that in all sorts of terms as to why that
tor wants to pul his fish farm. Who is actually going development should be allowed. Mr Wiggin may
to control the situation? Are you trying to have a not say to the developer “Just go in there and build
situation where the tail is wagging the dog because the houses and never mind about all the other
the main enterprise, that is the dog, is the fish concerns”. I am putting the question back again
farm? I should like to turn your statement back on and am really saying what Mr Maund is saying:
you a bit. It seems to me that, rather than the road, why should the fish farmer not be subject to the
the main criteria must be firstly that the individual same consideration as the developer in the Green
is willing to go ahead with the investment and Belt of London?
secondly the suitability of the situation where he is
actually going to have the fish farm.
471. Because of what I said about the business
(Councillor N J Graham) Any normal developer
might bring in jobs and a whole lot of things to an of the need for shelter and the right water stream
area but they still have to go before the planning and all the rest of it.
(Councillor A Graham) The developer in the
committee in order that the planning committee
does not find themselves with unprogrammed Green Belt needs certain preconditions before he
expenditure which they simply cannot make. If I will undertake that development.
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472. You spoke warmly of fish farming and how
pleased you were to have it in your different areas.
It seems to me-a wooden attitude to say, “We want
to be in control of everything and have a structured
development, we do not want you necessarily to
put the fish farm there because there is only a very
poor q^uality road”. But earlier on Mr Brindley was
talking about the fact that you were very pleased to
spend £V^ million on the roads because the arrival
of the fish farming in these areas provides very
welcome employment, well -paid jobs for a lot of
people who did not have those'chances a few years
ago, therefore they need to be encouraged.
(Councillor A Graham) Yes. What we are trying
to avoid is if he comes into a sea loch and proposes
a big development he needs a jetty of his own, we
do not want someone next year coming in half a
mile up the same sea loch to whom that road and
that jetty are no use; he needs another road and
anotW jetty. We need some degree of planning
control over our infrastructure.
(Mr Brindley) The point I should like to make is
thafethe fish farmer has choice. There is rarely one
site and only one site that he can develop. There is
a large area of coast and often it is a company who
has a number of interests. There is very often a
range of sites available. What we are concerned
about in many ways is the phasing of this development. There are many places where we might say
“Go there first because we can provide you with
the infrastructure. That is a much better place to
start with. If you are really keen on coming to
position B don’t go there until we can sort you out
with infrastructure and find a detailed location for
you”. So he has choice and he is not coming along
saying this’ is five only place he can put his fish farm
and we must service it. He can go elsewhere.
(Mr Maund) There is no simple answer to this.
The applications are fi:om different kinds of
developers. Some of them are from big people like
Marine Harvest and they are the ones that are
perhaps more mobile and might be influenced by
this degree of choice. Then there are the small
applications from farmers or crofters who are
really working almost from their back garden and
want the piece of water that is closest to their
holding. In some cases that can be accommodated
comfortably and have no serious infrastructure
problems; in the others it can create infrastructure
problems and there is such a length and variety of
coastline that there is an element of choice and if
there was a strategy that had been worked out in
conjunction with Crown Estate Commissioners the
authorities and the industry then we could be
directing them in the places where we could most
easily meet their requirements and where they
could get progress quickly.
Chairman
473. This is an inevitable conflict of opinion and
this is why we are questioning you closely on it, I
assume that as all local authority associations you
would be in favour of requiring planning permission for all agricultural developments? You are
satisfied with the present situation. Do you therefore look upon the onshore facilities for fish
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farming as being in the same category or is it a fact
that most of them are big enough to require
planning permission anyway, whatever sort of
building they are?
(Mr Brindley) There is an element of permitted
development which agriculture has. There are
certain agricultural things you cannot do without
permission and there are certain permitted developments. I see no reason why fish faming should
not be the same: there is an element of permitted
development,
474. You-are being asked at the moment by the
Scottish Office for your views on the landward side
of fish farming, are you not? ‘There is a consultative paper out at the present time.
(Councillor Rae) Yes.
475. Will your local authority will be saying that
it simply requires the same rules for agriculture to
apply to fish farming? Or will it say, as I suspect
most authorities will say, “No, we want full
planning permission for fish farming”; on the
landward side that is?
(Mr Brindley) What we have said so far is that
we think the establishment of fish farming in
freshwater lochs requires planning permission anyway. We would be quite happy to treat that in the
same way we treat other developments which have
permitted development status. Once they are
established there are certain things they can do to
extend.
476. That is tougher than for farn^ing then. You
just said you wanted the same as for farming. Do
you really mean that. I strongly suspect you do not.
You mean you want all fish farming to have full
planning permission? I should be surprised if you
did not.
(Councillor N J Graham) 1 personally think we
would want full planning permission for fish
farming because it is quite a major industry.
477. I do not agree with you but I think you
would want it.
(Councillor N J Graham) Yes, I think we would.
Earlier there was a question about the fact that we
were asked to comment and were allowed to
comment. If you look in the COSLA representation in Appendix 1 you will see eight cases in the
Highland Region where we objected strongly and
were overruled. You will see in Appendix 2 that
out of the decisions to date, 75, Highland Region
have agreed with CEC on 44 occasions and there
have been 31 views in conflict or major difference.
In three out of seven we are disagreeing with the
CEC’s finding for various reasons.
478. Obviously this is one of the key issues we
have to address ourselves to and that is really why
we wanted your views on that,
(Councillor N J Graham) We have itemised
these, as you see there.
Mr MacDonald
479. Your preferred solution is to give local
authorities the planning powers over fish farming
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development. Do you have a fallback position?
Would you for example consider a situation as
exists in Northern Irland, where, in the Scottish
case, the Scottish Office would have the ability to
license fish farms after consultation with planning
authorities. Department of Transport as regards
navigation and so on? That it will ultimately be the
Scottish Office who have the ability to license fish
farms. Or do you regard that as being every bit as
objectionable as having the Crown Estate Commission with the licensing powers?
(Councillor Rae) Speaking personally, I think
that would be a position I would wish to adopt. I
do not think we are going to get full planning
powers and having stated that, our next objective
would be to get some accountability into the
system. That is our main gripe at the moment;
accountability is very poor. An Advisory Committee was set up at the end of December 1988 and
I do not think that Advisory Committee has yet
met on any application. I do not think we want to
push full planning powers too much. It would be
ideal if we could get it but at the same time if you
as a Committee could concentrate on bringing
some accountability into the fish farming permissions that would be what we would be looking for.
(Mr Maund) There is again a principle involved.
As far as possible decisions,are taken as far down
the ladder as they can be, in other words local
decisions are taken locally. It would raise the
question that if there is a policy that takes into
account national interest, regional and local interest, why would the decisions need to be taken at
Government level. It is back to the original point
that I raised: why should fish farming be different?
Is there a suggestion that local planning authorities
could not handle it in the way in which they already
handle thousands of planning applications every
year in a very efficient manner?
Chairman
480.
I
onerous task. The fact of the matter is, it is being
done by the Crown Estate Commissioners at the
present time and clearly there are two alternatives:
one is simply to put it under ordinary planning
permission, in which case you will apply your own
criteria to it, or to allow central Government to do
it. That happens to be the way it is done in
Northern Ireland and that is why you were asked
that question.
(Councillor A Graham) There is one more
alternative. I do not want to float it on behalf of
COSLA but as an authority in the Western Isles we
would be very interested in seeing the Shetland
type system looked at, that is where the local
authority becomes the harbour authority for the
whole of its area. That will cause a lot of difficulty
in areas such as Strathclyde where there are a lot of
existing harbour authorities in many cases but in
many areas it would be a very good compromise
solution, Given what Councillor Rae has said, we
all accept that there are huge difficulties for you in
recommending that a planning control be established offshore.
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481. We are not yet expert on Shetland but we
are going to have a look and see the system there.
(Councillor A Graham) The licensing system in
Shetland is well worth a detailed look. It came in as
a result of the Zetland County Council Act of
1974, in. anticipation of the oil development. They
have adapted it very well to fish farming.
Mr MacDonald
482. Could I hear from the Highland Region on
that? If there was a choice between the Crown
Estate Commission and the Scottish Office as a
final issuer of licences, would you see a preference
between the two?
(Councillor N J Graham) On the whole we
would prefer the Scottish Office had it rather than
the Crown Estate Commissioners. May I say that if
it went under full planning permission inevitably
the Scottish Office has the right of say in the end
because it has a right of appeal. I would also point
out as an aside that Crown Estate Commissioners
say that they do it quicker than we do. In actual
fact 70 per cent of our applications are dealt with in
under two months whereas the Crown, Estate
Commissioners say that it takes them three to four
months at least and I believe that Mr Maund has
the actual details of how long It takes the Crown
Estate Com.missioners to deal with an application.
Chairman
483. Seeing they have to consult 34 bodies, it
probably does take, them some time.
(Councillor N J Graham) We have to consult, the
same number of bodies and we do it rather quicker
than they do and rather more efficiently because
we have the machinery to do it, and taking into
consideration what other people who live and work
and occupy the area have to think about it.
484. I do not know how you do things north of
the border but certainly in my part of the world the
planning authority is not the one who goes out to
cannot
think It
why
anyone
wantsresponsibility
this
consultation.
is other
people’s
to
make representations when an application is filed.
I am intrigued to learn that you would consider it
an obligation to consult 34 separate bodies.
(Councillor N J Graham) Mr Brindley will tell
you how many bodies we do consult but it is a very
large number.
485. For any planning application in the Highland Region?
(Mr Brindley) No, not on any planning application. A large number would have fairly small
consultations because 34 bodies would not be
interested. We do have the same list of consultees
as the Crown Estate Commissioners and where
those consultees have an interest, they would be
consulted.
(Councillor Rae) Could I touch on this accountability again. I am from Glasgow so I do not have a
great deal of knowledge on tlie Argyll coastline in
the sense of visiting it every week or so. There was
one instance of an application for a fish farm and I
had a personal involvement because I holiday
there quite a lot and that was Lamlash in Arran.
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That particular application was not notified to
Strathclyde Regional Council. So in the only
instance where I have had a personal involvement I
know for a fact that Strathclyde was not involved
or asked for their opinion. I do not know how
often that can he happening; 1 do not think it
happens very often but in that instance it did and
there is no accountability in the system in the sense
that we could not go back after it had granted and
say, “We were not consulted, can you do something about it?” Again there is this lack of
accountability which I want to stress.
486. De facto the chances are that if you have
that long list of consultees somebody is going to
object for one reason or another. Indeed we are
aware of a body that looks upon all fish farms as
being a blight on the landscape.
(Councillor Rae) If that happens under normal
statutory planning acts then there is a come-back,
but with-fish farming there is no come-back.
487. You mean with the Crown Estate doing it
there is no come-back.
(Councillor Rae) Yes.
Mr MacDonald
488- That is a particularly interesting case. The
Lamlash case is now the subject of a complaint to
the European Commission that there was an
inadequate environmental assessment done in that
particular respect. It is a particularly controversial
case.
(Councillor Rae) Very much so.
489. For that reason I am surprised that you did
not get an opportunity to have an input on it.
(Councillor Rae) What is more is that that
environmental impact was carried out by the
applicant and we had no chance to comment.
(Mr Maund) In fact we received the documentation on that with a compliment slip and a scribbled
apology after the decision had been taken and it
was sent to a more junior member of my staff not
to the director.
Mr Marland
490. Fish farming is not a wholly new industry in
your part of the world. Over the years has a more
coordinated or a more difficult relationship
developed between yourselves and the Crown
Estate Commissioners?
(Councillor A Graham) Prior to 1986 the whole
question was done on an ad hoc basis anyway. We
did not know v/hat was happening at all. There was
a lot of fuss about that and the consultation
procedure wa;; brought in. We were all very
conscious of trying not to disturb the growing
fledgling industiy in Europe; we were very very
sensitive to their needs. We continue to be like that
but it is now beixiraing more and more established.
The industry can stand a great deal more scrutiny
now than it could at that time.
491. So you have not informally arranged
slightly belter relations between yourselves and the
Crown Estate since the consultation process.

(Councillor A Graham) Our relationship with
the Crown Estate is very very poor. Our relationship with the industry is reasonable. We have
an informal liaision with the industry through our
local authority anyway.
492. You mentioned the building, of jetties. Do
you build those? I thought that on the whole those
were built by the fish farm.
(Councillor A Graham) I can only speak for the
Western Isles. We have largely built those. It is
unreasonable in many instances for us to ask a fish
farmer faced with large capital outlay—there are
no grants available now —also to provide the
infrastructure as an individual. Though, if we had
planning control we could maybe have a Section 50
agreement which would make him responsible for
part of the maintenance costs of that jetty or road
or whatever along with all his fellow operators in
that sea loch who use these facilities.
(Mr Maund) From Strathclyde’s point of view,
we first introduced policies into our structure plan
recognising the benefits of fish farming but the
need to look at them and have them developed in
an environmentally acceptable way as early as
1981. There was the strategic planning authority
recognising this was a growth industry and building
policies in to its structure plan, recognising that at
an early stage. That was before the real boom in
applications started. We appreciate and recognise
the efforts that have been made by the Crown
Estate Commissioners to provide more positive
guidance through their documents and so on. In a
way that has been a response to very reasonable
pressure that has come from local authorities and
concerned members of the public. The thing that is
missing out of it is the kind of response when we
have offered to work with them jointly on particularly sensitive areas. There are at least a dozen
cases where we have said “Let’s get together over
this, let’s not have any more leases granted until
such time as there is a clear indication of what this
area can stand. There is no response on that. It is
as if thee are coming so far and then holding off,
saying you are getting in too deep, it is nothing to
do with you.
Mr Gill
493. Can we get to the bottom of this question
of the relationship between yourselves and the
Crown Estate Commissioners? Councillor Graham, you said that the contact was poor. The poor
relations between you would either be due to a
reluctance to establish better relations or a refusal
to establish better relations. Which is it?
(Councillor A Graham) Could I just say we had
extensive conflict with the Crown Estate Commissioners some three years ago over the whole issue
of rents, when they started proposing rents on fish
farmers. We did not think the industry was ready
to bear these rents for a start and once we realised
that they were going to do it anyway we tried to
argue that there should be a differential between
an island-based farmer and a mainland based
farmer because of the costs. We always say that do
we not, but it seems inconceivable to us that a bit
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of farm land in Perthshire should command the
same kind of rent as a bit of farm land in Lewis so
why should fish farming be any different. We had a
great deal of conflict over that and that caused a
great deal of the poor relations. We did not resolve
the conflict and the Shetland men have not at all
resolved the conflict, as you may know. They are
in the Court of Session with it. There has been a
number of issues other than these purely planning
issues on which there has been conflict which has
resulted in this poor relationship. I can only speak
of the relationship being poor in terms of the
Western Isles, not in terms of local government in
Scotland as a whole.
494. What you have just said does not seem to
me to argue in favour of giving local authorities
more powers. The area you are now straying into is
pne as between a willing buyer and a willing seller
in terms of the leases that the landlord will grant
and the lease that the fish farmer will accept. 1
really do not see that is any part of the local
authority’s responsibility.
(Councillor A Graham) In purely planning terms
it is not. We have no input into what a land owner
on the land-based side does with regard to rents to
his tenants and so on. However we had to react to
the rent situation as a result of the fish farmers’
appeal to us. They asked us to try to argue the case
for them that they should not at this tinie have to
pay these rents. We did that on their behalf.
495. Going back then to the relationship
between yourselves and the Crown Estate Comniissioners, it does not seem to me sufficient reason
to alter the law to give local authorities more
powers if simply the problem at the moment is that
you cannot sit down together and discuss and
debate and decide rationally and sensibly on the
future.
(Councillor N J Graham) Certainly as far as
Highland is concerned it has become much more
formal because the thing has got much bigger. The
planning committee of Highland did meet Lord
Mansfield 214 years ago. We did not really get very
far. The thing is not particularly bad. You also talk
about a willing seller and a willing buyer. If I own a
field and I wish to put up an enormous great
factory to do almost anything, somebody may be
very willing to take the field off me, buy it, lease it,
whatever you like, but I still have to go to the
planning committee to ensure 1 have planning
consent to do that, or to ensure the buyer or leaser
has the right to do that thing on that particular
field. I do not see a lot of difference between that
and offshore fish farming. It seems to me that there
is a very narrow line which you can possibly draw.

X

496. Councillor Graham was trying to make the
point about there being differential rents between
fish farms on islands and on the mainland. That is
not quite the same.
(Councillor N J Graham) No, he is bringing in a
different point. But you did mention earlier this
question of a willing seller and a willing buyer.

[Continued

497. In the context of Councillor Graham’s
question.
(Councillor N J Graham) Yes, that is right.
Chairman
498. That is helpful. Unfortunately we tried to
fit in a visit to the Western Isles but our time-table
would not allow us to go; We are certainly seized
of this point. What you are sayinq is perfectly true.
There is a feeling that pertains to an awful lot of
tenants who do not terribly love their landlords.
There is nothing particularly new about that.
Unfortunately, because of their other role, this
creates an antipathy which is clearly recognised.
You need not have any fear about that.
(Councillor A Graham) If the landlord were also
their planning authority.
Chairman: Yes; we are very well seized of the
point.
Mr MacDonald
499. You described some of the problems and the
drawbacks you are encountering with fish farming
which you say are largely due to the way that fish
farming is presently handled. Could ypu say something about the-benefits as opposed to the costs that
accrue to your council from fish farming development, perhaps in the wider sense of the economic
benefits that it brings to your region or your
Highlands area? But perhaps also directly in what
kind of direct economic benefit it might bring to the
council itself? For example, if there were some other
kind of factory development the council would be
getting benefit in the form of rates and the Crown
Estate Commission themselves, although they are
ostensibly landlords, you could argue that, given
they have monopoly statutory protection of the land
holding, they are really a quasi-government body
who in imposing rents are really imposing the
equivalent of rates or a tax for the senices they
deliver. What benefits do the local councils get
directly, financially, from fish farming development
as opposed to costs? What benefits do the local areas
get from fish farming development?
(Councillor Rae) We realise the economic benefits that accrue to councils from the development
of fish farins. It is an important point. In terms of
jobs and related jobs they bring tremendous
benefit to our area and to Scotland as a whole. We
welcome this. As the leader of this delegation I
would stress that we want to promote fish farms
within Scotland.
(Mr Brindley) To give some statistics, we estimate in Highland Region that we have about half
the fish farms of Scotland. They generate about
1,000 direct jobs either on the fish farm or in
association with supplying the fish farm industry.
Obviously you then have a spin-off, a multiplier
from that, in the local community. The great value
of that is that they are largely in remote areas.
They are not in and around Inverness and the East
Coast.population centres or in Caithhess; they are
in the West Coast where we have traditionally had
problems of very high unemployment. The great
value of that now to us is that there are parts of the
West Coast and the Highlands—maybe I should
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not say this too loudly—where there really is no
unemployment at all, or it is very difficult to get
anybody because of the numbers working on fish
farming. That is a major contribution in those
remote areas. In tefms of income, obviously there
is income generated where you have 1,000 jobs and
you have people with money in their pockets.
Obviously that money goes into the local economy.
X dp not know what that would be, but it is
obviously quite significant in the local shops and
the other iiidustries in the region.
(Councillor Rae) The main point that is being
made is that we welcome fish farming in Scotland
and it does bring economic benefits. There is no
doubt about that. We want to encourage it. It is
just this fact of accountability.
Chairman: We have definitely seen that firsthand ourselves and we concur with everything you
have said on that point.

'

an acceptable compromise, whether they will come
back to the statutory consultees, to see whether
they regard it as an acceptable compromise. What
is happening at the moment, where we have lodged
an objection on a variety of grounds, is that
sometimes the lease is granted, and it may be for a
reduced area, but there is no way of establishing
whether the compromise they have reached has
met the variety of objections. The other issue in
relation to the Advisory Committee is the threshold at which cases would go to the Advisory
Committee and the threshold is put at a high
level—I think 12^000 square metres of cages. That
is a small proportion of the applications. The
Crown Estate Comrnissioners said in their evidence that they would only expect a handful of
cases in any one year to be considered. That
threshold in COSLA’s view was set at far too high a
level and you may have cases where you have quite
a small fish farm but because of its scenic location
Mrs Winterton
it ought to be looked at in the same degree of detail
of theorlarger
500.
Could I ask asa one
question
two ones.
aboutThe
the criteria upon which
the
Advisory
Committee
would
meet and consider
Advisory Committee? This infamous committee
is
not
yet
satisfactory.
which was set up in late 1988 and has not yet sat.
Could you please tell me what is your understand501. Could I ask the Highland Region about a
ing of the procedure for referring, cases to this
letter
they wrote to the Secretary of State for
Advisory Committee and have you indeed been
informed by the Crown Estate of this procedure? Scotland on 6 December 1988 about two contenWhat in other words is the mechanism or the tious lease allocations which in the Region’s
trigger for referring cases to the Advisory Com- opinion should have been referred to the Advisory
Committee? When we actually raised this with
mittee?
Lord
Mansfield he said that there was no sug(Councillor Rae) Could I briefly make a few
remarks? If it is a disputed application then we gestion from any level in the Highland Region that
would wish to see it referred to the Advisory the Loch Nevis/Lovat Estates case should go to the
Committee and for that Advisory Committee to be Advisory Committee. He also said that he had not
as independent as possible. Could I compare it to received a single letter urging him to hurry up and
advisory committees on the forestry side? They are establish this Committee. How would you respond
not as independent as I should like to see them but to that?
(Mr Brindley) In the letters that we sent to the
at least it is a start and there is some accountability.
Crown
Estate Commissioners ve probably did not
So any disputed cases I would want to see referred
to the Advisory Committee. You were talking about say in so many words “We would like the Advisory
the trigger mechanism. Obviously if an objection Committee to meet”. We registered a strong
objection on various grounds and assumed that
were put in, then that would be the trigger.
(Mr Brindley) As I understand it from the because the cases were of the relevant size and we
circular the Secretary of State wrote when he were registering strong objections, the Committee
introduced the committee, or the announcement would meet. We were not aware that we have to
he made in Parliament, wherever one of the main make a very specific and special plea to the CEC
consultees, which includes the local authority. through the Chairman of the Planning Committee
Nature Conservancy and so on, objected to a lease to have the Advisory Committee meet. Perhaps
and that objection could not be resolved by Lord Mansfield is right where he says that in our
discussion between the Crown Estate and th'' letter, if you simply read it baldly, we did not say
consultee, then the Advisory Committee would this is a case for the Advisory Committee. Cermeet. I assume the form of the objection would be tainly we assumed that would be what should
in the form of the normal consultation, in other happen as a result of the Secretary of State’s
words a letter from the planning authority signed statement. In terms of letters to the CEC urging
by the director of planning indicating the that lease that the Advisory Committee meet, I am not sure
in the current form is not acceptanle I assumed that whether we have written directly to the CEC or to
the Advisory Committee would meet. We have the Secretary of State. I rather feel that we wrote
objected on a number of occasions since 1988 and to the Secretary of State urging him that the
the Advisory Committee has never met and we Advisory Committee should meet in these cases.
Mrs Winterton; This whole area seems to be
have never had tee opportunity of taking it further.
totally
and utterly confused.
(Mr Maund) There is one area where there is a
lack of clarity on this: if there is an objection from
Mr MacDonald
one or more of the statutory consultees, but then
502. As far as I can see, the reason it is confused
the Crown Estate Commissioners negotiate with
the applicant and come up with what they regard as is that you have no information, no instructions
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from the Crown Estate Commission about this
Advisory Committee, when it should meet and
how you should go about causing it to meet.
(Mr Brindley) That is correct.
503. The only information you have had is from
.the Secretary of State’s announcement.
(Mr Brindley) Yes.
(Councillor A Graham) In his statement of
Monday 19 December 1988, the Secretary of State
said that “The Commissioners may also choose to
put to the Committee cases in other circumstances
where they consider that they would find the
advice of the Committee of assistance.” The
Secretary of State was clearly putting the ball in the
Commissioners’ court to convene that Committee
when they see fit.
(Councillor N J Graham) It does seem to me
extraordinary also that after this has been talked
about for 18 months or more that Lord Mansfield
has not managed to meet the Chairman of the
Advisory Committee who has been appointed and
secondly, an actual Advisory Committee has not
been set up. If one had been set up.and operating,
like the forestry RACs, which meet not all that
often but fairly regularly because both Councillor
Rae and I are on them, and the other thing I think
is so unnecessary is the fact that they do not intend
to have people from the local authorities on them
as a right. You can appoint somebody for one
particular case. In the case of the RACs, as we
both sit on onoj we are on there as permanent
members of the RAC. We gather a certain amount
of expertise, I hope, and interest and knowledge of
what is going on. I have a feeling that if you have
an Advisory Committee with somebody just on a
one-off occasion, they are not going to pick up an
awful lot. It is the expertise that one picks up by
being on a thing for a long time that is important.
(Councillor Rae) Again speaking personally, I
am not advocating that this whole system of fish
farming applications would act in a democratic way
if we had advisory committees meeting regularly. I
do not think that. I know from the Forestry
Commission system that advisory committees are
of some assistance, or are of little assistance in
terms of accountability.
Mr Bradley
504. Could I ask you a couple of questions on
the Crown Estate development strategy for marine
fish farms? What are your views on the Crown
Estate document “Development Strategy and
Area Guidelines”, particularly on the “Very Sensitive Area” designation on which that document
was based? Secondly, were you consulted on the
contents of that document? Thirdly, particularly to
the Highland Regional Council, have you had
discussions with the Crown Estate about integrating your framework plan with their strategy documents for marine fish farming?
(Mr Brindley) When the strategy first came out,
probably 18 months to two years ago, there was a
consultation process a latest document has been
published as a result of that process. There was an
opportunity for all the in,erested parties to comment on the strategy when it first came along and

this is now the final version. Generally we have
welcomed it as a preliminary statement of how to
deal with and how to guide fish farming development. However, it is not a development plan in the
formal sense of the word and this is coming back
again to comparing a strategy prepared by the
Crown Estate Commission with a structure plan
and local plans prepared by the planning authority,
which go through very clear processes of allowing
all interested parties to comment. They, are done in
public and if there are objections to them then they
can be raised with higher authority and we can
have public inquiries. So it is a step in the right
direction but it still is not a proper development
strategy and a proper development plan. We in the
Highland Region feel that our framework plans in
a sense are far better than this because they give a
lot more detail. They are much more like local
plans for specific sea lochs or specific areas of the
coast. They do go down into-giving fairly detailed
site guidance which the development strategy and
the Very Sensitive Areas do not. It is a step in the
right direction. Very Sensitive Areas are one of
three areas of types of coast that the Crown Estate
Commission have identified.
Chairman
505. Having held up the activity of your council
in relation to forestry as an example of how it
should be done, I hope you are not going to spoil it
by saying you do not approve of indicative strategies.
(Mr Brindley) No, no; I am not saying that at all.
I am saying that the strategy prepared by CEC
needs to be taken much further down the line to
become a proper development guidance that
everyone can have confidence in.
506. Have you talked to each other about those
points you are raising?
(Mr Brindley) We have talked about our
framework plans because we cannot prepare them
without the CEC. We have to have help from
Crown Estate Commission to prepare those plans
and we have talked about details; We have not
formally said to the Crown Estate Commission
“Well done with your strategy but you must now
take this further”. This is something that is being
said through COSLA rather than ourselves as
individuals. We have not as a Region made that
formal statement to the Crown Estate.
(Mr Maund) Strathclyde has made that statement to the Crown Estate. We have welcomed the
guidelines but what we have said is that it takes
into account the national interest, the national
scenic area and things of that kind, but it does not
get into the things that are of regional and local
significance. It has for example presumptions
against development in certain sensitive areas of
large-.scale fish farming, but the cumulative effect
of several small-scale fish farms can be the same. It
is that area of work that we would want to join with
the Crown Estate Commissioners and try to pursue
further to bring a more sensitive approach down to
a local level.
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Mr Amos
planning system. We wDuld hope that the econom507. Could I turn to the structure of the industry ics of the industry will be such that the small man
and ask whether the councils think an appropriate can still make a reasonable profit out of it. That is
balance has. now been struck between local and' the saviour of the smaller man.
multi-national ownership of fish farms? If the
509. But you are not arguing for a specific policy
answer is no, in that you do not think the balance is which would discriminate in favour of local
correct at the moment, what effect is this having ownership.
and what effect is this likely to have on the industry
(Councillor A Graham) How can we have that?
and the local economy?
We have tried to look at that and in planning terms
(Councillor A Graham) This is an extremely we could not do that. No more can we stop the
difficult area because of the planning controls. For small man selling his shop to Presto-or whatever
land-based developments we do not really go into through planning legislation; we just cannot. Shetthe structure of industries. I will speak specifically land have built in a condition of licence which
about the Western Isles. A good balance was seems to favour the local person. It is very difficult
struck in tlie Western Isles. I must say that is in practice to find out who actually owns what the
perhaps because of the particular company. There end of the day if the shareholding of the company
is a large company involved in the Western Isles. has changed and all the rest of it. It is very very
The people they employ and the attitude they have difficult to govern that aspect.
taken has perhaps been an attitude one would not
(Councillor N J Graham) We would agree with
expect of some large companies. There has been a that. We would like to see a lot of small people in
very reasonable balance. The economic situation it, but inevitably, if economically it is not going to
in the industry in the last year and a half in won out, that is it. We would like to see some
particular is, swinging that balance away from the cushioning effect helping the small man but I know
smaller businesses. Inevitably the snialler businesses that is ver>' difficult to operate satisfactorily. In
are finding it more and more difficult to keep going other words, I really agree with what Angus
towards the little bit of light that seems to be there Graham said.
now, that is the Norwegians maintaining their
(Mr Maund) The other important principle to
disdpline with regard to prices and so on. In the remember is that with planning legislation, plannWestern Isles the structure of the industry is okay. If ing permission goes with the land not with the
the present economic conditions continue much applicant. If we were to be dealing with fish
further into the future the structure will change. The farming, we would just have to look at every
small man will be pushed out of business. We would application objectively, irrespective of where it
not look to that ^ being a desirable thing. We would came from and it would go with the land and not
wish to maintain a reasonable balance.
with the applicant.
508. Would the councils like to see a definite
policy there in favour of local ownership as in the
case of Shetland for example, or do you still think
that some multi-national involvement is good, for
example for research and development?
(Councillor A Graham) It will be very hard and
the Shetlanders are finding it increasingly hard to
have any mechanism which will maintain that local
control, local input into these companies. It is very
very difficult to see how we can manage that. We
certainly could not do it through the planning
system. We have no ability to do it through the

Chairman
510. Thank you very much for your evidence.
(Councillor N J Graham) May I make one last
point. Over the last four years there have been 260
leases in Highland Region for fish farming; at the
same time there have been 17,000 applications for
planning. I am absolutely convinced that we could
do it considerably cheaper than the £200,000 that it
is taking the Crown Estate Commissioners.
Chairman: On that note we shall call this
evidence session to a halt. Thank you very much
for coming so far and being so helpful.

Memorandum submitted by the Association of County Councils
GENERAL

1. The Association’s Member counties provide the major local government services for more than 30
million people living in England and Wales, ranging from some of the largest cities and urban areas to the
smallest villages. These services include a wide variety of functions under planning legislation. In
addition, the ten national parks in England and Wales are administered directly in eight cases by
committees of the relevant county councils, and in the other two by boards of which the majority of the
members are nominated by the county councils.
2. The Association’s concern with fish farming therefore arises principally from its members’
responsibilities under planning legislation, particularly in the national parks, where the committees or
boards discharge the day-to-day development control functions v/hich elsewhere belong to districts.
3. In the recent Department of the Environment consultation paper “permitted Use Rights in the
Countryside”, issued in May 1989, the Government recognised the concern which had been expressed
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about the operation of existing “permitted development” rights for fish farming especially in
national—parks. Ministers were therefore willing to consider evidence of the inadequacy of these existing
controls, and suggestions for their modification. Any changes, would need an amendment to the Town
and Country Planning General Development Order (the GDO).
NATIONAL PARKS’ CONCERN

4. The concern registered with the Government followed correspondence in 1988 between Mr W R
Meadows, the then Exmoor National Park Committee Chairman, and Mrs Virginia Bottomley,
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for the Environment. In January 1989 Mrs Bottomley
acknowledged that “reconciling the objectives of development and conservation is not always easy
and ... there is always room for debate about what is the most appropriate balance”. The Minister was
prepared to consider further whether there was a case for extending controls over fish farms.
5. The Association has been concerned about three categories of fish farming; inland fish farming
(mainly in Exmoor and North York Moors National Parks); estuarial fish farming (mainly in
Pembrokeshire Coast National Park); and floating fish tanks or cages (mainly in the Lake District
National Park).
INLAND PISH FARMING

6. In October 1987 Exmoor National Park received an application for a “determination”, i.e. to
ascertain whether planning permission was required, for a proposal to excavate a. pond of 0.08 acres at
Hartford Lodge, to be fed by a channel from the River Haddeo and to be discharged back into the river.
The pond was to be used for the agricultural production of fish for food, as an extra holding pond for the
applicant’s current trout farming business.
7. Exmoor decided this was a development which needed permission under Paragraph 4 of Class VI of
the GDO and the applicant subsequently submitted an application for planning permission. Following a
site visit, the National Park Committee refused permission. The applicant was subsequently advised by
the National Farmers Union that the proposal was in fact permitted development and the National Park,
on further consideration, agreed that this was the case.
8. However, the case highlighted the unsatisfactory drafting of Class Vl of the GDO and its inability to
keep up with the diversification in farming practice. Between the original proposal and April 1988 the
applicant not only constructed the single pond but a further seven ponds, all of which seemed to enjoy
permitted development rights.
9. In such cases, the planning authority can apply to the Secretary of State for the Environment for a
direction under Article 4 of the GDO, withdrawing the permitted development rights granted by the
GDO so that prospective developers are required to seek specific planning permission. But if planning
permission is refused, where a direction is in force, the planning authority must compensate the applicant
for any resulting loss or damage; and an Article 4 Direction is not available where the development has
already started.
10. Alternatively, the planning authority can make a Discontinuance Order under Section 51 of the
Towntmd Country Planning Act 1971 requiring the discontinuance of any use of.land in the interests of
the “proper planning of their area (including the interests of amenity) regard being had to the
development plan and to any other material considerations”. Here too, however, the Order usually needs
to be confirmed by the'Secretaiy of State and can lead to compensation payments.
11. Exmoor decided to apply for an Article 4 Direction which was subsequently approved by the
Secretary of State. This gave the National Park some control over future development. Another
Direction was applied for at Timberscombe, prompted by a proposal to place 80 pre-formed fish tanks.to
house a salmon smolt. Here, the proposal was clearly not permitted development because it involved
substantial building operations, and permission was refused. However, because the number of
“buildings” could easily be rearranged to come within permitted development limits, the National Park
applied for an Article 4 Direction to enable it to exercise control over any future modified proposal.
12. Even where a proposal clearly does not constitute permitted development, the local planning
authority depends upon central government support on appeal. The North York Moors National Park
has been concerned about a case involving land at Elm Hagg, near Oldstead, North Yorkshire, where the
Planning Inspector on appeal against an enforcement notice, granted permission for the retention of two
carp pools and the full excavation of a holding pool, subject to conditions about tree planting; a
prohibition on sales to the public from the site; and vehicular access.
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13. Here again, in these somewhat different circumstances, the Chairman of the National Park
Committee wrote to tiie Minister asking for the Government’s support in the National Park Committee’s
efforts to safeguard the landscape of the park.
ESTUARIAL FISH

FAR^aNG

14. Estuarial fish farms pose more fundamental questions. Estuarial waters are generally acknowledged to be, like other coastal waters, outside the jurisdiction of the planning system. Development
proposals there are licensed by the Crown Estate Commissioners, acting in effect as owners of the
seabed. The Commissioners, however, are not accountable in the way that a local planning authority is to
the electorate and Ministers are to Parliament.
15. In Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, Milford Haven Waterway has been identified as having
great potential for marine fish, farming. There are already two established farms; a third is currently
redundant and applications for three more at Beggars Reach were, in October 1988, being considered by
the Commissioners.
16. The Waterway is extremely sensitive on both ecological and landscape grounds, particularly the
quiet, secluded.upper reaches which are within the National Park. Pembrokeshire Coast objected in the
strongest possible terms to one of the proposals which, if approved, would result in large rafts of cages,
probably floodlit at night, being moored in one of the finest and so far totally unspoilt parts of the river.
17. In 1988 salmon farming in marine waters.became subject to Environmental Assessment under an
EEC Directive. Under the Regulations introduced to implement the Directive it is the Commissioners
who decide whether to require an Assessment of any individual proposal and this makes it difficult for
the local planning authority to challenge the Commissioners decisions. The National Park does not
consider that this arrangement, under which a body with a vested interest and with a mainly commercial
remit, has the key role in Environmental Assessment, is conducive to good planning decisions.
18. In Scotland where marine fish farming is more extensive, the Convention of Scottish Local
Authorities (CoSLA) together with Scottish Wildlife and Countryside link, a grouping of voluntary
organisations, issued reports in April 1988 which were critical of the current arrangements. In particular,
the Link felt there was poor integration between Government departments and agencies about rural
resource development policy. It argued that the consultation procedures carried out by the Crown Estate
Commissioners lacked proper impact assessment, did not allow constructive participation by affected
interests and exhibited a lack of democratic control and overall policy guidance.
19. Similarly, CoSLA argued that the Commissioners’ tendency to act in a consultative role—they
issue guidelines—was in danger of institutionalising the Commissioners as the de facto planning
authority. CoSLA therefore argued for provision to be made by the Government as a matter of priority
to extend the powers of planning authorities in Scotland seawards and beyond the current limit of low
water mark for the purpose of controlling and regulating the development of marine fish farms.
20. The Association would support the thrust of what CoSLA is saying, particularly as in the Welsh
example the Welsh Office has no overall control. CoSLA is submitting separate evidence to the
Agriculture Committee which will no doubt go into the marine fish farm aspects in more detail.
21- Another point haS come to the Association’s attention which may be of interest to the Committee,
though It falls outside the Association’s planning interests. It concerns the suitability of coastal waters,
where these are heavily used by shipping for shellfish farming. Tributyl tin paints (used as anti-fouling on
ships and, possibly, some fin-fish farm cages) are now banned from use on yachts and similar pleasure
craft. This prevents, for instance, a few thousand square metres of potential pollutant-highly damaging
to shellfish—from being exposed on the 1,000 or so small craft using Milford Haven. However, TBT is
not banned on merchant ships; their throughput through the Haven is such that about 13 acres of treated
ships’ bottoms are permanently present, with severe effects on oyster beds and marine life generally.
FIXATING FISH TANKS IN LAKES

22. In the Lake District there is concern about the status of floating tanks or cages moored in lakes.
Here the National Park has given permission for some fish farms where these have included ancillary
buildings on dry land near Haweswater but have refused permission for floating fish tanks/cages in
Haweswater Reservoir itself. The National Park argued that these tanks/cages’ needed planning
permission because they would be secured to the lake bed by permanent or semi-permanent anchors
which would constitute “other operations” for the purposes of the Planning Acts. Although an appeal
against the Board’s determination was withdrawn the Board is concerned lest fresh proposals be made for
locating cages which do not technically amount to “development” within the meaning of the Planning
Acts. If fish farming were defined as a use of land requiring consent, control could be exercised.
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23. The Lake District wishes to ensure that where fish farms are being set up in lakes, tarns.and
possibly rivers by mooring cages, all new fish farms and extensions to existing farms outside their present
sites should need planning permission as- a change of use. This would avoid problems of defining
structures, erections, and other operations e.g. floating cages.
24. Arising from the Lake District case, it seems unclear whether new fish farms need planning
consent where the farmer is already registered under the Diseases of Fish Act 1983. Earlier in 1989, a fish
farmer registered with, the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (MAFF) for a site outside the
National Park and bought land next to a river in the National Park. He claimed permitted development
rights for this second site on the basis that the land is part of a registered business of fish farming. The
case is now the subject of enforcement action in which the developer is being supported by the MAFF.
25. Although the Lake District’s interpretation of Part 6, Class C of Schedule 2 of the GDO is that
land on which the proposed operations are to take place must already be in use for the purposes of any
registered business, it is arguable that if any part of the business took place there, then it would be so
used. There is some ambiguity here which should be resolved to prevent fish farmers leap-frogging from
site to site by using the MAFF register.
CONCLUSION

26. The Association accepts, and indeed actively supports, the current efforts to diversify the use of
agricultural land and regenerate the rural economy., But these things must be done in ways which do not
harm the environment or—especially in national parks—the landscape. It is important that operations
such as fish farming, which can have a major impact on sensitive landscapes, are subject to control by
bodies which are corripetent and accountable; not just in order that unacceptable proposals can be
stopped, but so that proposals which are acceptable in principle can be fully influenced in their detail, to
avoid harmful consequences.
27. The DoE Consultation Paper confirmed Ministers’ willingness to consider evidence of the
inadequacy of existing fish farm controls. The Association supports the National Park Comrhittees’ and
Boards’ views that in the parks all fish farm proposals, land-based or using floating structures, whether on
existing or new sites, should need specific planning permission, irrespective of whether the farmer is
already registered by MAFF; and that estuarial development should be made subject to effective control
through the planning system.
October 1989

Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Deputy National Park Officer, Exmoor National Park
You have received from the Association of County Councils a memorandum on fish farming which
describes in detail the experience we have had on Exmoor and refers to the firm belief of the Exmoor
National Park Committee that such developments should require express planning permission.
This is indeed the case, and the Park Committee’s views on this matter have been confirmed in the case
of two recent proposals that have come before our Planning Sub-Committee in respect of the trout farm
at Hartford, one of the case studies in the portfolio of photographs sent to you by Mr Bays of the
Association of County Councils.
1. At its September meeting the Sub-Committee refused planning permission for a caravan to house
the manager of the trout farm on a site adjacent to but outside the farm. The Committee did not accept
that there was a need for the caravan, particularly as it considered that the cottage which had been
associated with the trout farm since its establishment in 1987 should be able to meet any need for a
manager’s accommodation.
The committee was also concerned about the visual intrusion of a caravan and the traffic implications.
While planning permission would be required for such a caravan irrespective of any Article 4 Direction
(and the site was outside the Article 4 Direction area), this proposal was a manifestation of pressures that
can arise in such cases which could have been avoided if the original trout ponds had been subject to
control.
The applicant has appealed against the Committee’s decision.
2. At its meeting this week the Sub-Committee considered an application for the construction of a
brood pond, and reed bed on an a'^ea extending the trout farm down the valley but within the Article 4
Direction area. The application also included a fingerling pond within the existing operational area of the
farm.
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Notwithstanding the Article 4 Direction the Committee was advised that the extension of the trout
farm did require express planning permission because it would increase the operational area to over 2
hectares. Permission was refused because of the unacceptable visual impact of the extension on the
valley, but the Committee was also aware of objections from the Nature Conservancy Council in relation
to potential pollution problems.
9 November 1989

Memorandum submitted by Exmoor National Park
1. Exmoor is the smallest but one of the National Parks in England and Wales, but within its 265
square miles are landscapes of great variety—moorland, coastline and in this context most important
deep sheltered and peaceful river valleys.
2. In the last few years the Exmoor National Park committee has been faced with a series of proposals
for the establishment of fish farms on new sites in these valleys. These proposals have raised major
questions about the powers of the Park Committee to pursue effectively the National Park purposes of
preservation and enhancement of natural beauty and the promotion of public enjoyment.
3. Exmoor’s valleys are undoubtedly special, and rnuch appreciated by residents and visitors alike, as
well as being havens for wildlife of many kinds. However, the clear unpolluted water of Exmoor’s rivers
have been a major factor in attracting fish farm proposals.
4. Fish farms by their very nature—ponds, tanks, fencing, access roads, buildings—bring radical
changes to the appearance of these valleys. In some cases demands for dwellings associated with the
enterprise follow, which are difficult to resist once the farm is established.
5. Such developments can and on Exmoor have caused irreparable harm to landscapes which are
major elements in the National Park e'nvironment. There is also much concern about their implications
for wildlife and water quality.
6. The National Park Committee wishes to support an appropriate rural economy in its area. However
in a National Park conservation must be the prime consideration—as stated in the DOE’s draft Planning
Policy Guidance note on the Countryside and the Rural Economy—but the Committee has found the
present planning laws, whereby fish farms are usually permitted development, to be a major constraint on
its power to achieve the right result for Exmoor.
7. The Park Committee therefore fully supports a change in the law to require that fish farms on new
sites and the expansion of existing farms have express planning permission. Our experience has been that
the mechanism of an Article 4 direction is inadequate in that it is not retrospective and can involve
compensation. Similarly the use of a procedure similar to that for farm buildings in National Parks would
be inadequate as it would not allow the Committee to challenge the principle as opposed to detailed siting
and design.
8. Use of full planning control would enable the Park Committee to make a considered assessment of
the merits of each case, to resist the unacceptable (subject of course to appeal) and to allow the
acceptable with suitable conditions to protect the environment.
1 February 1990

Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Deputy National Park Officer, Dyfed County Council
1.

SUMMARY

The National Park Authority welcomes the House of Commons Agriculture Committee’s timely
consideration of this subject, a matter of serious concern in the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park. The
Authority has one main and one subordinate recommendation to draw to the Committee’s attention:
1. Rsh-farming in marine waters should be subject to development control by Local Planning
Authorities, especially in and adjoining National Parks.
2. The subordinate recommendation is that Central Government should assume an active role
regarding research into the general question of marine resource management, in view of the increasing
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and conflicting pressures which some waters are subject to, with no clear responsibility for overall
co-ordination and control among the various public agencies involved.
3, In addition to these recommendations the NPA entirely supports the evidence and recommendations submitted by the Countryside Commission regarding inland fish-farming, with nothing to add
on that subject.
2. TRENDS IN THE SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR FARMED FISH AND FUTURE OUTLOOK

2.1 The National Park Authority is not qualified to comment on these issues from a commercial or
market viewpoint. It is however concerned to address the-question of supply and demand for fish-farm
sites in the Milford Haven Waterway, (described in the attached leaflets) much of which is bounded by
the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park.
2.2 The Committee will be aware of the scale of marine fish-farming in Scotland. The Milford Haven
Waterway is different from the typical Scottish sea lochs used for fish-farms. It has strong tides and
currents, is one of Britain’s biggest ports in terms of tonnage throughput, and is heavily used for
recreation. In addition to pleasure boat and fishing uses, the Pembrokeshire Coast Footpath and
Daugleddau Path lie along its banks, and its scenic quality is such that the lower and, upper reaches are in
the National Park. The middle reaches are dominated by the towns of Milford Haven and Neyland on the
north bank, arid Pembroke and Pembroke Dock on the south bank, with several oil jetties, refineries.
Royal Naval Dockyard, and a marina. The upper reaches—the Daugleddau sector of the National
Park—are particularly unspoilt, and contain several areas of special wildlife value on land, tidal foreshore
and the water.
2.3 The history of fish-farming in the area is outlined here, to illustrate trends in demand for new
operations and as background to the NPA’s recommendations.
2.4 Farming of oysters—once a staple fishery—was established in the late 1970’s by local families, and
continues on a relatively small scale in the Carew River, with economic benefits and no adverse effects. A
trout farm was later set up—again by a local family—in cages where HMS Warrior was previously
moored. This was also generally welcomed; reservations about its effect on the natural environment
appear to have been unfounded, but there have been complaints about all-night floodlighting—to guard
against poachers—from people living nearby.
2.5 In 1988 the first—so far the only—relatively large salmon farm was established near Warrior
Reach by a consortium of Welsh Water Authority and Norwegian interests. A lease to moor the cages to
the seabed was granted by the Crown Estate Commission, whose consultation seemed to produce
relatively little response; possibly because other interests had no precise idea of what was involved and
believed this operation would be similar to the generally innocuous Warrior trout farm. On the first
spring tide after installation, coinciding with a gale, the cages broke loose and ran aground, with a large
escape offish. The ecological effects have not yet been identified, but will be touched on later. However,
three other factors should be noted:
(i) We understand that, as part of Welsh Water’s functions regarding water quality and fisheries, an
independent engineer’s report is supposed to be required about measures necessary to prevent
escapes. No such report had been submitted, and Welsh Water’s policy was to require one only
after an escape occurred, and not before.
(ii) Neither this fish-farm nor the Warrior Reach farm had effluent discharge consents from Welsh
Water and had not been required to apply for them.
(iii) As part-owner of the fish-farm in question, Welsh Water drew some criticism of the way it
exercised its statutory functions. The situation has been rectified, in that the consents and
measures to prevent escapes have been effected; but largely under the auspices of the National
Rivers Authority as the body now responsible for water quality, separate from Welsh Water
PLC which retains its commercial interest in this operation. We cannot speculate on what might
have happened if this welcome rearrangement of responsibilities had not occurred, but consider
that the case illustrates the serious risks which can occur if a regulatory body has direct
commercial interests in what it is supposed to regulate—a matter which will be returned to later.
2.6 Much was learned from that experience, since when interest in fish-farming in the Haven has
quickened. Several Norwegian and one or two Canadian companies have made tentative proposals and
the Warrior Reach business hopes to expand elsewhere in the Haven. Three firm proposals and
applications for leases were submitted to the Crown Estate Commission in early 1988 for large new
fish-farms as indicated in Appendix 1.
2.7 These applications still await the Crown Estate Commission’s decision. As they were submitted
before the Environmental Assessment (Salmon Farming in Marine Waters) Regulations 1988 came into
effect in July 1988, they are not subject to these requirements. The Commission nevertheless made
widespread consultations, with the following results:
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(i) One of the proposals, in one of the National Park’s most unspoilt reaches, drew particular
opposition from local official and voluntary bodies and members of the public, for scenic,
recreation, navigation and conservation reasons. A subsequent application to Welsh Water for
discharge consent for this proposal was refused by NRA in September 1989 for lack of sufficient
supporting evidence.
(ii) Another, (near the jetty of the now-demolished ESSO refinery) drew little opposition, and a
general consensus that it is acceptable. How far it would be compatible with a current proposal
by other interests for bulk coal shipping at the jetty, with an imported 100,000 tonne stockpile,
has not yet been established.
(iii) Tlie third proposal—near Thorn Island—is seriously questioned for scenic and navigation
reasons, and—not least—because of doubts of the site’s exposure to occasionally extremely
heavy weather.
2.8 As a. result of questions raised by these consultations, the existing and prospective fish-farm
owners commissioned a research study by the Field Studies Council’s Fort Popton Research Centre (in
the National Park) which has a first-class reputation in marine ecology. It was understood that this study
of the Haven’s optimal fish-farm capacity would be submitted to the Crown Estate Commissioners to
assist their decision on the lease applications, and its findings would be circulated to other interests; e.g.
the NPA, Port Authority, Nature Conservancy Council, Sea Fisheries Committee etc.
2.9 We understand the study was completed in early 1989, but it has not been circulated. We do not
know if the Crown Estate Commission is aware of its findings, but certainly none of the other official
agencies with interests in the Haven have been informed. We surmise that the study was perhaps sceptical
about the scope for more fish-farming in the Haven which would not raise problems of one kind or
another for other uses and for conservation, especially in the Daugleddau sector of the National Park.
The Crown Estate Commission reaction, to this situation and to the lease applications is still awaited.
2.10 Several conclusions may be drawn this review of events, with reference to demand for fish-farms
in the Haven:
(i) The potential rate of growth is very great; from no fish-farms about 7 years ago, to two of
relatively modest scale by 1988, with firm proposals for three large operations, and several
tentative proposals awaiting the outcome of these pending applications.
(ii) This pressure is considerable in relation to the Haven’s size, extent of other water uses, natural
physical regime, and recreational and conservation value; factors which are very different from
those in Scottish sea lochs to which most British fish-farm experience and research relates.
(iii) Pressure for new operations now comes mainly from interests with no previous local or British
connection, and from outside the European Community. This raises questions about why, e.g.
the Norwegian Government does not allow Norwegian fish-farm business to expand in Norway,
and why they choose to come to the Milford Haven. The NPA and other bodies would be most
interested to know what problems have arisen in such areas outside UK before similar
operations are set up in Pembrokeshire, possibly with a repetition of those problems.
(iv) The fact that research into the Haven’s capacity for fish-farming is kept secret suggests that the
Haven may already be at or near its optimum capacity; which—we surmise—can only be
exceeded by detriment to other interests.
(v) It can therefore be suggested that, in relation to the Haven’s limitations, existing scale of
operations and pressures for expansion, there will only be one opportunity to ensure that
fish-farms here can be properly established to avoid long-term prejudice to other values. The
rate of growth in demand for fish-farm sites is so considerable that that opportunity is now; and
the current number of definite proposals may well be more than the Haven should
accommodate.
2.11 These conclusions—the last especially—are central to the National Park Authority’s subsequent
remarks and recommendations.
3. PLANNING AND OTHER LEGISLATIVE CONTROLS

3.1 The National Park Authority earnestly recommends that marine fish-farms should be subject to
development control by Local Planning Authorities as part of standard town and country planning
practice. The reasons for this recommendation are that:
(i) At present, only the Crown Estate Commission has effective control by virtue of its power to
grant or withhold leases for cages to be moored. Its obligations are fundamentally financial, to
derive revenue from these leases. As a matter of basic principle, and in the light of experience
with Welsh Water outlined earlier, it seems wrong that a body with direct commercial interests
in fish-farm operations should also be responsible for regulating them.
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(ii) The Crown Estate Commission and its staff are also a relatively small group, based in
London—a long way from the places where fish-farms are proposed. With the best will in the
world-^and we emphasise that we have no criticism of any kind about the goodwill with which
they carry out their duties—they cannot be expected to be very familiar with all the issues that
may need to be considered with regard to individual fish-farm proposals; or with monitoring of
operations to ensure compliance with any conditions which they may impose.
(iii) Many of these issues may be wide-ranging; navigation, visual impact and general ecological
effects may all be relevant considerations, sometimes in places relatively distant from the actual
proposal sites. We recognise that such factors may be considered by the Commissioners as part
of their consultation procedure and in Environmental Assessments required of lease applicants
under the 1988 Fish Farming Regulations; but we also note that:
(a)

those regulations do not apply to any of the current proposals in the Milford Haven,
submitted shortly before the regulations came into effect;

(b)

the Commission’s deliberations on all applications are private, and not open to any
public scrutiny;

(c)

there is no system of appeal or any other recourse whereby decisions may be
questioned.

(iv) The various interests affected by fish-farm proposals—including the fish-farmers—therefore
have no means of knowing what weight is given to the diverse and often conflicting factors
involved when the Commissioners make their decisions.
(v) While we make these criticisms of the system, we also recognise the lengths the Commission has
gone to in consultations on the current Haven applications. Nevertheless, we also note that
proposals have been accepted for consideration—and still await decision after 18 months—even
though they and the two existing operations appear to conflict in some respects with the
Commissioners’ own published Guidelines for marine fish-farms in Scotland; e.g. distance
between units, houses, hotels, recreation areas etc. Some double standards seem to apply. For
example, it is claimed that separate operations can be nearer to each other in the Haven than in
Scotland because its strong currents will prevent a build-up of detritus on the sea-bed; but if this
is so, it also means the currents can transmit disease more rapidly and widely—in which case,
units should be further apart than in a sheltered loch. The extent to which the Guidelines are
applied seems to vary in inverse proportion to the likely revenue to the Commission.
(vi) Lease applications appear to be considered in no overall local or national policy framework.
Where the basis of a framework exists—e.g. in the FSC research study of the Haven—it is kept
secret, even from such statutory agencies as the National Rivers Authority with regard to
effluent discharge applications. None of the interests involved on the public’s behalf has any idea
of the Commission’s reaction to this situation.
(vii) These points all emanate from one fundamental defect in the system; i.e., its lack of public
accountability. It has developed by default of any proper consideration of the complex issues
involved, is undemocratic, and cannot possibly be regarded as the best method by which the
valuable resource of inshore waters should be managed, especially in such a complex area as the
Milford Haven. The Crown Estate Commission is primarily a financial agency, not a government
department nor a planning, resource, or development management authority, and appears to be
charged with no social or environmental objectives.
(viii) It seems unreasonable that it should still be expected to fulfil the role which has somehow been
put upon it. It is also difficult to understand why it should want to retain this quasi development
control role, except to safeguard its financial interest as a landlord. We do not consider this to be
an equitable basis for decisions with wide-ranging implications for a wide variety of other
interests.
3.2 The suggested remedy—that fish-farming should be subject to local planning authority
control—would overcome these defects, and still allow the Crown Estate Commission to draw revenue as
landlord from fish-farms which receive planning consent. LPA control would require decisions on
applications to be open, publicly accountable, independent of direct financial interest, and open to
appeal to Ministers. Such decisions would also be made by democratically elected representatives with
detailed first-hand knowledge of the issues and areas involved.
3.3 We recognise that NRA has powers to control fish-farms through discharge consents. This should
continue, as NRA is directly accountable to government and its decisions are open to Ministers. But this
cannot be regarded as an alternative to LPA control, as NRA's functions specifically relate to water
quality and do not include other factors which may be relevant.
3.4 The recommendation that fish-farms shouJd be subject to LPA control already has a parallel, in
that intensive livestock units are subject to LPA development control (unlike many other forms of
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agricultural development) for sound environmental reasons. Fish-farms too are intensive livestock units.
The only major difference is that they are in the water, outside the normal boundaries of LPA’s. This in
itself need not be a fundamental problem, as a precedent for Local Authority control of fish-farms in
inshore waters already operates in Shetland. We understand that the boundaries of the Isle of Wight may
also be extended to include adjoining waters, to the same effect.
3.5 If the recommendation cannot be applied universally, we submit that it should operate at least in
waters adjoining National Parks. Again, an agricultural and planning parallel exists, in that certain
agricultural developments exempt elsewhere are in effect subject to planning control in National Parks,
under the General Development Order 1988 (Statutory Instrument 1988 No. 1813) Part 6, paragraph
A(2)(2).and references therein. This legislation only applies to siting and design—in our opinion an insuff
icient basis for decision on a fish-farm development, if the basic issue of whether it should be allowed at
all comes into question. This problem could be overcome by amendment of the GDO regarding marine
fish-farms; or by a special “Fish farms in National Parks” clause in the intensive livestock unit legislation,
with appropriate amended details regarding e.g. distance from shore and other buildings.
3.6 We must emhasise that the National Park Authority is not opposed to fish-farms on principle. It
has no objection for example to one of the current proposals in the Haven. Its prime concern is that the
decision-making process should be changed as soon as possible, in the general public interest.
4. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

4.1 Some have been touched on earlier—e.g. distance between fish-farms in the Flaven in relation to
the Crown Estate Commission’s Guidelines for Scotland. Detailed evidence will no doubt be presented
by other bodies in the light of their experience regarding, for example, problems of predator control,
effluent and nutrient discharges, disease, escapes, effects of additives and chemicals and all these factors’
impact. We understand such issues are already critical in some Scottish situations, and are anxious they
should not become so in Pembrokeshire.
4.2 There is a more fundamental local problem however, in that few people seem to know much about
how these factors may operate within the Haven because of the lack of adequate research; and, as
remarked earlier, details of the Haven’s fish-farm capacity in the context of such environmental factors
(the F.S.C. study) are still secret. We speculate from this that the situation is already, or may soon
become, critical.
4.3 Apart from future impacts, the effects of past events are not yet clear. The large escape of salmon
is an illustration; many—or all, for all that anybody knows—may have been taken by natural predators. If
not, the fear is that:
(a) the more aggressive strain of farmed fish may be driving out native fish;
(b) yet be unable to reproduce themselves because of their—as we understand it—artificiallyinduced genetic structure;
(c) thus producing a population crash of salmon in the Haven’s extensive catchment area, with
serious wildlife, recreation and economic implications.
4.4 The actual consequences are not yet clear, and the problem is compounded by the lack of
comprehensive base-line data before the fish-farms were established, without the benefit of discharge
consents.
4.5 However, two other environmental issues are clearly evident. First, experience already suggests
that large cages—clearly visible by day and floodlit at night—would be an unacceptable intrusion in or
near the National Park, in relation to the Park Authority’s statutory duties regarding landscape
conservation and public enjoyment. Secondly, the effects on water recreation have produced complaints,
illustrated in the letter in Appendix 2, included in this submission with the writer’s permission.
4.6 The Authority is not persuaded that such factors are given sufficient weight by the Crown Estate
Commission’s deliberations. Perhaps they are; because of the secrecy which surrounds the matter, we
have no means of knowing either way.
4.7 A separate issue also gives us some concern. Marine paints containing tributyl tin have been
banned for use on small pleasure craft, because of their extreme adverse effects on shellfish. It is claimed
that TBT in a dilution equivalent in time terms to one second in 20,000 years can cause some common
species—e.g. whelks—to change sex so that they all become male, with obvious reproductive problems.
TBT paints are still permitted as anti-fouling on merchant ships and the throughput of vessels visiting the
Haven suggests that up to 11 acres of TBT paint may be floating there at any time; possibly posing serious
problems for local oyster farming and marine life generally. This situation may be exacerbated if TBT can
also still be used on other fish-farm cages, but w'e have no information on that point. We suggest the
general TBT question demands some action in the interests of fish and shellfish farming and the overall
marine environment.
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4.8 While most remarks about the environmental effects of marine fish-farms are criticisms, it should
also be noted that their presence can in some circumstances have environmental benefits; in the Haven
for example, compensation paid by an oil company’s insurers to a fish-farm for a total loss of fish
following an oilspill incident has produced more stringent anti-oilspill measures.
5. GRANT AIDS

5.1 We have nothing to say about the principle. But if grants are made from any public funds for
fish-farms in or near a National Park, they should be conditional on the NPA’s agreement; as is the case
with MAFF/WOAD farm grant schemes.
6. ECONOMIC BENEFITS AND EMPLOYMENT

6.1 We can offer no specific information, except to note that:
(a) numbers employed locally are very small;
(b) some of this employment, in the light of remarks in Appendix 2, runs the risk of prejudicing
other economic enterprises.
6.2 The National Park Authority welcomes the economic benefits which fish-farming can bring to the
area, as long as it avoids such conflicts. It does not believe the Crown Estate Commission is in the best
position to reconcile them, and does not appear to be required to do so. This underlines the
recommendation that fish-farming should be subject to LPA control, the main objective of which is to
resolve competing claims for resource uses as democratically as possible to the general public benefit.
7. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROVISIONS AND REQUIREMENTS

7.1 The need for research about the Haven environment has been touched on earlier, to provide:
(a) baseline data against which new proposals can be considered, and,
(b) a context for operational monitoring.
7.2 The requirement seems clear, and the necessary expertise appears to be available. The problem
focusses on who should commission it. So far, only the fish-farmers have done so, with the secretive result
referred to earlier. Similarly, Environmental Assessments required to accompany lease applications to
the Crown Estate Commission under the 1988 Fish Farm Regulations would presumably be private to the
applicants and the Commission.
7.3 In the NPA’s opinion, there should be an additional requirement that research findings should be
accessible to other public interests. If the recommendation that fish-farms should be subject to LPA
control is adopted, this would be achieved; but we consider it should apply in any event in view of the
variety of interests concerned in fish-farming and its effects. However, the conduct of research presents
some problems.
7.4 If a prospective operator alone commissions research into the environmental topics relevant to his
proposal, it may be unreasonable to regard the findings as the main basis for decision; they might be
edited before circulation in order not to prejudice his application, and may therefore be slightly suspect as
“independent” evidence. Whether wholly accurate or not, other prospective operators might use the
same material at no cost to themselves; which perhaps is unfair to those who paid for it originally.
7.5 Some things which need examination should perhaps be regarded as the research business of some
other body. For example—which may not be a good one, but it illustrates the point—it might be expected
that NRA would have research data about water quality and dynamics affecting a private fish-farm site;
and also be reasonably expected that the fish-farmer should produce evidence of how his proposal will or
will not change these things. But if NRA does not have such prior data of its own, it may not be
reasonable to expect the applicant to find it all for himself; particularly if—to avoid suspicions of
distortion—the applicant’s research also needs to be verified by separate NRA investigations. NRA
might just as well have done it in the first place.
7.6 This general point applies especially if the research topic relates to opposition to a particular
proposal. Also, research costs to the applicant, if he is to provide public evidence on all environmental
aspects, might deter some proposals which that research—had it been undertaken—might have proved to
be acceptable. In that regard the NPA has no wish to see acceptable fish-farms deterred any more than it
wants to see unacceptable ones allowed.
7.7 However, the public agencies who might reasonably be expected to provide the necessary data
about their particular subjects of concern may not be capable of doing so very readily in response to
fish-farm applications which suddenly arise. The 28 day period for comment on Environmental
Statements allowed for as the Crown Estate Commission’s consultation process under the 1988 Fish
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Fanning Regulations seems to be inadequate in relation to the research data presently available.
Reactions tend to be snap intuitive judgements, made on relatively little scientific evidence; which the
Crown Estate Commission may consider is insufficient reason to refuse a well-presented case by an
applicant, carefully prepared over a long period, which the other interests have too little time to verify in
an equally detailed scientific manner.
7.8 Research responsibilities among the public agencies involved are also unco-ordinated in relation to
the wide range of issues raised by fish-farming. Where the Haven is concerned, Welsh Water and the
NRA may have some relevant material, as have the Nature Conservancy Council and Dyfed Wildlife
Trust on wildlife aspects. The Milford Haven Port Authority knows a great deal about weather, tide, and
current conditions relevant to fish-farming but much of this is the unwritten knowledge of its staff. The
NPA has information on tourism, recreation and scenic implications; and so on for all the other agencies
involved—MAFF, Sea Fisheries Committee, Port Health Authority, etc. But the only overall
co-ordination of data so far undertaken has not been released. We suggest that government involvement
in research is necessary to resolve the situation.
7.9 At the same time, a variety of other proposals are in the air which affect the Haven and its
fish-farming potential: including a large coal-handling terminal, import of toxic waste, a paper factory
and other industrial schemes, several marinas, and more development of tourism. Research and policy
co-ordination is at present virtually impossible because of the division of—responsibilities—District
Councils, National Park Authority and County Council for developments on land, Department Of
Transport, MoD and Port Authority for things that float, Welsh Water/NRA for things that flow, Crown
Estate Conunission for the sea-bed, with Wales Tourist Board, Welsh Development Agency, Sports
Council for Wales, Nature Conservancy Council, Port Health Authority etc., also having interests in the
way in which the Haven area is used.
7.10 In the light of all these issues, the Park Authority has two concluding recommendations:
(a) More open and co-ordinated research is needed regarding all the issues raised by fish-farming.
As the only body whose functions embrace all the elements involved (except for the sea-bed)
Welsh Office we suggest should assume the lead role in the Haven. The NationalPark Authority
suggested Welsh Office might begin by buying into the FSC study as a joint client, which would
thus ensure—as part of the commission—that it was published. This suggestion was rejected,
with the consequence already mentioned. Copies of correspondence can be provided.
(b) Such research should not be limited to fish-farming. The general question of marine resource
policy and management needs to be addressed, with the Haven as a crucial initial area of study.
Again, we consider that no other agency can give the necessary lead except Welsh Office, ideally
in the context of action for the coast of UK as a whole.
27 October 1989

Supplementary information relating to the preceeding memorandum
Re: para 2.5 (in):
Effluent-discharge consent for Warrior Reach trout farm was given by NRA in 1989, and a decision is
pending regarding consent for 18 more cages. Discharge consent application for Aquanorse was
withdrawn. Neither unit holds any fish in February 1990.
Re: para 2.7 (i):
Discharge consent application for Beggars Reach was refused by NRA, and applicants subsequently
announced itts withdrawal. Whether they have withdrawn application to Crown Estate Commission for a
sea bed lease is not known to us, but they have stated they may be seeking consent for a mussel farm in
the same area.
Re: para 2.9, 2.10 (iv) & (v):
A copy of the F.S.C. Fort Popton report was placed in the Milford Haven Port Authority HQ in
November ‘89; for public inspection, on condition that none of it was quoted without written consent of
the clients who commissioned. In February 1990, the clients agreed to sell a copy to PCNPA, for £50, in
view of the House of Commons Agriculture Committee Enquiry. A summary is appended to these notes.
Re: para 3.4:
Isle of Wight boundary extensions we understand related to sea bed under some piers; probably
irrelevant to the fish-farming question.
9 February 1990
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Examination of Witnesses
Chairman, ACC National Parks Committee, member of Cheshire County
Council, LADY GASS, Chairman, Exmoor National Park Committee, MR GEORGE J YEOMANS,
Deputy National Park Officer, Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, MR JOHN CHAPMAN, Solictor to
the Lake District Special Planning Board and MR DAVID STAZICKER, Under Secretary, ACC, all of
the Association of County Councils, examined.

MR ALLAN RICHARDSON,

Chairman
511. Good morning, Mr Richardson. Would
you be kind enough to introduce your colleaques?
(Mr Richardson] I have on niy immediate right
Lady Gass, then John Chapman. Lady Gass is
from the Exmoor National Park Committee; she is
the Chairman. John Chapman is Solicitor to the
Lake District Special Planning Board. Then vve
have George Yeomans on my far right who is the
Deputy National Park Officer for the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, which ties up with
the last part of the meeting you had. On my
immediate left is David Stazicker who is the Under
Secretary at the ACC.

(Mr Richardson) No; we are defining it so far as
fish farming is concerned at the present moment.
We do think that the large developments on farms
are now under control. We do not believe in
having to get.permission for permission’s sake. We
do think there should be flexibility within the
farming world. We did make this proposition to
Mrs Bottomley who thought there was merit in it
and she would be awaiting your considerations
before she moved had she still been there.
514. It is quite clear in this inquiry, whether it is
north or south of the border that this whole
question of who gives planning permission and for
what is a highly contentious subject and we are
examining witnesses with all sorts of different
points of view. What you are saying is that you do
not wish the scene to be changed for agriculture
because you think that whatever the present
arrangements are they are sufficiently satisfactory,
but you would like to put fish farming into a
different category and treat it separately from
ordinary agriculture.
(Mr Richardson) Ordinary agriculture does have
to have planning permissions for various things.

512. Your evidence and your team indicate that
you are particularly and. exclusively interested in
this matter as it affects National Parks. We are,
however, interested on a much wider basis. We
would like to know what the ACC thinks about
their present planning rights outside National
Parks. Do you think that fish farming should
continue to benefit from permitted development
rights, that is to be treated as agriculture?
(Mr Richardson) When we first came here we
never intended just to deal with it from the
National Park point of view. National Parks, quite
515. For buildings over a certain size.
obviously because of their special status, are a
(Mr Richardson) For buildings over a certain
special case. Quite obviously they have cases they
wish to bring to your attention but it does apply to size and access; a whole host of things that
all areas. You could spoil the environment or the agriculture has to have; the cooperation of either
beauty of an area whether it is in a National Park district or county council. A lot of agriculture now,
or not. It is our view that the developnent rights because of the decline, goes in for tourism and bed
ought to be withdrawn and brought under the and breakfast and all sorts of things like that, like
normal planning laws. There are enough areas we do in Cheshire so we must have an interest in it.
under directives from DOE to be able to control We have the odd fish farm in Cheshire as well but
councils if they do silly things. We are not against that is tucked away and would liave been given
fish farming, as the Scottish people. We are in the permission in any case. What we want to do is try
same boat as they are. Where it is right we really to protect areas that can be seen, that can be not of
want to assist and help. We do feel that there are benefit to tourism, that can destroy certain areas
places of special national beauty and natural within our National Parks and our natural beauty
beauty that could possibly be put in jeopardy if fish spots that we have no control over whatsoever at
farming under the permitted development rights the present moment.
(Mr Stazicker) We can see that some of the
was able to go ahead without any reference at all to
structures
associated with fish farming, which we
anybody else.
(Mr Stazicker) There is an additional point, that would like to see brought under control, are not
the environment does not respect artificial bounda- inherently very different from some of the things
ries and therefore what happens outside a National which in ordinary agriculture may not need plannPark may have an impact inside it. Therefore the ing permission. It is a complex question of interacNational Parks are concerned with what happens tion between the activity itself, fish farming, and
maybe upstream on a river which crosses the the sort of landscape in which fish farming can
boundary; but that is additional to the point Mr physically be conducted. In a way there is a certain
inconsistency in our attitude between farming in
Richardson is making.
general and fish farming. One could say we are
513. Is it the policy of the ACC to ask the seeking a stricter regime for fish farming than for
Government to change the General Development agriculture in general, but that is related to the
Order in such a way tliat all agricultural develop- interaction between fish farming and landscape
ments will then fall under normal planning permis- and environment which is rather different because
of the different landscape in which it happens to
sion or not?
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[Chairman Contd]
fit, not just in National Parks or areas of outstanding natural beauty but because inland fish farming
happens to be a river valley activity; it interacts
with its environment in a different way from the
generality of agriculture.
516. 1 shall examine that statement with care.
You are slightly having your cake and eating it. I
hear what you say and your evidence is helpful.
Could we then go onto the question of National
Parks? What are your views? Lady Gass kindly
sent us some pictures and it is quite clear that most
National Park authorities dislike developments of
almost any sort in their areas. I have considerable
sympathy with that point of view because in many
ways most development is intrusive. Perhaps you
would like to say whether you thought it possible
to allow fish farming and if so under what
conditions and what powers you need and so on?
(Lady Gass) We are not against fish farming as
such. There are some places within National Parks
where it would be quite suitable and where there
would be no objection to it. There are other places
where just one fish farm can destroy an extremely
sensitive landscape. For anyone who knows
Exmoor, one of its chief features is the river valleys
and the coombs which are exceptionally beautiful.
They are one of the reasons for designation as a
National Park. What we would like would be to
have to be asked before somebody intrudes into
that landscape. Then imnany cases they would get
planning permission, in some they would get
planning permission with modifications and in
other cases we might have to say that we thought it
was so intrusive it was going to spoil the landscape
which the National Park was designed to protect.
517. Do you not have special powers at any rate
over developments in National Parks? As a farmer
in a National Park I have a tougher regime to deal
with, do I not?
(Lady Gass) Yes, you do. The thing is that fish
farms seem to be a grey area. I do not know
whether you all have copies of this booklet which
has pictures in, but I have some more if anyone
would like them. At first it was thought that fish
farming did require planning permission, then
after talking to the NFU it was thought that
perhaps it did not. It a grey area and somebody can
in fact dig a fish farm over the weekend without
asking anybody. They are therefore much less
controlled than agriculture.
(Mr Chapman) The position has changed over
the years. At first fish farms being treated as
agricultural development under the old General
Development Order of 1977 did not require
specific consent because digging holes in the
ground was engineering operations for the purposes of agriculture on agricultural land. The
loophole was partly closed when the General
Development order was amended to stop an abuse
which involved the extraction of minerals as a
preliminary to the establishment of fish farms.
Subsequently that has been further closed by the
1988 Order and currently our understanding in the
Lake District is that you could not ab initio start a

[Continued

fish farm by carrying out excavations. You must, as
a prerequisite, have a registered fish farm business
licence from the Ministry of Agriculture before
you can carry out permitted development rights.
However, we are very concerned that that is not a
view which is shared by, for example, the NFU,
who take a rather different view about the'^e
matters.
518. Surprise, surprise. It is conceivable to
argue that the 1988 changes in the GDO did not
actually specify aquaculture or fish farming and
probably should have done. Would that be your
view?
(Mr Richardson) Yes, that is right.
519. Did the ACC make representations at the
time or was it one of those things that just slipped
away?
(Mr Stazicker) No, we did make representations
but of course that revision of the GDO was being
conducted in the context of the Government’s
“lifting the burden” exercise. It was basically a
deregulatory measure. We did say “Yes, we think
on this particular issue the GDO should be revised
in the opposite direction”. Ministers were not at
that stage disposed to do that and then of course
there were subsequent discussions which culminated in the agreement of Ministers that the issue
of fish farming and permitted development would
not be addressed in the more recent revision of
permitted use rights in the countryside which took
place during 1989 but that it would await the
outcome of this Committee’s consideration.
Chairman: It is a very difficult question for us to
deal with. We are going to a lot of trouble to make
sure we get everybody’s views on this for obvious
reasons.
Mr MacDonald
520. Are you aware that there is in existence an
Act of Parliament, the Salmon and Freshwater
Fisheries Act, 1975, which authorised the Ministry
of Agriculture in one of its sections to issue
licences for fish farms? Are you aware of the
existence of this provision? It has never actually
leen used and the latest word from the Ministry is
that they have no intention of evoking it. It does
mean that there is legislation in place that could be
used and I was wondering whether you were aware
of that and if so whether you had put pressure on
the Ministry to invoke this licensing system in
respect of National Parks for example?
(Mr Yeomans) We were not aware of it in
Pembrokeshire. I do not think the Welsh Office is
either because we addressed this point to them, not
in relation to that particular Act but we asked
whether they had any locus in this matter and in
particular would they sponsor some research which
we thought it essential to be widely circulated. The
Welsh Office replied that they had no standing in it
at all and it was entirely up to the Crown Estate
Commission.
(Mr Richardson) To go further than that, we are
aware that MAFF can grant licences but that is in
the main on whether or not there is sufficient water
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supply, that the pollutants must not come back into
the river or whatever; it is a controlling measure
more than a planning measure.
521. That might be under later regulations.
There is this about diseases and so on. But there is
a more general provision in place, through the
1975 Act, which would allow MAFF to issue
licences on general grounds if they so wished but
they have never invoked this pov/er. I have only
just become aware of it. Probably quite a few
MAFF officials are unaware of it. I was wondering
whether you had been aware of it and whether you
had pressed MAFF to invoke that provision of the
1975 Act.
(Mr Richardson) We have never been aware of it
as a measure that would assist with environmental
problems as against the production of fish.
(Lady Gass) I do not know that a provision of
that kind would be the answer to the question
because we really need to be asked on environmental grounds what we think. If you have an
agricultural building of greater than 5,000 square
feet you have to ask for permission and even quite
a small fish farm in the wrong place could have a
much greater environmental impact and affect the
tourism and the beauty of the countryside for
people to look at, than quite a small agricultural
building. It is not really quite the same criteria
which are being used. We are thinking about the
effect on the environment and a small fish farm can
have a big effect. You might have a big fish farm in
the right place which had a small effect.
522. Absolutely; I take your point. I do not
want to go on about it but in this section 29 of the
1975 Act it does say that licences can be issued with
conditions according to those the Minister sees fit
to apply. So these conditions could be open and
general and could be related to particular areas
rather than throughout the country too. It might be
something worth looking at.
(Lady Gass) Thank you.
Mr Amos
523. Could I ask about the General Development Order and Article 4 Directions? My own
local authority have recently had to deal with an
Article 4 Direction and the outcome was not
entirely satisfactory so perhaps I could press you
on this particular point. As I understand it the
ACC recommend amending the GDO to remove
all permitted development rights for fish farms in
National Parks. Local authorities may, however,
serve an Article 4 Direction on a farmer withdrawing permitted development rights and requiring
him to submit a planning application. Two points
arise from that. First of all, do the numbers and the
impact of contentious developments warrant a
blanket withdrawal of all permitted development
rights for fish farms in National Parks? Secondly,
why does the ACC consider that the Article 4
machinery is an unsatisfactory alternative to amending the GDO?
(Mr Chapman) I hope not to be too legalistic
and make this inaccessible but there are four
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points. Article 4 Directions may not be retrospective in their effect if they have to be submitted
to the Secretary of State who can decide whether
he will confirm these or not. It is only in limited
circumstances in relation to dwellings where they
may take immediate effect. In relation to agricultural development the local planning authority submits them to the Secretary of State and may be
doing so in circumstances where that permitted
development is already being exploited by the
particular developer. That is a weakness in the
system. Secondly, compensation is payable if
ultimately once the development has been brought
within planning control the local planning authority refuses consent. It is our experience that the
determination of compensation issues is frequently
a long drawn-out and somewhat harrowing process
for the local planning authority. It goes into these
things without knowing ultimately what the level of
compensation may be. There is a deterrent there to
using this mechanism except in extreme cases.
Thirdly, they do not bear upon the use of land
which is of course a matter conferred by the
primary legislation through Section 22 of the
Planning Act. They only affect permitted development rights. You may not take away the right to
develop land through that mechanism. Fourthly,
they are very much site specific. If I could quote
from the Secretary of State’s own advice in Cirular
22/88, Appendix D which refers to Article 4
Directions, says that such action will rarely be
justified unless there is a real and specific threat,
that is that there is, reliable evidence to suggest that
permitted development is likely to take place
which could damage an interest of acknowledged
importance. He likewise takes the view that it
would not be right to apply them in a blanket sense
and therefore they have to relate to a specific site.
It is unlikely that you would get an Article 4
Direction for more than a relatively discrete area
within your planning area’s control.
(Mr Yeomans) Hiere is the further point that the
GDO does not affect fish farming in marine waters at
all. I have some illustrations here of one which is
vei7 well sited as to be virtually invisible, tucked in
against a north facing cliff, which is actually outside
the National Park and another one about the size of
a football field, stuck in the middle of a particularly
beautiful stretch of water which is in the National
Park, which is totally outside our control.
Chairman
524. And you think they ought to be, do you?
(Mr Yeomans) Yes.
525. Who should be the planning authority?
(Mr Yeomans) In the National Park it would be
the National Park Authority and in the districts it
would be the district. If it were a site straddling the
boundary presumably it would be the county.
526. Why do you think you do not have the
power now?
(Mr Yeomans) We have not. The power resides
solely with the Crown Estate Commission. Our
concern ...
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527. Are those lakes Crown Estate property in
England?
(Mr Chapman) Mr Yeomans is speaking of
estuarial waters. I speak for the National Park for
inland lake waters. To that extent there is a
distinction.
528. Let Us get this straight then. On inland
lakes do you consider that somebody who wishes
to put a tank in a lake requires planning permission
for that?
(Mr Chapman) That is a matter which is
contentious at the present time.
529. Exactly. That is why I am asking what you
think.
(Mr Richardson) We think they should.
530. Have you sought a legal opinion-on this or
tried a case?
(Mr Chapman) We quote a recent case which
the Lake District National Park Authority
determined that planning consent was required for
the location of cages on a lake but this was strongly
disputed by the developer. Ultimately that appeal
in iactwas abandoned, although without prejudice
to the developer’s view that he might come back at
any stage and re-promote it.
531. That is not a lot of help to us. Let us go
back to Mr Yeomans then. You kindly brought us
some pictures of these two examples. We fully
understand about the role of the Crown Estate
Commissioners and you heard the evidence we
were taking earlier this morning. Are those two
pictures in England?
(Mr Yeomans) No, sir, they are both in the
Milford Haven waterway. The same situation
would apply in England if you were talking about
the Fowey or wherever.
532. We do not think there are more than two
fish farms in estuarial waters in England but we
may have got it wrong. How many do you think
you have in Wales?
(Mr Yeomans) Two.
533. Those two.
(Mr Yeomans) Yes, but there are about half a
dozen applications pending and have been for two
years.
534. Are you as dissatisfied with the Crown
Estate Commissioners as some of our witnesses
were earlier this morning?
(Mr Yeomans) Yes, sir.
535. That is at least quite clear. Even though
one you approve of and one you do not?
(Mr Yeomans) Yes, As everyone is at pains to
emphasise, we are not against fish farming in
marine waters on principle, it is purely that we
think the matter should be subject to a comfortable
control.
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536. I shall ask you the same question I asked
earlier. Why do you think it is not? And have you
made yoiir representations to the Crown Estate
Commissioners?
(Mr Yeomans) Yes, we have.
537. Have you any reason to believe they are
going to overrule your views?
(Mr Yeomans) I cannot answer that I am afraid.
538. Have you put up your protests on these
other applications?
(Mr Yeomans) Yes.
539. I would have thought, given the evidence
we have had from the Crown Estate, they would
take very serious consideration of your views.
(Mr Yeomans) We hope they will but how they
will actually decide we do not know. There is some
reason for my saying that in that a study of the
carrying capacity of the Milford Haven waterway
was commissioned by the fish farmers and was
published a year ago. Because its findings were not
entirely supportive of the fish farmers’ case it was
kept secret until last week when we managed to get
the clients who had commissioned it to release it.
That has been with the Crown Estate Commission,
we understand, fpr a year now. So they have had
independent scientific evidence which suggests that
some of these applications should have been
turned, which would back up the objections that
have already been made by other interests two
years ago. They still have not decided, which is
why we are a little bit sceptical about their
independence, especially when we have the other
sad case Of the second fish farm which was
developed in the area, partly owned by the Welsh
Water Authority, which was put in a place where
everybody said it would not stay beyond the next
gale and it did not. It broke loose with a massive
loss of fish, and none of the proper effluent
discharge consents or measures to prevent escapes
being taken wliich were the responsibility of Welsh
Water had in fact been taken. There is always that
questionmark which underlies the independence of
anybody which has a direct commercial interest in
the operation which they are supposed to regulate,
which was the position with the Welsh Water
Authority and is the position with the Crown
Estate.
540. I think that is no longer, so that problem
has been solved at least in terms of the river
authorities.
(Mr Yeomans) Yes but not with the Crown
Estate.
(Mr Stazicker) That is the main point that we
would like to add to what our Scottish colleagues
said earlier this morning. The key to our objection
to the Crown Estate Commission’s regime is that in
effect they are acting as entrepreneurs in their
administration of estuarial and other coastal waters
and there is a conflict of interest, if they combine
that commercial interest with a licensing or
approval function. We would draw a parallel with
various other instances in recent years where the
Crown has given up its immunity from normal
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statutory controls when it is acting in effect as an
entrepreneur, provider of services and so forth. It
has accepted a stricter regime under planning
control, it has given up immunity under various
statutes. I will not attempt to list them now but
there is a general trend in that direction and the
logic of our case is that the Crown Estate Commissioners should likewise abrogate their jurisdiction
over coastal waters.
Mr MacDonald
541. Could I follow on the Milford Haven
example of a waterway. The Department of
Transport also has a locus in evaluating applications from a navigation point of view. Do you have
any complaints or problems with the way the
bepartnent of Transport handle their responsibilities?
(Mr Yeomans) No. Most of it appears to be
delegated to the Milford Haven Port Authority. If
they agree with a particular application or objection then the Department of Transport tends to go
the same way. They do concern themselves largely
with big ships and this is a very large oil port. The
recreational aspect of boating does tend to get
overlooked and there have been numerous complaints from yachtsmen and in particular people
running a fairly new marina.
Mrs Winterton
542. I have a question on TBT. In both the
evidence from the ACC and from you, Mr Yeomans, you refer to the anomaly where TBT paints
are still permitted on merchant craft but not on
pleasure craft. This goes very deep with our
Chairman who is himself a yachtsman. Would you
say that this limited prohibition has actually
reduced the area of surface water that is affected
by TBT?
(Mr Yeomans) As far as the prohibition on
yachts is concerned, there are about 1,000 yachts
moored in or around this particular patch of water
at any peak period; most of them are ashore. The
average size of yacht means that you are probably
talking about an acre or two of boat’s bottom
which is being exposed to the water. If you look at
the throughput of merchant ships at the port there
is . an average of 11 acres of ship’s bottom being
exposed, all of which could be containing TBT. We
are not so much concerned with the effect of this
on fin fish farms, although we are worried that fin
fish farms might be painted with TBT paints. The
real concern is with shell fishing because there are
some oyster beds and mussel beds in the area as
well. There is also very much concern with the
natural ecological system of shellfish and everything else associated with it.
543. What impact has the ban on TBT made on
the oyster farming in the Estuary?
(Mr Yeomans) The ban on yachts is motes and
beams.
544. Tiny; yes. So there has not been a significant impact in other words.

[Continued

(Mr Yeomans) No. The whole thing has not
been properly evaluated, that was the main thrust
of our concern, that it should be explored in more
detail.
Chairman
545. It was a question of what could be done
and what could not be done and they could ban it
from yachtsmen and they could not ban it off the
big ships. Very unfair! That is history.
(Mr Richardson) Lady Gass would like to draw
to your attention the various controls that are on
agriculture in the National Parks that give fish
farmers a head start.
(Lady Gass) Perhaps I did not make this quite
clear earlier. There is already a great deal of
control over agricultural activities in National
Parks. All farm buildings and farm tracks have
some form of control but a fish farm which can
totally change a landscape is not the subject of any
controls. What we should like to do would be to
get controls organised to get rid of an anomaly, not
to try to change controls over all farming.
546. Where are your fish farms? Are they on the
River Exe? You kindly sent us a map.
(Lady Gass) We have some booklets with
photographs.^ Can I give you these. The most
obvious one is oh the River Haddeo.
547. We have had one but it has been photocopied and is not very satisfactory.
(Lady Gass) This has some coloured photographs.
548. I am not unfamiliar with your part of the
world for various reasons.
(Lady Gass) Yes, I realise that. You can see the
first example which is the Exmoor trout farm at
Hartford. We have a lot of photographs of the
excavations looking down from Haddon Hill up
above. This is one which we very much regret was
able to happen without us being able to stop it.
549. This is numbers 4, 5 and 6 is it.
(Lady Gass) Yes, 4, 5 and 6 and then over the
page what it looks like now that it is more
established; 7 and 8. If you walk up onto that hill,
which is a beautiful open moorland you suddenly
come across this alien intrusion of these rectangular things. The next one, which is at Weir, Pixton,
is one for which we gave planning permission
because it is in a location next to buildings where it
could be accommodated. It shows that we are not
just anti-everything. In the right place they are fine
and in the wrong place they are awful.
550. They applied for and you gave them
planning permission but in the first case they did
not apply and you did not give them planning
permission.
(Lady Gass) In the case of Exmoor Trout at
Hartford they applied for planning permission and
it was turned down. Then after speaking to the
NFU it became doubtful whether they needed
^ Available from Exmoor National Park Department.
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planning pemiission or not so they went ahead.
The Article 4 Direction was then put on but of
course that could not apply retrospectively.
551. Not very satisfactory, I quite agree.
(Lady Gass) It is really this grey area which is
very unsatisfactory.
552. Is it the ACC’s experience that other
National Parks are in this trouble?
(Mr Richardson) Yes.
553. There is a number of cases is there?
(MrRichardson) Yes. North York Moors and of
course the Lake District do have problems.
Mrs Winterton
554. What about the Peak Park?
(Mr Richardson) I have not known of a problem
as yet in the Peak Park.
Chairman
555. That is really all we can do usefully this
morning. It is unlikely we shall have time, I fear, in

[Continued

the timescale we have given ourselves —there is a
certain element of urgency about this matter—to
come to visit you on Exmoor directly but thank
you for letting us have these photographs. We
certainly take on board the points you have made
and we are going to visit some inland trout farms in
Hampshire where we shall see their impact on the
countryside. You can rest.assured we are all fairly
familiar with it. Thank you very much indeed for
coming today.
(Mr Richardson) Thank you very much for
seeing .us. As a farmer I do not go for regulations
unless they are really needed, but I do think there
should be some proper controls so that we do not
soil our own nest. Possibly in the wrong places this
could be it. I know Bill Meadows, when he was
Chairman of Exmoor, was on at me. I did not
realise the scale of the problem until I went to see
for myself. We do not want too much regulation.
Regulation can be done with the directives from
the DOE so that we make proper decisions if we
are given that chance. Thank you very much.
Chairman: Thank you.
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TUESDAY 6 MARCH 1990
THE COMMITTEE MET AT THE TOWN HALL, BERWICK
Members present:
Mr Jerry Wiggin, in the Chair
Mr Richard Alexander
Mr Calum MacIDonald
Mr Alan Amos
Mr Eric Martlew
Mr Christopher Gill
Mrs Ann Winterton

Memorandum submitted by Shetland Islands Council
1.0

SUMMARY

1.1 This memorandum will concentrate firstly on three topics, namely: Planning and legislative
control; Environmentarissues; Economic benefits and employment opportunities, and will demonstrate
that Shetland stands apart from the rest of the United Kingdorn in.terms of local authority participation in
the effective development and regulation of a successful industry.
1.2 This memorandum then goes on to address Grant Aids and Research and Development and
highlights the need for future state support tp encourage new developments and quality/health
improvements in the important new sectors of this industry. The main points raised in this memorandum
are:
1.3 Shetland Islands Council has unique povvers, contained in a private Act of Parliament, to regulate
all developments in the coastal waters of Shetland, including inter q/(a fish farming, tfse of those powers
to: regulate fish farming has proved very satisfactory and could provide a useful'model for emulation, if
any change were contemplated in the regulatory powers which apply elsewhere in the U.K.
1.4 A unique systern of seabed monitoring is practised imShetland.
1.5 Shetland Islands Council, in close liaison with the D.A.F.S. Marine Laboratory offers a disease
diagnostic service for the industry..
1.6 The Council has appointed a Fish Farming Working Group to report tp. the Council’s
Development Committee on,policy matters affecting the fish farniing industry and the Cduricirk control
thereof. The Fish Farming Working Group provides a forum for exchange of views between the Council
and the industry. Representatives of the Nature Conservancy Council and the Highlands and Islands
Development Board are also invited to attend meetings of the Group.
1.7 Salmon production in Shetland has grown at an astonishing rate since the first 50 tonnes; of fish
were harvested in 1984. The Shetland Salmon Farmers’ Association,projects that production for 1989 will
be in the order of 8,500 tonnes and estimated production for 1990 is in the, region of 12,500 tonnes.
1.8 Further development of the industry requires continuing grant support from the H.T.D.B.
1.9 For the industry to survive and progress, continued Government support for research and
development work is essential.
2.0 INTRODUCTION

2.1 Fish farming in Shetland is a relatively new industry. Although small scale trout and shellfish
farming existed previously, fish farming on a large scale only became possible in 1982 when a Norwegian
company overcame the lack of rivers to support hatcheries by successfully importing smolts from the
Scottish Mainland using a well-boat. Since that time, and using similar techniques, the growth of the
industry in Shetland has been extremely rapid, although the recent collapse in prices has slowed down the
pace of growth.
2.2 The topics covered in this memorandum are selected from those suggested by the Committeei
3.0 PLANNING AND LEGISLATIVE CONTROL

3.1 In terms of section 5(1) of the Zetland County Council Act, 1974, it is the duty of Shetland Islands
Council to take all such necessary action for or in connection with the conservancy of, and control of
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developjoient in, the coastal area (of Shetland). Section It of the Act eihpowers the Council to grant
Works licences. In terms of section 14, all persons proposing to undertake works in the coastal area,
have first to obtain a Works Licence and, thereafter, to comply with the conditions contained therein.
Both Applicants and Objectors, who are aggrieved by. the Council’s decisionsio refuse or grant Works
Licences, respectively,.have.a,right of appeal to the Secretary of State, by virtue of section 13 of the Act.
This statutory framework has involved the Council in direct control of the local salmon farming industry ,
froni its inception.
3.2 The development control function exercised by Shetland Islands Council in the coastal area, below
the level of IvIHWS, in some respects, analogous to the controls exercised by all local authorities,
landward of MLWS, under the Town and Country Planning Acts. Advertisement of an application made
under section 11 of the Zetland Country council Act 1974 allows full public participation in the process,
the decision on the application is taken democratically in public with all observations or objections being
considered,
3.3 In Ught of the effectiveness of the system operated by Shetland Islands Council, the Cfown Estate
Commissioners decided ih 1984 to disapply their consultation procedures, which are applied elsewhere in
the U.K., in connection, with seabed Lease applications relating^to fish farming activities, Instead, the
Commissioner require an applicant for a seabed lease in Shetland waters to produce a Works Licence
from the Council before the lease application is processed.
3-4 The works licence .procedure has worked extremely well in. practice, there having been only five
Appeals to date, which have proceeded to a determination by the Secretary of State. The Secretary of
State found in favour of the Council in: three of these appeals.
3;5 To assist the Shetland Islands Gduncirinihe determination of Works Licence applications,, Policies
have been evolved which lay down guidelines for the effective regulation of the development of the fish
farming industry. These policies, covering Salmon and Shellfish Farming separately are contained in the
Council’s policy documents.
4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL ISSU^'
4.1 Licensing
In practice, applicants for Works Licences are advised to consult local officers of the Nature
Conservancy Council (N.C.C.) prior to submission of applications to the Council. The Council takes
environmen^l aspects carefully into consideration >yhen determining Works Licence applications, and
lays down conditions requiring inter alia (i) the installation of predator exclusion measures on marine
sthictures;.(ii)4he licensee to ensure that poUiitioa does not occur such as to cause a nuisance or damage
to the environment.
4.2 Control of Pollution Act 1974 — Part II
In addition tolhe.conditipns which it imposes in. Works Licences, the Council also has a duty under the
above legislation to. monitor and control the deposition of effluent in marine waters, by consenting to
operations which deposit such effluents. Fish farms come within the scope of the Act. To this end the
Council, through consultation and co-operation with Shetland Salmon Farmers’ Association, has
instituted astandardised system of seabed monitoring of allsalnipn farms in Shetland waters, based upon
methodology develpped by the N.C.C. Regular reports require to be submitted by the holder of such
consent to the Council to enable the Council’s responsible officers to exercise their duties and powers as
defined by the Act.
4.3 Other Local Authority Activities
As as an adjunct to the self monitoring required by the Council in relation to compliance with the
requirements... under the Control of Pollution Act, the Cpuncil has also undertaken, on its Pwn account,
seabed sediment surveys* on selected salmon farm sites. It is proposed that all sites will be surveyed at
regular intervals to provide analytical evidence to compliment visual seabed surveys. This operation is
unique in the UK.
4.4 The Shetland Islands Council offers a disease diagnostic service to the Shetland Salmon Farming
Industry, through its Research & Development Department in close liaison with DAFS Marine
Laboratory in Aberdeen. This operation is unique in the UK.
5.0 EcoNO^ac BENEFITS AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
5.1 A progress report on the Shetland Salmon Industry submitted to Shetland Islands Council in
December 1988, which is attached to this memorandum,^ summarises the above topic. This demonstrates
*Kof printed. Available from Shetland Islands Council,
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the phenomenal growth of the salmon farming industry in Shetland since 1982, to the point-where in 1988
the turnover of the industry exceeded that of any other industry except oil and output was a quarter of the
entire Scottish production.
6.0 GRANT AIDS

6.1 The majority of salmon farmers in the Shetland area are now in cpihmercial production,'but many
are still some way froin achieving the production potential of their sites. Salmon farming is a risky
business arid shortage of capitafis a major constraint. Continuing financial support of the Highlands and
Islarids-Developnierit Board is very important.
6.2 Comparatively little has been done to achieve the potential for producing; value-added products
from salmon,, most of which is marketed whole at present. The potejitiaV can only be achieved with
H.l.p.B. aid.
6.3 Salmon has beeri the;favourite fish farming species since the first smolts were introduced in 1982.
Again, state aid via the H.I.D.B., and in due course from Highlarids and Islands Enterprise, is essential if
the potential of other fish and-shellfish species is to be investigated rind realised.
7.0 RESEARCH AND PEVELOPMENT

7.1’ For many years the DiA.F.S. Marine Laboratory in Aberdeen has provided vital technical support
to the fish farming industi^r in Shetland. Since 1982 this has mainly been.idirected towards salmoriid
farming. In recent years Stirling University has also provided valuable technical support and research
facilities.
7.2 If the industry is to survive its present, difficulties and develop in future, it is vital that such
institutions as those mentioned be adequately funded to carry out research in such areas as ,pest arid
disease control, husbandry and the marine environment. While the private sector must play its part,
financial support from Goverrimerit to such institutions is essential.
9 October, 1989.
Examination of witness^
Chairman of Developrrient Committee, and.MR’GHARLES SIMPSON, Development
Officer in R&D Department with particular responsibility for fish farming, Shetlands Islands
Council, examined.

CLLR-MAGNUS'FLAWS,

Chairman
556. Good afternoon, ladies and gentleinen.
May I, first of all, say how grateful we are to the
Shetland Islands Council for allowing us to use
their hall and for making, us feel welcoirie here.
Councillor Flaws, you have kindly come-along to
explain the position of your Council. Would you
like to start by introducing yourself and ypur
colleague.
(Cllr Flaws) Thank you. My nanie is Magnus
Flaws, Councillor Dunrossness; I am the Chairman
of the Shetland Islands Council Development
Committee, which has various sub-committees,
one of which is the Salmon Working Group. Mr
Simpson is our salmon specialist and looks after
the licensing and all aspects of the salriion industry
for the Council.
557; Thank you very much. I should remind you
we are as if we were in the House of Commons and
what is said today is totally privileged and you are
entirely free to say what you wish. Perhaps we
could start by dealing with the delicate matter of
planning controls. We are, of course, aware that
you have a dispute with the Crown Estate which is
in the process of bdng resolved any time now. We
do not wish to do or say anything that will impinge
upon that decision, which is absolutely nothing to

do with us. We afe really interested in seeking to
make a recommendatiori in due course as to. how
plannirig controls shall-apply to all fish fafrns, both
niarine fish-farms and inland fish farms; I .suspect
iri your case the inland fish farms are going to be a
problem; As a result of your experience arid- as a
result of the difference that exists here, or has
existed here until the case is resolved, we would
like to know whether you see any merit in either
the local authority or the planningiauthority, which
may well be the same in most caseSj having the
power to grant permission for the establishment of
marine fish farms. We would be interested to have
your views as to the merits of your operation,
(Cllr Flaws) Thank you, Chairman. I think .that
our system has worked, and has worked well; the
industry seem to accept it, and the councillors
accept that it gives therii a degree of control. It
seems to work well, especially the fact that we have
this coiisultation from the day the applicant comes
forward with the idea and he is really led from that
point on to all the interested parties until the
Works Licences in Shetland appear on the Council
table. That way we feel there is a great benefit to
the applicant and also to the Council because both
are appearing at the table with a complete
package and one that should eventually go
through. Regarding the planning side, we feel (hat
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\ye have better rights of appeal, other than straight
;plarining applications. If.somebody has a problem
and an objector feels he would like to appeal then
he can appeal directly to the Secretary of State
after the Council has made a decision; 28 days is
flowed to c^ry put this appeal. These are the
main.points.

number of cages on the sites. I do not have an
accurate figure.
563. Are the 77 sites all active?
(Mr Simpson) Not all, no.
564. Do you know how many are?
(Mr Simpson) There are between 55 and 60
farming operations underway at the moment.

<558. How many different bodies is it your
practice to consult?
{Cilr -Flaws) We consult the NCC, and they are
565. What about the land-based side of the
informed; the Shetland Fishermens’ Association is
informed in case the application, is infringing on pperatioris—do you apply the ordinary planning
existing fishing grounds—whether it be for white controls to those, or is the system effectively rolled
fish, or shellfish; all; the relevant departments into one?
(Mr Simpson:) No, there are differences. There
withinithe Council are.informed—that is. Ports and
is
a overlap in some cases between the
Harbours, because we have to lopk at the
navigation aspect, and Ports and Harbours look requirements under the planning laws and the
after the anchorage systems—the Development requirements under our Works Licensing system.
Committee looks at it to see if it is a good For example, if somebody proposes to bliild a pier
proposition, and that is where Mr Simpson comes an applicant may require both planning, permis:in;:and we have the.Envirdnmental Health Depart- sion for shore-based facilities and a Works Licence
ment who look to see if there is enough water flow -for marine works as well.
in. the area where the farm is to be rituated arid if it
566. Does a Works Licence apply also to the
suitable for that; and the Coinmuiiity-Council in
mooring
of cages and the moorings appropriate to
the area where the planniiig siteris drawn are also
that?
irtformed of the application. These bodies are all
(Mr Simpson) Yes.
infonhed, plus the Shetiand Salmon Farmers’
Association who are also informed of the applica567. What marine bodies are consulted about
tion. They all.have an input into the presentation.
that,-other than the Harbour Authority?
(Mr. Simpson) There is the standard application
559. Does the Couiitryside Comnussipn for
to
the Department of Transport, which is separate
Scotiahd come-as far as this?
(Gllf Flaws). The NCC are informed, but the front the Works Licence procedure. An application for a iharine farm also requires various
Countryside Coinmissiori are not informed here.
consents under the various Acts administered by
560: Do you find that you get objections from the Department of Transport, and they have their
other conservation bpdies, whose headquarters separate consultation procedures as well as the
will not be in Scotiahd, objecting to the view being consultation process that takes place under the
Works Licensing side of things.
changed or whatever it ihay be?
(Cllr Flaws) Jf you take, for example, the NCC,
if it is a place where theNCCfeehthefe may be a
568. What action do you take to ensure that the
problem with birdsr-^some species of bird pr flocks conditions you impose are being complied with? It
of birds or the breeding siteam sure the NCC is, in fact, your job to do just that?
would inforih the RSPB, and they would posribly
.(Mir Simpson) Yes. There are conditions applied
object if there was a need for objection which, to Works Licences to cover various aspects of the
again, would be looked at. The point is that that operation of the works, including the requirement
objection is felt before it reaches the Council table to identify the site, to mark it clearly and to light it
and it is discussed and worked out before it gets and provide navigation marks, which is the responthere. H the applicant feels strongly enough they sibility of the Council’s Ports and Harbours departcan insist that it goes on and then it is up to the ment, to monitor that that is done, and to do
Council to decide. If they have made a formal geographical monitoring to make sure that the
objection they still have the right to appeal.
works are contained within the boundaries of the
licence or not. There are conditions to try to
561. We have been told that Crown Estate ensure a good standard of husbandry; conditions
consult between 30 and 34 bodies, according to the that require an application, basically, not to make
precise location. You are managing this on a more a mess. These conditions are also monitored
economic basis because of the special circum- through more than one system of environmental
monitoring. There are various other clauses for
stances that apply here?
(Cllr Flaws) I wonder who else vye can consult various eventualities but these are the main ones.
with.
These conditions are monitored.
562. Can you tell me how many marine cages
you have already licensed as separate units?
(Mr Simpson) Roughly 77 sites separately licensed. We do not necessarily confine or regulate the

569. Doe.s the Department of Agriculture and
Fisheries for Scotland take an interest in what you
do?
(Mr Simpson) An interest, yes.
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570. Are they consulted and, if so, at what
stages?
(Mr Simpson) Do you nican over applications?
571. Applications, monitoring, health and
research—all these things.
(Mr Simpson) Yes, they are quite interested. It
may be useful to add that one facet of the Works
Licence system is that, every application has to be
advertised and published; not all planning applications necessarily haveio be advertised. All Works
Licences have to be .advertised and this notice is
always published in the local press so that, for
example, the Department of Agriculture through
their local fisheries office receive due notice of all
applications made, and are able to comment or
object if they so wish.
572. Let us say that I was so enamoured with
your community charge I decided not to go back
tomorrow afternoon but to set up a fish farm and
applied to yoii on Monday morning for a licence so
to do, properly set out and in line with your
requirements. How long would it be before you
would give or refuse me permission?
(Mr Simpson I The statutory period is 12 weeks
from the date of the application.
573. You are required to give an answer?
(Mr Simpson) The local authority must give an
answer within 12'Weeks, otherwise the application
is deemed tO be refused.
574. Deemed to be refused?
(Mr Siriipson) Yes. You then have the right to
appeal oh these grounds to the Secretary of State.
575. Can you tell us statistically—we will not
hold you to precise figures—roughly what proportion you accept or refuse of the applications?
(Mr Simpson) An accurate figure 1 cannot give
you but I can hardly remember a case which has
taken longer..
■ 57,6. I mean where a case has been refused. Do
you* manage to sort out your difficulties during the
process of application, because you do not encourage people to apply where inevitably they will be
refused? There must be a close relationship in
tennis of the number of people involved?
(Mr Simpson) I can only give you an opinion.
Half the applications might well have been refused
on various grounds if the pre-consultation processes were not undertaken.
577. As a result of consultation processes
between the application going in and your decision
by the Council roughly half get turned down fpr
some reason or another?
(Mr
What I said was, probably without
that level of pre-consultation half of them would
not be in a form that would fit the guidelines that
the Council have to guide them,
578. You are saying that most get through
because you have managed to filter them in
negotiation?

M
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(Cllr Flaws) Over 90 per cent get through
because we have gone through the filtration
system. When they arrive on the table they are
ready for acceptance and there is no reason why
they should not go through. Take for example the
Shetland Fishermens’ Association, if there is a case
where the applicant wants to put his cage in a
certain spot and it is pointed out that is in the
middle of a shellfish ground, what we would
recommend through Mr Simpson and the Association would be that he moved to the left, right, front
or back away from that ground and it therefore
solves the problem before it becomes a serious
problem.
579. Would you say that! your relationship with
the farmers are, in most circumstances, friendly
and good?
(Cllr Flaws) Yes, I would say we have an
excellent relationship with the farmers.
580. In due course we shall be asking them what
they think about you.
(Cllr Flaws) We shall await their response!
Mr MacDonald
581. As a follow up, I think you mentioned a
certain number of the licences issued to sites that
have been licensed are not currently being worked.
Could you say how many fall into that category? I
think you did mention 20 of so. How long do you
let them lie without being worked before you step
in?
(Mr Simpson) To the best of my recollection
there may be eight or ten sites that are licensed at
the present that have not been developed. The
time given is two years from the granting of the
licence. The authority expects development to take
place and after that two years the authority caii
review the licence—in other words, investigate the
circumstances as to why a development has not
taken place—and if the authority sees fit or
considers it reasonable the licence may be
withdrawn.
582. How long are the licences issued for? Are
they 99 year leases?
(Mr Simpson) 15 years.
583. Is that the longest?
(Mr Simpson) That is the standard.
Chairman
584. Everybody has got a 15 year licence?
(Mr Simpson) Yes. There is provision in the
licence for a review after 12 years, in the sense that
the long-term effects of fish farming are not yet
recognised. It seemed prudent to give the authority
the ability to review the situation after a period of
time; but at the same time, if the results of that
review were to be unfavourable, to make it seem
likely the licened should not carry on, it gives a
reasonable period of time to the licensee to take
action. That is the reason for the 15 year licence
and the 12 year review period.
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Mr Alexander
585. 15 years is.-not a very long (ime in lerms of a
business cycle, for someone investing money and
putting it up. Whaf likelihood' could someone
expect, a^uming he was'^Ssh farming normally, of
eventually being renewed after 15 years?
(Mr Simpson) Given the circumstances you have
outlined, if there are no problepis then at this
moment in time I can see no impediment as to why
the licence-should be refused, butitlis a.measure of
some prudence shall we say.
(Cllr Flam) Chairman, 1 think that is one that
could be or would be fed through the Shetland
Islands Council Salmon Farming Working Group.
Once the indusby felt that they were happy that
would be something that would feed through the
Development Committee to the full Council to
change that. That is the path that is available to
them if they want to change any of the policies.
Mr Martlew
586. Do you charge for the licence? Is there a
cost?
(Mr Simpson)'No.
587. There is no ihcome, so there is no benefit
in reviewing it after 15 years?
(Mr Simpson) No.
Chairman
588. There is no rent charge?
(Mr Simpson) No.
589. When are you expecting the outcome of
the case?
(Mr Simpson) That I do not know, sir.
(Cilr Flaws) The case is not up against the SIC.
(Mr Simpson) The Council ishot involved.
590. Qearly we would be interested in this
matter because the Crown Estate’s influence on
the industry in the rest of the country is substantial.
Have you identified or done any work on identifying possible sites, or do you simply wait until an.
applicant comes forward?
(Mr Simpson) In the past when the industry was
at an earlier stage we did some work along that
line—basically in order to be able to advise people
to the best of our ability as to what might be
suitable sites and what might not be.
591. Presumably there must then be a huge
potential still remaining?
(Mr Simpson) Given the constraints, if you like,
of the Council’s guidelines there is not a tremehdous potential for expansion.
592. Is this for marine reasons or land-based
reasons?
(Mr Simpson) Both. There are natural geographical constraints on available areas for the siting
of marine farms in Shetland. 'Iliere are navigational constraints and there are natural constraints in
areas where water-is not suitable to put them in.
Given the remaining areas in between that are
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suitable for fish farming, the guidelines have a
bearing on that, in that we insist on a minimum
separation distance between farms of l.QOO metres,
which limits the extent lof the potential. There is
potential remaining. C;)bviously as technology
improves and cage design improves there will be
fish farming operations possible in the future in
areas that in the past would have been considered
impossible.
Mr Martlew
593. Considering there are a limited number of
sites left and you do not charge for the licences,
how does the Council choose if there is a grant for
one application for a particular site?
(Qlr Flayvs) It depends—one of the parts of the
policy is that we prefer it to be near land or ground
that the individual owns so that it adjoins his land
which hd isplanning for. If it is a local man in that
area or a local group in that area we tend to favour
them rather than an incomer coming from another
area trying to get into the area. The idea of the
policy was to spread it throughout Shetland and
give the small chaps the chance to get into the
business near their own doorstep, rather than
having to travel away froni. home.
594. Your preference is to give!o the landowner
of that particular area?
(Cllr Flaws) Yes.
Mr MacDonald
595. How do you ensure good husbandry? How
do you check up and what things do you look for?
Whai sort of strictures do you have?
(Mr bl'Tfpson) There are two levels of overview,
if you like* one is through the Council’s own
disease diagnostic service who are in regular
contact with the farms and keep an eye on what is
going on. The second one is a more statutory duty
through the Control of Pollution Act, Whereby all
fish farms have to be registered and licensed to
deposit pollution in the sea. One of the duties
under that is a monitoring function. We have
evolved a system with the help of the NCC for
regular site monitoring; overlaid over that are our
own departmental seabed sediment surveys to
check the state of the seabed.
Chairman
596. Does a purification board operate here, or
are you the purification board?
(Cllr Flaws) We sponsored our own survey to
cover a lot of the sites and there were cores samples
taken which we sent down to the DAFS marine
laboratory in Aberdeen. The Council sponsored
that to make sure that all the sites were correct
because there was a worry there may be effluent
building up underneath but that was found not to
be the case.
597. Does the Council employ a scientist on
water purification for the oil terminals and so on?
(Cllr Flaws) No. There is an environmental
health department which looks after that,
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Mr Gill
598. Could I ask whether the Council’s policy of
requiring applicants to demonstrate a 75 per cent
local shareholding has met the stated objectives of
maximising the beriefits to the local comiriunity, or
has it had an adverse effect upon the investment?
(Cllr Flaws) I would say it has had a very positive
effect. Business has been spread certainly through
the north part of the island, both east and west,
obviously clear of Sullom Voe because no salmon
cages are allowed in there. Geographically the
south part is not suitable for salmon cages because
it is too exposed. Not only have the salmon
industry gone ahead, but so have all the other
industries that have grown from them such as net
mending; there are two companies now building
boats suitable for salmon farming. There are a lot
of other industries which have come on. Local
people have had a chance to get into an industry
we felt they would not otherwise have got into if it
had been left wide upon. If we had some of the
bigger companies coming in theri those people
would not have had a chance.
599^ You must have had to consider at one stage
whether you would actually make a charge for the
licences you issued and, presumably, at that time
you in.ade considerations as to whether the benefit
to the community would be greater as a result of
charging for licences than adopting your policy of
trying as far as possible to give the licences to local
people?
(Cllr Flaws) I think we would need to charge ari
awful lot of money to recoup the benefits that the
local population have gained from the salmon
business, if that is your question.
600. My question really is along these lines: by
giving the licence to a local person there is no
income, as I understand it, directly to the Council
for the benefit of the whole community, but that
the benefit is to the individuals, the indigenous
population j who you are trying to accornmodate?
(Cllr Flaws) That is right.
601. I am asking what consideration was made
to arrive at that conclusion?
(Cllr Flaws) First of all, I have only been a
councillor for four years and that decision was
made before then. It is not just for the salmon
farriigrs but other people that have got business out
of this industry. I think the costs would need to be
very higlLto overcome that,
(Mr Simpson) May I add a point therey Chairman. The zee Act which statutorily prevents the
Council from charging for a works licence.
602. With the current state of the salmon
market, does the local ownership criterion make it
more difficult for those wishing to sell their farms?
(Mr Simplon) I think generally the answer is,
no, but the matter has not arisen to a serious
degree yet, It is difficult to say whether it will, The
best way to answer that is to say that the Council
has always maintained a flexible attitude towards
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its policies. These policies are not written on
tablets of stone. If circumstances change then the
Council will consider the best.riieans which it sees
fit to resolve such a situation, were it to arise.
603. CoSLA has suggested to the Committee
that the Islands Council are finding it increasingly
difficult to maintain this element of local control.
Could the Council says how they investigate
shareholdings and keep abreast of changing share
ownership?
(Cllr Flaws) We do keep a check through the
-research and development department on their
accounts, because most of the individuals have had
a grant or a loan through the department, and
these accounts are furnished every year so we can
see who is involved in the companies. It is also a
condition of the licence that they inform the
Council of any change, and if they do not and they
are found out they could lose their licence; so it is
up to them to make sure that we are informed of
any changes.
604. Have there been any instances of change of
ownership not being notified?
(Cllr Flaws) I have not been aware of aiiy.
Mr MacDonald
605. How do you keep track of who is a local
fisherman? What would happen if one of the oil
workers became a local resident?
(Cllr Flaws) If he has been here long enough and
he seems to have settled on the islandj but if, as the
Chairman said, he arrives today and wants to open
up a salmon farm tomorrow 1 think you might be
looking at a refusal. If he has been here for a few
years and settled down.
Chairman: I have had the misfortune to seek, as
an Englishman, to do business in Scotland!
Mr MacDonald
606. There is no hard and fast definition?
(Cllr Flaws) No, we do not ask for birth
certificates. It is a small island—there are only
23,500 people on the island—so most of the people
are known in the area; there are people who work
in Sullom Yoe and have shares in salmon farms.
607. You do allow nqn-locals to own shares in
salmon farms—there are 25 per cent—is there any
interest being shown by the larger companies in
acquiring or accumulating minority shareholdings
in various farms?
(Mr Simpson) Not so far,
(Cllr Flaws) Not that we have been aware of.
Chairman
608. Are you not rather worried that there are
several scenarios where this policy could rebound
quite badly. If, for example, the broiler chicken
industry is followed it is quite possible that this
industry will bo cyclical and sometimes the bottom
of the cycle can be long and damaging; you could
finish up with a .situation where not only will
people lose jobs but will lose their investment as
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Avell on a massive scale because of your insistence
on primary local investment. Would you not rather
look jt the possibility now the industry is established, and from what you-say the majority of the
important sites are t^en, of encouraging outside
inyestment simply from the point of view of
providence?
(Clir Flaws) I think if the industry was going
through a cycle then the. big companies would also
ije feeling the pinch. In Shetland we have been
able to hold the premium price on our salmon
because of the Way it has been marketed and where
we are on the islands. I feel it would be better to
-hold on. to that than let it out south. What we
would be frightened of is, if one pf the major
companies moved up to Shetland and they started
selling salmon down southj they could sell whatever they wanted as Shetland salmon and whether
it came from Shetland or not wOuld be totally
hnmaterial to them, but we have a market in
Shetland that we want to protect and that is our
way of protecting it. As long as we hold the shares
in, these salmon farms—it is 75 per cent
Shetlanders—we know that it is Shetland salmon
that is going out of Shetland.
609. Let us take another scenario, that I am a
veiy successful Shetland fish farmer and I am doing
terribly well, but because the oil industry is down
or there are other economic pressures I cannot sell
my shares in Shetland to a Shetlander, I would be
rather miffed by this draconian business condition
which is unusu^, to put it mildly. Would it not be
in the interests of the fish farmers to be able to
realise some of the capital gains achieved over the
years in building up the industry?
(Mr Simpson) Yes, but I may add some aspects
of our Council’s policy have been recommended to
be changed recently along these lines. It has to be
borne in mind that as time goes on and the industry
becomes more mature, more and more of the
requests for reviews of the policy and changes to
the policy are led from the industry, because they
are the people on the ground, as it were, or in the
sea. As I have said to Mr Gill, the Council will
consider any proposal from the salmon farmers. If
that proposal was to reconsider the shareholding
aspect or ownership aspects, that would also be
considered.
Mr MacDonald
610. We will-hear from the farmers themselves
in a moment. What is the downside of that
suggestion from your point of view as a local
authority, the suggestion being that the farmer
should be allowed to cash in the capital gains to the
highest bidder, whether local or non-local? The
highest bidder presumably would always be nonlocal. What is the downride-larthe authority’s view?
(Mr Simpson) There is not anything so terribly
bad in that. The original philosophy that created
these policies in the first place was the desire to see
the ownership in Shetland hands, from the point of
view if it were in Shetland hands the profits would
remain, in theory, in Shetland hands. Quite a lot of

policy considerations were evolved through inspection and examination of what wad going on
elsewhere particularly in Norway and also in
Scotland at the time. That was -the fundamental
basic,principle to begin with, which was the ideal to
be achieved if possible. Obviously ideals may
never be achieved for all time.
(Cllr Flaws) The change of policy just now is
that one.Shetland farmer can buy.intp the majority
of another farmers. Some of the smaller people
niay want out now. They may be feeling it a bit
heavy going. There is that option now for one
Shetland farmer to buy into another Shetland
farmer.
611; As the Chairman suggested, by imposing
the local stipulation you are denying the ability of
the Shetland farmers to cash in on the real market
value of their work, because if you allowed
non-locals to bid they would aliriost always be able
to out-bid the locals. That would benefit the
individual.farmers and one could see there might
be a growing deihand for that. From yOur point of
view what do you see as a problem with that kind
of change? Do you see any problem?
(Cilr Flaws) The industry has not come forward;
they have not shown signs of what you are saying.
What would worry us is that the, whole industry
could end up not having any Shetland connections
at all. If one of the big companies moved in, and
what you are suggesting was carried out^ they
could buy up all the Shetland farms if everybody
wanted, to cash in and what would we be left with?
612. Presumably you would still have jobs?
(Cllr Flaws) We-would still have jobs, but I think
there is a difference from working on a salmon
farm if you have a share in it than just doing it for
the job. There will not be the^same commitment.
(Mr Simpson) I think that can be borne out in
the different levels of efficiency between the
Shetland farmers and farmers elsewhere that have
been recently researched. Quite a lot of reasons for
these differences is the fact that there is so much
local involvement in the ownership.
Mr Martlew
613. Obviously I can see the political advantages and the financial advantages for the Shetlands and that is your policy, and I suspect if 1 was
a councillor on the Shetlands I would support it if it
was legal but it is nothing to do with the case
before us. But is it legal to actually ban somebody
else from the British Isles from owning a business
in the Shetland Islands?
(Mr Simpson) So far the challenges whether the
Council has acted reasonably have come in the
form of appeals on technical considerations on
siting. So far that has not been challenged. That is
as good an answer as I can give you,
614. I understand that yqu do not want to give
us a direct answer. Having been on a local
authority for many years, we would not go into a
policy like that without seeking advice. I am sure
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the Shetland Islands did that, but if you do noi.
want to tell us then that.is fine.
(Mr Simpson) Not being :a lawyer I do not
personally know.
615. Are there any grants that come from the
Exchequer which go towards fish farms, whether
they are regional development grants or whatever?
(Mr Sirrtpson) Apart from the assistance from
local.authorities, the Highland Board is the main
vehicle, plus the availability of grants from the EC.
616. There is money coming from Europe and
money coming froni the Highland and Islands
Development Board that only goes to the
Shetlands—your 75 per cent. What I am’ really
saying is that there is money coming from the
general Exchequer but your policy seems to
restrict that grarit going only tomeople who live in
the Shetlands?
(Cllr Flaws) Yes, but they could carry out the
same works on the Western Isles if they belonged
to the Western isles and get the money there. The
Western Isles must have EEC money the same as
Shetland and Orkney. If you were staying in
Manchester and suddenly decided you wanted a
piece of the cake in Shetlands surely you would riot
set up a farm in the Shetlands just to get a bit of
EEC money. People running the farins are
dedicated to the farms and, as such, the HIDE,
and i am sure the EEC, look at the facts and
figures in front of them and realise where they are
putting their money. 1 do npt think the HIDE
would be putting money into something they did
not see as viable.
Mr MacDonald
617. I want to ask about the plan for your
inshore and offshore areas. Some of these areas
are designated for nature and conservation purposes, how extensive are they and where are those
areas? How do you balance that with the pressure
for aquaculture development? Do any of these
sites occupy areas that would be good aquaculture
development areas? Do you sacrifice aquaculture
for the sake of the conservation point of view?
How do you strike a balance?
(Mr Simpson) It is more general—it is considered inshore zones and offshore zones. These
zones are created for slightly different purposes.
As far as the siting of works is concerned, generally
speaking, apari from the obvious constraints I have
outlined earlier, those of navigation, where naturally either the water or the coast makes it
impossible, the Council tackles each application on
its own merits and takes in all the opinions relative
to the various users of conservation interests and
fishery interests and tackles them on their own
merits. There are no specific np-go areas on those
grounds. Some have evolved as no-go areas
through the refusal of an application, if you like.
618. There are no areas that are specifically
ruled out on the grounds of landscape conservation
or nature conservation?
(Mr Simpson) No.
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619. It is a case by case assessment?
(Cllr Flaws) If an applicant has applied for a site
and it has been through the initial consultation and
Jt has been suggested that is riot a good place to go
tiien that would obviously stay a no-go area,
because there would be no point in applying there
again, these are no-go areas, and obviously the
niWigational ones as well.
620. How severe were the conflicts you experienced between the fish farmers and fisherinen,
particularly in the beginning, in battling for preferred sites?
(Mr Sirnpson) Not very severe. It is quite a
difficult thing to give a quantitative answer to.
There was one appeal from the Fishermens’
Association on a site which was reckoned tq be of
value as a Queen scallop bedj and the Council,
having taken the Fishermens’ Association objections into account, decided the fish farming proposal should go ahead and that went to appeal.
Subsequently the appeal found in .favour of the
Council and the licence was upheld. That is one
case that comes to mind that did coirie to appeal.
Practically all the rest could be challenged—I say
all the rest—but, generally speaking, these
potential disputes can be resolved either before
then by the applicants meeting the fishermen in
most cases and discovering an area thatJs mutually
accepted to them. That has happened in nearly all
cases.
Mr Martlew
621. We have heard evidence that there has
been some depletion of sand eel stocks locally. Has
that had any effect on the local birds? If so, could
you elaborate on what level of problem it is?
(Cllr Flaws) I do not think it is a salmon industry
problem. There may be a problem with sand eels^
and there has been a problem with birds: both
sides agree to differ on it. On a personal point, I do
feel that sand eel fishing has been a factor in that,
but as far as the salmon industry is concerned it has
not really affected them. It is only, about 3 per
cent of the fishmeal, the salmon feed, that comes
from sand eels, so I do not think this will have an
enormous affect on the sand eels in the Shetlands.
There certainly was a problem in these last years. I
personally think it was a lack of sand eels which
was the problem. The fishing fleet have found
other things to do now. They have got bigger boats
and they fish further afield. Hopefully, sand eels
will grow again. Tlie Association did themselves
agree to a shorter season.
622. You are saying that only 3 per cent of4he
fishmeal is made from sand eels?
(Cllr Flaws) Yes,
(Mr Simpson) The best inforjiiation 1 could
obtain in the time available was from one UK feed
manufacturer, the most informed guess is that no
more than 3 or 4 per cent of the total meal
requirement came from sand eels. Tliat is not
proven information but it is the best we can find in
the time available.
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Chairman
63. There have been some problems about
sand eels, much publicised?
(Mr Simpson) Yes.
(Cllr Flaws) It has been much, publicised. The
KSPB certainly did publicise it. I do not think it did
the Shetlands any favours with the advert that they
did. I hope we have overconie it.
Chairman: I understand precisely what you are
saying.
Mr Amos
624. Could I ask you how much money the
Shetland Islands Council has provided from its oil
reserve to encourage agriculture in lihe Shetlands;
and how significant this is in comparison with the
money it gets, or can get, in grants from the EC
^d the HIDB and central Government?
(Cllr Flaws) The money we give from the oil
industiy to the salmon industry we; can usually say
we give a sum of money and the HIDB will usually
give an equal sum of money. That is the usual
formula. Our rough estimate over the years has
been something like 2:5 million either in grant or
loan schemes to the industry. I imagine HIDB will
do the same. That, we would reckon, would be
about 8 per cent of the total binding in the salmon
industry.
625. Do you think that is reasonable—8 per
cent?
(Cllr Flaws) We think it is reasonable. I presumethe industry would always want more, but if you
are going to loan to an industry and get them to
look after it properly I personally think the more
the individual’s rhoney is in the scheme the harder
he looks after it. There is no point in throwing
pubUc money into a scheme that will sink. We give
enough money to make the banks happier. They
are willing to lend more money and, therefore,
there is always the help of working capital. We
have found it works-up until now.
Mr Alexander
626. Over what period was that £2.5 million
granted and what is the approximate annual figure
today?
(Cllr Flaws) From 1984 until the present time.
627. And today?
(Cllr Flaws) That is up until now.
628. What is the annual figure?
(Mr Simpson) 1 can perhaps say last year we
gave almost half a million pounds in grants. We
grant the projects in the second year of life
generaUy. We have a system here where—and this
comes back to the Work Licence system—the first
year of a new applicant to the industry is almost
analogous to a provisional driving licence: a licence
is given for the small scale project for the first year,
if all goes well the project expands to a commercial
size in the second year, the Council gives assistance
for that expansion phase in the second year. The
amount of money has varied to a degree in relation
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to the number of projects that have started over
the last five or six. years.
Chairman
629. What percentage of grant do you give? This
is a wonderful place—hot only do you pay no
community charge, or very little, biit I can also
borrow money to go fish faimihg. How much
money will you lend me in my second year?
(Mr Simpson) At
moment we would not lend
you anything. We would give you a grant related to
the size of your proposed expansion up. to a
maximum surii, which is £4();000 at present.
630. Which is a straight grant and
repayable?
(Mr Simpson) It is a repayable grant.

not

631. But it is interest free?
(Mr Simpson) Yes.
632. Over what period is it payable?
(Mr Simpson) It is not specified. We cannot
specify.
(Cllr Flaws) It is at the Council’s discretion.
Mr MacDonald
633. To take that £40,000, what kind of percentage of a project would that be? What size of
project would attract the maximum grant of
£40,000?
(Mr Simpson) Roughly speaking, a project of
importing, say, about 25,000 smolts.
634. In monetary terms?
(Mr Simpson)!, am trying to remember the cash
flows.
635. If you are willing to give £40,000 to some
fish farmer, what total investment is he embarking
upon?
(Cllr Flaws) About £300,000.
Mr Martlew
636. That is capital cost?
(Mr Simpson) In the region of £300,000 capital
costs.
Chairman
637. lie could reasonably expect to get £40,000
frohi you and £40,000 from the HIDB, so he would
get about a quarter?
(Mr Simpson) Yes.
Mr MacDonald
638. There is a sum of money from FEOGA?
(Mr Simpson) FEOGA tends to come in a little
further down the road. Their assistance is more
targeted towards capital expenditure, and tends to
be used for developing shore facilities, piers and
capital things like that.
Mr Alexander
639. Since 1984 have any of them gone bust and
let you down?
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(Cllr Flaws) Two pver the last year.
(Mr Simpson) One borrower and one recipient
of grant assistance, both recently in the last three
months.
Mr MacDonald
640. How willing are the banks to help? With
that £300,000—if he got a match from the HIDE
and £20,000 from FEOGA—he still is looking for
another £200,000. If you are talkirig about local
people trying to firid £200,000 a lot of that must
come from the banks, I would, have thought. Do
you find the banks are very flexible and very
co-operative in their attitude?
(Mr Simpson) I do not think the bariks in
Shetland are very different from anywhere else.
641. Have they raised the local shareholding
criterion as a problem with you?
(Mr Simpson) No, certainly not. One of the
benefits of local authority and Highland Board
systems, and this is a technicality, I know for a fact
that banks will generally look at Council and
Board assistance ais shareholders’ funds if you like
when it comes to deciding on the glaririg risks of
the lending. Obviously, if a shareholder only has,
say, £25,000 in this eventuality the loans they offer
are related to their own funds. The banks have
taken into consideration public assistance as if it
was shareholders’ funds, which has made more
borrowing available.
Mr MacDonald: You can take comfort from the
fact that a 1:3 ratio is not dissimilar to the ratio in
the Docklands enterprise zone, so you are not that
cosseted.
Mrs Wintefton
642. Did I hear correctly, when you answered a
questioa earlier, when you said that two enterprises had recently gone bankrupt? I did not quite
catch the answer.
(Mr Simpson) Yes, two.
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643. This is very receritly, is it?
(Mr Simpson) In the last three or four months.
644. Do you suspect fhere may be more enterprises that will go this way?
(Cllr Flaws) We are hoping not. We are hoping
that the price of salmon climbs up again and that a
change in policy may help rather than them going
bust. Other farmers, bigger farmers, can buy into
small farms, therefore saving them. In one case
that has been done.
645. You hope there will be a bit more stability
in the future?
(Cllr Flaws) Yes, in the future, both in the price
factor and also a change df'policy.
646. It would riot, in fact, change the policy of
the Council in any way in the future, the fact that it
has had two rather unfortunate incidents happen
recently?
(Cllr Flaws) No, I do not think so. In any
business you will always have some failures. It
would be foolish to expect a 100 per cent success
rate, especially with the price of salmon this last
year. That is not just in Shetland but in Europe as
well. I think we have come out of it fairly well.
Mr Gill
647. To what extent do you think the payment
of grants encourages over-production which undermines the profitability or the viability of the
business?
(Cllr Flaws) 1 would hope none of them would
be stupid enough to over-produce because the
grant is only in the second year, and that is to get
them underway. We would hope when the figures
are looked at we know what they are going to do.
We would advise them if we felt they were
over-producing. I do not think that would happen.
Chairman: I think I would like to conclude this
particular session. Thank you both very much for
answeririg our questions very fully.

Memorandum submitted by the Highlands and Islands Development Board
BOARD’S STATUTORY ROLE

1. The Highlands and Islands Development (Scotland) Act 1965 gave the Board a two-fold purpose:
(1) to assist the people of the Highlands and Islands to improve their economic and social
conditions; and
(2) to enable the Highlands and Islands to play a more effective part in the economic and social
development of the nation.
2. The Act charged the Board with the general function of preparing, concerting, promoting, assisting
and undertaking measures for the econoriiic and social development of the area. Inter alia, it placed a
duty on the Board to keep under review all matters relating to the economic and social well-being arid
development of the Highlands and Islands^ Powers were given in the Act to enable the Board to acquire
arid dispose of land, to erect buildings and provide services, to carry on business, to provide advisory and
other services and to offer grants and loaris. The Highlands and Islands Development (Scotland) Act
1968 extended the powers of Section 6 of the principal Act to allow the Board to form, promote and
acquire shares in certain companies.
3. The Board’s area comprises the Highland Region, Orkney, Shetland, Western isles and from
Strathclyde Region, Argyll and Bute District and the islands of Arran and Cumbrae in Cunninghame
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District, in 1986. part of Moray District was added to the Board.’s area which at over 38,000 square
kilometres represents some 51 per cent of Scotland’s.Jand area and over 17 per cent of that of Great
Britain.
SUMMIT

4. Fish farming, in pmticular salmon farming, has proven to be the most important, new industry to
emerge in the Highlands and Islands in the lifetime of the Board. The expansion of salmpniarming in the
1980’s has put the area in the forefront of aquaculture in the United Kingdom. The Highlands and Islands
produce around 60 per cent weight of this country’s farmed finfish, amounting to three-quarters of the
total value of this output. We wish to see £sh farming in the Highlands and Islands secure its base of
s^on production and develop particularly through the farming of-other species of finfish and shellfish.
BACKGROUND

General
5. Aquaculture, the farming of aquatic organisms especially fish, shellfish and seaweeds, is practised in
many countries around the world. In most Asian and Third World countries, “subsistence” aquaculture
contributes an essential protein source, in most temperate latitudes the product is a high value “luxury”
product generally Rainbow Trout and, in recent years, Atlantic salmon. Appendix I indicates the
countries farming salmon, and shows the growth, in production which has occurred in many parts of the
world.
6. With an abundance of clean sheltered sea water surrounding its western seaboard and islands to the
west and north, the temperate climate due to the North Atlantic Drift and the plentiful resource of
running water and fireshwater lochs, the HIDB area is outstandingly well suited to accommodating an
aquaculture industry which is largely marine based. In the early years of the Board’s existence, staff made
virits to some of the countries possessing an aquaculture industry, and experts from these areas were
brought to advise on development potential in the Board’s area. Subsequently a number of fish and
shellfish, species have featured in.the area. For most of the 1980s the industry has been: dominated by the
dramatic growth of the salmon sector from.the foundation laid in the 1970s while both shellfish and trout
showed slow growth in production; The commodity sectors of the industry are described in the following
paragraphs as are other significant facets of the industry.
Salmon
7. The Unilever subsidiary. Marine Harvest, at Lochailort investigated a number of species in the
1960’s for their aquaculture potential. Within a few years the Atlantic Salmon emerged as the front
runner,.^ven its high value, the knowledge and equipment obtained through a hundred years of salmon
stock enhancement and recent successful rearing in Norway of salmon in sea water. The company’s first
harvest of 50 tons was in 1973 and their activities attracted a great deal of attention and throughout the
1970’s a number of salmon farming companies were established in the Board’s area. While most were
subsidiaries of large established companies, a few were independent concerns. Progress was slow, with
many businesses requiring to be refinanced as lessons were learned and Bank funding was usually difficult
to secure in this high risk area. Improved production performance in the early 1980’s led, with the onset
of the EC supported Western Isles Integrated Development Programnie, to the participation for the first
time significant numbers of locally owned businesses in salmon farming. The recipients of high rates of
public funding so impressed the financial institutions that with the continuing improvement in Industry
performance outside the Western Isles, the scene was set for major private investment in salmon farming.
Development over the last 5 years has been dramatic, with Shetland showing the greatest rate of
expansion in our area. iMter promising so much, further development in the Western Isles was affected
by a period of “planning blight” due to a suggested IDP extension which failed to materialise. As a result,
many firms which had deferred expansion of production following exhaustion of IDP funds and in
anticipation of the extension, opted for slower growth or indeed no growth at all.
8. Tlie industry has for some years been dominated by three companies each having entered fish
farming in the early days: Marine Harvest with just under a third of industry output, McConnell Salmon
and Golden Sea Produce each with rather less than 10 per cent of the industry total. A considerable
number of companies are growing into the 1,000 tonnes p.a. range both through in-house growth and
through means such as financial linkages with sister companies, takeovers and contract rearing. There has
been a clear trend toward vertical integration of production—freshwater and seawater operations—
throughout the industry. Tlie logic of such a move was highlighted in the mid l980s when smolt shortages
drove up the market price of smolts: there are also good arguments for controlling smolt supply on the
grounds of fish health.
9. Salmon farming has been viewed as a high risk production process and consolidation and expansion
of the industry have been achieved in the face of various production related problems. Farmed fish kills in
the Clyde area due to phytoplankton blooms have been noted sporadically since the first major loss in
1979 and last year’s losses in Loch Torridon emphasise the significance of this problem. Various diseases
have been contracted,mostly from wild fish, and medications and husbandry responses developed. It was
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only in 1978 that an effective treatment for sea lice was identified and now in 1989 amidst considerable
debate Aquaguard SLT (previously known as Nuvan) has received a veterinary product licence for an
initial 12 month period. Losses to predation and storms have generally reduced-as the level of expertise
has risen in the use of predator control equipment and in cage design and installation. However the
storms of last winter culminating in the severe storm of 13 February which, caused around £6 million
losses are a costly reminder of. the limits to security of offshore fish farms.
10. Salmon farming companies have with a few exceptions shown little interest in moving downstream
into processing. Through the early 1980s, demand for salmon was so strong that little priority was
attached by many producers to investment in marketing or in packing or processing facilities. However,
the introduction of quality assurance schemes by Scottish and Shetland farmers set out minimum
standards for facilities to be used for packing and primary processing. The vast majority of farms now
possess appropriate facilities or can contract to operators of such facilities within the standards set by
their quality scheme. These schemes are a fundamental.aspect of the industry’s marketing strategy which
is discussed below.
11. Processing of farmed salmon—steaking, filleting, smoking—recipe dish constitution—is carried
out for the most part outside the Board’s area at present. Processing within the Board’s area is generally
limited to primary processing of a large proportion of production, with a relatively small percentage of
farmed sailmon reaching secondary processing before departing the area. Smoked salmoii is the
predominant form of high value added salmon product, with both new and long established businesses
handling farmed salmon in our area.
Salmon Marketing
12. In the face of growing production of farmed salmon in the 1980’s, ex-farm prices have held
satisfactorily for the most part up to late 1988. Despite the variables of wild-salmon supply from UK and
Ireland and the less strongly linked Pacific salmon fisheries (whose products are imported for smoking or
as canned salmon) the efforts of the larger producing companies and the Scottish Salmon Growers’
Association (SSGA) have helped sustain the highly satisfactory financial returns of rhany salmon farming
companies; The SSGA was established in 1982 by the industry with the initial primary role of promoting
Scottish Salmon and its consumption. Funded by levy on their members the SSGA and the Shetland'
Salmon Farmers’ Association, (SSFA) discharge their marketing functions through the Scottish Salmon
Farmers’ Marketing-Board (SSB). The SSGA recruited full-tirne executive staff in Autumn 1988 and in
early 1989, improving communication-with and service to the membership. Also a significant technical
budget has been created to meet the wishes and needs of the members. This is a field where results from
investment are more readily demonstrable, than in the case with generic marketing.
13. A major factor in the marketing of fanned salmon from the Board’s area has been the reduction in
selling points over the last 2 years. It is now estimated that 90 per cent of salmon is sold through 10
companies as against 70 or more in 1986. This trend was promoted.by the Board and by SSGA, and in
some cases Board funding was awarded to these marketing companies. The Norwegian industry is
similarly organised, selling most of its considerably greater output through 12 export organisations.
However in spite of the degree of organisation of selling in the Norwegian industry and the government’s
regulation through fami licensings salmon farmers in this country are once again finding that greatly
increased rates of supply of Norwegian fish to the market place are more than either country’s marketing
efforts can handle without seeing significant reductions in first sale,price of the product.
14. As the SSB marketing spend is shortly to be on a par with the Norwegian industry as a percentage
of industry turnover, it could be asked whether the Norwegians-have got it right. In defence of the target
3 per cent of first sale value (half paid by the fariher, half by their buyer) and the marketing approach of
that country, demand has beensuccessfully developed In various world markets. For most of the last 12
years this has been without significant falls in the first sale value. However there have been occasions
when disease has disrupted supply causing a price reduction or increase according to the circumstances. It
has only been since the latter part of 1988 that prices have shown a marked and steadyidecline. This is in
the face of production increases for this year and last year of lOO per cent as indicated in Appendix I. It
would appear that at this stage in development of farmed salmon production the increased volumes from
Norway and the rest of the world cannot find markets apace with the production increases. The SSB levy
is a headage payment on stock as against a proportion of turnover. Thus as the industiy has grown, so too
has the marketing fund of SSB: decreasing sales prices do not therefore immediately reduce this fund.
15. The home salmon market has grown steadily through the 1980’s with consumption of non-capned
salmon. Pacific and Atlantic, growing from 6,800 tonnes in 1980 to 19,100 tonnes in 1988. Encouragingly
the Retail Price Survey shows salmon steaks rising from £7.94/Kg in 1985 to £9.60/Kg in 1989. Annual
increases in consumption have varied—around 10 per cent to 30 per cent which is in line with forecasts of
fresh Atlantic salmon consumption in West Europe and USA rising in 1989 by 10 per cent to 20 per cent
over the 1988 figures.
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16. Having spent many years operating through a relatively low cost public relations programme,.and
subsequently introducing the Food FronrBritain (FFB) Quality Mark with in-trade promotion, the SSB is
moving increasingly towards direct consumer advertising. The Scottish industry is frequently overshadowed if not dwarfed by Norwegian*salmon and trade andTetairpromotion;are essential, as has-been the
tommitment of the industry to expansion for most of this decade to remain in the same league as Norway;
17. Farmed salmon has benefitted in the move to more health conscious eating habits by certain
iharketsectprs. However the consumer is ever more informed and.discerning, and salmpn has to compete
with a wide range of foods—often strongly.promoted. Television .test advertising has produced very good
results and this, is pointuig the way to greater expenditure in consumer advertising,
18. Market research for the SSB has been strongly encouraged and funded by theBoard. A great deal
of valuable information.has been obtained; consumer profiles, buying patterns, perceptions; of price and
quality being a few examples. This is. a fieM requiring regular updating.as new markets are sought and
consumer attitudes change in existing markets.
19. Price stability, however desirable, has not yet been a feature of the salmon industry. For most
years fimt sale prices have dipped through the summer period as supplies of farm grilse coincide, with
thoseof netted wild salmon. Autumn would see prices rising with the apjproach of Christmas and demand
from salmon .smokers. Early in the year, a peak used to be noted for farm salmon with the price drawn
upward by, the very high prices obtained for the first consignments of wild: salmon.
20. In contrast to the variations in first sale price between years, the retail price for salmon shows little
movement with distributors and/or retailers increasing their margins and volumes. While a .modest fall in
retaii price could be pxpected to help stimulate demand, this has yet to be observed. It would appear that,
as salmon ongrdwers responded to high smolt prices by moving upstream, in the pro.duction process, so
too shoidd growers or marketing groups investigate downstream operations such as distribution
processing and retailing.
TroiU
21. Thefavoured species for finfish fanning in the early 1970’s, rainbow trout farms experienced many
prodiiction-based problems in the Board’s area. In 1974 total UK production was 2,500 tonnes; by 1980
production in the Board’s area was estiniated to be 600-700 tonnes. Jpoi* i988, production was as follows:
UK 15,000 tonnes, Scotland 3,556 tonnes, HIDE area 1,705 tonnes.
22. After many years of static production, industry funded promotion by the British Trout Association
has increased demand and little by little improved prices to the farmers. In Scotland, the formation of the
producers’ co-operative. Scot-trout, inT983 to undertakemarketing and.processing of about two-thirds
of Scottish farmed trout has been a major boost to the sector. Trout farms in the Board’s area now supply
almost half of the Scottish tonnage. The bulk of this production is firom several key companies with
almost half from Rothesay Seafoods of Biite. Both production, costs and sales, value of trout .are
significantly lower than for salmon, and for niost of the last 10 years, trout farms in the Board’s area
moved into salihdn or salmon smolt production. Usually the twO are not fanned on the same site, as due
to specialisation in the trout sector, fish may move through several sites in the course of rearing and their
disease status is therefore usuallymore questionable than is the case for salmon. However in recent years
certain salmon bngrowers have taken through a few cages of Trout in sea, to broaden and strengthen their
market outlets, attracted by the more rapid weight gain of trout in sea and shorter production cycle in
sea. The supply of trout fingerlings for ongrowing at sea has been a serious constraint for the small
number of companies active in this- sector.
23- Trout production in Europe has for some years been in overall surplus, arid FEOGA (the EC’s
structural fund for aquacultural projects) assistance is riot normally available to producers for this reason.
Major producers in 1988 are shown in Appendix H, with France and Italy each producing around twice
that of UK farmers who were on a par with Germany and Spain. Danish production has been stable at
around 20,000 tonnes for some years.
24. The trout sector has experienced the problems currently experienced by producers of Atlantic
salmon, and responded by stimulating demand and cutting production costs. Many of the mechanised
approaches to trout farming have previously been dismissed by salmon farmers for fear of damage to
their valuable stocks. Falling values for stocks in sea and improvements to troiit industry equipnient will
extend the use of mechanisation in salmon farming.
25. Processing of rainbow trout within the Board’s area is veiy limited. Some farms have linked up
with existing smokers or established themselves in that field, with a .number of farms offering a range of
trout products for wholesale and direct retail sales. The seasonal tc urist market features prominently in
retailing.
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Shellfish
26. Several' species of shellfish are cultivated in the Board’s area. The physical resources of clean
sheltered seawater are even more critical to this sector than tp. salmon farniing. While oysters, mussels,
scallops; arid queen scallops are now being farmed, lobsters arid Manila Clams are being evaluated for
their cultivation potential. Although the first shellfish farming projects were concurrent with the earliest
stages of fin fish farniing, developrrient in the former sector has followed a completely different path, to
arrive at a level of output approximately i.5 per cent of the total Scottish aquaculture industry’s revenue.
27. Up, to the last 2 or 3 years, the shellfish sector ;has been almost exclusively the domain of small
private'companies and sole traders. For each species, culture methods were introduced from abroad, and
the inevitable development adjustment and refinement of methodologies was tackled by the private
operators. Despite Research and Developirient funding froiri the Board and other agencies, the
cpirimercial losses of shellfish farmers have been considerable—the price of knowledge.
28. Anticipating in the late 1960s the need for supplies of disease free oyster seed upon which an oyster
industry could develop, the Board built and leased an oyster hatchery at South Shian near Oban.
Performance of the operation was highly variable in a poor domestic market for oyster seed.
29. In 1983 the tenants introduced Tributyl tin ariti-fpulirig (TBT) to their salmon cage sites in Loch
Creran, and both their shellfish and riiarine fish hatcheries failed as they drew their seawater from the
loch;
30. Subsequently, the Board assisted establishnient of a small hatchery in Loch Sween. This too
suffered ,severely at the hands of TBT.
31. Oyster ongrowers have made reasonable prpgress particularly in the Argyll area, following a
nuinher of failures in the early entrants. In Orkney, results suggest that growers there have faced
additional disadyantages, and an investigation is underway seeking to identify the causes of their poor
performance. The EC supported ADP Fish Farming Scheme has encouraged oyster development iri
Skye, Seil, Liiirig, Islay arid Coionsay, and prospects for these operators are good provided satisfactory;
marketing arrangements are formulated in the coming years of rising UK production.
32. The shellfish fanriirig sector is.notpripus.fpr its dearth of.historic statistics and optiriiisiri of fpr^vard
production estimates. Oyster production for 1987, 1988 and 1989 has been estirnated as i.5m shells
(source SFIA), 1.6 and 2.0rn (source Bpard staff) respectively. The iridustry is dpiriinated by Loch Fyne
Oysters which accounts for around a third of industry output, acting both as oyster producer and
wholesaler to riiariy other oyster farmers.
33. As, with so much of fish farming^n the Highlands, mussel farming was first atteiripted in Argyll in
the late 1960s. Ten years later several ijusinesses had been assisted, but ail suffered through lack of
kriowledge, equipment limitations and most significantly the eriiergerice of eider ducks as voracious
predators upon farmed mussels. While cpmmercial activity was limited, iriuch information had been
gathered when mussel fanning was introduced to, the Western Isles by the Board and Comhairle nan
Eilean as a pre-IDP project.
34. Encouraging early results led to a large number of mussel fariris being established under the IDP.
However the early promise of this sector in the Western Isles has beeri only partially realised this far.
35. Dominated by numerous small production units of up to 50 tons annual output, this sector has
recently attracted significant interest and investment froiri larger comiriercial.interests, specifically Joseph
Johnstons, lorig established salmon farmers iri' Scoiirie; Clearwater International, a subsidiary of
Hillsdown Holdings, and Kishorn Shellfish an associate cbmpany of Kinlochdamph Ltd a substantial
Wester Ross salmon farm. It will be a year or two before the impact of these developments on mussel*
production can be confirmed: on past experience several cycles will be required before full production is
established. However, industry output totals of 278 tonnes, 435 tonnes and 700 tonnes (HIDB) for 1987,
1988 and 1989 respectively could be expected to treble or quadruple in years to come.
36. The techniques of scallop cultivation were introduced to Scalpay, Skye in the iriid-1970s from
Japan. The same basic techniques of natural seed collection and ongrowing in mid water containment are
applied to the high value. King Scallop, the lower value Queen Scallop and the young Queen introduced
several years ago under the trade name “Princess Scallop”. The production cycles for these animals are
4-5 years, 2-3 years and 12-18 months respectively.

37. The lengthy production cycle and fluctuating value of King scallops and the high cost of certain
containment equipment made' scallop cultivation an unlikely financial proposition for many years. The
last few years have seen steady high prices for king scallops, and the introduction of lower cost
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equipment. Accordingly, there have been a number of scallop farms established, with output starting to
build up. Notably Scallpp^Kings pic raised,£1.5m through a BES launch in 1987,. and is establishing itself
by way of contract, growing as well as through development of farms at its Own hand. Future confidence.in
scallops and other cultivated shellfish will be influenced, rightly or wrongly, by the performance of this
company.

38.
Queens occasionally find small high value niche markets biit are generally a l
iinlced to international fishery, outputs. The “Princess” scallop was pioneered by private operators and the
SI^ offering a liigher price for a small younger Queen. Production is very straightforward, but the
building of markets has with the exception of one or two producers been neglected .by many of those who
became involved in the field.
39.

Output for 1987 to 1989 is estimated as follows:

King Scallops
1987 (SFiA)
100,000
1988 (fflDB)
80,000
1989 (HIDB) 150,000

Queens
460.000
430.000
500.000

Units: shells

Shellfish Marketing
40.
The markets in which the sector operates are well describedin a sunimary repo
Board, by International Marketing and Economic Services (IMES) as part of a detailed study into the
Market Opportunities for Farmed Shellfish. The main points from this report are as follows:
“The best long, term prospects for expanding the Scottish shellfish industry lie in developing a
consistent volume of business in the domestic market. This should eveiituaily provide an effective
insurance policy against the inconsistencies of international demand^ and a useful springboard for
profitable exports in the future once supplies are sufficient. The UK market offers excellent
opportunities for developing the mussel,.Oyster and scallop farming industries, though not for Manila
clams.
“Prospects for exporting mussels are limited because of their cornparatively low value when fresh and
in shell, cpiipled with stiff competition from producers in neighbouring markets. The bert short-term
option lies in exploiting the potential in the UK recipe market, together with increased sales of fresh
mussels Through restaurants and retail outlets.
“Oysters need to.be presented in a very,different way from mussels to the consumer. In view of limited
production arid the premium price/premium quality image of Scottish oysters, the UK restaurant trade is
thought to offer the best market. Export opportuiiities are more restricted because, of competition from
local producers and the absencp of any established channels of distribution.
“Scallops offer the best all-round prospects for Scottish shellfish growers. Kings are particularly in
demand and the UK is widely recognised as a supplier of premium quality product. Corisumptipn of
Kings is restricted, however, by poor availability and high prices, urge scale farming and economies of
scale could therefore, cprisiderably boost consumer detnand, particularly through the restaurant trade. In
spite of the visual-attractions of shell-on presentation, shucked scallPp riieat is the preferred option for
the retail trade.
“There is also good, poteritial for Queens, particularly in the UK, on a higher volume, more .price
competitive basis than Kings. Processors are known to be interested in Queens for breading or as an
element in recipe dishes.
“Opportunities for Princess scallops are likely to remain limited, certainly in the UK, until Kings and
Queens become more widely accepted by the consumer. They are also subject to strpngprice competition
from other species.
“Prospects for Manila clams which are being cultivated with the Jarge seafood market in Spain and
France in mind do not look encouraging unless Scottish exporters succeed in.matching or undercutting
existing competition on price. Demand is not growing and French growers have already made
unsuccessful attempts to export to Spain.
“Overall the outlook for the Scottish shellfish industry is bright, with opportunities existing for both
small fai^ and large-scale operations. In the longer term, however, it should be stressed that
exploitation of most market opportunities highlighted in this booklet are dependent on much higher
levels of production”.
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Marine Fin Fish
41. Despite the physical factors in the Board?s area favouring marine farming of salmon, commercial
production of marine fin fish in Scotland has-been minimal to date. This is due to the lack of a marine fish
species for which an economically viable method exists of farming in our waters. Several species have
been studied over many years, by a few commercial concerns (Golden Sea Produce, Fish Farm
Developments) but principally, by the White Fish Authority—now SFIA^-rat their Marine Farming Unit
at Ardtoe. Dover Sole, Plaice and particularly Turbot have been researched in detail, with fearing
techniques developed for each.
42. From the mid 1970s to the early 1980s Turbot was the Authority’s focus of attention. While viable
production of Tiirbot was possible at Bunterston using elevated water temperatures, HIDB funded cage
•rearing trials in the Western, Isles provided conclusive evidence that ambient temperature farming was
not economically viable. From that time, marine fish farthing businesses in< the Board’s area have
specialised, in the production of laiwal and juvenile fish for export to wanner latitudes for ohgrowing. The
SFIA’s efforts were then concentrated on-Halibut, another high value fish but more likely to grow well in
ambient temperatures.
43. The initial task of acquiring a brbodstock took, many years oTeffort, involving charters of fishing
boats from Shetland and'Fraserburgh, live transfers of stock from Iceland and Faeroe. As these stocks
matured, egg production became established in thelate winter. Ardtoe’s breakthroiigh-was in 1987 when
five larvae transferred to live diets and reached the juvenile stage. That y^ar the British Halibut
Association was formed with 20 salmon farming niembers each subscribing :G.,p60 in support of agreed
programmes of Halibut study. The 1988 egg season was effectively lost through a major fire at the Ardtoe
unit, but some 80Q young Halibut were successfully transferred from Iceland by wellboatfor growth trials
at Ardtoe.
44. Cod .has also, been considered as a species for cultivation: productioii is quite feasible, but costs are
such that viable farming is unlikely without significant cost reductions. A number of Norwegian farms are
stocking cod, but it remains unlikely to provide profit as against product diversity.
45. Markets for prospective farmed marine species have been examined by the SFIA. While there has
to be some conrideration of the impact of rignificant volumes of farmed fish one limited wild fish market,
in the broadest terms our experience with farmed salmon illustrates what cafrbe achieved given adequate
investment in marketing.
46. Several other species of fish and shellfish have beendr are being considered for cultiyatioh in the
Highlands. Lobster rearing technology is now well established up tq juvenile stage, beyond Which
individual housing to overcome cannibalism is required: no commercial production of lobsters “for the
table” presently exists. Interest is focused meantime on restocking of suitable areas of seabed for
subsequent fishing by-conventional means. Growth: trials are underway in: several locations with the
Manila Clam, a high value burrowing bivalve: while early results are encouraging, the market overview is
not particularly positive.
47. Strengthening demand for supplies of eels in the European market and’particularly improvements
in water recirculation technology have prompted renewed interest in eel farming. Also invesfigations of
Arctic Charr, present in variouklarge deep freshwater lochs in our area,.have been underway in Norway
for several years. Results have latterly been good, and this species is worthy of consideration.
Training
48. The.salmon industry has in the 1980’s frequently experienced considerable difficulty in recruiting
suitable staff. Throughout the 1970’s there was a dearth of people possessing production experience;
most new businesses were dependent.on head-hunting from established farriis. Anticipating demand for
husbandly staff on farms, the Board initiated the cquntry’s first fish farming training course in 1977 run in
conjunction with Inverness Technical College.
49. The training course has produced between 8 and 14 students annually who have imgeneral readily
found employment in the industry. Students from the earlier courses have in many cases risen to
management positions. The college also operates a number of short courses (1 to 4 days) at Inverness and
other locations, providing fish farm workers with training in specific vocational topics. A topical subject is
that of Operation of Aquaguard Treatments. The college also provides fish farm training to students of
both one and two year duration.
50. Training to husbandryman standard is also provided by Barony College, Dumfries-shire and
Sparsholt College, Hampshire. However, neither college has such close links with the salmon industry as
does Inverness College and as a result their penetration of this sector is less strong. Inverness College is
introducing further short courses to cover Management and Supervision and Supervisory Skills with
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training needs perceived beyond the level of the one year aquaculture course. A few Universities feature
aquaculture in certam bipscience degree courses, notably Stirling and Heript-Watt who also offer
aquaculture based post-graduate degrees by study., With> these university coursesj many entrants to the
industry possess significaht training if notpractical experience,.and are well.placed to progress within fish
forming.
51. Inverness Technics College is in what are hopefully the final stages of the establishment of a
Training Centre which among a range of rural skills subjects will major in providing practical training in
fish forminglo students, on one and-two year courses and on a range of short courses. The provision of
such facilities is seen by the College as critical to retention of SCQTVEC recognition of the. College’s fish
farming .courses, and both Barony and Sp^sholt Colleges already have such dedicated farm facilities.
Certain fish and shellfeh farming interests in the vicinity of the proposed Training Centre are now
resisting the proposal, havihg.previously offered access to their own facilities on a rental basis for training
purposes. Eufpjpean. Social Fund assistance pf £500,000 is available only up to the end . of the current
firiahcialyear. Coining at the end-.of fully 16 years.of work on various possible locations, it is yei^ likely
that this is the last opportunity to see such a facility established.
52: The Training Centre concept has had a number of critics oyer the years, cpnceriied by future
possible financial calls on the industry by such a facility arid centralised, as. against dispersed training
courses. Recent trends iri the salmon sector where rates of survival of fish in sea are actually falling,
mechanisa:tipn arid automatiori are increasing, there is greater public scrutiny of the industry’s actions in
disease treatment, predator control etc, clearly demonstrate the need for iridustiy^ to irictease the level of
skills, inotivatiori and understandirig of much pf the current workfprce- Training has to be seen by the
industry as an investment for the future, not as an overhead.
53. A number of organisations are now pperating in the field of fish farming training, with the
Agricultural Training Board to thefpre in on-farm training for small groups. This particularly suits.fish
form staffj and Inverness College may lose grourid thrpugh their tendency to centralised fabilities and
their allegiance to the academic year as against the business year which runs for 52 weeks.
FISH FARMING IN THE HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS: 1989-1995

Salmon Farming

54. Sahnpn fonriing has in the 1980s proveri to be the most iriipprtant new industry to emerge in the
Highlands in the lifetime of-the Board. It is now a major einployer of local people, develpped throughput
the area, but partivbularly .in remote.peripheral mainland areas and the islarids. With industry first sale
value of pverdE70 miilios in 1988, salmOn farming vies with beef as the Highland’s most valuable primary
sectoEV-it already exceeds the value of any other fishety sector, white fish or industrial/pplagic.
55- Total toect employment in farmed salmpn production inthe Board’s area was 1,514 in 1988, trout
farming .adding a further. 63 direct jobs. The enprmpus contribution of the industry to the Highland
economy was considered in some detail, in HIDB Board Member Mr McCunn’s address to the 1988
Scottish Fish, Farming Conference in Inverriess (copy available on request)
56. The industry’s direct workforce of 1,514 was.calculated to support oyer 700 further jobs through
local spending by einpldyees and employers. Processing of fanned salmon was reckoned to support 1,800
jobs, although many were in Scotland outwith the Foard’s area. A range of further services to the
industry represent indirect employment: around 100 jobs in fishmeal arid fish feeds; 60 jobs in providing
replacement capital goods such as boats, cages, nets, anchors etc; insurance, veterinary provision,
representative bodies. Also various agencies have staff with fish farming responsibilities—SFIA, DAFS,
NCC, CEC, ECIDB, River Purification Boards arid research organisations such as Stirling and Aberdeen
Universities, and Dunstaffnage Marine Laboratory.
57. From direct employment Jn farmed fish production arid formed fish processing alone, multipliers
from local personal spending and local company spending indicate some 5,000 jobs created in Scotland
through salmon farming. These figures are very significant at the Scottish level, but the impact of salmon
farming in particular remote fragile areas of the Highlands has been of major importance.
58. Production and employment in the salmon and trout fonriing sectors are detailed by statistical area
in Appendix III. Clearly, the industry is operating on a considerable scale in some of the most
disadvantaged areas of the Highlands and Islands, generating sorely needed local employment and
spending power with its consequent multiplier effect. North West Sutherland, which forms most of the
jNorth West Developriient Programme area, has 82 jobs through salmon farming, while Wester Ross
employment in the sector is 231. Both areas clearly derive immense benefit from the industry, with
service employment becoming increasingly prominent though ever difficult to quantify.
59. Salmon farming in the Western Isles provided 223 jobs in 1988, with a farm gate value of some £9
million, nearly double that of the livestock and livestock products output of £5.5 iriillion. A 1988 survey
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by the local Regional Councillor showed-that fish farming in West Lochaber provided employment for
some 25 per cent of the area’s workforce and generated £18 million worth of farmed salmon.
60. The.positive influence of the industry's development-can be followed down to the level at which
vital seiwices are retained because of the presence of fish farmers or their families. ThoDrunibeg primary
school in North West Sutherland for example in;1988 had 8 pre-school children in its area, 5 of whom
wereifrom fish farmers’ families—a vital factor foria school whose role had previously fallen as low as 2.
Certainly, there are sonae infrastructural costs attributable to fish farming development, such as road
maintenance and upgrading. However, the industry has a long term future, and'in terms of social and
economic development Jri fragile areas is a good investment for the Board and Local Authorities alike.
61. As salmon farming in Scotland has expanded oh the base of improved techniques,, in recent years,
recovery rates of smolts as harvested grilse and salmon have in fact fallen from 86 per cent to 74 per cent.
This level of loss and industry-wide food.conversion rates.of around 2:1 reflect the changes in operations
asfhey grow in size, recruit less experienced staff, remain in one site for several production cycles, find
other farms locating in nearby areas which increases, the risks of disease introduction and transmission
between.sites. There is a whole range of factors coming into play which operators willihave to w6rk; hard
to counter,,and reverse in order to. reduce their costs of production.
62. The primary hazard now facing the industry is that of low farmgate prices for farmed salmbn which
have prevailed'dVer the last 8 to 10 months. This follows a period of rising feed costs which;has reduced
margins. Prices fell by around 22 per cent in the year to January 1989, with a further 6 per cent to 8 per
cent over the first half of this year. The dominant influence is the huge increase in Norwegian .farmed
salmon,output. Appendix l illustrates the growth in salmon.farming worldwide. While several countries’
output is growing strongly, Norway’s recent revision upward- of projected output exceeds, the latest
estiniates of our industry’s 1989 tonnage.
63. The quality of the Norwegian industry’s production: statistics is proving highly questionable. The
surprise emergence of an additional 30,000 tonnes of 1989 production is one example; also in 1989 the
figure of smolt production varies betweeri 62 and 90 ihillipn with unconfirmed reports that some 10
million of these have been destroyed.. Despite having the means to reguiate.the industry, the Norwegian
government failed iii 1988 to prevent the unlicensed origrowing, of around i5 million.smolts. It would
appear that central.government is not effective in enforcing its regulation of the salmon farming industry.
64. Norway’s surge in output is attributable to the overcoming of Hitra disease, 2 mild winters (both
factors reduce mortalities at sea) early harvesting, to ayoid Salmon Aiiaeniia Syndrome a serious new
condition, but most of all to the granting of srriolt unit licences by the Government in 1985 and 1986 which
nearly doubled the number of smolt units. This increased output is now coming on to the market. There is
some irony in the fact that for the last 10 years, we have been told by our critics that Norway’s industry
was the one upon which Scottish fish farming should be modelled.
65. Lower s^mon prices are having a major impact on both Norwegian and Scottish producers,
Norwegian banks are effecting reductions in smolts going to sea this year and next. Roughly speaking, the
3 year trend in Norway is, we understand, likely to be:
1988
1989
1990

80 million smolts to sea
60-70 million
60 ihUlion

66. This trend is allegedly being enforced by banks withholding credit from both freshwater and
seawater farms. In the north of Norway, where production costs are around £5/Kg, half the sea farms
were apparently not permitted by their bank to buy smolts this year and smolt companies are obliged to
destroy some 10 million unsold smolts throughout the country.
67. There is widespread concern among salmon farmers in Scotland and Ireland that Norwegian
farmed salmon is selling in Europe below that country’s stated minimum ex farm price, also that the sales
price in Europe may be below the Norwegians’ production cost. Evidence is being accuihulated which
supports these concerns, and industry has in recent months sought the assistance of the UK government
and the EC in tackling this unacceptable situation.
68. Since Autumn 1988, several Scottish salmon farms have openly or discreetly sought new owners.
Outright business failures to date have been few, but further receiverships may follow in coming weeks
and months, Recently established or expanded businesses with substantial borrowings are most at risk,
but anxiety is growing in many corners of the salmon industry.
69. Poor salmon prices while a threat to producers are a bonus—of uncertain duration—to salmon
processors. It is worth recalling that while first sale prices are low, there has been little shift at the retail
end indicating that what is produced is being sold.
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70. The SSB recently engaged consultants to carry out a comprehensive review of the organisation's
past performance and to outline a future role and strategy for the SSB. The findings and
recohnhendatioris will be presented to the SSB. Should they be accepted, the recommendations would be,
implemented as of early 1990.
71. Production investment by salmon farms, in the Highlands has fallen of late and there is little
interest in “new starts”. Producers are looking to reduce costs and improve efficiency and quality of
production.- Particular emphasis is being laid upon disease control, lack of which results in direct
economic loss and disorderly marketing. The SSGAis pursuing these areas through its technical budget,
but also several subjects in the broad field of environmental impact. In some cases, the results have a
shortterm direct benefit to the industry, in others the work is producing information — which will be
deployed in the wider debate of fish farming and its environment.
72. A range of legislation loorns large with almost every agency seeking to tighten up its controls oh
the industry. While many aspects of this “catchinjg up” with such a newindustry are very sensible, almost
without exception, the measures will add to the industry’s costs at a tiihe when the industry can least
afford to meet these costs. Examples are Health and Safety Executive guidance notes; Salmon Dealer
Licensing proposals; Fish Health and, Hygiene regulations from the EC; Department of Transport fish
farm vyorkbpat specifications; River Purification Board consent conditions on use of therapeutic
chemicals. Strong industry representative groups have been essential in industry’s negotiations with
relevant p;irties over forthcoming legislation and regulations.
73. With the change in salmon markets, farmers have in the past year been looking for diversification
opportunities. Some of the medium sized companies have looked beyond aquaculture, while most of the
industry has tended to look for other fish or shellfish species for cultivation. Possible species have been
noted above, and pressure ford halibut farming systems and methods is increasing. Stimulated by an
HIDB comriiissiqned consultancy exercise, a number of farins are considering tourist facilities and
perhaps processing for retail sale as means of diversifying their business.
74. Diversification will be increasingly sought after in the next few years, but may be hindered by the
financial status of the individual fish farm. Novel species for cultivation will probably find industry
fuhding difficiilt over that period.
75. The next 2 years will provide salmon farms in our area with a major challenge. It appears that few
will be able to show adequate projQt in that period and that some businesses will fail. By 1992 restrictions
on Norwegian sriiplts going to sea will feed through with output in the region of 100-120 thousand tonnes
compared with this year’s 150-170 thousand tonnes. Current market growth rates will have to be
rnaintained to come out with acceptable supply/demand determined pricing in 1992.
Trout Farming
76. Trout farmers have the benefit of an industry sector which is much slower moying than salmon.
Like the salmon farmers, however, its promotional oirganisatipn the British Trout Association has
comniissipned consultants to examine the industry arid the future of the BTA. The trout sector Is unlike
salmon in that just over a fifth of its tonnage is Scottish, although there is.a strong Scottish dimension,
fostered in no small way by Scotrout.
77. This sector continues to operate on modest margins, and is concerned that low prices for small
grades of salmon will depress prices for large trout, the fish being of siriiilar size. There is no evidence of
this at present, but Highland area sea farmers of trout would be the group affected if the large trout price
did slip. At present, production of large trout in sea is more profitable than that of small salmpn and there
could well be a move by some sahnon farmers in this direction. However, the availability of the 100 gram
trout required for sea water transfer will be a significant limitation.
78. Disease will remain a major risk for trout farmers, given the extent of specialisation and stock
movements within the sector. With progress toward the lowering of trade barriers in the EC there are
major concerns in both trout and salmon sectors that freer movement of live fish will increase the risk of
bringing new diseases to the UK fish farming industry. Diseases such as Viral Haemorrhagic Septicaemia
and Infectious Haematopoietic Necrosis are already present in parts of the European industry, and could
have a drastic impact on our trout and salmon industry if introduced. Both the NFUS and SSGA have
been active for some time in lobbying Brussels as well as DAFS and MAFF to ensure the most rigorous
inspection of fish introductions under the proposed EC directive.
79. Trout farmers have the prospect of slow steady growth in production, supported by appropriate
generic and limited brand marketing. The anticipated failures of salmon farms will release sea and
freshwater sites and equipment some of which the trout sector could utilise. Developments in processing
are likely to remain of limited scale in our area while Scotrout continues to operate satisfactorily in
Motherwell.
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Shellfish Farming
80. Shellfish farmers in the Highlands are in the paradoxical position of being a small, slowly
expanding production sector selling, into what are generally quite buoyant markets. The IMES report
points to king scallops, mussels and oysters as species with markets capable of accepting mcfeased
supplies of farmed shellfish. The industry has suffered from, amongst other things, being small in total
output, widely scattered and comprising almost entirely small private companies or sole traders. Output
has been slow to build steadily in. spite of major investment by the Board.
81. Recent substantial investments have been made in a 500 tonne mussel farm and by Scallop Kings
pic in scallop cultivation at a number of West Coast sites. Joseph Johnston are planning expansion of
their pilot project to conimercial scale. Clearwater (International) Ltd are also investing in large scale
mussel production in Lochaber, Mull and Cowal. The future shape of the shellfish farming industry will
depend on the success or otherwise of these ventures. Perceived success in productipn and in marketing
would stimulate a new wave of aquaculture investment in pur area, providing much needed species
diversification iii addition to salmon. The subsequent volumes pf farmed shellfish would both assist
existing processors and offer new processing opportunities, with significant einployment opportunities.
82; In 1988, some 200 shellfish farms were registered with DAFS, compared with 140 in 1986.
Production in 1988 was recorded by the department as:
Mussels
Oysters
Scallops
Oueens

484
1,670
76
172

tonnes
thousand shells
thousand shells
tonnes*

^approximately 5-fold pverstated.
Alternative Species
83. The success of salmon farming in Scotland has added greatly to the desire for economically viable
farming, of marine fish. Almost entirely dependent on salmon, wholly dependent on salmonids,
aquaculture in the Board’s area--and the rest of Scotland—urgently requires greater stability Through a
breadth of cultivated.species. A new salmon disease or a health scare on, for example, smoked salmon
could decimate our industry
.84. Commercial production pf marine fish in the Board’s area is,presently restricted to that of young
turbot for ongrowing on the continent, and of sea bass and sea bream for developments in the
Mediterranean. Aspirations for marine fish farming in our area have for some time been based on
halibut, although the production of juvenile halibut is proving the major hurdle at present. There is no
clear indication of how to overcome the problem, and Norwegian production remains at the level of
hundreds of young fish in the face of a multi-million pound effort by a number of public and .private
research units.
85. The principal potential beneficiaries of the halibut studies are the salmon farming industries of
Scotland and Norway. The prospects of securing increased private funding, for the Ardtoe halibut
programme .have to be viewed in the light of the problems facing the salnaon industry over the next 2
years. Timescales for the establishment of commercial halibut farming cannot be given with confidence,
and should be viewed in the light of the 15 years taken to take salmon to that stage with a very
considerable prior capability in freshwater husbandry. It is unlikely that any significant commercial
rearing of halibut will be underway before 1995.
86. Farmirig of cod will continue to be examined regularly for economic viability. Studies in Norway
have clearly indicated the potential for cultivation of Arctic Charr and interest in this species is
developing in the Scottish industry. However, the focus of attention both in Scotland and Norvyay is
halibut, which is seen as the prime marine fin fish species for farming in these countries.
FISH FARMING AND ITS ENVIRONMENT

87. The fish farming industry requires a high quality aquatic environment for the rearing pf salmonids
and molluscan shellfish. Sub-optimal conditions impair the performance of farm stocks, and in the case of
acid precipitation, one of the early indicators of the acidification of watercourses in the Western
Highlands was impaired hatching of salmon and trout eggs. Many sea cage sites in Norway have suffered
“souring” with reduced stock performance after many years of operation of these sites. Very few sea cage
sites in Scotland have reported similar symptoms, This may be due to the greater exposure and tidal
range and lower stocking densities in this country compared to Norway. As the salmon industry’s margins
tighten, so will any fall off in stock performance be more likely to be detected and remedy sought. Both in
the specifics of water quality and the intangibles of the Highlands’ imagery for consumers it is in the fish
farming industry’s own interests to maintain high quality environments.
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88. Fish fanning has grown rapidly in an area of Britain renowned for the beauty of its land and
seascapes. The industry’s interactions with the environment have been examined in a number of studies.
Industry, development and conservation agencies, have been and continue to be involved in the
commissioning and funding of these objective “foundation” studies. The more significanfostudies are:Environmental Impacts of Finfish Farming in Freshwater Lochs
89. Financed by HIDB with contributions latterly from industry, this study has been carried out by the
Institute of Aquaculture, University of Stirling. The work commenced in 1981, concentrating in recent
years on the impacts of salmon smolt production; Guidelines for the scale pf acceptable development
were derived by the University, and these form the basis of current River Purification Board’s regulation
of the sc^e of freshwater jSnfish farming developments.
An Environmental Assessrnent.of Fish Farms
90. 'nds. study by Cobham Resource Consultants was cpmmissibned in 1986 by the Gpuntryside
Commission for Scotland with financial contributions from the HIDE, CEC and Scottish Salmon
Growers Association. Concerned with landscape and amenity impacts, the subsequent report was.widely
welcomed and many of its recommendations have been applied by the industry and its regulating
authorities.
Environmental Impacts of Marine Fish Farming
91. In the early 1980’s there was a notable lack of objective ihfprmatipn on impacts of marine fish
fanning in Scotland. This investigation, funded by HIDB with contributions from NCC, CEC and the
SSGA, was commissioned through Stirling University to provide some of the information required to
enable assessment and prediction of the industry’s marine impacts. The investigation started in 1984,
producing its final report in 1988 which.referred mainly to benthic impacts. A second phase of research
began in Spring 1988 focusing, on impacts on the water coluihn. This work is funded by CEC and the
SSGA, with contributions from HIDB, HRPB and Comhairle nan Eileaii. It is hoped that the current
study will lead to predictions-of carrying capacity for marine fish farming areas.
92. In recent years, several “desk studies” and surveys of marine fish forming-have been carried oiit.
We wpuld highlight the report for NCC “Fish Farming anil the Safeguard of the Natural Marine
Environment of Scotland” (1989) and the “Scottish Wildlife and Countryside Link Group’s Marine Fish
Farming in Scotland—A discussion paper” (1988). These reports are the outcome of lengthy dialogue
between conservation interests and the fish fanning industry which must continue to be the way in which
each party proceeds. There has been in recent years a.surfeit of media.coverage of the industry and its
critics, inuch-of it misleading or inaccurate. Outstanding problems and conflicts of interest will, for the
most part, continue to be solved Only through discussion between the interested parties. It is sincerely
hoped that NCC and SW(X and thO fish farming industry representative bodies continue the dialogue
established Over the past 18 months.
93. In the context pf a new sector, which has expanded rapidly in recent years, we suggest that the
impacts of fish fanning are not unacceptable at this time. Developments in freshwater lOchs may be
related to the capacity of the waterbody to tolerate additional nutrient inputs without deterioration in
water quality. The benthic impacts of both freshwater and seawater cage farming have been shown to be
major but highly localised and reversible. Landscape and amenity need not suffer given careful
consideration of.a development at the planning stage. Through its scale, the industry has attracted a very
substantial service sector, which with industry and agency support is tackling and overcoming many of the
industry’s problems—including those of predator and disease control.
REGULATION OF THE FISH FARMING INDUSTRY

94. As the industry has developed, so have the regulatory and administering bodies extended and
refined their control of fish farming. While certain sectors of the industry see this as unnecessary
“red-tape” an increasing number view such regulation as protecting their own position by controlling the
entry of new operators and increasingly the ways in which existing farms carry out their routine duties.
95. Within the Board’s area, most local authorities regard freshwater fish farming developments as
requiring planning permission. It would appear sensible for this approach to be standaidised.
96. We regard the inclusion of fish cages as sources of discharges for the purpose of River Purification
Board regulation as desirable. The inability of the RPBs to control diffuse nutrient inputs to freshwater
lochs is a major concern given that fish cage discharge consents are carefully calculated on the basis of
their nutrient input to the loch. We welcome recent increased communication between industry, RPBs
and scientific experts in this field, and hope that this will enhance the ability of the RPBs to discharge
their functions. Given the extent of fish farming in the Highland River Purification Board and Clyde
River Purification Board areas, we believe that the industry deserves to be better represented on the
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Boards of these and possibly other RPBs. The RPBs haVe an increasingly central role to play in
regulating and monitoring the fish farming industry: it is crucial that these Boards are adequately funded
to fulfil their responsibilities under UK and EC legislation.
97. The roie of the CEC in administering the granting or fefiisal of applications for seashore and
seabed leases has aroused considerable debate. In recent years the view has been expressed that Local
Planning Authorities should administer applications for the establisihment of niarine i-.^h farms through
ari exteh'sion of their jurisdiction beyond low water mark. This is a subject upon which the Board does not
hold strong views. It would appear that the present system has coped satisfactorily with the extent of
development in the industry to date. Moreover we beUeve there are some advantages in centralised
control of this rapidly evolving industry.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

98. Aquaculture R&D is readily broken down into several broad sectors: environmental, effects of
finfish farming, cultivation of marine finfish, production improvements in finfish farming and cultivation
of shellfish. The salmon farming industry carries out a considerable amount of *‘in house” research, as do
various of the conipanies in its service sector^ feed manufacturers being a prime example, ^so the SSGA
and SSFA allocate funds in support of a range of R&D projects.
99. Cohtmuihjg investigation of envifonmehtal effects of finfish farming js required, though much work
has already been carried out. Attention has in recent years been moving from the industry’s nutrient
loading of the enSdroninent to some of its therapeutic treatments. Studies of inixing and dispersal of
compounds in sea lochs are oh the frontiers of hydrographic research, as are those of phytoplankton
blooms, and the industry should not bear the brunt df^hat is, in part, fundamental research.
100. Aquaculture in Scotland urgently requires a broader base of farhied species,, and the prime area
for such alternative species is that of marine fin fish. Work of SFIA, Ardtod with Halibut is in a crucial
phascj funding coming from a range of sources to supplement the SFIA budget. The Ardtoe halibut
programme is crucial in the developnient of halibut cultivation techniques and it is vital to the salmon
farming industry that this work continues and succeeds. Salmon farmers have demonstrated their support
to the Ardtoe effort by their funding of the British Halibut Association.
101. The area of improvement in production efficiency in finfish farining may appear to rest solely in
the industry’s hands. However the responsibilities of DAFS under its statutory duties on fish diseases
require the Department’s active participation in this field. Control offish diseases is of vital economic
importance to the industry primarily through direct financial loss. However the negatives of publicity
over disposal of fish mortalities and allegations of fish farms infecting wild fish are also significant.
Accordingly SSGA together with funds firom CEC and HIDB is running a series of projects examining
farmed fish diseases and means of their control.
102. Another key economic factor is that of efficiency of feed utilisation’by farmed fish. Much, of the
research to date has been carried out by feed manufacturers, and the.farmers are themselves examining
means of more efficient feeding of their stock. This would have the dual benefits of improving their
economics and lessening nutrient inputs to the fish farm’s environment.
103. Considerable investment has been made in shellfish cultivation R&D by MAFF, however the
differences in species and cultivation methods between England and Wales and’the Board’s area mean
that this research has had limited relevance to shellfish growers in the Higlilands and Islands. The prime
site of R&P in support of our shellfish.sector is SFIA, Ardtoe, which has good links with DAFS shellfish
staff in Aberdeen, to the extent of mounting joint projects. The current scale and profitability of this
sector, which we believe has great potential, requires that its requirements have to be met largely by the
public sector, particularly FIIDB and SFIA.
PUBLIC SECTOR ASSISTANCE TO THE FISH FARMING INDUSTRY

104. The Board’s general attitude to fish farming development has been extremely positive, foUowing
an early recognition of the great potential for aquaculture developments in the Highlands and Islands.
The Board sustained its policy of giving strong support to the stiuggling fish farm projects of the 1970’s
through the salmon farming take off in the 1980’s. The industry has benefitted from—the full range of
Board resources: Section 8 investment, projects arid development and marketing assistance, provision of
Board owned factories, substantial inputs by the Board’s technical, marketing and business advisory
staff, funding of training and the support of the Board in the political and media arenas.
105. Overall the Board’s financial assistance to the industry has been approximately £32m. Appendix
IV provides a breakdown of this assistance, the majority being in the form of assistance to business. The
discretionary nature of such assistance and the latitude to assess each and every application ori its
individual merits enables the Board to vary the extent and nature of financial assistance offered. A
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general feature of fish and sheUfish farming projects is a lengthy production cycle—between 1 and 4 years
according to species — arid grant assistance arid any loan deferment are geared to lessen the adverse
impact of this interval.
106. A further highly significant source of grant aid is FEOGA (European Agricultural Guidance
Fund) which under Regulation (EEC) No. 4028/86 provides for capital grants of ^0 per cent on approved
projects in receipt of member state aid of between 10 and 30 per cent Net Grant Equivalent, The fund has
awarded grants to Scottish fish farms of some £5.9m over the past 9 years. Member state aid may be
approved by the Board or by DAFS.
107. The oil reserve funds of the Orkney and Shetland Islands Councils are the remaining significant
sources of public funds, available on a discretionary basis to developments in their respective Islands
groups. These funds have been of significant benefit to the development of fish farming in the Northern
Isles.
108. It could be argued that fish farming could have developed in the Board’s area yvithout direct
financial assistance from the above agencies. However, it is clear that the nature of the. salinon industry
would have differed considerably from that we see today , lacking the wide range of companyTsize arid any
significant.degree of local owriership with consequent diminished benefits to the communities of the area.
Equally, a slower build up in production would have resulted in a smaller industry than that which
currently faces up to the challenge presented by the Norwegian industry, and one which would have
foimd even greater difficulty in surviving such competition. It should be recalled that several of the large
companies who were among the early entrants to the salmon farming sector, left the industry after several
years’ involvement. The importance of substantial early support by the Board to some of the largest
operators in today’s industry should not be underestimiated.
11 October 1989
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ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF FARMED ATLANTIC SALMON

(Unit: Tonnes)
1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

800
30

950
70

1,431
140

2,137

3,300
430

4,140
530
13

4,150
600

8,910

10,266

1,000

2,100

28
60

103
130
30
48
80

28,656
6,921
722
600

47,417
12,721

35

100

22,300
3,912
385
300
70
163
75

45,675
10,333

21

17,016
2,536
257
160
50
126

10,153

12,757

20,245

27,205

220
10

10

100
20

830

1,020

1,571

2,367

3,740

4,683

4,771

2,000

100

100

2,500
800

188
150

297
150

150

37,337

56,555

1988

v'O

VO

1989

80,371 150,000
17,951 30,000
4,900
6,700
3,500 10,000
1,400
4,000
230
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Norway
Scotland (UK)
Ireland
Faroes
Iceland +
Canada
Sweden

0\

NA

65,588 108,352 200,700

ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF FARMED PACIFIC SALMON

(Unit: Tonnes)

Japan
Canada
(British
Columbia)
USA
Chile
New Zealand
France

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1,150

2,122

2,760

5,049

6,430

7,221

12,000

15,000

176
450
60

128
900

107
1,176
270

120

489
1,400

1,200

6,000

20

1,257
870
500

1,600
3,000
1,600

80

90

100

500
180

1,500
1,700
1,600

60

273
680
80
5
80

200

200

2,898

3,240

3,978

6,712

9,277

10,790

17,800

27,400

2

100
10

1,000

S3 >
».
3
R

R.
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Appendix EE
EUROPEAN PRODUCTION OF PORTION SIZE AND LARGE TROUT

1989

1988
Country

Large Trout

Portion
Size

Large
Size

4.000

2,400
650
22,000

150
4.000

1.000

31.000
14.500
15.000

17,000
3.000
500
1,500

100

50

200

200

900
28.000

200

645
29.500

300

‘Portion Size‘

Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Faroes
Finland
France
Germany
Great Britain
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Norway
Spain
Sweden

1990
P

2,700
400
22,500

15,000
1.500
400

29.000
14.000
14.000

500
7.500
700
8.500

15,100

Portion
Size
2,600
650

150
5.000

21,000

19,000
4.000
500

32.000
15.500
16.000
170
700
29.500

1.000
4,000
NA
NA

NA

Large
Size

2.000
400

1,000
6,000

NA

NA
NA

Appendix III
FARMED FINFISH

Area

PRODUcnoN

Salmon Smolts
WO

Grilse & Salmon
Tonnes

108
220
2,312
742
553
730
2,539
587

4,260
458
1,368
994
817
781
536
490

216
6,982
20
17
289
33
4,448
660
820

430
4,844

21,276

17,772

Shetland
Chrkney
Lewis^arris
Uists/Barra
Skye
Argyll Islands
Mid ArgylKKintyre
Dunoon & Cowal
Bute
Oban & Lome
Lochaber
Badenoch/Strathspey
Naim
Inverness
Lochalsh
West Ross
East Ross
NS Sutherland
Totals

AND EMPLOYMENT BY STATISTICAL AREA,

1989

Rainbow Trout
Tonnes
9
16
27
7
562
300
621
29
106

8
328
1,511
103
852

20
1,705

Employment*
Salmon
R Trout
247
53
152
71
77
42
89
85

5

11
13

8
45
255
3
5
14
40
231
23
82

13

1,514

63

5
5

*full time equivalents
Appendix IV
HIDE

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO FISH FARMING

Research, Projects, Marketing
and Training

Section 8 to Business

NO.

Businesses
372

fm

fm

22.5

6.9
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Examination of Witnesses
Secretary of the Board and Board Memt?er, MR ALASTAIR ALEXANDER, Head of the
Board’s Product Marketing Division, in, charge of the Board’s marketing programme for farmed
salmon and Director of the Scottish.Salmon Board, and MR IAIN SUTHERLAND, Senior Fish Farming
Officer, Head of the Fish Farming Section of the Natural Resources Division, Highlands and Islands
Development Board, examined.

MR IAN MACASKILL,

Chairman
648. Good afternoon, Mr MacAskill, and welcome to your own part of the world. Would you be
kind enough to introduce your team.
(Mr MacAskill) I am Ian MacAskill, and one of
ihy responsibilities is fish farming; on my right is
Mr Alexander who deals with product marketing,
in particular the marketing of salmon within the
Board; and on my left I have Iain Sutherland who
is our Senior Fish Farming Officer dealing largely
with the technical growing process of salmon and
shellfish, indeed any fish farming.
649. In your written evidence in the fourth
paragraph you make the statement that you
consider that fish farming has been the most
important new industry to emerge during the
lifetime of the Board. I wonder if you could
expand on that statement, and perhaps make a
comparison between the contribution which fish
farming has made to the economic and social
development of your region in, comparison with
other initiatives promoted by the Board? In due
course I would like to go on to talk about the
amount of money you have invested in it and your
return.
(Mr MacAskill) As a new industry J5sh farming,
literally starting from scratch over the last decade
in the Highlands and Islands area, has created
something like 2,500 jobs. These jobs are created
in the more remote and more difficult areas where
it would be difficult to find any alternative. It has
generally created an economic activity that has
been very substantial and has done it very quickly
and in the most difficult areas, not just on the
farms themselves but in aU the services and
activities that are needed to serve these farms. To
put it into perspective—until the current blimp and
slowing down in production, fish farming/salmon
farming was heading in turnover terms for something like 50 per cent of the total fish catch in
value for Scotland, and the Scottish fish catch is
more than 50 per cent of the UK total catch. It is a
very substantial turnover of activity in the north,
second now only to tourism in traditional industry
terms. To try and match that with anything else we
have done, there is nothing else that we have been
involved in that has been as dramatically and as
quickly successful. We have obviously had successes in building up tourism, but that is building
on a platform of an existing industry; also trying to
diversify in agriculture which is also an existing
industry. In terms of something that is totally new,
we have nothing to compare it with.
650. We understand that you provided about
£32 million in assistance to fish farming so far, how
does your Board assess the return on this
investment?

(Mr MacAskill) Obviously, first of all, in terms
of jobs it is probably costing us directly, without
taking allthe indirect jobs into account, something
like £13,000 per job, and that is £l3,000 per job in
remote and difficult areas. That primarily is the
main source of success. We think it will also, not to
the same dramatic extent, lead on to other species
as well, and perhaps we can touch on that later on,
like halibut and shellfish, which has not really
taken off to the same extent. Further down the line
on the processing side, we see more opportunities
developing more slowly than the farming side to
date, and activities that will also help the wild fish
processing side. There is a degree of compatibility
between the two. The return that we see immediately already is a very satisfactory job return.
651. With the figures that you use to assess
these things, would they show that your investment
in fish farming has been as good as other industries
to create employment?
(Mr MacAskill) The Board, particularly with a
new industry like fish farming, are in the risk
business, and in the early years a very high risk
business. The form of investment we make is
grant, as you heard earlier. In Shetland, for
instance, it would probably now average at 11 per
cent per case, and reducing. We give loans and,
again, that level is reducing. Very occasionally we
take shares as opposed to taking grants. We have
taken the view that occasionally shares are more
appropriate and that we should share in the profits
as well as the risks. The share investment by and
large gives us quite a reasonable return—more
than we have invested. The loan loss rate is
probably no higher than 10 per cent, and reducing.
The grant loss rates—we do not expect it back
anyway, and we expect it will survive for a certain
period—will be minimal.
652. Are you considered as a representative for
the purposes of the Shetland Islands Council
shareholding?
(Mr MacAskill) I cannot think offhand, but I do
not think we have any shares in Shetland. Bill
Fraser on our staff in Shetland can remind me.
Chairman: I am not sure whether it was really
for you to answer that question!
Mr Alexander
653. Could you summarise very briefly for the
Committee the various sources of grant-aid available to people starting up in fish farming? Could you
tell the Committee how important you think it has
been in getting the industry going at all?
(Mr MacAskill) The major source available
would be the Highlands and Islands Development
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Board, or UK Government source. In, Orkney and
Shetland there is the local authority through
charitable funds with assistance coming from that
source; perhaps to a lesser extent other local
authonties; you would have the Department of
Agriculture and Fisheries assistance iii grant terms
being put in; you would have money coming from;
the EC, probably through FEOGA, although it
has aiso come in the past, and currently, from
specific schemes like the IDP in the Western Isles,
and the ADP which covers the other islands; in
terms of research, commissions and so forth, you
would ^so haye the Crown Estate Commission,
the NCC and Coiint^side Commission coming -in
on specific subjects. Off the top of my head, these
would be the main sources of public assistance
coming in.

[Continued

FEOGA money coming into farms has been quite
reasonable. One would have to say that it is now
becoming much harder to obtain funds from the
EEC; it is starting to become much more .difficult.
Up until now the Highlands and Islands have done
hot too badly. There is a great danger that life is
going to become much harsher.

654. What about their effectiveness?
(Mr MacAskill) Fish fanning would not have
taken off to anything like the extent it has without
these grants, of that there is no doubt. It would be
difficult to define how small an industry it would
currently be. It would almost certainly be an
industry of only large companies—Marine Harvest
and McConnell—so you would have a much
smaller industry, not anywhere ne^ the development phase that exists at the moment. It would
almost certainly be predominantly the large-companies who made the earlier investment. The
Bbard?s policy in earlier years, because it is a very
e3q)ensive industry to become involved with (particularly these days) was happy to stick with these
companies. It would have been a bit unfair to
become involved with very small producers with
the high risks involved. As the indusfry became
more mature schemes, such as the IDP in the
Western Isles, and, the rates of assistance that
became available because of the European intervention enabled us to look along with smaller
producers at smaller farms and developments. In
Shetland over the last few years there has been a
fairly spectacular success with smaller farmers
developing. At the small end it would not have
been possible without grant aid. That grant aid caii
tailer off once you are beyond the first phase of
growth.

656. As these industries, salmon and shellfish
farming, become more established (whether
harshly existing or not) do you or your Board
envisage changes in the attitudes towards the grant
dr grant structure? Would you be thinking of giving
grants to something else totally different once they
are established?
(Mr MacAskill) Oh, indeed. We have already
done that. If your Chairman came for his fish farm
in Shetland and managed to pass through the hoop
Of the Shetland islands Council and came to HIDE
to set up a new fish farm he would be unsuccessful,
as would anyone new from the mainland, unless
they were very exceptional. Our concentration
now is on the existing farms and trying to get them
to the right level of activity. Once an industry has
matured and a farm site has matured we are notin
the business of giving grants. Basically, we set
people up and give,them an opportunity to operate
in proper economic terms, and once they have got
to that stage they are really on their own. We want
theni to look at the next stage of development in
salmon, and that is the marketing and improvements in production efficiencies and, looking
further ahead, it is the development of halibut. Up
to a certain point you Wjant to encourage and
develop, after that the company should.exist on its
own,
(Mr Alexander) Some of industries are not
developing at the present time. The farmed shellfish sector is not showing anything like the growth
performance that salnion.is. That is an area where
you were mentioning the availability of EEC
funds. We dp believe that farmed shellfish has a lot
of potential but at the moment, for a variety of
reasons, it has not demonstrated its full potential,
or anything like it, and that is an area where these
funds could.be very helpful. We have a long way to
go on the farmed shellfish side.

655. In the evidence from the Shetland Salmon
Farmers, who we shall be hearing from shortly,
they suggest that the Irish have been a lot more
successful than the British in obtaining EEC
grants. Is it your view that the UK, and particularly
Scotland, does get its fair share of grants available
for this expenditure, or should either industry or
Government be doing more to get more grants
from that source?
(Mr MacAskill) I am sure we should be doing
more. We should always be trying to do more.
Whether we get a fair share—whatever “fair” is—I
do not know. The Irish in general terms have been
very successful in obtaining grants from the EEC.
If I remember rightly, I think there has been
almost £6 million of FEOGA money going into fish
fanning. In terms of the IDP and the ADP there
have been fairly substantial sums of money targeted at smaller fish farms. In our experience, the

Chairman
657. Where do you think the money would go?
We have been shown a site where the entire mussel
production in Scotland is to be doubled within the
next 15 months?
(Mr Alexander) That is a quite atypical site. The
farmed shellfish industry is characterised by very
large numbers of small part-time farmers. One of
the things that is needed is to encourage the
medium sized companies, in salmon farming terms
to get involved in shellfish farming to build up the
size of the industry which has got too many small
people and not enough muscle and influence to
bring the full potential of the industry out. We do
believe that is the area we need to work on very
hard in the future. As we said earlier, new
industries in the Highlands and Islands are not very
easy to get; we have to wring every opportunity.
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658. The processing industry, of coursoj is a
very vital part ofrthe equation. Do you believe that
the development of the processing facilities in the
region has kept pace with the growth in production
which has been phenomenal, or do you believe
that opportunities are, in fact,,being lost at present
to add value to the basic product?
(Mr MacAskill) They certainly have not kept
pace, and they certainly have.not been lost. One of
the reasons that they have not kept pace, first of
all, if as-a fish farmer you are able to sell, the fish
without processing it quite easily and, up until
quite recently , very profitably that is the route that
sensibly for you as a fish farmer you are going to
follow. There is no incentive to process if you can
send it out in the raw state. That situation has
clearly become much more difficult. There is now
an increasing incentive to process. We have been
involved in the expansion of salmon smoking, for
instance, which is a more obvious one to look at.
We believe that there are opportunities, and
Alastair will come back on the marketing opportunities, to develop even further. That is not quite
as easy as it sounds, because you are then going
into head-on competitioa with people who are
already doing that quite well elsewhere. Obviously
as the Development Board for the Highlands and
Islands we would prefer that added value to take
place in the Highlands and Islands, but it is easy to
export that raw salmon down to wherever, Hull or
south Scotland, and have‘it processed there; in that
sense it is not, quite as straightforward and as easy
to develop processing. We think it can be done,
and the number of jobs that can be created and the
cost of the jobs is very reasonable. Processing jobs
give good value for money. That is an area we will
be pursuing as hard as we can.
659. What percentage of your expenditure are
you actually directing towards the processing
industry at present?
(Mr MacAskill) We would anticipate in the
current year that it will be something over £1
million, and less than £1.4 million. You cannot be
specific and say all of that is for salmon processing,
because a processing plant is capable of doing
more than one particular activity—some of that
will be for traditional processing, perhaps shellfish
—and that we would envisage would be an
approximate level in the future. One of the things
which we have to look out for with existing
processing factories is to take the standard of these
fectories up to EEC standards, particularly in
hygiene and so forth. A fair bit of investment, we
envisage, wiU be required in consolidating existing
processing facilities—uprating them and, hopefully, expanding them. It may be uprating and
expansion primarily and not so much new
buildings. We should try and make the maximum
use of the facilities that exist, which is a more
sensible way of doing it.
660. Do you think the expenditure level will
have to be increased?

[Gohtiniied

(Mr MacAskill) We envisage it will be approximately the same; that is not because we would not
be prepared* to spend more, but we think that is
properly the pace over the next few years at which
it will develop. If there was an urgent need
perceived and an. opportunity there to do it the
Board would certainly sit down and look at the
allocatipns;again. It is based on what we thinic will
be the likely uptake.
(Mr Alexander) It is an area which we are keen
to invest in, because the volume of salmon; is
increasing. It is all within the Highland area so it is
an opportunity for us; someone has to process that
production. The indications are triat more of it will
be sold in a more broken down^ processed form
than in the past so that is an area in whjch the
HIDB has got to* get involved. I think if we get
good projects we will be involved.
Mr MacDonald

661. Who dp you anticipate will take up that
processing challenge? The small operator., do not
have the means; they do npt have the volumes in
themselves to do itPn a reasonable scale, particularly if you want to develop new products and so
on, salihon steaks and aU the rest of it; the larger
companies might well find it a lot easier to ship
wholesale to factories in the south and then process
it there. Where can ypu fill the gap?
(Mr MacAskill) You have just highlighted^ the
difficulty, in fact, going for a major processing
factpry.. You prpbably still define them as small
producers who have grown already, and some
people may be in fish processing already—not
necessarily, salmon processing-who will become
involved. There are at least a couple of large
producers with factories already in the area. It
would make sense for them to expand their
facilities into this added value. I do npt envisage a
larger international company external of the area
coining in and setting up processing in the area. I
think it will happen with people who already have
an interest in Shetland,, for instance.
662. Is this not a serious problem, particularly if
you envisage spending quite a lot bn marketing,
because the kind of things you will market is the
kind of stuff that other people will be producing
and not just produce from the Highlands and
Islands?
(Mr Alexander) One of the interesting features,
and we put a lot of effort into it over the years, is
that, say,, four years ago something like 70-80
companies were selling salmon, we now •believe
that 95 per cent of the salmon produced in
Scotland is marketed.by ten companies, and some
of those companies are actually groups of companies and some of them have actually got involved in
processing. You have got much bigger collections
of salmon being marketed. One area that has
shown fruit for development is that these groupings of larger companies are getting involved in
salmon processing. If we still had 80 companies
selling salmon the chances of getting some of those
companies involved in processing would be very
limited but it is happening at the present time.
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663. On the^nancial pressures on the industry,
you talk about the way that these pressures will
increase mechanisation. What impact will that
have on employment in the .industry? Do you see afall-off of eihployment in salmon farming through
mechanisation?
(Mr MacAskill) No, I think mechanisation,
insofar as one can see ahead and the type of
mechanisation likely to come in these particularly
hostile circumstances, will make it easier to grow;
you might be able to grow with the same labour
force, or a contained increase in the size of the
labour.force. It is a pretty heavy job if you think of
moving the big nets into cages arid so forth, I think
mechanisation will be. directed at taking a lot of the
labour out which would enable you to use your
labour force for the things they have to pay
attentiori to, like feeding etc. If you are-looking at
mechanisation to do thirigs automatically theri that
also wilihappen; but automatic feeders are not as
efficient as with human supervision.
664. You are talking about a financial squeeze
being faced by niany salmon farmers and many are
now looking for buyers to get them, out of the
industry; these presumably are, for the most part,
smaller farmers looking for larger operators to biiy
them out, larger operators who can absorb the
short-term crisis. Do you look upon that prospect
with concern? Do you think there is a need to
maintain the existing balance between the smaller
and larger operators? Are you impressed, for
example, by die Shetland situatibri where you do
get the smaller operator in? Do you think that is a
element you wish to retain iri the Scottish industry?
How can you do it when they are all facing such
financial difficulties?
(Mr MacAskill)'We would prefer to see a spread
of operators and not to have the industry contracting into one or two very large coriipanies. As we
look through the performance of the various
companies one would have to say that the large
companies, in terriis of production efficiency, are
not any better thari the smaller ones and frequently
do not perform as well as the srnaUer companies.
The smaller producers in the Shetlands, in terms of
production efficiency, are as good, indeed better,
than you will get elsewhere. Smaller companies
need not necessarily fail because the production
costs are higher than the larger companies. If they
cari sensibly—and I think that has happened to
some extent already—take care of the marketing,
like a small farmer, a fish farmer can operate as
efficiently as a bigger brother. We would always
see a place for the smaller producer. We have
toyed with the problem of how to make sure that
they continue. Unlike Shetland we have not come
up with a particular answer. If we grant aid a small
fish farmer and he sells quickly then we will call
our grant back. It is a disincentive for a quick sale
for profit. If, however, he has'worked for a period
of time and through his: own labour has made that
establishment profitable we do not think it is
possible for us to say, “Well, we should take much
less money at the end because there will be a
restriction in your sale”. We do not think that is
achievable, nor do the fish farmers agree with that.
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Mr Gill
665. You say in your evidence that you have
reduced the number of companies through which
you are sellirig salriion from 70 in 1986 to 10 today
and you suggest that is a good thing. You also say
in your evidence that the price over the last year of
so has been rather unsatisfactory. What investigation or examination have you made as to the
relationship betweCri those two factors?
(Mr Alexander) One of the problems that we
have is, can you actually go but now and biiy
salriion as a consumer significantly cheaper than at
the beginning of 1989, and the answer is that there
has been some shift but fairly marginal. What is
happening is that consumption is increasirig and
pebple are still prepared to pay a decent price but
it is not necessarily getting passed back down to the
salmoii companies. What we need to do is become
stronger arid get closer to the sellirig organisations
and the consumers. There is a gap there. The
consumer is paying what is still-a healthy price for
salmon but it is not necessarily getting passed back
through to the salmon farmers.
666. I am. querying your assumption that marketing your salmon through fewer coriipanies has
been advantageous. I am suggesting perhaps that it
has not been entirely advantageous because at the
same time prices have been weak?
(Mr Alexander) I think what is the cause of the
weak prices is that consuiription has not kept up
with the supply. The main increase in supply has
been in Norway. We are reasonably confident that
the increases in Scottish pfoductibn from year to
year are marketable at a reasonable price.-It is not
because we have gone into fewer hands. We think
that is a considerable strength, because if you have
so many people selling in the market and one plays
off, against another we still have that problem., but
having ten companies is a considerable strength
rather than, having 80 people working in an
unco-ordinated way. The main problem is the
over-production.
667. There is no suggestion that as a result of
selling through a smaller number of companies the
price has been driven down?
(Mr Alexander) The question is—there are not
just ten companies selling salmon—how are the ten
companies doing relative to the other companies
who sell individually? What we are saying is that 95
per cent of the salmon is handled by ten companies.
(Mr MacAskill) The previous 80 were almost the
farmers themselves selling. It was not 80 salesmen,
it was really individual farmers.
(Mr Alexander) What is the average price being
sold by those ten companies relative to the average
price being sold by the rest? There is no doubt that
we are stronger having fewer selling outfits now
than we had four or five years ago, Shetland has
been a very good example of people channelling
their resources.
Mr MacDonald
668. On the question of price and the Norwegian comparison, when we were down in
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Billingsgate the impression we were left with was
that the reputation, of Scottish salmon, with the
exception of Shetland salmon, was not as high as
that of the Norwegian salmon. I also have got the
same impression of the respective reputations on
the Continent, in France, as well: You do point out
yourselves that the Scottish industry is frequently
over-shadowed, if not dwarfed, by the Nomegian
salmon marketing juggernaut if you like. Do you
think that the Scottish industry really has the
ability to compete effectively with the Norwegians
in the international market on marketing ability?
What effect do you think it would have were the
Norwegians to become members of the Community and were, therefore, then able to export
finished products on to the European market and
not just wholesale? Do you think the position for
Scottish industry would becoihe even more difficult were the Norwegians full members of the
Community?
(Mr Alexander) Yes, I think it would, be more
difficult. Obviously we would become, within the
Community, a minority producer, whereas Scotland is the biggest producer within the Community. It would, pose problems for us. I think as
far as the technical and marketing expertise of the
Scottish industry's concerned, it is my belief that it
is as.good as the Norwegians. I think on the quality
side we do have a better product.
669. How do you explain the reaction of the fish
merchants in Billingsgate, their view that the
Norwegian/Shetland products were far superior to
the Scottish. product?
(Mr Alexander) It depends whether the impression you have is a reliable impression. Is it opinion
or is it researched fact?
670. It does not matter if it is fact, but it matters
whose opinion it is, and it happens to be the
opinion of the fish merchants who are supposed to
be selling the product. If they have that opinion
then the Scottish industry has a problem, likewise
in France.
(Mr Alexander) If that turned out to be the case,
yes, we might have a difficulty. You can speak to
someone who will say that Norwegian is best and
someone who will say that Scottish is best.
671. You have no impression of a very real gap?
(Mr Alexander) The indications we have—and
we have done a lot of market research over the last
four years—is that the Scottish product is very
acceptable in national and international markets,
and we are able to compete effectively with the
Norwegians.
(Mr MacAskill) It is true that the Norwegians
have had a head start in the markets in establishing
a reputation.
672. Not just a head start but, for example, in
Billingsgate they have a kind of nurturing of the
merchants by the Norwegian Embassy. They have
graduates from various agricultural courses in
Norway, and they do years in various embassies
around the world specifically to look after the
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merchants in those embassies, and the reputation
that the salmon acquires, as market husbandry, is
really far above average. That is certainly the
impression we were left with when we visited the
market.
(Mr Alexander) Certainly within the UK the
sales of Norwegian salmon within the UK are
relatively small so in sales terms it is not borne out.
Mr Martlew: They said that about the Japanese
cars as well!
Mr AnioS'

673.
undertaken of the development potential of commercial fin fish farming bther than salmon. Bearing
in mind your experience oh salmon and shellfish
farmSj if you go ahead with fin fish farms what
lessons would you have learned?
(Mr MacAskill) Basically ! think it is technically
possible to do it with, say, cod but with the price it
does not make a great deal of sense to consider
that. You are really talking about halibut, and you
are talking of the situation where probably it will
be the salmon farmers who diversify into halibut.
You are probably talking about a; timescale of
about fen years before you get a commercial farm.
Mr Sutherland can elaborate ou the various stages
you would have to go through.
(Mr Sutherland) We had a very lengthy involvement particularly with the Sea Fish Authority over
a number of years, particularly on turbot. Jt is from
this, having discovered basically turbot did not
have'significant potential in probably the whole of
the United Kingdom far less the Highlands, that
the Authority and ourselves concentrated on. halibut as having-a high commercial value which is, as
Mr MacAskill says, unlike cod where you see a
scenario where the economics of cod farming are
marginal and there could be a loss or marginal
profit making. We have to say that we cannot turn
to the clock back and we are in a very different
situation from the mid 70s when there was no
strong aquacultural industry. One of the differences we see now in the halibut story is that the Sea
Fish Authority and ourselves encouraged in 1987,
after their successful production of young halibut
at Ardtoe, the formation of a research club, known
as the British Halibut Association, In that club
there are 20 members, the vast majority of whom
are salmon* farming companies and they invested
some £60,000 of their own money in helping
Ardtoe to accelerate their halibut work. That has
enabled Ardtoe to build up their stock numbers
and carry out a number of trials which they
otherwise would not have been able to do. It is
very likely that the future halibut farmer will be an
existing salmon farmer or possibly a marine trout
farmer. In terms of the lessons that we have
learned, this would have to predate my own days
with the Board, I think basically we would have to
accept that with the best will in the world early in
the industry’s development the businesses were
rarely achieving their targets. It will equally be
the case of having to go back and, re-finance these
early commercial operations. Looking back over
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the salmon sector, we would look, particularly at
training andgeneral business management as, areas
we would focus on.
674. Where is the main competition in halibut
farming coming from?
(Mr MacAskill) Noiway.
(Mr Siitheriand) At the moment we are talking
about researchers in the field, ^d Norway is the
front runner. They have been producing several
thousand young fish for several years now.
Although they have reached the next stage in
technology they do have major problems with their
early rearing of these fish.
Mr Martlew
675. I am concerned at the way cod farming has
been dismissed as not economic, because in Norway they were carrying out very extensive trials
into cod. If you look at the price of cod this last
month, in niy local chip shop they have been
selling salmon and chips and not cod and chips
because the cod was more expensive. It does
concern me that if we decide, because of price
levelsmow, we should not be involved in cod that
suddenly in ten years’ time we will find that the
Norwegians have got 90 per cent of the market.
With the price at the moment, we are talking about
fishermen today who are concerned about the
cut-backrin quotas, and cod will go up in price. Are
wo not being complacent by saying we should not
be looking at cod farming?
(Mr Sutherland) I would not say we should not
lookat it, but I think tlie current view, and that of
the Sea Fish Authority particularly, is that the
economics are very marginal. Possibly we are
looking at trial projects where we might look at
ways of producing cod juveniles for experimental
work, but this is something we would have to
progress with the Sea-Fish Authority. There is also
interest which has been expressed from time to
time from the fishermen in the rearing of under-

and
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sized cod that are taken through the fishing process
and then placed in captivity and brought up to
market size. That has, been carried out successfully
in the past. It is a potential opportunity we will
keep under review.
(Mr MacAskill) 1 think it is also true that the
technology would not take us long. You could
move much more quickly with cod. Halibut will
take a long time, because the technology is still a
mystery to some extent. Cod is almost an off-theshelf technology you could move into.
Chairman
676. You are spending money-on research?
(Mr MacAskiii) Yes.

677. At ArdtOe?
(Mr MacAskill) Yes, mainly On halibut.
(Mr Sutherland) The total allocation for the new
financial year will be just over £100,000 and that
will cover halibut studies and mussel cultivation
work and a contribution towards lobster ranching
and restocking studies.
678. You see this as part of your function. It
strikes me that MA^ should be doing this.
(Mr MacAskill) ObviousXy if we can get other
people to spend the money then-we prefer it, but it
is a fairly clOse community and it is fairly easy to
identify where gaps lie and where we think there
should'be acceleration on research.

679. Does the Board spend money on research
mother fields unrelated to fish farming?
(Mr MacAskill) Yes.
(Mr Alexander) There are development opportunities that need to be investigated peculiar to.our
region. We are trying to get the opportunities for
the Highlands.
Chairman: Thank you very ihuch. I think you
have been extremely patient. You have answered
our questions very fully.

Memorandum submitted by the Shetland Sahnon Farmers’ Association
1989
Introduction
The first salmon farms were established in Shetland in 1982. Since that year the industry has grown
dramatic^y overtaking traditional fish catching to become the second most important within the isles,
after oil, in terms of both turnover and employment. The marine environment around Shetland is ideal
for fanning Atlantic salmon and through a combination of careful development control and the dedicated
commitment of the salmon farmers themselves, the industry now produces between 25 per cent and 30
per cent of all UK salmon. By its decentralised nature, salmon farming particularly benefits small
outlying communities and has thus revitalised many peripheral areas of Shetland. It has also encouraged
many downstream secondary industries within the isles.
OCTOBER

With the increasing scarcity of traditional wild fish stocks and the growing trend to eat more healthy
food such as fish, the prospects for farmed salmon and, indeed, aquaculture in general are considerable.
Careful development and management are essential to ensure the long term sustainability of the industry.
Giveri the tremendous potential of aquaculture and the real significance it now has within the Scottish
and Shetland economies, it is strongly recommended that the Government recognises the importance of
aquaculture and the need to actively support its continued success.
Growth of the Industry in Shetland
From its early and modest beginnings the industry has increased its output from 50 tonnes in 1984 to an
estimated 12,000 tonnes in 1990, (A table giving the main statistics is attached as Appendix I). Shetland
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Salmon Farmers’ Association exists to represent the interests of the salmon farming industry at all levels.
Membership is voluntary and every salmon farmer in Shetland is a member,
..hoice. Current
membership stands at 64.
The first hand value of salmOn farming,in Shetland will be about£30 milliondn 1989, placing it second
only to oil and well ahead of the traditional fish catching industry which has an annual value of some £18
million. In employment terms, the industry is now a major direct and indirect employer. It Is
conservatively estimated that about 700 people owe their livelihood to salmon iarrning in one way dr
another. Besides the actual hatcheries and salmon farms themselves, downstream secondary activities
include packing and processing factories, net mending, cage fabrication, boat buUding and repair, the
manufacture of navigation buoys and lights, box making, transportation, marketing and sales,
accountancy etc.
The farming of Atlantic galmon is ideally suited: to Shetland because the islands happUy combine the
environmental and geographical factors necessary for the healthy growth, of Atlantic salmon, These
include fairly even sea temperatures all year round (ranging between about 4°c to l5°c), even salinity,
clean and unpolluted waters, relatively numerous sheltered and well flushed sites, long daylight hours in
the summer combined with fairly warm winter sea temperatures both of which encourage growth etc.
Besides these physical factors the industry has also drawn upon the extensive marine and animal
husbandry skills which exist within the isles to adopt, operational and husbandry techniques which
minimise stress on the fish aiid thereby stimulate healthy growth.
Planning and Development Control
Another main reason for the success of the industry in Shetland stems from responsible, even handed
and accountable .planning and development control, at local government level. The framework for this is
created by Sections 5, T1 and 13 of the Zetland County Council Act 1974. Section 5 gives Shetland Islands
Council powers and duties to control development in the coastal waters surrounding Shetland, whereas
sections 11 and 13 introduces specific Works Licensing provisions. The Works Licensing procedure is the
primary consent required in Shetland because without it no salmon farmer can operate. The Act lays
down a strict statutory procedure for the submission, advertisement and consideration of Works Licence
applications, lights of objection are enshrined in the Act as are clear rights of appeal not only to
unsuccessful applicants but also to aggrieved objectors. In 1984, Shetland Islands Council created a
Salmon Fisheries Working Group (now known as the Fish Farming Working Group) to consider aspects
of policy. Policies have thus evolved for the consideration of salmon and shellfish Works Licences. Tliese
are the subject of ongoing refinement and revision in the light of experience.
The merit of the Works Licencing system is that all applications have to be advertised locally, giving
the opportunity for anyone to: object; The Council must consider all objections submitted within the
statutory time scale. In order to try and avoid the necessity of formal objections the Council circulates all
objections which are received to appropriate internal departments,.the^Nature Conservancy Council, the
RSPBy the local Corhmunity Council, Shetland Fishermen’s Association and Shetland Salmon Farmers’
Association as soon as they are received. If a problem is foreseen the applicant is actively encouraged to
meet with potential objectors to try to find a compromise solution. In practice, therefore, it is rare for
formal objections to be pursued. However, the statutoiy appeal provisions mean thjat specific rights of
recourse do exist and these have resulted in a full Public Inquiry on four occasions so far.
It is strongly submitted that this system of local planning and development control is, and-has been,
responsible, balanced and accountable. As such, we feel that it is a model from which lessons can be
drawn for the rest of the UK.
It is worth adding that the authority claimed by the Crown Estate Commissioners, in relation to the
seabed is not recognised in Shetland. Shetland Salmon Farmers’ Association, Lerwick Harbour Trust and
the Crown Estate Commissioners are presently involved in the submission of a special Case to the Court
of Session to decide the legal issue of whether the Crown Estate Commissioners actually own the seabed
around Shetland. The Association and Lerwick Harbour Trust have taken legal advice which is of the
view that the seabed in Shetland does not form part of the Crown Estate due to the operation of Udal
principles and the history of the impignoration of Orkney and Shetland in 1468 and 1469;
In addition, even if the Crown Estate Commissioners do own the seabed, Shetland Salmon Farmers’
Association seriously questions the Crown Estate Commissioner’s combined role as statutory landlord on
the one hand and quasi-planning authority on the other. We feel that a dichotomy exists between these
two functions and it is impossible for the Crown Estate Commissioners, particularly given its statutory
duty under the Crown Estates Act 1961 to maximise the return from its estate, to exercise a balanced and
even-handed planning control function. This is further supported by the fact that although the Crown
Estate Commissioners have introduced consultative procedures these are not statutory and do not give
legal rights of objeetion or Appeal.
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Marketing and World Supply
Global consumption of fisli is considerable and rising, particularly in the “developed” countries where
the trend is generally away from red meat towards more healthy food. Fish is both healthy and
convenient arid thus fits in perfectly with iriodern lifestyles. Salmon and other oily fish is particularly
healthy since it is high in'Omega-3 fatty acids which are known td significantly counter heart disease and
the build-up of cholesterol.
As pressuresdncrease on wUd fish stocks the trend must certainly be to increase aquaculture activities
into existing and new species. The advantage of farmed salmon, for example, is that quality can be
controlled throughout the production cycle thus ensuring consistency as well as year-round supply. This is
particularly important in order to satisfy customer and market demands. Per capita consumption of
salmon remains low in most countries with the exception of Japan and the potential for market
development is considerable. Traditionally the seasonal fluctuation of wild salmon has mitigated against
such market development. Now with increasing consistency of supplies and quality the poteritiai of
market development can how be realised. Take the US for example where consumption is extremely low.
if each family in the US could be persuaded to eat one 6 oz portion of salmOri every couple of weeks this
would mean ah annual corisuhiption of 500,000 tonnes. At the moment Japan alone consumes 300,000
tonnes of salmon, the vast ijulk of this coming froni fluctuating but generally declining wild catches.
Farmed salmon can thus fill the gaps created by seasonality and declining wild salrnon catches whilst at
the same time providing the opportunity for the development of entirely hew inarkets worldwide.
The major salmon producing countries are Norway, the UK, Japan^ Canada, Ireland, Chile, Iceland
and Faroe. A table from the International Salmon Farmers’ Association giving annual projected
production is enclosed as Appendix 11. One of the particular problenis facirig the industry at the moment
is the fact that it.is heavily vulherable to dramatic increases in production from Norway since it is by far
and-away the largest single producer. Whilst other countries have not exceeded their original forecasts,
Norway has managed to overproduce by some 30,000 toniies. (Original forecast of 120,000 torines now
revised to 150,660). This 30,000 tonnes of extra salmon production is already having a marked and
drainatic downward effect on prices, forcing manyfarhaers in Norway and elsewhere to sell below the cost
ofprpductioh. Tlie hiaih reason for this Norv/egian unplahned production is the fact that the government
relaxed controls on hatcheries in i986 which resulted in a massive overproduction in smolts in 1988. Ad
hoc permission was obtained to put some 20 million of the extra smolts in cages on a temporary basis.
This in turn, led to a relaxation of licences for on-growing in the sea in November 1988 which permitted
the 20 million extra smolts to remain in the sea.
The main problem of the Norwegian unplanned production is the fact that it all has to come oiit within
one growing q^cle (12-18 months) thus putting severe pressure on the markets. Marketing and sales
organisations have devoted considerable time, resources and energy in trying to stimulate and expand
demand, with remarkable: success. However, the increased Norwegian production of nearly 100 percent
between 1988 and 1989 has put an inipossible straiii on sales and distribution channels leading to the
inevitable down-tum in. prices. This has particularly been the case within the EEC where the vast bulk of
Norwegian production is presently targeted, (especially in France) . It is for these reasons that the UK and
Irish salmon farming industries are both pressing for some form of EEC Atlantic salmon controls. At the
present moment there is an anomalous tariff distinction between the import of salmonids to the EEC
where trout attracts a 12 per cent tariff but salmon only 2 per cent. We feel that this disparity is unjustified
since the EEC is fast approaching self sufficiency in Atlantic salmon. Furtherniore, we believe that the
EEC Commission should, as a minimum, actively consider introducing a Reference Price System for
Atlantic salmon and a detailed case is being prepared on this particular subject.
In the long run, market and price stability will be in the interests of everyone. Introduction of a
Reference Price System should provide such stability. Furthermore the Norwegian industry itself has
recognised the problem and has significantly cut back on the number of smolts introduced in 1989
(reputedly by some 10 million). Although market prices are unlikely to improve within the next 12
months some improvement is expected at the end of that periodi Providing production increases are not
rnlsmanaged in the way that they have been in the past by Norway and are more in line with increasing
demand arid providing some form of EEC controls are introduced, the prospects for farmed Atlantic
salmon remain fairly good.
The Shetland sahnon farming industry, in particular, is convinced that future success depends on
inaintenance of the highest quality standards right through production, harvesting, packing and
distribution. The Quality System is operated by an independent company (Shetland Seafood Quality
Control Ltd), whose inspectors regularly and randomly check premises and product. The islands have
already mentioned natural advantages and it is the purpose of the Quality Control Systems to ensure that
these advantages are retained for the end consumer. Particular emphasis is placed on temperature
control. Since the total output of Shetland is unlikely to exceed 15,000 tonnes this concentration on
quality as opposed to quantity is something to which the whole industry is committed and it is already
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being rewarded;by a.price premium at the trade level. The Association is,active in promoting Shetland
salmon to the trade both in.the UK and in export markets. This involves the active projection of Shetland
salrnon as a consistently high quality product which comes from an ideal marine environment.
Salmon Dealer Licensing
One concern which is facing our Association and the UK salmon farming industry as a whole is the
current proposal from MAFF and DAFS to introduce a Salmon Dealer Licensing-system which would
encompass farmed as well as wild salmon. This is something which we are totally opposed to^ particularly
given the fact that we are actively trying to encourage more of the trade to* handle our product and
anything which acts as a disincentive is entirely counterproductive. Furthermore, the salmon farming
industry does not in any way contribute to the “mischief” of illegal salmon poaching and, in, any eyent,
the proposals as drafted would seem to be unworkable. We hope that this ridiculous proposal will either
be abandoned or at the very least revised to exclude farmed salmon and would ask the Agricultural
Committee *0 support us in this matter.
Environment
One of the important things to remember about aquaculture, and the farming of Atlantic salmon in
particular, is that it requires, as ah essential precondition, access to a clean arid unpolluted environmerit.
Since it is also, by its very nature, a renewable and sustairiable industry it must also be envirprimentally
aware and responsible, It is thus both in the interests of salmon farrnefs and environmental groups to
ensure that salmon fanning does not have an adverse environmental impact. In recognition of this, the
Association created an Environmental Group. Membership comprises representatives from' both the
Association and the Nature Conservancy although other bodies are invited to attend for particular
subjects. The Group has considered and formulated guidelines in connection with various matters
including predators, the use of Nuvan (now Aquagard) and seabed monitoring. In addition the
Association is currently involved in a fearibility trial with the Sea Fish Industry Authority on the use of
Goldsinny wrasse to control sealice. A small trial project is currently being undertaken in Shetland and a
larger one is planned for next year.
Research and Development
Like: all new industries there are still many unknowns and hence the need to undertake Research^and
Development. Shetland Salmon Farmers’ Association is still a.relatively new body but,motwithstanding
that, it has already been involved iR a number of research projects. These include a study into harvesting
methods with particular emphasis on quality of the end product,,a study into Nematodes which confirm
their absence in Shetland and Scottish farmed salmon, NCC seabed surveys undertaken in 1986 and 1987
in Shetland, and the sea wrasse feasibility project already referred to above. Other projects will be
considered on their merit within the constraints of the Association’s available budgets.
As a general point, our Association is naturally concerned to ensure that the Government continqes to
fully support core strategic Research and Development for the long term benefit of the industry. In
particular, we feel that much more resources need to be deployed in the areas of the prevention, control
and cure of disease. Here the invaluable work and research being undertaken by the JDAFS Marine
Laboratory in Aberdeen cannot be overestimated. Furthermore, we are extremely concerned about the
apparent threats to key institutions such as the MAFF Toriy Research Station in Aberdeen which
possesses considerable expertise in areas of fish processirig, hygiene, analysis, product development etc.
As such Torry has proved to be an important resource for the seafood industries arid its prestige both
nationally and internationally is well recognised. This expertise and prestige has taken many years to
develop and we believe it is something which should not be jeopardised for short term gain. We hope,
therefore, that the Committee will support such institutions and the enhancement of their Research and
Developirierit programmes for the benefit of the aquaculture and seafood industries in general.
Grant Assistance
Salmon farming is intrinsically a highly capital intensive industry. Feed and labour costs are extremely
high as are the cost of cages, equipment and smolts. The growth cycle is such that salmon only start to be
marketed between 12 and 18 months after introduction to the sea. This means that the industry has
always suffered from severe cash-flow problems because the traditional high-street banks and lending
iristitutions have been slow to become involved. Thus start-up grant assistance from bodies such as the
Highlands and Islands Development Board and the Local Government have been extremely valuable.
Although small in size (usually between £30,000 to £40,000 per project) they have provided much needed
cash injections at the early stage of each farm’s existence. Unfortunately, however, such assistance is
declining and with the current pressure on prices and growing foreign competition, there is much need to
consolidate and rationalise the industry to make it more competitive.
This will inevitably require investment in more sophisticated purpose designed and built equipment,
particularly given the industry is also increasingly moving further ott-shore as technology develops.
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Similarly in areas of product development and rnarketing, the trend will inevitably be one of greater
emphasis and diversification. Also, as 1992 approaches with the introduction of measures such as the
proposal on fish hygiene, packing, stations and fish processing factories will have to upTgrade their
standards and equipment. This again wiU involye capital expenditure. We hope the Committee will see its
way to supporting existing, and future grant assistance programmes which will facilitate and encourage
such; necessary and desirable developments. Without incentives and encouragement the industry is in
danger of stagnating and falling behind.its competitors.
As a final note on grant assistance, mention must be made of EEC grant facilities under Regulation
4028. This system is rather haphazard since successful projects seem to have been chosen fairly
arbitrarily. Furthermore, when compared with the experience of the salmon farming industry in Ireland,
it would appear that this mechanism has been better utilised by both the applicants and the governnient
institutions involved. The whole procedure in our experience has proved to be extremely cumbersome
and even when an applicant has been successful, payments have always been considerably delayed. As
with any business, early decisions and impleineutation of those decisions are essential to avoid
uncertainty and confusion. We feel that this is an area.where there is room for improvement to. make the
system more accessible, speedy and effective.
il October 1989
Appendix 1
SALMON INDUSTRY STATISTICS

Salmon Farms
1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989
estimate

Farms Established
Farms Producing

5
4

14
13

13
27

5
38

10
43

8
56

Total

9

27

40

43

53

64

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

294
50
3.5

575
700
53.8

935
1,500
55.6

2,054
2,175
57.2

3,195
4,575
126

4,000
8,000
145

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

0.22
4,400

2.7
3,857

5.68
3,787

8.7
4,000

18.3
4,000

28.0
3,500

Production

Smolts introduced (xOOO)
Production (tonnes)
Average tonnes per farm
Value

Production value (£m)
Average per tonne (£)
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Appendix n
LS.F.A. ANNUAL

SALMON PRODUCTION

Salmon Production (in .tonnes)
1990

1989

Atl

Pac

Pac

Atl

1992

1991

Atl

Pac

Atl

1993

Pac

Atl

Pac

Canada

5,000

13,700

7,300

19,200

10,200

21,800

12,000

28^000

Figures not known

Chile

1,200

5,300

4,500

8,000

7,000

11,000

8,000

13,000

8,000

Faroe

8,000

0

10,000

0

12,000

0

15,000

Iceland

3,500

■8,500

0

10,000

0

12,000

Ireland

6,261

9,783

0

12,688

Norway

150,000

0

160,000

0

180,000

0

200,000

0

220,000

U.K.

28,000

0

40,000

0

55;000

0

65,000

0

70,000

Total

201,961

19,000

240,083

27,200

286,888

32,800

15,000

Figures :not Jenown
0

12,000

0

Figures not available

312,000 41,000
+Ireland

0

310,000
15,000
+Ireland and Faroe

Examination of Witnesses
Chairman and
Association, examined.

MR JOHN RATTER,

MR JAMES MONCRIEFF,

Chairman
680. Good afternoon, gentlemen. You have sat
very patiently and I am sorry we are running a little
behind schedule, but I hope you will feel we have
been asking questions of interest to you and your
industry. Mr Ratter, you are Chairman of the
Shetland Salmon Farmers’ Association and, Mr
Moncrieff, you are the Chief Executive. Could we
have your view about the licensing system. You
have heard what has been said. Of course, the
outcome of the current court case will perhaps
have some effect on this, but you must talk to other
salmon farmers in Scotland and you must be
familiar with the different processes. Perhaps there
is nobody better informed than you aslo the merits
of the system as it applies here. What is your view
about it? If you had a choice would you prefer to
apply to the local authority on the basis that it
works here, or do you believe the Crown Estate do
an equally good job as your friends tell you?
(Mr Ratter) I very much question that. I would
much prefer to stay with the local system which
works very well on the local scene.
681. Does it work because it ika relatively small
place and you know each other and you know the
local authority well and its officials, or do you
think if you were dealing with a regional authority
of a vast size with impersonal people you would
have the same view?
(Mr Ratter) I think possibly because it is a small
community the benefit is the officials you are

Chief Executive, Shetland Salmon Farmers’

dealing with are as knowledgeable as the applicants bn the area, the difficulties and what have
you, and: they are aware and appreciate all the
various factors.
682.
the courts, but if the Crown Estate win presumably
they will seek to apply the same methods as they
have applied elsewhere?
(Mr Moncrieff) Prior to ouf Association raising
the legal question of ownership the Crown Estate
Commissioners entered into agreement with the
local authority here that its procedures of consultation with regard to seabed leases would come
second after the Council’s Works Licensing procedures. If at the end of the day it is established by
the courts that the seabed belongs to the Crown we
would assume that that system would be resurrected; because, within the local context it is the
Works Licensing procedures which have the paramount licence for operating in Shetland, although
there are a number of other very important
licences and permissions which are required. The
same goes for the Department of Transport who
have said they would hot consider an application
for a D epartment of Transport consent without the
Works Licence first being granted. I think one of
the reasons for the Grown Estate Commissioners
coming to that view in the past was that the local
authority here did in fact set up its system of
consultation well in advance and had worked it
out. As we have heard, the local authority believes
it is a system wliich works, and our Association, for
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its part, believes that it is a consultation procedure
which works, to try and minimise conflict at a very
early stage. Another aspect which is highly important is the fact that it is a statutory system which is
laid down by Parliament. Tliere are specific rights
of appeal. There is the requirement to advertise.
683. This is the 1974 Act?
(Mr Moncrieff) Yes. There is the statutory
requirement for the Council to follow certain
procedures. The Council has laid down, powers,
duties and responsibilities. There is the strict
firamework for taking a decision on an application
and, very importantly there are specific enshrined
rights of appeal to the Secretary of State. In this
respect it goes beyond the planning framework,
where valid objectors have a right of appeal. As I
understand the planning framework, that right
only applies to an unsuccessful applicant.
684. I would be right in saying, would I not, that
you enjoy a close relationship with the local
authority here?
(Mr Moncrieff) Yes.
685. Whicti is, on the whole, friendly and has
promoted the interests of your industry?
(Mr Moncrieff) We have our disagreements but
we have a forum for expressing our opinions and
views. Apart from writing to the local authority,
we can speak with them. We have a forum for
discussion on policy matters, namely, the Fish
Farm Working Group.
686. You would confirm that the Islands Council have carried out a policy that promotes fish
farming and industry?
(Mr Moncrieff) Absolutely, yes, but a balanced
development which is most important. If I could
perhaps pick up on another point, you asked
whether we would prefer the existing system as
opposed to the Crown Estate Commissioners
system, I believe there is a fundamental constitutional problem with the Crown Estate Commissioners exercising the licensing control function for
fish farming; because if they own the seabed—
which they do on the Scottish mainland and the
Western isles and if it is shown that they do here,
which we dispute—they are the landlords and
under the Crown Estate Act they have a statutory
duty to maximise the return from the estate. We
think that that primary duty and primary statutory
function, does not sit very well with the planning
authority function, to exercise an even-handed
development control policy.
Chairman: We are seized of this point.
Mr Martlew

687. On that point, you have a local authority
that does not charge you any rent?
(Mr Moncrieff) They do not have the power to
do so either.
688. If you were in Scotland and the Crown
Estate Commissioners were in charge of rent it
would be more expensive for you, so it is under-

[Continued

standable that you want to stay with the local
authority. What concerns me a little is the fact that
we have heard there have been two bankruptcies
of late because of the price of salmon going down.
I was not joking about the chip shop selling salmon
and chips because it is cheaper. How long can your
industry Keep going at the level of price you are
getting at the moment? What sort of action would
you like taken against the Norwegians on their
dumping policy?
(Mr Ratter) Prices have increased considerably
since new year, purely as a result of the Norwegians bringing some reason into their own
industry. They are now enforcing a minimum price
structure. They have introduced an intervention
scheme to freeze down unsold fish which could not
fetch the minimum price. There is a 5 krona per
kilo surcharge on fish sold fresh, and the 5 krona
per kilo surcharge is used to fund the freezing and
storage facility.
689. You are saying that the Norwegians have
put their house in order at the moment?
(Mr Ratter) To a certain degree.
690. The price levels are satisfactory and you
can survive at the present prices?
(Mr Ratter) The price of salmon has increased
since the new year.
(Mr Moncrieff) No industry—and our industry
not is unique—can survive for long periods where
the product is appearing on the market below the
cost of production, and that was what was happening in 1989.
691. You are saying that now it is not?
(Mr Moncrieff) It is above that threshold now
but we have no guarantee that it will remain there.
The difficulty we have in our industry is that there
is no framework or structure to maintain price
stability, and that is why we have taken this
anti-dumping action within the EEC Commission.
The UK industry—that is, ourselves and the
Scottish Salmon Growers’ Association and the
Irish Salmon Growers’ Association—have lodged
this complaint with the EEC Commission. We
believe that we can substantiate it, and if it is
proven then it will provide some sort of framework
to prevent the importation of Norwegian salmon or
any other non-EEC production coming in below
the cost of production.
692. You would like to see a minimum price?
(Mr Moncrieff) We would like to see the
minimum price set at a reasonable level because
we have seen tremendous price volatility and that
is not in the interests of producers, or the
consumers in the final analysis.
(Mr Ratter) You asked if the industry could
survive at the present level—the problem in 1989,
when the price went so low and interest rates went
so high, was that a lot of farms were not capitalised
at a very high level and to stay within the
borrowing facility they were having to bring
forward sales with the result that a lot of the farms
had virtually no stock to sell in the time that the
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prices have increased. For those, the benefit that
has come from the Norwegian price increase is too
little, too late.
Chairman
693. Can you give us some idea of the percentage terms for the increase from the bottom, and
when was the bottom?
(Mr Ratter) The bottom was the last three
months of 1989. I would say the ex-farm prices
increased by £700 per tonne.
694. What sort of percentage is that? What is a
tonne of salmon?
(Mr Ratter) That is probably a 20 per cent
increase.
695. It is a pretty substantial increase?
(Mr Ratter) Yes.
(Mr Moncrieff) This recession has hit salmon
producing industries worldwide. There have been
bankruptcies—more than 35 in Norway, and bankruptcies in Shetland, the Scottish mainland and a
large number of bankruptcies in Iceland, British
Columbia and elsewhere in the world.
Mr Alexander
696. You have dealt with the Norwegian aspect,
but assuming that there is a favourable outcome to
the Norwegian problem, where do you regard the
major markets for Scottish/Shetland salmon to be?
(Mr Moncrieff) We in Shetland have an industry
which has grown rapidly in terms of production but
it is, as we heard earlier, plateauing out in terms of
the number of companies and it will inevitably
plateau out, for various reasons, at perhaps
10,000-15,000 tonnes. There will not be a significant increase, in my opinion, beyond that. There is
a relatively small production base in world fish
terms and in world salmon terms. I think probably
the same goes for the Scottish industry.
Chairman
697. Are we talking about the Scottish industry
including the Shetland Industry or are you proudly
saying that you are different and you do it
differently?
(Mr Moncrieff) We have historically continued
to obtain the price premium. Mr MacDonald
referred to the fact that within the trade Shetland
salmon has a very high quality reputation; that
stems from a number of factors but the most
important one is that we have a very tight quality
control company operating here, and logistically
all the salmon passes through a very small number
of packing stations so it is easy to exercise that
control. The trade appreciates the consistency of
quality. The result of that is that within Shetland
we are seeking to obtain markets worldwide at the
high quality niche end of the market, particularly
restaurants. We are doing initiatives, say, in Japan
to develop the raw fish, the sushi and sashimi
markets where there is a very high appreciation of
quality seafood, rather than take the Norwegians
on in quantity which we could never do. The

[Continued

Norwegians do dominate certain markets on
quantity.
Mr Alexander
698. Can you give other examples where you
are seeking those markets?
(Mr Moncrieff) Exactly the same applies in
America, where we seek to develop niche markets
throughout America; Europe, countries such as
France which is very important; the Benelux
countries; Germany; Switzerland; Northern Italy;
and anywhere where we see a potential for
developing that niche market.
699. Do you feel that that marketing initiative
of yours is better for you in the short-term and in
the long term than being in the Scottish Salmon
Growers’ Association?
(Mr Moncrieff) We have never been in the
Scottish Salmon Growers’ Association. In the
foreseeable future I would never contemplate that.
I imagine the question is aimed at the question of
the Scottish Salmon Board, rather than the Scottish Salmon Growers’ Association. We were
involved generically marketing Scottish salmon for
2Vi years within the Scottish Salmon Board. We
took the view last year to cease our involvement in
that organisation for a number of reasons; the
main one was that the primary function of the
Scottish Salmon Board was one of generic consumer promotion. Our experience within the
Scottish Salmon Board, and our infonnation from
other food industries, was that to achieve the
desired aim (namely consumer uptake and increase
in consumer demand) would require far more
funding than the Scottish salmon industry was able
to generate at that time and for the foreseeable
future. Rather than a budget of, say, £2 million
which the Scottish Salmon Board had last year and
will continue to have this year, it is much more
than that to launch out, even in the UK, in a
consumer campaign. Given that threshold was and
is unobtainable it would seem to be a better use of
resources to actually go for trade push rather than
consumer pull. That seems to be the general
conclusion within the Scottish Salmon Board itself.
Increasingly the Board is turning, quite naturally
and understandably, to more trade push of Scottish
salmon. When we entered the Scottish Salmon
Board we specifically said that Shetland salmon at
a trade level enjoys a different image and is quite
distinct from Scottish salmon. We said we were
quite prepared to promote Scottish salmon generically for the consumer but we retained the right to
promote Scottish salmon to the trade. As the
Scottish Salmon Board moved into trade pomotion they came into conflict with the initial
premise.
Chairma\)
700. Does every salmon produced in the Shetland Islands go through your Association in some
form or another?.
(Mr Moncrieff) Yes.
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701. It is sold to your Association via various
processors and approved by you to your standards?
(Mr Moncrieff) In a roundabout fashion, yes.
702. We may learn more about it on our visit
tomorrow so there is no need to go into details. It
is a jBrm co-operative into which all the growers on
the Islands sell through you?
(Mr Moncrieff) Yes.
Mr MacDonald
703. How do you prevent somebody selling
outside the quality control and riding on the image
you have established?
(Mr Moncrieff) We cannpt, is the short answer,
but everybody to date has voluntarily joined the
Association and operates within the quality control
systeni.
704. Do yoa actually turn away salmon saying
that it is not up to quality?
(Mr Moncrieff) It is graded superior, ordinary
and production.
705. There are not disputes-between people
who say, ‘^my salmon is superior”?
(Mr Ratter) Not at all. The grading standards are
accepted throughout the industry.
(Mr Moncrieff) The company that oversees it is
an independent company which was set up initially
by the Shetland Islands Council and has participation from the fishing industry, fish farming and fish
processing, so no industry sector controls that
company; it is independent.
Mr Amos
706. What are your views on the two single
market proposals put forward by the European
Commission on fish hygiene? In particular, do you
think it will necessitate the upgrading of the
processing facilities of the industry?
(Mr Moncrieff) The fish hygiene proposals final
draft, which we only got last week, is something
which we have seen the four previous drafts of. As
far as packing and sending fresh salmon is concerned, round or gutted, we see no difficulty in the
Shetland industry complying with the basic prindples here. There may be some difficulty
throughout the UK if it goes on to secondary
processing of salmon—the upgrading of facilities.
There is one very real difficulty with the proposal
as it stands for the entire UK salmon farming
industry and that is the nematode proposal; they
would seek to freeze all salmon which is destined
for the raw markets within the EEC. The reason
behind it is to avoid the possibility of nematodes
getting into the food chain. Farmed salmon, we
have proved, does not contain nematodes and we
think could be totally excluded. The proposal as it
stands at the moment excludes farmed salmon
from requiring to be frozen if it is going to be
smoked but does not actually do that with the raw
salmon. For consistencies sake we believe that it
should.

[Continued

Chairman
707. You will be putting that on the record?
(Mr Moncrieff) Yes, we have said that many
times. Another concern of our Association with
the proposals as they stand is that we do not know
what the Government is thinking about as regards
the competent authority. Our industry believes
firmly that for the fish farming industry and
probably the fishing industry Food from Britain
should be the competent authority—rather than
the environmental health officers—because they
have far more expertise in this particular specialised area.
Mr Gill
708. How beneficial has the disease diagnostic
service operated by the Shetlands Council in
conjunction with DAFS been to Shetland fish
farmers?
(Mr Moncrieff) I would say it has been highly
successful. From the fish farmers’ point of view the
most important thing is to get an early diagnosis. If
the fish is suffering from a bacteriological complaint which- can be treated with antibiotics then
speed is of the essence and an early response is
required. The scheme, which was set up by the SIC
here, enables the farmer to call and get a sample
taken very quickly to get the initial culture done to
have a preliminary diagnosis and, hopefully, can
respond very quickly, which is backed up by very
close relations with the Marine laboratory in
Aberdeen.
709. Do you have any view as to why this has
not been adopted in the rest of Scotland?
(Mr Ratter) I do not know. We may have a
better local authority here; a more understanding
local authority.
Chairman
710. You have a different one, that is for sure!
(Mr Moncrieff) I also think logistics and geography have a lot to play; the fact that it is a compact
community.
Mrs Winterton
711. What results have been obtained to date
from wrasse trials which are being held in the
Shetlands?
(Mr Moncrieff) I know this is oral evidence but
since I submitted my written evidence a very
interesting paper was produced at the Scottish Fish
Farming Conference Exhibition on this. I would
like to circulate that. It was a very small scale trial
with 100 fish and it seems to have worked, in the
sense that it cleaned heavily infested fish of sea
lice. There are still a lot of practical questions to be
answered. Further trials will be undertaken in
Shetland and in Scotland this year, and we will also
be involved in a breeding programme with the Sea
Fish Industry Authority. The initial results are
very, very encouraging.
712. How optimistic are you that wrasse could
replace Nuvan?
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(Mr Moncrieff) I do not think that we can totally
replace Nuvan, but it will be, at the very least, a
very powerful management tool.
(Mr Ratter) Wrasse are very small and because
of the size they can only be used in 12 mm smolt
nets, so they can only be used during the first year
of growth of the fish. Once the fish have to go to
larger mesh nets then it is not possible to use them.
For the first year in seawater, if they were available
in enough numbers, they could certainly replace
Nuvan.

305
[Continued

Chairman: It may not be apparent to everybody
in this room but you did, of course, submit a fairly
substantial quantity of written evidence as well as
being with us today, and I should thank you for
that. I think you will forgive us if we conclude now.
We are looking forward to tomorrow where I am
quite sure we will learn a lot from our informal
meetings with salmon farmers. We are very
grateful to you for coming. Thank you very much
indeed.
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Memorandum submitted by the Natural Environment Research Council
SUMMARY

1. Introduction
2. Environmental Issues
3. Research and Development
4. Summary of Research Requirements
ANNEXES

1. List of NERC Institutes
2. Research and training by NERC supported Higher Education Institutions in fish farming and related
topics: Examples of Grants and Training Awards
SUMMARY

NERC supports research and postgraduate training in the environmental sciences. As a part of its
remit NERC undertakes research in the coastal regions and in freshwater rivers and lakes that can be
effected by fish farming activities. Information is provided on the environmental implications of fish
farming covering such areas as Salmonid farming in Scotland, predation by birds, water quality and the
spread of parasites and diseases. Information is also provided on current research and development
activities and where additional research effort is needed.
1. EOTRODUCTION

1.1 NERC carries out and supports research and training in the sciences of the natural environment in
its own institutes and through the support it provides to Higher Education Institutions (HEIs). A list of
the NERC Institutes is given in Annex 1.
1.2 Fish farms and fish farming and the environmental issues associated with them form key
components of the research programmes carried out by the NERC Dunstaffnage Marine Laboratory
(DML) in Scotland and the NERC Institute of Freshwater Ecology (IFE) with its Headquarters in
Cumbria. In many cases strong links exist between NERC and HEIs in this research area such as the links
between DML and the Institute of Aquaculture at Stirling University.
1.3 In addition to the research it carries out in its own laboratories, NERC supports research and
post-graduate training in HEIs. Examples of NERC supported Research Grants and training Awards in
fish farming and related subjects are given in Annex 2.
1.4 The following sections present information on a number of the environmental issues associated
with fish farming for both coastal and inland waters. Details are provided on current research and
development issues and where additional research is needed.
2. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
2.1 Coastal Waters
Salmonid Farming in Scotland
In the space of 18 years the Scottish aquaculture industry has progressed from a pioneering venture to a
major industrial enterprise which will, in 1989, produce a harvest in excess of 31,000 tonnes. This success
has been based almost entirely on one species, the Atlantic salmon, although trout and turbot are farmed
to a much lesser degree.
The expansion of salmonid farming in Scotland has led to an increased awareness that fish farming may
have considerable impact on the marine environment. Intensive cultivation generates large amounts of
organic and inorganic waste (uneaten food, faecal and excretoiy material) which are continually
produced and released over very localised areas into the environment.
IVHMIIIPI
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Fish Farming—Environment Interactions
Concern has been expressed both by conservationists and fish farmers who fear that the interaction
between a farm and its environment could result in harmful feedback with an adverse effect on the
viability of the faim and undesirable changes in the natural ecology of the sea bed.
Research conducted to date shows that waste from fish farms can reduce the level of oxygen available
to life on the sea bed. It has been shown that for every 100 tonnes of feed is fed to salmon approximately
10 tonnes of organic waste are generated. This settles out beneath and in the immediate vicinity of the
farm and has major effects on the sediment chemistry and benthic macrofauna.
Predation by Seabirds
Newly developed, very large, off-shore cages, suspended from flexible “sea-going” collars will be very
difficult to protect. It is anticipated that with the growth in use of such cages, predation by seabirds,
particularly Auks and Shags, would become a huge problem. Research into this problem would be
feasible and worthwhile using radio telemetry techniques.
2.2 Freshwater Rivers and Lakes
Water quality
Up to 70 per cent of the river flow can pass through a fish farm. Water Authorities can set quality
standards for the returned water but with the high proportion of the total flow passing through the fish
farm little dilution can occur. The effluent has raised levels of ammonia, BOD and suspended solids, and
can give rise to a build up of silt and algae in the river downstream from the farm with a related loss of
macrophytes. It can also cause siltation of salmonid redds and anglers claim that coarse fisheries
downstream deteriorate.
Phosphate loadings from cage culture of fish in lakes (eg Esthwaite Water) can cause a problem.
Suspended material can also affect lake ecosystems.
Another area of concern relates to the use of antibiotics and other drugs for prophylactic or remedial
treatment of fish in farms. Small quantities of antibiotic passing downstream may induce resistance in
bacteria and this could present problems when the water is used for supply purposes. Other chemicals
involved are known to be potential carcinogens.
Spread of Parasites and Diseases
Considerable control is exerted on the import of salmonid eggs to prevent the spread of diseases. This
is less so for the import of ornamental fish which could accidentally include salmonids of which could act
as vectors for the spread of parasites and diseases to salmonids. Birds that frequent fish farms may also
act as carriers for the spread of diseases. Fish farms could provide a focus for the development of disease
within the fish kept at high density which could then pass to the natural population in the river. It would
seem, most likely that the crayfish plague which devastated populations in southern rivers a few years ago
was the result of the sizeable imports of crayfish in farming.
Natural Fish Populations
The barrier effects of fish farms on upstream spawning migration of adult fish and downstream drift of
young stages, especially of cyprinids can cause problems. The entrapment of juvenile fish from the river
in fish farm intakes has received some attention. This can result in high mortality to migrating fish but can
be prevented by well designed intakes.
Anglers complain about the effects of fish which escape from farms. Large numbers of juvenile
rainbow trout which are used to being fed by pellets at the water surface constitute a considerable
nuisance in fly fishing waters. The consequences of escapees on the genetic structure of native strains of
brown trout must also be considered.
Impact on Birds
Fish farming activities have direct effects on the populations of fish-eating birds. They provide a source
of easily available prey for Herons if the farm stock is poorly protected. Even when caged farm stock is
adequately protected, fish eating birds such as Cormorants, Shags and occasionally Goosanders feed on
the concentrations of escaped and wild fish living around farm cages. Reductions in the numbers of fry as
a result of the fish farm barrier effect will affect populations of Great-crested Grebes.
Eutrophication leading to the loss of macrophytes may reduce the numbers of herbivorous wild fowl
such as Mute Swans, Pochard and Coot.
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3. RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS

3.1 Coastal Waters
Environmental Impact
Present research is aimed at:
(i) Gaining an understanding of the processes controlling the dispersion of soluble nitrogenous
waste and the utilisation of this waste by phytoplankton
(ii) determining ways in which the environment can affect fish health, for example the interactions
between system design, stocking density and water quality.
Future research needs to be aimed at:
(i) Determining the fate of chemotherapeutic compounds released into the environment following
normal husbandry practices (eg sea-lice treatment)
(ii) examining the role of vitamins and other compounds leached from fish foods and their
subsequent impact on the marine environment
(iii) assessing the environmental impact of new developments such as species diversification and the
move of fisheries to off-shore waters.
Species Diversification
The aquaculture industry has for some time recognised the need for species diversification in order to
strengthen its domestic and international markets. The halibut, a demersal, cold-water species, appears
to have all the necessary attributes required for commercial development in Scottish coastal waters and
research, on a limited scale, is already under way in Scotland. This effort is confined at present to egg
production from captive brood stock and the early stages of larval rearing. There i.s a need to extend the
research to embrace the early ongrowing stages through to the marketable product.
The technology required for halibut farming will be more challenging and complex than that for
salmonid farming. Purpose-built facilities will be needed to provide the necessary base from which a
programme of research can be tailored to the requirements of a novel and technically challenging species.
Off-shore Cage Technology
A further requirement will be research into new sea-cage design and operation. At present salmon
fanning generaUy relies upon in-shore cages. More recently there has been an upsurge of interest in the
use of more innovative units engineered for exposed off-shore waters.
The increasing pressures on in-shore sites will lead to serious consideration being given to off-shore
waters for future opportunities. Action is needed to encourage an off-shore engineering and research
initiative with, the aim of developing cages primarily for halibut on-growing, and understanding the
impact of these cages on the marine ecosystem. This programme could also include the development of
modular off-shore systems for salmon cultivation,
3.2 Freshwater Rivers and Lakes
Overall very little research has been done directly on the environmental impact of fish farms. Much of
the research that is carried out is related to the improvement of stocks, management and the control of
diseased fish within the fish farms.
There are a number of areas where additional research is needed on the impact of fish farming on
freshwater rivers and lakes. These include:
(i) The effects of fish farming on water quality, in particular:
effluent levels and suspended solids and the downstream impacts of antibiotics
(ii) Studies on the downstream changes in macrophyte vegetation structure
(iii) Studies on the dynamics of natural fish populations covering such aspects as the entrapment of
juvenile fish in fish farm intakes and the impact of escapees from fish farms on the genetic
structure of native strains
(iv) Research into the ecology of fish eating birds covering predation and impacts on herbivorous
wild fowl.
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3.3 Summary Statement of Research Requirements
Region

Research Topic

Coastal Waters:

Fate of chemotherapeutic compounds released into the
environment;
Role of vitamins and other compounds leached from fish foods;
Species diversification;
Design and operation of new sea cages;
Impact of moving farther off-shore.

Freshwater Rivers and Lakes:

Effects of fish farming on water quality;
Downstream changes in macrophyte vegetation structure;
Natural fish population dynamics;
Ecology of fish eating birds.

October 1989
Annex 1
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH COUNCIL
NERC INSTITUTES
BAS
British Antarctic Survey
BGS
British Geological Survey
DML
Dunstaffnage Marine Laboratory
IFE
Institute of Freshwater Ecology
IH
Institute of Hydrology
lOSDL
Institute of Oceanographic Sciences Deacon Laboratory
ITE
Institute of Terrestrial Ecology
IVEM
Institute of Virology and Environmental Microbiology
NSS
NERC Scientific Services
NUTIS
NERC Unit of Thematic Information Systems
PML
Plymouth Marine Laboratory
POL
Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory
RVS
Research Vessel Services
SMRU
Sea Mammal Research Unit
UAB
NERC Unit of Aquatic Biochemistry
UCPE
Unit of Comparative Plant Ecology
LIST OF

Annex 2
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH COUNCIL
Fish Farming in the United Kingdom: Examples of NERC Supported Research Grants and Training
Awards in Higher Education Institutions (HEIs)
1. RESEARCH GRANTS

Title

HEI

Completion Date

1. Alien crayfish in British waters
2. Seasonality, photoperiod, and
melatonin rhythms in Atlantic
salmon

Nottingham
Stirling

3/1991
9/1992

Leicester

9/1992

Newcastle

9/1990

Aberdeen

9/1990

2. RESEARCH STUDENTSHIPS

1. Predation of farmed and natural
populations of crayfish
2. Induction of year-round breeding
in bait species aquaculture
3. Effects of nutrient intake on the
functioning of Salmonid immune
responses
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Memorandum submitted by the Institute of Aquaculture at the University of Stirling
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDAITONS

1. Establish a national body or council with a responsibility for the co-ordination, development and
support of aquaculture or fish farming in the UK.
2. Formulate a national plan or policy for fish farming.
3. Co-ordinate different sources of grant support for aquaculture and fish biology. Increase
considerably the proportion of MAFF/govemment funds available for the support of research
programmes in Universities and colleges. Concentrate research council funds for work on fish biology
and aquaculture with the AFRC or an AFRC/NERC joint committee.
4. Provide additional R&D funding for longer-term studies of fish farming and the environment, strain
development and genetics, control of reproduction and egg supplies, disease control and vaccine
development and the development of culture methods for new species.
5. Provide core funding for the Institute of Aquaculture and other selected centres to enable them to
conduct longer-term programmes of research of relevance to the aquaculture industry.
INTRODUCTION

Currently, aquaculture is a success story as far as improvements in production of fish for food are
concerned with the UK and most other countries involved with fish farming showing, and predicting,
increases in production of more than 20 per cent pa compound growth. By the mid-1990’s conservative
estimates indicate that in excess of 30 per cent of the world’s harvest of fish will be derived from fish
farming. Furthermore, in contrast to fish hunting or trawling, where we are continually being reminded
of the consequences and problems of over-fishing, the production of fish from farming is a largely
renewable resource with little or no effects on other animals and plants in the natural environment.
A NATIONAL PLAN OR POLICY FOR AQUACULTURE

At a time when the aquaculture industry is exhibiting such rapid growth, it is essential that the UK has
a coherent policy or plan to assist and control its continuing development. At present there is no single
regulatory body for aquaculture, and planning controls derive variously from the MAFF and DAFS, the
NRA, the River Purification Boards, the DTI, the D of E, local government, the Crown Estates
Commissioners and no doubt in the future, the EC. This compares most unfavourably with the situation
in other countries actively involved in fish farming, notably in Scandinavia, North America and Japan,
who have national bodies or councils to co-ordinate aquacultural developments and an infrastructure of
government support.
A group comprising representatives from the fish farming industry, the various government
departments, the universities and colleges, the research councils, local authorities, the National River
Authority and River Purification Boards in Scotland and other interested parties could be established to
guide further developments in aquaculture and assist in formulating a national policy.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROVISION AND REQUIREMENTS

The absence of a coherent policy or plan for aquaculture in the UK is also reflected in the somewhat ad
hoc arrangements for the co-ordination and funding of research and development work of relevance to
the fish farming industry. The industry needs an on-going programme of basic scientific work on fish, it
needs strategic research where there are some prospects of commercial innovation or application and it
also needs some capability for conducting shorter contract or “fire-fighting” studies on specific
commercial problems.
At present some work on fish is carried out at a few universities and polytechnics and at some of the
MAFF and DAFS laboratories. However, aside from personal contacts there is little or no co-ordination
of these activities. Work in the universities and colleges is invariably based on short-term projects often
supported by 3 year research grants and carried out by individual or small groups of researchers. Only the
University of Stirling has an Institute dedicated to the study of basic and applied problems of relevance to
the fish farming industry (see appendix). However, even this Institute suffers because it receives no core
funding to maintain longer-term programmes of investigation. In countries like Japan, longer-term
funding enables such Institutes to conduct on-going programmes of research of relevance to the industry.
It is extremely difficult to maintain such centres on the short-term research grant funding available in the
UK.
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Historically, longer-termstudies of fish and fisheries in the UK have been carried out in the MAFF and
DAFS laboratories, although these programmes are often not of direct relevance to the industry because
they are primarily undertaken to provide advice for Ministers, or to service existing statutory
requirements or legislation. The industry has exerted little influence on the direction or substance of
these programmes because the Controller of Fisheries Research and Development (CFRD) is considered
to be the “customer” of this work rather than the industry or outside “peer” review. The direct
applicability of government research to aquaculture has also been further reduced as a result of the
various Rainer reports and recently the Barnes Review of Agriculture where research and development,
particularly development work, judged to be “near market” has been removed from the scientific
programmes of the government laboratories. All basic or strategic research in government laboratories
should be externally “peer-reviewed” with a view to placing increased proportions of these in-house
funds at appropriate research centres in universities and colleges.
Similar difficulties also bedevil the funding side of R&D support with grants coming from a variety of
sources including the ODA, the Fish Feed Manufacturers notably BP Nutrition (UK) Ltd, trade
associations like the Scottish Salmon Growers Association (SSGA), fish farming companies, the Crown
Estate Commissioners, the fflDB, the EC, the MAFF (Chief Scientist’s Group) and the Research
Councils (NERC, AFRC and SERC) with little or no co-ordination of programmes or of awards.
Possibly, the proposed national body with a responsibility for aquaculture could advise on an appropriate
mechanism for the co-ordination of research; in this way duplication of effort could be minimised and
recommendations made on appropriate programmes and suitable locations for research work.
Until recently the NERC was the only Research Council to properly consider fish projects and even
here awards tend to be made to fundamental areas in the fields of ecology aiid aquatic physiology rather
than to market-orientated applied or strategic research. Despite having the largest budget to disburse,
SERC rareljrsupports work on fish and certainly not in applied areas. Only during the past 18 months has
the AFRC begun to consider proposals on fish. However, even though the AFRC, or a joint
AFRC/NERC arrangement, would almost certainly be the most appropriate of the Research Councils for
considering aquaculture-related work it is important that support is made available for strategic as well as
basic.research. It is also essential that some provision is made for the support of longer-term programmes
of work, possibly at a national centre for aquaculture research and at other selected laboratories; such
arrangements are already in existence in Norway and Japan. The Institute of Aquaculture at the
University of Stirling is the only Institute in the country dedicated to work on aquaculture and as such
would be the most appropriate location for a UK aquaculture centre.
DISEASE CONTROL AND LEGISLATION

Disease is still one of the major determinants of success in aquaculture. Improvements in
understanding of the biology of micro-organisms and parasites and their control, including the
development of new vaccines, are essential to the continuing growth of aquaculture.
It is also important that our island status and our existing import regulations are not weakened by
impending EC legislation, because these are the principal reasons why many of the most serious diseases
of fish are not endemic to the UK.
THE ENVIRONMENT

An important constraint to future aquacultural development relates to the impact of fish farming on
the freshwater and marine environments. Further work is needed to determine the environmental impact
of fish farms and to devise models and techniques for predicting and minimising their effects on the
quality of the environment. It is important to stress however, that most farmed fish are themselves
extremely vulnerable to pollution and so act as outstanding monitors of environmental quality.
NEW SPECIES

Future developments in aquaculture in the UK will almost certainly involve the culture of other species
in addition to the salmonids and cyprinids which dominate the industry at the moment. In particular,
there will be further developments of marine species. It is essential that further basic and strategic work is
carried out on a range of fish and shellfish species.
REPRODUCHON AND GENETICS

Underpinning all existing and future developments in aquaculture is a requirement to understand more
fully the factors involved in the reproduction and larval development of farmed fish. Long-term basic
research is also required on strain development and selection and the genetic control of growth and
reproduction.
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Appendix: The Institute of Aquaculture, University of Stirling. The Institute of Aquaculture is a fully
established and constituted department in the University of Stirling, comprising over 100 academic and
support staffs and a post-graduate research complement of 60. In addition there are 2 one year MSc
Courses in Aquaculture and Fish Health with intakes of 25 and 20 students respectively and a 4 year
Honours BSc in Aquaculture. The Institute is part of the School of Natural Sciences at the University
which also includes the Departments of Environmental and Biological Sciences, the latter with significant
research interests in fish physiology, biochemistry and nutrition, and also the NERC funded Unit of
Marine Biochemistry. Collectively, the University has one of the largest groupings of expertise in fish
biology and aquaculture in the world.
Research interests in the Institute cover a wide range of aquacultural subjects although expertise
concentrates on four areas as follows;
1. Disease and Immunology
2. Reproduction, Genetics and Biotechnology
3. Nutrition and Energetics and
4. Environment and Water Quality
Research and development work is conducted on an array of tropical, sub-tropical, temperate and cold
water fish and in collaboration with research institutes, universities, farms and government agencies
throughout the world. Current sponsors of research at the Institute include the University Funding
Council, ODA, HIDB, MAFF, EC, FAO, Wellcome Foundation, Royal Society of Edinburgh, SSGA,
Crown Estates Commissioners, SERC, NERC, British Council, Falklands Devek,^.*ent and many
commercial companies.
Last year the gross turnover of the Institute was in excess of £2 million, a considerable proportion of
which was generated in exports of consultancy.
Further information on the Institute is available from Dr Niall Bromage, Institute of Aquaculture,
University of Stirling, Stirling, FK9 4LA, Scotland. Tel. 0786 73171 ext 2181.
October 1989

Examination of Witnesses
Secretary, PROFESSOR JACK MATTHEWS, Director, Dunstaffnage Marine Research
Laboratory, and PROFESSOR ALASDAIR BERRIE, Head of River Laboratory, Institute of Freshwater
Ecology, Natural Environment Research Council; and DR NIALL BROMAGE, and DR ROD WOOTTEN,
Assistant Director, Institute of Aquaculture, University of Stirling, examined.

DR EILEEN BUTTLE,

Chairman
713. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen: welcome to the Agriculture Committee. Who is going
to introduce everybody?
(Dr Buttle) We are two groups. I am in charge of
the Natural Environment Research Council group.
I should introduce myself as Secretary to the
Council, which supports research and training in its
15 institutes and units listed in the annex to our
memorandum and in the UK’s higher education
institutions. I have with me today two experts: on
my right is Professor Matthews, who is the
Director of two laboratories at the same location,
the NERC’s directly funded Dunstaffnage Marine
Laboratory and also the Scottish Marine Biological
Association.' Both of these are at Oban in Scotland. Professor Matthews is concerned with the
marine fish farming. It may interest you to know
that he himself spent some 17 years in Norway, for
sbi of which he was Professor of Marine Biology at
the University of Bergen. On my left is Professor

Berrie who heads the southern division of our
Institute of Freshwater Ecology, previously known
as the Freshwater Biological Association’s River
Laboratory, at East Stoke, Wareham in Dorset.
He is concerned there with the freshwater fishfarming. That introduces the team from the Natural
Environment Research Council.
(Dr Bromage) I am Niall Bromage and Dr
Rodney Wootten is Assistant Director of the
Institute of Aquaculture. The Institute is a fully
established department within the University of
Stirling. We have approximately 100 staff and
work widely in Scotland and England and
throughout Europe and the rest of the world. We
are both research scientists. My area is particularly
in reproduction and genetics and Dr Wootten’s is
in disease and parasitology.
714. I apologise first of all for starting a little bit
late but, as you will appreciate, there are slightly
unconventional proceedings going on elsewhere in
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tlie building. Secondly, we thought it would be
sensible if you all came together. Please feel free to
butt in if you feel there is an extra point to be
made. What we should like to know to start with is
this. We have travelled a certain amount in the
course of our investigations: we have been to the
West Coast of Scotland and seen a sample of
salmon farms there; we have been to the Shetland
Islands; we have been to Norway and to Hampshire to see a number of freshwater trout farms,
in almost every case there are people v/ho are
levelling complaints against the fish farmers—
perhaps we could deal first of all with the marine
installations—that they are responsible for pollution and that the fish farms are having an environmental impact on the ecolog>' of the water and the
sea. Yet the farmers themselves deny this strongly
and we certainly have not yet had any very hard
evidence this is the case. We should be very
inter^ted to know what the scientists feel about
this.
(Professor Matthews) The environmental concerns that we have been looking at can basically be
divided into two: the benthic effects and the effects
in the water column, which could be referred to
probably as eutrophication. The benthic effects are
undoubtedly severe on a local scale. They can be
extremely severe and because of the-highly organic
nature of the wastes the degree of bacterial
pollution can be extremely high. Having said that,
this is very much a local effect; because of the
highly reactive state of the waste material there can
be a relatively fast recovery, if not to pristine
conditions at least to tolerable levels of oxygen
consumption. It does take a long time for the
conditions to revert to the “natural conditions”
because tliis depends on the rate of growth of the
organisms which can be very slow. The recruitment
and recovery of natural communities would take a
matter of years following an area lying fallow. The
degradation pollution would recover quite quickly.
This is very much a local effect and we have some
understanding now with water circulation of the
extent to which this can be expected to happen.
The water column aspect is perhaps rather less
easy to define because the mixing is constant. The
concern here is on the organic loading, which one
would usually define in terms of nutrient addition,
eutrophication. There is currently considerable
work going on into that to produce estimates of
acceptable levels of nutrient loading. We have
quite a long way to go before one will have that
fully documented, but the field observational
work, linked with the development of predictive
models, is, I am sure, the way to go. As a research
sdentist I would always like to see it moving
forward faster than it is. It is a problem that is
being addressed.
(Dr Buttle) The point here is that we have an
ecosystem in balance in the marine system or in the
freshwater system and that ecological system will
tolerate some disturbance. How far the toleration
goes depends on knowing exactly how the eco^stem works, understanding the processes. What
Professor Matthews is saying is that there are local
effects which may be short-lived. We need to
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understand more about the processes before we
can predict how much it will tolerate and for how
long it will tolerate it.
715. What are we talking about? An area
beneath the cages on the seabed?
(Professor Matthews) Yes. We are talking about
a relatively well-defined area in the case of
enclosed waters, a rather more diffuse area in
more open areas, with respect to benthic pollution.
716. Not being a scientist, I am afraid you will
have to spell out what “benthic” means.
(Professor Matthews) The benthic environment
is the seabed, the organisms living on the seabed.
This is where the waste material sediments out and
one can predict that effect reasonably well on
purely physical data of current strength and water
depth and then the loading of waste. That is a local
effect and that is the pollution aspect which
degrades relatively quickly but very, very obviously. This has attracted a lot of attention because the
conditions can become very foul.
717. From faeces or firom surplus food or from
both?
(Professor Matthews) From both.
718. Which is the worst?
(Professor Matthews) With good management,
the faecal would be worst; with less efficient
husbandry, waste material, uneaten food, becomes
a significant component.
719. We were sent some pictures taken by a
diver of the seabed under a farm in the Shetlands.
There appeared to be no difference in the seabed
under the cages than elsewhere, or at least there
was plenty of sea life there.
(Professor Matthews) Yes, this can certainly
happen. The degree of local pollution of the
seabed will depend on the water depth and on the
water current. If the water current is high, the
sedimentation to the seabed will be reduced.
Mr Gill
720. At the site the Chairman refers to the cages
were on swinging moorings. Is there any appreciable difference between cages on swinging moorings as opposed to cages on fixed moorings?
(Professor Matthews) It will spread the sedimentation over a wider area. Yes, it dilutes the
sedimentation per unit area.
Chairman
721. Could I draw a simile. If you, for example,
were to have a midden from a cow yard you accept
that there is an area of land put aside to store the
manure. Would it in relative terms be any worse?
The area involved under a cage is really very small.
Do you look upon this as being environmentally
unacceptable or is it a reasonable price to pay?
(Professor Matthews) You have made a very
reasonable point. There has been quite a lot of
discussion of the desirability of rotation of cages.
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moving of cages and allowing them to lie fallow in
order to recover. The idea of sacrificial sites is one
which perhaps has not received as much attention
as it might have. It is a parallel which one sees in
industry as well that one sacrifices areas for
industrial development. One would not think of
moving the industry every few years in order to
allow fields to regenerate. I would suggest this is a
perfectly acceptable principle to operate in
mariculture. The point here is that the degree of
impact on the seabed that has been sacrificed in
this way should be acceptable. I am talking now
both environmentally for the total area of the sea
loch, if we are talking about a fish farm in a sea
loch, that it should be acceptable loading for the
environment as a whole. At the same time it is in
the fish farmer’s interests for the impact to be
contained at an acceptable level, otherwise there
are feedback effects into the fish farm, into the
cages, which can have deleterious effects.
722. Have you come across examples of that
actually happening?
(Professor Matthews) There have been cases of
what is called outgassing of putrid gases emitted
fi-om the seabed, rising through the cages and this
has had undesirable effects on fish farms.
723. I can believe that. Would the University of
Stirling care to comment?
(Dr Bromage) I am pleased you drew attention
to the possible contribution of farming. I think that
fish farming should really be placed into context
with other additions to the environment which you
may get from urbanisation, from agriculture and
from forestry and tourism in Scotland. Our proposal, either for the fresh or the sea water environment, would be full ecological planning, not just to
consider fish farming in isolation from some of
those other contributing factors. Work in the
Institute showed for example that if one just
considers one of the materials that would be
derived from fish farming, phosphate, forestry can
offer two kilograms per hectare of forested land
addition to the watercourse. The figures that one
would expect from fish farming would be 10 kilos
per tonne of fish produced. Clearly the area of land
in conventional forestry would be making significant contributions both to the marine and freshwater environment. I think you wanted us just to
talk about marine at this stage, did you?
724. We will do the sea fish farms first and then
perhaps go over the same subject as it relates to
freshwater trout farms.
(Dr Bromage) As I am sure you are aware from
your visits there are clear differences between the
marine sites, the more nutrient enriched southern
and English farms and some of the freshwater
lochs in Scotland, which are clearly oligotrophic or
really nutrient poor, and nutrient addition that
farms will offer in the way of phosphate, carbon
and nitrogen, is going to have quite different
effects in those three environments. Taking the
marine environment, I should say that our Institute
has been involved just recently in a study for
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the Nature Conservancy on the impact of fish
farming in fresh water, which followed up a similar
study they did a year or so ago on the impact offish
farming in the marine environment. So we- are
reasonably well placed at least to offer generalisations about some of the effects in the different
environments. As far as the marine environment is
concerned, if one can distinguish the water column
effects from the benthic or bottom ones, the water
column effects are really not measurable. Clearly
there is nutrient addition in the way of food and
faeces but that is not measurable with the dilution
and mbcing that one gets. Benthic changes, or
bottom changes: there are changes in the sediment, but they are only in the immediate vicinity of
the cage, in fact immediately under. I would
suggest that probably the recovery period is
quicker than the several years that is suggested by
our colleagues.
725. Would it be reasonable to say to you that
we can in all honesty discount this as being a
serious problem? It is something that has been well
monitored, is well understood and is, as you rightly
say, confined to a relatively small area under the
cages? I do not know what the total acreage of
salmon cages in Scotland .is, but it must be
absolutely miniscule in relation to the available
surrounding waters and extremely small in relation
to any other sort of agricultural or farming
techniques. I would like to be able to say, because
this is what we have heard everywhere, that the
matter is closely monitored and so far has shown
no effects that are sufficiently deleterious to cause
criticisms. Would you agree with that?
(Dr Bromage) In general terms I would agree. I
would certainly be unhappy about discounting the
possible concern with cages and additions. The
River Purification Boards in Scotland clearly plan
to monitor the nutrient loading that derives from
cage farming. Providing that is policed in that way
and the farms themselves have codes of conduct
which they would want to adhere to, they certainly
would not wish to have an environment that was
not one in which they could effectively grow their
fish.
726. Would you agree with what I have just
said. Professor Matthews?
(Professor Matthews) Yes, I would, as far as the
benthic pollution is concerned. Perhaps a clearer
recognition of the policy on recovery might help in
this instance as well. I am quite convinced monitoring is the basis for future good husbandry. Some
more public acceptance of sacrificial sites might be
helpful, in order to overcome the problems of
recovery time which have always been subject of
some debate. What is fully recovered in one sense
may not be fully recovered in another. In terms of
the water column, we still have to exercise great
caution. We are talking about eutrophication, the
increase of nutrients, which can have very subtle
effects. We know from other sources than fish
farming that an increase in nutrients can lead to
serious problems of algal blooms which in themselves can be undesirable, which can also be toxic.
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There is no direct e\'idence of that from aquacultiure situations at the moment, but if one is talking
about a further developing industry, then one does
have to bear this in mind as a serious concern for
the future. I would suggest that the theory is
largely in place for linking nutrient supply to
environmental effects, to eutrophication, that the
predictive models have to be developed. There is a
situation in place—we may come back to the
question of funding a little later—for linking of the
predictive modelling with the organic loading
which will be acceptable. I feel that we have to
develop the linking of the predictive models with
the observational programmes. This is underemphasised at the moment. At the laboratory in
Oban there is a programme which started on
benthic pollution and which is moving into the
water column, looking exactly at this particular
problem.
727. I would have to say that my guess would
be that there are very many towns and other
polluters of tlie oceans around our shores producing more material that is deleterious to the marine
environment in one day than the marine farming
industry does iruone year, but I have no figures to
prove that and being, scientists you will probably
take me up. There is no question, is there, of fish
farming causing algal blooms? That is really
beginning to go into the realms of the unlikely is it
not?
(Professor Matthews) No. With respect, I think
we are dealing here with certain areas of coastal
waters which, at least on a seasonal basis, are
nutrient poor and the ecology is veiy closely linked
to the seasonal cycle of nutrient enrichment and
nutrient depletion. The effect of a fish farm
producing nutrients aU the year round can be very
significant. There have been indications on the
Norwegian coast and possibilities on the Scottish
coast of some increase in algal blooms. Not to a
nuisance level in Scottish waters, but there has
been some linkage there to added nutrients.
Mr MacDonald
728. There were algal blooms around the
Applecross stretch of coast recently, which
affected fish farms. What are the likely causes of
such blooms in those areas, if they are linked to an
enrichment of the nutrient quality? Where could
that enrichment have come from in an area like
that? Any guesses?
(Professor Matthews) I do not know the precise
incidents you refer to. Nutrient enrichment is a
very seasonal affair in Scottish West Coast waters
and it does lead to blooms, natural blooms. What
we are wishing to investigate is whether the
nutrient enrichment from fish farms will come at
periods of the year which do not fit into the natural
<^cle. I do not entirely agree with Dr Bromage that
there is not as yet evidence of nutrient enrichment
directly due to fish farms in Scottish v'aters.
(Dr Wootten) I believe the blooms in the
Applecross area to which you are referring were in
fact very large blooms covering a very large area of
sea. There could not be any suggestion that they
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were due to the impact of fish farms in any way; it
was much too broad based for that. In Scotland,
from my experience with the Department of
Agriculture and Fisheries before I went to Stirling,
there would not seem to have been any direct
evidence linking fish farms and algal blooms,
although I would have to agree with Professor
Matthews that in theory at least there could be a
connection. I cannot answer for what may have
happened in Norway.
Chairman
729. We might now deal fairly briefly with
inland fresh water farms.
(Professor Berrie) Perhaps I could deal rather
quickly with the lake situation, because I suspect
Stirling may have rather more to say about it from
Scotland than I do from South of the Border. The
situation in lakes is rather analogous to the
situation in the sea, that you are talking about
caged fish suspended in the water column, a
cumulation of material below the cages. The big
difference of course is that you do not have
currents removing that material. The whole situation is more static and any effects are likely to be
more concentrated. I do not have examples from
South of the Border of situations where this has
really caused a problem as yet.
730. How many fish farms do you think there
are in lakes or lochs?
(Professor Berrie) I do not have a number for
that.
(Dr Wootten) It would be a rather off-the-top-ofmy-head guess but I would think in Scotland we
are talking of something like 15. We have to
distinguish between trout and salmon farms.
731. Trout in fresh water.
(Dr Wootten) And salmon smolts and parr in
fresh water. You have to distinguish between the
two because the biomass in a trout farm tends to be
much greater, there is a larger amount of fish in the
water.
732. From what I have seen of salmon in fresh
water, there is no question of them being in still
water, they are all in running water.
(Dr Wootten) There is indeed quite a number of
cage sites in fresh water lochs in Scotland growing
salmon but the biomass of fish tends to be much
less because the fish are smaller. There is probably
about 100 such sites if you include salmon and
trout in Scotland but the trout sites would perhaps
be 15.
(Professor Berrie) Can I turn to the river
situation? I note that the Committee have visited
some of the Hampshire trout farms. The essential
factor to appreciate there is first that of course the
quantity of trout within the farms on the river
vastly exceeds the wild population that exists in the
river. Although you are farming fish which are
native to the rivers you are increasing the quantities vastly beyond the natural level in the river.
This gives rise to high levels particularly of
ammonia and suspended solids passing from the
farms into the river. Of course the whole area of
river downstream from the farm is potentially
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affected not just the immediate locality. There are
also questions concerning chemicals which are
used for either disease treatment or prophylaxis
including the use of antibiotics. The fish farms
situated on rivers take a fairly large proportion of
the flow of the river generally. This gives rise to
other problems which are concerned with the
movement of fish in the river. Fish which migrate
downstream may well get entrapped in the farm
intake- which may lead to them being killed on
screens or otherwise lost to the river. Rivers also
suffer from escape of fish from the farms. An
initial reaction might say that is a great bonus for
the fisherman who is getting some extra fish into
the system, but if you have large numbers of small
rainbow trout trained to jump to pellets getting
into a trout fishery it does nothing to enhance the
fly-fishing for the fishermen. Escapees have two
aspects: one is the numerical impact they will have
on the natural population in the river; they will
compete with the fish for food as well as for angling
purposes. The second area of concern with
escapees is what this may be doing to the genetic
structure of the natural populations. The fish
which are reared in farms are being progressively
selected for conditions of high rates of growth
which are particularly suitable to their use as an
agricultural crop and these are not necessarily the
conditions which would favour natural survival in
the river system. There is concern on that front.
There are all these aspects of concern about rivers
and I have to say that there is very little evidence
that serious damage has occurred, but the fact is
that very little research has been done to show
whether or not these are having serious impacts.
We really do not know.
733. Some witnesses whom we have visited say
that in the case of England and Wales the National
Rivers Authority and in the case of Scotland the
Purification Boards spend a considerable amount
of time and trouble in ensuring that these known
dangers—I agree with you that there are dangers—
are kept under control. Certainly one farm we
visited in Hampshire has gone to a considerable
amount of trouble, on the question of transient
fish, to reorganise their flow so the wild fish did not
get involved in the sluices and so on. Can you say
that you are satisfied that the matter is sufficiently
monitored as to prevent serious damage from the
causes which you have gone through?
(Professor Berrie) I am quite satisfied that the
water authorities previously, now the National
Rivers Authority, have powers to apply consent
conditions to the discharges and that they maintain
a good monitoring programme for the levels that
are reached by discharges from the farms and
indeed the levels along the rivers in general, I
would have to say I am not satisfied that such a
monitoring programme is necessarily going to
detect long-term changes which may be taking
place in the ecosystem of the river.
734. What would you suggest we do about that?
Is there anything we can do about that?
(Professor Berrie) The only thing that can be
done is to keep research on rivers in progress and
to direct some of it in this direction.
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(Dr Buttle) It comes back to my point of
understanding the processes.
735. There has not been a scientist before this
Committee in the time I have been Chairman who
has not asked for some more funding for his
research.
(Dr Buttle) To expand our knowledge base.
736. Do Stirling have any contribution to make
on the point? Do not let us worry about the
concerns; we understand the dangers. What we
want to know is whether in your view something
that should be done is not being done or whether
we should seriously be worrying about fish farming
because it is damaging the rivers.
(Dr Bromage) I probably have more experience
of the southern trout farms; I worked in a
university in the south before I moved to Stirling
about a year or so ago. I have been involved in
advice to the National Farmers’ Union Fish
Farming Committee. A lot of their concern and
farmers’ concern has been the discharge and
abstraction consents, which I am sure you are
aware of after your visits to the farms. Most of
these consents are fairly tightly controlled and
certainly there are regular and routine
measurements. The levels of ammonia, of suspended solids and BOD and other parameters are
carefully stated on the discharge consents. These
are certainly going to be taken up by the National
Rivers Authority when they begin their work or
impose these consents later on this year. I am sure
that the control is a reasonable one, given that they
are fish farms and they clearly are making some
nutrient additions. I already made that point for
fish farming in general. As far as some of the other
points are concerned, I am a little unhappy about
the comments of the l^RC regarding antibiotics. I
do not really think they are used prophylactically,
in fact I am sure they are not used prophylactically
in —
737. We are going to question you in a minute
about all medicinal additives. Would you mind
holding your horses on that just for a moment?
(Dr Bromage) Most of the farms in the south are
rainbow trout farms. It is not a natural fish in this
country but derives from the West Coast of
America. There are not in fact self-sustaining wild
populations so there really could be no risk, in my
mind, genetically to our wild population because
the brown trout, which would possibly be its
immediate competitor, is quite a different species.
I understood that we did have a study recently on
the southern rivers carried out by the NERC. I
understood their findings were that there were no
effects on natural populations as far as their
measurements and the surveys that they conducted
could show. I think I would reinforce that and
support it with some of the work that has been
carried out at Stirling.
Chairman: That sets our minds at rest.
Mr MacDonald
738. Could I ask Professor Matthews, because
he spent time there, about the Lenka Project that
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has been undertaken in Norway. We visited the
project and it seemed quite impressive, though we
could not assess it. There certainly seemed to be a
lot of resources devoted to it. When we had the
Crown Estate Commission here to give evidence
they claimed that their catalogue of Scottish sea
lochs was a comparable project. They gave the
impression of as good a utility but for a much
cheaper price and really we had had a very good
bargain because of it. Essentially what I should like
to ask is whether in your view that catalogue by the
Crown Estate of sea lochs is comparable to the
Lenka Project and in what ways it is comparable
and where the differences lie.
(Professor Matthews) I have with me some
copies of a very brief summary of the structure of
the Lenka Project and I could leave these with the
Committee. That will perhaps provide a basis for
my answer. The Lenka Project as I understand it is
costing, over a period of four or five years, some
£3.6 million. It is due to terminate in 1990 and the
aim is to produce a report of this nature, a very
comprehensive report with charts and everything,
for every coastal county in Norway, coupled with a
national report, which is to provide the basis for a
planning programme for the future. So it is not an
open-ended project, it is a very defined one and it
has very high authority in the sense that the
steering^ group consists of the Minister of Fisheries
^d the Minister of the Environment. The project
group consists of representatives from the ministries and an important point at this stage of the
structure is that there is professional support
linked into the project group at this level: geographers and statisticians providing detailed information on maps and data, expert marine scientists
looking at the sea areas and fresh water scientists
with information on the fresh water areas. Then it
has the necessary infrastructure and it devolves to
the regions, to the counties. The aim is to produce
an acceptable level of development in the potential
areas for mariculture development and approaching this in a dual fashion, looking at the recipient,
the nature of the water concerned, identifying A
areas, B areas and C areas which are progressively
more and more sheltered, then producing organic
loading factors for those areas, considering the
existing use and ending up with figures for the
acceptable additional loading that there would be
for the various areas. Then there is the geographical approach, looking at the total areas, subtracting what is already in use, adding in the
criteria for size and spacing and producing again
the available area under the three categories. The
lesser areas would be chosen. This is a very
organised structure which I have explained in some
quick detail because it compares to some extent
favourably with the British system which does
provide a basis for a planning structure but on a
somewhat less co-ordinated level. When we look at
the level of funding this would be inevitable. The
basis to which Mr MacDonald referred is a
catalogue of sea lochs which was actually commissioned by the Nature Conservancy Council. It does
provide quite a comprehensive range of physical
and geographical parameters which have been
linked into the catalogue and which, with the use
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of various ratios, can produce figures for the
acceptable level of loading, based entirely on
physical and geographical criteria. The crucial
difference is that the step which is introduced in
the Lenka situation ef organic loading factors has
been produced by marine scientists, biologists,
ecologists, who have at least been able to produce
a guestimate of the acceptable level of nutrient
loading for long-term effects. This is one of the
areas where the UK system is less well developed
than the Norwegian system. We do need to have a
better understanding of the processes, looking at
the nutrient effects in the water column. This is
ultimately going to be the gross overall control on
the total size of the mariculture industry. In short,
the Lenka Project is comprehensive and fairly
detailed. It tends to over-estimate the degree of
knowledge, the degree of confidence one can place
in the figures because it is an informed guess by
biologists at the level of organic loading which is
acceptable. At least that informed guess is in the
picture in a rather more structured way than it is in
the Crown Estate system.
739. It could be argued that for the Norwegians
to devote resources to a project of this kind is
relatively more important because of the scale of
their industry, its relation to the overall economy
and so on. I should like to know your reaction to
that, particularly bearing in mind the possibility
that farm fish production will within the medium to
long-term mo's e out of simply salmon and go to
other marine species. Given that that is a possibility in the future, something we are hopefully
working towards how important do you think it is
for us to develop a similar research base and
project in Scotland or do you suppose that perhaps
some of the aspects of the Lenka Project will
always remain a little bit superfluous or luxurious
from a Scottish point of view?
(Professor Matthews) The aquaculture industry
in the UK has developed to a level where the
existing loading is such that we are already quite a
long way down the structure of the Lenka system.
In other words, we have passed the point of a
baseline survey. We can step in, we can draw on
experience from the Norwegian system, and I
would suggest that the crucial feature to add in to
the Crown Estate system on the information side is
a more informed view of the acceptable organic
loading in the water column in these exposed,
semi-exposed and sheltered areas.
740. How much would a project of that kind
cost? Are you really talking about a 100 per cent
increase on the kind of input that has been put in
already or are you talking about a more marginal
increase?
(Professor Matthews) The Crown Estate are
contributing to a programme which is costing
about £100,000 a year. They are contributing
£60,000-70,000 a year to a programme of this
nature which is being carried out at the Dunstaffnage Laboratory looking at the nutrient loading in
the water column. It has to be a very site specific
study at that level of funding. The intention is to
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produce generalities out of that study but the
aspect lacking in this investigation at the moment is
the work that is required on predictive models.
DAPS is beginning to work on this quite effectively
and I should like to see better co-ordination of this.
We are perhaps talking more about a more
co-ordinated structure where Lenka can point the
way than specifically in terms of additional funding. I should like to suggest that from the point of
view of the observational basis, one is constrained
at the present level of £80,000 a year; I should like
to see that perhaps doubled.
741. Would Stirling like to make a quick
comment?
(Dr Bromage) What Lenka aims to do is
properly manage and plan the resource which
really brings me back to the original hypothesis I
made about the fact that one must really plan the
total resource within an area. There are varying
geographical factors, each one is different, and a
blanket instruction would really not be appropriate. One has to take into account site selection
and feed formulation, also the Institute has been
involved in environmental impact studies which
would take account of not only the possible
additions that fish farming might make to a
particular area but other factors in agriculture, in
forestry, in tourism. That is what we should
possibly aim to be doing. It is certainly the thing
that existing research generally speaking has really
failed to do; it has not taken the dimension beyond
the measurement into the planning, the total
planning of the whole resource. I cannot really
emphasise that enough.
(Dr Wootten) I am not sure the Lenka Project is
really necessary for Scotland anyway at the
moment. We are quite a long way down the road of
exploiting the sea lochs of the West Coast of
Scotland. I would support Professor Matthews in
saying that what is required is more specific
research on the mechanisms and processes that
could potentially affect the loading capacity of a
sea loch w'ith fish and that is the research which we
would be better putting our money into rather than
a somewhat ambitious programme like the Lenka
Project. I have a feeling myself that the current
Crown Estate inform.ation backed up by the work
being done at Stirling, Dunstaffnage and by DAFS
is probably going to give us sufficient information
to make that sort of decision.
Mr Alexander
742. I should like to raise with you one or two
quick questions on the subject of chemicals and
Nuvan in particular. You know that Nuvan is used
to remove sea lice. We have received—I will not
say conflicting evidence—different views on Nuvan
from different people we have spoken to. I should
like to ask first whether either of your organisations would have placed Nuvan on the Department of the Environment’s Red List so that the
amount discharged to the water would thereby by
reduced, and if so, why?
(Dr Buttle) We have not been involved in any
way whatever in putting this compound on the Red
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List, nor have we been involved in advising on this.
The answer I am afraid is rather short.
(Dr Wootten) Similarly the Institute has no part
to play in deciding whether substances are on the
Red List. My understanding is that the reason it
got put on the Red List was because at that time
the biological effectiveness of the compound, that
is its toxicity, was below the level at which it could
be detected using current techniques. Things have
changed somewhat recently and the ‘no effect
level’ Nuvan has now been shown to be orders of
magnitude above the minimum level of detection.
Hence, it is possible that if that were reconsidered
then it might not be put on the Red List. I do not
feel I can contribute more than that.
743. I am grateful for that answer. I take it
therefore that neither of your organisations would
object to the renewal of its product licence.
(Dr Wootten) No, I do not think we would. The
crucial question as far as the industry is concerned
is that without dichlorvos there would not be a
salmon farming industry; there is absolutely no
question of that. Sea lice are extremely destructive
and without a means to treat them the industry just
could not carry on and that would apply to almost
all sites in Scotland. It is a toxic substance and
there is no doubt that its use should be strictly
controlled. There is a much greater awareness now
within the industry that that is necessary. The
industry has its own code of practice, has set up
training courses to show their members how it
should safely be done. The substance is now a
medicine which means it comes under veterinary
control which is an improvement on when it was
merely used as a pesticide. I think the licence
should be continued until such time as a better
alternative is necessary. As I understand it, current
research by DAFS suggests that it does not seem to
be very harmful to the environment, mainly
because its dilution and dispersal in the marine
environment is very rapid.
744. Do you think there is any way in which
Nuvan is currently used which could be improved
so as to reduce the amounts actually discharged
into sea lochs?
(Dr Wootten) That depends on the way farmers
use it. There are three ways it has been used; one is
merely to add the substance to the water at slack
tide, which is frankly unacceptable as there is no
containment and the stuff is just poured into the
water. Secondly is to put the fish effectively in a
bag by partly surrounding the cage with a tarpaulin. This restricts the amount that tends to get used
and tends to make the use of it more effective.
That is the way it should be done and that is what is
recommended on the instructions for use of the
compound. The other thing is for farmers themselves to understand the biology of the parasite.
There has been a tendency in the past for farmers
to treat at inappropriate times. The early stages of
the parasite on the fish are not susceptible to the
compound, as you probably hear in your travels. It
is important that farmers treat when the
population structure, that is the types or the stages
of the parasite on the fish, are susceptible. They
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can do this with proper monitoring and we have
run courses at Stirling for example to try to teach
thein this. Those two ways together could cut down
a great deal on the use of the substance.
745. Have you at Stirling, carried out any
research into alternatives to Nuvan?
(Dr Wootten) Yes. We have two programmes at
the moment: one funded by the Scottish Salmon
Growers’ Association looking for an alternative
chemical treatment. There are a number of
promising compounds in this which may eventually
be useful. The problem here of course is that it
does take a very long time for a compound to
obtain the necessary licences. Initially it would be
likely that the jfirst compounds to be passed would
be other organophosphorus compounds which
would not in some ways improve the situation too
much. There are other things coming along now
which might but there is bound to be a time gap
here. Ideally what you would want would be
something you could actually put in the feed
because that would drastically cut down the
amount released to the environnient, but there are
problems with that. There are problems getting the
compound from the gut of the fish out to its skin in
sufficient concentrations. The other approach we
are trying at the moment is to produce a vaccine.
This is a collaborative EEC funded project and
that would be very nice but that is a long time off.
The other method of course is the addition of
cleaner fish to the cages.
746. Do you. believe that the controls over these
chemicals under the Medicines Act or discharge
consents are really enough to protect the environment and water quality from the sort of thing we
have just been discussing?
(Professor Berrie) I do not have a very strong
view which I Can express about this except again
the one of general concern that there is a lack of
adequate information on the subject. That is really
why I cannot express a strong view: we just do not
know very much. One has to have concern if any
toxic chemical or any substance which is liable to
have a biological consequence is being released
into the environment.
747. Do you believe that the regulatory bodies
like DAFS and MAEF and water authorities are
carrying out their duties with regard to pollution
and poisons with due dih'gence?
(ProfessorMatthews) Ihsive no reason to believe
otherwise.
(Dr Wootten) I would support that except: do
they always have the resources to do it?
(Professor Matthews) I should like to endorse
what the Institute of Aquaculture says on this
matter, I do feel that the main point to be taken
home here is that the guidelines which the industry
has produced must be followed. It is very largely a
question of husbandry. Any chemical control is
inevitably going to be toxic and it is the controlled
use of it which is going to be the crucial factor. I
should like to emphasise too that I do see a real
potential for biological control in the future, either
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through predatory control on fish but also molecular biological techniques of controlling the sea lice
themselves, specifically targeted pathogens for the
sea lice.
Chairman
749.
oil-based pesticide which could be contained
within the cage by a very short skirt and was of
course easily mopped up and therefore never
entered the environment. They were getting a
success rate of from 65 per cent infestation down to
3 per cent. Are we being left behind? Do you know
all about what is going on there?
(Dr Wootten) Yes, we are aware of that. It is
quite a clever technique. How well it would
necessarily work in commercial practice in some of
the rougher sites we have in Scotland I am not 100
per cent certain. I think it depends on the fish
coming up to the surface enougL
749. It depends on the fish jumping through the
oil layer.
(Dr Wootten) It depends on a lot of factors and
they may not always do that. It is a clever trick and
I shall be very interested to see how it develops.
750. Is there anybody working on it in the UK?
(Dr Wootten) Not on that particular rnethod. On
the sort of chemicals they were using in that
treatment, yes, we are looking at similar ones.
751. I am concerned we are going to be left
behind. If the Noiwegians discover a complete
cure for sea hce they are going to leave us sitting
for a bit, are they not?
(Dr Wootten) Obviously when a problem is
being attacked in different countries then to some
extent there is always a race. I would not say we
are being left behind; we are as well on as they are.
(Dr Bromage) One of the compounds we are
actually developing or looking at at Stirling,
although it is an organophosphorus, is effective at
something like one tenth of the dose of the current
dichlorvos. The other two points I would wish to
make is that dichlorvos does not biocumulate, so it
does not get into biological tissues and accumulate.
It is also readily broken down in the environment.
It is in fact veiy difficult to measure it after you
have actually administered it.
752. We did come across a mussel farm which
seems to be prospering a very short distance
downstream from a salmon farm. You wanted to
express a view about antibiotics?
(Dr Bromage) It was really just in answer to my
colleague talking about the prophylactic use of
antibiotics. Certainly in my knowledge of the
industry in general trout farming in particular only
uses antibiotics when they have an outbreak of
bacterial disease and it certainly is not used
prophylactically. The only circumstance to my
knowledge when it is used in the salmon industry is
during the time of smolt transfer. When the fish
are being transferred to sea they are obviously
subject to stress and possible disease entry. The
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suggestion is that it could be used prophylactically
when the fish are very small because of course the
smolts are only a matter of one or two ounces in
weight. That represents a much lower biomass of
treatment than possibly treatment of the growingon fish once they are in sea water. That is my only
knowledge of prophylactic use of antibiotics.
Clearly they are used as treatment but that is in
response to disease outbreak and particularly of
furunculosis.
(Professor Berrie) We did some observations on
the area round some cages in the Lake District and
we found some evidence there of increased antibiotic resistance in the natural bacteria in the
system. It was certainly our understanding at that
time, although we do not have direct evidence,
that the source of this was through the food being
given to the fish in the cages. There was certainly
raised antibiotic resistance in the bacteria adjacent
to the cages.
Mr Amos
753. Could I ask a few questions about research
and development? I will ask the three questions,
because there is an element of overlap, and
perhaps you would give me a global answer. I
understand that you have actually been critical of
the unco-ordinated approach to aquaculture
research and development in the UK. Is that
correct?
(Dr Wootten) Yes.
(Dr Bromage) Yes.
754. On that assumption I have some questions.
How does the UK’s R&D effort compare with that
of its major competitors, taking into account the
relative sizes of the industries concerned? How has
publicly funded R&D been affected by the withdrawal of funds from “near-market” research?
Which projects have not been taken up by industry? I should be grateful if you would give me some
specific examples on that if there are any. Finally,
how would you set about reorganising aquacultural
research and development in the UK and how
would you allocate public resources between basic
strategic and near-market research? In other
words, if you had a blank chequebook what would
you do about it?
(Dr Bromage) That is a fairly tall order. If we
could take the size of the industry, guestimates
would suggest that we spend maybe L4 million on
aquacultural research in the UK. Most of that is in
Government laboratories of MAFF and the equivalent one in Scotland, DAFS. If you take Norway,
my understanding—it is very difficult obviously to
come by some of this information but my
understanding—is that they spend L21 million on
aquacultural research. Their industry is of the
order of three times bigger than ours in total but I
would say that we offer more species, at least we
have a significant production of other species,
whereas theirs is clearly concentrated into salmon.
The difficulty with near market has actually been a
difficulty of defining the terms. The researchers
themselves have the same difficulty. We have a
whole range of different funding organisations.
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each have different criteria and different aims. We
have science based and fish based projects being
funded by NERC which quite properly have a peer
review system, though, they tend to concentrate on
environmental aspects. The AFRC, the Agriculture and Food Research Council, have only just
begun to start funding work on fish in the last year
or GO. They are still getting their criteria for
selection together. There is an informal discussion
between groups about funding but no more than
that. On the other hand we have the industrial
funding from people like the Crown Estate Commissioners, the Salmon Growers’ Association. I
gather there is no real co-ordination and they are
clearly looking for different aims as far as aquaculture is concerned. I do not think we at the Institute
are in a position to suggest an alternative. That is
always the difficulty in destructive criticism. However, we do need greater co-ordination as far as
aquacultural research and its planning are concerned. A significant part of the research does still
go on in Government laboratories which is not
subject to external peer review. They normally
review their programmes from inside. It is not
really subject to industry direction so they are not
answering the basic strategic requirements that the
industry may want. They do have a Controller of
Fisheries research and development group which
does meet the industry but they are in no way
obliged actually to take that advice. I have been a
member of the CFRD for the last two years and.
that period has seen dramatic changes from the
Government laboratories wanting to do work
which was in some ways supportive of the industry
to the position now where they would prefer not to
have any near-market research going on in their
laboratories because that would by definition mean
that their budgets would be cut. We are faced with
the same kind of problems. We want to service the
industry. We want to carry out good science and
good science would be the foundation for all our
work whether it is applied or whether it is basic.
We have the difficulty of designing our programmes to meet our respective suppliers of cash. On
the one hand we are looking to the Salmon
Growers’ Association for money and we clearly
have to show how applied and how immediately
near market our research would be. On the other,
we clearly want to look to the NERC, to the
AFRC and to a much lesser extent the SERC for
support for basic science prograrhmes. There the
objectives are going to be somewhat different. It is
clearly the same kind of work. We have certain
speciality areas within the Institute and we are
working on those programmes. I am sure that has
not answered your question in that I am sure it
does not really offer you an alternative. One would
hope for some co-ordination. If we had coordination of aquacultural development in general
for the industry one could see that some coordination could then occur of respective supporting agencies. Maybe a moie formalised arrangement than no doubt the informal one that already
pertains to the committees of AFRC and NERC
and the other grant agencies, but we should have a
formal arrangement to avoid unnecessary overlap
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and improve co-ordination. Possibly many of these
fimding agencies are dealing with relatively small
amounts of money. If one could co-ordinate their
activities you may be able to co-ordinate somewhat
larger programmes which would be ah advantage.
Many of the NERC/AFRC programmes tend to be
built around a 60K or lOOK type of project size.
For some project areas that may not be sufficient
to maintain an ongoing programme of work.
755. You honestly said that you did not have a
clear alternative and you pointed out the relative
sizes of the Norwegian and UK budgets. Could I
take you up briefly on two points? First of all, who
would you like to see doing the co-ordination?
Perhaps it is not quite as easy as it would sound.
Secondly, on a specific question which I asked
earlier, which projects have not been taken up by
the industry, which would have been taken up had
the amount of resources available been of the
Norwegian proportions?
(Dr Bromage) Some of the work on the environment, particularly where it relates to the trout
industry, is one that has not been conducted by the
Government laboratories. It has been considered
to be near market. So some of the methods of
effluent treatment, environmental concerns, have
certainly not been done. Some of the work that has
been phased out recently has been on maturation
control, triploidy, in the DAFS project in ScotImd. Maturation control and control of reproduction is obviously an important basic, strategic and
also near-market programme. That is certainly
another area.
(Dr Wootten) As regards a means of coordinating this, it is going to be a very difficult
thing to do. A possible way would be through the
extension of the current Controller of Fisheries
R&D group which my colleague has already
mentioned. That could be a forum where people
meet together but it would have to be taken out of
central government control. We have to distinguish between groups of the industry. The Salmon
Growers now have their own very large research
fund and are able to fund near-market research;
that does not apply to people like the trout
industry or shellfish industry. They do not have
that wherewithal and I think they are in danger of
being neglected in near-market areas which are not
so easy to get funded firom central funds.
756. It is a fairly dispersed situation we are
talking about.
(Dr Wootten) Yes; that is the problem.
(Dr Buttle) We too share some concern here
about what may be missing. My definition of near
market and strategic and basic is the reason why
you choose to do a research project. If you are a
fish farmer and you want a particular project done
to satisfy your requirements then the Governmenfs line is that the fish farm should pay for that
research and we would all understand that. Also, if
there is a public interest in terms of the environmental impact it is a Government department who
should want to have that project funded in order to
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answer questions in the public interest. We in the
research councils would wish to pick a research
project because it is intellectually challenging and
because it adds to our knowledge and understanding of the processes in order to predict changes to
those processes. We are all funding research
projects for different reasons. What we are
beginning to see is that the industry therefore is
focusing on those particular research projects
which they see of relevance to themselves. Anything further back up the stream of research they
are saying they cannot fund, they could not justify
the funding to their shareholders or whatever and I
understand that. There is no forum in which we as
groups could sit together, where we in the research
councils could say “We are funding this for
interest’s sake. We actually have the vision to see
perhaps that biological controls rather than chemical controls on sea lice could be developed in this
molecular biolog}' area”. That might be worth
developing but the industry are not going to pick
that up at the moment though the Government
department in the public interest would. We need
a forum where we all get together and where there
could be share funding, partnership funding, of the
research projects. That is really what we need,
where the industry can say “I am not prepared to
fund that yet but if it comes this way or develops in
this way then we will pick it up”. In that case there
could be a wedge of funding from the public and
the industry taking it up. If the industry does not
take it up then the public funding should stop. That
is what we see as missing: a forum.
(Professor Matthews) Could I add that, in
endorsing those remarks, the corollary of this gap,
this lack of co-ordination, is a certain lack of
funding in the middle in the strategic research. It is
quite crucial from the point of view of the
environment, it is also quite crucial from the point
of view of the future of the industry, the diversification. We have seen some critical periods in
1989 with the salmon farming industry and there
are signs for the future here. We do have to look
for the future health of the industry at diversification and it is another example of work which
has not been short-term work which the industry
would pick up. It is not something which is a bright
new idea in many cases, it is something which
requires some solid steady work, building on
biological knowledge and economic knowledge of
the fish concerned and the other marine species.
That sort of strategic research is desperately
needing to be done. The basic mechanism for
co-ordination must be strengthened. It is there in
the form of the Controller of Fisheries research
and development working groups and it needs to
be strengthened. My figures for relative funding in
Norway and the UK are very similar to the
Institute of Aquaculture’s. The point I would make
is that we are not really looking at proportions;
from the point of view of research and development, we are looking at totals. One gets a lot more
research done for £18 or £21 million than one does
for £3.5. There is a danger here of some falling
behind. Where we are talking about basic research
it does not matter too much which country the
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work is done in: this is knowledge in the public
domain. Where we are in danger of falling behind
for this double reason of lower funding and the
trough in the middle is in strategic research.
(Professor Berrie) Could I very briefly offer Mr
Amos a specific example of a near-market consequence. He was interested in this. For some years
the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
has been funding, with our Institute, research on
stress in fish raised in culture conditions. This is of
considerable interest I understand to the industry
not only for the well being of the fish in general but
because it also affects their growth under culture
conditions. The Ministry has clearly indicated that
this is near market and is stopping their funding for
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[Continued

this. There is no possibility as yet that the industry
is going to continue that work so funding for that is
coming to an end.
Chairman: May I conclude by first of all
thanking you very much for coming and secondly
by apologising for the way in which the morning
has been broken up by divisions in the House. It is
beyond our control and I once again say how sorry
I am to the NERC who ran into time problems
with US once before! We do not normally treat our
witnesses so poorly and I hope you will not think
the worse of us for that. Because we have been a
touch truncated we may require or you may wish to
send us further written evidence. Thank you very
much for coming.

D'3TK(W264, 4M,tC35^5, 56737 100402.
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Mr Eric Martlew

Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Northern Ireland Office
I refer to your letter of 15 November 1989 requesting information on the Department of Agriculture’s
licensing arrangements for fish farms in Northern Ireland and comments on minutes of evidence given to
the Committee on Wednesday I November 1989 insofar as they apply to Northern Ireland.
Firstly, in response to your specific questions:
1. The fish culture licence provision was introduced by Section II of the Fisheries Act (Northern
Ireland) 1966. There had been no fish farming developments in Northern Ireland prior to this although
there was an emerging interest.
The provision was introduced to provide for some form of control over fish farms and provide
exemptions for fish farming operations which would otherwise be offenses under the Act. Control over
the spread of fish diseases was a major objective but additionally the provision provided for derating of
fish farms which hitherto had been a disincentive to developments in Northern Ireland.
In 1968 amendments to the Fisheries Act required the Department of Agriculture to have regard inter
alia to the preservation and conservation of amenity and the environment when exercising its functions
under the Act, including the issue of fish culture licences.
2. It has been a requirement to advertise all applications for fish culture licences received since a public
announcement by Lord LyeU (Northern Ireland Office Minister responsible for Agriculture and Fisheries
in Northern Ireland) on 29 July 1988. There have been general powers under the Fisheries Act since 1966
to hold local and other inquiries in relation to any operations under the Act.
3. There have been no public inquiries held over the issue of any fish culture licence either before or
since the introduction of the requirement to advertise applications. Since the introduction of the
requirement, applicants have been advised of the possibility of a local inquiry if objections, “not being in
the opinion of the Department vexatious, frivilous or insubstantial”, are received and not withdrawn.
Secondly, there are two comments we would wish to make in respect of oral evidence received
although, as I understand it, the references concerned have already been corrected by Mr B S Edwards of
the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries & Food. The reference to “North Sea” at line 13 of Mr Edwards’
evidence at Paragraph 67 on Page 29 is incorrect and should be deleted. Mr Edwards’ comment at
Paragraph 71, Page 30 is incorrect; as you will have noted at Paragraph 2 above, the requirement to
advertise all applications for fish culture licences dates from a public announcement by Lord LyeU on 29
July 1988 while there has been general powers to hold local or other inquiries in relation to any
operations under the Act since 1966.
21 December 1989

Supplementary memorandum, submitted by the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and the
Scottish Office
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Select Committee has requested the MAFF and Scottish Office to provide a list of veterinary
products currently used in aquaculture which have not been referred to the Veterinary Products
Committee for licensing under the Medicines Act 1968.
1.2 This note is submitted in response to that request. It outlines the legal framework and records
thc^ treatments currently in use in fish farming, their category and status. The matter of veterinary
residues is also considered. The note does not address treatments used in the tropical and ornamental fish
trade.
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THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK

2.1 Medicinal products (including therapeutic medicinal feed additives) used in fish farming are
regulated under the provisions of EC Directive 81/851 and the Medicines Act 1968. These lay down that
veterinary medicinal products must be licensed before they may be marketed. The licensing authority is
advised by the Veterinary Products Committee (VPC), a statutory body of independent experts on
human and animal health. A licence is granted only if the licensing authority is satisfied that the product
is safe to use, of good and consistent quality, and effective. Consideration of safety includes that of the
treated animals, persons administering the product, the consumer and the environment generally.
2:2 If there is no licensed product available to treat a particular condition in fish, a veterinarian may
prescribe the use of any other licensed veterinary medicine, if appropriate, for stock under his care. Any
such treatment would be subject to a standard withdrawal period designed to ensure the safety to
consumers of food eventually produced from treated fish. Fish eggs are not covered by the licensing
requirements for the medicinal treatment of food animals, so unlicensed products may be used to treat
ova and fish farming equipment, subject to the requirements of other legislative controls, for instance on
discharge of farm effluent.
2.3 As with medicines in general, medicines for fish may be sold under one of four categories:
(a) GSL: General sale list, ie available through any retail outlet;
(b) PML: Pharmacy and merchants list, ie medicines which are included in Schedules 1 and 2 to the
Medicines (Veterinary Drugs) (Pharmacy and Merchants List) (No 2) Order 1989. These may be
sold only by a pharmacist, an approved agricultural merchant, or certain other groups described
in Article 3 of the Order;
(c) P: Pharmacy, ie only for sale through a retail pharmacy;
(d) POM: Prescription only medicine, ie may be supplied only against a prescription issued by a
veterinary practitioner.
Additionally, there are those compounds such as salt and malachite green, for the purpose of this note
termed “GEN”, compounds, which are freely available for non-medicinal purposes and which are also
used on fish farms for both medicinal and non-medicinal purposes.
2.4 Fish farms registered under Section 7 of the Diseases of Fish Act 1983 or licensed under Section 11
of the Fisheries (Northern Ireland) Act 1966 are currently exempted from a requirement, introduced in
July 1988, for manufacturers of medicated feedingstuffs to register with the Royal Pharmaceutical Society
of Great Britain (RPSGB) or Department of Agriculture for Northern Ireland (DANI). It is a condition
of registration that manufacturers abide by a code of practice covering areas such as record keeping,
hygient:, and staff training. It is intended to draw up a code appropriate to the needs of fish farmers in
consultation with representatives of the industry during 1990. On adoption, the temporary exemption
from the registration requirement will be removed.
2.5 Pigments are added to some feedingstuffs for farmed fish to provide a pink coloured flesh. The use
of pigments in this way is regulated under the Feedingstuffs Regulations 1988 and the Additives in
Animal Feedingstuffs Directive EEC/70/524. Canthaxanthin and astaxanthin are permitted colours for
this purpose, both listed in Annex 1 to the EC Directive. In its recent Review on the Colouring Matter in
Food Regulations the independent Food Advisory Committee (FAC) accepted the Committee on the
Toxicity of Chemicals in Food, Consumer Products and the Environment’s (COT) current assessment of
the safety of canthaxanthin and was content that it should continue to be permitted in the UK for indirect
addition to farmed fish by addition to feedingstuffs. However, the FAC also recommended that fish
products coloured by indirect addition of such additives should be labelled accordingly. Ministers have
accepted this advice and these are issues which the Government intends to raise in discussions within the
EC. The COT is currently reassessing its advice on canthaxanthin in the light of new data on its use in
chicken feed to colour egg yolks.
2.6 Besides pigments, commercial feedingstuffs may also contain a range of other additives such as
vitamin and mineral supplements.
2.7 Discharge consents granted by the National Rivers Authority (NRA), river purification authorities
(in Scotland) or Department of the Environment for Northern Ireland (in Northern Ireland) may
incorporate conditions as regards the type and quantities of chemicals discharged in the effluent water
from fish farms.
2.8 The use of paints to prevent the fouling of nets, floats or other apparatus used in the farming of fish
is regulated under the Control of Pesticides Regulations 1986, made under Part III of the Food and
Environment Protection Act 1985.
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3. MEDICINES IN USE

3.1 Those compounds known to be used in the farming of fish are listed at Annex A. For each
compound the sales category of POM, PM, P, GSL or GEN is indicated. Similarly, the type of compound
is indicated, as is its status under the Medicines Act (L for licensed, and N for not licensed). Finally the
table records the normal route of application, most common purpose of use, and how widely each is
known to be used (R for rare, Lt for limited, and W for widespread).
4. VETERINARY RESIDUES

4.1 The scope for consumer exposure to residues of veterinary medicines and pesticides in farmed fish
is monitored by the Steering Group in Food Surveillance, an inter-departmental committee responsible
for surveying the nutritional value and chemical safety of the UK food supply. A summary of the Group’s
findings is attached at Annex B.
January 1990
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Annex, A
COMPOUNDS USED IN FISH FARMING
Compound

Type

Category

Status

Purpose of Use

Nj

&
Route of Application

Extent ,of Use

S'O
VO

C5

Antimicrobials
(inc. antibiotics)

tetracycline
4-quinolone
sulpha
nitrofuran
macrolide

POM
POM
POM
POM
POM

L
L
L
N
N

Systematic gram-ve bacteremia
Systematic gram-ve bacteremia
Systematic gram-ve bacteremia
Systematic gram-ve bacteremia'
Control of transmission of BKD

Copper sulphate
Potassium permanganate
Salt

inorganic salt
inorganic salt
inorganic salt

GEN
GEN
GEN

N
N
N

Control of skin parasites
Bath or flush
Bath or flush
Control of skin parasites
Control of skin and gill parasites Bath or flush

Formalin

organic

GEN

N

Control of skin parasites

Bath or flush

Malachite green
Dichlorvos (Nuvan)
Benzalkonium chloride
Acriflavine
Methylene blue
Acetic acid
Chloramine T

organic dye
organo-phosphate
surfactant
organic dye
organic dye
organic acid
chlorine-releasing
organics

GEN
POM
GEN
GEN
GEN
GEN

N
L
N
N
N
N

Control
Control
Control
Control
Control
Control

Bath
Bath
Bath
Bath
Bath
Bath

or flush
or flush
or flush
or flush
or flush
or flush

W
W
Lt (hatchery
only)
Lt (hatchery
only)
W
W (marine)
Lt (hatchery)
Lt
Ltd
R

GEN

N

Control of skin and gill parasites Bath or flush

Lt (hatchery)

organic dye

GEN

N

Control and prevention of PKD

Bath or flush

Lt

L
L
L

Prevention of ERM
Prevention of furunculosis
Prevention of vibriosis

Bath or injection
Lt
Bath or injection
Lt
Injection (combined furunculosis
and vibrio vaccine)
Lt

Oxytetracycline
Oxolinic acid
Potentiated sulphonamide
Furazolidone
Erythromycin

oral,
oral,
oral,
oral,
oral,

in medicated
in medicated
in medicated
in medicated
in medicated

feed
feed
feed
feed
feed

W
W
W
Lt
R

of skin parasites
of sea lice
of skin and gill parasites
of skin and gill parasites
of skin and gill parasites
of skin and gill parasites

THE AGRICULTURE COMMITTEE

Topical ectoparasiticides

Systemic antiprotozoals

Malachite green
Vaccines

ERM vaccine
Furunculosis vaccine
Vibrio vaccine

killed bacterial culture GSL/PML
killed bacterial culture POM
killed bacterial culture POM

3.
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COMPOUNDS USED IN FISH FARMING (cont)

a

i.
'O

Anaesthetics
MS222 (Tricaine methane
sulphonate)
Benzocaine

lodophors

organic chemical
organic chemical

iodine releasing
organic
iodine releasing
organic

Sodium hydroxide

alkali

Piscicides
Rotenone

Derris insecticide

POM
POM

L
N

Anaesthetic during stripping of
eggs
Anaesthetic during stripping of
eggs

Bath

Lt

Bath

Lt

Bath

Lt (hatchery)

GSL

L

Disinfection of eggs

GEN

N

Disinfection of equipment and
sometimes eggs.
Bath
Disinfection of ponds and equipment
Sprayed on empty ponds

GEN

GEN

N

N

KEY
POM: Prescription only medicine
PML: Pharmacy and merchants list
GSL: General sales list
GEN: Generally available for non-medical purposes.
L: Licensed
N: Not licensed
W: Widespread use
Lt: Limited use
R: Rare
BKD: bacterial kidney disease
PKD: proliferative kidney disease
ERM: Enteric redmouth disease
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Disinfectants
Buffered iodophors

VO

Lt (hatchcr>0
Lt (hatchery)

R

a9
a.
a
ROi
a.
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Annex B
VETERINARY RESIDUES
1. The general approach of the Steering Group on Food Surveillance ib explained in its most recent
progress report^ Food Surveillance Paper No 24.
2. The Steering Group’s Working Party on Veterinary Residues in Animal Products has carried out
investigations into residues of veterinary medicines in farmed fish. Surveys of farmed trout in 1983 and
subsequent feeding studies have identified the presence of residues of oxolinic acid, oxytetracycline and
tetracycline.2 Between 1987 and 1989 the Working Party undertook more extensive surveillance of
farmed trout and salmon, involving samples from a wide variety of sources including wholesale markets,
farms, processing plants, and imported supplies. All samples were analysed for residues of
oxytetracycline, oxolinic acid and malachite green, and salmon samples were also analysed for
dichlorvos. These compounds were selected on the basis of previous results and usage information. No
residues of malachite green or dichlorvos—were detected above the limits of determination of 10 ug/kg
and 30 ug/kg respectively. Of the 220 farmed fish samples analyzed, residues of oxytetracycline and
oxolinic acid were found (in 11 per cent and 22 per cent of samples respectively). Oxytetracycline
residues were all below the acceptable maximum level used by the VPC. There is no such limit for
oxolinicacid and assessments of the potential hazard to human health from these residues are being made
by the Department of Health’s Committee on the Toxicity of Chemicals in Food, Consumer Products and
the Environment. It is intended that the results of this survey will be published in due course.
3. The Working Party on Veterinary Residues in Animal Products continues to monitor residues of
veterinary medicines in farmed fish in the UK supply.
REFERENCES

1. “Food Surveillance 1985 to 1988”, Progress Report of the Steering Group on Food Surveillance
(1988). Food Surveillance Paper No 24, HMSO 1988. (ISBN 0 11 242862).
2. “Anabolic, Anthelmintic and Antimicrobial Agents”, Food surveillance Paper No 22, HMSO 1987
(ISBN 0 11 242816).
Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Scottish Office
AGRICULTURE COMMITTEE FISH FARMING IN THE UK
The Committee has asked whether, during its review of the Crown Estate Commissioners’ consultative
procedures for granting seabed leases, the Scottish Office examined the system of fish farm licenses
applying in Northern Ireland and, if so, why a similar system was rejected for Scotland.
The Scottish Office was aware of the arrangements in place in Northern Ireland but did not regard
them at the time as readily adaptable to Scottish circumstances.
The position in Northern Ireland is that, under Section 11 of the Fisheries Act (Northern Ireland) 1966,
the Department of Agriculture for Northern Ireland has powers to licence the operation of a fish farm,
subject to consents being given by the relevant authorities (eg a discharge consent and positive comment
from the navigation, drainage and planning authorities). Views on the application are also sought from
wider interests. In the event of objections to the granting of a licence, or an appeal against the refusal of a
licence, the case may be referred to the Water Appeals Committee. Any licence granted by the
Department of Agriculture for Northern Ireland will require the licensee to enter into a separate deed
with the Crown Estate Commissioners in respect of their proprietory interests in the Crown tidal lands.
The licence is granted subject to a number of conditions designed to ensure good management practice.
This differs from the position in Scotland, where applications to operate marine fish farms are made
direct to the Crown Estate Commissioners. If there is an associated onshore development, the applicant
must seek planning permission. Subject to consents being granted by the relevant authorities, formal
consultation procedures with statutory bodies and a range of interest groups are initiated by the Crown
Estate Commissioners. Following the submission of comments, the decision rests with the Crown Estate
Commissioners whether a seabed lease should be granted, which is itself subject to specified terms and
conditions.
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Thus the Northern Ireland arrangements are concerned with control of marine fish farming operations,
whereas in Scotland decisions on seabed leases are made within the broad criteria embodied in the
guidelines on siting and design of marine fish farms prepared by the Crown Estate Commissioners in
consultation with other interests.
The review carried out by the Scottish Development Department concentrated on whether different
arrangements were needed to ensure that amenity, environmental and infrastructure considerations were
properly taken into account in decisions about the location of new fish farms. In that context, the
Northern Ireland approach of controlling the operation and management of fish farms, rather than
controlling the locations in which new fish farms could be established, did not seem to provide a
particularly relevant model. In any event, primary legislation would have been required to put the
Scottish Office in a position to exercise similar control over developments in the fish farming industry.
There would have been considerable delay before a suitable legislative opportunity could have been
found and it was evident that fish faring developments could not have been dealt with in isolation. Much
wider questions would have arisen in relation to other off-shore activities which would have further
delayed any legislative opportunities.
Consideration was also given to the possibility of bringing marine fish farming within planning control,
which would have had the advantage that the planning system already contained procedures for
applications, consultations, enforcements etc. Extending planning control below the low water mark
would have brought a range of other off-shore developments under local authority scrutiny and, for this
also, legislative change would have been required which would have given rise to many associated
questions. It was not considered at the time that the regulation of fish farming developments alone
provided sufficient justification for such an undertaking.
As the Committee is aware, the outcome of the review was the Secretary of State’s decision to provide
the additional mechanism of the Advisory Committee to facilitate consideration of difficult cases and to
enable the Secretary of State to advise on particularly contentious applications.
February 1990
Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland
1. The Select Committee asked for additional information on current research on treatment of sea lice
infestation of farmed salmon.
2. A wide range of studies is being undertaken by DAFS and other organisations. These cover the use
and effects of the Ciba-Geigy product Aquagard SLT (formerly Nuvan 500 EC) and its active ingredient
dichlorvos and also possible alternative treatments for sea lice infestation. Details of the various current
projects are given in the Annex.
3. Findings from work currently being carried out by DAFS will be made available to the Veterinary
Products Committee (which will be considering the product licence for Aquagard SLT later this year).
One study by DAFS scientists, on the toxicity of dichlorvos for other species, will be published shortly. A
copy of the report wiU be made available to the Select Committee.
February 1990
Annex
CURRENT RESEARCH CONCEPJMING THE CONTROL OF SEA LICE BY DISCHLORVOS
TREATMENT, AND OTHER METHODS
The Scottish Salmon Growers Association (SSGA) has funded a research project at Stirling
University into aspects of the biology of the species of louse concerned. It is hoped that greater
understanding of the biology might lead to improvements in the current control methods, or suggest new
approaches.
2. The SSGA has also funded a research project at Stirling University into possible alternative
chemical control methods. The project has included desk assessments of candidate compounds, and
experimental determination of the toxicity of compounds to lice and salmon. The work has involved
considerable contact with chemical companies.
3. 'fhe SSGA and Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland (DAFS) have jointly funded
research studies on:
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(a) Determination of no effect concentration of dischlorvos to lobster larvae.
(b) Determination of the lethal and sublethal effects of repeated exposure of lobster larvae to
dichiorvos.
(c) Determination of the lethal and sublethal effects of commercial use of Aquagard SLT on mussels
and lobster larvae around a treatment site.
(d) Observations of the effects of fish farming activity on the settlement and growth of mollusc spat
on specially laid collectors at various distances from salmon farms.
(e) Determination of the toxicity of candidate replacement compounds for dichiorvos (as identified
by SSGA, drawing on the results of 1 above) to lobster larvae.
4. DAFS have investigated the toxicity of dichiorvos to the amphipod Hyale nilssoni, the copepod
Temora longicornh;, mussels (Mytilus edulis), and barnacles adults and larvae (Bulanus balanoides).
5. DAFS have examined the communities of inter-tidal organisms around several fish farms, anc also
the communities present on mooring ropes. The objective was to determine whether the presence of the
farms had resulted in gross changes in the natural macrofauna.
6. DAFS, with later support from Department of the Environment (DOE), have made measurements
of the concentrations of dichiorvos in sea water during and after Aquagard SLT has been used in
commercial fish farms. Improvements have been made in the analytical method for the determination of
concentrations of dichiorvos in sea water.
7. DAFS, with later support from the Department of the Environment (DOE), have provided
chemical analytical support for some of the laboratory and field toxicity work outlined above.
8. With partial support from Scottish Development Department (SDD), DAFS, in collaboration with
University College of North Wales (Bangor), are developing and testing mathematical models of the
dilution and dispersion processes in sea lochs, with the aim of predicting the movement of particulate and
dissolved substances released by fish farms. The models should be applicable to such materials as
nutrients, chemicals (eg dichiorvos), and micro-organisms.
9. DAFS, with grant support from the Commission of the European Communities (EC) under the EC
Framework Research Programme, and in collaboration with Stirling, Aberdeen and Cork Universities,
have commenced a programme of work on the possibility of developing a vaccine for salmon against sea
lice infestation.
10. The Sea Fish Industry Authority (SFIA) at Ardtoe, supported by the Shetland Salmon Farmers
Association (SSFA), Shetland Islands Council and the Highlands and Islands Development Board are
part way through a year field trial programme on the use of goldsinny wrasse to remove lice from salmon
in cages. Results are encouraging, but there are insufficient wild wrasse for the industry to adopt the
technique on a wide scale. In 1990, the SSFA and SSGA are to fund a wrasse breeding trial at Ardtoe,
and possibly further full-scale cage trials on the Scottish mainland.
11. The Ministry of Agriculture Fisheries and Food have undertaken tests to determine the toxicity of
dichiorvos to a range of organisms, including molluscs, Crustacea and algae.
Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF FISH FARMING
INTRODUCTION

1. At its meeting on 1 November 1989 the Select Committee asked about the research work being
carried out by DAFS scientists which could assist regulatory and other agencies to take account of wider
environmental considerations in reaching informed decisions about the future development of fish
farming in Scotland. Attention was drawn to the LENKA project currently taking place in Norway.
AIMS OF THE LENKA PROJECT

2. The Norwegian LENKA project is a coastal zone management programme aimed at constructing an
efficient and standardised tool for coastal zone planning. It seeks to protect the environment and be
beneficial to the fish farmers through systematic assessment of the carrying capacity of coastal water
bodies, and thence allocate appropriate intensities (per square metre) of the various possible types of
aquaculture activity.
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3. The structure of the LENKA assessment is designed to establish the capacity available for
aquaculture and the limitations imposed by either the capacity of the water body for organic loading, or
by the area already occupied by other activities. The most critical part of the scheme is the assessment of
carrying capacity, which looks at the impacts of aquaculture and the environment on each other. No
account is taken of the potential hazards from chemicals or use of therapeutics, or of the spread of
disease. The reliability of decisions arrived at through the LENKA system is therefore dependent upon
sound scientific advice linking the level of fish farm activity in an area with the input of organic material,
and the resulting effect on the environment.
DAFS RESEARCH
4. The current DAFS research programme on the environmental impact of fish farms is designed to
improve the reliability of the scientific advice available to the regulatory and planning authorities in this
country. It takes full account of the range of potential impacts and considers local hydrographic and
biological conditions.
AIMS OF

5. The research programme is necessary to improve our understanding of the processes leading to
limitations on the carrying capacity of sea lochs, be that through organic waste input, nutrient release,
chemical usage, or disease transmission of fish farms. It is essentially a practically-oriented programme,
which seeks to provide frameworks for assessment and advice based upon detailed and directed field and
laboratory studies, and to lead to the development and application of broad management strategies.
DAFS RESEARCH
6. The DAFS research programme is centred upon direct observations of hydrographic, chemical and
biological parameters to determine the flushing times, and dispersion and dilution characteristics of
lochs, to assess any chemical or biological impact of the farming operations, and to model physical and
biological processes in coastal waters. The main elements of the programme are:
SCOPE OF

(a) Physical Hydrographic Parameters
The values of physical hydrographic parameters of sea lochs, estimated from dye dispersion and
other studies, are being used in the development of hydrodynamic models to aid in the
prediction of the dispersion, dilution, and fate of chemicals, wastes, and pathogens released
from farms. This work is complemented by measurements leading towards the modelling of
primary production processes in coastal waters, particularly in relation to hydrographic fronts.
The combination of these approaches is directed towards determination of the likely effect on
sea lochs of the input of nutrients firom farms, and the potential that this may have for the
er^hancement of phytoplankton production, and the possible growth of harmful plankton
blooms.
(b) The Environmental Impact of Chemicals
The impact of chemicals currently used for the control of salmon louse infestations is being
assessed through laboratory toxicity trials on sensitive species, field exposure experiments, and
measurements of the occurrence and decomposition Kinetics of dichlorvcs (the active ingredient
of Aquagard) in sea water. Additional field projects concerned with the effect of farms on near
shore benthic fauna, and on the settlement and growth of shellfish spat are in hand. Studies of
the effects of tributyltin antifoulants (now prohibited) are nearing completion, and are
concentrating on the recovery of the intertidal fauna, and the reducing contamination of the
fanned species.
DAFS RESEARCH
7. The cost of the DAFS research work or projects concerned with assessing and evaluating the
environmental aspects of fish farming is expected to be £260,000 in 1989-90. Estimates for 1990-91 have
not yet been finalised but are expected to be of the same order as this year.
COST OF

OTHER RESEARCH

8. The DAFS research will be supplemented by work by other bodies. In particular, the study of
benthic enrichment by the Department of Biological Science at the University of Stirling (which was
funded by HEDB, the Crown Estate and others) has now been extended to assess in greater detail the
changes in the nutrient status of sea lochs used for fish farming. It will consider the ways in which
dissolved and particulate nutrients released from fish farms influence the ecology of phyloplankton and
the development of suitable models which can be used to predictm hypernutrification and eutrophication.
9. The Scottish Salmon Growers Association has recently awarded a grant of £40,000 to the Institute
of Aquaculture at the University of Stirling to carry out research on management strategies for effluent
from salmon farms. The research will investigate the type and quantity of effluents from freshwater
salmon farms in Scotland and evaluate practical and economically viable techniques for treating effluent.
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CONCLUSION

10. Much of the work now being carried out by DAFS and others will provide a better framework to
assess the impact of fish farming and, where appropriate regulate its growth. Taken together, the
information available to regulatory and planning authorities should include the main elements of the
Norwegian LENKA scheme, as well as additional information on potential chemical impacts.
February 1990
Letter and supplementary memorandum submitted by the Department of the Environment
1. Thank you for your letter of 26 February, following up points made during the Department’s oral
evidence on 7 February.
2. I enclose a note by Mr Wilkinson on Article 4 directions relating to fish farms.
3. The Department is not formally a member of the Veterinary Products Committee, which is
composed of independent experts, but acts in an advisory role, receiving papers which the Secretariat
considers to be in its area of interest. These are examined and usually commented on in writing. DOE did
not attend the Committee when Nuvan was discussed and the one-year licence for its use recommended.
4. Dr Otter apologises if his reply to Question 367 was misleading. In the proofs of evidence, which I
returned to Miss Storey yesterday, we proposed a minor amendment to set the position straight.
6 March 1990
ARTICLE 4 DIRECTIONS RELATING TO FISH FARMING
A summary of applications from local planning authorities to the Secretary of State for approval of
Directions made under Article 4 of the Town and Countrj' Planning General Development Order 1988
withdrawing permitted development rights for development for the purposes of fish farming.
1. In September 1982 the Secretary of State approved an Article 4 Direction made by East Yorkshire
Borough Council covering a wide area of land along the banks of the River Hull, including a Site of
Special Scientific Interest. The Direction was made to prevent further harm to an ecologically important
river system from discharges from fish farms. A subsequent application for planning permission to
excavate an inlet channel and construct weirs and associated works was refused by the Council and
dismissed on appeal in October 1986. The Article 4 Direction was later withdrawn by the Council when
faced with a substantial claim for compensation from the site owners. However, in May 1989 the
Secretary of State approved the River Hull Headwaters (Humberside) Nature Conservation Order 1989
under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. Following objections to the Order, a public inquiry was
held in October 1989 but in February 1990 the Secretary of State accepted his Inspector’s
recommendation that the Order should continue in force. The effect of the Order is to extend the period
of time in which the Nature Conservancy Council and the land owner can seek to negotiate a
management agreement and, in this case, makes it necessary for the land owner to apply for planning
permission for any proposed fish farming development.
2. In September 1987 the Secretary of State approved an Article 4 Direction made by the Peak Park
Joint Planning Board covering land in open countryside at Ryecroft Farm, Thornhill, Derbyshire, where
a proposed crayfish ‘ranch’ would be visually intrusive and out of character with normal agricultural
activities in the Peak Park. The proposal was not pursued and no planning application has been made.
3. In April and May 1988 the Secretary of State approved Article 4 Directions made by Somerset
County Council relating respectively to land at Hartford Lodge, Brompton Regis and at Pitt Bridge,
Timberscombe, both in the Exmoor National Park. In both cases the Direction was made to curb the
activities of a landowner who had been refused planning permission for a fish pond.
4. In March 1988 the Secretary of State .pproved an Article 4 Direction made by Purbeck District
Council covering a wide area of land in the Piddle Valley, Dorchester. Ihe area is designated as an Area
of Great Landscape Value and there was concern that fish farming might damage water meadows. A
subsequent planning application for a fish farm was refused by the District Council. In July 1989 the
Secretary of State approved a further Article 4 Direction, withdrawing permitted development rights for
farm buildings and operations on part of the site covered by the previous Direction, where there were
fears that livestock units might be built.
5. In July 1988 the Secretary of State approved an Article 4 Direction made by Somerset County
Council relating to land at Allcombe Water, Wellshead Farm, Exford, in the Exmoor National Park,
where it wa!> proposed to excavate 5 ponds in an Area of Great Landscape Value to attract wildfowl for
private shooting.
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6. In January 1989 the Secretary of State declined to approve an Article 4 Direction made by
Winchester City Council covering 4.1 acres of open land adjacent to St Peters Farm, Hambledon in an
Axea of Outstanding Natural Beauty. The Direction sought to withdraw some permitted development
rights for minor and forestry development (Parts 2 and 7 of the GDO) as well as those for fish farming.
The Council were concerned about possible extension of activity on the site, including the preparation of
buildings to house fish tanks. Approval was refused because a real and specific threat had not been
demonstrated and the land was not particularly prominent within the AONB.
7. In October 1989 the Secretary of State approved an Article 4 Direction made by Maidstone
Borough Council covering a 2.5 acre site at Runnings Wood, Southlees Lane, Stockbury, in the North
Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. The Direction also withdrew permitted development rights
for use of the land as a caravan site (Part 5 of the GDO). The site is part of an ancient woodland in the
South Green valley and a prominent feature of the landscape, to which known development proposals
would be damaging.
A'd/e: This information is based on returns from the Department of the Environment’s Regional Offices
and is complete for the period from January 1988, though two earlier cases are included for their interest
and significance. No Article 4 cases relating to fish farming have arisen in i;his period in the areas covered
by the Department’s Northern, North West, West Midlands, Eastern or London Regional Offices. There
have also been no cases in Wales.
Examination of Witnesses
a Member of the House of Lords, attending by leave of that House,
Minister of State, Scottish Office, examined. LORD JAMES DOUGLAS-HAMILTON, a Member of the
House, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Scottish Office, examined. MR DAVID HEATHCOATAMORY, a Member of the House, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Department of the
Environment, examined.

LORD SANDERSON OF BOWDEN,

Chairman
757. Order, order. Good morning Ministers;
thank you very much for coming here this morning. Today will primarily be to do with planning
and kindred matters associated with Government
departments. We are going to start with Scotland
and sea lochs rather than firesh water and England,
so I apologise to Mr Heathcoat-Amory, we may be
some time coming to you. A situation exists in
Scotland over the planning procedures and permissions granted for sea fish farming which is unique
in our planning system m that the Scottish Office
have effectively delegated to the Crown Estate
Commissioners the task of assessing the impact
and consequences of granting planning permission
for sea fish farming in a way that arouses considerable jealousies and problems for the elected
local authorities who see the Crown Estate Comnnssioners as being undemocratic and remote. On
the other hand I have to say that while the
resentment is certainly present—and we have had
evidence of that on a number of occasions—
physically we have not found anything which we
strongly object to in reality, although there are
many details at the edges about which we are
concerned, such as navigation and pollution and so
on. Could we start off by asking Ministers if they
would tell us to what extent they have an open
mind on this matter, whether they see the issue as
closed, bearing in mind—and I am sure they will
consider our report most closely—how they actually see it at the present moment.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Perhaps I should
open the batting and say first of all that I am not
surprised you want to examine this particular
asf>^ of the work of the Scottish Office, but also,
that it would be helpful if I might be a little longer

than I might otherwise be on some of the other
subjects because it is very important and considered to be very important by Ministers at the
Scottish Office. As you will know, we had a review
in 1988. I accept that in that review not everyone
consulted was content with the arrangements in
operation. However, there was little criticism of
the handling of individual cases by the Commissioners, and in particular no evidence was available
to suggest that the operation of fish farms
approved by the Commissioners actually caused
serious environmental damage or had a serious
effect on other interests. Nevertheless, there was
sufficient concern to justify changes in the procedures for cases where there was an outstanding
dispute between the Commissioners and the relevant authority. Against that background, it would
be right for me at this stage to put on record the
relationship between the Secretary of State for
Scotland and the First Commissioner because I did
notice in his evidence to you that he said “We are
of course directly responsible to the Secretary of
State for Scotland and accountable, so there is
absolutely no reason why any member of the
House of Commons” etcetera. Can I just respond
to that? The statement by the First Commissioner
is not entirely correct in that the Secretary of State
for Scotland is answerable in the House only for
questions related to the activities of the CEC in
Scotland. The Crown Estate is not directly responsible to the Secretary of State for Scotland but to
the Chancellor of the Exchequer with whom they
agree their operational objectives each year. The
Chancellor also has responsibilities with regard to
the appointment of the Commissioners and the
terms and conditions of service of the CEC staff, a
fact you are probably well aware of. This is quite
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an important point however: the main responsibility of the Crown Estate Commissioners is the
management of the Crown Estate. The Secretary
of State for Scotland has no locus in matters
concerning the management of Crown land. This is
the situation with any decisions taken by the
Commissioners on individual cases relating to their
role as the managers of the seabed on behalf of the
Crown. The Secretary of State has powers of
direction jointly with the Chancellor of the
Exchequer over CEC; in Scotland the Secretary of
State can exercise these powers independently,
although we are not aware that these powers have
ever been exercised. These powers in practice
relate to the way the Commissioners carry out their
management duties and it is doubtful whether they
would be used in relation to individual cases. In so
far as the Secretary of State has any responsibility
for the CEC he would nevertheless expect the
Commissioners to act responsibly and fairly and
within the terms of the Statute. He would wish to
be satisfied as to that but would not expect to be
involved in the day-to-day activities of the Commissioners. Finally, it is clear that any action taken
in Scotland with regard to the activities of the CEC
would have repercussions elsewhere. In exercising
his powers under the Crown Estate Act 1961 the
Secretary of State would not act on his own and
would be obliged to consult other interests, primarily the Chancellor of the Exchequer. Can I now
revert to the review and our decisions taken then? I
do understand the view held by many—and I
suspect maybe by members of your Committee—
that as the CEC receive income they do not
operate entirely even-handedly. That may be a
criticism but I would suggest that the Crown Estate
do re-invest the income, especially in research and
development, and provide guidance for the operation of marine fish farms, unlike a private landlord
would. There were few suggestions during the
course of the review that fish farms approved by
the Commissioners when operational were causing
serious environmental damage or had serious
effects in any other way. Marine fish farming is not
the only activity controlled by CEC, for instance
seabed dredging is controlled on a similar basis.
The CEC is not unique in this role. It compares
with the Forestry Commission and I should like to
take you up slightly on your reference that we are
unique in Scotland in delegating these powers to
the Crown Estate, because in your report on land
use and forestry, paragraph 78, you say “A
minority of witnesses advocated bringing forestry
within the scope of the Town and Country Planning Acts; but most did not see this as necessary,
particularly with the development of indicative
strategies, and we share this view. We believe that
these strategies offer a more flexible and positive
approach than the planning system”. From there
on I think I could just rest the case at the moment
and say that you no doubt want to cross-examine
me on the operational aspects of our plans
announced by the Secretary of State for the
Advisory Committee, but if you look at the
parallel between the situation with forestry and the
various means of achieving proper results from
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planning you will find that a lot of the ideas which
are inherent in the forestry plans read acioss to the
Crown Estate in relation to marine fish farming.
758. Minister of State, as an old hand at this
Committee you are perfectly entitled to quote our
own reports back at us and I am sure we deserve
that. On the other hand I would say, to extend the
argument a little further, that in our conclusions on
the forestry report we did in fact question the
gamekeeper and poacher approach of the Forestry
Commission and certainly we are questioning it in
relation to the Crown Estate. You mentioned
seabed dredging as being a responsibility of the
Crown Estate, but not in England of course. I
think it is the responsibility of the Ministry of
Agriculture in England, but I am not absolutely
certain about that.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) I am not up to
answering the English question. It is Crown Estate
in England as well.
759. As far as other functions, navigation and
matters concerned with placing things in the sea
that are not fish farms, in the Scottish Office this is
delegated to the Department of Transport, would
that be right?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) It is not delegated
at all, as I understand it: it is a Department of
Transport responsibility.
760. So you do not have anything to do with it.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) No.
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) As far as we
are aware the CEC have recognised their obligation to consult navigation interests in considering
lease applications for marine fish farms. Since 1987
under an agreement with the Department of
Transport the CEC directly consult the appropriate navigation advisers and arrange for their
comments to be conveyed to the Department of
Transport. In granting a lease, whether or not in
advance of a navigation consent, the CEC impose
a condition upon the lessee not to act under the
le jse until a navigation consent or any necessary
planning consent has been obtained. The arrangements would appear to safeguard against a development proceeding if there is arx^ ii&k to navigational safety. It is primarily a responsibility of the
Department of Transport.
.761. I am sure you will understand that a slight
difficulty develops when we get into this matter
because if we make recommendations about i e
way in which planning should be granted to fish
farms, it has implications for other things such as
vessels moored for storage, navigation marks and
ordinary moorings which are of course jealously
guarded rights of various harbour authorities. We
do not want to get into a confusion there, we just
want to be clear. You kindly addressed the legal
authority over the Crown Estate. Is there any
reason in the Government’s mind why local
authorities could not go through the same procedures that the Crown Estate go through and in
fact carry out the function of assessing the situation
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and then either recommending or not recom- would I be right in saying that legally speaking,
mending the granting of planning permission for except for navigational constraints, there is
sea cages? I am talking now about the sea-side nothing to stop people putting fish farms every five
only, not the land-based activities.
yards wherever they wish, in the same way that you
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) It is a well held can moor a boat and that actual planning as such
view by some that the planning authorities should does not, without legislation, apply at the present
be the deciders in this particular matter. 1 have no time and if we were to say that we believed
doubt one of the members of your Committee will planning permission as such should become part of
be well versed in that particular issue. You are the Government’s armoury in this matter, you
quite correct in assuming that local authorities at would require primary legislation to extend the
the time of the review made it very clear that they planning laws?
should be the planning authority as far as seabed
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) We would certainly
need primary legislation to extend the
leases are concerned. We did look at this very
carefully. I have to say that whilst I would accept planning laws. But you could argue that if that is
that it is an option, just as I suppose the Northern your line of thinking perhaps you could say the
Ireland experience is an option or Orkney and same could happen for trees; we could have trees
Shetland under the Shetland Act 1974 and the all over the place without any constraints
Orkney Act 1974 is an option, we found that there whatsoever —
are certain disadvantages in these routes. Perhaps I
could turn it the other way round and say we saw
763. We can; we know that, yes.
definitely there was a need to do something in
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) —but there is a
relation to this feeling of judge and jury and hence system, which is now in being, and which you have
the Advisory Committee, about which you no approved. Under this system disputed cases go
doubt want to ask me more closely. It would be before the advisory committees with reference at
wrong if I gave the impression that there was the end of the day to Ministers for advice on any
outstanding support in that 1988 review from all remaining dispute. The important point here is
bodies that the planning system for marine fish that any member of the Advisory Committee is
farming should be delegated to the local authori- perfectly entitled to bring a case to the chairman of
ties. Extending the planning system of course does that Committee if they feel —
require primary legislation and we were wishing to
act rather hastily at that time to do something to
764. I do not wish to interrupt you but the
alleviate some of the concerns. I do believe that Advisory Committee is a rather separate subject
there are certain people who have changed their and we will be going on to that in some detail. I am
mind, for instance the World Wildlife Fund for interested that you see it as a safety valve. What I
Nature. They made a representation in favour of was really concerned about was, talking about
extending the planning system and as Tunderstand trees, that the big difference between trees and
it in their evidence to you they have changed their salmon farming is that trees are totally unprofitminds. There are advantages in the Crown Estate able, certainly without Government grants. Therebeing the lead in this area, not least because they fore we do not actually see a likelihood of
do have the legislative power over the seabed everybody wishing to cover their land with trees,
below the low water line. We felt that we would be but salmon farming at the moment happily is
serving better all interests in looking overall at the profitable. The general view on planning up to now
scene. If you want to ask me, I could knock holes has been that agriculture does not require planning
in the Shetland scene at the moment and also I do permission under the GDO. We shall be talking
not particularly wish to see the Northern Ireland about that when it comes to trout farms inland of
ideas put into play at the Scottish Office for the course. Providing the facilities do not exceed a
very obvious reason that the problems of admin- certain square footage—and I do not have at my
istration would be quite considerable. I do not fingertips what that might be but it is quite
think it would be the Government’s wish to bring large—the General Development Order does
that in-house. We feel there is a better way and we apply to land-based fish farming activities at the
felt that by putting in an Advisory Committee, moment, although this is a matter of dispute.
with an independent chairman and deputy- Therefore, if it were not for the Crown Estate
chairman, appointed by the Secretary of State, and Commissioners people could proceed pretty well
where they had definite rules by which they could within the law without planning permission for
operate, it would take away a lot of the disadvan- either the land-based or sea-based activities.
tages. May I just add that, as in forestry we have,
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) I think you would
as you know and applauded, the indicative strategy find that if that premise were correct—and I have
idea. So, in the case of fish farming in the coastal no reason to dispute it—the Secretary of State
waters, I do believe, although we may not have would wish to ensure that proper planning did
quite got there yet, that we have taken considera- occur in his responsible area which is in the area up
ble strides in that direction to point to where the to 12 miles from the coast outwards, in the coastal
sensitive areas are and what one can do about waters round Scotland. You would not find us
them.
standing idly by; we would want some sort of
762.
Yes, but were it system.
not thatAll
thewe
Crown
Estateto you is yes, you could
are saying
Commissioners are the responsible body and wish, of course go down the route of the planning
perfectly rightly, to respond to public pressures. authority in the areas concerned taking this role,
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but there are several difficulties arising therefrom
and our review of 1988 did not discover everyone
saying that is the route we have to follow; far from
it. We felt that as we had a tried and tested
method—and you have said that in individual cases
you could not find very much wrong with the
applications that were approved—then we should
build on the experience we have had in what is a
relatively new industry. All 1 would say to you on
the question of the economics of the case is that
you may be right about trees but I am not sure that
every fish farm at the moment is making a profit.
Chairman: It is getting a bit better though, I am
happy to say.
Mr MacDonald
765. Could I just pursue the parallel with
forestry, which is an interesting parallel? At the
moment the Secretary of State can and does lay
down strategic guidelines for the development of
forestry. He says how many trees and how much
acreage he wants to see planted over a certain
period of time. There is a very direct control
exercised over forestry by the Government about
its strategic development. There manifestly is not
that kind of strategic overview being exercised
over the development of fish farming; it is veiy
much being left to the Crown Estate Commissioners. Given that fish farming is a rapidly
growing industry—the potential for going into
other species is quite dramatic—do you not think,
following your own parallel with forestry, that it
really is incumbent upon the Government now to
start setting down some strategic perspectives for
the development of this industry?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) The answer to that
is that certainly you are right, we have to get
development in the right place and up to now the
CEC have certainly done a lot of work, as you will
know from the development strategy and area
guidelines which they have brought out; there are
very sensitive area arrangements and so on. It
would be wrong to suggest that nothing has
happened. What you are saying is that this job
should be transferred to Scottish Office under the
direction of the Secretary of State.
766. Indeed following your parallel with
forestry.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Yes. What we
have said on that so far is that we felt that the way
the CEC were going about the job was along the
right lines, but certainly my mind would be open to
considering whether we have gone far enough in
that area. You have a point. Could I go back to
one very important point which I perhaps missed in
relation to the planning in coastal waters? The fact
remains of course that the Crown owns the seabed
below the low water mark and of course the Crown
therefore has the right to issue or not issue a lease
as the case may be. You would find that this is
something we would have to consider very carefully in consultation with colleagues before making
a change. In other words, you would have to have
a lease anyway, whoever was the planning
authority.
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Mr Martlew
767. That is no different from someone asking
to build a factory or a house and not owning the
land: at the end of the day you have to get
permission to do it. You made a point about the
Shetlands and did not seem too impressed with the
system of planning they have in the Shetlands.
Could you elaborate on that?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Yes, I will. Perhaps I might also say to Mr MacDonald that yes,
we are very keen on the indicative strategies. They
are of course drawn up by the local authorities and
even with the Highland Region, as I understand it,
they already have fish farming framework plans
and that is to be welcomed.
Mr MacDonald
768. Yes, but you also know from the evidence
that the Highland Region objected strongly to the
way the Crown Estate have in their eyes overriden
some of the guidelines established as part of the
local authority indicative strategy.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) This is something
that I hope the Advisory Committee—which for a
case in the Highland Regional Council area would
have a Highland Region representative on it—
would in fact be able to deal with. Can I turn to the
question of the Shetlands as you have raised that
matter? Certainly under their Acts they have
certain powers which are not available to others,
The additional powers enjoyed by Shetland and
Orkney were taken in different circumstances to
meet particular needs—North Sea oil and all that.
There is no similar case in relation to other
harbour authorities, because it is harbour rights we
are talking about here; marine fish farming as a
single offshore activity does not establish the case.
Even if a case could be established in relation to
selected authorities—there is no requirement for
example for authorities on the East Coast to have
powers—primary legislation again would be
required. We are beginning to see difficulties in
that area and I might instance the fact that now in
the Scottish Development Department we have
five appeals which we have to deal with on the
question of disputes as to people who have found
that they have not got the licences they required in
those areas. That is the route they have chosen.
Therefore I do think there are certain problems in
the Shetland and Orkney consideration which I
would —
Mr Martlew
769. Appealing to the Department if you do not
get planning permission is part of the procedure
and I would not have thought the fact that you
have five appeals is anything to be put against this
sort of system. That would be part of a built-in
system if they needed planning permission on the
Scottish mainland, that at the end of the day the
person who has had his appeal turned down would
have the right to appeal to the Minister. Surely that
is right?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) You might say that
but the Inquiry Reporters Unit of the SDD will
have to deal with these particular cases under the
current legislation. We are not just too sure that
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that is the best way forward and we are certainly
not sure that the harbour powers which are given
under the Shetland and Orkney Acts of 1974 are
the route that we would wish to adopt because
there are difficulties there, quite apart from
primary legislation, for the mainland.
770. There always is with democracy; there are
always difficulties if you have a democratic system.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Yes, of course.
Chairman
771. Could you perhaps tell us what they are?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Quite honestly I
would say to you, as far as the Orkney and
Shetland case is concerned, that we are dealing
\vith the licensing arrangement which these two
councils have as harbour authorities. The powers
do not exist on the mainland in the same form or to
the same extent and if you wanted to replicate
them round the coast of mainland Scotland I doubt
very much whether you would achieve what you
were intending. I do not think it is the route. I
would have thought that if we were going to make
any change—and this is obviously the thrust of
your thinking—the local authority plamiing power
route would be a simpler way to go than this. We
would just be increasing our problems by taking
Orkney and Shetland as a guide in this particular
area.
772. Except that whatever the powers they may
use—and I accept they use their powers as harbour
commissioners—it is a small place. The local
authority enjoys a unique position; we did pay a
visit there. They do consult in much the same way
as the Crown Estate Commissioners and they do
seeni to have established a reasonable relationship
with the fish farmers. On the other hand I do not
think we were aware until you said so that there
were five outstanding appeals. It is simply a
question of applying planning permission through
an elected body rather than doing it through the
Crown Estate Commissioners. We were keen to
know what faults you found in that system when
you mentioned difficulries a few moments ago. We
did not actually find any and therefore we should
be grateful to know what difficulties you have
come up against other than the refusal, presumably
on grounds that will be put before you as
Ministers.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) If you take the
overall views of those who responded to our
consultation document, we felt that obviously
other than the local authorities, who we have
known for some time would wish these powers,
there was not a clear case foi changing what on the
ground is a relatively—I use the word carefully—
satisfactory situation. What we did feel was that
the local authorities should have a say in disputed
cases. They are statutory bodies therefore they
have a statutory right to be on the Advisory
Committee dealing with disputed cases. It is in the
disputed areas, as indeed in forestry, that most of
the ;^oblems arise. Yes, you can perfectly well say
that it is an option, but it is an option that you have
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to accept has a certain amount of downside as well
as, what is obviously being made clear to you by
the local authorities, a possible way of carrying
through.
Mr Martlew
773. You talk about the appeals you are getting
from Shetland. Is there any appeal against a
decision by the Crown Commissioners not to grant
a lease?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) No.
774. So that is why you do not have any appeals,
because there is no right to appeal.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) No, nor is there a
right to appeal by an unsuccessful applicant for
forestry.
775. But there is a right to appeal in the
Shetlands and that is why you have this work
arriving on your desk.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Yes, under their
Acts.
Chairman: We are not going to be able to avoid
going on to the Advisory Committee.
Mr MacDonald
776. Could I ask a preliminary question which is
really to establish your powers over this Advisory
Committee? I should like to be sure whether it is
the Government that sets up the Advisory Committee in the real sense? Can the Government issue
a directive to the Crown Estate Commissioners
saying “Set up this Committee”, or is it that the
Government suggests to the Crown Estate Commissioners that it set up the Committee and if the
Crown Estate Commissioners agree then they go
ahead and set it up?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) The first thing is
that it is a fact that agreement has been reached
and the Advisory Committee has been set up. The
crucial thing here is the appointment of members
to the Advisory Committee. Unlike in the case of
forestry—and this is where it does differ and I
would have thought it is slightly tougher—the
Secretary of State does appoint the chairman, does
appoint the deputy-chairman and does insist on the
statutory bodies that should sit on that committee.
777. I think what you are confirming is that the
Secretary of State and the Government cannot tell
the Crown Estate Commission to set up this
Committee or to set it up by a specific date.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) This is why at the
very beginning I did take up the point of the
Scottish Office responsibilities for the Crown
Estate. It is a difficult area; I do accept that. I did
think I ought to put on record where I thought
perhaps the First Commissioner was not quite
accurate in the powers of the Secretary of State.
The Advisory Committee is definitely an advisory
committee. Definitely. When they produce a case
which may come to Ministers for their opinion, the
Ministers give advice, as in the case of the Forestry
Commission, as to whether an application should
be granted or not in a disputed case. You would
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find, certainly in the case of the Forestry Commission, that they usually accept Ministers’ advice—I
think in every case.
778. It was following on from your point about
accountability that I wanted to clarify that specific
aspect. Are you satisfied with the delay that has
occured? It has been 15 months now since the
original announcement from the Scottish Office
that such a committee was going to be set up, in
agreement with the Crown Estate. At this point
the committee still has not yet met, although I
understand that it may be meeting today.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) No, it has met.
Yesterday.
779. But without the chairman. It is the first
meeting in 15 months but without the chairman
who happens to be abroad. Are you satisfied with
that delay and are you aware of the very heavy
criticism about that delay?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Yes, I am. I am
very well aware of the criticism and I am not going
to mess about. I am not satisfied and I made it
perfectly clear to the Crown Estate that this delay
is unacceptable. Hence, they have met under the
deputy-chairman and we will certainly be looking
closely to see what is the outcome of the first
meeting. I do understand, and I can report to this
Committee, that they are meeting in April as well.
To answer in short, no, I am not happy about the
delay. What I am equally concerned about is that
they meet to do a job. As I understand it—and I
know there are two cases which early on could
perhaps have gone there—there are no cases at the
moment which have to be considered by this
Committee, but that could easily change. I am also
well aware that the Committee has not only to
work but has got to be seen to work. To that extent
we shall be watching very closely to ensure that
what we asked should happen does in fact happen,
even although there has been a delay.
780. You say you have expressed your dissatisfaction with the Crown Estate about the delay in
setting up the Committee. Could I ask when was
the first time you expressed this dissatisfaction,
because Highland Region approached the Scottish
Office in July of last year complaining about the
delay, complaining about outstanding cases?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Yes.
781. If they approached the Scottish Office in
July, when did the Scottish Office approach the
Crown Estate?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Our officials complained then. I have written on this one actually
but I cannot give you the exact date. I am perfectly
certain it was in the autumn; probably early
October, I suspect.
782. The reason I ask is that I understood the
Crown Estate responded to the Scottish Office
complaints in August, but that might just be a
mixup of dates. The key point here is that even
after you complained to the Crown Estate there
was still quite a long delay to take a step as basic as
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convening the committee for the very first time.
Do you not feel that your advice was perhaps
ignored in this instance, seeing that you wrote in
October rather than in August? It is still a delay of
some months.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) It would be very
easy for me to continue to criticise and say I am
dissatisfied by any delay—and I am dissatisfied
with any delay. All I would say to you is that I will
expect the Crown Estate to make up for that delay
and indeed convene the Advisory Committee, and
get down to the details which they have to decide. I
understand that is why they are having an early
meeting after yesterday because they did not get
through all that. Of course, most important, they
have to deal with cases that come before them.
That is why we say that all the statutory bodies
concerned, and they do cover most of the areas, in
the various localities will have a chance to put their
objection provided the case is within the guidelines
on the size of the fish farm proposed.
783. I do not want to go on about this particular
delay in itself too much except that it does point up
what does seem to be a real lack of accountability,
a real lack of power of the Scottish Office over the
Crown Estate. If, for example, they continued not
to meet their expectations, you would still be as
powerless as apparently you were in October when
you asked them to meet your expectations.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) I am not so sure
about that. I go back to the fact that it is like
having the forestry situation in the hands of several
departments. As I said at the beginning, as far as
the Crown Estate is concerned, the Treasury is in
the lead and as far as Scotland is concerned, the
Secretary of State has certain interests in the
Crown Estate’s activities but neither department
has complete authority over the Crown Estate as
vested in the 1961 Act. We cannot change that but
what I would say to you is that if I see and my
colleagues see that—and 1 think you are inferring a
dragging of feet—we want to know the reasons
why. That is what we have sought and that is why
you will find that they are moving quite fast at the
moment.
Mr MacDonald: The reason they might be
moving quite fast is because this Select Committee
is having a hearing.
Chairman
784. I agree with that. Can you tell us about
references to this Committee? At the moment it
would seem that where the Crown Estate are
satisfied there is a dispute a case will be referred to
the committee but what about the applicant being
dissatisfied with being turned down? What rights
does he have to refer a case to this committee?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) This is the question of the power of what that committee can do.
What it cannot do is to consider appeals from an
applicant. It cannot do that but it can hear the case
of an applicant and of course if the applicant has
any one of the statutory bodies on its side the
statutory body will be able to put that case as well
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to help. I am thinking of a local authority wishing
to support an applicant’s case; that can happen. As
to an appeal, the answer is no.
785. Why not?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) As a result of this
review there were very many people who were
unhappy about where fish farms were sited and
therefore our response was to set up an advisory
committee to see whether all the relevant considerations as to whether a fish farm should be
there or not would be considered. Your point to
me about the Crown Estate being judge and jury:
you could take that view because of course they
have an interest in the sea bed below the low water
line. It is their property and they will extract a rent
for that in due course even if not in the first
instance. What we are seeking to do is to ensure
that there is a fair balance and that applications
would be rejected if a statutory body decided that
it was not in its best interests and argued its case
successfully through that committee and even
coming to Ministers. That is the point that we were
trying to address. We were not addressing the
point of the commercial situation which is obviously the applicant’s whole wish to set up a fish farm
in the first place.
Mr Martlew
786. Is there not a worry that what we are
dealing with in the Crown Commissioners is a
monopoly situation and the fact is that if they say
you are not going to get a lease, there appears to
be nobody who can change their mind? Is that not
totally unfair, that you have a monopoly situation?
You have been indicating that there is no point in
havdngplanning controls if at the end of the day the
Crown Commission do not want it anyhow? How
do you get over this situation where the Crown
Commissioners are not only judge and jury but
they are the only people who have any sort of
water that these fish farms can be placed in?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Yes. The important thinghere—and you are to an extent right—is
that the powers of the Crown below the low water
mark to the 12 mile limit are vested, for the
purposes of Parliament by the passing of the 1961
Act, in the Crown Estate and they are therefore
the owners of the seabed and even in the Shetland
Islands, unless there is an appeal, that will be the
case as well—is that you have to reckon there
would have to be a lease from that body as to
whether you should put it there or not. If you want
to challenge that I really do not think you should
be asking me the question.
Mr MacDonald
787. A related point is not so much the sense of
granting a licence but the ability to charge rent. It
has been said they have a right to charge a rent like
any other landlord, but of course they are not like
any other landlord in that the rent they charge
cannot in any sense be called a genuine price
because they have a complete monopoly over what
they are supplying. The fish farmer does not have
the option of going to some other landlord or
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trying to get a better deal, a better price. Does this
not cause you concern that the Crown Estate have
this ability to set a rent totally from the point of
view of their own desire to maximise a second kind
of return from their estates? Does it not particularly cause you concern, given that in the Highlands and Islands you are dealing with a very
fragile area, as you well know, a fragile industry,
which as you pointed out is hardly profitable at this
juncture at all, an industry which is receiving public
support in various directions from HIDB and so
on, that money is being extracted from it, considerable sums of money—£360,000 will be coming
from the Shetland Islands, as I understand,
£800,000 annually from fish farming in Scotland in
general at the moment—way in excess of any
money that is returned by the Crown Estates into
the fish farming industry? Does it not cause you
concern, as a Minister with responsibility for the
Highlands and Islands, a fragile area, that this
money is being extracted and going into the
general exchequer?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) The answer to that
is that I would be very concerned if I thought that
the amounts that were being charged were excessive, You have to look at the record of the Crown
Estate: for seven years, no charge; and the same
on shellfish at the moment, no charge. If you ask
the Shetlanders, and of course they asked me this
question before you got there, a long time ago, and
I asked them what their turnover was. I told them
that they should remember that payments were
about £150,000—at that stage—when the turnover
was a considerable amount of money ... They did
not like the answer but they saw the validity of it,
that normally there is a charge. Yes, you could
always argue about the level; what I would be very
concerned about and would make very considerable representations about was if I thought that they
were excessive charges,
788.
what is an excessive charge? For example, if it is a
rent, if it is a genuine price, then you would judge
it according to what the market bore, what the
market told you was a reasonable charge. If it is a
tax or a charge upon services, then you would
judge that upon the return investment on people’s
tax or on people’s service. In this case there is no
return service other than the administration of the
development procedures and there is no notion of
real price, so how can you possibly in that context
judge the notion of whether it is excessive or not?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) This is something
that you ought to be asking not me but the lead
Minister, the Treasury Minister responsible. It is
Her Majesty’s Treasury that will decide on these
figures at the end of the day. All I would say to you
in the case of the Shetlands—and I knew you
would get asked this question several times by
them—to be honest with you, and if you are asking
me as Highlands and Islands Minister whether it is
an excessive charge in the Shetlands, I would say
no, it is not excessive, given the value of the
business that is in being now. I would do if I
thought it was a struggling industry which was
showing losses all over the place. I know it is not
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doing SO well as it was, but it is not doing all that
badly, particularly in Shetland.
Mr Jones
789. Still to do with the Crown Estate and their
relationship to fishfarming, in your original consultation procedures in 1986 it was laid down or
suggested that the Department of Transport
should do the consultation regarding navigation
matters. At the beginning of your statement to us
just now you said that the Crown Estate Commissioners are in fact now responsible for that. Did the
Scottish Office sanction that change and if so, why?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) We are not the
relevant department; we do not deal with transport
matters. The answer to that is that this is an
arrangement between the Department of Transport and the Crown Estate as to the operation of
the navigational side.
790. Did you have no input into that, although
that was the original suggestion? Were you not
consulted?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Certainly I do not
recall consultation on this, no.
Chairman: We are a bit concerned about the
navigational aspects, not least of which of course is
that marking fish farms in a way that makes them
visible and safer from the point of view of sea
tran.sport also offends those who are concerned
about the landscape. I think you are right in saying
you probably do not have direct responsibility for
this.
Mr Alexander
791. Can I put the Department of the Environment in to bat now. I should like to probe the
Government’s current thinking on the extent to
which planning permission should be required for
freshwater farms in England and Wales. By way of
background, the Minister will be aware that the
Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution
did recommend that they should be subject to
planning controls and the Government, I understand, rejected that in 1983, yet only last year the
Department called for any evidence that was
available where planning permission should have
been needed in National Parks. Dealing not just
with National Parks but generally, what is the
Government’s thinking on the need for planning
consents for freshwater farm fishing?
(Mr Heathcoat-Amory) As the Committee
knows, planning permission is required except
where it is covered by permitted development
rights. I do not want it generally thought that there
is an entire escape from planning controls by fish
farms in inland areas. To qualify under the
permitted development right category, there are a
number of criteria to be met. Perhaps I could
mention that the land in question must already be
land which is broadly speaking farmed. Also the
fish to be raised must be for consumption and not
for breeding. Also, the buildings and associated
structures must be below a certain size; being less
than 465 square metres and less than 12 metres
high in any case. If below that size, then permitted
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development rights may apply. Mr Alexander
touches on National Parks. Pie is aware that some
National Parks have told my Department of
concerns in those parks and they would wish to see
a withdrawal of permitted development rights.
Indeed others outside National Parks have indicated that on a contingency basis they would like to
see a withdrawal of permitted development rights
even though they have not identified a particular
problem but they see a problem as perhaps arising
at some stage in the future. To revert to National
Parks, perhaps I could remind the Committee that
these developments are subject to prior notification of 28 days. When the National Park
Authority is so notified, they can lay down
conditions for siting and design and the external
appearance of any buildings. The longstop is that if
still unhappy about the development in principle
the Secretary of State can, under Article 4, direct
that the development does not take place without
explicit planning permission.
792. My reading of what you are saying.
Minister, is that you are probably not minded to
make any change in the present procedure.
(Mr Heathcoat-Amory) I am cautious about
extending planning controls unless there is a very
clear need to do so. If the system is generally
working and if there are a number of safeguards
which can be invoked, I see no case to do so. We
are always alert to evolving difficulties and we are
concerned to protect, where possible, sensitive
areas such as National Parks where we should in
general be extremely cautious about commercial
development. We cannot completely sterilise areas
of Britain; we must recognise that in an island such
as Britain, certainly in England, people do live and
work in these areas and some balance must be
struck. Obviously in National Parks it is struck
very differently to where it would be elsewhere in
the country, particularly over the appearance of
the structures concerned. Certainly I feel that very
often people complain about unsightly and unsuitable developments rather than the fact that they
are there.
Chairman
793. It is a great privilege to be able to examine
my own Member of Parliament in this Committee.
I do not know whether it is unique, but it is
certainly the first time it has happened in this
Committee. Can we go back to the National Parks
situation? There is no question of doubt, the
National Parks themselves are anxious to have the
right to refuse applications or to treat them as
planning applications. I think the Article 4 business has long been accepted as being nice on paper
but useless in practice because it tends to be
retrospective. Could you say whether you would
be minded to consider further controls on planning
permission, not just for fish farming but for all
agricultural developments within National Parks?
(Mr Heathcoat-Amory) I can say that that
consideration is on the agenda. Perhaps I could
mention our White Paper which we aim to publish
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in the latter part of the summer on the environment generally in all its aspects. This will
undoubtedly touch on planning and development
and this may be a matter which falls for suggestions
within that White Paper. Of course we would be
reading any suggestions of your Committee before
that White Paper is drafted.
794. That is good of you and we certainly would
hope to have reported long before that. What is
troubling me slightly is that I cannot really see any
great difference between agricultural developments and fish farms. The blot on the landscape, so
to speak, does not seem to be very different. Does
your Department think there is some special
difference?
(Mr Heathcoat-Amory)'i^oi in principle, I would
agree.
795. The Scottish Office are going to be asked
this question in a minute because they have gone
down a slightly different road.
(Mr Heathcoat-Amory) I would only observe
that where fish farms have been constructed in
upland areas, including National Parks, it tends to
be in areas where there has not been a great deal of
traditional agriculture; there are not many farm
buildings and therefore this is a new type of
farming going into an area which is unused to it. It
comes back to the point that it is specific to
certain—and I do say certain and not all—National
Parks.
Mr Martlew
796. Can we go now North of the Border with
regard to freshwater planning arrangements there?
In 1983 the Government accepted that for Scotland
there should be freshwater fish farming controls.
Looking at the Committee’s evidence, we see as
far back as 1977 the Scottish Development Department stated their intention to amend their General
Development Order to clarify the planning status
of fi:eshwater farms in Scotland. Can the Scottish
Ministers explain why they delayed until
December of last year before issuing a consultation
paper on amending the GDO to withdraw ail
permitted development rights for freshwater
farms?
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) Yes, certainly.
May I put this matter in context. What happened
was that there have been differences of opinion
over the years from time to time as to whether fish
farming should be regarded as agriculture and
hence attract permitted development rights under
the GDO. There has never been a court ruling on
this but the Secretary of State for Scotland took the
view that freshwater fish farms did require planning permission and he informed planning authorities of his view in 1977; so that was on the record.
Most planning authorities agreed with that view
and no priority was given to clarifying the law
because there was no evidence that the uncertainty
was ^ving rise to difficulties. Over the past two
years, however, the expansion of the industry led
to demands for clarification and it was the Scottish
Office’s intention to deal with the matter in a
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wide-ranging review of the General Development
Order which is now under way. In March of last
year in a planning appeal case involving a proposed
fish farm in Dumfries and Galloway, the Reporter
found it necessary to seek legal advice on the
question of the status of fish farming and he came
to the conclusion that fish farming fell within the
meaning of agriculture and did not therefore
require planning permission. Because of this formal decision it was considered likely that planning
authorities which had previously required planning
permission for fish farms would no longer consider
themselves able to do so. The decision came at a
time when the industry was continuing to expand
on a fairly large scale and was expanding into.areas
that were of considerable importance for wild
salmon stocks. It was against that background that
we decided that rather than awaiting the outcome
of the wide-ranging review of the GDO, which will
not be completed for some time, we should take
early action to restore the position to what the
Secretary of State and most planning authorities
have previously considered it to be for more than
ten years. I should like to stress that we saw this
entirely as an interim measure and that we will be
looking in more detail at whether some aspects of
fish farming or minor fish farming developments
should be given permitted development status.
Naturally I understand the industry does not wish
to be subject to additional planning controls but we
think the potential environmental impact of freshwater fish farming is such that some control is
required. As I mentioned, in areas of most
planning authorities, the industry has de facto been
subject to planning control from the beginning. All
that we have done in the recent amendment to the
GDO is to maintain that position pending a full
review of the position. As to whether we should
have done this more quickly last year, we were
consulting colleagues on this subject.
797.
concern about the decisions and there have been
some criticisms of the consultative procedures that
you have been through, saying that they have been
back-to-front to some extent. Will the Scottish
Office be issuing a second consultation document?
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) We are certainly reviewing the GDO generally, but we will
take into account the recommendations of this
Select Committee in this particular area. There will
be a consultation document on the GDO review
generally, which obviously encompasses much
wider issues.
798.
farms and those currently under construction,
which did not in fact require planning permission,
are now concerned that they may have to apply for
retrospective approval. Is that the case?
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) No. Since 1977
planning authorities in Scotland have been
informed that they did require planning permission
for inland sites. All that has happened is that the de
facto position has been confirmed and this—if I
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may so describe it—one-off judgement has
clarified the law that that was the view of the
Secretary of State.
799. Obviously it appears that there was some
doubt from 1977 as to whether they actually
needed permission or not.
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) Yes, that is
fair.
800. Will that mean that they have to go back
and ask for permission now you have clarified the
law.
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) The GDO
amendment comes into force on 31 March and it
will not be retrospective. That is the position.
Chairman
801. You mentioned wild salmon stocks rather
swiftly in your piece as being one of the reasons for
requiring planning permission.
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) Yes. When we
consulted a very large number and the vast bulk of
representations were overwhelmingly in favour of
the de facto position, that there should be planning
permission in this context. They came from the
whole range, not just from COSLA but from the
Scottish Federation of Sea Anglers, the Salmon
and Trout Association, the Salmon Net Fishing
Association of Scotland, the RSPB, the Institute of
Fisheries Management, the Atlantic Salmon Conservation Trust, the Association of Scottish District Salmon Fishery Boards, the Scottish River
Purification Boards Association and a host of other
councils, who came out strongly in favour of what
we have done. The vast weight of the representations were in that direction.
802. Surely the water purification boards have
powers in this matter in any event? I am quite
sympathetic and perfectly understand your argument that fish farms can be destructive of the
landscape, perhaps in places where there is a
wilderness element but I find planning permission
applied to the preservation of wild salmon stocks
as being a rather strange way of proceeding and
certainly at least as bad as stopping fish farms on
navigational grounds.
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) My understanding is that there are very large salmon stocks
in East Coast rivers.
803. The point I am trying to put to you is that
planning permission seems a strange way of looking after that particular interest. I fully understand
purification boards or some other body but it
seems to be a very odd function of planning laws to
worry about wild salmon stocks, that is all.
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) On wild salmon
interests, the proposals were welcomed by a large
number of bodies. The bodies in particular raised
concerns about the effect of escapees of farm
salmon and trout on wild stock. They also raised
disease control and pollution. The proposal to
advise the planning authority to consult river
purification boards and the district salmon fishery
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boards was strongly supported. Those were the key
reasons and there was support from these interests
for the GDO to be amended quickly and for the
position on the changes of use to be clarified.
Those were the specific reasons they gave.
Mr Martlew
804. We have heard the Minister who covers
England and Wales saying there is no need for
planning controls for freshwater farming and-yet in
Scotland there seems to be an urgency about
getting this particular legislation clarified, although
it has been there for a while. I just cannot
understand why we are going to have two different
systems North and South of the Border, especially
as I would have thought that the demands in
England, where we have a much larger population,
for planning controls would be greater. Why have
we got this variation? Which one of you is right?
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) Before my
friend replies, can I just stress again that this is an
interim measure. We felt that the law needed
clarification. It does not change the de facto
position.
Mr Martlew: But you are saying that since 1977
in fact you needed planning controls, but the
Minister for England and Wales is saying that there
is no need for planning controls. Which one of you
is right.
Chairman
805. Each is right.
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) I suspect the
circumstances are not identical.
Mr Martlew
806. I live nine miles from the Scottish Border
and there is not much difference.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Can I make a point
on wild salmon stocks. Lord James is absolutely
right. I am talking as a Fisheries Minister now and
our problem particularly is the East Coast rivers
where there are definite concerns about escapees. I
do think that the boards concerned, the Tweed
River Board and so on, should have an input into
this particular aspect because it is a very valuable
resource.
Chairman
807. Except that the escapees we are talking
about are from salmon farms, not from trout
farms. We must not get confused about this. Lord
James’s piece was really about trout farms,
because they are inland and they are the ones
about which we are talking. Quite considerable
work is being done on escapees, and it is certainly a
matter which we have had a look at, although all
the evidence seems to be that a farmed fish of
either species is less likely to be hardy or predominant; that is the evidence we have had to date. I
simply took him up on this because I do not see it
as a function of planning. It may be a function of
the purification boards, it may be the function even
of the tourist board in the case of salmon fishing,
but I was just concerned that it was being used as
one more excuse. If I may observe rather than
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anytliing else, when you simply count numbers—
and incidentally. Minister, we are very grateful to
you for copying to us the representations you have
had—in an issue like this it comes as no surprise to
learn the vast majority require planning permission. J do not know whether you have any
responsibility for prisons, but I think you would
find much the same number of representations
against prisons as you would against any development of this sort. I would question your judgement
on that, but we will not pursue it further this
morning.
(Mr Heathcoat-Amory) Could 1 make a point, as
I was indirectly asked a question about England? It
is simply to stress one point which leads on from
what you have said. I feel some of the calls for
planning controls or the withdrawal of permitted
development rights stem from concerns over
potentialfor pollution in rivers. I should just like to
stress that that is already dealt with, or should be,
by the National Rivers Authority on both the
abstraction licences and the discharge back to the
rivers consent. If the NRA were to feel that a fish
farm were polluting, it could withdraw consent.
Chairman: We will be having a question on
abstraction in a minute. I entirely take your point.
It was simply because I do not think that the way it
was put was perhaps totally correct that I picked up
the point for Scotland. May we now turn to
pesticides?
Mr Martlew
808. This is obviously to do with Scotland and is
the situation with regard to the treatment for sea
lice and the use of Nuvan. Nuvan has been used for
13 years; it was in fact used for 13 years before it
was referred to the Veterinary Products Committee. Could the Ministers explain why it took
such a long time for it to be referred to that
committee?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) You are really
as^ng why we did not license before 1989 what is
now called Aquagard but was in fact Nuvan. The
infestation by sea lice is distressing. It has been a
persistent welfare problem since the Scottish fish
farming industry was established in the late 1970s
but became a major is'.ue as the expansion took
place in the 1980s. Against that background
Nuvan, the licensed pesticide, was used to treat
affected salmon, Aquagard is an identical formulation and an application for it to be licensed as
a veterinary medical product was submitted in
1987, The product was required to undergo a
rigorous scientific scrutiny to establish its safety to
the fish, to the consumer and the environment, and
its quality and efficacy, before the licence was
granted in 1989, You ask 'hen: why not before
1989? It was obviously brought to the attention of
the authorities that this substance perhaps had a
dangerous ingredient, dichlorvos, and that is why
we acted on the advice of the independent committee,
809. I still do not have an explanation of why it
took so long. It was known that it was a dangerous
chemical when it was first applied 13 years ago.

[Conhnmd,

(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) You could always
argue: why does it take so long to discover what is
wrong with anything? If one looks back one could
almost say that back into the 1970s about certain
commodities. Aquagard, which is a similar formulation, was used under the veterinary powers
even before it was licensed, so in fact it did have to
have a veterinary recommendation.
810. What representations did the Scottish
Office make to the Department of the Environment with regard to the fact that it was placed on
the Red List? Obviously they consulted you.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Yes.
811. What representations did you make?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) Obviously when
this was to be placed on the Red List consultations
did take place in 1988, north and south of the
Border, on the control of dangerous substances
entering the aquatic environment and this meant
that dichlorvos, which was one of the ingredients
of Nuvan, was put on the Red List at the time of
the Red List being drawn up. The important thing
I should stress about that is that consultations were
initiated in July 1988 and the SDD consultations
took place in December 1988. All replies received
to the consultation were copied to DOE, to be
considered in the context of their parallel exercise
in order to promote a consistent view in the UK.
The DOE were therefore fully aware of the
strength and direction of Scottish opinion in April
1989, when they announced a decision on the
contents of the Red List. The SDD and my
department, DAFS, endorsed the views that
dichlorvos
should
be
listed
when
the
announcement came in July 1989. What I should
add in that connection is that the Red List
substances are to be strictly controlled rather than
banned.
812. We have heard certain evidence that in fact
the application of this in fish farms is not strictly
controlled. Has any action been taken by the
Scottish Office to ensure that it is controlled and
have there been any prosecutions for going outside
the guidelines?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) To my
knowledge—and I would need to check this—no
prosecutions. But there are tight conditions on the
licence which is issued, as far as the use of Nuvan
or Aquagard are concerned. I would want evidence from those who suggest that the terms of the
licence are not being fulfilled.
813. Would you support the phasing out of
Nuvan over a period of years?
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) This is something
that I would like to go into a little bit of detail on.
As you know, the Government take their views on
these things from the VPC. What we did was to
issue a product licence last June for a year and
during that year we would take account of all new
data on safety, quality, efficacy, including environmental safety. The impact on the environment is
being monitored very carefully. The industry is
looking for environmentally better methods of
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application of Aquagard and a considerable
amount of research is taking place. What I would
not wish to do is to prejudge what the VPC may
advise the Government in the course of the next
few months. There will be advice and we have
always gone along with advice from that independent body. What one has to realise—and I am sure
Mr MacDonald will realise—is that we have to try
to make haste in the right direction but to try to do
it in such a way that we are not going to completely
crucify an emerging industry, although we will
obviously take VPC’s advice very seriously when
we get it.
Chairman: It is nasty stuff, so we are naturally
concerned about it, but we have not had any
evidence that it is really being harmful in any
global context. Could we now go on to water
abstraction?
Mr Alexander
814. England and Wales first. We have received
complaints from trout farmers about abstraction
charges. Their claim is that they have had no
serious discussion with the National Rivers
Authority about the level of charges, despite the
fact the system comes into place in just over a week
and the first charges are likely to be made in
September of this year. During the passage of the
Water Act, in proceedings in this House, assurances were given to the trout farmers that there
would be full consultation with the producer as to
the introduction and the level of the charges. Are
you aware of this concern? If you are, what are you
doing to ensure that the National Rivers Authority
honours the Government commitment to the trout
farmers, as it were?
(Mr Heathcoat-Amory) I am aware of this
concern but consultations have been held; they
have been held between the National Rivers
Authority and the NFU at national level and also
at regional, or certainly in some regions, as well.
As I understand it, the NRA are proposing an
upper limit of charges of 20 pence per megalitre. A
megalitre is 220,000 gallons so the charges do not
sound very high, indeed they are not very high,
although it has to be said that a fish farm does use a
very large volume of water. Roughly speaking this
implies a charge of £200-300 a year per 10 tonnes
of fish produced in a fish farm. It is significant but
not crippling and certainly fair when one considers
that the provision of that clean water is a service
which is expensive to provide and also the very fact
that a fish farm does abstract large quantities of
water can have an effect on the river, particularly
in a dry year. It is only fair and right that
abstraction should be subject to the licensing and
also a charging system.
Chairman
815. The trout farmer of course will say the river
flows through his trout farm whether he has trout
in there or not. I take the point that there must be
control, that is perfectly reasonable because when
flow is reduced large quantities of fish will leave
effluent and so on. It does not, however, seem that
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much cost is involved to the Rivers Authority and
we are concerned that what is in fact a prosperous
industry will be quite seriously affected. Twenty
pence per megalitre does not sound a lot but that is
about ten swimming pools’ worth and that flows by
in a big river quite quickly. The abstraction
regulations which we have seen are highly complex
and perhaps the Minister might ask for a copy and
he himself would be quite deterred if he were to
see the paperwork involved. I hope that the
Government will keep an eye on the NRA in this
matter and see that there is a reasonable compromise. Their main concern is that so far they do
not know what charges are likely to come in, even
though they are due to start on 1 September. That
is something that the NRA must attend to and as
the responsible Minister perhaps he would give us
some assurance that he will interest himself in that.
(Mr Heathcoat-Amory) I will undertake to do
that. I should mention that in some areas the costs
are already rather above that proposed maximum
limit, so it is not the case that all farms are going to
see unexpected large increases. I must just repeat
the point that fish farms do need large volumes of
clean water and the NRA do have a duty to ensure
the quality of surface water, amongst other things
and the sampling and monitoring work is expensive
to carry out. Also, the NRA are responsible to
ensure that water is available and in dry weather
the provision of that water is something that could
involve the NRA in considerable expense. I think
it right that those who use the water should in
general contribute towards its provision.
Chairman: We have had the NRA before us and
in fairness it is an indirect responsibility of yours.
The other point that is worth making is that if the
fish farmer takes his own steps to repurify the
water, which can be expensive both in capital and
in routine costs, allowances in due course may be
required for that. We will make that point in
passing.
Mr Alexander
816.
received evidence from the Scottish River Purification Boards Association that they have been
pressing for controls over water abstraction for
some 15 years. Bearing in mind that they have
firmly believed there will be problems in the
future, why, when we did have the Water Act
passing through its various stages in this House last
year, were powers of control not given to Scottish
Authorities then?
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) First of all, the
Water Act which went through did not deal with
this particular subject. We do want a legislative
vehicle to take some other steps forward, which I
will explain in a moment. As soon as we find a
suitable legislative vehicle we will do that or if a
private Member were interested we would certainly give what support we could. May I say that
limited statutory control is now exercised by the
river purification authorities over abstraction for
the purpose of spray irrigation, for example for
crops. The Act enables the river purification
authorities to apply to the Secretary of State for an
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order to control abstraction for this purpose in
respect of particular streams or localities. In line
with the recommendation in the report of the
sub-committee of the former Scottish River Purification Adxnsory Committee, we intend to extend
these limited controls to take in abstraction of
water for all irrigation purposes. It was not
possible to find a suitable vehicle but we have draft
provisions and if a Member, like the honourable
Member for the Western Isles, were interested,
assuming it got a formal Second Reading and was
then debated in the Second Scottish Standing
Committee, I think it would have a reasonable
prospect of going through. But that is a different
proposition from the wide abstraction controls
which are sought by the river purification authorities and their relevance to fish farming. The reason
we did not go down that particular path was
because of the Advisory Committee report in 1981
which was accepted by the Government and
concluded there was insufficient evidence to justify
the introduction of a comprehensive system of
licensing abstraction in Scotland.

[ Continued

818. I can say that £3 to £4 million is being spent
by the Government here and in Norway in the
region of £20 million is being spent—£3 million
spent on one project alone, the LENKA project to
map the entire coastline as to suitability for fish
farming development. There is the problem of the
discrepancy between these global sums and
whether they cause you concern, given the emerging importance of this industry. We have also
heard evidence from people working on the
research side-that the way the money is being spent
here is rather haphazardly organised,'' it is dispersed, it is not really coordinated properly. Also,
the Government’s near market research prohibition is affecting development programmes
adversely. Are you concerned about this and are
you looking at it in any kind of serious way?
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) Obviously we
would be concerned if there was a substantial
disadvantage in any respect, but I do believe that
the Fisheries Departments are taking their
research duties very seriously.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) It is always very
easy to say not enough money for any particular
project. What I am more concerned about with my
Mr MacDonald
department is that we actually address the probthat areabout
affecting
the various
aspects of fish
817.
Could I asklems
a question
research
and
farming
and
perhaps
it
is
more
difficult
for you to
development expenditure? We visited Norway and
we could not really help but be impressed by the understand the various schemes that are in being.
research and development investment and pro- A lot are in being. I accept that Norway spends a
grammes being conducted in Norway into fish lot of money. Whether that money is well spent,
farming. We also went round the stations in the when you hear of them giving authority to a new
UK and although impressed by the dedication and very sizeable fish farm which seems to run right
the obvious expertise of the staff who worked against all the present trends as far as fish farming
there, really the levels of operation of research and is concerned in Norway, is another matter. Perinvestment are not even comparable. We under- haps LENKA is not quite as effective as we and
stand that research and development investment in some others thought it might be. That is for them
Norway into fish farming is something of the order to answer. I would just say that in addition to the
of five times the amount in the UK, if you take amount of money that we spend on actual projects
Government and industry together. We are told which concern us, like for instance dealing with
that by the early years of the next century one third Aquagard and other matters, my special responsiof the world’s fish consumption will be fish farmed, bility for the Highlands and Islands would suggest
will be cultivated; given, in other words, that this is that the Highlands and Islands Development
an emerging and important industry, are you not Board are very active in promotion of fish farming
concerned about the gap between us and our main but of course they take into account what is
competitors, the Norwegians, and that we might happening at the moment. Instead of spending
actually be falling further and further behind in this money on production facilities, they have switched
their emphasis on to marketing. Quite right. So
respect?
(Lord James Douglas-Hamilton) My under- whereas you may criticise us for not spending as
standing is that more than £3 million for research is much as anyone would like—because always one
being made available by the Ministry of Agri- would like to spend more money—I do think
culture, Fisheries and Food and the Department of taxpayers’ money ought to be spent where it is
Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland. We recog- most needed. Perhaps our £3 million is better value
m'se that it is extremely important to ensure the for money than some other places. That is for
compatibility of a thriving fish farming industry others to decide: perhaps yourselves.
with a healthy aquatic environment and the Scot819. Perhaps so. Would you also concede that
tish Development Department is promoting we are being vastly outspent in marketing terms
research to increase our knowledge of the impact also by the Norwegians?
of effluent from fish farms on the freshwater
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) What encourages
environment of river systems, on the diffusion and me is, having been to Japan recently and having
dispersal processes in sea lochs. Perhaps I can been able to promote Scottish smoked salmon and
respond by sending to the Committee a breakdown actual salmon in the marketplace, it is not so much
of the figures which I do not have in detail just the money that is spent, it is the ability to get into
now. With regard to the comparison with Norway, the marketplace and sell. What we are very
I should have to make inquiries on that point as fortunate in having in Scotland is a cross section of
well.
the industry from the very large to the very small.
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What is indicative from this recent difficulty of
price is how in many cases the big companies are
able at times to help some of the smaller ones. I
think we will come through this difficulty quite
well. 1 would not accept that it is all a question of
Government cash that is going to market the
product. What I do say is that whatever it is, 1.5 or
1 per cent on turnover from the salmon farming
industry for their resources is a very creditable
performance on their part and that must be the
major effort. We will help, as indeed I have
indicated through the Highlands and Islands
Development Board, on marketing where we think
there is a gap.
Chairman
820. Our thoughts would be that not only is this
a young industry but it is clearly very successful to
date. It is meeting many of your requirements for

1
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employment in remote regions, a substantial industry for which we have natural assets and so on. I
think I can say in fairness, as always, that there i*? a
reluctance by central Government to recoguioc
these things in time. Because of the competitive
nature and the free nature of the product, we
would respectfully suggest to you, particularly in
relation to research on agriculture, that money
might well be spent on fish farming in a way that
some of our competitors have realised and are
actually proceeding with. That is the general point
we would want to make.
(Lord Sanderson of Bowden) I am happy to hear
what you say and like the boy at school, I suppose
the report could read “Could do better”. We shall
certainly try but we are very aware of the problem.
Chairman: May we thank you very much indeed
for coming. It was most helpful to have you here
this morning.

L
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APPENDICE>S TO THE MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
APPENDIX 1
Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Director, Scottish Crofters Union
The Scottish Crofters Union welcomes the Select Committee’s inquiry into fish farming and wishes to
draw the following points to the Committee’s attention.
The emergence and rapid expansion of fish farming in the West Highlands and Islands has been, in
general, extremely helpful to local communities. A great deal of employment has been generated in
comparatively remote localities where other jobs are far from plentiful. The economic and social benefits
of such employment can scarcely be exaggerated. And any assessment of fish farming should be
conducted with these benefits fin^y in view.
The SCU’s one concern about the organisation of the industry is the extent to which it is dominated by
two large, and a handful of medium-sized, producers. This has resulted in the industry being under the
effective control of financial interests located outside the Highlands and Islands. This is unhealthy in our
view. A greater degree of local control would result in more entrepreneurial opportunities-locally and
would ensure that the proceeds from the industry would be more likely to be invested in other local
ventures.
Since the current problems facing the industry are likely to intensify pressures for still more
concentration of production, the SCU urges the Committee to give some thought as to how the
locally-based, smaller scale fish farmer can be effectively encouraged and assisted.
There has been criticism of the industry from environmentalists. The SCU recognises the importance
of minimising pollution from the industry and ensuring that production methods are governed by
regulations, designed to enforce the highest environmental standards.
We urge the Committee, however, to distinguish carefully between genuine environmental concerns
and the purely subjective criticisms made by those individuals and organisations who believe fish farming
is having an adverse impact on our scenery. The SCU does not share this belief. The scenic impact can be
minimised and there is no.evidence that fish farming has any adverse impact on tourism. Most tourists are
mildly curious about the industry and wish to find out more about it. We consequently welcome current
Highlands and Islands Developments Board inquiries into the feasibility of fish farming visitor centres.
The SCU remains dissatisfied with the role of the Crown Estates Commission in fish farming. We
believe it to be wrong for the fish farming industry to be so much under the jurisdiction of an organisation
which.is essentially undemocratic and unrepresentative. We urge the Committee to examine this issue
and to bring forward proposals intended to make fish farming developments much more the
responsibility of the local planning authorities.
12 September 1989
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APPENDIX 2
Memoranda submitted by Alba International Aqua Limited
SAFE CHEMOTHERAPEUTIC TREATMENT FOR SEA LICE INFESTATION OF FARMED
SALMON
1. SUMMARY

This paper outlines the status of a project design to develop a process method* that will protect
intensively farmed fish from sea lice infestation. Because of the toxic nature of the only effective control
agents available, the method will take into account safety in the use and prevention of egress into the
marine environment.
Farmed fish are particularly vulnerable to sea lice infestation and unless prevented, the effect on the
financial viability of the fish farming industry could be crippling. Furthermore, an important source of
food supply could be depleted.
The proposed process method is based on the use of Dichlorvos which will be controlled at the lowest
practicable concentrations in a specifically designed treatment module. On completion of a treatment
campaign, an innovative adsorption system will be used to adsorb the Dichlorvos from the aqueous
treatment medium before it is returned to the sea. The process will incorporate a stress-firee fish transfer
system.
The relationship between Dichlorvos concentration and treatment tirne will be investigated with the
object of minimising.exposure of the fish to any possible toxic side effects.
The treatment module will be sealed, have positive buoyancy and will be mobile. To withstand the
conditions of the open sea the hydrodynamics are being studied tp produce a robust design.
2. PRESENT POSITION

Salmon intensively farmed are more vulnerable to sea lice attack than those in the wild. A host heavily
infested suffers wounding and loss of weight due to its body fluids being removed by the parasites. The
fish can be killed due to osmotic shock or secondary infection. The only known effective treatment is an
organophosphorus compound known as Dichlorvos (2.2 dichlorovinyl dimethyl phosphate) which is
marketed under the trade name Nuvan 500 ec or Aquaguard.
Dichlorvos is an anticholinesterase agent and humans must be protected against ingestion, inhalation
and absorption through the skin. It is toxic to invertebrates, mussels and bivalves.
Laboratory trials have shown that sea hce are killed in about one hour when exposed to treatment in an
aqueous medium containing 1.0 ppm Dichlorvos. However, due to current equipment inadequacies and
the absence of a safe process method, Dichlorvos has been released indiscriminately into the marine
environment during use, on the assumption that it will be dispersed by dilution and tidal action. In about
10 days exposure to sea water Dichlorvos breaks down to relatively harmless simple compounds.
Treatment normally is required on, say, 4 or 5 occasions during summer when parasitic attack is at its
worst. Flowever, in 1988-89, because of higher sea temperatures, sea lice infestation has been prevalent
throughout the winter. In Norway an insecticide sold under the trade name Neguvon is widely used. This
has as its active ingredient Trichlorfan v/hich is a precursor to Dichlorvos and which breaks down to
Dichlorvos.
Other species of farmed fish are also vulnerable to sea lice infestation. The parasite Caligus Elongatus,
attacks about 80 different hosts. Salmon and Trout are attacked exclusively by the species
Lepeophtheirus Salmonis.
It is intended that the principle behind the design of the treatment module and the operating method
will be applicable to the husbandry of all farmed fish species.
3. OBJECTIVES

A. Process and Economic
(a) To develop as the primary objective, the best practicable means of protecting salmon from sea
lice infestation.
(b) To reduce to acceptable levels toxification by Dichlorvos of the marine environment in the
vicinity of fish farms and so protect species of ground feeding invertebrates, mussels and
bi-valves.
(c) To contribute to the economics of fish farming by reducing the debilitating effects and mortality
levels caused by sea lice infestation.
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(d) To minimise the stress caused to fish during Treatment.
4.

ECONONUC CONSIDERATIONS

Statistics from the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland 1979-1987, show that
production of Atlantic Salmon Salmo Salar in Scotland totalled 12,700 tonnes. A production of 54,000
tonnes is forecast for 1991.
The forecasts for production of farmed fish worldwide are as follows:

1985

1990

1995

35,000

250,000

350,000

Sea-Fanned Trout

7,000-

11,000

11,000

Seabass/Bream

6,000

27,000

56,000

Salmon Tonnes

Sea lice infestations canilare up dramatically and if a 25 per cent mortality occurred in a 100 tonne fish
farmniodule, the loss would be about 150,000 ecu. Losses due to fish being left unprotected from sea lice
attack could seriously damage the economic structure of fish farming.
5. BENEHTS THAT WILL RESULT

A successful outcome to this project could allay fears about the toxicity of Dichlorvos when used to
combat sea lice infestation. Large financial benefits to the fish farming industry could result from the
introduction of a safe working practice for the use of Nuvan at least until an alternative and effective sea
lice control is discovered.
6. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Ampbile treatment cage, sealed by means of a flexible plastic liner has been designed for field trials.
This prototype will iricorpPrate a proprietary fish lift or ladder designed for the stress-free transfer of fish
between the fish farm cages and the treatment module. A baffle arrangement will be designed into the
module to assist containment of the Dichlorvos contaminated dead sea lice.
A method of metering Nuvan into the treatment module, homogeneously mixing it and measuring its
concentration is being examined. Oxygen depletion in the isolated aqueous treatment medium is being
examined also and methods of oxygenating the aqueous medium, are being studied. A practical diffusion
system is being designed. The relationship between Dichlorvos concentration and exposure time in the
eradication of sea lice infestation and the optimum conditions for treatment are being investigated.
Experimental work, semi-technical trials and computations are being undertaken to provide the data
essential to designing a field trial and developing the basis for a safe working practice for the use of
Dichlorvos.
As part of the proposals for improved husbandry of farmed fish, the farms are likely to be moved from
the existing sheltered locations into more exposed natural waters. Designs for a new generation of fish
farms to withstand these conditions are being evolved. The treatment module will be used during
favourable conditions but will be designed to cope with typical tidal movements when attached to a cage.
On completion of a treatment campaign, the contents of the treatment module will be pumped through
an adsorption unit to remove the Dichlorvos. Preliminary laboratory trials using a selected charcoal
supplied by British Charcoals and MacDonalds have been encouraging and have reduced a concentration
of 20 ppm Dichlorvos to below the detectable level of 0.02 ppm in a single pass. A series of experiments is
being run to provide design data. These will include retention time, flow rates, packing height and density
and saturation levels. A filtration shield will be incorporated in the design for retention of particulate
matter including the poisoned sea lice. A suitable pumping system will be selected. Decontamination of
the spent adsorption/filtration system by incineration or chemical treatment is also being examined.
Developing the adsorption system for single pass operation is considered to be a key factor in
establishing an environmentally acceptable safe working practice.
With advancement of the programme of work, the requirements for a field trial will be prepared. A
suitable Scottish Fish Farm will be selected.
Alba will call on the expertise and support of Aberdeen University Marine Studies Ltd for specialised
analysis and for biological criteria investigations throughout the development of the project and the field
trials of the prototype module.
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7. PROJECT MANAGEMENT

It is intended that the entire project will be managed technically and commercially throughout. The
design of the module is at an advanced stage but certain details have to be finalised.
Of primary importance are Safety and Protection of the environment. Dichlorvos is listed in substances
to which the COSHH regulations apply. It is also intended to subject the design and operating method to
a hazard and operability study. From these actions it is planned to de /elop the best practicable means of
using Dichlorvos treatment and to produce an operating manua' and working regulations for the
treatment module.
29 September 1989

SEA FARM PRODUCTION OF ATLANTIC COD (GADUS MOHUA)
INTRODUCTION

Now that significant progress has been made in providing a sound technical base on which the fish
farming industry can develop, the time has come to look seriously at species other than trout and salmon.
The technical and biological problems associated with the production of other species have been
overcome but until recently the fishing industry was landing huge quantities of wild caught fish and so the
barriers to production have been purely economic. The circumstances however have altered drastically
with the quota system being introduced and high prices making the UK and other EEC fishing countries
more dependent on imports.
If fish farming is to become a credible section of the EEC food industry, it must start making significant
contributions to other species which can be indentified in demand, for example Cod. It is hoped that Alba
International Aqua Ltd and Aberdeen University Marine Studies Ltd., in conjunction with Sutherland
Sea Farms will embark on a cod farming experiment subject to an EEC grant which will give them the
lead in the vast UK/European market/World market.
The rearing of Cod is being developed in the Lofoten Islands, within the Arctic circle. This is one of the
world's richest cod fisheries but to improve the continuity of supply, the fishermen are turning into
farmers. Just over two years ago, one of the biggest fishing and fish processing co-operatives in. the
Lofotens decided to look into the possibility of combining the rearing of cod with traditional fishing
methods in order to boost supplies when catches of wild fish drop to an unacceptable level. This keeps the
processing plants operational and customers supplied with fish.
The production of juvenile cod has been carried out by Norwegian researchers since 1980 on a project
financed by the Norwegian Oil/Fish fund. A breakthrough was obtained in.l983 with high survival rates of
cod larvae to metamorphosis when they switched to adult form.
The Norwegian Institute of Marine Research has investigated all of the major processes involved in the
production of juvenile cod and acceptable solutions which will make full scale production of cod possible
have been developed. Last year, just under 1,000,000 fingerling cod were produced for ongrowing in
Norway and now several Norwegian companies are offering several million high quality cod fingerlings
for sale, to be delivered by well boat and at least two Norwegian backed fish farms will be ongrowing cod
in Scotland in the early 1990’s.
Since the mid 1970s the UK consumption of cod has become increasingly dependent on imported fish.
EEC quotas have reduced catches, with cod returns falling by 16 per cent in recent years and imports
rising by 19 per cent. Over the same period of time, first sale prices rose to nearly £l,000/tonne, an
increase of 26 per cent. Last week October 5, Cod were making £2,000/Tonne in Scotland.
It is obvious that there is a UK market for farmed cod, providing that production costs can be kept
down to match current price levels and at the present time, this indicates that there is a potential market
of about £200,000,000 for farmed cod to replace imports.
On the world scene, declining production levels from traditional capture fisheries show a drop of 15 per
cent from 1,550,000 tonnes in 1982 to 1,310,000 tonnes in 1985. Although there was an increase in cod
landed in 1986, it did not raise the total catch to the 1982 figure.
The catches of Pacific Cod (Gadus Macrocephalus) between 1982 and 1985 increased by 75 per cent to
410,000 tonnes, but this was not enough to compensate for the loss of Atlantic Cod.
Added to the UK situation, the importance of cod to the world market indicates that, the time is
imminent for setting up a trial to determine the commercial viability of ongrowing cod via a cage
environment in British coastal waters, to be operated by the sea fishing industry.
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It is the inteation of Alba International Aqua Ltd to run a commercial trial in the near future to find
out more about cage culture of cod and try to acquire some basic data on growth rates and nutritional
requirements and to compare these with wild stock from capture fisiiery statistics and published
literature.
ALBA INTERNATIONAL AQUA LTD—COD PRODUCTION PROJECTS

Cod farming, the on-growing of juvenile cod to market size at sea, is known to be technically feasible.
Declining wild fisheries, and large import markets in most EC Countries, Japan and the USA, combine
to generate confidence in the prospects for cod farming. Low value in relation to other farmed fish means
that substantial savings in production costs must be made before this new industry will be viable in the
EC. This project addresses two important aspects of the cost-effective cod farming, namely:
(1) To develop the technology for cod farming, in a Commercial Environment. The primary
objective will be to define precisely the dietary composition and ratio required to optimise cod
production in sea cages.
(2) To chose the best cod strains for the farm environment.
Alba International Aqua Ltd, in conjunction with AUMS will establish a quantitative baseline on the
growth, survival, flesh quality and health of Atlantic cod Gadus Morhua, reared in commercial sea cages
and ongrowh on natural and synthetic diets. The primary objective will be to define precisely the dietary
composition and ration required to optimise cod production, and to select stocks which offer good
potential for fish farming.
It is hoped that commercial Cod growing facilities will be set up in the Kinlochbervie area and growth
monitored under different food and environmental conditions. The multidisciplinary programme brings
together two groups that are actively engaged, in aquaculture, the University of Aberdeen and Alba
International Aqua Ltd. The programme will be carried out with the dose collaboration of BP Nutrition
Ltd.
Cod is a popular species with EC consumers. Annual imports of cod to EC countries in 1986 (latest
statistics available) amounted to some 375,000 tonnes, mainly from non-EC sources (Iceland, Norway
and Canada). Landings were only 280,000 tonnes. Heavy dependence upon cod imports is a result of the
restricted access of EC fleets in recent years to cod around Iceland. In addition, a decline in world cod
production through over-fishing will eventually limit availability. For example, between 1982 and 1985
world catches of Atlantic cod fell by 15 per cent to 1.3 million tonnes. Fish stock records from MAFF and
DAFS in the UK (1988) confirm a continued decrease in most stocks fished by EC fleets. Cod supply is
seasonal and this leads to fluctuating supply, market prices and an inefficient use of processing plant.
By growing cod in seacages and on land-based farms, dependence upon expensive imports will be
lessened, seasonal fluctuations in supply will be overcome, pressures from fishermen for quotas which are
insustainable will be eased, the environment will be protected from overfishing and new employment
opportunities in farming and processing will be introduced in the peripheral regions of the Community.
Subsequent exploitation of the “Loss of Access Area” of the North Sea, now approximately 13,000
sq.km, will be possible, utilising the debris on the sea bed as anchor points.
An experimental facility will be set up in Scotland at a trial site in the Cromarty Firth, Ross-Shire. This
is to be under the management of Alba International Aqua Ltd., A seabed lease for cod trials has already
been obtained from the Crown Estate Commissioners for Scotland. Seacages, nets and moorings will be
provided and installed respectively by (Atlas Hydraulic Loaders), WB Knox, Kilbirnie, UK and
Seaboard Anchors Ltd UK, at cost. Alba representative—Mr Terry Rowantree—has had preliminary
discussions with MAFF to trap wild cod for the project. BP Nutrition Ltd, UK will formulate a range of
synthetic diets for the project.
October 1989
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A brief assessment of the Scope of the Commercial Cod Project
Production from 4 Alba Cages at The Cromarty Firth Site

Yield & Stocking
6,912 m3

Cage Vol. 4 (12x12x12)

25 kg m3

Stocking Density

173 tonnes

Yield 6912 x 25kg m3

2.5 kg

Average Wt.

69,200

Number of Fish

20

Annual Mortality
No/Harvest (at 2.5 kg)

69,200

No/YR 1 (at 0.75 kg)

86,500

No/YR 0 (at 0.03 kg)

108,125 •

BIOMASS & FEED
SURVIVORS
YRO
YRl
YR2

2.1 tonnes
52.0 tonnes
173.0 tonnes

.03 X 69,200
.75 X 69,200
2.50 X 69,200

YR 0 -YR 1
YRl-YR2

50 X 2.5 FCR
121 X 2.5 FCR

125 tonnes
302.5 tonnes

YR 0 -YR 1
YR 1 -YR 2

125 tonnes x 230/tonne
302.5 tonnes x 230/tonne

28,750
69,575

20% X 108,125
20% X 86,500

21,625
17,300

MORTALITIES
YRO
YRl
YR2
YR 1 AV/W7

(.03 -I- .75)

.39 kg

YR 2 AV/W7

(.75 -1 2.5)

1.63 kg

YR 1
YR2

21,625 X .39 X 2.5 FCR
17,300 xl.63 X 2.5 FCR

21 Tonnes
70.5 Tonnes

YR 1
YR2

21 Tonnes at 230/tonne
70.5 Tonnes at 230/tonne

4,830
16,215

28,750-b 4,830
69,575 + 16,215

33,580
85,790

COST OF FEED
YRl
YR2
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ANALYSIS OF COSTS
CAPITAL COSTS

YRl

4 Alba Cages
Nets
Boat + O’Board
Tools/Prot.Clothing etc.
Feed Store
Portakabin/Office (Russell)
2nd Hand Vehicle
Misc. (Anti Prot. Boom)
Ropes—Tarp. etc.

52.000

Sub Total

77,075

YR2

10.000
2,000

1,075
2,000

4.500

2,000
3.500
250
250

RUNNING COSTS
CodFingerlings(DAFS)
Salaries Manager (Graduate)
Salaries Assistant Part Time
Salaries Consultancy (T.R.)
Feed
Accountancy
Electricity/Telephone/Fuel
Veterinary Servs. (Tony Wall)
Rates/Leases etc.
Maintenance
Marketing & Sales
Depreciation
Admin. O/Heads
Sub Total

58,400
10,000

4.000

10,000
4.000

6.000

6.000

33,580

85,790

2,000
1,000

2,000
1,000

3.000

3.000

1.000

1.000

1.500
3,950
9.500

1.500
3,000
3,950
9.500

133,930

130,740

6,000

2,000

6.500
8,970
1,620
2.500
2,500

17,800

22,090

SCIENTIFIC COSTS
Consultancy
Equipment & Reagent
Travel & Subsistence
Tasting Panel/Flesh Quality
Admin
Sub Total

8,300
1,500

Cost of supplying 110,000 Cod Fingerlings from Wild Stock
16 Days Research Vessel at £3000/Day
16 Days X 2 Scientists at f200/Day
Onboard Holding Facilities

48,000
6,400
4,000
58,400

Analysis of Income and Expenditure at Alternative Cromarty Site
INCOME

YRl

Sale of 173 Tonnes
Cod at £1,640/Tonne
Value of Assets at
YR2Wind up of Trial
Income Sub Total
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EXPENDITURE
Capital Equipment

YR1

YR 2

(77,075)

(250)

(133,930)

(130,740)

(17,800)

(22,090)

Expenditure Sub Total

(228,805)

(153,080)

Balance

(228,805)

189,065

Production Costs
Scientific Costs

Running Balance

* Aberdeen Prices on 31.03.89
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APPENDIX3
Memorandum submitted by the National Trust for Scotland
POLICIES OVER FISH FARM DEVELOPMENTS
DEVELOPMENT ON

NTS

PROPERTIES AND CONSERVATION AGREEMENTS

Policy One
The NTS will not oppose all fish farm development proposals, but will continue to take into consideration
the benefits to local communities alongside the environmental impacts when assessing the conservation of
its properties.
BACKGROUND

A case can be made that,-given the Trust’s purposes of promoting the permanent preservation of its
propertiesior the benefit of the nation, the NTS should be simply resisting any proposed development of
this commercial nature on its properties and conservation agreement areas, and on the marine areas
adjacent which contribute to the character of the properties. Thus, Trust lands should be offered special
protection against development, and as fish farming becomes more extensive around the coast of
Scotland,. Trust areas should be identifiably free of these intrusions. It was felt this was a matter of
interpreting the Trust’s objectives, and the Trust’s response to fish farm developments can draw upon
precedents of its response to other types of development. In this wider context, the Trust has always
sought to conserve a living Scotland rather than a fossil countryside. In conserving its properties, the
interests of the people who live and work in the areas, and whose communities are part of what is being
conserved, have been taken into account in balancing the interests of conservation against developments
such as electricity lines, telephone lines, road developments, local enterprises etc. Indeed, in the past the
Trust Las initiated both shellfish and fin-fish farming projects itself to help maintain remote communities.
It was concluded that, when circumstances permit it to do so, the Trust should take a balanced approach
in assessing proposals, and should encourage use of the local labour force when developments are
accepted.
NTS INVOLVEMENT IN OTHER CASES
Policy Two
The NTS will be prepared to comment on proposals which raise issues of national significance in terms of
the scenic and other relevant environmental qualities of the area concerned and the level of damage likely
to arise.
BACKGROUND

It was discussed whether the NTS should comment only on developments which directly affected its
properties. Again, our experience with other types of development provided guidance, and it was felt
that the Trust should be prepared to comment in cases raising a major threat to a site or area of national
significance, and that our view should match what the Trust does in relation to its own properties.
PLANNING CONTROL OVER FISH FARMING

Policy Three
The NTS supports the extension of planning control to cover the offshore as well as the onshore
installations comprising a fish farm development; more immediately, where appropriate. Crown Estate
Commission leases should be granted only conditional upon the associated planning permission for land
based facilities being obtained, and the lease application and the planning application should be required to
be concurrent.
BACKGROUND

At present, only a lease from the Crown Estate Commission (CEC) is required for the offshore parts of
a fish farm (notably salmon cages), although planning permission is required as normal for the shore base
facilities. Highland Regional Council, Strathclyde Regional Council and recently COSLA have all called
for the extension of planning control to include the moored installations. The extension of planning
control is favoured for several reasons.
a. Tlie on-shore and off-shore installations are part vT one development and it is illogical and
ineffective for planning permission to be required for one part with only the landowners permission being
needed for the other.
b. Separate applications to different control bodies at different times for one development puts undue
pressure on decision makers, increases the burden on consultees, and is confusing for the public.
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c. The CEC earn revenues from the developmentj so are not independent.
d. The planning system represents an open and representative forum for decision making, with an
established system of public notices, appeals, planning conditions, enforcement, etc. which could benefit
all parties and safeguard the public interest.
It was recognised that the extension of planning control would require legislation which would take
some time, and as an immediate step meantime it was felt that where a marine lease application will
require associated shore facilities, that lease should be granted only subject to planning permission being
obtained. The lease application and the associated planning application should require to be submitted
concurrently, so that the details of the full development are available to the decision makers, to
consultees and to the public.
ROLE OF THE CROWN ESTATE COMMISSIONERS

Policy Four
The NTS welcomes the improvements arising from the new CEC consultation procedure; and the Trust
encourages the CEC to take further steps to make publicly available information on existing leases, to
incorporate operational conditions within the leases, to establish a more effective monitoring and
enforcement system, and to encourage the adoption of their guidelines on good husbandry practice (see
section 6 below).
BACKGROUND

The CEC have been consulting the Trust over sea-bed lease applications near to Trust properties and
conservation agreements since October 1986 under their new consultation procedures, and this
improvement is greatly appreciated. The Trust’s views have usually been reflected in the CEC lease
decision, although there have been some difficulties with certain significant cases. If planning control is
extended to off-shore developments, the CEC role in leasing the sea-bed would of course continue, just
like a landowner on land. Some issues were clarified at the meeting with CEC representatives, but it was
felt that there remains scope for improvement in various aspects, notably the availability of information
on lease decisions, more effective conditions in leases, a more effective monitoring and enforcement
system, and better advice to operators on good husbandry practice. Since the meeting with the CEC, they
have published a booklet of Guidelines on the siting and design of marine fish farms, although the Trust
was not consulted on this document in its drafting stages.
CENTRAL GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT

Policy Five
The NTS recommends that the Secretary of State as a matter of urgency gives consideration to preparing
general national guidelines on fish farming.
BACKGROUND

It was recognised that the rapid expansion of fish farming in scale and in extent around the Scottish
coasts is cumulatively creating effects of national dimensions, particularly in matters such as landscape
impacts, inshore marine navigation and anchorages, the nature conservation of marine coastal habitats,
and the demands on infrastructure such as roads etc. Also, as a national productive industry, aquaculture
is beginning to merit the establishment of national advisory service support along the lines of that
available to agriculture. It was felt that the current procedure of assessing applications individually
without any national or regional strategy could create avoidable conflicts with other interests, and that
some broad guidelines may be of benefit.
SUPPORT FOR OTHER REPORTS ETC.

Policy Six
The NTS supports the recommendations of the Cobham Revwrt, and encourages its wide application.
BACKGROUND

A report produced in June 1987 by Cobham Resource Consultants entitled “An Environmental
Assessment of Fish Farms” which was commissioned by CCS, CEC, HIDE and the Scottish Salmon
Growers Association, has been found to be very useful in considering the environmental and especially
visual impacts of fish farm developments. The report’s many recommendations in relation to the siting,
design and good management of fish farms were found to be particularly relevant and constructive, and it
was felt that the report’s findings were worthy of a wider distribution and application to fish farm
developers and operators. In this respect the CEC guidelines are welcome, and it is hoped they will be
widely applied.
NATURE CONSERVATION IMPLICATIONS

Policy Seven
The NTS urges the Government to monitor and take action on a) any damaging effects to the sea bed, to
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water quality,, and to other parts of the marine environment; and b) any possible spread of disease,
parasites or genetic defects from farmed fish to wild salmon stocks.
BACKGROUND

Given the increasing size of fish farms and their now extensive presence in sea lochs, concerns were
expressed over the possible effects on a wide range of marine life and habitats. These include the
accumulation of organic wastes on the seabed below cages; the possible toxicity of chemicals applied to
the water; effects on wild fish stocks from disease, parasites or the genetic effects of escaped or released
smolts; and the direct control of wild predator species around farm sites.
February 1988
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APPENDIX 4
Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Director, The Atlantic Salmon Trust Ltd
The Atlantic Salmon Trust is a charity devoted to the wellbeing of wild salmon. It tries to present the
true facts about salmon and does not take part in any net versus rod controversy. A leaflet describing the
work and objectives of the Trust is attached.
One of our main current concerns is the rapid development of fish farms particularly in Scotland. These
concerns were spelt out in a letter from the Trust Chairman, Sir David Nickson to Lord Sanderson dated
4 January (Annex A). Lord Sanderson in his reply (Annex B) makes the point that the industry must look
to good husbandry practices and standards of control. The Trust accepts that saUnon growers are trying to
achieve these aims. The Trust is also doing all it can to foster a meaningful dialogue between interested
parties and the relations between the Trust and the Scottish Salmon Growers Association are very good.
The Minister then talks of the situation not being out of control. The facts are that the granting of
leases for salt water sites is in the hands of the Crown Commissioners, who many regard as being a law
unto themselves. There is considerable dissatisfaction about their consultative procedures, and the new
arrangements for consultation referred to by the Minister are not regarded as being much of a step
forward. Appeal is only permitted from the statutory bodies and no one else!
The guidelines issued by the Scottish Development Department for fresh water fish farms, were
actually issued some ten years ago. This was before the salmon farming industry began to expand at an
ever increasing rate. They have never been updated or reissued. In the Atlantic Salmon Trusts view,
planning remains in a mess, with differing local authorities taking quite different views. The Trust has
through the Association of Scottish District Fishery Boards urged fishery boards to make their feelings
known to their local planning authority, however, this is unlikely to have any effect where the planning
authority such as Tayside just does not want to know and considers that planning consent is not required
for the establishment of what they regard as an agricultural development, whereas Highland Regional
Council, for example, consider that planning consent is required and act accordingly.
The Trust welcomes the new regulations which mean that the discharge from farms is treated as trade
effluent.
Since these letters were exchanged the Nature Conservancy Council have published their booklet on
wild and farmed salmon in Scotland, which sets out their concerns over the possible genetic consequences
of escapees from fish farms interbreeding with wild fish. In its conclusion the NCC states—
“Unfortunately the lack of published research on the genetics of Scottish wild salmon is a significant
fac or limiting assessment of the issues raised in this leaflet. However, research from other countries, and
on other salmonids, has highlighted the possible genetic degradation of wild salmon stocks by fish of
farmed origin. In Norway, where salmon farming has been established for some 20 years, stock selection
has progressed to the extent that the genetic problem is now regarded as the greatest potential threat
facing wild salmon. The Norweigans have introduced measures banning salmon farming in sea areas
outside rivers holding significant salmon stocks. Salmon farming is still comparatively young in Scotland,
and it is important that as the industry evolves, adequate measures are taken to protect native salmon
stocks.
Until more evidence is available, it should be assumed that all releases or escapes of non-native salmon
to the wild are potentially harmfol to the local stock. In the absence of an overall approach to the
management of Scottish salmon waters, some precautionary measures have been suggested in this leaflet
for consideration by managers of salmon farms and salmon fisheries. These suggestions need to be
developed further by the salmon industry, in conjunction with the statutory authorities, to ensure the
future survival of wild stocks of salmon in Scotland”. One of their general suggestions with which the
Atlantic Salmon Trust entirely agrees is—“Stocks in important salmon rivers should be maintained and
protected in each geographic area. The east coast rivers, which accounted for 72 per cent of Scotland’s
wild salmon catch in 1988, are of particular concern in this respect. In these areas, stocking and hatchery
practices should be more strictly controlled and fish farm developments subject to wider consultation and
more careful monitoring than is presently the case.”
The North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organisation (NASCO) at its meeting in Edinburgh, in
June, held a special session on Aquaculture during which great concern was expressed by scientists and
delegates from all the wild salmon producing countries of the North Atlantic about the possible effect of
Aquaculture on the wild stocks.
The Trust has published its own Blue Book by Dr Tom Cross entitled “Genetics and the Management
of the Atlantic Salmon”. One of Dr Cross’s conclusions is—“Salmon escaping fi-om farms or ranching
programmes may be genetically damaging to wild populations. The extent of such effects must be
established. Meanwhile every effort should be made to quantify the number of escaping fish and how
many of these survive to spawn. The salmon farming industry might help to reduce the numbers of
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escapes by adopting quality standards for cages. In the longer term, the use of either sterile or native
salmon for farming could eliminate or minimise the possible impact. Ranching should not be allowed with
strains of foreign origin. It should be confined to naitive fish until a lot more is known about the genetics
of wild and reared Atlantic salmon.”
This year the salmon farming industry has been suffering from over production world wide. The
average catch of wild Salmon in Scotland by all methods is I'OOO metric tons/year. In 1989 the farmed
production in Scotland, including Shetland is expected to be in the region of 29,000 tonnes. The low price
paid for fish is likely to have a dramatic effect on the viability of some fish farms and it is understood that
several sites are on the market. In such a situation it seems ludicrous that further expansion of the
number of sites is permitted.
The situation in Norway has become particularly serious and wild salmon stocks have been seriously
depleted in many rivers by the spread of the parasite Gyrodactylus salaris from a fish farm. It has now
spread to over 30 rivers, wiping out entire stocks of wild salmon. The “Directorate of Nature
Management” is very concerned about the possible influence of farmed fish on wild stocks where the total
farmed production was in excess of 80,000 tonnes in 1988. Gyrodactylus salaris has not spread outside
Norway and Sweden, but there is always the threat of disease spreading from farmed to wild fish,
although luckily up to now in this country disease from wild fish are more likely to influence farmed fish.
Nevertheless the potential threat is always present.
The Trust is not against the fish farming industry but it is firmly of the opinion that planning permission
for the establishment of fresh water fish farm cages must be made a requirement and that clear up to date
guide lines are issued. It is also thought that the Crown Commissioners consultative procedures for
granting,permission for sea cages should be re-examined and the appeal procedure clarified. The Trust
considers that there should be a common approach to planning consent across the country. If no consent
is required no objectors can be heard. All the Trust wants is for the objectors to be allowed to state their
case, it is then up to the elected members of the local authorities planning'committee to make up their
minds, It is thought that the Aquaculture industry would welcome standardisation of planning
procedures.
The Trust also feels that as the Government reaffirmed the importance and the role of Salmon District
Fishery Boards in the management of wild Atlantic salmon, and over 70 per cent of the Scottish resource
Me in the east coast rivers, it is vital that District Fishery Boards should be given more power over control
of fish farming within their own systems.
Enough has been said by other bodies concerning the environmental effect of fish farms. Good
working practices are essential and the Trust has no wish to ban the use of such chemicals as Nuvan
unnecessarily but they must be used properly and the operators must be trained in their safe application.
It is good to see that the Scottish Salmon Growers Association have been taking great steps to try to
ensure that this is so.
9 October 1989

ANNEX A
Letter to the Minister of State, Scottish Office from the Chairman, The Atlantic Salmon Trust Ltd
As you may know I recently succeeded David Clarke as Chairman of the Atlantic Salmon Trust while
at the same time John.Moran became Vice-Chairman. We both much look forward to working with you
in the years ahead.
The Government has done much in the recent past towards the conservation and enhancement of
Scottish salmon stocks, and we are very appreciative of these measures. However, there are a number of
highly significant issues which are the subject of ongoing discussions between your officials and this Trust,
and, of course, other organisations. Doubtless some of these will remain on our agenda for the forseeable
future! I hope that an opportunity will present itself sometime in the next few months when John Moran
and I together with John Mackenzie, our Director, could meet with you to review both the Scottish and
the wider national and international scene and perhaps to identify priorities where the Trust’s work might
best complement Government activities.
However, there is one matter which I believe does require urgent action, so please forgive me for
writing io you at this early stage. I refer to John Mackenzie’s letter to you of 24 June, 1988 and your reply
of 19 July, on the subject of salmon farming activities in fresh water. The fact is that our concern at the
lack of effective control over the establishment of smolt rearing cages in fresh water has increased over
the last six months. We are well aware of the economic benefits that a healthy fish farming industry brings
to Scotland. The industry continues to expand at a great rate. It is this rate of change that is causing such
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problems and necessitates, in our view, early steps by the Scottish Office to bring the position under
tighter control.
Let me set out as briefly as possible the Trust’s concerns:
(1) The effect of smolt rearing in fresh water on wild salmon stocks, is not known. The fears about
disease and the long-term genetic consequences are widespread and serious. These fears are
shared by scientists and laymen alike. Meantime, the pace of development is such that
irreversible damage could be done before adequate scientific knowledge can be gathered to
assess the seriousness of the problems.
Subsequent attempts at corrective action might prove to be too late.
(2) Up to now fish farming has largely been restricted to the west and north-west of Scotland. But it
is the east coast rivers that hold 75 per cent of the wild fish stocks. These have so far been largely
unaffected.
(3) Demand for smolt rearing facilities in fresh water is already heavy and increasing. You slated in
your letter of 19 July that “it would be premature tO'consider any amendment to our existing
legislation without firm evidence about the extent of any damage”.
A contrary view v/ould be that to permit an extensive increase in the establishment of
smolt-rearing facilities in fresh water without assessing the potential effect on wild salmon stocks
could be disastrous!
This has been the pattern of so many environmental problems in recent years—pesticides,
fertilisers, chemical discharges into the atmosphere, to name but three.
(4) It may be that some early amending legislation is the only solution, but may I urge you to see
what can be done within the existing planning guidelines and the roles of the various
departments and bodies responsible. It seems to us that the position is as follows:
ScomsH

DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

The Scottish Development Department, with overall responsibility for planning controls, stated in a
recent letter dated 13 December to the Trust that, in their view, “the establishment of cages for fish
farming in freshwater lochs will normally require planning. permission both as a change of use and as
involving the carrying out of building or engineering operations for which no deemed consent is
available”. They accept that the relevant legislation is open to various interpretations and that the
situation is unsatisfactory. They hope for a convenient opportunity to amend the legislation to put the
position beyond doubt. Meantime, they state that it is for the Courts rather than the Secretary of State to
give an authoritative interpretation of the various provisions.
LOCAL AUTHORITIES

It therefore appears that the operation of planning controls depends on how Regional and District
Councils interpret the law. The practice varies widely. Some Regional Councils, for example, Tayside,
consider that any undertaking considered to be “agricultural” requires no planning permission. Others,
such as Highland, have a different policy and consider all applications for fish farms come under planning
controls. Practice among District Councils varies correspondingly.
NORTH OF SCOTLAND HYDRO ELECIRIC BOARD

The North of Scotland Hydro Electric Board have a careful approach to allowing their reservoirs to be
used for cages. At present they are allowing a controlled experiment on one reservoir and are carefully
monitoring the results. They are particularly concerned about escapees and disease. The proposed
privatisation and the consequent potential for commercial exploitation of reservoirs feeding major east
coast rivers for smolt rearing is obvious. This requires careful consideration.
RIVER PURIFICATION BOARDS

The Purification Boards have a responsibility to ensure that discharges from cages or farms is within
certain approved limits but they have no responsibility for possible escapees or disease. Any objection on
those grounds to consent being granted is dismissed as not being within the Purification Board’s remit,
and a recent appeal to the Secretary of State by the AST was similarly dismissed.
DISTRICT FISHERY BOARDS

The thrust of the Government’s policy as enacted in the Salmon Act 1986 and in subsequent measures
such as the removal of rates from April 1989 where District Fishery Boards are in existence has been to
strengthen the powers and to rely upon the initiatives of District Fishery Boards for the conservation of
wild salmon in their areas.
But so far as the establishment of freshwater cages is concerned, with serious potential but as yet
unquantified risks to the health and wellbeing of the stocks for which they are responsible, District
Fishery Boards are frequently not consulted, and have no powers.
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THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES FOR SCOTLAND

DAFS has overall responsibility for both fish farming and wild salmon in Scotland. Interests concerned
Avith both have been encouraged by the Government’s concern and support in recent years. It is
important that both should continue to prosper within a framework of mutual understanding and
co-operation. It is understood that the salmon farming industry itself would welcome a lead by the
Scottish Office to establish clear planning guidelines for the establishment of future fish farms and cages
in fresh water.
May I therefore summarise the views of the Atlantic Salmon Trust. The planning controls for fish
farming are in a mess! They differ between one part of the country and another. They certainly do not
provide effective control. The Trust does not wish to see unnecessary curtailment of the fish farming
industry, but it is concerned at the threat to wild fish. If something is not done soon it will be too late and
the prime east coast rivers will suffer.
We believe that any measures must embrace the following three essentials:
(1) Planning permission for the establishment of fish farms or freshwater fish cages must be made a
requirement and clear guidelines issued.
(2) District Fishery Boards must be involved in this process and their consent, subject to any suitable
qualifications, must be a requirement.
(3) River Purification Boards must have similar powers within their own terms of reference.
AU are agreed that the wild salmon is a prime asset to Scotland. The Atlantic Salmon Trust asks you to
give urgent attention to a situation that is rapidly becoming serious and uncontrollable.
4 January 1989

ANNEXE
Letter to the Chairman, The Atlantic Salmon Trust Ltd from the Minister of State, Scottish Office
Thank you for your letter of 4 January about issues of concern to the Trust arising from development of
fish fanning in inland waters of Scotland. I apologise for taking until now to consider the points you have
made.
#

Some of the issues you raise have been the subject of previous exchanges with the Trust and other wild
salmon interests in Scotland. At the risk of repeating points which may be famiUar to you already, I do
think the problems need to be set in their wider context. As you acknowledge, we have made a number of
significant improvements in the legislation affecting conservation and management of wild salmon stocks
in and since the Salmon Act of 1986. Some of the major issues are under consideration by the Salmon
Advisory Committee and I would not wish to rush into major new initiatives until we have had a chance
to take stock of the significant steps which have been taken in recent years.
There is one general point I would like to make about the development of fish farming in Scotland. The
salmon farming industry has brought much needed investment and employment to some of the most
economically disadvantaged remote parts of the Highlands and Islands. The infrastructure and stocks
have already been laid down for major expansion this year and next year, and there are now over 2,000
people directly employed —part-time or full-time—in the industry. The expansion of both salmon and
trout fanning has benefited from the advantages of clean waters and the high reputation of fish from
Scotland. Good standards of husbandry are critical for success in production as well as reputation in the
market. The industry wiU not serve its own interests if its husbandry practice or standards of control can
be called in question.
The salmon farmers, in particular, have done a great deal to improve their collective expertise and
understanding of other interests. I am sure that a great deal more can be achieved if there is constructive
dialogue between the industry and other interested parties to understand each other’s concerns and to
resolve issues without recourse to statutory regulation.
I do not think it is fair to say that the situation is out of control. There has been a very rapid expansion,
particularly in salmon farming, but much of this has been achieved by increased yield from existing
marine and freshwater sites. For marine fish farms, we announced last December new arrangements for
consultation on the proposals for leases which are considered by the Crown Estate Commission. The new
Advisory Commitiee should be established quite soon and this should ensure that various interests
including marine ecology are more fully considered. I will be watching its performance closely to make
sure it does indeed fulfil our hopes.
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In relation to planning controls, the Scottish Development Department has issued guidance to
planning authorities confirming its view that the establishment of new fish farms—such as cages in
freshwater lochs —will normally require planning permission both for change of use and for the carrying
out of building or engineering operations for which no deemed consent is available. As with other aspects
of planning law, however, it is for the planning authority to decide whether or not planning permission is
required in individual cases. In the event of disagreement between the planning authority and the
applicant or any objectors, it is for the courts rather than the Secretary of State to give an authoritative
interpretation of the current provisions.
I accept that planning authorities have differed in their views about the extent to which planning
permission is required at present. The present legislation does not deal specifically with fish farms as a
category of use or of development. We are looking at this issue again though I have to say that even if the
legal position is clarified, this is unlikely to be a panacea. At the end of the day individual cases have to be
considered on their merits.
I think it is unlikely that we could give any formal right of veto to District Salmon JFishery Boards or
indeed the other potential objectors to particular kinds of planning case. It is important that planning
authorities should take account of the views of interests which could be directly affected by new
development and that planning authorities should seek the best available advice on matters such as fish
management. Much will depend on the willingness and ability of District Salmon Fishery Boards to make
their views known to planning authorities in clear and informative terms.
In relation to discharges from fish farms, James Douglas-Hamilton announced on 10 January that we
will seek powers to ensure that these discharges can be controlled as trade effluents by river purification
authorities. It is hoped to include proposals from amendment of the Control of Pollution Act 1974 in the
Water Bill which is under consideration by Parliament this session. Meantime, there has been continuing
dialogue between the river purification boards and salmon farming interests to clarify existing
requirements and to try to improve the present situation by agreement, A seminar is taking place this
week, under the auspices of the River Purification Boards, to which a wide range of fish farming and fish
management interests have been invited.
As I have said on a number of occasions, the most important safeguards for wild salmon stocks are
good husbandry in the fish farms and hatcheries, and the diseases of fish provisions. Both are backed.by a
substantial investment in research and development, a good deal of which is now being funded by the
industry. On fish diseases monitoring work and regulatory inspections are undertaken by scientists from
the DAFS Marine Laboratory, Aberdeen and the Freshwater Fish Laboratory at ^itlochry. We are
reviewing the programme of research to ensure that work continues to focus on issues of greatest concern
and makes the best use of the available resources. 1 know that there is considerable interest in work on
genetic diversity of farmed and wild salmon stocks and further studies are under consideration at present.
I hope this letter will reassure you that concern about the scale and impact of salmon farming is very
much in our minds. Good progress has been made, since the passing of the Salmon Act in 1986, and I
hope that more can be achieved before too long. Nonetheless, there are limits to the work we can take on
and further statutory regulation cannot be a substitute for more effective liaison between the fish farming
industry and the many other interests upon which it has an impact.
17 March 1989
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APPENDIX 5
Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Director, The Sahndn and Trout Association
I refer to your letter dated 27 July 1989 regarding the decision of the House of Commons Agricultural
Committee to conduct an inquiry into Fishfarming in the United: Kingdom.
This Association welcomes such an inquiry as it is considered by many of our members that the
fislifarming industry has been allowed to grow at an excessive rate with insufficient regard being taken of
the environmental impact of the activity.
In particular we would cite:
— the absence of sufficient planning controls on fish farms producing for the table, as opposed to
hatcheries for sport fishing
— insufficient note being taken of objections to applications for the setting up of fish farms
— in Scotland, varying interpretations of the planning procedures and criteria by different
authorities. Indeed there is a difference of view about the extent to which planning permission is
required
— insufficient legal and fiscal deterrents regarding escapes of farmed fish
— inadequate criteria for the construction of inlet and outlet grills to prevent wild fish being taken
into fish farms and farmed fish-from escaping
— inadequate criteria for the design and construction of weatherproof sea cages
— inadequate criteria for the design and construction of adequate settlement tanks
— inadequate and insufficiently rigorous monitoring of .effluent discharges from fish farms, of
water abstractions and of flows
— insufficient control over movement of stock from one fish farm to another.
We are not really able to make specific reconimendations as to detailed legislation as the problems are
so widespread, both geographically and functionally. The advent of a National Rivers Authority does,
however, seem to provide the opportunity for there to be a single regulatory body and focal point, at least
for England and Wales. A review of existing planning procedures and of current consents and abstraction
licences by the NRA is clearly necessary as is more stringent inspection of existing fish farms by NRA
regions.
A moratorium on the granting of further applications whilst a full review is carried out is
recommended.
With.regafd to Scotland, the problem is even more complex as the activities take place, in the main, in
remote areas where regulation and inspection is difficult to achieve. Planning controls are in a muddle
and there is little or no strategic guidance. There is clearly a dichotomy between the desire of the
Highlands and Islands Development Board to see job opportunities created by fish farming and the need
to maintain a healthy tourist industry, a significant part of which depends on a healthy and sufficient wild
stock of salmon uncontaminated by disease or genetic interaction. Sea cages, and the associated land
based operations, impinge on the natural beauty of the landscape and the serenity of the ambiance.
This Association is of the opinion that improved planning and operational controls are necessary
throughout the UK to prevent further damage to wild fish stocks, to fisheries generally and to the
environment.
11 October 1989
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APPENDIX 6
Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Chairman, Fish Farming Sub-Committee, Scottish
Landowners’ Federation
FISH FARMING

The Scottish Landowners’ Federation is pleased to have the opportunity to make its views known to
the Agriculture Committee.
INTRODUCTION

The Scottish Landowners’ Federation has 4,000 members who own 80 per cent of the land of Scotland.
Wliile some members are, directly or indirectly, involved in fish farming, a rather greater number of
members have interests in sport fishing, primarily of salmonids. Our membership thus includes a wide
range of activities and interests; inembers share however a strong commitment to proper management of
the countryside and adjacent waters and the maintenance of rural employment.
Fish Farming has been a rapidly growing sector of the Scottish Economy. Expansion has been mainly in
salmon (and trout) but there is some development in shellfish farming and increasing interest in marine
fish such as halibut. Whilst there is room for debate as to how fast and in what manner it will develop in
the future, the SLF welcomes fish farming’s contribution to the rural economy and wishes to see its
continued success. As with any development which requires changes in the use of land and water, there
are inevitably clashes of interest. Existing practice and conservation interests must be harmonised with
the requirements of this new industry; damage to the environment, both real and imagined, must be
minimised.
SLF feels that media suggestions that the industry is ‘out of control’ or that damage is being done are
exaggerated. It would be prudent, however, to allay the fears of landowners and rural residents by
attending to several concerns. These are:
1. Environmental Factors
(a) The ecology of the farm area must be preserved from substantial deterioration of water quality
resulting from food, waste and medicines released from Fish Farms. River Purification Boards
must monitor water quality on biological criteria as well as existing chemical criteria.
(b) Aesthetic damage caused by the visual and physical impact of farms should be i educed by codes
of practice on such things as landscaping sites, colour of equipment, floodlighting and noise.
(c) Predator control must reconcile the paramount need to preserve the balance of species with the
fish farmers’ vdsh to protect the crop.
(d) What is the risk of genetic impact on wild stock, particularly salmonids? There is an urgent need
for research, because we cannot yet answer that question.
(e) The risk of disease, in our view adequately dealt with under the Diseases of Fish Acts 1937 and
1983, is an aspect which must be considered in site selection and separation.
2. Recommendations
(a) All fish farms and their on-shore and off-shore facilities in both fresh and marine water should be
subject to some form of planning legislation. The present system is failing, mainly because
existing powers are not being exercised.
(b) We are not satisfied that the Crown Estate Commission is the appropriate body to be used as a
control agency. The Commission should have the same status as any other Landowner in its
relationship with its tenants.
(c) Planning Authorities and Purification Boards must take biological factors into account in
supervising fish farming.
(d) It is felt that the control of fish farming should be ‘site specific’. Given the present uncertainties
on the impact of Salmonid farming on wild stock, consideration should also be given to the
establishment of ‘no development’ areas analagous to SSSI’s in a small number of river systems
and estuaries, or special areas.
(e) DAFS should take a much bigger role in liaising with regulatory authorities and farmers. The
appointment of an identified member of staff to be responsible for fresh and salt water farming
would be a major step forward. This should be an individual who would be seen as much at Fish
Farms as behind his desk.
(f) DAFS should also require fish farmers to make formal returns of production, stocks and
employment, on the same lines as farmers do.
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(g) SLF feel that there is a strong case for supporting the development of fish farms run by families
or individuals living in the area concerned. Rural infrastructure benefits from permanent
residents who are part of the local community. This is not to deny large companies their role,
especially in marketing which is a major constraint on the industry’s growth, and also in research
and development.
11 October 1989
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APPENDIX 7
Memorandum submitted by the Institute of Biology
1. The Institute of Biology, the Professional Organiaation for Biologists, appreciates the opportunity
to comment on issues arising from aquaculture in the United Kingdom, as requested in the Agriculture
Committee press notice of 27 July 1989
2.

THE PRESENT SITUATION

Some sectors of the aquaculture industry have grown rapidly in the last 20 years, but others continue
much as before. This section surveys the current status of the industry.
Marine Fin Fish and Crustacea
Farming of these species is still at an experimental stage and is neither economically nor
environmentally significant.
Marine Molluscs
Oysters and mussels are cultured either extensively or by the provision of special substrates for their
attachment. Artificial foods and therapeutic agents are not used and apart from possible conflicts with
navigation, this activity has no effect on the environment.
Freshwater Crustacea
Attempts have been made to farm European crayfish, but recent work has concentrated on the larger
exotic species which are reared extensively in large ponds with minimal artificial inputs. However, these
species are difficult to confine and represent a threat to our native crayfish, both by competition for food
and resources and because the exotic species are carriers of Crayfish Plague, a fungal disease which has
wiped out the European crayfish on a number of British rivers.
Freshwater Cyprinid Fish
Fish of the carp family are bred for the table, for restocking sport fisheries and as ornamental fish for
water gardens, but this is a small sector of the aquaculture industry with little demand for water and
negligible environmental effects. However, many “farms” also import live fish from abroad and current
controls are considered to be inadequate to prevent the spread of imported diseases and parasites
through the wild British coarse fish population.
Salmonid Species
These species contribute the largest part of the UK aquaculture industry, which has grown rapidly in
the last 10-20 years. They require large volumes of cool, clean running water and farms are dependent on
the availability of cheap specialist manufactured dry foods. Salmonid farming falls into three main
categories:
(a) Trout farming for human consumption:
Modern trout farming is generally land based, using intensive methods to rear fish in clean,
fresh water abstracted from rivers or underground sources. A minority activity is the use of
anchored net cages in fresh or sea water (see below). The objective is to maximise output;
competition in the industry is intense and margins are low, leaving little room for
“environmental” frills. A typical farm will use lOMgd (0.5 cumecs) to produce 150 tonnes of
trout per year, with an input of 200-300 tonnes of manufactured fish food.
(b) Rainbow trout, brown trout and salmon for restocking:
This activity uses similar methods but the first objective is quality and price is not so
important. Fewer fish are raised per unit volume of water, systems are less intensive and there is
less risk of pollution, fish diseases and parasites.
(c) Salmon for human consumption:
This activity falls into two phases. Smolt (juvenile salmon) is generally land based, using
similar methods to those described above in (b). Adult salmon are grown on in anchored cage
nets in sea lochs, sheltered bays or the open sea, using artificial foods which are frequently based
on fish meal.
3. THE POSITION OF THE INSTITUTE OF BIOLOGY

(1) The Institute welcomes the employment opportunities provided to biologists in fish farming and
the associated fields of fish nutrition, health and pathology.
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(2)

4.

However, the Institute has some reservations about the way the ind
controlled and managed.

AREAS OF CONCERN

The following are areas of particular concern, towards which the Institute recommends the
co-ordination of research by appropriate bodies:
(1) Gross organic pollution of inland waters:
This problem is capable of control under existing legislation but tighter planning controls on
the siting of fish farms could prevent problems before they arise.
(2) Eutrophication (enrichment) of naturally poor waters:
Eutrophication is a particular problem in the clean waters of the remote parts of the United
Kingdoni where fish farming has become an important local industry. It is essential for the
conservation of the environment that inputs of nutrients into sensitive waters should be limited
and that there should be some areas where fish farming is not allowed.
(3) Contamination of surface waters with therapeutic agents:
Better controls are needed on the marketing and use of drugs and disinfectants, which by their
nature are a potential threat to the environment. At the policy level, there needs to be a better
system for approval of the cheniicals used in fish farming, recognising that they inevitably escape
into the environment. If accidental spillages are to be avoided, operators need to be better
trained and to use better procedures in the management of fish forms.
(4) Escapes from fish farms:
The escape of farmed fish may result in populations of unwanted exotic species in our rivers,
which predate upon or compete with native UK species (e.g. rainbow trout & native brown
trout). Where native species such as Atlantic salmon are farmed, their genetic makeup is usually
different from that of the local wild population, which may have evolved since the last ice age as
a distinct genetic strain best suited to the local environment. There is a danger that escaped fish
could swamp the local population resulting in the loss of genetic diversity, adding to the factors
which already endanger the survival of the Atlantic salmon in the United Kingdom.
(5) Transmission of diseases to native fish stocks:
Whilst the import of live salmdnids is closely controlled, other species may be imported as
“ornamental fish” with minimal control and this represents a route for the import of parasites
and diseases not currently found in the United Kingdom. Equally, the concentration of fish in
farms produces conditions where diseases and parasites can multiply, forming a centre of
infection for local wild populations.
(6) Entrapment of native species within fish farms:
Large salmonid farms on river systems present a danger to wild fish (salmon smolts, coarse
fish, etc.) mi^ating through the catchment, as they may be trapped in the farm or even
consumed by the farmed fish. Steps should be taken to ensure that all farms are screened to
prevent the escape of farmed fish and the ingress of wild species.
(7) Loss of flow in rivers:
Large extractions by fish farms have been known to diminish or even extinguish river flow in
the natural channel between th farm inlet and outlet. This is a loss of amenity and a threat to
survival of migratory fish such as salnion, sea trout and lampreys, which may be prevented from
moving upstream at some times of the year.
(8) Over fishing of marine fish species:
The Institute is alarmed at reports of over fishing of marine species such as the sand eel, to
provide raw materials for the manufacture of fish foods. The loss of such species will have
knock-on effects on the ecology of the sea, especially for predatory species such as cetaceans,
seals and sea birds.
5. LEGAL CONTROLS ON FISH FARMING

(1) Planning an amenity:
It is thought that planning authorities should have stronger powers to control the siting of fish
turms so as to prevent the loss of amenity in the countryside.
(2) Water resources:
Tlie Water Act 1989 requires most new water abstractions for fish farming to be licensed.
However, existing abstractions which are not currently subject to licence control will be
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regularised as “licences of right” even if they are already damaging the environment. Further
consideration needs to be given to ways in which such abstractions can be controlled or abolished
so as to restore damaged rivers.
(3) Farm effluents:
Existing legislation is thought to be adequate for the control of gross pollution, but there
should be a more uniform approach to the implementation of controls across the United
Kingdom. More consideration needs to be given to the control of the release of nutrients into
streams which could be damaged by eutrophication.
October 1989
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APPENDIX 8
Memorandum submitted by Dr Hadrian P Stirling
i have set out below an independent personal view on the present state of research and development in
UK Aquaculture, primarily frotti an academic standpoint but incorporating the views of many fish
farmers. This does not necessarily express the same views as in the memorandum from the Institute of
Aquaculture of the University of Stirling, where I have lectured for eleven years, but senior staff there
have endorsed them.
The structural basis for funding research in aquaculture in UK is totally inadequate. MAFF and DAFS
are now forbidden to undertake ‘near-market’ research. The UK aquaculture industry is still too young
and fragmented to organise sensible R & D funding on its own accord, with the possible recent exception
of the SSGA. Existing industrial support, however, is very short-term and backward orientated in
outlook (i.e. last year’s problems) rather than looking forward to new species, systems and markets that
will be important in the next few years or decade. The present UK effort on such important species as cod
and halibut is pitifiil compared to Norway, already our most serious rival in salmon farming. The same
fate awaits British efforts to culture marine fishes. The ‘official’ institution to fill this gap betv/een
near-market and strategic research are UK universities and polytechnics with funding from NERC^
NERC, however, was not competent to judge research proposals in the aquaculture field because
historically it has never had to cope with market-orientated applied science, preferring to back research
on very fundamental ‘academic’ areas such as environmental and ecosystem dynamics, aquatic
physiology and biochemistry. Research councils depend on having a body of experienced, reliable
experts and academics in each field which are called upon to ‘peer revue’ the proposals of other scientists.
This system cannot work in aquaculture because of the newness of the subject—there are net enough
‘peers’ to go round! Stirling is the only UK university research and training institution devoted 100 per
cent to aquaculture, so how can we expect academics from elsewhere to judge us fairly?
The AFRC will be a much more sensible body to judge research proposals on food production, no
matter that it happens to be in the aquatic environment, but it will still suffer from the same constraints of
the ‘peer revue’ system. Also it will only consider basic research. Proposals to merge NERC and AFRC
would greatly benefit the UK aquaculture research effort.
The present problems facing British aquaculture can only be tackled by establishing a properly funded
interface institution along the lines of the numerous agricultural research stations with their extension
services. Even a relatively poor country like the Irish Republic gives more direct assistance to its fish and
shellfish farmers, through the Bord lascaigh Mara (BIM), which assists in site surveys, research
publications and manuals on technology and markets. In UK the only realistic help to shellfish farmers
and many family-run fish farms comes from local government in those depopulated rural regions with
high potential for aquaculture development, such as Western Isles, Ross and Cromarty and Orkney and
Shetland. Fisheries and aquaculture developm.ent officers in these District Councils are in a good position
to realise local community needs and appropriateness of R & D but are underfunded in manpower and
equipment. There is a desperate need to support these efforts, not only with more central government
money, but also more promotion of communications and co-operation between fish farmers, council
fisheries officers and university academics. It is important, in spite of the present Government’s support
for larger industrial companies, to channel support for smaller private-sector enterprises involved in
Scottish aquaculture. Scottish aquaculture is in serious danger of being absorbed or taken over by a
handful of food-industry giants who consider profits to shareholders above benefits to local communities
or even quality and variety o£produce for the housewife! Also their own R & D effort (considerable in
the case of Marine Harvest and Golden Sea Produce) is largely kept secret so that the rest of the
aquaculture sector doesn’t benefit.
To summarise, the present state of affairs is unsatisfactory. The most important recommendation for
Government is to establish a clear, rational policy for aquaculture in Britian. This must set out clearly and
concisely the objectives, both short-term and long-term, the roles to be played by Ministry laboratories^
Higher Education institutions and the industry itself, and the degree of central and local Government
support for each, whether financial or structural (e.g. through establishment and support of aquaculture
development coordinating committees).
Apart from policy initiatives. Government must establish a National Institute of Aquaculture Research
to carry out medium to longer-term research programmes which interface between immediate industrial
objectives and basic strategic research. This Institute should be linked to the University of Stirling, which
already has the greatest concentration of aquaculture expertise in this country.
October 1989

^ This function has recently been shared by AFRC.
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APPENDIX 9
Memorandum submitted by the Association for the Protection of Rural Scotland
FISH FARMING IN SCOTLAND
1. The Association for the Protection of Rural Scotland has often expressed concern about the rapidly
expanding fish farming industry in the Scottish Highlands and Islands.
2. The Association is well aware that the West of Scotland must move with the times like the rest of the
country but it is concerned that such change should occur smoothly and that the new situations,
industrial, scenic and human should be sustainable in the longer term and not be too dependent on
external influences.
MARINE FISH FARMS
SALMON FARMS

Rate of Growth

3. This Association views the extremely rapid expansion of salmon farming with some misgivings for
several reasons including:
(a) The product is a luxury commodity and therefore subject to exaggerated changes in demand
compared with the general economy.
(b) It is small in comparison with world production, particularly in Norway, over which it has no
control.
(c) Comparatively little is yet known of its long term effects on the marine environment. To say that
it cannot yet be shown to have caused damage is not the same as being able to show that it will
not cause damage.
Employment

4. The economy of the Highlands and Islands is fragile. It depends on the farming of sheep and to a
lesser extent cattle, tourism, fishing and forestry in addition to the new industry of fish farming.
5. In the more remote areas the viability of a family holding is likely to be dependent on more than one
activity and a family may engage in sheep farming, accommodating tourists, inshore fishing, forestry and
fish farming at different times as the seasons change.
6. Cattle farming is not at present prosperous. Sheep farming may become less prosperous as lowland
farmers, restricted by quotas, etc in other enterprises, move into sheep on their more fertile land.
Tourism in this part of Scotland is very dependent on the scenery and the general wildness of the area.
The season is short and much of the labour, particularly in shops and hotels is imported. Very many
tourists are accommodated in bed and breakfast facilities provided as an addition to small farming and
crofting enterprises. Many tourists come from Europe and the greatest attraction is often said to be that it
is “the last wilderness in Europe”. No-one wishes to see a reversion to an unpopulated desert but new
developments must be undertaken with care.
7. Inshore fishing has been affected by salmon farming because good sites are often in prime lobster
and prawn grounds.
8. Forestry is not as good an employer of local labour as it used to be. Many forestry activities are now
undertaken by contractors who recruit their labour in the larger towns such as Inverness.
9. As salmon farming develops, the scale of operations is inevitably increasing and labour efficiency is
improving rapidly. Thus the increase in employment is much slower than the increase in output.
Ultimately when the industry reaches a steady state the smaller firms will become uncompetitive and
close and the labour requirements of the larger firms will decline. This will be difficult for smaller
communities. Much of the more highly trained labour has been brought into the area and has brought
great benefits with it e.g. rising school rolls but it is at least possible that the indigenous population will
benefit less and less as the demand for labour declines.
10. If a serious slump were to occur in the industry—and it is to be hoped that the present slump is only
temporary—the less profitable farms will close, throwing the local employees out of work. The larger
multinationals will concentrate their production where it is most efficient, not necessarily in Scotland.
If local people become overdependent on their fish farm, at the expense of, for example, inshore
fishing, they may have to leave the area in search of work. In other words they may become worse off
than they were before the advent of salmon farming.
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Ecology
11. The effect of salmon farming may be considered under the following headings:
(a) Effect on other marine species
(b) Effect on wild salmon
(c) Effect on predators.
12. The industry is forced to use powerful pesticides in order to maintain the health of the stock, kept
as it is in extremely dense concentrations. Fortunately tributyl-tin (TBT) antifouling paints are no longer
used to prevent the fouling of the cage netting but for a time it caused great damage not only to wild
molluscs but also to the stock of neighbouring shellfish farmers.
13; The pesticide causing much concern at present is Nuvan, a powerful poison whose use on land is
prohibited: on livestock arid is confined to the fumigation of intensive chicken farm buildings under
carefully controlled conditions. It is at present the only substance available to destroy sealice which
rapidly kill salmon if not controlled. A temporary licence for its use has been granted for one year under
close safeguards in the hope that research will produce a less dangerous alternative. It is released into the
environment immediately after it has been used within the fish cage and it kills crustaceans in very small
concentrations, thus causing damage to wild crabs, lobsters, prawns, etc. It has recently been renamed
Aquaguard, an innocuous sounding name which may allay the suspicions of the uninitiated but it has not
reduced its power to damage the environment.
14. Quite apart from the use of powerful chemical agents the concentration of large numbers of fish in
small cages inevitably results in pollution of the bottom by faeces and uneaten food. This is limited to
perhaps a radius of 50 metres or so from the cages but it kills practically everything in that area by
smothering it in unpleasant slime. In due course this slime produces methane and hydrogen sulphide. The
latter is toxic to the salmon so the cages are moved periodically within the leased area. The bottom
recovers within a few irionths but whether the full diversity of native species returns in that time is not
clear. It is unfortunate that there is not single sea-loch remaining on the West coast of Scotland which is
without a fish farm and which can therefore act as a standard for comparison.
Effects on Wild Salmon
15. The effect on wild salmon itself falls into two parts. There are detailed papers on the subject by,
among others. Dr Peter Maitland of Stirling University but a general note may be of interest. Each river
system and therefore sea loch seems to have its own native stock which return to breed there. They are
guided by the scent of the smolt (young salmon) which are growing in the river and which are of their own
stock. They will be confused by the scent of strange stock in cages in the sea loch.
16. Each individual stock has evolved to suit the conditions in that or adjacent river systems.
Accidental releases may interbreed with the native stock and produce a hybrid less able to survive and
therefore to return to breed. Deliberate releases of smolt in an attempt to boost local wild stock may be
disastrous unless care is taken to ensure that it is descended from the original local stock.
Predation
17. Predators range from herons to seals and otters. It is possible to defend the cages using additional
nets but regrettably there is still evidence of illegal shooting and trapping of mammals and birds.
Planning and Control
18. At present the Crown Estate Commission has sole control of the granting of leases for marine fish
farms. A consultative body is about to be set up but its members will be chosen by and be answerable to
the CEC. Since the CEC by the receipt of rents, is a beneficiary of the industry it would seem to be
subject to a conflict of interest. There appears to be little monitoring to ensure that farms comply with the
terms of their leases.
19. In 1986 a form of consultation procedure was introduced whereby applications were published in
appropriate local papers, displayed in local post offices and sent for comment to a number of interested
bodies including the APRS. Because of the length of the lochs and the separation of the islands, local
post offices may be many miles by road from the site in question. This Association knows of a number of
applications for leases where the owner of the land behind the foreshore was unaware of the proposal
until informed by a third party. It is for consideration that, as in land planning proposals, the applicant
should be required to certify that the owners of adjacent land have been informed.
Environmental Impact Assessments
20. It is an EEC requirement that an EIA should be undertaken for, among other developments,
salmon farms. The CEC has been given the authority to demand and to scrutinise such EIAs and has
decided not to demand them for farms below a certain size. One only has been seen by this Association so
far and it is considered to be quite inadequate.
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SHELLHSH FARMS

21. This Association considers that in general shellfish farming poses fewer problems than fin-fish
farming. For example:
(a) It is less capital intensive and therefore can be undertaken by individuals or small groups such as
crofting townships.
(b) The shell-fish feed on naturally occurring plankton in the water and therefore require no
additional feeding.
(c) Shellfish produce less detritus on the bottom.
FRESH WATER FISH FARMS

22. These are usually for trout and/or for the first two years in the life of salmon i.e. the freshwater
phase in the life of the salmon. In most districts they are subject to the provisions of the Town and
Country Planning legislation, although in some districts, notably Argyll and Bute, they are treated in the
same way as agricultural developments. It is usually easier for River Purification Boards to monitor the
effect of fresh water farms on water quality.
CONCLUSION

23. This Association wishes to see the Highlands and Islands develop in such a way that new
enterprises are by and large sustainable in the longer term and that the indigenous population can grow
and prosper. It is well aware that if present activities such as sheep farming were to be introduced from
scratch there would no doubt be plenty of objections.
It is not against fish-farming but it believes that salmon farming has been growing at an unsustainable
rate and fears that published estimates of future employment are over optimistic. It would prefer to see a
period of consolidation rather than continued proliferation at least until more research has been done
into its effect on the ecology of the area.
24. Environmental Impact Assessments should be required for all proposed salmon farms and should
be taken much more seriously.
25. Shellfish farming, particularly where it is set up, owned and operated by local people, seems to be
less objectionable.
26. AU marine fish farms should be controlled by legislation similar to the Town and Country Planning
Acts.
October 1989
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APPENDIX 10
Memorandum submitted by the Agricultural and Food Research Council
SUMMARY

There are 5 areas where the AFRC has a role to play in relation to research on fish:
(1) developing techniques to evaluate, understand and minimise diseases of farmed fish,
(2) developing robust fish breeds ideal for culture in UK waters,
(3) in the design and construction of fish farms and fish feeding systems,
(4) in developing new technologies for the processing of fish and fish products,
(5) in the use of fish as simple model vertebrate systems.
INTRODUCTION

1. The Agriculture Committee sought comments on a number of aspects of fish farming firom
interested organisations. The AFRC memorandum deals with research and development provisions and
requirements.
AFRC ROLE IN FISH BIOLOGY
2. The Agricultural and Food Research Council (AFRC), with a planned expenditure for 1989/90 of
about £140M, is the largest sponsor of non-medical biological sciences among the Research Councils and
has extensive resources.and expertise available in institutes and universities in basic animal biology and
the environment, particularly in relation to farmed species and their diseases. New developments in
biology, particularly in genetics, immunology and whole animal physiology, together with perceived
industry needs and pressure from the scientific community, have led AFRC to strengthen expertise in fish
biology on its research Committees and to consider the research opportunities available.
3. There are two areas where the AFRC has a role to play. Firstly in research which is clearly linked to
the needs of fish farming. Secondly in basic research using fish as a model biological system.
RESEARCH UNDERPINNING FISH FARMING

4. In the same way that AFRC research is underpinning agricultural needs, there is considerable scope
for the Council’s research to help fish farming. There are many biological problems related to
aquaculture which can be answered by application of the technology and expertise developed for higher
vertebrates.
5. Examples of where the research support for the industry would benefit from the type of expertise
available within AFRC institutes and university groups include:
(1) The evaluation, understanding and control of disease of farmed fish. AFRC has the UK’s
leading Institute for Animal Health and has recently taken a decision substantially to upgrade its
facilities at a cost of £14M. This institute has the capacity to study diseases of both wild and
farmed species. The Council additionally has on its research committee. Professor R J Roberts
of the Institute of Aquaculture, University of Stirling, an internationally recognised expert in
fish disease.
(2) Developing robust fish breeds ideal for culture in UK waters. Modern techniques of animal
breeding and the production of clonal material should generate superior fish breeds and ensure
the production of disease—free fish.
(3) The AFRC Institute of Engineering Research is concerned with the engineering design of
materials for fish farms and fish feeding. It is likely that these aspects of the Institute’s work will
expand, and will have relevance not only to temperate fish farms, but to fish farming in the
developing world.
(4) The AFRC Institute of Food Research is concerned with novel methods of food processing and
in ensuring that consumer and public interests in food issues, including fish are adequately
addressed.
BASIC RESEARCH USING FISH AS A MODEL BIOLOGICAL SYSTEM

6. There are a number of basic biological areas where fundamental studies using fish as a simple model
vertebrate may yield important new knowledge, not just for fish but also of relevance to other
vertebrates. Fish exhibit some particular biological characteristics which make them a rewarding area of
study.
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7. There are several examples, including:
(1) Fish immunology. Fish have a relatively primitive immune system which offers unique
opportunities for addressing questions concerned with the development and function of the
immune system of vertebrates.
(2) Reproductive mechanisms. In most fish fertilisation is external with both sperm and eggs being
released into the water. This allows researchers to study the fundamental mechanisms involved
in the fertilisation process. The results obtained enable progress to be made in, for example,
transgenic biology.
(3) Genetics. Fish offer a unique opportunity for the study of gene function in a vertebrate. For
example adult fish change sex when hormone levels are manipulated. Sperms and eggs can be
obtained from one individual and can be used to produce offspring genetically identical to their
parent. Furthermore by exposing fertilised eggs to a short burst of either high pressure or high
temperature animals with three sets of the basic genetic material can be produced. These
individuals although often viable are infertile.
CONCLUSIONS

8. The AFRC’s objective is to support high quality biological, and related research which helps
underpin biologically based industries. Support for fish biology falls clearly within this aim,
complementing the existing animal and plant science programmes.
9. Up to now AFRC has supported little work on fish—largely because of the absence of good quality
research proposals. The Council is now being pressed by scientists and by the aquaculture industry to
expand its programme, and is responding, although the extent of the work undertaken will depend on the
funds available.
10. The AFRC programme is basic and strategic, largely avoiding overlap with—and indeed providing
underpinning for the MAFF/DAFS research programmes, NERC’s prime interest is in wild fish, in their
natural environment; the AFRC strategic research would be linked to fish cultivation. AFRC and SERC
have some similar interest in basic fish biology, but—as with other areas—discussion between the two
Councils avoids duplication.
11 October 1989
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APPENDIX 11
Memorandum submitted by Marine Harvest
SUMMARY
Marine Harvest, a wholly owned subsidiary of Unilever, is the largest salmon farming company in
Scotland. The Company produced the first commercially farmed salmon in Scotland for sale in 1972.
Since then the Company has been at the forefront of the industry, both in development of farming
methods and in marketing. The Company has played a full part in the creation of the industry bodies, the
Scottish Salmon Growers’ Association, Scottish Salmon Board and Scottish Quality Salnion.
In 1990 Marine Harvest will produce 85,000 tonnes of salmon in Scotland with a total sales value of
around £34 million of which exports will account for over £20 million. In farming, processing and
marketing we employ some 650 people of whom 575 live and work on the West Coast of Scotland.
Marine Harvest has a good record on the environment. As a result we are generally welcome in the
areas where we operate not only as a valuable source of employment but also as a company which
considers the interests of local communities, of tourism and of wildlife. However, we remain conscious of
the growing importance of environmental issues.
Today the whole salmon farming industry throughout.the world is in acute difficulties arising from the
sharp fall in. market price (25 per cent since early 1988) which has been caused by a surge in production in
Norway in 1988 and 1989. Problems will continue in 1990 and 1991, as supply will continue to run ahead
of demand.
Marine Harvest has a long term commitment to the successful development of the Scottish salmon
farming industry which it is pursuing by investment in research and development and by a strong

international marketing programme.
The most important points which we-feel merit the consideration, of the Committee are:
(1) The prompt establishment of a Reference Price for salmon within the EC as exists for all other
fishery products.
(2) A simplified procedure for farm site development.
(3) Continued Government support for research and for the marketing efforts of this young industry
which is of increasing importance to the Highlands and Islands of Scotland.
1. MARINE HARVEST

In the early 1960’s Unilever identified high value fish as a market which would grow strongly over the
next 2-3 decades. Accordingly, Marine Harvest (MH) was formed by Unilever in 1964 to pursue
opportunities in aquaculture. After an extensive research programme which covered a number of species
the decision was taken in 1968 to concentrate on farming Atlantic salmon in Scotland. The first salmon
were available for the market in 1972, which was the same year as the first Norwegian production.
The farming process then established has formed the basis not only of MH’s business but to some
extent that of the whole Scottish industry. Marine Harvest has been a training ground for many of the
senior managers in the industry.
The development of the process to full commercial operation took longer than anticipated and research
and development investment continued at a high level throughout the 70’s. The Company began to grow
substantially during the 80’s holding a 25-30 per cent share of the Scottish industry output.
In 1990 turnover will be in the region of £34 million. The development of output has been as follows:
(Tonnes)
1980
200

1982
770

1984
1,100

1986
2,800

1988
4,900

1989
7,215

1990
85,000

Of the total investment by MH in fixed capital in Scotland some 3.5 per cent has been received via
grant aid mainly through the HIDE.
MH currently operates 4 hatcheries, 5 fresh water sites and 21 seawater sites ranging from Loch Ewe in
Wester Ross in the north to Lamlash Bay on Arran in the south, including sites on the Isle of Skye and on
Mull (site map—Appendbc 1). A typical freshwater site employs around 5 personnel while the larger
seafarms employ about 18 people. The management of the farms as well as the departments responsible
for health and development and for engineering are located in the Fort William area. The total number
employed on the farms and in these departments at Fort William is 383.
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The seawater farms supply product daily to our two processing units at Lochailoit and Fort William
which have a total capacity of about 12,000 tonnes pa. Staff at these 2 units number about 215. The
sales/marketing and administrative departments are located in Edinburgh where 55 people are employed.
With employment on the West Coast of Scotland approaching 600 people, MH is one of the largest
employers in this predominantly rural and isolated region. We calculate that in 1989 our input to the local
economy in terms of wages and salaries, goods, services and equipment purchased will be around £24.5
million.
In comparing the output from our 30 operating sites with industry statistics, it appears that MH achieve
well above average efficiency in the use of sites. Comparative figures for 1988 are as follows:

MH % of salmon farm sites in Scotland
MH % of tonnes of salmon produced

Freshwater

Seawater

5%

8%

25%

27%

In 1986 MH started a subsidiary operation, also to farm Atlantic salmon, in Chile, in conjunction with
the locaLUnilever company, Lever Chile, in order to take advantage of counter cyclical production in the
Southern Hemisphere. Production in Chile in 1990 will be around 4,000 tonnes.
The Chilean farms, together with our tropical prawn farms in Malaysia and the Ivory Coast, are
all managed from the headquarters of the Scottish operation, in Edinburgh.
2. THE MARKET FOR SALMON

The world salmon market is large and growing, having expanded from about 590,000 tonnes in 1984 to
over 800,000 tonnes in 1990. Within these totals, wild salmon (95 per cent of which is caught in the
Pacific) accounted for 94 per cent in 1984 and will account for 63 per cent in 1990^ The major factor in
the expansion of the market has been the growth of the farmed salmon industry. Within the farmed sector
Atlantic salmon is by far the most important species. Three factors account for its success:
— Atlantic salmon has a delicate and distinct flavour in comparison with the Pacific species.
— Compared with wild salmon, farmed salmon is relatively consistent in quality.
— Farmed salmon is available fresh 52 weeks of the year.
Details of world salmon production and consumption and farmed salmon production are provided in
Appendices 3, 4 and 5.
3.

THE CURRENT MARKET SITUATION

Today, the whole salmon farming industry throughout the world is in acute difficulties. The reason is
the very sharp fall in market price (25 per cent since early 1988) arising from a surge in production from
Norway in 1988 and 1989. This has distorted the market causing supply to run well ahead of demand. As a
result many producers, including in Norway, are having to sell at prices which are below cost. Due to the
long life cycle of the fish the future prospect for prices remains poor for 1990 and 1991, as the corrective
mechanism of the market will be slow to take effect. However, action by the European Commission to
control the level of imports from outside EC into the very important European market could bring some
measure of stability. The Scottish and Irish industries are both pressing for such action, in particular the
setting of a Reference Price.
4.

MARINE HARVEST STRATEGY

In pursuit of the continuing market opportunities for Scottish salmon and spurred on by a strongly
competitive marketplace, MH is following an aggressive strategy in both the farming and marketing of
salmon. The main thrust of the MH strategy, over the past 5 years and for the next few years, is to achieve
a continuous high level of production of Atlantic salmon which will support a strong international
marketing programme.
Farming
We continue to invest heavily in the future through research and development programmes on
improved nutrition, on fish health and on mechanisation of the farming process to ensure the highest
* In Scotland the wild salmon catch in river and coastal waters accounts for only 4 per cent of production, farmed salmon for 96
per cent.
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standards of fish husbandry. Also, we have been working for several years on a programme of selective
breeding of salmon which has no parallel elsewhere. As a result of this investment we are confident that
some important savings in the cost of production can be made in the future.
Marketing
The best opportunities for increasing sales of Scottish salmon are abroad. Over the past 18 months we
have established, in addition to our central sales office in.Edinburgh, sales offices in the USA, Japan and
France. Although the employment of sales managers resident in these countries is expensive, the benefits
to be derived from permanent representation in the market are increasingly apparent.
Product development.plays a key role in the design of products to suit both the needs of the consumer
and the requirements of the trade. Increasingly, we are selling salmon not as whole fish but in a variety of
cuts and presentations. Some of our newly developed products may be seen for example in Marks &
Spencer.
We also believe that greater effectiveness in marketing can be achieved by creating and building a
consumer brand for our product. We have a test market running in the USA for our Lochinvar brand of
fi-esh salmon, another for Lochinvar in the UK, and we are testing a brand of smoked salmon in France
and in Japan.
Apart from our own promotion of the MH product, we continue to be a strong supporter of the
programmes of the Scottish Salmon Board which is funded by a voluntary levy. We view its continued
development as being important to the long term well being of the industry.
As a result of our marketing efforts we are already in 1989 exporting 45 per cent of total production.
Over the next two years we confidently expect that this proportion will rise to two-thirds of production.
In particular, we anticipate a strong rise in sales to the US and to Japan.
5, MARINE HARVEST AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Marine Harvest believes that it has a good record in terms of impact on the environment. As a result
we are generally welcome in the areas where we operate not only as a valuable source of employment but
also as a company which considers the interests of local communities, of tourism and of wildlife.
However, we remain conscious of the growing importance of environmental issues. Our policy is as
follows:
— We continue to make every effort to improve the appearance of our sites by designing facilities
to blend with the countryside, by landscaping, by tree planting and by painting our pens in quiet
grey colours. We employ a leading firm of consultants to assist us in this.
— We are aware of the interactions between our operations and wildlife. We have been leaders in
the development of systems to protect our stock from predator attack while at the same time
affording reasonable protection to the predators, in particular, seals. In this context, it is worth
mentioning that those who work on the farms, generally in remote places, are by nature
countrymen and are the sort of people for whom protection of the environment and wildlife are
important.
— In our relations with local communities we look for opportunities to play a part in community
affairs beyond our significance as an employer. We endeavour to ensure that local communities
are kept well informed of company activities and it is our experience that providing such
information most often ensures local support.
— Farming by its very nature is reliant on an unpolluted environment and we continue to monitor
the state of the environment around our farms. We were the first company to develop a
rotational farming system to minimise the environmental impact of our seawater operations.
Our health team are at the forefront of developing safer, more effective treatments for fish
which have been subjected to infection or infestation from outside our farms.
6. THE FUTURE

Marine Harvest has a long term commitment to the successful development of the Scottish salmon
farming industry. Naturally we are as much concerned as anyone about the present serious state of the
industry. We hope that the foregoing makes clear how we plan to progress by continuing our
development of more cost effective farming methods and by strong emphasis on marketing. At the same
time we are determined to maintain our good record on the environment.
In conclusion, we would like to draw to the attention of the Committee four points which we feel merit
their consideration:
(1) In order to avoid the severe distortions in the market brought about by significant fluctuations in
supply from outside the Community, we would like to see the immediate introduction of a
Reference Price system for Atlantic salmon. This measure of security is afforded to all other
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fishery products in the EC and'there is no apparent logic in making an exception of salmon. It is
not clear in what circumstances a Reference Price for salmon was overlooked in 1981. We have
no doubt that had the present situation been foreseen in which there is great pressure on Scottish
and Irish producers within the EC from imports from outside the EC, a Reference Price would
have been set. We hope that if a Reference Price is not already in place when the Committee
report, that they will press strongly for one to be established as soon as possible.
(2) We believe that it is important for the development of the industry that there should be a
simplified approach to site development. At the present time there are a number of authorities
who, rightly, have to be satisfied if a site development is to go ahead, in particular the Crown
Estate Commissioners, the River Purification Boards and the Regional & District Planning
Authorities. We believe it is desirable that some common standards for the salmon farming
industry should be established in several areas of the operation. These standards would then be
followed by the relevant authorities when making their decisions.
(3) We recognise the assistance that the industry has received from Government funded
laboratories. However, salmon farming is a relatively young industry and we hope that full
support for the efforts of salmon farmers to develop the optimum healthy conditions for growing
the fish, will continue to be received from Government.
(4) We appreciate the support of the HIDE for the industry in general and for the marketing
activities of the Scottish Salmon Board in particular and also the contribution to salnion exports
made by Food for Britain. We believe that in the USA and Japan especially, the commercial
departments of the British Embassies can play a greater role in promoting Scottish salmon. We
intend to make better use of them in the future and will be looking to their support.
October 1989
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Appendix 2
Marine Harvest Personnel — 1989
No of Locations

No of Employees

West Coast
Hatcheries
Freshwater

4)
5)

53

Seawater

21

284

Health & Development

19

Engineering

27

Process Plants (Fort William and Lochailort)

2

215

Edinburgh
Head Office

55

Overseas Sales

5
658
Appendix 3
Trends in World Salmon Supply

‘000 Tonnes
Wild Total (i)

Farmed
Pacific

Farmed
Atlantic

Farmed
Total

Salmon
Total

Farmed as
% of Total

1984

557

6

27

33

590

6

1987

500

10

78

88

588

15

1990 Est

520

50

250

300

820

37

Note: (i) includes 10,000 T pa Atlantic wUd catch, but excludes USSR tonnage.
Appendix 4
Consumption by Market
‘000 Tonnes wfe
1989 Est
Japan
USA
France
UK
Germany
Others
Canned

350
130
65
30
20
65
105

Total

765
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Appendix 5
World Farmed Salmon Production — Actual and Forecast
‘000 Tonnes
1984

1987

1988

1989

1990

Norway
Scotland
Ireland
Canada
Japan
ChHe
Others

23
4

80
18
5

1

1

1

1

17
3
3

150
28
7
19
18

180
40

3

48
13
3
3
15

Total

33

84

137

1

11
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6

26
18
13
13

234

300

6
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APPENDIX 12
Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Secretary, Association of Scottish District Salmon
Fishery Boards
The Association of Scottish District Salmon Fishery Boards is an organisation broadly representative
of all salmon interests in Scotland. The majority of Scottish District Salmon Fishery Boards are members
of the Association.
The Association’s main concern is the proliferation of fish farms in Scotland. This concern was
highlighted in a letter fi'om the Chairman of the Atlantic Salmon Trust, Sir David Nickson, to Lord
Sanderson on 4 January 1989 (see Appendbc 4, Annex A).
In agreeing wholeheartedly with Sir David Nickson’s letter, the Association wish to endorse its
contents and to express its own concern at the lack of effective control over the establishment of fish
farms, and also to stress the need for improved consultation procedures for new fish farm development.
On the question of planning controls, the Association had previously sought clarification from the
Scottish Development Department and a copy of their reply is attached (see Annex below). It will be
seen that the procedures currently obtaining in Scotland are less than satisfactory.
The Association is well aware of the economic benefits to Scotland of a healthy fish farming industry
and we do not suggest its unnecessary curtailment. However, Salmon Fishery Boards have a duty under
the Salmon Act 1986 to protect wild salmon stocks which are now considered to be under threat.
It is the Association’s view that planning permission must be an essential requirement for the
establishment of fish farms, and that District Salmon Fishery Boards should be consulted in the early
planning stages about the design and siting of fish farms in their respective areas. The Association
considers that the growth of fish farming should be planned and regulated to protect wild salmon stocks.
26 October 1989
Annex
Letter to the Association of Scottish District Salmon Fishery Boards from the
Scottish Development Department
PLANNING REQUIREMENTS FOR FISH FARMING CAGES IN FRESH WATER
Thank you for your letter of 13 October concerning controls over the establishment of cages for smolt
rearing on Scottish freshwater lochs. I apologise for the delay in giving you a reply.
In the Department’s view, the establishment of cases for fish farming in freshwater lochs will normally
require planning permission both as a change of use and as involving the carrying out of building or
engineering operations for which no deemed consent is available. Because the relevant legislation
predates the development of fish farming, however, it does not deal specifically with it and we accept that
it is open to alternative interpretations and that the views of some planning authorities differ from our
own. As you will appreciate, it is for the planning authorities in the first instance to determine whether or
not proposals for fish farm developments require express planning permission and it is for the courts
rather than the Secretary of State to give an authoritative interpretation of the relevant provisions.
We recognise that this is an unsatisfactory situation and we hope at a convenient opportunity to amend
the legislation to put the position beyond doubt.
13 December 1988
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APPENDIX 13
Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Director^ The Ramblers’ Association
We should be most grateful if the Agriculture Committee could consider the following short
submission during their deliberations on the question of fish farming. I apologise for the fact that this
submission is being made a few days after your deadline of 12 October.
The Ramblers’ Association, which has 73,000 members living in all parts of Britain, and which has as
one of its objectives the protection of the natural beauty of the.countryside, believes that all forms of fish
farming, whether marine or inland, should be subject to planning control.
In this, we share the view of the Nature Conservancy Council, who believe that all proposals regarding
fish farming in national parks and in sites of sjpecial scientific interest should require planning permission.
But we go further, and suggest that all types of fish farming in all parts of Britain should come within the
ambit of the planning system.
We advance the following four arguments in support of our case:
(1) It is now generally acknowledged that all types of fish farming can have a significant effect upon
the environment, including on wildlife, the landscape and on the environmental health of rivers,
lakes and the sea. This has been well documented and the committee will no doubt have been
given already a good deal of evidence on the nature and extent of the environmental impacts of
fish farming. Planning control is the principal device which exists in this country for safeguarding
the environment. It is therefore entirely proper and logical for fish farming to be brought under
planning control. Any refusal of permission by a planning authority for a fish farm development
will of course be subject to appeal to the relevant secretary of state.
(2) Planning authorities are independent bodies with no direct financial interest in whether or not
fish farming is allowed to go ahead in any particular location. By contrast, the Crown Estate
Commission does have such an interest as the owner of the sea bed and as the grantor of leases
for marine fish farming developments. It must surely be more satisfactory for decisions on
developments which affect the environment to be taken by bodies which have no financial
interest in the outcome.
(3) Our proposal would eliminate inconsistency as. between different parts of the country (because
we propose the same system.of cpntrolior the whole country) and between different types of fish
farming. At present, marine fish farming lies entirely outside the ambit of planning control; but
some types of inland fish farming have been treated as developments requiring planning
permission. For example, planning consent for the mooring of twenty fish-rearing cages on
Haweswater was refused by the Lake District National Park Authority in September 1988.
Haweswater was deemed not to be agricultural land; therefore planning consent was required
for the cages.
(4) The planning process incorporates a number of measures which generally ensure that members
of the public may be fully informed about development proposals and may make representations
and objections to them. The process also allows, in some circumstances, for development
proposals to be made the subject of public inquiries held before independent inspectors. At such
inquiries any concerned individual or organisation may present their objections (or statements of
support) and may cross-examine witnesses for the applicant. These measures are essential
components of an open, democratic society. That they are much cherished by society at large has
been underlined by outcries against any threat of relaxing planning controls in the green belt and
against proposals by the previous secretary of state for the environment to exempt certain
farm-related developments from planning control altogether. It is significant that, in response to
this public concern the government have now withdrawn these latter proposals. There is
therefore a strong case for extending the planning process to cover those kinds of development
which can have significant impact on the environment but which do not at present require
planning permission. In the front line for such treatment in our opinion is fish farming. We urge
the committee to recommend accordingly.
27 October 1989
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APPENDIX 14
Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Administrative Ofticer, Scottish Fishermen’s Federation
MARINE FISH FARMING IN SCOTTISH WATERS
Almost two years ago, this Federation, the Federation of Highlands and Islands Fishermen and.several
individual Fishermen’s Associations came together to form the Scottish Fishing Industry Committee on
Fish Farming. The participating organisations are listed in the attached annex, and as can readily be
observed the Committee’s Membership represents almost every active Fisherman in Scotland, The
objectives of the Committee are to voice the concerns of our Fishermen, vis a vis Fish Farming, as
undoubtably Fishermen, as traditional users of the sea enviroimient have been adversely affected by the
development of Fish Farming around Scottish Waters. The Chairman of the Committee is Mr Patrick
Stewart, Secretary of the Clyde Fishermen’s Association, and I act as Secretary to the Committee.
The Committee has been very active and since the inception of the same, has met with, amongst
others, the Crown Estate, the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland, the Highlands and
Islands Development Board, the Northern Lighthouse Board and the Scottish Salmon Growers
Association.
Whilst my Committee would in no way wish to be seen as actmg to prevent the development of Fish
Farming around Scottish Waters, it is fair to state that the Committee has been utterly dissatisfied with
the manner in which the traditional interests of our Fishermen have been ignored or at the best
overlooked by those various authorities and organisations with a locus in such matters.
In consequence of the foregoing, I would particularly bring the following items to the attention of your
Committee:
(i) The Committee firmly believes that the current consultation and decision making process for
granting Fish Farming leases is grossly inadequate, with the result that decisions on leases are
taken in a manner which is both utterly incomprehensible and totally inconsistent to such a
degree that my Committee feels that the whole process displays a complete lack of
understanding of the operational requirements and concerns of Fishermen.
(ii) In the above context, my Committee feels that there is, for example, no real cogent integrated
policy for the siting of Fish Farm Cages, There is therefore an urgent requirement for a cogent
policy to be set in place which plays close attention to the individual spread and cumulative
concentration of Fish Farms so as to ensure the minimum amount of disruption to historical
fishing grounds and well known fishing tows.
(iii) The Committee also has a considerable amount of worries with regard to other related issues,
such as the proper Policing and Inspection of Cages and Fish Farm sites, the lighting, buoying
and marking of the same, as well as disease and pollution worries.
The above items give only what is the briefest of a feel as to what concerns Fishermen have regarding
the activities of Fish Farmers. I would be grateful if your Committee would take note of these and would
further impress upon you that my Committee Chairman, Mr Patrick Stewart, is willing to elaborate,
orally, upon the contents of this letter.
18 December 1989
Annex
ORGANISATIONS REPRESENTED BY THE SCOTTISH FISHING INDUSTRY COMMITTEE
ON FISH FARMING
Scottish Fishermen’s Federation
Federation of Highlands and Islands Fishermen
Clyde Fishermen’s Association
Highlands and Islands Fishermen’s Association
Loch Linnhe Fishermen’s Association
Mallaig and North West Fishermen’s Association
Mull Fishermen’s Association
Orkney Fishermen’s Association
Salmon Netsmen’s Association
Scottish Pelagic Fishermen’s Association
Scottish White Fish Producers’ Association
Ullapool Boat Owners Association
Western Isles Fishermen’s Association
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Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Clyde Fishermen’s Association
I refer to your letter of .26 February addressed to Mr Michael Sutherland of the Scottish Fishermen’s
Federation. It has been agreed, in view of the date of 21 March mentioned in your said letter, that I
should reply direct to you. I trust that you have no objection. I am the Chairman of the Scottish Fishing
Industry Committee on Fish Farming.
Having regard to the terms of your letter, the major concern of the Scottish Fishing Industry is not that
it is dissatisfied with the recommendation the Govemment Departments are making to the Crown Estate
but that the Crown Estate does not pay sufficient attention to the objections raised by fishermen to a
Marine Lease. Having said that, the Scottish Fishing Industry might weU be concerned by the
recommendations Government Departments are making to the Crown Estate but, unfortunately, they
have no knowledge of what those recommendations are.
In considering the whole matter of the granting of Marine Leases we are faced with the provisions of
Section 1 (3) of the Crown Estate Act 1961. When the Crown Estate, first, granted Leases, it appeared
that they had regard to that sub-section and to little else. No consultations were conducted with the
fishing industry or indeed with any other interested body or individual. Political and public pressure soon
made the Crown Estate appreciate that, although there was a perfect and unchallengable right to grant
seabed leases, the exercise of the rights sc granted resulted in a conflict with the rights of others. The
principal right affected is the public right of sea fishing.
As your Committee will be well aware, the consultation procedure has now evolved to a position where
the Crown Estate will consult with statutory bodies as weU as advertising an application to enable
members of the public to raise comments and objections. The Scottish Fishermen’s Federation and other
Fishermen’s Associations are not statutory bodies. The Department of Agriculture & Fisheries for
Scotland therefore receives the applications and transmits them to the Fishermen’s Association it thinks
most likely to be affected by the application.
The Crown Estate gives a period of 28 days for a, response to an appUcation. It must be said that the
CrownEstate is not hard and fast about the 28 days and will now aUow a further period for the receipt of
objections. It is not clear, however, how much longer than 28 days is allowed but I have no experience of
the CrownEstate not waiting for objections where they have been advised that objections are likely to be
made.
Because of the possibility of delay it has now become the practice for a copy of objections to be sent
direct to the Crown Estate as weU as to the Department. The Department tell us that they collate
objections, which are received, not only from the Fishermen’s Associations, but also through
consultations carried out directly by their own Fishery Officers. We have not been advised, in what form,
the objections are finaUy transmitted to the Crown Estate. The decision of the Crown Estate is then
transmitted to the Department which then forwards a copy to the Scottish Fishermen’s Federation for
onwards transmission to the appropriate Association.
The problem that the fishing industry has in accepting the present consultation procedure is that there
appear to be two major conflicts of interest in dealing with applications. First, the Department of
Agriculture & Fisheries for Scotland has a role in the promotion of fish farming. It is the same section of
that Department which collates and transmits objections to the Crown Estate which deals with the
promotion of fish farming.
Secondly, the Crown Estate itself, having regard to the above sub-section, must, in my view, exercise
an overaU presumption in favour of the granting of Marine Leases notwithstanding the terms of the
guidelines issued by them.
My Committee held a meeting with the Crown Estate on Monday last in order to discuss its concerns.
A survey carried out in relation to the coastline of Argyll & Ayrshire showed that, since May 1988, no
application for a Marine Fish Farm had been rejected or approved, subject to a restriction, where fishing
was quoted as the sole reason for that decision. I wished to know, in view of the oft stated position of the
Crown Estate that they paid more attention to fishing interests than to other interests, why this was so.
No clear answer was received. It was repeated that fishing objections were treated more seriously because
it was understood that the livelihoods of commercial fishermen depended on their being able to operate
with as few restrictions as possible.
The Crown Estate were also questioned on why applications were approved where very serious
objections were made by the fishing industry. It was often the case, too, that where an application was
made for more than one site that there could be a rejection of the application in respect of all but one of
the sites. It seemed indefencible that one site could be approved where the grounds of objection in
respect of that site had been accepted in respect of the other sites.
The Crown Estate responded by saying that they had to weigh up the advantages and disadvantages of
granting a lease. In the case of a multiple application they considered that by granting a licence in respect
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of one site the effect on the fishing industry, in that area, was minimised. We have explained to them on a
number of previous occasions that the greatest fishing effort on the West Coast of Scotland is by some
form of trawling which requires uninterrupted lanes, on the seabed, in which to operate. The granting of
one licence renders that particular lane useless.. We have explained to the Crown Estate on many
occasions that the siting of a fish farm disrupts fishing effort over a much wider area than the actual site of
the farm. We have encouraged the Crown Estate, where such objections have been made, to seek further
information from us if they are minded to grant a lease to see whether a re-positioning could minimise the
difficulties which will be experienced. This offer has never, to my knowledge, been taken up.
We have asked, in particularly contentious cases, that the application be referred to the Consultative
Committee which was formed by the Secretary of State for Scotland. No application has been so referred.
It became clear firom our discussions that the Crown Estate were more likely to grant a Marine Lease in
the case where they considered that the applicant would make a success of the venture such as in the case
of an application by a company with good capital backing. That factor was likely to outweigh any
objections, no matter how serious, received from the fishing industry.
It was put to us that we were looking at the matter solely from the point of view of the fishing industry.
It had to be made clear to the Crown Estate, once again, that the Scottish Fishing Industry has no
objection per se to the fish farming industry. Indeed, we see it as complementary to the harv'esting of the
seas. We believe, in the light of our experience, that the granting of Marine Leases is done in such a way
as to interfere unnecessarily, with commercial fishing interests. For example, in preparing their
guidelines, the Crown Estate did not consult with the fishing industry to see if there were areas of sea
which were more suitable for the granting of Marine Leases than for commercial fishing. They have
established presumptions in favour of the granting of Leases in open sea areas where conflict will
inevitably arise if leases are so granted.
It is a matter of great regret to my Committee that fishermen have so far lost confidence in the
consultation procedure that they will not respond to applications being made for Marine leases, on the
basis that it is not worth their while making an objection.
It has been put to us that local Planning Authorities should take over the responsibility of the Crown
Estate in the matter of the giving of permission for Marine Leases. In spite of what has been said above, it
is not the view of my Committee that this course of action should be adopted. In spite of the conflict of
interest which the Crown Estate has and in spite of the grave concern which exists about the way previous
applications have been handled my Committee would have more confidence in a single policy being
applied to the territorial sea around Scotland in the matter of granting Marine Leases than to a
considerable number of different policies which would certainly arise if local Planning Authorities were
to take on the role of giving permission. .
I trust that the foregoing is of some value to your Committee. I would be pleased, should you so
require, to expand on any of the above points as this letter must necessarily give only the broadest
opinions on the procedures, as they exist, at present.
16 March 1990
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iVPPENDIX 15
Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Nature Conservancy Council
Correspondence concerning membership of the Advisory Committee to the CEC on fish farming;
(1) Announcement of Committee 19.12.88 in a Parliamentary response by SoS Scotland to a
question from Sir Hector Munro.
(2) Chairman (Hon. Lord Grieve) and Vice-chairman (Prof. G Dunnet) announced 30.5.89.
(3) Invitation to participate from CEC to Director Scotland of NCC 30.10.89.
(4) Acceptance by Director Scotland following confirmation by CEC that Advisory Committee to
look at cases in Orkney and Western Isles, but excluding Shetland 10.11.89. (NB. no Very
Sensitive Areas identified by CEC in W1 or Orkney, this is important in deciding those cases to
be heard by Committee, NCC has argued that all MCA should also be VSA).
Remit of Committee;
(1) To consider those cases where an objection from one or more statutory bodies cannot otherwise
be resolved.
(2) The application is for an area of more than 3000 sq.m, cage area, unless area regarded as very
sensitive.
(3) No shellfish leases to be considered, unless area regarded as very sensitive.
(4) The very sensitive areas to be defined by CEC.
NCG’s position;
(1) All Marine Consultation Areas to be included in VSA.
(2) VSA should be defined by maps.
LEASES WHICH HAVE BEEN GRANTED BY THE CEC WITHOUT FURTHER DISCUSSION
OF THE OBJECTIONS RAISED BY NCC SINCE THE MINISTERIAL ANNOUNCEMENT ON
THE FORMATION OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON THE 19 DECEMBER 1989
The NCC does not maintain that all these cases should necessarily have gone to the Advisory
Committee as not all the objections may have been sustained in the light of the modifications made to
those leases applied for. However, they were all, in the NCC’s view a candidate for consideration by the
Committee on the basis of the application information supplied to the NCC and the NCC was not
consulted on the subsequent modifications.
CEC ref: XX100-677A, (NCC ref: 88-0207)—South east of South Sutor, Cromarty. NCC reason for
objection was that this proposal threatened disturbance to an SSSI. Cormorant and shag colonies roost on
nearby cliffs and would be disturbed by human activities. Two salmon cages of approx 32m diameter were
consented to by CEC. The reasons given for the consent decision by the CEC are that small scale salmon
farming in this area is unlikely to affect other interests. The position of the proposed development was
modified in the interests of landscape and nature conservation but without further consultation with the
NCC.
CEC ref: XX100-693A, (NNC ref: 89-004)—Sian Bay, Loch Eriboll. This is within Marine
Consultation Area MCA18. NCC reasons for objection were that this loch supported the largest
mainland breeding colony of grey seals which had haul outs all over the loch. The area is also a refuge for
great northern divers, eiders and grebes. NCC requested that an environmental assessment should be
carried out if CEC were of a mind to grant this lease. 20 salmon cages (15m square, total cage area 4,500
square metres) were granted for this area. The reasons given for the consent decision by the CEC are that
it is an appropriate site in relation to nearby freshwater unit and shore base and a generally acceptable
site unlikely to have a significant effect on other interests.
CEC ref: XX100-721A, (NCC ref: 89-0031)—Eilean Scarista, East Loch Roag. This is within the Loch
Roag Marine Consultation Area MCA6. NCC reason for objection was that the depth of this site was
only 6m and would therefore have adverse effects on the marine life. 10 cages (15m square, total cage
area 2,250 square metres) were granted. The main reason for this consent decision by the CEC was that a
change of use from shellfish to salmon farming was necessary to enable a rotational management system
to be operated with existing sites.
CEC ref: XX100-723A, (NCC ref: 89-0033)—Loch Kishorn. Within the Loch Carron Marine
Consultation Area MCA5 and Loch Carron VSA. NCC reasons for objection were potential conflict with
the locally important eider population and disturbance to common and grey seals. Six shellfish rafts were
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granted. The main reasons for the consent decision by the CEC was strong local support for the new
development—to safeguard anchorage, sailing and fishing interests the original proposed sites were
modified, but no further consultation was held with the NCC.
CEC ref: XX100-727A, (NCC ref: 89-0037)—Loch Fyne. The scale and novelty of this development
(equivalent to a cage area of 6,000 square metres) was such that the NCC considered that it should have
been the subject of an environmental assessment before further consideration. CEC granted a lease for 4
salmon cages (16m diameter) and one feed barge which was completely different from the originally
proposed development. The main reason for the consent decision given by the CEC was that the site
generally acceptable for salmon farming with a reduced scale and type of equipment.
CEC ref: XX100-737A, (NCC ref: 89-0047)—Lunga Island Luing. This is within the Firth of Lorn
Marine Consultation Area MCA4. Application for cage area of 8400 square metres. NCC reasons for
objection were the exceptionally diverge biological communities and habitats. 12 salmon cages (12m
square, 1,728 square metres) were granted. The lease area granted was reduced from the original
application by 90 per cent to safeguard navigation, fishing, landscape, nature and recreation interests.
We originally requested that this case should go to the Advisory Committee if CEC were of a mind to
grant a lease. Further discussion of the decision taken by CEC have been requested but not so far
granted.
A correction is required to Mr Goodier’s statement on 24 January to the Committee revising the
number of the above mentioned cases from seven to six.
A further three cases in which NCC has objected are under consideration, but on these the CEC have
not yet indicated their intent.
Further to Mr Goodier’s response to Mr Martlew on the evidence for damage to the environment in
those cases where the CEC have chosen to disregard NCC’s advice, it is true that NCC has not so far had
the resources to enable it to monitor environmental changes post development and prove consequent
damage. However, there has been sufficient research, cited in the NCC’s publication of January 1989, to
justify a precautionary approach in localities with sensitive environments which the NCC has sought to
protect against adverse change.
January 1990
RESPONSE TO THE EVIDENCE GIVEN BY THE CROWN ESTATE COMMISSIONERS
We wish to draw attention to certain inconsistencies and inaccuracies in the statements made by the
Crown Estate Commission in oral evidence to the Committee on matters relating to the Nature
Conservancy Council.
Lord Mansfield’s statement in paragraph 312 implies that the formal remit and working method of the
Advisory Committee which will deal with cases when there are objections has been transmitted to
members of that Committee and that it has been agreed that only objections registered at Director level
will be considered by the Committee. However, according to Lord Mansfield’s own statement the
Committee has not yet been convened to consider its mode of operation and this was admitted by Dr
McGovern in para 315 where he said “at that particular stage the Advisory Committee was not really
operational”. Furthermore no formal written communication has ever been passed to the NCC to the
effect that objections must be at Director level to activate the Committee, although some preliminary
indications have been given to the effect that such objections will be presumed to have the Director’s
support. The impression given by Dr McGovern in paragraph 315 by attributing the statement that “I
have no authority to negotiate” for the NCC is not correct. Under the statutory consultative procedures
associated with the Environmental Assessment (Salmon Farming in Marine Waters) Regulations 1988,
we anticipated that the CEC would return to us to discuss difficult cases, if necessary at Director level,
before formal reference to the Committee. It is clear that the NCC is not in a position to determine
whether a case is a candidate for such reference until the CEC inform the Council that they are proposing
to issue a lease contrary to our advice. To date the NCC has received only very limited clarification of
the CEC position in such cases in response to NCC written objections and, where this has occurred the
CEC response has generally taken the form of a telephone message just prior to determination of the case
by the Commission. Our records indicate that we have received only two written responses from the CEC
in relation to the 13 cases where we have objected to a fish farm development since the Ministerial
announcement of the revised procedures and the proposed Advisory Committee in December 1988.
The letter referred to by Dr McGovern in para 314 was signed by a Senior Scientific Officer after
approval by a Principal Scientific Officer in charge of the Operational Development Group at the NCC
Scotland Headquarters.
We have attempted to understand Dr McGovern’s statement in paragraph 314 of the oral evidence and
take it to imply that the CEC would appear to find the environmental risks of such a development
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acceptable rather than accommodate to NCC advice in safeguarding the marine environment in the area
in question.
We would like to take this opportunity to re-emphasise the point that the “Marine Consultation Areas”
(MCAs) which we have notified to the CEC and other interested parties, are not a statutory designation
and. are not directly linked with the provisions for Marine Nature Reserves under the Wildlife and
Countryside Act. They represent the NCC’s advice on the character and quality of the nature
conservation interest of the area based largely on the findings of the Marine Nature Conservation
Review, which is still ongoing.
March 1990
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APPENDIX 16
Memorandum submitted by Mr William Howarth
LEGAL PROBLEMS IN AQUACULTURE
INTRODUCTION

This memorandum is submitted by William Howarth B.A., LI.M., Lecturer in Law, University
College of Wales, Aberystwyth, author of Freshwater Fishery Law (Blackstone 1987), Water Pollution
Law (Shaw and Sons 1988), The Law of the National Rivers Authority (National Rivers Authority and
Centre for Law in Rural A^reas 1990), The Law of Aquaculture (Fishing News Books—a subdivision of
Blackwell Scientific Publications 1990) and numerous articles on diverse aspects of water law in legal
journals.
My standing in submitting tliis memorandum is that of a university lecturer and researcher specialising
in matters concerning regulation of all aspects of the aquatic environment. I am legal advisor to the
Institute of Fisheries Management and an active member of the United Kingdom Environmental Law
Association. Otherwise I represent no sectional interest concerned in fish farming, and make this
submission as an independent commentator.
I have arranged for Blackwell Scientific Publications to send the Agriculture Comniittee a
complimentary copy of my recently published book. The Law of Aquaculture. This is a comprehensive
statement of the la\v relating to fish and shellfish farming in England, Wales and Scotland which I regard
as my principal submission to the Committee. In addition, however, I would like to use this
memorandum to highlight a number of issues referred to in the book, and to draw attention to particular
difficulties in the law relating to fish farming. Broadly this memorandum follows the chapters of the book
picking out points of special difficulty, but excessive detail is avoided by making frequent reference to
passages of the book in which the matters referred to are discussed more fully.
THE LEGAL NATURE OF AQUACULTURE

[Ch.l]

The legal principles governing aquaculture have evolved in three main contexts: the farming of
freshwater fish including trout, the farming of salmon in coastal waters and the husbandry of shellfish. It
is anticipated that the next few years will see dramatic technical developments in the farming of sea fish
and that a new branch to the industry will appear with great rapidity. The farming of sea fish, however,
will raise serious legal difficulties concerning property rights in coastal waters and over farmed fish
themselves. It is clear that the legal principles surrounding the farming of salmon will not be adequate to
serve this new branch of the industry and a considerable amount of rethinking will be necessary.
Another imminent and problematic change in the regulation of aquaculture arises through the
completion of the European internal market in 1992. If fish farm stock are a commodity which may be
traded like any other kind of commercial goods then there may be no unjustifiable barriers to trade
between Member States of the Community. The question then arises as to the extent to which the entry
of live fish into the United Kingdom may be prevented on ecological grounds. I take up the legal
complexities of this matter in my paper “The Single European Market and the Problem of Fish
Movements”, which is shortly to be published in the European Law Review and a draft copy of which I
enclose.
FISH FARMS IN PLANNING LAW

[Ch.2]

The application of planning law to aquaculture is unnecessarily complex and uneven, and in some cases
proves to be inadequate as a means of preventing certain forms of fish farm development. Two general
illustrations of this may be cited. First, the exemption for “agricultural” development under the General
Development Order means that fish for food come within the exception whilst fish for sport or
ornamental purposes do not. Plainly this distinction is almost impossible to draw in many practical
contexts. Second, the failure of planning law to provide for fish farming developments taking place in
certain coastal waters is an abrogation of the general public duty to restrain unsuitable developments. It is
clearly unsatisfactory to delegate the effective task of imposing development controls of a public
character to the Crown Estate Commissioners by means of piecemeal leasing decisions as to the best
commercial use of particular areas of the coastal sea bed.
COASTAL FISH FARMING AND THE CROWN ESTATE

[Ch.3]

Although major improvements have been made in the consultation procedures undertaken by the
Crown Estate Commissioners in relation to applications for salmon farming leases, the forum for these
decisions is not always conducive to a wider view of the most appropriate locations for these operations.
Moreover, despite the laudable efforts of the Commissioners to ‘open out’ the decision making process,
and the recent establishment of the Crown Estate Advisory Committee for Fish Farming Lease
Applications, the problem of legal principle remains that the body making the final decision has a
commercial interest in the outcome. For this reason the eventual extension of planning control to coastal
fish farming is unavoidable if justice is to be seen to be done in this sphere.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF SALMON FARMING

[Ch.4]

The extension of environmental assessment to salmon farming is to be welcomed. Two points about
this procedure are to be noted however. First, there is no reason why salmon farming should be elevated
as a special environmental hazard beyond other forms of fish farming, and it would be highly desirable to
extend the same procedures to all forms of fish farming. Second, the requirement of European
Community law that thresholds be determined for the application of environmental assessment, if not
regarded with caution, may detract from the fact that any project which has “significant effect” upon the
environment should be the subject of environmental assessment whether or not quantitative criteria
concerning the area of the operation etc. are exceeded.
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AND ADVICE FOR AQUACULTURE

[Ch.5]

Thfr fiscal position of aquaculture is in need of immediate clarification to determine whether the
rearing of fish in tanks comes within the definition of “husbandry” adopted for tax purposes (see Golding
“A Fishy Business” (1987) Taxation 25 September p.549).
[Ch.6]
The removal of the controls upon the introduction of fish into fish farm waters in England and Wales
(s.30 Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries Act 1975 as modified by s.34 Salmon Act 1986) is a dangerous
relaxation of the law in the light of the subsequent removal of restrictions upon movement of fish within
Member States ofithe European Community noted above. In order to prevent abuses of these provisions,
licensing of farms (under s.29 Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries Act 1975) and restrictions upon
potentially hamiful movements of fish are justified.
THE LICENSING AND REGISTRATION OF FISH FARMS

DISEASE REGULATION

[Ch.7]

There is a remarkable contrast between the powers which exist in relation to disease control on fish
farms and the quarantine and slaughter provisions in relation to other kinds of farming. The power of the
fisheries Ministers to designate waters, (under s.2 Diseases of Fish Act 1937) in the event of an outbreak
of a prescribed disease, is not accompanied by any power to slaughter stock, of the kind which would
normally arise in relation to contagiously diseased farm animals. Consequently there is no power to
compensate fish fanners for stock which needs to be destroyed. There is no apparent reason why fish
farmers should be treated so much less favourably than animal farmers in this respect.
CONTROLS UPON THE MOVEMENT OF FISH

[Ch.8]

The state of fish disease control legislation and restrictions upon the movement of fish will need to be
reconsidered in the light of forthcoming European Community legislation facilitating the completion of
the single internal market in aquacultural products, mentioned previously.
The little used provisions of the Import of Live Fish Acts 1978 and 1980 illustrate their limited value,
and might be repealed if the provision to protect introductions of fish under s.l4(l) of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 were more satisfactorily drafted. The rarity of some species of freshwater fish
raises the question of whether they should be brought within the Endangered Species (Import and
Export) Act 1976, though the issue may not be a pressing one so far as aquaculture is concerned.
It is anomalous that introduction of fish into waters in England and Wales, other than fish farms, is an
offence (under s.30 Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries Act) whereas in Scotland the corresponding
provision only applies to salmon (under s.24 Salmon Act 1986). This would permit a fish farm in Scotland
to discard unwanted stock of trout or coarse fish into the wild without committing an offence, whilst in
the same circumstances in England or Wales an offence would be committed. At a time when concern for
the genetic integrity of wild fish is increasing, this would seem to be a loophole to be blocked.
For a range of reasons the protection against introduction of new species of fish into the wild provided
by S.14 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (discussed on pp.86 to 88) is very weak and a grave
cause for concern. This provision is especially problematic in its application to fish farming and in need of
urgent attention.
THE SUPPLY OF WATER

[Ch.9]

The anomalous distinction between agricultural and non-agricultural water abstraction has been
removed, for all practical purposes concerning fish farming, by the Water Act 1989 (Sch.l3 para.31(l)).
Difficulties may remain, however, in devising an equitable charging scheme for fish farm water
abstraction, and ensuring that it relates fairly to charges imposed for discharge of “effluent”, which in this
case is the same water after having passed through a fish farm. The danger is that fish farmers may be
charged twice over for what is essentially the same facility.
Consideration needs to be given to the adequacy of powers to require fish farmers to install and
maintain gratings at inflows and outflows from fish farms to prevent the entr> of wild fish and the escape
of fish farm stock. Present legal powers are inadequate in this respect.
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[Ch.lO]
Fish farmers share a range of problems with other water abstractors by being acutely dependent upon a
continuing supply of water. Especial vigilance is required by the National Rivers Authority in checking
Out potential upstream sources of pollution, since a single escape of a noxious substance can result in the
complete destruction of the stock of a downstream fish farm, or in some cases a number of fish farms
through which the pollutant passes.
THE QUALITY OF WATER SUPPLY

Of all fish farming activities, the cultivation of shellfish is perhaps the most vulnerable to received
pollution. The sedentary nature of bivalve molluscs as benthic filter feeders makes them especially
susceptible to the accumulation of pollutants. Although the relaying and cleaning of shellfish is possible
and widely practiced, it would be preferable if all areas in which shellfish are cultivated were brought up
to the standards required under the European Community Shellfish Waters Directive (79-923-EC).
THE QUALITY OF WATER DISCHARGE

[Ch.ll]

As well as receiving pollution discharged by others, fish farms are themselves significant sources of
pollution. Primarily pollution originating from fish farms falls into two categories, organic pollution
produced by way of waste products, and chemical pollution introduced into waters by way of pesticides,
medicaments or growth promoters. In relation to organic matter produced by fish farms, discharges need
to be strictly controlled by the National Rivers Authority to ensure that discharge consents do not permit
the Water Quality Objectives for the receiving waters to be exceeded, In essence the size of a fish farm
must be limited by the capacity of the fish farmer to treat its organic effluent and the capacity of the
receiving waters to assimilate the treated effluent without significant detriment to water quality. Criteria
for this need to be determined on a national basis by the National Rivers Authority in so far as it is
possible to do so.
The pollution control provisions of the Water Act 1989 (Part III Chapter I) are inappropriate to the
context of emissions from fish cages. The main pollution offences are couched in terms of ‘ discharges" of
various kinds. Although it has been clarified that fish farm waste is “trade effluent" for the purposes of
the Act (5.124(3)), it is far from clear whether waste matter that passes from cages partly by gravity arid
partly by the action of water current can be said to be “discharged" within the meaning of the statute. In
Scotland some river purification authorities have adopted a practice of granting discharge consents for
fish farm cages, nonetheless the wording of the Act in this respect leaves something to be desired.
PREDATOR AND PEST CONTROL

[Ch.l2]

The Conservation of Seals Act 1970 is hopelessly ambiguous in its application to fish farms or sea
cages. In particular it needs to be determined whether the exception which allows a seal to be killed to
prevent it from causing damage to a “fishing net or fishing tackle” (s.9(l)) would also apply in relation to
damage to sea cages. Similarly ambiguous is the matter of whether a Ministerial Licence to shoot seals
should be granted “for the prevention of damage to fisheries” (s.lO(l) and (4)) where the threatened
damage is to a fish farm.
Provisions arising under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 are no clearer. The legal power of the
occupier of fish farm premises to kill certain pests turns upon the meaning of “serious damage” to
livestock including fish (s.4(3)(c)). The meaning of this crucially important phrase will inevitably be a
matter of imprecision and subjectivity.
MEDICINES AND OTHER CHEMICALS

[Ch.l3]

Fears concerning the use of Nuvan in salmon farming have received wide publicity and have generated
considerable controversy (see The Use of Nuvan 500 EC in the Salmon Farming Industry Marine
Conservation Society 1988). It is most encouraging that alternatives to chemical means of pest control are
becoming apparent, and every possible encouragement should be afforded to such alternatives (see Pain
“Salmon farmers put ‘cleaner fish’ on the payroll”. New Scientist 21.10.%9 p.35).
The use of antibiotics in fish farming has so far received relatively little iftedia attention. There are
grounds to predict that their use will become the next fish farming scare story (see Anon. “Norwegian
Aquaculture: Controlling the Antibiotic Explosion” Animal Pharmacy No. 1661988 4th November p.8).
A more exacting approach to the general problem of abuse of medicines and other chemicals in fish
farming would be to institute a system of checks for unacceptable levels of residues of undesirable
substances in farmed fish flesh. This is essentially the approach taken towards meat for human
consumption (see European Council Directive on trade in fresh meat 64/433/EEC as amended) it can only
be a matter of time before the same strategy is applied to fish.
FISH FARMING AND FISHERY LAW

[Ch.l4]

An aspect of the uncertain legal characterisation of fish farming, is the regulation of fish farming by
fishery law. This is an area in which particular attention is required since it is inappropriate that
conservationally orientated fishery legislation should be applied to fish farming activities which have
negligible effect upon stocks of wild fish.
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A particular matter requiring consideration is the operation of s.33(l) of the Fisheries Act 1981,
providing for Ministerial exemptions to be granted from certain fishery offences in relation to fish
forming activities. Because no Ministerial regulations have been made in this respect a range of everyday
activities such as the taking of certain fish from fish farms or the use of nets on fish farms appear to
remain criminal offences.
The dealer licensing system for salmon introduced under the Salmon Act 1986 (ss.20 and 31) is likely to
apply to salmon farmers who sell fish directly to persons who are not licensed. They may need to be
specially advised as to the operation of the scheme in relation to fish farming activities.
[Ch.l5]
No discernible justification can be supplied for the existence in Scotland of overlapping legislation
duplicating the provisions of the Sea Fisheries (Shellfish) Act 1967. There is no reason, therefore, why
the Oyster Fisheries (Scotland) Act 1840 and the Mussel Fisheries (Scotland) Act 1847 should not be
repealed.

SHELLFISHERY LAW

[Ch. 17]
An investigation is needed info the legality of commencing salmon ranching operations in Britain. This
highly efficient fonn of fish farming, involving the release of young salmon to sea to be harvested on
return.to their point of release as fully grown salmon, has everything to commend it in terms of ecological
rationality. Unfortunately it would appear that no general facility exists in the law to enable the fully
grown fish to be lawfully harvested.
THE PROSPECT OF SALMON RANCHING

THE LEGAL DEFINITION OF FISH FARMING

As a general point, a particular difficulty arises when stating the legal position in relation to various
aquacultural activities in that the expression “fish farming” has significantly different definitions in
different enactments. Although a request that an activity should be uniformly defined for all legal
puq)oses is probably too much to ask, it would be a useful exercise to approach the matter the other way
around and enquire whether all the different definitions of “fish farming” which are to be found in our
legislation are all justified by the different contexts in which they arise. It would be most helpful to legal
advisors, at least, if the different definitions of “fish farming” were rationalised in so far as this is possible.
CONCLUDING OBSERVATION

In this memorandum I have sought to draw attention to the most important specific difficulties that
arise in .the law governing fish farming. There are many other lesser matters which are dealt with in my
book and I have not discussed in this summary. In compiling this memorandum it has struck me that there
may be quite different issues of legal concern to the Agriculture Committee that I have not addressed. If
the Committee feels that I might be able to comment helpfully on any other aspects of the law relating to
aquaculture or water law I would be pleased to do so if the matters of concern were to be drawn
specifically to my attention.
25 January 1990
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APPENDIX 17

Letter to the Secretary of State for Scotland from the Chairman, Wildlife Link
MARINE FISH FARMING
I am writing as Chair of Wildlife Link, the liaison body for the major voluntary organisations in the UK
concerned with the protection of wildlife. Wildlife Link UK is becoming increasingly concerned by the
alarm and frustration expressed by our associate organisations and colleagues in Scotland over marine
fish farming. Despite heavy criticism of the procedures and administration of development control and
the lack of regulation of the industry’s growth and activities, it appears that no effective measures have
been taken to remedy the situation.
Our attention has been drawn to three aspects of the industry in particular, all focusing on the role of
the Crown Estate. Firstly, we are aware that following a Scottish Office review of CEC’s consultation
procedures you announced in December 1988 the establishment of an Advisory Committee to settle
contentious fish farm proposals. We understand that this Committee has been formally established.
Please could you explain why the CEC has not yet convened a meeting of the Advisory Committee
despite requests from the Nature Conservancy Council, one of the statutory consultees, that several cases
should be referred to the Committee. We would be grateful also for clarification as to its role.
Secondly, we are concerned by the lack of regard that has been paid to the implementation of the
Environmental Assessment (EA) Regulations that enact EC Directive 85-337. These regulations, and
Environmental Assessment in general, present a potentially powerful tool for identifying and avoiding
potential environmental problems. However, the implementation of these Regulations by the Crown
Estate has demonstrated an extremely minimal approach. The size threshold for proposals to trigger the
EA procedure is so extreme that only one proposal has qualified for a full EA since the regulations were
introduced in July 1988.
The guidance provided by the Crown Estate on the information to be provided is so vague that the one
Environmental Statement that has been submitted was grossly inadequate and failed to meet the
requirements of either the UK Regulations or the EC Directive. Yet this statement was accepted by
CEC. What measures are being taken to ensure that the EA Regulations will be properly implemented in
future?
Finally, we are dismayed by the lack of any clear statement of policy or national strategy for the
development of the fish farming industry, despite numerous calls for such a statement from both the
statutory and voluntary sectors. Development has occurred with virtually no regard to social, economic
or environmental constraints or to the future sustainability of the industry.
The Crown Estate published its Development Strategy and Area Guidelines for Marine Fish Farming
in Scotland in October 1989, at a time when the Planning Advisor stated that further development “has
virtually stopped”. The document has been widely criticised as inadequate in terms of its limited scope
and superficial treatment of the conflicting interests and constraints on development. For instance, the
document makes no provision for safeguarding special areas from development and completely fails to
consider the Western Isles, Shetland and Orkney, which contain 40 per cent of existing marine fish
farming leases.
These observations lead us to the conclusion that the current system of planning and development
control, as operated by the Crown Estate is quite unsatisfactory. Although the number of new
development proposals is tailing-off at present, it is likely that market creation and diversification of
products will lead to substantial further growth in the years to come. There is an urgent need for a
neutral, accountable and competent system of development control that operates within an overall
rational strategy.
18 January 1990
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APPENDIX 18
Supplementary memorandum submitted by the British Trout Association
The Association gave evidence to the Committee on 17.01.90, and as a result, became aware of specific
issues of particular interest to the Inquiry. Therefore the following additions are submitted:
Currently, the deliberations of the National Rivers Authority are of paramount importance to the fish
farming industry. Regrettably, the NRA has not to date been prepared to present or discuss its view of
the industry in any detail—in particular the application of the provisions contained in the Voter Act for
the abstraction and discharge of water by fish farms, and related charges.
ABSTRACTION LICENSING

Although the NRA was created by Parliament as recently as 1.09.89, a recognised advisory body had
been in existence for some considerable time before. The NFU, amongst others, responded on behalf of
fish farmers to numerous discussion documents. The Water Act laid down the requirement that
abstraction licensing and charges should be applied to all fish farming activities, rather than solely
restocking units as hitherto and the possibility of this re;quirement was contained in those discussion
documents. The NRA has currently given itself a timetable that requires the system to be in place by
1.04.90,.and that actual charges be imposed by 1.09.90. It is disturbing that at this apparently late stage,
there has not yet been any serious consultation or discussion with the fish farming industry.
Under the old Water Authorities there was no uniformity of abstraction charging within England and
Wales. For example, the South West WA charged some £8,000 annually for a 100 tonne production farm.
In contrast, neighbouring Wessex WA charged onl> £8.00 for a larm of similar size. The creation of the
NRA has been welcomed by fish farmers for many reasons one of which was the expectation that such
obvious inconsistencies would be removed.
Unfortunately, the industry is currently in a position of complete ignorance over the levels likely to be
charged. There has been no indication of national consistency, and this makes forward planning
impossible. The quoted £8,000 pa figure would have been applied to a restocking unit, whose profit
margins are considerably higher than those of a table trout producer. It is undoubtedly true that such
levels would place an intolerable burden on table producers, and put them at a competitive disadvantage
throughout Europe, where no similar charges exist.
It is questionable whether this situation is in keeping with the EC policy on harmonisation of trade in
1992. In addition, this direct marketing handicap would almost certainly encourage larger imports of
trout into the UK ultimately resulting in a decline in home production.
This v/ould be a regrettable and unavoidable finale to the Association’s Export Development
Programme, which has been assisted by a contribution from over the past three years. It should be noted
that the first sale value of UK trout production is now in excess of £35 million per year.
DISCHARGE CONSENTS

All fish farms are currently required to have a discharge consent, in order to return their used water to
the river. These consents describe the basic parameters within which a fish farm may operate to avoid
causing environmental decline. The Water Act now requires that the NRA not only reassess these
discharge consents, but also impose charges. It would therefore appear that the fish farming industry is to
be charged on both counts—for the water abstracted for the water discharged.
It has been suggested by Wessex NRA that fish farms be charged at the same rate as that levied on the
CEGB for water used in cooling towers. This would seem an inappropriate comparison—fish farms
return all the water they use to the river, virtually unchanged whereas a significant proportion of CEGB
cooling tower water evaporates, with the remainder discharged to the water course much hotter than
when abstracted. Using Wessex as an example, the charges to CEO units are 48p per million litres per
day. As a typical 100 tonne production fish farm would use in the region of 45 million litres per day, on
this basis charges incurred would be a prohibitive £7,884 per year.
The situation facing the fish farming industry in the case of a 100 tonne production unit is one of
increased combined abstraction and discharge costs of nearly £16,000 per year against a typical annual
turnover of only £225,000. The industry is unable to bear such costs, but has not been allowed to express
or discuss its concerns with the NRA. The cunent lack of information on these vital issues is as damaging
to the morale of UK fish farming as the draconian charges may be financially.
In addition, there is no information available on possible alterations to discharge consents. The NRA
have indicated that they may wish to impose minimum residual flow requirements to all rivers. The
industry is in agreement with the principle of minimum residual flows between the inlet and outlet of fish
farms, but there are existing precedents which must be maintained—some farms have historically (for
over 100 years in some cases) taken considerable proportions of the available flow in times of drought.
The sudden imposition of a minimum residual flow would have a disasterous effect on their viability.
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FLOW MEASUREMENT

It would also appear that the NRA wiU require fish farms to install equipment to continuously monitor
the water passing through the farm. The estimated costs of such an installation are well in excess of
£20,000 each and it is presumed that this cost would have to be met by each farm. Currently it is believed
that fully competent equipment to do the job does not in fact exist. Since the cost of this equipment bears
little relation to the volume of water monitored, and thus the size of the farm, there would be little or no
saving for smaller farms. Such a cost might well put them out of business and if the NRA definitely
requires such devices, the costs should be grant aided.
Fish farming in England and Wales is placed in this invidious position through no actions of its own and
should the NRA actually impose all that is threatened, it is unlikely that freshwater fish farming will be
able to continue. At best, the industry will be lost to imports from other European countries where such
charges and restrictions are not imposed.
Twenty years of effort and dedication by the industry have made British trout an international byword
for success and quality. This could all be wasted if the NRA continue to pursue their policies wholly
independent of the businesses fi:om whom they hope to derive an income. Without expert and informed
communication right across the industry, they cannot hope to gain the confidence and grass roots
co-operation of the fish farming community which must surely rate as one of the most responsible
entreprenurial exponents of modern agriculture.
February 1990
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APPENDIX 19
Memorandum submitted by the British Ports Federation
INTRODUCTION

1. The British Ports Federation (BPF) is the voluntary trade association which represents the majority
of port authorities of commercial significance in the United Kingdom as well as many small and mainly
recreational harbours. Over 50 per cent of our members are involved in fishing activities, and a small
number have an interest in fish farming. In the light of this, it is appropriate to make brief comments to
the Committee to register our members’ views on some aspects of fish farming in the UK.
2. Statutory port authorities have certain duties they must fulfill. Most port authorities have the duty,
under Section 33 of the Harbours, Docks and Piers Clauses Act 1847, or a similar substantive provision,
to keep their harbours open to all who wish to use them for loading or unloading cargo or embarking or
disembarking passengers. A port authority with statutory conservancy functions must take reasonable
care to secure that ships navigating in its harbour may do so without danger. The relevant functions
generally include the provision of lights and buoys, dredging and the regulation of shipping and
development below high water mark in the port.
3. The BPF is aware that with an increase in fish farming there may be detrimental effects on the
environment if proper provision is not made for regular repositioning of nets and cages. It has been
identified that deposits, including excess chemical feed, from farm sites have the effect of sterilising the
sea bed in the immediate area. However, the Federation’s main interest as regards fish farming structures
relates mainly to the responsibilities for navigation which are borne by port authorities.
PLANNING AND OTHER LEGISLATIVE CONTROLS

Navigation

4. Most of the fish farms used within harbours consist of nets suspended from pontoons which are
moored, to anchor systems. They are usually low profile structures although the profile may be raised by
the addition of feeding devices, and structures for sheltering employees. They often incorporate lighting
for safety and security purposes, as well as navigation warning lights. From a legal standpoint, fish farms
do not differ significantly from many other types of craft which are moored for extensive periods—target
barges, water barges, and navigation buoys are examples of marine structures with very similar
characteristics.
5. It is not always the case that a fish farm in port authority waters needs a licence or consent. The
situation will vary according to the Harbour Order of the port authority. In many cases, however a Works
Licence is required for a fish farm under the port authority’s Harbour Order. In at least one example,
even though a Works License was required, a failure to consult with the port authority has resulted in fish
farms being sited in areas which have constituted a danger to navigation through an failure to provide
adequate navigational marks, due to lack of knowledge.
CONSULTATION AND CO-ORDINATION

6. When an application for a fish farm site is put forward, a large number of bodies need to be
consulted. In some cases up to nine separate bodies have to consider the application. In one instance the
nine bodies listed below needed to be consulted:
Tlie Port Authority—for navigational consultation and works licensing
The Crown Estate Commissioners—for a sea-bed lease
The Department of Transport—for consent under the Coast Protection Act
Hydrographer of the Navy—for amendments to charts
Local Lighthouse Authority—for markings
Ministry of Defence—in the case of a naval establishment located in the vicinity
Local Regional Council—planning consent for landward works
HM Coastguard
Nature Conservancy Council—in the case of a site of special scientific interest
7. Other bodies need to be consulted from time to time such as the National Rivers Authority and the
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food. In addition, the situation will vary in Scotland where the
River Purification Boards and the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland should be
consulted.
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8. Difficulties can arise from a lack of co-ordination and communication between these numerous
bodies. Improvements have been made, the Crown Estate Commissioners having issued a helpful
booklet containing guidelines on the siting and design of marine fish farms but the problem has not yet
been fully resolved.
PLANNING CONTROL

9. As a principle BPF would support a reduction in the bureaucracy regarding the siting of fish farms,
however we do not think it appropriate for local authorities to have responsibility for planning control. It
is difficult to see why fish farms should be subject to planning controls when other moorings are not. If all
moorings were subject to planning control, the day to day management of harbours would be adversely
affected, because the need to position barges and buoys fluctuates frequently, often arises at short notice
and the volume of transactions could well swamp the planning system and interfere with the safe
navigation in port authority waters.
CONCLUSION

10. In conclusion, BPF believes that a streamlining of the existing consultative procedures when
obtaining permission to establish a fish farm would be desirable. It is not, however, advisable for a
planning role to be taken on by local authorities as it is likely that such a role would be in conflict with the
statutory responsibilities and duties of port authorities with respect to the safe control of navigation.
Consultation with port authorities is imperative when fish farms are intended to be placed in waters over
which port authorities have statutory responsibilities.
February 1990
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APPENDIX 20
Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Senior Head of Conservation, Education and Publicity,
Royal Society for Nature Conservation
SHELLFISH FARMING IN BRITAIN
We understand that the Select Committee on Agriculture is currently taking evidence on fish farming.
To that end, the Royal Society for Nature Conservation which is the association of the 48 Wildlife Trusts
in England, Wales and Scotland wishes to bring to the Committee’s attention matters of concern relating
to shellfish farming in Britain.
Shejlfishing is a traditional activity which has until recently been small-scale, employing relatively few
people and generally supplying local markets. Since the early 1980s, advances in production, harvesting
and processing methods and new markets both at home and in Europe have led to a significant expansion
in production and shellfish farming has been transformed.
The Society has two major concerns. Firstly, the industry is being carried out in many of the United
Kingdom’s most important estuaries and shallow water areas on a scale which is considered likely to have
an adverse effect on important bird populations. Secondly, the Manila Clam (Venerupis semidecussata), a
non-licenced alien shellfish species is being increasingly cultivated in apparent disregard to the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981.
The increasing scale of modem cultivation methods can mean that many hectares of mudflats are
covered by racks or sacks. This can lead to the loss of many hectares of bird feeding or roosting habitat.
Large scale cultivation may also cause damage to mud substrates with subsequent loss of marine and
inter-tidal organisms.
Wildfowl and wader populations can be seriously disturbed by the daily ser\'icing of shellfish which are
located in sensitive areas. During winter months many bird populations are particularly susceptible to
disturbance, causing them to use up valuable energy resources. Disturbance is primarily from fishermen
walking out across mudflats, the use of motorised vessels and in some areas modified tractors or
four-wheel drive vehicles.
The cultivation of the alien Manila Clam is known to be carried out in at least five estuaries in England
and Wales and a further four in Scotland. All of these sites are either designated Sites of Special Scientific
Interest, Local Nature Reserves, proposed Marine Nature Reserves or voluntary Marine Conservation
Areas, and at least four of the sites meet the criteria for designation as Special Protection Area status
under the EC Birds Directive (79/409/EEC) and under the Ramsar Convention as Wetlands of
International Importance.
The Manila Clam is a species cultivated in British waters which to date has not been licenced by the
MAFF under Section 16 (4) of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. Section 14 (1) (a) of the act makes
it an offence to release or allow the escape to the wild of any animal which is of a kind not ordinarily
resident in and is not a regular visitor to Great Britain in a wild state.
It is known that in the Exe Estuary in Devon, Manila Clams have not been properly contained and
have escaped, and ova and sperm are known to have been released. Research shows that reproduction in
this species can take place at 14°C. In 1989 surface water temperature in the south west exceeded 20°C,
the highest recorded in the last 100 years. The implications of this are of particular concern when the
effects of other notable alien species such as the Slipper limpet {Crepidula fornicatd) and Ameriaan Clam
{Mercenaria mercenaria) are considered. This suggests that the intention and spirit of Section 14, to
provide effective controls to help safeguard the flora and fauna of Great Britain from alien introductions
is being undermined.
To avoid large-scale deterioration of our estuarine environment, to minimise conflict between the large
number of other interests affected and to comply with a variety of domestic and international legal
obligations, the Society recommends that:
— The current procedure employed for the granting of leases for shellfishing should be
re-examined as it offers little opportunity for representation by interested parties, and no recall
on decisions.
— Local Authorities should rigorously enforce planning control procedures on shellfish farming.
The erection of racks and other structures specifically require planning permission. More
especially as shellfishing on an estuary is not considered by MAFF as a farming operation and an
estuary is not considered as agricultural land.
— That the industry should be planned strategically in the context of local and structure plans
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lather than on the present ad hoc basis. This would permit the identification of sensitive areas
unsuitable for shellfishing and areas that could accommodate the industry. An Environmental
Assessment should be a requirement.
- There is a need for redefinition of ‘introduction’ in relation to the Wildlife and Countryside Act
1981, to include the release of breeding populations.
— The law should be amended so that a licence is required for the depositing of all alien shellfish.
In the interim the issuing of further licences should cease until such time as it is proven there will
not be any harmful effect on our native marine life.
We hope that these issues which we have identified as being of particular concern will be considered by
your Committee.
26 February 1990
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APPENDIX 21
Supplementary memorandum and letters submitted by Highland Regional Council
IMPACT OF FISH FARMS ON RURAL ROADS
During evidence submitted by COSLA to the Committee on 14th February 1990, the Senior Depute
Director of Planning, Highland Regional Council, cited two instances where the Council had incurred
substantial unplanned expenditure in repairing rural roads damaged by heavy vehicles servicing marine
farms not subject to control by the Council as Planning Authority. The Committee requested further
information and this is given below. It is stressed that these two cases are simply examples of a much
wider problem^ and that they have been selected to show the wide geographical range of the problem.
Both areas are considered not to have had any significant increase in damaging traffic apart from fish
farming-related.
The impact of a fish farm occurs in two stages. During development, large vehicles are used to
transport heavy steel cages and tank sections. During production they deliver substantial quantities of
feed (nearly twice the weight of final salmon output), perhaps as frequently as once/week. In common
with other transport, the weight of vehicles has been increasing in recent years.
1.

(Kingairloch, Lochaber)
A pre-consultation sea bed lease was granted by Crown Estate to Marine Harvest for the whole Loch.
Salmon cage rafts established in 1982, developed until 1988, and though the extent of permitted cages is
unknown, the site is understood to be currently permitted to produce 500 tonnes per year.
LOCH UISGE—LOCH A’ CHOIRE ROAD

Planning permission was granted by the Council in 1982 for a pontoon/jetty and in 1986 for a
feedstore/office/staff facility and in 1988 for a slipway.
Damage to the Road. See map at Annex B. Despite the fact that the Loch a Choire road was in
reasonable condition, having had about £170,000 spent on it since 1975, the road surface and formation
deteriorated rapidly following the establishment of the fish farm. In 1986 the Council’s Roads Committee
was informed that substantial remedial works were needed including £250,000 on carriageway
strengthening and £50,000 on passing places.
To the £300,000 which has been spent on making the road adequate for fish farm traffic, the Council’s
Road Engineer estimated that a further £450,000 requires to be spent.
SUMMARY

This road serves only the fish farm, apart from the Estate and some holiday/retirement homes. It is very
probable therefore that the damage to the road was caused by heavy fish farm related traffic.
Had the cost of maintaining the road been borne by the fish farmer causing the problem—as is often
the case with new rural development such as quarries placing an undue burden on roads—the fish farm
would not have been economic and would not have been developed. Thus through lack of planning
control the Council has effectively subsidised the development.
2.

KYLESKU—DRUMBEG—LOCHINVER LOOP ROAD, SUTHERLAND

This situation is more complex because of the number of fish farm sites and the crofting settlement
pattern.
Pre-consultation seabed leases were granted for marine salmon farming on the sites shown on the map
at Annex A, probably in the early to mid-1980s. The scale of permitted annual production is currently
understood to be:
Loch Ardbhair, Loch na Droighniche (2 sites)
Loch Nedd
Loch Dhrombaig
Loch a’Chairn Bhain (south shore, 3 sites)

330 tonnes
200 tonnes
7200 tonnes
7200 tonnes
each

There was rapid growth of salmon farming in the mid 1980s. On land, planning permission was granted
for a hatchery at Glenlearaig in 1984 and this was expanded in 1988. In 1987, planning permission was
granted for a shore base at Loch Ardbhair, but refused at Loch a Chairn Bhain.
^ The Council estimates that a total of £1 million per year now requires to be spent bringing minor roads to a standard capable of
bearing existing fish farm traffic.
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Damage to the road, damage to bridge retaining walls and culverts had occurred by 1985. Temporary
weight restrictions and a bailey bridge were necessary at a cost of £70,000. The bridge at Glenlearaig was
repaired and the total capital expenditure on the road repairs in 1987-88 was £270,000. A permanent
weight restriction of 24.5 tonnes has now been imposed on the whole loop.
SUMMARY

The initial weight restrictions were imposed because the traffic to the hatchery was considered to have
damaged the road structures. However the marine fish farming operations—substantial rural
developments-were thus severely disadvantaged, and the Council was put under considerable pressure
to restore the standard of the road. The loop also serves scattered crofting settlements and seasonal
tourist traffic which would have been badly affected were the temporary restrictions to have continued
for any length of time.
February 1990
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Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from the Chairman, Regional Planning Committee,
Highland Regional Council
I refer to the published Minutes of Evidence of the Crown Estate Commissioners to the Committee on
31 Januarj' 1990. There are many points which I would wish to debate, but wish in this instance merely to
refute the following statements:
1.

Para. 291 Page 158, Lines 19/20
The Earl of Mansfield denies the Crown Estate Commissioners (CEC) are a “secretive body acting as a
judge and jury in their own cause”, and went on to stress the important role of other bodies particularly
Local Authorities.
CROWN ESTATE COMMISSIONERS’ INTEREST

I would wish to emphasise again that there is no agreed Appeal Procedure on a CEC decision open to
any aggrieved party. Decisions are taken by CEC in secret, and it is difficult or impossible for any
affected party to find out whether their case has been fairly addressed in the CEC assessment. Local
Authorities have stressed that CEC do not necessarily adhere to their advice, for reasons which are not
made clear in the decision letter which is circulated.
Page 159, and Para. 292
The Earl of Mansfield states that CEC are “directly responsible to the Secretary of State for Scotland
and accountable”.

2. ACCOUNTABILITY

In Para. 310 the Earl seems to indicate accountability to the Treasury, and this indeed was my belief.
The 1961 Crown Estate Act does not make it clear that there is direct accountability to the Scottish
Office. The Council’s experience in pressing the Scottish Office on the delay in establishing the Advisory
Committee meetings suggests that the Secretary of State is unsure of any accountability of the CEC to
him.
3.

Page 162, end Para. 312
The Earl of Mansfield states, in relation to the lack of calling of the Advisory Committee before
decisions made on Lochs Hourn and Nevis, that the objections received from the “Nature Conservancy
Council and the Local Authority were at a very low level, they never reached Director level, which is the
actual level which is going to trigger off the Committtee”.
CALUNG OF ADVISORY COMMITTEE

This is quite wrong. The letters from the Council on both Loch Hourn and Loch Nevis were personally
signed by the Director of Planning, who has delegated authority by the Council’s Planning Committee to
reply to CEC consultations. (Controversial cases could be taken to Planning Committee for consideration
if there was more time than the four weeks allowed by CEC for replies). I would have thought the
Secretary of State for Scotland’s announcement on setting up the Advisory Committee (December 1988)
was reasonably clear on when the Committee would be called—to discuss and recommend on any
unresolved objection by any of the consultees. Proposals which had been objected to by Highland
Regional Council, Nature Conser\'ancy Council, Countryside Commission for Scotland etc for the year
following the announcement on the Advisory Committee were nevertheless approved without further
consultation.
Page 162, Para. 316.
The Earl of Mansfield states that he has not had one single letter hurrying up the establishment of the
Committee.
I cannot understand this. Following lack of success verbally by officials, my Committee on 12th July,
1989 instructed its officials for a written approach to the Scottish Office on the delay in setting up the
Committee, and in due course obtained a photocopy of the CEC’s reply to the Scottish Office dated 14th
August, 1989.
4.

Page 166, Para. 329
It is stated by Mr Gravestock that CEC do not allow leases to be assigned, so that CEC maintain total
control.
STRUCTURE OF THE INDUSTRY

There are several cases in this Region of small leases being effectively taken over and operated by
much larger concerns. The Council may have originally supported the small locally-based development,
but is not consulted by CEC when the site is taken over and expanded. Sites as far apart as Avoch and
Caolas Scalpay provide examples.
On Page 157, CEC’s written submission gives an analysis of the length of leases, showing only 1 of 99
years. The Council obtained data from CEC in 1985 which shows that out of 111 seabed leases, 13 or 12
percent were 99 years (expiry dates: 12 at 2084 and 1 at 2075). It is also significant that these were major
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leases, obtained by the largest salmon operator. It is furthermore significant, as Mr Gravestock confirms
in Para. 332, that such leases are only reviewed in extenuating circumstances. Thus the structure of the
industry continues to be very much influenced by these pre-consultation leases.
Page 164, Para. 322
Dr McGovern claims that the major Norwegian studies follow the CEC’s Strategy of three-fold
breakdown of the coast which is based on an elaborate databank including hydrographic matters.

5. STRATEGY

It is quite wrong in my opinion to compare the CEC Strategy with the major (£3 million) Norwegian
LENKA work. The latter is based on assessment of the carrying capacity of the coast to cope with marine
pollution of all sorts, including fish farming and domestic waste. In contrast the CEC Strategy makes no
mention of flushing rates and biological/hydrographical factors (which are elsewhere often loosely linked
to the term “carrying capacity”). I believe this is an important defect of the Strategy, which is in great
contrast to the much more detailed Norwegian work.
6.

Para. 168, Para. 346
Dr McGovern states that the Very Sensitive Areas were evolved as a “joint thing with the conservation
interests, with the Planning Authorities”.
VERY SENSITIVE AREAS

The Council was certainly consulted by CEC on the VSA concept/initial list, but I would dispute the
implication that the concept finds favour by the Council and that our comments to CEC were taken on
board.
Page 168, Para. 347
Dr McGovern states that “every application for fish farming includes an environmental assessment".

7. ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

I am not sure if this is what he meant, for it is quite wrong. He appears to be referring to the
Supplementary Information section of the application for seabed lease, which the applicant can choose to
supply if he wishes. Such supplementary information, when provided, is fairly sparse and in no way an
“environmental assessment”.
I trust these comments will be brought to the attention of the Committee and you will note that I am
copying them to COSLA who gave written and oral evidence to the Committee.
8 March 1990
Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from Dr Michael Foxley, Highland Regional Council
I would appreciate it if you could bring the following comments to the attention of the Agriculture
Committee.
As the Regional Councillor for West Lochaber, in 1988 I carried out a detailed survey on the Fish
Farming economy in that area. In 1988, West Lochaber produced 4500 tons of salmon, representing some
21 per cent of the total Scottish salmon production. It is also the “home” of the Sea Fish Industry
Authority at Ardtoe, which you visited whilst in Lochaber. It also contains the operational ‘base of
Marine Harvest, which started in Lochailort about 20 years ago. I think that I can speak with some
authority as to the status and structure of the industry.
Fish farming is now a vital component of the local economy and provides 1 in 4 of the working
population of Ardnamurchan and the Arisaig area with a job. The production provides significant
benefits for the national as well as the local economy. It also produces heavy demands in terms of local
housing need and a requirement to improve the local road network.
In the past ten years, no new houses have been built in West Lochaber by either the District Council or
a housing association. Most private building has taken place utilizing the crofting grant scheme. There is a
need to fund rural housing by the District Council and by Housing Associations.
The single-track road network, which you will have encountered in most of West Lochaber, is woefully
inadequate. The Scottish Office have failed to provide Highland Region with any additional funding to
improve the single-track road network. Major improvements are required in most of the west coast areas
which are affected by fish farming and the capital allocation provided to Highland Region is insufficient
to permit any significant improvements to the road network.
Most importantly I wish to comment on the role of the Crown Estate Office and the Crown Estate
Commissioners. They are a secretive and undemocratic organisation and are widely regarded as parasites
on the West Coast. The only reason that they are not more directly criticised by Fish Farmers is because
the fish farming operators do not wish to prejudice future applications for leases of the seabed! The
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overwhelming majority of people living and working on the west coast find it inconceivable that the
Crown Estate Office can adequately and honestly carry out its role as Landlord, Planning Authority and
Environmental Arbiter. I am aware that the first Commissioner, the Earl of Mansfield has made a large
number of misleading and incorrect statements to you. I have just read a letter sent to you on the 8 March
by the Chairman of the Regional Planning Committee which answers many of these points. I fully agree
with the terms of his letter. Several of the issues that he raises—of 100 year leases and of leases being
assigned—I can confirm as I have examples of this within my own area.
I think it would be helpful if 1 provided very detailed information about one controversial case recently
in Loch Nevis. I enclose the correspondence relating to this application which is only a small fraction of
the correspondence which took place. However, the enclosures detail the widespread objections from
many statutory bodies to the application to create a third salmon farm near Stoul in Loch Nevis by Lovat
Estates. From these enclosures, your Committee will see that an environmental assessment should have
been requested and provided and, following which, the application should have been referred to the
Advisory Committee. Both I and the Director of Planning objected to the proposed salmon farm at Stoul,
together with the Countryside Commission for Scotland and the Nature Conservancy Council. I
apologise for the amount of detailed information about this application. Much of this was gained because
it was so controversial. You can imagine how many decisions are taken, in secret, without full and
adequate information being available and without the various objectors being aware of the levels of
concern. The planning processes not perfect but the decision is taken in public, usually on the criteria
fonried by publicly discussed local and structure plans, and with all consultees and objectors being
informed as to the level and quality of the objections. The consultation process carried out by the Crown
Estate Office is similar to a “Dead Letter Box” where a letter of support, concern or objection is
submitted, often in great detail and after the passage of several months, a decision is announced with few
conditions and a very basic explanation.
I also enclose a copy of the Regional Council Fish Farming Framework Plan for Loch Nevis.^ I was
directly involved in drafting this framework plan, as I have been with several Others in the West
Ifighlands, carrying outa public consultation with official agencies, voluntary bodies, local organisations,
Community Councils and individuals. The responses were all incorporated into the final plan which was
then widely welcomed, with NO objectors, as a useful strategy for the industry in the foreseeable future. I
would ask that the Agriculture Committee compare this detailed study of a Loch system, with its
proposed policy for the scale and quality of fish-farming developments in each zone with the bland,
simplistic statement provided by the Crown Estate, many years after they were supposed to be
controlling the development of fish farming. In the second edition of their development strategy and area
guidelines for marine fish farming in Scotland, dated Sept. 1989, they simply state the following:
“Inner Loch Nevis—general presumption in favour of improvements and innovations at existing fish
farms. General presumption against further fish farms. Outer Loch Nevis—general presumption in
favour of small and medium-scale fish farms compatible with other interests. General presumption
against further large scale fish farms within Loch areas.”
The entire detailed description about the geography, status and future of fish farming in Loch Nevis
amounts to less than 150 words. This level of guidance is of no practical use to fish farmers and is of little
interest to either local people or conservationists.
In conclusion I would ask that the Agriculture Committee give full consideration to the views of the
Regioiial Council. We had wanted to formally meet the Committee and provide a detailed and informed
presentation of our case. If the Agriculture Committee have any doubts as to the validity of the case for
Planning Control by the Local Authorities over the inshore waters, I would ask that you accept verbal
evidence from us, I am certain that the Local Authority could and would provide the best development
control strategy for sustainable growth of the industry with the minimum of conflict.
19 March 1990

^ Not printed. Available from Highland Regional Council.
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Letters to the Clerk of the Committee from the Secretary General, Convention of
Scottish Local Authorities
I refer to your letter of 21 February 190. The point on which the Committee seeks clarification in the
Convention’s Memorandum of Evidence at paragraph 10(e) is essentially a practical matter of the effect
of the undertaking required from CEC tenants. The attached letter dated 13 March from Highland
illustrates the kind of problems wliich arise when activity is undertaken by a tenant which leads to a
planning authority having to accommodate the development situation with a compromise which is less
satisfactory in the context of good orderly development than if the tenant had obtained all necessary
planning consents in advance of proceeding with the development.
I trust that this information clarifies the Convention’s concerns and the main thrust of this part of our
evidence.
26 March 1990
Letter to the Secretary General, Convention of Scottish Local Authorities from the Director,
Highland Regional Council
I refer to your copy letter of the Clerk to the Agriculture Committee dated 21 February 1990.
The clause of the lease is sometimes disregarded. The condition imposed by CEC that their lessees
obtain all necessary consents before developing their leases would be a good one were it strictly observed.
They do not seem to monitor that this “condition”—which seems to be advisory-is observed, and I
would give the following examples.
A development may initially have an experimental or small scale phase in which it is possible to work
off a beach or local pier without the need for planning permission. A D Bradley at Caraasinas, Loch
Sunart developed a small shellfish farm lease without planning permission for servicing from what is a
residential area of high amenity, which led to a planning problem. A much worse situation developed off
Salen where large shellfish farming was developed without an agreement to use a private jetty. Salmon
cages are often assembled on a beach near a public road, and damage and eyesore can result. Such
problems have arisen in Lochaber (e.g. Marine’ Harvest, Alisary and Port na Uamh, Loch Sunart) and in
Ross and Cromarty (Torridon) )^. Some salmon farms (mainly smaller scale operations) continue to be
serviced reasonably satisfactorily and without conflict despite not having planning consent (e.g. Loch
Nedd, Sutherland and Ob Gorm Beag, Torridon. More seriously, some Companies seem to avoid
pressure from the Planning Authority to improve their servicing arrangements by pressing forward with
an application (e.g. Ormiscaig, Loch Ewe).
The basic problem is that the Planning Authority, anxious to secure jobs and encourage fish farming,
may be pressurised to agree a less-than-satisfactory servicing solution after a seabed lease is granted and
fish are growing in the cages. Loch Bay in Skye and Achintraid, Loch Kjshorn are examples of this. Only
rarely is there a refusal (e.g. Dornie). The main concern in Para. 10(e) of the COSLA document is that,
even after October 1986, CEC could approve a fish farm without apparently taking account of the Local
Authority’s comments on servicing problems.
May I finally say that the situation does not pertain merely to Planning. There is evidence that salmon
farmers position and stock their cages without obtaining Consent to Discharge from the River
Purification Board. I have examples at Camas na Gall, Loch Hourn, and Caolas Scalpay in Skye where
there is some sensitivity. The general position should be checked with Highland River Purification
Board.
13 March 1990
Letter to the Secretary General, Convention of Scottish Local Authorities from the
Principal Administrative Assistant, Department of Administration, Western Isles Island Council
I refer to our discussion yesterday concerning the letter dated 21 February 1990 from D W Robson,
Clerk to the Agriculture Committee.
As I indicated to you I have now had an opportunity to discuss the points raised in the letter with John
Marshall, Assistant Director of Planning and I hope that the following comments will be of assistance to
you in replying on behalf of the Convention to Mr Robson.
^ And there has been enforcement action by the Planning Committee.
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It is certainly the Council’s understanding that any necessary planning consent is not a pre-requisite
before a seabed lease can be put into effect.
It should also be emphasised that it is not part of the normal consultation procedure for the Council to
have sight of the Crown Estate’s lease.
The matter is touched upon in the decision letter which is issued to consultees in Annex 2 headed
“Advice to Applicant from Consultees”. The important word here is “advice” and nothing stronger,
although it is not also without significance that this “advice” is from consultees, routed through the
Crown Estate, rather than from the Crown Estate itself. The wording used regarding planning consent in
Annex 2 is not particularly strong and certainly does not convey the impression that the granting of the
lease is actually contingent upon the obtaining of planning consent beforehand for any associated shore
development.
It is also interesting to compare the headings of Annex 2 and Annex 1, the latter being entitled “Special
Conditions Applying to the Lease”. The use of the word “conditions” as opposed to simply “advice” is
important, suggesting a conscious decision on the part of Crown Estate Commissioner to “advise” (and
no more) applicants regarding planning issues. If it were otherwise, the matter would surely have been
referred to under Annex 1, i.e. under “Conditions”.
I also see no practical benefit to Planning Authorities in a condition attached to the Crown Estate’s
lease requiring the prior obtaining of planning consent. This fails to overcome the fundamental difficulty
that two aspects of a single development are treated in different ways, at different times, by organisations
having different rationales. More practical, there is the difficulty as to what occurs if such a condition was
not to be complied with. Since it would be a condition on a Crown Estate’s lease, it is for the Crown
Estate Commissioners to enforce it, and I very much doubt that they have the means to do so timeously,
and in all cases. A planning authority simply has no formal locus on enforcement and whilst it could raise
the matter informally with the Crown Estate Commissioners this would place a planning authority in no
better a position than it is at present.
15 March 1990
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Memorandum submitted by the Clyde Yacht Clubs’ Association
1.

ORGANISATION AND POLICY

1.1 The Association is an organisation run by yachtsmen to serve yachtsmen on the Clyde and the
West Coast of Scotland generally in the area from Girvan, Ayrshire, to Armadale, Skye, and is involved
in the organisation and co-ordination of yacht racing, dinghy racing, sailing and motor boat cruising. The
Association cames out continuous liaisons with Clyde Port Authority, the Queen’s Harbour Master,
Highlands and Islands Development Board, Local Authorities and others.
1.2 The Association recognises that fish farming has a part to play in the economy of the area in which
we operate.
1.3 The Association does not oppose fish farming as a matter of principle.
2. IMPACT OF FISH FARMS ON YACHTING

2.1 Location and Siting
Care should be taken by the Crown Estate Commissioners (in the case of marine fish farms) and other
proprietors (in the case of fresh water sites) that areas licensed for fish farms do not occupy the whole of
sheltered bays or anchorages leaving no room for safe navigation including safe anchoring. Care should
also be taken, particularly in the more exposed areas, that sheltered areas of water for anchoring which
have traditionally been safe havens in bad weather should not be rendered useless by fish farms. This is
particularly important on the West Cost of Scotland where sea conditions can deteriorate very rapidly.
2.2 Navigational Channels and Restricted Waters
Fish farms should not be sited in navigation channels or restricted waters if they render these restricted
waters unsafe for navigation, including navigation under sail and in poor weather conditions.
2.3 Buoyage and Marking
All fish farm sites should be clearly buoyed and marked by means of suitably sized and coloured
floating buoys and shore marks. The main shore and floating marks should be suitably lit at night.
The foregoing should apply not only to fish cages but to shellfish farms where frequently ropes or
strings are suspended from very small floating buoys and the ends of these lines of buoys are fi-equently
only marked with a slightly larger inflatable buoy. This type of farm is extremely difficult to see
particularly in rough weather or at night with the resulting danger of fouling propellors etc. If this type of
farm is lit only by small flashing lights it is not clear where the safe navigable passage is.
Fish farm servicing rafts which; when not in use, are frequently anchored close inshore should be lit at
night, at least with an anchor riding light.
3. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

3.1 Visual and Scenic Impact
Care should be taken on siting that areas of high scenic beauty are not spoiled with the resulting
detrimental effect on tourism and on the quality of life for those living in the area.
3.2 Litter and Debris
We have experience in our area of some fish farms causing water and shore litter through insufficient
care and management of fish farm cages, fish food sacks and other materials resulting in polythene,
wood, polystyrene and other materials being carried by wave and tide over substantial areas, deposited
on beaches and blown across surrounding countryside. Accidents and oversights can happen but this type
of pollution which is in breach of the Merchant Shipping (Prevention of Pollution by Garbage)
Regulations 1988 can be greatly cut down by correct management and preventative procedures being
employed and being insisted upon by the licensing authority.
3.3 Abandoned F' h Farms—Debris and Danger
We have experience of abandoned fish farms breaking up with the resulting marine and shore debris
pollution and danger to vessels. All new fish farm licences should be conditional on a suitable bonding
arrangement being in force whereby if a redundant fish farm is not removed by the operator the
bondsman will be required to do so or the licensing authority will do so at the expense of the bondsman or
operator. In the event of an economic downturn in the fish farm industry, we anticipate that this problem
will increase considerably. The removal should not only be of surface items but also of shore-based
facilities and mooring anchors and chains etc. from the sea bed as they form a hazard to fishing vessels
trawling and to vessels anchoring.
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3.4 Shore-based Facilities
In addition to any planning requirements, fish farm licences should include the obligation to maintain
shore-based facilities in good and safe working order and with the minimum of unsightly stacking and
storage of materials. In certain areas this has become a considerable blight on the landscape.
3.5 Noise
There is a problem in some areas from noise of operation including the running of machinery, pumps
and generators 24 hours per day. Even in sparsely populated areas, noise pollution should be kept to a
minimum.
3.6 Supervision
Some fish farm licences should not be granted where there is no adjacent shore-based facility requiring
service vessels to travel considerable distances to transfer foodstocks, machinery, personnel etc. Safety
cover for personnel can be poor and in the event of a serious mishap e.g. breaking of cages or water
pollution serious damage to marine and shore environment can be done before service launches etc. can
arrive. Fish farm licences should not be granted (a) where there is neither adequate supervision nor
permanent staffing and service launch cover and (b) where the shore base is too far by time or distance
for proper safety and supervision. Fish farm sites should be manned 24 hours per day.
4. EMPLOYMENT

4.1 Type and Quality of Jobs Created
The majority of local jobs created are for manual workers only, frequently involving long hours and
relatively low wage rates. While some transport employment might also be created there is generally only
minimal secondary employment created in the immediate area.
4.2 Added Value Jobs

The jobs in processing, smoking and packing etc. do generally not take place in the remoter areas and
do not benefit the local community. The siting of local processing and packing stations in the more
remote areas would have a greater beneficial impact on local employment.
5. Summary
Fish farms have a role to play in creating employment and for benefiting the economy in the area of the
Association's operation. The adverse impacts of this type of development can be kept to an acceptable
level providing that licensing authorities, local authority planning and other departments and in
particular the operators are cognisant of the problems and put in effect proper and effective management
systems, work practices and supervision. Without this there is a considerable danger that some of the
worst effects of industrial type of development and dereliction will be felt in our remote and coastal areas
of great environmental and scenic importance.
2 March 1990
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Letters to the Clerk of the Committee from the Crown Estate Receiver, Crown Estate Commissioners
As requested in your letter of 26 February I am providing the following information in answer to your
3 questions about Environmental Assessments of salmon farming proposals.
1. With the great reduction in the demand for fish farming leases only 73 proposals for salmon
farming were submitted in the 20 months period between July 1988 and February 1990. Following public
consultation 19 of these applications have been rejected and 46 approved with modifications; the 8 still
under consideration are all small-scale projects.
2. Although the Crown Estate is conscious of its responsibilities under the Environmental Assessment
Regulations there have been very few large-scale salrnon farming projects in recent years. Most of the
applications made since July 1988 have been well below the thresholds agreed with the Scottish Office for
a detailed Environmental Assessment. Only 1 case had an initial scale of development above the
threshold, and at an early stage in the consultations it was found necessary to reduce the proposed site by
50 per cent on navigation grounds. This removed the need for a detailed EA.
3. All applications are copied to all the interest groups listed in Schedule 2 of the Regulations to enable
them to comment on any environmental or other effects. Any requests for additional information in
respect of potentially acceptable applications are met so far as possible by the Crown Estate or the
applicant.
8 March 1990
Thank you for your letter of 19 March enclosing copies of the comments of Highland Regional Council
and the Nature Conservancy Council on some points in the published record of the Crown Estate’s
evidence to the Committee on 31 January.
I am grateful for the opportunity to reply to these criticisms and am pleased to respond as follows:
A. HIGHLAND REGIONAL COUNCIL
1. Crown Estate Commissioners' Interest (page 158, para 291)
By our practise and procedures the Crown Estate has demonstrated that the granting of fish farming
leases is conducted in an open and defensible manner. The Crown Estate frequently provides detailed
explanations of the background and assessments of individual applications. Decisions are made against
the framework of published guidelines and a development strategy. Decision letters are made publicly
available as is general statistical and other information.
2. Accountability (page 159, para 292)
The evidence given by the Minister of State at the Scottish Office has clarified the Crown Estate’s
relationship with both the Treasury and the Secretary of State for Scotland.
3. Calling of Advisory Committee (page 162, para 312)
As was made clear in our evidence no approach was made to the Crown Estate, by Highland Regional
Council or anyone else, regarding the delay in establishing the Committee. Highland Regional Council’s
comments on the Loch Hourn application preceded the appointment of the Chairman and Deputy
Chairman of the Committee and those concerning Loch Nevis were made before the Committee was
formally established.
4. Structure of the Industry (page 166, para 329)
It is a matter of fact that fish farming leases are not assignable and this gives the Crown Estate total
control by allowing discretion to waive this restriction in appropriate cases. The evidence given did not
suggest that permission is not given to assignments (although in practice new leases are granted). Indeed
the circumstances and considerations applied to such requests were explored in evidence.
The number of leases granted for terms of 99 years have been reduced over recent years by negotiation
and only 1 now remains. The number of leases held by the largest salmon operator amount to only 7 per
cent of the total number of leases granted for salmon farming purposes (excluding Shetland).
5. Strategy (page 164, para 322)
There was of course a good basis for the Crown Estate’s statement that the FISH FARMING
DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY is comparable to the Norwegian LENKA REPORT. The Norwegian
work was closely examined during a visit to Norway last year and its uses and limits were discussed with
the professional staff in the Norwegian departments. There is a close similarity in the locational policies
in the strategies for Norway and Scotland, and the Crown Estate also takes account of flushing rates and
biological/hydrographical factors as in Norway.
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6. Very Sensitive Areas (page 168, para 346)
The statement that the concept of VSAs was evolved by the Crown Estate in discussion with planning
and conservation interests was certainly a factual indication of the procedure followed in preparing the
Fish Farming Strategy. Detailed lists and reasons for the proposed VSAs were circulated at the drafting
stage. The Highland Regional Council made only the general comment that the proposed policies might
be too restrictive, but noted that the Crown Estate stressed the need for flexible interpretation and
provision for small-scale developments. The Council suggested that the criteria for identifying VSAs
should be more clearly defined, and this was done in the re-drafting by the Crown Estate before
publication.
7. Environmental Assessment (page 168, para 347)
As stated in the Evidence the Crown Estate’s procedures on all fish farming applications do include
consideration of environmental issues as an essential part of the comprehensive appraisal of the points for
and against approval. The Highland Regional Council’s criticism takes a narrow view of the procedures
and of the information available to the Crown Estate, which includes not only the statement by the
applicant but also the reactions of the conservation agencies. It is emphasised in the Evidence that this
useful basic assessment of all applications would be expanded in scope and depth for any large-scale
proposals above the thresholds for a formal EA.
B. NATURE CONSERVANCY COUNCIL
There is no doubt about the difficulties that have been experienced in obtaining from the NCC an
endorsement at an appropriately high level of their objections to fish farming proposals. However the
second point of the CE Evidence is that new procedures have been agreed with NCC, following the
establishment of the Advisory Committee, to ensure that there is provision for reviewing their objections
and seeking ways of resolving the conflicts with conservation policies.
The key point in the full explanation in para 314 of the reasons for the limited approval of fish farming
at Lunga Island is that the NCC had no reasonable basis for objecting to a compromise which made a 90
per cent reduction in view of the conservation objections. The only basis for these objections was the
designation by NCC of the very large Firth of Lorn area as a Marine Conservation Area, and NCC staff
have been trying to obtain blanket rejections in these areas despite the non-statutory terms of this
designation.
It may also at this stage be helpful to re-emphasise or clarify the following main points which arose
from the various evidence sessions:
1. The Crown Estate accepted the task of controlling fish farming development and has acted in a
fully accountable, competent and reasonable manner in seeking a balance between development
and conservation interests.
2. There has been a steady evolution of policies and procedures in response to constructive
suggestions by developers and objectors.
3. The new Advisory Committee is now operational and is providing a coordinating forum for the
statutory authorities. Although the delay in establishing the committee has been unfortunate the
Crown Estate could not act until the Chairman and Deputy Chairman had been appointed. This
was not achieved until the beginning of June 1989 and was followed in October 1989 by a
meeting with the Chairman. Immediately following this meeting the relevant statutory
authorities were invited to nominate their representatives on the Committee. As a result of local
authorities requiring to refer the matter to relevant committees the Advisory Committee was
formally established in December 1989.
4. There is now a much slower rate of expansion in fish farming, and market conditions and the
published Guidelines are discouraging controversial proposals.
5. Mention has been made of the Crown Estate’s role in marine aggregate dredging. Whilst licences
for this purpose are granted by the Crown Estate on both territorial seabed and the UK
Continental Shelf, these licences are only granted following the “Government View” procedure.
This is an administrative procedure by which the Crown Estate is advised by the lead
Government Department, following consultations with other Departments and interests,
whether a licence might be granted.
6. Mention has also been made of the arrangements for assessing the relevant commercial rent for
salmon farms. These rents were introduced in 1987 following a seven year rent moratorium. The
Crown Estate Act 1961 specifically provides that any element of monopoly value should be
excluded from the duty to obtain proper value. This provision was specifically inserted in the Act
to take account of the Crown Estate’s offshore interests. In, addition during the passage of the
Act an undertakiiig was given that the Inland Revenue Valuation Office would provide
independent and impartial advice on valuations involving foreshore and seabed interests. In the
case of salmon farm rents, the new rents were introduced following negotiations between the
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Valuation Office and the National Farmers Union of Scotland representing the salmon farmers’
interests.
Further commentary and responses could be provided on other aspects of the evidence given to the
Committee by other parties on the role and procedures of the Crown Estate but this might not be
considered helpful to the Committee at this stage.
6 April 1990
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APPENDIX 25
Supplementary memorandum submitted by the National Rivers Authority
EXAMPLES OF PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH FISH FARMING PRACTICES
Fish farms normally return abstracted water to the river a short distance downstream of the intake and
consequently may not be particularly significant in overall resources terms. The need to maintain a head
of water to the farm itself may mean abstracting far more water than required and running a great
percentage of it back to tlie river some distance downstream of the intake. An example is a fish farm on
the River Mole, North Devon.
Acute problems may arise within the length between intake and outfall, and have significance in terms
of;
(a) Fisheries
Over abstraction by a fish farm in the Eastern Cleddau in West Wales has adversely affected
anghng interests in the area. A fish pass has been rendered virtually inoperative and the river
channel between abstraction and discharge points reduced to the extent that it has become a
major obstacle to fish.
(b) Dilution of other discharges
On the Hampshire Avon, a fish farm abstracts water in such a way that the dilution afforded to a
sewage treatment works effluent discharge by the river is substantially reduced.
At other sites, intake and discharge may be to different watercourses. For example in the Exe Valley
Devon, one fish farm abstracts from the river Barle and discharges to the river Exe. Obviously in this
case, the problems associated with low flow may be experienced in the water course below the point of
abstraction.
Other situations are more complex as illustrated in the following example on the West Beck in
Yorkshire.
West Beck is the principal headwater stream of the River Hull and arises from Chalk springs in the
vicinity of Driffield. It is the country’s most northerly Chalk stream and has been designated a Site of
Special Scientific Interest by the Nature Conservancy Council. It is potentially a valuable fishery and
along with the abstraction from the River Hull further downstream, is a source for Hull’s public water
supply.
There are now four fish farms on West Beck, and a fifth on the Driffield Canal which runs parallel to it.
Their effect is to downgrade the chemical quality from Class lA “Good” of the national classification to
Class 2 “Fair” and for a short reach to Class 3 “Poor”. The inherited River QuaUty Objective is Class
lA/lB. The invertebrate biological classification and the fishery are of similar poor quality. Eel stocks are
relatively low in Driffield, typical of Chalk streams, but they are abundant further downstream indicating
organic and nutrient enrichment. There have been a number of serious fish kills resulting from low
dissolved oxygen levels. The weed growth has also changed substantially.
The first fish farm to be developed was Wansford Trout Farm in the mid 1960s and it is now the largest
fish farm in the Yorkshire Region. It was one of the first large-scale commercial farms in the country. The
then water pollution control authority, the Hull and East Yorkshire River Board, thus, had little
experience to go on in order to determine discharge consent conditions to protect the Beck’s water
quality, wildlife and fishery.
Two further farms. Rainbow Springs and Humberside Fisheries, were developed in the mid 1970s
downstream of Wansford on either side of the Beck. There has been leap-frogging of their intakes to gain
advantage over each other for the Beck’s limited flow, to the extent that one inlet channel is now so long
that it has become an alternative river running parallel to the original channel. In the autumn of 1989, a
time of exceptionally low flows, the Beck was observed to be running backwards in this area, ie. a
recirculation around the farms had been established.
The fourth farm on West Beck, Poundsworth Trout Farm, which is upstream of all the others, rears
only brown trout in low density and does not have a significant impact on water quality. It complied with
its discharge consent in the summer/autumn 1989—the critical period for low dissolved oxygen levels. It
provides fish for re-stocking fisheries and, thus, has an abstraction licence.
Humberside Fisheries also has an abstraction licence but the other two are producing fish for the table;
they are classified as agricultural and have been exempt from abstraction licensing under the Water
Resources Act 1963. The Water Act 1989 will bring them under licensing control from the 1st September
1990 but they will in effect be given licences of right.
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Not only are the existing consents of most of the farms not tight enough to protect the Beck, but some
have been broken. Formal samples are regularly taken and prosecutions are in the course of preparation
against two farms for alleged violations of the chemical conditions in their consents in 1989. There are,
however, considerable legal difficulties in enforcing the flow conditions, and a direction has been issued
by the Authority in respect of one of the firms to tighten up the consent. This is now under appeal.
Over the years, much time has been expended by Pollution Control, Biology, Fisheries and Water
Resources staff on monitoring and investigating the state of the Beck. There have been protracted
negotiations with the fish farmers and some legal action, including civil action by an angling club; appeals
in respect of discharge consents are still to be resolved for Wansford Trout Farm and Rainbow Springs
Trout Farm. The lack of effective controls, however, has resulted in a continued deterioration in water
quality, mounting frustration amongst Pollution Control, Biological and Fisheries staff and considerable
criticism by anglers and the public.
March 1990
FISH FARM EFFLUENTS
1. NEW DISCHARGES

Before consent is given for a discharge from a fish farm, we must be satisfied that the R.Q.O. of the
receiving watercourse will be maintained.
To this end conditions will be imposed should consent be granted. These conditions will include:(a) A sampling facilities requirement.
(b) Standard “non-injurious to fish” condition.
(c) Standard “no oil and grease” condition.
(d) Limits for: Biochemical oxygen demand.
Suspended solids.
(e) A volume limitation.
(f) Standard condition on prophylatic and/or medicinal substances requiring the permission of the
Region’s Catchment Control Managers.
In addition, conditions for the following may be imposed:
Limits for: Ammoniacal nitrogen
Un-ionised ammonia
Minimum dissolved oxygen
Requirement to measure record and report flows.
Requirements to prevent the escape of fish.
A requirement for the installation and maintenance of other monitoring or sampling equipment
and for the reporting of data.
2. EXISTING DISCHARGES

Tliese will be reviewed to bring them into line with new discharges over the next 5 years. In particular
the condition requiring measurement and reporting of flow will be introduced where appropriate.
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APPENDIX 26
Memorandum submitted by the Health and Safety Commission and Executive
INTRODUCTION

1. This evidence sets out the statutory duties imposed on employers and the self-employed and the
functions of the Health and Safety Commission and Executive (HSC/E) in so far as they relate to the
storage and use of aqua chemicals (both pesticides and veterinary products) used in fish farming.
2. Aqua chemicals stored and used as part of a work activity in the fish farming industry are subject to
the requirements of occupational health and safety legislation under the Health and Safety at Work etc
Act 1974 (HSW Act). ITie sale and supply of medicinal aqua chemicals is also controlled under the
Medicines Act 1968 which has a requirement to ensure the safety of the product which includes the safety
of users.
STATUTORY DUTIES AND POWERS

3. The HSW Act places a duty on every employer to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, the
health, safety and welfare at work of all his emplo>ees. It is also the duty of every employer and
self-employed person under the Act to conduct his undertaking in such a way as to ensure, so far as is
reasonably practicable, that persons not in his employment who may be affected are not thereby exposed
to risk to their health or safety. These general duties extend to the use of aqua chemicals in fish farming.
4. The recently introduced Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 1988 (COSHH)
apply in their entirety to substances used in fish farms which pose a hazard to the health of persons at
work. The basic principles of COSHH are:
(a) Assess the risk to health arising from work and what precautions are needed.
(b) Introduce appropriate measures to prevent or adequately control the risk, following the priority
order set out below:
(i)

substituting the substance

(ii)

use of technical or engineering controls

(iii) operational procedures
(iv)

use of personal protective equipment.

(c) Ensure that control measures are used and that equipment is properly maintained and
procedures observed.
(d) Where necessary, monitor the exposure of the workers and carry out an appropriate form of
surveillance of their health.
(e) Inform, instruct and train employees about the risks and the precautions to be taken.
EXPERT COMMITTEE

5. In 1987 the Licensing Authority for veterinary medicines agreed to HSE involvement in the
licensing process. This resulted in the appointment of an HSE assessor to the Veterinary Products
Committee (VPC) and HSE representation on the scientific secretariat. As a result, HSE has been able
to provide input to specific product licences in respect of user health and safety and, where necessary,
give guidance to the Licensing Authority and the VPC on the implications of COSHH for particular
products or methods of use.
6. In the case of the substance Dichlorvos (subsequently marketed as the product ‘Aquaguard’), HSE
was closely involved in the drafting of the operator protection phrases that now appear on the statutory
label of this product. These were drawn up to require the use of technical and engineering devices to
control user exposure to Dichlorvos in accordance with the principles of the COSHH Regulations.
USE OF DICHLORVOS

7. In 1976 the organo-phosphorus compound Dichlorvos was found to be effective in controlling
ecto-parasites on fish. The licensed veterinary product ‘Aquaguard’ is now available but until recently
the agricultural pesticide ‘Nuvan 50 EC’ was widely used to treat sea lice on salmon in sea cages in the
Scottish lochs. The Control of Pesticides Regulations 1986 introduced an approval system for pesticides
and ‘Nuvan 50 EC’ was not approved to treat sea lice thus making such use illegal.
INCIDENTS

8. One incident involving Dichlorvos was investigated by HSE in 1986 and one further incident in
1987. Neither incident involved a serious risk to any of the employees.
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CONCERNS

9. Fish farming is an expanding industry with an increasing use of chemicals. As it is a relatively new
industry, many of the chemicals used were developed for other purposes and have not been fully
evaluated for use on fish farms. There is a lack of detailed information on occupational hazards to
humans and also to the wider environment from the use of novel chemicals in these circumstances. HSE
is seeking this information to provide guidance on the precautions to be taken with the use of these
chemicals.
ADVICE

10. The HSE’s ‘fish farming’ Special Responsibility Group based in Edinburgh closely monitors
developments in the industry by inspections and visits at sites and by liaison with representative
organisations. Throughout the rapid growth of the industry, detailed advice has been given to many site
operators and in February 1990 HSE produced a free leaflet on ‘Floating fish-farm installations’ (copy
attached) which includes guidance on the use of organo-phosphorous compounds. The industry was
widely consulted during the preparation of this guidance.
TRAINING

11. HSE’s Special Responsibility Group dealing with fish farming advised the Agricultural Training
Board which carried out training for Scottish salmon growers on work with Dichlorvos. In addition, HSE
will shortly be publishing “Recommendations for the training of users of non-agricultural pesticides”.
These recommendations include guidance for persons using and rem.oving anti-fouling treatments on
nets, cages, floats, or other apparatus for use in fish farming.
RESEARCH

12. HSE’s Employment Medical Advisory Service has carried out a number of blood tests on workers
handling Dichlorvos. To date, no evidence of organophosphorus toxicity has been discovered.
13. HSE is also sponsoring a study to obtain the detailed information referred to in paragraph 9 above
and to assess the best methods for safe use to enable further guidance to be issued as appropriate. It is
proposed that this study will be carried out by external consultants and commence in 1990 for completion
in 1993.
14. In line with the principles of the COSHH Regulations, alternative means of controlling pests in fish
farms are being studied. Research is being carried out on methods of biological control, eg using wrasse,
which are fish which can be induced to feed on the sea lice on salmon. Preliminary trials are being
conducted in Scotland by the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland
CONCLUSIONS

15. HSC/E has made and will continue to make a substantial contribution to the control of the
occupational effects on human health of chemicals used in fish farming through the provisions of the
HSW Act. HSE’s activities take the form of a programme of site visits, investigations of incidents, issuing
of guidance and research projects. Should these point to the need for any strengthening of controls or
legislation, HSC/E would urgently consider any proposals and, if necessary, make recommendations to
the Secretary of State for Employment.
March 1990
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APPENDIX 27
Memorandum submitted by the Department of Transport
STORAGE AND TRANSHIPMENT OF GOODS IN TERRITORIAL WATERS
An Interdepartmental Working Party was set up in February 1982, to consider whether existing
controls took adequate account of all affected parties’ interests in cases where it was proposed to
permanently moor storage vessels in navigable, UK territorial waters; whether existing arrangements for
interdepartmental coordination in such cases were adequate; and, if not, to make recommendations to
Ministers for appropriate action.
The reason for such a Working Party was that it had been proposed to permanently moor a very large
cargo carrier within the harbour limits of Southampton but in the navigable waters of the Solent, and
store in it liquefied petroleum gas. The scheme had been put to the Southampton port authority (then the
British Transport Docks Board) by an independent consultant, and the authority was actively
considering it.
The Working Party considered all the existing controls that might apply to such a scheme. It found
that, under the Coast Protection Act 1949, the Department of Trade (now the Department of Transport)
had to be notified of, and its consent sought for, any works or the deposit of any object in UK tidal
waters. The Department has therefore to approve any proposals for eg fish farms or permanent
moorings (though not the vessel attached to such moorings: the storage vessel referred to could not
legally be distinguished from any vessel exercising its right of anchoring, and would therefore be outwith
the Coast Protection Act).
In addition to the Secretary of State for Trade’s powers, the Coast Protection Act 1949 had given the
Crown Estates Commissioners responsibility for the management for those parts of the UK foreshore
between mean high water and seabed owned by the Crown. Anyone wishing to build any structure in that
area has therefore to negotiate a lease for the particular part of the seabed in order to do so. The
Commissioners are politically impartial, not subject to Ministerial control: individual developers deal
with them direct. The Department of Transport and the Crown Estates Commissioners operate a joint
procedure for processing and consulting on applications for Crown leases, and the Department of
Transport consents in respect of marine farms.
In the case of oil rigs, the Department of Energy has specific powers to licence the exploration of the
seabed for oil and gas. Under the Oil and Gas (Enterprise) Act 1982, the Secretary of State for Energy
may establish 500 metre radius safety zones around installations in tidal or territorial waters or in
designated areas. Such powers could be applied to any installation presenting a public hazard—so a
floating storage tanker could be given a safety zone. These powers, and those of the HSE to advise the
proponents of the scheme on its implications for public safety, did not clearly give one Department the
duty to coordinate the public interest in assessing a proposal such as that for the storage tanker. Because
of this, the Working Party concluded that existing statutory powers needed strengthening to provide full
political control over offshore storage and transhipment proposals.
Such strengthening could however only be provided by primary legislation. The Department of Trade
agreed that, since the strengthening would essentially be of the Secretary of State for Trade’s powers,
they should take the lead in seeking such legislation. In the meantime, interim arrangements should apply
for any proposal similar to the storage tanker which might be put forward.
The interim arrangements entail the Department of Trade, (now the Department of Transport),
when it has been notified of such proposals under the Coast Protection Act, notifying other interested
Departments of them; coordinating a Government view, including where appropriate the views of
amenity associations and the general public; and advising the Crown Estates Commissioners on whether
a lease for proposed scheme works should be granted.
These interim arrangements, and the Coast Protection Act, continue to apply to relevant schemes. No
legislative slot could be found at the time of the Working Party’s report being made; but neither have any
similar proposals to the storage tanker been put forward. Provision was made under Section 35 of the
Merchant Shipping Act 1988 for the Secretary of State to make regulations governing the transshipment
of goods in territorial waters, and regulations are now being prepared under this provision; but as these
regulations will concern only ship to ship transfers, they are unlikely to affect fish farming activities.
21 March 1990
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APPENDIX 28
Memorandum submitted by the Royal Yachting Association
LICENSING CONDITIONS OF MAPJNE SITES
Copies of all applications for Fish Farms are sent to RYA Scotland by the Crown Estate
Commissioners for comments. RYA Scotland consider them and reply accordingly. Applications
involving navigation are sent to RYA Scotland by the Department of Transport for comment.
We are concerned about Fish Farms encroaching on anchorages thus restricting the area available to
yachtsmen. Furthermore, it is necessary to have ‘havens’ available in case of bad weather. These havens
may only be used occasionally, but should always be available in view of the fact that weather on the west
coast can change so rapidly.
In a number of cases applications for Fish Farms cover areas in navigable waters and in such cases we
ask that the areas be clearly marked and if necesssary lit at night.
Cases have arisen of Fish Farms being abandoned resulting in them breaking up and the debris (ropes
etc) becoming a danger to passing yachts. The CEC are being helpful in this respect in having the debris
removed.
Servicing of Fish Farms can cause problems if near anchorages due to disturbance by service boats.
Debris from the Fish Farms can spoil the waters and shoreline adjacent to the farms (e.g. plastic bags,
ropes).
Finally, mention must be made of the proliferation of lobster pots which appear to be anchored
indiscriminately and can be a real hazard to navigation. One example was a pot anchored in the middle of
Pladda Sound, and with the strong tide in that part, was just beneath the surface of the water and could
not be seen from even a few yards off.
March 1990
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APPENDIX 29
Sr^^iplementary memorandum submitted by the Marine Conservation Society, Royal Society
for the Protection of Birds and World Wide Fund for Nature

Having read through the evidence presented to the Agriculture Committee to date, there are a few
fundamental points that we would like to clarify and re-emphasize by way of supplementary information
to the Committee.
INADEQUATE KNOWLEDGE OF IMPACTS

The range of environmental impacts associated with intensive fin-fish culture are outlined in our earlier
submissions. Most of these concern the effects of inputs to the aquatic environment, whether organic
waste, nutrients, chemicals, or farmed fish, and the disturbance and destruction of wildlife. The common
feature of these impacts is that they are extremely poorly understood. There is little information on
immediate and local effects, let alone the longer term effects on the wider environment. Furthermore,
experience of marine pollution issues shows that to identify the effects of any one substance or
development is difficult; to determine the effects of a mixture of inputs from a multiplicity of
developments is well beyond present scientific capacity.
PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE

It is on this basis that we strongly advocate the application of the precautionary principle as adopted at
the Second North Sea Ministerial Conference in 1987 and reaffirmed at the Third North Sea Conference
in March 1990. The UK government was a signatory to both the resulting declarations. This principle
requires that action is taken to control polluting inputs to the environment even before damage has been
established by clear scientific evidence.
Adverse effects are known to be associated with fish farming but not the extent of these effects or what
constitutes a “safe” or sustainable level of development. Therefore, in accordance with the precautionary
principle, rigorous controls should be applied to the industry even before damage has been proven. In
practice this requires:
(i) precautionary limits to be set for developments and production levels in each sea loch;
(ii) the establishment of areas that are protected fi'om any development, to provide conservation
refuges and a baseline for scientific research.
A NEW APPROACH
The current system for controlling the development of the marine fish farming industry has failed to
take adequate heed of environmental considerations, to apply precautionary safeguards or to ensure the
sustainability of the industry.
The new system of planning and regulation requires:
(i) clear allocation of responsibility for management of the marine resource to a lead body (whether
an existing government department, or a new commission);
(ii) an integrated planning and management regime, under this body, for coastal and sea use in the
UK, including effective provisions for marine conservation;
(iii) licensing of fish farm developments by the lead body. Issue of licences should depend on prior
environmental assessment and adequate qualifications of developers, and should impose
conditions on production levels, management practices and monitoring. Licences should be
withdrawn on breach of these conditions;
(iv) siting of fish farms to be controlled by local planning authorities, within th.e guidelines set out by
the integrated planning and management regime.
This approach to planning and regulation should be applied to the existing industry with the minimum
of delay. Current leases should be reviewed in the context of the above conditions. This may entail
relocation and/or imposition of revised lease conditions.
30 March 1990
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APPENDIX 30
Response by the Institute of Aquaculture, University of Stirling to supplementary questions

1992”

1. FISH HEALTH AND “

(a) How serious are the two diseases IHN and VHS and how common are they throughout the
European Community.
(b) What are your views on EC-Commissions proposals for common fish and shellfish disease
controls in the single market COM (89) 655? Is the UK’s high fish health status at risk if these
proposals were adopted?
Both questions are considered together:
As one of the leading research centres in the field of fish health in Europe we are most concerned about
the EC proposals for fish and shellfish disease controls as we consider that they will considerably v/eaken
the health status of both wild and farmed fish stocks in the UK.
Neither VHS nor IHN have been or are found in the UK. VHS is found throughout mainland Europe
whereas IHN, which was originally restricted to the USA and Japan, about a year ago was positively
identified in a number of farms in Italy and France. Both viral diseases are extremely serious and can
commonly produce 90 per cent mortalities in fish storks. Transmission to the UK would be catastrophic
to both farmed and wild salmonids as our native stocks have no resistance to the VHS and IHN viruses.
The main reason for the UK being relatively free of diseases and particularly of the more severe viral
diseases of IHN and VHS are firstly, our island status and secondly, the 1937 Diseases of Fish Act, which
prohibited any imports of live salmonid fish into Great Britain. Although imports of salmonid eggs are
allowed, a very strict licencing and certification procedure has to be met by the suppliers of the eggs. The
outer surfaces of eggs can also be reliably sterilized without adverse effects on the eggs, unlike whole fish
which are impossible to decontaminate. An illustration of the problems that might occur with the allowed
import of live fish is offered by the recent outbreak in England of SVC, a viral disease of cyprinid fish
especially carp, which is not endemic to the UK. Despite a certification procedure for all non-salmonid
live fish imports, SVC was rapidly transmiitted to a number of farms and fisheries in England; mortalities
were high and disinfection costly and time-consuming. Fortunately, the outbreak was contained by the
MAFF and there appears to have been no transmission to wild stocks. However, it illustrates what might
happen to both our wild and farmed salmonid fish should there be a relaxation of present procedures. If
anything we would recommend a strengthening of the procedures to control the imports of non-salmonid
fish into the UK and the imports of both salmonid and non-salmonid fish into other EC member states.
We are also very concerned about the current unrestricted import of live ornamental fish into the UK,
many of which are closely related to indigenous species of freshwater fish, whose importation is
controlled. As fev.' if any of the suppliers to this ornamental trade have a certifiable status, then this group
of imports must constitute a significant risk of introducing exotic disease into the UK.
It should also be mentioned that there is evidence that some of the salmonid diseases eg IHN and VHS
may be carried on ornamental and other fish. Again these could constitute a risk to our native stocks of
salmonid fish.
2. FISH FEED

(a) What improvements have been made to fish feed formulations and feeding regimes to ensure
more efficient conversion of the food actually administered? What is the potential for further
improvement?
Over the past decade there have been considerable improvements in our understanding of the
nutritional requirements of farmed fish and in the formulation, nutrient sourcing, fabrication and
methods of feeding proprietary fish diets. However, further research and development work still needs to
be carried out by both research organisations and the fish feed manufacturers because much of this
improvement in knowledge and technology is based upon work with a few species of fish, in particular,
the trout, carp and American catfish. Little is known of the detailed requirements of the tens of other
species under cultivation and specifically those farmed in the marine environment.
Specific improvements in our knowledge of nutrient requirements include those relating to amino
acids, polyunsaturated fats and protein-to-energy ratios. To improve the efficiency of conversion of feed
into fish flesh, ideally all the nutrients in the feed should be fully digested and they should not be present
in amounts which exceed the capacity of the fish to utilize them. Thus, most fish feeds rely on appropiiate
levels of high quality fish meals and polyunsaturated fats because these are most efficiently utilized by
fish. The matching of the nutrients in the diet, both in terms of quality and quantity ensures that the
maximum amounts of feed are converted into fish flesh and that as little as possible passes out of the fish
with its wastes into the aquatic environment.
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Parallel improvements in the physical characteristics and fabrication of fish pellets including a softer
texture, a better binding of the ingredients and hence greater water stability and an increased buoyancy,
have also meant, respectively, that the diets are more palatable, not subject to excessive nutrient leaching
and easier for the fish to eat before they fall to the bottom of the tank or cage; all factors which have
resulted in an improved ingestion and conversion of feed and reduced contribution to the effluent waters
deriving from farms.
One further area in which we expect additional improvements to be made is in the area of feed
presentation. Work at the Institute of Aquaculture and elsewhere, in conjunction with the fish feed
manufacturers, is looking at the ways in which the feed is fed and the effects on feeding of fish size,
maturitj' and age, husbandry and environmental conditions. A notable omission up to present is that little
research has been carried out on the on-growing of salmon or other species in sea water.
(b) Could the fish content of farmed fish feed ever be replaced by protein from another source eg
soya?
It is possible to significantly reduce the fish meal content of feeds and considerable work has been
carried out on other possible protein sources including blood and meat meals, meat and bone meals,
offal, feather meal, poultry and brewing by-products, single celled proteins (eg Pruteen), oil seed and
ground nut products, plant proteins, (eg soya), fish silage, krill meals, squid meals etc. In general,
performance in terms of growth is little affected by the inclusion of these protein sources in fish diets.
However, many of these alternatives are not as efficiently digested by fish, as is fishmeal and this results
in poorer food conversions and hence higher nutrient losses in the effluent from farms.
(c) Is there sufficient pressure on the industrial fish stocks (eg sandeels) included in such feeds to
necessitate research into alternative food sources?
Bearing in mind that at present 80 per cent of the world’s farmed production is artisanal and does not
use fishmeal-based pelleted feeds clearly as aquaculture expands globally so will its demands for quality
fishineals. To some extent the demands for fishmeal by aquaculture are already displacing traditional
fishmeal users. This dependence on fishmeal will continue until economics dictate a change. Recent
major r^earch efforts with genetically improved strains of rapeseed (candle seed) and improvements in
processing of this meal and also of high fat soyas offers considerable scope for increased levels of
inclusion in fish feeds. We have an active programme of work into alternative protein sources here at
Stirling. It is essential that such work, along with studies of the nutritional requirements and nutrient
handling of other farmed species, is promoted if the continuing growth of aquaculture is not to be
constrained by the finite supplies of fishmeal.
4 April 1990

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Institute of Aquaculture, University of Stirling
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT

Although the subject of R&D has already been addressed in the original submission by the Institute to
the Agriculture Committee and in our answers at the evidence session on the 14 March 1990, we still have
significant areas of concern relating to the co-ordination, size and nature of funding of aquaculturerelated research in the UK as follows:
(1) Funding levels are insufficient for what is an important and rapidly developing branch of
agriculture It is essential for any industry, including aquaculture that, during emergence and
expansion phases of development, they receive adequate R&D support. Two countries Norway
and Japan, which might be thought of as being at similar stages of the learning curve as
ourselves, provide upwards of 2-3 times the monies spent by the UK on R&D, even after the
relative sizes of aquacultural production in the three countries have been taken into account.
(2) There is no forum or co-ordinating body to decide on R&D priorities and to ensure that a
satisfactory balance is reached in the allocation of funds to basic, near market and strategic
research. Organisations like the NERC and AFRC are primarily concerned with basic science
and often in quite specialised areas of aquatic research whereas other major funding agencies
like the SSGA and the Crown Estate Commissioners are most concerned with near-market
projects and specifically those relating to salmon. Consequently many areas of basic science and
much of strategic science related to aquaculture do not receive suppon.
(3) Three-quarters of all aquaculture related R&D in the UK is provided through MAFF for
in-house work in the constituent MAFF and DAFS Laboratories. Ideally, a proportion of this
government funding should be considered for priority areas in aquaculture and allocated
alongside other sources of financial support and, the most appropriate government, institute or
university laboratory commissioned to carry out the research. This would ensure a more
effective response to the evolving basic and strategic requirements for aquaculture-related
R&D. Again a body representing all the funding organisations and the major research groupings
would be required to co-ordinate this policy.
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(4) Considerable difficulties are experienced by grant awarding organisations and research scientists
alike regarding near-market research. Following the Barnes review much of this work has now
disappeared from the government laboratories. Some sectors of the fish farming: industry are
relatively well-served for near market support eg the salmon, as they have their own funds,
whereas others, like the trout and shellfish sectors, although they have significant productions,
do not have a mechanism for collection of funds and hence receive limited R&D support. Similar
difficulties also affect other minority groupings and will constrain future developments with new
species.
Designation of a project as near-market is an extremely ditficult and subjective decision often
depending on the philosophy of individual funding agencies or the way in which the project is
presented. Most project areas include elements of basic, strategic and near-market R&D, the
balance invariably changing with the evolution of the research programme. These difficulties are
fully recognised by other countries like Norway and Japan where governments support
near-market and strategic as well as basic research. Improvements in the mechanism of funding
will have to be made if future growth and developments in fish farming are not to be significantly
constrained.
4 April 1990
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APPENDIX 31
Letter to the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland from the Chairman,
Association of Scottish Shellflsh Growers
Re.: COM (89) 648 Final—Bivalve molluscs:

Further to your letter of 16 February 1990, inviting comment from the ASSG on the above referenced
proposed regulation on shellfish hygiene, please find below the Association’s response. Our comments
are of a general nature, in the main, as we believe that in many instances apparent difficulties will be
resolved by clarification and redrafting.
Indeed, many areas of concern will, we trust, be resolved once discussions have been held with the
Competent Authority to set up the necessary systems for applying the regulation. Therefore, we repeat
our call for the government to nominate the Competent Authority immediately in order that detailed
considerations can begin with both industry representatives and other interested agencies, such as SFIA.
Shellfish growers naturally welcome reasoned regulations to raise product hygiene standards, however
acceptance of such regulations must be accompanied by parallel efforts to raise water quality by reducing
the incidence of sewage effluent discharge into the marine environment, a priceless asset for the Scottish
shellfish industry. Any incremental costs incurred by shellfish growers in satisfying the new regulatory
standards as a result of discharge of untreated sewage and other pollutants should be recognised as a
charge to the polluter.
We suggest that, if the Commission is able to draft with sufficient accuracy, King scallops (Pecten) and
Queen scallops (Chlamys) over a minimum size should be excluded from the regulation as they are
always eaten fully cooked, unlike the other bivalve molluscs.
Assuming that the objective of this hygiene regulation is not to drive producers of proven Category A
shellfish out of business, we suggest there should be recognition of the particular and specific
circumstances of the Scottish shellfish farming industry; the scattered nature of the farms, the distances
involved in transporting product to any central expedition centre(s) combined with the relative purity of
the waters indicate that a relaxation of the definitions of ‘establishment’ is necessary. We suggest, inter
alia, that there should be no restrictions on local and farmgate sales from operations in Category A
harvesting areas, if necessary with a throughput limit; this could be achieved if each grower were
recognised as an expedition centre or if an exemption were drafted into the regulation.
As noted in my letter of 28 June 1989, the definition of ‘establishment’ fails to recognise the specific
Scottish situation where the vast bulk of the grading, packing and dispatch operations are carried out in
the open—on rafts, other vessels, on the pier and on the fore-shore. Therefore we seek an addition to the
definition of Annex Ch. IV Conditions for the Approval of Establishments’; namely, an initial paragraph
which identifies acceptable and approvable areas for handling shellfish which are not buildings.
Thereafter the conditions for structures, with the addition of “ceilings or roof linings which are easy to
keep clean”, are acceptable.
We would also propose that there should be a definition of harvesting, currently lacking, for example,
in the definition of ‘establishment’ although the term itself is used. In our view, harvesting should be
defined as “final removal from the water of an approved harvesting area for placing on the market”.
We also believe that the detailed requirements for wrapping and transportation are excessive in the
Scottish context, particularly with regard to local sales.
Finally, I would like to support much of the response by SFIA to the proposed regulation; their
detailed comments have covered much of the ground that needs to be discussed further before a final
regulation is agreed by the Council of Ministers in Brussels.
There is no doubt that, if passed in its current state and enforced in a malign fashion, this regulation
could well spell the end for the Scottish farmed shellfish industry, a great misfortune, to say the least, in
view of the quality of much of Scotland’s inshore waters, the socio-economic benefits that flow from
shell-fish farming and the undeniable quality of the product.
10 April 1990
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APPENDIX 32
Supplementary memorandum submitted by the National Farmers’ Union of Scotland and
Scottish Salmon Growers Association
COMMENTS ON EC FISH HEALTH PROPOSALS (COM(89)655)
The objective of the UK fish farming industry is to ensure that the EC fish health regulations provide
the maximum defence against the introduction of non-indigenous fish diseases into UK waters.
The UK and Ireland are unique in European terms because of our freedom fi-om IHN and VHS. That
freedom must be maintained. Given the prevalence of VHS on the Continent, we are firmly of the view
that the only effective means of halting its spread to the UK is to retain our existing ban on the
importation of live and ungutted salmonids and to introduce effective controls on the movement of wild
and ornamental fish.
The Scottish NFU and the Scottish Salmon Growers Association have been involved in intensive
discussions with the EC Commission during the drafting of the proposed fish health regulation. The
Commission now recognise the necessity of any EC regulation reflecting and protecting the unique
disease-free status of the UK. In this respect, the Commission’s formal proposal is a significant
improvement on earlier drafts. However, the measures now proposed represent the absolute minimum of
what would be acceptable to the UK fish farming industry. 'Aere is also a need for greater clarification in
a number of key areas.
DETAILED COMMENTS ON PROPOSED REGULATION

A. Approved Zones
The efficacy of the entire proposal rests on the accurate identification, monitoring and control of
movements in and out of disease-free zones.
We have maintained, throughout, that continental zones must, at the veiy least, be based on discrete and
entire water systems—as now proposed by the Commission in Annex B, l.A. We also support the
requirement that a continental zone must be such that the possibilities for recontamination are reduced to
a minimum. The concept of a buffer zone is less clear, but is welcome, in that we can conceive of
situations in continental Europe where such an approach could be required in order to provide the
necessary isolation for establishing and maintaining an approved zone.
The concept and operation of coastal zones is one of primary importance to the salmon and shellfish
industries. This requires much greater clarification, particularly in relation to its operation around the
west coast and islands of Scotland. Scottish waters are currently free from List II shellfish diseases, some
of which are present around the English coast. Means must be found to protect against their introduction
through the separate designation of Scottish waters.
B. Achievement of Approved Status
The UK is free from IHN and VHS. In contrast, VHS is prevalent on the continent.
The two major priorities for the UK fish farming industry are therefore:
(1) to ensure that the UK is granted immediate approved status, without the need to undertake
any additional initial testing, and
(2) to ensure that areas in mainland Europe wishing to establish approved status arc required to
demonstrate freedom from List I and II diseases over an adequate period of time.
Annex B, B (2), appears to permit immediate approval for the UK; that is certainly the Commission’s
intention. It is essential that the UK Government ensures that the wording of the regulation actually
meets the objective.
We have serious doubts as to the possibility of establishing and maintaining genuinely disease-fre^
zones on th^ continent. All previous attempts to eradicate VHS, for example in Denmark, have failed,
principally because of the carrier status of wild fish, and have resulted in further outbreaks within a few
years. Therefore, if the zoning approach is to be adopted, it must include a minimum of four years testing
prior to approval. We also support the proposal that a minimum of 50 per cent of farms should be tested
each year in such zones in order to maintain the approved status.
C. Approved Farms in Non-approved Zones
We accept the concept of approved farms in non-approved zones as potentially useful for producers on
the continent wishing to improve their health status. However, it is absolutely essential that no movement
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of fish be permitted from such farms in unapproved zones into fully approved zones. It is equally essential
that all such farms be subject to inspection and laboratory examination at least once a year.
P. Non-farmed Species
Wild fish, cold water and tropical ornamentals and fish capable of transferring disease by mechanical
means all pose real and significant threats in terms of disease transmission. It is recognised in Article 13 of
the proposed regulation that appropriate controls must be imposed on the movement of these fish.
However, we are disturbed at the absence of any details. There must be much greater clarification of the
likely controls in this area before agreement is reached on the regulation as a whole.
This aspect of the regulation is increasingly important given the growing interest in farming other
marine species, which is already resulting in movement of marine fish across Member States. The
regulation must impose adequate controls on all farmed marine species.
E. Group III Diseases
The UK fish farming industry wants to maintain effective controls over the spread of Group III
diseases, based broadly on our current statutory arrangements.
The industry remains as concerned as ever to prevent the spread of these diseases and would not wish
to see any dilution of the present controls, as implemented under the Diseases of Fish Act. The present
drafting of Article 1 of the proposed EC regulation would appear to permit the UK to maintain its
existing control measures. We would need assurances that this was indeed the case.
F. Sampling Plans and Diagnostic Methods
The methods of sampling, diagnosis and disinfection are central to the efficacy of any EC regulation.
EC standards must be established at the highest possible level and applied uniformly throughout the
Community. The standards to be adopted under the proposed regulation must be agreed, to UK
satisfaction, prior to the implementation of the regulation.
G. Imports from Third Countries
Existing national government controls over imports from third countries must remain in force until
such time as the Community has conducted the necessary comprehensive study of the health conditions
pertaining in third countries, as set out in Articles 18 to 23.
There should be provision for health inspections of all consignments on entry into the Community.
Article 21 refers tainspections being carried out “on the spot”. This needs clarification. The regulation
should include powers to inspect consignments at the port of entry. The regulation should also make
provisions for the action to be taken in the event of failure of inspection and for controls on consignments
of fish in transit across the Community.
H. Community Inspectorate and Funding
It is important that the control measures envisaged in the regulation are applied and enforced
effectively and uniformly in all Member States. It is therefore essential that an effective Community
Inspectorate is established before any action is taken to dismantle existing national controls. The
Inspectorate must be properly funded and staffed, with adequate powers of inspection and enforcement.
The proposed financial provisions, as set out in the financial statement attached to the regulation, are
wholly inadequate to meet the requirements.
10 April 1990

i,
Dd.5W2«6, 6/90, C6, 3382/5,5673, 104447.
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